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Chapter Eleven 


The Chapter Concerning the Belief that 
the Sahabahl@~~ Had in the Unseen 

This chapter highlights how the Sahabah ~ believed in the unseen and 

how for the news Nabi ~ gave them, they forsook temporary pleasures, 

human evidence, transitory opinions and worldly experiences. It was as if they 

were actually witnessing the unseen and rejecting what they witnessed. 

The Magnificence of Imaan 
Rasulullaah ~ Gives the Glad Tidings of Jannah for the Person who Testifies 
with Conviction that there is none worthy ofworship but Allaah 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah !®~ narrates, 'We were a group of Sahabah~~ 
including Abu Bakr!®.~ and Vmar ~~ sitting around Rasulullaah ~, 
when he got up to leave. Because Rasulullaah ~ delayed in returning to us, we 
feared that he may have come to some harm in our absence. This alarmed us and 
we quickly got up. I was the first to be alarmed and in my search for Rasulullaah 
~, I reached an orchard belonging to the Banu Najjaar tribe of the Ansaar. r 
circled the orchard looking for a gate, but could not find any. I then came across 
a stream running into the orchard from a well outside. I therefore squeezed 
through and found Rasulullaah ~~. there. 
'Abu Hurayrah?' Rasulullaah ~ asked. 'Yes, 0 Rasulullaah ~: I replied. 
What is the matter?' he asked. I explained, 'You were with us when you left. 
When you delayed in returning to us, we feared that you may have come to some 
harm in our absence. This alarmed us and I was the first to be alarmed. When I 

reached this orchard, I squeezed through as a fox would do and entered. The 
others are all behind me.' Handing me his shoes, Rasulullaah ~ said, '0 Abu 
Hurayrah! Take these shoes of mine and give the glad tidings of Jartnah to every 
person you meet outside this orchard who testifies with conviction of the 
heart that there is none worthy of worship but Allaah. 
The first person I met was Vmar !®~~. What are these shoes, 0 Abu Hurayrah?' 
he asked. These are Rasulullaah ~~'s shoes. He has sent me to give the glad 
tidings of Jannah to every person I meet who testifies with conviction of the heart 
that there is none worthy of worship but Allaah.' Vmar !®~ then struck me so 
hard .on the chest that r fell down on my buttocks. He then instructed me to 
return and I returned to Rasulullaah ~ seeking help in tears. Vmar !®~ 
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was almost upon me as he came in my footsteps. 'What has happened to you, 0 
Abu Hurayrah?' Rasulullaah ~ asked. I related the incident to him saying, 'I 
met Vmar ~~ and when I told him the message you had sent me with, he 
struck me so hard on the chest that I fell down on my buttocks. He then told me 
to return.' 
'0 Vmar!' Rasulullaah ~ said, 'What made you do that?' Vmar ~~ said, 
'May my parents be sacrificed for you, 0 Rasulullaah ~! Did you send Abu 
Hurayrah with your shoes to give the glad tidings of Jannah to every person he 
meets who testifies with conviction of the heart that there is none worthy of 
worship but Allaah?' 'I certainly did,' Rasulullaah ~ replied. 'Do not do that,' 
Vmar ~~ pleaded, 'because I fear that people would pin all their hopes in this 
(and stop doing good deeds). Rather leave them to continue doing good deeds.' 
Rasulullaah ~ then said, 'Then leave them.mOl 

Rasulullaah ~ Gives the Glad Tidings of Jannah 
for the Person who Dies Without Committing Shirk 
Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~. narrates, "When I came outdoors one night, I 
happened to see Rasulullaah ~ walking all alone. Thinking to myself that 
perhaps Rasulullaah ~ did not like anyone to be walking with him, I started 
walking where the moonlight was not shining (so that he may not notice me). 
Rasulullaah ~ however turned around and when he saw me, he asked, 'Who is 
there?' I replied by saying, 'It is Abu Dharr. May Allaah sacrifice me for youl' 
'Come here, 0 Abu Dharr,' Rasulullaah ~ called out. After walking with him for 
a while, Rasulullaah ~ said, Verily those with plenty of wealth will have the 
least (rewards) on the Day of Qiyaamah except for the person whom Allaah gives 
wealth in abundance and he distributes it to his right, his left, in front of him and 
behind him, using it all in good causes.' 
I then walked on a while longer with Rasulullaah ~ when he said, 'Sit down 
here.' It was an open plain surrounded by stones where he made me sit. He then 
said to me, 'Remain here until I return.' Rasulullaah ~ then walked away into 
the rocky plain until he disappeared from my view. He was away for a long time 
until I eventually heard him say as he returned, 'Even though he commits 
adultery or steals?' When he returned, I could not wait to ask, 'May Allaah 
sacrifice me for you, 0 Nabi of Allaah ~! With whom were you talking 
amongst the rocks? I heard no one reply to you.' Rasulullaah ~ replied, 'That 
was Jibra'eel ~@ who came to me when I was a amongst the rocks. He said, 
'Give your Vmmah the good news that whoever of them dies without 
committing Shirk shall enter Jannah.' '0 Jibra'eel!' I asked, 'Even though he 
commits adultery or steals?' 'Yes,' he replied. 
'Even though he commits adultery or steals, 0 Rasulullaah~?' I echoed. 'Yes,' 
Rasulullaah ~ replied. I repeated, 'Even though he commits adultery or 
steals?' 'Certainly.' Rasulullaah ~ replied, 'even though he drinks wine.',,(2) 
(1) Muslims, as quoted in Jam'ul F3waa'id (Vol.! Pg.7). 
(2) Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id (VoL! Pg.7). 
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Another narration adds that after Hadhrat Abu Oharr ~~ repeated the 
question for the fourth time, RasululIaah ~ said, "Even though Abu Oharr's 
nose is rubbed in dust (Le. this shall be the case even though Abu Oharr may not 
agree).,,(l) 

The Incident of the Bedouin with Great 

Understanding 


Hadhrat Anas ~.~ reports that an old Bedouin called Hadhrat Alqama bin 
Ulaatha ~);i.1~ once came to Rasulullaah ~ and said, "0 RasululIaah ~! I 
am an old man who is unable to learn the Qur'aan. However, I do testify that 
there is none worthy of worship but Allaah and I testify that Muhammad ~ is 
the servant and Rasul of Allaah. In this I have firm conviction." When the old man 
had left, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "That man has great understanding." It has 
also been reported that Rasulullaah ~ said, "That companion of yours has 
great understanding.,,(2) 

The Narration of Hadhrat Uthmaan @~~ Stating 
that Jahannam is Forbidden to the One who 

Recites the Shahaadah 
Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~~ narrates that he heard Rasulullaah ~ say, "I know a 
statement which if a person says sincerely from his heart, he will become 
forbidden to the fire of Jahannam." To this, Hadhrat Umar~.~ said, "Should I 
not tell you what it is? It is the statement of sincerity upon which Allaah has 
made Muhammad ~ and his Sahabah ~.~ steadfast. It is the statement of 
Taqwa that the Nabi of Allaah ~ had encouraged his uncle Abu Taalib to recite 
at the time of his death. It is to testify that there is none worthy of worship but 
Allaah."(3) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Gives the Glad Tidings of 

Forgiveness to the Sahabah l~l~~ who Recited the 


Shahaadah with him in a Particular Gathering 

Hadhrat Ya'la bin Shaddaad reports that Hadhrat Ubaadah bin Saamit '~):l.,~ 
was also present and confirming Hadhrat Abu Shaddaad ~~ when he said, 
"We were with Rasulullaah ~ when he asked, 'Is there any stranger amongst 
you?' Rasulullaah ~ was referring to the presence of any Jews or Christians. 
When we assured Rasulullaah ~ that there was none, he had the door closed 
and said, 'Raise your hands and say: Laa Ilaaha Illallaah'. We (together with 
Rasulullaah ~) had our hands raised for a while,. after which Rasulullaah ~ 
put his hands down saying, "All praise is for Allaah. 0 Allaah! You sent me vvith 
(l) Tirmidhi. 
(2) 	Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (Vol. I Pg.70). Kharaa'iti in his Makaarimul Akhlaaq and 

Daar Qutni in his Afraad have reported a similar narration, as quoted in lsaabah (VoU Pg.503). 
(3) 	Ahmad, as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa'jd (Vol.! Pg.15). Abu Ya'la. Ibn Khuzaymah, Ibn Hibbaan, 

Bayhaqi and others have also reported the narration, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaal (Vo1.1 Pg, 74). 
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this Kalimah, instructed me with (believing in) it and promised me Jannah for it. 
Verily, You never break Your promises." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Gives Glad Tidings to the 

Sahabah ~~ in Kudayd 


Hadhrat Rufaa'ah Juhani ~ reports that they were once returning with 
Rasulullaah ~ (to Madinah) when we arrived in Kudayd. When some people 
started seeking permission from Rasulullaah ~ to return to their families, 
Rasulullaah ~ granted permission. Rasulullaah ~ then stood up and after 
duly praising Allaah, he said, "What is the matter with some men who feel that 
the side of the tree near RasuluIlaah ~ is more repulsive to them than the 
other side?" When Rasulullaah ~ said this, there was not a person who was 
not in tears.· Someone then remarked, ''Whoever seeks leave after this must be a 
fooH" 
Rasulullaah ~ then praised Allaah, said many good things and then added, "I 
testify before Allaah that when a person testifies with sincerity of heart that there 
is none worthy of worship but Allaah, that I am the Rasul of Allaah and he then 
proceeds to walk on the right, he will certainly walk the path to Jannah as soon 
as he dies. My Rabb C'J,U:;j:;iJj1;E has promised me that He will admit seventy 
thousand members of my Ummah into ]annah without reckoning or 
punishment. However, I strongly believe that even before they enter, you 
people as well your righteous forefathers, spouses and progeny will have 
already occupied your abodes in ]annah." (2) 

Another narration clarifies that it was Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®~ who said, 
"whoever seeks leave after this must be a foo!!" (3) 

The Shahaadah Atones for a False Oath 
Hadhrat Anas ®~~ narrates that when Rasulullaah ~ charged a particular 
person for doing something, the man denied it saying, "NO. I swear by the Being 
besides Whom there is none worthy of worship that I did not do it." Rasulullaah 
~ was however certain that the man had done it, so after repeating himself 
several times, Rasulullaah ~ said, "Atone for this by attesting that there is 
none worthy of worship but Allaah." (4) Another narration states that Rasulullaah 
~ said, "Atone for your lie by confirming that there is none worthy of worship 
but Allaah." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ®~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ said, "When 
a man took a false oath using the words 'I swear by the Being besides Whom 
there is none worthy of worship', Allaah forgave him (because he recited the 

(1) Ahmad, Tabraani and Bazzaar, all reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.1 
Pg.19). 

(2) Ahmad and Ibn Maajah, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. I Pg.20). 
(3) Daarmi, Ibn Khuzaymah, Ibn Hibbaan and.Tabraani, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Voi.S Pg.287). 
(4) Bazzaar. 
(5) 	Abu Ya'la, Both Bazzaar and Abu Ya'la report from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami 

(VoU 0 Pg.83). Ibn Hajar has however commented on the chain of narrators. 
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words of the Kalimah)." (1) 

People who Recited the Shahaadah will Leave 

Jahannam 


Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said, ''When 
the people of Jahannam will get together, amongst them will also be those who 
faced the Qibla (Muslims). The Kuffaar will then say to the Muslims, 'Were you 
people not Muslims?' When the Muslims reply in the affirmative, the Kuffaar will 
ridicule, 'Then of what use was your Islaam when you have ended up with us 
here in the fire?' The Muslims will reply, 'We were detained because of the sins 
that we committed.' When Allaah hears what the Kuffaar have to say, He will 
issue orders that all those who faced the Qibla should be removed from 
Jahannam. When the Kuffaar remaining behind in Jahannam see this, they will 
lament, 'If only we had been MUslims so that we could leave just as they have 
left.'" Rasulullaah ~ then recited: 
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Alif Laam Raa (Only Allaah knows the meaning of these letters). These 
are the verses of the Book and the clear Qur'aan. Many a time the 
Kuffaar will wish that they had been Muslims. {Surah Hijr, verses i ,2} (2) 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~~ said, "When some believers 
in (the Kalimah) 'Laa Ilaaha Illallaah' will enter Jahannam because of their sins, 
the worshippers of (the idols) Laatand Uzza will ridicule them saying, 'Of what 
use was your recitation of 'Laa llaaha Illallaah' when you are with us in 
Jahannam.' Allaah will then get angry for their part. He will remove the Muslims 
from ]ahannam and put them in the river of life where their burns will be healed 
just as the moon recovers from its eclipse. They will then enter Jannah where 
they will be called 'the people from ]ahannam'." (3) 
Another narration of Tabraani reports that because of the blackness on their 
faces, they will be called 'the people from Jahannam'. They will then plead to 
Allaah saying, "0 Rabb! Remove this name from us." Allaah will then command 
them to bath in a river in Jannah, after which the name will be removed from 
them (because the blackness will be removed). 

A Group of Mu'mineen that will be Saved 
from Jahannam 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ narrates that Rasulul1aah ~ said, "Islaam shall 
fade away just as decorative work fades from a garment. People will have rio 
(1) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.lO Pg.83). 
(2) Tabraani. Ibn Abi Haatim has reported a similar narration. 
(3) Tabraani, as quoted in the Tafseerof Ibn Katheer (Vol.2 Pg.546). 
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idea what fasting, Sadaqah or sacrifice are. Then such a night will pass over the 
Qur'aan after which not a single verse of the Qur'aan will be found on earth (the 
angels will remove every Qur'aan from earth). There shall then remain only a few 
pockets of people amongst whom an old man and an old lady will say, 'Because we 
found our forefathers reciting this Kalimah 'Laa Ilaaha Illallaah', we also recite it.'" 
To this, one of the narrators called Hadhrat Sila asked, "Of what use will the 
Kalimah 'Laa Ilaaha Illallaah' be to them when they will have no idea what 
fasting, Sadaqah or sacrifice are?" When Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ ignored the 
questipn, Hadhrat Sila repeated it thrice. Each time, Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~:J.,~ 
ignored the question until on the third occasion, he turned to Hadhrat Sila and 
said, "0 Sila! It will save them from Jahannam! It will save them from Jahannam! 
It will save them from Jahannamr" (1) 

The statements of Hadhrat Ali ~U&~f Hadhrat 
Abu Dardaa ~~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ~~~ Concerning the Shahaadah and 
. those Reciting it 

Hadhrat Ali ~~once said, "The people with the clearest record with Allaah 
@,~.!L~ and who know Him best are those who have the most love for and who 
most honour the sanctity of the believers in 'Laa Ilaaha Illallaah'." (2) 

Hadhrat Saalim bin Abul Ja'd reports that someone once informed Hadhrat Abu 
Dardaa ~~ that Abu Sa'd bin Munabbih had set a hundred slaves free. 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~).1.7~ remarked, "Setting a hundred slaves free from the 
wealth of a single person is a great deed. However, if you please, I can inform 
you of something better than that. (It is) Imaan that is attached to the heart day 
and night and keeping your tongue moist with the Dhikr of Allaah @)'%.!L~.1!(3) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, ''Verily Allaah has distributed good 
character amongst you just as He has distributed your sustenance. Whereas 
Allaah has given wealth to those whom He loves as well as those whom He does 
not love, He gives Imaan only to those whom He loves. Therefore, it is only 
when Allaah loves someone that He gives him Imaan. The person who is too 
miserly to spend (in Sadaqah), too scared to fight the enemy in Jihaad and cannot 
exert himself in Ibaadah at nights should recite 'Laa Ilaaha Illallaah" 'Allaahu 
Akbar', 'Al Hamdu Lillaah' and 'Subhaanallaah' in abundance." (4) 

The Gatherings of Imaan 
The Eagerness of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha 
~~. to Participate in the Gatherings of Imaan 

Hadhrat Mas bin Maalik ~ narrates that whenever Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
(I) Haakim (Vol.4 Pg.545), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(Vol.1 Pg.76). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoU Pg.219). Ibn Abi Dunya has reported a similar narration, as quoted 

in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.55). 
(4) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. 10 Pg.90) and Mudhiri in 

his Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.3 Pg.95), 
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Rawaaha ~U&~ met one of the Sahabah ~.~, he say to him, "ComeT Let us 

believe in our Rabb for a moment (let us refresh our Imaan by talking about 

Allaah for a while)." When he said this to someone one day, the man became angry 

and reported it to Rasulullaah ~ saying, "0 Rasulullaah ~T Look at Ibn 

Rawaaha. He prefers your Imaan to the Imaan of a moment." Nabi ~ replied, 

"May Allaah forgive Ibn Rawaaha. He loves the gatherings about which the 

angels boast. II (1) 


Hadhrat Ataa bin Yasaar narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~ 


once said to one of his companions, "Come here so that we may believe for a 

while." "Are we not already believers?" the other asked. "Certainly," Hadhrat 

Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~,~ replied, "but let us talk about Allaah so that our 

lmaan can be increased." (2) 


Hadhrat Shurayh bin Abdullaah reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha 

~~ would grab hold of the hand of one of the Sahabah I®~~ and say, 

"Stand with me so that we may believe for a while by Sitting in a gathering of 

Dhikr." (3) 


Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~~ says, "Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~~ once caught 

hold of my hand saying, 'Come! Let us believe for a moment because the heart 

overturns faster than a pot boiling at its pitch." (4) 


Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ says, 'When Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~ would 

meet me, he would say, '0 Uwaymirl Sit down so that we may discuss (Imaan) for 

a while.' We would then sit down and discuss, after which he would say, 'This is a 

gathering of Imaan. The example of Imaan is like that of your Qamees. When you 

have taken it off, you will again be putting it on and when you have put it on, you 

will again be taking it off. The heart overturns faster than a pot boiling at its 

pitCh." (5) 

The Eagerness of Hadhrat Umar ~).1~ and 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~~ to Participate in the 


Gatherings of Imaan 

Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ reports that Hadhrat Umar ~~ would grab hold of 
the hands of one or two Sahabah ~ and say, "Stand awhile with me so that 
we may renew our Imaan." They would then talk about Allaah ®~I;Z. (6) 

Hadhrat Aswad bin Hilaal reports that they were walking with Hadhrat Mu'aadh 
bin Jabal ~~ when he said to them, "Sit with us so that we may believe for a 
moment." (7) 

(1) Ahmad, as quoted in Targheeb wat TarheebNol.3 Pg.63). Haafidh has commented on the chain of 
narrators in AiBidaayah wan Njhaayah Nol.4 Pg.258). 

(2) Bayhaqi. 
(3) Haafidh Abu! Qaasim Laa!kaa'ee. 
(4) Tayaalisi. 
(5) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ NoL1 Pg.I 0 1). 
(6) Ibn Abi Shaybah and Laalkaa'ee in his Sunnah, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ Nol.I Pg.207). 
(7) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya NoL 1 Pg.235). 
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Renewing Imaan 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®).1.1@% reports that Rasulullaah &~ once said, "Renew 
your Imaan." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" someone asked, "How are we to renew our 
Imaan?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Abundantly recite 'Laa Ilaaha Illallaah'." (I) 

Rejecting Experience and Eye-Witness Accounts 

The incident of a Man With Diarrhoea 
Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ®~ narrates that a man once came to Rasulullaah 
~ saying, "My brother is suffering from diarrhoea." "Give him honey to drink," 
Rasulullaah ~~ said. The man went, gave honey to his brother and then 
returned saying, "0 Rasulullaah ~! I gave him honey but it only made his 
diarrhoea worse." "Go and give him honey to drink," Rasulullaah ~ repeated. 
The man went, again gave his brother honey and then returned yet again saying, 
"His diarrhoea is now even worse." Rasulullaah ~ said, "Allaah speaks the 
truth and it is your brother's belly that is lying. Go and give him honey." This 
time when the man gave honey to his brother, he was completely cured. (2) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
O~Itl-;'::'''·\'·' d h WO~ ~,~~an IS he 

Hadhrat zaynab U®lli@% who was the wife of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
®~~ says, "Whenever (my husband) Abdullaah came home after relieving 
himself, he would clear his throat at the door and spit so that he does not enter 
upon us unexpectedly while we are in a condition that he would find unpleasant. 
He happened to return one day while I had with me an old lady who was busy 
reciting some incantations to cure me from erysipelas(3). When he cleared his 
throat, I quickly hid her beneath the bed. He then came in and sat next to me. 
Noticing a thread around my neck, he asked, 'What is this thread for?' I replied, 
'An incantation has been read on it for me.' He held it, cut it and then said, 'The 
family of Abdullaah have no need for Shirk. I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say 
that incantations, talismans and amulets amount to Shkk (when people 
believe that they possess the inherent quality of healing).'" 
Hadhrat zaynab ~~ continues, "I then said to him, 'Why do you say that 
when it is true that I often experience pain in my eye and whenever I go to a 
particular Jewish lady who recites incantations on it, the pain subsides?' He 
replied, 'That is because Shaytaan pokes your eye and when the incantations are 
read on it, he stops poking at it. All you need to do is to recite what Rasulullaah 
~ used to recite (which is): 

~"" "".J "".J "" ~ "" . "" .J "" '"" "" "'" , "" ,t"" ''''' , ''''' "" ' ... ' , ...
"~l~~ ~ ~Lu.!.l ~Lu~I ~Lu ~ ~WI -=..JIJ ....ulJ ,-",WI Yl ,-",WI ~~\" 

"" "" "" "" "" - "" "" "" "" "" 
"0 Rabb of mankind, remove the difficulty. You grant a cure for there is 

(1) Ahmad and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.l Pg.82) and 
Mundhiri in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.3 Pg.75). 

(2) Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in TalSeeroflbn Katheer (Vo1.2 Pg.575). 
(3) A severe bacterial skin rash accompanied by fever and vomiting. 
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none who can cure besides You. There is also no cure like Your cure. 
Grant a cure that does not leave out any illness." (1) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha 
~~~ and his Wife 

Hadhrat Ikramah reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~ was once 
lying beside his wife when he got up and went to have intercourse with one of his 
slave women in another part of the house. His wife was alarmed when she did 
not see him lying where he had been so she immediately got up and left the 
room. When she saw him on the slave woman, she returned to her room, took a 
knife and went back. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~~ had just finished 
and had stood up when he met her carrying the knife. "What is the matter?" he 
asked. "What is the matter indeedr" she replied, "Had I found you where I had 
seen you just now, I would have plunged this knife between your shoulders!" 
"And just where did you see me?" he asked. "I saw you upon the slave," she 
replied. "It could not have been me that you saw," he said. He then continued, 
"Rasulullaah ~ has prohibited anyone from reciting the Qur'aan when one 
is impure (as I should be if I had had intercourse, yet I can recite for yOU)." "Then 
recite," she challenged. He then recited the following (couplets which mean): 
"/?asulul/aah ~ came to us reciting the Book 
That shjnes forth like the rjsing dawn 
He brought guidance after darkness and ourhearts are convinced that 

whatever he says must happen 
While he spends the night separated from his bed (engaged in Jbaadah) 
the Mushrikeen lie heavily on their beds" 
(Thinking that these are verses of the Qur'aan) His wife said, "I believe in the 
Book of Allaah and reject what the eyes have seen." When Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Rawaaha ~~~ went early to Rasulullaah ~ the next morning and informed 
him about what had transpired, Rasulullaah ~ smiled so broadly that his 
molars became visible. (2) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Umar ~~~ and 

Rasulullaah ~ at Hudaybiyyah 


Hadhrat Habeeb bin Abu Thaabit narrates that when he went to pose some 
questions to Hadhrat Abu Waa'il ~~, the Sahabi related to them that when 
they were fighting at Siffeen, someone asked, "Have. you not seen those who are 
called towards the Book of Allaah (to settle their disputes)?" "Yes, we have," 
replied Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib ~~. It was then that Hadhrat Sahl bin 
Hunayf ~~~ said, "You have only yourselves to blame! I have seen us at 
Hudaybiyyah when Nabi ~ entered into a peace treaty with the Mushrikeen. 
Had we deemed fighting to be the solution, we would have fought (but it was in 
(I) Ahmad, as quoted in TaiSeerofIbn Katheer (VoL2 Pg.494). 
(2) 	Daar Qutni (Pg.44,45). The author of Ta'leequl Mughni (Pg.45) has commented on the chain of 

narrators. 
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the best interest to enter into the treaty)." He then continued to narrate that at 
the time Hadhrat Umar ~ asked, "Are we not on the truth and the 
Mushrikeen on falsehood? Will not our martyrs go to Jannah while their dead 
will go to Jahannam?" "Certainly," Rasulullaah ~ replied. "Then why should we 
compromise our Deen?" Umar ~~ asked, "WhyshouldweretumwhenAllaah has 
not yet decided between us and the Mushrikeen?" Rasulullaah ~ reassured 
him saying, "0 son of Khattaab! I am the Rasul of Allaah and Allaah shall never 
ever lead me to destruction." 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ was still upset when he went away. He proceeded straight 
to Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~):l.,~ and asked, "0 Abu Bakr! Are we not on the truth and 
the Mushrikeen on falsehood?" "0 son of Khattaabl" Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®):l.,~ 
said, "He is the Rasul of Allaah and Allaah shall never ever lead him to 
destruction.!! It was after this that Allaah revealed Surah Fatah. (I) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Sahl bin Hunayf ®~ said, "0 people! 
You have only your own opinions to blamer I have seen myself on the day of Abu 
Jandal (when Rasulullaah ~ was forced to hand him over to the Mushrikeen 
according to the demands of the treaty). Had I the ability to reverse this decision 
of Rasulullaah ~, I would have certainly done so (but no one's Imaan would 
allow him to oppose a decision coming from Rasulullaah ~). Yet another 
narration adds that when Surah Fatah was revealed, Rasululiaah ~ sent for 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ and recited it to him. (2) 

In the chapter concerning Da'wah towards Allaah and His Rasool ~ (Chapter 
one) and under the discussion of the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah, the narration of 
Hadhrat Miswar bin Makhramah ~~ has already been quoted. The narration 
states that Hadhrat Abu Jandal ~~ addressed the Muslims saying, "0 
gathering of Muslim! Why should I be returned to the Mushrikeen when I have 
come as a Muslim? Have you not seen how I have suffered?" Hadhrat Abu Jandal 
®,~ had endured severe torture at the hands of the Mushrikeen. 
Hadhrat Umar ®~ then approached Rasululiaah ~ and said, "Are you not 
the true Nabi of Allaah?" "I am indeed," replied Rasulullaah ~. Hadhrat Umar 
~.~~ asked further, "Are we not on the truth and our enemies on falsehood?" 
"Certainly," said Rasulullaah ~~. ''Then,'' asked Hadhratumar ~, "why do we 
have to submit?" Rasulullaah ~ said to him, "I am certainly the Rasool of Al1aah. 
I cannot disobey Him and He is my Helper." Hadhrat Umar ~~ asked, "Did 
you not tell us that we shall arrive at the Kabah and perform Tawaaf around it?" 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Indeed I did but did I tell you that it would be this 
year?" "No," said Hadhrat Umar ~~. "Then you shall certainly arrive there and 
perform Tawaaf around it," Rasulullaah ~ assured him. 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ then approached Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ and asked him, 
"Is he not the true Nabi of Allaah?" "He is indeed," replied Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
~~. Hadhrat Umar ~ asked further, "Are we not on the truth and our 
enemies on falsehood?" "Certainly," said Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~. "Then," asked 
(I) Bukhaari and Muslim. 
(2) Nasa'ee, as quoted in TalSeerof Ibn Katheer (VolA Pg.200). 
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Hadhrat Umar ~~, "why do we have to submit?" Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~)1.1~ 
said to him, "0 person! He is certainly the Rasool of Allaah. He cannot disobey 
Allaah and Allaah is his Helper." Hadhrat Umar ~~ asked, "Did Rasulullaah 
~ not tell us that we shall arrive at the Kabah and perform Tawaaf around it?" 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ replied, "He did indeed, but did he tell you that it 
would be this year?" "No," said Hadhrat Umar ~~. "Then you shall certainly 
arrive there and perform Tawaaf around it," Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ assured 
him. After narrating this incident, Hadhrat Umar ~)1.1~ says that he later carried 
out numerous good deeds to make amends for this behaviour. 

The Happiness of Rasulullaah ~~ when 
Revelation About Forgiveness and Victory Arrived 

as they were Returning from Hudaybiyyah 
Hadhrat Anas ~)1.1~ narrates that as Rasulullaah ~ wa's'returning from 
Hudaybiyyah, Allaah revealed the verse: 

( Y~i:ca OJ.,....) (;1.1 ~j.!J :i1 ~ .:.,~~ rtJ,.!JJ~)
'" "'" ... .,. 

So that Allaah may forgive you (0 Rasu/ullaah ~) for your past 
shortcomings and those that may occur in the futUre. {Surah Fatah, verse 2} 

Rasulullaah ~ then said, "Such· a verse was revealed to me tonight that I love 
more than everything on earth." When Rasulullaah ~ recited the verse to the 
Sahabah ~)1.1~, they said, "Congratulations to you, 0 Nabi of Allaah ~. 
Allaah has made it clear how He will be treating you, but what about us?" It was 
then that the following verse was revealed: 

;~<-~.. ~ :'..u} -'I ~g, ~: :s.:: ;.:.::; ~~~I( :' .. !~i, ~ ·lJ!l..~.J -; r;.j.. .... -* .. ~ ~ /I • " ..:r- J ~r-' ~ -..J' 

(c~T:~ OJ.,....) Iffto l:~~ Ij; .JJ1:Js .!ul~ QlS-j ~~~;o ~~;;
~. " "'" .,. ".... ," '" 

So that Allaah may admit the Mu'mineen men and women into Jannaat 
beneath which rivers flow. They will live there forever and He shall 
(a/so) pardon them for their sins. This is the great success in Allaah's 
sight. {Surah Fatah, verse 5} (1) 

Hadhrat Anas ~)1.1~ reports that after Rasulullaah ~ had been prevented 
from performing Umrah, he was returningJrom Hudaybiyyah when the following 
verse was revealed: 

- Iff~ ", .: '" ,; .. " " ,"" , !l.. 
(\ ~\ :ca OJ.,....) '\0 ~ Gcii ..:.1.l ~ lilJ' 

Indeed,· we have granted you (0 Rasulullaah ~) a clear victory(2). 
{surah Fatah, verse I} 

when Rasulullaah ~ and the Sahabah ~)i.~ slaughtered their sacrificial 
animals at Hudaybiyyah, they were filled with grief and sorrow. Rasulullaah ~ 

(1) Ahmad. Bukhaari and Muslim have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Ta[seer of Ibn 
Katheer (Vol.4 Pg.I83). 

(2) 	Allaah granted the victory through the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah because after this treaty large 
numbers of people accepted Islaam and it led to the conquest of Makkah. 
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then said, "Such a verse was revealed to me that I love more than all the world." 
He then recited to them the verse: 

('I" ll' \ <.:..::!1:c:J 0)-"",,) 

Indeed, We have granted you (0 Rasulullaah ~) a clear victory 
(through the Treaty ofHudaybI'yyah). (Allaah granted tMs vktory to 
Rasulullaah ~ so that he may be greatly rewarded for the many 
people entedng the fold of Islaam and together with tMs,) So that 
Allaah may forgive you (0 Rasulullaah ~) for your past shortcomings 
and those that may occur in the future; and so that He may complete 
His favour on you, guide you on the straight path and (so that) Allaah 
may grant you assistance that is most powerful (with which you can 
never be defeated). {Surah Fatah, verses 1-3} 

When Rasulullaah ~ recited the verse to the Sahabah i®J;&~, they said, 
"Congratulations to you, 0 Nabi of Allaah ~~ ... " The rest if the narration is the 
same as the one above. (1) 

Hadhrat Mujammi bin Jaariya Ansaari ~~ who was one of those Sahabah 
~)J.7~ who were proficient in the knowledge of the Qur'aan reports that he was 
also present at Hudaybiyyah. After they had left, they saw people racing their 
camels. 'What is the matter with them?" they asked each other. When they were 
informed that revelation had come to Rasulullaah ~, they all rushed to 
Rasulullaah ~, who was then sitting on his camel at a place called Kuraa'ul 
Ghameem. When the Sahabah ~.~~ had gathered around, Rasulullaah iliW~ 
recited to them: 

- (A ", ~ (I '''': '" '" ','-: ' )(\ <.:..::!\:c:J 0)-"",,) ~~ bjj;.!.l.l ~ lil 
~ ~ 

Indeed, We have granted you (0 Rasulullaah ~) a clear victory. 
{Surah Fatah. verse I} 

Someone asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Is this a victory?" "Yes/" Rasulullaah ~ 
replied, "I swear by the Being Who controls the life of Muhammad that this is 
certainly a victory." The Hadith continues further. (2) 

Hadhrat Baraa ®.~ once said, "You people regard the conquest of Makkah as 
the 'victory' (referred to in the first verse of Surah Fatah). Although that certainly 
was a great victory, we (the Sahabah ~) regard the 'victory' to be the pledge 
of Ridwaan taken at Hudaybiyyah." The narration still continues further. (3) 

Hadhrat Jaabir ~ says, 'We regard the 'victory' to be nothing other than the 
Treaty of Hudaybiyyah." (4) 

(1) Ibn Jareer (Vo1.26 PgA4). 
(2) Ahmad. Abu Dawood has reported a similar narration, as quoted in TalSeeroflbn Katheer (VolA 

Pg.173). 
(3) Bukhaari. as quoted in Tafseeroflbn Katheer (VolA Pg.182). 
(4) Ibn Jareer (Vo1.26 PgA4). 
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The Incident of the River Nile during the Khilaafah 
of Hadhrat Umar ~~~ 


Hadhrat Qais bin Hajjaaj reports from his teacher that after Egypt was conquered 
(by the Muslims), the people approached the governor Hadhrat Amr bin Al Aas 
!:ID~5 when the month of BU'nJl) started. "0 governor!," they said, "There is a 
ritual (we carry out) for our Nile without which it wiII not flow." 'What is the 
ritual?" Hadhrat Amr !:ID~~ enquired. They then explained, "Mter twelve days of 
this month have passed, we look for a virgin living with her parents. After 
satisfying her parents (with a vast sum of money), we adorn her with the best of 
jewels and clothing and then throw her into the Nile." "This cannot happen in 
Islaam," Hadhrat Amr !:ID.~~ told them, "Islaam wipes out all (rituals) that 
takes place before it." 
It so happened that the Nile did not flow and although the people stayed in Egypt 
all through the month of Bu'na, they eventually decided to leave Egypt. Hadhrat 
Amr !:ID.~ wrote a letter to Hadhrat Umar !:ID.~ and informed him about the 
situation. Hadhrat Umar ~~ wrote back to Hadhrat Amr ~ saying, "Your 
course of action was correct. I have enclosed a note with this letter that you 
should throw into the Nile ... " The narration continues further and will be 
narrated in the chapter discussing unseen assistance from Allaah. The end of the 
narration states that the note was thrown into the Nile and on the following 
morning which was a Saturday, the people found that the Nile was already 
flowing sixteen arm's length high in a single night. In this manner, Allaah cut out 
the Egyptian ritual to this day. (2) 

Hadhrat Alaa bin Hadhrami ~~~ leads the 

Muslim Army into the Ocean 


Hadhrat Sahm bin Minjaab reports, 'We were on a military expedition with Alaa 

bin Hadhrami !:ID~~ when we approached the island of Daarayn. The ocean 

however posed an obstacle for us to land on the island. Alaa ~~ then prayed 

to Allaah saying, '0 Aleem! 0 Haleem! 0 Aliyy! 0 Adheem! Verily Your servants are 

in Your path fighting Your enemies. 0 Allaah! Create for us a way [0 reach them.' 

He then led us into the water and as deep as we went, the water did not even 

reach our saddle-cloths. In this manner, we reached the enemy." (3) 


Another narration from Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah !:ID~~ adds that when I1 n 

Muka'bir the Persian Emperor's governor saw the Muslims (travelling througr the 

water), he said. "No! By Allaah! We can never fight such people!" HI" then 

boarded his ship and returned to Persia. (4) 

Similar narrations have also been reported from Hadhrat Sahm bin Minjaab. 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ and Hadhrat Anas ~~, as will soon appear in 


(I) A month in their Egyptian calendar. 
(2) Laalkaa'ee in his Sunnah. as quoted in lClfseeroflbn Katheer (VoU Pg.464). 
(3) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hilya (VoU Pg.7). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoLl Pg.8). Tabraani, Ibn Abi Dunya and BayhaqL 
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the chapter detailing the control that Allaah gave Muslims over the oceans. There 
the narration will also appear showing how Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi waqqaas 
§}~~ crossed the Tigris River during the Battle of Qaadisiyyah. The narration 
cites the announcement Hadhrat Hujr bin Adi ~~ made when he said, "What 
prevents you from crossing over these few droplets viz. the Tigris." He then 
recited the following verse of the Qur'aan: 

(Ito ~I:,,~ JI a.l~) (.I. ~; 48' JJ, ~1~ ~I ~;; bI ~ c,tS- ~j)
~", ","','" i''' 

A person shall die only by the command of Allaah; (at a time that is) 
recorded (iIi the Lowhul Mahfoodh), fixed (and therefore can neither be 
postponednor delayed). {Surah Aai Imraan, verse 145} 

He then plunged his horse into the river and the other Muslims followed. When 
the enemy saw them, they took to their heels shouting, "Demons! Demons!" 

Hadhrat Tameem Daari ®~~ Drives a Fire Away 
Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Harmal reports a narration that mentions a fire emerging 
from Harra (a rocky terrain near Madinah). Hadhrat Umar ~@!9V then came to 
Hadhrat Tameem Daari ~ saying, "Go and see to that fire!" 'Who am I and 
what am I?" Hadhrat Tameem §}.~ said. Hadhrat Umar §}~~ however 
insisted until Hadhrat Tameem §}.~ went with him. The narrator reports that 
he followed them as they proceeded to the fire where Hadhrat Tameem §}~~ 
rounded up the fire with his bare hands until it returned into the crevice it had 
corne out from, with Hadhrat Tameem ~ behind it. Hadhrat Umar ~~~ 
then remarked, "The one who has witnessed this can never be like the one who 
has not (because it serves to boost one's Imaan)." (I) Bayhaqi and Baghawi have 
also reported a/similar narration, as will be quoted in the chapter discussing 
unseen assistance from Allaah. 

What Rasulullaah ..~ saw when He struck A 

Boulder During Preparations for the Battle of 


Kbandaq and the Glad Tidings he gave the 

Sahabah~~~ 

A Sahabi ~~ reports that when RasuluJlaah ~ gave the command for the 
trench to be dug, a large boulder presented an obstacle to the digging. 
Rasulullaah ~ took up a spade, placed his shawl beside the trench and 
recited: 

(\\0 ~I:......WI i:i.l~) 

The words of your Rabb have been completed (perfected) in truth and 
justice. There is none to alter His words and He is the All Hearing, the 
All Knowing. {Surah An'aam, vers\; lIS} 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Oalaa'il (Pg.212). 
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When Rasulullaah ~ struck it, a spark flashed and a third of the boulder 
crumbled as Hadhrat Salmaan Faarsi ~~ watched. When Rasulullaah ~ 
struck it a second time, he again recited the verse: 

(0 ~\ ~"A.:I\~[~J~~j,4j$~Ul..,~)~ ,:.!.1J)~ .. # L~ I-: I,., '" , ,. ,., '" " 

(\\0 <,;:...,!\ :....W\ oJ.,....) 

The words of your Rabb have been completed (perfected) in truth and 
justice. There is none to alter His words and He is the All Hearing, the 
All Knowing. {Surah An'aam, verse liS} 

Again a spark flashed and another third of the boulder crumbled. Hadhrat 
Salmaan ~~ witnessed this as well. Rasulullaah ~ then struck it a third 
time as he recited: 

J('0 ~ I;i\ ~~.I\ ~J [~J~~ j, 4j$~Ul.., ~J~ ,: '~~J),~'" "J-, I", '" ,., , '" '" '" 

(\\0 <,;:...,!I:....W\ oJ.,....) 

The words of your Rabb have been completed (perfected) in truth and 
justice. There is none to alter His words and He is the All Hearing, the 
All Knowing. {SurahAn'aam, verse lIS} 

This time, the last third of the boulder crumbled. Rasulullaah ~ then got out 
from the trench, took his shawl and sat down. "0 .Rasulullaah ~r" Hadhrat 
Salmaan ®~ said, "I was watching as you struck the boulder and noticed that 
every time you struck it, a brilliant spark flashed." "0 Sulaymaanr" Rasulullaah 
~ said, "Did you also see that?" "I swear by the Being Who has sent you with 
the truth that I definitely did," Hadhrat Salmaan ~ replied. 
Rasulullaah ~ then explained, "When I struck it the first time, the cities of the 
Persian Emperor, their surroundings and numerous other cities were shown to 
me so vividly that I could see their every detail." The Sahabah ~.~ who were 
present there said, "0 Rasulullaah ~r pray to Allaah that He allows us to 
conquer those places, to have their progeny as our booty and to raze the place 
down with our hands." Rasulullaah ~ made the du'aa and then continued, 
"When I struck it the second time, the cities of the Roman Emperor and their 
surroundings were shown to me so vividly that I could see their every detail." "0 
Rasulullaah ~!" the Sahabah ~ asked, "pray to Allaah that He allows us 
to conquer those places, to have their progeny as our booty and to raze the place 
down withour hands." Rasulullaah ~ again complied. 
Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ continued, "When I struck it the third time, the 
cities of AbYSSinia and the cities in their surroundings were shown to me so 
vividly that I could see their every detaiL You should however leave the Abyssinians 
alone as long as they le~ve you alone and also kave the Turks alone as long as 
they leave you alone." (I) 

(I) 	Nasa'ee, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VolA Pg.102). Abu Dawood has reported the 
concluding portion which states: "You should howev{.r leave the Abyssinians alone as long as they 
leave you alone and also leave the Turks alone as long as they leave Y0U alone." 
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Hadhrat Arm bin Auf Muzani reports a similar narration. This narration states 
that when Nabi ~ arrived, he took a spade from Hadhrat Salmaan ~. He 
then struck the boulder so hard that the boulder was crushed and a spark so 
bright flashed that it lit up everything between the two mountains of Madinah. It 
actually appeared as if it was a lantern in the middle of a dark night. Rasulullaah 
~~ cried out "Allaahu Akbar" as people cry out when they attain victory over an 
enemy. The Sahabah i®\.;.J~ echoes the cry of Rasulullaah ~. When 
Rasulullaah ~ struck the boulder a second time, the same thing happened and 
on the third strike again. 
When Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ and the other Sahabah ~~ spoke about this 
to RasululIaah ~~, they asked him what the meaning of the light was. 
Rasulullaah ~ explained, "On the first occasion, the palaces of Heera and the 
cities of the Persian Emperor were lit up for me, appearing (shining) like the 
canines of a hound. Jibra'eel ~ then informed me that my Ummah shall 
conquer these places. On the second occasion, the red palaces of Rome were lit 
up for me, appearing like the canines of a hound. Jibra'eel ~ then informed 
me that my ummah shall conquer these places as well. Eventually, on the third 
occasion, the palaces of San'aawere lit up for me, appearing like the canines of a 
hound. Jibra'eel ~,~ again informed me that my Ummah shall conquer these 
places. You should therefore r~oice about this." 
The Sahabah ~~ became very happy and said, "AI Hamdu Lillaah! The 
promise is true indeed." When the Kuffaar armies arrived, the Mu'mineen said: 

(01 I~! :'J~ uQ~ ~;~ ;lj ~Jj :J';':jJ ~I ~J.:PJ :J';':jJ ~I G~J~ 1~)' 
(1'\'-.::..,t1 :y1j.:o-I O)J"") 

"This (trying occasion and Allaah's help that comes with it) is what 
Allaah and His Rasool ~ have promised us. Allaah and His Rasool 
~ have spoken the truth." They then increase in Imaan and submission 
(to Allaah, instead of faltering in these). {Surah Ahzaab, verse 22} 

In the meantime, the Munaafiqeen quipped, "He tells you that from Yathrib he 
can see the palaces of Heera, Madaa'in and the Persian Emperor and that you 
people will be conquering these places when you are digging a trench and are 
unable to even contest the enemy on the battlefield." It was with reference to this 
thatAllaah revealed the verse: 

£01 ljjJ ~I U';':jJ ~I G~JC:':;~jlj ~ .:~wU\J C;~Q\ ~\J~ 1\~)
"'" ;; "v"', , ,., 

(\\'~I:y1j.:o-I O)J"") 

When the hypocrites and those with a disease (doubts) in their hearts 
said, "Allaah and His Rasool ~ have made only deceptive promises 
to us (they promise victory when aJJ we can see is imminent defeat)," 
{Surah Ahzaab, verse 12}(l) 

A lengthy narration from Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas §J.IJ.1~ will soon appear 
(I) Ibn }areer. as quoted in AIBMaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.4 Pg.! 00). 
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in the chapter discussing the unseen assistance from Allaah with regard to the 
blessings in food. The narration states that (when called for the boulder) 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "Let me be the first to strike it." Rasulullaah ~ then 
recited "Bismillaah" and struck the boulder, causing a third of it to be crushed. 
He then exclaimed, "Allaahu Akbar! The palaces of Rome, by the Rabb of the 
Kabah!" Rasulullaah ~ then struck the boulder a second time and another 
portion was crushed. This time, he cried out, "Allaahu Akbar! The palaces of 
Persia, by the Rabb of the Kabah!" It was then that the Munaafiqeen jibed, ''We 
are busy digging a trench to save our lives and he is promising us the palaces of 
Rome and Persia?!" (1) 

Hadhrat Khaalid ~)1~ Drinks Poison and the 
Statement of a Christian about the Sahabah ~~~ 
Also coming shortly in the chapter discussing the unseen assistance from Allaah 
is the incident of poison having no effect on Had.hrat Khaalid bin Waleed 
~ and his statement that no soul can die until its time is up." Also to appear 
are the words of (the Christian) Amr who said, "0 assembly of Arabs! I swear by 
Allaah that you will always have sovereignty over any region you want as long as 
there is a single member of this generation (of Sahabah @~) with you." 
Addressing the people of Heera, he also said, "To this day, I have never seen 
anything as viable as this." 

Statements of the Sahabah ~~~ Attesting that 

Large Numbers Does not Bring Assistance 


Soon to appear in the chapter discussing the sources of assistance is the 
statement of Hadhrat Thaabit bin Aqtam ~ who said, "0 Abu Hurayrah! Do 
you perhaps see a large concentration of forces?" "0 yes," replied Hadhrat Abu 
Hurayrah ~~. Hadhrat Thaabit ~ then said, "You did not witness the 
Battle of Badr with us for (then you would have seen that) it was not large 
numbers that assisted us," 
There it will also be narrated that when someone remarked, "The Romans are so 
many while the Muslims so few!" Hadhrat Khaalid bin Waleed ~~ responded 
by saying, ''The Romans are so few while the Muslims so many! Armies are 
increased only by Allaah's assistance and reduced only by Allaah withdrawing 
His assistance, and not by their numbers. By Allaah! I wish that (my horse) 
Ashqar was well and that the enemy was doubled in number." 
Also to appear there is the letter Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®~~ wrote to Hadhrat Amr 
bin Al Aas ~.~~ in which he said, "You letter has just reached me detailing the 
massive build~up of Roman forces. Verily it was neither with large numbers nor 
with large armies that Allaah assisted us during the time of His Nabi ~, When 
we were with Rasulullaah ~, we sometimes fought battles with only two 
horses and at times we even had to take turns riding our camels. When we 

(I) Tabraani. Haythami (Va\.6 Pg.132) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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fought the Battle of uhud with Rasulullaah ~, we had only one horse which 
Rasulullaah ~ rode. It was always Allaah Who backed us and assisted us 
against those who opposed us." 
The narration has already passed (I) discussing how Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ 
dispatched the 'army of Hadhrat Usaamah ~~. This was during a time when 
the Arabs were revolting on all fronts, when (apart from a few tribes) all the Arab 
tribes started turning away from lslaam, when hypocrisy started surfacing and 
the Jews and Christians started rearing their ugly heads. At the time, the Muslims 
were like a lone goat caught in a stormy night because they were still reeling 
from the loss of their Nabi ~ and their numbers were very few compared to 
the large numbers of the enemy. However, when the Sahabah ~~~ proposed 
to Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~,~~ that he detain the army of Hadhrat Usaamah ~~, 
he said, "How can I hold back an army that Rasulullaah ~ had dispatched? I 
would then be doing something very bold! I swear by the Being Who controls my 
life that I would prefer having all the Arabs attack me rather than restraining an 
army that Rasulullaah ~ had dispatched! 0 Usaama! Proceed with your army 
whence Rasulullaah ~ had commanded you and fight in the area of paiestine 
where Rasulullaah ~ had commanded. Fight the people of Mu'ta for Allaah 
shall be sufficient for those whom you are leaving behind (in Madinah)." 
The narration has also passed(2) discussing the Battle of Mu'ta when Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~,u.1~ addressed the Muslims as the enemy amassed a 
force of two hundred thousand troops. He said to them, "0 people! By Allaah! 
The thing that you seem to dislike is the very thing for which you have left; 
martyrdom. We have never fought with reliance in our numbers and our 
strength. We have always fought on the strength of this Deen that Allaah had 
blessed us with. March ahead! You will have either one of two excellent things, 
victory or martyrdom." The others echoed, "By Allaahl Ibn Rawaaha has 
spoken the truth!" 
There are so many more such incidents of the Sahabah ~~ scattered 
throughout this book and many other books discussing Ahadeeth, battles and 
biographies of Rasulullaah ~. We shall not lengthen this book with 
mentioning them all and repeating them. 

The Reality and Perfection of Imaan 

Rasulullaah ~ asks Hadhrat Haarith Bin Maalik 


~~how he Felt and his Reply 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ entered the Masjid one day 

(1) 	In the chapter concerning Jihaad, under the heading "Rasulullaah ~ is Particular about 

Dispatching the Army of Hadhrat Usaama bin Zaid ~ even. on his Deathbed, after which 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ also Gives the Same Importance to the Matter When he Becomes the 
Khalifah" and the subheading "Hadhrat Abu Bakr Sl,~ Rejects the Request of the Muhaajireen 
and Ansaar to hold back the Army of Hadhrat Usaama Sl,~". 

(2) 	Under the heading "The Enthusiasm of the 5ahabah ~ to Die and Give their Lives in the path 
of Allaah" and the subheading."Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~ Encourages the Sahabah 
~ towards Martyrdom". 
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where he found Hadhrat Haarith bin Maalik ~~ asleep. Nudging him with his 
foot, Rasulullaah ~ said, "Raise you head." As he raised his head, Hadhrat 
Haarith ~)1~ exclaimed, "May my parents be sacrificed for you, 0 Rasulullaah 
~!" "How do you feel this morning, 0 Haarith bin Maalik?" Rasulullaah ~ 
asked. Hadhrat Haarith ~ replied, "I feel like a true Mu'min this morning, 0 
Rasulullaah ~." Rasulullaah ~ said, "Every fact requires substantiation, 
so how do you substantiate your statement?" Hadhrat Haarith ~ replied, "I 
have turned my eyes away from this world, I keep myself thirsty during the days 
(because I am fasting) and I stay awake (in Ibaadah) during the nights. In 
addition to that, it is as if I can actually see the Arsh of my Rabb and as if I can 
actually see the people of Jannah visiting each other and the people of Jahannam 
barking at each other." Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "You are a man whose heart 
Allaah has illuminated. You have understood (the reality of Imaan) so now 
remain steadfast." (I) 

Another narration names the Sahabi ~~ as Hadhrat Haaritha bin Nu'maan 
~~~ and states that Rasulullaah ~ said to him, "You have seen (the reality 
of Imaan), so remain steadfast. He is a man in whose heart Allaah has 
illuminated Imaan." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" Hadhrat Haaritha ~~ then asked, 
"Pray to Allaah that I become a martyr." Rasulullaah ~ then made the du'aa for 
him. One day the announcement was made, "0 horsemen of Allaah1 Mount your 
horses (and ride out in Jihaad)." Hadhrat Haaritha ~~ was the first to take to 
his horse and also became the first to be martyred. (2) 

Hadhrat Anas ~)1~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ was walking somewhere 
when he met a young man from the Ansaar. "How do you feel this morning, 0 
Haarith?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. He replied, "This morning I feel like a true 
believer in Allaah." "Consider well what you say," Rasulullaah ~ advised, 
"because every statement requires substantiation." He replied, "0 Rasulullaah 
~! I have turned my eyes away from this world ... " The rest of the Hadith is 
similar to the one quoted above. (3) 
Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Every statement requires 

. substantiation, so how do you substantiate your Imaan?" (4) 

Rasulullaah ~ asks Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~!J.1~ 
how he Felt and his Reply 

Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~ narrates that when Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal 
~~ arrived one day, Rasulullaah ~ asked him, "How do you feel this 
morning, 0 Mu'aadh?" Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~lJ.1~ replied, "I feel like a true believer 
in Allaah." "Every statement requires substantiation," Rasulullaah ~ told him, 

(1) Ibn Asaakir. 
(2) Askari, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.S Pg.160). 
(3) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.s Pg.161). 
(4) 	Ibn Mubaarak in his zuhd. Haafidh has commented on the chain of narrators, as quoted in 

lsaabah (Vol.! Pg.289). Abdur Razzaaq has reported a similar narration, as have Tabraani, Ibn 
Mandah, Bayhaqi, Bazzaar and Tabraani, but Haythami (Vol. I Pg.57) has commented on Bazzaar's 
and Tabraani's chains of narrators. 
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"so how do you substantiate your statement?" "0 Nabi of Allaah ~!" Hadhrat 
Mu'aadh ®~ explained, "Every morning I feel that I will not see the evening 
and every evening I feel that I will never see the morning. Every time I take a 
step, I feel like I shall not be following it up with another and it is as if I can 
actually see every nation kneeling (on the Day of Qiyaamah), being called to their 
records of deeds with their Ambiyaa and the idols they worshipped. It is also as if 
I can actually see the punishment of the people of ]ahannam and the rewards of 
the people of ]annah." Rasulullaah ~ commended him saying, "You have 
understood (the reality of Imaan) so now remain steadfast." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~ asks Hadhrat Suwayd bin 
Haaritha ~~~ and his Companions 

In the chapter discussing giving Da'wah towards Allaah and His Rasool ~ (2), 

the narration of Hadhrat Suwayd bin Haarith ®~~has passed. In the narration 
he states that he was one of seven persons who met Rasulullaah ~~ as a 
delegation. When they arrived in his presence and spoke to him, he was 
impressed by their mannerisms and appearance. Rasulullaah ~ asked them, 
"What are you?" They replied, "Mu'mineen." Rasulullaah ~ said, "Every 
statement has a reality (to substantiate it). What is the reality of your Imaan?" 
They replied, "Fifteen attributes (prove the existence of our Imaan). Five are those 
that your messengers have commanded us to believe in, five are those that your 
messengers have commanded us to carry out and five are those that we have 
adopted from the Period of Ignorance and are still practising until now unless 
you dislike them (in which case we are prepared to forsake them) ... " The 
narration continues to mention belief in Allaah, in His angels, in His Books, in 
His prophets, in predestination - whether good or bad, in Islaam and in good 
character. 

The Incident of a Munaafiq who Approached 
Rasulullaah ~ to Seek Forgiveness on his behalf 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®lJ.1~ narrates that they were sitting with 
Rasulullaah ~ when Hadhrat Harmalah bin Zaid Ansaari ®lJ.1~ of the Banu 
Haaritha tribe came and sat in front of Rasulullaah~. Pointing to his tongue, 
he said "0 Rasulullaah ~! Imaan is here." He then pointed to his chest saying, 
"But in here is only hypocrisy. This heart remembers Allaah very little." 
Rasulullaah ~ remained silent, but Hadhrat Harmalah ®~ repeated 
himself. Rasulullaah ~ then held the tip of Hadhrat Harmalah g}~'s tongue 
and prayed, "0 Allaah! grant him a truthful tongue, a grateful heart, love for me, 
love for those who love me and point him in the right direction." 
Hadhrat Harmalah ®lJ.1~ then said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! I have many brothers 
(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol. I Pg.242). 
(2) 	Under the heading "Rasulullaah ~ Calls people towards Fulfilling the Faraa'idh of Islaam" and 

the subheading "The Hadith of Hadhrat A1qama ~ concerning the Reality of Imaan, Giving 
Da'wah towards Imaan and the Faraa'idh". 
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who are Munaafiqeen and I had been their leader. Should I not point them out to 
yoU?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "If they come to us as you have come, we shall 
seek forgiveness on their behalf as we have done for you. However, it is best that 
Allaah deals with those of them who are obstinate in theIr ways." {lj 

Imaan (Belief) In the Being of Allaah 

CJ(~;~\;& and His Attributes 


A Sahabi ~)J&~ Recites Surah Ikhlaas in 

Abundance 


Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ narrates that a Sahabi ~ whom Rasulullaah ~ 
dispatched as commander of an expedition used to lead his companions in 

• • o,.. .. ;J. .. ." j

salaah but would always conclude (the Rakaah) by recltmg (..1>-1 4.Ul Y' Ji) (Surah 
Ikhlaas). When they returned and reported this to Rasulullaah~, he told them 
to ask him why he did this. When they asked him, he replied, "(I recite it so often) 
Because it discusses the attributes of Ar Rahmaan. I therefore love to recite it." 
Rasulullaah ~ then told the Sahabah ®)l.,~, "Inform him that Allaah loves 
him as well." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~ Corroborates what a Jewish 

Scholar had to say about Allaah 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ reports that a (Jewish) scholar once came 
to Rasulullaah ~ using the address of "0 Muhammad" or "0 Rasulullaah 
~", he said, 'Verily Allaah shall place the heavens on one finger, the worlds on 
another finger, the mountains and trees on another finger, water and clay on 
another finger and the rest of creation on another finger. He will then shake 
them saying, "I am the King." In confirmation of the scholar's statement. 
Rasulullaah ~ smiled so broadly that his molars became visible. He then 
recited the verse: 

rfi~L: ~,\.\_t::I\"'~\~~\"''''~:'-::I''':: ~.'~k"J ,-.::t::"-:71\'~"-:'1""')
~r .:.J:;--'J ~ .Ay. ~~ J'Jl>IJ ,~J.9 J> """'" JJJ.9 VlJ 

- (A "".J ,.1 ,,.. I,'''' ,"'".1 J, ,,,,

(w~l:.r-j OJ,,...,) Q CljS"'.f':! ~~J~ 1;!~~ 
They have not revered (appreciated or comprehended) Allaah as He 
deserves to be revered (they do not realise His power and greatness as 
they ought to). On the Day of Qiyaamah, the entire earth will be in His 
grasp, and the skies will be folded in His right hand (3). He is Pure and 
Exalted above all that they ascribe as partners to Him. {Surah Zumar. 
verse 67} (4) 

(I) 	Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoU Pg.250). Tabraani and Ibn Mandah have also 
reported the narration, as quoted in Isaabah (VoL 1 Pg.320). 

(2) Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.208), as quoted by Bukhaar; and Muslim as welL 
(3) 	The meaning of this is best known to Allaah. Allaah says about such verseS, "None knows their 

interpretation except AlJaah" [Surah 3, verse 7]. 
(4) Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.245J, as quoted by Bukhaari and Muslim as well. 
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The Narrations of Hadhrat Anas ~~ and 
Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ about how Allaah 

will Resurrect People 
Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~l~~ narrates that someone once asked Rasulullaah 
~, "How will the Kaafir be resurrected on his face(1) on the Day of Qiyaamah?" 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Indeed the One who makes him walk with his legs can 
certainly make him walk on his face on the Day of Qiyaamah." (2) 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah bin Usayd reports that Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ once said, 
"0 tribe of GhifaarI Talk (to each other) without taking oaths because the truthful 
one to whom the truth was always brought (viz. Rasulullaah ~) told me that 
people will be resurrected in three groups (on the Day of Qiyaamah). One group 
will be riding, eating and well dressed. Another will be walking and running, 
while the third will be dragged by the angels on their faces and driven towards 
Jahannam," Someone from the audience said, "Two of the groups we are aware 
of, but what about those who will be walking and running?" Hadhrat Abu Dharr 
~.l~~ replied, "Allaah shall send a calamity on all riding animals (causing them 
all to die) so that there shall be not a single one left. In fact, a person will want to 
give away his magnificent orchard in exchange for an old camel with a carriage. 
However, he will be unable to do this. (because no animal will be available)." (3) 

Rasulullaah ~ Instructs the Sahabah ~ to say, 
n' .... ;11', '" "',,,, .... ,J.L "" "'u
il ~r ":J 0.1.::0-j illl ~l.J;L". 

Hadhrat Tufayl bin Abdullaah ~~ who was Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~'s uterine 
brother relates that he once saw a group of Christians in a dream. He said to 
them, "You people are excellent people, had it not been for your belief that 
Maseeh (Isa) ~~ is Allaah's son." They responded by saying, "And you people 
are excellent people had it not been for your saying '~;G~tlJl ~G~ , ('What Allaah 
and Muhammad ~ wills')." Thereafter he met a group of Jews and said to 
them, "You people are excellent people had it not been for your belief that Uzair 
~~ is Allaah's son." They also responded by saying, "And yau people are 

• 	 • , J ...... "" I~ ... .;' '" 

excellent people had It not been for your saYIng "~ ~L;.J ;uJ1 ~L;.\..o " (What Allaah 
and Muhammad ~ wills')," 
Hadhrat Tufayl then went to Rasulullaah ~ and related the dream to him. "Did 
you relate this to anyone else afterwards?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. When he 
declared that he did, RasuluIlaah ~ praised Allaah and then addressed the 
Sahabah ~~ saying, "The dream that your brother has seen has already 
reached you. You should therefore not say those words but should rather say: ' , 

(1) As referred to in verse 97 ofSurah Bani Israa'eel and verse 34 ofSurah Furqaan. 
(2) 	Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was sifaat (pg.256). Bukhaari, Muslim, Ahmad, Nasa'ee, Ibn Abi Haatim, 

Haakim and others have reported a similar narration, as quoted in KanzuJ "mmaaJ (Vol. 7 Pg.28). 
(3) 	Ahmad. as quoted in the Ta/Seer of Ibn Katheer (Vo1.3 Pg.65). Haakim (Vol.4 Pg.564) has also 

reported the narration from reliable sources, as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
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'ti~';'~ti..;.:;41I~G.~ '(What the One Allaah Who has no partner wills')." (1) 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ narrates that one of the Mus1ims saw in a dream that 
he met a man from the Ahiul Kitaab who said to him, ''You people are excellent 
people had it not been for your committing Shirk by saying ", ~ ~G.:; 411 ;G.~ , 
('What Allaah and Muhammad ~ wills')." When he reported the dream to 
Rasulullaah ~, Rasulullaah ~ said, "I had always disliked you saying this. 
You should rather say, 'What Allaah wills'. Thereafter, you may add what 
someone else wills." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates that when a man came to discuss 
something with Rasulullaah ~, the man said, 'What Allaah wills and what you 
will." Rasulullaah ~ rebuked him saying, "Are you equating me with Allaah!? 
It is only what the One Allaah wills (that will happen)." (3) 

A Jew Questions Rasulullaah ~~about Volition 
Imaam Awzaa'ee reports that a Jew once approached Rasulullaah ~ asking 
about volition. Rasulullaah _ replied, "Everything occurs by the will of Allaah." 
"What if I decide to stand up?" the man asked. "Then it is by Allaah's will that you 
will stand," Rasulullaah ~ replied. The man asked further, "And if I decide to 
sit?" "Then it is by Allaah's will that you will sit," Rasulullaah ~ replied. Again 
the Jew asked, "And what if I decide to cut down this date palm?" Again 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Then it is by Allaah's will that you will cut it." "And if I 
then decide to leave it alone?" he asked. "Then," Rasulullaah. replied, "it is by 
Allaah's will that you will leave it." 
Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~~ then came and said to Rasulullaah ., "You have been 
inspired to present the correct facts just as Ibraheem ~ was inspired." It is in 
the same meaning that Allaah says in the Qur'aan: 

" i';, ,}, ~ ''''' "" ,J.J T, -",,""'" "",J:~;',# ... ~ ,WI ,J,"; "')
~I ~~..J ~I ~~.Y 4Jyl ~~U ~.F ,;)1 ~ ~~ ~ 

(01.:.0,11 P OJ.,...) (0 
Every date palm that you (Muslims) cut (and burnt) or left standing on 
its roots(4) was by Allaah's permission and to humiliate the sinners (it 

was done by Ailaah's command and not merely to destroy property). 
{Surah Hashar, verse 5} (5) 

Rasulullaah ~~ and the Sahabah ~~ 

Oversleep by the Will of Allaah 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ reports that when Rasulullaah ~ was 
returning (with the Sahabah ~) from Hudaybiyyah, he set up camp at a 
particular place in the last portion of the night. ''Who will stand guard over us?" 
(I) Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.llO). 
(2) Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was sifaat (Pg.IIO). 
(3) Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.ll 0). 
(4) This verse refers to the date plantations of the Banu Nadheer tribe that the Muslims destroyed to 

break the morale of the Jews so that they surrender. 
(5) Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.lll). 
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Rasulullaah ~ asked. "I will," Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said, "I 
will." "You?" Rasulullaah ~ said, "You? (You will fall asleep)" RasululIaah ~ 
repeated this twice or thrice but eventually appointed Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ~~ for the task. (He then stood guard as the others slept.) As dawn 
was beginning to rise, RasululIaah ~'s words held true and Hadhrat AbdulIaah 
bin Mas'ood ~~~ fell asleep. None of the Sahabah i@l~ woke up until the 
sun started beating down on their backs. RasululIaah ~~ stood up and did as 
he usually did. He then led the Fajr salaah, after which he said, "Had Allaah 
willed, you would have not slept through Fajr. However, Allaah willed that this 
should be a lesson for those after you who (would now know what to do in such 
a situation if they) oversleep (through the time of salaah) or forget (to perform 
their salaah)." (1) 

In his narration about the wudhu utensil, Hadhrat Abu Qataadah ~~ reports 
that Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Verily Allaah seizes your souls when He wills (as you 
sleep) and releases them when He wills." The Sahabah ~~ then proceeded to 
relieve themselves and perform wudhu. By the time they had finished, the sun 
was already white. Rasulullaah ~ then stood up and led them in salaah. (2) 

A Jew Questions Hadhrat Umar ~llJ~ about the 
verse "Jannah has the vastness of the heavens 

and the earth" 
Hadhrat Taariq bin Shihaab narrates that a Jew once asked Hadhrat Umar 
~~~, "Tell me where is Jahannam when Allaah says: 

- - (':I J' ,"" ,.. J' II;;; I':. ~_'''' .:;,..,.. l/;,.
(\n·\::.~h;)~JloJ""") ul'J~\j ..:J~' ~.Yf.:rjF 

Jannah has the vastness of the heavens and the earth. {surah Aai Imraan, 
verse 133} 

Addressing the Sahabah i@l~ present there, Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, "Give 
him an answer." When no one could give a reply, Hadhrat Umar ~~~ said. "Tell 
me where the day goes when the night appears and fills the earth?" "It is where 
Allaah wills," the man replied. "Then," said Hadhrat Umar ~.~, "Jahannam is 
also where Allaah wills." The Jew then remarked, "I swear by the Being Who 
controls my life that what you have mentioned is exactly what appears in Allaah 
revealed Book (the Torah)." (3) 

Hadhrat Ali ~llJ~ Debates with a man about 
Volition 

Hadhrat Muhammad narrates that Hadhrat Ali ~,\15~ was once introduced to a 
man debating the issue of volition. "0 servant of AllaahY" Hadhrat Ali ~~ said, 
"Has Allaah created you as He willed or as you will?" "As He willed," the man 

(I) 8ayhaqi in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.l 09). 
(2) Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.l 09). Bukhaari has reported a similar narration. 
(3) 	Abd bin Humayd, Ibn ]areer, Ibn Mundhir and Ibn Khusru, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL7 

Pg.277). 
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replied. "Does He make you ill when He wills or when you will?" "When He wills," 
the man admitted. Hadhrat Ali ~~ questioned him further, "Does He then 
cure you when He wills or when you will?" Again the man replied, "When He 
wills." "Does Allaah take you where He wills or where you will?" "Where He wills," 
came the reply. "By Allaahr" Hadhrat Ali ~~ said, "Had you replied differently, 
I would have used my sword to severe the part of your body that hosts your 
eyes." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~ tells the Sahabah ~)J5~ what 

Hypocrisy is not 


Hadhrat Anas ~~ narrates that the Sahabah ~~ once said, "0 
Rasulullaah ~! We experience a wonderful frame of mind when we are with 
you, but no sooner we leave your company, our frame of mind changes (we 
therefore fear being hypocrites)." "How is your relationship with your Rabb?" 
Rasulullaah ~ asked. "Allaah is our Rabb in private and in public," they 
replied. "Then," replied RasuluUaah ~, "that is not hypocrisy," (2) 

The Incident of Rasulullaah ~ with a Bedouin 
asking about Reckoning 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ reports that a Bedouin once approached 
Rasulullaah ~ with a question. "0 Rasulullaah ~!" he asked, "Who will ask 
the creation to render their accounts on the Day of Qiyaamah?" "Allaah ~,~;.:a;I;Z," 
Rasulullaah .~ replied." "By the Rabb of the Kabah!" the Bedouin cried out,. "We 
are then saved." "What do you mean, 0 Bedouin?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. The 
Bedouin explained, "When Someone Magnanimous is in authority, He always 
forgives." (3) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~)J5~ when 
Hadhrat Umar ~)J5~ Sent him to Collect zakaah 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~.~~ once sent 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~;J.~ to collect zakaah from the Banu Kilaab tribe. Hadhrat 
Mu'aadh ~.u.,~ distributed everything amongst the (poor) people of the tribe 
until nothing was left over. All he returned with was the sack he had left with, 
carrying it around his neck. His wife asked, "Where is the gift that collectors 
usually bring back for their families?" Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~,~ replied, "I had an 
inspector with me (and therefore could not bring anything back)." She exclaimed, 
"You were trusted by Rasulullaah ~ and Abu Bakr ~)15~ but Umar ~ 
sent an inspector with you?" She then made a furore about it amongst the 
women of her tribe as she complained about Hadhrat Umar ~~. 
When the news reached Hadhrat umar ~~, he sent for Hadhrat Mu'aadh 
~)15~~ and asked, "Did I send an inspector with you?" Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~ 
(1) Ibn Abi Haatim, as quoted in the TaiSeeroflbn Katheer (Vo1.3 Pg.2II). 
(2) Bazzaar. as quoted in the Tafseeroflbn Katheer (VolA Pg.397). 
(3) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL 7 Pg.270). 
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replied, "I had no other excuse but this to give my wife," Hadhrat Umar ®~~ 
laughed and gave Hadhrat Mu'aadh ®~~ something saying, "Give her this to 
make her happy," Ibn Jareer has mentioned that Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~ was 
referring to Allaah when he mentioned the inspector. (1) 

The Narration of Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~~ 
concerning the Lady who Debated 

Hadhrat Aa'jsha ~ said, "All praise belongs to Allaah Who hears everything. 
Th~ Mujaadalah (the lady who debated) came to speak with Rasulullaah ~ and 
although I was in the corner of the room, I heard nothing. Allaah then revealed 
the verse: 

jJ~ ~"'! tilG J ~\ Jl ~J Li:;jj ~ .w~¥ :JI Jjj till ~~) 
- J{~I)' '" rl), '" ",.I. " J. "'~ 

(, ~\;.u~~ ;J,....) '\Q ~ ~ .uJ1C11 W"' 
Allaah had certainly heard the speech of the lady (Hadhrat Khowla bint Tha'laba 
~)who debated with you (0 Rasulullaah ~) concerning her husband and 
who complained to Allaah. Allaah was listening to your discussion. Verily Allaah 
is All Hearing, All Seeing. {Surah Mujaadalah, verse I} (2) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ said, "Blessed is that Allaah Whose hearing captures 
everything. As I was listening to Khowla bint Tha'laba complain to Rasulullaah 
~ about her husband, there were words that I could not hear. '0 Rasulullaah 
~!' she said, 'He has consumed my wealth, finished my youth and my womb 
has even borne him children. Eventually, when I have grown old and I can no 
longer bear children, he has practiced ZihaaP) with me.' She then prayed, '0 
Allaah! To You do I place my complaint.' She had not yet stood up when Hadhrat 
Jibra'eel ~ arrived with the verse: 

jJ~ ~~ JtilG J ~IJl ~J Li:;jj ~~;¥ ~I Jjj till t;¥~) 
- J{~I)' "'rl), ",,,,J. "J. ... ~ 

(\ ~\:.u~~ oJ,....) '\~~ ~ 4..U1 Cll W"' 
Allaah had certainly heard the speech of the lady who debated with you 
(0 Rasulullaah ~) concerning her husband and who complained to 
Allaah. Allaah was listening to your discussion. Verily Allaah is All 
Hearing, All Seeing. {Surah Mujaadalah, verse I} 

Her husband was Aws bin Saamit ~.',(4) 

The Statements of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ 


Concerning Belief in Allaah ®~;;X;\Z 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®~ reports that when Rasulullaah ~ passed 

away, Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ addressed the people saying, "0 people! If 

(I) Abdur Razzaaq and Muhaamili in his Amaali, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(\lo1.7 Pg.87). 
(2) Ahmad and Bukhaari, as quoted in the TaiSeerof Ibn Katheer (\101.4 Pg.318). 
(3) A form of divorce during the time. 
(4) 	Ibn Abi Haatim, as quoted in the TaiSeerof Ibn Katheer (\101.4 Pg.318). Bayhaqi has reported a 

similar narration in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.36). 
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Muhammad ~ was your deity whom you worshipped, then you should know 
that he has passed away. However, if your deity was the One in the heavens, then 
you should remember that He will never die." He then recited the verse: 

J; ~~!ai\ ~jl';~ ~ij, j, ~~\~~~ Jj ~ j;':J ~l ~ t;j) 

(lit ~I:o~ JloJ.,......) (0 
Muhammad ~ is but a messenger (of Allaah). Indeed many 
messengers have passed before him. If he passes away or is martyred, 
would you (Muslims) then turn back on your heels (and forsake 
Isiaam)? He who turns back on his heels can never harm Allaah in the 
least (because he wi1J be harming only himself). Allaah shall soon 
reward the grateful ones. {SurahAaI Imraan, verse 144}(1) 

The sermon that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ delivered has already been quoted in 
the chapter(2) 4iscussing how the sahabah ~~ rallied around Hadhrat Abu 
Bakr ®.~. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®~ said, "Allaah had given a lifetime to 
Rasulullaah ~ and kept him alive until he established the Deen of Allaah, 
made the commands of Allaah explicit, passed on the message of Allaah and 
exerted himself in the path of Allaah. In this condition, Allaah then took him 
away after he had left you on a path. Now whoever dies will die after being 
exposed to the clear proofs (of Imaan) and the great cure (to kufr, which is the 
Qur'aan). Therefore, whoever took Allaah as his Rabb should know that Allaah is 
Alive and shall never die. On the other hand, whoever worshipped Muhammad 
~ and took him as a god should know that their god is no more. Fear Allaah, 
o people! Hold fast to your Deen and rely on your Rabb because the Deen of 
Allaah has been established and the word of Allaah is complete. Allaah will as.5ist 
whoever assists the Deen of Allaah and it is Allaah Who will strengthen His Deen. 
Indeed; the Book of Allaah that is amongst you is a light and a source of healing. 
It is through this Book that Allaah had guided Muhammad ~ and it contains 
the details of the things that Allaah has made Halaal and what He has made 
Haraam. By Allaah! We have no concern for any of Allaah's creation that wishes 
to attack us because the swords of Allaah are drawn and we shall never put them 
down. We shall continue fighting those who oppose us just as we did with 
Rasulullaah ~." 

The Statement of Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~~ when a 

Woman Passed Away while in Sajdah 


Hadhrat Alqamah narrates from his mother that a woman once entered the room 
(I) 	Bukhaari in his Taareekh, Uthmaan Daarmi in his Radd alal Jahamiyyah and Isfahaani in his 

Hujjah, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Ibn Katheer and quoted in KanzuJ 
UmmaaJ (Vol.4 Pg.51). 

(2) 	In the chapter entitled "The Standpoint of the Sahabah~ Concerning the Khilaafah after the 
demise of Rasulullaah ~., and under the subheading "The Sahabah ~ Unanimously Accept 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®.~ as Khalifah." 
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of Hadhrat Aa'isha ~VM (to visit the tomb of Rasulullaah ~). She was 
perfectly healthy when she started performing salaah near the grave of 
Rasulullaah ~ but she passed away without lifting her head from Sajdah. To 
this, Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ said, "All praise to Allaah who gives life and death! 
There is certainly a lesson in this for me with regard to the death of (my brother) 
Abdur Rahmaan bin Abu Bakr ~.~~." Abdur Rahmaan bin Abu Bakr ~,ti~ had 
been sleeping one afternoon in the place where he always slept and when some 
people went to wake him up, they found that he had passed away. This caused 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ to doubt whether something foul had been done or 
whether the people had been too hasty (to declare him dead) and had buried him 
alive. Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ therefore took a lesson from (the sudden death ot) 
this woman and the doubts she had (surrounding the death of her brother) 
vanished from her heart. (1) 

Imaan (Belief) in the Angels 

The Statement of Hadhrat Ali ~~~ Concerning 

the Turbulence of the Water and Wind when the 

Nation of Hadhrat Nooh ~~ and the Nation of 


Aad were Destroyed 

Hadhrat Ali ~~ once said, "Every drop of water passes through a measure in 
the hand of an angel (referred to as the Khazzaan whom Allaah has appointed to 
the task). However, on the day of Nooh ~tt\6 (when his nation was punished), 
Allaah commanded the water directly without commanding the Khazzaan. The 
water therefore went out of the Khazzaan's control and burst forth. It is for this 
reason that Allaah says: 

(\\ ~i:..;\;.. 0),...) (;WI ~Wt~) 
When the waters burst out of controL .. {Surah Haaqa, verse II} 

Similarly, Every gust of wind passes through a measure in the hand of an angel 
(whom Allaah has appointed to the task). However, on the day of Aad (when they 
were punished), Allaah commanded the wind directly without commanding the 
Khazzaan. The wind therefore went out of his control. Allaah refers to this when 
He says: 

(,\ ~T:..;\;.. 0),...) ( 10 ~tS:~~~y.)
", ~ y' .... "" 

A freezing wind that was out of (the Khazzaan'sj control. .. {Surah Haaqa, 

verse 6}(2) 

Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ says at the Time of his 

Death, "I have a few Visitors who have entered" 


Hadhrat Buqayrah ~ who was the wife of Hadhrat Salmaan ~y~ says, 
(1) Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.476). 
(2) Ibn )areer, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaal (VO!.! Pg.273). 
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'When Salmaan ~ was on his deathbed, he called for me to his upper story 
room that had four doors. He said, '0 Buqayrah! Open all the doors because I 

shall have a few visitors tOday and I know not from which of these doors they 
will enter. He then asked for some musk and said, 'Dilute it in small container.' 
When I did this, he said, 'Sprinkle it all around my bed and then go and wait 
downstairs. When you come to look soon, you shall see something on my bed.' (I 
did as he bid and) When I came to see, I saw him lying on his bed with his soul 
having already departed. He appeared as if he was sleeping." (I) 

Hadhrat Sha'bi reports that when Hadhrat Salmaan ~u.7~ was on his deathbed, 
he called for his wife and said, "Bring me the bag I asked you to keep away." 
When she brought the bag of musk, he asked for a cup of water. He then put 
some musk into the water and dissolved it by hand. Thereafter, he said, "sprinkle 
this around me because such creations of Allaah (angels) are coming to me 
who can smell fragrances but do not eat food. You may then lock the doors 
behind you and go downstairs." His wife did as he bade and sat for only a short 
while when she heard a faint sound. When she went upstairs, Hadhrat Salmaan 
~~~ had already passed away. 
A brief narration from Hadhrat Ataa bin Saa'ib states that Hadhrat Salmaan 
~ said, "Because tonight some angels will be coming to me who can smell 
fragrances but do not eat food." (2) 

Some more narrations will soon be quoted in the chapter discussing Allaah's 
unseen help in the form of assistance from the angels. 

Imaan (Belief) in Predestination 
Rasulullaah ~'s Words to Hadhrat Aa'isha 
~~ at the Funeral of a Child from the Ansaar 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ reports that when Rasulullaah ~ was called to the 
funeral of a child from the Ansaar, she remarked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Glad 
tiding for him! a sparrow from amongst the sparrows of Jannah! Neither did he 
do any evil, nor did he reach the age to do any." Rasulullaah ~ said, "It is not 
like that, 0 Aa'isha! Verily Allaah has created Jannah and created some people 
whom He has destined shall be its inhabitants even while they are in the backs of 
their fathers. Similarly, Allaah has created Jahannam and created some people 
whom He has destined shall be its inhabitants even while they are in the backs of 
their fathers." (3) 

HadhratUbaadah bin Saamit ~~~ enjoins his 

Son to believe in the Predestination of 


Good and Evil 

Hadhrat Waleed bin Ubaadah narrates, "I once went to see (my father) Ubaadah 
(I) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.92). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.92). 
(3) Muslim. as quoted in the TafSeerof Ibn Katheer (Vo1.2 Pg.268). 
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bin Saamit ~ when he was so ill that I anticipated he would soon pass 
away. 'Dear father,' I said, 'DO take the pains of advising me.' 'Help me to sit,' he 
said. When we helped him to sit, he said, 'Dear son! You shall never taste Imaan 
and shall never reach the true reality of knowledge about Allaah until you believe 
in the predestination of all good and evil.' 'Dear father!' I asked, 'How am I to 
know what predestination is good and what is evil?' He replied, 'You should 
know that whatever (fortune or ill-fortune) passes you by was never intended to 
strike you and whatever strikes you was never intended to pass you by. Dear son! 
I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say that the first thing that Allaah crated was 
the pen. He then instructed it to start writing and from that time onwards, it 
started writing everything that is to happen until the Day of Qiyaamah. Dear 
son! Should you die without subscribing to this belief, you shall be entering 
]ahannam." (1) 

A Sahabi ~~ Weeps on his Deathbed because He" 
knew Not What Allaah had Destined for him 

Hadhrat Abu Nadhrah narrates that a companion of Rasulullaah ~ known as 
Abu Abdullaah ~~ was weeping when his companions carne to visit him. 
"Why are you weeping?" they asked, "Did Rasulullaah ~ not say to you, 'Trim 
your moustache and then remain like this until you meet me' (you will therefore 
be in the company of Rasulullaah ~in the Aakhirah)." "Rasulullaah ~ did 
say this," he confirmed, "however, I have also heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'Allaah 
grabbed a handful (of souls) with his right hand and said, 'These are for that 
Gannah) and r care not any more.'Allaah grabbed another handful (of souls) with 
his other hand and saidt'These are for that Gahannam) and I care not any more.' 
(I am weeping because) I know not in which handful 1 was." (2) 

Hadhrat Muaa'dh ~~ Weeps on his Deathbed 

because He knew Not What Allaah had 


Destined for him 

When death carne to Hadhrat Muaa'dh bin Jabal ~~, he started weeping. 
"What makes you weep?" someone asked. Hadhrat Muaa'dh ~~ replied, "By 
AllaahI It is neither fear for death nor an unsettled debt that makes me weep. 
However, I heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'There were only two handfuls (of souls 
that Allaah took). While one handful will go to Jahannam, the other will go to 
Jannah.' (I am weeping because) I know not in which handful I shall be." (3) 

What Hadhrat Abdullaahbin Abbaas ~~ said 
about People who Contested Belief in 

Predestination 
Hadhrat Muhammad bin Ubayd Makki reports that someone once said to 
(1) Ahmad and Tinnidhi, as quoted in the TafsccToflbn Katheer (Vol.4 Pg.278). 
(2) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo!.7 Pg. I 86). 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo!.7 Pg.187) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~u.1@Ji!6, "A man who denies predestination has 
come to us." Hadnrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas. ~~ had gone blind by then, so 
he told the people to lead him to the person. "What will you do with the man?" 
the people asked. He replied, "I swear by the Being Who controls my life that if I 
get my hands on him,I will bite his nose until I sever it from his face and should 
his neck fall in my hands, I shall break it. This is because I heard Rasulullaah 
~ say, 'It is as if I can actually see the Mushrik women of the Banu Fihr 
shaking their buttocks as they circle the Khazraj. This (denying predestination) 
is the first Shirk to take place amongst this Ummah. I swear by the Being Who 
controls my life that this evil belief will lead them to deny that Allaah 
predestines good just as they will deny that He predestines evil." (I) 

Hadhrat Ataa bin Abu RaMah relates, "I came to Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~~ at a time when he was drawing water from the Zarnzam well and the 
bottom of his clothing had already become wet. 'People have started objecting to 
predestination,' I said. 'Are they really doing that?' he asked. When I confirmed 
that they were indeed, he said, 'By Allaah! It was with reference to them alone 
that the verse was revealed: 

_ (~ ".1,'" " Cl.l 
" 
~'" 

v 
,.1,.1)r:; Cl" 

_~(tc. ,tA;;:...,!1 ~ oJ-""') ~J~_, ~~ ~ JS' lJ\ ~~ ........ \jJ~ 
(It will be said to them) "Taste the touch of the Blaze!" We have 
certainly created everything by (finely calculated) measure (so that 
everything meets the reqUirements for its task and so that everything 
happens when it is destined to happen). {Surah Qamar, verses 48,49} 

Such people are the worst of this ummahr You should neither visit their ill nor 
perform the ]anaazah salaah for their dead. If I should ever see any of them, I 
shall pierce his eye with these very fingers ofmine." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ once said, "I wish that there was a person 
who denied predestination with me so that I could trample his head." "Why 
would you do that?" someone asked. He replied, "Because Allaah has created the 
Lowhul Mahfoodh from a pearl. Its two covers are made of rubies, its pen arid 
wiring are of celestial light and its width spans the distance between theheavens 
and the earth. Every day Allaah glances at it three hundred and sixty times and 
with every glance He creates, gives life, gives death, gives honour, gives disgrace 
and does as He pleases." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaahbin Umar ~!1~ severs 

Relations with a Friend who Objected to 


Predestination 

Hadhrat Naafi reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~had a friend in 
Shaam with whom he corresponded regularly. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
~~ wrote to him one day saying, "The news has reached me that you have 
(1) Ahmad. 
(2) Ibn Abi Haatim, as quoted iRthe FatSeerofIbn Katheer (Vol.4 Pg.267). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his HilyiJ (Vol. 1 Pg.267). 
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raised some objections to the belief in predestination. I warn you never to write 
to me again because I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'There shall be people in 
my Ummah who wil! deny predestination.III(I) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Ali ~~~ concerning 
predestination and Those who Object to it 

Hadhrat Nazzaal bin Sabrah narrates that someone once said to Hadhrat Ali 
~~, "0 Ameerul Mu'mineenl There are people here who believe that Allaah 
does not know about something until it actually takes place." ''Their mothers 
ought to have lost theml" Hadhrat Ali ®~~ exclaimed, "From where did they 
deduce this?" The person replied, "It is their interpretation of the verse: 

(O~~\~J'JJ~IJ~J~I;J:1J;.~~~JJ)
;;', ". ...... 

(n~T:~Oj""") 

We shall certainly test you (Muslims) until We come to know those of 
you who (sjncereiy) strive (to uplIft Allaah's Deen) and those who are 
steadfast and until We examine your condition. {Surah Muhammad ~, 

verse 3l} 
Hadhrat Ali ~ said, "Those without knowledge are destroyed." He then 
mounted the pulpit, duly praised Allaah and said, "0 people! Acquire knowledge, 
practise it and teach it. Whoever finds it difficult to understand any part of the 
Qur'aan should ask me. The news has reached me that some people believe that 
Allaah does not know about something until it actually takes place; They says 
this because of the (misunderstanding they have about the) verse: 

_ (,.I, ... , ,,J' '''''.''' J" , ,J';.1.,;,;~
(n~I:~~j""") ~ .. ,!!~I~"":':>~#JF,v-".". f..> 

We shall certainly test you (Muslims) until We come to know those of 
you who (sjncere/y) strive (to uplift Allaah's Deen). {Surah Muhammad 

~, verse3l} 
The words "until we corne to know" mean "until we see whether those upon 
whom striving (for Deen) and steadfastness have been enjoined actually strive 
and actually remain steadfast through the hardships that have been destined for 
them". (2) 


In the chapter discussing Tawakkul(3), the narration has passed in which Hadhrat 

Ali ~~ said, "Nothing happens on earth until it is decided in the heavens. 

There are two angels assigned to every person who protect and guard him. 

However, when a predestined matter arrives, they leave him to it. I therefore have 
a fortified shield from Allaah which· will leave me only when death arrives. No 
person can taste the sweetness of Imaan until he is convinced that whatever 
(difficulty) afflicts him would never have passed him by and whatever (good) 

(l) Ahmad and Abu Dawood. as quoted in the TafSeerof Ibn Katheer (Vol.4 Pg.268). 
(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his 11m. as quoted in Kanz:;/ Ummaal (VO!.1 
(3) 	Under the heading "The Tawakkul of the Sahabah ~" and the subheading "The Tawakkul of 

Ameerul Mu'mineen Hadhrat Ali el,~." 
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passes him by would never have come to him in the first place." 

The Couplets Hadhrat Umar ~~~ would Recite 
on the pulpit Concerning predestination 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ reports that very often when delivering a 
sermon on the pulpit, Hadhrat Vmar ~~ would recite the following couplets 
(which mean): 
''Go easy on yourselfbecause the destinies ofallmatters are in Allaah 5 hand 

Those that He has thwarted can never come to you just as those that He has 
commanded can never be thwarted/(l) 

Imaan (Belief) in the Signs of Qjyaamah 

The Words of Rasulullaah ~~ When Allaah 


Revealed the verse "When the trumpet is blown" 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates that when the verse: 

(A ~T;.I.o oJ.,....) ( 01 ~~WI..s!~ \1~) 
When the trumpet is blown (to signal the arrival ofQiyaamah) ... {Surah 
Muddathir, verse 8} 

was revealed, Rasulullaah ~ said, "How can I live in luxury when the blower of 
the horn already has the horn in his mouth and is waiting with his forehead 
bowed for the command to blow." The Sahabah ~~ then asked, "What du'aa 
should we make?" Rasulullaah ~ then told them to recite: 

.... ,) tt:....... ~ ". ... ", ... ' "., .... .J ~ .....,J,,,. 

"WS-Y ~\~ '~yl~);uJI~" 

"Allaah is Sufficient for us and He is the Best of Guardians. In Allaah do 
we trust." (2) 

Another narration states that when the Sahabah ~.~ heard this from 
Rasulullaah ~, they were troubled and asked, "a Rasulullaah ~! What 
should we do." Rasulullaah ~ then told them to recite: 

"""«1\ ' '." anc';"~:r~) . 
"Allaah is Sufficient for us and He is the Best of Guardians." (3) 

The Fear of Hadhrat Sanda Yamaaniyyah~~ 
for the Appearance of Dajjaal 

The narration has already passed in the chapter discussing the relationships of 
women(4) in which Hadhrat Hafsah ~~ said to Hadhrat Sauda Yamaaniyyah 
~, "The one-eyed (Dajjaal) has appeared!" "Really!?" Hadhrat Sauda ~ 
(I) Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.243). 
(2) Ibn Abi Shaybah, Tabraani and Ibn Mardway, as quoted in KanzuI UmmaaI (Vol. 7 Pg.270). 
(3) Baawardi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. 7 Pg.270). 
(4) 	Under the heading "RelationShips between Men, Women and Children" and the subheading "The 

Relationship Between Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ and Hadhrat Hafsah ~ with Hadhrat Sauda 
Yamaaniyyah ~ ". 
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. cried out. She was extremely shocked and started to shiver. "Where shall I hide?" 
she asked. ''You will have to go to the tent," Hadhrat Hafsah ~~ told her. The 
tent was made of palm leaves and was a hiding place for the people. It was 
however filled with dirt and spider webs. Hadhrat Sauda 1f®I1~ went to hide 
there as Rasulullaah ~ arrived. seeing the two women laughing so much that 
they were unable to talk, Rasulullaah ~asked, "What is all the laughter 
about?" Rasulullaah .~ had to repeat the question thrice before they pointed 
towards the tent. Rasulullaah ~ went to the tent where he found Hadhrat 
Sauda ~ shivering (with fear). "What is the matter, 0 Sauda?" Rasulullaah 
~ asked. "0 Rasulullaah ~r" she said, "The one'-eyed one has appeared." 
"He has not appeared," Rasulullaah .~ clarified, "but he is still to appear. He 
has not appeared but is still to appear." Rasulullaah ~ then helped her out and 
dusted the dirt and spider webs off her. 

The Statements of Hadhrat AbuBakr ®~~ and 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ 


Concerning Dajjaal 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib narrates that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ once asked, 
"Is there a place in Iraq calJed Khurasaan?" When he was informed that there 
was, he said, 'Verily Dajjaal will emerge from there." (l) 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr Siddeeq ~.~ stated that Dajjaal would be from the Jews of 
a place called Marw. (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abu Mulaykah ~ narrates, "When I went to Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ early one morning, he said, 'I have not had a wink 
of sleep all night.'. 'Why is that?' I asked. He replied, 'The tailed star has appeared 
and I now fear that the smoke shall appear (which is a sign of Qiyaamah). It is for 
this reason that I have not slept all night.'n(3) Another similar narration states 
that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ said, "I now fear that Dajjaal shall 
appear." (4) 

Imaan (Belief) in What is to Happen in 
the Grave and the Existence of Barzakh 

The Words of Hadhrat Abu Bakr Siddeeq ~~ on 
his Deathbed 

Hadhrat Ubaadah bin Nasi reports that when death carne to Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
~~, he said to (his daughter) Hadhrat Aa'isha ~, "Wash these two 
garmentS of mine and bury me in them because (in the grave) your father shall be 
one of two types of men; either one who will be dressed in the best of clothing 
(1) Ibn Abi shaybah. 
(2) Nu'aym bin Hamrnaad,as quoted in Kanzal Ummaal(Vol.7 Pg.2ti3}. 

(31 Ibn Jareer, as quoted in the Tafse:erof Ibn Katheer (VolA Pg.1391. 

(4) Haakim (VolA PgA591. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
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or one whose garments will be most brutally torn off." (1) 

. Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ reports that when Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~).i.,~ was about to 
pass away, she recited a couplet (which means): 
"Byyour life!An abundance ofwealth are useless to ayouth 

when hjs breath heaves one day andhis chest tightens (as he dies)" 


"00 not say that, dear daughter," Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ said, "Rather say: 
_ (~ ,I, . JIll J, ;,#,.J;#" , J:, W ;I' , ,,' J ... ',. , ~*";1Q. 

(''\0.:;..,1\ :JoJJ"") ..~~.~~c.~.) ~~ '7j.:oJl a~ -.:.I t.~J F 
The pangs (agony) of death will bring the truth (of Imaan to every 
person). (It will then be saki to the dying person,) 'This (death) is what 
you used to avoid (However, now you have no option).' {Surah Qaaf, 

verse 19} 
He then continued, ''Take these two garments of mine, wash them and bury me in 
them. The living need new clothing more than the dead because the clothing of 
the dead are intended to be destroyed." (2) . 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ narrates that when Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~).i.,~ became 
extremely ill, she started weeping and when he fell unconscious,. she recited ·a 
couplet (which means): 
"When tears are forever veiled 

They must burst forth (at some time)" 


Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~).i.,"5 then regained consciousness and said, "Do not say 
that, dear daughter. Rather say: 

_ (~ .I, "J, "" J "" I .,l,;,Iol ;I' , JIll' .JJIll' JIll , ~;I;I;I ~ 
O'\o.:;..,Il:JoJJ"") O~~~c.~.) ~~'7j.:o.1l(~'~-.:.It.~JF 

The pangs (agony) of death will bring the truth (o/Imaan to every 
person), (It will then be said to the dying person,) 'This (death) is what 
you used to avoid (HOwever, now you have no option).' {Surah Qaaf, 

verse 19} 
He then asked, "On what day did Rasulullaah ~ pass away?" "On a Monday," 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ replied. "And what is today?" he asked further. When she 
informed him that it was a Monday, he said, "I hope in Allaah (that he will take 
my soul) between now and tonight" He then passed away on Monday night (the 
night between Monday and Tuesday). 
Thereafter, Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ asked, "In how many sheets was 
Rasulullaah ~ shrouded." Hadhrat Aa'isha ~"5 replied, 'We shrouded him 
in three new white sheets made in Sahool that neither included a Qamees nor a 
turban." He then said, 'Wash this cloth of mine that has traces of Saffron and 
add two new sheets with it (to complete a shroud of three)." "But it is old," 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ noted. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ however said, liThe 
living need new clothing more than the dead because the clothing of the dead are 
intended to be destroyed." (3) Another narration states that he said, ", .. because it 
(1) Ahmad in his Zuhd, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal(VoI.4Pg.363). 
(2) Ahmad, Ibn Sa'd and Daghooli. 
(3) Abu Ya'!a, Abu Nu'aym, Daghooli and Bayhaqi, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.4 

Pg.362). 
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(the clothing of the dead) will only be given over to body fluids and decay." (J) 

The Words of Hadhrat Umar ~~~ on 
his Deathbed 

Hadhrat Yahya bin Abu Raashid Nasri narrates that when death approached 
Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~!1~, he said to his sOn, "Dear son! When death is 
approaching (when I am in the throes of death). turn me (on my right side). place 
your knees against my back, your right hand on my forehead and your left hand 
beneath my chin. Then when I pass away, close my eyes and shroud me in a 
shroud of average quality because if there is good in store for me with Allaah, He 
will exchange it for something much better. However, if things are otherwise, He 
will quickly remove it. You should also give me an average grave because if there 
is good in store for me with Allaah, He will extend it for me as far as the eyes can 
see. However, if things are otherwise, He will narrow it so much that my ribs will 
interlock. Do not take any women along with you (for my funeral) and do not 
expound any virtues that were never mine because Allaah knows me best. When 
you are carrying me (to the grave) then walk swiftly because if there is good in 
store for me with Allaah, you are taking me to something much better. However, 
if things are otherwise, then you will need to quickly throw off your shoulders a 
most terrible thing that you are carrying," (2) 

In the chapter discussing the fear that the Khulafaa had for Allaah, the 
narration(3) has already passed in which Hadhrat Umar ~~ said when he was 
about to die, "I swear by the Being besides Whom there is none worthy of 
worship that if I owned the world and all its contents, I would have offered it as 
ransom to be saved from the frightening scene that lies ahead of me," 
The narration has also passed there(4) in which Hadhrat Umar ~~ instructed 
his son Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~!1~ to place his head on the ground. 
When Hadhrat Abdullaah ~~ moved his head from his lap to the ground, 
Hadhrat umar ~!1~ said, "My mother and I are destroyed if my Rabb does not 
have mercy on me!" 

The Weeping of Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ 
whenever he Stood by a Grave 

In the chapter discussing the weeping of the Sahabah ~, the narration of 
Hadhrat Haani has already passed stating that whenever Hadhrat Uthmaan 
~~ stopped at a graveyard, he would weep so much that his beard would get 
wet. Someone once asked him, ''You do not weep when you think of Jannah and 
Jahannam but weep when you think of the grave?" He replied, "I have heard 

(1) Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.197). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VoL3 Pg.58), Ibn Abi Dunya has reported a similar narration in his Quboor, as quoted in 

Muntakhab Kanzui Ummaai (VolA PgA27). 
(3) 	Under the subheading "The Narration of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®,~ Concerning the 

Fear Hadhrat Umar ~ had for A1laah". 
(4) 	Under the subheading "The Narration of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ and Hadhrat Miswar 

concerning the Fear Hadhrat Umar ®~ had for A1Jaah." 
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Rasulullaah ~ say, 'The grave is the first stage from amongst the many stages 
of the Aakhirah. If one is successful there, the later stages are easier. However, if 
one is unsuccessful there, the later stages will be extremely difficult.'" Hadhrat 
Uthmaan ~l~ also added, "I have also heard Rasulullaah ~ say that he had 
never seen a sight more frightening than that of the grave." 

The Words of Hadhrat Hudhayfah ®~~ on 
his Deathbed 

Hadhrat Khaalid bin Rabee narrates that when his tribe and the Ansaar heard that 
Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ was gravely ill, they went to him sometime during the 
middle of the night or at dawn. "What time is it?" he asked them. When they 
informed himthatitwassometimeduringthemiddle of the night or dawn, he remarked, 
"I seek Allaah's protection from the morning of Jahannam." He then asked, "Have 
you brought something to enshroud me with?" When they told him that they had, 
he said, "Do not use an expensive shroud because if there is good in store for me 
by Allaah, it will be exchanged for something much better. However, if things 
are otherwise, it will be quickly removed." (I) 

Hadhrat Sila bin Zufar narrates, "Hudhayfah ~ sent Abu Mas'ood ®.~ 
and me to purchase a burial shroud for him, we bought a striped and decorated 
sheet for him for three hundred Dirhams. 'ShoW me what you have bought for 
me,' Hudhayfah ~,~ asked. When we showed it to him, he remarked, 'This 
shroud is not for me. All I need are two plain white sheets without a Qamees 
because it will be only a short while before it is eXChanged for something either 
much better or worse.' We then proceeded to purchase two plain white sheets for 
him." (2) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ said to them, 'What will 
you do with that? If your companion (myself) is a righteous person, Allaah will 
exchange it for something else (much better) and if your companion is otherwise, 
it will be thrown from one end of the grave to the other until the Day of 
Qiyaamah." (3) Yet another narration states that he said, "".and if your 
companion is otherwise, Allaah will smite his face with it on Day of Qiyaamah.,,(4) 

The Words of Hadhrat Abu Moosa ®~~ at the 

Approach of Death 


Hadhrat Dahhaak bin Abdur Rahmaan reports that when death drew close to 
Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~, he called his attendants and instructed them, 
"Go and dig me a wide and deep grave." They complied and returned saying, 'We 
have dug your grave wide and deep." Hadhrat Abu Moosa ~ then said, "By 
Allaah! The grave is one of two places. It may either be broadened so much that 
(1) 	Bukhaari in his Adab (Pg.72l. Abu Nu'aym has also reported the narration in his Hilya (Vol.! 

Pg.282) from Hadhrat Abu Waa'il. In his Mustadrak (Yol.3 Pg.380l, Haakim has also reported a 
similar narration in brief from Hadhrat Abu Mas'ood Ansaari ~fi. 

(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (YoU Pg.282). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (yol.l Pg.282/. 
(4) Haakim (YoU Pg.380). 
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each corner is forty arm's length wide. Then a door to Jannah will be opened for 
me so that I can look at my wives and my palaces and every other token of 
hospitality that Allaah has prepared for me. I will then know my way to that 
home better than I· know my home (in this world) today. Thereafter the breeze 
and comforts of Jannah shall reach me until the Day of Qiyaamah. However, if 
things are otherwise may Allaah protect us from it - my grave shall narrow 
around me until it is narrower than the end of a spear where it meets the head. 
Then a door to ]ahannam w~ll be opened for me from which I can look at my 
chains, yokes and fellow inmates. I will then know my way to that home better 
than I know my home (in this world) today. Thereafter the smoke and fire of 
]ahannam shall reach me until the day I am resurrected." 

Hadhrat Usayd bin Hudhayr ~~ Longs to be in 
One of three Conditions 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ nanates that Hadhrat Usayd bin Hudhayr ~. was 
amongst the best of people. He would always say, "I have no doubts about being 
amongst the inhabitants of ]annah if I could remain in one of three conditions. 
(Firstly) The condition when lam reCiting Qur'aan or listening to it being recited, 
(secondly) the condition when I am listening to Rasulullaah ~'s sermon and 
(thirdly) the condition when I am present at a funeral. At every funeral I have 
been, I have thought about nothing other than what will become of the deceased 
or where it is heading." (1) 

Imaan (Belief) in the Aakhirah 

Rasulullaah ~~'s Description of Jannah 


Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~"\@% narrates that the Sahabah B>~ once said, "0 
Rasulullaah ~! Whenever we see you, out hearts are softened and we think 
only of the Aakhirah. However, when we separate from you, the world appeals to 
us and we start smelling (enjoying) our wives and children." Rasulullaah ~ 
consoled them saying, "Should you remain at all times in the state you are when 
with me, the angels will actually shake your hands with theirs and visit you in 
your homes (this is however impossible). If you do not sin, Allaah will replace 
you with a nation that does sin merely so that He may forgive them (when they 
repent because He loves to forgive}." 
The Sahabah ~ then asked further, "0 Rasulullaah ~I Tell us about 
Jannah and its buildings." Rasulullaah _described, "One brick (of the 
buildings) will be gold and the next silver with cement made of fragrant musk. 
The pebbles will be pearls and rubies while the grass will be saffron. Whoever 
enters Jannah shall only enjoy luxuries and never experience any difficulty. He 
will live forever without ever dying. Neither will his clothing fade nor will his 
youth ever wane. There are three persons whose du'aas are never rejected; the 
just ruler, the fasting person until he terminates his fast and oppressed person. 
(1) Abu Nu'aym, Bayhaqi and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.S Pg.138). 
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Their du'aa is lifted above the clouds where th.e doors of the heavens are opened 
for it and Allaah says, 'I swear by My honour that I shall definitely assist you even 
though it may be after some time." (1) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Faatima ~~ when she 
Went to her Father ~ for something of benefit in 

this World and Returned with Something of 
Benefit in the Aakhirah 

Hadhrat suwayd bin Ghafalah ~ narrates that when Hadhrat Ali ~ was 
suffering extreme hunger one day, he suggested to (his wife) Hadhrat Faatima 
~ to approach (her father) Rasulullaah ~ for some food. When she went 
to Rasulullaah ~, Hadhrat Ummu Ayman ~ happened to be there. 
Hearing Hadhrat Faatima ~ knocked on the door, Rasulullaah ~ said, 
"That is the knock of Faatima. She has come at a time that we are not 
accustomed to having her come to us." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" Hadhrat Faatima 
~~ said, "The food of the angels is to recite 'Laa Jlaaha Jllallaah~ 'Subhaanallaah' 
and 'Ai Hamdu Lillaah: What is our food?" Rasulullaah _ replied, "I swear by 
the Being Who has sent me with the truth! For the last thirty days, no fire (to 
cook) has been lit in the house of the family of Muhammad ~. However, a few 
goats have come to us. If you please, I shall have five given to you. Alternatively, 
if you so please, I shall teach you five words (of supplication) that Jibra'eel ~ 
has taught me/ Hadhrat Faatima ~ immediately said, "Do rather teach me 
the five words that Jibra'eel ~ has taught you." Rasulullaah _ then told her 
to say the following words: 

;"';'jflU ~l"~:il ~GIU ~~;:jl ~\ ISIU Jf!"~1 ~~ IU ~;{j J~i ~" 
",:.:....:,..\' 1\,-,r"'-;"", 'r 

Hadhrat Faatima ~ then left and when she came back to Hadhrat Ali 
~, he asked, "What happened?" She replied, "While I left you to get 
something of benefit in this world, I returned with something of benefit in the 
Aakhirah." "This is the best of all your days,'; Hadhrat Ali ~~ remarked. (2) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari 
~~ Concerning the Reason for People being 

Oblivious of the Aakhirah 
Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~ reports that .they were on a journey with 
Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ when he heard people talking and having 
eloquent discussions. "0 Anas," he said, ''what benefit is there for me in that. 
Come, let us engage in the Dhikr of our Rabb because it seems like those people 
can even skin a person with their tongues." He then asked, "0 AnasT What has 

(1) Ahmad, as quoted in the 7afseeroflbn Katheer (VolA PgA9). 
(2) Abu Sheikh, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai(Vol.l Pg.302). 
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made the people delay in matters of the Aakhirah and what has made them 
oblivious of it?" "Their desires and Shaytaan," Hadhrat Anas ®u.,~ replied. "NO, 
by Allaah!" Hadhrat Abu Moosa ®u.,~ said, "It is because the world is before 
them and the Aakhirah is still to come. Had they witnessed the Aakhirah, they 
would never turn away from it and never incline towards the world." (1) 

Imaan (Belief) in What is to Happen on 

the Day of Qjyaamah 


Rasulullaah ~'s Desire for his Ummah to 

Comprise of Half the people of Jannah 


Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn ®Uu~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ was on a 
journey when the verse was revealed: 

y ~lJ~jjJ ~;. to ; ~~t~ ~t!J1 a:iyS~:[~J I~I ~W\LtCi) 
~ ~j \S~ ~WI \SjJj ~~ ~11 Y~j ~::;'J\t:F ~; 

_ (~l)," ~ .. -: .. Il' I" .I~.J. 
(y ,\~\:~ oJ.,....) Q ~~ ~I ~1JJ,') ~J \S'y-! 

o people! Fear (the punishment of) your Rabb (by obeying His 
commands). The earthquake of (the Day of) Qiyaamah is a tremendous 
thing indeed. When you will witness the day (of Qiyaamah), (you will 
see that people will be so frightened and worried that) every nursing 
mother will forget her suckling infant and every pregnant woman will 
abort (her unborn child). You will also see people in a drunken stupor 
although they will not be drunk, but (they wiJ/.be in this condition 
because they will realise that) Allaah's punishment is severe (Worried 
that they should not have to face His punishment, people will be 
oblivious ofeveJYfhing else). {Surah Hajj. verses 1,2} 

Rasulullaah ~ then asked the sahabah ~~, "Do you know what day is 
that?" "Allaah and His Rasool ~ know best," the Sahabah ~ submitted. 
Rasulullaah ~ then explained, "That will be the day when Allaah shall say to 
Aadam ~, 'Dispatch the people of Jahannam.' '0 my Rabb!' Aadam ~~ will 
say, 'Who are those to be dispatched to Jahannam?' Allaah will reply, '(From every 
thousand) Nine hundred and ninety nine shall go to Jahannam and one will go to 
Jannah.'" 
This made the Sahabah ~ weep. Rasulullaah ~ then said to them, 
"Adopt moderation and continue treading the straight path. Remember that 
before the coming of every Nabi is a period of ignorance. The quota (for 
Jahannam) will first be completed from these people. Otherwise (if they are not 
sufficient), it will be completed from the Munaafiqeen. Your example and that of 
other nations like a little lump on the foreleg of an animal or like a mole on the 
side of a camel. I however have great hope that you people (members of my 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (YoU Pg.259). 
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Ummah) will comprise a quarter of the people of Jannah." "Allaahu Akbar1" the 
Sahabah ~ exclaimed. Rasulullaah ~ then added, "In fact, I have great 
hope that you people will comprise a third of the people of Jannah." Again the 
Sahabah ~)I.,~ exclaimed, "Allaahu AkbarI"Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ said, "I 
also have great hope that you people will comprise half the people of Jannah." 
This time again the Sahabah i®~ cried out, "Allaahu Akbar1" The narrator says 
that he is not sure whether or not Rasulullaah ~ later said that he had hopes 
of them being as much as two-thirds of the people of Jannah. (1) 

A narration from Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~~ also discussing the 
explanation of the above verse states that Nabi ~ said, "On the Day of 
Qiyaamah, Allaah will call for Aadam ~. He will respond by saying, 'At your 
service, our Rabb! It is an honour to serve You.' A voice will then tell him, 'Allaah 
commands you remove from your progeny those to be dispatched to Jahannam.' 
'0 my RabbI' Aadam ~ will say, 'Who are those to be dispatched to 
Jahannam?' Allaah will reply, '(From every thousand) Nine hundred and ninety 

. nine shall go to Jahannam (and one will go to Jannah).' It is on this occasion that 
expectant mothers will abort their foetuses and youngsters will turn white. 

- (~II, ... ~ '" '" "''' I'" J l::-'" . ' ... "'''' ,I l::-"'. "," "'''''''\' 
(y o.::..,!l:~ oJ.,..,) 'V J:I~ ~\ y\~~J I.>~ ~t:oJ i.SY'-" ~WI I.SjJ}f 

YOU will also see people in a drunken stupor although they will not be 
drunk, but (they wjJl be in this condition because they will realise that) 
Allaah's punishment is severe." {Surah Hajj, verse 2} 

This had a great impact on the Sahabah ~~ and their faces actually turned 
pale. Rasulullaah ~ then said, "(From every thousand) Nine hundred and 
ninety nine will be from the Ya'jooj Ma'jooj and only one shall be from amongst 
you. Compared to the rest of people, you resemble only a single black hair on the 
side.of a white bull or only a single white hair on the side of a black bull. I have 
great hope that you people (members of my Ummah) will comprise a quarter of 
the people of Jannah." The Sahabah ~Y"~ exclaimed, "Allaahu Akbar!". 
Rasulullaah ~ then added, "In fact, (I have great hope that you people will 
comprise) a third of the people of Jannah." Again the Sahabah ~~ exclaimed, 
"Allaahu Akbarr" Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ said, "(I also have great hope that 
you people will comprise) Half the people of ]annah." This time again the 
Sahabah ~.~ cried out, "Allaahu Akbar!" (2) 

Another narration states that what Rasulullaah ~ said (about nine hundred 
and ninety nine going to Jahannam), the impact was heavy on the Sahabah 
~~ and they became very grieved and worried. (3) 

Hadhrat Zubayr ~~~ Asks RasuhIllaah~ 
about Certain Conditions in the Aakhirah 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~ reports that when the verse: 

(1) Tirmidhi, Ahmad and Ibn Abi Haatim. 
(2) Bukhaari, Muslim and Nasa'ee, as quoted in TaiSeerofIbn Katheer (Vol.3 Pg.204). 
(3) Haakim (VolA Pg.568). 
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_ ,J{~ ,.J """', .J..., ...... , "'I'''' ,'" , .J' '.J)
(\"I ~\:r-j oJ""")"Q t.;)~~j~ ~ ~!~Il..Ay. ~1.,o-i 

Then, on the Day of Qiyaamah, you will all bring cases (agajnst each 
other) in the presence of your Rabb. {Surah Zumar, verse 31} 

was revealed, Hadhrat Zubayr ®~~ asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Will cases be 

repeatedly brought against us?" When Rasulullaah ~ replied in the affirmative, 

Hadhrat Zubayr ~,~~ remarked, "In that case, the matter will be a serious one 

indeed." (1) 


Another narration adds that when the verse: 

_ j{~ " , , " ,.1, ,h '.1),.

(A~\}ts::J oJ""")"Q ~I ifWy. ~.,o-il' 
Thereafter, on that day (ofQjyaamah) you will definitely be questioned 
about the bounties. {Surah Takaathur, verse 8} 

was revealed, Hadhrat Zubayr ®~~ also asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! What 
types of bounties will we questioned about when all that we have are the two 
black things, dates and water?" (2) 

Yet another narration states that when the verse: 

(\"I ,\".~i:r-j oJ.,....) 

Verily you (0 Rasulullaah ~) will soon pass away and they will also 
pass away. Then, on the Day of Qiyaamah, you will all bring cases 
(agajnst each other) in the presence of your Rabb. {Surah Zumar, verse 
30-31} 

was revealed, Hadhrat Zubayr ®~~ asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Together with 
having to account for specific sins, will cases be repeatedly brought against us 
regarding the dealings we have between each other?" "Certainly," Rasulullaah 
~ replied, "cases will be brought repeatedly until everyone to whom a right is 
due receives his right." "By Allaah!" Hadhrat Zubayr ®,~ remarked, "In that 
case, the matter will be a serious one indeed." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~!J&~ Weeps at 
the Thought of a Verse Concerning Jahannam 

Hadhrat Qai~ bin Abu Haazim reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha 
®~~ was once lying down in his wife's lap when he started to weep. His wife 
then also started to weep. "What makes you weep?" he asked. "Seeing you weep 
has made me weep as well," she replied. He then said, "I thought of the verse: 

(vI~i:~"",oJ""") (0 \~.;J: ~ cl;j ~~tfclA~jlj ~I~ "Ij)
'" '" '" '" '" '" 

Every one of you shall pass by it (everyone shallpass over Jahannam as 
they cross the brMge ofSkaat that spans Jahannam). This is a decreed 

(1) Ibn Abi Haatim. 
(2) Ahmad, Tirmidhi and Ibn Maajah. 
(3) 	Ahmad and Tirmidhi, as quoted in the Tafseerof Ibn Katheer (Vol.4 Pg.52). Haakim (Vol.4 Pg.572) 

has reported a similar narration from reliable sources. 
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command of your Rabb. {Surah Maryam, verse 7I} 
(I am weeping because) I know not whether I shall be rescued from it or not." A 
narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ®~~ was ill at the 
time. (1) 

Hadhrat Ubaadah ~~~ Asks his Family and 

Neighbours to Take Retribution from him When 


Death Approached 

Hadhrat Ubaadah bin Muhammad bin Ubaadah bin Saamit narrates that when 
death approached Hadhrat Ubaadah bin Saamit ®~~, he requested that his 
slaves, servants, neighbours and everyone associated with him should be 
gathered. When they had all gathered, he said, "I expect that this will be my last 
day in this world and my first night in the Aakhirah. I know not whether my 
hands or tongue may have caused you any harm which - I swear by the Being 
Who controls my life - will be a cause for retribution to be taken from me on the 
Day of Qiyaamah. It is with great emphasis that I stress to each one of you in 
whose heart is something about this that he must take retribution from me 
before my soul departs." 
Because Hadhrat Ubaadah ®~ had never spoken ill even to his servants, 
everyone said, "You were a father and a mentor to us (we therefore have no 
grievance against yOU)." Hadhrat Ubaadah ®)1.,~ then asked, "Do you then 
forgive anything of the sort that may have happened?" When they said that they 
did, Hadhrat Ubaadah ®).1,~ said, "0 Allaah! You be witness!" He then 
continued, "Since there is nothing of the sort, then remember this parting advice 
of mine. It is with great emphasis that I stress to each one of you not to weep for 
me. When my soul departs, each of you should perform wudhu properly, go to 
the Masjid, perform salaah and then seek Allaah's forgiveness for Ubaadah and 
his soul because Allaah says: 

_ £J. I" ,,' ,.I,. " "')
(,or ,to-.::...!l :4fi oJ.,.....) '\ ~I j ~~1~lj 

Seek assistance with patience and salaah. {Surah Baqarah, verse 45 and 

verse l53} 

You should hasten with my corpse to the my grave without following me with 
any fire and without placing a purple cloth beneath me." (2) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~'s Fear for Reckoning on the 

Day of Qiyaamah 


In the chapter discussing cautiousness in spending, the narration has already 
passed(3) in which Hadhrat Umar ®).1,~ asked Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf 
®)1.,~ foraloanoffourthousand Dirhams. Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf®~~ 
(1) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in the TaiSeerof Ibn Katheer (Vo1.3 Pg.132). 
(2) Bayhaqi and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. 7 Pg.79). 
(3) 	Under the heading "Abstention from using Public Funds for Personal use and for Close Relatives 

and the subheading "The Incident of Hadhrat Umar !ID'J5~ and Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf 
~". 
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sent a message back with the messenger that Hadhrat Umar ~~ should take 
the loan from the public treasury and pay it back later. When the message 
reached him, Hadhrat Umar ~~ felt it most difficult to do so. When Hadhrat 
Umar ~'i5 met Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ~~, he asked him, "Are 
you the one who said that I should take the money from the public treasury? 
should I die before the caravan returns, you would say, 'The Ameerul 
Mu'mineen had taken the money. Let us waive it.' I shall then be taken to task 
for it on the Day of Qiyaamah." 

The Weeping of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~~ and 

Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~~ when they Heard a 


Hadith about the Aakhirah 

In the chapter discussing being influenced by the knowledge of Allaah and of 
Rasulullaah ~, the narration will Inshaa Allaah be narrated in which Hadhrat 
Abu Hurayrah ~)1,'i5 gave a heavy sigh and collapsed upon his face when he 
mentioned the Hadith concerning Allaah's taking accountability from a man with 
knowledge about the Qur'aan, a wealthy person and a man martyred in the path 
of Allaah. 
It will also Inshaa Allaah be narrated that how Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ wept 
so much when he heard this Hadith that the people thought he would die. 

Imaan (Belief) in Intercession 


Rasulullaah ~~ says, liMy Intercession shall be for 

those members of my Ummah who 


never commit Shirk" 

Hadhrat Auf bin Maalik ~ reports, 'We were once with Rasulullaah ~ 
when we set up camp towards the end of the night. Laying down our heads by 
the foot of our carriages, we all went to sleep. I awoke sometime during the night 
and was alarmed when I did not see Rasulullaah ~ by his carriage. When I 
then started to search for Rasulullaah ~, I found Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~);~ 
and Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ also alarmed by the same thing that alarmed me. 
As we stood in that condition, we heard a sound from the top of the valley that 
resembled the sound of a grindstone grinding. (When we headed in that 
direction, we found Rasulullaah ~ and) We then informed him what our 
concern was. Rasulullaah ~ explained, 'An angel came to me from my Rabb 
0~;2j1:;z giving me a choice between intercession and having half my Ummah 
admitted into ]annah. I chose intercession (because in this way there was 
hope of even more being admitted into ]annah).' 
'0 Nabi of Allaah~!' I pleaded, 'I ask you in the name of Allaah and in 
consideration of our relationship with you to include us amongst those you will 
be interceding for.' 'You people shall certainly be amongst those I will be 
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interceding for,' Rasulullaah ~ confirmed. We then accompanied Rasulullaah 
~ back to the camp where we found all the others also alarmed by 
Rasulullaah ~'s absence. Rasulullaah ~ then explained to them saying, 'An 

angel came to me from my Rabb GI,~~ giving me a choice between intercession 
and having half my Ummah admitted into Jannah. I chose intercession.' '0 Nabi 
of Allaah ~!' they pleaded, 'We ask you in the name of Allaah and in 
consideration of our relationship with you to include us amongst those you will 
be interceding for.' When they had all gathered around Rasulullaah ~, he said, 
'I make everyone present here witness to the fact that my intercession shall be 
for those members of my Ummah who never commit Shirk. ,t( 1) 

The Du'aa Rasulullaah ~ will Make for his 

Ummah Before Allaah shall be his 


Intercession on their Behalf 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Abu Aqeel ~ reports, "I went to Rasulullaah 
~ with a delegation from the Thaqeef tribe. When we made our animals sit at 
the door, there was not a person we hated more than the man we had come to 
see. However, by the time we left, there was no one more beloved to us than the 
man we had been to see. One of us said, '0 Rasulullaah ~! Why don't you ask 
Allaah for a kingdom like the kingdom of Sulaymaan ~@?' Rasulullaah fi 
laughed and said, 'Your companion here (myself) shall perhaps receive 
something better from Allaah than the kingdom of Sulaymaan ~. Allaah has 
granted every Nabi ~ that He sent a special prayer (that is sure to be 
accepted). There were those who used the p.rayer for this world while others used 
it to curse their nations when they disobeyed them. It was then because of it that 
these nations were destroyed. Allaah also granted me one such prayer that I have 
kept in store with my Rabb and shall use it to intercede for my ummah on the 
Day of Qiyaamah." (2) • 

Rasulullaah ~ says, "I am an Excellent man for 
the Sinners of my Ummah" 

Hadhrat Ummu Salamah ~ narrates that RasulUllaah ~ once said, "I am 
an excellent man for the sinners of my Ummah." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" a man 
from the Muzaynah tribe asked, "If you are such for the sinful ones, then what 
about the righteous ones?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "While the righteous ones of 
my Ummah shall enter Jannahbecause of their good deeds, the sinners shall 
await my intercession. Although my intercession shall be available to every 
member of my Ummah, it will not be for e. person diminishing the rank of my 
Sahabah ~.,,(3) 
(I) Baghawi and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (Vol. 7 Pg.271). 
(2) Baghawi, Ibn Mandah. and Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (VoL 7 Pg.272). Bukhaari and 

Haarith binAbu Usaamah have reported a similar narration, as quoted in lsaabah (Vo1.2 Pg.411). 
(3) Shiraazi in his Alqaab and Ibn Najjaar. as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (Vol. 7 Pg.272). 
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The verse of the Qpr'aan that kindles the Most 
Hope According to Hadhrat Ali ~u.1~ 

Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib ®.~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once said, "I 
shall continue interceding on behalf of my Ummah until my Rabb asks, 'Are you 
now satisfied, 0 Muhammad?' I shall then say, 'Yes. I am satisfied.' Turning to the 
people, Hadhrat Ali ®~ said, '0 people of Iraq! Don't you people believe that 
the verse of the Qur'aan that kindles the most hope is the verse: 

~ JJ\ ~~ J. ~\ ~~ ~ \~~:; ~ ; j ~ an )$. \.;i;J J~\ ~~~ jl) 
_ £~ .1 > ;:; .1,.1~>~.1 ,C: J. ~> ~ ~ >.1~ 

(or~I:,.oj oJJ""') ,Q~}\ Jj.lll\ yo.u~ ¥ y"';.iJ' 
Say, "0 My bondsmen who have wronged their souls (by commiftjng 
kuu or other sins)! Never lose hope ofAllaah's mercy (so do not abstain 
from seeking forgiveness thinking that you will not be forgiven). Verily, 
Allaah forgives all sins (that are free ofkufr and Shirk). undoubtedly, 
He is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful." {Surah Zumar, verse 53} 

When the people admitted that they believed so, Hadhrat Ali ~ said, 
"However, we who are members of Rasulullaah ~'s family believe that the 
verse of the Qur'aan that kindles the most hope is the verse: 

(o~i:~ oJJ""') (O~?~J~~~ J;:JJ) 
Your Rabb shall soon grant you and you shall be pleased. {Surah Duha, 

verse 
What Allaah will grant Rasulullaah ~ shall be the privilege of intercession." (1) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Buraydah ~~ in 
front of Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ 

Concerning Intercession 
Hadhrat Ibn Buraydah narrates that (his father) Hadhrat Buraydah ~ once 
went to Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ®.tlu~ where a man was busy talking (in praise of 
Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ®.~). "Will you permit me to speak, 0 Mu'aawiya," 
Hadhrat Buraydah ~~ asked. Thinking that he will also speak as the previous 
person was doing, Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~ granted him permission. Hadhrat 
Buraydah ~ said, "I heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'On the Day of Qiyaamah I 
expect to intercede on behalf of as many people as there are trees and stones on 
earth.' YOU, 0 Mu'aawiya should pin your hopes in this intercession (because you 
will need it) while Ali ®~ need not pin his hopes in it (because he will enter 
Jannah without it)." (2) 

The Reply Hadhrat Jaabir ~u.1~ gave a person 
who Denied Intercession 

Hadhrat Talq bin Habeeb says, "I was a person who most vehemently denied 
(1) Ibn Mardway, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL7 Pg.273). 
(2) Ahmad, as quoted in the TalSeeroflbn Katheer (Vo1.3 Pg.56). 
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intercession until I met Hadhrat ]aabir ~~. After I recited to him all the verses 
of the Qur'aan I could recite that spoke of the people of ]ahannam remaining 
there forever, he said, '0 Talq! Do you think that you have more knowledge of the 
Qur'aan and the Sunnah than I? The verses you have recited refer to those who 
belong in ]ahannam. They are the Mushrikeen. However, those (for whom 
interces,sion will take place) are people (Mu'mineen) who have sinned, who will 
be punished for their sins and then be removed from Jahannam.' He then held 
both his ears and said, 'May these become deaf if I have not heard RasuluIIaah 
~ say that they will leave Jahannam after having entered it (because of 
Rasulullaah ~'s intercession). We also recite the Qur'aan as you recite." (1) 

Hadhrat Yazeed Faqeer reports, "I was once sitting with Hadhrat ]aabir bin 
Abdullaah ~ as he was busy narrating Ahadeeth. When he narrated that 
some people would leave Jahannam, I became very angry because during those 
days I was one who rejected such ,a belief. I therefore said, 'I am not as 
astonished with common people (making such statements) as I am astonished 
with you companions of Rasulullaah ~! You believe that people will leave the 

, fire ofJahannam when Allah says: 

( 0. ,,,.& ~ 1-: .... • ~I.... jr:~ ..... · " ,JI~"" Wi .... rJIJI~' q ~.JI, JI)
I¥J ~ Y J$: ~J ~oe=;~~ J ~ IX ~~ () ()JJ.t.1

(fVI.::.o:!\ :oJ.i1,.. oJ.,.....) 

They will try to escape from the Fire (ofjahannam) but they will not be 
able to escape. They will l1ave a permanent punishment. {Surah 

Maa'idah, verse 37} 
His companions started rebuking me, but he was the most tolerant of them all. 
'Leave the man alone!' he said. He then explained, 'That verse refers to the 
Kuffaar.' He then recited the verse: 

yl~ ,:... <4ljJ~~~1 t;;.tii..~ 1~~~ ifj~1 .J 1! ~~ jJ j;.? ,:~.ul ~I\''" v.... I", .... '" '" ~ v- ,. ....1'(1# 

WI ~ I' JI JI ~, q ~ '~ JI ~ ~'i\ ~I~ '~I"" [ , JI ~ ....(~~ ~ ~I ,,,
j IX J>.~ () ()J ~ I¥J ~. ~J ~ v-:- _ ......y. 
.... '" ",;II "!' '" '" if" '" 

_ (~ ~, .I II "" ,JI"" '" '" I • JI "" 
(fV <fil.::.o:!l :oJ.i1,.. oJ.,.....) ~~ ylj$ ~J~oe=;~~t)J 

Without doubt (evenjifthe Kuffaar possessed all (the wealth) within the 
earth and as much more in addition to ransom themselves from the 
punishment of the Day of Qiyaamah, it will not be accepted from them. 
They shall have (to suffer) a painful punishment. They will try to escape 
from the Fire (ofjahannam) but they will not be able to escape, They 
will have a permanent punishment. {Surah Maa'jdah, verses 36,37} 

,He then asked, 'Do you recite the Qur'aan?' 'I certainly do,' I replied, tin fact, I 
have memorised it.' He then said, 'Does Allaah not say: 

(OI~~~U;~jd~~~b1~J.£U~6~~~I~J) 
(V'II.::.o:!i:..,kJ!r-o ~ oJ.,.....) 

(1) Ibn Mardway. 
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In a portion of the night perform the Tahajjud salaah that is an extra 
(saJaah) for you. Soon your Rabb will accord to you (0 Muhammad 
~) the "Maqaam Mahmood" (liThe Praised Position',). {Surah Bani 
lsraaeel, verse 79} 

That (Maqaam Mahmood) is the position (of intercession). Allaah will detain 
some people (Mu'mineen) in Jahannam for a while because of their sins 
without speaking to them. Then when Allaah wills, He will remove them from 
J ahannam. III 
Hadhrat Yazeed says, "After this, I never repeated my mistake of denying this 
belief." (1) 

Imaan (Belief) in Jannah and Jahannam 
The Sahabah ~~~ Picture the Scene of Jannah in 

a Gathering with Rasulullaah ~ as if they can 
Actually see it before their Eyes 

Hadhrat Handhala Kaatib Usaydi ~.l1.~ who was one of Rasulullaah ~'s 
scribes narrates, "We were once with Rasulullaah ~ when we spoke of Jannah 
and Jahannam (with) so much (conviction) that it seemed to appear before our 
very eyes. I then went to my wife and children with whom I started laughing and 
playing. However, when I thought of the state of mind I had been in (with 
Rasulullaah ~), I left the house. I then met Abu Bakr ~11~, to whom I said, 
'0 Abu Bakr! I have become a Munaafiq.' 'Why do you say that?' he asked. I 
explained, 'When we are with Nabi ~ and he speaks to us about Jannah and 
Jahannam, it seems as if it is before our very eyes. However, when we leave his 
presence and become engrossed with our wives, children and occupations, we 
forget.' Abu Bakr ~.l1.~ remarked, 'But we do the same.' I then approached 
Rasulullaah ~ and mentioned this to him. Rasulullaah ~ said, '0 Handhala! 
If you can be with your families as you are when you are with me, the angels will 
actually shake hands with you 0l1'your beds and on the street. 0 Handhala! There 
are times for this and times for that." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Tells the Sahabah ~~~ 
about the Last Day 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~.l1.~ narrates that one night they spent a long 
time speaking to Rasulullaah ~. When they went to him early the following 
morning, Rasulullaah ~ said, "I was shown the Arnbiyaa and their Ummahs . 
(nations). l\s the Arnbiyaa passed by me, I would see a Nabi with a group of 
followers, another with three persons and another with no followers at all." At 
this juncture Hadhrat Qataadah recited the verse: 

(vA~i:.)jA 3JJ-") (0~~ ~J~~) 
(1) Ibn Abi Haatim. as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (yo\.2 Pg.54). 
(2) Hasan bin sufyaan and Abu Nu'aym. as quoted in KilnzuJ UmmaaJ (VA!. I Pg. I 00). 
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Is there not a righteous man among you? {Surah Hood, verse 78} 
Rasulullaah ~ continued, "Eventually Moosa bin Imraan ~ passed by me 
with a large group of the Bani Israa'eel. I asked, '0 RabbI Who is this?' 'This.' I 
was told, 'is your brother Moosa and those of the Bani Israa'eel who followed 
him.' I then asked, 'Dear RabbI And where is my' Ummah?' 'Look to your right 
amongst the hills: Allaah said. When I looked, I saw the faces of scores of 
people.' 'Are you satisfied?' Allaah asked. 'I am satisfied, my Rabb,' I replied. 
Allaah then said, 'Now look to the horizon on your left.' When I looked, I again 
saw the faces of scores of people.' 'Are you satisfied?' Allaah asked again and 

, 	 . 

again I replied by saying, 'I am satisfied, my Rabb.' Allaah then said further, 'Verily 
with these there are also seventy thousand who will. enter Jannah without 
reckoning.'" 
At that moment, Hadhrat Ukaasha bin Mihsin ~ who was a veteran of the 
Battle of Badr said, "0 Na~i of Allaah ~! Pray to Allaah to include me amongst 
them." "0 Allaah1" Rasulullaah ~ prayed, "Include him amongst them." Another 
man then stood up with the request, "0 Nabi of Allaah ~! pray to Allaah to 
include me amongst them as well." Rasulullaah ~ however, said, "Ukaasha 
has beat you to it." 
Rasulullaah ~ then said, "May my parents be sacrificed for you! If you are able 
to include yourselves amongst the seventy thousand, you should certainly do so. 
Otherwise, you must include yourselves amid the men amongst the hiHsor 
amongst the men on the horizon because I have seen a great many whose 
conditions were unlike these. I however have great hope ,that you people 
(members of my Ummah) will comprise a third of the people of J annah." "Allaahu 
AkbarT" the Sahabah ~ excl,aimed. Rasulullaah ~ then added, "In fact, I 
have great hope that you people will c9mprise half of the people of Jannah." 
Again the Sahabah ~~ exclaimed, "Allaahu Akbar1" Thereafter; Rasulullaah 
~ recited the verse:s 

-. (A. "" l.~,.. ... ",,1,.. A. ,.. , , ... , ,.. ... 1It:,JI),. 

(t· ,r'\;.:..,/I:wlji)"....) '0 d-t:)\ ~WJ '0 J.:J)':i\ ~WI' 
A large group from among the early ones and a large group from 
among the later ones. {Surah Waaqi'ah,verses 39,40} , 

When the Sahabah ~)::.1~ later started discussing amongst themselves about 
who the seventy thousand would be, some opined, "They must, be those who 
were born to Muslims, and then never committed Shirk." When this reached 
Rasulullaah ~, he clarified the matter saying, ''They will be those who never 
brand themselves (with something hot as a form of treatment) I who never use ' 
amulets, never divine with birds and who have trust only in their Rabb." (1) 

A Bedouin asks Rasulullaah ~ about a 

Tree in Jannah 


Hadhrat Sulaym bin Aamir reports that the sahabah '~ always used to say, 
(I) Ibn Abi Haatim, Ibn }areer and several other reliable sources, 	as quoted in the TalSeer of Ibn 


Katheer (Vol.4 Pg.293). In his Mustadrak (VolA Pg.578l, Haakim has reported a similar narration 

from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
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"verily Allaah gave us tremendous benefit from the Bedouins and their 
questions." A Bedouin came one day and said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Allaah has 
mentioned a tree in ]annah that is harmful to its owner." "What tree is that?" 
Rasulullaah ~ asked. "It is the lotus tree that has thorns which can hurt a 
person." Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Does Allah not say: 

(YA~T:.uJb OlY"") t10 ,:).;:~ j:W'J),"" " .... \.), 
They will be (enjoying themselves) in (gardens of) thornless lotus 
trees ... {Surah Waaqi'ah, verse 28} 

Allaah will remove the thorns from the trees and replace each of them with a 
fruit. The tree will actually grow fruit and each fruit will have seventy two 
different flavours, with no two flavours being alike." (1) 

Hadhrat Utba bin Abdus Sulami ~ reports that he was sitting with 
Rasulullaah ~ when a Bedouin arrived and said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! I hear 
you speak about a tree in ]annah that has more thorns than any other tree I 

know, the acacia tree."Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Allaah will remove the thorns 
from the trees and replace each of them with a fruit resembling the testes of a 
large goat. Each fruit will have seventy two different flavours with no two 
flavours being alike," (2) 

A Bedouin asks Rasulullaah ~~ about the 

Fruit of Jannah 


Hadhrat utba bin Abdus Sulami ~ reports that a Bedouin once came to 
Rasulullaah ~ to enquire about the pond (Kowthar) and to speak a);Jout 
]annah. He asked, "Are there fruit there?" "Of course," Rasulullaah ~ replied, 
"And there is also a tree there called Tooba," The narrator says that Rasulullaah 
~ then mentioned a few other things that he cannot recall. However, the 
Bedouin then asked, "Which tree in our region resembles the trees of Jannah?" 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, "There is nothing there resembling the trees in your 
~egion, but have you been to Shaam?" When the Bedouin said that he had not, 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "There is a tree in Shaam that bears a resemblance. The 
tree is the walnut tree, which grows on a single trunk with the upper branches 
spreading out." The Bedouin asked further, "What is the size of its clusters?" 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, "The distance a spotted crow flies in a month." "And 
what is the size of its roots?" he asked. Rasulullaah ~ said, "Should one of 
your young camels start travelling, it will be unable to cover the distance of its 
roots even after its ribs break because of old age." 
The Bedouin asked further, "Are there grapes in Jannah?" "There are," Rasulullaah 
~ replied. "Then," the Bedouin asked, "what is the size of a grape?" "Has your 
father ever slaughtered a large goat?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. When he replied in 
the affirmative, Rasulullaah ~ asked further, "And then did he skin the goat 
and give your mother the skin saying, 'Make this into a bucket for us?'" "Oh yes," 

(1) Ibn Najjaar. 
(2) Ibn Abu Dawood, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.4 Pg.288). 
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the Bedouin replied. (Each grape will be the size of such a bucket). The Bedouin 
then asked, "Then will such a grape be able to fill my family and I?" "Certainly," 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, "and (it will) also (fill) most of your tribe." (l) 

An Abyssinian Man Dies in Rasulullaah ~'s 
Gathering after Hearing the Description of Jannah 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ narrates that an Abyssinian man once came 
to Rasulullaah~. "Ask what you wish," Rasulullaah ~ saia to him. The man 
said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! You people have been favoured above us in terms of 
looks, complexion and (now) Nabuwaat. Tell me. If I believe in all that you 
believe in and do as you do, will I be with you in Jannah?" "Of course," 
Rasulullaah ~ replied. Rasulullaah ~ then added, "In fact, I swear by the 
Being Who controls my life that the brilliant complexion of a black person will 
be seen in Jannah from a distance of a thousand years. Whoever recites 'Laa 
I1aaha JJ/a//aah' has entered into a pledge with Allaah arid whoever recites 
'SubhaanaJ/aah wa Bihamdihi' shall earn the reward of one hundred and 
twenty four thousand good deeds." 
The man asked further, "How will we be destroyed after this, a Rasulullaah 
~?" Rasulullaah ~ said, "A person will come on the Day of Qiyaamah with 
so many good deeds that they will be even to heavy for a mountain to bear. 
Thereafter, Allaah's bounties (to the person) will be brought (to be paid for by the 
good deeds) and if it were not for Allaah's mercy enshrouding the person, the 
bounties would surely exhaust all the deeds. 
Thereafter Allaah revealed the verses: 

;5 ~) 11~ Or\~jj! I~~J' ~ ;J}~I ; ~ oL:.HI .J;. .;iI jA)
, ~.',' 

_ (~ .. , ~ .. '.1el .. , ~ ~ ..:~ 

(y. \j '~\:,;A~ oJJ"") ¥ ~ lS:J.j,j ~ ;.:..,!b 
~ ~ 

Undoubtedly, a moment in time has passed by man when he was not 
even something worth mentioning (he was stili a drop ofsemen) .. .If 
you look (around) there (in jannah), you will see (tremendous) bounties 
and an enormous kingdom (vastly superior to anything in this world). 
{Surah Dahar, verses 1-20} 

The AbYSSinian then asked, 'Will my eyes be able to see whatever your eyes will 
see in Jannah?" "Most assuredly," Rasulullaah ~ replied. The man then started 
weeping until he passed away. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ says, "I saw 
Rasulullaah ~ personally lowering the man's body into the grave." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Wahab reports from Hadhrat Ibn Zaid ~ that an 
Abyssinian man was with Rasulullaah ~ when Allaah revealed the Surah: 

(,~i:,;A~ 3)J"") (cO \~jj! I~~ ;, ~;J;~I~~~wjlJS J1 jA) 
Undoubtedly, a moment in time has passed by man when he was not 

(1) Ahmad. as quoted in the Tafseerof Ibn Katheer (VolA Pg.290). 
(2) Tabraani. as quoted in the TaiSeerof Ibn Katheer (VolA PgA57). 
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even something worth mentioning (he was still a drop of semen) ... 
{Surah Dahar verses I} 

Rasulullaah ~ recited the Surah to the Sahabah ~~ and when he reached 
the verses describing Jannah, he gave a deep sigh and passed away. Rasulullaah 
~. remarked, "It was the longing for Jannah that snuffed out the soul of your 

. brother." (1) 

Hadhrat Ali ~~ Gives Hadhrat Umar ~~~ the 
Glad Tidings of Jannah on his Deathbed 

Hadhrat Abu Matar reports that he heard Hadhrat Ali ~~ say, "When Umar 
~ was stabbed by Abu Lu'lu, I went to him and found him weeping. What 
makes you weep, 0 Ameerul Mu'mineen?' I asked. He replied, 'It is the news from 
the heavens that makes me weep. I know not whether I shall be taken to Jannah 
or to Jahannam.' Ithensaid to him, 'Rejoice with the glad tidings of Jannah because 
more times than I can count I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'The two leaders 
of the middle-aged people of Jannah shall be Abu Bakr and Umar. What 
excellent men are they both?!' Umar ®~ asked, Will you testify to my entering 
Jannah, 0 Ali?' r said, 'I certainly will. 0 Hasan! You also be witness for your 
father that Rasulullaah ~ said, Verily Umar shall be amongst the inhabitants 
of Jannah. III (2) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~Weeps at the 

Mention of Jannah 


In the chapter discussing the abstinence of Hadhrat Umar ®~(3) theI 

narration has already passed which mentions that when served a good meal, 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, ''While we eat this, what will the poor Muslims have 
who die without filling themselves with even barley bread?" Hadhrat Umar bin 
Waleed replied, "They shall have Jannah." Tears then started to flow from the eyes 
of Hadhrat Umar ~ a.s he said, "If this (food) is our share while they have 
made off with Jannah, then they have certainly excelled us with a tremendous 
virtue." 

Hadhrat SaId bin Abi Waqqaas ~~ Is Hopeful of 
Jannah on his Deathbed 

HadhratMus'ab bin Sa'd (the son of Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~,~) 
relates, "My father's head was in my lap as he was surrendering his soul (to 
death). When he saw my eyes filling with tears~ he asked, What makes you weep, 
dear son?' I replied, 'Your position and the condition I see you in.' 'Don't cry for 
me,' he said, 'because Allaah will never punish me and I shall be amongst the 
inhabitants of Jannah (as Rasulullaah ~ clearly stated). As long as Mu'mineen 
do things to please Allaah, Allaah will reward them for their deeds. As for the 
(1) Tafseerof Ibn Katheer (VoI.4Pg.453). 
(2) Ibn Asaaldr, as quoted in Mllntakhab Kiilnzui Ummaai(Vol.4 Pg.438). 
(3) Under the subheading. "His Abstinence in Eating". 
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Kuffaar, their good deeds (done for Allaah) will serve to lighten their punishment. 
When their good deeds are finished, it will be said, 'Everyone who did anything 
should claim the reward of their deeds from those they did it for.",(l) 

Hadhrat Amr bin AI Aas ~~~ Fears the Life after 
Death at the time of his Death 

Hadhrat Ibn Shamaasa Mahri reports that they went to see Hadhrat Amr bin AI 
Aas ~~ when he was on his deathbed. Turning his face towards the wall, he 
wept for a long while as his son recounted to him the glad tidings that 
Rasulullaah ~ had given him. He kept weeping all the while with his face 
towards the wall until he finally turned his face towards the people and said, 
"Verily the best deed that I have to my account is my recitation' of the 
Shahaadah 'Laa Ilaaha IllaJ1aah Muhammadur Rasulullaah ~'. I have 
however passed through three stages. The first stage I found myself in was the 
time when there was none I hated more than Rasulullaah~. At that time there 
was nothing I wouldhave liked more than to grab hold of him and kill him. Had I 
died during that period, I would have surely been from amongst the inmates of 
Jahannam. Allaah then placed Islaam in my heart and I approached Rasulullaah 
~ to pledge my allegiance to him saying, 'Do give me your right hand so that I 
may pledge allegiance to you, 0 Rasulullaah ~.' However, when he gave me 
his hand, I withdrew mine. 'What is the matter, 0 Amr?' he asked. 'I wish to make 
a condition,' I replied. 'What is the condition?' he queried. I said, 'The condition is 
that I should be forgiven.' Rasulullaah ~ explained, '0 Amr! Don't you know 
that Islaam wipes out everything (every sin) that took place before it, that 
Hijrah wipes out everything that took place before it and that Hajj wipes out 
everything that took place before it?'" 
Hadhrat Amr bin AI Aas ~~~ continued, "At that time I saw myself in a state 
that none was more beloved to me nor more respected in my sight than 
Rasulullaah ~. If I was asked to describe Rasulullaah~, I would be unable 
to do so because I was never able to look at him directly out of respect for him. 
Had I died during that stage of my life, I would have expected to be amongstthe 
inhabitants ofJannah. Thereafter (came the third stage when) we became 
governors and I know not what is my condition after this. When I die, let not any 
wailing woman or fire accompany my bier. Throw the sand into a heap when you 
bury me and when you have completed the burial, I want you to stand by my 
graveside for as long as it takes to slaughter a camel and distribute its meat. 
In this way, I will have company for awhile until I can prepare the answers I will 
have to give to the messengers from my Rabb." (2) 
Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Shamaasa narrates that when death approached 
Hadhrat Amr bin AI Aas ~~, he started to weep. His son Abdullaah ~~ 
asked, ''What makes you weep? Is it for fear of death?" "Not at all," Hadhrat Amr 
(1) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg,147). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.258), Muslim (VoU Pg.76) has reported a similar narration. 
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~ replied, "By Allaah! It is for what is to happen after death." His son said, 
"But you have lived in a most excellent period." He then started reminding his 
father aQout his association with Rasulullaah ~ and about his conquests in 
Shaam. Hadhrat Arm ~~ said, ''You have omitted to mention the best of all; 
the Shahaadah 'Laa Ilaaha Illallaah ~ .." The narration continues briefly like the 
one above. The narration however ends with Hadhrat Arm ~ saying, 'When 
I die, no woman SflOuld wail over me, neither should any such person follow me 
who praises me or carries a fire. Tie my loincloth firmly because I shall be in a 
struggle (when the angels wrestle my soul from me, in which condition my body 
should not become exposed). Heap the sand upon my grave because my right 
side is by no means more deserving of sand than the left. You should also not 
place any wood or stones in my grave." (1) 

Another narration adds that afterwards Hadhrat Arm ~~ (again) turned his 
face to the wall and said, "0 Allaah! You issued commands but we disobeyed. You 
forbade us but we did not abstain. We now need nothing else but Your 
forgiveness." Yet another narration adds Hadhrat Arm ~ then placed his 
hand around his neck like a yoke, raised his head to the sky and said, "0 Allaah! I 
am not powerful enough to take revenge and not innocent enough to offer 
excuses. I do not deny any of my sins but am seeking pardon. There is none 
worthy of worship but You." He continued repeating this until he passed away. 
May Allaah be pleased with him. (2) 

According to another narration, Hadhrat Amr ~ said the following after 
advising his son; "0 Allaah! You issued commands that we did not fulfil and You 
forbade us from things but we destroyed ourselves (by doing them). I am not 
innocent enough to offer excuses and not powerful enough to take revenge. 
There is none worthy of worship but You." He continued repeating this until he 
passed away. (3) 

The Previously Qpoted Statements of the Sahabah 
~~~ Concerning Belief in Jannah and Jahannam 
In the chapter discussing the assistance rendered to Rasulullaah ~(4), the 
words of the Ansaar have been quoted when Khaybar was conquered, 
Rasulullaah ~ said' to the Ansaar, "You have fulfilled your duty towards us. 
NOW, if you please, you may hand over your shares (of plantations) in Khaybar (to 
the Muhaajireen) and have your date crops (in Madinah all for yourselves without 
sharing it with the Muhaajireen, who will now receive from Khaybat)." The 
Ansaar (accepted the proposal and) said, "You have placed several responsibilities 
on us while you have taken the responsibly that (in exchange for this) we shall 
have }annah. We have now fulfilled what you had asked of us and require your 

(1) Ahmad, as quoted in AiBidaayah wan Nihaayah (VoL8 Pg.26). 
(2) Muslim. 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.260). 
(4) 	Under the heading "The Financial. Assistance that the Ansaar gave to the Muhaajireen" and the 

subheading "Sharing Dates and an Ansaari ~ Refuses to be Paid Back". 
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condition to be met." Rasulullaah ~ said, "You have it." 
In the chapter discussing Jihaad(l), the words of Hadhrat umayr bin Humaam 
~ have passed. When Rasulullaah ~ encouraged them on to fight during 
the Battle of Badr, he exclaimed, 'Wowl All that stands between me and my entry 
into Jannah is the Mushrikeen killing me." He then threw down the dates in his 
hand, grabbed his sword and fought until he was killed. 
Another narrationstatesthatwhen'he exclaimed, "Wow!", Rasulullaah ~ asked 
him why he said this. He replied, "0 Rasulullaah ~l By Allaah! There is no 
reason other than thatI should beamong its inhabitants." Rasulullaah ~ assured 
him, ''You are certainly from amongst its inhabitants." Hadhrat Umayr ~ 
took out some dates from his quiver and started eating them. However, he then 
said, "If I live until I have eaten these dates, it would take too much time." He 
then threw down the dates he had left and jumped into the thick of battle until he 
was martyred. May Allaah shower His mercy on him. 
In the chapter discussing injuries sustained in Jihaad, the words of Hadhrat Anas 
bin Nadhr ~)1~ have passed(2) when he said, "How wonderful is the fragrance 
of Jannah that I smell coming from behind Mount Uhud!" He then fought until he 
was martyred. 
In the chapter discussing the desire the Sahabah ~ had for fighting in the 
path of Allaah(3), the words of Hadhrat Sa'd bin Khaythama ~~ have passed 
who said, "Had it not been to attain Jannah, I would have certainly given you (0 
father) preference (to have it your way). However, I really do aspire for 
martyrdom on this trip." This he said after his father stated that only one of them 
will be able to participate in the expedition (to Badr). 
The words of Hadhrat Sa'd bin Rabee ~~ have also passed(4) who said during 
the Battle of Uhud. "Salaams to Rasulullaah ~ and to you. Tell Rasulullaah 
~ that I can smell the fragrance of Jannah." This he said to Hadhrat Zaid bin 
Thaabit ~~ who brought him the message that Rasulullaah ~ had sent 
Salaams for him and wished to know how he was feeling. 
Also quoted were the words of Hadhrat Haraam bin Milhaan ~~ in the 
chapter discussing the battle at Bir Ma'oona(5). When he was martyred, he cried 
out, "By the Rabb of the Kabah, I am successful!" he was referring to his 
successful entry into Jannah. 
In the chapter discussing the valour of Hadhrat Ammaar ~(6), his words are 
(1) 	under the heading "RasuluJlaah ~ Encourages Striving in the path of Allaah and Spending 

One's Wealth for this Cause" and the subheading "Rasulullaah ~ Gives Encouragement before a 
Battle and the Statement of Hadhrat Umayr bin Hamaam ~". 

(2) 	Under the heading "Enduring Injuries while in Jihaad in the path of Allaah" and the subheading 
"The Injury of Hadhrat Anas bin Nadhr ~". 

(3) Under the heading "The Enthusiasm of the Sahabah ~ to Die and Give their Lives in the path 
of Allaah" and the subheading "The Incident of Hadhrat Khaythama ~ and his son". 

(4) Also under the heading "The Enthusiasm of the Sahabah ~ to Die and Give their Lives in the 
path of Allaah" but under the subheading ''The Incident of Hadhrat sa'd bin Rabee ~". 

(5) Also under the heading ''The Enthusiasm of the Sahabah ~ to Die and Give their Lives in the 
path of Allaah" but under the subheading "The Last Words of Hadhrat Haraam ~ Because of 
which his Killer Accepted IsJaam". 

(6) Under the subheading "His Desire for Jannah as he Fought". 
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quoted as follows: "0 Haashim! Advance! Jannah lies beneath the shadow of 
swords and death. lies at the points of spears. The doors of ]annah have been 
flung wide open and the damsels of ]annah have been beautified. Today I shall 
meet those I love, Muhammad ~ and his group. He then launched an attack 
with Haashim ~,~ and they were both martyred . 

. Again in the chapter(l) are his words when he said, "0 Assembly of Muslims! Are 
you running away from ]annah? I am Ammaar bin Yaasin Are you running away 
from ]annah? I am Ammaar bin Yaasir! Come to mer" 
In the chapter discussing refusal to be an Ameer(2), the words of Hadhrat . 
Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ are quoted when he said, "Never before had my heart. 
ever aspired for worldly things and I almost said, 'That person (myself) desires 
the Khilaafah who had hit your neck and the neck of your fatheno accept Islaam 
until he made you two enter its fold!' However, I thought of ]annah and its 
bounties and refrained from say!ng it." This he said when Hadhrat Mll'aawiya 
~,~ announced, "who is desirous of the Khilaafah?"· 
The words of Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Aamir ~,~ has also passed. When after 
spending in Sadaqah, he was told that his wife and in-laws also have a right, he 
said, "Just as I would not give preferenc,e to anything else over their rights" I 
would also not forsake my desire for the wide-eyed damsels of ]annah in 
exchange for pleasing some people. Should a damsel of Jannah peep into this 
world, the world will be illuminated just as the sun illuminates it." 
Another narration(3) states that he once told his wife, "Take it easy. I had some 
companions who have recently left me. Even in exchange for the world and all its 
contents, I would not like to leave the path they tread. If a single damsel of 
Jannah has to even peep into this world from the sky, everything on earth would 
be illuminated and the radiance of her face would outshine the sun and the 
moon. The scarf that she is given to wear is more precious than the world and all 
that it contains. It is therefore more appropriate that I leave you for them rather 
than leaving them for you." His wife then accepted what had happened and was 
satisfied. 
Also quoted in the chapter discussing perseverance through illness are the words 
of awoman from the Ansaar who thrice repeated, "No! By Allaah! I would rather 
exercise patience, 0 Rasulullaah ~ instead of jeopardising (my entry into) 
]annah." This she said when Rasulullaah ~ said to her, ''Which would you 
prefer; that I pray to Allaah to cure you (of your fever) or that you exercise 
patience and be assured of ]annah?" 
Also quoted were the words of Hadhrat Abu Oardaa ~(4) when he said, "I 
(1) Under the subheading "He Lends Courage to the Muslims and Fights Bravely During the Battle of 

Yamaamah". 
(2) 	Under the subheading "The Incident that Occurred Between Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ 

and Ummul Mu'mineen Hadhrat Hafsah ~ Concerning Dowmatul Jandal". 
(3) 	In the chapter discussing how the Sahabah ~ spent in the path ofAllaah, under the heading 

''The Spending of Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Aamir bin ]udhaym ]umhi ~" and the subheading "His 
Spendingas the Governor ofShaam". 

(4) .Under the heading "The Sahabah ~ Exercise Patience with Illness" and the subheading "The 
Patience of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ and Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~" 
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wish for Jannah" when his friends asked him what he wished for. 
Also quoted in the chapter discussing patience upon the death of children were 
the words of Hadhrat Ummu Haaritha ~~ upon the martyrdom of her son. 
She said, "0 Rasulullaah ~1 Tell me what has become of Haaritha. If he is in 
Jannah, I shall exercise patience. If not, I shall show Allaah what I will do." She 
was referring to wailing, which had not yet been forbidden at the time. Another 
narration states that she said, "0 Rasulullaah ~1 If he is in Jannah, I shall not 
weep and will not be grieved. However, if he is in Jahannam, I shall continue 
weeping as long as I live." "0 Ummu Haarith!" Rasulullaah ~ consoled her, 
"There is not only one Jannah. There are many levels of Jannah and Haarith is 
in Pirdous which is the highest of them all." She then returned laughing as she 
said, ''Well done, Haarith! Well done!" 

Hadhrat Aa'isha tr®~~ Weeps at the Thought of 

Jahannam and the Words of Rasulullaah ~~ 


Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ narrates that she once started to weep at the thought of 
Jahannam. "What is the matter, 0 Aa'isha?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. She replied, 
"I thought of Jahannam and started to weep. will you think of your family on the 
Day of Qiyaamah?" Rasulullaah ~ said, "There are three places where none 
shall think of another. (1) At the scales until a person knows whether his scale 
(of good deeds) is heavy or light. (2) When the books of actions will be handed 
out until a person will call out (out of jubilation) 'Come and see my book!' or 
until he knows whether his book will be given in his right hand (a sign of 
success) or in his left hand from behind his back (a sign of failure). (3) At the 
bridge of Siraat when it is spanned across Jahannam. There shall be hooks on 
either side and plenty of thorns. Allaah shall detain whoever He wills with these 
until they find out whether they have attained salvation or not." (1) 

An Old Man and a Youngster Pass Away at the 

Mention of Jahannam 


Amongst the Sahabah j@~ was a very old man when Rasulullaah ~ recited 
to them the verse: 

£~.. ~( ~ WltA ~'-!' (6 •2-' I q" •2-'" ~ti \,-! ,.~ ... ~ :'.ull :~C:;)
,J '" IJ~ "sJ J ~J~ ~ Ij-'-" 01- .. ~. 

(,~T:..-o-:I~ OJ".....) 

o you who have Imaan! Save yourselves and your families from the Fire 
(of Jahannam), the fuel of which is people and stones. {Surah Tahreem, 

verse 6} 
"0 Rasulullaah ~!" the old man asked, "Are the stones of Jahannam like the 
stones of this world?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "I swear by the Being Who 
controls my life that a single boulder of Jahannam is larger than all the 
(I) Haakim (Vol.4 Pg.578). Dhahabi has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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mountains of this world." The old man then fell unconscious. Placing his hand 
on the old man's heart, Rasulullaah ~ discovered that he was still alive. 
Rasulullaah ~ therefore said, "Respected old man~ say 'Laa Ilaaha1llaJJaah~ fI 
When the old man recited the Kalimah, Rasulullaah ~ gave him the glad 
tidings of )annah. The Sahabah ~ remarked, "Is this (tidings of )annah) only 
for him?" Rasulullaah .~ replied, "Yes, because Allaah says: 

(\t<.:.",1:~1y14).7"') ~J 08.J'..4~ 08. :: 1.!.u'S~ "" "" ~,... cr-:::" ]f 
This is for him who fears standing before Me (on the Day ofQjyaamah) 
and who fears My warning (ofpunishment). {surah Ibraaheem. verse 
I 4} (I) 

In the chapter discussing the fear the Sahabah ~)i,~ had for Allaah(2), a similar 
incident as occurred to the old man is reported about a youngster. It is also 
related there that when the fear for Allaah gripped a young Ansaari, he wept so 
much every time he heard mention of )ahannam that this kept him indoors. 
When this was mentioned to Rasulullaah ~, he went to the house. As 
Rasulullaah ~ entered, he embraced the Ansaari ®~, who then expired (in 
Rasulullaah ~'s arms). Rasulullaah ~ then said, "Enshroud your 
companion because fear of Jahannam has ruptured his liver." (3) 

The Previously Quoted Statements of the Sahabah 
~~ Concerning Fear for Jahannam 

The restlessness of Hadhrat Shaddaad bin Aws ®~~ in his bed has already 
been quoted(4) with his words, "0 Allaah! The fire of Jahannam has dispelled my 
sleep." Thereafter, he would stand up and perform salaah until the morning. 
Several incidents have also reported in the chapter discussing the weeping of the 
Sahabah ~~~. 
In the chapter discussing the Battle of Mu'ta, the weeping of Hadhrat Abdullaah 
bin Rawaaha ®l1~ has been reported together with his words: "1 swear by 
Allaah that it is neither love for this world nor my attachment to you that makes 
me weep. However, I have heard Rasulullaah recite a verse from the Qur'aan 
that speaks of the fire of)ahannam: 

(v\~i:~r Ib.7'" ) (to t~.~: w;. ~J )J; ~t? [ LA~~1j 4l ~b~) 
Every one of you shall pass by it (everyone shall pass over Jahannam as 

they cross the brMge ofSkaat that spans Jahannam). This is a decreed 
command of your Rabb. {Surah Maryam, verse 7l} 

I have no idea how am I to return after this crossing." 

(I) Ibn Abi Haatirn, as quoted in the TafSeerof Ibn Katheer (VolA Pg.391). 
(2) Under the subheading "The incident of a young Ansaari". 
(3) 	Haakirn has reported the narration from reliable sources from Hadhrat SahI ~ while Ibn Abi 

Dunya has reported a it from Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~. 
(4) 	Under the heading "The Fear of the Sahabah ~~" and the subheading ''The Fear of Hadhrat 

Shaddaad bin Aws Ansaari ~". 
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Conviction in the Promises of Allaah 
The Conviction of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ in the 


Battle between the Romans and the Persians as 

Promised by Allaah 


Hadhrat Nayyaar bin Mukram Aslami ~,~ reports that the Persians were 
prevailing over the Romans at the time when Allaah revealed the verses: 

:t Q "jJi~~! ~~ ~:.; ~J ifS~\.)l1 ~Q ':j~\ 4:.~ I~ Q ;:;1)
,; ... ;; '" \wi",... "" ". '" 

- (J."', ,
(t\n-';""!\ :.AJj OJ,....,) 0 ,.~~ v ........ '.Y ; 


Alif Laam Meem (The people of) Rome will be defeated (by the Persians) 
in the (land that is) nearer (to the Arabs than the) land (of the persians) 
and, after their defeat, (the Romans) will again be victorious within a 
few years. {Surah Room, verses 1-4} 

The Muslims liked the Romans to be victorious because they were people with a 
divine scripture just like the Muslims. It is for this reason that Allaah says: 

( A.P' ,'I\~~,::il ... .P"''p,~" ... .u~''''\'.t,\ ': AO'" ~':.::'I\.P"'~Cl .... , ...... \, 
~~j' Yo.)""'" jibJ ~~ ,. '"~ <I.U ~ '¥J I.:)~..,- "'..A:! ~j!JJf ...... v ;' ... ,.. ,.. 	 v"16'''' 

(0 ,t-.;...,!I:.AJj oJ,....,) 

And on that day (when Rome defeats persia) the Mu'mineen will rejoice 
about Allaah's assistance. Allaah assists whoever He wills. and He is the 
Mighty (none can defeat Him), the Most Merciful. {Surah Room, verses 

4-5} 

On the other hand, the Quraysh liked the Persians to be victorious because 
neither of them had a divine scripture nor believed in resurrection. When Allaah 
revealed these verses, Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ went out of his house shouting: 

:t Q ,,;!~~"'+' ~-j}~ ~ ~~J ~j'iI.)S1 ~	Q ':j~1 ,,;-~;b Q ;:;1) 
- (J,,,,,

(t \j \-.;...,!I :.AJj oJ,....,) 0 ~~ 
,,'" '.Y ;. 

Alif Laam Meem (The people of) Rome will be defeated (by the persians) 
in the (land that is) nearer (to the Arabs than the) land (of the Persians) 
and, after their defeat, (the Romans) will again be victorious within a 
few years. {Surah Room, verses 1-4} 

Some members of the Quraysh then said to him, "This will decide the affair 
between us and you (it will prove whether your religion is true or not). Since your 
guide assumes that Rome will defeat Persia in a few years time, let us place a bet 
on it. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~.~ agreed because betting had not yet been 
forbidden at the time. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ and the Mushrikeen therefore 
took a bet and agreed on the sum. They then said to Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~, 
"How would you specify 'a few' which can be anything between three to nine 
years(l)? Specify a time in between so that we may have a time frame between us 
(1) The Arabic word '~' used in the verse denotes any number between 3 and 9. 
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(when we will determine who has won and who has lost). The time period they 
then set was six years. 
When six years passed without the Romans attaining victory, the MUshrikeen 
took the payment from Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~U5~. However, it was when the 
seventh year entered that the Romans defeated the Persians. Some Muslims 
therefore criticised Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ for stipulating six years because 
Allaah had only mentioned "a few years" (without specifying). Nevertheless, 
(seeing that the Qur'aanic prediction was true) many people accepted Islaam on 
this occasion. (1) 

Hadhrat Baraa ~~ narrates that when the verses: 

(O,,~:~:,~"t}~~ ~~J-!)~IJ1\~O':.;'~II: ~;60::r1) 
(i IJ ,~T :.;oJ) i)r") 

AlifLaam Meem (The people of) Rome will be defeated (by the Persians) 
in the (land that is) nearer (to the Arabs than the) land (ofthe Persians) 
and, after their defeat, (the Romans) will again be victorious. {Surah 

Room, verses 1-3} 
were revealed, the Mushrikeen said to Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~.~, "Don't you see 
what your master believes? He assumes that Rome will defeat Persia." Hadhrat 
Abu Bakr ~U5~ immediately replied, "My master is true," They then challenged 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~U5~ to a bet and specified a time period. When the time 
expired before Rome could defeat Persia and the news reached Rasulullaah ~, 
he was displeased and asked Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~f~, "What made you do 
this?" Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ replied, "To prove the veracity of Allaah and His 
Rasool ~." Rasulullaah ~ advised him saying, "Now approach them to 
increase the bet and set the time for '~ , {a period anywhere between three and 
nine years)." 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®~ then approached the Mushrikeen saying, ''WOUld you 
like to renew the bet? The renewal is a better deaL" They agreed. It was before 
the expiry of the (specified) years that Rome defeated Persia, set up a stronghold 
in Madaa'in and built the city of Roomiyya. (After collecting the payment) Hadhrat 
Abu Bakr ~~ came to Rasulullaah ~ with it saying, "This is unlawful 
(what should I do with it)." Rasulullaah ~ then told him to give it away as 
Sadaqah. (2) 

The Conviction of Hadhrat Ka'b bin Adi ~~~ 
about the Domination of Islaam 

Hadhrat Ka'b bin Adi ~~ says, "I came with a delegation from Heera to Nabi 
~. When Rasulullaah ~ presented Isiaam to us, we accepted and then 
returned to Heera. It was not long thereafter that the news of Rasulullaah ~'s 
demise reached us. My companions started having doubts and said, 'Had he been 
(I) Tirmidhi. 
(2) Ibn Abi Haatim, Ahmad, Tirmidhi, Nasa'ee and Ibn Jareer, as quoted in the Ta[seerof Ibn Kalheer 

(Vo1.3 Pg.423). 
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a true Nabi, he would not have died.' I said to them, 'But the Ambiyaa before him 
all passed away as well.' I therefore remained steadfast and left for Madinah. On 
the way I happened to pass by a monk without whom we usually made no 
decisions. I said to him, 'Tell me about the purpose I am heading for because 
some uncertainty has cropped up in my heart. 'Bring something with your name,' 
he said. I then brought an anklebone (because an anklebone is also called Ka'b in 
Arabic). He took out some hairs and told me to throw the anklebone into them. 
When I did so, I saw Rasulullaah ~ as I had seen him and saw his demise 
taking place at the exact time he passed away. My sights on my Imaan were 
therefore bolstered (and I continued to Madinah). 
(Upon my arrival in Madinah) I went to see Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ and after 
reporting everything to him, I stayed on with him. He dispatched me to Maqoqis 
(the king of Alexandria) and when I returned (after he had passed away), 
Hadhrat Umar ::ID~'~ sent me bat;k. I therefore returned to Maqoqis with 
Hadhrat Umar ~J~)'s letter (of appOintment). This was after the Battle of 
Yarmook about which I had no idea. Maqoqis said to me, 'Do you know that the 
Romans fought a battle with the Arabs and defeated them?' 'That is not possible,' 
I said. 'Why not?' he asked. I said, 'Because Allaah promised His Nabi ~ that 
He would make his Deen dominate over all religions. And Allaah never breaks a 
promise.' Maqoqis then said, 'By Allaah! The Arabs massacred the Romans just as 
the nation of Aad were massacred. Your Nabi ~ had spoken the truth.' 
Maqoqis then asked me about all the prominent Sahabah ~ and sent gifts 
for them. I also said to him, 'Abbaas ~~ who is the uncle of Rasulullaah ~ 
is still alive. You should maintain good relations with him as well.'" 
Hadhrat Ka'b ~,~ continues, "I had been Hadhrat Umar ~~'s business 
partner and when he formed a registry to distribute allowances, he included me 
amongst (his tribe) the Banu Adi bin Ka'b." (1) 

The Statements of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~)1~, 
Hadhrat Umar ~)1~ and Hadhrat SaId ~~~ 

about Conviction in the Allaah's Promise to 
Assist the Mu'mineen 

In the chapter discussing the Jihaad against the Murtaddeen(2l, the following 
words of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ are quoted: He said, "I swear by Allaah that I 
shall remain devoted to the laws of Allaah and continue fighting in Jihaad until 
Allaah fulfils His promise to us. Those of us who are killed shall be martyrs 
bound for Jannah while those who survive shall remain as Allaah's deputies on 
His earth and successors of His bondsmen. Allaah has spoken the truth and there 

(I) 	Baghawi, Ibn Shaaheen, Abu Nu'aym, Ibn Sakan and Ibn Yunus in his history of Egypt, as quoted 
in Isaabah (Vol.3 Pg.298l .. 

(2) Under the heading "Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ Ensures that Jihaad is waged Against the 
Murtaddeen and Those Who Refused to Pay Zakaah" and the subheading "Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
~ Consults with the Muhaajireen and the Ansaar about waging Jihaad and Delivers a 
Sermon in this Regard". 
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can be no going back on His word. Allaah has declared: 
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(oo;.:....,!\ :.>y 0),...) " 0 C'~I~ 
Allaah has promised those of you who have Imaan and who do good 
actions that He will definitely make them successors (of the rulers) on 
earth just as He had made those before them successors. {Surah Noor, 

verse 55} 

The words of Hadhrat Umar ®~ have also passed(l) when he encouraged the 
Muslims to wage Jihaad saying, "Where are those Muhaajireen who were always 
leaping towards the promises of AlIaah? March to the lands that Allaah has 
promised in His Book that He would make you inherit. Allaah has declared: 

- ,l':l w... ,,, "" v , ... ) 
(rr;.:....,!\ :4y oJ"")" ~q~1~o~ 

To make it (Islaam) dominate over all other religions. {Surah Taubah, 

verse 33, Surah Fatah, verse 28 and Surah Saff, verse 9} 

Also quoted(2) are the words of Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~~ when he 
encouraged the Muslims to wage Jihaad saying, "Allaah is definitely True. He has 
no partner in His kingdom and never goes back on His word. Allaah The Majestic 
declares: 

(01 o~1 ~:4.:Q; ~S~I ~j~1~ ~~~j;1 ~ (~:.f :lljJ) 
(\.o;.:....,!·b~\ oJ,...) 

Without doubt, We have already written in the Zaboor after the 
reminder (the Torah) that My pious bondsmen shall inherit the land. 
{surah Ambiyaa, verse lOS} 

This earth is your legacy and the promise of your Rabb. For the past three 
years, Allaah has give you use of this land. You are feeding others from it and 
yourselves eating from it. To this day, you have killed its people (in the wars that 
took place), collected their wealth and taken prisoners from amongst them. In 
the previous battles, those before you have caused much harm to them. Now 
their army has come to you (the army of Yazdgird, numbering approximately two 
hundred thousand). You are amongst the pride of the Arabs, their nobles, the 
cream of every tribe and the most honourable of those you have left behind you. 
If you are detached from the world and aspirant to the Aakhirah, Allaah shall 
grant you both worlds. This battle cannot take you any closer to your deaths 
(1) 	Under the heading "Hadhrat Umar Bin Khattaab ~ Encourages Jihaad in the Path of Allaah 

and Consults with the Sahabah ~~ in Matters Arising Before him" and the subheading 
"Hadhrat Umar ~ Encourages people Towards Jihaad", 

(2) 	Under the heading "Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~ Encourages the Muslims to Wage 
Jihaad" and the subheading "The Speech of Hadhrat Sa'd !lil.~ during the Battle of Qaadisiyyah". 
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(because death is predestined). However, if you lose courage, become cowardly 
and weak, your strength will leave you and you will be destroying your 
Aakhirah." 

Conviction in the Words of Rasulullaah ~~ 


Hadhrat Khuzaymah bin Thaabit ~J~~ 


Corroborates the Words of Rasulullaah ~~ in a 

Dispute with a Bedouin 


Hadhrat Umaarah bin Khuzaymah bin Thaabit narrates from his uncle who was a 
Sahabi that RasuluIlaah ~ once purchased a horse from a Bedouin. 
Rasulullaah ~ asked the Bedouin to follow him (home) so that he could give 
him the money. The Bedouin however fell behind because Rasulullaah ~ walked 
very briskly. Not knowing that Rasulullaah ~ had already purchased the 
horse, two men entered into negotiations with the Bedouin to buy the horse. 
When one of them offered him a price higher than that which Rasulullaah ~ 
agreed to pay, the BedoUin called to Rasulullaah ~ saying, "If you wish to buy 
the horse. buy it now. Otherwise, I am going to sell it" RasuluIIaah ~ stood 
still when he heard this and, returning to the Bedouin, he said, "Did I not already 
buy it from you." The Bedouin denied it saying, "NoY I swear by Allaah that I 
did not sell it to YOUY" "But I did buy it from you." RasululIaah ~ insisted. 
As the two contested the issue, people started gathering around them. T.he 
Bedouin finally said, ''Then present a witness to attest that you did buy it from 
me." Every Muslim who came by reprimanded the Bedouin saying, "Shame on 
you! Rasulullaah ~ speaks nothing but the truth!" In the meantime, Hadhrat 
Khuzaymah bin Thaabit ~.~ had also come along and heard the exchange of 
words between Ras~lullaah ~and the Bedouin. When.the Bedouin demanded 
a witness from Rasulullaah ~, Hadhrat Khuzaymah ~~ said, "I testify 
that you sold it to Rasulullaah ~." TUrning to Hadhrat Khuzaymah ~)J$~, 
Rasulullaah ~ asked, "On what basis do you testify?" Hadhrat Khuzaymah 
~.u..~ replied, "On the basis that I believe in you, 0 Rasulullaah ~!" 
Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ regarded the testimony of Hadhrat Khuzaymah 
~~ as equal to the testimony of two men. (l) 

Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~~ asked, "0 Khuzaymah! On what 
basis do you testify when you were not with us?" /10 Rasulullaah ~!" he 
replied, "when I believe the news you give from the heavens, how can I not 
believe what you say?/I Rasulullaah ~~ then always considered the testimony of 
Hadhrat Khuzaymah ~~ to be equal to the testimony of two men. Another 
narration states that Hadhrat Khuzaymah ~~ said, "I am convinced that you 
speak only the truth and we have believed you in matters of our Deen that are 
much more important./I Rasulullaah ~~ then permitted his testimony. (2) 

(I) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.378). Abu Dawood (Pg.508) has reported a similar narration. 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.379). 
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Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ Verifies Rasulullaah 
~~'s Account of his Night Journey 

(to the heavens) 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~1.1.1~ narrates that after Rasulullaah ~~ was taken on the 
historic night journey to Masjidul Aqsa (and then to the heavens), he narrated it 
to the people the following morning. On that occasion (by disbelieving it), some 
people who had previously professed Imaan left the fold of Islaam. The people 
then rushed to Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~.1.1.1~ saying, 'What have you now to say 
about your friend who claims that he was taken on a night journey to Baytul 
Maqdas?" "Did he say that?" asked Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~. ''Yes, he did," they 
confirmed. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ then said, "If he said it, then he is 
speaking the truth." The people exclaimed, "Do you believe that he could have 
gone to Baytul Maqdas at night and then returned before dawn?" "Of course," 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~IJ..~ -said, "In fact, I believe him regarding matters that seem 
much more unbelievable than that. I believe in the news from the heavens that he 
brings day and night." It was because of this that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ 
received the title of Siddeeq. (1) 

Another narration states that on this occasion, some people who had previously 
professed Imaan left the fold of Islaam, while others believed (without question). 
The incident was in essence a great test for the people. (2) Yet another narration 
states that after hearing Rasulullaah ~'s account, they went to Hadhrat Abu 
Bakr ~~j saying, "What have you now to say about your friend who says that 
he travelled a distance of a month's journey last night and returned before 
dawn?" "Did he say that?" asked Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ ... The rest of the 
narration is the same as above. (3) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~'s Conviction in the Words of 

Rasulullaah ~~ Concerning the 


Extinction of Species 

Hadhrat Jaabir bin Abdullaah ~~ reports that during the year in which 
Hadhrat Vmar ~IJ..~ became the Khalifah, the numbers of locusts declined 
drastically. When Hadhrat Vmar ~~ made enquiries and received no 
response, he sent riders to many areas including Shaam and Iraq to enquire 
whether locusts had been seen or not. A rider eventually retuned from Yemen 
with a handful of locusts that he placed before Hadhrat Vmar ~.IJ.,~. When he 
saw them, Hadhrat Vmar ~lJ..y~ thrice exclaimed, "Allaahu Akbar!" He then said, 
"I heard Rasuiullaah ~ say, 'Allaah ~~;.aJ~ has created a thousand species; 
six hundred in the oceans and four hundred on land. The first of these to 
become extinct is the species of locusts. As soon as they become extinct, the 
(I) Bayhaqi. as quoted in the TatSeerof Ibn KE'theer (VoU Pg.21). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzu/ [,~'!1maal (Vol.4 Pg.353). 
(3) Ibn Abi Haatim, as quoted in the Tafseeroflbn Kaiheer (Vo\.3 Pg.7). 
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others will follow like (the beads of) a necklace when the string is cut."'( I) 

Hadhrat Ali ~~~'s Conviction in the Words of 

Rasulullaah ~ Concerning his Assassination 


Hadhrat Fudhaala bin Abu Fudhaala Ansaari relates, "I accompanied my father 
(Hadhrat Abu Fudhaala ~~) to Yamba to visit Hadhrat Ali ~~ who had 
become extremely ill there. My father who was also a veteran of the Battle of 
Badr said to him, What keeps you camping at this place? If you die here, there 
are none here but the Bedouins of the Banu ]uhaynah tribe. Persevere until you 
reach Madinah and should you die there, your companions will be nearby and 
they will perform the Oanaazah) salaah for you.' Hadhrat Ali ~~~ however 
said, 'I shall not die from this illness because Rasulullaah ~ emphatically 
told me that I shall not die until I become the Khalifah and then this (his 
beard) becomes dyed with the blood of this (his forehead).",(2) 
Hadhrat Ali ~,I1.t'~ narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam ~~ one day 
came to him as he placed his foot in the stirrup (of his animal. ready to ride off). 
"where do you intend going?" Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam ~~ asked. 
When Hadhrat Ali ~~~ informed him that he was headed for Iraq, Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Salaam ~)i,~ remarked, "Remember that if you go there, it will 
be the sharp edge of a sword that is sure to strike you." Hadhrat Ali ~~~ says, 
"I swear by Allaah that I had heard this from Rasulullaah ~ even before he 
(Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam ~~) said it." (3) 

Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Jareer narrates that Hadhrat Ali ~~~ was once 
inspecting the cavalry when Ibn Muljim passed by. When Hadhrat Ali @~ asked 
him his name, he gave a name other than that of his father. ''You are lying," 
Hadhrat Ali ~~ told him. When he eventually gave his father's name, Hadhrat 
Ali @~~ said, "Now you have spoken the truth. (Turning to the others, Hadhrat 
Ali @~ said) Rasulullaah ~ informed me that my assassin will be a man 
from amongst the Jews and this man is from them. Nevertheless, let him 
go.n(4) 

Hadhrat Ubaydah narrates that whenever Hadhrat Ali ~~~ saw Ibn Muljim, he 
would recite the following couplet (which means): 
'WhI1e I wjsh hjm jjfe, he wjshes to kjll me 

Bring me an excuse from a frjend from the Muraad(5) cJan,,(6) 


Hadhrat Abu Tufayl narrates that he was with Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib ~~~ 
when Abdur Rahmaan bin Muljim came. After issuing instructions for his 
allowance to be given to him, Hadhrat Ali ~,~~ pointed towards his beard and 

(I) Abu Ya'la, as quoted in the Tafseeroflbn Katheer (Vol.2 Pg.131). 
(2) Ahmad in his Zawaa'id, Ibn Abi shaybah, Bazzaar, Haarith, Abu Nu'aym, Bayhaqi in his Dalaa'i! and 

Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol. 5 Pg.S9). 
(3) 	Humaydi, Bazzaar, Abu Ya'la, Ibn Hibbaan, Haakim and others, as quoted in Muntakhab KanzuJ 

UmmaaJ (Vol.SPg.S9). 
(4) Ibn Adi and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Voi.S Pg.62), 
(5) Ibn Muljim belonged to the Muraad clan. 
(6) Abdur Razzaaq, Ibn Sa'd and Wakee, as quoted in Muntakhab KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Voi.S Pg.61). 
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said, "None can stop this wretch from dying, from the top with this (the blood of 
my forehead)." Hadhrat Ali ®)1~ then recited the following couplets (which 
mean): 
"Bolsteryour heart for death because death shall comeyour way 
And never fear being murdered when murder arrives atyour valley" (I) 

Hadhrat Ammaar ®~~IS Conviction in the Words 
of Rasulullaah ~ Concerning his Death 

Hadhrat Ummu Ammaar Ir®~ who brought Hadhrat Ammaar ®~ up 
reports that when Hadhrat Ammaar ®)J.f;~ became very ill one day, he said, "I 
am not going to die from this illness because my beloved friend Rasulullaah ~ 
informed me that I will be killed in a battle between two warring armies of 
Mu'mineen." (2) 

Already quoted in the chapter discussing the enthusiasm of the Sahabah ~ 
to die in the path of Allaah(3) are his words when he said, "I am to meet Al Jabbaar 
(Allaah) and marry the damsels of Jannah! Today I shall meet my beloved friends, 
Muhammad ~ and his companions because Rasulullaah ~ informed me 
that the last provision of my worldly life shall be the curds of milk." 
Also in the same chapter the narration has passed stating that Hadhrat Ammaar 
bin Yaasir ®~ was fighting in the Battle of Siffeen but was not martyred. He 
then approached Hadhrat Ali ®~ and said, "0 Ameerul Mu'mineen! This is 
that very day (about which Rasulullaah ~ said that I would be martyred. How 
come I am still alive?)." Hadhrat Ali ®)J.f~ replied, "Do not worry about that." 
This occurred three times until Hadhrat Ammaar ®.~~ was given some milk. 
He drank it and said. "Indeed, Rasulullaah ~ said that this (milk) will be the 
last drink that I shall drink in this world." He then stood up and fought until 
he was martyred. 
Hadhrat Khaalid bin Waleed ~)J.f~ reports from the daughter of Hishaam bin 
Waleed bin Mughiera ~ who nursed Hadhrat Ammaar ®)1~ that Hadhrat 
Mu'aawiya ®~ once visited Hadhrat Ammaar ®.~ when he was ill. When 
he left, Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~ said, "0 AUaah! Do not let his death be on 
our hands because I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say that it will be a 
rebellious group that will kill Ammaar." (4) 

Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~IS Conviction in the 

Words of Rasulullaah ~ Concerning his Death 


Hadhrat Ibraheem bin Ashtar narrates from his father that when death 
approached Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~, his wife started to weep. 'What makes 
you weep?" he asked. "I am weeping," she said, "because I do not have the 
(l) Ibn Sa'd and Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (\'01.5 Pg.59). 
(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (\'01.5 Pg.247). 
(3) 	Under the heading "Miscellaneous Stories about the Enthusiasm of the Sahabah ~~ to Fight 

in the path of A1laah" and the subheading "The Enthusiasm of Hadhrat Ammaar bin Yaasir !itI~ 
to Fight in the Path of A11aah". 

(4) Abu Ya'la and Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (\'01.5 Pg.247). 
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strength to bury you or a cloth large enough to shroud you." "Do not weep," he 
consoled her, "because I was part of a group of persons to whom Rasulullaah 
~ said, 'One of you shall certainly die in a wilderness in the presence of a 
party of Mu'mineen.' Since every person from that group has passed away in a 
city amongst large numbers of people, It will definitely be I who will die in a 
wilderness. By Allaah! Neither am I lying nor did Rasulullaah ~ tell me a lie. 
Go watch the road." She said, "But the people performing Hajj have long stopped 
travelling and the road is closed." 
She however still ran to a hillock, stood upon it and looked (to the road). (When 
she saw no one,) She then returned to nurse Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~~. 
Thereafter, she would again run to the hillock. As she was busy doing this, she 
suddenly noticed some travellers whose animals were carrying them along 
swiftly, appearing like vultures perched on their carriages. When she waved to 
them with her sheet, they turned towards her. As they reached her and asked her 
what the matter was, she replied, "There is a man from amongst the Muslims 
who is about to pass away. Will you please shroud him (and bury him)?" "Who is 
this man?" they enquired. As soon as she informed them that he was Hadhrat Abu 
Dharr ~~, they all exclaimed, "May our parents be sacrificed for him!" They 
then whipped their animals and raced towards him. 
When they reached him, Hadhrat Abu Dharr ffi~~ said, "Congratulations to you 
(because Rasulullaah ~ had referred to you as Mu'mineen)!" He then related 
the Hadith to them and said, "I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say that when two or 
three children of a couple pass away and they exercise patience and anticipate 
rewards from Allaah, they will not even see ]ahannam. Do listen welL Had I a 
sheet large enough to be my burial shroud, I would have not want to be 
shrouded in anything else but that which is my own. Similarly, if my wife had a 
sheet large enough to be my burial shroud, I would have not want to be 
shrouded in anything else but that which is hers. (However, we have nothing of 
the sort, so we appeal to one of you to give something). I however plead to you in 
the name of Allaah and Islaam that no such person should provide the shroud 
who has been a governor, a chief, a leader or an envoy." 
Every member of the group had assumed one of these posts at some stage 
besides a young man from the Ansaar, who said, "I shall provide the shroud 
because I have not assumed any of the positions you have mentioned. I shall 
shroud you in the shawl I am wearing and two more sheets in my bag that my 
mother had woven for me." Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~ said, "You should then be 
the one to shroud me." The young Ansaari then shrouded Hadhrat Abu Dharr 
~~ in the presence of the group. Amongst the group was Hujr bin Adbar and 
Maalik Ashtar and all of them hailed from Yemen. (I) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ narrates that Hadhrat uthmaan ®~~ 
had sent Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ to a place called Rabdha, where his death 
came to him. At the time, there was none with him besides his wife and slave. His 

(I) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.233). 
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parting instructions to them was, "Bathe me, shroud me and then place me in the 
centre of the road. Then say to the first passing caravan, 'This is Abu Dharr a 
companion of Rasulullaah ~. Do assist us in burying him.'" When he passed 
away, the two did as he instructed and placed him in the centre if the road. 
It was Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ with a group of people from Iraq 
who happened to pass by on their way to performing Umrah. It was the sight of a 
corpse on the road that startled the party just as their camels were about to 
trample upon it. Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~):l.1~'s slave then approached them saying, 
"This is Abu Dharr a companion of Rasulullaah ~. Do assist us in burying 
him." Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ burst out crying loudly as he said, 
"Rasulullaah ~ spoke the truth when he said (to Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~), 
'You walk by yourself, will die by yourself and will be resurrected by yourself.'" 
He then dismounted along with his companions and they buried Hadhrat Abu 
Dharr ®):l.1~. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®):l.1~ then informed the people 
about Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ and what Rasulullaah ~ had mentioned to 
him on the journey to Tabook. (1) 

Hadhrat Khuraym.bin Aws ~~~'s Conviction in 
the Words of Rasulullaah ~ Concerning 

Shaymaa bint Buqaylah 
Hadhrat Khuraym bin Aws ~~ relates, "I migrated to Rasulullaah ~ and 
met him upon his return from Tabook, when I accepted Islaam. I heard 
Rasulullaah ~ say, 'I have been shown the city of Heera together with 
Shaymaa bint Buqaylah from the Azd tribe riding a white mule and wearing a 
black scarf.' '0 Rasulullaah ~!' I said, When we conquer Heera and find her as 
you have described, may I have her (as my slave)?' 'She is yours,' Rasulullaah 
~ replied. 
(After the demise of Rasulullaah ~) When people started leaving the fold of 
Islaam, no one from (my tribe) the Banu Tay left Islaam. We then marched to 
Heera with Khaalid bin Waleed ~~ and the first sight that met us as we 
entered the city was Shaymaa bint Buqaylah just as Rasulullaah ~ had 
described her. She was riding a white mule and wearing a black scarf. I 
immediately seized her saying, 'She is the one whom Rasulullaah fi described 
to me.' When Khaalid bin Waleed ~ asked me for witnesses, Muhammad 
bin Maslama ®~ and Muhammad bin Basheer ~ both from the Ansaar 
stood witness for me. He then made her over to me. When he came to make a 
treaty (with the Muslims) Shaymaa's brother Abdul Maseeh bin Buqaylah offered 
to buy her from me. 'I shall accept nothing less than ten hundreds for her,' I told 
him. He readily gave me a thousand Dirhams and I handed her over to him. 
When the other Muslims told me that he would have easily paid me a hundred 
thousand had I asked for it (because he was extremely wealthy), I submitted, 'I 

(1) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.234). 
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never knew that there existed a number greater than ten hundreds.m(l) 

Hadhrat Mugheirah bin Shu'ba ~u.,~ is Convinced 
by the Words of Rasulullaah ~ Promising 

assistance and Victory 
Hadhrat Jubayr bin Hayya reports, "when the Kaafir leader Bandaartaan sent a 
message that the Muslims send someone to him for negotiations, Hadhrat 
Mugheirah bin Shu'ba ~ was selected for the task. I can actually picture him 
with his long hair and one eye. Hadhrat Mugheirah ~~ proceeded to see the 
leader and when he returned, we asked him what he said. He said, 'I praised 
Allaah and then said, 'We lived in a most remote place, were the hungriest of 
people, the most ill-fortuned of them and furthest from prosperity until Allaah 
sent a Nabi to us. He promised us assistance (Allaah's) in this world and Jannah 
in the Aakhirah. We have then continued to know only victory and assistance 
from our Rabb 0~.a;t;E every since Rasulullaah ~ came to us. We have now 
come to you where we see a vast kingdom and prosperous lives. By Allaah! (After 
seeing all of this,) We shall now never return to our ill-fortuned times. We shall 
now either take control over everything in your hands or be killed in your 
land.,,(2) 

Hadhrat Jubayr bin Hayya also narrates a lengthy Hadith in which an army under 
the command of Hadhrat Nu'maan bin Muqarrin ~'1~ was sent to the people 
of Ahwaaz. When they requested for someone to be sent to them, Hadhrat 
Mugheirah bin Shu'ba ®~~ was sent. When the interpreter asked, "What kind 
of people are you?" Hadhrat Mugheirah ~. replied, "We are Arabs who had 
suffered immense misfortune and hardShip for a very long time. Out of hunger, 
we were forced to suck on leather and date stones. Our clothing was made of 
animals hair and wool and we worshipped trees and rocks. Suffering in this 
condition, the Rabb of the heavens and the earth sent to us a Nabi from our own 
people, whose parents we knew well. Our Nabi Rasulullaah ~~ instructed us to 
fight you people until you either worShip the One Allaah or pay the Jizyah. Our 
Nabi Rasulullaah ~ also conveyed to us the message of our Rabb that anyof 
us who die (while fighting) shall go to Jannah where he will enjoy bounties that 
have never been seen before. As for those of us who survive, they will have you 
people as slaves." (3) 

The Conviction of Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~U&~ in 
the Words Rasulullaah ~~ Taught him for 

Protection 
Hadhrat Talq narratesthatamanonce came to Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®'&.~ saying, 
(I) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.196) and Tabraani. as quoted in Isaabah (Vol.! Pg.224). Bukhaari 

has reported a similar narration in brief and Ibn Mandah in detail, as quoted in Isaabah (VoL3 
Pg.371). 

(2) Abu Nu'aym in his DaJaa'jJ (Pg.198). 
(3) Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.148), as narrated by Bukhaari. Abu Nu'aym has also reported 

the narration in his Dalaa'i1 (Pg.199) 
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"0 Abu Dardaa! Your house has burnt down!" ''It could not have burnt," Hadhrat 
Abu Dardaa ®~ said. Another person then came with the same news and 
again Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®~ adamantly said. "It could not have burnt." 
Eventually a third person came to him saying, "0 Abu Dardaa! A fire raged 
(through your street) but went off as soon as it reached your house." Hadhrat Abu 
Dardaa ~ said, "I knew that Allaah would never do that {never allow my 
house to burn dOwn)." "0 Abu Dardaa ~!" the people said, "We do not know 
which of your words are more astonishing; whether it is 'It could not have burnt' 
or 'I knew that Allaah would never do that'." 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®)fJ~ then explained, "That is because of some words that 
I heard from Rasulullaah ~. Whoever recites them in the morning will not 
suffer any calamity until the evening. (The words are:) 

) 	 '~w"" "''',,;i .... ,,,.1,,,,,, ,;;1"".1 "''''$, .... ,.1 ,~(j,'" ,,,;II'; 

~r~~~~'~l~\~~~~.bb'..\1;uJ\I.:J'Jj:~~~~ 

"-" ~a~', ~.b~)$:;') ~l~~ 1>T ~f~T~ j?~ .:..oj
~;# ~;' .. "..." ... ;," #s" '" 1.1,. 

"0 Allaah! You are my Rabb. There is none worthy of worship but You. 
In You do I place my trust and You are the Rabb of the Glorious Throne. 
Whatever Allaah wills shall happen and what He does not will can never 
happen. There is no power or might but with the High and Majestic 
Allaah. I know that Allaah has power over all things and that He has 
knowledge of all things. 0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from the evil 
within me and from the evil of every creature over which You have 
control. Indeed my Rabb is (the One Who guides people) on the straight 
path." (1) 

Statements of the Sahabah ~~~ that have Been 

Quoted Previously Concerning Conviction in the 


Words of Rasulullaah ~ 

In the chapter of Da'wah(2). the words of Hadhrat Adi ®~ have been quoted 
who said, "I swear by the Being in whose control is my life, the third prophesy 
shall also come true because Rasulullaah ~ said it." 
Also quoted(3) were the words Hadhrat Hishaam bin Al Aas ®~~ and other 
Sahabah ~)rJ:'~ who said to Jabala bin Ayham, "By Allaah! We shall soon be 
taking from you this place where you sit and we shall also be taking the kingdom 
of your high emperor (Heraclius), Inshaa Allaah! Our prophet Muhammad ~ 

(I) Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.125). 
(2) 	 Under the heading "RasululJaah ~ Preaches to Individuals" and the subheading "Rasulullaah 
~ Invites HadhratAdi bin Haatim!ID~ to Islaam". 

(3) Under the heading "The Sahabah ~ Dispatch Individuals and Groups to Give Da'wah" and the 
subheading "Hadhrat Hishaam bin AI Aas ~~ and others are sent to Heraclius". 
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has informed us of this." 
In the chapter discussing the importance Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ gave to 
dispatching armies to Shaam(l) were the words of Hadhrat Ali !:ID.~@l.9ii to Hadhrat 
Abu Bakr ~. He said, "1 feel that whether you march against them yourself 
or whether you send others against them. you will have Allaah's assistance. Inshaa 
Allaah." Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~@l.9ii said, "May Allaah always give you good news! 
How do you know this?" Hadhrat Ali ~~ replied, "I have heard Rasulullaah 
~ say that this Deen will always dominate those who oppose it until the 
Deen and its adherents are victorious." Hadhrat Abu Bakr !:ID~ exclaimed. 
"Subhaanallaah! What a beautiful Hadithr You have made me very happy with 
this. May Allaah always keep you happy." 
Soon to be narrated in the chapter discussing the unseen assistance that Allaah 
gave the Muslims shall be the narration in Which, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
~ grabbed hold of a lion's ear, pinched it and removed it from the road 
saying, "Rasulullaah ~ has not spoken an untruth about you. I heard 
Rasulullaah ~ say, 'Only that which man fears shall gain the upper hand 
over him. If man fears only Allaah, nothing but Allaah will have the upper hand 
over him." 

Conviction in the Recompense for Actions 

The Conviction of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ in the 


Recompense for Actions 

Hadhrat Abu Asmaa narrates that Hadhrat Abu Bakr !:ID~~ was once having 
lunch with Rasulullaah ~ when the verse was revealed: 

(A ,v~i:J~j Oj~)(0 ~;.~~; J~~dJ 0 ~;.\# ~1 J~~~) 
Whoever (sincerely) does an atom's weight of good will see it (its 

consequences when he is rewarded for it) and whoever does an atom's 
weight of evil (without securing Allaah 's forgiveness for it) will see it (its 
consequences when he is punished for it). {Surah ZiIzaal, verses 7,S} 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr !:ID.u..~ stopped eating and said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Will we 
see (be punished for) each and every evil that we perpetrate?" Rasulullaah ~ 
replied, "Everything that happens to you (in this world) which you dislike is 
retribution (for your sins), while the rewatds for good deeds will be given to 
those who deserve them in the Aakhirah." (2) 

Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ replied, "0 Abu Bakr! Do you see 
everything that happens which you dislike? Well, these are from (the punishment 
fOr) the weight of sins while the (rewards for the) weight of good deeds will be 

(I) Under the heading "Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ Ensures that Atmies are Dispatched in the Path of 
Allaah. He Encourages the Muslims to March in Jihaad and Consults with the Sahabah ~.~ 
About Fighting the Romans" and the subheading "Hadhrat Ali ~.~ Gives Glad Tidings to 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~, Who is Pleased by this and then Delivers a Lecture to Motivate the 
Sahabah ~~ to March in Jihaad". 

(2) Ibn Abi Shaybah, Ibn Rahway, Abd bin Humayd, Haakim and others. 
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kept in store for you and be given in full on the Day of Qiyaamah. Confirmation 
for this appears in Allaah's Book where He says: 

(r'I.;...;!T:~J"':;'iJ""") (Q;..;?:~ '~J~4 ~~'S-~(: 10 ~~W;(T;j)
tp '" v"" .... 'II'.... " 

(0 mankjnd!) The misfortunes that afflict you On thjs world) are a result 
of the (evjJ) actions you earn, and (because ofyour many SlnS, you 
deserve to suffer even more adversjties, but) Allaah pardons a great 
deal (ofyour sjns, because of whkh you are spared many more 
hardshjps). {Surah Shura, verse 30}(l) 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ reports that he was once with Rasulullaah ~ when 
the verse was revealed: 

- (rA.p, "...,~ ... ~ ,.1, ,"', ;"";~ ""~ P,..J ,',;~' .... 

"'\'rl.;...;!\ :~W oJ.,....) . '0 ~~j t:;.l,j ,.u\ ,:!j~ ~:u~ ~j '1-!~ I ~~~d]l 
Whoever commits an evil act will meet (recdve) its punishment and will 
not find for himself any friend nor any assistant besides Allaah. {Surah 
Nisaa, verse ]23} 

Rasulullaah ~ then said, "0 Abu Bakrl Should I not recite to you a verse that 
was just revealed to me?" When Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~\1~ asked to hear it, 
Rasulullaah ~ recited it for him. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ says, "All I know is 
that it seemed my back was about to break, causing me to yawn. What is the 
matter with you, 0 Abu Bake' Rasulullaah ~~ asked.' I said, '0 Rasulullaah 
~~! Which of us do not sin? will we be punished for everything we do wrong?' 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, lAs for you and the Mu'mineen, you will suffer 
retribution (for your sins) in this world so that you have no sins to your 
account when you meet Allaah. However, the others (the Kuffaar) shall have 
their accounts accrued until they are punished for it on the Day of 
Qiyaamah.,,(2) 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~.~~ once asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~1 When we will be 
punished for every sin, who can keep himself in good stead after the verse: 

- .ri""1 ",.,-& ~~ ',,' ''';'\,
(\,\,rl.;...;!hWoJ.,....), '1-!~I~~~dj]l 

Whoever commits an evil act will meet (recdve) its punishment... 
{surah Nisaa, verse 123} 

Rasulullaah ~ said, "May Allaah forgive you, 0 Abu Bakr! Do you not fall ill? 
Do you not get tired? Do you never feel depressed? Do you never suffer 
hardship? Do calamities never befall yoU?" ''These things do happen," Hadhrat 
Abu Bakr ~~ replied. Rasulullaah ~ then said, "This is the retribution 
(for your sins) in this world." (3) 

The Conviction of Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab 
§}!J5~ in the Recompense for Actions 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Muntashir narrates that a man once came to Hadhrat 
(I) Ibn Mardway, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(Vol.I Pg.275). 
(2) Abd bin Humayd, Tirmidhi and Ibn Mundhir. Tirmidhi has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) 	Ahmad, Ibn Mundhir, Abu Ya'la, Ibn Hibbaan, Haakim, Bayhaqi and others, as quoted in KanzuJ 

Ummaal0lol.1 Pg.239). 
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Umar ~~ sayln'g, "I know which is the harshest verse in Allaah's Book," 

~'\ 

(BecaUSe referring to, a verse of the Qur'aan as being harsh is disrespectful) 
Hadhrat Umar ®U&~ got down and struck the man with his lash saying, "Have 
you studied the verse so deeply that you know all about it?" The man then went 
away. The following morning HadhratUmar ~ said to the man, "Which 
verse were you referring to yesterday?" The man said that it was the verse: 

- j{'l' 1", & ~J ',*",' , ......... 1& 
(Im.:...!1 :~L; c.)j-")' t~\ $.""",, ~ d.J}f 

Whoever commits an evil act will meet (recdve) its punishment. .. 
{Surah Nisaa, verse 123} 

He then said, "(This means that) Since every ope of us commits sins, we will be 
punished for it." Hadhrat Umar ®U&~ said,"When this verse was revealed" 
neither did we enjoy food nor drink until Allaah relieved us by revealIng the 
verse: 

(\\·\.;;..,if:~L; oJ.."....) 


Whoever commits a (minor) sin or wrongs himself (by commjtUng a 

major sin) and then seeks Allaah's forgiveness, he will surely find that 

Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most MercifuL {Surah Nisaa, verse llO}(l) 


The Conviction of Hadhrat Amr bin Samurah 
~l~~ and Hadhrat Imraan· bin Husayn ~.~~ 

Hadhrat Tha'laba ®U&~ narrates that Hadhrat Amr bin Samurah bin Habeeb bin 
Abdush Shams ~ once came to Rasulullaah ~ and said, "0 Rasulullaah 
~1 I have stolen a camel from a certain tribe, so please do cleanse me." When 
Rasulullaah ~ sent a message to the people of the tribe, they confirmed that 
one of their camels were missing. Rasulullaah ~ then gave instructions for his 
hand to be amputated, upon which he spid (to his hand), "All praise belongs to ' 
Allaah Who has cleansed me of you who wanted to admit my entire body into 
]ahannam." (2) 

Hadhrat Hasan narrates that some friends went to visit Hadhrat Imraan bin 
Husayn ~ when he was suffering from a disease. One of them said, 'We are 
extremely distressed by what we see of your ailing body." "Do not be ~tressed 
by what you see," he said, "What you see is because of my sins and those that 
'Allaah has forgiven (without punishing me) are even more." He then recited the 
verse: 

(O~:~I~J~~~~~S-~(~.~.:;~G>lL;JJ,
~" v....... .,.. \.J.... .
'I'" 

(i'.~i:",~\S.)J""')/ . 


The misfortunes that afflict you(J'n this world/are a result of the (evjJ) 

actions you earn, and (because ofyour many sins, you deselve to suffer 


(1) Ibn Raahway, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ0Iol.1 Pg.239). 
(2) Ibn Maajah, as quoted in the Tafseerof Ibn Katheer (Vol.2 Pg.56). 
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even more adversj[ies, but) Allaah pardons a great deal (ofyour sins, 
because of which you are spared many more hardships). {Surah Shura, 
verse 3D} (1) 

The Belief of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ and another 
Sahabi ~~~ Concerning Recompense 

The narration has already been quoted(2) that when death came to one of 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~'s sons, the youngster kept looking at the pillow. After 
he has passed away, the people informed Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ that they 
noticed his son looking towards the pillow. When they lifted the corpse off the 
pillow, they noticed five or six Dinaars beneath it. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ hit 
one hand on to the other saying, "Innaa Lillaahi wa Innaa Ilayhi Raaji'oon! I do 
not think that your skin will be able to withstand (the punishment for not 
spending in Sadaqah) those Dinaars." (3) 

Also previously quoted in the chapter discussing swearing at a Muslim(4) are the 
words of Rasulullaah ~ to a man who came to enqUire about his slaves. 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "On the Day of Qiyaamah, their cheating, disobedience 
and lies will be calculated together with the punishment you gave them. If your 
punishment is equal to their wrongs, the slate will be clean and you will neither 
have anything for you or against you. However, if your punishment exceeds their 
wrongs, they will be allowed to have revenge for the excess." The man then 
stepped aside and started crying loudly. Rasulullaah ~ then said, "Did you not 
read (in the Qur'aan) that Allaah says: 

""', ... '" " '" L ~, '" '" ,'" .J'" ,.I...... ...' ,......,' ... , ",,' .J '" '",)

JLa10 .lS' ·1 .r; lW !.O " ' II;.~ ..I~ ~I .:'.I.Ja.:..AjI. '\.. 11 .',,'" "'.!J • r ~ .NI" ." --:r-; "d~'.r ~j 

(tv~T:~~1 OJ,...) (0~~JSj J. ~Gil· I;;' ~~ ,;", ; "7 "1" 

On the Day of Qiyaamah, We will erect the scales of justice (to weigh 
the good and bad actions ofpeople) and no soul will be oppressed 
(wronged) in the least. Even if a deed (good or bad) is equal to the 
weight of a mustard seed, We shall bring it (to be weighed on the 
scales). We suffice as Reckoners (and need no one else for the task). 

{Surah Ambiyaa, verse 47} 

The man then said, "0 Rasulullaah ~~! I see nothing for them and myself better 
than being separated from each other. I make you witness that they are all 
free.,,(5) 

(1) Ibn Abi Baatim, as quoted in the TatSeer of Ibn Katheer (Yol. 4 Pg.116). 
(2) 	Under the heading "Rebuking and Advising Caution to those who Do Not Abstain from worldly 

Luxuries and Who Indulge themselves" and the subheading "The Incident of Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
~~ and a Son of his who was About to Pass Away". 

(3) Ahmad and Abu NU'aym as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (YoU Pg.145). 
(4) 	Under the subheading "A Narration of Badhrat Aa'isha \i®~ Concerning a man who Swore his 

Slave". 
(5) Tirmidhi, reporting from reliable sources. 
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The strength of the Imaan of the 
Sahabah~~~ 

The Sahabah ~~~ Abide by the verse "Whether you 
make known what is in your hearts or hide it... " 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~.~ narrates that the Sahabah ~ felt a hard blow 
when Allah revealed the verse: 

" "".1.1, ",1,- .,,1 ~ ~ ;~)L 

~~o~ jl ~I~ ~ Ij..Q b~.p ~J~I:i ~J ~JWI ~~ ~ 

40~~s.''':;Y It;;ZuIj.lo~.:~~~.J~ ::\~Qi~j.loZuI4 
'" '" $II..:; '" ~ v '" ~ " '" 

('I'At.;...,;r :o."A.! OJ,....) 

(To Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the 
earth. Whether you make known what is in your hearts or hide it, 
Allaah will bring you to account for it (will remindyou ofit on the Day 
ofQiyaamah). He forgives whoever He wills and punishes whoever He 
wills. Allaah has control over all things (ownership, knowledge and 
control ofeverything are in Allaah's hands). {Surah Baqarah, verse 284} 

They approached Rasulullaah ~, knelt down and said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! 
We have been instructed to do something that is beyond our capabilities." 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "Do you wish to say what the people given the two 
previous books(1) before you said when they stated, 'We hear and we disobey!' 
Rather say, "We hear and we obey. (We ask) Your forgiveness, (0) our Rabb. To 
You is our return." When the Sahabah ~~ started to say the same words and 
their tongues grew accustomed to it, Allaah followed the verses up with the 
following: 

J" ~" JJL : ", el~.lo ~ '~ ..:~i( "': ~\"I.r, ~ J'" ".'1\ : ",)
I' J \" ~ j" . d u-' OY-"~'J 'HJ IX "",, u.r . ~.r d
'" '" '" '" '" 

~~I~ ~j .!iJ~ J ~J~ I~UJ...Ai ~~ .:;~1.:~ J~~...Ai ~~J
4 . ' •'" v If' 11 V .. I ,;;1 

('I'Ao~T :O."A.! OJ,....) (0~ ."a.~'11 
The Rasool (Muhammad~) believed in that which has been revealed 
to him from his Rabb and (so do) the Mu'mineen. Each one believes in 
Allaah, His angels, His Books and His Rusul. (They sqy) "We make no 
distinction between one and another messenger (we believe in every 
one of them unlike others like the Jews and the ChrisUans who reject 
some prophets)," and they say, "We hear (Allaah's commands) and we 
obey. (We ask) Your forgiveness, (0) our Rabb. To You is our return." 
{Surah Baqarah, verse 28S} 

When this happened, Allaah abrogated the initial decree by revealing: 

tb.I;~GJ.lo ~~:.~I ~ ~1;;J ~~~S-~ Q.lo~j 411 ~.~;Zul ~~).
" .. .. 

(I) The Jews and the Christians who were given the Torah and InjeeJ respectively. 
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(\,A1~hyi! O)J-") (Q J~I.AJijIJS G~uw';; ~W) G..;.;.J\J 
.-" " 

Allaah does not place on a soul a responsibility (duty) except what is 
within its capability (Allaah shall therefore not take one to task for 
involuntary thoughts that enter one's mind). It (every soul) shall receive 
to its favour that (good acts) which it had earned and to its harm shall 
be what (sins) it had carried out. (Say,) "0 our Rabbi do not take us to 
task if we forget or make mistakes (do not punish us jf we do wrong 
through forgetfulness or by mistake). Our Rabb, do not place such 
responsibilities (duties) on us as You had placed on those before us. 
Our Rabb, do not enforce on us that which we do not have the strength 
to bear. Overlook (our sins), forgive us and have mercy on us. You are 
our Protector so assist us against the nation of Kaafiroon." {Surah 
Baqarah,verse 286} (1) 

Hadhrat Mujaahid says that he once approached Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~ and said, "1 was with Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ~~ when he 
recited a verse and started weeping." "What is the verse?" Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Abbaas ~~ enquired. Hadhrat Mujaahid replied that it was the verse: 

,J 101,,),. ---.... , ,,,, -' ,,,,, J,.JJ.. ,.J, ",-'.J,.J ,.J ,Ii' ,,J .J,,,.., ,,; ,.J,.J , "')y.:w..., ~t.!.:! :_1 ~ illl ~ ~b::! op JI ~I j t:. IJJ.:j 1.:)", . 
.... (.)"""; .... "'''';II .... ~ '" 

_ J:~ " , -:: ,.... I '" ,J ~ ". j,~.... (; ,w.J .... 

(\,At~1 :oyi! O)J-") , ~).J~ ~~ ys' .)s ill'" set.!.:! d 
Whether you make known what is in your hearts or hide it, Allaah will 
bring you to account for it (will remind you of it on the Day of 
Qiyaamah). He forgives whoever He wills and punishes whoever He 
wills. Allaah has control over all things (ownership, knowledge and 
control ofel'erything are in Allaah's hands). {Surah Baqarah, verse 284} 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ explained, ''When this verse was revealed, 
it filled the Sahabah ~~ with worry and extreme anxiety. '0 Rasulullaah 
~r' they said, 'We are destroyed! While we may be taken to task for what we 
say and do, our hearts are beyond our control (we cannot control our thoughts).' 
Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Say, 'We hear and we obey'.' When they said 'We hear and 
we obey', the decree was abrogated by the verse: 

~~ " ~ I> ~ ~ ., w, " " • - ~ ., )....... L


.wS''' ~" illlJ ~ "II "I"'''' ~' ...:: If' 4.J ~ .wI J'1 ~ J''', II ~ "II 
I; J I" ~ J" ;. d V"" q,··...,.,r-iJ 1;''-' ~ "." tr ;. i}""J" d 
'" ,""'" 4 ............... '-' J "',"";, "', .... ,.J ....... • - .IcC ,1/01 ........... " ,JWI"'.J .... ~ .J.J, 

~h L..tJ i.!.lllp ~\J ~ \:IUJ IJ.I ~J .. .,.4~I.~ JyA.i':il ~JJ;' ". J'" I..... fwI ... JI ~ ..~.... t .... 

£j" ol.~:~I~ I."j;:''' ~: ~S-~ 1:\ j,,1:::",~ ~II.:J; ~I~~ OJ, ",~'I\ ,. ~J. ~ --e--'J " " . ~ .r-;::-"" 

(\,A1 ''I'Ao~i:iiyi! O)J-") 

The Rasool (Muhammad~) believed in that which has been revealed 
to him from his Rabb and (so do) the Mu'mineen. Each one believes in 

(1) Ahmad. Muslim has reported a similar narration. 
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Allaah, His angels, His Books and His RUsul. (They say) "We make no 
distinction between one and another messenger (we believe in every 
one ofthem, unlike others like the Jews and the Christians who reject 
some prophets)," and they say, 'We hear (Allaahs commands) and we 
obey. (We ask) Your forgiveness, (0) our Rabb. To You is our return." 
Allaah does not place on a soul a responsibility (duty) except what is 
within its capability (Allaah shaJJ therefore not take one to task for 
involuntary thoughts that enter ones mind). It (every soul) shall receive 
to its favour that (good acts) which it had earned and to its harm shall 
be what (sins) it had carried out. {Surah Baqarah, verses 285, 286} 

People are therefore excused for their thoughts and will be taken to task only for 

what they actually do." (I) 


A brief narration states that Rasulullaah ~ advised the Sahabah i@~ to say, 

"We hear, we obey and we accept". Allaah then entrenched Imaan into their 

hearts. (2) 


The Response of the Sahabah ~~~ to the verse 
"Those who do not mix their Imaan with 

wrong-doing" 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood @~~ narrates that it was a hard blow to the 
Sahabah i@.~~ when Allaah revealed the verse: 

(A'I\W.o:!1:....wl 0),...) (A~Q\ I~~.: i~ .;JJ)
11_,; "'.# 

Those who do not mix their Imaan with Dhulm (wrong-doing) ... {Surah 

An'aam, verse 82} 

They repaired to Rasulullaah ~ thus, 'Which of us does not commit Dhulm 
(wrongs)?" Rasulullaah ~ clarified the matter saying, "It is not as you think. (Dhulm 
in this context does not refer to mere wrong-doing). Luqmaan said to his son: 

- (A ,,, ,,;,,,,,;, ~ ~.l:t , ,,J ... )~ ,, ""-' 

('i\W.o:!\ :oWJ 0),...)· 0 ~~ ..!.lJ..;J1 0 1 .uJ~..!.lr ";l .-4.1 
,; ,; ""......" l..,).. ... 

"0 my beloved son1 Do not commit Shirk Allaah. Without doubt, Shirk 
is the worst Dhulm. {Surah Luqmaan, verse 13} 

(The word Dhulm in the verse therefore refers to Shirk and not just any sin). (3) 

Another narration states that when the verse: 

(A'I\W.o:!L..WI 0),...) (A ~QII;;:.:1:!.;JJ) 
jI... '" "" 

Those who do not mix their Imaan with Dhulm (wrong-doing) ... {Surah 

An'aam, verse 82} 

was revealed, Rasulullaah ~ said, "I was told (by Allaah) that I am amongst 
such people." (4) 

(I) Ahmad. 
(2) Ahmad. Muslim and Ibn Jareer have reported a similar narration, as quoted in the Ta/Seer of Ibn 

Katheer (Vol. I Pg.338). 
(3) Ibn Abi Haatim and Bukhaari. 
(4) Ibn Mardway, as quoted in the Ta/Seerof Ibn Katheer (VoL2 Pg.153). 
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The Response of the Ladies of the Sahabah ~JJ5~ 
when Allaah revaled the verse: "And they should 

wear their scarves over their Chests" 
Hadhrat Safiyya bint Shaybah ~ reports that they were once with Hadhrat 
Aa'isha ~ discussing the women of the Quraysh and their virtues. Hadhrat 
Aa'lsha ~ remarked, "NO doubt the women of the Quraysh have great 
virtues, but I swear by Allaah that I have not seen women better than the women 
of the Ansaar. They were the strongest believers in the Qur'aan and in revelation. 
When Allaah revealed the verse of Surah Noor: 

_ (' ,".1 1 .... i:i ..I,}"" .... ' .... ~ 
(n.::.":!' :).,Y 0)."....) r..I'" ~y.:>: .)s-. JIi ~ ,. -!~J Jf' 

r".;~~ v .... '" ,"-'\" 
And they should wear their scarves over their chests. {Surah NOor, verse 31} 

their men went to the them to recite the verse to them. Every man recited the 
verse to his wife, his daughter, his sister and to every Mahram of his. Every one 
of these women took their decorated shawls and wrapped it around themselves 
because of their strong faith in what Allaah has revealed in His Book. The 
following morning they all performed salaah behind Rasulullaah ~ with their 
shawls wrapped (and protruding above their heads because of its large size) and 
looking as if there were crows perched on their heads." (1) 

The Incident of an Old Man who had Committed 
many Sins and the Incident of Hadhrat Abu 

Farwah ~JJ5~ 
Hadhrat Makhool narrates that an extremely old man whose eyebrows had 
actually fallen over his eyes once carne and said, "0 RasuluUaah ~I There is a 
man who had been treacherous and sinful. There was not a passion (right or 
wrong) that he did not grab'at with his right hand and should his sins be 
distributed amongst the inhabitants of the earth, they would all be destroyed. Is 
there any repentance for him?" "Have you accepted Islaam?" Rasulullaah ~ 
asked. The old man said, "I testify that there is none worthy of worship but Allaah 
and I testify that Muhammad ~ is the servant and Rasul of Allaah." 
Rasulullaah ~ then said, "As long as you remain like this (as a Muslim), Allaah 
shall forgive all your treachery and sins and convert all your evils into good 
deeds." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" The man said, "All my treachery and sins?" "Yes," 
Rasulullaah ~ assured him, "all your treachery and sins." The man then left 
reciting "AlJaahu Akbar"and "Laa IJaaha IJJaJJaah Muhammadur RasuJuJJaah,~(2) 
Hadhrat Abu Farwah ®)l,~ narrates that a man once carne to Rasulullaah ~ 
saying, "0 Rasulullaah~! Tell me about a man who had committed every type 
of sin and has not left any passion unfulfilled. Can he repent?" "Have you 
accepted Islaam?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. When the confirmed that he did, 

(1) Ibn Abi Haatim and Abu Dawood, as quoted in the TafS'eeroflbn Katheer (Yol.3 Pg.284). 
(2) Ibn Abi Haatim. 
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RasuluIlaah ~ said, "Do good deeds and abstain from eviL Allaah will then 
convert them all (your past sins) into good deeds." The man said, "Even all my 
treachery and sins?" "Certainly," RasuluIlaah ~ assured him. The man then 
continued calling out "Allaahu Akbar"until he disappeared from sight. (1) 

The Incident of a Sinful Woman and Hadhrat 

Abu Hurayrah ®1J.1~ 


Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ relates, "A woman once came to me and asked, 'Is 
there any repentance for me when I have committed adultery, given birth to a 
child and then killed it?' 'Not at am' I cried out, 'Neither can you expect and 
goodness or honour.' She then got up (and left) with deep remorse. After 
performing the Fajr salaah behind Rasulullaah ~, I related to him what the 
lady had said and what reply I gave her. Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Your reply was a 
terrible one indeed! Do you not recite the verse: 

'" I '" II' ;J' 44 , ".., )

~J J;j~ ~I illl':';;' ~I ~.j~11 ~j.1;iJ ~J;;'I\ 4J1 illl ~ ~.;:.~ ~ J.l11j
iI' "," .,. v- ." ~ ., 

~ ~J ~ ~'!~il .:;. ~11;j\ ~ ~:~ OJ ~t3I Jt ~~ ~ dJ [ ~~y. 
J. I"'" N"" ~+'1J"""~ :1j'1~1"t1"_:1":: "I.;;" ""'\" "6 ''':'\tCYl~I-:': 
~~~ <\.1.1 ~ ~J'" ~w:> ~ IJ"';""'J d 'J ~ d"" ¥ i.J'1Y' 

- (tCY" ~ "~-: ~~ """:1,
(y. 1;'A-.:..:I:;,;;liyAJl 0),...,) ¥~..) \..)~ illl.:;l$"J 

(Ar Rahmaan's bondsmen are) Those who do not call to (do not 
worsMp) another Ilaah With Allaah, who only kill a soul forbidden by 
Allaah with a warrant (when required to execute a person whom a 
court ofShari'ah sentences to death), and (they are those) who do not 
fornicate. Whoever commits these (sins ofShirk, murder, adultery or 
fornication) shall meet with a grave punishment. (In fac!,) Punishment 
will be multiplied for him on the Day of Qiyaamah and he shall remain 
disgraced in it (punishment) forever. Except for those who (sincerely) 
repent, accept Imaan arid perform good actions. For such people Allaah 
will convert their sins into good deeds. Allaah is Ever Most Forgiving, 
Most MercifuL {Surah Furqaan, verses 68-70} 

When I then recited these verses to the woman, she fell down in Sajdah saying, 
"All praise belongs to Allaah Who has created an escape for me." (2) 

Another narration states that she cried out, "0 dear! Has this beauty been created 
for Jahannam?" The same narration further says that after leaving Rasulullaah 
~, Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ searched for the woman throughout the 
neighbourhood of Madinah but was unable to find her. It was only when she 
came to him the following night that he was able to inform her about what 
Rasulullaah ~ said. She then fell down in Sajdah saying, "All praise belongs to 
Allaah Who has created an escape for me and had allowed me repentance from 
my actions." She then set free a slave woman she owned together with the slave's 

(1) Tabraani, as quoted in the Tafseerof Ibn Katheer (Yol.3 Pg.328). 

(2)lbn Abi Haatim. 
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child and proceeded to repent sincerely to Allaah. (1) 

The Response of Rasulullaah ~lS Poets when 
Allaah Revealed the verse: "Only deviant people 

follow the poets" 
Hadhrat Abul Hasan the freed slave of Hadhrat Tameem Daari ~,lli~ narrates 
that when the verse: 

- ri~'," .1.1.1 1:>'.1-:.,15 ,), 
(,-n<..::..:!1 :~~ 0..),...)"Q C)jW\ ~~~\j? 

Only deviant people follow the poets. {Surah Shu'araa, verse 224} 

was revealed, Hadhrat Hassaan bin Thaabit ~lli~, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Rawaaha ®.U;;~ and Hadhrat Ka'b bin Maalik ~.lli~ all came weeping to 
Rasulullaah ~. They said, "Allaah knew well that we are all poets when he 
revealed this verse (the verse therefore refers to US)." Rasulullaah ~ then 
recited the verse: 

Except those who have Imaan, who do good acts ... 
"That is you," Rasulullaah ~ said. 

(~allljJSJ) 
... who remember Allaah abundantly ... 

"That is also you," Rasulullaah ~ said. 
- . &J. ,.1 ~ , ,I:> I" ,.I , '~ ,),

(HV<..::..:!I:s.~o..),...'f" I~lo~ ~lj~ljF 

... and who avenge themselves after being oppressed (by counteracting 
the satirical poetry that the Kuffaar direct at Islaam with poetry of their 
own). {Surah Shu'araa, verse 227} 

"And that is also you," Rasulullaah ~ said (you men· are therefore excluded 
from the deviant poets). (2) 

The Longing to Meet Allaah and Dislike 
to Meet Him 

Hadhrat Ataa bin Saa'ib narrates that the first time he saw Hadhrat Abdur 
Rahmaan bin Abu Layla @)1.1~ was when he saw an old man with white hair and 
a white beard following a funeral procession on his donkey. He was narrating 
from someone else that Rasulullaah ~ said, ''Whoever loves Allaah, Allaah 
loves to meet him and whoever dislikes meeting Allaah, Allaah dislikes 
meeting him." When the people present there started to weep, he asked, ''What 
makes you all weep?" They replied, "We dislike death." "That is not what is 
meant," he explained, "what is meant is that when a person is about to die, he 
will like to meet Allaah when (by the angels) he is given the good news of: 
(1) Ibn ]areer, as quoted in the TafSeerof Ibn Katheer (YoU Pg.328). 
(2) 	Ibn Is'haaq, Ibn Abi Haatim and Ibn Jareer, as quoted in the TafSeerof Ibn Katheer (VoU Pg.354). 

Haakim (Vol.3 Pg.488) has reported a similar narration. 
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(Ao, 'AA••:••lwlj ;jJ""') (~!~ ~~~ ~ ~~.J~ ;'j) to .:~~:JI ~ ~t? bl"GU)
~ "" t....: \.I";; "" "" 

Therefore, if someone was from among those brought close (to Al/aah) 
he shall have comfort, sustenance and the Jannaat of bliss. {Surah 
waaqi'ah, verses 88,89 } 

At the same time, Allaah loves to meet him even more. On the other hand, he 
dislikes meeting Allaah and Allaah dislikes meeting him even more when he is 
told: 

, "~,, <~ tCJI ' " ,,, !)I~~~ tCJI "~~, '" ~," : t? ~ 1"G1")'.~~J ~~ .. ..,. J? ~ i:r-:: ..;.r-! IX ~ ~ J 
~ "" "" ~ "" \.I"" "";; "" "" 

(o,f. ,o,YIo;:.-,!i:w\J ;jJ""') (to 
However, if he was among the rejecters and deviated ones, he will be 
served boiling water and shall enter the blazing fire. {Surah waaqi'ah, 
verses 92-94}(l) 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ Weeps when Allaah 
reveals the verse: "When the earth shall quake 

most violently" 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr bin Al Aas ®\1.1~ narrates that Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
Siddeeq ®\1.1~ was sitting somewhere and started weeping excessively when 
Allaah revealed the verse: 

(\Io;:.-,!i:J\}j ;jJ""') (to 4J\j.ij ~j~I.:J)j 111)
'" '" '" '" 

When the earth shall quake most violently. {Surah Zilzaal, verse I} 
"What makes you weep so, 0 Abu Bakr?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. "It is this Surah 
that makes me weep," Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®u.~ replied. Rasulullaah ~ then 
said, "If you people were such that you neither erred nor sinned so that Allaah 
could forgive you, Allaah would create a nation that errs and sins just so that 
He could forgive them." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Informs Hadhrat Umar ~~~ 


About what would Happen in the Grave 

Hadhrat Vmar ®\1.1~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once said to him, "0 Vmar! 
What would be your condition when you are in a piece of ground measuring four 
arm's lengths by two arm's lengths and when you see Munkar and Nakeer?" "0 
Rasulullaah ~!" Hadhrat Vmar ®\1.1~ asked, "What is Munkar and Nakeer?" 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, "They are the two examiners in the grave. They will 
dig the grave open with their canines and approach treading on their 
(extremely long) hairs. Their voices will be like devastating thunderclaps and 
their eyes like blinding lightning. They will both be carrying hammers so large 
that all the people of Mina are unable to even lift, yet for them it will be as 

(I) Ahmad, as quoted in the TaiSeeroflbn Katheer (VolA Pg.301). 
(2) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in the TaiSeerof Ibn Katheer (VolA Pg.540). 
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easy as carrying this staff." Rasulullaah ~ then shook a little staff that he had 
in his hand. They will then examine you. Should you fail to answer or delay, they 
will strike you with their hammers and reduce you to dust." Hadhrat Umar 
~ then asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! will I be in the condition I am in now 
(in control of my senses)?" When Rasulullaah ~ replied in the affirmative, 
Hadhrat Umar ~.~ said, "In that case, I shall be able to handle them." (I) 

Another narration adds that Rasulullaah ~ then said to Hadhrat Umar ~, 
"I swear by the Being Who has sent me with the truth that Jibra1eel ~ has just 
informed me that when the two of them come to you and pose the questions, 
you will say to them, 'Allaah is my Rabb, who is yours? Muhammad ~ is my 
Nabi, who is yours? Islaam is my Deen, what is yours?' They will then both 
exclaim, 'How strange! We do not know whether we have been sent to you 
(question) or whether you have been sent to (question) US!1ll(2) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Umar ~~~ 


Concerning the Strength of Hadhrat Uthmaan 

~~'sImaan 

Hadhrat Abul Bahriyya Kindi narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~ once came out 
of his home and found a gathering in which Hadhrat uthmaan bin Affaan ~~ 
was present. Referring to Hadhrat Uthmaan ~\jij~, he said to the people, "You 
have amongst you a man whose Imaan is such that if it is distributed amongst 
an entire army, it would suffice for them all." (3) 

Words of the Sahabah ~~ that have Already 

Been Quoted about the Strength of Imaan 


In the chapter discussing the attributes of the Sahabah i@p.,~(4), the narration 
has already passed in which it is stated that when someone once asked Hadhrat 
AbduUaah bin Umar ~p.,~ if the Sahabah ~ ever laughed, he replied, 
"Yes. However, the Imaan in their hearts still remained firmer than 
mountains." 
Already quoted in the chapter discussing how the Sahabah ~~ bore 
hardships(5), is the statement of Hadhrat Ammaar ~p.,~ who said, "I find that 
my heart is content with Imaan." This he said after the Mushrikeen forced him to 
praise their gods and Rasulullaah ~ asked him, "How is the condition of your 
heart?" (6) 
(I) Abu Dawood in his Ba'th. Abu Sheikh in his Sunnah. Haakim in his Kuna, Bayhaqi in his Kitaabu 

Adhaabil Qabr, Isfahaani in his Hujjah and others, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.121). 
Sa'eed bin Mansoor has reported a similar narration. 

(2) Abdul Waahid Maqdasi in his book At-Tabseer. as quoted in Riyaadhun Nudhrah (Voi.2 Pg.34). 
(3) Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.5 Pg.8). 
(4) Under the heading "Statements of the Sahabah ~ Concerning Their Qualities". 
(5) 	Under the heading "Hadhrat Ammaar bin Yaasir ~ and his Family Members Endures 

Hardships and Difficulties" and the subheading "Hadhrat Ammaar ®~ is Tortured Until he is 
Forced to Utter Words of Kufr While his Heart was Content with Imaan". 

(6) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya, Ibn sa'd, Ibn Jareer and Bayhaqi, as quoted in the TatSeerof Ibn Katheer 
(Vo1.2 Pg.587). 
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In the chapter discussing the appointment of a Khalifah, the words of Hadhrat 
Abu Bakr ~.~ have passed, who said, "Are you scaring me with my Rabb? My 
prayer is, '0 Allaahr I have appointed the best of them to be my successor.'" In 
another narration he said, "I know Allaah and Umar better than you." 
Also passed(l) were the words of Hadhrat Umar ~ when he decided to 
distribute all the funds in the state treasury and someone advised him to keep 
some behind in case an enemy attacks or for any other emergency. He said, "It is 
Shaytaan speaking with your tongue. Allaah has inspired me with the response 
and I swear by Allaah that I shall never disobey Him today for the emergencies of 
tomorrow. I shall not (do as you say) but shall rather prepare for the Muslims 
that which Rasulullaah ~ had prepared for them (obedience to Allaah and 
Rasulullaah ~)." Another narration states that he said, "I swear by Allaah that I 
shall never disobey Him today for the emergencies of tomorrow." 
Yet another narration quotes him as follows: "I have prepared Taqwa as a 
defence for the MusliIr:::; Allaah mentions: 

_ (J, jt ""',,,, jill, jt~.J''''''rA Ij.,.,,,,,' ,,,,),,,,,,,,.t 1M, ,;;~ 
(r ,,\::.-,/1 :J~ 3).,....) ~"i~ 0: <ujj.lJ 0 ~~ 4.l ~wI ~ d J}f 

Allaah shall create an escape (/tom difficulties) for the one who fears 
(disobeying) Allaah (one who has Taqwa) and shall provide for him 
(what he requires) from sources that he never expected (to receive 
provisions /tom). {Surah Talaaq, verses 2,3} 

In the chapter discussing the fervour of the Sahabah ~ to spend in the path 
of Allaah, the words of Hadhrat Ali ~~ are quoted thus: "The Imaan of a 
person cannot be true until he has more trust in that which is in Allaah's 
hands than that which is in his hands. n This he said when he wanted to spend 
on a beggar and Hadhrat Faatima ~~ said, "You had left the six Dirhams to 
purchase OOUL" (2) 

Also quoted were the word of Hadhrat Aamir bin Rabee'ah ~ who said, "I 
have no need for your land because today a Surah has been revealed that makes 
us oblivious of this world: 

- (rA;'~ .~ ;~-:' •.• ~; .~~; tIJ ;;'!)
(":;"'l!I:l'~li).,....) . ~()~~~ ~ ...-AJ~l.:..::>- ,./,Aill y?1

iI' II ~ .... ",'" , 

Peoples' reckoning (the Day ofQiyaamah) has drawn near, yet (failing 
to take heed) they are turning away in negligence. {Surah Ambiyaa, verse 
1}(3) 

The words of Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ have also been quoted(4) when she said, 
"usayd bin Hudhayr ~~ was amongst the best of people. He would always 
say, 'I have no doubts about being amongst the inhabitants of ]annah if I could 
(I) 	Under the heading "Hadhrat Umar ~ and Hadhrat Ali ~ Distribute Everything in the 

Baytul Maal". 
(2) Under the heading "The fervour that Rasulullaah ~ and the Sahabah 8~ had to Spend in 

the Path ofAllaah" and the subheading ''The Incident of Hadhrat Ali ~ and a Beggar". 
(3) 	Under the heading "Hadhrat Aamir bin Rabee'ah ~ Refuses Land" and the subheading "The 

Incident with another Arab". 
(4) Under the heading "Imaan (BelleO in What is to Happen in the Grave and the Existence of Barzakh" 

and the subheading "Hadhrat usayd bin Hudhayr ~ Longs to be in One of three Conditions". 
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remain in one of three conditions. (Firstly) The condition when [ am reciting 
Qur'aan or listening to it being recited, (secondly) the condition when [ am 
listening to Rasulullaah ~'s sermon and (thirdly) the condition when [ am 
present at a funeral. At every funeral I have been, I have thought about nothing 
other than what will become of the deceased or where it is heading.",(l) 

(I) Haakim, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
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Chapter Twelve 


The Chapter Concerning the Sallabah 
~~~ Getting Together for salaah 

This chapter highlights how Nabi ~ and the Sahabah ~ gathered 

together in the Masjid for salaah, how great was their fervour for this, how they 

encouraged others to do the same and how they understood that as they 

proceeded from salaah to saiaah, they were required to allow their lives to 

progress from one command of Allaah to another. It also highlights how they 

forsook their occupations to do the acts Allaah had commanded, which 

contributed to the strength of their Imaan and the features of their Imaan. The 

chapter also tells us how they spread their knowledge together with the deeds 

linked to knowledge, how they added life to Dhikr arid made du'aa with all its 

requirements for acceptance. They therefore never turned their attention 

towards the apparent means and took no benefit except from the Creator of 

these means and the One Who controls them. 

The Encouragement Nabi ~~ 
gave for Salaah 

The Narrations of Hadhrat Uthmaan ~r;5~ and 

Hadhrat Salnlaan ~r;5~ 


Hadhrat Haarith who was the freed slave of Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ narrates 
that they were once sitting with Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ when the Mu'adhin 
arrived (to call out the Adhaan). Hadhrat Uthmaan ~ asked for a utensil 
which the narrator estimates contained approximately a Mudd of water. After 
performing wudhu, he said, "I saw Rasulullaah ~ performing wudhu just as I 

have performed it and then say, Whoever performs a wudhu like this and then 
stands up to perform the Zuhr salaah, all his sins between the Fajr salaah and 
Zuhr saJaah are forgiven. When he then performs the Asr saJaah, all his sins 
between the Zuhr salaah and Asr salaah are forgiven. Thereafter, when he 
performs the Maghrib salaah, all his sins between the Asr salaah and Maghrib 
salaah are forgiven. Similarly, when he performs the Isha salaah, all his sins 
between the Maghrib salaah and Isha salaah are also forgiven. He may then pass 
the night in sin, but if he wakes up, performs wudhu and then the Fajr salaah, all 
his sins between the Isha salaah and Fajr salaah are forgiven. These salaahs are 
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the good that wipe out sins(l) '" 
The people then asked, "0 Uthmaanl If these are the good deeds, what then are 
the 'lasting good deeds,(2)?" Hadhrat Uthmaan ~ replied, "That is to recite 
'Laa Ilaaha Illallaah' (llil ~l Z1~ ~), 'Subhaanallaah' (~I';"~), 'AI Hamdu Lillaah' (J~'ii 

.!t "",'''' J~ '" • ... ... "'"", ,.. ... 

~) 'AIlaahu Akbar'(~1 illl), and 'Laa Howla wa Laa Quwwata Illaa BIllaah'(~J JJ> ~J 
JJ4~, ij).,,(3) , , , 

Hadhrat Abu uthmaan reports that he was once with Hadhrat Salmaan ~ 
beneath a tree when Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ caught hold of a dry branch and 
shook it until its leaves all fell off. "0 Abu Uthmaanl" he said, "will you not ask 
me why I did that?" "Why did you do that?" Hadhrat Abu Uthmaan asked. Hadhrat 
Salmaan ~~ replied, "This is exactly what Rasulullaah ~ did when I was 
once standing with him beneath a tree. He took hold of a dry branch and shook it 
until its leaves all fell off. '0 Salmaan!' he said, 'Will you not ask me why I did 
that?' 'Why did you do that?' I asked. Rasulullaah ~ explained, 'When a Muslim 
performs wudhu properly and performs his five salaahs, his sins fall off him just 
as these leaves have fallen.' Rasulullaah ~ then recited the verse: 

", I,l, I loll , .... ,' " t......."..b " .... loll ~,;J'.... ",' .....;... ... 1 " ...... ~ 

~s ~~I~.l,! ~ i ..~I o~ ~11X WjJ ~4J1 J;' ojUJl ~IJ}! 

("fI.;.•~i:,)J" OJ.,....) (OJ J.f~ i.S'j~ 
Establish salaah at the two ends of the day (with Fa}r salaah and Zuhr 
salaah at the one end and Asr salaahand Maghrib salaah at the other) 
and during portions of the night (the Isha salaah). Verily good deeds 
(such as the five Fardh salaah) wipe out evil acts. This is advice to those 
who will take heed. {Surah Hood, verse 114}(4) 

The Incident of Two Brothers who Passed away, 

One as a Martyr and the Other some time Later 


Hadhrat Aamir the son of Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas narrates that he heard 
his father and other Sahabah ~~ narrate that two brothers lived during the 
time of Rasulullaah ~. The one who was the better of the two died a martyr 
while the other lived some after him before also passing away (forty days 
later(5)). When someone mentioned to Rasulullaah ~ that the one was a better 
person (who carried out more good deeds), Rasulullaah ~ asked, "Was he not 
performing salaah?" When the Sahabah ~~ confirmed that the person was 
performing salaah, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "You have no idea where his 
salaahs (after the demise of his brother) may have taken him." It was on this 
occasion that Rasulullaah ~ said, "The example of salaah is like a deep and 
pure river running by the door of a person. When he bathes in it five times a 
(I) As referred to in verse 114 of Surah Hood where Allaah says, ''Verily good deeds wipe out evil acts." 

~2) As referred to in verse 46 of Surah Kahaf. 

(1(') Ahmad, Abu Ya'la and Bazzaar, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.! Pg.203). Haythami (VoLl 


Pg.297) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Ahmad, Nasa'ee and Tabraani, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL I Pg.201). 
(5) Tabraani in his Awsat. 
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day, do you think that any dirt can remain on his body?" (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ narrates that two men from the Baliy branch of the 
Qudhaa'a tribe accepted Islaam at the hands of Rasulullaah ~. While the one 
was martyred, the other lived another year (after which he passed away 
naturally). It was HadhratTalha bin Ubaydullaah ~~ who saw in a dream that 
the one who passed away later entered Jannah before the martyr. Surprised at 
this, he or someone else reported it to RasululIaah ~ the next morning. 
Rasulullaah ~ explained, "Did he not fast a Ramadhaan after the other and 
perform six thousand odd more Rakaahs of salaah in the year afterwards?" (2) 

Another narration adds that the difference in their stages was as large as the 
distance between the heavens and the earth. (3) 

Rasulullaah ~~ tells a Sahabi that his Salaah is 

Compensation for his Sin 


Hadhrat Ali ~~ narrates that they were once with Rasulullaah ~ in the 
Masjid when a man stood up and said, "0 Rasulullaah ~r I have committed a 
sin." Rasulullaah ~ ignored him and after the salaah was complete, the man 
again stood up and repeated himself. Rasulullaah ~ asked him, "Did you not 
perform the salaah with us after making a proper wudhu?" When the man replied 
that he had, Rasulullaah ~ said, "That is then compensation for your sin." (4) 

Rasulullaah ~~!s Reply to a man who asked Him 
about the Best of all Deeds 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ~.~ narrates that a man once asked Rasulullaah 
~ what the best of all deeds was. "Salaah," Rasulullaah ~ replied. "What 
then?" the man asked. Again Rasulullaah ~ said that it was salaah. For the 
third time the man repeated the question and again Rasulullaah ~ told him 
that it was salaah. When he repeated the question too often, Rasulullaah ~ 
said, "Jihaad in the path of Allaah." "But I have parents," the man said. "Then," 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "I instruct you to treat your parents well." Thereafter the 
man said, "I swear by the Being Who has sent you as a Nabi with the truth that I 
shall fight in Jihaad and leave them." To this, Rasulullaah ~ said, "You know 
best (that they have someone else to serve them while you are away)." (5) 

Rasulullaah ~ tells a man who has Fulfilled the 

Pillars of Islaam that he is From Amongst the 


Siddeeqeen and the Martyrs 

Hadhrat Amr bin Murra Juhani narrates that a man once said, "0 Rasulullaah 
(1) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoU Pg.297). Maalik, Nasa'ee 

and Ibn Khuzaymah have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL I Pg.206). 
(2) Ahmad, as quoted in Targheeb waf Tarheeb (Vol. I Pg.208). 
(3) Ibn Maajah and Ibn Hibbaan. 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (VoU Pg.301) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(5) 	Ahmad. Haythami (VoLl Pg.301) has commented on the chain of narrators. Ibn Hibbaan has 

reported a similar narration, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL I Pg.211). 
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~! Tell me in which category of people I will belong if I testify that there is 
none worthy of worship but Allaah, that you are the Rasul of Allaah and if I 
perform my five salaahs, pay my zakaah, fast in Ramadhaan and perform (Nafl) 
salaah during Ramadhaan?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, ''You shall be amongst the 
Siddeeqeen and the martyrs." (I) 

Rasulullaah ~ Emphasises the Performing of 

Salaah Even on his Deathbed 


Hadhrat Anas ~.~ says, "What Rasulullaah ~ emphasised most on his 
deathbed was, '(Take good care of your) Salaah and your slaves.' In fact, he was 
saying these words even when his soul had reached his throat and he was unable 
to s~y them clearly." (2) 

Another narration states that what Rasulullaah ~ emphasised most on his 
deathbed was, "(Take good care of your) Salaah and your slaves" until his breath 
was caught in his chest and he was unable to bring the words to his tongue." (3) 

Hadhrat Ali ~ relates, "Rasulullaah ~ instructed me to bring him a slate 
to write down something that his Ummah should never forget after his 
demise. Fearing that he would pass away (before I could bring it), I said, "(Tell 
it to me and) I shall memorise it well. II He said, "I wish to emphasise (that my 
Ummah take good care of their) salaah, zakaah and their slaves." (4) 

Another similar narration adds that Hadhrat Ali ~ said, "Rasulullaah ~ 
then emphasised the performing of salaah, the paying of zakaah and kind 
treatment of slaves until his soul departed. It was also right up to the departure 
of his soul that he also emphasised the reciting of the Shahaadah that there is 
none worthy of worship but Allaah and that Muhammad ~ is the servant and 
Rasul of Allaah. He also mentioned that the fire of Jahannam is forbidden for the 
person who testifies to these two beliefs (contained in the Shahaadah)." (5) 

Yet another narration from Hadhrat Ali ~ states that the last words of 
Rasulullaah ~ were, "(Guard your) Salaah! (Guard your) Salaah! Fear Allaah 
with regard to your slaves." (6) 

The Encouragement the Sahabah ~~~ 


gave for Salaah 


The Statements of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ and 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Concerning Salaah 


Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®~ once said, "It is by performing salaah that a person 

(1) Ibn Khuzaymah and Ibn Hibbaan, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol. I Pg.200). 
(2) Bayhaqi, Nasa'ee and Ibn Maajah. 
(3) Ahmad. 
(4) Ahmad, as quoted in AiBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.5 Pg.238). 
(5) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.2 Pg.243). 
(6) 	Ahmad, Bukhaari in his Adab, Abu Dawood, Ibn Maajah, Ibn Jareer, Abu Ya'Ja and Bayhaqi, as 

quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.4 Pg,180). 
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secures Allaah's protection on earth." (1) 


Hadhrat Abu Maleeh reports that he heard Hadhrat Vmar ~~~ say from the 

pulpit, "There can be no Islaam in the person who does not perform salaah.,,(2) 


The Statements of Hadhrat Zaid ~~~, Hadhrat 
Hudhayfah ~~~, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
~~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ~~~ 

Concerning Salaah 
Hadhrat Zaid bin Thaabit ~~ said, "when a man performs (Nafl) salaah at 
home, it is a source of light (for the house). As a person stands in salaah, his sins 
stand suspended above his head and they are erased each time he prostrates." (3) 
Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~\15~ said, "when a person performs wudhu properly and 
then stands for salaah, Allaah turns towards him and converses with him. Allaah 
then does not turn away from him until the person himself turns away or turns 
towards the right or left." (4) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ~~ said, "Salaah is an extremely virtuous deed 
and I care not who joins me in it." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ~\15~ said, "whenever a Muslim goes to an elevated 
location or to a Masjid built of stone and performs salaah there, the ground says, 
'Salaah has been performed for Allaah on His ground. (0 person1) I shall testify 
on your behalf the day you meet Allaah." (6) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ~~ also narrates that when a cyst developed on 
Hadhrat Aadam ~'s neck, he performed salaah. This made the cyst fall to his 
chest. When he again performed salaah, the cyst dropped to his hip and then to 
his ankle when he performed salaah yet again. After performing salaah again, the 
cyst moved to his toe and then finally left his body when he performed salaah 
once more. (7) 

Some Statements of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Mas'ood ~~~, Hadhrat Salmaan ~~~ and 


Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~~ 


Concerning Salaah 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~ said, "You are knocking at the King's 
(Allaah's) door as long as you are performing salaah and the door of the King 
opens to whoever knocks." (8) 

Another narration states that he said, "Stack your needs on the Fardh salaahs 

(I) Hakeem. 
(2) Ibn Sa'd, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaalryo1.4 Pg.180). 
(3) Abdur Razzaaq. 
(4) Abdur Razzaaq. 
(5) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0/01.4 Pg.181). 
(6) Ibn Asaakir. 
(7) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0/01.4 Pg.181). 
(8) Abu Nu'aym in his Hjjya 0/01.1 Pg.130). 
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(pray after these salaahs for them to be fulfilled)." 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ also said, "The salaahs compensate for 
allsins committed between them as long as major sins are avoided." (1) 

He also said, "Salaah compensates for the sins committed after them. Hadhrat 
Aadam ~@ once developed a cyst on his toe that went· up to his foot and then 
further to his knee. Thereafter, it travelled further to the base of his hips and then 
to the base of his neck. He then performed salaah, causing it to fall to his 
shoulders. When he again performed salaah, the cyst dropped to his hip and then 
to his knee when he performed salaah yet again. After performing salaah again, 
the cyst moved to his foot and then finally left his body when he performed 
salaah once more." (2) 

Hadhrat Salmaan Faarsi ~~~ said, "When a person stands up to perform 
salaah, his sins are raised above his head and by the time he completes his 
salaah, they fall away from him just as the fronds of a palm fall to the right and 
left." (3) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Salmaan ~~~ once said, "As a person 
stands in salaah, his sins are all gathered above his head. They then fall off 
each time he prostrates just as leaves falloff a tree." (4) 
Hadhrat Taariq bin Shihaab narrates that he once spent the night with Hadhrat 
Salmaan ~.~~ to observe how he exerted himself (in Ibaadah). Hadhrat 
Salmaan ~~ however woke up only in the last portion of the night (to 
perform Tahajjud) and Hadhrat Taariq therefore did not see what he had 
expected (he expected that Hadhrat Salmaan ~lJ&~ would spend the entire 
night in Ibaadah). When this was mentioned to Hadhrat Salmaan ~lJ&~, he 
remarked, "Guard the five (Fardh) salaahs well because they compensate for all 
one's sins as long as major sins were not· perpetrated (which are forgiven only 
after Taubah). At night people are divided into three categories. There are those 
who have good to their credit and no sin to their detriment. Then there are those 
who have no good to their credit and only sin to their detriment. Finally, there 
are those who have neither good to their credit nor sin to their detriment. The 
person who exploits the negligence of the people and the darkness of the night 
to stand in salaah until the morning is the one with good to his credit and no sin 
to his detriment. As for the person who exploits the negligence of the people and 
the darkness of the night to immerse his head in sin is the one with no good to 
his credit but only sin to his detriment. Then there is the person who goes to 
sleep immediately after performing his Isha salaah (without getting up to perform 
the Tahajjud salaah). This is the person with neither good to his credit nor sin to 
his detriment. Beware of exerting yourself so much (in Ibaadah) that you are 
unable to cope (and continue). Ensure that you always adopt moderation and 
(I) Abdur Razzaaq. 
(2) Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0lol.4 Pg.181). 
(3) Abdur Razzaaq. 
(4) Ibn Zanjway. 
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constancy." (I) 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ®.~ said, "(By committing sins) We are constantly 
burning ourselves up but when we perform the Fardh salaah, our sins are 
compensated for. When we again burn ourselves up, the salaah we perform again 
compensates for the sins committed before it." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Fervour for Salaah and 
the Extreme Importance he Gave to it 

Rasulullaah ~ says that The Coolness of his Eyes is 
in Salaah and the Remark of Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~@ 

Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ®)1~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once said, 
"Perfume and women have been made beloved to me and the coolness of my 
eyes (my source of comfort and joy) has been kept in salaah." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ narrates that Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ once 
said to Rasulullaah ~, "Salaah has been made beloved to you, so take from it 
as much as you please." (4) 

Rasulullaah ~ says, "My Passion is for Standin~ 
in salaah at Night" 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates Nabi ~ was once sitting with 
the Sahabah ~)1~ around him when he said, "Allaah has given every Nabi 
~ a yearning for something and my yearning is for standing in (Tahajjud) 
salaah at night. Therefore, when I stand up for salaah (at night), none of you 
should ever follow me. Allaah has also created a means of income for every Nabi 
~ and my source of income is the Khums (a fifth of the spoils of war). When I 
pass away, it will go to the leaders (of the MUslims) after me." (5) 

Statements of the Sahabah ~~ Concerning 

Rasulullaah ~~'S salaah at Night 


Hadhrat Anas ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to stand so long in 
(Tahajjud) salaah that his feet would swell. Another narration states that his calves 
would swell. Someone asked him, "Has Allaah not forgiven all your past and 
future mistakes (then why do you exert yourself so)?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, 
"Should I then not be a grateful servant?" (6) 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®)1~ also narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to stand 
(1) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (VolA Pg.181). Tabraani has reported a similar 

narration in his Kabeerfrom reliable sources, as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. I Pg.300). 
(2) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzui UmmaaJ (VolA Pg.182). 
(3) Ahmad and Nasa'ee. 
(4) 	Ahmad, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.58). Tabraani has reported a similar 

narration in his ~beerbut Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.270) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(5) TabraanL Haythami (VoL2 Pg.271) has commented on the chain 0fnarrators. 
(6) Abu Dawood, as quoted in ~nzui Ummaal (Vol.4 Pg.36). Abu Ya'la, Bazzaar and Tabraani have all 

reported a similar narration from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.271). 
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. so long in (Tahajjud) salaah that his feet would swell. (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ also reports that Rasulullaah ~ used 
to stand so long in (Tahajjud) salaah at night that his feet would swell. The rest 
of the narration is as quoted above. (2) 

Hadhrat Nu'maan bin Basheer ::ID~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to 
stand so long in (Tahajjud) salaah that his feet would cut (after becoming 
extremely chapped). The rest of the narration is as quoted above. (.3) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ used to stand so long in 
(Tahajjud) salaah at night that his feet would rupture. I said to him, '0 
Rasulul\aah ~! Why do you do this when Allaah has forgiven all your past and 
future mistakes?' He replied, 'Should I then not be a grateful servant?III(4) The 
same has been reported from Hadhrat Mughiera ::ID~~(5) and Hadhrat Abu 
Hurayrah ::ID~~(6) 
Hadhrat Anas ~~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ used to exert himself so much in 
Ibaadah that he became like an old water bag. '0 Rasulullaah ~T' the Sahabah 
i®~ said, 'What makes you do this? Has Allaah not forgiven all your past and 
future mistakes?' He replied, 'Of course! Should I then not be a grateful 
servant?"'(?) 
Hadhrat Humayd narrates that when Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~ was once 
questioned about the salaah Rasulullaah ~ performed at night, he replied, 
"The times we wanted to see Rasulullaah ~ performing salaah at night, we 
would see him and the times we wanted to see him asleep, we also saw him (he 
would spend part of the night in salaah and also sleep). There were times when 
he fasted so often during the month that we would think he will now not stop 
fasting. Then there were also times when he would not fast for so long that we 
would think he would now not fast at all (that month)." (8) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ relates, "I followed Rasulullaah ~ in 
salaah one night and he remained standing so long that I contemplated doing 
something terrible." "What was it that you contemplated?" the people asked. 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ::ID~~ replied, "I actually contemplated Sitting 
down and leaving." (9) 
Hadhrat Abu Dharr ::ID~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once stood the entire 
night until dawn (in salaah) reciting the verse: 

£ ~ -', ,,'.J, .... ' ",...... ,,,,.J;,, '''', '" ~ ... .1 '" ''''''', J ,iii ",.J , )'\0 ~1j:!.rJ\~'..!.li~;..+I# ~~ ,!.b~~~~~~) 
(\\A~i :o.0l.o 0).,....) 

(1) 	Bazzaar. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.271). Tabraani has 
reported a similar narration from Hadhrat Abu Juhayfah ~~. 

(2) Tabraani in his sagheer and Awsat. 
(3) Tabraani in his Awsat, as quoted in Majma'uz zawaa'id(VoL2 Pg.271). 
(4) Bukhaari and Muslim. 
(5) Riyaadh (Pg.429). 
(6) Ibn Najjaar. 
(7) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in KJinzul ummaa/ (VolA Pg.36). 
(8) Bukhaari and Muslim. 
(9) Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Safwatus Safwah (Vo1.6 Pg.58). 
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If You punish them, then verily they are Your slaves (and You are at 

Hberty to treat them as You please), and if You forgive them, then surely 
You are the Mighty, the Wise (and Your reason for doing so is filled 
with wisdom). {Surah Maa'idah, verse IIS}(I) 

Hadhrat Anas ®.~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ was injured one day. The 
following morning, someone remarked, "0 RasuluUaah ~! The effect of the 
injury is still clearly noticeable on you." Rasulullaah ~ said, "Despite that, I 
recited seven lengthy Surahs last night." (2) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~~ with 

Rasulullaah ~ 


Hadhrat Hudhayfah ®~ says, "I performed salaah behind RasuluIlaah ~ 
one night and when he commenced with Surah Baqarah, I said to myself that he 
would proceed into Ruku after completing a hundred verses. When he carried on 
(after a hundred), I told myself that he would complete the Surah in two Rakaahs. 
However, when he still continued, I anticipated that he would complete the 
Surah and then proceed into Ruku. (After competing Surah Baqarah) RasuluIlaah 
~ however then started reciting Surah Nisaa and after completing it, he 
commenced Surah Aal Imraan. Rasulullaah ~ recited unhurriedly. Whenever 
he recited a verse mentioning Tasbeeh, he recited Tasbeeh, when he passed a 
verse speaking of asking from Allaah, he asked from Allaah and when he passed 
a verse speaking of seeking Allaah's protection, he sought Allaah's protection. 
Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ proceeded into Ruku, in which he recited, :;) ~~) 
("" ~~i\('subhaana Rabbiyal Adheem'). The time he took for Ruku was al~ost as 
long as the time he spent standing. Thereafter, he said, (~~ ~ ;1,~) (,Sami 
Allaahu Liman Hamidah') and stood up (from Ruku). The time he remained 
standing was almost as long as the time he spent in Ruku, after which he 
proceeded into Sajdah. In Sajdah, he recited (~~\~) ~~)('Subhaana Rabbiyal 
A'laa) and the time he took in Sajdah was almost as long as the time he spent 
standing." (3) 

Hadhrat Hudhayftlh ®.~ relates, "I once came to RasuluIlaah ~ as he was 
busy performing salaah and I joined him in salaah at the back without him 
knowing. When he started Surah Baqarah. I thought that he would soon proceed 
into Ruku, but he continued (reciting even after completing the Surah). 
Rasulullaah ~ went on to perform four Rakaahs with the Ruku being as long 
as the standing posture. When I mentioned this to Rasulullaah ~. he said, 
Why did you not let me know (that you were behind me)?' I said, 'I swear by the 
Being Who has sent you as a Nabi ~ with the truth that even now I can feel 
the strain in my back.' Rasulullaah _ remarked, 'Had I known that you were 
behind me, I would have shortened the salaah.III(4) 

(1) Ahmad, as quoted in AiBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.58). 
(2) Abu Ya'la. reponing from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.274). 
(3) Muslim. as quoted in Safwatus Safwah (VoU Pg.75). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (VoL2 Pg.275) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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The Narration of Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ 


Concerning Rasulullaah ~'s Recitation of 

Qur'aan in Salaah 


When it was reported to Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ that some people completed a 
recitation of the Qur'aan once or twice in a single night, she remarked, "Although 
those people have recited the Qur'aan, they have actually not done so. I used to 
stand in salaah with Rasulullaah ~ the entire night and he would recite (only) 
Surah Baqarah, Surah Al Imraan and Surah Nisaa. Whenever he passed a verse 
containing a warning, he would pray to Allaah and seek protection. Similarly, 
whenever he passed a verse giving glad tidings, he would pray to Allaah and look 
forward to it." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~ Issues the Command during his 
Illness that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ should Lead 

the people in Salaah 
Hadhrat Aswad reports that they were once with Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ when 
they spoke about the importance of salaah and constancy in performing it. 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ then said, "When Rasulullaah ~ was suffering the 
illness that claimed his life, the time for salaah arrived and Bilaal ~ called 
out the Adhaan. 'Tell Abu Bakr to lead the people in salaah,' RasuluIlaah ~ 
instructed. One of Rasulullaah ~'s wives remarked, 'Abu Bakr is a soft man 
who will be unable lead the salaah when .he stands in your place.' Rasulullaah 
~ however repeated the instruction, but again met with the same response. 
When this happened a third time, Rasulullaah ~ said, 'You women are just like 
the women around Yusuf~. Tell Abu Bakr to lead the people in salaah.' 
Abu Bakr ~l~ then stepped forward (to lead the salaah) and, feeling a bit 
better,Rasulullaah ~~ came out of his room with the support of two men. I can 
still picture his feet leaving lines on the ground (as he was dragging them, too 
weak to lift them) because of the severity of his illness. (Seeing Rasulullaah ~ 
arrive) AbuBakr ~1~~ decided to step bac", but Rasulullaah ~ indicated 
to him to remain where he was. Rasulullaah ~ was then brought to sit 
beside Abu aakr ~~~." 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Aa'isha Il®~ said, "I continuously 
repeated myself to Rasulullaah ~ (trying to convince him not to appoint Abu 
Bakr ~~ to lead the salaah) only because I feared that the people would 
regard him as a foreboding (that Rasuiullaah ~ is going to pass away). I knew 
well that anyone who stood in Rasulullaah ~'s place would be regarded by the 
people as a foreboding and I therefore wished that Rasulullaah ~ would divert 
this from (my father) Abu Bakr to someone else." (2) 

Yet another narration from Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ states that she said, "0 

(1) Ahmad. Haythami (VO\.2 Pg.272) has commented O!1 the chain of narrators. 
(2) Bukhaari. 
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Rasulullaah fiT Abu Bakr is extremely soft-hearted and cannot control his 
tears when he recites the Qur'aan. Why don't you command someone else (to 
lead the salaah in your place)?" Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ says, "By A1laah! The only 
thing that made me say this was my dislike that people should regard the first 
person to stand in Rasulullaah fi's place as a bad omen. I therefore repeated 
myself to Rasulullaah fi two or three times, but he insisted saying, 'Abu Bakr 
should lead the people in salaah. You women are just like the women around 
Yusuf ~~."'(l) 
Hadhrat ubaydullaah bin Abdullaah narrates that he once went to Hadhrat 
Aa'isha ~ with the request, "will you not tell me about the (final) illness of 
Rasulullaah fi?" "Certainly," she obliged, "when Rasulullaah ~~ illness 
became severe, he asked, 'Have the people performed their salaah?' 'f<tO;!.w,.e 
replied, 'they are waiting for you, a Rasulullaah fi.' He then asked us to pour 
water for him in a basin and when we did so, he took a bath. However, as he 
tried to stand up, he fell unconscious. When he recovered, he again asked, 'Have 
the people performed their salaah?' 'NO,' we replied, 'they are waiting for you, a 
Rasulullaah fi.' He again asked us to pour water for him in a basin and when 
we did so, he took another bath. As he tried to stand up, he again fell 
unconscious. After recovering, Rasulullaah fi asked yet again whether the 
people had performed their salaah? 'No,' we replied, 'they are still waiting for you, 
a Rasulullaah fi.' He then asked us to pour water for him in a basin and when 
we did so, he took a bath. However, as he tried to stand up, he fell unconscious. 
When he recovered, he asked once more, 'Have the people performed their 
salaah?' 'No.' we replied, 'they are w~iting for you, a Rasulullaah fi.' The 
people were patiently seated in the Masjid awaiting Rasulullaah .'s arrival for 
the Isah salaah. Rasulullaah fi then sent a message to Abu Bakr !:iiI.IJ.'i~ to 
lead the salaah. Abu Bakr !:iiI~~ was a soft person so he said to Umar !:iiI).'l.,~, 

'You lead the salaah, 0 Umar!' Umar ~ however said, 'You are more 
worthy of the privilege.' Abu Bakr !:iiI~~ then led the salaah during those 
days." The narration goes on to speak about how Rasulullaah fi came out 
of his room afterwards, as mentioned in the narration above. (2) 

The Happiness of the Muslims when they Saw 

Rasulullaah ~ Looking at them as Hadhrat Abu 


Bakr ~~~ Led the Salaah 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ relates, "Abu Bakr ~ used to lead the people in salaah 
during Rasulullaah ~'s final illness. It was on Monday and the Sahabah 
~~ were standing in their rows in salaah when Rasulullaah ~ opened the 
curtain leading to his room and looked at us. As he stood there, his face was as 
radiant as a page of the Qur'aan and he smiled in happiness (to see them 
(I) Muslim, as quoted in AiBjdaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.5 Pg.232). 
(2) Ahmad, as quoted in Ai BicJaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.5 Pg.233). Bayhaqi (Vol.8 Pg.151) and Ibn Abi 

Shaybah have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.59). as has Ibn 
Sa'd (Vol.2 Pg.218). 
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fulfilling AUaah's command as a united Ummah). We were on the verge of 
breaking our salaah out of our sheer joy at seeing Rasulullaah &. Thinking 
that Rasulullaah ~~ was coming out for salaah, Abu Bakr ~IZ~ stepped back 
into the (first) row but Rasulullaah & indicated to us that we should complete 
the salaah. Rasulullaah ~ then dropped the curtain. It was on that very day 
that Rasulullaah ~ passed away." (I) 

In another narration, Hadhrat AllaS ~~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ did not come 
out of his room for three days. (On Monday) When the Iqaamah was called out 
and Abu Bakr ~~ stepped forward to lead the salaah, Rasulullaah & gave 
the instruction for the curtain (between his room and the Masjid) to be lifted. 
When the curtain was lifted and Rasulullaah &'s face became visible to us, 
there was nothing that pleased us so much as to look at his face. Rasulullaah 
~ indicated to Abu Bakr ~~ to step forward (to lead the salaah) and the 
curtain was then dropped. Until he passed away (that day). Rasulullaah ~ was 
unable to this again." (2) 

The Fervour the Sahabah ~~~ had for 

Salaah and the Extreme Importance 


They Gave to it 

Hadhrat Umar ~~ is Roused from his Coma 

with the Announcement of Salaah 
Hadhrat Miswar bin Makhramah ~ reports, ttl went to see Umar ~~ when 
he was covered in a sheet (and still in a coma after he had been attacked). 'How 
is he?' I asked. 'JUst as you see him (he has not yet roused from his coma),' the 
others replied. I then said, 'Rouse him with salaah because there is nothing as 
effective in rousin~ him as salaah.' The others then called out, 'Salaah, 0 
Ameerul Mu'mineen!' 'What!' Hadhrat Umar ~ said with a start, 'By Allaah! I 
will then have to perform it. There is no part in Islaam for the person who does 
not perform his salaah.' He then performed his salaah even though blood was 
flowing from his wound." (3) 
Another narration from Hadhrat Miswar ~ states that after Hadhrat Umar 
~ was stabbed, he fell into a coma. Someone said, "If he is still alive, you 
will not be able to rouse him with anything more effective in jolting him than 
with salaah." Someone then said, "Salaah, 0 Ameerul Mu'mineen! The time for 
salaah has already set in!" Hadhrat Umar ~,~ regained consciousness and 
said, ''What! Salaah!? By Allaah! I will then have to perform it. There is no part in 
Islaam for the person who does not perform his salaah." (4) 

(1) Bukhaari. 
(2) Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.5 Pg.235). Abu Ya'la, Ibn 

. Asaakir, 	Ibn Khuzaymah and Ahmad have reported similar narrations, as quoted in Kanzui 
Ummaal (V01.4 Pg.S7) and Majma'uz Zawaa'id (V01.5 Pg.181). Bayhaqi (V01.8 Pg.152) and Ibn Sa'd 
(VoL2 Pg.216) have also reported similar narrations. 

(3) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. I Pg.295). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.3 Pg.350). 
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Hadhrat Uthmaan ~)J.1~ Spends the whole night 

reciting the entire Qur'aan in a single 


Rakaah of salaah 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Miskeen narrates that when the rebels surrounded the 
house of Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~~, his wife said to them, "You wish to 
assassinate him?! Whether you kill him or leave him, he spends the whole night 
reciting the entire Qur'aan in a single Rakaah of salaah." (I) 

Another narration states that when the rebels assassinated Hadhrat Uthmaan bin 
Affaan ~, his wife said, "You have killed him when he was a man who spent 
the whole night reciting the entire Qur'aan in a single Rakaah of salaah!" (2) 

Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Abdur Rahmaan Taymi reports that his father said, "I once 
told myself that 1 would ensure that I was the only one to stand in lbaadah by the 
Maqaam Ibraheem one night. Therefore, after performing the Isha salaah, I had 
the Maqaam to myself as I stood there. As I was standing there, someone placed 
their hand on my shoulder. It was Hadhrat uthmaan bin Affaan ~~. He 
started with ummul Qur'aan (Surah Faatiha) and continued reciting until he had 
completed the entire Qur'aan. Thereafter, he performed Ruku and Sajdah 
(completed the second Rakaah) and then took his shoes (and left). I cannot 
however recall whether he had performed any other salaah before that or not." (3) 

Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Abdur Rahmaan Taymi relates, "I saw Hadhrat Uthmaan 
~ step forward to the Maqaam Ibraheem one night where he recited the 
entire Qur'aan in a single Rakaah before lea--:ing." (4) 

Hadhrat Ataa bin Abi Rabaah reports that after leading the people in salaah, 
Hadhrat Uthmaan ~,u..~ would stand behind the Maqaam Ibraheem where he 
would recite the entire Qur'aan in a single Rakaah of his mtrsalaah. (5) 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Seereen would stand in salaah all night in which he 
would complete the entire Qur'aan in a single Rakaah. (6) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~)J.1~ Refuses to 

Forego standing in salaah for Treating 


his Blindness 

Hadhrat Musayyib bin Raafi narrates that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~ became blind, a man carne to him saying, "If you are able to restrain 
yourself from (standing and) performing salaah for seven days, I shall be able to 
treat you and Insha Allaah cure you. You may however perform salaah while lying 
down and making gestures." Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ sent for 
(l) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL9 Pg.94). Abu Nu'aym has 

reported a similar narration in his Hiiya (VoLl Pg.57). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoL I Pg.571. 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg561. 
(4) 	Ibn Mubaarak in his Zuhd, Ibn Sa'd, Ibn Abi Shaybah, Ibn Munee, Tahaawi, Daar Qutni and 

Bayhaqi, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzullfmmaal (Voi.5 Pg.9). 
(5) 

(6) Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.75), as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzullfmmaal (Vol. 5 Pg.9). 
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opinions from various Sahabah ~ of Rasulullaah fi including Hadhrat 
Aa'isha ~\1.1~ and Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~~. The message from all of them 
was: "What will you do with your salaah if you happen to die during the seven 
days?" Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ therefore forsook the treatment. (I) 

Another narration states that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ lost his 
eyesight, someone offered to treat him on condition that he does not perform 
salaah for few days. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ said, "Never (I cannot 
forsake salaah). Rasulullaah ~ said that the person who does not perform 
salaah will meet Allaah in a condition that Allaah will be angry with him." (2) 

Hadhrat Ali bin Abu Jameelah reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~~ 
made Sajdah a thousand times every day. (3) 

The Fervour Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~,~~ had for Salaah 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~)1.1~ would not fast (optional fasts) very often 
because he would say, "I become too weak to perform salaah when I fast and I 
love salaah more than fasting." When he did observe (optional) fasts, he fast only 
three days a month. (4) Another narration states that it was only the midmorning 
(Duhaa) salaah that he was not very regular with. 
Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Yazeed narrates that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ~)1.1~ was questioned about why he did not fast very often, he replied, 
"I become too weak to perform salaah when I fast and I love salaah more than 
fasting." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Yazeed says, "I have not seen a Faqeeh(6) who 
fasted less (Nafl fasts) than Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~. When 
someone asked him why he did not fast (Nafl fasts very often), he replied, "I have 
given preference to salaah over fasts because I become too weak to perform 
salaah when I fast." (7) 

The Fervour Hadhrat Saalim ~,~~ the Freed Slave 
of Hadhrat Abu Hudhayfah ~~ had for Salaah 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~\1.1~ reports, "I was late in coming to Rasulullaah ~ one 
night after Isha. When I came to him and he asked where I had been, I replied, 
'We were listening to one of your Sahabah j@.~ reciting the Qur'aan in the 
Masjid. I have never heard a voice like his nor such recitation from any of your 
other Sahabah ~.' Rasulullaah ~~ got up and I got up with him as he 
listened attentively to the man. He then turned to me saying, 'That is Saalim 
~~ the freed slave of Abu Hudhayfah ~)1.1~. All praise belongs to Allaah 
(I) Haakim (Vol.3 Pg.546). 
(2) Bazzaar and Tabraani. Haythami (Vo\.l Pg.295) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.258) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Tabraani. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.2 Pg.257). 
(5) Ibn )areer, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai(Vol.4 Pg.181). 
(6) A jurist with a very deep and fully-fledged understanding of the injunctions of the Shari'ah. 
(7) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg.155). 
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who has made such people amongst my Ummah!"'( I) 

The Fervour Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~.~~ 
and Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~llu~ had for Salaah 

Hadhrat Masrooq reports, ''We were with Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~ on a 
journey when the night gave us sanctuary in a plantation. When we set up camp 
there, Hadhrat Abu Moosa ~ stood up in a part of the night to perform 
salaah." Hadhrat Masrooq then went on to describe the beautiful voice of 
Hadhrat Abu Moosa ~\1.1~ and his melodious recitation of the Qur'aan. 
Whenever he passed a verse invoking a supplication, he made the supplication 
and then prayed, "0 Allaah! You are the Giver of peace and You love peace. You 
are the giver of safety and You love the Mu'min. You are the Giver of protection 
and You love those who give protection. You are The Truthful and You love the 
truthful ones." (2) 
Hadhrat Abu uthmaan Nahdi says, "I was the guest of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah 
~~ for seven days. His servant, his wife and he would take turns to each 
spend a third of the night in Ibaadah." (3) 

The Fervour Hadhrat Abu TaIba Ansaari ~llu~ 
and Another Sahabi ~!Ju~had for Salaah 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abu Bakr ~ narrates that Hadhrat Abu Talha Ansaari 
~.~ was once performing salaah in his orchard when a little bird flew by and, 
unable to find an opening (through the thick growth), it started to flutter about. 
The sight captivated Hadhrat Abu Talha ~~'s attention and his eyes followed 
the bird for an instant. when he refocused his attention to his salaah, he had 
forgotten how many Rakaahs he had performed. He said, "A great test has 
afflicted me in this property of mine." He then went to Rasulullaah ~ and 
recounting the loss he suffered in his salaah, he said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! I give 
over this orchard in Sadaqah. Dispose of it as you please." (4) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abu Bakr ~ also narrates that an Ansaari ~~ was 
once performing salaah in his orchard in the vicinity of Qut; which was one of the 
valleys of Madinah. The season for dates was at its peak with the branches of the 
date palms hanging low with the weight of the dates. When his glance happened 
to fall on the laden palms, the sight of the dates captivated his attention and 
when he turned his attention back to his salaah, he had forgotten how many 
Rakaahs he had performed. "A great test has afflicted me in this property of 
mine," he sighed. He then went to Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Affaan ®~ who was 

then the Khalifah and related the incident to him, saying, "I am donating it as 
Sadaqah, so use it for some good cause." Hadhrat uthmaan ~~ sold the 
orchard for fifty thousand Dirhams, because of which the property was then 

(1) Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.225), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya (VoU Pg.259). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoL I Pg.383). 
(4) Maalik, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.316). 
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named the 'Khamseen' ('the fifty'). (I) 

The Fervour Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ®,u.1~ 
and Hadhrat Adi bin Haatim ~ had for Salaah 
Hadhrat Asmaa ~ reports that (her son) Hadhrat Abdullaah bin zubayr 
~~ passed the nights in salaah and the days fasting. He was therefore called 
the pigeon of the Masjid (because he was always there). (2) 

Hadhrat Adi bin Haatim ~~ says, ''When the time for any salaah arrives, I 
have already prepared for it and am brimming with fervour for it." (3) 

The Construction of Masaajid 

The Narration of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®~~ 


and Hadhrat Talq bin Ali ®~~ Concerning The 

Construction of Masjidun Nabawi 


Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ reports, "Rasulullaah ~ was with us as we 
carried the bricks to the construction site of the Masjid (Nabawi. This incident 
took place after the Battle of Khaybar when the Masjid was rebuilt). When I met 
Rasulullaah ~ carrying a brick lengthways across his abdomen, I felt that this 
would be difficult for him. I therefore said, 'Give it to me, 0 Rasulullaah ~!' 
Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Take another, 0 Abu Hurayrah! There is (true) no life 
other the life of the Aakhirah.,"(4) 
Hadhrat Talq bin Ali ®~ says, ''When I assisted in the construction of the 
Masjid together with Rasulullaah ~, he said (to the others), 'Let this Yamaami 
(Hadhrat Talq ~~) handle the mortar because he mixes it best and has the 
strongest shoulders." (5) 

Hadhrat Talq bin Ali ~ relates, "I came to Rasulullaah ~ at the time when 
his Sahabah ~ were busy constructing the Masjid, It appeared to me that 
Rasulullaah ~ was not too pleased with the manner in which the work was 
being done, so I took a spade and started mixing the mortar. Rasulullaah ~ 
seemed to like the manner in which I handled the spade and the work I was 
doing, so he said (to the others), "Leave the Hanafi to the mortar because he is 
most proficient with it.",(6) 

The Effort that the Wife of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Abu Awfa ~~~ Put into the Construction of the 


Masjidun NAbawi 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abu Awfa ~ narrates that when his wife passed 
(1) Maalik, as quoted in Awjaz (VoU Pg.315). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoL 1 Pg.335). 
(3) 	 Ibn ASaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ UmmaaI (Vol. 7 Pg.80). Ibn Mubaarak has reported a similar 

narration, as quoted in Jsaabah (Vol.2 Pg,468). 
(4) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.9). 
(5) Ahmad and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.9). 
(6) Ahmad. Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.9) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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away, he said to the people, "Carry her (bier) with great fervour because she and 
her slaves would carry rocks for (the construction of) the Masjid that was 
founded on Taqwa (the Masjidun Nabawi) during the night while we would 
manage carrying only two rocks at a time during the day." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~IS Desire to have His Masjid like 
the Shelter of Hadhrat Moosa @.~ 

Hadhrat Ubaadah bin Saamit ~)J.7~ narrates that the Ansaar once said to him, 
"For how long will Rasulullaah ~ perform salaah beneath (a roof made of) 
these palm branches?" They then collected many gold coins which they presented 
to Rasulullaah ~ saying, "We wish to renovate and beautify this Masjid." 
Rasulullaah ~ however replied, "I do not wish to veer from the example of my 
brother Moosa ~ (who had a shelter made of palm branches). The ceiling (of 
the Masjid) should remain like the shelter of Moosa ~."(2) 
Another narration states that the Ansaar once collected a sum of money which 
they presented to Rasulullaah ~ saying, i'O Rasulullaah ~! Rebuild this 
Masjid and beautify it. How long will we perform salaah beneath these 
branches?" Rasulullaah ~ however replied, "I do not wish to veer from the 
example of my brother Moosa ~. The ceiling (of this Masjid) should remain 
like the shelter of Moosa ~.,,(3) 

Describing the shelter of Hadhrat Moosa ~, Hadhrat Hasan explains that 
when Hadhrat Moosa ~ merely lifted his hand, it would reach the top. (4) 
Hadhrat Ibn Shihaab reports, "The pillars of the Masjidun Nabawi during the time 
of Rasulullaah ~ were trunks of palm trees while the roof was made of palm 
branches and leaves without any plaster. The Masjid would therefore be full of 
mud whenever it rained. The Masjid was in effect just like a shading." (5) 

Rasulullaah ~ Prostrates in Mud in the Masjid 
In the chapter discussing Laylawl Qadr, Imaam Bukhaari reports a narration 
(from Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~)J.7~) that states: "Rasulullaah ~ said, '(In 
a vision informing me when Laylatul Qadr will be) I saw myself prostrating in 
mud. Therefore, all those who had been observing I'tikaaf with Rasulullaah ~ 
should come back.' We then returned although we saw not a trace of clouds in 
the sky. A cloud however appeared and when it rained, the water flowed through 
the roof, which was made of palm branches. When salaah started, I saw 
Rasulullaah ~ prostrate in mUd. Traces of the mud were later visible on his 
forehead." (6) 

(IJ Bazzaar. Haythami (YoU Pg.IOJ has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Tabraani. Haythami (YoU Pg.16) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Bayhaqi in his OaJaa'il. 
(4) Bayhaqi. 
(5) Bayhaqi. 
(6) Wafaa'ul Wafaa (YoU Pg.242). 
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Rasulullaah ~ Refuses to Build the Masjid Like 
the Buildings in Shaam 

Hadhrat Khaalid bin Ma'daan narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha 
~~ and Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ were once measuring the Masjid with a 
stick. Coming out of his room, Rasulullaah ~ asked, 'What are you two doing?" 
They replied, "We wish to construct the Masjid of Rasulullaah ~ like the 

buildings of Shaam are built. The expenses shall be borne by the Ansaar." "Bring 
me that stick." Rasulullaah ~ instructed. He then took the stick from them and 
walked away with it. When he reached his door, Rasulullaah ~ threw the stick 
away and said, "Never! (The Masjid should never be built like that!) It should be 
made of grass, sticks and roof like the shelter of Moosa ~. Death is much 
nearer at hand." When someone asked what the shelter of Hadhrat Moosa ~ 
was like, Rasulullaah ~ replied, "When he stood up, his head touched the 
roof.,,(I) 

The Masjid is Extended during the Periods of 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~ and Hadhrat 


~!tl-;:;:!)f,\,,~Uthmaan~.\,a.I~ 
Hadhrat Naafi narrates, "Hadhrat Umar ~ extended the Masjid from the 
pillars to the Maqsoorah (the room built for the Imaam). He said, 'Had I not 
heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'We ought to extend our Masjid', I would never 
have extended it." (2) 

Hadhrat Naafi reports from Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®\1J~ that during the 
time of Rasulullaah ~, the Masjid was built with unbaked bricks, the roof was 
made of palm branches and the pillars were palm trunks. While Hadhrat Abu 
Bakr ®.11~ made no extensions to the Masjid, Hadhrat Umar ~ did. He 
however built the Masjid as it was during the time of Rasulullaah ~, using 
unbaked bricks, palm branches and replacing the pillars of palm trunks. Hadhrat 
Uthmaan ®,\:lJ~ changed the building and made a large extension. He used 

. decorative stones and plaster for the walls with decorative stones for the pillars 
and teakwood for the roof. (3) 

Hadhrat Atiyya narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ said, "During 
the time of Rasulullaah ~, the pillars of the Masjid consisted of palm trunks 
with the top shaded with palm branches. When this deteriorated during the 
Khilaafah of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®)l,~, he rebuilt it also using palm trunks and 
branches. When it again deteriorated during the Khilaafah of Hadhrat Uthmaan 
®)l,~, he had it rebuilt with baked bricks and it has remained standing to this 
day." (4) 


Hadhrat Mahmood bin Labeedreportsthatwhen Hadhrat Uthmaan ~ expressed 


(I) Ibn zabaaiah, as quoted in Wafaa'ul Wafaa (VoLl Pg.241). 
(2) Ahmad. 
(3) Bukhaari and Abu Dawood. 
(4) Abu Dawood. 
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the intention to rebuild the Masjid, the people disliked the idea because they 
wanted him to leave it as it was. He however said, "I heard Rasulullaah ~ say 
that whoever builds a Masjid for (the pleasure of) Allaah, Allaah will build him 
one just like it in Jannah." (1) 

Hadhrat Muttalib bin Abdullaah bin Ibn Hantab narrates that when Hadhrat 
Uthmaan ~~ became the Khalifah in the year 24 A.H., the people requested 
him to extend the Masjid, complaining that it was too congested on fridays, 
because of which they were forced to perform salaah on the adjoining ground. 
Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ then consulted with the senior Sahabah ~ and 
they unanimously decided that the building be demolished and extended. After 
leading the Zuhr salaah, Hadhrat Uthmaan ~ mounted the pulpit and after 
praising Allaah, he said, "0 people! I have decided to demolish the Masjid of 
Rasulullaah ~ and to extend it. I testify that I have heard Rasulullaah ~ 
say, 'whoever builds a Masjid for Allaah, Allaah shall build him a home in 
Jannah.' I have also a precedent and leader who has passed before me and 
paved the way for me. He was Umar bin Khattaab who also extended and 
rebuilt the Masjid. In addition to this, I have consulted with the senior 
Sahabah ~)1~ of Rasulullaah ~, who are unanimous that the Masjid be 
demolished, rebuilt and extended." 
The people liked the idea and made du'aa for him. The following morning, 
Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ summoned the builders and himself participated in the 
construction even though he was person who always fasted by day and 
performed salaah during the night. In fact, he was a person who seldom left the 
Masjid. His instructions were that filtered plaster be made in Baln Nakhl. 
construction work commenced in the month of Rabee'ul Awwal in the year 29 
A.H. and was completed when the new year entered with the arrival of the 
crescent of Muharram of the year 30 A.H. The construction therefore took ten 
months. (2) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Demarcates A Location in 

Madinah for a Masjid for the Juhaynah Tribe 


Hadhrat ]aabir bin Usaamah ]uhani ~)J5~ says, "When I once happened to run 
into Rasulullaah ~ and some of his companions in the marketplace, I asked 
them where Rasulullaah ~ was headed. They replied, 'He is going to 
demarcate a Masjid for your people.' By the time I got there, Rasulullaah ~ 
had already demarcated an area and stuck a stick into the ground to fix the 
direction of the Qibla." (3) 

(I) Muslim. 
(2) Muslim, as quoted in Wafaa'ul Wafaa (VoLl Pg.355.356). 
(3) 	Tabraani in his Awsat and Kabeer. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.15) has commented on the chain of 

narrators. Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration in his Hilya, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ 
(Vol.4 Pg.262) and Baawardi as well, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol.4 Pg.263). 
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The Letter of Hadhrat Umar ~~~ to the 

Governors of the Various Districts Concerning the 


Construction of Masaajid 

Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Ataa narrates that when Hadhrat Umar ®~ started 
conquering cities, he wrote to Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~)l7~ who was the 
governor of Basrah. He instructed him to build a (large and central) Masjid for 
salaah to take place in congregation and also several (small) Masaajid for the 
various tribes (in their localities). The people were all to gather in the central 
Masjid on Fridays to perform the Jumu'ah salaah. He then wrote a letter with the 
same instructions to Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~~ who was the 
governor of Kufa and another to Hadhrat Amr bin AI Aas ~~ who was the 
governor of Egypt. He then wrote to the commanders of the various armies not to 
base themselves in rural areas but to set up bases in the cities and to build only 
one Masjid and not several Masaajid for every tribe as was being done in Basrah, 
Kufa and Egypt. The people abided strictly by this instruction of Hadhrat Umar 
~~.(l) 

Maintenance and Cleanliness of 
the Masaajid 

Rasulullaah ~ IS Instruction for Places of Salaah to 
be made inside Houses and that they Be kept Clean 

Hadhrat Urwa bin Zubayr ®~ reports that one of the Sahabah ~,~ said, 

"Rasulullaah ~ used to instruct us to make places of salaah within our homes, 

to build them well and to keep them clean." (2) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ gave instructions for 

places of salaah to be made within homes and that they be kept clean and 

fragranced, (3) 


Rasulullaah ~ Sees in Jannah a Woman who 

Used to Keep the Masjid Clean 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®,~ narrates that when a woman who used to 
remove dirt from the Masjid passed away, the Sahabah ~,~ did not inform 
Rasulullaah ~ about her funeral (and they proceeded to bury her). (When he 
found out,) Rasulullaah ~ said to them, "You must inform me when any of you 
passes away." Rasulullaah ~ performed the Janaazah salaah and then said, "I 
saw her in Jannah picking up dirt from the Masjid." (4) 

(I) Ibn ASaakir, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ(Vol.4 Pg.259). 
(2) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.l1). 
(3) Abu Dawood, Tirmidhi and Ibn Maajah, as quoted in Mishkaatul Masaabeeh (Pg.61). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.lO) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Hadhrat Umar ~,IJ.1~ Burns Incense in the 
Masjidun Nabawi 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ reports that Hadhrat Umar ~~ used to 
burn incense in the Masjid of Rasulullaah ~ every Friday. (\) 

Walking to the Masaajid 

The Incident of an Ansaari who Walked to the 


Masjid from his Distant home 

Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~ says, "There was a person who in my knowledge 
lived furthest from the Masjid. He however never missed a single salaah. 
Someone once suggested to him, "Why do you not buy a donkey that you could 
ride in the dark and through the blistering sands?" The man replied, "(Let alone 
doing that,) I would not even be happy with a house right next to the Masjid 
because I want my walking to the Masjid and my retuning to my family to be 
recorded for me (in my record of good deeds)." Rasulullaah ~ remarked, 
"Allaah has accumulated it all for you." (2) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~ says, "There was a person 
from the Ansaar whose house was the furthest (from the Masjid) in Madinah. He 
however never missed a single salaah with Rasulullaah~. Taking pity on him, 
I suggested, 'Whydoyounotbuyadonkey that could protect you from the blistering 
sands and creatures on the ground?' The man replied, 'Listen wem By Allaah! (Let 
alone doing that,) I would not even be happy with a house right next to that of 
Muhammad ~.' This statement weighed heavily on me and I reported it to 
Rasulullaah ~. When Rasulullaah ~ summoned the man (and questioned 
him), he repeated himself, explaining that he hoped for rewards in every step. 
Rasulullaah ~ said, 'You shall have what you hope for.",(3) Another narration 
states that Rasulullaah ~ said, "His stages (in jannah) are elevated with 
every step that he takes." (4) 

Rasulullaah ~ Shortens his Steps to the Masjid 
Hadhrat Zaid bin Thaabit ~ narrates that when he used to walk with 
Rasulullaah ~ when they went for salaah, Rasulullaah ~ took short steps. 
"Do you know why I shorten my steps?" RasuluIIaah ~ asked. "Allaah and His 
Rasool ~ know best," Hadhrat Zaid replied. Rasulullaah ~ explained, "A 
person remains in salaah (receives the rewards of salaah) as long as he is 
engaged in the effort of salaah (doing anything contributing towards salaah)." (S) 

Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~'s explanation was: "I am dOing 
this only so that my steps in the effort of (going fOr) salaah are increased." (6) 
(1) Abu Ya'ia. Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.ll) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Ahmad, Muslim, Daarmi, Abu Awaana, Ibn Khuzaymah and Ibn Hibbaan. 
(3) Tayaalisi, Ibn Maajah and Muslim. 
(4) Humaydi and Abu Dawood, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (Vo\.4 Pg.244). 
(5) Tabraani. 
(6) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.32) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~~~ Shortens his Steps 
when Walking to the Masjid 


Hadhrat Thaabit $~~ says, "I was once walking with Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik 
~.~ in Zaawiyah (a district of Basrah) when he heard the Adhaan. He then 
started to shorten his steps until he entered the Masjid. '0 Thaabit!' he asked, 'Do 
you know why I have walked with you in this manner?' 'Allaah and His Rasool 
~ know best,' I replied. He said, 'So that my steps in the effort of salaah are 
increased.m(l) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~ 


Hurries for Salaah 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood once left home for the Masjid. When he 
started to hurry, someone asked, "Why are you doing this when you prevent 
others from it?" Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood OO~ replied, IfI wish to attain 
the frontier of salaah, which is the first Takbeer. ,,(2) 

Hadhrat Sal amah bin Kuhayl narrates that when someone objected to Hadhrat 
AbdulIaah bin Mas'ood ~ hurrying for salaah, he replied, "Of the things that 
you hurry towards, is salaah not the most deserving of them all?" (3) 

Rasulullaah ~ Prohibits Running for Salaah 
Hadhrat Abu Qataadah narrates that as they were once performing salaah behind 
RasuluIlaah ~, he heard some clamouring from the people at the back. After 
completing the salaah, Rasulullaah ~ asked what the matter was. When the 
Sahabah i@.~ informed him that it was them running for the salaah. 
hasulullailh ~ said, "Do not do that You should (not hurry and then) perform 
the RakaahS you manage to join and complete afterwards the ones you could not 
join." (4) 

What Masaajid are Built for and what the 
Sahabah ~~~ did therein 

The Sahabah ~~~ C(}ndemn a Bedouin who 

UI inated in the Ma~id and the Sf-~nce Rasulullaah 


~ took i 1 the matter 

Hadlirat rtmls ~~ narrates that they were once in a Masjid with Rasulullaah 
~ when aBedouin stood in the Masjid and started urinating there. "StoP! 
Stop!" the Sahabah ~~ sl )uted. Rasulullaah ~ however said to them, "Do 
not stop him from urinating. Leave him alone!" The Sahaban l®):l.,~ then 
allowed him tt finish urinating. ~'asulullaah ~ then called him and said, 

(I) Tabraani in his Kabeer. Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.32) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Tabraani. 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.32) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Tabraani. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VOl? Pg.31). 
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"These Masaajid are not intended for the purpose of urinating and any other 
filth. They are there for the remembrance of A11aah, for salaah and for the 
recitation of the Qur'aan." Rasulullaah ~ then instructed someone to bring a 
bucket of water, which was poured over the (contaminated) area. (1) 

The Incident of Rasulullaah ~ with Some 
Sahabah ~~~ who were sitting in the Masjid 

to Engage in Dhikr 
Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri !ID\i~ narrates that Hadhrat Mu'aawiya !ID):i.1~ once 
approached a group of people in the Masjid. ''What makes you people sit here?" 
he asked. ''We are sitting here to make the Dhikrof Allaah," they replied. Hadhrat 
Mu'aawiya !ID):i.1~ asked further, "DO you swear by Allaah that there is no other 
reason for your sitting here?" When they confirmed that there was no other 
motive, Hadhrat Mu'aawiya !ID.~ said, "I have not asked you to swear by Allaah 
because I am suspicious (that you may lie to me). There is none who despite 
being as close to Rasulullaah ~ as I was, narrated fewer Ahadeeth than I have 
(out of cautiousness, I narrate very few Ahadeeth. However, I shall now narrate 
one to you people). Rasulullaah ~ once came out of his room where he found 
a group of his Sahabah ~ (sitting in the Masjid). 'What makes you people sit 
here?' RasululIaah ~ asked. They said, 'We are sitting here to engage in the 
Dhikr of Allaah and to praise Him for guiding us to Islaam and for blessing us 
with the bounty of Islaam.' Rasulullaah ~ asked further, 'Do you swear by 
Allaah that there is no other reason for your sitting here?' 'We swear by Allaah 
that there is no other reason for us sitting here?' they replied. Rasulullaah ~ 
then said to them, 'I have not asked you to swear by AlIaah because I am 
suspicious (that you may lie to me). However, Jibra'eel $l@ has come to inform 
me that Allaah is boasting about you before the angels.",(2) 

The Incident of Rasulullaah ~~ with Three 

Persons and the Incident when he Sat with those 


Busy with the Qur'aan 

Hadhrat Abu Waaqid Haarith bin Auf !ID,~ narrates that they were once sitting 
with Rasulullaah ~ when three persons arrived. While two of them came 
towards Rasulullaah ~, the other turned and left From the two that came to 
Rasulullaah ~, one saw a space in the gathering and occupied it while the 
other sat behind the people. When Rasulullaah ~ had finished, he said, 
"Should I not tell you about three persons? As for one of them. he sought a place 
with Allaah and Allaah granted it to him. The second was shy, so Allaah treated 
him accordingly (without depriving him of His mercy). However, the third turned 
away from Allaah, so Allaah turned away from him as well." (3) 
(1) Muslim (VoL! Pg,138) and Tahaawi (VoLl Pg.8), 
(2) 	Muslims, as quoted in Riyaadhus Saaliheen (Pg.156), Tirmidhi and Nasa'ee have reported a similar 

narration, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id (Vo1.2 Pg,249). 
(3) 	Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Riyaadhus Saaliheen (Pg.515). Maalik and Tirmidhi have 

reported a similar narration, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id (Vol.l Pg.21). 
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Hadhrat Abul Qamraa ~~ relates, "We we.':: once sitting in several gatherings 
in Rasulullaah ~'s Masjid, discussing Ahadeeth when Rasulullaah ~ carne 
out from one of his rooms. Looking at the various gatherings, Rasulullaah ~. 
sat down with those busy with (learning and teaching) the Qur'aan. He then said, 
'I have been commanded to sit with this gathering.",(1) 

The Statell1ent of Hadhrat Mi ~~~ Concerning 
the Qurraa of the Qur'aan 

Hadhrat Kulayb bin Shihaab narrates that Hadhrat Ali ~~ once heard a lot of 
sound from the Masjid as people were busy reciting the Qur'aan and teaching 
others to do so. He remarked, "Glad tidings for these people! These are the 
people whom Rasulullaah ~ loved the most." (2) 

It is also Hadhrat Kulayb who narrates that Hadhrat Ali ~~ was once in the 
Masjid of Kufa when he heard a lot of sound. "Who is that?" he asked. When he 
was informed that the sound was corning from some people who were busy 
reciting or learning the Qur'aan, he commented, "Take note that it was such 
people whom Rasulullaah ~ loved most." (3) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~~ with 
the People in the Market place 

Hadhrat Hasan reports that Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~,~ once passed through 
the market place of Madinah when he stood there and called out, "0 traders! 
What makes you so helpless?" "What are you talking about, 0 Abu Hurayrah 
~~?" they asked. He said, "There you have the inheritance of Rasulullaah 
~ being distributed whereas you people are still here! Are you not going to 
claim your shares?" "Where is it?" they all asked. "In the Masjid," he replied. They 
all rushed to the Masjid as HadhratAbu Hurayrah ~ remained there waiting 
for them. When they returned (and he noted the despondency on their faces), he 
asked, "What is the matter?" "0 Abu Hurayrah ~~!" they replied, "We went to 
the Masjid but found nothing being distributed there." Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah 
~u.7~ asked, "Did you see absolutely no one there?" "0 yes we did," they replied, 
"we saw some people performing salaah, others reciting the Qur'aan and 
others discussing what· was Halaal and what was Haraam. II Hadhrat Abu 
Hurayrah ~u.7~ remarked, "Shame on yOU! That is the inheritance if 
Rasulullaah ~.',(4) 

(I) Ibn Mandah, as quoted in lsaabah (VolA Pg.160). Ibn Abdul Birr has also reported the narration in 
his lstj'aab (VolA Pg.164), as has Abu Amr Daani in his Tabaqaattul Qurraa, as quoted in Kanzul 
Ummaal (VoL I Pg.2l9). 

(2) 	Tabraani in his Awsat, as quoted in Majma'uz 2awaaj'd (Vol.? Pg.166). Haythami has however 
commented on the chain of narrators. Ibn Munee has reported asimilar narration, as quoted in 
Kanzui Ummaa/(Vol.I Pg.218). 

(3) Bazzaar, as quoted in Majma'uz 2af4raa'id (Vol.? Pg.162). 
(4) Tabraani in his Awsat, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.! Pg.66) .. 
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Hadhrat Umar ~~ Praises the Gatherings 
in the Masaajid 

Hadhrat Ibn Mu'aawiya Kindi reports that when he once went to see Hadhrat 
Umar ®~~ in Shaam, Hadhrat Umar ®~ asked him about the condition of 
the people and said further, "Does it not happen that when a man enters the 
Masjid like an escaped camel and then sits with a group only if they belong to his 
tribe or if they are people whom he knows?" "Not at all," Hadhrat Ibn MU'aawiya, 
replied, "In fact, there are several gatherings (in our Masjid) in which the 
people participate to learn and to rehearse good to each other." To this 
Hadhrat Umar ®P;,~ remarked, ''You people will always remain in good stead 
as long as you remain like this." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~Walks from the Masjid with the 

Sahabah ~~~ to Address the Jews 


Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ narrates that they were sitting in the Masjid one 
day when Rasulullaah ~ came out of his room and 3aid, "Let us go to the 
Jews." (When he reached them) Rasulullaah ~ said, "Accept Islaam and you 
will live in peace. "But you have already conveyed this message to us," they 
replied. "But that is still what I want (that you people accept Islaam). So (I repeat) 
do a.:cept Islaam and you will live in peace." Again the Jews responded by saying, 
"But you have already conveyed this message to us." "But that is still what I 
want," Rasulullaah ~ reiterated. When Rasulullaah ~ repeated himself for 
the third time (and they again refused to accept), he added, 'You ought to know 
that the earth belongs to Allaah and His Rasool ~. I now wish to banish you 
from this land. Whoever wishes to sell any of his belongings may do so, 

. otherwise you should bear in mind that the earth belongs to Allaah and His 
Rasool ~."(2} 

Rasulullaah ~~ has Hadhrat Sa'd bin Mu'aadh 
~~~ placed in the Masjid when the latter was 

Injured during the Battle of Khandaq 
Hadhrat Aa'isha 1J®~ narrates that Hadhrat Sa'd bin Mu'aadh ~ was 
injured during the Battle of Khandaq when a person by the name of Hibbaan bin 
Ariqah shot an arrow that struck Hadhrat Sa'd ~'s brachial artery. 
Rasulullaah ~ had a tent pitched for Hadhrat Sa'd bin Mu'aadh ~ in the 
Masjid so that he could be close by to visit him. When Nabi ~ returned from 
the Battle of Khandaq, he removed his armour and took a bath. It was then that 
Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ came to RasuluIlaah ~,wiping dust off his head. "ay 
AIlaahl" Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ said, "You have already removed your armour 
whereas we (the angels) have not yet removed ours. March to them." 'Where 
should we march?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ pointed 
(I) MaIWazi and Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ Nol.5 Pg.229). 
(2) Bukhaari, Muslim and Abu Dawood. as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id Nol.2 Pg.44). 
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towards the Banu Qurayzah tribe. 
Rasulullaah ~ then marched (with the Sahabah ~) to the Banu Qurayzah 
and (after a siege) they surrendered themselves with the agreement that 
Rasulullaah ~ decides their fate. Rasulullaah ~ however handed over to 
Hadhrat Sa'd ~~ the decision (to decide what to do with them). Hadhrat Sa'd 
~ pronounced his decision stating, "I pronounce that all their able-bodied 
fighters be executed, that their women and children be taken as slaves and 
that their wealth be distributed (as booty)." 
A narrator by the name of Hadhrat Hishaam reports from his father who reports 
from Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ that Hadhrat Sa'd ~ prayed, "0 Allaah! You 
know well that I do not love to fight anyone more than the people who rejected 
your Rasool ~ and banished him. 0 Allaah! I have a feeling that You have 
ended the fighting between them and us but if there are any more wars to take 
place between us and the Quraysh, do allow me to live on to fight them for your 
pleasure. However, if You have ended the fighting (between us and the Quraysh), 
then allow this wound to open so that I may die because of it." The wound then 
erupted close to his chest and a group of people from the Banu Ghifaar who were 
in the Masjid were not alerted except by the blood that came running towards 
them. "0 people of the tenn" they called out, "What is this we see coming from 
your direction?" They then discovered that it was the bleeding wound of Hadhrat 
Sa'd 's wound, from which he passed away. (I) 

The Men of Suffa, Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~~ and 
other Sahabah ~~ Sleep in the Masjid 

Hadhrat Yazeed bin Abdullaah bin Qusayt ~~ says that the men of the Suffa 
were men during the time of Rasulullaah ~ who had no homes. They slept 
and took shelter in the Masjid for they had no other shelter. Rasulullaah ~ 
would call them at night when he ate supper and after distributing them amongst 
the Sahabah ~~, there would still be a group of them who ate with 
Rasulullaah~~. This took place until Allaah made them independent. (2) 

Hadhrat Asmaa bint Yazeed ~ narrates that Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ used 
to be in the service of Rasulullaah ~ and whenever he had finished, he took 
shelter in the Masjid, which was his home where he lay down to rest. When 
Rasu}ullaah ~ entered the Masji.d one night, he found Hadhrat Abu Dharr 
.~~ lying on the ground. When Rasulullaah ~ nudged him with his foot, 
Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~);.,~ sat up straight. "Did I see you sleeping?" Rasulullaah 
~ asked. "0 RasuluUaah ~!" Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ said, ''Where can I 
sleep? which other home do I have?" The rest of the Hadith has been reported in 
the chapter dealing with the Khilaafah. (.3) 

Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~,~ himself reports that after serving Rasulullaah ~, he 
used to lie down in the Masjid. (4) 
(1) Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id (yo\.2 Pg.52) .. 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (yo\.2 Pg.20). 
(3) Ahmad and Tabraani. Haythami (Yo1.2 Pg.22) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Tabraani. 
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Several incidents describing how the Sahabah ~ slept in the Masjid has 
passed in the chapter discussing hospitality towards guests. 
When Hadhrat Hasan @~ was asked about people taking their siesta in the 
Masjid, he replied, "I have seen Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Affaan @~ taking his 
siesta in the Masjid during the period when he was Khalifah." (I) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ said, "When we were still youngsters during 
the time of Rasulullaah ~, we used to spend the night at the Masjid." He also 
said, "After gathering for the JUmu'ah salaah, we would return to the Masjid to 
have our siesta." (2) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~ once said, 'When any of you has been sitting too long in 
the Masjid, there is no harm in him lying down on his side because this is the 
most appropriate manner to prevent his sitting from tiring him." (3) 

Hadhrat Khaleed bin Abu Is'haaq narrates that he once asked Hadhrat Abdullaah 
bii. L\bbaas ~,~ about sleeping in the Masjid. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~~ replied, "There is no harm in it if you are sleeping (to gain strength) for 
performing salaah or Tawaaf." (4) 

Rasulullaah ~ Hastens to the Masjid when the 

Wind Blows Fiercely and During an Eclipse 


Hadhrat Jaabir ~,~ says, "Whenever the wind blew fiercely at night, 
Rasulullaah ~ hastened towards the Masjid and would remain there until the 
wind subsided. He would also hasten to the place of salaah whenever the sun or 
the moon eclipsed." (5) 

Hadhrat Ataa reports that a Sahabi by the name of Hadhrat Ya'la bin Umayyah 
~ used to sit for even a moment in the Masjid with the intention of 
performing I'tikaaf. (6) 

Rasulullaah ~ Makes a Delegation from the 

Thaqeef stay in the Masjid 


Hadhrat Atiyya bin Sufyaan bin AbduIlaah ~.~ narrates, 'When a delegation 
from the Thaqeef came to Rasulullaah ~ one Ramadhaan, Rasulullaah ~ 
pitched a tent for them in the Masjid. When they accepted Islaam, they started to 
fast with Rasulullaah ~."(7) 
Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Abil Aas ~~ narrates that when the Thaqeef delegation 
came to Rasulullaah~, he accommodated them in the Masjid so that it would 
soften their hearts. The rest of the narration has already passed in the chapter 
concerning Da'wah towards Allah and His Rasool ~~(8) 

(I) Bayhaqi and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzuf UmmaafNoL4 Pg.26!). 
(2) Ibn Abi shaybah, as quoted in Kanzuf Ummaal No\,4 Pg.261). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd No\.3 Pg.294). 
(4) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaafNoL4 Pg.261). 
(5) Ibn Abi Dunya, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal NolA Pg.289). 
(6) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya Nol.3 Pg.312). 
(7) Tabraani. Haythami Nol.2 Pg.28) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(8) Under the heading "The Banu Thaqeef tribe of Taa'if Accept ls!aam" and the subheading "The 
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What the Sahabah ~)j&~ did in the Masjid Apart 
from Ibaadah and Dhikr 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~.~ says, "We once ate roasted meat with 
Rasulullaah ~ in the Masjid. When the Iqaamah was called out for salaah, all 
we did was wipe our hands with some pebbles." (I) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ reports that the Masjidul Fadeekh got its 
name from the fact that it was in this Masjid that some Fadeekh (2) was served to 
Rasulullaah ~ and he drank it." (3) Another narration states that Rasulullaah 
~ was in the Masjidul Fadeekh when he was brought a jug of Fadeekh made 
from half-ripe dates. Because Rasulullaah ~ drank the Fadeekh there, the 
Masjid was named Masjidul Fadeekh." (4) 

In the chapter discussing spending of wealth, narrations have already been 
quoted stating that food and wealth were distributed in the Masjid. Narrations 
have also passed mentioning that the people pledged allegiance to Hadhrat 
uthmaan ®)1.7~ and Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ in the Masjid. The incident 
describing the Da'wah given to Hadhrat Dimaam ~,I1~ in the Masjid has also 
passed, which also states that it was in the Masjid that he accepted Islaam. The 
chapter discussing Da'wah towards Allaah and His Rasool ~ also states the 
narration in which Hadhrat Ka'b bin ZUhayr ~.~~ accepted Islaam and then 
recited a famous poem in the Masjid. The chapter discussing unity also contains 
a Hadith in which it is stated that the consultative assembly also gathered in the 
Masjid. Another narration (in the chapter of spending) makes it evident that it 
was in the Masjid that the Sahabah ~~ sat with Rasulullaah ~ in the 
mornings. The chapter discussing how the Sahabah ~~ feared having too 
much of wealth also states that Hadhrat Umar ~ used to sit in the Masjid 
after salaah to tend to the needs of people. It is also established that it was also 
in the Masjid that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ and the other Sahabah ~)1,~ sat 
and wept when Rasulullaah ~ passed away. This was quoted in the love that 
the Sahabah ~~ had for Rasulullaah~. 

Things that Rasulullaah ~~ and the 
Sahabah ~~~ Disliked Happening 

in the Masjid 
Rasulullaah ~~ Disapproves of Interlacing the 


Fingers when in the Masjidx 

A freed slave of Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ says that he was once with 

ThaqeefTribe Sends Abd Yaaleel bin Arm with a Delegation to Rasulullaah~, who is Informed 
of their Arrival." 

(1) Tahraani. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.2)) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) A sweet drink made from crushed dates. 
(3) Ahmad. 
(4) Abu Ya'la. Haythami has commented on the chain 01 narrators. 
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Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ®~~ and Rasulullaah ~ when they entered the 
Masjid. There they saw a person sitting in the Idtibaa posture(l) with his fingers 
interlaced. When Rasulullaah ~ gestured to him (not to do what he was 
doing). he failed to understand the gesture. Rasulullaah ~ then turned to 
Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ®)1~ and said, "When any of you are in the Masjid, 
he should never interlace his fingers because interlacing the fingers is prompted 
by Shaytaan. As long as any of you remains in the Masjid, he remains in salaah 
(continues receiving the rewards of salaah) until he leaves." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Disapproves of a person entering 
the Masjid after Eating Garlic or Onions 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ narrates that after Rasulullaah ~ conquered 
Khaybar, the Sahabah ~~ became infatuated with garlic and started eating it 
often. It was then that Rasulullaah ~ said, "The person who eats this pungent 
vegetable should never come near our Masaajid." (3) 

In his ]umu'ah lecture, Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ®~ once said, "The next 
thing, 0 people, is that there are two plants you people eat from, which I regard 
as being too pungent; namely onions and garlic. I have noticed that whenever 
Rasulullaah ~ smelt these on a person in the Masjid, he would give 
instructions that the person be removed from the Masjid and t~en to Baqee. 
Therefore, whoever wishes to eat them should first kill the odour by cooking 
them.,,(4) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Disapproves of Spitting 
in the Masjid 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®)1~ narrates that as Rasulullaah ~ was once 
delivering a lecture, he noticed some phlegm on the wall in the direction of the 
Qibla. Rasulullaah ~ became very angry with the people and then scraped it 
off. He then sent for some saffron, which he applied to the area and then said, 
"Allaah is in front of a person's face when he performs salaah, so he should never 
spit in front of him." (5) 

A narration from Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ®~~ states that Rasulullaah ~ 
then turned to the people in anger saying, "Does someone amongst you like to 
spit in the face of a person facing him? When any of you is performing salaah, 
His Rabb is in front of him and an angel is on his right. He should therefore 
never spit in front of him nor on his right." (6) 
Yet another narration from Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®!J&~ states that Rasulullaah 

~ said, 'Verily the Masjid shrivels with phlegm just as a piece of flesh or skin 
(I) Where a person sits with his legs folded in an upright pOSition and thighs against the chest, held 

by the arms or by a cloth tied around them and around the back. 
(2) Ahmad. Haythami (Voi.2 Pg.25) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.17) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Muslim, Nasa'ee and Ibn Maajah, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol. I Pg.88). 
(5) Bukhaari, Muslim and Abu Dawood. 
(6) Ibn Khuzaymah, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.! Pg.163). 
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shrivels with fire." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~~ and the Sahabah ~~~ 

Disapprove of Drawing a Sword in the Masjid 


Hadhrat Jaabir ~,~~ reports that Hadhrat Banna Juhani ~~~ informed him 
that Rasulullaah ~ once saw or passed by some people who were exchanging 
naked swords amongst themselves in the Masjid. Rasulullaah ~ remarked, 
"Allaah curses the people who do this. Have I not forbidden you from this? When 
a person draws his sword and then intends giving it to another, he should 
sheathe it before handing it over." (2) 

Hadhrat Sulaymaan bin Moosa narrates that when Hadhrat Jaabir ~~~ was 
asked about drawing swords in the Masjid, he said, "We have always disapproved 
of it. In fact, when a person was giving an arrow away as Sadaqah in the Masjid, 
Rasulullaah ~ instructed him not to pass through the Masjid with arrows 
unless he held their heads firmly." (3) 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Abdullaah narrates that they were once in the Masjid 
with Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~~ when a person turned an arrow around. 
Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~~~ said, "Does he not know that Rasulullaah 
~ forbade the turning around of weapons in the Masjid?" (4) 

Rasulullaah ~ and his Sahabah ~~~ 
Disapprove of Announcing Lost Items in the Masjid 
Hadhrat Buraydah ~l1~ narrates that a man once made an announcement in 
the Masjid saying, "Who has called for (the owner of) a red camel (that he has 
found)?" Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "May you not find it! The Masaajid were 
built for th€ir specific purposes (and not for announcing lost items)." (5) 

When Hadhrat AbduHaah bin Mas'ood ~~ heard a person announcing a lost 
item in the Masjid, he told him to be silent and reprimanded him. "We have been 
forbidden from doing this," he added. (6) 

Hadhrat Ibn Seereen reports that when Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~!@!i§ heard a 
person asking after his lost item in the Masjid, he became angry (and rebuked the 
man). "0 Abul Mundhir!" the man said, "You were never one to be so harsh." 
Hadhrat Ubay ~)J.1!@!i§ replied, 'We have been commanded to do this (to rebuke 
people who announce lost items in the Masjid)." (7) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Disapproves of Raising the 

Voice, Making a Noise and Reciting Poetry 


in the Masjid 

Hadhrat Saa'ib bin Yazeed ~~ narrates that he was once sleeping in the 
(1) ADdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol.4 Pg.260). 
(2) Baghawi, Ibnus Sakan, Tabraani and others, as quoted in Kanzu/ ummaa/ (Vol.4 Pg.262). 
(3) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol.4 Pg.262). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.26) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(5) Muslim, Nasa'ee and Ibn Maajah, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo!.l Pg.167). 
(6) Tabraani, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo!.l Pg.167). 
(7) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol.4 Pg.260). 
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Masjid when someone threw a pebble at him. When he looked up, he saw that it 
was Hadhrat Umar ~,~. Hadhrat Umar ~,~ said to him, "Go and bring 
those two men to me." When Hadhrat Saa'ib ~l~ brought them, Hadhrat Umar 
~ asked them who they were. "We are from Taa'if," they replied. Hadhrat 
Umar ~ then said, "Had you been from this town (Madinah), I would have 
certainly punished you. How can you raise your voices in the Masjid of 
Rasulullaah ~?,,(l) 
Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Ibraheem reports from his father that when Hadhrat Umar 
~~ heard someone speaking in the Masjid, he asked, "Do you know where 
you are? Do you know where you are?" Hadhrat Umar ~~ dislikes hearing 
people speak (loudly) in the Masjid. (2) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ narrates that whenever Hadhrat Umar 
~~~ went to the Masjid, he announced in the Masjid, "Do refrain from making 
a noise." Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ~.~ would announce at 
the top of his voice, "Refrain from futilities in the Masjid!" (3) 

It is reported that Hadhrat Umar ~ forbade noise in the Masjid saying, 
''Voices should never be raised in our Masaajid.1f (4) 

Hadhrat Saalim narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~~ had a platform built next to 
the Masjid, which he called Butayhaa. He would then say, "Whoever wishes to 
make a noise, to recite a poem or to raise his voice should go to the 
platform. If (5) 
Hadhrat Taariq bin Shihaab narrates that it was in the Masjid that a person was 
brought before Hadhrat Umar ®~ for some crime. Hadhrat Umar ®)j.,~ gave 
instructions that the man be taken out of the Masjid before being given a 
beating. (6) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ 


Disapproves of Reclining Against the Wall of the 

Masjid in the Dir,ection of the Oibla 


It was between the Adhaan and rqaamah of Fajr that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ®,t;.,~ once saw some people reclining against the wall of the Masjid in 
the direction of the Qibla. He said to them, "Do not be an obstacle between the 
angels and their salaah." (7) 

Hadhrat Haabis Taa'ee ~,\J5~ Disapproves of 

People Performing Salaahat,.the 'Front .of the 


Masjidbefore Dawn 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Aamir Alhaani narrates that a Sahabi by the name of 
(1) Bukhaari and Bayhaqi. 
(2) lbraheem bin Sa'd and Ibn Mubaarak. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.258,260). 
(3) Abdur Razzaaq. Ibn Abi shaybah and Bayhaqi. 
(4) Abdur Razzaaq and Ibn Abi Shaybah. as quoted in Kanzui Ummaal (VolA Pg.259). 
(5) Maalik and Bayhaqi. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaai (VolA Pg.259). 
(6) Abdur Razzaaq. as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (VoJ.4 Pg.260). 
(7) Tabraani. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.23). 
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Hadhrat Haabis bin Sa'd Taa'ee ~~ once entered the Masjid before dawn and 
saw some people performing salaah at the front of the Masjid. "By the Rabb of 
the Kabah!" He exclaimed, "They are showing off! Scare them off because 
whoever will scare them off has obeyed Allaah and His Rasool~." Some 
people then approached them and saw them off. Hadhrat Haabis ~~ then 
said, 'Verily the angels perform salaah at the front of the Masjid before dawn.,,(l) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~ 


Disapproves of Performing Salaah behind Every 

Pillar in the Masjid 


Hadhrat Murrah Hamdaani says, "I told myself that I would perform two Rakaahs 
salaah behind every pillar of the Masjid in Kufa. As I was busy performing salaah, 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ appeared there and as I was about to 
inform him about my resolve, someone else beat me to it. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ~\.1.3~ then said, "If he knew that Allaah is at the closest pillar, he 
would not pass it without completing all the salaahs (he had undertaken to 
perform because the reward is the same at all the pillars)." (2) 

The Importance Rasulullaah ~ and the 

Sahabah ~~~ Gave to the Adhaan 

Before the Direction to Call out the Adhaan, 


Rasulullaah ~ rejects the Proposals to Ring a 

Bell or to Blow a Trumpet to Announce the Salaah 

Hadhrat Abu Umayr bin Anas narrates that from his uncles who belonged to the 
Ansaar that when Rasulullaah ~ became concerned about how to gather the 
people for salaah, someone suggested that a flag should be flown when the time 
for salaah arrived and when they saw it, people would inform each other. When 
this idea did not appeal to Rasulullaah ., someone else suggested the 
trumpet. This also held little appeal for Rasulullaah ~ and he dismissed the 
idea saying, "It is a practice of the Jews." When someone else suggested ringing 
a bell, Rasulullaah • also dismissed it saying, "It is the practice of the 
Christians. It Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zaid ~~ left with the concern of 
Rasulullaah ~ foremost in his mind and he was shown the Adhaan in his 
dream. The Hadith still continues further. (3) 
Hadhrat Abu Sheikh narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zaid ~ said, 
"Announcing the salaah was a great concern for Rasulullaah ~ (during the 
early days). Whenever the time for salaah arrived, he would have a person climb 
high and wave his hands. Whoever saw the man came for salaah and whoever 
(1) Ahmad and Tabraani. Haythami (VoL2 Pg.16) has commented on the chain of narrators. Ibn 

Asaakir and Abu Nu'aym have also reported the narration, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal {VolA 
Pg.262).lbn sa'd (VoL7 PgA31) has reported a similar narration. 

(2) Tabraani. Haythami (VoJ.2 Pg.16) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Abu Dawood. 
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did not see him did not know about the salaah. This made Rasulullaah ~ very 
worried. 'Rasulullaah ~!' someone said, 'Why don't you have a bell rung.' 'NO.' 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, 'That is the practice of the Christians.' Others 
suggested, 'Then why don't you have a trumpet blown?' 'NO,' Rasulullaah ~ 
replied, 'That is the practice of the Jews.' I then returned home, overcome with 
the worry that I saw Rasulullaah ~ so trOUbled. It was just before dawn when 
slumber eventually overcame me and as I lay there halfway between 
consciousness and sleep, I saw a man wearing two green garments. He stood on 
the roof of the Masjid, placed his fingers in his ears and called out the 
Adhaan.',(l) 

Yet another narration from Hadhrat Mas ~~~ states that when the time for 
salaah arrived during the (early) period of Rasulullaah ~, someone would run 
through the streets calling out, "SalaahI Salaah!" This was difficult for the people 
and some of them suggested ringing a bell ... ". The Hadith continues furtherY) 

Before the Directive to Call out the Adhaan, the 

Call "As salaatu Jaami'ah" was Made during the 


Time of Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Naafi bin ]ubayr, Hadhrat Urwa bin Zaid bin Aslam and Hadhrat Sa'eed 
bin Musayyib all relate that before receiving the directive to call out the 
Adhaan, Nabi ~!s caller would call out, "As salaatu jaami'ahll This was how • 

the people gathered for salaah and it was only once the Qibla was changed to the 
Kabah that the command for Adhaan was given. Since one of Rasulullaah ~'s 
greatest worries was how to inform people about the times of salaah, the 
Sahabah ~~ suggested some methods of getting the people together for 
salaah. While some of them suggested the trumpet, others suggested the bell. 
The Hadith continues further to the pOint where it states that when the Adhaan 
was being called out (to call people for salaah), the announcement of "As 

salaatu jaami'ah" was made only when important matters arose so that the 
people could present themselves and be informed. In this manner they were 
informed about conquests or about commands that they were to fulfil. At such 
times, "As salaatu jaami'ah" was called out (to gather the people) even though it 
was not the time for salaah. (3) 

Hadhrat SaId Qaradh ~~~ Calls out The Adhaan 
for Rasulullaah ~ at Quba 

Hadhrat Sa'd Qaradh ~ reports that whenever Rasulullaah ~ arrived in 
Quba, Hadhrat Bilaal ~~ would call out the Adhaan to inform the people that 
Rasulullaah ~ had arrived so that they could gather before him. However, 
when Rasulullaah ~ arrived one day without Hadhrat Bilaal ~, the 
(non-Muslim) slaves started looking at each other. Hadhrat Sa'd Qaradh ~~ 
(1) Abush Sheikh. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg,263). 
(2) Abush Sheikh. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.265). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (Vol. I Pg.246). 
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immediately climbed upadatepalmandcalled out the Adhaan. "What made you call 
out the Adhaan, 0 Sa'd?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. Hadhrat Sa'd ~ replied, 
"May my parents be sacrificed for you! I saw you with only a handful of people 
and did not see Bilaal ~~ with you. When I then noticed the slaves looking at 
each other and then at you, I feared that they would harm you, so I called out the 
Adhaan (so that other Muslims would come quickly)." "You did the right thing, 0 
Sa'd," Rasulullaah ~ said, "Whenever you see Bilaal not with me, you should 
call out the Adhaan." Thereafter, Hadhrat Sa'd ~~ called out the Adhaan . 
thrice during Rasulullaah ~'s lifetime. (1) 

Statements of the Sahabah ~~ Concerning the 

Adhaan and the People who Call out the Adhaan 


Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi waqqaas ~ said, "The share (of rewards) of those who 
call out the Adhaan on the Day of Qiyaamah will be like the share of those who 
wage Jihaad. During the time between the Adhaan and the Iqaamah, the 
Mu'adhin;s like the martyr tossing and turning in his blood in the path of Allaah. 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said, "If I were a Mu'adhin, I care not 
whether I perform Hajj or umrah or wage Jihaad." 
Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~~ said, "If I were a Mu'adhin, my affairs would 
have been perfected and I care not whether I woke up for (Nafl) salaah during the 
night or whether I fasted (Nafl fasts) during the day because I heard Rasulullaah 
~~ pray, '0 Allaah! Forgive those who call out the Adhaan. 0 Allaah! Forgive 
those who call out the Adhaan.' '0 Rasulullaah ~!' I said, 'But (why do you 
emphasise calling out the Adhaan so much when) you have left us in a condition 
that we would draw swords to call out the Adhaan?' Rasulullaah ~ replied, 
'That is not the case, 0 Umar because there will soon come a time when people 
will leave the Adhaan to the weak ones amongst them. The flesh that is 
forbidden for ]ahannam is the flesh of those who call out the Adhaan.'" 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ mentioned- that it is the Mu'adhin to whom Allaah refers 
in the verse: 

cf{A', ,.1' '" ,""" 11 ",,, "J. "'-,.,. ,'"" 11".1" ... ",)

,Q~'''~'iX~lJlij~w,~j~'~1LP~~';i;~ldj 
(n·..:...!T:o~~oJJ""') 
Whose speech can be better than the one who calls (others) towards 
Allaah, who performs righteous deeds, and (humbly) says, "I am from 
the Muslims (bam those who submit to Allaah}." {Surah HaaMeen Sajdah, 

verse 33} 

She says further, "The Mu'adhin calls towards Allaah when he says '~\.)J,:;" , 
(,Come to salaah'), he performs a righteous deed when he performs the salaah 
and he is certainly amongst the Muslims when he says, 'till ~J ~1 ~ I CThere is none 
worthy of worship but Allaah')." (2) 

(1) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.! Pg.336) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) 	Bayhaqi in his Shu'abul lmaan, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.4 Pg.265). Abush Sheikh has 

reported similar narrations from Rasaafi in his Kitaabul Adhaan, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal 
(Vo1.4 Pg.266). 
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Hadhrat Umar ~~ once said, "Had I been a Mu'adhin, I care not if I neither 
perform Hajj or Umrah except for the Fardh Hajj. Had the angels descended on 
earth, none would be able to beat them to calling out the Adhaan (they would 
allow no one else to do it because they know its tremendous virtue)." (1) 

Hadhrat Qais bin Abu Haazim narrates that when they went to Hadhrat Umar 
~~, he asked, "Who calls out the Adhaan amongst you people?" When they 
informed him that it was their slaves who did it, Hadhrat Umar ~ said, 
"That is a grave deficiency in you. Had I the choice of being a Mu'adhin instead 
of the KhaIifah, I would have chosen to be a Mu/adhin." (2) 

Hadhrat Ali ~~ said, "I regret not requesting Rasulullaah ~ to assign 
the duty of calling out the Adhaan to (my sons) Hasan and Husayn." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, "I do not approve of you appointLg 
blind people to call out the Adhaan (because they are unable to determine the 
correct times of salaah) and I also do not approve of you appointing learned 
scholars of the Qur'aan to call out the Adhaan (because this would affect their 
teaching)." (4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~)1~'s Words to a 
man who Adopted a Singing Tone when Calling out 

the Adhaan and took Payment for it 
Hadhrat Yahya Bakkaa narrates that a man once said to Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Umar ®IJ.1~, "I love you for the sake of AIlaah." Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
~)1.7~ responded by saying, "But I detest you for the sake of AIlaah." When the 
man asked why this was, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ replied, "Because 
you adopt a singing tone when calling out the Adhaan and you take payment for 
it.,,(5) 

Rasulullaah ~ and Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~@¢3 
Instruct that Jihaad be Waged Against Tribes 
amongst whom the Adhaan is not called out 

When Rasulullaah ~ dispatched Hadhrat Khaalid bin Sa'eed bin AI Aas ~ 
to yemen, he gave him instructions to take as prisoners the inhabitants of all the 
towns he passed in which the Adhaan was not called out. Therefore, when 
Hadhrat Khaalid ~~ passed by the Banu zubayd tribe and did not hear them 
call out the Adhaan, he took them all as prisoners. However, when Hadhrat AJllr 
bin Ma'dikarib ~ spoke to him about them, Hadhrat Khaalid ~~ eleastd 
them into his custody. (6) 
Hadhrat Talha bin Abdullaah bin Abdur Rahmaan bin Abu Bakr ~.~ reports 

(1) lbnuz Zanjway. as quoted in KanzuJ UmfnaaJ (\/01.4 Pg.265). 
(2) Abdur Razzaaq. Ibn Abi Shaybah and Bayhaqi. as quoted i;1 KanzuJ UmmaaJ(\/01.4 Pg.265). 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (\/01. 1 Pg.326) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Tabraani. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (\/01.2 Pg.2). 
(5) Tabraani. Haythami (\/01.2 Pg.3) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(6) Ibn ASaakir, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (\/01.2 Pg.298). 
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that when Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ dispatched his armies against the 
Murtaddeen, he instructed the commanders saying, ''When you hear the Adhaan 
in a town that you surround. take no action until you question them about 
their grievances. However, if you do not hear the Adhaan, you should launch 
your attack, fight them, burn their property and be inexhaustible in inflicting 
casualties so that they see that the demise of your Nabi ~ has brought no 
weakness in you." (I) 

Hadhrat Zuhri narrates that when Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ dispatched his 
armies against the Murtaddeen, he instructed them saying, "Monitor them 
overnight and take no action if you hear the Adhaan because the Adhaan is a 
sign of Imaan." (2) 

Rasulullaah _ and the Sahabah i@~~ 

Wait for Salaah 


Rasulullaah ~IS Directive in this Matter 

Hadhrat Ali ®~ narrates that when the time for salaah arrived and 

Rasulullaah ~ saw that the people were few in number. he remain sitting and 

did not lead the salaah. Hewould then lead the salaah only when he saw a 

substantial gathering. (3) 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abu Awfa ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ would 

wait until he heard the sounds of people's shoes. (4) 


The Sahabah I@~~ Wait for Salaah until Half 
the Night had Passed 

Hadhrat Vmar ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ was busy dispatching an 
army \!ntil half the night had already passed or was about to. He then came out 
for salaah and said (to those waiting), "While other people have performed their 
salaah and left, you people are still waiting for salaah. Take note that you have 
remained in salaah (kept earning its rewards) as long as you have been 
waiting for it." (5) 

Rasulullaah ~IS Words to those who Waited for 
the Next Salaah- after Maghrib and After Zuhr 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Arnr ~ narrates that after Rasulullaah ~ had 
performed the Maghrib salaah, some people left while others remained seated. 
Rasulullaah ~ then went to them (those still Sitting) and said, "Your Rabb has 
opened a door to the heavens and is boasting before the angels saying, 'My 
servants have completed a Fardh and are now waiting for the next.",(6) 
(I) Bayhaqi. 
(2) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaai (Vol.3 Pg.141). 
(3) Abu Dawood, as quoted in Kanz.ui Ummaai (Vol.4 Pg.246). 
(4) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.4 Pg.247). 
(5) Ibn Abi Shaybah and Ibn Jareer, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (Vol.4 Pg.193). 
(6) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaai (VolA Pg.245J. Ibn Maajah has also reported the narration 

from Hadhrat AbduJlaah bin Umar ~. as Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo!.! Pg.246). 
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Hadhrat Abu umaamah Thaqafi ~~ reports that after leading the zuhr salaah, 
Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ®~~ told the people to remain where they were until he 
returned. He then left and put on his shawl. After leading the Asr salaah, he said, 
"Should I not inform you of something that Rasulullaah ~ did?" When the 
people asked to be informed, Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ said, "The Sahabah 
~ once performed the Zuhr salaah behind Rasulullaah ~ and then 
remained sitting. When Rasulullaah ~ came out again (for the Asr salaah), he 
asked, 'Have you people not left after the last salaah?' 'No,' came the reply. 
Rasulullaah ~ then said, 'If only you could have seen your Rabb open a door 
from the heavens to show you to the angels and boast about you sitting in 
wait for salaah.",(1) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Address to those who waited 
until Midnight for the Isha Salaah 

Hadhrat Anas ®~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once delayed the Isha 
salaah until midnight. After leading the salaah, he turned to face the Sahabah 
~~ saying, "Whereas other people have already performed their salaah and 
gone to sleep, you people have remained in salaah for as long as you have been 
waiting for it." (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®~ reports that Rasool ~ said, "A person is in 
salaah for as long as it is salaah that keeps him waiting and (all the while) the 
angels keep praying, '0 Allaah1 Forgive him. 0 Allaah! Shower Your mercy on 
him.' This continues for as long as he does not stand up from his place of salaah 
or does not break his wudhu." (3) 

Another narration states that a person remains in salaah for as long as he 
remains on his place of salaah or as long as he does not break his wudhu." (4) Yet 
another narration states that a person remains in salaah for as long as he 
remains on his place of salaah, waiting for the next salaah. And all this while the 
angels keep praying, '0 Allaah! Forgive him. 0 Allaah! Shower Your mercy on 
him.' This continues for as long as he does not leave or does not break his 
wudhu." "How will his wudhu break?" one of the narrators asked. Hadhrat Abu 
Hurayrah ~ replied, 'When he passes wind either audibly or silently." (5) 

Rasulullaah ~ Encourages Waiting for Salaah 
Hadhrat ]aabir bin Abdullaah ®~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Shall I 
not point you towards something that wipes out sins and is expiation for 
misdeeds?" "Why not, 0 Rasulullaah ~?" the Sahabah r3~ said. 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "Making a proper wudhu in adverse conditions, taking 
many steps towards the Masjid and waiting for one salaah after another. This is 

(I) Tabraani, as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa'id (Vo\.2 Pg.38). 
(2) Bukhaari. 
(3) Bukhaari. 
(4) Muslim and Abu Dawood. 
(5) Muslim and Abu Dawood, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.l Pg.245). 
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(an act that will earn the reward 01) guarding the borders." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~)j&~'s Interpretation of 

Guarding the Borders during the Time of 


Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Dawood bin Saalih narrates that Hadhrat Abu Salamah once asked him 
if he knew why Allaah revealed the verse: 

("..~1:\J'~ JIOJ,,....) (\~GJ Ij~L:PJ!j~l) 
Exercise patience, compete in patience, guard the borders ... {Surah Aai 
Imraan, verse 200} 

When Hadhrat Dawood admitted that he did not know, Hadhrat Abu Salamah 
said, "I heard Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ say that during the time of 
Rasulullaah ~ there was no war because of which the borders had to be 
guarded, but waiting for one salaah after another was their form of guarding 
the borders." (2) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Anas ~)j&~ Concerning 
the verse "Their sides part from their beds" 

Hadhrat Anas ~ said that it is waiting for the Isha salaah that is referred to 
in the verse: 

_ ~ -' -,' '" "," I. -,,,,,),

(\'\~I :o~ OJ.,...,) ,~L.iJ1¢' .........,~ ~~}! 


Their sides part from their beds ... {Surah Sajdah, verse 16}(3) 


Emphasis and Importance shown to 

Performing Salaah in Congregation 


The Importance Rasulullaah ~ Showed to 

Salaah in Congregation and His Unwillingness to 


Allow a Blind Man to Forego it 

Hadhrat Amr bin Ummu Maktoom ~.~~ once said, "0 Rasulullaah ~1 I am a 
blind man who lives far (from the Masjid). While I have a guide, he is a person 
with whom I cannot get along. Are you able to grant me permission to perform 
salaah at home?" "Can you hear the Adhaan?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. When 
Hadhrat Amr ~~~ said that he could, Rasulullaah ~ said, "I am then unable 
to grant you permission." (4) 

Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ once came to the Masjid and 
found only a few people there. He then said, "I have a good mind to appoint an 
Imaam to lead the people (in salaah) and to then go out and burn down the 
(1) Ibn Hibbaan, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.247). 
(2) Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb(VoU Pg.251). 
(3) Tirmidhi, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL I Pg.246). 
(4) Ahmad, Abu Dawood, Ibn Maajah. Ibn Khuzaymah and Haakim. 
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house of every person I find who does not come for salaah." Hadhrat Ibn ummu 
Maktoom ~ then said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! There are many palms and 
trees between my house and the Masjid and I cannot find a guide at all times. Is 
it possible for me to perform salaah at home?" Rasulullaah ~ asked, "Can you 
hear the Iqaamah?" When he replied that he could, Rasulullaah ~ said, 
''Then you should come (to the Masjid) for salaah." (1) 

The Statements of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~~ and Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~~ 

About Salaah in Congregation 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~ once said, "Whoever wishes to meet 
Allaah tomorrow as a Muslim should regularly perform these (Fardh) salaahs in 
the place where the Adhaan is called out because Allaah has selected for His Nabi 
~ certain practices that give guidance and amongst these practices are the 
salaahs (in congregation). Should you ever perform your salaah at your homes 
as those staying behind at home do, you will be forsaking the Sunnah of your 
Nabi ~ and as soon as you do this, you will go astray. Whenever a person 
purifies himself properly and then heads for one of the Masaajid, Allaah records 
for him the reward of a good deed for every step he takes, Allaah elevates his 
rank by a stage and erases a sin from his record. I saw (a time when) none of us 
would dare miss a salaah (in congregation) except for an open hypocrite. In fact, 
a man (who was very ill) would be brought with the support of two men and 
placed in the row." 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said, " I saw 
(a time when) none of us would dare miss a salaah (in congregation) except for a 
person whom everyone recognised as a hypocrite or a very sick person. If a (sick) 
man was capable of walking with the support of two men, he would come for the 
salaah." Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ also added, "Verily our Nabi ~ 
has taught us certain practices that give guidance and amongst these practices is 
to perform salaah in the Masjid where Adhaan was called out." (2) 
A narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ added, "And now I 
cannot find who does not have a place of salaah inside his house where he 
performs salaah. If you perform salaah in your homes and forsake the Masaajid, 
you will be forsaking the Sunnah of your Nabi ~.,,(3) 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ said, 'Whoever would like to go peacefully to 
Allaah should perform these five (Fardh) salaahs at a place where the Adhaan is 
called out because these are amongst the practices that give guidance and what 
your Nabi ~ practically showed you. You should never say that you have 
reserved a place in your house where you perform salaah because if you do that 
(1) Ahmad, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoLl Pg.238). 
(2) 	Muslim, Abu Dawood, Nasa'ee and Ibn MaaJah, as quoted in Targheeb waf Tarheeb (Vol. 1 Pg.224). 

Abdur Razzaaq and Diyaa in his Mukhtaarah have reported a similar narration, as quoted in 
Kanzui Ummaai(Vol.4 Pg.181). 

(3) Tayaalisi (PgAO). 
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you will be forsaking the Sunnah of your Nabi ~ and as soon as you forsake 
his Sunnah, you will go astray." (1) 

The Sahabah ~~~IS Suspicion about the Person 
who did not Perform the Fajr and Isha Salaahs in 

Congregation 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~!JJ~ says, 'When we did not see a person for the 
Fajr and Isha salaahs, we became suspicious of him (because it is the 
Munaafiqeen who do not perform these salaahs)." (2) 

Hadhrat Umar ~.~~Is Statement concerning a 

Person Who missed the Fajr Salaah in 


congregation because he had Stayed awake 

at Night In Ibaadah 


Hadhrat Abu Bakr bin Sulayrnaan bin Abu Hathma narrates that Hadhrat Umar 
~u..~ once did not see Hadhrat Sulayrnaan bin Abu Hathma ~IJ.,~ for the Fajr 
salaah. Hadhrat Umar $~ was on his way to the marketplace that morning 
and because Hadhrat Sulaymaan ~.~~'S house happened to be between the 
Masjid and the marketplace, Hadhrat Umar ~~ passed by Hadhrat Sulaymaan 
~!JJ~'s mother Hadhrat Shifaa Il®~~. "I did not see Sulayrnaan for the Fajr 
salaah," Hadhrat Umar ~.~~ said. She explained, "He spent the night in salaah 
and sleep overpowered him." To this, Hadhrat Umar ~u..~ remarked, "I prefer 
attending the Fajr salaah in congregation to standing in salaah all night." (3) 

Hadhrat Ibn Abu Mulaykah ~ narrates that Hadhrat Shifaa ~ who 
belonged to the BanuAdi bin Ka'b tribe once carne to Hadhrat Umar ~ during 
Ramadhaan. Enquiring about her husband, Hadhrat Umar ~~ asked, 'Why 
did [ not see Abu Hathma for the Fajr salaah?" "0 Ameerul Mu'mineen!" she 
explained, "He exerted himself (in Ibaadah) throughout the night and was too 
tired to go out to perform the Fajr salaah, so he (performed salaah at horne and) 
slept." Hadhrat Umar ~!JJ~ remarked, "By AllaahT Had he been present for the 
Fajr salaah, it would have been more beloved to me than his exertion throughout 
the night." 
In another narration, Hadhrat Shifaa bint Abdullaah ~~ says, "Hadhrat Umar 
~~ once carne to my house where he found two men (my husband and son) 
fast asleep. What is the matter with these two that they were not present with us 
for salaah?' he asked. '0 Arneerul Mu'mineenI' I explained, 'They fell asleep after 
performing their Fajr salaah (at home).' To this Hadhrat Umar ~~ remarked, 
'I prefer performing Fajr salaah in congregation to performing (Nafl) salaah 

(I) Abu Nu'aym in his (Vol.! Pg.235). 
(2) 	Tabraani and Ibn Khuzaymah, as quoted in Targheeb wac Tarheeb (Vol. I Pg.232). Sa'eed bin 

Mansoor has also reported the narration from Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®\l,l~, as quoted in 
Kanzui Ummaai (VolA Pg.244l, as has Bazzaar, as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa'Jd (Vol. 2 PgAO). 

(3) Maalik, as quoted in Targheeb waC Tarheeb (Vol.! Pg.235). 
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throughout the night and until dawn." (1) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ 


Concerning Salaah in congregation and the Action 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ took when he 


Missed Isha Sala~h in congregation 

Hadhrat Ummu Dardaa ~~ says that when (her husband) Hadhrat Abu 
Dardaa ~ once came home angry, she asked him what the matter was. He 
replied, "By Allaah! I know nothing else about the affairs of Muhammad ~ 
except that the Muslims performed salaah only in congregation (and now people 
are starting to do otherwise)." (2) 

Hadhrat Naafi narrates that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®,~ missed 
the Isha salaah in congregation, he would remain in Ibaadah for the rest of the 
night. (3) Another narration stCHes that whenever Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
®~ missed any salaah in congregation, he would remain engaged in salaah 
until the next salaah. (4) 

Hadhrat Haarith bin Hassaan ~~~ leaves home 
for the Fajr Salaah the night he got Married and 

the Taunting he Received 
Hadhrat Ambasah bin Azhar narrates that it was customary for a newly married 
man to remain indoors for a few days after getting married and not to leave for 
the Fajr salaah. However, when a Sahabi by the name of Hadhrat Haarith bin 
Hassaan ~ was married, he was leaving for Fajr when someone taunted, 
"You are leaving when you have just married this night?!' Hadhrat Haarith ~~ 
said, "By Allaah! The woman who prevents me from performing the Fajr salaah 
in congregation is a terrible woman indeed." (5) 

straightening and Arranging the 
Rows of Salaah 

The Importance Rasulullaah ~ Attached to 
Straightening the Rows of the Sahabah ~~~ 

in Salaah 
Hadhrat Baraa bin Aazib ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to go to the 
ends of the rows and straighten the chests and shoulders of the people saying, 
"Do not be in disarray otherwise your hearts will be in disarray (will be 
disunited). Verily Allaah bestows His special mercy on the people standing in the 
(I) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal 0101.4 Pg.243). 
(2) Bukhaari. 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya 0101.1 Pg.303). 
(4) Bayhaqi, as quoted in lsaabah 010l.2 Pg.349). 
(5) Tabraani, as quoted in Majma'uz 2awaa'id 010\.2 Pg.41). 
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first row and the angels pray for their forgiveness." (I) 

Hadhrat Baraa bin Aazib ~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ used to weave between 
the rows from one end to the other, touching our chests and shoulders (when 
straightening the rowS) and saying, 'Do not stand in disarray.",(2) 
Hadhrat Jaabir bin Samurah ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once came 
out to them and said, "will you not form your rows as the angels form theirs in 
front of their Rabb?" When the Sahabah ~ enquired how it was that the 
angels formed their rows, Rasulullaah ~ replied, "They first complete the front 
rows and stand close to each other." (3) 
Hadhrat Jaabir bin samurah ~~ also narrates that they were once performing 
salaah with Rasulullaah ~ when he motioned them to sit down. When they sat 
down, Rasulullaah ~ said, "What prevents you from forming your rows as the 
angels form theirs?" The rest of the narration is similar to the one above. (4) 
Hadhrat Nu'maan bin Basheer ~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ used to straighten 
our rows as meticulously as he would straighten an arrow. This he did until we 
had understood him perfectly. On one occasion when Rasulullaah ~ came out 
for salaah, he stood there and was about to say 'Allaahu Akbar' when he noticed 
someone's chest standing out from the row. He then said, '0 servants of Allaah! 
You will have to straighten your rows otherwise Allaah will cast disunity between 
you." (5) Another narration states that Hadhrat Nu'maan ~~ added, "I then 
saw a man touching his shoulders with those of the person beside him, touching 
his knees with those of the other man and also touching his ankles with those of 
the other man." (6) 

~'tI1::/J~.l'v H dhr t Uthm ~'t11::Jl·\"'·~H adhrat U mar ~'~, a a aan ~.\a.I~ 
and Hadhrat Ali ~~~ Instruct the Straightening 

of Rows before the Takbeer 
Hadhrat Naafi narrates that Hadhrat Umar 9~ used to instruct the people to 
straighten their rows and it was only when they reported to him that the rows 
were straightened did he call out the Takbeer (to commence the salaah). (7) 

Hadhrat Abu uthmaan Nahdi ~~ reports that Hadhrat uthmaan 9~ used 
to instruct the people to straighten their rows and would actually call people by 
their names to tell them to move forward. He also said, "when people keep 
staying back, Allaah will eventually keep them back." (8) 

Hadhrat Abu uthmaan ~ also reports that he noticed that whenever 
Hadhrat Umar ~ stepped forward (to lead the salaah), he would look at the 

(I) Ibn Khuzaymah, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.! Pg.282). 
(2) Abu Dawood, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VO!.I Pg.289). 
(3) Muslim, Abu Dawood, Nasa'ee and Ibn Maajah, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL I Pg.283). 
(4) Abu Dawood and Ibn Maajah, as quoted in Kanzul ummaal (Vol.4 Pg.255). 
(5) Maalik, Muslim, Abu Dawood, Tirmidhi, Ibn Maajah and Nasa'ee. 
(6) Abu Dawood. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VO!.I Pg.289). 
(7) Maalik, Abdur Razzaaq and Bayhaqi. 
(8) Abdur Razzaaq. 
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shoulders and feet of the followers (to see if they were in line)." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Nadhar narrates that when salaah was about to begin, Hadhrat 
Umar bin Khattaab ~\1~ would tell people to straighten their rows and would 
take people's names as he told them to either move forward or backward. He 
would also add, "Keep your rows straight because Allaah wishes you to adopt the 
method of the angels (when they form their rowS}." He would then recited the 
verse: 

- (A. ","'" "'." ~" A. '" ,6-1:; "'''' :;,,)., ,N ", 
(Iii .",,;.:..,!I :..::..Ili\..p 3),...) '0 CI~I~ 1;;' '0 q,sl...Al1 ~ li!J 

'" "Indeed, we (the angels) are standing in rows (worshipping Allaah). Indeed, we 
are glorifYing Allaah (all the time)." {Surah saafaat, verses 165,166}(2) 

Hadhrat Maalik says, "1 was with Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Affaan ~ when the 
people stood up for salaah. I was busy requesting him to grant me an allowance 
and continued doing so as he straightened some pebbles with his shoe. 
Eventually some men whom he had appointed to straighten the rows reported to 
him that the rows had been straightened. He then told me to stand straight in 
one of the rows and called out the Takbeer." (3) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Ali ~ used to say (to the people 
standing in rows for salaah), "Stand straight and your hearts will be straight, 
stand close to each other and you will have compassion for each other." (4) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~~ Concerning the Straightening of Rows 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said, "I saw a time when salaah would 
not begin until we had completed the rows of salaah." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ also said, "Verily Allaah bestows His 
special mercy on the people who advance through the rows to the first row of 
salaah and the angels pray for their forgiveness." (6) 

Statements of Rasulullaah ~ and Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ Concerning 

the First Row 
Hadhrat Abdul Azeez bin Rufay reports, ''It was during the Khilaafah of Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~ that Hadhrat Aamir bin Mas'ood Qurashi ~ 
was trying to get ahead of me to the first row at the Maqaam Ibraheem in 
Makkah. 'Is there much good mentioned about the first row?' I asked. 'By Allaah! 
There certainly is: he replied, 'Rasulullaah ~ said that if people realised the 
value of the first row, the only way in which the rows would be formed would be 

(I) Abdur Razzaaq. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.4 Pg.254-255). 
(2) Abd bin Humayd, Ibn ]areer and Ibn Abi Haatim. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.4 Pg.255). 
(3) Abdur Razzaaq and Bayhaqi. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(Vol.4 Pg.255). 
(4) Ibn Abi Shaybah. as quoted in Kanzul ummaal (VolA Pg.255). 
(5) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.90). 
(6) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.92) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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by drawing lots." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ said, "Ensure that you always stand in the 
first row and ensure that it is on the right of the first row. You should also refrain 
from forming rows between pillars." (2) 

Rasulullaah .~~ Instructs that the Muhaajireen 
and Ansaar should Occupy the First Row 

Hadhrat Qais bin ubaadah says, "I was present in Madinah when the people 
stood up for salaah. I then forged ahead and stood in the first row. Hadhrat Umar 
~ arrived and made his way through the rows to get to the front (to lead the 
saJaah). With him was a tanned man with a sparse beard. Looking at the faces of 
the people there, his eyes fell on me and he pushed me aside to stand in my 
place. This hurt me very deeply. However, when the salaah was over, he turned to 
me and said, 'Let not what had happened upset you or cause you grief because I 
am sure that it hurt you. However, I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say that none 
save the Muhaajireen and Ansaar should occupy the first row.' When I asked the 
people who the man was, they informed me that he was Hadhrat ubay bin Ka'b 
~.',(3) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Qais says, "As I was performing salaah in the first 
row of the Masjid of Madinah, someone came from behind, pulled me back and 
stood in my place. After the salaah was over, he turned to me and I realised that he 
was Hadhrat ubay bin Ka'b ~~. He then said to me, "May Allaah never make 
you upset, dear youngster. This was something that Rasulullaah ~ enjoined 
upon us ... " The narration then continues like the one above. (4) 

Involven1.ent of the Imaam with the Needs 

of the People after the Iqaamah has 


Been Called out 

Rasulullaah ~IS Involvement With Such Matters 

Hadhrat Usaamah bin Umayr ~ says, "People would have already stood up 
for salaah when a person would stand between Rasulullaah ~ and the Qibla, 
presenting his need to Rasulullaah ~. He would remain standing there and 
talking with Rasulullaah ~ for such·a long time that I sometimes saw some 
people nodding off to sleep because of the long while Rasulullaah ~had to 
remain standing there." (5) 
Hadhrat Anas ~ narrates that the people would be ready to perform the Isha 
salaah when Rasulullaah ~ needed to speak to a person. A few of the Sahabah 
(l) Tabraanl. Haythami (VoL2 Pg.92) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Tabraani. Haythami (VoU Pg.92) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Haakim in his Mustadrak (Vo1.3 Pg.303), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol.l Pg.352). 
(5) 	Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.4 Pg.134). Abdur Razzaaq and Abush Sheikh 

have reported a similar narration from HaJhrat Anas ~, as quoted in Kanzui UmmaaJ (Vol.4 
~~. . 
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~ would actually fall asleep (during the wait) and would then wake up 
when the salaah began. (I) 

Hadhrat Urwa ~~ narrates that people would discuss their needs with 
Rasulullaah ~ after the Mu'adhin had called out the Iqaamah and the people 
had already hushed. Rasulullaah ~ would then see that the need was fulfilled. 
Hadhrat Anas ~~ mentions that Rasulullaah ~ had a staff on which he 
would lean (when the dialogue became too long). (2) 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ was the most compassionate of 
people and whenever someone came to him (with a request), he would promise it 
to him (if he did not have then) and then give it to him when he had it. People 
had already stood up for salaah one day when a Bedouin arrived and, grabbing 
on to Rasulullaah ~'s clothing, he demanded, 'A small portion of what I need 
is still due and I fear that I may forget about it (SO I want it now).' Rasulullaah 
_ then stood up with him and only returned to lead the salaah after he had 
finished with the man." (3) 

Hadhrat Umar ~)J.1~ and Hadhrat Uthmaan 
®)J.1~'s Involvement With Such Matters 

Hadhrat Abu Uthmaan Nahdi says, "Salaah would be about to commence when a 
person would come before Hadhrat Umar ~ to discuss something. In fact, 
some of us would actually sit down because we would be standing so long." (4) 

Hadhrat Moosa bin Talha says, "Ashe sat on the pulpit and the Mu'adhin was busy 
calling out the Iqaamah, I heard Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Affaan ~ asking 
people about their conditions and market prices." (5) 

The narration has already passed in the chapter discussing the straightening of 
rows in which Hadhrat Maalik says, "I was with Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Affaan 
~~ when the people stood up for salaah. I was busy requesting him to grant 
me an allowance and continued doing so as he straightened some pebbles with 
his shoe ... " 

Leading the Salaah and Following the 
Inlaam During the Time of Rasulullaah ~~ 

The Statement of Hadhrat Abu Sufyaan ®)J.1~ 
Concerning the Discipline of the Sahabah ~~~ 

when he saw them Performing"Salaah 
Detailed narrations have already appeared in the chapter discussing the Treaty of 
Hudaybiyyah and the Conquest of Madinah in which it is stated that Rasulullaah 

(I) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ(Vol.4 Pg.273). 
(2) Abush Sheikh in his Adhaan, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaa/(VoI.4 Pg.234). 
(3) Bukhaari in his Adab (PgA3). 
(4) Abur Rabee Zahraani. as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaa/ (Vo\'4 Pg.230). 
(5) 	Ibn Habbaan, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (VolA Pg.234). Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.59) has reported a 

similar narration. 
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~ said to Hadhrat Abu Sufyaan ~, "0 Abu Sufyaan! Accept Islaam and live 
in peace," After Hadhrat Abu Sufyaan ~ accepted Islaam, he proceeded with 
Hadhrat Abbaas ~ to his camp, The next morning when the Sahabah 
~ rushed to perform wudhu, Hadhrat Abu Sufyaan ~ asked, ''What is 
the matter with the people, 0 Abul Fadhl? Have they received an order?" "No," 
replied Hadhrat Abbaas ~, "they are preparing for salaah.tI Hadhrat Abu 
Sufyaan ~ then performed wudhu on the instructions of Hadhrat Abbaas 
~~, who then took him to Rasulullaah •. Rasulullaah ~ started the 
salaah and when he called out the Takbeer, the Sahabah ~)1~ followed suit. 
They all then made Ruku when Rasulullaah _ made Ruku and got up again 
when Rasulullaah ~ got up, To this, Hadhrat Abu Sufyaan ~)1~ remarked, 
''To this day have I never seen such discipline from a nation Who have been 
gathered together from such varying backgroundsl Neither are the nobles of 
Persia nor the long-established Romans as well disciplined as this!" Addressing 
Hadhrat Abbaas ~, he said further, "0 Abul Fadhl! Your nephew has 
certainly founded a great kingdom." ''It is not a kingdom," Hadhrat Abbaas 
~ replied, "This is Nubuwwah." (I) 

Another narration from Hadhrat Maymoona ~ quoted in the chapter 
discussing the Conquest of Makkah states that when Rasulullaah _ got up to 
perform wudhu, the Muslims would compete to get the wudhu water and rub it 
on their faces, To this, Hadhrat Abu sufyaan ~,~ remarked, "0 Abul Fadhl! 
Your nephew has certainly founded a great kingdom." "It is not a kingdom," 
Hadhrat Abbaas ~~ replied, "This is Nubuwwah and it is this that the people 
are so zealous about. n (2) 

A narration from Hadhrat Urwa ~,~ states that when Hadhrat Abu Sufyaan 
~ awoke the morning after he had spent the night with Hadhrat Abbaas 
~, he saw the Sahabah ~ (eagerly) preparing for salaah and scattering 
about to purify themselves. Hadhrat Abu Sufyaan ~ became alarmed at this 
sight and asked Hadhrat Abbaas ~ what the matter was, Hadhrat Abbaas 
~~ replied, "They have heard the Adhaan and are now scattering about to 
prepare for salaah." When salaah commenced and Hadhrat Abu Sufyaan ~~ 
saw the Sahabah ~ bow and prostrate when Rasulullaah • did so, he 
remarked, "0 Abbaas! Do they do everything he instructs them to do. n 

"Certainly," Hadhrat Abbaas ~ replied, "they would obey Rasulullaah • 
even if he were to command them to forsake their food and drink." (3) 

The Sahabah ~~ Perform Salaah behind 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ upon the Instruction of 


Rasulullaah ~ 

In the chapter discussing the enthusiasm Rasulullaah ~ had for salaah, a 
narration from Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ has already passed stating that (when he 
(1) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.S Pg.300). 
(2) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.164) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VolA Pg.291). 
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was critically ill) RasuluUaah ~ sent a message to Abu Bakr ~~ to lead the 
salaah. Abu Bakr ~~ was a soft person so he said to Umar ~~, ''You lead 
the salaah, 0 Umar!" Umar ~~ however said, "You are more worthy of the 
privilege." Abu Bakr ~ then led the salaah during those days. 
A narration of Bukhaari also quoted in the chapter states that Rasulullaah ~ 
said, ''Tell Abu Bakr to lead the people in salaah," Rasulullaah ~ instructed. 
One of Rasulullaah ~'s wives remarked, "Abu Bakr is a soft man who will be 
unable lead the salaah when he stands in your place." Rasulullaah ~ however 
repeated the instruction, but again met with the same response. When this 
happened a third time, Rasulullaah ~ said, "You women are just like the 
women around Yusuf ~~. Tell Abu Bakr to lead the people in salaah." 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin zam'ah @~ reports, "A few Muslims and I happened to 
be with Rasulullaah ~ when his illness had become critical. when Bilaal 
~'\Ii§ called out the Adhaan, Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Appoint someone to lead 
the salaah.' I left and found Umar ~ amongst the people. Abu Bakr ~~ 
was not there. I therefore told Umar ~)1.,~ to lead the salaah. Umar ~~ then 
stood up and when he said 'Allaahu Akbar' Rasulullaah ~ heard his voice 
because his voice was very loud. Rasulullaah ~ then asked, 'Then where is 
Abu Bakr? Neither Allaah nor the Muslims can accept this! Neither Allaah nor the 
Muslims can accept this!' Rasulullaah ~ then sent for Abu Bakr ~~ and 
when he arrived, Umar ~ had already completed the salaah. Abu Bakr 
~~ then lead the people in salaah. Umar ~.~~ then said to me, '0 dear! 
What have you done, 0 Ibn Zam'ah? I swear by Allaah that when you told me to 
lead the salaah, I thought that it was an instruction from Rasulullaah ~. Had I 
known better, I would have never led the salaah.' I explained, 'By Allaah! 
Rasulullaah ~ certainly did not instruct me to appoint you but when I did not 
see Abu Bakr ~~ and only saw you, I regarded you as being most worthy of 
leading the salaah.",(1) 

Another narration states that when Rasulullaah ~ heard Hadhrat Umar 
~~'s voice, he came out and with his head out of the room, he said angrily, 
"No! No! None but the son of Abu Quhaafah (Le. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~) 
should lead the salaah." (2) 

In the chapter discussing how the Sahabah ~.~ elected Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
~ to the post of Khilaafah(3), a narration has passed in which Hadhrat Abu 
Ubaydah bin ]arraah ~ said, "I am not likely to step head of a person whom 
RasululIaah ~ had commanded to lead us in salaah and who then led us in 
salaah until Rasulullaah ~ passed away." 
(1) 	Ahmad and Abu Dawood, as quoted in Ai Bldaayah wan Ni'haayah (VoLS Pg.232). Haakim (Vo1.3 

Pg.641) has reported a similar narration. 
(2) Abu Dawood, as quoted in AiBldaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.S Pg.323). 
(3) Under the heading "The Sahabah ~ Place Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ Ahead for Khilaafah, Are 

Pleased to Select him and Condemn Anyone who desires to Divide their Unity" and the subheading 
"A Hadith of Ahmad and the statements of Hadhrat Abu ubaydah bin Jarraah ~ and Hadhrat 
Uthmaan ~~ Concerning the Khilaafah of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~n. 
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Also quoted in the same chapter(l) is the statement that Hadhrat Ali ~:J.1~ and 
Hadhrat Zubayr ~~ made when they said, "However, we are also of the 
opinion that Abu Bakr ~!l5:'~ is most worthy of the post after Rasulullaah ~. 
He was the companion of Rasulullaah ~ in the cave and the 'second of the 
two'. We definitely acknowledge his status and his seniority. After all, Rasulullaah 
~ did instruct him to lead the Muslims in salaah while Rasulullaah ~ was 
alive." 

The Statements of Hadhrat Umar ~~~ and 

Hadhrat Ali ~ Concerning Hadhrat Abu Bakr 


~~~ Leading the Salaah 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®lJ.,~ narrates that when Rasulullaah ~ passed 

away, the Ansaar said, "There should be an Arneer from us and one from you 

(Muhaajireen)." Hadhrat Umar ~ then went to them and said, "Did you not 

know that Rasulullaah ~ had placed Abu Bakr §,~ forward (to lead the 

salaah)?" The Ansaar then said, "Allaah forbid that we should ever place ourselves 

ahead of Abu Bakr ~!"(2) 
Hadhrat Ali ~~ said, "Rasulullaah ~ certainly instructed Abu Bakr §~ 
to lead the salaah when I was present, neither unavailable nor ill. Therefore, to 
take charge of our matters of this world (as Khalifah) we are pleased to have the 
person whom Nabi ~ selected to take charge of our matters of Deen (our 
salaah)." (3) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Salmaan Faarsi ~~ 


Concerning the Leadership of Arabs 

Hadhrat Abu Layla Kindi reports that Hadhrat Salmaan Faarsi ~ once 
arrived with a group of twelve or thirteen riders from amongst the companions of 
Rasulullaah ~. When the time for salaah arrived, the others addressed 
Hadhrat Salmaan §):i.,~ saying, "Go forwara (to lead the salaah), 0 Abu 
Abdullaah." Hadhrat Salmaan ~ declined saying, ''We (non-Arabs) cannot 
lead you (Arabs) in salaah nor marry your women because it is through you 
that Allaah has guided us." One of the men from the group then went ahead and 
performed four Rakaahs salaah. After he had completed, Hadhrat Salmaan 
~ said, ''Why did we need to perform four Rakaahs salaah when half of it 
(two Rakaahs) would have sufficed. (Since we are on a journey) We are most in 
need of concessions." (4) 

The Sahabah ~~ follow Slaves in Salaah 
Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed was a slave of the Banu Usayd tribe. He prepared a meal one 
(1) 	Under the subheading "Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ declines to Accept th~ post of Khalifah and the 

statements of Hadhrat Ali ~ and Hadhrat Zubayr ~ he is most Worthy of the Position". 
(2) Nasa'ee, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id (V01.2 Pg.206). 
(3) Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.354). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hflya (Vol.! Pg.189). Tabraani and Abu Ya'\a have reported a similar narration. 

Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.156) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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day and invited Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~.~, Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ and 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~.~~. When the time arrived for salaah, 
Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~ stepped forward to lead the salaah when Hadhrat 
Hudhayfah ~ said to him, "Step back because the owner of the house is 
entitled to leading the salaah." "Is that so, 0 Ibn Mas'ood?" Hadhrat Abu Dharr 
~ asked. When Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ confirmed what 
Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ said, Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~ stepped back. 
Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed says, "They then put me forward (to lead the salaah) 
whereas I was just a slave. Nevertheless, I led them in the salaah." (1) 

Hadhrat Naafi reports, "people had stood up for salaah in a Masjid in a district of 
Madinah where Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®~ had a property. The Imaam 
of the Masjid was a slave and when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ came for 
the salaah, the Imaam requested him to lead the salaah. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Umar ®~ declined saying, 'You have a greater right to lead the salaah in 
your Masjid.' The Imaam then proceeded to lead the salaah." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Handhala ~ narrates, ''We were in the house of Qais 
bin Sa'd bin Ubaadah ~ with a group of Sahabah ~~ when we told him 
to lead the salaah. 'I cannot do so (in the presence of men better than IL' he 
submitted. I said, 'Rasulullaah ~ said that a man, has a greater right to the 
front of his bed, to the front ofhis animal and to lead the salaah in his house.' He 
then instructed one of his slaves who went forward and led the salaah." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~)J..,~ Performs 
Salaah Behind Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~)1&~ 

in his house 
Hadhrat Alqama narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ once 
visited Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ at his house. When the time for salaah 
arrived, Hadhrat Abu Moosa ~ said to Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~, "Go forward (to lead the salaah), 0 Abu Abdur Rahmaan because you are 
elder and more knowledgeable than I." Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ 
replied, "You rather go forward because I have come your house and your Masjid. 
You therefore have a greater right." Hadhrat Abu Moosa ~~ then stepped 
forward and removed his shoes (and led the salaah). After he had completed, 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ asked, "What was your reason for 
removing your shoes? Are you on the Waadi Muqaddas (where Hadhrat Moosa 
~ was when he had to remove his shoes)?" (4) 
Another narrati,m states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said to 
Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~, "0 Abu Moosa! You know well that the 
Sunnah practice is for the owner of the house to go forward (to lead the salaah)." 
However, Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ refused to do so until one of their 

(1) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (Vol.4 Pg.246). 
(2) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.4 Pg.247). 
(3) Bazzaar and Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.65) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Ahmad. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.66) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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slaves went forward. (1) 

Hadhrat Furaat bin Hayyaan ~~~ Performs 
Salaah in his Masjid behind Hadhrat Handhala 

bin Rabee ~,~ on the Instruction of 
Rasulullaah ~~ 

Hadhrat Qais bin Zuhayr ~ says, "I once walked with Handhala bin Rabee 
~~ to the Masjid of Furaat bin Hayyaan ~. When the time for salaah 
arrived, Hadhrat Furaat ~ told Hadhrat Handhala ~~ to go forward (to 
lead the salaah). Hadhrat Handhala !:ID~ refused saying, "I cannot lead you in 
salaah when you are elder than me and have migrated before me. In addition to 
this, it is your Masjid. Hadhrat Furaat ®,~ however said, "I have heard 
Rasulullaah ~ say something about you because of which I can never lead you 
in salaah." "So were you also present during the Battle of Taa'ifwhen Rasulullaah 
~ sent me as a spy?" Hadhrat Handhala ~ asked. When Hadhrat Furaat 
~ confirmed that he was present, Hadhrat Handhala ®~ stepped 
forward and led the salaah. 
(When the salaah was over) Hadhrat Furaat ~ (turned to the people and) 
said, "0 tribe of Ijal! I have made him lead the salaah because RasuluIlaah ~ 
once sent him to Taa'if as a spy and when he reported back, Rasulullaah ~ 
said to him, 'Your information is correct. You may return to your camp because 
you have been awake all night.' As he turned and left, Rasulullaah ~ said to 
us, 'Always follow him and the likes of him.",(2) 

The Ameer of Makkah Appoints Hadhrat Ibn 

Abzah as his Deputy to Lead the salaahTo the 


Approval of Hadhrat Umar ~~ 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Abu Layla ~ narrates that when he once 
accompanied Hadhrat Umar ®~ to Makkah, they were received by the 
Hadhrat Naafi bin Alqama ®~ who was the Arneer of Makkah. ''Who have you 
appointed as your deputy over the people?" Hadhrat Umar ®~ asked. "Abdur 
Rahmaan bin Abzah ®~," carne the reply. Hadhrat Umar ~ said, "You 
chose a man from amongst the slaves over members of the Quraysh and the 
Sahabah ~~ of Rasulullaah ~?" "That I have done," Hadhrat Naafi ®!1~ 
replied, "because 1 found him to be the most proficient reciter of the Qur'aan and 
because Makkah is a place where people from all parts gather, I wanted them to 
listen to Allaah's Book from a person who recited welL" "Your judgement is 
excellent," Hadhrat Umar ®.IJ.,~ commended, "Abdur Rahmaan bin Abzah 
®.~ is certainly amongst the people whom Allaah has elevated through the 

(1) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami. 
(2) 	Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.65). Abu Ya'la, 

Baghawi and Ibn Asaakir have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.? 
Pg.28). 
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Qur'aan." (1) 

Hadhrat Miswar ~ pulls back an Imaam 

Whose Recitation was not Clear and Hadhrat 


Umar ~~ Sanctions his Act 

Hadhrat Ubayd bin umayr ~~ narrates that it was during the Hajj season 
when a large gathering of people amassed around a spring in Makkah. When the 
time for salaah arrived, a person who was not Arabic speaking and who belonged 
to the family of Hadhrat Abu Saa'ib Makhzoomi ~ stepped forward (to lead 
the salaah). Hadhrat Miswar bin Makhrama ~ pulled the man back and put 
another man forward. When the news reached Hadhrat Umar ~, he said 
nothing to Hadhrat Miswar ~ until Hadhrat Miswar ~ arrived in 
Madinah. It was only when Hadhrat Miswar ~~ came to Madinah that 
Hadhrat Umar ®~ questioned him about it. "Give me a chance, 0 Ameerul 
Mu'mineen!" Hadhrat Miswar ®~~ entreated. He then explained, "The man was 
not Arabic-speaking (whoserecitationwasunclear) and because it was during Hajj, 
I feared that some people who were there for Hajj would hear his recitation and 
adopt its non-Arabic mode of recitation." 'Was that the express reason for what 
you did?" Hadhrat Umar ~ asked. When Hadhrat Miswar ~~ confirmed 
that it was, Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, ''You did the right thing." (2) 

Hadhrat Talha ~~ asks a Congregation he had 

Led in salaah whether they were Pleased with 


his Salaah 

Hadhrat Talha bin Ubaydullaah ~ once led some people in salaah. When he 
turned to them (after completing the salaah), he said, "I had forgotten to consult 
with you before going ahead and leading the salaah. Are you pleased with my 
salaahr "Of course," the congregation replied, "who will be displeased with it, 0 
selected companion of Rasulullaah ~." Hadhrat Talha ~ then said, "I 
have heard Rasulullaah ~ say that when a person leads others in salaah and 
they are displeased with him, the salaah does not even pass his ears (let alone 
reach the heavens)." (3) 

Hadhrat Anas ~~~ 's Differences with Hadhrat 

Umar bin Abdul Azeez and Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob 


~~~'s Differences with MArwaan 

Concerning salaah 


Hadhrat Umar bin Abdul Azeez once asked Hadhrat Anas ~~~ why he did not 
perform salaah behind him(4). Hadhrat Anas ~~ replied, "I had seen 
(I) Abu Ya'la, as quoted in Muntakhab KanzuJ UmmaaJ{Vol.5 Pg.216). 
(2) Abdur Razzaaq and Bayhaqi, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (Vo\'4 Pg.246). 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.68) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Before he became the Khalifah, Hadhrat Umar bin Abdul Azeez used to prolong the salaah until the 
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Rasulullaah ~ perform salaah and I shall perform salaah with you only when 
your salaah is consistent with Rasulullaah ~'s salaah. However, when your 
salaah differs from Rasulullaah ~'s salaah, I shall perform salaah(by myself) 
and then return to my family." (l) 

Marwaan bin Hakam once asked Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob ~~ why he did not 
perform salaah behind him. Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob ®~ replied, "I have seen 
Rasulullaah ~ perform saJaah in a certain manner and will follow you only 
when your salaah conforms to his salaah. However, when your salaah differs 
from Rasulullaah ~'s salaah, I shall perform salaah (by myself) and then 
return to my family.,,(2) 

The statements of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~1\1.1~, 


Hadhrat Anas ~~~ and Hadhrat Adi ~~ 


About the Salaah of the Sahabah ~~~ 


Behind Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Abu Jaabir Waalidi says, "I once asked Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®~~ 
(after he had led the salaah), Was the salaah of Rasulullaah ~ like this?' What 
did you not like about the way I performed salaah?' he asked. '(There is nothing I 
do not like but) I only wanted to know.' I replied. He said, 'Yes, it was like this, 
only shorter.' His Qiyaam was as long as it takes a Mu'adhin to descend from the 
Minaret and reach the row ofsalaah." Another narration states that Hadhrat Abu 
Jaabir added, "I once saw Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ performing a very 
short salaah." (3) 

Hadhrat Anas ®.11~ once said, "The salaah we performed with Rasulullaah ~ 
was such that you people will criticise if anyone had to perform the same 
(because of its brevity)." (4) 
Hadhrat Adi bin Haatim ~ once attended a gathering and when the time for 
salaah arrived, the Imaam went forward and led the salaah. However, because he 
prolonged the sitting posture, Hadhrat Adi ®~ said after the saIaah was 
completed, "The person leading the salaah should complete the Ruku and Sajdah 
properly (but not prolong the Qiyaam and sitting postures) because behind him 
are young children, old people, sick people, travellers and people with urgent 
needs." When the time arrived for the next salaah, Hadhrat Adi ®.11~ himself 
went forward and while completing the Ruku and Sajdah properly, he made the 
salaah brief. After completing the salaah, he turned to the people and said, "That 
was how we performed sa\aah behind Rasulullaah ~.,,(5) 

time expired, just as the umayyad rulers used to do. This was why Hadhrat Anas ~~ refused to 
follow him in salaah. However, when Hadhrat Umar bin Abdul Azeez became the Khalifah, he 
stopped dOing this. 

(1) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoU Pg.68). 
(2) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (V01.2 Pg.68). 
(3) Ahmad and Abu Ya'la, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoU Pg.71). 
(4) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.71). 
(5) Tabraani and Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.73). 
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Rasulullaah W~ and the Sahabah ~~~ 
Weep in Salaah 


Rasulullaah ~~ Weeps in Salaah 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ says, "After spending the night, Rasulullaah ~ would 
be summoned (to salaah) by Bilaal ~ calling out the Adhaan. He would then 
get up and take a bath. I would then see the water dripping on his cheek and 
beard as he left for salaah, after which I would hear him weep in salaah." (1) 

Hadhrat Ubayd bin Umayr ~~ once asked Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~, "Tell me 
what the most remarkable incident that you saw with Rasulullaah ~." Hadhrat 
Aa'isha ~~ was silent for awhile and then she said, "One night Rasulullaah 
~ said to me, 'Do excuse me to worship my Rabb tonight.' 'By Allaah!' I replied, 
While I love to be near you, I also love anything that pleases you.' Rasulullaah 
~ then stood up, performed wudhu and started performing salaah. He wept so 
much as he was sitting that his lap became wet (with tears). He then continued 
weeping until his beard was drenched. He had then eventually wept so much more 
that the ground around him became soaked. When Bilaal ~~ carne to inform 
him that the time for salaah had arrived, he saw Rasulullaah ~~ weeping and 
asked, '0 Rasulullaah ~! Why do you weep so much when Allaah has forgiven 
all your previous and future errors?' Rasulullaah ~ replied, 'Should I then not 
be a grateful slave? A tremendous verse has been revealed to me tonight. Woe be 
to the person who recites it without pondering over it: (The verse is) 

Q Y4l~1 Ij~ ~~ j~lj I~~I iJ~lj <.J'j~lj ~~I .ili. '~ ~I"ltc 
... t.S; '" II... ~ "'... ... ... y--- ~ ",}f 

I' ' ,,;,,. ,.J a; '''';; , ,.J.J I"''' ~ ,.J.J(; ,I... ....L '" ,).J ';; "', ;;

'fj.:-JI ~ ~ ~J~.J ~~ ..;.s.J l~yJJ t:.~ .ill\ ~JJ!'.l:! d-~\ 
- J{~ " ... ' ......... "t ,J 1:" ;'''''t '" "; ,; ...., .... i! ,.4,


('''·:o~JI),\~jW'yljs:\.;Jj,'I;~· ~~I.lA~t:.l4j· <.J'j';iIJ 
... "'... '" 

verily in the (perfect and wonderful) creation of the heavens and the 
earth (and whatever is wHhin these) and in the alternation (changing) 
of the night and day are signs (that show Allaah's great power) for 
those who have intelligence (who care to ponder). (Those who have 
intelligence are) They who remember Allaah while standing, sitting and 
lying down (they do not forget Allaah at any time), and they think about 
the creation of the heavens and earth (so that they may be able to see 
Allaah's greatness in this). (Then, amazed byAllaah's creation, they say) 
"Our Rabb You have not created all this without a purpose! (These 
things certainly display Your power and greatness and have not been 
created in vain) We glorify Your purity (none can ever be equal to You) 
so save us from the punishment of the Fire (ofJahannam) ... " {Surah Aal 
Imraan, verses 190+ } (2) 

Hadhrat Mutarraf reports from his father ~~ who says, "I saw Rasulullaah 
(1) Abu Ya'la, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.89). 
(2) Ibn Hibbaan, as quoted in T8Jgheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.32). 
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~ performing salaah while there came from his chest a sound resembling the 
sound of a grindstone because of his weeping." (1) Another narration states that 
the sound from Rasulullaah ~!s chest resembled the sound of a (boiling) 
pot. (2) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Weeps in salaah 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Shaddaad bin Al Haad says, "I was standing in one of the 
last rows during the Fajr salaah and I could hear Hadhrat Umar ~~ cry aloud 
as he recited Surah Yusuf and reached the verse: 

(Ai~T:~y- a)~) (~I JJ ~?J~~~J) 
"I complain of my sorrow and my grief only to Allaah." {surah Yusuf, verse 86}(3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ says, "when performing salaah behind 
Hadhrat Umar !ID\1~, I could hear his weeping from three rows back." (4) 

Devotion and Concentration in Salaah 

The Devotion of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ and 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~~ in salaah 

Hadhrat Sahl bin Sa'd ~~ says that Hadhrat Abu Bakr !ID~ could not be 

distracted when performing salaah. (5) 


Hadhrat Mujaahid says, "Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~ would stand (still) 

like a stick in salaah, which was exactly as Hadhrat Abu Bakr !ID~ used to do. 

That is what devotion in salaah means." (6) 

Hadhrat Mujaahid says, "Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~ would stand (still) 

like a stick in salaah. It is said that this was due to his devotion in salaah." (7) 

Hadhrat Ibnul Munkadir says, "Had you seen Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr 

!ID~ performing salaah, you would surely say that he is a branch of a tree that 

the wind laps over. In fact, missiles fired from catapults would be falling all about 

(around him as he performed salaah) but he would pay no attention to them." 

Another narration from Hadhrat Ataa states that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Zubayr ~,~~ performed salaah, he was like a cane fixed in the ground. (8) 


The Devotion of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
~~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ 

in salaah 
Hadhrat Zaid bin Abdullaah Shaybaani says, "Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ 
(1) Abu Dawood. 
(2) Nasa'ee, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (V01.3 Pg.32). 
(3) 	Abdur Razzaaq, Sa'eed bin Mansoor, Ibn Abi Shaybah, Ibn Sa'd and Bayhaqi, as quoted in 

Muntakhab KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vo1.4 Pg.387). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vo\.l Pg.52). 
(5) Ahmad in his Zuhd, as quoted in Muntakhab KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.4 Pg.347). 
(6) Muntakhab KanzuJ Ummaal (VolA Pg.360). 
(7) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.! Pg.335l, as quoted in Jsaabah (VoL2 Pg.310). 
(8) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoL I Pg.335). Tabraani has also reported the narration from reliable 

sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.I36). 
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----------------------------~----------------------~ 
walked so slowly for salaah that if an ant were walking beside him, you v/oUld 
say that he will not beat the ant." (I) 

Hadhrat Waasi bin Hibbaan says, "Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®~~ liked 
everything of his to face the Qibla when he performed salaah and would even 
face his thumbs towards the Qibla." (2) 

Hadhrat Tawoos says, "I have never seen anyone perform salaah like Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Umar ®~. He was so particular about facing the Qibla that 
even his face, palms and feet faced Qibla." (3) 
Hadhrat Abu Burdah narrates, "I once performed salaah next to Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Umar ~. When he was in Sajdah, I heard him say, '0 Allaah! 
Make Yourself the most beloved entity to me and the one I fear most.' I also 
heard him recite in salaah: 

(\V~1:~ oJ.,...) (OJ ~~1~-# ~j1 Jj ~.;, ~:;\ ~ ~»)
,# ... ... ...... 

'0 my Rabb! On account of the favours (forgiveness, knowledge and 
wisdom) you have given me, I shall never be among those who are 
accomplices to criminals.' {Surah Qasas, verse 17} 

He also said, "Whenever I perform salaah, I hope that it will be a means of 

atonement (for my sins)." (4) 

Hadhrat A'mash stated that whenever Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ performed 

salaah, he (was so still that he) appeared to be a discarded piece of cloth. (5) 


Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ Reprimands his wife 
Hadhrat Ummu Roomaan tf®~~ for Leaning 

in her Salaah 
Hadhrat Ummu Roomaan ~ says, "When Abu Bakr ®~ once saw me 
leaning while performing salaah, he reprimanded me so sternly that I almost 
terminated my salaah. He then said, 'I heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'When any of 
you stand in salaah, his limbs should be at ease and he should never lean to 
any side as the Jews do. Being at ease during salaah serves to complete the 
salaah.",(6) 

The Importance Rasulullaah ~~. Attached 
to the Emphasised Sunnah Salaahs 

The Narration of Hadhrat Aa'isha tr®1Ju~ Regarding 
the Sunnah Salaahs Rasulullaah ~ Performed 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Shaqeeq reports that he once enquired from Hadhrat 

(l) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.I54). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.15 7), 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Wlya (VoLl Pg.304). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoU Pg.304). 
(5) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.I36) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(6) Ibn Adi and Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vo\.9 Pg.304). as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.230). 
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Aa'isha ~ about the optional salaahs that Rasulullaah ~. performed. She 
replied, "Rasulullaah ~ would perform four Rakaahs at home before the Zuhr 
salaah. He would then leave for the Masjid to lead the people in salaah. 
Tfiereafter, he would return to my room and perform two Rakaahs. After leading 
the people in Maghrib salaah, he would return to my room and perform two 
Rakaahs. Afterwards, he would lead the people in Isha and then return to 
perform two Rakaahs in my room. At night, he would perform nine Rakaahs 
salaah including the Witr. At times he would perform salaah for long time 
standing while at other times, he would perform salaah for a long time sitting. 
When performing salaah standing, he would perform Ruku and Sajdah from a 
standing position and when performing salaah sitting, he would perform Ruku 
and Sajdah from a sitting position. Then when dawn broke, he would perform 
two Rakaahs before leaving for the Masjid to lead the people in the Fajr 
salaah.,,(l) 

The Extreme Importance Rasulullaah ~~ gave to 
the Two Rakaahs Before the Fajr Salaah 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ did not attach as much 
importance to any optional salaahs as much as he attached to the two Rakaahs 
of Fajr." (2) In another narration, Hadhrat Aa'isha~ states, "I have not seen 
Rasulullaah ~ so eager to do any good deed as much as he was to perform 
the two Rakaahs before Fajr. In (act, he was not even that eager for booty." (3) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ also mentioned that Rasulullaah ~ would never omit 
the four Rakaahs before Zuhr salaah and the two Rakaahs before Fajr. (4) 

Hadhrat Bilaal ~ reports that he once went to inform Rasulullaah ~ that 
the time for Fajr had arrived. Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ occupied Hadhrat Bilaal 
~ by asking him about something until the sky had started to get very 
bright. Hadhrat Bilaal ~)J.,~ then started to call Rasulullaah ~ several times, 
but Rasulullaah ~ did not come out. After a while, Rasulullaah ~ came out 
and after leading the salaah, Hadhrat Bilaal ~,!1~ informed him that Hadhrat 
Aa'isha ~~ had occupied him by asking him about something and that 
(despite him calling) Rasulullaah ~~ had delayed in coming out. Rasulullaah 
~ said, "(I was delayed because) I had been performing the two Rakaahs of 
Fajr." "0 Rasulullaah ~!"Hadhrat Bilaai ~)J.,~ asked, "(Why did you not leave 
it out because) The sky had already become very bright?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, 
"Even if the sky had become brighter than that, I would have still performed it 
and performed it well and properly." (5) 

(1) 	Muslim, as quoted in Safwatus Safwah (VoU Pg.75). Abu Dawood and Tirmidhi have also reported 
the narration, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id (VoLI Pg.IIO). 

(2) Bukhaari, Muslim and others. 
(3) Ibn Khuzaymah, as quoted in Ta18heeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.361). 
(4) Bukhaari. 
(5) 	Abu Dawood (VoL2 Pg.259), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Nawawi in Riyaadhus 

Saaliheen (Pg.416) 
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The Extreme Importance Rasulullaah ~ gave to 
the Four Rakaahs Before the Fardh of ZuhrSalaah 
Hadhrat Qaaboos reports that his father once sent someone to ask Hadhrat 
Aa'isha ~ which salaah (apart from the Faraa'idh) Rasulullaah ~most 
loved to perform with consistency. Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ replied, "It was the 
four Rakaahsbefore Zuhr in which Rasulullaah .~~ prolonged the Qiyaam and 
meticulously performed the Ruku and Sajdah." (I) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Saa'ib ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~~ used to 
perform four Rakaahs salaah after the sun had crossed the meridian but before 
(the Fardh ot) Zuhr. To this Rasulullaah ~ would say, "This is the hour when 
the doors to the skies are opened and I would love to have my good deeds 
ascend through them." (2) 

Hadhrat Ali ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~~ used to perform four Rakaahs 
before (the Fardh ot) Zuhr and two Rakaahs after. (.3) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ narrates that if Rasulullaah ~ was unable to perform 
the four Rakaahs before (the Fardh ot) zuhr, he would perform them afterwards.(4) 
Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob ~,\1~ says that from the time Rasulullaah ~ started 
staying with him, he noticed that Rasulullaah ~ regularly performed four 
Rakaahs before zuhr and said, "The doors of the skies are opened when the sun 
crosses the meridian and no door closes until the Zuhr salaah has been 
performed. Ithereforeloveto have a good deed of mine raised during this time."(S) 

Rasulullaah ~~lS Salaah before Asr and. 

After Maghrib 


Hadhrat Ali ~~ said, "Before the Asr salaah Rasulullaah ~ would perform 
four Rakaahs salaah. separating them with Salaam to the high-ranking angels 
and the Muslims and Mu'mineen who follow them." (6) Another narration from 
Hadhrat Ali ~):i.7~ states that Rasulullaah ~ performed two Rakaahs before 
Asr.(7) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~narrates that after the Maghrib salaah 
Rasulullaah ~ used to perform two Rakaahs salaahin which he prolonged the 
recitation of the Qur'aan so long that the people in the Masjid had already 
dispersed (by the time he completed) .. (8) 

(I) Ibn Maajah, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL I Pg.364). 
(2) Ahmad and Tirmidhi, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoLl Pg.364). 
(3) Tirmidhi (Pg.57). 
(4) Tirmidhi (Pg.57), 
(5) Tabraani, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.364) and Kanzul Ummaal (VoL4 Pg.l89). 
(6) Tirmidhi (Pg.58). 
(7) 	Abu Dawood, as quoted in Riyaadhus Saaliheen (Pg.419). Abu Ya'ia and Tabraani have reported 

similar narrations from Hadhrat Maymoona ~, as quoted in Majma'uz zawaa'id (VoL2 
Pg.221). 

(8) Tabraani. Haythami (VoL2 Pg.230) has commented on the chain ofna,rators. 
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The Importance the Sahabah ~~~ 


Attached to the Emphasised Sunnah Salaahs 
The Importance Hadhrat Umar @,~~ gave to the 
Sunnah Salaahs Before the Fajr and Zuhr Salaahs 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib narrates that Hadhrat Umar $I~ said about the 
two Rakaahs before Fajr, "They are more beloved to me than red camels." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Abdullaah reports that he once went to Hadhrat 
Umar bin Khattaab §1.:l.1~ whenthelatterwasperfonning salaah before Zuhr. "What 
salaah is this?" Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan asked. Hadhrat Umar ~~ replied, "It 

is counted from amongst the salaah of the night (i.e. it carries the reward of the 
Tahajjud salaah)." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Utba says, "I performed four Rakaahs salaah with Hadhrat 
Umar ~IJ.,~ in his house before the Zuhr salaah." (3) 

The Importance Hadhrat Ali ~~ and Hadhrat 

Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ gave to the Sunnah 


Salaahs Before the Zuhr Salaah 

Hadhrat Hudhayfa. bin usayd reports that he noticed Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib 
~.~~ performing four long Rakaahs of salaah after the sun has crossed its 
meridian and asked about it. Hadhrat Ali ~IJ.,~ replied, !II saw Rasulullaah ~ 
performing this salaah ... " The rest of the Hadith is similar to the narration of 
Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob ~5 quoted above. (4) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Yazeed says, "Someone closest to Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ~~ informed me that after the sun had crossed its meridian, 
Hadhrat Abdul\aah bin Mas'ood ~ would stand up and perform four 
Rakaahs salaah in which he would recite two Surahs from the Mi'een (Surahs 
that have more than a hundred verses). Thereafter, when the Mu'adhin called out 
the Adhaan, he would dress fully and then leave (for the Masjid) for the salaah.,,(5) 
Hadhrat Aswad, Hadhrat Murra and Hadhrat Masrooq all narrate that Hadhrat 
Abdul\aah bin Mas'ood ~IJ.,~ said, "No salaah of the day equals the salaah of 
the night except for the four Rakaahs before zuhr. The virtue of this salaah over 
the other (optional) salaahs of the day is like the virtue of the congregational 
salaah over the salaah performed individually. (6) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~.~ said, "No salaah of the day equals the 
salaah of the night except for the four Rakaahs before Zuhr because they have 
always been regarded as being on par with the Tahajjud salaah." (7) 

(\) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaai0/01.4 Pg.201). 
(2) Ibn Jareer. 
(3) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaal0/oL4 Pg.189). 
(4) Ibn Abi shaybah, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai 0/01.4 Pg.189). 
(5) Tabraani. Haythami 0/01.2 Pg.221) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(6) Tabraani. Haythami 0/01.2 Pg.22!) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(7) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal 0/01.4 Pg.189). 
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The Importance Hadhrat Baraa ®~~ and 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®~ gave to the 


Sunnah Salaahs Before the Zuhr Salaah 

It is reported that both Hadhrat Baraa ~. and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar 
~ performed the four Rakaahs ofSunnah salaah. (1) 

It is also narrated that whenever the sun passes its meridian, Hadhrat Abdullaah 
bin Vmar ~ would proceed to the Masjid where he would perform twelve 
Rakaahs salaah before the (Fardh of) Zuhr. Only then would he sit down. (2) 

Hadhrat Naafi narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ~,~ would perform 
eight Rakaahssalaah before the Zuhr salaah and then four Rakaahs afterwards.(3) 

The Importance Hadhrat Ali ®)J.,~ gave to the 

Sunnah SalaahBefore the Asr Salaah and The 

Importance Hadhrat Ali ®)J.,~ and Hadhrat 

Abdullaah bin Umar ®~~ Attached to the 


Sunnah Salaahs Between the Maghrib 

and Isha Salaahs 


Hadhrat Ali ~,11.~ said, "Rasulullaah ~ emphatically advised me never to 
forsake three acts throughout my life. One of them is to perform four Rakaahs 
before Asr. I shall therefore never leave them out for as long as 1 live." (4) 

Hadhrat Abu Faakhtah narrates that when Hadhrat Ali ~~ once mentioned 
that the salaahs between the Maghrib and Isha salaahs are called Salaatu! 
Ghaflah Csalaah of negligence'). he added, "Now you people have fallen intc 
negligence (because you neglect these salaahs)." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ®~ once said, "The person who performs four 
Rakaahs salaah after Maghrib is like the person fighting battle after battle (in the 
path of Allaah)." (6) 

The Importance Rasulullaah ~~ and the 

Sahabah I®~~ Attached to the 


Tahajjud Salaah 

A Narration of Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ Concerning 

The Importance that Rasulullaah ~~ Attached to 


Qiyaamul Layl 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abul Qais narrates that Hadhrat Aa'isha Ifi(i}~ said, 
(1) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (\Io\'4 Pg.189). 
(2) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (\101.4 Pg.189). 
(3) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (\101.4 Pg.189). 
(4) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(\lo1.4 Pg.191). 
(5) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(\lo\'4 Pg.192). 
(6) Ibn zanjway, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (\lolA Pg.193). 
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"Never omit the Qiyaamul Layl because Rasulullaah ~ never left it out. Even 
when he was ill or very tired, he would perform it sitting down rather that leaving 
it out." (1) 

The Narration of Hadhrat Jaabir ~)J.1~ About the 

Tahajjud Salaah Being Compulsory Before 


Concession was Granted 

Hadhrat Jaabir ~~ says, "Qiyaamul Layl became compulsory for us with the 
revelation of the verse: 

(, ,\~i:J.oY O)j-'N) (0~ 4J ~I~0 J;~I ~L:1) 
o you wrapped in a cloth! Stand up all night (in Tahajjud salaah) except 
for a little while (in which to take a rest) ... " {Surah Muzammil, verses 1,2} 

We therefore stood so long in salaah that our feet would swell. Allaah then 
revealed the verses granting concession when He said: 

J-ki. ~ O;;~l J'j~l ~ Oy'~ oj~~ ~ ~; .$o~ "I ~)
" ", ;1'....;I' 11';1' 

~;I'''' t ~ ~""'.-:;'" """"'" ,.1".,,,,. ~ '''',.' "".I'! ",1;1';~ .L
lilJ ajL.a.l1 WI.J ~,r-; l.- IJ ~}U) ~I ~~ ,,~~ "J?~J ~I 
,,1 tL .... , .1,.1 "',",w,.1 ,1,; ,.Jw",J",,,,.»,,,,,; ~, ........ J; "''''''''',.t--''

JA ~1~ oJ.1::f..r?' 4X ~~Iy~ t:.J ~ w,} wi ~!IJ c."..j.ll 

_ LrA~' 'f,.1; ... .L "j"J. .J , .... , ... .»11-".,.".,,.,$1,,,. 
("~\:J.oya)j-'N)' Q~JJPwl,,] wlJ~1.J 1;>.1~1.J.r.?' 

Allaah knows that some of you may fall ill, others will travel in the 
world in search of Allaah's bounty (to earn a living) and others will fight 
in Allaah's path (in each ofthese cases, they will be unable to perform 
Tahajjud as they do at home). Therefore, recite (only) that of the 
Qur'aan (in Tahajjud) which is easy. (Although Tahajjud is not 
obligatolX do not neglect to) Establish (the Fardh) salaah, pay zakaah 
and give to Allaah a good loan (spend in charity for Allaah:S pleasure). 
Whatever good you send ahead for yourselves (as reward to the 
Aaki1irah), you wHi find it with Allaah in a better and more rewarding 
state. Seek forgiveness from Allaah. Verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, 
Most Merciful. {Surah Muzammil, verse 20}(2) 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Hishaam asks Hpdhrat Aa'isha 
~~ About Rasulullaah ~ts Witr Salaah 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Hishaam divorced his wife and then journeyed to Madinah to 
sell the property he had there. He intended to invest the money from the sale in 
horses and weapons to use in the Jihaad against the Romans until he died. En 
route, he met a group of people from his tribe who narrated to him that when six 
persons of his tribe also wanted to do the same thing during the time of 
Rasulullaah ~, Rasulullaah ~ forbade them saying, "Do you not have an 

(1) Abu Dawood and Ibn Khuzaymah, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb ('IoU Pg.40l). 
(2) Bazzaar. Haythami ('101.2 Pg.251) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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example in· me?" Hadhrat Sa'eed then took his wife back in marriage and made 
the group witness to this. 
He later returned to his people and informed them that he had been to Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ to ask about Rasulullaah ~'s Witr salaah. 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ said, "Should I not tell you which person 
has more knowledge than anyone else about the Rasulullaah ~'s Witr?" When 
Hadhrat Sa'eed asked to know, Hadhrat Abbaas ~~ said, "Go to Aa'isha 
~ and ask her. Thereafter, I want you to return and inform me what she 
told you." 
Hadhrat Sa'eed narrates further, "I then approached Hadhrat Hakeem bin Aflah 
~~ to request him to accompany me to Hadhrat Aa'isha ~. He said, 'I 
shall not go near her because when I forbade her from speaking out against the 
two factions (the group of Hadhrat Ali ~ and that of Hadhrat Mu'aawiya 
~,~L she still did so.' However, when I begged him in the name of Allaah, he 
accompanied me. When we went to her house, she recognised Hakeem ~ 
and asked, 'IS that Hakeem?' When he confirmed that it was he, she asked, 'Who 
is that with you?' 'He is Sa'eed bin Hishaam,' Hadhrat Hakeem' replied. 'Which 
Hishaam?' she enquired further. 'The son of Aamir.' carne the reply. Hadhrat 
Aa'isha ~ then made du'aa for Aamir ~~'s forgiveness and remarked, 
'What an excellent man Aamir was!' 
'0 Ummul Mu'mineen!' I asked, 'Do tell me about Rasulullaah ~'s character'. 
'Do you recite the Qur'aan?' Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ asked. When I confirmed that 
I did, she said, 'Well, the character of Rasulullaah ~ was the Qur'aan.' I then 
started to get up but it occurred to me to ask about Rasulullaah ~'s salaah at 
night. I therefore asked, '0 Ummul Mu'mineen! Do inform me about the salaah of 
Rasulullaah .~ (at night).' 'Do you recite the Surah of the Qur'aan <j;,J.:j1 ~ ~) 
(Surah Muzammil)?' When I told her that I did, she said, 'Allaah had made 
Qiyaamul Layl compulsory at the beginning of the Surah, because of which 
Rasulullaah ~ and the Sahabah ~,~stood for such long periods at night 
that their feet would become swollen. Allaah held the end of the Surah back in 
the heavens for twelve months, after which he revealed the concession. 
Therefore, Qiyaamul Layl became optional after it had been compulsory.'" 
Hadhrat Sa'eed continues, "I was again about to leave when it occurred to me to 
ask about the Witr salaah. Therefore, I said, '0 Ummul Mu'mineen! Do inform me 
about Rasulullaah ~'s Witr salaah. She replied, 'We would keep Rasulullaah 
~'s Miswaak and wudhu water ready and when Allaah wished him to awake, 
he would get up, brush his teeth with the Miswaak and then perform wudhu. 

Rasulullaah ~ would then perform eight Rakaahs salaah without sitting in 
between (for the final sitting preceding the Salaam) except in the eighth Rakaah. 
He would engage in Dhikr of Allaah and making du'aa to Him while he sat, after 
which he got up for the ninth Rakaah without making Salaam. He would then 
perform the ninth Rakaah and then sit down. As he sat, he would again engage in 
Dhikr and du'aa before making Salaam audibly. After the Salaam, he would 
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perform two Rakaahs salaah in a sitting posture. That, dear son, was eleven 
Rakaahs. However, as Rasulullaah ~ grew older and heavier, he would make 
the seventh Rakaah the Witr and then perform the other two Rakaahs. That, dear 
son, was nine Rakaahs. Whenever Rasulullaah ~ performed a salaah, he liked 
to be consistent with it and if sleep, pain or illness ever prevented him from 
Qiyaamul Layl, he would perform twelve Rakaahs the next day. I do not know of 
RasuluIlaah ~ completing the entire Qur'aan in one night until dawn and I am 
also unaware of him fasting an entire month except for the month of 
Ramadhaan.' 
I then returned to Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ and when I informed 
him about what Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ had told me, he said, 'She is right. Had I 
been one to go to her, I would have reported the narration directly from her.",(l) 

The Narration of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~~~ Concerning the Witr of the Sahabah ~~ 

after Surah Muzammil was Revealed 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ reports, "When the beginning of Surah 
Muzammil was revealed, the Sahabah i®lJ..~ stood in salaah as long as they did 
during Ramadhaan. A year had passed between the revelation of the first part of 
the Surah and the last part." (2) 

The Tahajjud Salaah of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~,~~ 
and Hadhrat Umar ~~ 

Hadhrat Yahya bin Sa'eed narrates that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ used to perform 

his Witr salaah at the beginning of the night and when he stood for (Tahajjud) 

salaah, he would perform it in units of two Rakaahs. (3) 

Hadhrat Aslam says, "Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~).'i;;~ used to perform salaah 

for a long while at night and when half the night had passed, he would awaken 

his family for salaah, saying, 'Salaahr' He would then recite the verse: 


J~ ,.,~ J, ~).J" J ,"'j,~' ';",'''..b ""',,,,",;1' " ""',"" ,;, ... ~ 
i4:!WIJ ~jj ~ \jj~ ~ ~ ~~Ij ~~ ~I.)"'IJJ' 

(In;.:...:!i:.u.oJr") (01 ..sj'1rl; 
Instruct (encourage) your family to perform salaah and (you) yourself 
(must) remain steadfast on it. We do not ask provision (sustenance) 
from you, but We provide for you. The best result (reward jn the 
Aakhkah) is for (adoptjng) Taqwa. {Surah TaaHaa, verse 132}(4) 

Hadhrat Hasan narrates that when Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Abul AaS ~~ married 
one of Hadhrat Umar @~~'s widows, he said, "By Allaah! I did not marry her 
simply for wealth or children. I however wanted her to inform me about Hadhrat 

(I) Ahmad and Muslim, as quoted in the TalSeerof Ibn Katheer (Vol.4 Pg.435). 
(2) Ibn Abi Shaybah. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(Vol.4 Pg.281). 
(3) Ibn Abi shaybah. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.4 Pg.278). 
(4) Maalik and Bayhaqi. as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.4 Pg.380). 
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Vmar ~~'s nights (in Ibaadah)." When he asked her how it was that Hadhrat 
Vmar ~~ would perform salaah at night, she explained, "After performing the 
Isha salaah, he would instruct us to place a dish of water at his headside and to 

keep it covered. When he then woke up at night, he would dip his hand into the 
water, wipe his face and hands and then engage in Dhikr for a while. (He would 
then doze off and) It would occur several times that he would awaken (engage in 
Dhikr and doze off) until the time for him to get up for the Tahajjud salaah 
arrived." (One of the narrators called) Ibn Buraydah asked (Hadhrat Hasan), "Who 
narrated this to you?" When Hadhrat Hasan replied that it was the daughter of 
Hadhrat uthmaan bin Abul Aas ~~, Hadhrat Ibn Buraydah conformed that 
she was a reliable source. (1) 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib reports that Hadhrat Vmar ~~ loved to perform 
salaah in the middle of the night. (2) 

The Tahajjud of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®~~ 
Hadhrat Naafi narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ~~ used to perform 
salaah for a long while at night and then ask, "Naafi! Has the last portion of the 
night arrived?" If Hadhrat Naafi replied in the negative, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Vmar ~):i.'i~ would continue performing salaah. He would then ask later on, 
"Naafi! Has the last portion of the night arrived?" When Hadhrat Naafi would 
eventually reply that the time had arrived, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ~):i.'i~ 
would sit down and engage in Istighfaar and du'aa until dawn broke. (3) 

Hadhrat Muhammad says, "Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ~~ would start 
performing salaah whenever he awoke during the night." 
Hadhrat Abu Ghaalib says, "Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ~ used to stay with 
us in Makkah and always performed the Tahajjud salaah. One night just before 
dawn he said to me, '0 Abu Ghaalib! Why don't you get up and perform salaah, 
even if you recite only a third of the Qur'aan?' I said, 'But how will I recite a third 
of the Qur'aan when dawn is so close by?' He replied, 'Verily Surah Ikhlaas (ji 
(j;itiJ,~) is equal to a third of the Qur'aan.',,(4) 

The Tahajjud salaah of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Mas'ood ®~~ and Hadhrat Salmaan ®~~ 


Hadhrat Alqama bin Qais relates, "1 once spent the night with Hadhrat Abdullaah 
bin Mas'ood ~~. He got up during the early part of the night and started 
performing salaah. He recited as an lmaam in the local Masjid would recite, 
steadily and without adopting a singing tune. He recited audibly enough for the 
people around him to hear and he would not regurgitate his voice. Eventually 
when only that part of the night was left equal to the time it takes between the 
Maghrib Adhaan and the end of the Maghrib salaah, he would perform his Witr 
(1) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.4 Pg.380). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.289). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VaLl Pg.303). as quoted in fsaabal1 (VaLl Pg.349). Tabraani has reported 

a similar narration. 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. 1 Pg.304). 
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salaah.n(1 ) 

Hadhrat Taariq bin Shihaab reports that he once spend a night with Hadhrat 
Salmaan ~ to see how he exerted himself in Ibaadah at night. When 
Hadhrat Salmaan ~ got up to perform salaah during the last portion of the 
night, Hadhrat Taariq did not get to see what he expected. When he mentioned 
this to Hadhrat Salmaan ~, the Sahabi ~ explained, "Guard your five 
(Fardh) salaahs Closely because they atone for the sins you commit, except for 
the major sins. After people have performed the lsha salaah, they are divided into 
three groups. One of the groups has nothing for them but plenty against them. 
The other group has something for them but nothing against them, while the last 
group has neither anything for them nor against. The person with nothing for 
him but plenty against him is the one who takes advantage of the darkness of the 
night and obliviousness of people to outdo himself in sinning, because of which 
he has plenty of sin to his detriment and no good to his name. The person with 
something for him and nothing against him is the one who also takes advantage 
of the darkness of the night and obliviousness of people, but uses it to engage in 
salaah. It is for this reason that he has much to his credit but nothing to his 
detriment. As for the person with neither anything for him nor against, he is the 
one who goes to bed immediately after performing the Isha salaah. He will 
therefore have no sin to his account, nor any good. Beware of being hasty and 
always adopt moderation and constancy." (2) 

The Importance Rasulullaah ~~ and the 
Sahabah ~~~ Attached to the Nawaafil 

Salaahs between Sunrise and Midday 
The Narrations of Hadhrat Ummu Haani ~~ 

and Hadhrat Aa'isha t®~~ Concerning the 
Salaatud Duhaa that Rasulullaah ~ Performed 

Hadhrat Ummu Haani ~ whose name was Faakhtah and who was the 
daughter of Abu Taalib, reports that when Makkah was conquered, she went to 
see Rasulullaah~. When she got to him, Rasulullaah ~ was busy taking a 
bath. After completing the bath, Rasulullaah ~ performed eight Rakaahs 
salaah, which is referred to as Salaatud Duhaa (the midmorning salaah). (3) 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ says, "While Rasulullaah ~ usually performed four 
Rakaahs of Salaatud Duhaa, he also sometimes increased the number of 
Rakaahs.n(4) 

(I) Tabraani, reponing from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.266). 
(2) Tabraani, reporting [mm reliable sources as cm,firmed by Haythami (Vol.! Pg.401). 
(3) Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Riyaadh (Pg.424). 
(4) Muslim, as quoted in Riyaadh. 
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Narrations of Hadhrat Anas ~~~ and Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin AbuAwfa ~~~ Concerning the 

Salaatud Duhaa that Rasulullaah ~~ Performed 
Hadhrat Anas ~ narrates, "I saw Rasulullaah ~ perform six Rakaahs of 
Salaatud Duhaa and I have never forsaken them thereafter." (I) 

Another narration from. Hadhrat Ummu Haani ~ states that when 
Rasulullaah ~ went to her house the day Makkah was conquered, he 
performed six Rakaahs Salaatud Duhaa. (2) 

When Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abu Awfa ~ performed only two Rakaahs 
Salaatud Duhaa, his wife asked, "You have performed only two Rakaahs?" He 
replied, "Rasulullaah ~ also performed two Rakaahs of this salaah when he 
was given the good news of a victory and also when the head of Abu Jahal was 
brought to him." (3) 

The narration of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~~~ from Hadhrat Ummu Haani ~\1.1~ 

Concerning the Salaatud Duhaa that 
Rasulullaah ~ Performed 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ once said, "There is a verse of the Qur'aan 
that I used to recite without understanding what it referred to. The verse is: 

('A~i:i.I' oJJ"") (~I),jlj ~~~) 
...by evening and at Ishraaq (daybreak) ... {SUrah Saad, verse I8} 


This was until Ummu Haani ~ narrated to me that Rasulullaah ~ once 

came to her and asked for a dish of water to make wudhu. She said, 'I could still 

see traces of dough in the dish (because I had just used it for making dough). 

RasuluIlaah ~ however made wudhu and performed the Salaatud Duhaa 

saying, '0 Ummu Haanir This is the 'Ishraaq' salaah ('the daybreak salaah,).",(4) 


Rasulullaah ~ Encourages the Performing of 

Salaatud Duhaa and explains its Virtues 


Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ reports that when Rasulullaah ~ once 
dispatched an army, they returned very quickly with a large booty. Someone 
remarked, "0 Rasulullaah ~1 I have never before seen an army returning so 
quickly with such a large booty." RasuluIlaah ~ said, "Shall I not inform you of 
an army that returns even quicker with an even larger booty? It is the person who 
(1) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.337) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) i"abraani in his Awsat and Kabeer, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.2 

Pg.238). 
(3) 	Bazzaar and Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.238) has commented on the chain of narrators. Ibn 

Maajah has reported a similar narration, stating that Rasulullaah ~ performed the Salaatud 
Duhaa in this manner when the head of Abu Jahal was brought to him. This narration does not 
state that Rasulullaah ~ did so when receiving news of a victory. 

(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.238) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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performs wudhu properly, proceeds to the Masjid to perform the Fajr salaah and 
then follows this up with performing the Salaatud Duhaa. Such aperson returns 
even quicker with an even larger booty." (\) 

Hadhrat Ali ~)1.1~f Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~)1.1~ and Hadhrat SaId bin Abi Waqqaas ~)1.1~ 

Perform Salaatud Duhaa 
Hadhrat Ataa Abu Muhammad says that he saw Hadhrat Ali ®u.,~ performing 
the Salaatud Duhaa in the Masjid. (2) 

Hadhrat Ikramah reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~@!iS would 
perform the Salaatud Duhaa once every ten days. (3) 

The daughter of Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~, Hadhrat Aa'isha narrates 
that (her father) Hadhrat Sa'd ~ used to perform eight Rakaahs of Salaatud 
Duhaa. (4) 

The Importance Attached to the Nawaafil 

Between Zuhrand Asr 


Hadhrat Sha'bi reports that although Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~@!iS did 
not perform the Salaatud Duhaa, he performed Nawaafil salaahs between Zuhr 
and Asr together with the long shift he took at night. (5) 

Hadhrat Naafi narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ®~~ engaged himself 
in salaah between Zuhr and Asr. (6) 

The Importance Attached to the Nawaafil 
Between Maghrib an~ Isha 

The Salaah Rasulullaah ~Performs salaah 
between Maghrib and Isha and the Salaah of 

Hadhrat Ammaar @~ 
Hadhrat Hudhayfah ®~~ says, "I went to Rasulullaah ~ and performed the 
Maghrib salaah with him. Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ continued performing 
salaah until Isha. (7) 
Hadhrat Muhammad bin Ammaar bin Yaasir reports that he saw (his father) 
Hadhrat Ammaar bin Yaasir ~l1.'l@!iS perform six Rakaahs salaah after the Maghrib 
salaah. Hadhrat Ammaar ®!1~ said, "I saw my beloved friend Rasulullaah ~ 
perform six Rakaahs salaah after the Maghrib salaah. Rasulullaah ~ said, 
(I) 	Abu Ya'\a, Bazzaat, Ibn Hibaan and Tirmidhi, as quoted in Targileeb wat Tarileeb (Vol.! Pg.428). 

the narration of Bazzaar adds that the person referred to was Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®.\;.J~. Ahmad 
and Tabraani have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Targileeb wat Tarileeb (Vol.! Pg.427). 

(2) Tabraani, as quoted in Kanzui ummaai(Vol.4 Pg.281). 
(3) Ibn ]areer, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ (Vo!.2 Pg.282). 
(4) Ibn ]areer, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (Vol.2 Pg.283). 
(5) Tabraani in his Kabeer. Haythami (VO!.2 Pg.258) has commented on the chain of narrators 
(6) Abu NU'aym in his HiJya (VoL I Pg.304). 
(7) Nasa'ee, as quoted in Targileeb wat Tarileeb (VoL! Pg.369). 
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'Whoever performs six Rakaahs salaah after the Maghrib salaah will have all 
his sins forgiven even though they may be as much as the foam on the 
oceans.",(l) 

The Salaah of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~~ 

between Maghrib and Isha 
Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Yazeed says, "There was a time when I would always 
find Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ engaged in salaah. The time was 
between Maghrib and Isha. I once said to him, Whenever I come to you during 
this time, I always find you engaged in salaah (Why is this?)' He replied, 'This is a 
time of negligence (when people are generally negligent of Allaah).",(2) 
Hadhrat Aswad bin Yazeed reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ 
said, "How excellent is the time of negligence Le. the time between Maghrib and 
Isha." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ said, "Verily the angels surround the 
people who perform salaah between Maghrib and Isha, which is the Salaatul 
Awaabeen." (4) 

Giving Importance to salaah when Entering and 

Leaving the House 


Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Abu Layla ~~ narrates that when someone 
married the widow of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~~~ and asked her 
about some special deed that he carried out, she replied, "He would perform two 
Rakaahs salaah whenever he left the house and whenever he entered." (5) 

The Taraweeh Salaah 
Rasulullaah ~ Encourages the Taraweeh salaah 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ encouraged standing in 
(Taraweeh) salaah during Ramadhaan without emphatically commanding it (so 
that it should not be regarded as Fardh). He would say, 'Whoever stands in 
(Taraweeh) saJaah during Ramadhaan with Imaan and hope in being rewarded 
shall have all his previous sins forgiven.',,(6) Another narration adds that 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ also said, "After Rasulullaah ~ passed away, 
matters remained the same during the Khilaafah of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ and 
during the beginning of Hadhrat umar ~l~'s Khilaafah." (7) 

(1) Tabraani in his Thalaatha. Tabraani and Mundhiri (Vol.! Pg.368) have commented on the chain of 
narrators. 

(2) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo\'2 Pg.230) has commented on the Chain of narrators. 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.230) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Ibn zanjway, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vo\'4 Pg.l93). 
(5) Ibn Mubaarak. as quoted in lsaabah (Vol.2 Pg.306). 
(6) Muslim. as quoted in Riyaadh. 
(7) Bukhaari, Muslim, Abu Dawood, Tirmidhi. Nasa'ee and Ibn Maajah, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id. 
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Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~Leads the people in 

Taraweeh and the Taraweeh salaah during the 


Time of Rasulullaah ~~ and the time of 

Hadhrat Umar ~Ur1~ 


H2.dhrat Abu Hurayrah ~,~ reports that it was during Ramadhaan that 
Rasulullaah ~ once saw someSahabah ~)1.,~ performing salaah (in 
congregation) in the corner of the Masjid. "who are they?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. 
Someone said, "They are people who do not know the entire Qur'aan (by 
memory) and are following Ubay bin Ka'b ~~ as he leads them in salaah." 
Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "What they are doing is correct and an excellent 
deed," (1) 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Abdul Qaari says, "Ientered the Masjid with Hadhrat 
Umar bin Khattaab ~ one night in Ramadhaan where we found people in 
various groups. Everywhere there were individual people performing salaah, each 
with a group following them. Hadhrat Umar ~,~ remarked, 'It would be much 
better if all these people were collected behind one Qaari.' Therefore, according 
to his resolve, Hadhrat Umar ~ got everyone to perform salaah collectively 
behind Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ®)J.1~. When I again entered the Masjid with 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ another night, the people were all performing the 
(Taraweeh) salaah behind their Qaari (Hadhrat Ubay ~,~). To this, Hadhrat 
Umar ~~ remarked, 'This is an excellent innovation! However, the part of 
the night in which you are asleep (the latter part) is much better than the part 
in which you stand in salaah.' This Hadhrat Umar ~)1.,~ said because the 
people used to perform the Taraweeh salaahduring the early part of the night.',(2) 
Hadhrat Naufal bin Iyaas Hudhali says, "In Ramadhaan during the Khilaafah of 
Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~~, we used to stand in various groups 
everywhere in the Masjid (while performing the Taraweeh salaah) because people 
would be inclined to follow the person whom they felt had the best voice, To this 
Hadhrat Umar ~,iJ.1~ remarked, 'In my opinion, people have made the Qur'aan 
a song. By Allaah! I shall definitely change this if I have the ability.' Barely 
three days had passed when Hadhrat umar ~ instructed Hadhrat Ubay bin 
Ka'b ~ to lead the people in salaah. Then standing in last of the rows, 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, 'If this is regarded to be an innovation, it is truly an 
excellent innovation. III(3) 

Hadhrat Umar ~Ur1~ has the Masjid lit up for the 
TaraweehSalaah to be Performed and the Du'aa 

Hadhrat Ali ~)1~ made for him on this Occasion 
Hadhrat Abu Is'haaq Hamdaani reports that Hadhrat Ali ffi~ once entered the 

(I) Abu Dawood, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id. 
(2) Maalik, Bukhaari, Ibn Khuzaymah and others, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal and Jam'ul Fawaa'id. 
(3) lbn Sa'd (VoLS Pg.S9). 
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Masjid on the first night of Ramadhaan to find lanterns burning and the Book of 
Allaah being recited. To this he said (to Hadhrat Umar ~), "0 Ibn Khattaabl 
May Allaah illuminate your grave as you have illuminated the Masaajid of Allaah 
with the Qur'aan." (1) 

Hadhrat Ubay ~)jJ~, Hadhrat Tal1leem Daari 
~.l1&~ and Hadhrat Sulaymaan bin Abu Hathma 

~,l1&~ Lead the People in Taraweeh 
Hadhrat Utwa ~ reports that when Hadhrat Umar ~~ had all the people 
perform the (Taraweeh) salaah of Ramadhaan collectively, he gathered the men 
behind Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~ and the women behind Hadhrat SUlaymaan 
bin Abu Hathma 5l~. (2) 

Hadhrat Umar bin Abdulaah Ansi reports that it was Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b 
~ and Hadhrat Tameem Daari 5l~ who stood in the place of Rasulullaah 
~ to lead the men in Taraweeh salaah inside the Masjid while Hadhrat 
SUlaymaan bin Abu Hathma ~~ led the women in Taraweeh salaah in the 
courtyard of the Masjid. (This was during the Khilaafah of Hadhrat Vmar ~~) 
However, when Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Affaan ~ became the Khalifah, he had 
both men and women follow one Qaari, who happened to be Hadhrat Sulaymaan 
bin Abu Hathma ~~.. Hadhrat Uthmaan ~ would instruct the women 
to stay back and they were only allowed to leave (the Masjid) after the men 
had all left. (3) 

Hadhrat Arjafa says, "Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib ~~ used to instruct the 
people to perform the (Taraweeh) salaah of Ramadhaan and would appoint an 
Imaam for the men and another for the women. I was the lmaam of the women.,,(4) 

Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~)jJ~ Leads the Women of 
his Household in Taraweeh Salaah 

Hadhrat Jaabir 5l~ reports, "ubay bin Ka'b 5l~ came to Rasulullaah & 
one night of Ramadhaan saying, '0 Rasulullaah ~! I have done something 
tonight (and wish IO know if it was correct).' 'What is it, 0 Ubay?' Rasulullaah 
~ enquired. Hadhrat Ubay 5l.~ explained, 'The women of my household 
said to me, 'Since we cannot recite the (entire) Qur'aan (from memory), we shall 
follow you in salaah.' I therefore led them in eight Rakaahs of salaah and then 
performed the Witr.' Rasulullaah ~ (approved and) did not condemn what 
ubay ~ did. The act is therefore established as a Sunnah because of 
Rasulullaah ~'s approval." (5) 

(I) Ibn Shaaheen, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (VolA Pg.284). Khateeb in his Amaalin and Ibn Asaakir 
have reported a similar narration. as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzuf UmmaaJ (VolA Pg.387). 


{2l Firyaabi and Bayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaaf (VolA Pg.283). 

(3) Ibn Sa'd (Voi.S Pg.26). 
(4) Bayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaal (VolA Pg.284). 
(S) Abu Ya'la and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.74). 
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Salaatut Taubah 

Hadhrat Buraydah ~11~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~~ summoned Hadhrat 
Bilaal ~.~ one morning and said, "0 BilaaH How did you beat me to Jannah? 
When I entered Jannah last night, I heard your footsteps ahead of me." Hadhrat 
Bilaal ~t.1.1~said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Whenever I commit a sin, I perform 
two Rakaahs salaah (Salaatut Taubah) and whenever my wudhu breaks, I 
make wudhu immediately and then perform two Rakaahs salaah (Tahiyyatul 
wudhu)." (1) 

Salaatul Haajah 
Hadhrat Anas ~~~ performs salaah at the Time 

of Need and His Need is Fulfilled 
Hadhrat Thumaamah bin Abdullaah narrates that during the summer months, the 
caretaker of Hadhrat Anas ~'s orchard came to him complaining about the 
drought. Hadhrat Anas ~.~~ sent for some water, made wudhu and started 
performing salaah. He thenasked the manto seeifhe could see anything (any clouds). 
When the man reported that he saw nothing, Hadhrat Anas ~,~~ returned 
indoors and again performed salaah. It was after the third or fourth time of 
asking the man to look that the man reported back to say that he saw a cloud the 
size of a bird's wing. Hadhrat Anas ~~ then continued performing salaah and 
making du'aa until the caretaker came to him and said, "The sky had become 
overcast and rain has fallen." Hadhrat Anas ~11~ said to him, "Take the horse 
that Bishr bin Shighaaf had sent and see up to where the rain had reached." 
When the man went to have a look, he discovered that the rain had not fallen 
further than the Musayyireen and Ghadbaan areas (Le. it had fallen precisely on 
the land belonging to Hadhrat Anas ~~) ...(2) 

Rasulullaah ~ Performs Salaah for Hadhrat Ali 
~~~ to be Cured and he is Cured 

Hadhrat Ali ~t.1.1~ relates, "I was once suffering intense pain, so I went to 
Rasulullaah~. He put me where he was standing, covered me with the end of 
his shawl and started performing salaah. He then said, "You will be alright now, 
o son of Abu Taalib? There is nothing to worry about. Whenever I ask anything 
from Allaah, I always ask the same for you. Allaah has granted me everything I 
have asked, but I have been informed that there shall be no Nabi after me.' When 
I then stood up, it seemed as if I had never had any pain at aU." (3} 

The Du'aa of a Sahabi Hadhrat Abu Mu'liq ~~@% is 
Answered when a Robber Wanted to Kill hinl 

Hadhrat Anas ~~. narrates that there was a companion of Rasulullaah ~ 
(I) Ibn Khuzaymah. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb ryol.l Pg.437). 
(2) Ibn sa'd (VoL 7 Pg.2I). 
(3) 	Ibn Abi Aasim, Ibn ]areer, Tabraani in his Awsat and Ibn Shaaheen in his Sunnah. as quoted in 

Muntakhab Kanzu/ Ummaa/ ryoL5 Pg.43). 
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called Hadhrat Abu Mu'Jiq ~~. He was a trader who traded both his own 
goods as well as those of others. He was a person who was always engaged in 
Ibaadah and was extremely abstinent. He was out on business one day when an 
armed robber confronted him. "Put down your goods,1; the robber demanded, 
"because I am going to kill you." 'You may have all the goods," Hadhrat Abu 
Mu'liq ~~~ told him. "It is only your life that I want," the robber barked. "Then 
permit me to perform salaah," Hadhrat Abu Mu'Jiq ~~~ requested. The robber 
laughed, "You may perform as much salaah as you please." 
Hadhrat Abu Mu'liq ~ made wudhu and started performing salaah. he made 
this duaa: 

", , ~,; " ,.1 '" ~ ... ~ ;;#",. , 't .I, .I ,...... t/> ~""" , ,..' ,,.,,, Ii'''..,.1 '" ,. 
~j....,1; ':i ~I;!.\J~ ~I~~Y':iW ~ !~,0~' 1~ ~ :Jj:Jj~" 
" , .I." WI'" ~,.. , ,.. ' '', 't." ,"''' "', 't "',. , , , ,"" ,I "'; ", t: 
~~ ~11..u.~~ ",I cl ~y ",lS'J\ "j.;. i$~1 .!J~~j ....,~ ':i ':?~, 

"0 The Most LOving! 0 Master of the Glorious Throne! 0 the One who 
does as He pleases! By Your Honour that none can hope to have, by 
Your kingdom that none can harm and by Your light that fills the 
foundations of Your throne do 1 implore You to protect me from the 
evil of this robber. 0 Helper, do help me." 

When he had made this du'aa thrice, a rider suddenly appeared with a spear held 
high above his head. The rider thrust the spear at the robber and killed him. He 
then went up to the trader and asked, "Who are yOU?" Hadhrat Abu Mu'Jiq ®~ 
replied, "I am the one whom Allaah has rescued through you." The rider then 
explained, "I am an angel of the fourth heaven. When you first made the du'aa, I 
heard the doors of the heavens rattle. When you made the du'aa the second. time, 
I heard the inhabitants of the heavens cry out. When you again made the du'aa 
for the third time and it was announced that this was the du'aa of a person in 
distress, I sought permission from Allaah to grant me the ability of killing the 
robber. You ought to know that good news t.hat whoever makes wudhu, 
performs four Rakaahs salaah and then makes that du'aa, his du'aa will be 
answered whether he is in distress or not." (1) 

(I) Ibn Abi Dunya in his Mujaabad Da'wah, as quoted in Isaabah (VolA Pg.182). 
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Chapter Thirteen 


The Chapter Concerning Knowledge 
and The Fervour the Sahabah ~~~ 

had for Knowledge 

This chapter highlights the tremendous fervour that Nabi ~ and the Sahabah 

8~ had for divine knowledge and how they encouraged it It further 

discusses how they taught and learnt knowledge pertaining to Imaan and good 

deeds and also how they preoccupied themselves with it whether they were on 

journey or at home, undergoing hardship or enjoying prosperity. Also 

highlighted is how they dedicated themselves to teaching guests who arrived in 

Madinah Munawwarah (may millions of salutations and greetings go to the 

master of the place). Furthermore, the chapter illustrates how they blended the 

dissemination of divine knowledge with Jihaad and earning a living. In addition 

to this, it describes how fhey dispatched individuals to cities to disseminate 

divine knowledge and how they also gave importance to inculcating within 

themselves qualities that promote the absorption of this knowledge. 

The Encouragement Rasulullaah ~~ 

Gave towards Knowledge 


Rasulullaah ~ Welcomes Hadhrat Safwaan bin 
Assaal ~~ who had come to Seek Knowledge 

Hadhrat SafWaan bin Assaal Muraadi ~~ says, "I once came to Rasulullaah 
~ in the Masjid as he was reclining on his red shawl. '0 Rasulullaah ~!' I 
said, 'I have come to seek knowledge.' R.asulullaah ~ exclaim.ed, 'Welcome to 
the seeker of knowledge! Verily out of the love for what the person seeking 
knowledge is out to seek, the angels encircle him with their wings and then 
mount each other until they reach the sky above the earth.",(l) 

Rasulullaah ~IS Words to Hadhrat Qabeesah 
~ when he Came to Seek knowledge 

Hadhrat Qabeesah bin Mukhaariq ~ says, "When I once went to Rasulullaah 
~, he asked me what brought me there. I replied, 'I have grown old and my 
(I) Ahmad, Tabraani, Ibn Hibbaan and Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb waf Tarheeb (Vol.! Pg.59). 
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bones have weakened. I have corne to you to teach me something by which 
Allaah will grant me great benefit.' Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Every stone, tree and 
mound of sand that you passed (on your way here) prayed for your forgiveness. 0 

QabeesahLYOU will be saved from blindness, leprosy and paralysis if after 
performing your Fajr salaah, you thrice redte the du'aa ! '. J~~i\ ~\ ,,~) 
(f~O Qabeesah! You should also recite the du'aa: 

'" ",', ' '" "" ,." ",,, ''', ' "" , ;; ,;,., , ,."" ,t ,Wi '.1 ~ '" 
~J~~rb ~~~~b.!J~ ~ ~\~l~t" 

"di;. ~ ,~."'l~j)t,. 
'0 Allaah! I implore You for that which is with You. Pour Your grace 
upon me, shower Your mercy upon me and send down Your blessings 
to me.",(l) 

Rasulullaah ~ Tells Two of the Sahabah ~~ 
that Seeking Knowledge Atones for Sins 

Hadhrat Sakhbarah ~ narrates that two men were passing by when 
Rasulullaah ~ was busy giving a talk. Ra~ulullaah ~ si:lid to them, "Sit 
down because you two are upon great goodness:" When Rasulullaah ~ (had 
completed and) got up; the Sahabah ~ dispersed. The two men then also 
got up and asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! You had mentioned that the two of us 
were upon great goodness. Is this for us exclusively or for the general public as 
well?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Whenever a servant of Allaah seeks 
knowledge, it atones for all his past sins." (2) 

The Superiority of an AaliIn over an Ordinary 
Worshipper in the Words of Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Abu Umaamah· Baahili ~ says that someone once spoke to 
Rasulullaah ~ about two men, one being an Aalim and the other an ordinary 
worshipper. Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "The superiority of an Aalim over an 
ordinary worshipper is like my superiority over the lowest amongst you." 
Rasulullaah ~ then proceeded to say, 'Ver.ily Allaah showers His mercy on the 
person who teaches people to do good. In addition to this, the angels, the 
inhabitants of the heavens and even the ants in their anthiHs and the fish in the 
oceans pray for his forgiveness." (3) 

Another narration does not mention the incident of the two men but continues to 
state that Rasulullaah ~ said, "The superiority of an Aalim over an ordinary 
worshipper is like my superiority over the lowest amongst y{m." Thereafter, 
Rasulullaah ~ recited the verse: 

.... £ t;" '.1' ,.,,, ~ ,. ,,. ....')
(,"A~I)=tli 4J.,....) ,ljo.Wl ~~~ ~illl~Wl 

(1) 	Ahmad, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id (VoLl Pg.2I). Mundhiri and Haythami have commented on 
the chain of narrators. 

(2) Tirmidhi and Tabraani, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.1 Pg.60). 
(3) Tirmidhi. 
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From Allaah's bondsmen, it is only the Ulema who truly fear Him. 
{Surah Faatir, verse 28} 

The rest of this narration ends off just like the one quoted above. (I) 

Hadhrat Hasan- narrates that Rasulullaah ~ was once questioned about two 
men who were from amongst the Bani lsraa'eel. While one was an Aalim who performed 
only the compulsory salaahs and then sat to teach the people good, the other 
fasted throughout the day and performed salaah all night. The Sahabah ~)J..,~ 
wanted to know which of the two were better. Rasulullaah ~'s reply was: "The 
superiority of the Aalim who performed only the compulsory salaahs and then sat 
to teach the people good over the one who fasted throughout the day and 
performed salaah all night is like my superiority over the lowest amongst you.,,(2) 

The Encouragement Rasulullaah ~ gave for 
Seeking. Knowledge 

Hadhrat uqba bin Aamir ~~ says that they were on the Suffa platform when 
Rasulullaah·~ came out of his room and said, "Which of you would like to 
every day to go to the marketplaces of Buthaan or Aqeeq and return with two 
excellent camels with large humps without committing any sin or severing any 
family ties?" "0 Rasulullaah ~!" the Sahabah ~ said, "Each one of us would 
love to do that." Rasulullaah ~ then said, "If you go to the Masjid and teach 
or learn two verses of the Qur'aan, it will be better for you than the two 
camels. Similarly. three verses are better than three camels, four verses better 
than four camels and any number of verses better than an equal number of camels.,,(3) 

Rasulullaah ~IS Words to a Working Man who 

Complained of his Brother who was Busy 


Acquiring Knowledge 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ reports that during the time of Rasulullaah ~ there were 
two brothers, one of whom worked while the other was always with Rasulullaah 
~ to learn from him ~. When the working brother complained about his 
brother to Rasulullaah ~ (that he did not work), Rasulullaah ~ said to him, 

"It is perhaps because of him thatyou are granted sustenance." (4) 

The Encouragement the Sahabah ~~~ 

Gave towards Seeking Knowledge 

Hadhrat Ali ~,~~ Encourages Acquiring 

Knowledge and the Narration of Hadhrat 


Kumayl from him 

Hadhrat Abu Tufayl narrates that Hadhrat Ali ~~ used to say, "Indeed the 
(I) Daarmi. 
(2) Daarmi, as quoted in Mishkaatul Masaabeeh (Pg.26.28). 
(3) 	Muslim, as quoted in Mishkaatul Masaabeeh (Pg.175). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar 

narration in his Hiiya (VoU Pg.34I). 
(4) Tirmidhi. as quoted in ]am'ul Fawaa'id (VoL I Pg.20). Ibn Abdul Birr has reported a similar 
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people closest to the Ambiyaa are those who practise most on what they 
brought." He would then recite the verse: 

('1A~.i:o~ JT O)}-") (1;;11 J~l.j ~11~J~~IJ~~Q~~WIJjI ~l) 
Verily those closest to [braheem ~ are the ones who followed him 
and this Nabi and those who have Imaan ... {Surah Aallmraan, verse 68} 

He would then explain, "The verse (the words 'this Nabi and those who have 
Imaan ') refers to Muhammad ~ and those who follow him. You people 
should therefore never change because those close to Muhammad ~ are 
those who obey Allaah. On the other hand, the enemies of Muhammad are 
those who disobey Allaah even though they may be close relatives of Muhammad 
~."(l) 

Hadhrat Kumayl bin Ziyaad narrates, "Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib §.:l~~ once 
caught hold of my hand and took me into the desert. When we were in the 
desert, he sat down, sighed and said, '0 Kumayl bin Ziyaad! Hearts are like 
containers and the best of hearts are those that take heed the most. Remember 
well what I have to say to you. People fall into three categories. There is the 
Aalim who is attached to Allaah, the learner who is on the path of salvation and a 
mean uncultured type of person who follows every noise-maker, who sways with 
the wind, who has gleaned nothing from the light from divine knowledge and 
who has not even taken support from a strong pillar. Knowledge is better than 
wealth because while knowledge guards you, you have to guard wealth and while 
knowledge increases with spending (by practising on it and teaching it), wealth 
decreases with spending. Love for knowledge is a loan that will be repaid (by 
Allaah). Knowledge earns authority for the Aalim in this life and fond memories 
after his death while the achievements of wealth disappear once the wealth is no 
more. Even though they are alive, the treasurers of wealth are really dead while 
the Ulema live on throughout the annals of time. While the Ulema (after death) 
may not be visible to the eye, their honour and love still lives on in the hearts (of 
people)," 
"Ah!" Hadhrat Ali ~~ sighed. Pointing t6 his chest, he said, "Verily in here is 
such knowledge that I wish I could find a bearer for it. However, all I can find are 
quick-witted people who cannot be trusted. They use the instruments of Deen for 
worldly purposes by employing Qur'aanic arguments against the Qur'aan and the 
bounties of Allaah against His servants. The only other type of person I find is 
one who follows people of the truth but has no insight into inspiring it. He 
therefore falls into doubt with the first doubt that presents itself, because of 
which he does not know where he stands. The other type of person I find is one 
immersed in carnal pleasures, who is a devout follower of passions. The other 
type I find is the one who is infatuated with wealth and amassing wealth. In fact, 
the last two types are not even callers to the Deen(2) and the most fitting 

narration in his }aami Bayaanil Hm (Vol.l Pg.59), as has Haakim in his Mustadrak (Vo!.l Pg.94), 
reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 

(I) Lalkala'ee, as quoted in Kanzuf Ummaaf (VaLl Pg.96). 
(2) While the first two are callers to Deen, their other iniquities make them ineffective. 
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description of them is to liken them to grazing animals. So knowledge dies with 
the death of people capable of bearing it. At the same time, the earth is never 
empty of people who stand up for Allaah using His contentions so that everything 
that Allaah has proved and made clear to people should never be lost to 
mankind. Such people are however exceptionally few in number but most valued 
by Allaah. It is by them that Allaah rebuts criticism against His arguments until 
they pass on and cultivate (their knowledge and expertise to) others like them. 
Their profound knowledge swiftly guides to them perceive the reality of all 
matters, making iteasy for them to understand intricacies that are beyond those 
who live in affluence and lUXUry. They are comfortable with matters that perplex 
and frighten ignorant people. While their bodies are in contact with the world, 
their souls are attached to a greater scene (the Aakhirah). Such people are 
Allaah's deputies in the lands and the true callers to his Deen. AhI Ah! How I long 
to meet them! I seek Allaah's forgiveness for me and for you. You may now leave 
if you please." (l) 

The Encouragement Hadhrat Mu'apdh bin Jabal 
~~~ gave Towards Knowledge 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal @~ said, "Acquire (divine) knowledge because 
learning it is fear of Allaah, going out in search of it is Ibaadah, rehearsing it is 
Tasbeeh, discussing it is Jihaad, teaching it to those who do not know is 
Sadaqah and spending it on those worthy of receiving it promotes nearness to 
Allaah. This is so because knowledge highlights what is Halaal and what is 
Haraam, it is a beacon for people on the road to Jannah, it is a companion in 
loneliness, a friend in the wilderness, a partner to talk to in solitude and a guide 
in prosperity and in adversity. Knowledge is also a weapon against the enemy 
and makes one shine out when amongst friends. Allaah elevates nations by virtue 
of this knowledge, making them leaders in virtue so that people follow in their 
footsteps, emulate their actions and always adopt their opinions. In addition to 
this, the angels are eager to be with them and rub their wings against them. 
Everything on land and water seek forgiveness for them, even the fish and other 
creatures in the oceans and the wild and tame animals on land. This is all 
because (divine) knowledge brings life to hearts (that have died after suffering) 
from ignorance, it is a lantern of the eyes against darkness and by virtue of this 
knowledge, a person reaches the ranks of the chosen ones (of Allaah) and 
elevated stages in this world as well as in the Aakhirah. Thinking deeply about 
such knowledge equals fasting while learning and teaching it equals standing in 
salaah. It is because of this knowledge that family ties are maintained and the 
lawful is distinguished from the unlawful. This knowledge is the leader of deeds 
and all deeds follow from it. His only the fortunate who are inspired with it, 
(1) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoU Pg.79). Ibn Ambaari has reported a similar narration in his 

Masaahif. as have Murhabi in his 11m, Nasr in his Hujjah and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzuf 
Ummaaf (Voi.5 Pg.231). Ibn Abdul Birr has ai"" reported part of the narration in his Jaami Bayaanil 
11m (Vol.2 Pg.II2) where he states that the narration is so renowned amongst scholars that the 
chain of narrators need not be quoted. 
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while those deprived of it are most unfortunate." (1) 

The Encouragement Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Mas'ood ®~~ gave Towards Knowledge 


Hadhrat Haaroon bin Rabaab narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 

~~ said, "Start your mornings as either an Aalim or one busy acquiring· the 

knowledge of Deen but do not be something other than these two because 

anyone other than these is an ignorant person. verily, out of their happiness for 

what he is doing, the angels spread out their wings for a person who ventures 

out in the morning to seek knowledge." (2) 


Hadhrat Zaid reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ once said, 

"Start your mornings as either an Aalim or one busy acquiring the knowledge of 

Deen but do not be one who knows nothing and follows blindly." (3) 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ once addressed the people saying, "0 

people! Ensure that you acquire the knowledge of Deen before it is taken away 

from this world. The manner by which it will be taken away is the departure of its 

bearers. Ensure that you acquire the knowledge of Deen because none of you 

knows just when you will need it. Ensure that you acquire the knowledge of 

Deen but beware of hair-splitting and excessiveness. You should also ensure 

that you follow traditions (that which the Sahabah ~~ did) because there 

will soon appear people who will recite the Qur'aan but then cast it behind 

their backs. (4) 


Hadhrat Abul Ahwas narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, 

"No person is born an Aalim. Knowledge is gained only through studies." (5) 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ also said, "Start your mornings as either 

an Aalim or one busy acquiring the knowledge of Deen but do not be something 

other than these two. If you are unable to do this, then at least have love for 

the ulema and never despise them." (6) 


The Encouragement Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®~~ 
gave Towards Knowledge 

Hadhrat Hasan narrates that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ once said, "Either be an 
Aalim, a student acquiring the knowledge of Deen, one who loves such people or 
one who follows them. However, never be the fifth person otherwise you will be 
destroyed." Hadhrat Humayd says that when he asked Hadhrat Hasan who the 
fifth person was, hereplied, "He is the one who innovates acts of Bid'ah." (7) 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoU Pg.239). Ibn Abdul Birr has also reported the narration in his Jaami 
Bayaanil Hm (Vol.! Pg.55) and it is also quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.! Pg.58). 

(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil 11m (VoL I Pg.29). 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr has also reported the narration in his Jaami Bayaanilllm (Vol.1 Pg.29). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.! Pg.126) has commented on the chain of narrators. Abdur Razzaaq has 

reported part of the narration, as quoted in the Jaami if Ibn Abdul Birr (Vol. I Pg.78). 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr has also reported the narration in his Jaami Bayaanil lim (Vol. I Pg.IOO) 
(6) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.1 Pg.122) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(7) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanilllm (Vol. I Pg.28). 
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Hadhrat Dahhaak narrates that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®~ once addressed the 
people saying, "0 people of Damascus! You people are our brothers in Deen, our 
neighbours in nationality and our allies against the enemy. However, what 
prevents you from being friendly with me when it is others (and not you) who are 
paying my expenses. Why is it that I see your learned ones leaving while the 
ignorant ones fail to learn? Why do I see you people hankering after that 
(sustenance) which is being taken care of on your behalf while you neglect that 
which you have been commanded to do? Remember that there were people who 
constructed sturdy buildings, who amassed an abundance of wealth and who 
entertained distant hopes. However, their buildings became their graves, their 
hopes proved to be deceptive and all they amassed was destroyed. Remember 
that you must learn and teach others because the reward of the student and 
the teacher is alike and had it not been for these two, there would be no good 
in the rest of people." (I) 

Hadhrat Hassaan reports that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ addressed the people 
of Damascus saying, "Are you people content to just filling yourselves with bread 
made of wheat flour year in and year out without speaking of A1laah in your 
gatherings? Why is it that your Ulema are leaving and your ignorant ones are not 
learning? If your Wema had the desire, their numbers could increase and if your 
ignorant ones look for knowledge, they will certainly find it. Do what will benefit 
you rather than that which will harm you. I swear by the Being Who controls my 
life that every nation that was destroyed, was destroyed only because they 
followed the dictates of their passions and regarded themselves as spiritually 
pure." (2) 

Hadhrat Qurra narrates that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ once said, "Acquire 
knowledge before it is taken away because its disappearance will be effected by 
the demise of the Ulema. There are only two categories of men; the Aalim and the 
student. There is no good in those who do not fall into these categories." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Mas'ood Faraazi reports that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa 
~ once said, ''Whenever anyone proceeds to the Masjid to learn or to 
teach anything virtuous, he receives the reward of a Mujaahid who returns 
with booty." (4) 

Hadhrat Ibn Abu Hudhayl narrates that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ said, "A 
person is lacking in intelligence and good judgement if he thinks that spending 
mornings and evenings in (learning and imparting) knowledge is not Jihaad." (5) 

Hadhrat Rajaa bin Hayaat reports that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ said, 
"Knowledge is derived from studies." (6) 

(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya 0/01.l Pg.213). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya 0/oLl Pg.222). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya 0/01.1 Pg.222). 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil 11m (VoL 1 Pg.321. 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami Bayaanilllm 0/01.1 Pg.3I). 
(6) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanilllm 0/01.1 Pg.100). 
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The Encouragement HadhratAbu Dharr ~~~ 
and Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~~ gave 

Towards Knowledge 
Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~ and Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ both said, 

"Learning even a single chapter of knowledge is more beloved to me than a 

thousand Rakaahsof Nan salaah." They also narrate that Rasulullaah ~ said, 

"If death comes to someone studying the knowledge of Deen when he is still 

studying, he dies as a martyr." (1) 


Another narration states that they stated, "Learning even a single chapter of 

knowledge is more beloved to me than a thousand Rakaahs of Nan salaah, 

regardless of whether the knowledge is practised upon or not." (2) 


The Encouragement Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Abbaas ~~~ gave Towards Knowledge 


Hadhrat Ali Azdi reports that when he once asked Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 

~~ about Jihaad, the Sahabi ~~~ replied by saying, "should I not tell you 

about something that is better than Jihaad? It is that you go to the Masjid and 

teach the Qur'aan, Fiqh or the Sunnah." (3) 


Hadhrat Ali Azdi reports that he once asked Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 

~~ about Jihaad. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~,~ replied by saying, 

"Should I not tell you about something that is better than Jihaad? It is that you 

build a Masjid and then teach the Qur'aan, the Sunnah of Rasulullaah ~ 

and Deeni Fiqh." (4) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ said, 

"Everything seeks forgiveness for the one who teaches people what is good, even 

the fish in the oceans." (5) 

The Encouragement Hadhrat Safwaan bin Assaal 
~~~ gave Towards Knowledge 

Hadhrat Zirr bin Hubaysh reports that when he went to Hadhrat SafWaan bin 
Assaal ~~~ one morning, Hadhrat SafWaan ~.~ asked, "What brings you 
here 'this morning, 0 Zirr?" ") have come in search of knowledge," Hadhrat Zirr 
replied, Hadhrat SafWaan ~.~ remarked, "Begin your mornings as either an 
Aalim or a student of Deen, but never as anyone else." (6) 
Another narration states that Hadhrat SafWaan bin Assaal ~~ said, ''Whoever 
leaves home in search of knowledge should know that the angels spread out 
their wings for the student and the Aalim of Deen." (7) 
(1) Bazzaar and TabraanL as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.! Pg.61). 
(2) Jbn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil !lm (Vol. J Pg.25). 
(3) Ibn Zanjway, as quoted inKanzul Ummaal{Vol.5 Pg.230). 
(4) Jbn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanilllm (VoL I Pg.62). 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami Bayaanil 11m (Vol.! Pg.124). 
(6) Tabraani in his AwsaL Haythami (Vol. I Pg.122) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(7) Tabraani in his Kabeer. Haythami (VoLl Pg.123) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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The Fervour that the Sahabah ~U&~ 


had for Knowledge 

The Statement Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~~ Made on 


his deathbed about his Fervour for Knowledge 

When he was on his deathbed, Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ asked the 
people to See whether dawn had broken. When they reported that it had not yet 
come, he again sent them to see. After this happened several times, they 
eventualli reported to him that dawn had broken. To this, he said, "I seek 
Allaah's protection from the night followed by a morning that takes one to 
Jahannam. I welcome death with open arms. It is that long absent visitor and a 
friend in need. 0 Allaah!" While I had always been afraid of You, today I long to 
meet You. 0 Allaah! You know well that I never loved this world or to live long 
here to dig canals or to plant trees. I loved it only for the thirst in the extreme 
afternoon heat (when fasting), for enduring times of hardship and to sit on my 
knees when associating with the Ulema in gatherings of knowledge," (I) 

The Fervour that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~~ 
had for Knowledge 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~,~ once said, "Had it not been for three things, I would 
have loved to be no longer in this world. When asked what the three things were, 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ said, " (The first is)Placing my head on the ground 
before my Creator in Sajdah during the hours of day and night so that it is sent 
ahead (as rewards) for my (true) life (in the Aakhirah). (The second is) Enduring 
thirst during hot afternoons (while fasting) and (the third is) sitting with 
people who choose their speech as carefully as you choose your fruit." The 
narration continues further. 

The Fervour that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~~~ had for Acquiring Knowledge 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ says, "When Rasulullaah ~ passed 
away, I said to an Ansaari friend of mine, 'The Sahabah ~~ are plenty in 
number. Come. Let us learn from them.' 'I am astonished at you, 0 Ibn Abbaas!' 
he said, 'Do you think that people will need you (to learn from) when so many of 
Rasulullaah ~'s senior Sahabah ~ are amongst them?' I left that as it 
were and proceeded to learn from the companions of Rasulullaah ~. When I 
heard that a Hadith was narrated by someone, I would go to his door and if he 
was having his siesta, I would roll up my shawl there and use it as a pillow. (As a 
I waited there) The wind would blow sand on me and when the man came out, 
he would ask, 'What brings you here, 0 cousin of Rasulullaah ~? Why did you 
not send for me and I would have come to you?' I would then say to him, 'No. It 
(1) Abu NU'ayrn in his Hilyiii (Vol.1 Pg.239). Ibn Abdul Birr has also reported the narration in his }aami 

Bayaanil Urn (Vol.l Pg.51). 
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is I who should be coming to you.' I would then ask him about the Hadith. My 
Ansaari friend happened to live to the time when he saw people gathering around 
me to learn and would say, 'He has been a much smarter youngster than 1.",(1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ says, "When the various cities were being 
conquered (by the Muslims) and people started focussing their attention towards 
the things of this world, I started focussing my attention on Hadhrat Vmar 
®~." It is because of this that most of the Ahadeeth narrated by Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~~ are from HZidhrat Vmar ~~. (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®~'s Fervour for knowledge 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ narrates, "Rasulullaah ~ once said to me. 'Are 
you not going to ask me for a share of the booty as your companions are asking 
me?' I replied, 'All I ask of you is to teach me that which Allaah has taught you.' I 
then spread out the striped shawl I was wearing between us. In fact, I can even 
picture seeing the lice crawling on it. Rasulullaah ~ then narrated Ahadeeth to 
me and when I had heard everything, he told me to pick up the shawl and wear it 
(which I did). Thereafter, I have never forgotten even a single letter of what 
Rasulullaah ~ had narrated to me." (3) 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ once said, "people say that Abu Hurayrah narrates 
plenty of Ahadeeth1 It is with Allaah that we have an appointment (and He will 
judge). People ask why the Muhaajireen and Ansaar do not narrate as many 
Ahadeeth as Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®~! While trade in the marketplaces 
occupied my Muhaajireen brothers and commitments to their properties 
occupied my Ansaa.r brothers, I was a poor man who stuck close to Rasulullaah 
~ so that my belly could be filled. I would therefore be present (with 
Rasulullaah ~) when they were not. I also remembered much when they had 
forgotten. Rasulullaah ~ one day said, 'If any of you spreads out a cloth 
until I finish speaking and then holds it close to his chest, he will never forget 
anything that I say.' I therefore spread out my striped shawl because I had 
nothing else (to spread out). After Rasulullaah ~ had finished speaking, I put 
it to my chest. I swear by the Being Who sent Rasulullaah ~ with the truth that 
from that day to this, I have never forgotten anything Rasulullaah ~ said. By 
Allaah! Had it not been for two verses of the Qur'aan, I would never have narrated 
anything to you people. (The verses are): 

~\ j V"WJ ~~ ~ r~""IS~\J ~1;~~j, .~.... Wjrt ~ c>'''~~ .:~.ul ~\)
#' #' u:.".", "" v-.... "" #' 'wi". ~ 1..1"" , 

~~;U I~J \~:JIJ 1y'6 d.~\ 4; 01 c>~:L1 ~+:j;j an~:t ~~)'j 
_ :I'~ .1:1 , .J" """" [" ,If'" .I ,.1,. 

(I'. (IO'''.;..~I :oyi! OJ."....) " 0 ~)\ ~1."..."liIJ ~~yl 
------------------------------ ~ #

(1) Haakim in his Mustadrak (VoLl Pg.I06), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by DhahabL 
Daarmi and Haarith in his Masaaneed have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Jsaabah 
(Vol.2 Pg.33I). Tabraani has also reported the narration from reliable sources as confirmed by 
Haythami (VoL9 Pg.277). A similar narration has also been reported by Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami 
(VoU Pg.85) and by Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.182). 

(2) Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoU Pg.I6I). 
(3) Abu Nu'ayrn in his H/{ya (VoLl Pg.38I). 
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Certainly those who hide (trom people) the clear things and guidance 
which We have revealed after We had explained it to them in the Book 
for the people; such people (those who hide these things) are cursed by 
Allaah and by all those who (are commanded to) curse (such as the 
angels, humans, finn, animals). (This applies to alI such people) Except 
those who repent, correct (the wrong they did) and clarify (what they 
hid). These are the ones whom I will forgive, for verily I am The 
Greatest Acceptor of repentance, The Most Merciful. {Surah Baqarah, 
verses 159, 160} (I) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~,ti.1~ once said, "People complain that Abu Hurayrah 
narrates too many Ahadeeth. I was a person who stuck with Rasulullaah ~ to 
have my belly filled because it was a time when I was unable to eat leavened 
bread, wear silk or have slaves in attendance. Because of extreme hunger, I 

would press my stomach against stones (so that the coolness of the stones 
would alleviate the burn of the hunger).! would ask a person to recite a verse of 
the Qur'aan for me although I knew it only so that (as we engaged in discussion) 
he may (offer to) take me home for meals. The person who treated the poor best 
was Ja'far bin Abi Taalib ~. He would take us home and feed us everytl-ing 
he had in his house. In fact, he would even take out for us a (honey or butter) 
container that was empty, wipe out whatever remained (stuck to the sides and 
bottom) and then give this to us to suck." (2) 

The True Meaning of Knowledge and 
what the Word Knowledge Refers to when 

Used in a General Context 
Narrations from Rasulullaah ~ Concerning the 


True Meaning of Knowledge 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said, "The 
example of the guidance and knowledge that Allaah has sent me with is like a 
drenching rain that falls on a particular piece of ground. While a part of the 
ground is fertile and absorbs the water to grow grass and an abundance of 
vegetation, another portion of the ground is hard and holds the water. However, 
Allaah still allows it to benefit people because they drink from it, give their 
animals to drink from it and also irrigate their fields with it. The rain also falls on 
another portion of the ground that consists of a rocky terrain which neither 
holds the water nor grows any grass. Such is the example of a person who has a 
deep understanding of the Deen of Allaah. That which Allaah has sent me with 
benefits him, because of which he becomes knowledgeable and teaches others as 
well. It is also the example of the person who pays no heed to it and refuses to 
accept it." (3) 

(lJ Bukhaari (Vol.l Pg.316). 
(2) Bukhaari, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.5 Pg.l 75); 
(3) Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Mishkaatul Masaabeeh (Pg.20). 
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Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said, 
"Every Nabi ~ that Allaah has sent before had close friends and companions 
who adopted his ways and obeyed his instructions. However, there came after 
them generations who did not practise what they preached and who did what 
they were not instructed to do. Whoever resists them physically is a Mu'min, 
whoever resists them verbally is also a Mu'min and whoever resists them by heart 
(by disapproving of what they do) is also a Mu'min. After these (three categories 
of people) there remains none with even a mustard seed of Imaan." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~~ said, 
"Knowledge is of three types; explicit verses of the Qur'aan, concrete Ahadeeth 
(with authenticity that is beyond doubt) and injunctions of the same standing 
(ljmaa(2) and Qiyaas..3) that is beyond doubt). Everything apart from this is extra 
(it is not compulsory to learn)." (4) 

Hadhrat Amr bin Auf ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ said, "I have left with 
you two factors that you will never go astray as long as you hold fast to them. 
They are the Book of A1laah and the Sunnah of your Nabi ~ ,,,(5) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~U&~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once entered the 
Masjid where he found the people gathered around a man. "What is happening?" 
Rasulullaah ~ asked. "0 Rasulullaah ~!" the Sahabah ~. replied, "He 
is an Allaamah." "What is an Allaamah?" Rasulullaah ~ enquired. The Sahabah 
~~ said, "Someone who knows Arabic better than anyone else and also has 
the most knowledge of poetry and the differences between the Arabs." 
Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "That is knowledge that does not benefit a person 
and no harm will be done to remain ignorant of it." (6) 

The Statements of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
®~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~~ 

Concerning the real meaning of Knowledge 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ once said, "Knowledge is in three things; 
the talking book (the Qur'aan) I the perpetual Sunnah and to say 'I do not 
know' (when one does not know something)." (7) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ said, "Knowledge is really in the Book of 
AllaaI-. and the Sunnah of Rasulullaah~. Based on personal opinion, if anyone 
says anything other than this, I cannot say whether he will find it included 
amongst his good deeds or amongst his sins." (8) 

Hadhrat Mujaahid says, "Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ was once 

(1) Muslim, as quoted in Mishkaatul Masaabeeh (Pg.21). 
(2) Consensus of authorities in Isiaamic jurisprudence. 
(3) The sound Sharee analytical deduction of accepted Muslim jurists. 
(4) 	Abu Dawood and Ibn Maajah, as quoted in Mishkaatul Masaabeeh (Pg.27). Ibn Abdul Birr has 

reported a similar narration in his ]aami (Vol.2 Pg.23). 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil 11m (VoL2 Pg.23). 
(6) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aam Bayaanil !1m i (Vo1.2 Pg.23) 
(7) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aam Bayaanil IIm i (Vol.2 Pg.24). 
(8) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami Bayaanil Ilm (Vol.2 Pg.26). 
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performing salaah while Ataa, Tawoos and Ikramah and I, all his students, were 
sitting together. A man arrived and asked, 'Is there a Mufti amongst you?' 'Ask 
your question,' I said. He said, 'Every time I urinate, a spurting liquid follows the 
urine out.' 'Is it the type of liquid from which a child is born?' we asked. When he 
replied in the affirmative, we ruled that he should take a bath (each time it 
happened). The man then turned away saying, 'Innaa Lillaahi wa Innaa Ilayhi 
Raaji'oon'. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~~ hastened with his salaah and as 
soon as he made the Salaam, he said, 'Ikramahl Go bring that man back.' When 
Ikramah brought him back, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ turned to us 
saying, 'Tell me whether the verdict you gave this man was sourced from the 
Book of Allaah?' 'No,' we admitted. 'Then was it sourced from the Sunnah of 
Rasulullaah ~?' he asked further. When we again conceded that it was not, he 
asked, 'Then was it from the Sahabah ~~~ of Rasulullaah ~~?' Again we said 
no. 'Then from who did you learn it?' he asked. 'We derived it from our own 
judgement,' we replied. To this, he remarked, 'It is for this reason that 
Rasulullaah ~ said, 'A single jurist is more difficult for Shaytaan to contend 
with than a thousand (ignorant) worshippers.' He then turned to the man and 
asked, 'Tell me. Do you feel any lust in your heart when this happens to you?' 'No, 
I do not,' the man replied. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas §.l~~ asked further, 
'Then do you feel any weakness· in your body (after it emerges)?' When the man 
again replied negatively, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ll.7~ said, 'This 
happens because of coldness (in the body). so wudhu would suffice for you (there 
is no need to bath).',,(l) 

Reprimanding those who Occupy Themselves 
with Learning Things that are Contrary to' 

that Which Rasulullaah ~~ Taught 

Rasulullaah ~~ Reprimands People who did this 
Hadhrat Amr bin Yahya bin Ja'dah ~ll.7~ narrates that when someone brought 
to Rasulullaah ~ a scripture written on the shoulder blade of an animal, 
Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "It is enough for a person to have himself classified 
asa fool or a person gone astray just to turn his attention away from what his 
Nabi ~ has brought and to focus it on what another Nabi ~ had brought, 
or to turn his attention to a scripture other than his own." It wa~ t!1en that Allaah 
81~;,a)\;z revealed the verse: 

(o\~L.;.I~ OJ.,....) (10 ~~~\ .!J~IC w)lt,--:..~~~ ;ljl)
"" "" ",,"" 

Is it not sufficient for them that we have revealed a Book (the Qur'aan) 

to you (0 Rasulullaah ~), which is recited to them? {Surah Ankaboot, 
verse 51 }(2) 

(1) Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.5 Pg.IIS). 
(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami Bayaanil 11m (Vo1.2 Pg.40). 
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Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Rebukes a man who Wrote 
the Scripture of Hadhrat Daaniyaal ~~ and His 

Incident with Rasulullaah ~~ 
Hadhrat Khaalid bin Urfuta narrates that he was with Hadhrat Umar ~ when 
a man from the Abdul Qais tribe was brought. The man lived in a place called 
soos(where Hadhrat Daaniyaal ~ is believed to be buried). When Hadhrat 
Umar ~ asked him whether he was a particular person from the Abd tribe, 
the man replied that he was. Hadhrat Umar ~ then struck him with a staff 
that he had with him. "0 Ameerul Mu'mineen!" the man cried, "What have I 
done?" Hadhrat Umar ~~ told him to sit down and when he did, Hadhrat 
Umar ~~ recited the following: 

o I:J;J ~~7 ~ ~; Li I~} ~j.iI tl 0 i/J, y.~1 ~II .iJ~ -.)j ;1) 
,"', "",.J, '" J '" ,,;, .... f "','" -"', '" ,"'-"'" '" "" ",,,,,'" '" ,"'''' ~ .1", ,I ,'" 

~ 0-: ::.;:s I:JjJ 1:J~11.lA ~l ~.,I ~~I 0->1 ~~~ 

(i ,\-.:...!I:.J...y. oJ,...) (0 ~;~~il ~ 
In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful. Alif 
Laam Raa. These are the verses of the clear Book (the Qur'aan). 
undoubtedly We have revealed it (the Qur'aan) as an Arabic Qur'aan so 
that you may understand. We narrate to you a most beautiful story in 
this Qur'aan that We reveal to you. Before this you were of the unwary. 
{Surah Yusuf, verses 1-3} 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~ recited the verses thrice and hit the man thrice. Again the 
man asked, "What have I done, 0 Ameerul Mu'mineen?" Hadhrat Umar ~.u.,~ 
said, "You are the person who wrote the scriptures of Daaniyaal ~." "I am 
prepared to do whatever you instruct me," the man said. Hadhrat Umar ~.1;.1~ 
then said to him, "Go and erase it with (pouring) hot water (over it) and (the 
wiping with)white wool. I neither want you to read it or to give it to anyone else 
to read. If the news reaches me that you had read it or had given it to someone 
else to read, I shall punish you very severely." 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ then told the man to sit down, and when he sat in front of 
Hadhrat Umar ~, the Ameerul Mu'mineen narrated, "I once copied a 
scripture from the Ahlul Kitaab on a piece of leather. When Rasulullaah ~ 
asked me what it was I had in my hand, I said, '0 Rasulullaah ~! It is a 
scripture that I copied to supplement the knowledge we have.' Rasulullaah ~ 
then became so angry that his cheeks flamed red. (By the instruction of 
Rasulullaah ~) The announcement 'As Salaatu ]aami'ah' was made (to gather 
the people), to which the Ansaar said, 'Take your weapons! Take your weapons! 
Your Nabi ~ has been angered.' The people then amassed around Rasulullaah 
~'s pulpit. Rasulullaah ~ said, '0 people! I have been granted speech that 
is comprehensive, conclusive, yet very concise. I have also brought to you a 
creed that it exceptionally pure. Therefore, you need never be confused and 
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never allow yourselves to be deceived by the confused ones (the Ahlul 
Kitaab).'" 
Hadhrat Umar ~ continues, "I then stood up and said, 'I am satisfied with 
Allaah as my Rabb, with Islaam as my religion and with you as my Nabi.' 
Rasulullaah ~ then descended from the pulpit." (\) 
Hadhrat ]aabir ~~ narrates that Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~~ once 
brought to Rasulullaah ~ a scripture that he got from some people of the 
Ahiul Kitaab. "0 Rasulullaah ~!nhe said, "I just got an excellent scripture from 
some people of the Ahlul Kitaab." Rasulullaah ~ became angry and said, "Are 
you people in doubt, 0 son of Khattaab? I swear by the Being Who controls my 
life! What I have brought to you is clear and pure. You therefore have no need to 
ask them. (The danger is that) They might tell you some truth that you may reject 
or tell you some false that you may believe. I swear by the Being Who controls 
my life that even if Moosa ~~ was alive, he would have no option but to follow 
me.,,(2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Thaabit ~)1.1~ narrates that Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab 
~~ once came to Rasulullaah ~ and said, "I was passing by a friend from 
the (Jewish) Banu Qurayzah tribe, so he wrote down for me some quotations 
from the Torah. Should I read them to you." When Rasulullaah ~'s face started 
reddening (with anger), Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Thaabit ~~ said to Hadhrat 
Umar ~, "Can you not see Rasulullaah ~'s face?" Hadhrat Umar ~ 
immediately exclaimed, "I am satisfied with A11aah as my Rabb, with Islaam as my 
religion and with Muhammad fi as my Nabi." Rasulullaah ~'s anger then 
subsided and he said, "I swear by the Being Who controls the life of Muhammad! 
If Moosa ~ had to be amongst you and you leave me to follow him, you 
would certainly go astray. You are meant to be my Ummah and I am meant to be 
your Nabi.',(3) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~ Rebukes il man who told 

him That he Found a Scripture with 


wonderful Content 

Hadhrat Maymoon bin Mahraan narrates that a man came to Hadhrat Umar 
~ saying, "0 Ameerul Mu'mineen! When we conquered Madaa'in, I found a 
scripture with wonderful content." "Is the content consistent with the Book of 
Allaah?" Hadhrat Umar ~)1~ asked. When the man said that it was not, 
Hadhrat Umar ~ sent for his whip, lashed the man and recited the verse: 

oo~~~~ DI~.:J ill)1 ~l 0 i-;~\ ,;';~I ~~ .iJi!.Jj ;1) 
(I) Abu Ya'la. Haythami (Vol.! Pg.182) has commented on the chain of narrators. IbnulMundhir, Ibn 

Abi Haatim, uqayli, Nasr Maqdasi, Sa'eed bin Mansoor and Abdur Razzaaq have reported a similar 
narration. ;jS quoted in K11nzui Ummaai(Vol.1 Pg.94}, 

(2) 	Jbn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (VoL2 Pg.42). Ahmad, Abu Ya'la and Bazzaar have reported a similar 
narration but Haythami (Vol.1 Pg.174J has commented on the chain of narrators. 

(3) Ahmad apd Tabraani. Haythami (VoU Pg.174) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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,"', '" ,.I ,"'J'" ,.1, .... , '" ,,;II -', ... , ... -... ,,"' ... II' , ....... ,""" ~.1 ... .J , ....
t:Y ~~ 0)) 0~11.lA cl;.Ill...4>JI ~~I 0->1 ~~~ 

(i ,,,,;;.":!I:.J...,,y- ~),...) (Q ~~~I.jl ~ 
In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful. Alif 
Laam Raa. These are the verses of the clear Book (the Qur'aan). 
undoubtedly We have revealed it (the Qur'aan) as an Arabic Qur'aan so 
that you may understand. We narrate to you a most beautiful story in 
this Qur'aan that We reveal to you. Before this you were of the unwary. 
{Surah Yusuf, verses )-3} 

He then said, "Those before you (the Jews and Christians) were destroyed only 
because they forsook the Torah and Injeel and turned to the books of their 
scholars and priests. These two scriptures then eventually disappeared along 
with the knowledge they contained." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood OO~~ and 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas OO~~ Condemn 


Questioning The Ahlul Kitaab 

Hadhrat Hurayth bin Zuhayr reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ 
said, "Never question the Ahlul Kitaab about anything because since they are 
misguided, they cannot guide you. (The danger is that) They might tell you some 
truth that you may reject or tell you some false that you may believe." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ also said, "If you have to ask them (the 
Ahlul Kitaab), then consider what they say. If it coincides with the teaChings of 
Allaah's Book, you may accept it, but you must reject it if it does not." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas @~ once said, "How can you people ask the 
Ahlul Kitaab about anything when you have with you the Book that Allaah has 
revealed to His Nabi ~, which happens to be the latest scripture from your 
Rabb? It is new and has not been interpolated. Has Allaah not informed you in 
His Book that they (the Ahlul Kitaab) had altered Allaah's scriptures (the Torah 
and Injeel) with their own hands and said that it was from Allaah? This was done 
only to earn some meagre worldly profits. Does the knowledge that has come to 
you not prevent you from asking them? By Allaahl I have never seen any of them 
asking you about what Allaah has revealed!" (4) 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas @.l1.1~ said, "You 
ask the Ahlul Kitaab about their scriptures when you have Allaah's Book which is 
the latest of Allaah's scriptures? It is new, has not been interpolated and you are 
even able to read it." (5) 

(I) Nasr Maqdasi, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaalNol.! Pg.95). 
(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami 0101.2 Pg.40). Abdur Razzaaq has reported a similar narration. 
(3) 	Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami 0101.2 Pg.42). Tabraani has reported a similar narration from reliable 

sources as confirmed by Haythami NoLl Pg.192). 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami 0101.2 Pg.42). 
(5) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in the ]aami of Ibn Abdul Birr. 
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Being affected by the Knowledge of Allaah 

and His Rasool ~~ 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~~ and Hadhrat 

Mu'aawiya ~~~ are Affected by a Hadith of 


Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Shufay Asbahi narrates, "Upon entering Madinah one day, I saw many 
people gathered around a particular man. When I asked who the man was, I was 
informed that he was Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~. I then went close and sat 
down in front of him as he narrated Ahadeeth. After he had completed and was 
alone, I asked, 'I ask you in the name of the rights (I have upon you in that I am a 
Muslim, a traveller and a student) to narrate to me a Hadith that you heard from 
Rasulullaah ~ and that you understood welL' He said, 'By all means. I shall 
narrate to you a Hadith that Rasulullaah ~ narrated to me and which I 
understand well.' He then sighed so deeply that he was close to falling 
unconscious. We waited a while until he regained his composure and said, 'I 
shall relate to you a Hadith that Rasulullaah ~~ narrated to me in this very 
house when there was none here besides him and I. Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah 
~~ then again sighed so deeply that he was close to falling unconscious. 
When he regained his composure, he wiped his face and said, 'I shall relate to 
you a Hadith that Rasulullaah ~ narrated to me in this very house when there 
was none here besides him and I. Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ then again 
sighed so deeply that he actually fell on his face. I held him up for a long while 
and when he regained consciousness, he said, 'Rasulullaah ~ narrated to me 
that on the Day of Qiyaamah, every nation will be on its knees when Allaah will 
descend to pass judgement between the people. The first to be summoned (for 
reckoning) will be the person who memorised the Qur'aan, the person who was 
martyred in the path of Allaah and the man with plenty of wealth. Addressing the 
Qaari, Allaah will say, 'Did I not teach you that which I revealed to my 
messenger?' 'Indeed you did, 0 my Rabb!' he will respond. Allaah will ask him 
further, 'And what did you do with that which I taught yOU?' He will reply, 'I 
recited it day and night.' 'You are lying,' Allaah will declare. The angels will 
reiterate saying, 'You are lying.' Allaah will then add, 'Your only motive was that 
people should caI1 you a Qaari, which they have already done.' 
Next. the wealthy man will be summoned. Allaah will ask him, 'Did I not grant 
you plenty so that you never depended on anyone else?' 'Indeed you have, my 
Rabb!' he will admit. 'Then what did you do with that which I gave you?' Allaah 
will ask. He man will say, 'I used to maintain family ties and give charity.' 'You are 
lying,' Allaah will declare. 'You are lying,' the angels will reiterate. Allaah will then 
say, 'Your only motive was that people should caU you a generous person, which 
they have already done.' 
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Next to be summoned will be the one who was martyred in the path of Allaah. 
Allaah will ask him, 'For what objective were you killed?' His reply will be, 
'because we were commanded to fight in Jihaad, I fought until I was killed.' 'You 
are lying,' Allaah will declare. 'You are lying,' the angels will reiterate. Allaah will 
then say, 'Your only motive was that people should call you a brave person, 
which they have already done.' Rasulullaah ~ then hit his hands on my knees 
and said, '0 Abu Hurayrah! These three will be the first of Allaah's creation with 
whom the fire of J ahannam will be fuelled on the Day of Qiyaamah. III 
(After hearing this Hadith from Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~) Hadhrat Shufay 
then went to Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~ and narrated the Hadith to him. Hadhrat 
Alaa bin Hakeem says that Hadhrat shufay was the person who tended to 
Hadhrat MU'aawiya ~'s swords. He reports, "When this Hadith from 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ was narrated to Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~, 
Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ remarked, 'If this is what will happen to these three, 
what about the rest of mankind?' He then wept so much that we thought he 
would expire.Wesaid, 'Thismanhascertainly brought a calamity upon us (by upsetting 
the Khalifah in this manner)!' When Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~ regained his 
composure, he wiped his face and said, 'Allaah and His Rasool ~ have 
certainly spoken the truth when they say: 

~ 1':". ' "" 1':"i ' ~I'''!\ ' .'11 "'''~ Lt~~j' " will a_I.'::"I\ ~" :Lf : ,,\.,~~J~~~ ~"yy ~J. ~ J~O d7 

4h~."I':'i ,'''':'' ~1..;.' j "WI ~\." . ~I ., ~I 'H:\:'-U1.!.0I i 0 ~,,, ~,"
v-::rJ~ ~ ;, J.) ,~ i.S:!~~d-" !J ~O~ 

_ 4 ~ ~ ".1 ... " ,-,,,, , 

(1,\ 'Io~' :~.,.. aJJ-"") '\Q o~ 'ylS" l.II 
Whoever desires the fife of this world and its splendour (without a 
concern for the Aakhjrah), We shall grant them the full rewards for their 
(good) deeds in this very world and they will not be wronged (they wjJl 
not be given less than they deserve). They are the ones who shall have 
only the Fire for themselves in the Aakhirah. whatever (good actions) 
they did in the world will be lost to them (in the Aakhirah) and all their 
(good) deeds will be in vain (because they will see no rewards for these 
in the Aakhirah where they will require them most TNs is because they 
acted only for worldly objectives). {Surah Hood, verses lS-16}(I) 

Hadhrat Abu Salamah bin Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ~ reports that 
when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ffi~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr bin Al 
Aas ~~ met at Marwa, they started discussing Ahadeeth. When Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Amr ~,~ left, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin umar ®1J.1~ remained 
there weeping. "What makes you weep so much, 0 Abu Abdur Rahmaan?" 
someone asked. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ replied, "That man 
Abdullaah bin Amr ®1J.1~ says that he heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'Allaah will 
throw a person headlong into the fire of Jahannam if he has pride equal to 
(I) 	Tirmidhi (Voi.2 Pg.61). Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL! Pg.28) states that Ibn !(huzaymah and Ibn 

Hibbaan have both reported similar narrations, 
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even a mustard seed in his heart.,,,(l) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~,~~ and 
Hadhrat Hassaan ~~ Weep when Allaah 

Revealed the Verse: "Only deviant people 
follow the poets" 

Hadhrat Abul Hasan the freed slave of the Banu Naufal tribe reports that Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~~~ and Hadhrat Hassaan bin Thaabit ®~ (both 
acclaimed poets) came weeping to Rasulullaah ~ when A11aah revealed Surah 
TaaSeenMeem Shu'araa. Rasulul1aah ~ recited to them the verses: 

~~~ ~Ij0 ~~~~~~ ~Ij J.f ~ ~:;;JI0 ~jwI ~:~1;~ tllj\'~ po '" '" '" 7 
~~.JI \j;"~;\~ ~ 41, IjJ1j ~~I ~, \.1.~ 1St

, .:~.ul ~, 01 ~~ ~ J;
\.I... ... ", ~ J- v .. ",,,, 

- ,f{J. ,11 11 .. ," 
(nv 1.1 nh.:.-.!I :~~ oJ,..,) '\ '~1.:. ~ 

Only deviant people follow the poets (by repeaUng those poems of 
theirs that contain rambling speech and useless talk). Do you not see 
that they (poets) wander lost (distracted) in every valley (have no 
direction and tend to sway to the extremes)? And (do you not see) that 
they say things which they never do? (Such is the condition ofall poets) 
Except those who have Imaan, who do good acts, who remember 
A1laah abundantly and who avenge themselves after being oppressed 
(by counteracting the satirical poetry that the Kuftaar direct at Islaam 
and at Rasulullaah ~ with poetry oftheir own). {Surah Shu'araa, 

verses 224-227} 

When Rasulullaah ~ recited the verse "Except those who have Imaan, who 
do good acts ", he said, "That refers to you." Thereafter, when he recited "who 
remember Allaah abundantly", he again said, "That refers to you". Again, when 
reciting the verse "and (those) who avenge themselves after being oppressed", 
he said, "That refers to you." (2) 

The People of Yemen Weep when they Hear the 

Qur'aan During the Khilaafah of Hadhrat 


AbuBakr~~~ 
HadhratAbu Saalihnarratesthatwhen some people from Yemen came to Madinah 
during the Khilaafah of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ and heard the Qur'aan, they 
started weeping excessively. To this, Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ remarked (in 
humility), "That is how we used to be, but then hearts started to harden." Hadhrat 
Abu Nu'aym explains that the phrase "hearts started to harden" means that their 
hearts strengthened and became content with the recognition ofA1laah. (3) 

(I) Targheeb wat Tarheebf'/ol.4 Pg.345). 
(2) Haakim f'/o1.3 Pg,488). 

(.3) Abu NU'aym in his Hilya. as quoted in Kanzui ummaaJf'/o!.I Pg.224). 
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A Warning to the Aalim who does not Teach others 
and to Ignorant Person who does not Learn 

Hadhrat Abzah Abu Abdur Rahmaan ~,~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once 
praised certain groups of the Muslims in his sermon. Thereafter, Rasulullaah 
~ said, "What is the matter with certain tribes who neither make their 
neighbouring tribes understand Deen, nor do they teach it to them, explain it to 
them, enjoin them (to do good) or forbid them (from evil)? What also is the 
matter with other tribes who neither learn from their neighbours nor make an 
attempt to understand the Deen or to be conversant with it? Take note that 
people will have to teach Deen to their neighbours, explain it to them, enjoin 
them (to do good) and forbid them (from evil). At the same time, others will have 
to learn Deen from their neighbours and make an attempt to understand it, 
otherwise they will all be punished very soon in this very world." Rasulullaah 
~ then descended from the pulpit and entered his room. 
''Who do you think Rasulullaah ~ was referring to?" some people asked. "We 
think that he must have been referring to the Ash'ar tribe who have a good 
understanding of Deen while their neighbours are uncultured Bedouins living at 
an oasis. When the news reached the people of the Ash'ar tribe, they came to 
Rasulullaah ~ and said, "0 Rasulullaah ~I why is it that when you praised 
some people, you criticised us? What have we done?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, " 
that people will have to teach Deen to their neighbours, explain it to them, enjOin 
them (to do good) and forbid them (from evil). At the same time, others will have 
to learn Deen from their neighbours and make an attempt to understand it, 
otherwise they will all be punished very soon in this very world." "0 Rasulullaah 
~!'t they pleaded, ''Will we be held responsible for the wrongs of others?" When 
Rasulullaah ~ repeated his words, they again asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~!Will 
we be held responsible for the wrongs of others?" This time again, Rasulullaah 
~ repeated what he had said. They then requested Rasulullaah ~ for a 
year's grace to educate ~heir neighbours and to give them a sound 
understanding of Deen. Rasulullaah ~ granted them the grace. Rasulullaah 
~ then redted the verse: 

~ ~~ .I> ;;..;; i-' ~J ;j'; S'~)S Ji'~l~ ~ \j.#'J~1 ~) 
~.;l:~11~l? ~~. t;\.I> ~#~:; ~ji~ ~I ~t? 01 ~jJ;~ I~l?~ ~ 

(v.. ,vA~T:o,.ljLo 0),...) (0 
Those of the Bani Israa'eel who committed kufr were cursed on the 
tongues of Dawood ~ and Isa ~ the son of Maryam. That was 
because they were disobedient and they overstepped the limits (oftheir 
religion). (Among the reasons for which they were cursed was that) They 
would never prevent each other from the evil that they used to carry 
out. Evil indeed was that which they did (not preventing each other 
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from sinful acts). {Surah Maa'idah, verses 78-79}(l) 

Allaah will Grant Whoever Strives to Gain 
Knowledge and Imaa;n 

The Words of Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~~ to a Man 
who Was Weeping by his Bedside before his Death 

Hadhrat AbduUaah bin Salamah narrates that a man came to (the bedside ot) 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ and started to weep. "What makes you weep?" 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~ asked. The man replied, "By Allaah! I am neither crying 

because of the ties of kinship we have nor because of the material gains I used to 

get from you. What makes me weep is the fear that the knowledge I used to glean 

from you will soon come to an end." Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~ consoled him saying, 

"Do not cry because whoever strives to acquire knowledge and Imaan, Allaah 

will grant them to him just as He granted Hadhrat Ibraheem ~ during 

times when there was no knowledge and Imaan!' (2) 


Hadhrat Haarith bin Umayrah reports that when Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal 

~~ was about to pass away, the people around him started to cry. "What 

makes you people cry?" he asked. They replied, ''We are crying because of the 

knowledge that will stop coming to us when you pass away." Hadhrat Mu'aadh 

~~~ said, "Verily knowledge and Imaan shall remain as they are until the Day 

of Qiyaamah. Whoever search~s for them shall find them in the Qur'aan and the 

Sunnah. While you ought to judge every piece of information by the standards of 

the Qur'aan, never judge the Qur'aan by the standards of any piece of 

information. Seek knowledge from Umar ~~, Uthmaan ~,~ and Ali 

~~ and if you do not meet them, seek knowledge from four men; from 

uwaymir ~~ (Abu Dardaa ~~), Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~, Salmaan 

~ and from Abdullaah bin Salaam ~, who had been a Jew before 

becoming a Muslim. In fact, I heard Rasulullaah ~ say that he (Hadhrat 

Abdullaah bin Salaam ~~) will be the tenth of ten people to enter Jannah 

(without reckoning). You must however ensure that you beware of the mistakes 

of an Aalim. You should accept the truth from whoever brings it to you and 

reject falsehood from whoever brings it to you, regardless of who the person 

may be." (3) 


Hadhrat Yazeed· bin umayrah narrates, "During the illness that claimed his life, 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ®~ would often fall unconscious and then regain 
consciousness. When he once fell unconscious for a long time, we feared that he 
had passed away. When he regained consciousness, I was standing in front of 
him crying. 'What makes you cry?' he asked. I replied by saying, 'By Allaah! It is 
not because of the worldly benefits I received from you that I am weeping and 
(I) 	Ibn Raahway, Bukhaari in his Wahdaan, Ibnus Sakan, Ibn Mandah, Tabraani, Abu NU'aym, Ibn 

Asaakir, Baawardi and Ibn Mardway, as quoted in Kanzu/ ummaai (Vol.2 Pg.139). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (VoU Pg.234). 
(3) Ibn Asaakir and Sayf, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaal(VoL7 Pg.87). 
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also not because of our kinship. What makes me weep is the departure of the 
knowledge (of Deen) and knowledge of Islaamic law that I had been acquiring 
from you.' His response was, 'Do not weep because knowledge and imaan shall 
remain as they are and whoever seeks them shall surely find them. Seek them as 
Ibraheem ~ sought them. When he had not acquired them fully, he asked 
Allaah saying: 

(,\'1~T:~ijw, O.l~) (to J~~":;1 J~ ~I~ J! JU) 
'I am going to (a place where) my Rabb (has commanded me to go), (it 
is onlyAllaah) Who will soon guide me.' {Surah Saaffaat, verse 99} 

After I die, seek knowledge from four persons. If you cannot find what you seek 
with anyone of them, then ask the people for the best amongst them. The four 
men are Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~, Abdullaah bin Salaam ®~, 
Salmaan ®l1~ and uwaymir Abu Dardaa ~. You should also beware of 
the blunders of the wise and the verdict of a hypocrite.' 
'How will I identify the blunder of a wise man?' I asked. He explained, 'It is 
misguided speech that shaytaan casts on the tongue of a man which he utters 
without thinking. However, it sometimes also occurs that a hypocrite speaks 
what is true. You should therefore absorb sound knowledge from wherever it 
comes to you because there is light in the truth. Matters that are dubious should 
however be avoided.",(1) 
Hadhrat Amr bin Maymoon narrates, "We were in Yemen when Hadhrat Mu'aadh 
bin Jabal ~ came there and addressed us saying, '0 people of Yemen! Accept 
Islaam and live in peace. 1 am the envoy of Rasulullaah ~ to you.' Since then, 1 
took a liking to him and never parted from him until he passed away. When he 
was leaving the world and 1 started to weep, he asked, 'What makes you cry?' I 
replied, 'I am weeping because of the knowledge that will be leaving with you.' 
He consoled me saying, 'Verily knowledge and Imaan shall remain until the Day 
of Qiyaamah ... " The rest of the narration is similar to the ones above. (2) 

Learning Imaan, knowledge and Practise 
All at the Same Time 

The Statements of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
~~~, Hadhrat Jundub bin Abdullaah ~.~~ and 

Hadhrat Ali ~.~~ in this Regard 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~IJ.,~ said, "During the greater portion of my life I 
have seen that a man (from the Sahabah ~) learns Imaan before the 
Qur'aan. Whenever a Surah was revealed to Muhammad ~, the man would 
learn what was proclaimed lawful and unlawful and where it was appropriate to 
stop just as you people learn the (words of the) Qur'aan itself. However, I now 

(I) Haakim (VolA PgA66). 
(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. 7 Pg.87). 
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see people learning the Qur'aan before Imaan and while they have read from 
Surah Faatiha up to the end of the Qur'aan, they have no idea about what the 
Qur'aan instructs and what it prohibits. They also do not know where it is 
appropriate to stop and scatter the verses about like unwanted dates." (1) 

Hadhrat Jundub bin Abdullaah ~ said, "We were' youngsters almost 
coming of age when we learnt Imaan before the Qur'aan with Rasulullaah 
~. When we then learnt the Qur'aan, our Imaan grew even stronger." (2) 

Hadhrat Ali ~ once said, 'Whenever a Surah, a verse or a few verses were 
revealed during the time of Rasulullaah ~, it would serve to strengthen the 
Imaan and submission of the Mu'mineen and if it contained a prohibition, they 
would immediately abstain." (3) 

How the Sahabah ~ would not Learn another Verse of the Qur'aan until 
they had Learnt how to practise on the Previous verse 
Hadhrat Abu Abdur Rahmaan Sulami says, "The Sahabi ®):i.~ who taught us 
mentioned that when they learnt ten verses from Rasulullaah ~, they would 
not proceed to another ten verses until they had learnt everything about the 
previous ten verses and how to practise on them. He would also say, 'Our 
knowledge consisted of both theory and practice. III(4) 
Another narration adds that the Sahabi ~~ also said, "We used to learn the 
Qur'aan as well as how to practise on it. There shall however come people who 
will inherit the Qur'aan after us who will drink up the Qur'aan like water without 
it passing by their collarbones. In fact, it will not even pass here." He then placed 
his hand on his throat. (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, ''Whenever we learnt ten verses of 
the Qur'aan from Rasulullaah ~, we would not proceed to learn the next ten 
verses until we had learnt whatever was in them." When someone asked a 
narrator named Hadhrat Shareek whether this referred to practising the ten 
verses first, he replied in the affirmative. (6) 

Acquiring That Much of Deeni knowledge 
that One Needs 

The Words of Hadhrat Salmaan ~ll.1~ to a man 
from the Banu Abs Tribe in this Regard 

Hadhrat Hafs bin Umar Sa'di narrates from his uncle that Hadhrat Salmaan 
~ once said to Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~, "0 member of the Banu Abs! 
While knowledge is abundant, life is short. You should therefore acquire only 
that much of Deeni knowledge that you need and leave out that which does not 

(I) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. I Pg.165). 
(2) Ibn Maajah (Pg.Il). 
(3) Askari and Ibn Mardway, as quoted in KEnzu/ Ummaa/ (VoU Pg.232). 
(4) Ahmad (Vo1.5 PgAlOl. Haythami (Vol.1 Pg.232) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(5) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.6 Pg.172). . 
(6) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol.1 Pg.232). 
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concern you." (I) 

Hadhrat Abul Bakhtari reports that a man from the Banu Abs tribe was once in 
the company of Hadhrat Salmaan ~ when he took a sip of water from the 
Tigris River. "Drink again," Hadhrat Salmaan ~ bade the man. When the 
man declared that he was sated, Hadhrat Salmaan ~ asked, "Do you think 
that your sip decreased much from the river?" The man said, "How can the sip I 
took decrease anything from it?" Hadhrat Salmaan ~ then remarked, "In the 
same manner, knowledge never decreases. You should therefore glean as much 
knowledge as would benefit you." (2) 

The Words of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~~ 
to a man who Wrote to ask him about Knowledge 
Hadhrat Abu Qayla reports that when a man wrote to ask Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Umar ~ about knowledge, the Sahabi ~~ wrote back saying, "You have 
written to me asking about knowledge. Knowledge is however something much 
greater than I can write back to you about. However, (the advice I will offer is) if 
it is possible for you to accomplish, you must make an effort to meet Allaah in a 
manner that you have held your tongue from dishonouring a Muslim, you do not 
have the burden of any Muslim's blood on your back, your belly is empty of the 
wealth of the Muslims and you have remained united with them." (3) 

Teaching Deen, Islaam and the Faraa'idh 
Rasulullaah ~~ Teaches the Deen to Hadhrat 

Abu Rifaa'ah ~~ 
Hadhrat Abu Rifaa'ah ~~ narrates, "1 came to Rasulullaah ~ at a time 
when he was busy delivering a sermon. '0 Rasulullaah ~!' I said, 'A stranger 
has come to enquire about his Deen because he knows not what his Deen is.' 
Leaving the sermon aside, Rasulullaah ~ turned to me and came to me. His 
chair, the legs of which I think were of iron, was then brought. RasuluIlaah ~ 
sat on it and started teaching me that which Allaah had taught him. Thereafter, 
he returned to his sermon and completed what remained of it." (4) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches Deen toa Bedouin, to 
Hadhrat Farwah bin Musayk ~~~ and to a 

delegation from Bahraa 
Hadhrat Jareer ~~ reports that a Bedouin once came to Rasulullaah ~ 
saying, "Teach me Islaam." Rasulullaah ~ explained, "(Islaam is) That you 
testify that there is none worthy of worship but Allaah and that Muhammad ~ 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya (Vol.1 Pg.189). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoL 1 Pg.188). 
(3) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaal (Vol.S Pg.230). 
(4) 	Muslim (VoLl Pg.287). Bukhaari has reported a similar narration in his Adab (pg.171), as have 

Nasa'ee in his Zeenah, Tabraani and Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.S Pg.242). 
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is the servant and Rasul (messenger) of Allaah, that you establish salaah, pay 
zakaah, fast during Ramadhaan, perform Hajj of the Kabah, love for people what 
you love for yourself and dislike for people what you dislike for yourself." (1) 

Hadhrat Muhamm~d bin umaarah bin Khuzaymah bin Thaabit says, "Hadhrat 
Farwah bin Musayk Muraadi ~ forsook the royalty of Kindah and arrived 
with a delegation to follow Rasulullaah ~. He stayed with Hadhrat Sa'd bin 
ubaadah ~~ where he learnt the Qur'aan, the Faraa'idh of Islaam and the 
Shari'ah." The narration continues further. (2) 

Hadhrat Dubaa'ah bint Zubayr bin Abdul Muttalib ~ reports that a 
delegation from Bahraa in Yemen once came to Madinah. They were thirteen 
men and when they arrived, they led their animals to the door of Hadhrat 
Miqdaad bin Amr ~ in the district of the Banu Jadeelah tribe. Hadhrat 
Miqdaad ~~ met them, extended a warm welcome to them and hosted them 
in a room of his house. When they came before Rasulullaah ~, they all 
accepted Islaam. Thereafter, they stayed several days and learnt about the 
Faraa'idh of Islaam. When they later returned to Rasulullaah ~ to bid him 
farewell, Rasulullaah ~ had gifts given to them, after which they left for their 
homes. (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ and Hadhrat Umar 
~~~ Teach Deen 

Hadhrat Ibn Seereen reports that when teaching Islaam to the people, Hadhrat 
Abu Bakr ®.~ and Hadhrat Umar ~~ would say, ''Worship Allaah without 
ascribing any partners to Him. Establish on time the salaah that Allaah has made 
Obligatory for you because any deficiency in this spells certain destruction. Pay 
zakaah with a cheerful heart, fast during Ramadhaan and listen to and obey your 
leaders." (4) 
Hadhrat Hasan narrates that a Bedouin once came to Hadhrat Umar ~~ saying, 
"0 Ameerul Mu'mineen! Teach me the Deen." Hadhrat Umar ~ said, "(The 
Deen of Islaam is) To testify that there is none worthy of worship but Allaah and 
that Muhammad ~ is the Rasul (messenger) of Allaah, to establish salaah, to 
pay zakaah, to perform Hajj of the Kabah and to fast during Ramadhaan. You 
should also look only at the apparent actions of people and beware not to 
probe their private lives. Furthermore, beware not to do anything that will be a 
cause of embarrassment (if people found out) and when you meet Allaah, tell 
Him that Umar instructed you to do these things." (5) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ~ added, "0 servant of Allaah! 
Hold fast to this and when you meet Allaah, then tell Him whatever comes to mind." (6) 

(I) Ibn ]areer, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0/o1.1 Pg.70). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd 0/01.1 Pg.327). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd 0/01.1 Pg.331). 
(4) Abdur Razzaaq, Ibn Abi Shaybah, Ibn ]areer and Rustah in his Imaan, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaa/ 

0/01.1 Pg.69). 
(5) Bayhaqi and Isfahaani in his Hujjah. 
(6) Ibn Adi and Bayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/0/01.1 Pg.70). 
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Hadhrat Hasan narrates that a man approached Hadhrat Umar @~ saying, "0 
Ameerul Mu'mineen! I am a man from the countryside and have many duties to 
tend to. Do advise me to do something that I can trust in to convey me (to 
Jannah)." Hadhrat Umar ~~ said to him, "Give me your hand and understand 
me well." When the man gave him his hand, Hadhrat Umar @)1.,~ said, "You 
should worship Allaah without ascribing partners to him, establish salaah, pay 
the obligatory zakaah, perform Hajj, perform Umrah and obey (your leaders). You 
should also look only at the apparent actions of people and beware not to probe 
their private lives. Do every such deed that will not embarrass you when the news 
of it spreads amongst people and stay away from every such act that will be a 
cause of embarrassment and disgrace when the news reaches others." 
"0 Ameerul Mu'mineen!" the man said, "I shall practise on this advice and when I 
meet my Rabb, I shall say, 'It was Umar bin Khattaab who told me to do this.'" To 
this, Hadhrat Umar ~ remarked, "Hold fast to this and when you meet your 
Rabb, you may tell Him whatever you like." (I) 

Teaching Salaah 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches the Sahabah i@~ How 


to Perform Salaah 

Hadhrat Abu Maalik Ashja'ee reports from his father @)1.,~ that salaah was 
the first thing Rasulullaah ~ taught anyone who accepted Islaam. (2) 

Hadhrat Hakam bin Umayr @~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ taught them 
thus: ''When you stand up for salaah, say 'Allaahu Akbar' and raise your hands 
without passing your ears. Then recite: 

, )I, "'''' "'", '" ~", ,,,,,,,'" ", ,J, ... ", ~1'''' ,,,,,,,,.,, , ""', )I 

H.:.I~ 4:.11 '.lJ.:.I...I>.' JWJ ~I.:.IJ~J .:.I~J, ......+U11!J ~" , , 

'You are Pure, 0 Allaah and we praise You, Blessed is Your name, Lofty 
is Your honour and there is none worthy ofworship but You.",(3) 

Rasulullaah ~f Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~f 


Hadhrat Umar ~~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Mas'ood ®~ Teach the Tashahhud 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar @~ says, "Hadhrat Abu Bakr @,~ used to 
teach us the Tashahhud from the pulpit just as little children are taught at 
school." (4) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas @~ says(S), "Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab 
~ once took hold of my hand and taught me the Tashahhud, informing me 
that Rasulullaah ~ has also taken him by the hand and taught him the 
Tashahhud, which is: 
(1) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaalryo1.8 Pg.208). 
(2) Tabraani and Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmecl by Haythami 0101.1 Pg.293). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal 0101.4 Pg.203). 
(4) Musaddad and Tahaawi, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJryol.4 Pg.217}. 
(5) Daar Qutni. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaalryol.4 Pg.217l. 
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~ " ... ,,,, " ,1.1.1' ;J",'" , ~.J iZ ,.,.

"~~l?Jt:;.J1 ~4;kl1 ,~I~I ,~~~1" 
Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Abd Qaari narrates that he heard Hadhrat Umar bin 
Khattaab ~ teaching the Tashahhud to the people from the pulpit. He was 
telling the people to recite .... (~~~h The narration still continues further. (I) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ used to teach us 
the Tashahhud just as he taught us a Surah of the Qur'aan." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said, "Rasulullaah ~ taught me the 
Tashahhud with my hand in his just as he would teach me a Surah of the 
Qur'aan. II The narration then proceeds to cite the words of the Tashahhud. (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ also mentioned, "Rasulullaah ~ used 
to teach us the beginnings of the Surahs and the Qur'aan, as well as the 
Khutbahs for salaah and for other occasions (such as the Khutbah for marriage)." 
The narration then continues to discuss the Tashahhud. (4) 

Hadhrat Aswad reports, "Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~.IJ.1~ used to teach us 
the Tashahhud just as he would teach us a Surah of the Qur'aan. In fact, he 
would even correct the simple errors we made in the AJif(l) and Waaw G)." (5) 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ Teaches Salaah to a 
man who Could not Perform Salaah Well 

Hadhrat Zaid bin Wahab reports that when Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ once 
entered the Masjid, he noticed a man who was performing salaah without 
carrying out the Ruku and Sajdah properly. When the man had completed, Hadhrat 
Hudhayfah ~~ said to him, "For how long have you been performing salaah 
like this?" When the man informed him that he had been performing salaah in 
that manner for the past forty years, Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ remarked, "You 
have performed no salaah for the last forty years. Had you died while performing 
salaah in this manner, you would not have died on the creed in which Allaah 
created Muhammad ~." As Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ then proceeded to 
teach the man how to perform salaah properly, he said, "Even though a man 
makes his salaah brief, he must carry out the Ruku and Sajdah properly." (6) 

Teaching Adhkaar and Du'aas 
Rasulullaah _ Teaches Adhkaar and Du'aas to 


Hadhrat Ali ~~ 

Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib ~)l.,~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~~ once said to 

him, "Should I give you five thousand goats or teach you five phrases that 

(I) Maalik, Shaafi'ee, Tahaawi, Abdur Razzaaq and others. 
(2) Ibn Abi Shaybah. Another similar report has been narrated from Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~. 

(3) Ibn Abi Shaybah. 
(4) Askari in his Amthaal. 
(5) Ibn Najjaar. The above narrations have been quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(Vol.4 Pg.218-219). 
(6) Abdur Razzaaq, Ibn Abi Shaybah, Bukhaari and Nasa'ee, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VolA 

Pg.230). 
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contain the welfare of your Deen and your worldly life?" "0 Rasulullaah ~!" 
Hadhrat Ali ®)J.,~ replied, "While five thousand goats are plenty, I prefer that 
you teach me the five phrases." Rasulullaah ~ then told Hadhrat Ali ®)J.,~ to 
recite the following: 

,Vi, ,""'" ill' ,,,, 1 ' ,..., ,,, 
". ~.uj......, j:.. ~ 'I\·:li I,.".JljJ 
~- J'"""- tI"'i' ..r... ~ . , 

"0 Allaah1 Forgive my sins, make my character accommodating, make 
my earnings lawful, make me content with what You provide for me 
and never allow my heart to hanker after something that You have not 
decreed for me." (I) 

Hadhrat Ali ~~~ Teaches Adhkaar and Du'aas to 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Ja'far ~~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin ]a'far ®lli.'~ used to teach his daughters certain words 
(of du'aa) and instructed them to always recite them. He mentioned that it was 
Hadhrat Ali ~ who taught these to him and informed him that Rasulullaah 
• used to recite them whenever he faced a difficulty or was worried about 
something. The words were: 

.,'::.i, ~,., :~ :i121 ,L, ~, .!J"W ~~ .. '.<-i, ", t.:J, ~, ~, 4J1 ~" '-t.r . I)J I.:.r-:'" J ·.......:r ~ ""
~ J . 

,< ~ :i121 JJ ~( ,1;.:'1,VI " 

I.:.r-:'" ~J"" J ~ 
"There is none worthy of worship but Allaah The Most Tolerant and 
Magnanimous. Pure is He the Most Blessed Allaah Who is the Rabb of 
the universe and the Rabb of the Glorious Throne. All praise belongs to 
Allaah the Rabb of the universe." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin ]a'far ®~ says, "Ali ~~ once said to me, 'Dear 
nephew1 I shall teach you some words that I heard from Rasulullaah •. 
Whoever recites them at the time of his death shall certainly enter Jannah. 
(They are) To recite three times: 

"~):.i, ~\ 4.lJ, ~'4JI~" ... ... ... , 
'There is none worthy of worShip but Allaah The Most Tolerant and 
Magnanimous' 

To recite three times: 
"', ...... ' \II '" ~ J',,,,, '''' 

"~WI ~J~~'" 
'All praise belongs to Allaah the Rabb of the universe' 

To recite three times: 
(I ", ,,,, ",.J t,.,,,.,J ill' .1 , ,Jill'" ,.1.1, .1' ",.,'''' ill' ,'" 

"j!~:~"y~~J ,. !~1J ~ I!.1.lJI ~'k 1$~I.:JJ~" 

'Blessed is the Being in whose hand is all kingdom, who gives life and 


(1) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal\l/ol.4 Pg.230). 
(2) Nasa'ee and Abu Nu'aym. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal \1/01.1 Pg.298). 
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death and Who has power over all things,(l) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches Adhkaar and Du'aas to 
Some Sahabah ~~~ 

Hadhrat Said bin Junaadah ~ says, "I was one of the first persons from the 
people of Taa'if to meet Rasulullaah ~ (to accept Islaam). I left early in the 
morning from Saraat in the upper reaches of Taa'if and reached Mina at the time 
of Asr. r then climbed a mountain and descended (to Makkah where I accepted 
Islaam). Rasulullaah ~ then taught me the words: 

'~ :UJIJ :UJI ~~ 4:J~ ~J ~ J~IJ ~I ~~" 
Rasulullaah ~ then said, "These words are the Baaqiyaatus Saalihaat 
(everlasting good deeds) (2).,,(3) 


Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ taught them to 

recite the following du'aa every morning: 


,"" "" ,J ~ '" "" , .,..J '.J "" "",.";11''' ". "",'., , t"''' ,. ", , "."'tIJ,If' 

~ WI ~~~ ~J i.f~~1 ~J ~~~I ~~ ~I" 

"~:<"jl JI.:~ ~l?t:;~ I~';'~QI u.oJ;J :'J
~'" v·", """ """,,,. 

"We begin the morning on the natural way of Islaam, the Kalimah of 
sincerity, the Sunnah of our Nabi Muhammad ~ and on the creed of 
Hadhrat Ibraheem ~I,t!b who was never a Mushrik." 

Rasulullaah ~ also taught them to recite the same du'aa in the evenings." (4) 
Hadhrat Sa'd ~!l-~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ taught them the following 
du'aa just as a teacher would teach children to write: 

'" .) ~ t ,,,.1., t., ;I.J , .J f." .) ,J '''' "..J , .1 f.", ,.I'". "..J , .J t .) 1M tZ:.J ~ ". 

y~JI J~ ~jl iJ\ ~ ~~J"1j ~I~ ~~J"lJ ~\~ ~~J"\-il~\" 

'~I yl~JQiJl ~~~~;fJ~1 
"'", '" ;II .,.,. ". 

"0 Allaah! I beseech You to protect me from miserliness, from 
cowardice, from being returned to an age of infirmity (senility), from 
the tribulations of this world and from punishment in the grave." (5) 

Hadhrat Naufal ~~~ narrates, "Rasulullaah ~ taught us the following du'aa 
to be recited when a person passes away: 

;.J,,.'" '.J~" ".1.1 .,.,..-, 1MtI'". "',"''''',. ,"'#'" ,"''''", If',., ,.) '.J.L,. 
.:J~ I~~I ~jJJ ~ ~IJ~ ;.:;.JI~ ~IJ ~I.p-b ~I'p-~.&I ~I" 

.J"-,. ""', ''''' .1",' Y, II,"" , .1"',"'''' "''''.J,.J "'III'II' 

";UJ W #\.9 u..., "-! ~I -.:;..iIJ '.# ~I ~ ~J iJ~ .' -,II ,,~
'" "".". ":1 V· 

'0 Allaah! Forgive our brothers, unite us and create love between us. 0 
Allaah! We know only good of this servant of Yours (take his name) but 
You know him better than us. Do forgive us and him.' 

I was the youngest of the Sahabah ~ at the time and I asked, 'And what if I 
(1) Kharaa'iti in his Makaarimul Akhlaaq, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL8 Pg.lll). 
(2) As referred to in verse 46 of Surah Kahaf and verse 76 of Surah Maryam. 
(3) Tabraani, as quoted in the TaiSeerof Ibn Katheer (Vol.3 Pg.86). 
(4) Abdullaah bin Ahmad in his Zawaa'id, as quoted in Kanzul ummaal (VoL 1 Pg.294). 
(5) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(Vol.! Pg.307). 
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do not know anything good about him?' Rasulullaah ~ replied, 'Say only that 

which you are certain of." (1) 


Hadhrat Ubaadah bin Saamit ~ narrates that when Ramadhaan arrived, 

Rasulullaah ~ would teach them the following du'aa: 


"0 Allaah! Keep me safe and well for Ramadhaan, keep Ramadhaan safe 
and well for me and accept it (my fasting and Ibaadahin Ramadhaan) 
from me." (2) 

Hadhrat Ali $t~ Teaches People how to Send 
Salutations to Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Salaamah Kindi narrates that Hadhrat Ali ~~ taught the people to 
send salutations to Rasulullaah ~ with the following words: 

t+.;;~" \'.{L.,i I' ,:"~il '11Ii-:" I;'';'::':''j\ 't I.... 1'.1 """1" I"~I""" • """....r:: ~ Y.r- J~J ~" t..$J~J ~1j>..A.4.J o.s=: ~ 
~ '" ." "" 

.!J4 ~ II ~ .!J /.;; aJiJJ .£ulf~ ."..>I:;J .!l;1j1.:P .J,i("; 't :.;.\ ~~J 
,.. " ~, " Ji ,->" J". "...r' U---", ",., 

;, '" "" II!', ",'" ,.I ... '" III' " ,'" "''''''', .,. ", w.J ",,,, ,,,,,,,, ", , "'" 
yi- ~~y ~ Ij,...,........ ~~ .:J.t~ ~lj~ loS' ~4~1 ~~ 
.iJ '\ S~ II ~ ~~~~ lWb. ,ci..;.:i ~( ....:" ... ,,, f ....:ii : " .~ '.t" ~"" """ ; :;; "" J ,,¥- i.S! r:,I'J J" ...:r o..r;,
,. ", ,"''' " '" ..., ", ," '" ,,, .J,.1~' ",.J ;W ". ",,,, I ,'" ~ .,. 
~IJ ~~IJ . .:illl ~~.,> ~ yJ.WI I.;..:!JA 0\.11'" ....,.W ~ t..$JJI ~ \;";"'. "," Y-7 "" .,..,. .,. ""'";. " 
,J "'''' .J,.J ",''''' ... .1, "'".1'" ... ,'" ,,;,. ",' "".1", "','" ",,,, ,.I
"jl:>-J q,.-W\ ~I~ ....l>:.:).~1 ~~UJ ....~~I~~J ....~~I ~b...p.,.. 

", "'.,.'" '" ", II' '" "'.,. .,. 

WI ' 111''''.Il ... 11", ... "",,,,..,.11,.., _","?, ,WI' "',,,, ".J, ;". ,.1,,-' !II' ,oJ 

~I .~J~~ cl.l.,....,..>J ~~.h!:!J q.;UI ....~ .:J¥'J ~J~I~ 
"''' ", -.1 ,..," _',..1"" ,;ill, , ", , '"I' ,J ,,,,,,,,. ,- t!,',..I',', ,

~IJJS:,.yi-~~~ .. ..A ~1 ~l.QS:Wio o~" 1!.1J~ .J~;U ~III fS ,. v,. ," ;.:-..,. ~ \.,;-
,'" til ", "'" "'.I~'" ,.1,,' , '" ",. ,",,., , ," ,',
;.j~ ~W\ ~~ ~ ~I ..:..:tU1~J~I ~ll;$ ,.p..J>.J yj.\MJ1 ~Iy ~j IX 

o;t+~JI J~ AJ .£u~1 .~..A o~\J ~J; 11 ~ J11;J ~:d ~I~ ~jlJ , ,. ,., \,.I, ~., ,. 

"~,,lA~J ~J' t..:J ....~. I~ ~ IS a.JLWI'~;J
II" II II ...,--y- II ~ Y--;--,. ...,.-;, 

"0 AIlaah The One Who has spread out the earth and created the 
heavens. 0 TheOne Who has authority over the nature of hearts, be 
they good or evil. Bestow Your most selected mercies, Your every 
increasing blessings and the kindest of Your compassion on 
Muhammad ~ who is Your servant and Rasul (messenger), who is 
the seal of the Ambiyaa (prophets) before him, the key to the locked 
(treasures of wisdom and Your graces), the one who used the truth to 
make the truth evident and who repelled the armies of falsehood. As 

(I) Abu Nu'aym. as quoted in Kanz.ul Ummaal (Vot8 Pg.114). 
(2) Tabraani in his Du'aa and Daylami, as quoted in Kanzui ummaai(Vo1.4 Pg.232). 
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was entrusted to him, he fulfilled Your commands with the valour of 
his obedience to You and was always prepared to please you without 
shuffling his feet about and without weakness in his resolve. He called 
towards Your revelation, fulfilled his pledge to You and constantly 
strove to enact Your commands until the fire (of Islaam) had been 
stoked for anyone wishing to take a spark from it. It is by him that 
hearts were guided after being immersed in evil and vice. It was him 
who made manifest the clear signs and distinct features of Islaam and 
its unmistakable injunctions. He is the one whom You trust and with 
whom You have placed Your trust. He is the treasurer to Your 
knowledge and the one in whom You have vested Your knowledge. He 
shall be Your witness on the Day of Qiyaamah and it is he whom You 
have sent with Your bounties. He is after all, Your true Rasul (prophet). 
o Allaah! Expand Your eternal Jannah for him and from Your 
ever-increasing grace, do reward him with the purest of rewards that 
are given time and time again and grant him from Your abundant 
bounties that are safely treasured. 0 Allaah! Raise his house above all 
others, grant him the best hospitality with You and grant him the most 
complete light. When You raise him (on the Day of Qiyaamah). do also 
grant him the privilege of having his testimony accepted by Yourself 
and let his words be pleasing to You, just, decisive and a clear and 
triumphant proof (against the Kuffaar)." (I) 

Teaching Guests and Those who Came 
to Madinah 


Rasulullaah ~ Instructs the Sahabah ~~~ to 

Teach the Delegation from the Abdul Qais Tribe 


Hadhrat Shihaab bin Abbaad reports that he heard a Sahabi ~ who had 
been part of the Abdul Qais delegation say, "When we came to Rasulullaah ~, 
the Muslims were extremely happy with our arrival and they made ample way for 
us to sit when we reached their gathering. Rasulullaah ~ welcomed us and as 
he looked at us, he asked who our leader was. When we all indicated that he was 
Mundhir bin Aa'idh, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, 'Is he the Ashaj (the one with the 
scar on his face)?' This was the first time that this name was used for him on 
account of an injury to his face caused by the hoof of a donkey. 'That is him, 0 
Rasulullaah ~!' we confirmed. 
Mundhir ~ had stayed behind the rest of the delegation (when they went 
before Rasulullaah ~) to tie their animals and secure their belongings. He 
then took out his bag, removed his travelling clothes· and wore his best clothes. 
When he made his way to RasuluIlaah ~~, Rasulullaah ~ was reClining with 
(I) 	Tabraani in his Awsat and Abu Nu'aym in the Awaali of Sa'eed bin Mansoor, as quoted in Kanzill 

Ummaal (Vol.! Pg.214), In his TafSeer (Vo1.3 Pg.509) Haafidh Ibn Katheer has commented on the 
narration. 
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his legs stretched out. As he approached the gathering, the people made way for 
him, saying, 'Sit here, 0 Ashaj.' Rasulullaah ~ was now sitting up, holding his 
legs up. Rasulullaah mg; said, 'Sit here, 0 Ashaj.' He sat on Rasulullaah ~'s 
right hand side and, sitting up straight, Rasulullaah ~ welcomed him and 
treated him warmly. Rasulullaah ~ then asked him about his land, taking the 
names of various places in the territory of Hajar, such as Safa and Mushaqar. 
'May my parents be sacrificed for you, 0 Rasulullaan ~!' Mundhir ~ said 
in astonishment, 'You know the names of our towns better than us.' Rasulullaah 
~ said, 'I have travelled extensively through your land.' 
Rasulullaah ~ then turned to the Ansaar saying, '0 assembly of Ansaar! Treat 
your brothers well because together with being Muslims like you, they also 
resemble you most closely in hair and complexion. (Like you) They have accepted 
Islaam willingly and have neither been for<::ed to accept nor was there any need to 
attack and fight them for refusing to accept.' (The Ansaar then hosted the del<,;gation). 
Some time later, Rasulullaah ~ asked the delegation, 'How did you find the 
. hospitality that your brothers gave yoU?' They replied, 'They are the best of 
brothers. They gave us soft beds to sleep in, superb food to eat and they spent 
their days and nights teaching us the Book of our Rabb and the Sunnah of our 
Nabi ~.' This impressed Rasulullaah ~ and made him very happy. 
Rasulullaah ~ then turned to each one of us to assess what we had learnt and 
what we had been taught. While some of us had learnt the Tashahhud, some had 
learnt Surah Faatiha, others had learnt a Surah, others two Surahs and there 
were also others who had learnt one or two Sunnah practices." The narration still 
continues further in great detail. (I) 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri !:ID.~~ reports, "We were sitting with Rasulullaah 
~ when he said, 'A delegation from the Abdul Qais have come.' We could see 
no one, but after a short while, we saw that they had arrived. After they had 
greeted Rasulullaah ~, he said to them, 'Have you any dates or any provisions 
left over?' When they said that they had, Rasulullaah mg; had a leather spread 
laid out. They then poured out the dates they had left over and Rasulullaah ~ 
gathered the Sahabah ~ around. Rasulullaah ~ then said to them, 'This 
date is called Barni.' He then proceeded to name all the different varieties of 
dates and the delegation confirmed all the names as correct. 
Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ gave instructions for every man of the delegation to 
be hosted by one of the Muslims, who would teach him the Qur'aan and salaah. 
They stayed a week, after which Rasulullaah ~~ summoned them and assessed 
that they had not yet learnt well enough and had not yet developed a keen 
understanding (of Islaam). Rasulullaah ~ then handed them over to another 
group of Muslims, with whom they stayed for another week. When Rasulullaah 
~ again summoned them (and assessed them), he discovered that they had 
learnt well and developed a sound understanding. '0 Rasulullaah ~!' they 
submitted, 'Allaah has taught us tremendous good and granted us 
(i) 	Ahmad (VolA Pg.206), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL8 Pg.178) 

and by Mundhiri in his Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VolA Pg.152l. 
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understanding. However. we are now yearning for home.' Rasulullaah ~ then 
permitted them to return home. They then said. 'Why don't we ask Rasulullaah 
~ about the drinks that we consume in our land?' ... The Hadith then 
proceeds to cite the prohibition of consuming drinks fermented in pumpkin 
shells, hollowed wood and dyed containers. (1) 

Acquiring knowledge While Travelling 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches the Injunctions of Deen 


While Travelling for the Farewell Hajj 

Hadhrat Jaabir ~~ narrates that after living in Madinah for nine years, 
Rasulullaah ~ did not perform Hajj until the announcement was made one 
day that Rasulullaah ~ would be performing Hajj that year. A great multitude 
of people then arrived in Madinah with the intention of following Rasulullaah 
~ and doing what he did. There were still five days left of Dhul Qa'dah when 
Rasulullaah ~ left (Madinah) with the Sahabah ~. It was when they 
reached Dhul Hulayfah that Hadhrat Muhammad bin Abu Bakr ~ was born 
to Hadhrat Asmaa bint Umays ~. She sent a message to ask Rasulullaah 
~ what she was to do, Rasulullaah ~ replied saying, "Take a bath, use a 
cloth to hold the blood and enter into Ihraam." 
Rasulullaah ~ then proceeded further and it was when his camel took him to 
Baydaa that he called out the TaJbjya of Towheed saying: 

"'", "'} , " 
"cl.lclJ~~ 

The Sahabah ~~ also red ted the Talbiya and although Rasulullaah. heard 
some of them add phrases like" " C'Dhal Ma'aarij"), he did not rebuke them. 
Hadhrat Jaabir ~ says, "The people in front of Rasulullaah ~ reached as 
far as I could see. They were on foot and on animals. Behind Rasulullaah ~ 
were just as many people, and there were also that many on his right and his left. 
Rasulullaah ~ was in our midst and he was well aware of the meanings of the 
Qur'aanic verses that came to him. We therefore did exactly what we saw 
Rasulullaah ~ doing." (2) 

The aspects of Deen that Rasulullaah ~ taught the Sahabah i€6~ on this 
journey and in the sermons he delivered during the Hajj will be quoted in the 
chapter discussing Hajj. Some of it has however passed in the chapter discussing 
learning while out in Jihaad. 

The Incident of How Hadhrat Jaabir Ghaadiri 
~~ Acquired Knowledge during Rasulullaah 

~'sJourney 
Hadhrat Jaabir bin Azraq Ghaadiri ~ says, "I was riding my animal and 
{lj Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.3 Pg.113). 
(2) Ahmad, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.5 Pg.146). 
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carrying my provisions when I came to Rasulullaah ~. I rode with him until 
we reached a waypoint. Rasulullaah ~ dismounted and entered a leather tent, 
the door of which was guarded by more than thirty men armed with whips. As I 

drew closer, one of them started pushing me away. I said, 'If you push me, I shall 
push you and if you hit me, I shall hit you.' 'You must be the worst of all men!' he 
remarked. 'By Allaah!' I retorted, 'You are worse than me.' 'How is that?' he asked. 
'I have come form the far ends of Yemen to listen to Rasulullaah ~ so that I 
may report back to my people at home, yet you are pushing me away.' 'You are 
right,' the man submitted, 'I swear by Allaah that I am worse than you.' 
Rasulullaah ~ then rode on and it was from the Jamarah Aqabah in Mina that 
people started crowding around him in great numbers to ask him questions. 
However, because of their large nambers, none of them could get close to him. A 
man who had trimmed (and not shaven off) his hair came to Rasulullaah ~ 
saying, '0 Rasulullaah ~! Do pray that Allaah showers His mercy on me.' 
RasuluUaah ~ said, 'May Allaah shower His mercy on those who shave off 
their hair.' Again the man pleaded saying, 'Do pray that Allaah showers His mercy 
on me.' Rasulullaah ~ repeated, 'May Allaah shower His mercy on those who 
shave off their hair.' When the man again appealed, 'DO pray that Allaah showers 
His mercy on me', Rasulullaah ~ again said, 'May Allaah shower His mercy 
on those who shave off their hair.' After Rasulullaah ~ repeated this three 
times, the man went to have his hair shaved off. Thereafter, I only saw men 
with shaved heads. II (1) 

Allaama Ibn Jareer's Interpretation of the verse "u is not for the Mu'mineen to 
proceed (in Jihaad) all togethert 
Allaama Ibn Jareer neS cited numerous interpretations of the verse: 

'" ,4 /I '" It,~iiI;ii'~ V 111' .--.... ,.1,l1li ,', IoltI '" , ,"""" "",""'_,1, IP~ ,.1 , .... ",'" .I' '" "" ,,,,)
.J ,:-.:;~~~ I u..1.b ~~..i 1<" ...... ~ ';i: Ii a..;1S' 'i,;:·1 " ....... ~-.I' "IS'L.J 

~ ~ ~ ", -J;'-r v,.r- .r- _~ J~""YV-

(\n~i :4y oJJo-M) (to ,,~~~:1~1~T~j '~~~jJ 'J~~) J;U' 
It is not for the Mu'mineen to proceed (in jI'haad) all together 
(simultaneously when it is not Fardh for all to participate). Why does a 
small group from every large party not proceed to attain a deep 
understanding of Oeen so that they may warn their people when they 
return to them so that they may beware (ofsin)? {Surah Taubah, verse 

I22} 

After citing them, he states: "With regard to the phrase "to attain a deep 
understanding of Deen so that they may warn their people when they return to 
them so that they may beware" the most correct interpretation is that of those 
scholars who say that the deep understanding of Oeen is attained by the group 
proceeding out (in Jihaad) because they witness first-hand the help that Allaah 
renders to the people of the Oeen and to the companions of Rasulullaah ~ 
against the enemies and Kuffaar. It is by this first-hand observation that they can 

(I) Abu Nu'ayrn, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoU Pg.49). Ibn Mandah has also reported the 
narration, as quoted in lsaabah ryol.l Pg.211). 
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make unwary people understand the truth of Islaam and that it will prevail over 
all other religions. At the same time, when they return home, they may warn their 
own people against doing anything that will attract Allaah's punishment as they 
had witnessed it afflict the Mushrikeen whom they had conquered. In this way, 
their people will also beware (not to transgress Allaah's commands). The verse 
therefore tells us that when these people warn their people about what they have 
seen, their people would take heed and their Imaan in Allaah and His Rasool 
~ would increase out of fear that they should not be afflicted by the 
punishment that afflicted the people they have been informed about." (1) 

Combining Jihaad and Acquiring Knowledge 
The Statement of Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri 
~~~ about how the Sahabah ~~ Combined 

Fighting Battles with Acquiring Knowledge 
Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri !iI~ says, 'When we marched to battles, we would 
leave behind one or two men to listen to Ahadeeth from Rasulullaah ~ and 
when we returned from the battle, they would narrate to us all that Rasulullaah 
~ said. Therefore, when we narrate these Ahadeeth, we can say that 
Rasulullaah ~ said it." (2) 

Combining Earning and Acquiring 

Knowledge 


The Narration of Hadhrat Anas ~~~ about how 
the Sahabah ~~~ Combined Earning with 

Acquiring Knowledge 
Hadhrat Thaabit Bunaani reports that Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~ 
mentioned seventy men from the Ansaar who would go to a specific place in 
Madinah as soon as night fell. They would then spend the night there learning 
and teaching the Qur'aan. When morning arrived, whoever amongst them still 
had some strength would gather firewood and fetch drinking water. Those who 
had some money would then slaughter a goat, prepare the meat and hang it at 
Rasulullaah ~'s rooms. 
Hadhrat Anas ~ continues, "When Khubayb !iI)1,~ was martyred (in 
Makkah), Rasulullaah ~ dispatched these seventy Sahabah ~ on an 
expedition. Amongst the group was my uncle Haraam bin Milhaan ~. When 
they appruached a clan belonging to the Banu Sulaym tribe (who seemed 
antagonistic), Haraam ~ addressed the leader of the clan saying, 'May I 
inform your people that we have no intention of attacking them so that they may 
leave us alone.' The leader agreed but it was when Haraam ~)1,~ was 
(I) Ibnjareer (VoUI Pg.51). 
(2) Ibn Abi Khaythama and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ (Vo1.5 Pg.240). 
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addressing the people that someone thrust a spear at him that penetrated right 
through his body. When Haraam ~~~ felt the spear strike his belly, he 
exclaimed, 'Allaahu Akbar! I swear by the Rabb of the Kabah that I am successfu1!' 
The people of the clan then attacked the other Sahabah ~~~ and did not spare 
anyone to tell the tale. I have never seen Rasulullaah ~ so pained about any 
expedition than he was at this. In fact, every time Rasulullaah ~ performed 
the Fajr salaah, I would see him raise his hands to curse the people of the 
clan." (1) 

Hadhrat Thaabit narrates that Hadhrat Anas ®l1"@% said, "A group of people once 
approached Rasulullaah ~~ with the request, 'Send some people with us to 
teach us the Qur'aan and the Sunnah.' Rasulullaah ~ sent a group of Ansaar 
with them who were referred to as the Qurra. Amongst the Qurra was my uncle 
Haraam ~~~. These were a group of Sahabah ~~ who were proficient in 
the Qur'aan and who spent the nights learning and teaching the Qur'aan. During 
the day they would fetch water to place in the Masjid and also gather firewood to 
sell. The profits of their sales were then employed to purchase food for the men 
of Suffa and other poor people. Nevertheless, when Rasulullaah ~ sent them, 
they were attacked and martyred before they could even reach their destination. 
Their final du'aa was, '0 Allaah! Convey the message to Your Nabi ~ on our 
behalf that we have already met with You, that we are pleased with You and that 
You are pleased with us.' It was from the back that a man thrust a spear right 
through the body of my uncle Haraam ®l1"@%. When this happened, Haraam 
~~~ exclaimed, 'I swear by the Rabb of the Kabah that I am successful!' 
Rasulullaah ~ (in Madinah) then informed the Sahabah ~~~ about the 
situation saying, 'Your brothers have been martyred and have prayed, '0 Allaah! 
Convey the message to Your Nabi ~ on our behalf that we have already met 
with You, that we are pleased with You and that You are pleased with us.",(2) 

Hadhrat Umar ®~~ and his Ansaari Neighbour 

Take turns to Learn 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ reports that Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, "I 
had an Ansaari neighbour from the upper reaches of Madinah who belonged to 
the Banu Umayyah bin Zaid tribe. He took turns with me in attending Rasulullaah 
~'s gatherings. He would go one day and I the next so that he brought me 
the news of revelation and other matters the day he went and I brought it to 
him the day I went. It was oD the day when it was his turn that he came 
knocking hard on my door, calling, 'Is Umar here!' I was alarmed and came out 

immediately. 'Something serious has taken place,' he said ... When I went to see 
Hafsah, she was in tears. 'Has Rasulullaah ~ divorced you?' I queried. 'I do not 
know,' she replied. I then went to Rasulullaah ~ and was still standing when I 
asked, 'Have you divorced your wives?'. When Rasulullaah ~ declared that he 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoLl Pg.123). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.3 Pg.514). 
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had not, I cried out 'Allaahu Akbar!",(l) 

Hadhrat Baraa ~1Ju~ says that all of them could 
not Hear Ahadeeth from Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Baraa ~ says, ''All ofus. (Sahabah ~) were unable to (exclusively 
devote all our time to) listen to Ahadeeth from Rasulullaah ~because,;we had 
properties and occupations (that kept us busy). However, during those days, no 
one spoke lies and those who were with Rasulullaah ~ would convey the 
Ahadeeth to those who were absent." (2) 

Hadhrat Baraa ~ also said, "We did not hear every Hadith directly Jrom 
Rasulullaah ~ but our companions would narrate them to us when we were 
(unable to be with Rasulullaah ~ because we were) grazing the camels." (3) 

Hadhrat Talha ~)J.1~ says that it was During the 
Ends of the day that they went to Rasulullaah ~ 
Hadhrat AbuAnas Maalik bin Abu Aamir Asbahi says that he was with Hadhrat 
Talha bin Ubaydullaah ~~ when a man came to him saying, "0 Abu 
Muhammad! By Allaah! We do not know whether that Yamaani (Hadhrat Abu 
Hurayrah @~) knows more about Rasulullaah _ than the rest of you 
(Sahabah ~)! He seems to be making stories about Rasulullaah _ that 
you others do not mention." Hadhrat Talha ~ replied, "By Allaah! We have 
no doubts about the fact that he has heard from Rasulullaah _ what we have 
not heard and knows what we do not know. Because we were independent 
people with houses and families, we would go to Rasulullaah _ at the two 
ends of the day, after which we would return home. On the other hand, Abu 
Hurayrah ~ was a poor man with neither wealth, family or children. He was 
always with . Rasulullaah ~ and went wherever Rasulullaah ~ went. We 
therefore have no doubts about the fact that he knows what we do not know 
and has heard from Rasulullaah ~ what we have not heard. None of us 
(Sahabah ~) have ever accused him of attributing to Rasulullaah ~ 
statements that he never made." (4) 

Learning the Deenbefore Earning a Living 
HadhratUmar ~ said, "None may trade in our marketplace unless he .had 
developed an understanding of Deen (enabling him to trade in a manner that 
complies with the Shari'ah)." (5) 

(1) Bukhaari (Vol.l Pg.I9). 
(2) Haakim (Vol.l Pg.127), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(3) 	Haaldm in his Ma'rifa Uloomil Hadith\Pg.14) and Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as 

mnfirmed by Haythami (VoLl Pg.154). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration,as quoted in 
Kanzui UmmaaJ (Vo1.5 Pg.238). 

(4) Haaldm (VoL3 Pg.512). 
(5) Tirmidhi. as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ(VoL2 Pg.21S). 
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Educating one's Family 
Hadhrat Ali ~~~'s Interpretation of the verse: 

"Save yourselves and your families from the Fire" 
Allaah says in the Qur'aan: 

_ £ tJ,.. , -", ,-.,., , " ",1y 'J,I)
('\I.:.o:!I:...-.1~ oJ.,....) '~V.i ~IJ~II"'; 

" ... Save yourselves and your families from the Fire : .. " {Surah Tahreem, verse 6} 
In his commentary of the above verse, Hadhrat Ali ~~ said, "Educate 
yourselves and your families in all that is good." (I) 

Another narration quotes Hadhrat Ali ~'s interpretation as, "Teach them 
(your families) and educate them in good etiquette (manners)." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~ Instructs People to Teach and 

Educate their Families 


Hadhrat Maalik bin Huwayrith ~~ reports,"We were a few youngsters of 
similar ages when we came to Rasulullaah ~ and stayed with him for twenty 
days. When Rasulullaah ~ sensed thai we were yearning for home, he asked 
us about our families and we toki him about them. Rasulullaah ~ was' 
extremely compassionate and merciful so he said to us, 'You may return home. 
You should however teach your families (the Deen yoU" have learnt), instruct 
them (to fulfil the requisites of Deen) and perform your salaah as you have seen 

•me performing salaah. When the time for salaah arrives, one of you should call 
out the Adhaan and the eldest amongst you should lead the salaah,,(3) 

Learning the Language of the Enemy and 

of Others for Sake of Deen 


Rasulullaah ~ Instructs Hadhrat Zaid ~~ to 

Learn the Jewish Language 


Hadhrat zaid bin Thaabit ~)1.1~ says, ''When Rasulullaah ~ just arrived in 
Madinah and I was brought before him, the people said, '0 Rasulullaah~1 
This boy from the Banu Najjaar tribe has already learnt seventeen of the Surahs 
that have been revealed to you.' When I then recited to Rasulullaah ~, he was 
very impressed and said, '0 Zaid1 Would you learn how to write the Jewish 
language because I swear by Allaah, I do not trust them to write for me.' I started 
learning the language and it was barely half a month later that I had mastered 
it. I was therefore Rasulullaah ~'s scribe when he wrote to the Jews and I 
would read to him the letters they wrote to him." (4) 

(I) Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheebfl/ol.l Pg.85). 
(2) Tabari in his Tafseerfl/ol.28 Pg.107). 
(3) Bukhaari in his Adab (Pg.33). 
(4) Abu Ya'ta and Ibn Asaakir. 
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In another narration, Hadhrat Zaid ~~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ once asked 
me, 'Do you know the Syriac language well because letters written in that 
language come to me?' when I declared that I did not, Rasull.lllaah ~ requested 
me to learn it. I then learnt the language in seventeen days." (I) 

Yet another narration states that Rasulullaah _ once said to Hadhrat Zaid 
!@.\1~, "Certain letters come to me that I would not like just anyone to read for 
me. would it be possible for you to learn to write in the Hebrew or Syriac 
language?" Hadhrat zaid ~compl~ed and learnt it in seventeen days. (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr W).1.1~ understands 
the Language of his Slaves 

Hadhrat Umar bin Qais says, "Although Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~ 
had a hundred slaves, all of whom spoke a different language, he was capable 
of speaking to each of them in his own language. Whenever I saw him engaged 
in any worldly affair, I would say, 'Here is a man who does not think of Allaah for 
the blinking of an eye.' Then when I would see him engaged in any matter of the 
Aakhirah, I would say, 'Here is a man who does not think of this world for the 
blinking of an eye.!f!(3) 

Hadhrat Umar W,~~ Instructs the Study of 

Astronomy and Genealogy 


Hadhrat Umar !@.~ said, "Study as much astronomy as will assist you to 
navigate over land and sea during the darkness. Thereafter you should stop." (4) 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar !@~ said, "Study as much 
astronomy as will assist you in navigation and study as much genealogy as 
will assist you in maintaining good family ties.1! (5) 

HadhratAli W~ Instructs Hadhrat Abul Aswad 
Duwali to Write the Fatha, Dhamma and Kasra 

into the Qur'aanic Text 
Hadhrat Sa'sa'a bin Sowhaan narrates that a Bedouin once came to Hadhrat Ali 
~~ and asked, "0 Ameerul Mu'mineen! How do you recite the verse:~l ill'~ ~) 
(o~liJl ('Only those who take steps shall eat it (the filth of Jahannam)')? By 
Allaah! Every one of us takes steps!" Hadhrat Ali ~ smiled and recited the 
verse thus: 

- ("" " , ,""""'\.(rv~1 :.ubJl oJ"..,) o~L:;J1 '::Ij llS"y '::I}f 

"Only the sinners shall eat it (in Jahannam)." {Surah Haaqqa, verse 37} 


The Bedouin then said, "You have spoken the truth. 0 Ameerul Mu'mineen. It is 

(1) ~u Va'la, Ibn Asaakir and Ibn Abi Dawood. 
(2) 	Ibn Abi Dawood and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vo1.5 Pg.I85). Ibn Sa'd 

(VolA Pg.174) has reported a similar narration. 
(3) Haakim (Vol.3 Pg.549) and Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg.334). 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his !1m. 
(5) Hannaad, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.5 Pg.234). 
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not like Allaah to just leave His servant (in Jahannam)." Hadhrat Ali !:lil~ then 
turned to Hadhrat Abul Aswad Duwali and said, "All types of non-Arabs are 
entering into the fold of Islaam, so include something (in the Qur'aanic script) by 
which they may receive guidance to recite properly." It was then that the Fatha, 
Dhamrna and Kasra(l) were written. (2) 

For A Leader to Appoint someone to Teach the People 
Hadhrat Urwa ~~ reports that when Rasulul1aah ~ left for Hunayn, he 
appointed Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ over the people of Makkah with 
instructions to teach the Qur'aan to the people and to create an understanding of 
Deen amongst them. Thereafter, when Rasulullaah ~ left for Madinah, he 
again appointed Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ over the people of Makkah. (3) 

Hadhrat Mujaahid narrates that Rasulullaah ~ appointed Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin 
Jabal !:lil~ over the people of Makkah when he left for Hunayn so that he 
should create an understanding of Deen amongst them and teach them the 
Qur'aan.(4) 

Can a Leader Prevent Someone from 
Proceeding in the path of Allaah for the 

sake of Knowledge? 
Hadhrat Umar ®~~ Confines Hadhrat Zaid bin 
Thaabit ®~~ in Madinah to Teach the People 

Hadhrat Qaasim narrates that whenever Hadhrat Umar ~ left on a journey, 
he would leave Hadhrat Zaid bin Thaabit !:lil)1~ as his deputy in Madinah. 
Whereas Hadhrat Umar !:lil~ used to dispatch men to various cities (for 
teaching), he would send Hadhrat Zaid bin Thaabit ~ only for the most vital 
tasks (but would otherwise keep him in Madinah). When requests were made (by 
the people of the various Islaamic territories) to send specific people and Hadhrat 
zaid ~ was asked for by name,' Hadhrat Umar !:lil)1~. would say, "Zaid's 
status in my estimation has not fallen at all. I keep him' back only because the 
people of Madinah need Zaid in the matters they encounter and cannot get from 
anyone else what they get from him.,,(5) 

HadhratSaalim bin Abdul1aah says, ''We were with Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
~ the day Hadhrat Zaid bin Thaabit ~ passed away. 'A great Aalim has 
passed away today,' Irernarked.'MayAllaahshowerHis mercy on him today,' Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Umar ~ commented, 'He was certainly a great Aalim and 
academic during the Khilaafah of Umar B~. While Umar ~~ dispatched 

(I) 	These are the diacritical marks found above and beneath Arabic letters indicating which vowel 
sound is to be read. 

(2) Bayhaqi, Ibn Asaakir and Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(Vol.5 Pg.237). 
(3) Haakim (VoL3 Pg.270). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.164). 
(5) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.174). 
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many people to the various cities an forbade them from passing verdicts by their 
own judgment, Zaid ~~ used to sit in Madinah and pass verdicts for the 
people of Madinah and those coming from outside.',,(1) 

Hadhrat Zaid bin Thaabit ~~~ Teaches People 

During the Khilaafa!I of Hadhrat Uthmaan OO~ 


and the Statement of Hadhrat Umar ~~ 


Concerning Hadhrat Mu'aadh OO~~'s 


Leaving for Shaam 

Hadhrat Abu Abdur Rahmaan Sulami reports that he used to recite the Qur'aan to 
Hadhrat Uthmaan ~. However, Hadhrat Uthmaan ~ once told him, "If 
you continue to do this, you will be distracting me from tending to public 
matters. You had rather go to Zaid bin Thaabit ~ because he has more time 
for this. Recite to him because his and my recitation is the same, without any 
differences whatsoever." (2) 

The narration has already passed (3) in which Hadhrat Ka'b bin Maalik ~~ 
narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~ used to say, "The departure of Hadhrat 
Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ to Shaam was an event that presented much difficulty 
to Madinah and its people with regard to questions of Islaamic jurisprudence and 
the religious rulings (Fataawa) that Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~ issued. I had spoken 
to Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ about keeping Hadhrat Muaa'dh ~ behind (in 
Madinah) because the people needed him but Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ refused 
this request saying, 'I cannot stop a man who wants to go somewhere in search 
of martyrdom.' I responded by saying, 'By Allaah! When a person is serving 
important interests of his townspeople, he will pe blessed with the status of a 
martyr even as he lies on his bed in his own home.'" 

Dispatching the Sahabah ~~~ to 

Various Lands for Teaching 


Rasulullaah ~ Dispatches a Group of Sahabah 

~~ to Educate the Udhal and Qaara Tribes 


Hadhrat Aasim bin Umar bin Qataadah narrates that delegates from the Udhal 
and Qaara tribes, both branches of the Jadeelah clan, came to Rasulullaah ~ 
after the Battle of Uhud. They requested Rasulullaah ~ saying, "Islaam has 
come to our land, so please send some of your companions with us to teach 
us the Qur'aan and assist us in understanding Islaam." Rasulullaah ~ then 
sent six Sahabah ~~, the Ameer of whom was Hadhrat Marthad bin Abu 

0) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.176). 
(2) Ibn Ambaari, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzui ummaai (Voi.5 Pg.184). 
(3) Under the heading "The Enthusiasm of the Sahabah ~ to March in Jihaad for the Pleasure of 

Allaah" and the subheading ''The Incident of Hadhrat Umar ~ and Hadhrat Abu Baler ~ 
Concerning the Departure of Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~" 
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Marthad ~.~, who was a close friend of Hadhrat Hamzah bin Abdul Muttalib 
~. The Hadith then continues to speak about the Battle of Rajee. (1) 

Rasulullaah ~ Sends Hadbrat Ali ~~~ and 

Hadbrat Abu·Ubaydah bin Jarraah ~~~ 


to Yemen 
Hadhrat Ali ~~ narrates, "Some people from Yemen once came to 
Rasulullaah ~ saying, 'please send to us someone who will help us develop an 
understanding of the Deen, who will teach us the Sunnah and judge between us 
by the Book of Allaah.' Rasulullaah ~ said, '0 Ali! Go to the people of Yemen, 
develop an understanding of Deen amongst them, teach them the Sunnah and 
judge between them by the Book of Allaah.' I responded by saying:' ''But the 
people of Yemen are a foolish bunch who will bring me cases about which I will 
have no knowledge.' Rasulullaah ~ placed his hand on my chest and 
reassured me saying, 'Go. Allaah shall guide your heart and make your tongue 
unwavering.' (By the blessings of this du'aa) Until this day, I have never doubted 
any judgement I have passed between two persons." (2) 

Hadhrat Anas ~ narrates that some people from Yemen once approached 
Rasulullaah ~ with the request, "Do send with us someone who will teach us 
the Qur'aan." Rasulullaah ~ took hold of the hand of Hadhrat Abu ubaydah 
bin Jarraah ~ and sent him with t!lem saying, ''This is the most trustworthy 
person of this Ummah." (3) Another narration states that the people of Yemen 
requested Rasulullaah ~ for someone who would teach them the Sunnah and 
Islaam.(4) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Sends Hadbrat Amr bin Hazam 
~~~, Hadbrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~llu~ and 
Hadbrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~~ to Yemen 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr bin Muhammad bin Amr bin Hazam said, "Here with us is the 
letter (of appointment) that Rasulullaah ~ had written for Hadhrat Amr bin 
Hazam ~.~ when Rasulullaah ~ sent him to Yemen to educate the people 
(in Islaam), to teach them the Sunnah and to collect their zakaah. The letter was 
an undertaking from Hadhrat Amr bin Hazam ~ and a briefing. The letter 
stated: 
"In the name ofAllaah, the Most Kind, the Most Merciful 
This is a letter from Allaah and His Rasool~. 

_ (.lo ,JI.1' ,JI," -rJl" '" iZ "ikT)
(\ ..::..,!l:oJ,iL.. O)r") ,,~#~ '.,;,,1 ,,,....' o!~, ~L:! 

o you who have Imaan, fulfil the undertakings you make. {Surah 
Maa'idah, verse I} 

(I) Haakim (Vo\.3 Pg.222). 
(2) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in Muntakhab KanzuJ UmmaaJ(Vol.5 Pg.37). 
(3) Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.267). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vo\.3 Pg.299). 
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This is an undertaking that Muhammad Rasulullaah ~ is making with Amr bin 
Hazam when dispatching him to Yemen. His instructions are to have Taqwa in all 
matters because verily Allaah loves those who have Taqwa and those who do 
good." (I) 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ send him and 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ to Yemen with instructions to teach the 
Qur'aan to the people. (21 

Rasulullaah ~ Sends HadhratAmmaar ~~~ to 
a Clan belonging to the Qais Tribe 

Hadhrat Ammaar bin Yaasir ~ relates, "Rasulullaah ~ once sent me to a 
clan belonging to the Qais tribe to teach themthe Shari'ah ofIslaam. However, I 

found them to be like wild camels, with their gazes always aspiring for more and 
with no other interests besides their goats and camels. I therefore returned to 
Rasulullaah ~. who asked, '0 Ammaarl What happened?' When I related to 
Rasulullaah ~ what the people were like and how indifferent they were, 
Rasulullaah ~ said, '0 Ammaarl Should I not inform you of people even 
stranger than these? They are people who know what these people are ignorant 
of and are still indifferent towards it as these people are.",(3) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Dispatches Hadhrat 

Ammaar ~~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Mas'ood ~~~ to Kufa and sends Hadhrat 


Imraan ~1J.1~ to Basrah 

Hadhrat Haaritha bin Mudarrib n<;l.rrates that he read the letter Hadhrat Umar 
~ wrote to the people of Kufa. The letter read: 
"I have sent Ammaar ~~ as your governor and Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~)1.,~ 
as .your teacher and advisor. These two are from amongst the choicest 
companions of Rasulullaah ~, so listen to them and follow them. Take note 
that I have given precedence to you people overmyself by sending Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ~,U&~ to you (because I require him here in Madinah)." (4) 
Hadhrat Abul Aswad Duwali says, "When I arrived in Basrah, Hadhrat Imraan bin 
Husayn Abu Nujayd ~)1.'i~ was there. Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~1:i.3~ had 
sent him there to create an understanding of Deen amongst the people." (5) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Dispatches Hadhrat 

Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ and Hadhrat Abu 


Dardaa ~~ to Shaam 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Ka'b Qurazi ~~ reports that only five persons (from 
(I) Ibn Abi Haatim, as quoted in the TalSeerof Ibn Katheer (VoU Pg.3). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg.256). 
(3) Bazzaar and Tabraani in his Kabeer, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Val.l Pg.91J. 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.6 r6.7). 
(5) Ibn Sa'd (Vol. 7 Pg.IO). 
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amongst the Ansaar) had memorised the entire Qur'aan during the lifetime of 
Rasulullaah ~. These were Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~, Hadhrat 
Ubaadah bin Saamit ~~, Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~y~/Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob 
~~~ and Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~11J.1~. It was during the Khilaafah of Hadhrat 
Umar ~~~ that Hadhrat Yazeed bin Abu Sufyaan ~~f~ wrote to Hadhrat 
Umar ~ with the request, "The population of Shaam is great. The cities are 
overflowing with people who have accepted Islaam and are in dire need of people 
to teach them the Qur'aan and to create an understanding of Deen amongst 
them. 0 Ameerul Mu'mineenI Do assist me by sending men who will teach them." 
Hadhrat Umar ~~~ then sent for the five Ansaar mentioned and said to them, 
"Your brothers in Shaam have pleaded to me to send to them people who will be 
able to teach them the Qur'aan and create and understanding of Deen amongst 
the people. Please assist me with three of you. May Allaah shower His Mercy on 
you! YOU may draw lots if you please, or if there are any volunteers amongst you, 
they may leave immediately." "There is no need to draw lots," they submitted, 
"While this man Abu Ayyoob ~ is too old, this man Ubay bin Ka'b ~ is 
ilL" It was therefore Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~, Hadhrat Ubaadah bin 
Saamit ~~~ and Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~~ who went. 
Hadhrat Umar ~~'s instructions to them was, "Start with Hims because there 
is a variety of people there and there you will find such people who learn very 
quickly. When you identify such people, direct the others towards them (to learn). 
When you are eventually satisfied with the people there, one of you may remain 
behind while the second proceeds to Damascus and the third to Palestine." 
The three Sahabah ~~ therefore proceeded to Hims, where they stayed until 
they were satisfied with the (learning of the) people. Hadhrat Ubaadah ~~ 
stayed on there while Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ proceeded to Damascus and 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~ to Palestine. Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~ stayed on in 
Palestine until he passed away there in the plague of Amwaas. Hadhrat 
Ubaadah bin Saamit ~ then left for Palestine and also passed away there. 
As for Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~, he lived in Damascus until his death. (I) 

Undertaking Journeys in Search 

of knowledge 


Hadhrat Jaabir ~~~ Travels to Shaam and to 

Egypt to Hear Two Ahadeeth of Rasulullaah ~ 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Muhammad bin Aqeel reports that he once heard Hadhrat 
Jaabir ~~ say, "The news once reached me that there was a man who had 
heard a particular Hadith from Rasulullaah ~. J purchased a camel, tied a 
carriage to it and rode for a month until I reached Shaam. When J discovered that 
the man was Abdullaah bin Unays ~. I (went to his house and) said to his 

(1) 	Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.l72) and Haakim. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoU Pg.281). Bukhaari has 
reported a similar narration in his Taareekh Sagheer (Pg.22). 
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usher, 'Tell him that Jaabir is at the door.' 'The son of Abdullaah?' he enquired. 
When I replied ip the affirmative, Abdullaah bin Unays ~ rushed out, 
tripping over his clothes (in the rush). He hugged me and I hugged him, after 
which I asked, 'A Hadith narrated by you has reached me concerning retribution. 
(I have come to you because) I feared that either you or me would die before I 
had the opportunity of hearing it (directly from yOU)." 
Abdullaah bin Unays ~ said, "I heard Rasulullaah ~ say, "On the Day of 
Qiyaamah Allaah shall resurrect people naked, uncircumcised and 
empty-handed.' When someone asked one 'ofthe narrators what was meant by 
empty-handed, he replied that people will have nothing of their worldly 
possessions with them. Then in a voice that those far off can hear just as well as 
those nearby, Allaah will make an announcement stating, 'I am the One Who pays 
back in full and I am the Master! It is not proper for any person destined for 
Jahannam to enter Jahannam while a person in Jannah owes him some right that 
I have not claimed for him. Similarly, it is not proper for any person destined for 
Jannah to enter Jannah while a person in Jahannam owes him some right that I 
have not claimed for him:even though it may be retribution for a single slap.' We 
asked, 'How will this retribution be done when people will be naked, 
uncircumcised and empty-handed?' Rasulullaah ~ replied, 'It will be done with 
good and bad deeds (people will pay for their injustices by giving their good 
deeds to the wronged party and when their good deeds are exhausted, they will 
be burdened with the sins of the wronged party).!11( 1) 

Hadhrat ]aabir ~~ says, "I used tohearaHadithfrom Rasulullaah ~ concerning 
retribution which was being narrated by someone in Egypt. I therefore purchased 
a camel and travelled until I reached Egypt. I then headed for the door of the 
man ... " The Hadith is then similar to the one above. (2) 
Hadhrat Maslamah bin Mukhallad ®~ narrates, "It was during the period that 
I was governor of Egypt that my usher once came to me saying, 'There is a 
Bedouin at the door riding a camel who is requesting to see you.' Who are you?' I 
asked. 'I am Jaabir bin Abdullaah of the Ansaar,' he replied. Looking at him (from 
the upper storey), I said, 'I can come down to you or, if you prefer, you may come 
up here.' He said, 'Neither should you come down, nor shall I be coming up. I 
have heard that you narrate a particular Hadith from Rasulullaah ~ about 
concealing the faults of a Mu'min. I have come to listen to it.' I said, 'I have heard 
Rasulullaah ~ say that the person who conceals a fault of a Mu'min is like 
one who has given life to a girl who has been buried alive.' He then whipped 
his camel to lead it back home." (3) 
Hadhrat Muneeb narrates from his uncle that the news once reached a particular 
Sahabi ~ that another Sahabi ~~ was narrating a Hadith stating that 
when a Muslim conceals the faults of his fellow Muslim brother in this world, 
(1) Ahmad and Tabraani. Haythami (VoU Pg.133) has cO.nmented on the chain of narrators. Bukhaari 

in his Adab and Abu Ya')a have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Fat'hul Baari (Vol.! 
Pg.127), as have Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (VoLl Pg.93) and Haakim (Vo1.4 Pg.574). 

(2) Tabraani in Masnadush Shaami'een and Tammaam in his Fawaa'id, as quoted in Fat'hul Baari. 
(3) Tabraani in his Awsat. Haythami has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Allaah shall conceal his faults on the Day of Qiyaamah. He therefore travelled all 
the way to Egypt to ask the Sahabi ffi~ about the Hadith. The other Sahabi 
~~ confirmed saying, "Yes, 1 have heard Rasulullaah ~ say that when a 
Muslim conceals the faults of his fellow MuslIm brother in this world, Allaah 
shall conceal his faults on the Day of Qiyaamah." The first Sahabi ~ then 
said, "I too have heard this Hadith from Rasulullaah ~.,,(l) 

Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob Ansaari ~~ Travels to 

Egypt fo Hear a Hadith from Hadhrat Uqba 


binAamir~~ 
Hadhrat Ibn ]urayj narrates that Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob Ansaari ~ travelled all 
the way to Egypt to see Hadhrat Uqba bin Aamir ~~. When he arrived there, 
he said, "1 wish to ask you about a Hadith that besides you and I, no other 
companion of Rasulullaah .~ survives who had heard it. What did you hear 
Rasulull'aah ~ say about concealing the faults of a Muslim?" Hadhrat Uqba 
~ replied, "I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say, Whoever conceals the fault 
of a Mu'min in this world, Allaah shall conceal his faults on the Day of 
Qiyaamah.'" Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob B~ then returned to Madinah and had 
already narrated the Hadith to others before even alighting from his 
conveyance. (2) 

Hadhrat Uqba bin Aamir ~U5~ Travels to see 
Hadhrat Maslama bin Mukhallad ~U5~ and 
another Sahabi ®~ Travels to see Hadhrat 

Fudhaala bin Ubayd ~~ 
Hadhrat Makhool narrates that when Hadhrat Uqba bin Aamir ~~ went to 
see Hadhrat Maslama bin Mukhallad ®~~, an argument ensued between the 
usher and Hadhrat Uqba ~. Hearing the voice of Hadhrat Uqba ~, 
Hadhrat Maslama ~.~ permitted him entry. (When he entered) Hadhrat Uqba 
~ said, "I have not come merely to visit you, but have corne for an urgent 
need. Do you remember the day when Rasulullaah ~ said, 'If a person 
conceals a sin that he knows his brother committed" Allaah will conceal his sins 
on the Day of Qiyaamah'?" When Hadhrat Maslama ®~ confirmed that he did 
remember, Hadhrat Uqba ®~ said, "That is why I have come." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Buraydah narrates that a Sahabi ®~ once travelled all 
the way to Egypt to see Hadhrat Fudhala bin Ubayd ®~ about a· Hadith .. (4) 

Another similar narration adds the Sahabi ~ came to HadhratFudhala 
~ at a time when he was feeding his camel. When Hadhrat Fudhala ~~ 
welcomed the Sahabi B~, he said, "I have not come on a mere visit. Both you 

(l) Ahmad. Haythami (VoU Pg.134) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Ahmad. A similar narration has been reported by Ibn Abdul Birr in his fsti'aab (VoL! Pg.93). 
(3) Tabraani in his Kabeerand Awsat, as quoted by Haythami (VoL! Pg.134). 
(4) Abu Oawood, as quoted in Fat'hul Baari (VoL! Pg.12S). 
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(3) Ibn ASaakir has rep~loof.a1SlrultarI!ia1r:raJwI'1;.'as'40ore{nrii Kanii1f..Uj;jfJnaal'ftdl~'fNi'~/~li9i!!:'i11 ''is, I ! 
(4) Bukhamkl ; 'Jr! :l"i :O(]::l 'F3iliCt" P, :crone!.:" 

(5) Ibn ASaakir. 
(6) Ibn ASaaJ<,ir, as quoted in Kanzui fJm,m",;;'lN/h.l'~1' 
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(2) 	Ibn Asaakir allQdbn''NlajjOl?lTi ~ !quoted: if'J:,)/(am:ufUmmsalf:r/ok2Pg"L39)l,f 111m 'Abdul; Bitriliasj'also 
reported the narration in his]aami (VoU Pg,lS7) I',,;'. 

(3) 	Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami. Tabraani has also repo,te~HhegIl2rratl0I1d}ut~Haytlnami'(\l.d1it'Pg!U5) 
has commented on the chain of narrators, 

(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (VoLl Pg,lS8). 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr in hi~1lailm\,,;lVru,H~g.:;1 68), [10 
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righteous and steadfast as long as their knowledge of Deen comes to them from 

the Sahabah ~.~~ of Rasulullaah ~ and from their seniors. However, as 

soon as it starts coming from their juniors, they will all be destroyed." (1) 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ also said, "People will always remain in 

good stead as long as they acquire their knowledge of Deen from their seniors. 

However, as soon they start acquiring it from their juniors and sinners, they will 

all be destroyed." (2) 


Another narration quotes Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ as saying, ''You 

people will remain in good stead as long as the knowledge of Deen remains in 

the custody of your seniors. However, as soon as it is entrusted to the juniors, 

they will start to regard the seniors as fools." (3) 


Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~,IJ.1~ and Hadhrat Umar 
~~. Both Warn Against Acquiring Knowledge 

from people who are not Worthy of it 
Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ said, ''Verily the most effective tool for leading people 
astray is a man who recites the Qur'aan without understanding it and then 
proceeds to teach it to children, slaves and women who in tum use it to argue 
with the scholars." (4) 
Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~~ said, "I do not fear for this Ummah a Mu'min 
whose Imaan restrains him nor a sinner whose sinful life is manifest. However, 
what I do fear for them is a man who learns the Qur'aan until his tongue is fluent 
with it but then interprets the Qur'aan in a manner it should not be 
interpreted." (5) 

Hadhrat Uqba bin Aamir ~~~ Emphasises to his 

Children to Accept Ahadeeth Only from 


Reliable Sources 

When Hadhrat uqba bin Aamir ~~ was on his deathbed, he advised his sons 
saying, "Dear sons! I forbid you from three things, so take note of what they are. 
Never accept a Hadith of Rasulullaah ~ except from a reliable person, never 
ask for loans even though you may have to wear coarse clothing and never take 
to writing poetry because it will distract your hearts from the Qur'aan." (6) 

The Sermon Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Delivered at 

Jaabiyah About Acquiring Knowledge from the 


Scholars of the Sahabah ~~~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ narrates that it was at Jaabiya that Hadhrat 
(IJ Tabraani in his Kabeer and Awsat, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL I 

Pg.I35J. Ibn Abdul Birr has also reported the narration in his ]aami (Vol.l Pg.I59). 
(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (Vol. I Pg.159). 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr in hls ]aami (Vol.I Pg.1591. 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (Vo1.2 Pg.I94). 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr in his )aami (VoL2 Pg.194). 
(6) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol. I Pg.140) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Vmar ~~ delivered a sermon to the people saying, "Whoever has any queries 
about the Qur'aan should go to Ubay bin Ka'b ~~, whoever has any queries 
about inheritance should go to Zaid bin Thaabit ~, whoever has any 
queries about Fiqh should go to Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ and whoever requires 
money should come to me because Allaah has given me authority over it and 
entrusted me with its distribution." (I) 

Salutations and Glad Tidings for the Student 

Rasulullaah ~ Welcomes Hadhrat Safwaan 


bin Assaal ~~~ 

The narration has passed at the beginning of the chapter(2) in which Hadhrat 
SafWaan bin Assaal Muraadi ~.~ says, fir once came to Rasulullaah~ in the 
Masjid as he was reclining on his red shawl. '0 Rasulullaah ~~!' I said, 'I have 
come to seek knowledge.' Rasulullaah~ exclaimed, 'Welcome to the seeker 
of knowledge! verily out of the love for what the person seeking knowledge is 
out to seek, the angels encircle him with their wings and then mount each 
other until they reach the sky above the earth. III 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~).1~ Welcomes 

Some Students 


Hadhrat Abu Haaroon narrates that whenever they went to Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed 
Khudri ~~, he would say, "Welcome to the people about whom Rasulullaah 
~ gave us emphatic instructions! Rasulullaah ~ said,'People are your 
followers and men will come from far-off places to acquire an understanding of 
Deen from you. When they come to you, it is my emphatic instruction to you to 
treat them well." (3) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~)J.1~ quoted 
Rasulullaah ~ as saying, "People will come from the East to learn from you. It 
is my emphatic instruction that when they come to you, you must treat them 
well." Hadhrat Abu .Haaroon narrates that whenever Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri 
~ saw them, he would say, "Welcome to the people about whom 
Rasulullaah ~ gave us emphatic instructions!" (4) 
Another narration(S) adds that part of Rasulullaah ~'s instruction was, "Teach 
them that which Allaah has taught you." Yet another narration states that 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "Soon people will come to you from the ends of the earth 
to ask you about your Deen. When they arrive, accommodate them and teach 
them and ins my emphatic instruction that you must treat them well." 
(1) Tabraani in his Awsat. Haythami (VoU Pg. 135) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Under the heading "The Encouragement Rasulu\laah ~ Gave towards Knowledge" and the 

subheading "Rasulullaah ~ Welcomes Hadhrat SalWaan bin Assa1;ll ~ who had come to 
Seek Knowledge". 

(3) Tirmidhi. 
(4) Tirmidhi and Ibn Maajah (Pg.37). Haakim (Vol.! Pg.88) has reported a similar narration from 

reliable sources as confirmed by DhahabL 
(5) Ibn 1areer and Ibn Asaakir. 
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AM6h~st lne thitll~aa~:~t ~~(S!~~dfkht:Ji?Js~l'£J~~lot~!~~e~' 
stude,t§;~i'lI{i,tltem1'j]:itbll3tt ~mJr*Ji\lf<fe~~A; ~~s:!injItuupJilin it 
to you because I prefer you ~~~.$~fB~~I~qi~nding rather than leaving 

vyt~nR~\Pl)f~Tfl~7anp~I1gi; !(~;~1i) 
Hadllm1rl/\buc:HuFay:mh~~i·;W:elf!om.eS'rSttldmtS:;? 

HadHrat· i~maa'~~~'~pbM~ iiHai:§5 fuanX:E>:ftheI'ri. 6riceweHflb:vtsifHadhr~r Pr~art'l 
tIflfft~wey)rttIe<1 m~f·ftu~~ Pu)nW~(His r~:ta~eiHe!t!'W~: ~ala~'if~dcm~ny~of 6ifflfif 
~n"'€fO:~lt1:tIMMa~~1i'ffmay?ar!~ tnat W& fiHeW1\isIRotiseJog~i~~iff 
l~to~ rre!~hi8;1f5diih"ciny l~r1!is 6hce weht;to:Vfsl'iJR"JSUtMta~H .'lh'at ~) 
filled his house. Rasulullaah ~.#as:;'fying GOwn, &fi1I~'i~iJe;'1iut~hJWhe ls'AVP 
us, hefflll&,~!$jl,'f>~W~~ln~t ffi=M\q:~,f\~;iJfl~i~ewi,j~;"prnBl~W~W[iOUS 
nationalities shall soon cOf!1lto ¥.~~'f\9, ~:~pr.,~t:,Jof knowledge, You should 
welcome them, greet them arfJ{~dc'tf'nferh,'''WA11aah! We have also met such 
pe~~ tiifferftnei51alWbglY~jCWfiO"Weitff~rwefc6fuea~-liS,()stbetY~ \'isJW6rI 
t~ugHtJ \ltls:;~jfNhg. A1Pt~~l(lfcnvrieh(weljwerttCitb' themrW~s\tai~celi:~fsh1Y~h': 
ti~,.JfA~ ),::;:(; ;"<,;.;:~,; eli ;'. fi,~i'.Q~':;; 

narrators. 
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~::;:::~r::::~t;iV~WF:!~~~li~~:~~~";F;) 

mB~i01£_~£~B)'l11}lSA.f.i~V~~l.:~',,___ ..._..._ ........_____........... . .. 2-4~ 
asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Which of oUr cQ'm~tfi,iOri5):ar.ed6e~f~" ·~as~:n(iIfaaH 

',''T 9~~m~ QtAl1a, el1.NQUlQ~,+at"i1.im, 
.. ,I .""'''''. 11 dof.lJ)(.. Uri. J.bdiIflilif'fr'h-

.. 
W 1 .. 1U10Wl n WIlO . . _r,emm you 0 t e 
Aakhira.J;'l,i?f.3.rLhjan n i ~Jrl~i\ll .H~ ;~~r.0:';)!:.:~; lJil:rdJ 

Hadhrat Qurra ~.~ reports:~~}~l)I}iBf.,:l,lJu"~h ~ sat in a gathering, the 
~~nB~J~~:~ ';~tA<;t, ~~-,~95gr~:BS2~rpflQ4 :J}isl)i{~O,_l,~P.!~l~~q(;t<t.aOOr1;~~ 
~L~lmm~.· 'M{,l}~n;~~~)te~~~JQh::\} .biU 

, ,b"T'He;~6a~lng~j\~frtn~ "Sa!ig~;tbc~~4 
:.;!t .'.;fit dpn 

~~~pr3l2X~~<f;dl;~e~~r~ii¥tl¥!Jhjc,t~ j~~e,}(,;l}8ga{IDgJf.h~q~~th t~ J~fJli;ft~hf~t; 
"ffi~s/f#~jYR~Id, ~'I-¥e"~~~l~!-il;l,r,;'[WR:;li~}tl) ~;JH?-~ b~~n ~IJ;t'pSm1:Jp~l:e 
~~t~~n] rvhe:Yr I.B~9ijl~~g~rlffHP\ln~ :51;;~r5f?:5bm~J~m1i~~;ro-, tbe,B!lf,;(M&,*jU~;ro 
happen is that the Sahabahi~1~~~::l~h~iM9;8f~m:-{1:h~EiijtE~ 
to recite the Qur'aan and leaIn the compulsory and optional aspects of D~en."(3} 

rll1J~iJ\i1~~ _'~,~lisH~'l!ibbf;J~ J!T::t~'fHll '~~i ~ 
!,'lll!r1'j:)uH: :'Ji!l:t:; ~"1~1\l 'f w,~mlkp.~)\J

Sah~bah ~~~j~~g~Jsfl"qsR~Y Poor People 
li~~~r;)~ti~~lb~'~'~D~)~HHgtj ~l\r!I~t~g{sS iWc1,~11¥iil~i,~!!V~\lliHtJ~~~ill!;P,;~ 
~~~aa IriWl(f1~~~er~~n~~fb~~E~~rr~~rZ~~2~~r~~~~i~~ r:&!~~Hf~! 

'C I'C:, !" vltr Url',,:;'J5 r;;;'Q ! :::in; 'I'Q; :;lfJl,':CT:-" ,(;'j()ulli S?"u.tl;)!} ii', '<Ir~Jt._/.u"c.!t;SN,
recrt~'Wj ~;?rn~~~P,~8gj!~(L j 2l/r~LPJ1J;YJmWI!!~i12 ~1~~lft'~rt?~'f~~l:}W~l~ 

v~ 'lS:Sf~ ~, ere ~-R~1 ~l~k~'d'l}ll\i~mtrr51 itt rR6tf'lb~~IWq2:Jr~~·.f.sr~qAjl5!PM; 
jGi~n~~ P§R~15'. ,_, :X(NlJlJJ~~5Rj ~)t;Wlj~~4:;!~o:JmIJ!ftH\~HeA. I~l,:8~OOl 
t!;lNl~Rf.fn [J~~.t;,91-~~JgtN :;:;y;mfr1 %Sq~mstfgJ~fY; QJ~~fWt b~*ts!m.Y~t{t 
~~~eW la:~1\:.. Jhe!\(J;~'~?'f!'g\W'gWft:9r~~M9MlUtm~j!r,Yf1r(7J~;~H tR ~gti;~s-w)h 

~~~~*~~{~·~ltg~~~~e€~f1J~~~1~~t~h?t;!~~J~(~~~;\~=~~;~~~;,::~! 

R~}u,tla\!J.~';~~f~~~;~'twer~!1m~ftlg:~~rll f1~j!~ j 

bm, )'NKfi&itl~uJ:~ lilt:.:1f.. ,tG~~~:~iiri.i'Joifl,phlt;:~·~,,~, cr 


c, ..~ F)C~~?i:'~ :~'P'E ,':;rJ·c~1:-j}t~ ~rn: U~r~l ~)j, ,mhf~~ [i_J~I\!~ .~() ;1;:)L.l 


~~~~~j~<;WI~~IbifL11~l~Mjflijlf,f~t<£~~Lc\1a$l.j:1Yn~al}f'_~~C~ pas~ 
b¥;t'1~1H~~~riI}~ \nf~.!fIifW.j;~3~iJP.~ ~QP~Jin:J~ .1I~ttl~Dg;~mal~im~r 
dJ.f;~j~qI~~ ~Pl~n~~~Jl~:~~lJh~/\~Q}9~JhWCJS,Jmn:~~~g1 
F\9thq~ft~jllt;Yfl¥\1;~ !t~iM~BHf\ '(~~Hh~tbi(g~$lyp;tji6lfjSBlrl~:f~Qjmg ttm::elktttt·s 
'yp;~"",)t}1!1\<¥!~~~i.9~~fSa;bt:ReJ~\!l~~,\~cfcq~Jtft~;9,ne1ftn.eYV~ffijUlaking <'iiu~ WI 
AJ,%~ 'mit grH~;1~~~~Wtg~§ ~l5¥fl IfrAU,~aJt~~l1§liH~:11M.ll,~iIDidhemg{what)ane)o 
~}H ~-~:1(5Jer'~~ff!e~.¥ ·rnf~;~Ij1@~.:0~EQ[~:Jjl:!eJf:>Um~J thoYJ!ll!f! ~J~l 
app'e,'~gu.~~ ~'lf\'Wl~i~ ~ I:\~~ ~"'<m[~~Jlt~Jht~~/' !~l!iublllru1n~3 
(11"'~f.l !)1';f'I(~~l:Jiril~Plltfli·l1i)l\cdiIo-m~lI!lp.$lm;tljimn lof;jjlijft~Ii!' 
(2/t "\fC:;':: ~.~>>f:~~ d'3j~qLd·r(;f:)~;i I Jj~rLr/ Ht:-rtz 
(3) i-'ZiJwa'i1i1r/ol.1 Jig.1S2). 
(4) 	 Bayhaqi. as qootlt\iG~s.wrqJt(1agJ81r"Uti#e~lf~IiiF';~:'571;-;Abti)1lft1~#n; n~'~ 'i-Jp!->rt'edth~:) 

narration at greaOO'Sl~qn'hi6bf:{~~~»g·!34~;::!l.Ji' 2E .::"C!YEilZ )~~~:1(~~:"G_~~'cs'".".,~,~"~:~~~~: 

! 

. --'''~--.-'.'~'--'---'.'-~-'---'-"""'7'-7'-~--' 
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therefore sat with this second group. (l) 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~~ and Hadhrat 

Umar ~~~ Sit One Night in a Gathering 


of Knowledge 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr bin Abu Moosa narrates that Hadhrat Abu Moosa ®~~ once 
went toHadhratUmar~t;.;~afterlsha.'Whatbringsyouhere?!! Hadhrat Umar ~~ 
asked. "I have come to speak with you," Hadhrat Abu Moosa ®.t;.;~ replied. "At 
this hour?" Hadhrat Umar ®,11~ remarked. When Hadhrat Abu Moosa ~~ 
informed Hadhrat umar ®.11~ that it was an important matter of Fiqh that he 
needed to discuss, Hadhrat Umar ~~ sat up and the two men discussed for a 
long while. Thereafter, Hadhrat Abu Moosa ~~ said, "What about the 
(Tahajjud) salaah, 0 Ameerul Mu'mineen?" Hadhrat Umar ®.11~ replied, "It was 
in salaah that I had been engaged (when you arrived)." (2) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Jundub Bajali with 

Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~~ Concerning 


Seeking Knowledge 

Hadhrat Jundub bin Abdullaah Bajali says, 'When I arrived in Madinah to seek 
knowledge, I entered the Masjid of Rasulullaah ~ where I saw people engaged 
in discussions in various groups. Passing by the groups, I eventually arrived at a 
group in which there sat a pale man wearing two pieces of cloth and who 
appeared to have just arrived from a journey. I heard him say, 'I swear by the 
Rabb of the Kabah that the people in authority have been destroyed and I am not 
sorry for them!' This he repeated several times. I then sat down with him and he 
continued to narrate Ahadeeth for some time. When he got up to leave, I asked 
the people who he was. They said, 'He is the leader of the Muslims! He is Hadhrat 
Ubay bin Ka'b ®~.' 
I then followed him to his house, which I discovered was in a dilapidated state. I 
also discovered that he was very ascetic, had severed all ties with this world and 
was a man of habit. When I greeted him, he replied to my greeting and asked me 
where I came from. When I informed him that I was from Iraq, he remarked, 
'They (Iraqis) are people who ask even more questions than I do.' This remark 
made me very angry and I immediately fell to my knees, raised my hands like this 
before my face and faced the Qibla saying, '0 A1laah! It is to You that I complain. 
We have spent our wealth, tired our bodies and rode our conveyances in search 
of knowledge. However, when we meet them, they are inhospitable and make 
remarks about us!' Hadhrat Ubay ®~ started to weep and tried to pacify me 
saying, 'Oh dear! I did not mean to offend you. I really did not mean to offend 
you.' He then said, '0 A1laahl I make a promise with You that if you keep me alive 
until Friday, I shall definitely state what I heard Rasulullaah ~ say without 
(1) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (Vol.! Pg.50). Dc;:;;rmi has reported a similar narration. 
(2) Abdur Razzaaq and Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoLS Pg.228). 
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fearing reproach from anyone.' 
After he said that, I left him and waited for Friday, When I left my room that 
Thursday for something, I found the streets jammed with people, I could see 
hordes of people on very street I took, 'What is the matter with the people?' I 
asked, 'You must be a stranger here?' the people asked, when I confirmed that I 
was, they said, 'The leader of the Muslims Ubay bin Ka'b ~~ has passed 
away.' When I later met Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~ in Iraq and related to 
him the incident of Hadhrat Ubay ~, he sighed, 'How tragic! If only he had 
lived so that you could have reported his words to US!"'( 1) 

Hadhrat, Imraan bin Husayn ~~~ Narrates 

Ahadeeth in the Masjid of Basrah 


Hadhrat Hilaal bin Yasaaf says, "When I arrived in Basrah and entered the Masjid, 
I saw an old man with white hair and a white beard leaning against a pillar and 
narrating Ahadeeth to a group of people, when I enquired about the man, I was 
informed that he was Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn ®~.!l(2) 

People Flock to the Door of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Abbaas ~~~, who Taught them all Aspects of 


Deeni Knowledge 

Hadhrat Abu Saalih says, "I have seen such a large gathering around Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~ that if the entire tribe of the Quraysh boasted about 
such numbers, they wouJd be the envy of all. I have seen so many people flock to 
him that the street could not even contain them and none was able to move 
forward or backward, When I went in and informed him about all the people at 
his ,door, he instructed me to fetch some water for him to perform wudhu, He 
then performed wudhu and sat down saying, 'Go outside and announce that 
whoever wishes to ask about the Qur'aan and its words and meaning should 
come in.' When I went out and made the announcement, the people who entered 
filled the room as well as the entire house. In addition to informing them about 
everything they asked, he also told them much more. 'Now allow your brothers. 
the opportunity,' he said. 
When they had left, he instructed, 'Go outside and announce that whoever wishes 
to ask about the Tafseer of the Qur'aan and its interpretation should come in.' 
When I went out and made the announcement, the people who entered filled the 
roOll' as well as the entire house. In addition to informing them about everything 
they asked, he also told them much more. 'Now allow your brothers the 
opportunity,' he said, When they had left, he again instructed, 'Go outside and 
announce that whoever wishes to ask about what is Halaal and Haraam and 
about Fiqh should come in.' When I went out and made the announcement, the 
people who entered filled the room as, well as the entire house. In addition to 

(I) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg,501). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.291). 
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informing them about everything they asked. he a1s6'i1!~N:rlthem1mu'Cl'PI¥t1Ot~JfNOWl 
aHGwfYOOt! btat¥.~is ltKe:6ppotWrilty,1q:re1:s'aid~N ::,;1 

WWeil:tJn\fse p~1e riai(;[lIMtrr!fi~:.histru€tedfim€Fag~irl saj1fiilg/11Cle OOtsJd:&llntf 
ann'daRG~ arat wh€)ev~iE'Wi5tf~5 ·tbja~l(vatlO1itt ihl\mfantej~ a\ijGli:ftelP tttet~ 
sli6i1Jct)(;loffler!iti:' WMetv1 werlVOQt~ mAti~tlR!fanm.miflcrefu@ftt} lWe1peopldwlf(:}~ 
ert\€t€tI fill&t~e:.~biIv3at wfim§$.ithe;entfiie(hcrugejqrt'adttftionit.o ii:lmrnUW~ttrem' 
abdOVf~w~liig; Ithey;i'Qskiell, Lne!afse?{Oltf1 them cmu<rf!i rif<5reF::,Nbir!1a'liow',yoUr 
J9toihe'fsx:tlh'e 'dPptittQhity:l'!h6sali:l~2Wfteit¥ieYZha&lleffFnifiri5iWt(M~\~l) OOtsi~l 
and announce that who~~e'f1W1S1i~)UNiSJ.(f'a~V:lIrafiY(W~ .ra'fl:d t~,:wijt{f~ 
should, S9m~Jl}" 'fry~d?:W' w,t,ana~e Jherapno~t\c.e~nt~)JJ~~eonl,e who 
enter~')ti'l~a th~~oofu=a:, §s. fn~~i{ttr~ ~9me~I~~aaffi~n fq1MJi~1t~\hem 
about everythiR~~~~~~~.?~:;,kld~~ ~t\cd1n~!fHM\entire tribe of 
too,l~tiraysn)boast€<i}rabdut:'SOCh[ Jilumbe:r5,:tt1e;r"WQUld)~FW lJe:lt~,ierlVy,16f:-'al![ 

~uallletI1haver~t\r$et~~!utlh'oaffalge:g'afh~giatbOOtt'/any!p'e:r~.ft~U HS 1 

?H~J~~1tA~d~1la~1l ~rfi'~\i:llq~pq }a~.~;f . (U~;!J3SbEf~ fJliJr[6r~
"'-"'~.'-.~ .. '(pl!: M~ ,J!Q: '. L' .. ,,, ..,., ,:rJ(ft'~~!§:Jlt ,J~; \ 

"~.. n .Gath· f KnQWled~e .' ?r'y
.1'>[ riif:;'Hl1,lJT'Oi\ 1'~~l ) '1000 :lfH 'J )IJo~f '-;II
HaO rat Abatliraafi 'mIt :rvmS'i . . once Mrti. The .~stor ,nt gath 
the aflt ihfw~atUfi; @fMdi~eII>rd~wtiks~hR) ,~~~);11::t;)[e 
Another narration states th~~W;ftd~f!}fI~.~astood ®~ said, "The 
9~'~ltl ~o),\jiU r~Itg~Qj~ )~~~)Sr.Q,<r in rWf:ti,cl;t}-!l5itt~;~\ q£ '1,W.row: :~r·<;, <1i~,et:p}~I)f1~~~
.;' '.} _. ,'1,~:}! L tJ ~~ j 1,~.t ,,.II 13;...')~ ... "'., JJ,",,~ ,.,j ~,,~I.,! C' '''''(3)'''' "r 4 ~_ ,,-~J" _~~ ... ,_'-}"'~,,'" iJ '.j:. '. ,4;, Ii '!¥<'~I~ "I ''''' t 

~n~(jp!"L ',~:~J!,}elrf~\W~J,1;~FW;~J~R':'rltji +c:rl~' "~ "'c;,::"lAc, dc'c;j",',"!A
l""',,,""dl.) .J.,,-,, ,,-' __ G\: ° ,,1)\-: _.,-.~-" -,_,j ,-"",;~, """{;j,_,,, '.' ._. ,~J",,,,,,.,. c",.~,_)~ __ ,_..J.r, ~.c_J"j. L!"",~~ .. 

tl?~gmf :5?;~c\0W~'f~rR\g2~g5;PMfj;~(N~)f!~r~~?J ' ~iJ~iJHI T~1fl~~:~T:er!~M 
~I:\i~Xs" Jry, riHJfst~"ar.~\ne} ]·~Eld~r~f'anfl)m~.ttd{iQgl tqej,r ,Q~p;t~rl)JQsjsc,q')' I'Q,e~n~H9,{

,j'.i\}-,a '.J,) -.,;i ..... _l£) CJj." ~)!,U-'l .k,,}{4. ;"",,f,l.; 1_'.l}_'J"""{~ 1..... {,_ JJ." ffiT,,-{..,-, -",,",,::rI:c ...J:l, ,/ ...').1,-$ _,'"I:,; 

l.9c[e,q~~D~c(QI1~~ IIQ~,~p q).lj/i1 ~qq.W}~Hg<H,:fr; 'Ii """';'i fm;lJr:(}
_0 vl-.)\'P~\.1 ~,,'J~ j)j-"""Jt.J r: ~n /<",:"-">j,~,,, _l>_~ _~,~, .teo, .11~J''''~ _~.",,;::j 

-==z' n== 
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mE/u~1Sl6~~EtSJl1£\'lBAH~WOl~1I' .. J;~I 
the Ahadeeth of Rasu1Wla:ahi~tt01iaLg,r'!ll1:lp";Gtl$iji. p~oplel'lWneIl1~I~i:e'}blgtttem 

S~E!~~, }n,g ~~r'~~ftj;)th!¥<,r~d t n~tthAHn~:,. ra.t¥ ,,' j\~~~ry
and "neB ,.frodk"atlrnJtnr~s6' emfrl ttcr.. "'ta-tKf ~wnen 
I am narrating to them w~fiit,,;;eJ~scYnPi~I{Ml ears have heard, I swear 
Wlll!Haalt't$atru~~w~~.;anili I1I61~t;rtet{\{m ffi'c~ i~eff.iif!}':Wl1e1!e lW'iU 
y.du !ghl'bv.a~dt 5i1lshal;} gro tllX'wage ~m~uidJimttteIpafb oflAUaah~"xaMd·ltb.~ IrapL~ 
'But how will you fight in Jihaad,' I submitted, 'when (because 6YlyOOt'fl1ld:-.lig"6) 
YQup.,re l~ to, r' strike. a b19W,W.i,tl:k,'a._ ~word.o.rh
AWfia rll~·*M1:t\gst~;~~ b¥M~ k 

b~fi~fafi'aw~J'bjW1111~.fi:taJ\:tllii1Ela~ril~Gitftb,{ar*lf~1nd!f')B£? 

eH 'J '''If'Ct'0'"''i'Q''' ;'mi1:EAff(rSm~;;{~fS'~dLE:l 
,:, ,;n~);,; ."'" rd ::i.:TR,f,o J ,j';~f r::,:::J:;.,,:: ;(J\ ,:,;j JbdL.iLJ;\ 'ibrut!".:'.}: 
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youngster's attention never again swayed in that direction. (I) 

Rasulullaah ~ Repeats Himself Thrice to Make 
. himself Understood 

Hadhrat Abu umaamah ~~ says, 'When Rasulullaah ~ spoke (something 
of importance), he would repeat himself. thrice so that he would be 
understood." (2) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha 1J®~~ Instructs Hadhrat Ibn Abi 
Saa'ib to hold fast to Three Factors when Teaching 

Hadhrat Sha'bi narrates that Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ once said to the lecturer of 
Madinah Hadhrat Ibn Abi Saa'ib, ''You must obey me in three factors, otherwise I 
shall oppose you most vehemently." Hadhrat Ibn Abi Saa'ib said, "I shall most 
definitely obey you, 0 ummul Mu'mineen! What are they?" Hadhrat Aa'isha 
~ said, "(Firstly) Refrain from going out of your way to rhyme your du'aas 
because Rasulullaah ~ and the Sahabah ~ never did this. (Secondly) 
You should deliver a lecture once every week. If you do not want to do so only 
once, you may do so twice or otherwise thrice at the most because you should 
never allow people to become tired of the Qur'aan. (Thirdly) I never want to 
find you going to people who are engaged in some discussion and then you 
cut short their talk (by starting your lecture). Rather leave them to talk and 
you start your lecture only when they approach you and ask you to talk." (3) 

The Conduct of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~ when Teaching 

Hadhrat Shaqeeq bin Salamah narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~ once came to them and said, "I know well that you people are sitting here 
but the only thing that prevents me from coming out to you every time is the fear 
of you getting tired. It was the practice of Rasulullaah ~ to consider us 
when delivering lectures for fear of ever tiring us out." (4) 
Hadhrat A'mash narrates that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ once 
passed by a man delivering a lecture, he said, "0 lecturer! Do not make the 
people despondent (of Allaah's mercy)." (5) 

.Hadhrat Ali ~~~ Describes a True Scholar 
Hadhrat Ali ~ once said, "Should I not inform you who a true scholar is. He 
is one who neither makes people despondent of Allaah's mercy nor grants them 
the licence to diSObey Allaah. At the same time, he does not allow them to feel 
that they are immune from Allaah's punishment. He is one who does not turn his 
(1) Tabraani and Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoLi Pg.129). 
(2) Tabraani in his Kabeer, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. I Pg.129). 
(3) 	Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoU Pg.191). Abu Ya'la has 

reported a similar narration. 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his]aami (VoLl Pg.I05) 
(5) Tabraani in his Kabeer. Haythami (VoL I Pg.191) has commented on the chain ofnarrators. 
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attention to something else, thereby neglecting the Qur'aan. There is no good in 
the Ibaadah that is devoid of (the relevant) knowledge, no good in the knowledge 
that is devoid of understanding and piety and no good in the recitation of the 
Qur'aan that is devoid of contemplation." (I) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Words to Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin 

Jabal ~!.1.1~ and Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari 

~~ when Dispatching them to Yemen 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ narrates that when Rasulullaah ~ sent 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~11~ and Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ to 

Yemen, he addressed them saying, "Assist each other, work together, tell the 
people good things and do not make them averse (to the Deen)." When 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~~ delivered a lecture to the people, he encouraged them 
towards lslaam, developing a deep understanding of Deen and the Qur'aan. He 
also said, "1 can inform you about those destined for Jannah and those destined 
for Jahannam. A person is destined for Jannah when people speak good of him 
and destined for Jahannam when they have no good to speak of him." (2) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed ~1Ju~ 
Concerning the Gatherings of the Sahabah ~!.1.1~ 

and the Statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
~!.1.1~ Concerning the True Aalim 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~~ said, ''When the Sahabah ~~ of Nabi ~ 


sat together. their discussion always concerned Deen unless one of them was 

reciting a Surah or having someone else recite a Surah." (3) 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~~ said, "A man can never occupy a respectable 

position as a scholar unless he is not jealous of those above him, does not look 

down on those beneath him and does not seek a price for his knowledge.1I (4) 


The Statement of Hadhrat Umar ~!.1.1~ 


Concerning the Conduct of an Aalim 

Hadhrat Umar ~11~ said, "Acquire knowledge and teach the people. Learn also 
the respectability and composure that goes with it. Humble yourself before those 
you learn from as well as before those you teach, and never be arrogant Ulema. 
In this manner, your ignorance wlll be unable to stand up to your knowledge." (5) 

(1) 	Ibn Dharees, Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (Vol.J Pg.77), Ibn Asaakir and others, as quoted in Kanzu/ 
UmmaaJ (Vo1.s Pg.23I). In his fsti'aab (Vo1.2 Pg.44), Ibn Abdul Birr has reported the words from 
Rasulullaah ~. 

(2) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.l Pg.I66). 
(3) Haakim (VoL I Pg.94), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (Vo1.1 Pg.306). 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol. I Pg.13S). Ahmad in his Zuhd, sayhaqi, Ibn Abi Shaybah and others 

have reported a similar narration. 
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l2:"s~ 'TllE!+WJi$lJe:'#-IEI~·~.~~..lVQtiJ) 

j;i T'he"Stat~~ent!~9fjlJ:iadm~ty\li;:~~~:;C6rtcetnin,g;c 

I,) r:()!j,"j;J~~:f ~~~~O,~lj~~r9~~psf,,~t§\#:4~~t~,,~;;~;l'lO tji,;.~:~:~;~C":'J~~;.~ 
Hadhrat Ali ~)1~ said, "Amongst tM rigl}HbRfr,~&a!im !)iJ~~ YP}htiPRH!¢ltil8t 
pose too many questions to him, you should not pre.~.s,hi!l1 to give answers and 
sftdtfddiliu~"i1iff:;dfii1fflilf@lh~'®teglo»fgrroteif!5d¥Mnn~JJ>4SHruft~~his 
rightr"j~jtmt,{O~"!~)tlJ~4i'P9~ tl919W:h'ilJ1J1im (W.ff ~?Wl';~~~,t~:· t<j> i~~~Pt when 
he is tired, you should ,never. ppint y01,lr fin,gerat ,hil]1, never hiQt,aJ. bJ,IJ1With your 
eyes an(f!h~~H:;~:be§tibJ!M{~f~~t~fMgA.»VbttMtWicf~~~·tl~ve":'(W~ft6r him to 

j §llp iP;;ifudfj~ ihe;lQool rytfti.',snbllii(lwiiit :fOr ~ltd <.torr~rll1irn'Mlfl and/'a~e~~ 'ntis 
<:exci§e.ttGri·tt:iec:;slifjiiliJYJ'iN€'Ver teniihrUrt matsomeone::€:}5enoppOses'jlti'5~G!Dmi0n, 
:mlvhtl idts:clti'!8fl.illis ($€C re.t;$:: onevev gesS:ip t9~him 'ai1bdut.:, an~hfef a'nd .always 
fmaintaitn:mslh:oftour) in2hiSlflres:entce;a:nd fiistabsehGe..~nJ:te.'yOOc~ay;rgl'eet 
'peopte'~.oBectiMely;rgreEPJtqn~ope.aiaUy.;and siUnJvdnb of:.l:iim~If:hehias:~anyiteed, 
~beatlf,:>ther;; in!serntng:::htmj.ang.fneY~r"tire lhim]:by)sittjp.g(~oo'10'mg{with',hirtl.'J1e:;is 
;Ji:k~J~:.Q:a~~~ln};by :wbJcb;y~,q ougnHQ wilit1fQfis.eHl1e.(btn~fi:~)tD falMO' YO!U;:{lt)any 
[Hp1~.;rb(!,~ijm)~Gul?j~slth~!~ta~~s;pf.(a,p~ll~IilJwhpjpif~ti~,wbjle[t1~ting(in 

Jihaad iff !th~1 iP~th"jQfcM\i3.aD.:)~d. i}V~.~~; ~~'P~~$ ;(lW,cfMi::~ ¥Q,iq i1S;rHfe?~e9dJl 
Islaam that can never be filled until the Day of Qiyaamah. (Also take note that) 
seveii~~#6\i~ab" 'l\i~re raHlirhgMAg~!J0d{hJ'~itveifstescbt.t1t~he':jj1:~llen t of 

~::&t.ri~:h~i~ ~)II::10 g 
'l'fhe LoiItlUGt;J;fildhtlkatimtlaabit1Bumrtuir,mihIms 

~'n:;rp.;lieJ....4'r'tlHaaih,...£lI•••J1.~~"', ~tl1;f1'.r.;t~~, i :i~.;
_~.'_iD'_tc.»Pl! 1~.< 1 .,u..a.-U':g.-';.~R-~~_~I~ '~,e

-' 
ili~Iw'!tJ~~JaJ~~bensJ:ayeFWQmpn 'Qfitia<;.ul:~.~t~~a$:~®,~~,wbG' ,rnQ.t.U~reQ .• some 
;c9X,his,~\fhiI9.re;r;~Y~e:'Wh~IJ!i~~f~,J,,R&!l?~.t):}:C;l~/}~~ ~e~h~.?J,lYlq?j~;:):}a~n~gt 
Anas ~)1~ would instruQ~,:;IPl~: ~9 :pri,1lg'him :§,QlJlfff~.r~11m,(fJo: eIm)y(,,~0,tl!?;ffii{lqs 
ss~M\9&Jtpr,p}(l?mYi;rh~p.J:?1t; :V:I,a:4ffi?~..1'h,~~~it},',~ik~:!l9~,Rtr Sflti-'W~4[1H)Wc lf~lNl?t§~s 
>,l.l}Y:;tw?!d~".:;~~51 .. :)(;:11 ;,uc;:.: 7'<if:U 1;" 

:'TI1~)~'oftttllct)lOf[Haifffr~t 1\1JdUlI~afi';bin 'Afiba~s"':: 
~li$~~vritilnn:adhHatJIUnaln~~j'ilmUJiis 

Hii '~O 1\wErfo» hiin ;<,i; n 
U dh t A~ P h b' N"b ~~I~f,'i;.I~ "F . . ''!:haa t A ttl> kuu,~ H'm"",,!5{li~g~ .J)n',!,if ~a?s.~]!1,'s,ay.s., 'y,N),t:tnpI1~:'y~afS:.:,'~_ ,wan eu', 'j:gS 

~9f1PYl~Jgwa.I.;)];)j1}J~lH~tJ~RJ:ti~~i$Q~f :aJilijn~i4el.lkoo~ ikw.a~1;WYf·CjI)Vt;!Ff9r :!1~lil 
.Mt~tr@r~N~~~i! 9:lF'It:KClRil ~!I'\8:'~:1 T\:l~ 9Jm9r~"4D:gy: ~y,tmtytai¥ !~W}n{jlw;13~ndte 
;J-agg~§U1~J}~'IBl tR}b{C(~1 :~f HH1)p:e!9P!~lj~~;?,jg4m,~M:f9l1Wflyi %~f~hi1q~'tl1,~~ i~ 
.,\n~:~~,9 t~e()~~)t~pg.iN}J~jT:Ff}\Lg~ W}~~\~·~;Jf';~rtrr:~-Rtf1~;:~i1!,'9ftt,}r~~~·PEf\?,Wmz 
:~q;hI(q,~.~"aJ\.q):·~~.p~;p.19ne;bwi t11') ri,tlll1,;,:whenh,e Jladd a0mple;ted~1:p"Aroeerul 
Mu'mineen!' I ,said, 'For many years I .had wanted t9, ask you aB:6utkati:;irr6~e.nt 

i-'.·-."\ i(! ' :eto l'vr;'l\~:":~ J~I~. f ""'~Il'!p;~-,~: ;::;: ,<';S:,;j~}nt~ '::t~,-;;:'i:·:.n n"'H:'it :~n;;~('~-:',::~; ~i\~~~,iY'-iCi. \'.,\ 

(\) Murhibi and Ib'kl1tM~bBj[-r!jBilili&:1EHlll}i,i!!;)fUI()t~<;Un')~~1 qm!R~{1Il('l,'Obqlt:'g;442}, :MQfJi~k/J,ab 
Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.73) and Khateeb in his Jac;tl'!i\j:/q,l>iqU;Q~4;iJ:l\KiQ.z:#<Jrff~JpaakL)I(~l5 

.:::T:~d.~~~9HF.. d\{Gd:? ;df\ (:<31 ,;PbI'('{.:.d ,':".\\~~~ ;~; :)ErT!d/'" .:,e\f. [.~:q ; tv'J} fT~i)t;t ~if; 
(2) Abu Ya'la, Haythami (Vol.! Pg.130) has commented on the ch.iilmi~l{@~rru:pr~jc: b 
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i!)ut ;imy'i£'ire,fot; yom Ipn€¥.r.enfe,drmttfltom)d0'ifrgJS0i11:)q01 n~,;'.<!l.Ei thaltS in;elfSai:d, 

I'WtJetL~r(yoU:1ti~ed td kIIDwzsnytmng, JeetfreeJto gJskltml(j'i l'fJcROwlanything,pI 
Jshallb i:fifoxm o/f1l¥:ana;4,flLdofmut, bsmaU~teU¥Qu !iBm 1 :knOW) ~ottii~,~abG1ut it'and 
'CYOll ma:;.uaskjsometlIie:iwhO'ialtes;~;l;1hen askiBi:f,2~ar-e1tllte(1w6JWOJntlnliliat 
lA1,@ah,f:sp~aks:~'bplllt5wtih)~edj\tt1gdhef! againsti ~:asrtluUaah J~?'J3The}IJi:WeJ:e 
Aa'isha ~ and Hafsah ~,' Hadhiat'Um~i~~lrep-)i~;J,'ifhe\narrj1tioh 
fOOD:timi€s\1ia;:r:eIatejfhefintWe:ntra.t'lengt~!(~)(i 

[):;i'i)Iil~);$~~;.jI~a~~t§~·~~~:l~;f«~H~~~~;·~~~t!q,~~):j~: 
~JI~a1ilSa\~d:ltl~ Abu Waqqaa.S(~~;·iJ\" , 

(JlIa$~~ Sa~'ti(biW\~S~yyl@ ~a.9S\~;'~[tb\J'~Tsattl) ttg'w~€l:hr.a~ Sa'd'bin! l\,I1aallkiY(Abi 
waqqaas) ~, 'I wish to pose certain questions to you, but<'fstl2i~rit\r't:oo 
rmt.l(t'i~awetef1~:' l[jellr'~ofll.\l}fm9:bt.Qther//Jhe::saidl '{IOif1(£)tStan:Ql iiFiiWelof{me.iif 
Lybu) feei)tl'lat ~ i Mn~W';atlYtm~gi:,fee~~m'le W'aSK(m~.~'T /tliefli 8:Sided;:·l:W1'tai wa:5l1 it ili:at 
iRta§uJU11aa~ rt~1PJj)gaiG :tdr8tRUtra~ ll!i.4 P~:~enlhef,a~F1Oint:ed.,(h:lm~'~s: :hts 
'1,1!:l'epfft9 €l:tftiWg'{ t\:i.iei eX'JjCH.;ii1!tO'iA :U)j tab.qQlk:.'?' \iJ:fa~'hr.ali;i$a11'l:r;~: 'rel~1:ied, 
fJi{asl.tlulllllahl~!~d:df@~"':;~;lt~ri.ortpleas~ ::Y0ti!t~cknbW'ithat YOUtf,3talllS 
':Witl:'pme:HPlike;tMtiolu3!ardon~:w!th'Moo~a~!"'@.;

It :J~; i't<JI~! 1~~1r:~lr;i~{' tt~)f .':~&~!,~\;'t('k~j!:i;i~'Oflt 
LNIA'l, ,.,' Jk",M, ,;iYtf:;, J.~':>lJ.;I,o !mi~". ;~~I.;".",~UQ, '!J,~:b 9dJH 

Question by saying, "rl1ave>no knowledglt::,,: 
(::' "'':;' nn~tlle slIlI"""ien :H:'lliLJ7J;.S_M,. ~l" ,._..,._~ '. _cc !f¥j "" ..1'!'tj, 'j 

H<t~flllati; ! Ii ~1:l~n:llQ~.H1l1a'\G A?ig l'4~~~~9ir~tepfth~t ft~atJla,WW: ,;J;tin
Mut'ip;i",: was p~ss'~" ~ r rq;;g'h a~":aa-;ls<~whe<~: .t~~1~op[g 'queSti9n:(t~liim 
~aMta~MtW~G¥lhft&i ~:}#ad~~tjttiMyt*~~f~&tdm~tJsa"t\~! "I 
have no knowledge on tntfsubjedn)!Qu:enU!)i}lCJW~ver send someone with me 

dl~dllWtl}: qlliitt\r~~ ~'0,JtlJIM@ur::J-1~hN~;~.rt!1tt,~9l3.}~ ~Dtr§:~gJ)..e wjtllt'.J~i~ 
nA Glhr h alQ'H<~~~.r'';; ,r1 A . rlh ~~ dh..,V,9,l~ ij~,¥ ,~,q~JIJ,.;!P.W!':~~'PQ§>fj!.>:!i$,~/@~A>tl£fI ~9!It~1,\. J9~N:tJl9(;,~./ ..... ;".fl~,.x"1-at 
~ ted " JiI. . h )i), 1" h It '{J:,l(IIi[Ar.',..:,,~ ,Grl~m9;.;: .... '."{)'i2W: ,~i),~,ve,fi \I\(~~,~5.;M~ ~ ,e :;,q.f;\ri ~S\'I,ID(;,w~ku .eG,;n 

ii~~~~~iC;Uf;lgfj5gpW'1~1:4q;);¥'i3}M~jl))ffd)~;MM~~il~~~'iIras'!g~If!.f2.!,w;lil~nl~~~~ed 
about something he di<kICP! -"1391#, ~;~iPiMJ~~~~~ll~~'2\1k"!unA 

T~l a~uei:J()f,HaJ1ir~tLAMUlliah.l1linIU;mar~~ '. -, ~".. i' ,-~, "',,, 'W >' "'~ ... 

'{it:' \uj~)i.n:1iiS i'-fe'adtiIlf!; 
• 

Ha~t1¥~i M~~~ffi(erepoftt r~at Wftgn~tthrafAbdtiitaaH(brif~~r~~ was 
once"\~~~~~roife~\:\aHdUr!aWW~&~2fbf~l1'ildr~tl'~)\ilfi1i~ttt~t\t~ 'H~,Y~plf~lf.j,~r'llo not 

Vi";' (~'~ ,,:..I~,c"c.,'., i_,,,,.~:,:,~. '~'-j.,,~'f':;'\
kro~."c·".'U1at prevent!? you frorp. replying?" someol)e aSKecf."His r~plY :na'S; ~When 
Gj.$~UIIWh\irl ilih~¥\~~g,;~sR~a'~b,&1ip sb1He'thf!:fg}h&!1li~1HbN<RbW~:H~' t~ij~~:~y
:':;J§R/':; i1';'~::-~:id\brh6Yf};{h6w9t1)(ijY.f~? \:~,n r.::-D! [q::~} :jfJ ,n '~:lrJG~~ir,~p !·J~ ..~::,C, 2LVl r,:-;kj<~::.!(ti,~ 

bfift 'rbili'diil f5l'tf'ili hfs)imrhr&;:l.1' :.1:2)'. 	 "no 
(2) 	 Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (VoLl Pg.112). Ibn Sa'd (Vol.3 Pg.24) has a:J;sor~(jrte{Nh6!:;l'\armtion 

with some additions. 
(3) Ibn Said, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(Vol.5 Pg,241). 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Isti'aab(VoI.2 Pg.52). 
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Hadhrat Urwa ~~ reports that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ was 
questioned about something he had no knowledge of. he replied by saying, "I 
have no knowledge on the subject." As the man turned to leave, Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Umar ~ said to himself, "When Abdullaah bin Umar was 
questioned about something he had no knowledge of, he replied by saying, 'I 

have no knowledge on the subject. ... (1 ) 

Hadhrat uqba bin Muslim says, "I stayed with Hadhrat Abdullaah bin umar 
~ for thirty four months and on many occasions when he was questioned 
about something, he would reply by saying, 'I do not know.' He would then turn 
to me saying, 'Do you know what those people wanted (by asking me about 
something I had no knowledge of)? They intended making our backs a bridge to 
Jahannam. ",(2) 

Hadhrat Naafi narrates that a man once posed a question to Hadhrat Abdullaah 
bin Umar ~. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ lowered his head and did 
not respond for such a long time that the man thought his question had not been 
heard. "May Allaah have mercy on you," the man said, "Did you not hear my 
question?" Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~.~ replied by saying, "I certainly did 
hear it. However, it seems like you people feel that Allaah will not question us 
about the things you ask us about. May Allaah have mercy on you! Leave us to 
think about your question. If we have a reply, we will inform you, otherwise we 
shall tell you that we do not know." (3) 

Statements of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
a,$'It-;":::!)r'II::-/~" H dhr t AI· a,$'tt-;":::~"I/" d H dhr t Abd 11 h~.\al~~, a a I ~,\.lIII~ an a a u aa 
bin Abbaas ~~~ about an Aalim Conceding that 

he does not know 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ once said, "0 people! When a person is 
questioned about something he has knowledge about, he should give the reply 
and if he does not have the knowledge, he should say, 'Allaah knows best'. To say 
'Allaah knows best' in reply to something one does not know is also and integral 
part of knowledge. Addressing His Nabi~; Allaah says: 

(Ai~i :iJ"ijJ-'") (0~\~G\t;~f':X ~~t; ji) 
(0 Rasulullaah ~!) Say, "I do not ask you people for any payment for 

this (propagation of the message), and I am not among those who 
pretend (those who pretend to know something when they do not)." 
{Surah Saad, verse 86}(4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Basheer states that when Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib 
~ was once asked a question, he replied by saying. "I have no knowledge 
on the subject." He then said. "What a great source of comfort! I was questioned 
(1) Ibn Sa'd{VolA Pg.144). 
(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaarni (Vol.2 Pg,54) 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.168). 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaarni (VoL2 Pg.51), 
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about something I did know and I conceded that I did not know." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ said, ''When an Aalim forsakes the 
statement 'I do not know', then. he hasteached his point of destruction." Another 
narration also states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas~~ said, "When an 
Aalim omits using the statement 'I do not know', then he has reached his point of 
destruction." (2) 

The Conduct of Hadhrat Umar $t~~, Hadhrat Ali 

~~~. and Hadhrat Uthmaan $t~~ 


when Teaching 

Hadhrat Makhool reports that when Hadhrat Umar ~ noticed that the 
people were getting tired as he narrated Ahadeeth to them, he would occupy 
them with planting trees. (3) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mus'ab narrates that Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~~ 
said, "Do not pay more than forty Awqiya as dowry, even though the bride may be 
the daughter of Dhul Udda Qais bin Husayn Haarithi. If anyone pays more, I shall 
deposit the surplus into, the state treasury." A tall woman with a flat nose then 
stood up from the women's row saying, ''You do not have the authority to do 
that." "Why not?" asked Hadhrat umar ~.\:l.1~. She replied, "Because Allaah 
declares: 

_ 4 1ft,,,. ,J, , ,J .I '''' ,II' ~ !II', '.J , ,","'- , ,,)
('\'.~I:I'Wli)-"",),~~ IJ.l.> b")\j I;~ ~~!~~"'.!J 

...when you have given one of them a fortune, then do not take 
anything from it ... '" {Surah Nisaa, verse20} 

To this, Hadhrat Umar ~~ remarked, "The lady is right and the man is 
wrong." (4) 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Ka'b Qurazi ~~ narrates that a man once posed a 
question to HadhratAli ~, to which he gave a reply. "0 Ameerul 
Mu'mineen!" the man said, ''That is not the answer." He then proceeded to give 
the correct answer, to which Hadhrat Ali ~ conceded, ''You are right and I 
was wrong." He then recited the verse: 

(v'\~;v...Jda)-"",)(O~~;p ~~~:y jj.ij) 
Above every knowledgeable person is one who is more knowledgeable. 
{Surah Yusuf, verse 76}(5) . 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib says, "Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~~ and 
Hadhrat uthmaan bin Affaan ~. used to debate a question so vehemently 
that an onlooker would be convinced that they could never be reconciled. 

(1) Sa'd bin Nasr, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ 0/01.5 Pg.24 1) . Daarmi has reported a similar narration 
in bried, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ0/01.5 Pg.243). 

(2) Abu Dawood and Maalik as quoted in Jaami Bayaanil 11m 0/01.2 Pg.54). 
(3) Ibn Sam'aani, as quoted in KEnzuJ UmmaaJ0/01.5 Pg.131). 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (VaLl Pg.131). 
(5) 	Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami 0/01.1 Pg.131). Ibn Jareer has reported a similar narration, as quoted in 

KEnzuJ ummaaJ0Iol.5 Pg.241). 
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However, they always parted ways most amicably (as if nothing had transpired 
between them)." (1) 

For a Person to Forsake Attending a gathering of Knowledge so that a Group 
of people may Acquire Knowledge 

The Incident of Hadhrat Uqba bin Aamir ~~ 


and his Tribe when they Came to Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Uqba bin Aamir ~ relates, "I arrived riding with twelve members of 
my tribe to see Rasulullaah ~. When we had tied our camels, Mustahab 
companions said, 'Who will tend to the camels so that the rest of us could go and 
receive enlightenment from Rasulullaah ~? When w~ return, we will then 
convey to him what we heard from Rasulullaah ~.' I assumed the 
responsibility for a few days until the thought occurred to me that I may be 
duping myself because my companions were hearing from Nabi ~ what I was 
not hearing and they were learning from him what I was not learning. 
I therefore presented myself one day (leaving the others to tend to the camels). 
There I heard someone say that Nabi ~ said, 'The person who performs a 
complete wudhu shall be free of sins as he was on the day his mother gave 
birth to him.' This impressed me tremendously. Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab 
~~ then said, 'If you think that is impressive, you will be even more 
impressed if you had heard what was said before that.' 'Repeat if for me,' I 
pleaded, 'May I be sacrificed for you!' He said, 'Rasulullaah ~ said that if a 
person dies without ascribing partners to Allaah, Allaah shall open for him all 
eight gates of Jannah so that he may enter from whichever gate he pleases.' 
Rasulullaah ~ then came out to us and I sat in front of him. He however 
turned his face away from me several times. When he did it for the fourth time, I 
asked, '0 Nabi of Allaah ~! May my parents be sacrificed for you! Why do you 
turn your face away from me?' Rasulullaah ~ then turned to me saying, 'Do 
you prefer one or twelve?' Understanding what he meant, I returned to my 
companions." (2) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Abul Aas 

~~~ and his Tribe when they Came to Nabi ~ 


Hadhrat uthmaan bin Abul Aas ~ reports, "I arrived with the delegation of 
the Thaqeef tribe when they came to see Rasulullaah ~. We were changing our 
clothes at Rasulullaah ~'s door when it was asked, 'Who will hold our animals 
for us?' Each one of us wanted to go to Rasulullaah ~ and did not want to stay 
behind. Because I was the youngest of them all, I said, 'If it pleases you, I shall 
hold your camels for you on condition that you make a promise to Allaah that 
you will wait here for me when you come out.' They made the promise and then· 
went in to see RasuluIlaah ~. 
(1) Khateeb, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaa/(Vol.5 Pg.241). 
(2) 	Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (vol.1 Pg.77). Abu NU'aym has also reported the 

narration in his Hilya (Vo1.9 Pg.307). 
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When they carne out, they said, 'Corne! Let us go.' Where to?' I asked. 'Horne,' 
they replied. I protested saying, 'I have left my horne to corne right here to 
Rasulullaah ~'s door just to retUrn without seeing him after you had made me 
the promise you well acknowledge?!' 'Then hurry,' they said, 'because we have 
already done all the questioning for you. There is nothing that we have not asked 
Rasulullaah ~ about' I then went in and said, '0 Rasulullaah ~! pray to 
Allaah to grant me a deep understanding of the Deen and to teach me.' What was 
it you said?' Rasulullaah ~ asked. When I repeated my request, Rasulullaah 
fi remarked, 'You have asked me for something that none of your companions 
have asked. Go! You are now their Arneer and the Arneer of all of your tribe's 
people who corne to you.''' The Hadith stilI continues further. (1) In another 
narration, Hadhrat uthmaan bin Abul Aas !:ID~ states that when he entered, 
Rasulullaah fi had a copy of the Qur'aan with him. This Rasulullaah ~ 
gave to him when he asked to have it. (2) 

Learning, Teaching and Rehearsing the 

Knowledge of Deenand Questi()ns that 


are Appropriate and those that are 

Inappropriate 


The Sahabah ~~~ Rehearse in Rasulullaah ~~'s 


Gathering and Ask him Qpestions 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ says, 'When we used to sit with Rasulullaah ~ as he 
narrated Ahadeeth to us, we would sometimes number as many as sixty: Then 
when Rasulullaah fi needed to leave for some need, we would rehearse 
amongst ourselves, repeating (what Rasulullaah ~ said) one after the other 
so that it was firmly rooted in to hearts by the time we left." (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari .~ says, "After Rasulullaah ~ performed the 
Fajr salaah, we would turn towards him. Some of us would then ask him about 
the Qur'aan, others about inheritance and others about dreams." (4) 

The Words of Hadhrat Fudhaala binUbayd ~~ 
to his Companions in this Regard 

When his companions used to corne to him, Hadhrat Fudhaala bin ubayd !:ID~ 
would say to them, "Learn and teach each other, convey glad tidings and 
increase (your knowledge). May Allaah increase you in all good, love you and 
love all those who love you. Rehearse the lessons (you have learnt) because the 
reward for the last one is as great as that ofthe first. You should also add 

(1) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.371) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Tabraani. 
(3) Abu Ya'la. Haythami (VoU Pg.161) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Tabraani in his Kabeer. Haythami (Vol.1 Pg.lS9) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Istighfaar to your discussions. 1I (1) 

Statements of Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed ~~, Hadhrat 
Ali ~U5~, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood~U5~ 

and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~U5~ 
Concerning Rehearsing what was Learnt 

Hadhrat Abu Nadhra says that when they once requested Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed 
Khudri ~ to write down Ahadeeth for them,he said, "I shall never write it 
for you and never make it like the Qur'aan. You should learn the Ahadeeth from 
us as we had learnt from Rasulullaah ~ (by memory and not in writing)." 
Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~.~ also used to say, "Rehearse the Ahadeeth 
amongst yourselves because this reinforces the memory." (2) 

Another narration quotes Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~:u;;~ as saying, "Rehearse 
the Ahadeeth amongst yourselves because this rejuvenates the memory." (3) 
Hadhrat Ali ~):f..~ said, "Rehearse the Ahadeeth amongst yourselves because if 
you do not do thiS, you will forget them." (4) Another narration states that 
Hadhrat Ali ~~ also added, "Keep visiting each other." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, "Rehearse the Ahadeeth amongst 
yourselves because this keeps it alive." (6) Another narration quotes Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ as saying, "Rehearsing (Deeni knowledge and the 
Ahadeeth) reaps the reward of (Nafi) salaah." (7) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ said, "I prefer rehearsing the knowledge 
of Deen for a part of the night to engaging in Ibaadah throughout the night."(8) 

Hadhrat Umar ~U5~ asks Hadhrat Ali ~~~ 


Three Question and is Overjoyed with the Replies 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~~ once 
addressed Hadhrat Ali ~~ saying, "0 Abul Hasan! There were times when you 
were present with RBsulullaah ~ when we were not and there were times 
when we were present with Rasulullaah ~ when you were not. I have three 
questions to pose to you. Do you know anything about them?" 'What are they?" 
Hadhrat Ali ~ asked. Hadhrat Umar ~ said, "(IS it possible that) A man 
likes another when he has seen no good in him or dislikes a man when he has 
seen no bad in him?" "That is certainly possible," Hadhrat Ali ~ replied, 
"Rasulullaah ~ once said, 'All souls had been gathered together in 
metaphysical realm where they met and associated. Those that got to know each 

(I) Tabraani in his Kabeer, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoU Pg.161). 
(2) Tabraani in his Awsat, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL I Pg.161). 
(3) Haakim (Vol.! Pg.94) and Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol.! Pg.l \I). 
(4) Haakim (VoU Pg.95). 
(5) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted by Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol.! Pg.lOl). 
(6) Haakim (Vol.! Pg.95). 
(7) Ibn Abdul Birr in his fsti'aab (Vol.! Pg.22). 
(8) Ibn Abdul Birr in his fsti'aab (Vol. I Pg.24). 
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other there, bond in this world and those who were detached there remain 
detached here.'" 
"That was one question (to which we have a reply)," Hadhrat Umar ~ said, 
"(the second question is that) when speaking about something, a man sometimes 
remembers and sometimes forgets." Hadhrat Ali !@~ responded by saying, 
"Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Every heart has clouds passing over it just as clouds pass 
across the moon. While the moon is shining, a cloud passes across it, causing 

. the light to vanish, but it again shines through once the cloud has passed. 
Similarly, when a man is busy speaking, one of the clouds passes across (his 
heart), causing him to forget. Then when it passes by, he is once again able to 
remember." 
"That was two questions," Hadhrat Umar~· said, "Now.what about a man 
who sees dreams, some of which are true and others false." Hadhrat Ali ®~~ 
said, "I have a reply for that as well. I heard Rasulullaah ~ say, Whenever any 
male or female falls into a deep sleep, their soul rises up to the Arsh (Allaah's 
throne). Those that awaken after reaching the Arsh have true dreams and those 
that awaken before reaching the Arsh have false dreams." Hadhrat Umar ®~ 
remarked, "These were three answers that I had been in search of. I thank Allaah 
that I have found them before my death." (I) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Questions Hadhrat 

Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~~ about the 


Differences Amongst the Ummah 

Hadhrat Ibraaheem Taymi narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~ was alone one day 
when he started thinking to himself. He then sent for Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Abbaas ~ and asked him, "How will this Ummah have differences between 
them when their Book is one, their Nabi ~ is one and their Qibla is one?" "0 
Ameerul Mu'mineen!" Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas @~ said, "When the 
Qur'aan was revealed to us, we recited it knowing exactly for what reason every 
verse was revealed. However, after us there shall come many nations who will 
recite the Qur'aan without knowing why the various verses were revealed. Every 
nation will therefore have its own opinion about every verse. When this 
happens, they will naturally have differences between them and when 
differences crop up, they will start to fight each other." (In his grief. over this) 
Hadhrat Umar ~ rebuked Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~, who then 
left. Hadhrat Umar~· however realised the truth of what Hadhrat Abdullaah 
bin Abbaas ~ said and again called for him. When Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Abbaas ~ arrived, Hadhrat Umar ®~ said to him, "Do repeat what you 
have said." (2) 

(I) Tabraani in his AwsaL Haythami (VoU Pg.l62) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Sa'eed bin Mansoor, Bayhaqi and Khateeb, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.l Pg.2281. 
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Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Questions the Sahabah 

~~~about a Particular verse and is Impressed 


by the Reply that Hadhrat Abdullaah 

bin Abbaas ~~ gave 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®.~ narrates, "Hadhrat Umar ~ once said, 
'I recited a verse last night that kept me awake.' (The verse is): 

~ jj ~~~I~ .: ... ~~ya1~~ .:; ~ jj oJ$:J bI..:J~ ~;i)
"" - # v... "" II -,. v .... 

, ;,11', '" ~ "" , , ,;, ;;t.,. "" ""; '-'" ~ "".1 ", ,J ,"'"".J"" , . .1; ",;"" ~ .... ' ",,J, 

~?l,; JU ~Jl.$} \.i.1\..:pl,; ~~ "'4,) JJJ~I ~l,.plj 9J..o.!.ll ys' IX 
- £~;'-""" .J',.# tl! .J"j"".J~ .J/IIi;.J" ~.'j,

(""\"\~I :o.."Ai OJ.,....) '\¥ I;)J~~~•.pl ~ 4.lI1 ~~¥ 

Would any of you like to own a garden (an orchard) containing all types 
of fruit for himself, with palm trees, vines and rivers flowing beneath? 
(Later, howe.ver) He then suffers old age while he (still) has weak 
(young) children (Who cannot assist him) and a severe wind carrying 

. fire strikes (his orchard), burning it down (leaving him in desperate 
want when he most needs wealth to care for his children). In this 
manner does Allaah make His Aayaat clear for you so that you may 
ponder. {Surah Baqarah; verse 266} 

'What does it refer to?' Hadhrat Umar ~ wanted to know. When some 
people responded by saying, 'Allaah knows best', Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, 'I 
know well that Allaah knows best, but I have asked because if any of you know 
anything about it or have heard anything about it, he should inform me about 
what he has heard.' Everyone was silent. Hadhrat Umar ®~ then noticed me 
whispering something and said, 'Dear son of mybrotherr Say your piece and do 
not undermine yourself.' 'It is actions that are being referred to,' I said. 'What 
makes you say that actions are being referred to?' I said, 'It was something that 
came to my heart which I stated.' Hadhrat Umar ~ then left me and started 
explaining it himself. He said, 'You are right, dear son of my brother. It is actions 
that are being referred to. A man is most in need of his orchard when he is old 
and when he has many dependents. He is also most in need of his actions on the 
Day of Qiyaamah. You are definitely right, dear son of my brother.m(ll 

Hadhrat Umar ~)1~ Questio1l:s Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Abbaas .~~~ about Some Difficulty 

he was Experiencing with Surah Nasr 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ says, "Because Hadhrat Umar ®~ used 
to allow me in with the veterans of Badr, Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ~~ 
objected saying, 'Why do you allow this youngster in with us when we have 
children his age?' Hadhrat Umar ®~ replied, 'He is of a calibre that you will 

(I) 	Abd bin Humayd and ibn Mundhir, as quoted In Kanzul Ummaal (VoU Pg.234) reporting from 
reliable sources as confirmed by Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.S42) 
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soon come to know.' Hadhrat Umar ~~ therefore summoned them one day 
and called for me as well. I believe that he called them that day only to show me 
off to them. He said, 'What comments do you have about the (following) words of 
Allaah: 

."" ~ ~ ~(I JJI ' ,. :.:t~.''' " WI : 'IN ~ ~~Ai( JJr' '-: l;.1~1).
~ ¥ .:,s" ~: ~ ~.,.-~ ~ \:..o:!~J ¥ c--J" ~ s:. • :;,,:f 

(~ ~'''',; ""~ j,JI, ''''', '" "'1M, ,'" 
~ oJ-""") 0 ~I.Y ~lS'.wl 4~IJ ~jM 

(0 Rasulu//aah f1JfI/ii!) when Allaah's help (to the MusJjms) and victory 
come and you see people entering the Deen of Allaah in droves then 
glorify the praises of your Rabb (jn gra[j{ude for thjs great favour) and 
seek forgiveness from Him. Without doubt, He is the Greatest Acceptor 
of repentance. {Surah Nasr} 

Some said, "Allaah is commanding us to praise him and' seek His forgiveness 
when His help arrives and when he grants us victory: others conceded that they 
were unable to comment and others remained silent. Hadhrat Umar ~~ then 
said to me, '0 son of Abbaas! Do you share that view?' When I declared that I did 
not, he asked, 'Then what have you to say?' I replied, 'The Surah speaks of the 
demise of Rasulullaah ~ that Allaah is informing him about. Allaah is saying 
to Rasulullaah ~: 'When Allaah's help and victory, namely the Conquest of 
Makkah, come and you see people (entering the Deen of Allaah in droves), then 
this is an indication that your demise is imminent. At this stage, you should 
glorify the praises of your Rabb and seek forgiveness from Him. Without doubt, 
He is the Greatest Acceptor of repentance.' Hadhrat Umar ~ then remarked, 
'That is exactly what I understood.",(l) 
Another narration quotes that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ said, 
"Because Hadhrat Umar ~ used to consult with me together with the senior 
Sahabah ~ of Rasulullaah ~, Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ~ 
objected saying, 'Why do you consult him with us ... " The rest of the narration is 
like the one above. (2) 

HadhratUmar ~~~ and HadhratAbdullaah bin 

Abbaas ~~~ Discuss a"Verse and an Incident with 


Hadhrat Ali ~~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~!1~ reports that he once asked Hadhrat Umar 
~ about the verse: 

_ £[,JI, ... "" ... ",,,,,.J, ~'''''''' ,"",;"',.1", ,,' tI'{;t:-)
(\'\<.::.0,/1 :~..LiLo 0J-""") '\ ~j-J~..4J ~F~I r.:r 1j.U...:.1 ":i Iy..-I\ o!~1 ~~ 

o you who have Imaan! Do not ask questions concerning those things 
that you will dislike when they are made known to you (because they 
are too djf!jcult to earlY out). {Surah Maa'idah, verse IOI} 

(I) 	Sa'eed bin Mansoor, Ibn Sa'd, Abu Ya'la, Ibn ]areer, Ibn Mundhir, Tabraani, Ibn Mardway, Abu 
Nu'aym and Bayhaqi both in their Dalaa'U, as quoted in Kanzuf Ummaaf (VoU Pg.276l. Abu 
Nu'aym has also reported the narration in his Hi/ya (Vol. I Pg.317) 

(2) Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.539l. reporting from reliable sources ascontirmed by Dhahabi. 
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Hadhrat Umar ~ explained, "When some people from amongst the 
Muhaajireen had certain doubts about their lineage, they said, 'We wish that 
i\llaah would reveal verses of the Qur'aan concerning our lineage.' It was then 
that Allaah revealed the verse you have just recited." 
Hadhrat Umar ~ then asked Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~u.~ about 
Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib ~ saying, "I know that if that companion of yours 
assumes the post of Khilaafah, he will be abstinent. However, I fear that he 
should not be carried away by conceit." "What are you saying, 0 Ameerul 
Mu'mineen?" Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ exclaimed, "You are well 
aware of (the virtues of) our companion. By Allaah! He has never changed or 
spoiled (after the demise of Rasulullaah ~) and has never offended 
Rasulullaah ~ as long as he stayed with Rasulullaah ~." Hadhrat Umar 
~ asked, "And what about Abu Jahal's daughter that he wanted to marry 
while Faatima ~ was still his wife (did this not upset Rasulullaah ~)?" 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~.~ replied by arguing, "Concerning the 
decisive error Hadhrat Aadam ~ made, Allaah says: 

("o~T:.u, 0,>,,-) (0 ~~ 13 ~.;JJ:s.. -;j)
". ". 

...but he forgot and We did not find him to be determinep (to djsobey 
Our command). {Surah TaaHaa, verse II5} 

Similarly, our companion was not determined to offend Rasulullaah ~. The 
idea was merely a thought that no person is capable of driving out of the mind. 
In addition to this, people with a deep understanding and profound knowledge of 
Allaah's been are also prone to err sometimes. However, they retract and repent 
as soon as they are alerted." Hadhrat Umar ~.~ then said, "A person will be 
sorely mistaken if he thinks that he will ever be able to dive and reach the depths 
(of knowledge and wisdom) with people like you." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~)1~ Asks Hadhrat 

Aa'isha ~\1~ About a Hadith that Hadhrat Abu 


Hurayrah ~~ Reported about 

Attending Funerals 


Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~ reports that he was once sitting with 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~,~ when Hadhrat Khabbaab came there saying, 
"0 Abdullaah bin Umar ®U;_! Have you heard what Abu Hurayrah ~ is 
saying? He claims to have heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'When a person 
accompanies a funeral bier from the house, performs the Janaazah salaah and 
then follows it until it has been buried, he will receive the reward of two Qiraats, 
each Qiraat being equal to Mount Uhud in magnitude. As for the person who 
returns after performing the Janaazah salaah, he shall have a reward equal in 
magnitude to Mount uhud'." 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar~~ sent Hadhrat Khabbaab to Hadhrat Aa'isha 

(I) zubayr bin Bakkaar in his Muwaffaqiyaat, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vots Pg.229). 
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~ with instructions to verify the words of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ 
and to then report what she said back to him. In the meantime, Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Umar ~.\1~ took a handful of pebbles from the ground and kept 
turning them over in his hand until Hadhrat Khabbaab returned. When Hadhrat 
Aa'isha ~ confirmed what Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ said, Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ threw the pebbles down saying, "We have lost a great 
number of Qiraats." (1) 

Another narration adds that Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®~~ said, "We (the poor 
men of Suffa) had neither plantations nor trade in the marketplaces to distract us 
from being with Rasulullaah ~. All I did was to seek a word from Rasulullaah 
~ to teach me or a morsel to feed me (I therefore heard a lot that others did 
not hear)." To this, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ remarked, "0 Abu 
Hurayrah ®\1~! You stayed more with Rasulullaah ~ than we did and 
therefore know more Ahadeeth than us." (2) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~~~ Concerning how Few Questions the Sahabah 

~~~ Posed to Rasulullaah ~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ said, "I have never seen people better than 
the Sahabah ~~ of Rasululla.ah ~. Until he passed away, they did not ask 
him more than thirteen questions, all of which appear In the Qur'aan (Some of 
these are): "They (the Sahabah~) ask you (0 Rasulullaah~) about the 
sacred months", "They ask you about wine and gambling", "They ask you about 
orphans", ''They ask you about menstruation", "They ask you about the spoils 
of war", ''They ask you about what they should spend". The Sahabah ~ 
questioned Rasulullaah ~ only about matters that were of benefit to them." 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~~ stated further, "The first beings to perform 
Tawaaf of the Kabah were the angels. Between the Hajar (Aswad) and the Rukn 
Yamaani are the graves of several Ambiyaa. When any of these Ambiyaa was 
harassed by his people, he left them to worship Allaah here until he passed 
away." (3) 

The Women of the Ansaarask Rasulullaah ~ 
Questions about Deen and Hadhrat Ummu Sulaym 

~~ asks about Wet Dreams 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ said, "The women of the Ansaar were the best of women. 
Modesty did not prevent them from asking questions about Deen and attaining a 
deep understanding of Deen." (4) 
Hadhrat Ummu Sulaym ~ narrates that she was sitting next to Rasulullaah 
(I) Muslim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.S Pg.302). 
(2) Haakim (VoU Pg.51 0). Ibn .5a'd (Vol.4 Pg.332) has reported a similar narration. 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.! Pg.158) has commented on the chain of narrators. Bazzaar has reported 

a similar narration, as quoted in AI Itqaan. 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol.l Pg.88). 
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~'s wife Hadhrat Ummu Salamah ~~ when she asked, "0 Rasulullaah 
~! Should a woman have a bath if she dreams that her husband is having 
intercourse with her?" "Shame on you, Q Ummu Sulaym!" Hadhrat Ummu 
Salamah ~~ cried out, 'You have disgraced all women in front of Rasulullaah 
~!" Hadhrat Ummu Sulaym ~~ responded by saying, "Allaah does not shy 
away from the truth and rather than remaining in darkness about the matters we 
find difficulty with, we must ask RasuluIlaah ~." Rasulullaah ~ replied to 
the question by saying, "Bless you, 0 Ummu Sulaym! The woman should take a 
bath if she finds any semen." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" Hadhrat Ummu sal amah 
~ exclaimed, "Do women also have semen?" "Then how else do her children 
resemble her?" Rasulullaah ~ asked, ''Women are but offshoots of men." (\) 

The Consequences of Asking too many Questions 
and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~IS 

Condemnation of the Same 
Hadhrat Sa'd ~, "People used to question each other. about certain matters 
that Rasulullaah ~ mentioned and would then question Rasulullaah ~ so 
much about it that although it had been Halaal, it would eventually be declared 
Haraam." (2) 

Hadhrat Jaabir ~,~ says, "The verses of Li'aan were revealed only because of 
the many questions that were asked." (3) 

When people were posing too many questions to Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~, he said to Hadhrat Haarith bin Qais, "0 Haar bin Qais! What do you think 
they ask so many questions for?" Hadhrat Haarith replied, "They want to know 
the answers only to forget them afterwards (they have no intention of putting 
their knowledge into practice)." To this, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ 
remarked, "I swear by the Being besides Whom there is none worthy of worship 
that You are right!" (4) 

The Sahabah ~~ Condemn Asking about Things 
that have not Occurred 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ once said, "0 people! Never ask about things 
that have not happened because Hadhrat Umar ~ use to curse people who 
asked about things that have not happened." (5) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, "It is not permissible to ask about things that have 
not happened because Allaah has already decreed everything that is still to 
happen." (6) 

Hadhrat Khaarijah bin Zaid bin Thaabit narrates that his father (Hadhrat Zaid bin 
(I) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (VaLl Pg.88). 
(2) Bazzaar. Haythami (Vol. I Pg.IS8) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoU Pg.I58). 
(4) Tabraani in his Kabeer, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoU Pg.IS8); 
(S) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vo1.2 Pg.143). 
(6) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol.2 Pg.142). 
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Thaabit ~) would never voice his opinion concerning anything he was 
asked about, until he ascertained whether the matter problem had already 
occurred. Ifit did not yet occur he would not say anything and he would 
comment only if it had occurred. Therefore, whenever he was once asked 
something, he queried, "Has it already happened?" "0 Abu Sa'eed," the reply 
would come, "it has not yet happened, but we are preparing for it." "Then leave 
it," he would reply. It was then cmly when the incident actually occurred that he 
would duly inform the people (about what to do). (I) 

Hadhrat Masrooq relates, "When I once questioned Hadhrat ubay bin Ka'b 
®~ about something, he asked, 'Has this actually occurred?' When I informed 
him that it did not, he remarked, 'Then let us rest until it does.'" Another 
narration(2) adds that he said, "Then let us rest until it does happen. Then when 
it does happen, we shall be able to apply ourselves and to get a solution for 
you." (3) 
Hadhrat Aamir narrates that when Hadhrat Ammaar ~ was once questioned 
about something, he asked, "Has this actuaIly occurred?" When informed that it 
did not, he remarked, "Then leave us until it does. Then when it happens, we 
shall be able to apply ourselves and to get a solution for you." (4) 

Learning and Teaching the Qur'aan and 

Reciting it to People 


Rasulullaah ~ Encourages a Person who Earned 

a Profit to Learn the Qur'aan 


Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ®~~ narrates that a man once came to Rasulullaah 
~ and explained how much profit he had earned by buying (and selling) the 
shares of a particular tribe. "Should I not inform you about something even more 
profitable?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. "Can there be anything more profitable?" the 
man asked. Rasulullaah ~ replied, "For a man to learn ten verses of the 
Qur'aan." The man then went to learn ten verses, which he reported to 
Rasulullaah ~.(S) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b 
~ the Virtue of Surah Faatiha 


Hadhrat ubay bin Ka'b ®~ narrates, "Rasulullaah ~ once said to me, 

'Should I not inform you of a Surah, the like of which has 'not been revealed in 

the Torah, the Zaboor, the lnjeel or the Qur'aan?' 'Certainly,' I replied. Rasulullaah 

~ said, 'I expect that you will know it before you leave through that door.' 

Rasulullaah ~ then stood up and I stood up with him, as he continued 


(I) Ibn Abdul Birr in his JaaIlli (VoL2 Pg.142). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VoL3 Pg.500). 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vo1.2 Pg.142). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (VoL3 Pg.256), 
(5) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL7 Pg.165). 
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speaking to me with my hand in his. I then started to slow down fearing that 
Rasulullaah ~ would leave before informing me about the Surah. As we drew 
close to the door, I said, '0 Rasulullaah ~1 The Surah that you promised me?' 
Rasulullaah ~ asked, What do you recite when you stand up in salaah?' I then 
recited Surah Faatiha. Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ said, 'That's iU That's it! Those 
are the seven often repeated verses that I have been granted and about which 
Allaah speaks when He says: 

(t,v~T:rP' 0),..) (0; ~~il ~1)jIj~tW' ~ I:~ ~,,:lli~1' :illj) 
v~rily We have granted you (0 Muhammad~) seven verses that are 
often repeated (especially in salaah), and the Glorious Qur'aan. {Surah 
Hijr, verse 87}(l) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches the Men of Suffa 
Hadhrat Anas ~~ says, "Abu Talha ~~ once arrived (at the Masjid) to find 
Rasulullaah ~ teaching the men of Suffa with a portion of a rock tied to his 
belly in order to keep his back straight because of extreme hunger." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~ Overhears Hadhrat Abu Moosa 
Ash'ari ~u.1~ Reciting the Qur'aan to some People 
Hadhrat Anas ~~ narrates that Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~,~ was once 
sitting at home and when some people gathered there, he started reciting the 
Qur'aan to them. A man then went to Rasulullaah ~ saying, "0 Rasulullaah 
~! Should I not tell something remarkable of Abu Moosa ~? He was 
sitting at home when some people gathered there and he started reciting the 
Qur'aan to them." "Can you find me a place to sit from where none of them will 
be able to see me?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. "Certainly," the man said. 
Rasulullaah ~ then went with the man, who seated him in a place from Where 
none of the people could see him. After listening to Hadhrat Abu MoosaAsh'ari 
~ reciting the Qur'aan, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "He recites in one of the 
tunes of the family of Dawood ~~.,,(J) 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~ Teaches the 

Qur'aan in the Jaami Masjid of Basrah 


Hadhrat Anas ~~ relates, "Hadhrat (Abu Moosa) Ash'ari ~)1~ once sent me 
to Hadhrat Umar ~)1~. Hadhrat Umar ~ asked,'How was Ash'ari when 
you left?' I replied, 'He was busy teaching Qur'aan to the people when I left.' 
Hadhrat Umar ~ remarked, 'Take note that he is an extremely intelligent 
man. You should however never let this reach his ears. How were the Bedouins 
when you left?' 'The Ash'ari people?' I asked. 'No, the people of Basrah,' he 
replied. 'They will be extremely offended to hear that (you are referring to them 
(I) Bayhaql. as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (VoU Pg.220). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.1 Pg.342). 
(3) 	Abu Ya'la, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.360). Ibn Asaakir 

has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. 7 Pg.94). 
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as Bedouins),' I remarked. Hadhrat Umar ~ said, 'Then you need not inform 
them. They will all remain Bedouins except for the man amongst them whom 
Allaah blesses with the inspiration to wage Jihaad in the path of Allaah." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Rajaa utaaridi says, "Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~ used to 
come around to us in this Masjid of Basrah and sit in each gathering. I can still 
picture him wearing two white sheets as he taught the Qur'aan. It was from him 
that I learnt the Surah :#~~'.!l:;J""':"4l}I(SUrah Alaq). It was the first Surah 
revealed to Allaah's Rasool Muham~~d'~."(2) 

Hadhrat Ali ®~~ Memorises the Qur'aan after 
the Demise of Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Ali ~~ says, 'When Rasulullaah ~ left this world, I vowed never to 
remove my shawl from my back (would not rest) until I had memorised what was 
contained between the two covers (of the Qur'aan). I therefore did not remove 
the shawl until I had memorised the entire Qur'aan." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®~~ Learns Surah 
Baqarah in Four Years 

Hadhrat Maymoon ~ reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~)1.~ 
learnt Surah Baqara in four years. (4) 

Hadhrat Salmaan ®~~ Recites Surah Yusuf to 
the People in the Masjid of Madaa'in 

A man from the Ashja tribe narrates that when the people of Madaa'in heard that 
. Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ was in the Masjid, they continued arriving there until 
almost a thousand people had gathered. Hadhrat Salmaan ~ stood up and 
bade the people to sit down. When they were all seated, he started reciting Surah 
Yusuf. The people then started dispersing and leaving until there were only about 
a hundred people . left. Hadhrat Salmaan ~ became very angry and said, 
''You want an enchanting lecture, but when I recite the Book of Allaah to you, 
you start to leave!?" (5) . 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ Teaches 

Qur'aan to the People and Encourages 


them to Learn 

Whenever Hadhrat AbduIlaah bin Mas'ood !::ID~ taught a verse of the Qur'aan 
to someone, he would say, ''This (verse) is better than everything upon which the 
sun rises and everything upon the surface of the earth. He would then say this for 

(I) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.162). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg.256). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his HiIya (VoU Pg.67). 
(4) Ibn sa'd (Vo1.4 Pg.121). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoL I Pg.203). 
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every verse of the Qur'aan. Another narration states that when people arrived at 
his house every morning, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ would bade 
them to sit down and then passing by each person learning the Qur'aan, he 
would ask them which verse they had reached. When they informed him, he 
would then teach them the next verse and say, "Learn it because it is better for 
you than everything between the heavens and the earth. In fact, for a person to 
even look at a verse of the Qur'aan written somewhere outside the Qur'aan is 
better than everything between the heavens and the earth. " He would then 
proceed to the next person and tell him the same thing, until he had said it to 
each one of them. (I) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ used to say to the people, "Ensure that 
you stick to this Qur'aan because it is Allaah's tablecloth (laden with food). 
Whoever is capable of taking anything from Allaah's tablecloth should do so. 
Knowledge is acquired only through studies." (2) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said, ''Verily 
this Qur'aan is Allaah's table~loth (laden with food). Whoever is capable of 
learning anything from it should do so because the house most deprived of any 
good is the one that has nothing of the Allaah's Book within it. Indeed, the house 
with nothing of Allaah's Book in it is like a deserted house with none to occupy it 
and shaytaan leaves the house in which he hears Surah Baqarah." (3) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~ Instructs a Man to Leave his 
Door to Study the Qur'aan 

Hadhrat Hasan narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~ once said to a man who very 
often came to his door, "Go and study the Book of Allaah." The man left and 
Hadhrat Umar ~.~ actually started to miss him. When Hadhratumar ~~ 
met him again, Hadhrat Umar ~ almost rebuked him. the man said, "I have 
found in the Book of Allaah such things that have made me independent of being 
at umar~~'s door." (4) 

What Amount of the Qur'aanShould every 

Muslim Learn 


Hadhrat Umar ~ said, "It is necessary for every Muslim man to learn six 

Surahs, two Surahs for the Fajr salaah, two Surahs for the Maghrib salaah and 

two Surahs for the Isha salaah." (5) 


Hadhrat Miswar bin Makhrama ~~ says that he heard Hadhrat Umar ~ 


say, "Learn Surah Baqarah, Surah Nisaa, Surah Maa'idah, Surah Hajj and Surah 

Nom because they contain the Faraa'idh." (6) 


(I) Tabraani. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.7 Pg.167). 
(2) Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. I Pg.129). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.! Pg.130). 
(4) Ibn Abi Shaybah. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaai(Vol.1 Pg.2I7). 
(5) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in KanzuJ ummaaJ (Vol. I Pg.217). 
(6) Haaldm and Bayhaqi. 
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Hadhrat Haaritha bin Mudarrib/narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~ wrote to 
them with instructions to learn Surah Nisaa, Surah Ahzaab and Surah Noor. (I) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ®~ said, "Learn Surah Baraa'ah, 
teach Surah Noor to your women and give them silver jewellery to wear." (2) 

What a Person Ought 1;0 do when it is Difficult for 
him to Learn the Qpr'aan 

Hadhrat Abu Rayhaana ®~ reports that he once complained to Rasulullaah 
~ that it was difficult for him to learn the Qur'aan and that what he learnt 
escaped his memory. Rasulullaah ~ advised him saying, "Do not take on 
more than you can manage and perform Sajdah (Nafl salaah) in abundance." 
Hadhrat Umayrah reports, "Hadhrat Abu Rayhaana came to Asqalaan where he 
used to perform Sajdah in abundance." (3) 

Specialising in the Qpr'aan 
Hadhrat Qaradha bin Ka'b ®~ reports that when they were leaving for Iraq, 
Hadhrat Umar ®~ accompanied them to a place called Siraar. There Hadhrat 
Umar ®~~ performed wudhu and said, "Do you know why I have walked with 
you?" "Yes," they replied, "you have walked with us because we are the Sahabah 
~~ of Rasulullaah ~." Hadhrat Umar ®~~ said, "(I have come to tell 
you that) You are headed for a region where the people are humming with the 
recitation of the Qur'aan just as bees are constantly humming. Do not preoccupy 
them by narrating Ahadeeth before them. They should occupy themselves with 
the Qur'aan alone and narrate few Ahadeeth of Rasulullaah ~. Proceed and I 
shall be with you." 
When Hadhrat Qaradha ®~~ arrived at there (in Iraq) and the people asked 
him to narrate Ahadeeth to them, he said, "Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ®~~ 
has prohibited us." (4) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, "Do not preoccupy them 
with Ahadeeth for it will prevent them from mastering the Qur'aan." Yet another 
narration states that Hadhrat Umar ®~ asked the Sahabah ~, "Do you 
know why I have walked with you?" They replied, "You have walked with us 
because you wish to see us off and to honour us." Hadhrat Umai" ~ said, "In 
addition to that, I have come for another purpose as well. (I have come to tell 
you that) You are headed for a region where ... " The rest of the narration is like 
the one above. (5) 

(I) Abu ubayd. 
(2) Sa'eed bin Mansoor, Abu Shaikh and Bayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL I Pg.224). 
(3) Abdul Ghaafir bin Salaamah Himsi in his Taareekh, as quoted in lsaabah (VoL2 Pg.156). 
(4) Haakim (VoU Pg.102), reporting from reliable sources as confirm:d by Dhahabi. _ 
(5) 	Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (VoL2 Pg.120). Ibn Sa'd (VoL6 Pg.7) has reported a similar narration 

with the words "it will prevent them from specialising in the Qur'aan" in place of the words "it will 
prevent them from mastering the Qur'aan". 
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Reproaching Those who Question the 

Mutashaabih(l) Verses of the Qur'aan 


Hadhrat Umar ~~ Reproaches Sabeegh for 

Questioning the Mutashaabih Verses of the Q].Ir'aan 


A freed slave of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ narrates that an Iraqi called 
Sabeegh in the Muslim army was questioning certain (Mutashaabih) verses of the 
Qur'aan and continued doing so until he reached Egypt. From there, Hadhrat Arnr 
bin AI Aas ~l11~ sent him to Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~~. A messenger 
brought the letter to Hadhrat Umar ~~ and after he had read it, he asked, 
'Where is the man?" "He is still on the carriage," replied the messenger. Hadhrat 
Umar ~.\1~ instructed, "Go see if he is still there because I will punish you very 
severely if he has escaped." 
When Sabeegh came, Hadhrat Umar Sll\1~ said to him, "What are your 
questions?" When he stated his case, Hadhrat Umar ~ asked Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Umar ~ for a branch of a date palm. He then beat the man 
until his back was scarred. Hadhrat Umar ~~ then left him until his wounds 
healed. Thereafter, he repeated the treatment and again left him to recover. When 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ called him back for more of the same, Sabeegh pleaded 
with him saying, "0 Ameerul Mu'mineenr If you wish to kill me, do so in a nice 
manner and if you intend to cure me, then I swear by AIlaah that [ have already 
been cured." 
Hadhrat Umar ~,\1~ then permitted him to return to his land but sent a letter 
with him to Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ashlari ~u.~ stating that none of the 
Muslims should associate with him. When this became unbearable for him, 
Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ashiari ~ wrote back to Hadhrat Umar ~ stating 
that Sabeegh had truly reformed. It was only then that Hadhrat Umar ~~ 
permitted the people to associate with him. (2) . 

Another narration from Hadhrat Sulaymaan bin Yasaar states that a. man from 
the Banu Tameem called Sabeegh bin lsI once arrived in Madinah. He had many 
books and always questioned the Mutashaabih verses of the Qur'aan. When 
Hadhrat Umar ~u.~ heard about this, he sent for Sabeegh while keeping some 
branches of the date palm ready for mm. When he arrived, Hadhrat Umar ~~ 
asked him who he was. "I am the servant of AIlaah, Sabeegh," came the reply. 
"And I am the servant of AIlaah, Umar1" Hadhrat Umar Sll\1~ retorted. Hadhrat 
Umar ~~ then motioned him (to come forward) and started beating him with 

(I) 	Mutashaabih (plural-Mutashaabihaat): These are those verses of the Qur'aan that are not as clear 
as the "Muhkamaat" in their interpretation. Their meanings are best known to A1laah. A1laah says 
about these verses, "None knows their interpretation except AlIaah" [Surah 3, verse 7]. It is 
necessary to interpret these verses only in a manner that does not contradict what the Muhkam 
verses mention. When a suitable interpretation cannot be found, one should not delve too deeply 
into their meanings because the injunctions of Isiaam are clearly mentioned in the Muhkamaat 
verses and failure to perfectly interpret the Mutashaabih verses will not affect a person's life. 

(2) Oaarmi, Ibn Abdil Hakam and Ibn Asaakir. 
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the branches until his head was ipjured and blood started to drip down his face. 

Sabeegh then cried out, "Enough, 0 Ameerul Mu'mineen! By Allaah! That which 

was in my head has now disappeared." (I) 


Another narration adds that Hadhrat Abu Uthmaan said, "Hadhrat Umar ~,~~ 


then wrote to instruct us not to associate with Sabeegh. Therefore, if he ever 

arrived, we would all disperse, even if we were a hundred people." (2) 


Yet another narration states that whereas Sabeegh was then despised amongst 

his people after he had once been their leader. (3) 


The Incident Between Hadhrat Umar ~~ and 

Some People who Arrived from Egypt 


Hadhrat Hasan narrates that when some people met Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
~~ in Egypt, they said, 'We have corne across some matters in the Qur'aan 
that we have been instructed to carry out when they cannot be carried out. We 
wish to meet the Ameerul Mu'mineen to ask him about this." Therefore, when 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ arrived in Madinah, these people arrived 
with him. Hadhrat Abduliaah bin Umar ~~ then went to Hadhrat Umar 
~ saying, "0 Arneerul Mu'mineen! Some people met me in Egypt and said, 
We have corne across some matters in the Qur'aan that we have been instructed 
to carry out when they cannot b~ carried out.' They ther~fore wished to meet you 
in this regard." 
Hadhrat Umar ~ asked for them to be brought before him and when they 
were, he called the one closest to him. Hadhrat Umar ~~ asked him, "1 ask 
you to tell me in the name of Allaah and by the right Islaam has upon you 
whether you have read the entire Qur'aan." When the man replied that he did, 
Hadhrat Umar ~~~ further asked, "Have you then gathered it all in your 
heart?" When he replied in the negative, Hadhrat Umar ~):l..,~ continued, "Have 
you then gathered it al1 in your sight?" When he again admitted that he did not, 
Hadhrat Umar ~~~ asked, "Have you then memorised it all? Have you put it all 
into practice?" Hadhrat Umar ~~ then questioned each one of them in a like 
manner and after he had finished with the last of them, he said, "Umar's mother 
should have rather lost him! Do you expect me to make every person steadfast on 
the Book of Allaah?! Your Rabb knows well that we Slip up." He then recited the verse: 

~, ; ~ "" ,~ ,'" '.'"'. ' " JtW '" ,", "" ,w"" .J,., " '" ,"; '" ~ '" ,.I '" ," , )

l:o,.J.f ":}.>J.IA ~..uJ ~~;.s:;s. ~ ~ "*~.x~ ly.;i~ ,,~ 

(n-.;...,!T:~l....i oJ.,.....) (0 
If you avoid the major sins you are forbidden from, We shall wipe out 
your evil actions (mjnor sjns) and enter you jnto a place of honour 
(Jannah). {surah Nisaa, verse 31} 

Hadhrat Umar ~~ then asked them, "Do the people of Madinah know why 
(1) Daarmi. as quoted in KanzuJ ummaaJ(Vol.! Pg.228). 
(2) Khateeb and Ibn Asaakir. Daar Qutni has reported a similar narration. 
(3) 	Ibn Ambaari. Ismaa'eeJi has reported a similar narration. The narrations above have been quoted 

in Jsaabah 0101.2 Pg.198). 
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you have come." "No," they replied. Hadhrat Umar ~ then said, "Had they 
known, I would have taught them a lesson with you." (I) 

Dislike for Accepting Remuneration for 
Teaching the Qur'aan 

Rasulullaah ~'s Advice to Hadhrat Ubaadah 
~~~ and Hadhrat Ubay ~~~ in this Regard 

Hadhrat Ubaadah bin Saamit ~l~ says, "Because Rasulullaah ~ was very 
occupied, he would hand over to one of us any person who migrated so that we 
may teach him the Qur'aan. RasuluIlaah ~ once placed in my care a person 
who stayed in my house, ate meals with me and whom I taught the Qur'aan, 
When he returned home, he felt that he owed me something and therefore gave 
me a bow as a gift. I had never seen a bow made of better wood nor more 
flexible. I however went to Rasulullaah ~ and asked him his opinion. 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "It is a burning ember that you are hanging between your 
shoulders." (2) 

Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~ once taught a Surah to a man who gave him a 
garment or a shawl as a gift. When he informed Rasulullaah ~ about this, 
Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "If you wear it, you will be wearing a garment of 
fire." (3) Another narration states that when Hadhrat Ubay ®~~ taught the 
Qur'aan to a man, he gave him a bow as a gift. (4) 

Hadhrat Tufayl bin Amr ~ says, ''When Hadhrat Ubay ~~ taught me the 
Qur'aan, I gave him a bow as a gift. When he went to Rasulullaah ~ the next 
morning with the bow hanging around his neck, Rasulullaah ~ asked, "Who 
gave you this bow, 0 ubay?" Hadhrat Ubay ~ replied, "It was Tufayl bin AInr 

Dowsi to whom I had taught the Qur'aan:" Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "You are 
hanging it around your neck when it is a spark from ]ahannam?!" "0 Rasulullaah 
~!!! Hadhrat ubay ~~~ said, "But we even eat from their food." Rasulullaah 
~~ said, "There is no harm in eating the food that was prepared for' others and 
which you ate by being there. However, if the food is prepared specially for you 
and you eat fI um it, you will be eating from your share (of the A<t!;i~liri"' h, because 
of which you will have less there)." (5) 

Rasulullaah ~~'s Words to Hadhrat Awf bin 

Maalik ~~~ and Another Sahabi ~~~ 


in this Regard 

Hadhrat Awf bin Maalik ~ reports that there was a man with him to whom 
(I) Ibn )areer, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ (VoL I Pg.228). 
(2) Tabraani and Bayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoLl Pg.2SI). Haakim (VoU Pg.S56) has also 

reported the narration from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(S) 	Abdbin Humayd, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL I Pg.2SI). Ibn Maajah, Rooyaani and Bayhaqi 

have reported a similar narration. 
(4) Sa'eed bin Mansoor, as quoted in KanzuJ ummaaJ(Vol.l Pg.2S0). 
(5) 	Baghawi and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul ffmmaal (VoLl Pg.2SI). Tabraanl has reported a 

similar narration but Haythami (VolA Pg.95) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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he had taught the Qur'aan. When the man gave him a bow as a gift, he mentioned 
it to Rasulullaah ~. Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "0 Awf! Do you want to meet 
Allaah while carrying an ember of Jahannam on your back?" (1) 

Hadhrat Muthanna bin Waa'il says, "When I went to Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Busr 
~ one day, he passed his hand over my head and I held him by the forearm. 
Just then someone asked him about remuneration for a teacher and he replied, 'A 
man once came to Rasulullaah ~, carrying a bow over his shoulder. 

Rasulullaah ~ was very impressed by the bow and remarked, 'What an 
excellent bow! Did you buy it?' 'NO,' the man replied, 'Someone gave it to me as a 
gift because I had taught his child the Qur'aan.' To this, Rasulullaah ~ said, 
'Do you want Allaah to hang a bow of fire around your neck?' 'Not at all!' the man 
replied. 'Then return it,' Rasulullaah ~ instructed." (2) 

Hadhrat Umar~~~ Disapproves of Accepting 

Remuneration for Teaching the Qur'aan 


Hadhrat Usayr bin Arnr narrates that the news once reached Hadhrat Umar bin 
Khattaab ®~ that Hadhrat Sa'd ®~ said, "I shall include those who teach 

the Qur'aan amongst the people who receive an allowance of two thousand." To 

this Hadhrat Umar ~ remarked, "Oh dear! oh dear! Are people being paid 
for (teaching) the Book of Allaah?!" 
Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Ibraaheem narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~~ wrote to one 
of his governors saying, "Give people an allowance for teaching the Qur'aan." The 
governor wrote back saying, ''You have written to say that people should be given 
an allowance for teaching the Qur'aan, but then such people will start to teach 
the Qur'aan whose only inclination would be to be enlisted (and thereby receive a 
state allowance like the soldIers of the national army)." Hadhrat Umar ~ 

then wrote back saying, "Rather give people an allowance by merit of them being 
family and companions of Rasulullaah ~.,,(3) 

Hadhrat Mujaahid narrates that Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ®.~ addressed 
the people saying, "0 men of knowledge and men of the Qur'aan! Do not accept 
remuneration for imparting your knowledge and for teaching the Qur'aan 
because then even adulterers will beat you to Jannah." (4) 

(NOTE: Since there are also Ahadeeth permitting the acceptance of remuneration 

for teaching the Qur'aan, a person may do so if he has no other option. While it is 
best not to accept remuneration, if a person does accept remuneration, he 
should accept it as remuneration for his time and not for his teaching.) 

(1) 	Tabraani in his Kabeer, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.! Pg.232). Haythami (VolA Pg.96) has 
commented on the chain of narrators. 

(2) Tabraani in his Kabeer. Haythami (VolA Pg.96) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Abu Ubayd, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vo!.! Pg.229). 
(4) Khateeb, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ ('Jol.J Pg.229). 
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Fear of Differences Arising once the 
Qur'aan Spread amongst Different People 

The Fear that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~~~ had about this and the Incident with 

Hadhrat Umar ~,~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ narrates, "I was sitting with Hadhrat Umar 
bin Khattaab ~~ when a letter came to him from Kufa, informing him how much 
Qur'aan the people had learnt. 'Allaahu Akbar!' Hadhrat Umar ~~ exclaimed 
(out of happiness). May Allaah have mercy on him. 'They will soon start to have 
differences,' I remarked. 'What are you sayingI' Hadhrat Umar ~~ exclaimed, 
'How would you know that?' Because he got so angry, I left and went home. A 
while later, he sent for me, but I made an excuse. He however sent a message 
saying that I have no option but to come. When I got there, he said, 'There was 
something that you had said (What was it?).' 'I seek Allaah's forgiveness,' I said, 'I 
shall never repeat what I said.' It was only when Hadhrat Umar ~ forced me 
to repeat my words that I said, 'A letter came to you stating how much Qur'aan 
the people had learnt, to which I said that they will soon start to have 
differences.' 'How did you come to learn this?' he asked. I rep'ied, "1 read the 
verse: 

~~~ 'i.,Jj ,.~ II;; all J ~h wiJ, ~, ' . jj'~ ~ : ~ WI:~)y.J I • ~...r- ~-'. • ~ y ... 0" of ~J 
... '" If' ... 

j, ~G ';;;JI.!J ~J t+..! J. ~~! ifj~1 ~~ J; 111~ 0 ...,t..A.JI iT! , ;;;,.'" ;' ",'" 
- ,,~~ ~~, I. ~ ~ ~J. ~ 

(".0 ,'l'.t-.;..,!\ :i..,.il oJ""')"'0 ~L.Q.JI ~ ~ 4.UIJ 
From mankind is he whose speech pleases you in this worldly life and 
(claiming to l:x; a Muslim) he calls Allaah to be witness over that which 
is in his heart, yet he is the hardest of opponents (to all Muslims). 
When he turns away (from you) he exerts himself to cause corruption 
(trouble and mischief) on earth and (among other things) to destroy 
crops and stock (cattle and other animals). Allaah dislikes corruption. 
{Surah Baqarah, verses 204,205} 

When this happens, men of the Qur'aan will be unable to contain themselves. I 
then read the verse: 

(".y ''''i-.;..,!i:i..,.il iJ""') 

When he is told to fear Allaah (because ofhis behaviour), pride leads 
him to (commit more) sin. Jahannam will suffice for him (as 
punishment). It is a terrible resting place indeed. From mankind is he 
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who would sell himself seeking Allaah's pleasure. Allaah is Most. 
Compassionate (Kind) towards Hjs bondsmen. I {Surah Baqarah, verses 

206,207} 

To this, Hadhrat Umar ~,~~ remarked, 'I swear by Allaah that you are right." (1) 

Another Incident about the Fear Hadhrat 

Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ had in this Regard 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Ubayd bin Umayr reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Abbaas ~~ said, "I was with Hadhrat Umar ~,~~ when he caught hold of 
my hand and said, 'I think that the Qur'aan has now spread amongst the masses.' 
'I do not like that too much, 0 Ameerul Mu'mineen,' I remarked. Hadhrat Umar 
~,~~ pulled his hand away saying, 'And why not?' 'Because,' I started to explain, 
'when they all start to learn the Qur'aan (without proper understanding), they will 
start to propound their own opinions. Once they do this, they will start to dispute 
and once the disputes start, they will start killing each other.' 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ then sat aside and left me alone. Only Allaah knows the 
anxiety I endured during the rest of that day. It was only the following afternoon 
that his messenger came to inform me that the Ameerul Mu'mineen was calling 
me. When I got there, Hadhrat Umar ~ asked, What was it that you said?' 
After I had repeated my words to him, he said, '(I had also understood the same 
but) I had been concealing this from the people.m(2) 

The Advice that the Sahabah ~llr1~ 


gave to Qurraa 

The Advice of Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~).1.1~ 


Hadhrat Kinaanah Adawi narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~,~~ wrote to the 
commanders of his armies to send him a list of all the men who were Huffaadh of 
the Qur'aan so that he could dispatch them to the ends of the empire to teach the 
Qur'aan. Hadhrat (Abu Moosa) Ash'ari ~,~ wrote back to Hadhrat Umar 
~ stating that the Huffaadh with hillJ numbered just over three hundred. 
Hadhrat Umar ~~'s reply to him was as follows: 
"In the name ofAllaah the Most j(jnd, the Most Merdful 
From the servant ofAllaah Umar to the servant ofAllaah Qajs and alJ the 
Huffaadh wHh hjm 
Peace be upon you all 
Thjs Qur'aan js a great source ofreward and honour for you and ssallbe a 
treasure for you jn the Aakhkah. You should therefore follow jts dktates and 
never allow jf to followyours (by djstorHng jts jnterpretatjon to suHyour deskes) 
because the person whose dktates the Qur'aan js forced to foHow shall have jt 
shoved on to hjs neck to throw hjm jnto jahannam. As for the one who follows 
the Qur'aan, the Qur'aan shaH lead hjm to jannatul Fkdous. So as far asyou can, 
(1) Haakim (YoU Pg.540), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(2) Haakim (Yo1.3 Pg.540). 
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let it be an intercessor foryou and never let it be a complainant against you. The 
person for whom the Qur'aan intercedes shall enter Jannah and the one against 
whom the Qur'aan complains shall surely enter Jahannam. Always bear in mind 
that the Qur'aan is a fountainhead ofguidance, a Dower ofknowledge and the 
final scripture from the Most Merciful It is by this Qur'aan that Allaah opens 
blind eyes, deafears and locked hearts. 
You must also bear in mind that when a man wakes up at nigh~ brushes his 
teeth with a Miswaak, performs wudhu, says 'Allaahu Akbar' and then recites the 
Qur'aan, an angel places his mouth on the person's mouth and says, 'Recite, 

recite. You are doing an excellent thing and it is most excellent for you.' If he 
performs wudhu without using the Miswaak, the angel protects him and does 
nothing else. Behold! Recitation of the Qur'aan in salaah is a protected treasure 
and an ordained excellence. You should therefore do as much of it as you 
possibly can. Salaah is a celestial light, zakaah is a symbol, patience is an 
illumination, fasting is a shield and the Qur'aan is a proofeither for you or 
against you. You should therefore honour the Qur'aan and never cause it 
disgrace because Allaah will honour the one who honours the Qur'aan and will 
disgrace the one who brings it disgrace. You also ought to know that the person 
who recites the Qur'aan, memorises it, practises on it and abides by its 
injunctions shall have his du'aas accepted by Allaah. IfAllaah pleases, He may 
accept them in this world and ifHe wills, he may reserve them as a treasure for 
the Aakhirah. Remember that what remains with Allaah is better and more lasting 
for those who have Imaan and who rely on their Rabb. III 1) 

The Advice of Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~~ 
Hadhrat Abu Kinaanah reports that when Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ gathered 
together the Huffaadh (of the army he commanded), they numbered close to 
three hundred. Hadhrat Abu Moosa ~~ lectured to them about the greatness 
of the Qur'aan saying, 'Verily this Qur'aan shall be either a source of reward for 
you or a burden (in the Aakhirah). You should therefore follow the dictates of the 
Qur'aan and never force it to follows yours because the one who follows the 
Qur'aan shall be with it in the gardens of ]annah while the one who forces the 
Qur'aan to follow his desires shall have it shoved on his neck and it will fling him 
into]ahannam." (2) 

Hadhrat Abul Aswad Daly reports that Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ffi,u.:;~ once 
gathered all the Qurraa, emphasising that none but the Huffaadh should corne 
to him. It was approximately three hundred men who came to him. He then addressed 
them saying, ''You men are the Qurraa of the city and should therefore never 
allow the passage of time to harden your hearts as it happened to the Ahlul 
Kitaab. A Surah had been revealed that w.e thought resembled Surah Baraa'ah in 
length and in the stern subject matter it contained. A verse from it which I had 
memorised stated that if man had two valleys of gold he would seek to have a 

(1) Ibn zanjway. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0/uLl Pg.21 7). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya 0/01.1 Pg.257). 

----------------------------------~ 
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third and it would only be the sand (of his grave) that would be able to fill his 
belly. Thereafter, another Surah was revealed which we thought resembled the 
Musabbihaat because it begins with the words~~ (Sabbaha LillaahJ. The verse 
from it that I had memorised is: 

- 4"'.1".,,,, .", ".1,""'''' ",., .... ,;; "'~T)
C\'~I:;...A..p 0).,...,) "\~~ '.it:. ~j.l~~ I~' ""~\ ~l.::! . 

o you who have Imaan! Why do you say that which you did not do? 
{Surah Saff. verse 2} 

Testimony will therefore be taken for everything you do and you will be 
questioned about it on the Day of Qiyaamah." (I) 

The Advice of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ once addressed the people of Kufa. After 
greeting them with Salaam and instructing them to observe Taqwa, he said, 
"Never dispute about the Qur'aan and never oppose each other concerning it 
because there are no discrepancies in the Qur'aan, it will never be (completely) 
forgotten and constant repetition of the Qur'aan will never tire one. Do you not 
see that the restrictions, the Faraa'idh and Allaah's explicit commands in the 
Shari'ah of Islaam are one? It would be said that the Qur'aan has discrepancies if 
a part of it commands an act which another part forbids. Every part of the 
Qur'aan rather complements the rest of it. I am convinced that such deep 
understanding and knowledge shall surface amongst you people that surpasses 
all other people. If a camel could take me to a person who has more knowledge 
of what has been revealed to Muhammad ~ than I have, I shall certainly go to 
him to increase the knowledge I have. I know well that while the entire Qur'aan 
would be recited to Rasulullaah ~ once every year, it was recited to 
Rasulullaah ~ twice during the year that he passed away (every Ramadhaan 
Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ would recite the Qur'aan to Rasulullaah ~ and 
Rasulullaah ~ would recite to him). Whenever I recited Qur'aan to 
Rasulullaah ~, he would approve of my recitation, therefore whoever recites 
Qur'aan in the manner that I recite, should not turn away and forsake it. In a like 
manner, whoever recites the Qur'aan in another authentic manner should also 
not turn away and forsake it because whoever rejects anyone of the various 
manners of recitation will reject them all." (2) 

A student of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ from Hamdaan narrates that 
before Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~l1~ left for Madinah, he gathered all 
his students together and said, "By Allaah! I am convinced that such 
religiousness, deep understanding of Deen and knowledge of the Qur'aan shall 
surface amongst you people that surpasses that of all other Muslims ... " The 
narration continues until it states that he said, 'Verily there are no discrepancies 
in the Qur'aan, neither does the Qur'aan ever age or lose its dignity by 
continuous repetition." (3) 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his HiJya !yoU Pg.257). 
(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzull'mmaal!yol.l Pg.232). 
(3) Ahmad. Haythami !yo1.l Pg.450) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~iJ.,~ also said, "It is only befitting that a man 
of the Qur'aan be recognised by his nights (when he is engaged in Ibaadah) 
when others are asleep, by his days (spent fasting) when others are eating, by 
his sorrow (pondering about his plight in the Aakhirah) when others are 
rejoicing, by his weeping when others are laughing, by his silence when others 
are socialising and by his humility when others are behaving arrogantly. It is 
also befitting of a man of the Qur'aan to be weeping and sorrowful, wise and 
tolerant, knowledgeable and composed. It does not behove a man of the 
Qur'aan to be uncouth, negligent, boisterous, rowdy and short-tempered." 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, "Do 
your best to be a listener (rather than always speaking) and take careful note 
when you hear Allaah say, '0 you who have Imaan!' because it is only something 
good that you are being instructed to do or something evil that you are being 
prohibited from." (1) 

Occupation with the Ahadeeth of 
Rasulullaah ~~ and Befitting Behaviour 

for those Occupied with this 
A Bedouin Qpestions Rasulullaah ~ about 

Qjyaamah when he was Busy Narrating Ahadeeth 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ was busy narrating 
Ahadeeth when a Bedouin arrived and asked, "When will Qiyaamah take place?" 
When Rasulullaah ~ continued narrating, some of the Sahabah ~~ said 
that Rasulullaah ~ (was not giving a reply because he) heard the man but did 
not like the question. Others said that Rasulullaah ~ did not hear the man at 
all. When Rasulullaah ~ had completed narrating Ahadeeth, he asked, "Where 
is he (the Bedouin)?" "Here am lover here!" the man said. Rasulullaah ~ then 
said, "Wait for Qiyaamah when a time arrives in which trusts are 
misappropriated." "How will they be misappropriated?" the man asked. 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Wait for Qiyaamah when authority is placed in the 
hands of unworthy people." (2) 

Hadhrat Waabisah ~~ Propagates a Hadith of 

Rasulullaah ~~ in Conformance with the 


Instruction Rasulullaah ~ gave in his 

Farewell Sermon 


Standing before the people in the largest Masjid of Riqqa during the days of Eidul 
Fitr and Eidul Adhaa, Hadhrat Waabisah ~ used to say, "I was present with 
Rasulullaah ~ during the Farewell Hajj when he addressed the people saying, 

(I) Abu Nu'aym in his f-lIlya (YoU Pg.130). 
(2) Bukhaari (YoU Pg.14). 
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'0 people! Which month is most sacred?' 'This month (of Dhul Hijjah) is,' the 
people replied. Rasulullaah ~ asked further, '0 people! Which city is most 
sacred?' 'This city (of Makkah) is,' the people replied. Rasulullaah ~ then 
declared, 'Until the day you meet your Rabb, your blood, your wealth and your 
honour are as sacred to you as this day, this month and this city are. Have I 
conveyed the message?' 'You certainly have,' the people replied. Rasulullaah ~ 
then raised his hands to the sky saying, 'You be the witness, 0 Allaah.' Thereafter, 
he said, 'Those of you present here should pass the message on to those who 
are absent.' Do come closer so that I may convey to you what Rasulullaah ~ 
said to us." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~~~ Instructs his 

Students to Propagate 


Hadhrat Makhool says, "Ibn Abu Zakariyyah, Sulayrnaan bin Habeeb and I once 
went to Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ffi.~fi in Hims. After we had greeted him with 
the words of Salaam, he said, 'This sitting of yours here is a means Allaah has 
used for the Deen to reach you and will also be Allaah's evidence against you (if 
you do not propagate it). Rasulullaah ~ propagated, so you too should 
propagate." 
In another narration, Hadhrat Saleem bin Aamir says, "When we would sit with 
Hadhrat Abu Ubaadah ffi.ll.1~ and he narrated to us many Ahadeeth of 
Rasulullaah ~, he would say to us after he had completed, 'Have you 
understood? Now propagate as it has been propagated to you.m(2) 

Rasulullaah ~~'s Du'aa for those who Narrate his 
Ahadeeth and Teach them to the People 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~once 
prayed, "0 Allaah! Shower Your mercy on my successors." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" 
the Sahabah ~.~ asked, 'Who are your successors?" Rasulullaah ~ replied,. 
''Those who will come after me, who will narrate my Ahadeeth and teach them 
to the people." (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ Narrates Ahadeeth 
in the Masjid of Rasulullaah ~ before the 

Jumu'ah Salaah 
Hadhrat Aasim bin Muhammad narrates from his father that he saw Hadhrat Abu 
Hurayrah ~ come to the Masjid of Rasulullaah ~ on the day of Jumu'ah. 
Standing and holding the two knobs of the pulpit, he said, "Abul Qaasim 
Rasulullaah fi the truthful and veritable narrated to us ... " He then continued 
to narrate Ahadeeth until he heard the door of the Imaam's room open as the 
(I) Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo!.l Pg.139l. 
(2) Tabraani in his Kabeer. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo!.1 Pg.140). 
(3) Tabraani, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.1 Pg.74). Ibn Najjaar, Khateeb in Sharfus 

Sahabah ~~ and others. as quoted in Kanzui Vrnrnaa/ (Vo!.5 Pg.240). 
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Imaam emerged to lead the salaah. He then sat down. (1) 

The Difficulty Hadhrat Umar OO~~f Hadhrat 

Uthmaan ~~ and Hadhrat Ali ~ 


Experienced Narrating Ahadeeth 

Hadhrat Aslam reports that when they used to ask Hadhrat Umar ~ to 
narrate Ahadeeth to them, he would say, "I fear that I may add a word or omit a 
word because Rasulullaah ~ said, 'The person who intentionally lies about 
me is headed for ]ahannam." (2) 
Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Haatib says, "I have not seen any of the Sahabah 
~ narrate Ahadeeth as well and as thoroughly as Hadhrat Uthmaan !:ID\1..~. 
However, he was a man who was extremely reluctant to narrate Ahadeeth." (3) 

Hadhrat Uthmaan ~ used to say, "What prevents me from narrating 
Ahadeeth from Rasulullaah ~ is not the fact that 1 was not one of those 
Sahabah ~ with the best memories. What prevents me is that I can testify 
that I heard Rasulul1aah ~ say, 'Whoever attributes anything to me that I never 
stated should prepare for his abode in Jahannam.'" Another narration quotes 
Rasulul1aah ~'s words as, 'Whoever speaks lies about me should prepare for a 
house in]ahannam." (4) 

Hadhrat Ali B~ said, "When narrating Ahadeeth to you, r prefer falling from 
the sky rather than stating something that Rasulullaah ~ never said. However, 
when speaking to you about matters between us, then (precautions need not be 
so strict because) wars are won by strategy." (5) 

The Difficulty Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~ Experienced with Narrating Ahadeeth 

Hadhrat Amr bin Maymoon reports that sometimes an entire year would pass by 
without Hadhrat Abdul1aah bin Mas'ood ®~ narrating a single Hadith. When 
he narrated a Hadith one day, he started to shiver and perspiration beaded up on 
his forehead. He then said, "Rasulullaah ~ said something like that or stated 
similar words." (6) 

Hadhrat Masrooq reports, "Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood !:ID)z~ started to 
narrate a Hadith one day, but as soon as he said, 'Rasulullaah ~ said,' he 
started to shiver so much that even his clothing shook. He then added, 
'Rasulullaah ~ said something to the effect or something similar.",m 

(1) Haakim, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by DhahabL 
(2) Ahmad, 	Ibn Adi, Uqayli and Abu Nu'aym in his Ma'rifah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.S 

Pg.239). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.S Pg.9). 
(4) Ahmad, Abu Ya'!a and Bazzaar. Haythami (VoLl Pg.143) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(5) Bukhaari, Muslim and others, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoLS Pg.240). 
(6) Haakim (VoL3 Pg.314), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(7) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol. 1 Pg.79). Isaabah (VoL3 Pg.lS6) has reported a similar narration. 
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Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~, fladhrat Anas ~~~ 
and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ all use 

the words "something like that or something 
similar" when narrating Ahadeeth. 

Hadhrat Abu ldrees Khowlaani says, "I noticed that whenever Hadhrat Abu 
Dardaa ~ completed narrating Ahadeeth, he would add, 'Rasulullaah ~ 
said that, something similar to that or something resembling that.,n(l) 
Hadhrat Muhammad bin Seereen narrates that whenever Hadhrat Anas bin 
Maalik ~~ narrated Ahadeeth from Rasulullaah ~/ he would end with the 
words, "It was something like this that Rasulullaah ~ said." (2) 

In another narration, Rasulullaah ~ said, "Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~ 
narrated few Ahadeeth from Rasulullaah ~/ but when he did, he would end 
with the words, "It was something like this that Rasulullaah ~ said." (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Ja'far Muhammad bin Ali says, "There was no companion of 
Rasulullaah ~ more cautious of adding anything to or omitting anything from 
the Ahadeeth of Rasulullaah ~ than Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~.,,(4) 
Hadhrat Sha'bi says, "I sat in the company of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ 
for an entiie year without hearing him narrate anything from Rasulullaah 
~.,,(5) 

The Dependability of Hadhraf Imraan bin Husayn 
~~'s Memory and Narration of Ahadeeth 

Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn ~~ said, "I have heard many Ahadeeth from 
RasuluIIaah ~ which I have memorised. All that prevents me from narrating 
them is that some of my companions may differ with me in the narration." (6) 
Hadhrat Mutarraf reports that Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn ~ said to him, "0 
Mutarrafl By A1laahI I am certain that if I chose to do so, I could narrate Ahadeeth 
from RasululIaah ~ for two days continuously without repeating a single 
Hadith. However, what make,s me reluctant to do so and makes me disapprove of 
doing such a thing is that although I was there when many Sahabah ~~ of 
Muhammad ~ were there and I also heard what they heard, they confuse the 
sequence of the words Wclen they narrate." Sometimes, Hadhrat Imraan bin 
Husayn ~ would say, "If I were to narrate to you what Rasulullaah ~ 
said, I am certain that I will be accurate." When he quoted the words of 
Rasulullaah ~, Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn ~ would do so with great 
certainty and say, "I heard Rasulullaah ~ say...,,(7) 

(1) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.! Pg.141). Abu Ya'la, Rooyaani 
and Ibn Asaakir have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0101.3 Pg.156). 

(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami 0101.1 Pg.79). 
(3) Ahmad, Abu Ya'la and Haakim, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0101.5 Pg.240). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd 0101.4 Pg.144). 
(5) Ibn Sa'd 0101.4 Pg.145). 
(6) Tabraani in his Kabeer, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami 0101.1 Pg.141). 
(7) Tabraani. Haythami 0101.1 Pg.I41) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Hadhrat Suhayb ~~~ 's Reluctance to say, 
"Rasulullaah ~ said" 

Hadhrat SUlaymaan bin Abu Abdullaah reports that he heard Hadhrat Suhayb 
~~ say, "By Allaah! I shall never intentionally narrate Ahadeeth to you saying 
that it is what Rasulullaah ~ said. However, I shall gladly relate to you what I 
experienced in the expeditions I participated in with Rasulullaah ~. Then 
again, I shall never say, 'Rasulullaah ~ said'." (1) 

Hadhrat Waathila bin Asqa ~~ Narrates only 
the Intended Meaning of the Ahadeeth 

Hadhrat Makhool relates, "Abul Azhar and I once went to Hadhrat Waathila bin 
Asqa ~~ and said, '0 Abu Asqa! Narrate to us a Hadith that you heard from 
Rasulullaah ~ without any uncertain words, and without any additions or 
omissions.' Hadhrat Waathila ~ asked, 'Has any of you recited any part of 
the Qur'aan last night?' 'Yes,' we replied, 'But since we are not Huffaadh, we tend 
to add a WaawG) or an Afjf(I).' 

To this, Hadhrat Waathila ~ remarked, 'And that is the Qur'aan which you 
have still not mastered when it has been in your midst for such a long time. 
When you feel that you are adding or omitting letters to it, what about the 
Ahadeeth that we had perhaps heard only once from Rasulullaah ~? It is 
sufficient for you that we narrate only their intended meanings to you." (2) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Censures those Sahabah 
~~~ who Narrated Plenty of Ahadeeth 

Hadhrat Ibraheem bin Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf relates, I1By Allaah! Before he 
passed away, Hadhrat Vmar ~,~ sent messengers to various distant places to 
summon Sahabah ~ such as Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Hudhaafa ~.~, 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~, Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~ and Hadhrat Vqba bin 
Aamir ~. When they had gathered, he said to them, 'What Ahadeeth have 
you people spread to even the far distant lands?' 'Are you forbidding us from 
narrating them?' they asked. 'NO,' Hadhrat Vmar ~ replied, 'I just want you 
to remain with me. By Allaah! I do not want you to part from me (here in 
Madinah) for as long as I live because we know best which of your narrations we 
shall accept and which ones we will not.' They therefore did not part from 
Hadhrat Vmar ~~ until he passed away." (3) 
Hadhrat Ibraheem bin Abdur Rahmaan relates that Hadhrat Vmar ®~ sent for 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®~, Hadhrat Abu Mas'ood Ansaari and 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®,~ and said to them, "What are the Ahadeeth that you 
are so frequently narrating to the people?" He then confined them to Madinah 
until he was martyred. (4) 
(1) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg229). as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vo1.5 Pg.203). 
(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol. I Pg.79). 
(3) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kamui Ummaal (Vo1.5 Pg.239). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (VoU Pg.149) has commented on the chain of narrators. Ibn Sa'd {Vol.4 
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The Difficulty Hadhrat Zaid bin Arqam ~~~ 


Experienced with Narrating Ahadeeth in 

his Old Age 


Hadhrat Ibn Abu Awfa ~~ reports that when they used to request Hadhrat 
Zaid bin Arqam ~~ to narrate the Ahadeeth of Rasulullaah ~ to them, he 
would say, "We have aged and have begun to forget. Narrating the Ahadeeth of 
Rasulullaah ~ is a very serious matter (which cannot be taken lightly)." (1) 

Attaching More Importance to Practise 
than to Theory 

Statements of Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~, Hadhrat 

Abu Dardaa ~)J.1~ and Hadhrat Anas ~~ 


in this Regard 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~(2) and Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~(3) both said, "Learn 
as much as you wish to learn but Allaah will place no benefit in your 
knowledge until you practise what you know." 
Hadhrat Anas ~~ said, "Learn as much as ypu please, but I swear by Allaah 
that you will not be rewarded for your knowledge until you put it into 
practise.,,(4) 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Ghanam says, "Ten Sahabah ~~ of Rasulullaah 
~ informed me that they were learning in the Masjid of Quba when 
Rasulullaah ~ came to them and said, 'Learn ... !If The remainder of the words 
are like the narration above. (5) 

Rasulullaah ~~'s Words to a Man in this Regard 
and the Statement of Hadhrat Umar ~~~ 

Hadhrat Ali ~~ reports that a man came to Rasulullaah ~ and said, "0 
Rasuiullaah I§'.&J! What will satisfy the evidence that ignorance will hold against 
me?!' "Knowledge," Rasulullaah ~ replied. "And what will satisfy the evidence 
that knowledge will hold against me?" he asked further. Rasulullaah ~'s reply 
was, "Action." (6) 

Hadhrat Umar ~ said, "Study the Book of Allaah and you will be known 

for it. Practise on its teachings and you will be amongst its worthy bearers." (7) 


Pg.153) has reported a similar narration which states the name of Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~ in 
place of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~. 

(1) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul ummaal0/01.5 Pg.239). 
(2) Ibn Adi and Khateeb. 
(3) Ibn Asaakir. 
(4) Abul Hasan bin Akhram in his Amaali. as quoted in Jaami'us Sagheer. 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami 0/01.2 Pg.6). 
(6) Khateeb, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0/01.5 Pg.229). 
(7) Ibn Abi shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0/01.5 Pg.229). 
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The Statenlents of H'ldhrat Ali ~,~~ in this regard 
Hadhrat Ali ~ said, "Study and you will be known for it. Practise on your 
knowledge and you will be amongst its worthy bearers because soon a time will 
come when nine-tenths of the truth will be rejected and the only person who will 
be saved will be one who remains anonymous and aloof from people. Such 
people are the beacons of guidance and the lanterns of knowledge. They are not 
hasty, do not promote immoral behaviour or immoral speech." (1) 

Hadhrat Ali ~~ once said, "0 men of knowledge! Practise on your knowledge 
because only that person is an Aalim whose knowledge is followed by practise 
and whose practise conforms with his knowledge. There shall soon come people 
whose knowledge will not even transcend their collar-bones. Their private lives 
will contradict their public lives just as their actions will contradict their 
knowledge. They will sit in groups, boasting to each other and will get angry if 
anyone sitting in their group had to leave to sit with another group. The actions 
of such people will not even transcend tbeir gatherings on its way to reach 
Allaah." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ Emphasises 
Combining Knowledge with Action 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, "0 people! Study, but whoever 

studies should practise what he learns." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Ukaym says, "It was in this very Masjid that I heard 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ begin his speech with an oath as he said, 

'Your Rabb shall be Alone with every one of you just as you see the fourteenth 

moon all by itself. Allaah will say, '0 son of Aadam! What deceived you about Me? 

o son of Aadam! How did you respond to the Ambiyaa? 0 son of Aadam! Did you 
practise on your knowledge?'" 
Hadhrat Adi binAdi narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ repeated 
the following words: "Destruction be to the person who does not acquire 
knowledge. Still, if Allaah wills, Allaah shall educate him. However, seven times 
destruction be to the person who has the knowledge but does not practise." (4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'bod ~~ said, "Everyone has fantastic words to 
say but only those will be successful whose deeds are consistent with their 
words. The one whose deeds contradict his words shall have only himself to 
blame." (5) 

It was also Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ who said, "People are in need 
of anyone who is engrossed in Allaah. People are also in need of that person's 

(1) 	Ahmad in his Zuhd, Abu Ubayd, Deenowri in his Ghareeb and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ 
ummaal (Vol.5 Pg.229). 

(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his]aami (VoU Pg.7), as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaal(Vol.5 Pg.233}. 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.! Pg.I64) has commented on the chain of narrators. Abu Nu'aym has also 

reported the narration in his Hilya (Vol.! Pg.I31) from Hadhrat Alqama. 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (YoU Pg.2). 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (YoU Pg.6). 
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knowledge who practises on his knowledge." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~)J.1~ Fears that on the Day 
of Qjyaamah he will be Qpestioned about how 

much he Practised on his Knowledge 
Hadhrat Luqmaan bin Aamir narrates that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ used to 
say, "what I fear most about Allaah on the Day of Qiyaamah is that he would call 
me in front of all creation saying, '0 uwaymir!' Then when I respond by saying, 'I 
am at Your service, 0 my Rabb!', Allaah shall ask, 'Did you practise on your 
knowledge?",(2) 

Another narration quoted Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ as sayjng, 'What I fear 
most is that I should be asked on the Day of Qiyaamah, '0 uwaymir! Did you 
acquire knowledge or remain ignorant?' If I reply that I had acquired knowledge, 
every verse containing a command and every verse containing an admonition 
shall claim their rights. The verses containing commands will ask, 'Did you carry 
out (what was commanded)?' and every verse containing an admonition will ask, 
'Did you take heed (to the admonition)?' I seek Allaah's protection from 
knowledge that does not benefit, from desires that are not sated and from 
du'aas that are not answered." (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ said, "None can possess Taqwa until he has knowledge 
and one can attain beauty through knowledge only if one practises ~m it.,,(4) 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ also said, "The worst of people in Allaah's sight on 
the Day of Qiyaamah shall be that person with knowledge whose knowledge 
does not benefit him (which he does not practise on)." (5) 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~)J.1~ and Hadhrat 
Anas ~)J.1~ Encourage Combining Knowledge 

with Practise 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ®~ said, "No person will be able to move his feet 
on the Day of Qiyaamah until he is questioned about four things; (1) about how 
he used his body, (2) about how he spent his life, (3) about how he earned and 
spent his wealth and (4) about how he practised on his knowledge." (6) 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bip Jabal ~ also said, "Learn as much as you want but 
Allaah shall not reward you for it until you practise on your knowledge." (7) 

(I) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vo!.2 Pg.I0), as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0l01.5 Pg.243). 
(2) Bayhaqi. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb 0101. I Pg.90). Abu Nu'aym has also reported a similar 

narration in his Hilya 010i.I Pg.214). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya 0101.1 Pg.214). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya 0101.1 Pg.213). Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya 010Ll Pg.211) has also reported 

from Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ a narration similar to the one Hadhrat Adi reported from 
Hadhrat AbdulJaah bin Mas'ood ~. 

(5) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya 0101.1 Pg.223). 
(6) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami 0101.2 Pg.3). 
(7) 	Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami 0101.2 Pg.6). Abu NU'aym has reported a similar narration in his Hflya 

0101. 1 Pg.236). 
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Hadhrat Arlas @)1.1~ said, "Learn as much as you want to learn but Allaah shall 
not reward you for it until you practise on your knowledge. While the objective of 
true Ulema (when acquiring knowledge) is to remember (and practise), the 
objective of foolish people (when acquiring knowledge) is to relate it to others 
(without practising)." (I) 

Following the Sunnah and the Ways of the 

Pious Predecessors and Rejecting Bid'ah 


The Encouragement Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ®~~ 
Gave in this Regard 

Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ®~ said, "Hold fast to the straight path and the 
Sunnah because Allaah shall never punish a person who is steadfast on the 
straight path and the Sunnah and whose tears then flow from his eyes out of fear 
for Allaah when he thinks of Allaah. When a person who is steadfast on the 
straight path and the Sunnah thinks of Allaah and his hairs stand on end out of 
fear for Allaah, is just like a tree with dry leaves. Just as its leaves fall off when a 
strong wind blows, all his sins fall off him in the same manner. Moderation 
when dOing something for the pleasure of Allaah and acoording to the Sunnah 
is better than exerting oneself in something that is not for the pleasure of 
Allaah and against the Sunnah. You should therefore check well that your deeds 
conform with the pattern of the Arnbiyaa and their Sunnah, regardless of whether 
the deeds be an exerted effort or something done in moderation." (2) 

The Encouragement Hadhrat Umar ®~ and 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®~ Gave 

in this Regard 
Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib narrates that when Hadhrat Umar ~~ arrived 
back in Madinah, he addressed the people saying, "0 people! The Sunan have 
been demonstrated to you and the Faraa'idh have been ordained for you. You 
have therefore been left on a clear and distinct path, (which you will be able to 
follow with ease) unless people lead you to the right and to the left (lead you 
astray).,,(3) 

When lecturing the people every Thursday, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
®~ would say, "There are only two matters of importance. One is a way of life 
and the other is speech. While the best and truest of speech is that of Allaah, the 
best way of life is that of Muhammad ~. Everything newly introduced (into the 
Deen) is a Bid'ah and every Bid'ah is a means of leading people astray. Behold! 
Prolonged periods (of stagnation) should never pass over you, causing your 

(1) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol.2 Pg.6). 
(2) 	Laalkaa'ee, as quoted in Kanzu/ UmmaaJ (VoL I Pg.97). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar 

narration in his Hiiya (Vol.! Pg.253). 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vo1.2 Pg.187). 
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hearts to harden and distant hopes should never make you negligent (of the 
Aakhirah) because everything still pending is nearby and something far off is that 
which is never to come." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®~ said, "Moderation in the Sunnah. is 
better than exerting oneself in Bid'ah." (2) 

The Encouragement Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn 
~~~ Gave in this Regard 

Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn ®~~ said, "The Qur'aan was revealed and 
Rasulullaah ~ demonstrated his way of life (which weernulated). Vou people 
must follow us because if you do not, you shall go astray." (3) 

Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn ®~ once said to someone (who insisted on 
following only the Qur'aan), ':vou are a fool! Do you find any verse of the Qur'aan 
telling you that there are four Rakaahs in zuhr and that the Qiraa'ah should be 
silent?" He then proceeded to enumerate the other salaahs, zakaah and other 
injunctions ·of Deen, saying, "Are the details of these found in the Qur'aan. While 
the Book of Allaah only briefly mentions these things, the Sunnah explains the 
details.,,(4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaahbin Mas'ood ~~ Encourages 
Following the Sahabah ~~~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®~~ said, "Whoever wishes to follow anyolle, 
should follow the companions of Muhammad ~ because from amongst the 
entire Ummah, their hearts are most righteous, their knowledge is deepest, they 
are the least pretentious, they are most unswerving in example and their 
(religious) condition is best. Allaah had selected them to be the companions of 
His Nabi ~ and to establish His Deen. You should therefore acknowledge their 
worth and follow in their footsteps because they had been fixed on upright 
guidance. If (S) 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~~ Encourages the Qprraa 

to Follow in the Footsteps. of those who 


Preceded them 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ®~ used to say, "0' assembly of QurraaI Fear Allaah and 
follow the path of those before you. I swear by my life that if you follow them, 
you will go very far ahead and if you forsake their path to go this way and that, 
(I) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (VoL2 Pg.181). 
(2) Haakim (Vol.! Pg.I03). reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. Abu Nu'aym has 

reported a similar narration in his Hi/ya (Vol. I Pg.173). 
(3) Ahmad. Haythami (Vol.I Pg.191) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vo1.2 Pg. I 91). 
(5) 	Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vo1.2 Pg.97). Abu NU'aym has reported a similar narration from 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~,~ in his Hi/ya (VoL I Pg.305), as has been quoted in the chapter 
describing the qualities of the Sahabah ~. 
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you will have gone far astray." (I) 

Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~Uu~ Tells his son, 
"We are the leaders to be followed" 


Hadhrat Mus'ab bin Sa'd reports that whenever his father (Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi 
Waqqaas ~l~) led the salaah (in congregation), he would make it brief 
together with performing the Ruku and Sajdah properly. However, when 
performing salaah at home (by himself), he would prolong the Ruku, the Sajdah 
and the salaah. He would then say, "Dear son! We (the Sahabah ~~) are the 
leaders to be followed." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~ said, "Follow and do not introduce" 
and his Statement about Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~.~ and Hadhrat Umar !@~~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood !@~~ once said, "Follow and do not introduce 
(new ways) because everything has been done for you (Rasulullaah ~ and 
the Sahabah ~~~ have already blazed the trail)," (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood §J~~ also said, "An integral part of the Sunnah 
is to love Hadhrat Abu Bakr !@~ and Hadhrat Umar !@~ and to 
acknowledge their worth." (4) 

Hadhrat Ali ~.\1~ Forbids People from Following 
Living People 

Hadhrat Ali §J.~ said, "Be careful not to emulate people because while a man 
can be doing the deeds of the people of Jannah, he can change according to the 
knowledge of Allaah and then start doing the actions of the people of Jahannam. 
When he then dies, he becomes an inmate of Jahannam. It may also happen that 
while a man can be doing the actions of the people of Jahannam, he can change 
according to the knowledge of Allaah and then start doing the deeds of the 
people of Jannah. When he then dies, he becomes a worthy dweller of Jannah. 
However, if it is absolutely necessary for you to follow someone, let it be those 
who have died (as practising Mu'mineen) and not those who are alive." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~ Reproaches 
a Group who Opposed the Sunnah by Changing 

the Method of Dhikr. 
Hadhrat Abul Bakhtari says that someone once informed Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood !@~ about a group of people who sat in the Masjid after Maghrib 
when one of them would tell the others to recite "Allaahu Akbar" in a particular 
manner, to recite "Subhaanallaah" in a particular manner and to recite "Al Hamdu 
(I) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vo1.2 Pg.97). Ibn Abi shaybah and Ibn Asaakir have reported a similar 

narration, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai(Vol.5 Pg.233). 
(2) TabraanL leporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.! Pg.182). 
(3) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VO!.1 Pg.18I). 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vo1.2 Pg.187). 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol.2 Pg.114). 
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Lillaah" in a particular manner. "Do they then do as he says?" HadhratAbdullaah 
bin Mas'ood ~ asked. When the person confirmed that they did, Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ told him, "Inform me when you see them 
gathering again." 
(When the person informed him afterwards,) Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~ then came to this group, wearing his high hat, and sat with them. When 
he heard what they were saying, he, being the stern man that he was, stood up 
and said, "I am Abdullaah bin Mas'ood. By Allaah, besides Whom there is none 
worthy of worship! Verily you people have certainly perpetrated a terrible wrong 
by carrying out this act of Bid'ah! Have you then superseded the companions of 
Muhammad ~ in knowledge?" 
A person named Ma'dad said, "By Allaah! We never intended to perpetrate a 
wrong with this new act, nor have we superseded the companions of Muhammad 
~ in knowledge." Amr bin utba said, "0 Abu Abdur Rahmaan! We seek 
forgiveness fromAllaah." 
Thereupon Hadhrat Abdullaahbin Mas'ood ~ told them, "It is compulsory 
for you to follow the path (of Rasulullaah ~ and the Sahabah ~~) and to 
strictly adhere to it. By AlI2.ah! If you will do so, you will have advanced far ahead 
and if you start swerving to the left and right, you will stray far ofC" (1) 

Another narration states: "The news reached Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~ that a group of people were sitting ip the Masjid between Maghrib and 
Isha ... " The rest of the narration is like the one above. The only difference is in 
the following words: 
"Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said to them, "You people have certainly 
perpetrated a terrible wrong by carrying out this act of Bid'ah, otherwise we the 
companions of Muhammad ~ must have strayed." Arnr bin utba bin, Farqad 
said, "0 Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~! We seek forgiveness from Allaah and we 
repent to Him." Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ then ordered them to 
disperse. (2) 


Another narration states that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~. saw 

two groups in the Masjid of Kufa, he stood between the two and asked, ''Which of 

you two was' before the other?" When the one group said that they were first, 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~5 ordered the other group to join them, 

thereby combining the two into one. (3) 


An authentic abridged narration(4) states that Hadhrat Abdu\laah bin Mas'ood 

~~ approached them covering his face and said,"Whoever recognises me will 

have recognised me. As for those who do not recognise me, I a,m Abdullaah bin 

Mas'ood. Are you people more rightly guided than the companions of 

Muhammad ~?" The narrator says that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®~ 


(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.4 Pg.381). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration from Abu 
Za'raa, stating that it was Musayyib bin Nujbah that reported the gathering to Hadhrat Abduilaah 
bin Mas'ood ~. 

(2) Tabraani. 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (VoL I Pg.181) has commented on the chain ofnatrators. 
(4) Tabraani. 
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also may have added, "You people are definitely clinging to the tail of deviation." 
Hadhrat Amr Ibn Salamah says that they were sitting at the door of Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®~'s home between Maghrib and Isha when Hadhrat 
Abu Moosa Ash'ari ®~ came to the house and said to Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ®)J.,~, "Come with me, 0 Abu Abdur Rahmaan." When Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ came out from the house, he asked, "0 Abu 
Moosa! What brings you here at this hour?" Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ 
replied, "By AIlaah! The only thing that brings me here is something that I have 
seen which frightens me, yet it seems so good. There is a group sitting in the 
Masjid with a person instructing them to recite 'Subhaanallah' in a particular 
manner and to recite 'AI Hamdu Lillah' in a particular manner." 
Hadhrat Arnr bin Salamah says that they accompanied tIadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ®~ to the Masjid. When he arrived there, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ~ told the people, "You have wandered astray so fast! Even while 
the companions of Muhammad ~ are still alive in your midst, when his wives 
are still young and when his clothing and utensils are still as they were! Count your 
evil deeds, for I stand surety for Allaah that your good deeds will be counted.,,(l) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr 
~~~ when his Son sat with a Group who became 

Ecstatic as they Engaged in Dhikr. 
Hadhrat Aaamir who was the son of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubair ~ narrates 
that he once came to his father, who asked him, ''Where have you been?" The son 
replied, "I found a group of people better than whom I have not seen. When they 
engage in Dhikr, one of them trembles and grows ecstatic until he falls 
unconscious out of fear for Allaah. (I am late because) I was Sitting with them." 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ®,~ instructed his son saying, "Never sit with 
them again!" When he detected that this did not make an impression on his son, 
he added, "I have seen Rasulullaah ~ recite the Qur'aan, and I have seen 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ and Hadhrat Vmar ~~ also reciting the Qur'aan. 
Nothing like this ever happened to them. Do you think that these people fear 
AIlaah more than Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ and Hadhrat Vmar ®~?" The son, 
Hadhrat Aamir ®~ says, "I then realised that what he said was true, after 
which I forsook these people." (2) 

Hadhrat Sila bin Haarith ~~ and Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~Admonish People 

who Related Stories in the Masjid 
Hadhrat Abu Saalih Sa'eed bin Abdur Rahmaan narrates that Anz Nujaybi was 
once standing and relating stories in the Masjid when a Sahabi by the name of 
Hadhrat Sila bin Haarith Ghifaari ~ said to him, "By Allaah! We have 

(1) Tabraani in his Kabeer. Haythami (YoU Pg.I81) has commented onthe chain of narrators. 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (yo1.3 Pg.167). 
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scarcely left Rasulullaah ~'s time and have not even severed ties with our kin, 
yet you and your kind have already stood up in our midst (to perpetrate such acts 
of Bid'ah)." (1) 

Hadhrat Amr bin Zuraarah says, "I was relating stories in the Masjid when 
Hadhrat Abdullaah (bin Mas'ood) ~~ stood up and said, '0 Amr! You have 
started a misleading Bid'ah! Are you more rightly guided than the companions of 
Muhammad ~?' I then saw everyone dispersing from around me until I was 
left all alone." (2) 

Abstaining from Opinions that do not 

Conform to the Qur'aan and Ahadeeth 


Statements of Hadhrat Umar ~~@!i§ in this Regard 
Hadhrat Ibn Shihaab reports that Hadhrat Umar ~~ was standing on the 
pulpit and addressed the people saying, "0 people! Accurate opinions came only 
from Rasulullaah ~~ because Allaah used to guide him. What comes from us 
are but assumptions and pretences." (3) Another narration states that Hadhrat 
Umar ~ then added: 

("A~T:~ oJ.,...) (OJ 1~~;. ~I~~~ ~I ~lJ) 
... and assumptions are absolutely useless against the truth." {Surah 
Najrn, verse 28}(4) 

Hadhrat Sadaqah bin Abu Abdullaah reports that Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab 
~~ used to say, "Those who wish to exercise their personal opinions are 
the enemies of the Sunnah. They are too lazy to learn the Sunnah and it escapes 
their memory even when they do learn it. When questioned, they are too shy to 
admit that they do not know and therefore use their intellect to challenge the 
Sunnah. You should beware of such people." (5) 

Hadhrat Umar ~ also said, "The Sunnah is that which Allaah and His Rasool 
~ have determined. You should never make your mistaken opinion a sunnah.,,(6) 
Another narration from Hadhrat Amr bin Dinaar states that when someone asked 
Hadhrat Umar ~1j5~ whether Allaah guided him in the judgements he passed, 
he replied, "Do not say that! That was a speciality of Rasulullaah ~."(7) 

The Statements of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~@!i§ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~@!i§ 

in this Regard 
Hadhrat Sha'bi narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, 
(1) 	Tabraani in his Kabeer. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.lPg.189). 

Bukhaari, Baghawi, Muhammad bin Rabee and Ibn Sakan have reported a similar narration, as 
quoted in Isaabah (Voi.2 Pg.193). 

(2) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo!.l Pg.189) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (Vo!.2 Pg.134). 
(4) Ibn Abi Haatim and Bayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaal(Vo!.5 Pg.241). 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (Vo!.2 Pg.135). 
(6) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (Vo!.2 Pg.135). 
(7) Ibn Mundhir, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/(Vo!'5 Pg.241). 
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"Beware of asking, What is your opinion? What is your opinion?' because those 
before you were destroyed because they asked, 'What is you opinion? What is you 
opinion?' You should also not judge one thing by another because your feet will 
then slip after being firm. In addition to this, whenever any of you are asked 
about something that he does not know, he should say, 'Allaah knows best,' 
because this constitutes a third of knowledge." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ once said, "Every year is followed by a 

year that is worse. While no year is essentially worse than another, no nation is 
essentially worse than another. However, what will happen is that. when your 
Ulema and righteous ones leav" the world, such people will come about who 
will analyse matters using their personal opinions, because of which they will 
destroy and perforate Islaam," (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Pbbaas !ID~ said, "The basis (of Islaam and the 
Shari'ah) is Allaah's Book and the Sunnah of Rasulullaah ~. Whoever says 
anything else based on his personal opinion, I cannot say whether he will find 
this amongst his good deeds or his sins," (3) 

Hadhrat Ataa narrates from his father that when a Sahabi ~ was questioned 
about something, he said, "r am too shy before my Rabb to employ my personal 
opinion in commenting on a matter that affects the Ummah of Muhammad 
~,,,(4) 

The Ijtihaad(5) of the Sahabah ~~~ 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~~ Tells 

Rasulul!aah ~ that he will Practise ljtihaad 
without Compromising on Diligence 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ narrates that when Rasulullaah ~ sent him 
to Yemen, Rasulullaah ~ asked him, "How will you pass judgement when a 
case comesbeforeyoU?""ISf\all pass judgement by Allaah's Book," Hadhrat Mu'aadh 
!ID~replied. Rasulullaah ~ asked further, "And what if you do not find the 
solution in the Book of Allaah?" "Then," Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~ said, "I shall 
judge by the Sunnah ofAllaah's Rasool ~." Again Rasulullaah ~ asked, "And 
what if you do not find the solution in the Sunnah of Allaah's Rasool ~?" 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh .~ replied by saying, HI shall then practise Ijtihaad 
without compromising on diligence." Rasulullaah ~ then placed his hand on 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~'s chest saying, "All praise belongs to Allaah Who has 
inspired the envoy of Rasulullaah ~ with that which pleases Rasulullaah 

(I) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.! Pg.ISO) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) 	Tabraani in his Kabeer. Haythami (Vol.l Pg.lSO) has commented on the chain of narrators. Ibn 

Abdul Birr has reported a similar narration in his Jaami (Vol.2 Pg.135). 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol.2 Pg.136). 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol.2 Pg.136). 
(5) 	Ijtihaad briefly refers to applying one's mind to the source references of the Shari'ah to extract 

laws that are not explicitly stated. This is, of course, the work of a person whose proficiency in 
lslaamic jurisprudence in unquestionable. 
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fi.,,(l) 

The Concern Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~)j.1~ and 
Hadhrat Umar ~)1~ had for Matters they 

were Unaware of 
Hadhrat Muhammad bin Seereen says, "After Rasulullaah fi there was none 
more concerned about not knowing something than Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ 
and after Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ there was none more concerned about not 
knowing something than Hadhrat Umar ~. When Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®.~ 
needed to pass a verdict and could not find a verse of the Qur'aan or a narration 
of Rasulullaah ~ that applied directly to the situation, he would say, 'I shall 
now practise Ijtihaad. Should it be correct, it is from Allaah and if it is wrong, 
it is my error and I seek Allaah's forgiveness for it." (2) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~'s Letter to Hadhrat 

Shurayh in this Regard 


Hadhrat Shurayh narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~ once wrote to him saying, 
"When a matter presents itself before you, pass your verdict according to the 
Book of Allaah. If the matter is not mentioned in the Book of Allaah, pass your 
verdict according to what Rasulullaah ~ directed. If such a matter presents 
itself that is neither in the Book of Allaah, about which RasuluUaah ~. has 
issued no directives, then pass your verdict by that about which the Ulema are 
unanimous. However, if such a matter presents itself that is neither in the Book 
of Allaah, about which Rasulullaah ~ has issued no directives and about 
which no scholar has commented, then you have one of two choices. If you 
prefer to practise Ijtihaad, you may proceed. Otherwise, if you prefer, you may 
desist from doing so. In my opinion, desisting is the best course for you." (3) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
:5.l)j.1~ Concerning Ijtihaad 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®l1~ said, ''When any of you has to pass a 
verdict, he should pass his verdict according to the Book of Allaah. If the matter 
is not mentioned in the Book of Allaah, he should pass his verdict as Rasulullaah 
~ had done. If such a matter presents itself that i3 neither in the Book of 
Allaah, about which Rasulullaah ~ has not passed a verdict, then he should 
pass his verdict as the righteous scholars had done. However, if such a matter 
presents itself that is neither in the Book of Allaah and about which neither 

Rasulullaah ~ nor the righteous scholars have passed verdicts, he should 
practise Ijtihaad. He must then be firm on his verdict without being embarrassed 
about it." Another narration adds that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ 
said, "He should then practise Ijtihaad and (when stating his verdict, he must) 
(I) Abu Dawood, Tirrnidhi and Daarrni, as quoted in Mishkaatul Masaabeeh (Pg.316). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd and Ibn Abdul Birr in his }aarni, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vo1.5 Pg.241). 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr in his )aarni (VoL2 Pg.56). 
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never say 'I think .. .' or 'I fear that .. .' because what is Halaal is clear and what is 
Haraam is also clear. Between the two are doubtful matters and you should 
forsake that which gives yOU doubts for that which does not.,,(l) 

The Ijtihaad of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
§)~~ and Hadhrat Ubay bin Kalb §J.~~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abu Yazeed reports that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Abbaas ~ was questioned about anything and the reply was to be found in 
the Qur'aan, he would state what was in the Qur'aan. If it was not found in the 
Qur'aan but Rasulullaah ~ had spoken about it, he would say what 
Rasulullaah ~ said. If it was not found in the Qur'aan and Rasulullaah ~ 
had not spoken about it, but Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ or Hadhrat Vmar B~ 
had mentioned it, he would say what Hadhrat Abu Batr ~ or Hadhrat 
Vmar ~~ said. However, if it was not found in the Qur'aan and if Rasulullaah 
~, HadhratAbu Bakr ~~ and Hadhrat Vmar ~ had not spoken about 
it, he would practise Ijtihaad." (2) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ said, "When 
we receive corroboration (to an injunction), we would not equate anything else 
to it (and would readily practise it)," (3) 

Hadhrat Masrooq narrates that when· he once questioned Hadhrat Vbay bin Ka'b 
~ about something, Hadhrat Ubay ~ asked, "Has it already happened?" 
When he was informed that it had not happened, he said, "Then grant us respite 
until it happens and then when it does, we will be able to practise Ijtihaad." (4) 

Exercising Caution when Issuing 
Fataawaa and the Sahabah ~~~ who 

used to Issue Fataawaa 
The Statement of Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin 

Abu Layla concerning the Cautiousness of the 


Sahabah~~~ 
Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Abu Layla says, "I met a hundred and twenty 
Sahabah~ of Rasulullaah ~ in the Masjid. When any of them narrated a 
Hadith, he wished that his brother (anotherSahabi @~) had done it for him 
and whenever he issued a Fatwaa, he also wished that his brother had done it for 
him."(S) 

(1) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (V01.2 Pg.57). 
(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanilllm (Va1.2 Pg.57), Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.181) has reported a similar 

narration. 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil lim (Vol.2 Pg.57). 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil 11m (Vol.2 Pg.58). 
(5) 	 Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil IlIIi (VoL2 Pg.I63). Ibn Sa'd (Vo\.6 Pg.IIO) has reported a 

similar narration adding that the Sahabah iil=j-;:~ Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Abu Layla met 
were from the Ansaar. 
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Statements of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~, Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ and Hadhrat 

Umar ~~ in this Regard 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin r:'las'ood ~ said, "It is only a madman who will 
immediately issue a Fatwa for everything he is asked." The same statement has 
been reported from Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~. (1) 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ said, "It is only one of three persons who would issue 
Fataawaa; a man who knows which verses of the Qur'aan abrogate injunctions of 
Deen and which have been abrogated, a leader who has no alternative and a 
pretentious fooL" (2) 

Hadhrat Ibn Seereen narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~ said to Hadhrat Abu 
Mas'ood Uqba bin Umar ~/ "I was informed thaLyou issue Fataawaa to 
peopler The person blessed with the privileges (ofleadership) should also bear its 
burden (of issuing Fataawaa)." (3) Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar 
~ also added, "And you are not a governor (so you need not issue 
FataaWaa).,,(4) 

The Cautiousness of Hadhrat Zaid bin Arqam and 
Hadhrat Baraa ~~ in this Regard 

Hadhrat Abu Minhaal says, ''When I questioned Hadhrat Zaid bin Arqam ~ 


and Hadhrat Baraa ~ about selling gold and silver, each one of them told 

me to as)r the other, saying, 'He is better than me and has more knowledge.''' 

The narration goes on further to discuss trading in gold and silver. (5) 

Hadhrat Abu Husayn says, "Everyone now issues Fataawaa on matters that had 

they been posed to Hadhrat Umar ~/ he would have gathered all the 

veterans of Badr (to consult with before issuing a Fatwaa)." (6) 


Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~, Hadhrat Umar ~~,. 
Hadhrat Uthmaan .~~ and Hadhrat Abdur 

Rahmaan bin Auf ~~ Issue Fataawaa During 
the Time of Rasulullaah ~ 

When Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~,~ was asked who used to issue 
Fataawaa during the time of Rasulullaah ~, he replied, "Abu Bakr ~ and 
Umar ~. I do not know of anyone else." (7) 
Hadhrat Qaasim bin Muhammad says that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~/ Hadhrat 
(1) 	Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil 11m (Vol.2 Pg.I65). Tabraani has reported a similar narration 

from Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by 
Haythami (VoU Pg.183). 

(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil JIm (Vol.2 Pg.166). 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil 11m (VoL2 Pg.166). 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil Ilm (Vol.2 Pg.143). 
(5) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami Bayaanil Ilm (VoL2 Pg.166). 
(6) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in IGlnzui Ummaai (Vo\.5 Pg.24I). 
(7) Ibn Sa'd (Vo\'4 Pg.151). 
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Umar ~, Hadhrat Uthmaan D~ and· Hadhrat Ali ~ used to issue 
Fataawaa during the time of Rasulullaah ~. (1) 
Hadhrat Fudhayl bin Abu Abdullaah bin Dinaar narrates from his father that 
Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ®~, Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~, Hadhrat 
Umar ®~ and Hadhrat uthmaan ~ were amongst those who issued 
Fataawaa during the time of Rasulullaah ~ according to what they heard from 
Rasulullaah ~,<2) 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ®U&~ Tells the People 
not to ask him Anything While Hadhrat Abdullaah 

bin Mas'ood ®U&~ is Alive 
Hadhrat Abu Attiyya Hamdaani reports that he was once sitting with Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood D~ when a person carne to ask him a question. "Have 
you asked anyone else?" Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ enquired. "Yes," 
the man replied, til have asked Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~" The ma'1 then 
informed Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood D~ about Hadhrat Abu Moosa 
Ash'ari ®u..~'s reply. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood D~ gave a reply that 
contradicted that of Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ and then left. (When this 
was brought to the attention of Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ®~,) He said, "Do 
not ask me about anything when this great scholar is in your midst." (3) 

Those Who Issued Fataawaa during the Time of 

Rasulullaah ~ and the Time of the Khulafaa 


Raashideen 

Hadhrat Sahl bin Abu Khaythamah reports that during the time of Rasulullaah 
~, three Sahabah ~ from the Muhaajireen and three Sahabah ~ 
from the Ansaar were authorised to issue Fataawaa. They were Hadhrat Umar 
~, Hadhrat uthmaan ~, Hadhrat Ali ~ (from the Muhaajireen) 
and Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~, Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ and 
Hadhrat laid bin Thaabit ~~ (from the Ansaar). (4) . 

Hadhrat Masrooq reports that from amongst the Sahabah ~~ of Rasulullaah 
~, those who issued Fataawaa were Hadhrat Umar ~~, Hadhrat Ali 
~~, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~, Hadhrat laid (bin Thaabit) 
®~, Hadhrat ubay bin Ka'b ~ and Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ®,~.(5) 
Hadhrat Qabeesah bin Duayb bin Halhala reports, "During the time of Hadhrat 
U:nar ®.~, Hadhrat laid bin Thaabit ®.~ remained the chief authority of 
the judiciary of Madinah, as well as the chief authority of issuing Fataawaa, 
Qiraa'ah and dissolution of estates. He maintained this position during the time 

(I) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.ISl). 
(2) 	Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.157). Ibn Asaakir has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Muntakhab 

Kanzu/ ummaa/(Vo\.5 Pg.77). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.160). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration in his Hilya (Vol.1 Pg.1291. 

(41 Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.167), 

(5) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.I68). 
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of Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ and for as long as Hadhrat Ali ~~ remained in 

Madinah (as Khalifah before moving the capital to Kufa). Thereafter, he kept the 

post for a further five years until Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ became the Khalifah 

in the year 40 A.H. Even after this, he remained instated in the position untii I-)e 

passed away in theyear 45 A.H." (I) 


Hadhrat Ataa bin Yasaar reports that both Hadhrat Umar ~ and Hadhrat 

Uthmaan ~~ used to call for Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ (to 

consult with) and would also consuft with the veterans of the Battle of Badr. Until 

the day he passed away, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ used to issue 

Fataawaa during the time of Hadhrat Umar ~ and Hadhrat Uthmaan 

~~.(2) 


Hadhrat Ziyaad bin Meenaa narrates that amongst those Sahabah ~~ who 

issued Fataawaa and narrated Ahadeeth in Madinah were Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Abbaas ~, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~, Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri 

~, Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~, Hadhrat Abdullaah Amr bin Al Aas 

~, Hadhrat Jaabir bin Abdullaah ~~, Hadhrat Raafi bin Khudayj ~, 


Hadhrat Salamah bin Akwa ~~, Hadhrat Abu Waaqid Laythi ~ and 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Buhaynah ~~. This they continued doing from the 

time Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ passed away until their deaths. Amongst them, 

the ones who issued the bulk of the Fataawaa were Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Abbaas ~, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~, Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri 

~, Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ and Hadhrat Jaabir bin AbduIlaah 

~):l.,~.(3) 


Hadhrat Qaasim relates, "During the Khilaafah of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~, 


Hadhrat Umar ~, Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ and until the time she passed 

away (may Allaah shower his mercy on her),(my aunt) Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ 


used to issue Fataawaa by herself. I used to stay with her and she showed 

extreme affection towards me." (4) 


The Knowledge of the Sahabah ~~~ 
The Statement of Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ 

concerning the Vast Knowledge of the 
Sahabah~~ 

Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ said, "Rasulullaah ~ left us with so much 
knowledge that even when a bird fluttered its wings in the sky, it would remind 
us of something he had taught us." (5) 

Another narration adds that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Everything that draws one 
closer to Jannah and that takes one further from Jahannam has been explained to 

(I) Ibn Sa'J (VolA Pg.175). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.181). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.187). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.189). 
(5) Ahmad. 
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you (Sahabah ~.~).,,(l) 

The Narration of Hadhrat Amr bin AI Aas ~~ 
about what he Memorised from Rasulullaah ~ 

and the Narration of Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ about 
the Knowledge of Hadhrat Abu Bakr OO~ 

Hadhrat Arnr bin Al Aas ~~ says, "I have learnt a thousand similitudes from 
Rasulullaah ~."(2) 
In a lengthy narration, Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ says, "Whenever they (the 
Sahabah ~) disagreed about anything, my father (Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
~) would come forth with a Hadith that would satisfy them all and settle the 
dispute. Therefore, when it was asked where Rasulullaah ~ was to be buried, 
no one could be found who had any relevant knowledge. It was then that 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ said, 'I heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'Whenever a Nabi 
~;:¥: passed away, he was buried beneath the place he lay at the time he 
passed away.' Similarly, when the Sahabah ~ posed divergent opinions 
about the inheritance of Rasulullaah ~, they could find none with relevant 
knowledge. Again it was Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ who said, 'I heard Rasulullaah 
~ say, 'We the assembly of Ambiyaa do not leave behind any inheritance. 
Everything we leave behind is donated as sadaqah.,.,(3) 

The Statements of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~ and Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ About the 

Knowledge of Hadhrat Umar ~ 
Hadhrat Abu Waa'il narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said, "If 
the knowledge of Umar ~~ was placed on one pan of a scale and the 
knowledge of all on earth was placed on the other, the knowledge of Umar 
~.~ would outweigh the rest." Hadhrat A'mash says, "I found it difficult to 
accept this, so I mentioned it to Ibraheem, who said, 'Why do you find this 
difficult to accept when I can swear by Alla~h that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ~~ said something even more profound than this. He said, lIn my 
estimation, nine tenths of knowledge left the world with the demise of Umar 
~~.m(4) 

In a lengthy narration concerning the demise of Hadhrat umar ~, Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ stated, "From all of us, it was Umar ~~ who 
possessed the most knowledge about Allaah, who recited the Book of Allaah the 

(I) 	Tabraani. Tabraani has reported a narration similar to that of Ahmad from Hadhrat Abu Dardaa 
~, which is reported from reliable sources, as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.8 Pg.264). Ibn Sa'd 
(VolA Pg. 170) has also reported a similar narration. 

(2) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.8 Pg.264). 
(3) Baghawi, Ibn Asaakir and others, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Val. 4 Pg.346). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Va\.9 Pg.69) has commented on the chain of narrators. Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.l53) 

has reported a similar narration. 
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most and who had the deepest understanding of Allaah's Deen." (1) 


Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ said, "In comparison to the knowledge of Umar 

~!1'WE6, the knowledge of all other people seems like it could be buried in a little 

hole.,,(2) 


A man from Madinah said, "when I was presented before Hadhrat Umar bin 

Khattaab ~~, learned scholars appeared to be little children before him. His 

understanding and knowledge towered above theirs." (3) 


Rasulullaah ~ Declares that Hadhrat Ali ~~ 
was the most learned of the Sahabah ~~ and 

the statement of Hadhrat Ali ~~ about his 
Knowledge of the Qur'aan 

Hadhrat Abu Is'haaq narrates that when Rasulullaah ~ got Hadhrat Ali ~~ 
married to Hadhrat Faatima ~~, she said to Rasulullaah ~, "You have 
married me to a man whose eyesight is Weak and whose stomach is big." 
RasuluUaah ~ responded by saying, "I have married you to him because from 
all my companions, he was the first to accept Islaam, he has the most knowledge 
and is the most tolerant." (4) 
Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said to Hadhrat Faatima ~, 
"Are you not pleased that I have married you to the person wh() was the first of 
my Ummah to accept Islaam, is the one with the most knowledge and is the most 
tolerant?" (5) 

Hadhrat Ali ~~ once said, "By Allaah! I know precisely about what every verse 
of the Qur'aan was revealed, where it was revealed and concerning whom it was 
revealed. My Rabb has blessed me with a perceptive heart and an eloquent 
tongue." (6) 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib reports that Hadhrat Vmar ~ used to seek 
Allaah's protection against any intricate problem which had to be resolved 
without the help of Hadhrat Ali ~:(7) 

The Knowledge of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Id ~'I1":::'~I·r·/M asoo ~,\al~ 

Hadhrat Masrooq narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said, "I 
know the precise circumstances surrounding the :::evelation of every chapter of 
the Qur'aan. If I knew of a person more knowledgeal',e than myself, I would 
certainly go to him if a camel or any other conveyance could take me to him." 
Hadhrat Masrooq says, "I sat in the company of many Sahabah ~ of 

(1) Tabraani, as quoted in Majma'uz zawaa'id (Vo1.9 Pg.69). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.153). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.153). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.l 02) has commented on the chain of .larrators. 
(5) Tabraani and Ahmad. Haythami (V01.9 Pg.l 01) has commentedon the chall' ;)f narrators. 
(6) Ibn sa'd (VolA Pg.154). 
(7) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.156). 
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Muhammad ~ and found them to be like dams. While some dams may quench 
the thirst of one man, others may quench the thirst of two men, others the thirst 
of ten and others will quench the thirst of a hundred men. Then there are oceans 
that can cater for all the people on earth if they had to settle there. I found 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ to be such an ocean." (1) 

Hadhrat Zaid bin Wahab narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~.~ 
arrived one day at a place where Hadhrat vmar ~ was sitting. When he saw 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ approach, Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, 
"He is a coffer filled to the brim with the knowledge and understanding of 
Deen." 
Hadhrat Asad bin Wadaa'ah reports that Hadhrat Umar ~ once made 
mention of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ saying, "He is a coffer filled to 
the brim with knowledge. I however had to give preference to the people of 
Qaadisiyyah over myself concerning him (by sending him to teach them rather 
than keeping him behind with me in Madinah)." (2) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Ali ~~~ concerning 
his Knowledge and the Knowledge of Hadhrat 

Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~, Hadhrat Abu Moosa 
Ash ' .arl ~'t\-;"'.'~\t::;:~,\,a)~, H dhr t Ammaar j:<;'I1-;',~,\,a)~,.... \"·" H dhr t aa a a 
Hudhayfah ~~~ and Hadhrat Salmaan ~~~ 

Hadhrat Abul Bakhtari narrates that they once approached Hadhrat Ali ~l1~ 
with the request to inform them about the Sahabah ~~ of Rasulullaah ~. 
''Which of them would you like to know about?" Hadhrat Ali ~,~ asked. "Tell 
us about Hadhrat Abdullaahbin Mas'ood ~~," they replied. Hadhrat Ali 
~l1~ said, "He learnt the Qur'aan and the Sunnah and reached the apex of 
knowledge. This is sufficient for you to gauge the extent of his knowledge." "Tell 
us about Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~Uo1~," they asked next. Hadhrat Ali 
~ said, "He had been thoroughly'dyed in knowledge before coming out of 
the dye." The men asked further, "Then tell us about Hadhrat Ammaar bin Yaasir 
~~." Hadhrat Ali ~ said, "He is a Mu'min who remembers well after 
being reminded about something he had forgotten." 
"Now tell us about Hadhrat Hudhayfah~~," they asked. Hadhrat Ali ~.~'s 
reply was: "of all the Sahabah ~~, he best knew who' the Munaafiqeen were." 
When they asked about Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~, Hadhrat Ali ~l1~ said, "He 
acquired a substantial amount of knowledge but was unable to disseminate .it." 
The men further asked, "Tell us about Hadhrat Salmaan ~." Hadhrat Ali 
~ said, "He acquired the knowledge of the previous Ambiyaa as well as the 
knowledge of the final Nabi ~11i. He is an ocean whose bottom cannot be 
reached and he is also one of us, the household of Rasulullaah ~." "0 Ameerul 
Mu'mineenl" the men then asked, "Now tell us about yourself." Hadhrat Ali 
(1) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg, 159). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.161). 
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~,~ said, "It was this that you had intended asking from the outset! Whenever 
I asked (Rasulullaah ~) anything, I would receive a reply and whenever I 
remained silent. I would be informed," (I) 

The statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~ Concerning the Knowledge of Hadhrat 

Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, "Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ is 
certainly an Ummah who was Qaanit and Haneef(one inclined towards the truth 
and averse to all false creeds). He is (definitely) not from the Mushrikeen." The 
narrator says, "I thought that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ had 
perhaps made an error because Allaah says in the Qur'aan: 

j, ~~ ,""G 0 ~~"J"i ~1:... ~;JJ j, I~~i;' JJ ~U Ci ~tS- ~I~I ~I)
,. ... ,.~ ~~'" 	 1..1." ,. "" '" .,,-J .... ,. 

_ (~ >; > " ; I J I ;; J I; > 
(\".~I:J='Uo)J"") ¥~j,~ '11.u;.lAJ~1

~ .. , "" 1$,. ... 

Ibraheem ~'# was certainly an ummah who was Qaanit and Haneef 
(one inclined towards the truth and averse to aJJ false creeds). He was 
(definitely) not from the Mushrikeen, {surah Nahl. verse 120-l21} 

However, when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ repeated his words to 
me, I knew that he meant what he was saying. I therefore remained silent He 
then asked, 'Do you know what the meaning of 'Ummah'and 'Qaanit'is?' When I 
submitted that Allaah knows best, he explained, 'Ummah (in this context) refers 
to a person who teaches people good things and 'Qaanit'refers to a person who 
obeys Allaah and His Rasool ~, That is exactly how Mu'aadh bin Jabal ®.~ 
was. He taught people everything that was good and was obedient to Allaah and 
to Allaah's Rasool ~,"'(2) 

Statements of Hadhrat Masrooq Concerning the 

Knowledge of the Sahabah ~~ 


Hadhrat Masrooq says, "I examined the Sahabah ~ carefully and found that 
all their knowledge could be found in six of them; namely Hadhrat Umar ~~~, 
Hadhrat Ali ~~, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~, Hadhrat Mu'aadh 
bin Jabal ~~, Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ and Hadhrat Zaid bin Thaabit 
~. After closely examining these six, I discovered that all their knowledge 
could be found in Hadhrat Ali ~,~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~,,,(3) 

Hadhrat Masrooq also said, 'When I arrived in Madinah and enquired about the 
Sahabah ~, I discovered that amongst those with the most profound 
knowledge was Hadhrat Zaid bin Thaabit ~.,,(4) 

(1) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg,162). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.165). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.I67). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.176). 
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The Knowledge of Hadh,rat Abdullaah 

bin Abbaas g}!J5~ 


Hadhrat Masrooq reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®,~ once said, 
"If Abdullaah bin Abbaas 9~ were our age, none of us would be able to equal 
even a tenth of his knowledge." Another narration adds that Hadhrat Abdullaah 
bin Mas'ood ~~ said, "Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ is an excellent 
commentator of the Qur'aan." (1) 

Hadhrat Mujaahid reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~);.~ used to be 
caBed an ocean because of the great amount of knowledge he possessed. (2) 

Hadhrat Layth bin Abu Sulaym says that he once said to Hadhrat Tawoos, "Why 
have you attached yourself to this youngster (Hadhrat Abdullaahbin Abbaas 
~) instead o.f the senior Sahabah l®):i.,~ of Rasulullaah ~?" Hadhrat 
Tawoos replied, "I have seen seventy Sahabah ~~ who favoured the opinion 
of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ whenever a difference of opinion arose 
in any matter." (3) 

Hadhrat Aamir the son of Hadhrat· Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~ reports that his 
father said, "I have never seen as quick-witted, as intelligent, as knowledgeable 
and as tolerant as Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~. I saw that when an intricate 
problem arose, Umar bin Khattaab ~ would call for him and say, 'Be 
prepared! A most complicated problem is coming your way.' Umar ~ would 
then accept his opinion on the matter even though he would be surrounded by 
veterans of the Battle of Badr'both from the Muhaajireen and the Ansaar." (4) 
Hadhrat Abu Zinaad narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ was 
suffering from high fever when Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~ came to visit 
him. Hadhrat Umar ~ said, "Your illness has certainly posed a great 
obstacle to us. Nevertheless it is only from Allaah that we seek help." (5) 
Hadhrat Talha bin ubayduUaah ~~ said, "Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~ has 
been blessed with deep understanding, intelligence and tremendous knowledge. 
I have not seen Umar bin Khattaab ~ give precedence to any other person's 
opinion over his." (6) 
Hadhrat Muhammad the son of Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b 9~ says that Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ was once present when Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b 
9~ stood up and said, "This youth will soon become the most learned 
scholar of this Ummah. Together with being blessed with intelligence and deep 
understanding, Rasulullaah ~ also prayed to Allaahto grant him a sound 
understanding of Deen." (7) 
Hadhrat Tawoos says, "HadhratAbdullaah bin Abbaas ~ towered above 

(I) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.181). 
(2) Ibn Said (VolA Pg.181). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.18I). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.183). 
(5) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.185). 
(6) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.185). 
(7) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.IB5). 
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others in knowledge just as a tall palm tree towers above shorter ones." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu waa'il says, "A friend and I performed Hajj at a time when Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ was the Ameer of Hajj. When he started reciting 
Surah Noor and commenting on it, my friend remarked, 'Oh Subhaanallaahl what 
great knowledge is emerging from this man's head! Even the Turks would accept 
Islaam if they had to hear this.'" Another narration adds that Hadhrat Abu Waa'il 
himself said, "I have never seen or heard anyone speak as he does: Even the 
Persians and Romans would accept Islaam if they heqrd him." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ relates, "When I went to Umar bin 
Khattaab ®)Z~ one day, he asked me a question that Ya'la bin umayyah ~~ 
had written to him about from yemen. After I had given him the answer, Umar 
®)J.1~ remarked, 'I testify that you are certainly most eligible to speak on behalf 
of Rasulullaah ~'S household.",(3} 
Hadhrat Ataa says, "While some people used to approach Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Abbaas ~ to ask about poetry, others went to him to ask about ancestry and 
there were still others who referred to him to ask about the battles that the Arabs 
fought and about their history. He was able to give each group of people due 
attention and gave them detailed replies to their satisfaction." (4) 
Hadhrat Ubadullaah bin Abdullaah bin Utba says, "Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~~ surpassed all other people in his qualities. He excelled others in his 
knowledge of past events, in the deep understanding with which he gave his 
opinion to people who consulted with him, in his level of tolerance and in his 
immense magnanimity. None knew the Ahadeeth of Rasulullaah ~ and the 
verdicts of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~, Hadhrat Umar ~ and Hadhrat 
Uthmaan ~ better than he. None gave opinions as deeply thought oLas he 
and there was also none who better knew poetry and Arabic as he did. In 
addition to all of this, his knowledge was also most profound in the commentary 
of the Qur'aan, in mathematics and in the laws of inheritance. I have also not 
seen anyone else as knowledgeable about the past events as he was, nor anyone 
who gave an opinion more dependable than his when people are most in need of 
one. Sometimes he would sit all day discussing nothing besides fiqh, while on 
other days, he would discuss nothing besides the commentary of the Qur'aan. 
Then there were days when he sat and discussed only the battles of Rasulullaah 
~, while on other days, he discussed only poetry or only the history of the 
Arabs. I have never seen any scholar sit before him without surrendering himself 
to him. I h,ave also seen no one asking him a question without receiving the 
relevant information from him." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~~ says, "I uSt:d to remain close to the senior 
Muhaajireen and Ansaar Sahabah i@)J.1~ and ask them about the battles 

(I) Ibn Sa'd {Vol.4 Pg.185}. 

{2l Haakim (Vo\.3 Pg.537). 

(3) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg,184). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.182). 
(5) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.183). 
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Rasulullaah ~ fought and the revelation that pertained to them. Whenever I 
went to anyone of them, they became overjoyed because I am related to 
Rasulullaah ~. Hadhrat ubay bin Ka'b ~ was one of the Sahabah ~ 
with the soundest knowledge. When I asked him one day about the Surahs that 
were revealed in Madinah, he informed me that twenty-seven Surahs were 
revealed in Madinah and all the rest in Makkah." (1) 

Hadhrat Ikrama says, "I heard Hadhrat Amr bin Al Aas ~ say, 'From all of us, 
it is Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ who has the most knowledge of the previous 
scriptures and also understands best those matters that the Qur'aan and 
Ahadeeth are not explicit about.' When I informed Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~ about what Hadhrat Amr bin Al Aas ~~ had said, he remarked, 'He 
himself has tremendous knowledge because he useE! to ask Rasulullaah ~ 
about matters that were Halaal and Haraam. III (2) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ was once looking at a group of people gathered around 
Hadhrat AbduUuah bin Abbaas ~~ during the days of Hajj, asking him about 
the rites ofHajj. She remarked, "Of those (Sahabah ~) still alive, he knows 
the rites of Hajj best." (3) 

WHAT PEOPLE SAID AT THE DEMISE OF HADHRAT 
ABDULLAAH BIN ABBAAS ~~ 

When the news of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~)1~'s death reached Hadhrat 
Jaabir ~.~, he hit his one hand on the other and said, "The most 
knowledgeable and most tolerant of all people has passed away. By his demise, 
this Ummah has been afflicted with a calamity that can never be redressed." (4) 
Upon the demise of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~.~, Hadhrat Raafi bin 
Khudayj ~ remarked, "All the people between the East and the West were 
dependent on the one who has passed away today for their knowledge." (5) 
Hadhrat Abu Kulthoom narrates that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ 
was buried, Hadhrat Ibn Hanafiyyah said, "Today the sage of this Ummah has 
passed away." (6) 

The Knowledge of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 

~)J&~, Hadhrat Ubaadah ~~, Hadhrat 


Shaddaad bin Aws ~~ and Hadhrat 

Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~)J&~ 


Hadhrat Amr bin Dinaar says, "Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ was regarded 
as one of the young Fuqahaa." (7) 

(I) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.186). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.186). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.184). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Voi.4 Pg.187). 
(5) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.183). 
(6) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.183). 
(7) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.187). 
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Hadhrat Khaalid bin Ma'daan says, "From amongst the Sahabah ~~ of 
Rasulullaah ~, there are none left in Shaam whose knowledge is more 
dependable, who have a deeper understanding and who are more beloved to the 
people than Hadhrat Ubaadah bin Saamit ~and Hadhrat Shaddaad bin Aws 
~."(I) 

Hadhrat Handhla bin SufYaan reports from his teachers that none had a better 
understanding of the Deen than Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ®):l.1~.,,(2) 

The Knowledge of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~~ 
Hadhrat Abu Za'eeza'a who was Marwaan bin Hakam's scribe reports, "Manvaan 
once summoned Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ and, seating me behind his chair, 
he started questioning Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ as I wrote everything down. 
After a complete year had passed, Marwaan again sent for Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah 
~~ and, seating him behind a screen, started asking him the same questions. 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ replied to the questions just as he did the 
previous year without adding, deleting or even misplacing a single word." (3) 

The Knowledge of Ummul Mu'mineen Hadhrat 
Aa'isha \I®~~ 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ says, "Whenever the Sahabah ~ of 
Rasulullaah ~ had doubts about anything, they referred it to Hadhrat Aa'isha 
~ and always found the answer with heL" (4) 

Hadhrat Qabeesah bin Dhuwayb says, "Hadhrat Aa'isha ti;;6~~ was one of the 
most knowledgeable personalities and even the senior Sahabah @~ of 
Rasulullaah ~ consulted with her." (5) 
Hadhrat Abu Salamah says, "I have not seen anyone with more knowledge of the 
Sunnah practices of Rasulullaah ~ than Hadhrat Aa'isha ~. I have also 
not seen anyone offer a better opinion when an opinion was sought and seer: no 
one with more knowledge of the circumstances surrounding the revelation of any 
verse or with more knowledge of the laws of inheritance." (6) 
When someone asked Hadhrat Masrooq whether Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ was 
proficient in the laws of inheritance, he replied, "I swear by the Being Who 
controls my life that she certainly was! In fact, I saw the senior Sahabah ~~ 
of Rasulullaah ~ ask her about inheritance." (7) 

Hadhrat Mahmood bin Labeed says, "Although all the pure wives of Rasulullaah 
~ knew many Ahadeeth, none knew as much as Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ and 
Hadhrat Ummu Salamah ~. In fact, Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~~ used to issue 

(I) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.188). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.188). 
(3) Haakim (Vol.3 Pg.510), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.189). 
(5) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.189). 
(6) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.189). 

(7) 	Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.189). Tabraani has reported a similar narration from r-:liable sources as 
confirmed by Haythami (VoL9 Pg.242). 
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Fataawaa during the period of Hadhrat Umar ®~ and Hadhrat Uthmaan 
~. This she continued doing until she passed away. May Allaah shower His 
mercy on her. Senior Sahabah ~ of Rasulullaah ~ such as Hadhrat Umar 
~ and Hadhrat uthmaan ®~ after him used to send messengers to her 
to ask about Sunnah practices." (1) 

Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~ said, "I have never seen a speaker as well-spoken, as 
eloquent and as itUelligent as Aa'isha ~~.,,(2) 
Hadhrat Urwa ®~ says, "I have not seen a woman as knowledgeable in 
medicine, Fiqh and poetry as Hadhrat Aa'isha ~." (3) 

Hadhrat Urwa ®1J.,~ once said to (his aunt) Hadhrat Aa'isha ~, "I am more 
astonished about you the more I think about yoU1 When I find you to be one of 
those most proficient in Islaamic jurisprudence, I ask myself what was there to 
prevent you from being such when you were the wife of Rasulullaah ~ and the 
daughter of Abu Bakr ~? Then when I find you to be one· of those most 
knowledgeable about the history of the Arabs and about their lineage and poetry, 
I ask myself what was there to prevent you from being such when your father 
knew most about the Quraysh? However, what surprises me is that I also find 
you to be most proficient in medicine. Where did you learn this from?" Hadhrat 
Aa'isha ~ he1tl Hadhrat Urwa ®)J5~'s hand and said, 'When Rasulullaah 
~'s illness worsened, Arab and non-Arab physicians sent (many medicines and 
prescriptions) for him, from which I learnt medicine." (4) Another narration states 
that she said, "When I used these to treat Rasulullaah ~, I learnt all about 
it.,,(5) 

Those Ulema who are Attached to Allaah 
and those Who are Evil 

The Statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~ in this Regard 

Hadhrat AbduHaah bin Mas'ood ®,~~ once said to his students, "Be people who 
are the fountainheads of knowledge, who are beacons of guidance, who spend 
most of the time at home, who are lanterns of the night, whose hearts remain 
fresh and young and who wear old clothes. In this manner, you will be known to 
the inhabitants of the heavens while remaining anonymous to the inhabitants of 
earth." (6) A similar narration from Hadhrat Ali ®)J5~ states, "In this manner, 
you will be known to the inhabitants of the heavens while the inhabitants of 
earth will raVe about you," (7) 

(1) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg,189). 
(2) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (vo1.9 Pg.243). 
(3) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.242). 
(4) Bazzaar, Ahmad and Tabraani in his Kabeer and Awsat. 
(5) Ahmad. Haythami (VoL9 Pg.242) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(6) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol I. Pg.126) 
(7) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VaLl Pg.77). 
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The Statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 

®~~ Concerning the Ulema who are 


attached to Allaah 

Hadhrat Wahab bin Munabbih narrates that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
®.\i,,~ was informed that some people were debating about predestination at 
Baab13ani Sahm, he quickly got up and, handing his staff over to Hadhrat 
Ikrama, he placed one hand on the staff and the other on Hadhrat Tawoos. When 
he reached the group, they mage way for him and welcomed him. 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®.~ however did not sit down and asked them 
to inform him of their lineage so that he may recognise who they were. When 
they did so, he addressed them saying, "Do you not know that Allaah has 
servants whom fear for Him has driven them to silence even though they are 
neither handicapped nor dumb? On the contrary, they are people who are Ulema, 
orators 4!ld people of high status. Theyare well acquainted with the way Allaah 
deals with sinners but whenever they think of the greatness of Allaah, they lose 
their minds, their hearts are torn apart and their tongues stop functioning. When 
they recover from this state, they hasten to perform good deeds that will purify 
them. While they regard themselves as people who neglect their duties to Allaah, 
they are really the intelligent ones with the most strength (to do good). Although 
they regard themselves as wrong-doers and sinners, they are really righteous and 
innocent. What distinguishes them is they never regard anything as being too 
much to do for Allaah, they ar~ never satisfied to do only a little for Him and they 
are never too proud of the deeds they do for Him. Wherever you meet them, they 
will be filled with concern, in awe of Allaah and ever fearing (that they should not 
displease) Him." Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ then left and returned to 
his gathering. (1) 

Statements of Hadhrat Abdpllaah bin Mas'ood 
~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®,~~ 

Concerning Evil Ulema 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, "If the men of knowledge would 
safeguard their knowledge and give it only to those who are worthy, they. would 
lead the people of their times. However, they have handed it over to men of this 
world only to receive a portion of the world and have therefore fallen in the eyes 
of these people. I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'Whoever narrows all his 
worries to the one worry for the Aakhirah, ABaah will take care of all his other 
worries. On the other hand, whoever has been confounded by the worries of this 
world, Allaah cares not in which valley he destroys himself." (2) 

Hadhrat Sufyaan bin Uyaynah reports that Hadhra+ Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ 
said, "If the bearers of knowledge uphold it as it ought to be upheld and in a 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya (Vol. I Pg.325). 
(2) 	Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.5 Pg.2431. Ibn Abdul Birr has reported a similar 

narration in his Jaami (Vol.J Pg.187). 
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befitting manner, Allaah, His angels and the pious ones will love them. In 
addition to this,people will stand in awe of them. However, they seek the wealth 
of this world with their knowledge, because of which Allaah detests them and 
they have no status in the eyes of the people." (I) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~ said, "What will happen to you when 
such a calamity overtakes you because of which your youngsters start to age, 
your elders grow older and such practices are regarded as being Sunnah that 
when an attempt is made to change them, people will say (about the act is 
truly Sunnah), 'This is something very strange!'" When someone asked Hadhrat 
AbdulJaah bin Mas'ood ~~ when such a time would come, he replied, "When 
the trustworthy ones amongst you will be few while your leaders will be plenty, 
when the Fuqahaa amongst you will be few while those reciting the Qur'aan will 
be plenty, when the knowledge of Oeen will be sought for motives other than the 
benefit of Oeen and when worldly gain will be the motivation behind carrying out 
acts of the Aakhirah." 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said, ''When 
a fabricated Sunnah becomes such a norm in society, when an effort is made to 
change it, people will say, 'The Sunnah has been changed!'" the narration also 
adds that the time will be "when your Fuqahaa will be few and your leaders will 
hoard wealth." (2) 

The statements of Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~~, 
Hadhrat Ka'b ®lt~ and Hadhrat Ali ®~~ 

Concerning Acquiring the Knowledge of Deen 
for worldly Motives 

Hadhrat Abu oharr ~ said, "You should understand well that these 
Ahadeeth ought to be learnt solely for the pleasure of Allaah. When a person 
learns them solely for worldly gain, he will not even smell the fragrance of 
Jannah. (3) " 

Hadhrat Vmar ~ once asked Hadhrat Ka'b (who was learned in the previous 
scriptures), 'What can remove knowledge from the hearts of Vlema after they 
have studied and memorised it?" Hadhrat Ka'b replied, "It will be greed and 
asking people for one's needs that will remove it." (4) 

When Hadhrat Ali ~~ once spoke about certain tribulations that will occur 
towards the end of time, Hadhrat Vmar ~ asked, 'When will this occur, 0 
Alr~" Hadhrat Ali ~ replied, "When the knowledge of Oeen will be sought for 
motives other than the benefit of Oeen, when knowledge will be sought for 
reasons other than to practise and when worldly gain will be the motivation 
behind carrying out acts of the Aakhirah." (5) 

(1) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (VoU Pg.188), 
(2) 	Abdur Razzaaq. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.82). Ibn Abdul Birr has reported a 

similar narration in his Jaami (Vol.! Pg.188). 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (VoU Pg.187). 
(4) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (Vol.2 Pg.6). 
(5) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL 1 Pg.82). 
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What Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Feared for the Ummah 
from Evil Ulema 


Hadhrat Umar ~):l.1~ once addressed the people saying, "I fear two people for 
you, the person who misinterprets the Qur'aan and a person who is vying with 
his brother for kingdom." (I) 

Hadhrat Hasan narrates that when a delegation from Basrah that included 
Hadhrat Ahnaf bin Qais ~)l.~ carne to Hadhrat Umar ~~, he granted them 
all leave, eycept for HadhratAhnaf~, whom he kept back for an entire year. 
Thereafter, Hadhrat Umar ~~ said to Hadhrat Ahnaf~, "Do you know 
why I kept you back? Rasulullaah ~ warned us against well-spoken hypocrites 
and I feared that you should not be one. Inshaa Allaah, (I am now confident that) 
you are not one of them." (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Uthmaan Nahdi reports that he heard Hadhrat Umar ~ say 
from the pulpit, "Beware of the hypocritical Aalim." "How will a hypocrite 
become an Aalim?" the people asked. Hadhrat Umar ~ replied, liRe will be a 
person who speaks what is right but then does what is wrong." (3) 

Hadhrat Umar ~ also said, ''We always maintained that the one to destroy 
this Ummah will be a hypocrite with an educated tongue." (4) 

Hadhrat Abu Uthmaan Nahdi reports that he heard Hadhrat Umar ~ say 
from the pulpit, ''What I fear most for this Ummah is the hypocritical Aalim." 
"How will a hypocrite be an Aalim, 0 Arneerul Mu'mineen?" the people asked. 
Hadhrat Umar ~ replied, "He will be a person whose tongue 'will be 
educated but whose heart and actions will be ignorant." (5) . 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ and Hadhrat 

Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~Warn the Ulema 


Against Frequenting the Doors of the Rulers 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~,~ said, "Beware of the places of tribulation!" "0 Abu 
AbdulIaah!" someone asked, "What are the places of tribulation?" Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ replied, "The doors of the rulers. When any ofyou 
enters the door of a ruler, he confirms (as truth) the lies he speaks and praises 
him for what he is not." (6) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, "At the doors of the rulers lie 
tribulations just as certainly as there are camels at the place where camels rest. I' 
swear by the Being Who controls my life that as much of their wealth you receive, 
so much of your Deen will they have in exchange." (7) . 

(1) 	Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (Vo1.2 Pg.I94). Ibn Abi shaybah has reported a similar narration, as 
quoted in KanzuJ Ummaai (Vo1.5 Pg.233). 

(2) Ibn Sa'd and Abu Ya'ia. 
(3) Bayhaqi and Ibn Najjaar. 
(4) Firyaabi, Abu Ya'la, Nasr and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol. 5 Pg.232). 
(5) Musaddad and Firyaabi, as quoted in Kanzui UmmaaJ (Vo1.5 Pg.233). 
(6) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (VoU Pg.I67). 
(7) Ibn Abdul Birr in his ]aami (Vo1.1 Pg.167). 
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The Disappearance and Forgetting of 

Deeni Knowledge 


What Rasulullaah ~~ Meant when he Stated that 

Deeni Knowledge will be Lifted 


Hadhrat Awf bin Maalik Ashja'ee ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ looked to 
the sky one day and said, "(There shall come) A time when Oeeni knowledge will 
be lifted (off the surface of the earth)." A man from the Ansaar called Labeed 
@l1.7~ asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! How will this knowledge be lifted when it is 
recorded in script and safeguarded in people's hearts?" Rasulullaah ~ remarked, 
"I was of the opinion that you were one of the most perceptive people in 
Madinah." Rasulullaah ~ then proceeded to explain how the Jew and the 
Christians deviated from the path even though Allaah's scripture was with them. 
The narrator says that when he met Hadhrat Shaddaad bin Aws ~ and 
narrated the Hadith of Hadhrat Awf ~ to him, he said, "Awf ~ has 
spoken the truth. Shall I not inform you about the first thing to be lifted?" 
When the narrator begged to be informed, Hadhrat Shaddaad ~ said, "It is 
devotion. It will be so completely removed that you will not find a single 
person with any devotion." (I) 

Another narration adds that a person by the name of ziyaad bin Labeed who was 
from the Ansaar asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! How will it be lifted from us when 
we have the Bookof Allaah with us, which we teach to our wives and children?,,(2) 
Yet another narration states that Hadhrat Shaddaad ~ asked, "Do you know 
what is meant by knowledge being lifted?" When the narrator submitted that he 
did not know, Hadhrat Shaddaad ~ said. "It refers to the leaving of the 
containers of knowledge (the Ulema). And do you know which knowledge will 
be the first to be lifted?" When the narrator again submitted that he did not know, 
Hadhrat Shaddaad @)r.,~ said, "It is devotion. It will be so completely removed 
that you will not find a single person with any devotion." (3) 

A similar narration from Hadhrat Abu Oardaa ~ states that Rasulullaah ~ 
said, "Of what benefit was the Torah and the Injeel that were with the Jews and 
the Christians?" (4) A narration from Hadhrat Wahshi @~ mentions that 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "They (the Jews and Christians) did not pay any attention 
to it (their scriptures)." (5) Yet another narration from Hadhrat Ibn Labeed @~ 
quotes Rasulullaah ~ as saying, "They however did not benefit from it (their 
scrip tures) at all." (6) 

(1) 	Haakim (VoU Pg.99). Bazzaar and Tabraani have reported a similar narration. as quoted in 
Majma'uz Zawaa'id (\IoU Pg.200). . 

(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (\IoU Pg.152). 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (\IOU Pg.152). Haakim and Tabraani have reported a similar narration, 

as quoted in Majma'uz zawaa'id 
(4) Haakim. 
(5) Tabraani. 
(6) Haakim. 
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Statements of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®!J&~ 

Concerning the Lifting of Knowledge and the 
statement Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®!J&~ 

made when Hadhrat Zaid ®!J&~ passed away 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®~~ once asked, "Do you know how Islaam 
will dwindle?" The people replied, "Just as the dye on clothing fades or as an 
animal loses its fat or as a Dirham deteriorates when it is hidden away for too 
long." Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ replied, "That also happens, but 
the most serious cause will be the death of the Wema." (1) 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib says, "I attended the funeral of Hadhrat Zaid bin 
Thaabit ®.~. After he had been buried, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®.~ 
said, "0 you people! Whoever wishes to know how knowledge leaves us, should 
know that it is like this that knowledge leaves. I swear by Allaah that a great deal 
of knowledge has just left us today." (2) 

Hadhrat Ammaar bin Abu Ammaar says, ''When Hadhrat zaid bin Thaabit ~ 
passed away, we sat with Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~ in the shade of a 
building. He said, "It is like this that knowledge leaves. A great deal of knowledge 
has just been buried today." Another narration states that as he pOinted his finger 
to the grave, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~ said, "It is like this that 
knowledge leaves. When a man passes away who knows something that no 
one else knows, his knowledge leaves with him." 
Yet another narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®.~ once 
asked, "Do you know how knowledge will leave? It is by the Ulema leaving the 
surface of the earth." (3) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, "I strongly believe that it is by 
committing sins that a man forgets the knowledge he once learnt." (4) 
Hadhrat Qaasim reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®).1.~ said, "The 
problem with knowledge is forgetting." (5) 

Propagating one's Knowledge even if One 
does not practise and Seeking Protection 

from Knowledge that is not Beneficial 
The statement of Hadhrat Hudhayfah OOllu~ 


Concerning Propagating Knowledge 

Hadhrat Jaabir bin Abdullaah ®~ narrates that Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ 
(l) Tabraani in his Kabeer, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. I Pg.202). 
(2) TabraanL Haythami (Vol. I Pg.202) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Majma'uz Zawaa'fd (Vol. I Pg.202). 
(4) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (VoU Pg.131). The narration also appears in Majma'uz Zawaa'id (VoU 

Pg.199) and rargheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.92). 
(5) Ibn Abi shaybah, as quoted in Jaami'ul !lm (Vol. I Pg.I08). 
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said to them, 'We have been given this knowledge to bear and we therefore 
pass it on to you even though we do not practise on it." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~ Seeks Protection from Knowledge 
that does not Benefit 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ narrates that when Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa, 
he said, "0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from four things; from knowledge that 
is not beneficial, from a heart that does not submit, from a soul that is never 
satiated and from a du'aa that is not answered." (2) 

(I) Bayhaqi and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul ummaal (Vol. 7 Pg.24). 
(2) Haakim (Vol.l Pg.I04), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
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Chapter Fourteen 


The Chapter Concerning The Fervour the 
Sahabah i@~~ had for Dhikr and the 
Encouragement they Gave Towards it 

This chapter highlights the tremendous fervour that Nabi ~ and the Sahabah 

~ had for the Dhikr of Allaah @~m. It further discusses how they were 

regular with it every morning and evening, during the days and the nights and 

on journey and at home. Further discussed is how they prompted and 

encouraged others towards Dhikr and what forms of Dhikr they engaged in. 

The Encouragement Rasulullaah ~ 
Gave towards The Dhikr of Allaah 0~;~\;5 
Rasulullaah ~ says, "One should adopt a tongue 

that engages in Dhikr" 
Hadhrat Thowbaan ~ narrates that they were once on a journey with 
Rasulullaah ~ when some of the Muhaajireen said, "If only we knew what type 
of wealth is good now that Allaah has revealed verses of the Qur'aan about gold 
and silver (condemning those who hoard it without paying the zakaah du~ on 
it)." Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, "If you wish, I can ask Rasulullaah ~ on your 
behalf." With their permission, Hadhrat Umar ~):l.,~ went off and Hadhrat 
Thowbaan ~ followed him hurriedly on his camel. 
"0 Rasulullaah ~!" Hadhrat Umar ~ started, "Since Allaah has revealed 
verses about gold and silver, the Muhaajireen are asking, 'If only we knew what 
type of wealth is good now that Allaah has revealed verses of the Qur'aan about 
gold and silver.'" Rasulullaah ~ replied by saying, "One should adopt (as the 
best of wealth) a tongue that engages in Dhikr, a grateful heart and a Mu'min 
wife who will help one in (carrying out acts of) Imaan." Another narration states 
that Rasulullaah ~ said, " ... and a wife that will assist one in (prospering one's 
life in) the Aakhirah." (1) 

Hadhrat Ali ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ thrice repeated the words, 
"Destruction to gold! Destruction to silver!" This he said after Allaah had revealed 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.! Pg.182), Ahmad, Tirmidhi and Ibn Maajah have reported a similar 

narration. 
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the verse: 

~I~ ~.;.;,~j 'j JJ, ~~ ~~Qi~ ~J a'~Qj, J~:UI "j~ J.uIJ)
'/I '" ... '" ,,; "" "" II' '" '" "" 

(rt\;;;-,!I:4.!Y OJ.,,....) tf{to ~ 
'\ II'" 

Verily those who hoard gold and silver and do not spend it in the way 
of Allaah, then give them the good news of a painful punishment. 
{Surah Taubah, verse 34} 

Because this weighed heavily on the Sahabah ~~, they asked, 'What type of 
wealth should we then adopt?" It was then that Hadhrat Umar ®~~ offered to 
pose the question to Rasulullaah~, as mentioned in the narration above. The 
rest of the narration is the same as the one above, only in greater brevity. (I) 

The meaning of Rasulullaah ~'s Words: "The 

Mufarridoon are in the Lead" 


Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®.~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ was travelling on 
the road to Makkah when he passed by a mountain called Humdaan. Rasulullaah 
~ then said, "This is Humdaan. Continue travelling because the Mufarriddon 
are in the lead." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" the Sahabah ~ enquired, ''Who are 
the Mufarridoon?' Rasulullaah.~ replied, "Those who &0undantly engage in 
Dhikr." (2) Another narration states that when the Sahabah ~.~ asked who 
the Mufarridoon were, Rasulullaah _ replied, "Those who are intoxicated by 
the Dhikr of Allaah. Dhikr then unburdens th~m of their sins so that they meet 
Allqah without any burden on the Day of Qiyaamah." (3) 

Rasulullaah ~ says, "Whoever wishes to Eat 
from the Gardens of Jann.ah should engage ill' 

Ohikr ill AbundCince" 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ reports thea as they were once travelling with 
Rasulullaah ~, he asked, "Where are those in the lead?" The Sahabah.~,~ 
replied, "While some people have gone ahead, others are still at the back." 
Rasulullaah ~ explained by saying, "Where are those in the lead who are 
intoxicated by the Dhikr of Allaah? Whoever wishes to eat from the gardens of 
Jannah should engage in Dhikr in abundance." (4) 

RasuluUaCih _ Informs us that the Best of 

Allaah's Servants are those who Engage 


Abundantly in Dhikr 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ®~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ was once 

(I) Abdur R<lf:zaaq, as quoted in the TatSeerof Ibn Katheer (Vo\.2 Pg.351). 
(2) Muslim. 
(3) 	Tirmidhi, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL3 Pg.59). Tabraani has reported a similar 

narration from Hadhrat Abu Dardaa~, as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa'id(Vol.IOPg.75}. 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol. I 0 Pg.75) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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asked, "Which of Allaah's servants shall have the highest status with Allaah on 
the Day of Qiyaamah?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Those who engage abundantly 
in Dhikr." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ asked, "Are 
they even better than the person who fights in the path of Allaah?" Rasulullaah 
~'s reply was, "Even if the warrior has to strike the Kuffaarand Mushrikeen 
with his sword until it breaks and he is dyed in blood, those who abundantly 
engage in Dhikr will still be a stage above him." (1) 

The Dhikr of Allaah Earns the Greatest rewards 
and is Most Effective in Securing Deliverance 

from Jahannam 
Hadhrat Jaabir ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ said, "A man can do no 
action more effective in saving him from ]ahannam than Dhikr." Someone asked, 
"Not even Jihaad in the path of Allaah?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Not even 
Jihaad in the path ofAllaah unless one fights until his sword breaks." (2) 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Anas ~ narrates that someone once asked 
Rasulullaah ~ which form of Jihaadcarried the most reward. RasuluIlaah _ 
replied, "(The Jihaad of) Those people who engage most in the Dhikr of Allaah 
CJ.~~\5." The Sahabi ~~ then asked RasuluIlaah ~ about whose salaah, 
zakaah, Hajj and Sadaqah carried the most reward. Each time Rasulullaah ~ 
replied that it was the action of those people who engage most in the Dhikrof 
Allaah &u.15;J:it;Z. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~l~ then said to Hadhrat Umar ~~, "0 
Abu Hafs! Those who engage in Dhikr have taken all the good." Rasulullaah ~ 
himself confirmed this statement saying, ''Yes (that it true)." (3) 

Rasulullaah ~ says, "Let your tongue remain 

Moist with the Dhikr of Allaahll 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Busr ~~ reports that a man once came to Rasulullaah 
~ saying, "0 Rasulullaah ~1 The (Nail) acts ofIslaam are too manyfor me. Inform 
me of something that I may assiduously adhere to." Rasulullaah ~ replied, 
"Let your tongue remain moist with the Dhikr of Allaah." (4) 
Hadhrat Maalik bin Makhaamir reports that Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ 
once said to them, "The last words with which I parted from Rasulullaah ~ (as 
I left for Yemen) werethatIasked, 'Whichdeedsare rnost beloved to Allaah?' Rasulullaah 
~ replied, 'That you die while your tongue is moist with the Dhikr of 
Allaah.",(5) Another narration states that Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~ asked, "Tell 

(1) Tirmidhi and Bayhaqi. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.S6). 
(2) 	Tabraani in his sagheer and Awsat, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Mundhirir 

(Vo1.3 pg.S6) and Haythami (VoLlO Pg.741. Tabraani has reported a similar narration from Hadhrat 
Mu'aadh bin Jabal~, as quoted in Majma'uz zawaa'id (Vo!.l0 Pg.73). 

(3) Ahmad. A narration of Tabraani states that the Sahabi ~ asked, "Which Mujaahid shall 
receive the most reward?" Haythami (Vo1.10 Pg.74) has however commented on the chain of 
narrators. 

(4) Tirmidhi, Haakim, Ibn Maajah and Ibn Hibbaan, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL3 Pg.S41. 
(S) Tabraani. Haythami (VoLlO Pg.74) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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me which deed is best and which takes one closest to Allaah." (I) 

The Encouragement the Sahabah ~~~ 


Gave Towards Dhikr 

The Encouragement Hadhrat Umar ~!J.1~, 

Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah 
bin Mas'ood ~!J.1~ Gave Towards Dhikr 

Hadhrat Umar ®)1.,~ said, "DO not preoccupy yourself with discussing people 

because it is a cause of misfortune. YOU had rather engage constantly in the 

Dhikr of Allaah." (2) Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ~. said, 

"Engage assiduously in the Dhikr of Allaah because it is a cure. At the same time, 

avoid discussing people because it is a disease." (3) 

Hadhrat Uthmaan ®~ said, "Had our hearts been pure, we would never tire 

with the Dhikr of Allaah." (4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®~ said, "Engage abundantly in the Dhikr of 

Allaah ~~4lt;'S and it matters not if you do not associate with anyone apart from 

those who can assist you in Dhikr." (5) 


The Encouragement Hadhrat Salmaan ~~~ and 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~~ Gave Towards Dhikr 

Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ once said that if a man spends an entire night giving 
away slave women with fair complexions and another man spends the night 
reciting the Book of Allaah ~,~4l'O and engaging in Dhikr, the latter is the better 
of the two. (6) 

Hadhrat Ahmad bin Habeeb bin Ubayd narrates that a man approached Hadhrat 
Abu Dardaa ~~ and asked for some advice. Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®~ said, 
"Remember Allaah during times of ease and Allaah will remember you during 
your times of hardship. Whenever you are impressed by anything of this world, 
consider what it is soon to become." (7) 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ once said, "Shall I not inform you of the best of all 
deeds, which is most beloved to your Master and will elevate your rank the most? 
It is better than being killed and killing the enemy in Jihaad and even better than 
giving Dirhams and Dinaars in charity." When the people begged to know what it 
was, Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®~ said, "The Dhikr of Allaah because the Dhikr of 

(I) Bazzaar. Ibn Abi Dunya and Ibn Hibbaan have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Targheeb 
wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg,55), Ibn Najja2r has also reported a similar narration, as quoted in KanzuJ 
Ummaa/(VoLl Pg,208), 

(2) Ibn Abi Dunya, 
(3) Ibn Abi Dunya, Ahmad and Hannaad. as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (VoL I Pg,207). 
(4) Ibn Mubaarak in his Zuhd, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ (Vol. I Pg,218). 
(5) Bayhaqi. as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (VoL I Pg.208), 
(6) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg.204). 
(7) Ahmad, as quoted in Safwatus Safwah (Vol.! Pg.258). 
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Allaah is the greatest act." (1) 


It was also Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ who said, "Those whose tongues are 

ever moist with the Dhikr of Allaah 2l.~~ will enter Jannah laughingly." (2) 


The Encouragement Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal 
5£t~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr 5£t).1~ 

Gave towards Dhikr 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ said, "A person can do no action more 
effective in saving himself from Allaah's punishment than engaging in Allaah's 
Dhikr." "0 Abu Abdur Rahmaan!" someone asked, "Not even Jihaad in the path of 
Allaah?" "NO," Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~ replied, "unless he fights until even his 
sword breaks. This is because Allaah says in His Book: 

_ J{Jph'" J. ",' -""lk
«(".....1:.:;J~ ~J,....) '\ ):.$'1 ~I}";UJ J' 

Without doubt, the Dhikr of Allaah is greatest (greater than other forms 
ofworshjp that are devoid ofAllaahs remembrance). {Surah Ankaboot, 

verse 45} (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ~ said, "Engaging in the Dhikr of Allaah in the 
mornings and evenings is better than breaking swords in the path of Allaah and 
giving donating large sums of wealth in charity." (4) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Fervour for Dhikr 
Rasulullaah ~ P·refers the Dhikr of Allaah to 


Setting Slaves Free 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said, "I prefer sitting with a 
group of people engaged in Allaah's Dhikr between Fajr and sunrise to setting 
free four slaves from the progeny of Ismaa'eel ~, even though the blood 
money of each one of them is worth twelve thousand. Similarly, I prefer sitting 
with a group of people engaged in Allaah's Dhikr between Asr and sunset to 
setting free four slaves from the progeny of Ismaa'eel ~, even though the 
blood money of each one of them is worth twelve thousand." (5) 
Hadhrat Anas ~)1~ also narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said, "The person who 
performs his Asr salaah and then remains sitting to dictate words of worth 
until the evening is better than the one who frees eight slaves from the 
progeny of Ismaa'eel ~.,,(6) 
Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said, "I prefer Sitting with a 
group of people engaged in Allaah's Dhikr between Fajr and sunrise to 
everything upon which the sun rises." (7) 
(1) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hi/ya (VoL I Pg.219). 
(2) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hi/ya(Vol.J Pg.219). 
(3) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hi/ya (Voi.I Pg.235). 
(4) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. I Pg.207). 
(5) Abu Ya'Ja. Haythami (Vol.lO Pg.I05) haS commented on the chain of narrators. 
(6) Ahmad and Abu Ya'Ja. 
(7) Abu ya'\a. Haythami (Voi.IO Pg.I05) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Rasulullaah ~ Prefers Dhikr to Donating 

Thoroughbred Horses to Mujaahideen and to 


Setting Slaves Free 

Hadhrat Sahi bin Sa'd Saa'idi ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said, "More 
than providing thoroughbred horses to be used in the path of Allaah, I would 
love to rather attend the Fajr salaah and then sit to engage in the Dhikr of Allaah 
@.~;4;l;Z until sunrise." (I) 

Hadhrat Abbaas bin Abdul Muttalib ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said, "I 
prefer sitting (to engage in Allaah's Dhikr) from the time of the Fajr salaah until 
sunrise to setting free four slaves from the progeny of Ismaa'eel ~."(2) 
Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said, "I prefer performing the Fajr 
salaah and then sitting to engage in Allaah's Dhikr until sunrise rather than 
racing a horse in the path of Allaah until sunrise." (3) 

Rasulullaah ~W Ranks the Recitation of 
"Subhaanallaah", "AI Hamdulillaah", "Laa Ilaaha 

Illallaah" and "AIlaahu Akbar" Higher than 
Everything in the World 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~.~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Rather than 
having everything over which the sun rises, I prefer reciting 'Subhaanallaah', 'Al 
Hamdulillaah', 'Laa Ilaaha Illallaah' and 'Allaahu Akbar'." (4) 

Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ said, "I prefer 
sitting and reciting 'Allaahu Akbar', 'Al Hamdulillaah', 'Subhaanallaah', and 'Laa 
I1aaha Illallaah' until sunrise rather than setting free two slaves from the progeny 
of Ismaa'eel ~. I also prefer reciting them after Asr until sunset rather than 
setting free four slaves from the progeny of Ismaa'eel ~~.',(5) 
Anotehr narration states that RasuluIlaah ~ said, "I prefer sitting until sunrise 
and engaging in the Dhikr of AlIaah by reCiting 'Allaahu Akbar', 'Laa liaaha 
Illallaah' and 'Subhaanallaah' rather than setting free four slaves from the 
progeny of Ismaa'eel ~. I also prefer engaging in Allaah's Dhikr from the Asr 
salaah until sunset rather than setting free so many slaves from the progeny of 
Ismaa'eel ~.',(6) 

The Fervour that the Sahabah ~~~ of 

Rasulullaah ~~ had for Dhikr 


The Fervour Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 

~'tl-;;::JI"I/'/ h d f Dh·kr
~,\.:IU~ a or 1 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~said, "Rather than providing 
(I) Tabraani in his Kabeerand Awsat, as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa'id (Vol.! 0 Pg.105). 
(2) Bazzaar. 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol. I 0 Pg.I 06) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Muslim and Tirmidhi, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo/.3 Pg.84). 
(5) Ahmad. 
(6) Ahmad and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoI.JO Pg.104). 
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thoroughbred horses (for Jihaad) from morning to night, I prefer engaging in the 
Dhikr of Allaah from morning to night." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Ubaydah bin Abdullaah bin Mas'ood says, "It was difficult for 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ to say anything that was not the Dhikr of 
Allaah." (2) 

Another narration states that it would upset Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~.~~ to hear anyone talking between dawn and the Fajr salaah. Yet another 
narration states that it was after the Fajr salaah that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ~ approached a group of people who were busy talking (in the 
Masjid). He forbade them from talking saying, ''You have come here to perform 
salaah. You may therefore either perform your salaah or remain silent." (3) 

The Fervour Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ and 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh @U5~ had for Dhikr 


Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ said, "I love more to recite 'Allaahu Akbar' a hundred 
times than spending a hundred gold coins in sadaqah." (4) 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ said, "Rather than providing thoroughbred 
horses (for Jihaad) in the path of Allaah from morning to night, I prefer engaging 
in the Dhikr of Allaah from morning to night." (5) 

The Fervour Hadhrat Anas @U5~, Hadhrat Abu 

Moosa Ash'ari @~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 


UI1lar @~~ had for Dhikr 

Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~~ reports that they were on a journey with 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~ when he heard people talking and having 

eloquent discussions. "0 Anas," he said, "what benefit is there for me in that. 

Come, let us engage in the Dhikr of our Rabb because it seems like those people 

can even skin a person with their tongues." The rest of the narration has passed 

in the chapter discussing Imaan in the Aakhirah. (6) 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Abdullaah bin Raafi reports that he was once present in a 
gathering with Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Ja'far 
~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abu Umayrah ~.~. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Abu Umayrah ~ related to them that he had heard Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin 
Jabal ~ say that he heard Rasulullaah ~ say, "There are two phrases, one 
of which rises no less than the height of Allaah's th!'one, while the other fills the 
atmosphere between the heavens and the earth. They are 'Laa Ilaaha Illallaah' 
and 'Allaahu Akbar'." 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ then confirmed with Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Abu Umayrah ~~ saying, "Did you really hear him say that?" "Yes," came the 
(I) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo!.lO Pg.75) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Tabraani in his Kabeer. Haythami (Vo1.2 Pg.219) has commented on the chain of narrators. 

(.3) Tabraani. Haythami [Vo1.2 Pg.219) has commented on the chain of narrators. 

(4) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya (VoL I Pg.219). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his HiJya (Vol. I Pg.2.35l. 
(6) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya (Vol. I Pg.259). 
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reply. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ then started weeping so much that his 
beard was drenched in his tears. Thereafter, he said, "These are two phrases that 
are very dear to me and which I recite very often." (I) 

Hadhrat ]areeri reports, "when Hadhrat Anas ~.~ entered into the state of 
Ihraam from Dhaatul Irq, we heard him say nothing other than the Dhikr of 
Allaah until he came out of Ihraam. Thereafter, he said to me, 'Dear son of my 
brother! That is what Ihraam is like.",(2) 

Gatherings of Dhikr 

The Virtue on t~e Day of Qiyaamah of those 


Participating in the Gatherings of Dhikr 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ narrates from Rasulullaah ~ that on the 
Day of Qiyaamah, Allaah will say, "The people of this assembly will soon learn 
who the people of honour are." "0 Rasulullaah ~I" someone asked, "who are 
the people of honour?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Those who participate in the 
gatherings of Dhikr." (3) 

The Incident of an Expedition that Rasulullaah 
~ dispatched and how he rated People Engaged 

in Dhikrabove them 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~. once dispatched an 
expedition to Najd that won a large booty and returned very quickly. Someone 
who was not partof the expedition remarked, "I have never before seen any 
expedition return so quickly and win so much booty as this expedition did:" To 
this, Rasulullaah ~. said, "Should I not inform you of people who return even 
quicker with and even greater booty? They are people who attend the Fajr salaah 
and then remain seated in their places, engaging themselves in Dhikr until 
sunrise. Thereafter, they perform two Rakaahs salaah before returning home. 
Such people have a quicker return and a greater booty than those of the 
expedition." (4) 

Rasulullaah ~ Sits with People Engaged in Dhikr 
after the Revelation of a verse of the Qur'aan 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Sahl bin Hunayf ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah 
~ was in one of his rooms when Allaah revealed the verse: 

(1) 	Tabraani. Mundhiri (Vo1.3 Pg.94) and Haythami (Vol.lO Pg.82) have commented on the chain of 
narrators . 

(2) Ibn sa'd (Vol. 7 Pg.22). 
(3) 	Ahmad, Abu Ya'la, Ibn Hibbaan, Bayhaqi and Q~hers, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo/.3 

Pg.63). Haythami (Vol. I 0 Pg.72) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) 	Ibn zanjway and Tirmidhi. as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (VoLl Pg.298). Bazzaar has reported a 

similar narration from Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ with slight additions. Haythami (Vol. 10 
Pg.I07) has however commented on the chain of narrators. 
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t",: ,.1 • .1 ~~(. ~L ' .1~' ~ ,.1r; ".ill"~: ~l' , (~( 4.p.J "J~.t- ~-- iJ ~J ; ~) ,,~ . 0', C::" ~ iJ)1 

('I'Al.:Oo,/hJ.@ OJ,,...) 

(0 Rasulullaah ~) Restrain yourself with (in the company of) those 
who, seeking His pleasure, call to their Rabb morning and evening .... 
{Surah Kahaf, verse 28} 

Rasulullaah .~ then left the room in search of such people and found a group 
engaged in the Dhikr of AIlaah. Amongst the group were some men who had 
dishevelled hair, others whose skin was chapped and others with only one cloth 
to wear. When he saw them, Rasulullaah ~ sat with them saying, "AIl praise is 
for AIlaah who has created within my Ummah people with whom I have been 
instructed to remain with." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~ Sits with a Gathering that 
Included Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~~~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once 
passed by Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~.\1.1~ as he was busy advising some 
of his companions. Rasulullaah ~ said, "Listen well! You are the people with 
whom AIlaah has instructed me to remain with." Rasulullaah ~ then recited 
the verse: 

CJ.I,~~( ,~,,,, "".1,.1 IM~\; .. ~u ,.I " ..,.,.1" ".u\"" -J:Ai' '\.... ~ 
.MJ i>J 4.p.J "J~.t- ~-- J ~J ~ ~) ,,~~ 0', C::" ~ ~'J)1 
II' *" '" "', ,...,,,'''' .... ,'" ''''' ,II' , .J ...... l: ... , ~ I "" "''', .I,,J [. , .J, II' .... ,' ....

&1., Uf~ if 4U ~I d' &":lJ . ~Lul ~I a...J~ ~l' ~~ 

('I'Al.:Oo,/hJ.~· OJ,,...) (OJ~) ~,;:, ~tfj LJi 
(0 Rasulullaah ~) Restrain yourself with (in the company of) those 
who, seeking His pleasure, call to their Rabb morning and evening. Do 
not shift your attention from them with the intention of acquiring the 
adornment of this worldly life. (Therefore,) Do not obey him whose 
heart We have made heedless of Our remembrance, who pursues his 
paSSions and whose (e.ve/y) affair entails transgressing (the laws of 
Allaah). {Surah Kahaf, verse 28} 

Rasulullaah ~ then continued, "Behold! As many of you are sitting here, so 
many angels are also present with you. When you say 'Subhaanallaah', they also 
say 'Subhaanallaah'. When you say 'AI Hamdu Lillaah', they also say 'AI Hamdu 
Lillaah' and when you say 'AIlaahu Akbar', they also say 'AIlaahu Akbar', They then 
ascend to their Rabb and although He knows more than them, they say, '0 our 
Rabb! When Your servants said 'Subhaanallaah', we also said 'Subhaanallaah'. 
when they said 'AIlaahu Akbar', we also said 'AIlaahu Akbar' and when they said 
'AI Hamdu Lillaah', we also said 'AI Hamdu Lillaah'. Allaah then says, '0 my 
angels! I make you witness that I have forgiven them.' 'But some of them were 
sinners,' the angels add. Allaah then says, 'They are a group with whom no 
(1) Tabraani, as quoted in the TatSeerof Ibn Katheer (VoU Pg.81). 
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associate is deprived.lfl(l) 

Rasulullaah ~&i Sits with a Group that Included 

Hadhrat Salmaan ~~~ 


Hadhrat Thaabit Bunaani narrates that Hadhrat Salmaan ~. was part of a 
group engaged in Dhikr when Rasulullaah ~ passed by. When they stopped, 
Rasulullaah ~ asked them what they were saying. "0 Rasulullaah ~I" 
they submiued, "We were engaged in Dhikr." Rasulullaah ~ then said, 
"Continue saying what you had been saying. When I noticed Allaah's mercy 
descending on you, I wished to join you." Rasulullaah ~ then added, "All 
praise is for Allaah who has created within my Ummah people with whom I have 
been instructed to remain with." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Sits in a Gathering of Dhikr and 

Tells the Participants to Eat from the Gardens 


of Jannah 
Hadhrat Jaabtr·~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once carne to them and said, 
"0 people! Verily Allaah has many groups of angels who descend and remain with 
the gatherings of Dhikr on earth. You should therefore eat from the gardens of 
]annah." "Where are the gardens of Jannah?" the Sahabah ~~ asked. 
Rasulullaah ~ repHed, "They are the gatherings of Dhikr. You should therefore 
spend your mornings or evenings in the Dhikr of Allaah and constantly remind 
yourselves about Him. The person who wishes to know his status in Allaah's 
estimation should see what Allaah's status is in his estimation. This is because 
AHaah grants a servant only that status in His sight that the servant grants to 
Allaah in his sight." (3) 

Hadhrat Jaabir bin Samurah ~~ reports that after performing the Fajr salaah, 
Rasulullaah ~ used to sit and remain engaged in Dhikr until sunrise. (4) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Statement Concerning the 
rewards of the Gatherings of Dhikr 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Arnr ~~ narrates that he once asked Rasulullaah ~ 


what the rewards would be for the gatherings of Dhikr. Rasulullaah ~ replied, 

"The rewards for the gatherings of Dhikr shall be Jannah; Jannah." (5) 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~1J5~ said, "The gatherings of Dhikr are the life 

of knowledgeand create humility in the heart." (6) 


(f) Tabraani in his Sagheer. Haythami (VoUa Pg.76) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoL I Pg.342). 
(3) 	Ibn Abi Dunya, Abu Ya'ta, Bazzaar, Tabraani, Haakim and Bayhaqi, as quoted in Targheeb wat 

Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.65). Haythami (VoLlO Pg.771 has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Tabraani in his Sagheer, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoLlo Pg.107). 
(5) Ahmad and Tabraani. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoLiO Pg.781 and 

Mundhiri (Vo1.3 Pg.561. 
(6) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (Vol. J Pg.208). 
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Expiation for the Sins of a Gathering 
Rasulullaah ~ says that Expiation for the sins of 


a gathering Is to Recite "Subhaana 

Kallaahumma wa Bihamdik" 


Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ narrates that after every gathering and sataah, 
Rasululiaah ~ used to say something. When I asked him about it, he said, 'If 
what you spoke was good, these words shall seal (preserve) them until the Day of 
Qiyaamah and if you spoke evil, they shall serve as expiation; (The words are:) 

, ," .I ~.J#... .., J ''','' ,. ~ ''''t ,.... ,,,,., J J, ""''' , .I 

"~l"""iIJ.!.l~I..:.JI 'i~ 4:.11 'i .!.l~.J~I cl.i~" 
"You are Pure, 0 Allaah and it is Your praises that we sing. There is 
none worthy of worship but You, I beg Your forgiveness and repent to 
You." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Barzah ~ reports that at the end of every gathering just 
before he stood up, Rasulullaah ~ would recite: 

... ~' .J ,"'; ... .J };,'- ., ,-, ~" ",., ,,,,,,, J ~ "",.,'

''I.:,Q1..,..,iIJ.!.l~I..:.JI 'i; 4:.1; 'i .!.l~J~' cl.i~" 
"You are Pure, 0 Allaah and it is Your praises that we sing. I testify 
there is none worthy of worShip but YOU, I beg Your forgiveness and 
repent to You." 

"0 RasuiuHaah ~" someone asked, "You are saying something that you had 
not been saying previously." Rasulullaah ~ replied, "It is expiation for the sins 

ofa gathering." (2) 


Another narration quotes the du'aa with additional words: . 

,;,.J .J -' ... "" ,'" -' ".1...\, ~.J " ,'" ., y; ' ... , "'. , ..... ., a.JJ; ~r:" ,.I

1 !\.Jo"'" ~~1 ..,..,iJ .!.l~I ..:.JI 'i1 4:.11 'i .!.l~J ~I ..w~" 
,. y:' ... .1& .J " ... ,,' , ., ''''.J ... ,.~

"..:.JI 'il 1..J~..ul ~ 'i J..il ' J~li'~~J 
,. .. J ..T;"* "(.$",,,r;,- ~:;.;-

''You are Pure, 0 Allaah and it is Your praises that we sing. I testify 
there is none worthy of worShip but You, I beg Your forgiveness and 
repent to You. I have sinned and wronged myself. so forgive'me 
because none but You can forgive sins." (3) 

Rasulullaah ~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr 

~~ Encourage the recitation of the Du'aa 


after a Gathering 

Hadhrat Zubayr bin Awwaam ~~ reports that they once said, "0 Rasulullaah 
~!When we leave your gatherings, we tind that we start discussing matters of 
the Period of Ignorance." Rasulullaah ~ advised them saying, 'Whenever you 
sit in gatherings in which you fear for yourselves (that you may have discussed 

(1) Ibn Abi Dunya, Nasa'ee. Haakim and Bayhaqi. 
(2) Abu Dawood. 
(3) Nasa'ee, Haakim and Tabraarti, as quoted in Targheeb wat rarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.72). 
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what was wrong), then ensure that you recite at the end: 
"'~.... ,1 ,,,....,,. "." , .... ,,,, .... ,'" ;;" " ... " ... ,,,,,,, ,,,,....,,, "" ", ...... , .1

'\!..1.;l1 y~'-' .!.l~~, ~1.u1 ~ 0' ~.!.l~j~I cl.ib:.;:.t" 
'You are Pure, 0 AIlaah and it is Your praises that we sing. I testify there is 
none worthy of worship but You, I beg Your forgiveness and repent to You.' 

By reciting this, the sins you may have committed in the gathering will be 
atoned for." (I) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr bin AI Aas ~~ said, "There are certain words that, 
if recited thrice after a gathering, will atone for anything wrong said in the 
gathering, whether the gathering be one of righteousness or not. When they are 
recited after a Dhikr gathering or any other gathering of virtue, they serve as a 
seal, just as a letter is sealed." He then continued to mention the words, which 
are the same as the du'aa stated in the above-mentioned narration of Hadhrat 
Aa'isha ~. (2) 

Recitation of the QJIr'aan 
The Advice Rasulullaah ~ gave Hadhrat Abu 

Dharr ~~~ about Reciting the Qur'aan 
Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ narrates that when he once asked Rasulullaah ~ 
for advice, Rasulullaah ~ said, "Hold fast to Taqwa because it is the basis of 
every act." When Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~ requested for more advice, 
Rasulullaah ~ added, "Be particular about reciting the Qur'aan because it is 
a light for you on earth and a treasure for you in the heavens." (3) 

Rasulullaah ~ Recites a Portion of the 

Qur'aan every Night 


Hadhrat Aws bun Hudhayfah Thaqafi ~,\1~ says, "When we came to Rasulullaah 
~ as a. delegation from the Thaqeef, those of us who belonged to the Ahlaaf 
stayed with Hadhrat Mughiera bin Shu'ba ~\1~ while those who belonged to 
the Banu Maalik were accommodated in Rasulullaah ~'s tent. Rasulullaah 
~ would come to address us every day after the Isha salaah and because he 
remained standing for 50 long, he would lean on one leg and then on the other. 
Much of what he told us concerned the problems he experienced with the 
Quraysh. He said, 'We were regarded as weaklings in Makkah, but we had our 
own back from them after coming to Madinah. Victory then took turns between 
our and their camps.' 
One night however, Rasulullaah ~ came to us later than he usually did. '0 
Rasulullaah ~!' we asked, 'Tonight you have come to us later than you usually 
do?' Rasulullaah ~ explained, 'Because I was unable to complete my fixed 
daily portions of the Qur'aan, I did jot want to leave until I had completed.' The 
(1) 	Tabraani in his Sagheer and Awsat. Haythami (Vo1.10 Pg.142) has commented on the chain of 

narrators. 
(2) Abu Dawood and Ibn Hibbaan, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.72). 
(3) Ibn Hibbaan, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.8). 
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following morning, we asked Rasulullaah ~'s companions about how 
Rasulullaah ~ divided the portions of the Qur'aan that he recited. They 
explained to us that RasuluIlaah ~ divided the Qur'aan into (seven parts, 
consisting of) three Surahs (Faatiha to Aal Imraan), five Surahs (Nisaa to Anfaal), 
seven Surahs (Taubah to Hijr}, nine Surahs (Nahl to NoOr), eleven Surahs 
(Furqaan to Faatir), thirteen Surahs (Yaaseen to Fatah) and the Mufassal Surahs 
(Hujuraat to Naas)." (1) 

Hadhrat Mughiera bin Shu'ba ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ was once at 
a place between Makkah and Madinah when a man sought permission to see 
him. Rasulullaah ~ (did not grant permission immediately and) explained, "I 
did not complete the daily fIXed portion of the Qur'aan that I always recite and 
am unable to give anything e1::;e preference over it (he may therefore see me after 
I have completed)/ (2) 

The Fervour Hadhrat Umar ®~~ had for the 

Recitation of the Qpr'aan and How he used to Ask 


Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~~ to 

Recite the Qpr'aan 


Hadhrat Abu Sal amah reports that when Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~. used 
to say to Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~, "Remind us about our Rabb", he 
would start reciting the Qur'aan. (3) 

Hadhrat Habeeb bin Abu Marzooq says, "The report reached us that Hadhrat Abu 
Moosa Ash'ari ~ used to recite the Qur'aan in a most excellent voice and 
would do so when Hadhrat umar .~ would sometimes say to him, 'Remind 
us of our Rabb.'" 
Hadhrat Abu Nadhrah narrates that Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ used to 
start reciting the Qur'aan when Hadhrat Umar §.IJ.,~ would saylo him, "Make 
us yearn for our Rabb." when the people reminded him that it was time for 
salaah, Hadhrat Umar ~~ would say, "Are we not in salaah already (because 
just like this, the purpose of salaahis also to remember Allaah)?" 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ reports that whenever Hadhrat Umar 
~ entered the house he would open up the pages of the Qur'aan and recite it.(4) 

The Fervour Hadhrat Uthmaan ®~~ had for 

Reciting the Qpr'aan 


Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ used to say, "I would not like a single daY or night to 
pass without looking into the Book of Allaah i.e. to recite the Qur'aan by 
looking into it." (5) 

Hadhrat Uthmaan §.IJ.,~ also said, "Had your hearts been pure, you would never 
(I) 	Tayaalisi, Ahmad, Ibn Jareer, Tabraani and Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in Kanzu/ lfmmaa/ (VoU 

Pg.232). Abu Dawood (Vo1.2 Pg.31O) has reported a similar narration. 
(2) Ibn Abu Dawood in his Masaahif, as quoted in Kanzu/lfmmaa/ (Vol.! Pg.226). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.l Pg.258). Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.! 09) has reported a similar narration. 
(4) Ibn Abu Dawood, as quoted in Kanzu/lfmmaai (Vo1.! Pg.224), 
(5) Ahmad in his zuhdand Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaa/(Vol.! Pg.225). 
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get enough of the speech of Altaah 0~;.:;r;1;Z."(1) 

Hadhrat Hasan says, "Ameerul Mu'mineen Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Affaan ~,~ 


said, 'Had our hearts been pure, we would never get enough of the speech of 

Allaah $l~.:;r;1;Z and I would not like a single day pass by without looking into the 

Qur'aan.' When Hadhrat Uthmaan ~ passed away, the pages of his Qur'aan 

were in tatters because he was always looking into it so often." (2) 


The Fervour that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~l~~, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~~ and 

Hadhrat Ikrama bin Abu Jahal ~)1~ had f.or 
Reciting the Qur'aan 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said, "Always look into the Qur'aan 
(when reciting because it facilitates easier contemplation)." (3) 

Hadhrat Habeeb bin shaheed narrates that when Hadhrat Naafi was asked about 
what Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ used to do at home, he replied, 
"something that others would not manage. He would perform wudhu for every 
salaah and recite from the Qur'aan between every two salaahs." (4) 

Hadhrat Ibn Abu Mulaykah narrates that Hadhrat Ikrama bin Abu Jahal ~ 
used to place the Qur'aan on his face and weep saying, "The speech of my RabbI 
The Book of my Rabb!" (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ said, "The reward of ten good deeds are 
recorded every time a person sends salutations to Nabi ~. Now, when any of 
you returns home from the marketplace, he should open the Qur'aan and recite it 
because for every letter that he recites, he will receive the reward of ten good 
deeds." 
According to another narration, he stated, "verily for every letter Allaah shall 
record for him the reward of ten good deeds. I am not saying that this reward is 
for...,J1 (Aiif.Laam-Meem), but the reward of ten good deeds are recorded for the 
Alif(I),another ten for the Laam (J) and another ten for the Meem (....)." (6) 

Reciting Specific Surahs of the Qur'aan 

During the Day and Night and while at 


Home and on Journey 

Rasulullaah ~ Advises Hadhrat Uqba bin Aamir 


Juhani ~~~ to recite Surah Ikhlaas and the 

Mu'awwadhatayn(7) every Night 


Hadhrat uqba bin Aamir Juhani ~ narrates that he once met Rasulullaah 
(1) Ahmad in his Zuhdand Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in Kanzuf Ummaaf (1101.1 Pg.218). 
(2) Bayhaqi in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.l82). 
(3) Ibn Abu Dawood, as quoted in Kanzuf Ummaaf (1101.2 Pg.61). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (IIol.4 Pg.170). . 

(5) Haakim (1101.3 Pg.243). 
(6) Ibn Abu Dawood, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ (IIe!.l Pg.219). 

(7) "The two Surahs of protection", namely Surah Falaq and Surah Naas. 
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fi. who said to him. "0 uqba bin Aamirl Maintain ties of kinship with those 
who sever them. give to those who deprive you and forgive those who do you 
wrong." When he met Rasulullaah fi again afterwards, Rasulullaah fi said. 
"0 uqba bin Aamirl Should I not inform you of a few Surahs, the likes of which 
Allaah has neither revealed in the Torah, the zaboor or in the Injeei. Not a single 
night should pass you by without you reciting them. They are(:.;\ ilil;:' ji) Sura 

, "",..; Ill'" J ,,.. , ,I 	 "' l1li ... ',,1'" J J

h Ikhlaas} (~\ .....J!' ~~I J.i)(Surah Falaq) and «\J"WL..,.lJ!' ~yl J.i)(Surah Naas)." 
Hadhrat uqba ~.~ says, "After Rasulullaah'~ had instructed me to do this, 
not a night has passed by without me reciting these Surahs because it is only 
appropriate that I should never omit them after receiving the instruction from 
Rasulullaah ~.,,(l) 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ reports that whenever Rasulullaah ~ lay down to 
sleep, he would place his palms next to each other, recite Surah Ikhlaas and 
Surah Falaq and then blow into them. Thereafter, he would pass his hands over 
as much of his body as he could reach, beginning with his head, face and front 
portion of his body. This he would repeat thrice. (2) 

According to another narration, when he lay down to sleep, Rasulullaah ~ 
used to blow into his palms after reciting the complete Surahs Ikhlaas, Falaq 
and Naas. He would then pass his hands over his face, his arms, his chest and as 
far over his body as his arms would reach. Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ reports 
further that when his illness intensified, Rasulullaah ~ would ask her to do it 
for him. (3) 

What Rasulullaah ~~ Used to Recite Before 

Going to Sleep 


Hadhrat Jaabir ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ would not go to sleep 
until he had recited Surah AUf Laam Meem Sajdah and Surah Mulk. Hadhrat 
Tawoos mentioned that these two Surahs rate seventy virtues higher than the 
other Surahs of the Qur'aan. (4) 

Hadhrat Irbaadh bin Saariya ~ narrates that wl)en he lay down. Rasulullaah 
~ would recite the Musabbihaat (5) before sleeping. He would say, "In these 
Surahs is a verse that is better than a thousand verses." (6) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ reports that Rasulullaah _ would not go to sleep until 
he had recited Surah Zumar and Surah Bani Israa'eel. (7) 

Hadhrat Farwah bin Naufal ~ reports that he once approached Rasulullaah 
_ with the request, "0· Rasulullaah fil Teach me something tQ recite when I 
lie down to sleep." Rasulullaah ~ said, "Recite(';'j~1\.t~j:b (Surah 

(1) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.! Pg.223). 
(2) Nasa'ee. 
(3) 	Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoLS Pg.6S). Jam'ul Fawaa'id (Vol. Pg.) has reponed a 

similar narration from Bukhaari. Muslim, Abu Dawood. Tirrnidhi and Ibn Maajah. 
(4) Tirmidhi, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id (VoL2 Pg.76). 
(5) Those Surahs that begin with the words "Sabbaha" 0 or "Yusabbihu" O. 
(6) Tirmidhi and Abu Dawood. 
(7) Tirmidhi, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id (VaL2 Pg.260). 
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Kaafiroon) because it is an exoneration from Shirk." (1) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~)1.1~ Concerning the Recitation of Surah Mulk 

and The Statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Umar ~~~ Concerning the Recitation of Surahs 

Baqara, Aal Imraan and Nisaa 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~ said, "When the angels of punishment 
approach a person in the grave from his feet, the feet will say, 'You have no 
approach from our side because he used to recite Surah Mulk: When they then 
approach him from his chest, the chest will say, 'You have no approach from my 
side because he used to recite Surah Mulk.' Thereafter, when they approach him 
from his head, the head will say, 'You have no approach from my side because he 
used to recite Surah Mulk.' In this manner, Surah Mulk protects a person from 
punishment in the grave. In fact, the Torah states that whoever will recite Surah 
Mulk at night has multiplied his rewards and carried out an act of extreme 
virtue." (2) 

Another narration briefly states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, 
"Allaah will protect from the punishment in the grave every person who recites 
Surah Mulk every night. During the time of Rasool ~, we used to call it the 
'protector' and it is also stated in one of the scriptures of Allaah that whoever will 
recite Surah Mulk at night has multiplied his rewards and carried out an act of 
extreme virtue." (3) 

Hadhrat Umar ~ said, "The person who recites Surah Baqarah, Surah Aal 
Imraan and Surah Nisaa in a single night shall be recorded as one of the 
obedient ones." (4) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches Hadhrat Jubayr bin 
Mut'im ~~ to Recite the Five Last Surahs 

of the Qur'aan 
Hadhrat Jubayr bin Mut'im ~,~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once said to 
him, "0 Jubayr! When you travel on a journey, would you like your position to 
be the best from all your companions and would you like. to be the one with 
the most provisions?" "Certainly!" Hadhrat Jubayr ~ replied, "May my 
parents be sacrificed for you!" Rasulullaah ~ said, "Then recite these five 
Surahs, (,,~I Lt~ jJ) (Surah Kaafiroon), (,~\J ~\~ ~b.:'~9 (Surah Nasr), tiJI;;' jJ) 
(~1 (Surah Ikhlaas),(j.ill\y~~~jJ) (Surah Falaq) and(L.('Wly~~~jJ) (Surah Naas). 

(l) Tirmidhi (Vol.2 Pg.! 76). 
(2) Haaldm. 
(3) 	Nasa'ee, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.38). Bayhaqi has reported a similar 

narration in greater detail in his Kitaab AdhaabiLQabr, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaa/ (Vol.! 
Pg.223). 

(4) Abu Ubaydah. Sa'eed .bin Mansoor. Abd bin Humayd and Bayhaqi in his Shu'abul Imaan. as quoted 
in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol.! Pg.222). 
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Begi,n eac,h Surah with (:-~~1 q..>~1 ~I~) and end your recitation with." ~\~) 
(~}Iq..»\ 
Hadhrat ]ubayr ~~ continues the narration saying, "Although I was a wealthy 
person, I was always the most poorly clad on a journey and with the least 
provisions. However, ever since I started reciting what Rasulullaah ~ taught 
me, I was always in the best position and with the most provisions until I 
returned from the journey." (I) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Khubayb ~~~ to Recite Surah Ikhlaasand the 

Mu'awwadhatayn every Morning and evening 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Khubayb ~~ narrates, "Itwas an extremely dark and rainy 

night when we went out in search of Rasulullaah ~ to lead us in salaah. When 

we met him, he said, 'Recite!' When I said nothing, Rasulullaah ~ repeated, 

'Recite!' When I again failed to respond, he said for the third time, 'ReciteI' '0 


. Rasulullaah ~!' I submitted, 'What should I recite?' Rasulullaah ~ replied, 

. ., ..... .J"' .. .J,.1

'ReCite (..I>\;uJ1 Y' JJ)(Surah lkhlaas) and the Mu'awwadhatayn (Surahs Falaq and 
NaaS). Recite them thrice every mOrning and evening and they will protect you 
from everything.",(2) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Ali ~~ Concerning 

the Recitation of Surah Ikhlaas after the 


Fajr Salaah 

Hadhrat Ali ~ said, 'When a person recites (j;.\ till~ jj)Surah Ikhlaas) ten 
times after the Fajr salaah, he will commit no sin all of that day even though 
Shaytaan may try his utmost (to get him to Sin)." (3) 

Reciting Specific Verses of the Qur'aan 

During the Day and Night ;;Ind while at 


Home and on Journey 

What Rasulullaah ~ and Hadhrat Ali ~~~ Said 

About Aayatul Kursi (4) 

Hadhrat Ali ~~ reports, . "Rasulullaah ~ was on the wooden step of that 
pulpit when I heard him say, 'When a person recites Aayatul Kursi after every 
salaah, there is nothing but death that prevents him from entering Jannah. 
When a person recites it when he goes to bed, Allaah will safeguard his house, 
the houses of his neighbours and all the houses in his vicinity.",(5) 
(1) Abu Ya'la. Haythami (Vo1.10 Pg.134) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Abu Dawood and Tirmidhi. as quoted in the Adhkaar of Nawawi (Pg.96). 
(3) Sa'eed bin Mansoor and Ibn Darees. as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaaf (Vol. 1 Pg.223). 
(4) Literally translated as Verse of the Throne', this is the name of verse 255 of Surah Baqarah. 
(5) Bayhaqi in his Shu'abul Imaan. as quoted in Kanzuf Ummaaf (VoU Pg.22 I ). 
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Hadhrat Ali~ also said, "I do not think that a person born as a Muslim or 
who has any intelligence would ever spend the night without reciting the verse 
C:,;!ill ~ ,;;. ~~ .~~ ~ :Wi) (AayatuJ Kursj). If only you people knew its worth! It has 
been granted to your Nabi ~ from the treasures beneath the very Throne of 
Allaah and no Nabi ~ before him has ever received it. I never pass a single 
night without reciting it thrice. once in the two Rakaahs after Isha, once in my 
WItr salaah and once when I lie down to sleep." (1) 

The statements of Hadhrat Ali ~ll1~f Hadhrat 

Uthmaan ~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Mas'ood ~~~ Concerning the Recitation of 


Certain Verses of Surah Baqarah and 

Surah Aal Imraan 


Hadhrat Ali ~~ said, "I do not think that a person who has any intelligence 
would ever spend the night without reciting the concluding verses of Surah 
Baqarah because they are from the treasures beneath the very Throne of 
Allaah.,,(2) 

Hadhrat Uthmaan ~ said. "Whoever recites the concluding verses of Surah 

Aal Imraan at night shall receive the reward of spending the night in 

Ibaadah. ,,(3) 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~"5 said, "If a person recites ten verses of 

Surah Baqarah in his horne, no Shaytaan shall ever enter that horne all night. The 
verses are the four verses at the beginning. AayatuJ Kursj together with the two 
verses that follow it and the concluding (three) verses of Surah Baqarah." (4) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~~ and 
a Jinn CONCERNING Aayatul Kursi 

Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~);""5 had two silos of dates and in keeping check on 
them. he discovered that the dates were decreasing. When he stood on guard one 
night. he discovered a creature that resembled a young boy. When Hadhrat Ubay 
~Uo'l~ greeted him with Salaam, the creature replied to the Salaam. "Give me 
you hand," Hadhrat Ubay ~"5 instructed. When the creature did so, Hadhrat 
Ubay ~~ saw that its hand was that of a dog's and was also covered with 
dog's hair. "Such is the appearance of the Jinn," Hadhrat Ubay ~ said. The 
]inn said, "All of the Jinn world know well that there is none more powerful than 
I." Hadhrat Ubay ~ asked, "Then what makes you do this (steal from my 
silo)." The linn replied, "I have heard that you are a person who loved to give 
Sadaqah, so I wished to have some of your food." Hadhrat Ubay ~.~ asked 
further, ''What can protect us (humans) from the likes of you?" The Jinn replied, 
(II Abu ubayd. Ibn Abi shaybah. Daarmi and others,as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. I Pg.221). 
(21 Daarmi, Musaddad, Muhammad bin Nasr, Ibn Darees and Ibn Mardway, as quoted in Kanzul 

Ummaal (Vol. I Pg.222). 
(3) Daarmi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.1 Pg.222). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (VoLlO Pg.118) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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"It is that verse called AayatuJ Kursi which appears in Surah Baqarah. Whoever 
recites it in the evening shall be protected from us until the morning and 
whoever recites it in the morning shall be protected from us until the evening." 
Hadhrat Ubay ~~ went early the next morning to Rasulullaah ~ and 
informed him about the incident. Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "The wretch 
actually spoke the truth." (1) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Busr ~~~ 


and a Group of Jinn and the verse of the 

Qpr'aan he Recited 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Busr ~~ says, "When I left Hims, the night gave me . 
shelter on a piece of ground where the linn of the area came to me. I however 
recited the verse of Surah A'raaf: 

~;.il J$. \$~\~ ~~~~ ~J~\J<.:.I~I ~ ~~I jj\ ~j ~I)
", 	 tJ ,,,,,, " , , 

;"'.s, ,'" '",J "',,I" ".",;"'", ",' ""J", '" 1,,1..1,,,,,,.,.' ",' ,.I ... 

'.11 't'~ '7~ ~~'J~1j ~'J It!!> ~J4;J' J.;ll ~ <JJ 

- ri~ ", .... ,' "",..1.1, , ...., '" .. ..I, "" ", J' """ -'''' 
(ct\Wo:!1 :dlyl oJ."...) '\'V ~I YJ :uJ1.!.I~ r'.1lj ~I;U 

Undoubtedly your Rabb is Allaah, Who has created the heavens and the 
earth in six days and then turned His attention to the Throne. He covers 
the day with the night, (each one) hurrying to follow the other. The sun, 
moon and the stars are all subjugated (made to be obedient) by His 
command (power). Behold! Creation and command belong to Him. 
Blessed is Allaah, the Rabb of the (entire) universe. {Surah A'raaf, verse 

54} 

Some of them then said to the others, 'Look after him until the morning.' The 
following morning, I then took to my conveyance and left." (2) 

What Hadhrat Alaa bin Jalaaj instructed his Sons 
to do when they Place him in his Grave 

Hadhrat Alaa bin Jalaaj once said to his sons, "When you place me to rest in my 
grave, please say: 

, " ,
".ill! J' .P .. Uo I;;".ill! '" .. jNJJ .. .. ~J .. ~ 

'In the name of Allaah and upon the creed O{Rasulullaah~' 
Thereafter. I want you to gently cover me with sand and recite the beginning 
and the end of Surah Baqarah at my head-side. I have seen that Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ liked to do this." (3) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Ali ~ concerning the Verse ,,~ ~\ ,;..:; ~:; Q~ 

(1) 	Nasa'ee, Haakim, Tabraani, Abu Nu'aym, Bayhaqi, Sa'eed bin Mansoor and others, as quoted in 
Kanzul Ummaalf'JoU Pg.22I). Tabraani has reported a similar narration from reliable sources as 
confirmed by Haythami f'JoLIO Pg.l18). 

(2) Tabraani. Haythami f'Jol.! 0 Pg.133) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal 0101.8 Pg.II9J. 
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b~1I and Hadhrat Ibn Awf ®.~ Recites Aayatul Kursi in all the Corners of 
his House 
Hadhrat Ali ~~ said, "Whoever wishes to have his deeds weighed in a large 
scale should thrice recite: 

JJ ~( r(y ~~ I ~.':il I~'; r(y ~,~ , l!P ;;~.il N .i.G' ~II #.# I ," \, 
# , ~ ¥ o=;:-.r- .s-~J ¥ ~~ ;.r:" "t) ;.'J ~J' 

(\ArI.l\A.~L.;.Ili\..p 0)..,....) (Q Jji,J\ YJ 
... ... 

Your Rabb, the Rabb of all honour is Pure (free) from what (partners 
and children) they attribute to Him, peace be upon the Ambiyaa and all 
praise belongs to Allaah, the Rabb of the universe. {Surah Saaffaat, verses 
180-182}(1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Ubayd bin Umayr narrates that whenever Hadhrat Abdur 
Rahmaan bin Auf ®.11~ entered his house, he would recite Aayatul Kursi in all 
the corners of the house." (2) 

Dhikr of the Kalimah "Laa Ilaaha Illallaah" 

Rasulullaah ~~ says that the Person most 


Fortunate to Receive his Intercession will be the 

One who Recites the Kalimah (llil~l4Jf~)with 


Complete Sincerity 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®u.~ reports that he once asked Rasulullaah ~, "0 
Rasulullaah ~! Who will be most fortunate to receive your intercession on the 
Day of Qiyaamah?" "0 Abu Hurayrahl", Rasulullaah ~ said, "I knew that 
because of your keenness for Ahadeeth, none would have asked this question 
before you. The person most fortunate to receive my intercession on the Day of 
Qiyaamah will . be the one who recites ('L (llJl ~) 4:.1~ 'i)aa Ilaaha Illallaah') with 
complete sincerity of the heart." (3) 

Hadhrat Zadi bin Arqam ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Whoever 
recites (llJl~!4:.I)'i)('Laa Ilaaha Illallaah') with sincerity shall enter Jannah." 
Someone asked, 'What is meant by sincerity?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, 
"That the Kalimah should prevent one from acts that Allaah has forbidden." (4)

.1~ '",,_, 

Allaah Informs Hadhrat Moosa ~ about the Virtue of ('.u.ll 'j~ ;u~ 'jLaa Ilaaha 
Illallaah') 
Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ®~~ reports from Rasulullaah ~ that Hadhrat 
Moosa ~ once requested Allaah saying, "0 my Rabb! Teach me something by 
which I may engage in Your Dhikr and supplicate to you." Allaah's reply to him 
was, "Say JJ, ~1 4:.11 'iCLaa I1aaha IIlaUaah')." "0 my Rabb!" Hadhrat Moosa ~ 
submitted, "But all of Your creation say this." Allaah repeated, "Say (llJl~) 4:.Il'i)('Laa 
I1aaha IIlallaah')." Hadhrat Moosa ~ then said, 'What I want is something 
(I) Ibn zanjway. as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal010U Pg.222). 
(2) Abu Ya'la. Haythami 0101.10 Pg.128) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Bukhaari. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb 010l..3 Pg.72). 

(4).Tabraani in his Awsat, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb 0101.3 Pg.74). 
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exclusively for myself." Allaah then said, "0 Moosa! If all the seven heavens and 
".t. ;;'\_, 

seven earths are placed on one pan of the scale and (;WI -J!.u! -J)('Laa Ilaaha 
lllallaah') on the other, (;;,ill ~j 4:lj'1) ('Laa Ilaaha Illallaah') would outweigh the rest.,,(1) 
Another narration states that Allaah said, "If all the seven heavens and their 
inhabitants apart from Myself together with the seven earths are placed on one 

".:. "" _... J.!. :.:;,,-, 
pan of the scale and (;WI -Jj 4!l! -J)('Laa Ilaaha Illallaah') on the other, (4JI -J1.ul -J)('Laa 
Ilaaha Illallaah') would outweigh them all." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Speaks about the Advice that 
Hadhrat Nooh ~~ gave to his Sons 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once said, 
"Should I not inform you of the advice that Hadhrat Nooh ~ gave to his 
sons?" When the Sahabah ~l1~ asked to know, Rasulullaah ~ said, 
"Advising his sons, Nooh ~~ said, 'Dear sons! I strongly advise you to carry out 
two things and forbid you from another two. I advise you repeat the words ~j 4:l1'1) 
(tlJICLaa Ilaaha Illallaah') because if these words are placed on one pan of a scale 
and all the heavens and earths are placed on the other, these words will 
outweigh the rest. In fact, if all of them form a ring (to try to stop it), the Kalimah 
will break right through them to reach Allaah. I also advise you to repeat the 
words (t~ J". ;~il ..1\ ,,~)('subhaanallaahil Azeem wa Bihamdihi') because it .. ... ..... .. 
is the words of worship used by all of creation and it is by virtue of these 
words that sustenance is distributed. The two things that I forbid you from is 
Shirk and pride because they both prevent one from reaching Allaah.'" 
One of the Sahabah ~~ asked, flO Rasulullaah ~! Is it a sign of pride that 
a person prepares food and invites a group of people for a meal or that he 
wears clean and neat clothing?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "That is not pride. 
Pride is when a person regards others as being foolish and looks down on them.,,(3) 
Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said, "If the heavens and the earth 
and everything they contain were made into a ring and (tlJ\ 4j 4:lj'1)('Laa Ilaaha 
IllaIlaah') placed on top of it, it would shatter them all (beneath its weight)." (4) 

Rasulullaah ~ Gives the Glad Tidings of Jannah 
for the Sahabah ~~~ who Recited the Kalimah 

with him in a Gathering 
Hadhrat Ya'la bin Shaddaad reports, "Hadhrat Ubaad.ah bin Saamit ~~ was 
also present to confirm the report of my father Hadhrat Shaddaad bin Aws 
~ when he said, 'We were with Rasulullaah ~ when he asked whether 
there were any people of the AhIuI Kitaab amongst us. When we informed him 
that there were none, Rasulullaah ~ instructed that the door be shut. 

(1) Nasa'ee, Ibn Hibbaan and Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb(Vo1.3 Pg.75). 
(2) Abu Ya'Ja. Haythami (Vol.!O Pg.82) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Bazzaar. Haythami (Vol.JO Pg.84) has commented on the chain of narrators. Haakim has reported 

a similar narration, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.77). 
(4) Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb wat rarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg. 77). 
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Thereafter, he said, 'Raise your hands and say ('(~14! 4:lr~)Laa Ilaaha Illallaah').' 
After we had raised our hands for a while (reciting the Kalimah), Rasulullaah 
~ said, 'Al Hamdu Lillaah! 0 Allaah1 You have sent me with this Kalimah, 
instructed me to believe in it and promised me Jannah in return. Verily, You never 
go back on Your word.' (Addressing us) Rasulullaah ~ then said, 'Glad tidings 
for yOU! Allaah has forgiven you all." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~ Says that (llil~1L1S1)is the Best 
of all Good Deeds 

Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~ narrates that when he once requested Rasulullaah 
~ for advice, Rasulullaah ~ said, "When you commit a sin, follow it up 
with a good deed to erase it." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ 
asked, "Is the recitation of (~\ 41 4:l1~)one of the good deeds?" Rasulullaah ~ 
replied, "It is in fact the best of all good deeds." (2) 

Hadhrat Umar ~!J.1~ and Hadhrat Ali ~,IJ.1~ State 

that (~,414:lf;~)is "The Word of Taqwa" 


When Hadhrat Vmar bin Khattaab ~ once saw some people reciting 41 4:l!~) 

.J.L., , ... '''' .JJ; "" 	 ~.

(.uJland (J,tS"1 .uJO(,Allaahu Akbar'), he exclaImed, "That's It! I swear by the Rabb of 
the Kabah! That's ill" "What is it?" someone asked. Hadhrat Vmar $~ replied, 
"That is the 'word of Taqwa that they (the Sahabah ~) were most deserving 
and worthy of (.3) .',(4) 

Hadhrat Ali ~,~ also stated that it was the Kalimah (~I ~! 4:l!~)that Allaah refers 
to in the verse: 

(ii~i:~ s)Y") (..s~\~~)J) 
... and Allaah stuck the word of Taqwa onto them ... {Surah Fatah, verse 26}(5) 

Another narration adds that the words (,Allaahu Akbar') are also part of the 'word 
ofTaqwa'. (6) 

Dhikr of (JJ\,,~~,)('Subhaanallaah'), (JJ~b ('Al
# 	 # # 

Hamdulillaah'},(~\~;4Jr~) (,Laa Ilaaha lliallaah'), jfI) 
c7tCAllaahu Akbar') and (~~~fi~~JJ';;''1)CLaa Howla 

wa Laa Quwvvata IlIa Billaah') 

Rasulullaah ~ Mentions that these Adhkaar are 
the 'Everlasting Good Deeds' 

Hadhrat Abu sa'eed Khudri ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once said to 
(1) 	Tabraani and others, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.75). Haythami (Vol.lO Pg.81) 

has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Ahmad. Haytharni (Vol.! 0 Pg.81) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) As referred to ir. verse 26 of Surah Fatah. 
(4) Ibn Khusru, as quoted in Ktmzul Ummaal (Vol. I Pg.207). 
(5) 	Abdur Razzaaq, Ibn Jareer, Ibn Mundhir, Ibn Abi Haatim, Haakim and Bayhaqi in his Asmaa, as 

quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.! Pg.265). 
(6) Ibn Jareer and others, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaal (Vo!.1 Pg.265). 
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them, "Carry out the everlasting good deeds in abundance." When someone 
asked Rasulullaah ~ what the everlasting good deeds are, Rasulullaah ~ 
replied, "Recitation of (;.fIlli)CAllaahu Akbar'), (tin~! 4Jf:h CLaa Ilaaha Illallaah'), 

.L .J J. .J ",'''' 	 J. (, ",.1 "' ... "','" 
(~\ ,,~)('subhaanallaah'), (~ ~I)CAl Hamdulillaah') and (~~ ':i! oj ':iJ J.r" ':i)CLaa 
Howla wa Laa Quwwata llla Billaah')." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~ Mentions that these Adhkaar 

Serve as Protection from Jahannam 


Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Take up your 
shields." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" the Sahabah ~~ asked, "Has the enemy 
come?" "NO," Rasulullaah ~ replied, "I am referring to your shields against 
]ahannam. You should recite (JJI ,,~)(('Subhaanallaah'), (~~)('Al 
Hamdulillaah') and (;.fIlli) CAllaahu Akbar') because they shall be ahead of you 
and behind on the Day 'of Qiyaamah (to protect you) and they are the 'everlasting 
good deeds!!!, (2) Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ mentioned, "They 
are the saviours." (3) Yet another narration adds the words (J.,4 ~\ ij ~J J;;'-g) CLaa 
Howla wa Laa Quwwata Illa Billaah')." (4) , , ' 

A narration from Hadhrat Anas ®.~ states that Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Verily 
they shan be ahead of you, they are the saviours, they shal1 be behind and they 
are the 'everlasting good deeds'," (5) 

Rasulullaah ~&i Mentions that the Rewards for 
these Adhkaat are as Huge as Mount Uhud 

Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once said, 
"Does any of you have the ability to do actions as huge as Mount Uhud' every 
day?" "0 Rasulullaah ~!" the Sahabah ~ said, "who has the ability to do 
actions as huge as Mount Uhud every day?" "All of you do," Rasulullaah ~ 
replied. When the Sahabah ~ asked how this was possible, Rasulullaah 
~ explained, "(~1 ,,~) ( CSubhaanallaah') is larger than Mount Uhud,(~ ',;.;.n) 
('Al Hamdulillaah')is larger than Mount Uhud, (till ~) 4J) -g) CLaa Ilaaha IllaUaah')is 

J",'" .1J. '" 
larger than Mount Uhud and (,.,r1.uJ\) (,Allaahu Akbar')is larger than Mount 
Uhud.,,(6) 

Rasulullaah ~ Speaks about the Plants of 
Jannah and His Instruction to eat to One's Fill in 

the Gardens of Jannah 
Hadhrat Abu ~ narrates that he was busy planting something 
--~~~--~~~~~~-----
(I) Ahmad, Abu Ya'la, Nasa'ee, Ibn Hibbaan and Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU 

Pg.91). Ahmad and Abu Ya'la report from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.JO 
Pg.87). 

(2) Nasa'ee, Haakim and Bayhaqi. 
(3) Haakim. 
(4) Tabraani in his Awsat, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.3 Pg.92). 
(5) Tabraani. Haythami (VoLi 0 Pg.89) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(6) 	Ibn Abi Dunya, Nasa'ee, Tabraani and Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by 

Haythami (Vo1.10 Pg.9J) and Mundhiri (VoU Pg.94). 
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when Rasulullaah ~ passed by. "0 Abu Hurayrahr" Rasulullaah ~ called out, 
"What are you planting?" When Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ informed him that 
he was planting some plants, Rasulullaah ~ said, "Should I not inform you of 
plants that are better than these? They are (~'o~)CSubhaanallaah'),(~ ',~) ('Al 
Hamdulillaah'), (til, 4, 4:11 'i)(,Laa Ilaaha Illallaah') and (;;51 ill) CAllaahu Akbar'). A 

tree in Jannah is planted for you in exchange for everyone of these 
phrases.n( 1) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once said, "When 
you pass through the gardens of Jannah, eat to your fill there." "0 RasululJaah 
~!" the Sahabah ~ asked, "What are the gardens of Jannah?" "The 
Masaajid," Rasulullaah ~ replied. "And how does one eat to one's fill?" the 
Sahabah ~ asked further. Rasulullaah ~ replied, "(By reciting) o~) 
(JJI('subhaanallaah'),(JJ ~\) CAl Hamdulillaah'), (till ~14:l1'i) ('Laa Ilaaha Illallaah') 
~nd(;;51ill) (,AIlaahu Akbar')." (2) , , 

Rasulullaah ~ Speaks about Words of Dhikr 
that Shakes Off Sins 

Hadhrat Anas D~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once caught hold of a 
branch and shook it, but the leaves did not fall off. When he shook it again, the 
leaves still did not fall, but when he did so for the third time, the leaves fell off. 
Rasulullaah ~ then said, "Verily (JJI o~)«('subhaanallaah'),(JJ~) ('AI 
Hamdulillaah'), <til, ~14:l1'i) ('Laa Ilaaha 'Illallaah') and <;;51 lli) ('Alla~hu Akbar') 
shake off sins just as th~ leaves of a tree are shed." (3) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches Dhikr to a Bedouin 
Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi waqqaas ~~ narrates that a Bedouin once came to 
Rasulullaah ~ with the request, "Do teach me something that I may recite," 
Rasulullaah ~ told him to recite: 

Jj, ~~.- ,"';<- Jj ~( \"'<- '~<i llil1.J ~ ~ ~ ~J.;.'- lli,~,~,~"
.- " . 'J~.-.- 'J~r. Jr 'J .-..- .

, ,,' , *,,' ~ '".J "', '" ,'" "", "" ",,,,, ~ 
"~Ij:!;JI.uJ~ ~, a~ ~'J J? ~'J ~WI yJ 

IfF 

The man said, "That was for mY ~abb,'-Now ~h~t ;bout myself?" Ra;ululla~h _ 
then told him to recite: 

,,' .!~, ( , ."Jt ' .' '" 'I' , \' .~ ,~ II"
~J')'J~.- 'J~)'J..r~ 

'0 Allaah! Forgive me, shower Your mercy on me, guide me and provide 
for me,' 

Another narration adds the words(~'j) ('and grant me safety'). Another narration 
states that Rasulullaah § also said, "These words combine both your life in this 
world as well as your life in the Aakhirah. (4) 
(I) Ibn Maajah and Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.84), 
(2) Tirmidhi, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.97). 
(3) 	Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.93). 

Tirmidhi has reported a similar narration. 
(4) Muslim. 
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Another narration states that the Bedouin asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! I have 
done my best to memorise the Qur'aan but am unable to do so. please tell me 
of something that will earn me the same rewards of learning the Qur'aan." 
Rasulullaah ~ then told him to recite: 

I I'" 1 • 

,~ llilj llil ~l 4J1 ~J ~~Ij ~I o~" 
The Bedouin said the words, counting them with his fingers. He then said, "0 
Rasulullaah ~! This is for my Rabb, but what about me?" Rasulullaah ~ 
then told him to recite: 

,,'. '\" , ~~'I;' .,::.;' , ;'( • " '~\~uI"
I..?!~J ~))IJ ~u.-J~)J~~ 

'0 Allaah! Forgive me, shower Your mercy on me, grant me safety, 
provide for me and guide me' 

When the Bedouin had left, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "The Bedouin has left 
with his hands full of good." (l) 

Another' narration states that Rasulullaah ~ also added the words4\ i~ ~J J';; ~) 
~~ , 
, , 

Rasulullaah ~ informs Hadhrat Abu Dharr 
®,Ua1~ About the Words that are Most 

Beloved to Allaah 
Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once said to him, 
"Should I not inform you of those words that Allaah loves most?" "0 Rasulullaah 
~1" Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~ submitted, "please do inform me of the words 
that Allaah loves most." Rasulullaah ~ said, "The words that Allaah loves 
most are:(.~J.J.J\ ;;:,~) ( (,Subhaanallaahi wa Bihamdihi')." (3) Another narration 
states that'the' ~ords are:(o~J.J.J\;;:,~) (,Subhaana Rabbi wa Bihamdihi'). (4) 
Yet another narration stat~s th~t when Rasulullaah ~ was asked about which 
words Allaah loves most, he replied, "The words that Allaah chose for His 
angels or for His bondsmen; (,~J~.t.J\;;:'~)(('subhaanal1aahi wa Bihamdihi')." (5) 

Rasulullaah ~ Speaks About the Tremendous 
reward of Reciting the Kalimah 

Hadhrat Abu Talha ~).1.1~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Whoever says 4Jr~) 
Call 1\(ILaa Ilaaha IllaUaah') shall enter Jannah or (Rasulullaah ~. said) Jannah 
shall become binding on him. As for the one who recites ~\ ;;:,~) 
(V~;('SubhaanalIaahi wa Bihamdihi') a hundred times, Allaah shall record for 
him a hundred and twenty four thousand good deeds." "0 Rasulullaah ~ .. the 
Sahabah ~,~ said, "In that case, none of us will ever be destroyed." lIWhy not," 

(1) Ibn Abi Dunya. 
(2) 	Bayhaqi. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.90), Abu Dawood has reported a similar 

narration. 
(3) Muslim and Nasa'ee. 
(4) Tirmidhi. 
(5) Muslim, 
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Rasulullaah ~ said, ''when one of you will appear (on the Day of Qiyaamah) 
with so many good deeds that would crush a mountain beneath its weight, but 
then the bounties he enjoyed will come and claim all of it (as repayment). 
Thereafter, it will only be for Allaah to extend His mercy (by which the person will 
be able to enter Jannah)." (1) 

Hadhrat Sa'd §),U.~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once asked, "Is any of you 
unable to earn the reward of a thousand good deeds every day?" One of the 
Sahabah ~ sitting there asked, "How can any of us earn the reward of a 
thousand good deeds?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "When he recites ;;:,~) 
(~I('subhaanallaah') a hundred times, the reward ofa thousand good deeds is 
recorded to his credit or a thousand sins are written of[" (2) 

RasuluIlaah ~~ Speaks about the Tremendous 

Virtue of Reciting (~~~~a~~JJ;;'~) ('Laa Howla wa Laa 


Quwwata IlIa BiIlaah1
) 


Hadhrat Qais bin Sa'd bin ubaadah ~lli~ relates, "My father placed me in the 
care of Rasulullaah ~ to be of service to him. One day after I had performed 
two Rakaahs salaah, Rasulullaah ~ once came to me and, nudging me with 
his foot, said, 'Should I not inform you of a door from amongst the doors of 
Jannah?' When I asked to be informed, Rasulullaah ~~ said, '(It is to recite) ~) 
(J.J4~li;~JJ;;' ('Laa Howla wa Laa Quwwata Illa Billaah,).',,(3), 	 , ' 

Hadhrat Abu Dharr §)UJ~ narrates, "I had been walking behind Rasulullaah 
~ when he said to me, 'Should I not inform you of a treasure from amongst 
the treasures of Jannah?' When I asked to be informed, Rasulullaah ~ said, 
'(It is to recite) (J.J4~\i~~JJ;;'~) ('Laa Howla wa Laa Quwwata IlIa Billaah,).',,(4) 

, 	 " 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Sa'd bin Abi waqqaas !ID~ narrates that Hadhrat Abu 
Ayyoob Ansaari§),lli~ once said to him, "Should I not teach you some words 
that Rasulullaah ,~ taught me?" "Certainly, dear uncle," Hadhrat Abdullaah 
replied. Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob ®,u.~ then said, "When Rasulullaah ~ came to 
stay with me, he once asked me, '0 Abu Ayyoobl 'Should I not inform you of 
some words from the treasures of Jannah?' 'Why, of course,' I replied, 'May my 
parents be sacrificed for yOU!' Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Abundantly recite a~ ~J J;;'~) 
(J.J4 ~I ('Laa Howla wa Laa Quwwata IlIa Billaah') .',,(5) 

, 	 , ' 

The Statement of Hadhrat Ibraheem ~~ 
J, '",,:',J "" ... '" , ... -;

regarding (.uJ4 ~I o";":lJ d.r--~) CLaa Howla wa Laa 
" " " Quwwata IlIa BiIlaah1

) 

Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob Ansaari §)UJ~ reports that when RasuluJlaah ~ was 
(I) Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.81), 
{ll 	Muslim, Tirmidhi and Nasa'ee, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg,83). Ibn Abi Shaybah, 

Ahmad" Abd bin Humayd, Ibn Hibbaan and Abu Nu'aym have all reported a similar narration, as 
quoted in Kallzui Ummaai(VoLI Pg.2I 1), 

(3) Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg, 104). 
(4) Ibn Maajah, Ibn Abi Dunya and Ibn Hibbaan, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.l 05). 
(5) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.10 Pg.98). 
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taken on the journey of Mi'raaj, he passed by Hadhrat Ibraheem ~~, who 
asked, "Who is this with you, 0 Jibra'eel ~~?" "This is Muhammad ~:' 
Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~~ replied. Hadhrat Ibraheem ~ then said, "0 Muhammad 
~! Inform your Ummah to acquire the plants of Jannah in abundance because 
the soil of Jannah is extremely fertile and its land is very vast." 'What are the 
plants of ]annah?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. Hadhrat Ibraheem @~ replied, 'rg) 
(JJ~~, i; ~j J';';' CLaa Howla wa Laa Quwwata IlIa Billaah')." (1) Another adds that 
befo;e addressing Rasulullaah ~/ Hadhrat Ibraheem ~ first greeted 
Rasulullaah ~ and welcomed him. (2) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas 
~~~ about (JJ~~\a}~JJ';;-.g) (,Laa Howla wa Laa , , ' 

Quwwata IlIa Billaah') and what Hadhrat Imraan 

~~~ had to say about the Virtues of 


Praising Allaah 

Hadhrat AbdulIaah bin Abbaas ~~~ s?id, "Whoever says (~, ~)('Bismillaah') 
has thought of Allaah, whoever says(~W) CAl Hamdulillaah') has thanked 

,t... ,,..,,J...,. -"" 
Allaah, whoever says(.r.S".uJ1) (,Allaahu Akbar') has revered Allaah, whoever says')/) 
(:;,t, ~! 4J! (,Laa Ilaaha Illallaah') has expressed the oneness of Allaah and whoever 

.:. 11: .. ,,, "", "',.,. _.. •• 

says (~~ ')/! iJi 'iJ Jj>' 'i) ('Laa Howla wa Laa Quwwata IlIa BIllaah') has submItted 
himself to Allaah and these words will be an adornment and a treasure for him in 
Jannah." (3) 

Hadhrat Mutarraf reports that Hadhrat Imraan ~~ once said to him, "Should 
I not inform you of a Hadith tOday which Allaah will make a source of benefit for 
you even after this day? You should note that the best of Allaah's bondsmen on 
the Day of Qiyaamah shall be those who praised Him most excessively." (4) 

Hadhrat Ali ~~~'s Explanation of the Terms~) 
(~ ('Al Hamdulillaah') and(~1 ,,~) 

('Subhaanailaah') 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~ once 

asked, 'While we know what is meant by (~, ,,~) ('Subhaanallaah') and~! 4J!~) 

(Ull ('Laa Ilaaha IlJallaah'), what is(JJW) (,AI Hamdulillaah')?" Hadhrat Ali 

~~ replied by saying, "It is a phrase that Allaah chose for Himself and which 

He loves that it be said." (5) 


Hadhrat Abu Dhabyaan narrates that Ibn Kawwaa once asked Hadhrat Ali ~ 


abf)ut the phrase (~, ,,~) (,Subhaanallaah'), to which Hadhrat Ali ~~ replied, 


(I) Ahmad, Ibn Abi Dunya and Ibn Hibbaan, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.I05). 
Haythami (VoL I 0 Pg.98) has commented on Ahmad's chain of narrators. 

(2) Tabraani. 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his HiIya (VoL I Pg.322). 
(4) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoLlO Pg.95). 
(5) Ibn Abi Haatim. 
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"It is a phrase that Allaah has chosen for Himself and which proclaims His purity 
from all evil." (l) 

Hadhrat Umar ~l~~ Lessens the Punishment for 
a Person who Engaged in Tasbeeh as he was 

being Lashed 
When Hadhrat Umar ~ once had two men lashed, one of them said, "~) 
(~I ('Bismillaah')" while the other said, (~\ ~~) " (,Subhaanallaah')". Hadhrat 
Umar ~~ exclaimed, "Shame on you! Ease the lashing of the one who said 
(~I~~)('Subhaanal1aah') because Tasbeeh can find a grounding only in the 
heart of a Mu'min." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ Interprets the verse ''The Pure Word 
climbs up to Him" 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~\l,~ once said, "Whenever I relate a Hadith to 
you, I substantiate it with a verse of the Qur'aan. When a person recites, ~~) 
(~I('SUbhaanallaah'),(~ J.:..;Ji) ('AI Hamdulillaah'), (tiJ, ~l4Jl"i) ('Laa Ilaaha 

" ... J" JJ,,, ".1. "'".,;IIlallaah', <;.s'l WI) ('Allaahu Akbar') and (WI.!.bW)('Tabaarakallaah'), an angel takes 
hold of the words, thrusts it beneath his wings and then starts ascending (to the 
heavens). Every group of angels he passes en route seek forgiveness for the 
person who recited these words. He eventually presents them before the 
countenance of Ar-Rahmaan." (In substantiation) Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~ then recited the verse: 

- '- (j,'~-:,"~'1'_11 'I::::.i\" ~"'ftl' lei,'" ,,, "")(h::.-.!I:".kUoJ..!""") w.,y. ~ ~,,~~~~ 
;; ; ; 

The Pure Word (the Kalimah as well as other forms ofDhikr) climbs up 
to Him, propelled by good deeds (coupled with good deeds, a Muslim's 
Dhikr is readily accepted byAllaah). {Surah Faatir, verse JO}(3) 

Choosing Cqmprehensive Adhkaar instead 
of Excessive Repetition 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches Hadhrat Juwayriyyah 
~~~ a Comprehensive Dhikr 

Hadhrat JUwayriyyah ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once left her room 
and when he returned after midmorning, he found her still sitting where she was. 
Rasulullaah ~ asked, "Did you remain sitting in this position from the time I 
left you?" When she informed him that she had, Rasulullaah ~ said, "After 
leaving you, I recited four phrases three times, which, if weighed against what 
you had been reciting since the morning, it would outweigh it. (The words are:) 

(1) Askari in his Amthaal and Abul Hasan Bakaali. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0lo\.1 Pg.21O). 
(2) Bayhaqi. as quoted in Kanzul ummaal 0101.! Pg.210), 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami 0101.10 Pg.90) has comment~d on the chain of narrators. Haakim has reported 

a similar narration. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb 0101.3 Pg.93). 
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'" 	 """,,, ,''''''', ;1'; '" "" )"''''''''' , .... " J, ., "",.1
"oVl:o....lS' ~IJ.oJ <\..!I.G 4..ijJ 4......Aj s:-w,JJ ~~~O~J 4J..l1 ",b.;,:.t"

t ... '" '" 1",7 '" t........ '" t.... ,... ",'" 


"I express Allaah's purity and praise Him as much as all of His creation, 
as much as pleases Him, as much as is the weight of His throne and as 
much as are all of His words (attributes and bounties)." (I) 

Another narration quotes the words as: 

1 

"oV~ ;1.::\•• JJI 
I ...... 

"I express Allaah's purity as much as are His creation. I express Allaah's 
purity as much as pleases Him. I express Allaah's purity as much as is 
the weight of His throne and I express Allaah's purity as much as are all 
of His words (attributes and bounties)." (2) 

Yet another narration(3) states that the words (Js ~1) should be recited in the 
same manner (substitute the words with the word; (..:hlo~)in the above du'aa). 
A narration of Nasa'ee(4) quotes the words(~w) of the du'aa as: . 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches a Comprehensive Dhikr 
to a Sahabiyyah ~~ 

Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~ reports that when he once accompanied 
RasuluUaah ~ to see a particular lady, they found her reciting Tasbeeh, using 
some date seeds or pebbles to count on. Rasulullaah ~ said, "Should I not 
inform you of something easier and better for you?" Rasulullaah ~ then 
recited the du'aa: 

I 

" ; 1 I'· '" ,'" I'" '" i tl",,II! • 

~.)~""'.)~~ 

Rasulullaah ~ then told her to recite the same for<7.\lli) (,Allaahu 
Akbar'),(Js~\) CAl Hamdulillaah'), (jIl4\~\~)('Laa Ilaaha Illallaah') and ij~J~);;'~) 
.I' " 	 " 

(.uJ~ './1('Laa Howla wa Laa Quwwata Illa Billaah') (i.e. these words should 
s'ubstitute the words <;1;1 o~)in the above du'aa). (5) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches a Comprehensive Dhikr 
to Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~~~ 

Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~ narrates that when Rasulullaah ~ saw him 
(I) Muslim. Abu Dawood, Tirmidhi, Nasa'ee and Ibn Maajah. 
(2) Muslim. 
(3) N:lSa'ee. 
(4) Targhe:e:b wat Tarhe:e:b (Vo1.3 Pg.98). 
(5) 	Abu Dawood, Tirmidhi Nasa'ee. Ibn Hibbaan and Haakim. as quoted in Targhe:e:b wac Tarhe:e:b 

(VoL3 Pg.99). 
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moving his lips one day, RasuluIIaah ~ asked, "0 Abu Umaamah! What are 
you reciting causing your lips to move like that?" "I am engaged in the Dhikr of 
Allaah," he replied. Rasulullaah ~ said, "Should I not inform you of a Dhikr 
that is better than your making Dhikr day and night?" When Hadhrat Abu 
Umaamah ®)J.;~ asked to be informed, Rasulullaah ~ told him to recite: 

,"", "" ... "" ... ~ <Ii ... ,,, ......... ... t, ~ "" ... ,.I ,. '" '" ... iI';I' '" ~ "" ... ,,,


JPJ ~I ~ [,. ~~ illl C)~ Jl.:> [,. ':M illl C)~ Jl.:> [,. ~~ illl C)~"" .. "'", ... ,. , 

~I "b.:':', ~~~~ ;:; ~I ,,~ ~CJIJ '-f'S~1 ~~~ ~I ,,~ 
~ .J,,,),,, ,'" w.J ~, .:.. ;"', .J ,'" \I/.J "'"" J, ". "".J '" \,"'" 't , 

~~\;~ ys' ~~IC)~;~ ys' ~~ ~\ C)~~~~\ [,. ~ 
.1,," -",iZ; , .... "" ... ,"" ... J, .J"',,,,, ...... 't, J, ,1",,,,,,.,,, ... ,.".""". 
~'-' ~~IJ iw(J~I ~ [,. ~~~ ~'-' Jl.:> [,. ~~~'-' Jl.:> [,. ~~ 
", t, .1..J , ",' ", ,.I'" .,"'''' ...... ", J; .J,. <Ii'... ", i:ii,;l' ,"" ... "t, ~ 

[,. ~ ~~'-' '4~ ~\ [,. ~~ ~ ~'-' ~lo...Jlj '-f'J~\ ~[,. ~ ~ 
, ... w .1' 't, J. J,,,',. ,'" foII.J ... " if' ~ .J,,.'''' ,.1'" ," 

";~JS'~~~\J;~JS'~~~~\J'4~~\ 
"I express the purity of Allaah as much as He has created. I express the 
purity of Allaah as much as it takes to fill everything He has created. I 
express the purity of Allaah as much as everything on earth, I express 
the purity of Allaah as much as everything on earth and in the heavens. 
I express the purity of Allaah as much as everything that His Book 
counts. I express the purity of Allaah as much as it takes to fill 
everything that His Book counts. I express the purity of Allaah as much 
as everything there is. I express the purity of Allaah as much as it takes 
to fill everything there is. I praise Allaah as much as He has created. I 
praise Aliaah as much as it takes to fill everything He has created. I 
praise Allaah as much as everything on earth and in the heavens. I 
praise Allaah as much as it takes to fill everything on earth and in the 
heavens. I praise Allaah as much as everything that His Book counts. I 
praise Allaah as much as it takes to fill everything that His Book counts. 
I praise Allaah as much as everything there is. I praise Allaah as much 
as it takes to fill everything there is." (1) 

Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said to Hadhrat Abu Umaamah 
§5, "Should I not inform you of something that if you say it, you will be 
unable to earn the same rewards even if you have to tire yourself day and night 
(in Ibaadah)." The same narration goes on to report the same Dhikr with the 
addition that he recites the same for<;.fI till) ('Allaahu Akbar') (i.e. the phrase jJt) 
<;.fIshould substitute the phrase (~l\,j~)in the above du'aa). (2) 
Yet another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Should I not inform you 
of something that is better than engaging in Dhikr day and night?" The rest of the 
Hadith is then mentioned in brief. Rasulullaah ~ then advised Hadhrat Abu 
Umaamah ®~ to learn these words and to teach it to everyone else. (3) 

(1) Ahmad, Ibn Abi Dunya. Nasa'ee, Ibn Khuzaymah. Ibn Hibbaan and Haakim. 
(2) Tabraani. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb ('/01.3 Pg.99). 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.IO Pg.93) has commentea on the chain of narrators. 
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Rasulullaah ~ Teaches Hadhrat Abu Dardaa 
~.lIj3~ a Comprehensive Dhikr 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ narrates that when Rasulullaah ~ saw him 
moving his lips one day, Rasulullaah ~ asked, "0 Abu Dardaa1 what are you 
reciting?" "I am engaged in the Dhikr of Allaah," he replied. Rasulullaah ~ 
said, "Should I not inform you of a Dhikr that is better than your making Dhikr 
from night to day and from day to night?" When Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ 
asked to be informed, Rasulullaah ~ told him to recite: 

-:r ! tl I , 

~I ~ ';.)..0 JJI o~ ~.'...; "\(- ~~ JJI o~ "~1.:i. ~ ;~ JJI o~" 
'-!'.,.- " "" ;\..;' y-". ~ "" 

.1 \ ~ ! I 

.~I ~ ';.)..0 JJ ~IJ "~1.:i.~ ;t.o JJ ~Ij ":I.:i. ~ ;~ JJ ~Ij 1;Gs'
~T_ ". , ". ~. "" , "" ~ "" ,; '" 

,; " 
".ut.:.s" . " 

"I express the purity of Allaah as much as He has created. I express the 
purity of Allaah as much as everything on earth. I express the purity of 
Allaah as much as everything there is. I express the purity of Allaah as 
much as everything that His Book counts. I praise Allaah as much as He 
has created. I praise Allaah as much as it takes to fill everything He has 
created. I praise Allaah as much as it takes to fill everything that His 
Book counts." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Praises the Words that a Sahabi 
~~~ said in a Gathering 

Hadhrat Anas ~ reports that he was sitting with Rasulullaah ~ in a 
gathering when a Sahabi ~~ arrived and greeted Rasool ~ saying, ":'~':Jb 
(,utS;.J ~\ ~':;J ~" ('As Salaamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullaahi wa Barakaatuh'). 
Rasulullaah ~ replied to his greeting by saying, (,utS-;!J ~I G)J ":~I ~J )" 
('Was Alaykumus Salaam wa Rahmatullaahi wa Barakaatuh'). When the Sahabi 
~~ then sat down, he said: 

"ti) .":"" ~ :I~" ~t:$ .wtS-';Cd.\")~(-I~JJ~"
~J .1.:).').... ..-" '). .;:r.';:' .. " 

"I praise Allaah tremendously with praises that are pure and blessed as 
our Rabb would like to be praised and asHe deserves to be praised." 

"What did you say?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. When the Sahabah j@.~ repeated 
his words, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "I swear by the Being Who controls my 
life that ten angels raced, each one of the angels eager to record what you said. 
However, none of them knew how to record it, so when they took it up to the 
One to Whom all honour belongs, He said, 'Record it exactly as my servant said 
it. ",(2) 

Another narration(3) records the words of the Dhikr as: 
(l) Tabraani and Bazzaar. Haythami (Vol. 10 Pg.94) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.I 03). 
(3) Nasa'ee and Ibn Hibbaan. 
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" ~,,,,, \Z" ~ ~~~wtf;CCf,I<I'~~I~JJ~"
,.,rPy,J .~ ~ ~ "",, J, '; ~ " " 

Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob Ansaari ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah a~ once heard 
someone recite: 

"w t?:C Cf, ~I~ JJ J~" " ...", j. -; -", '" '" 

"Who said those words?" Rasulullaah ~ enquired. Thinking that he had 
annoyed Rasulullaah ~'s ears with something he did not like, the man 
remained silent. 'Who was it?" Rasulullaah ~ repeated, "Because what he said 
was very correct." The man then said, "It was I who said it with the expectation of 
being rewarded, 0 Rasulullaah ~." Rasulullaah ~ then told him, "I swear by 
the Being Who controls my life! I saw thirteen angels racing to see which of them 
would be the first to present your words to Allaah." (l) 

Hadhrat Umar ~lla1~'s Words when he saw a Man 
Using a Rosary to Engage in Tasbeeh 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Jubayr reports that when Hadhrat Umar ~ once saw a 
man reciting Tasbeeh on a rosary, he remarked, "It would suffice him to rather 
say: 

"'l'"",,,, ,"', ","'", 't, ", ,:6 t, II' J, ", "",I 

"~~~ IX II~L:o ~J (--tJ':il ~J) ~I..t-JI ~ ~I ,,~" 
'I express Allaah's purity as much as it takes to fill the heavens and as 
much as it takes to fill the earth and everything else that Allaah wills' 

He should also say: 

"~II'j, .~ ... ;G~;t.J. ,:.,j~1 (;t.J) .:;.J(I.' 'I;t. JJ J~" 
tlr",;;I· \.i, '" ~'. "', ~ ",,,,,,, 

'I praise Allaah as much as it takes to fill the heavens and as much as it 
takes to fill the earth and everything else that Allaah wills' 

In addition to this, he may also say: 
,I" ,"" "''''''''''!II' j" .... "" t, ,1;,,,,,,J;,
"~~~~ 1Il,.t1.. ~J J;'j ':ilj ~I~I ~J$I ;WI" 

'I express Allaah's greatness as much as it takes to fill the heavens and 
as much as it takes to fill the earth and everything else that Allaah 
wills",(2) 

Adhkaar to be recited after the Salaab.s 

and Before sleeping 


Rasulullaah ~ Teaches the Poor Sahabah ~~ 


specific Adhkaar by which to Earn Great rewards 

HadhratAbu Hurayrah~~ narrates that the poor Muhaajireen once approached 
Rasulullaah ~ saying, "The wealthy ones have taken the elevated positions 
and everlasting bounties!" 'Why do you say that?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. They 
(I) Tabraani, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.102). 
(2) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL I Pg.2) 0). 
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explained, "They perform salaah just as we perform salaah and they fast just as 
we fast, but they also donate in Sadaqah, which we cannot do, and they set 
slaves free, which we are also incapable of doing." Rasulullaah ~ said, "Should 
I then not teach you something by which you may catch up with those ahead of 
you and beat those who are still behind? None will then be better than you except 
those who do the same as you do." "Please do tell us," the Sahabah ~ 
entreated. Rasulullaah ~ then told them to recite {'(.J.J, ,,~)Subhaanallaah') 
thirty-three times, (,AGSi illmaahu Akbar') thirty-thre~ times and (~~){'Al 
Hamdulillaah') thirty-three times after every salaah. 
The poor Muhaajireen then returned to Rasulullaah ~ (after a while) saying, 
"Our wealthy brothers have heard about what we are doing and they are now 
doing the same." To this, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "That is the grace of Allaah 
which He bestows on whomsoever He wills.1I 

(One of the narrators by the name of) Hadhrat Sumay says, "When I reported the 
Hadith to someone in my family, the person told me that I was mistaken because 
my teacher must have told me that while (~I ,,~) CSubhaanallaah') ,and(~ J..:..;Ji) 
CAl Hamdulillaah') are to be recited thirty-three times each, GSi llii) (,Allaahu 
Akbar') is to be recited thirty-four times. I then returned to (my teacher) Hadhrat 
Abu Saalih and informed him about this. He took my hand and recited, ,(~, ,,~) 
Csubhaanallaah')',(.J.J J..:..;Ji) ! CAl Hamdulillaah'), and 'GSitiJl) (,Allaahu Akbar')'. 
Thereafter, he ag;in recited '(~'''~) {'Subhaanallaah')', '(~J;.;J\) (,AI 
Hamdulillaah'), and' <;.51 jfI) CAllaahu Akbar')' until he had done so thirty-three 
times (to indicate that each Dhikr be recited thirty-three times only)." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ reports that Hadhrat Abu Dharr @.~ once said, 
"0 Rasulullaah ~! The wealthy ones have taken all the rewards." The narration 
then continues like the one above except that in this narration, Rasulullaah ~ 
instructed him to recite GSi ill) CAllaahu Akbar') thirty-three times,(.J.J ~ ~;.jl) ('Al 
Hamdulillaah') thirty-three times, (~, ,,~)('subhaanal1aah') thirty-three times 
after every salaah. Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ told him that he should end off 
the Dhikr by once reciting: 

~, '" ,,,, w,J I'" ",.1",,,1, "", .J"', ,J ',1' -'", ,-,' "' ... ", "',,,, ,,,,.J~ '" r; .... , --;. 

"~~ !~ ys-~JAJ ~I ;UJ clWl ;U ~~r "J oJ.:>-J UJI "Jl ;Ul "J" 
Rasulullaah ~ further informed Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~ that if he recited 
this, all his sins will be forgiven even if though they may be as many as the foam 
on the ocean. (2) 


Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Once you have performed 

your salaah, them to recite (~,~) ('subhaanal~aah') thirty-three times,(~ ~ ~li) 

('AI Hamdulillaah') thirty-three times and(;.51llii) (,Allaahu Akbar') thirty-four 
times. Thereafter, recite(tiJ, ~!4Jf'j) CLaa Ilaaha Illallaah') ten times." (3) 

(I) Bukhaari and MUslim. 
(2) Abu Dawood. 
(3) Tirmidhi, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo\.3 Pg.11 0). Ibn Asaakir has reported a narration 

similar to that of Abu Dawood, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaaf (VoU Pg.296). Tayaalisi, Ibn Asaakir 
and Bukhaari in his Adab has also reported a narration similar to that ofAbu Dawood, as quoted 
in Kanzu/ Ummaal (Vo1.3 Pg.315). Bazzaar has reported a similar narration in much greater detail, 
as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa~a(Vol.lO Pg.IOI). 
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Rasulullaah ~ Teaches Hadhrat Abu Dardaa 

~~~ some Adhkaar to be Recited after 


Every Salaah 

Hadhrat Ummu Dardaa ~~ narrates that when a man once came to Hadhrat 
Abu Dardaa ~.~, he asked the man, 'Will you be staying over so that we may 
send your animal for grazing or will you be leaving, in which case we shall give it 
some fodder to eat?" When the man informed him that he would be leaving, 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ said, "I shall then give you some provisions that had 
I any provisions better than them, I would have certainly given them instead. I 
once went to Rasulullaah ~ and said, 'The wealthy ones have taken the 
benefits of this world as well as the Aakhirah. They perform salaah just as we 
perform salaah and they fast just as we fast, but they also donate in Sadaqah, which 
we cannot do.' Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Should I then not teach you something by 
which anyone ahead of you will be unable to beat you again and those who are 
still behind you will be unable to catch up with you unless they do the same as you 
do?' Rasulullaah ~ thentoldmetorecite(JJI~~) (,Subhaanallaah') thirty-three 
times,(~ ~:..;Ji) CAl Hamdulillaah') thirty-th;ee times and(;.5i jJl) CAllaahu Akbar') 
thirty-four times after every salaah." (1) 

Hadhrat Qataadah reports that some poor Mu'mineen once said, "0 Rasulullaah 
~! The wealthy ones have taken all the rewards. They are able to donate in 
Sadaqah, while we cannot and they are able to spend in good causes, which we 
are also incapable of doing." Rasulullaah ~~ asked, "Tell me if the wealth of 
this world will be able to reach the heavens if they are stacked one on top of 
another?" "Certainly not, 0 Rasulullaah ~," they replied. Rasulullaah ~ then 
said, "Should 1 not inform you of something that has its roots on earth but its 
branches in the heavens? It is that you recite ten times after every salaah, ' ~I~) 

J ~ .c: - J .. '" J J, / ~ .... ,1 ..

(illl'1!('Laa Ilaaha Illallaah'), '(7.1illl)Wlaahu Akbar'), CS(~I iJG..;.:..)ubhaanallaah') 
and (~~:..;Ji)'W Hamdulillaah,).",(2) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches Hadhrat Ali ~ and 
Hadhrat Faatima ~~~ a Dhikr to Recite after 

salaah and Before Sleeping 
Hadhrat Ali ~ reports that when he married Hadhrat Faatima ~, 
Rasulullaah ~ sent with her a blanket, a leather pillow filled with the bark 
of a date palm, two grinding stones, a water bag and two earthen jars. Hadhrat 
Ali ~IJ..,~ one day said to Hadhrat Faatima Ifi@K;,,~, "By Allaah! Continuously 
drawing water from the well has caused my chest to start hurting. Allaah has sent 
some prisoners to your father, so please go to him and request him for a 
servant." Hadhrat Faatima ~~ agreed saying, "By Allaah! Continuous grinding 
(I) Ahmad, Bazzaar and Tabraani, as quoted in Majma'uz z>waa'id(VoLlO Pg.lOO). Abdur Razzaaq has 

reported a similar narration with the addition that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ said to Rasulullaah 
•. "... they also strive in Jihaad as we do and perform the Fardh saJaahs." 

(2) Abdur Razzaaq and Ibn zanjway, as quoted in KEnzul Ummaal(Vol.! Pg.297). 
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has also caused my hands to be calloused." She therefore went to her father 
Rasulullaah ~, who asked her, "What brings you here, dearest daughter?" 
Feeling too embarrassed to put her request forward, Hadhrat Faatima If®~ 
said, "I have come to greet you." 
When she returned and Hadhrat Ali ~~ asked her what had happened, she 
said, "I was too shy to ask him." The couple then went together to RasuluIlaah 
~. Hadhrat Ali @~ spoke. "0 Rasulullaah ~!" he said, "Continuously 
drawing water from the well has caused my chest to start hurting." Hadhrat 
Faatima Il®~ then said, "By Allaah! Continuous grinding has also caused my 
hands to be calloused. Since Allaah has sent some prisoners and wealth to you, 
could you please gi'le us a servant" Rasulullaah ~ said, "By Allaah! I cannot 
give you something and leave the men of Suffa with their bellies caving in with 
hunger. Since I have nothing to spend on them, I intend selling the slaves and 
spending the money on the men of Suffa." The couple then returned home. 
Rasulullaah ~ later went to see then at a time when they had already retired 
to bed. Their blanket was so small that when they covered their heads, their 
feet would be exposed and when they covered their feet, their heads remained 
uncovered. They were about to jump out of bed when Rasulullaah ~ arrived, 
but he bade them to remain as they were. Rasulullaah ~ asked, "Shall I not 
inform you of something better than what you asked of me today?" When they 
begged to know, Rasulullaah ~ said, "It is some words that Jibra'eel ~~ has 
taught me. After every salaah, you should recite (.llJ1 ~~)CSubhaanal1aah') ten 
times,(~ ~:.:Ji) CAl Hamdulillaah') ten times and -(~ llil)('Allaahu Akbar') ten 
times. Then, when you go to bed, recite (.llJl ~~) (,Subhaanallaah') thirty-three 
times, (~~)('Al Hamdulil1~ah') thirty-th;ee times and(~ ili) CAllaahu Akbar') 
thirty-four times." 
Hadhrat Ali @u,.f~ says, "By Allaah! I have never omitted this practice ever since I 
heard it from Rasulullaah ~.I! "Not even on the eve of the Battle of Siffeen?" 
Ibn Kawwaa asked. "May Allaah strike you down, 0 people of Iraq!" Hadhrat Ali 
@~ said, "Not even on the eve of the Battle of Siffeen." (I) 

Another narration states that RasululIaah ~ said to Hadhrat Ali ~~ and 
Hadhrat Faatima ~, "Should I not tell you of something that· is better for 
you than a servant? Recite (.llJl ~~)('Subhaanallaah') thirty-three times,(.llJ~) 
('AI Hamduli1laah') thirty-three times andGS',llil) (,Allaahu Akbar') thi(ty-four 
times after every salaah. Then recite the same hundred Adhkaar when you retire 
to bed." (2) 

Hadhrat Ummu Salamah ~ narrates that Hadhrat Faatima ~ once 
approached Rasulullaah ~ to tell him about the difficulty she was having with 
her domestic chores. "0 Rasulullaah ~!I! she said, "My hands have developed 
callouses by grinding grain in the grinding stones and with making dough." 
(I) Ahmad, Bukhaari, Muslim, Abu Dawood and Tirmidhi, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.3 

Pg. I 12). Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.S Pg.25) has reported a similar narration. Humaydi, Ibn Abi Shaybah, Abdur 
Razzaaq, Adani, Ibn Jareer, Haakim and others have also reported a similar narration, as have 
Nasa'ee and Ibn Maajah in brief, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL8 Pg.66). 

(2) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal 
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Rasulullaah ~ said to her, "If Allaah intends to give you something, it would 
corne to you by itself. I shall however inform you of something better. When you 
go to bed, recite (~l ~~)('Subhaanallaah') thirty-three times,(~ ~~n) (,AI 
Hamdulillaah') thirty-three times and <;S-I::if1) (,Allaahu Akbar') thirty-four times. 
This makes a complete hundred and is better for you than a servant. Then after 
the Fajr salaah, you should recite ten times: 

;.iJ' o~ ~~~j ~~, 4JJ J;iJI4J 13 ~~ "1 O:1:).J all ~'4JI~" 
". "'". '" " '" '" '" '" 

Ii' '" ,;I \III.} I'" ",.I, 

".#~ ~~ys'~ JAJ 
This should again be recited ten times after the Maghrib salaah. Every time these 
words are recited, the reward of ten good deeds are recorded and ten sins are 
effaced. Each one is as virtuous as freeing a slave from the progeny of Ismaa'eel 
~ and every sin committed that day apart from Shirk will be forgiven. The 
words (J~; ~ ~J.;.J ;;ill ~! Z1f~)offer protection from every Shaytaan and evil from 
the time you recite it in the morning until you again recite it in the evening." (1) 

What Rasulullaah ~ Used to Recite after Salaah 
Hadhrat ]aabir ~ narrates that after performing salaah, Rasulullaah ~ 
used to recite: 

loW..I I'" ,,I; .I, .I"", ,.1.1,,,.' .I"'''' ..I ,~, .I'" ,'" "'., ,.. '" ,#, ",.1.1. ~""I-JIf 
~~ JAJ ;':"'~.J ~ ~I 4..\J .:,LW1.u 4.J ~r ';l oJ.>J ;uJ1 ';ll.ul ';l" 
.I ". '''' "'''' "', """. JI' , , "" ". ,;> '" ". ". ,.I '" '" ;I ,'" ,.... '" '" '" ". ',J J, JIf~, ". ,,,, 
~ ';lJ ~~.)I) ';lJ ~~~ ';lJ ~I ~~\,;. ';l!~I'y-~ ~~ 

& .... ' "', WI""" 
"!~' .!.l;.... ~b 

" " 
"There is none worthy of worship but the One Allaah Who has no 
partner, to Him belongs all kingdom and to Him belongs all praise. He 
gives life and death and has power over everything. 0 AllaahI There is 
none to prevent what You give and none to give what You prevent. 
None can overturn what You decree and even the wealth of the wealthy 
ones cannot help them against You." (2) 

Adhkaar for the Morning and Evening 
Hadhrat Abdul Hameed whose mother served one of the daughters of 
Rasulullaah ~ narrates from Rasulullaah ~'s daughter that Rasulullaah 
~ taught her to recite the follOwing du'aa in the morning: 

~i;.ui ~.~~;J~ ;Jt;j ~tf UJI ;Gt; JJ4 ~, a~ ~j o~j JJ, ~~" 
V--:. II' '" '" t", ",'" 

;J' , ". IM,J '" '" 't ,'" ". ~ ~ 1", 9' '" ,,,, IN.I t '" ". ~ 
"~~~~ ,kG-llI;uJ1 oIJ.#~ ~~~~.uJ1 

--------------------------~~(I) Ahmad and Tabraani in brief, as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa'id(\lol.lO Pg.I08). 
(2) Bazzaar. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. \0 Pg. I03). Another 

narration of Bazzaar from Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ states that Rasulullaah ~ used 
to recite these words after turning around from salaah. This narration also adds the words and 
omits the words and. A narration of Tabraani adds the words and omits the words. Yet another 
narration of Tabraani from Hadhrat Mughiera ~ adds the words and omits the words. He 
reports from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (\lol.l 0 Pg.I 03). 
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Rasulullaah ~ stated that whoever recites this Dhikr in the morning 
shall be protected until the evening and whoever recites it in the 
evening will be protected until the morning. (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~~ reports(2) that Allaah will alleviate all worries of a 
person's if he recites the following Dhikr seven times morning and evening, 
regardless of whether he recites it with sincerity or not: 

" ' I" 't:.::.i, .,':.i, & ""~" &"::~"~ ~, (j,";j llil" )"" 
~ ,."r.r y.)JAJ Y,. JA ,.,.•• ~ , , 	 " 

TheDhikr to be Recited in the Marketplaces and 
other Places where People are Negligent of Allaah 

Hadhrat Ismah ~~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said, "The action Allaah loves 
most is Subhatui Hadithand theactionthatAllaahhates most is Tahreef." "0 Rasulullaah 
~1" the Sahabah ~ asked, "Whatis Subhatui Hadith?" Rasulullaah ~ 
explained, 'When a man is engaged in Tasbeeh at a time when everyone else is 
engaged in (wOrldly) discussions." "0 Rasulullaah ~1" the Sahabah ~ 
asked further, "And what is Tahreef?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, 'When people are 
enjoying prosperity but when their neighbours or companions ask them 
(about their condition), they complain that they are suffering hardship." (3) 
Hadhrat Abu Idrees Khowlaani reports that Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~ once said to 
them, "when you associate with people, it is inevitable that they would engage in 
(worldly) discussions. When you see that they have become negligent of Allaah, 
that is the time when you should devote your complete attention to your Rabb 
ClJ:i.1;m. A narrator named Hadhrat Waleed says that when he mentioned this to 
Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Yazeed bin Jaabir, he remarked, "That is quite right 
because Hadhrat Abu Talha Hakeem bin Dinaar informed me that according to 
the Sahabah ~, the sign of an accepted du'aa is when a person turns his 
complete attention to Allaah at a time when others are negligent of Allaah." (4) 
Hadhrat Abu Qilaabah narrates that when two men met in the marketplace, one 
said to the other, "Come, let us seek forgiveness from Allaah while the rest of 
the people are negligent of Allaah." They then did this. After one of them passed 
away, the other saw him in a dream and said, "Do you know that Allaah had 
forgiven us the night we met in the marketplace?" (5) 

Adhkaar during Journeys 

Rasulullaah ~ Instructs Some People for whom 

he Provided Transport for Hajj to Engage in the 


Dhikr of Allaah when they Mount 

Hadhrat Abu Laas Khuzaa'ee ~~~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ once provided us 
(I) Abu Dawood. Nasa'ee and Ibnus Sunni, as quoted in Tuhfatudh Dhaakireen (Pg.66). 
(2) Abu Dawood. 	 . 
(3) 	Tabraani, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (YoU Pg.1 <;13). Haythami (Vol.lO Pg.81) has 

commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol. I Pg.236). 
(5) Ibn Abi Dunya and otehrs, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb(Vo1.3 Pg.191). 
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with a Zakaah camel to go for Hajj. '0 Rasulullaah ~!' we said, 'We do not 
think that this camel will be able to carry us.' Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Because 
there is a Shaytaan in the hump of every camel, you ought to engage in the Dhikr 
ofAllaah 8l,~\;: every time you mount them, as Allaah has commanded you. You 
may then use them for yourselves because they can carry only by the permission 
ofAllaah." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~'sWords to Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Abbaas ~~~ when he let him Ride behind him on 

the same Animal 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once let 
him ride behind him on his animal. When he was seated on the animal, 
RasululIaah ~ recited <;,fIlli)('Allaahu Akbar') thrice, (' c,~) 
(~'Subhaanallaah') thrice and <tiI,~! :i)!~)('Laa llaaha IllalIaah') once. Thereafter, 
Rasulullaah ~ then leaned against Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~ and 
smiled, after which he turned to him and said, "When a person mounts his 
conveyance and does as I have done, Allaah 8l~~\;: turns to him and smiles 
down on him just as I have smiled to you." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches a Sahabi ~~ Riding 
behind him on the same Animal what Dhikr to 

Recite when the Animal Falls 
Hadhrat Usaamah ®t,;.1~ narrates that he was sitting behind Rasulu\laah ~ 
on a camel when the camel tripped. "May Shaytaan be destroyed!" Hadhrat 
Usaamah ®,~ exclaimed. Rasulullaah ~ corrected him saying, "Do not say 
'May Shaytaan be destroyed!' because this fills him with so much pride that he 
swells to the size of a house and says, 'It happened through my power!' You should 
rather say, 'Bismillaah' because Shaytaan is then reduced to the size of a fly." (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Tameemah Hujaymi narrates that someone who was once sitting 
behind RasuluIlaah ~ on the same animal said, "I was sitting behind 
Rasulullaah ~ on his donkey when it tripped ... " The narration then continues 
like the one above, but ends with RasululIaah ~ saying, " ... Shaytaan says, 'I 
toppled her with my power. However, if you say 'Bismillaah', Shaytaan 
becomes so humiliated that he shrinks to a size smaller than a fly." (4) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Words when Mounting an 
Elevated place and the Words of the Sahabah 
~~~ when Reaching their Destination 

Hadhrat Anas ~ narrates that whenever Rasulullaah ~ mounted an 
(1) 	Ahmad and Tabraani. Haythami (Vol. I 0 Pg.131) has commented on the chain of narrators. 

Mention is also made of the narration in Isaabah (VolA Pg. 168). 
(2) Ahmad. Haythami (VoU 0 Pg. J31) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (VoU 0 Pg.132) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources. 
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elevated place (when travelling), he would say: 

"~~:y~~I~JY~:y~~~I~A.fI" 
"0 AllaahI All prominence belongs to You on every prominent place and 
all praise belongs to You in every condition." (1) 

Hadhrat Anas ®~~ reports that whenever they reached a destination, they 
recited(~\~~) (,Subhaanallaah') until they had untied their carriag;s. (2) 

Several incidents have passed concerning this topic in the chapter discussing 
Dhikr while out in Jihaad. 

What Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ Used 
to say when Leaving the House 

Hadhrat Awf reports that whenever Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ left 
the house, he used to recite: 

J. Wi ;~,J """ ," ,I1.lI "",j ".,." ~ ,;I' 

".uJ~ ':il i."J ':ij Jj>':i .uJ1 ~.::.JS'Y .uJ1~" 
, '" '" '" " " ... 

ItI leave in the name of Allaah. I trust only in Allaah and there is no power (to do 
good) and no might (to abstain from evil) but with Allaah.1t 
Hadhrat Ka'b Qurazi says that the du'aa (for travelling) is found in the Qur'aan 
where Allaah says: 

(t\~i:,)y"oJr") (0~~~~:;J ~J.I.~;J lA.F~I~~ 17,,1 JUJ) 
"Embark on it! With the name of Allaah shall it travel and anchor. 
Surely my Rabb is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful." {Surah Hood, 
verse 41} 

He then recited the du'aa: (~\ JS. ~.,J)(ItI trust only in Allaah"). (3) 

Salutations to Nabi ~(4) 
Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~ Informs Rasulullaah 
~ that he Wishes to Devote all his Time for 

Dhikr to Sending Salutations to Rasulullaah ~ 
Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ®~ narrates that after two thirds of the night had 
passed, Rasulullaah ~ stood up and addressed the people saying, "0 people! 
Engage in the Dhikr of Allaah. Engage in the Dhikr of Allaah. The thing that shall 
shake everything (the blowing of the trumpet) has almost already arrived and will 
be followed by the one riding behind it (the second blowing of the trumpet). 
Death has arrived with all its terrors." It was then that Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b 
~ said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! I send salutations to you (recite Durood) in 
abundance. How much of the tiiiie I spend for Dhikr and du'aa should I devote to 

(1) Ahmad and Abu Ya'la. Haythami (VoLlO Pg.133) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Tabraani in his Awsat, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoLlO Pg.133). 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (VoLlO Pg.129) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) 	Sending salutations to Rasulullaah ~ means reciting certain formulation to invoke Allaah to 

shower special mercies on Rasulullaah @'~. 
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sending salutations to you?" "As much as you please," Rasulullaah ~ replied. 
"A quarter?" Hadhrat Ubay ®~ asked. "As much as you please," Rasulullaah 
~ replied, "but it will be better if you devoted more time." "Half then?" Hadhrat 
Ubay ~ asked further. Again Rasulullaah ~ said, "As much as you please, 
but it will be better if you devoted more time." Hadhrat Ubay ~ then asked, 
"What about two-thirds?" "As much as you please, but it will be better if you 
devoted more time," Rasulullaah ~ repeated. Hadhrat Ubay ~ finally 
said, "I shall then devote all my time." "In that case," Rasulullaah ~ said, 
"All your worries will be taken care of and you will be forgiven." (1) 

The Incident of Rasulullaah ~~ with Hadhrat 

Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ®~~ and His Statement 


Concerning Durood 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ~ says, "Four or five of us would remain 
with Rasulullaah ~ day and night so that we could be of assistance to him 
when he needed us. It was at a time when Rasulullaah ~ had left his room 
that I came to him. I followed him as he entered an orchard belonging to one of 
the leaders of the Ansaar. Rasulullaah ~ then started performing salaah and 
remained so long in Sajdah that I started weeping at the thought of his soul 
having left him. Rasulullaah ~ then raised his head and called for me. 'What is 
the matter?' Rasulullaah ~ asked. '0 Rasulullaah ~~' I submitted, 'You 
remained so long in Sajdah that I started saying to myself, 'Allaah has taken the 
soul of His Rasool ~ and I shall never see him ever again.' Rasulullaah ~ 
then said, 'I prostrated out of gratitude for what Allaah has granted me for my 
Ummah. Whoever sends salutations to me once, Allaah will record the reward 
of ten good deeds to his account and remove ten sins from his record." (2) 

Another similar narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said. "Jibra'eel ~ has 
just come to me saying, 'Should I not convey to you the good news that Allaah 
says, 'Whoever sends salutations to you, I shall send salutations to him and 
whoever sends greetings of peace for you, I shall send greetings of peace for 
him."'Rasulullaah ~ also said, "It was out of gratitude for this that I 
prostrated." (3) 

Rasulullaah ~~ States the Virtue of sending 
salutations to him 

Hadhrat Abu Talha Ansaari §U5~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ was in an 
extremely good mood one morning and his happiness could actually be seen on 
his face. "0 Rasulullaah ~!" The Sahabah ~ said. "You seem to be in 
(I) Ahmad, Ibn Munee, Rooyaani. Haakim, Bayhaqi, Sa'eed bin Mansoor and Abd bin Humayd, as 

quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ(Vol.1 Pg.2IS). Tirmidhi and Tabraani have reported a similar narration, 
as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.16 J). Abu Nu'aym has also reported a similar 
narration, as quoted in KanzuJ ummaaJ (Vol.! Pg.21S). 

(2) Abu Ya'1a and Ibn Abi Dunya. 
(3) Ahmad and Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.3 Pg.ISS). Haythami (Vol.IO Pg.161) 

has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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such a good mood today that your happiness can clearly be seen on your face." "I 
certainly am," Rasulullaah ~ confirmed, " a messenger from my Rabb 8l~ll~ 
came to me today saying, 'Whoever of your Ummah sends salutations to you 
once, Allaah will record the reward of ten good deeds to his account, will remove 
ten sins from his record, will elevate his stages by ten and will shower as much 
mercies on him in response.m(l) 
Hadhrat Kalb bin Ujrah ~~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once instructed 
them to present themselves at the pulpit. When they did so and Rasulullaah ~ 
ascended the first step, he said, "Aameen." When he then ascended the second 
step, he again said, "Aameen" and then again said "Aameen" when he ascended 
the third step. After Rasulullaah ~ had descended from the pulpit, the 
Sahabah ~,ti.1Y~ asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! We have heard you say something 
today that we have never before heard you say." Rasulullaah ~ explained, 
"Jibra'eel ~~ came to me and said, 'Far removed from Allaah's mercy is the 
person who finds the month of Ramadhaan without being forgiven!' To this J 

said 'Aameen'. When I then ascended the second step, he said, 'Far removed from 
Allaah's mercy is the person before whom your name is mentioned and he fails 
to sends salutations to your' To this I also said 'Aameen'. When I then ascended 
the third step, he said, 'Far removed from Allaah's mercy is the person whose 
both parents or one parent gets old in his presence and they do not enter him 
into Jannah (by his service to them)!' To this I said 'Aameen'." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~~ States that the Most ~1iserly 


Person is one Who does not sends salutations to 

Him when his Name is Mentioned 


Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ narrates that when he went out one day to Rasulullaah 
~~, Rasulullaah ~ was saying, "Should I not inform you of the most miserly 
person?" "please do, 0 Rasulullaah ~!" the Sahabah ~ asked. 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "The one in whose presence my name is mentioned and 
he still does not sends salutations to me. This definitely makes him the most 
miserly of all people." (3) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Teaches the Sahabah ~~~ how 
to send salutations to Him 

Hadhrat Abu Mas'ood ~.~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once came to sit 
with them as they sat with Hadhrat Sa'd bin Ubaadah ~~. It was then that 
Hadhrat Basheer bin Sa'd who was the father of Hadhrat Nu'maan bin Basheer 
~~~ asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Allaah has instructed us to send salutations 
(1) Ahmad and Nasa'ee, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.I57). Abdur Razzaaq has 

reported a similar narration, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.! Pg.216). There are many 
variations of this Hadith narrated by many people. 

(2) Haakim. Ibn Hibbaan, Bazzaar, Ibn Khuzaymah and Tabraani have all reported similar narrations 
from various Sahabah ~, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo\.3 Pg, 166), Haythami 
(VoLlO Pg.166) has commented on some of the chains of narrators. 

(3) Ibn Abu Aasim in his Kitaabus Salaah, as quoted in rargheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg. I 70) . 
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to you, so how should we send salutations to you, 0 Rasulullaah ~?" 
Rasulullaah ~ then remained silent for such a long while that we wished we 
had never asked him. Thereafter, he told us to say: 

".,. ... " I 

~ 1J)~J ~9.1 ~ ';"~j;' W-~ J11 ~J~~ j..;, ~1" 
., ",,,, 	 11,; _;. '" 

"~~~' :~JQI .', ('\ I' J';GW-~JII I,G< ~ 
";", ,~ ~~'.)'!,~ ). II , ~JII 

"0 Allaah! Shower your special mercies on Muhammad ~ and on the 
family of Muhammad ~ just as you have showered your mercies on 
Ibraheem ~~. 0 Allaah! Bless Muhammad ~ and the family of 
Muhammad ~ just as you have blessed Ibraheem ~ in the 
universe. Verily You are Most Praiseworthy, Most Honourable." 

Rasulullaah ~ said further, "As for conveying greetings of peace (Salaams) to 
me, you have already been taught how to do it (by reciting the Tashahhud)." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ Teaches the 
Method of sending salutations to Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said(2), 'When you send salutations to 
Rasulullaah ~, do so properly because you do not know that your salutations 
will be presented to Rasulullaah ~." When the people then asked Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ to teach them how to send salutations to 
Rasulullaah ~, he told them to recite: 

The Durood that Hadhrat Ali ~ taught people to recite has already 
passed. (3) 

The Statements of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ and 
Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Concerning sending 

salutations to Rasulullaah ~ 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ said, "Sending salutations to Rasulullaah ~ 
eradicates sins more effectively than water extinguishes fire and sending 

(I) 	Maalik, Ibn Abi Shaybah, Muslim, Abu Dawood, Tirmidhi, Nasa'ee, Abdur Razzaaq and Abd bin 
Humayd, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ (YoU Pg.217). 

(2) Ibn Maajah, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb(yol.3 Pg.165). 
(3) In the chapter discussing knowledge. 
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greetings of peace (Salaams) to Rasulullaah ~ is more rewarding than setting 
slaves free. Having love for Rasulullaah _ is more rewarding than both setting 
slaves free and wielding a sword in the path ofAllaah G~.I!(I) 
Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~ said, "Du'aas remain suspended between 
the heaven and the earth and no part of it ascends until you send salutations 
to Nabi ~."(2) 
Hadhrat umar ~ said, "All du'aas are stopped just short of the heavens until 
salutations are sent to Nabi ~. It is only when salutations are sent to Nabi 
~ that the du'aa is raised." (3) 

The Statements of Hadhrat Ali ~ and Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ Concerning sending 

salutations to Nabi ~ 
Hadhrat Ali ~ said, "Every du'aa is held back until salutations are sent to 
Muhammad ~."(4) 


Hadhrat Ali ~~ said, "The person who sends salutations to Nabi ~ a 

hundred times on a Friday will hcwe so much celestial light on his face on the 

Day of Qiyaamah that people will wonder what great deed he carried out." (5) 


Hadhrat Abdullaan bin Abbaas ~ said, "It is not appropriate to send 

salutations to anyone ~ther than the Ambiyaa.,,(6) 

Hadhrat AbduUaah bin Abbaas~ also said, "For anyone to send salutations 

to anyone else is inappropriate unless itbe to one of the Ambiyaa.,,(7) 


Istighfaar (Seeking Allaah's Forgiveness) 
The Narration of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar 
~~ Concerning the Jstighfaar Rasulullaah ~ 

Made in a Single Sitting 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar.~ says that in a single!;itting, they would 
count RasuluUaah ~ recite the following Istighfaar a hundred times: 

.J, " .J" ~ Y. "" ':"'" ,.I, , , ' 1M"
"~}I yly.J1 i.:.Jl 1!1l1 ~YJ ~,.#l y./', 

"0 my Rabb! Forgive me and accept my repentance, for verily you are 
the Most Forgiving and Most Merciful." (8) 

(I) Khateeb and Isfahaani, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaal(Vol.1 Pg.213). 
(2) Tirmldhi. Ibn Raahway has reported a similar narration. 
(3) Rahaawi. Haatidh Iraqi has stated that narration, although appearing to be the words of'Hadhrat 
Umar~, must have come from Rasulullaah •. Refer to Kanzui Ummaal (Vol. t Pg.213) for 
details. 

(4) 	Tabraani in his Awsat, Bayhaqi, Ubaydullaah Eeshi and Rahaawi, as quoted in Kanzu! (ji11I1U1ai 
(VaLl Pg.214). 

(5) sayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzul ummaai (VaLl Pg.2l4). 
(6) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzul ummaai (VaLl Pg.2l6). 
(7) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. 10 Pg.167). 
(8) Abu Dawood and Tirmidhi. 
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Rasulullaah ~'s Words to Hadhrat Hudhayfah 
~~ when he Complained of His Sharp Tongue 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ narrates that when he once complained to 
Rasulullaah ~ about his sharp tongue, Rasulullaah ~ said, "How far you 
are from Istighfaar? I seek forgiveness from Allaah a hundred times daily." (1) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Hudhayfah ®~ went to Rasulullaah 
~ and said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! My tongue is extremely sharp towards my 
family and I fear that it may enter me into Jahannam." The rest of the Hadith is as 
above. (2) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Statement about Seeking 
forgiveness Seventy times a Day 

Hadhrat Anas ~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ was on a journey when he said, 
'Seek forgiveness from Allaah.' We then all engaged in Istighfaar. Rasulullaah 
~ then instructed us saying, 'Complete this seventy times.' When we 
complied, Rasulullaah ~ said to us, 'When a male or female servant seeks 
forgiveness from Allaah seventy times a day, Allaah forgives seven hundred of his 
sins. Destroyed is that servant who commits more than seven hundred sins 
during any day and night. III (3) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Ali ~~ with 
Rasulullaah ~ Concerning Istighfaar 

Hadhrat Ali bin Rabee'ah narrates that Hadhrat Ali ~ allowed him to ride 
behind him on his animal as he went to the outskirts of Harra. Hadhrat Ali 
~ then raised his head to the sky and said: 

"',J ,. t ", t Ii' .J& ,J , .... "'.J~ , .J-', " -' ~ , 
".:.1~~I yY.ll1# "j .u1 !~y~ ~~I !....,..ul" 

'0 Allaah! Forgive my sins because none forgives sins but You' 
Thereafter, he turned to me and laughed. '0 Ameerul Mu'mineen!' I asked, 'You 
have sought forgiveness from your Rabb and then turned tome to laugh?' He 
explained, 'Rasulullaah ~ allowed me to ride behind him on his animal as he 
went to the outskirts of Harra. Rasulullaah ~ then raised his head to the sky 
and said: 

"'.J,'" l),1. ... ,.1& .J,,,,"".J' , ,.J.1 , , ' G.Jj" ... 

".:.1~~I yY.ll1# "j.u1 !~y~ ~,.#, !....,..ul" 

'0 Allaah! Forgive my sins because none forgives sins but YOU' 


Thereafter, he turned to me and laughed. '0 Rasulullaah ~!' I asked, 'You have 

sought forgiveness from your Rabb and then turned to me to laugh?' Rasulullaah 

~ explained, 'I am laughing because Allaah laughed in His happiness to know 


(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg.276). Ibn Abi Shaybah has reported a similar narration, as 
quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ{Vol. IPg.212). 

(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (Vol. I Pg.276). 
(3) 	 Ibn Abi Dunya, Bayhaqi and Isfahaani, as q!.'oted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.131). Ibn 

Najjaar has reported a similar narration. As quoteJ in Kanzul Ummaa/ (Vol.l Pg.212). 
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that His servant is well aware of the fact that none but He can forgive.'"(1) 


The Narration of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ 


Concenling the Excessive Istighfaar 

of Rasulullaah ~ 


Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ says, "I have never seen anyone after Rasulullaah 
~ who more excessively recited: 

I' ~ ;"""'J, .J ,." ""-411 i"..J:UIj;uJ1 ~,,,", ,.. • J f".--~--

'I Seek forgiveness from Allaah and repent to Him.",(2) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches A Du'aa of Istighfaar to a 
Man who had Committed many Sins 

Hadhrat ]aabir bin Abdullaah ~~ narrates that a man once came to 
RasululJaah ~ saying, "Alas! How many are my sins! Alas! How many are my 
sins!" When he repeated himself twice or thrice, Rasulullaah ~ addressed him 
saying. ''You should rather say: 

,. "'''''' ,.,. .l."" .J" ,. "",. , ,"",. .J,.. ,. ~ "" J". ,.". , ) J. , 
"~~i$~ ..rrJ1 ~Jj~i'~ ~ ~jl..:.13~~I" 

"0 Allaah! Your forgiveness is greater than my sins and I have more 
hope in Your mercy than I have in my deeds." 

When the man recited the du'aa. Rasulullaah ~ asked him to repeat it. After he 
had repeated it once. Rasulullaah ~ bade him to repeat it yet again. After 
repeating it once more. Rasulullaah ~ said to him. "You may now leave 
because Allaah has forgiven all your sins." (3) 

Hadhrat Umar ~)1.1~! Hadhrat Ali ~~ and 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~)1.1~ Encourage people 

to Engage in Istighfaar 
Hadhrat Hannaad narrates that when Hadhrat Umar ~ overheard someone 
saying, (;ll ~41.:;;i;\ ~;'~';j) " ('I seek forgiveness from Allaah and repent to Him')". 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ addressed him saying, "Is that All? Why do you not follow 
it up with its partner: (~~J ~~(h (,So do forgive me and accept my 
repentance')." (4) 

Hadhrat Sha'bi reports that Hadhrat Ali ~ said. "I am surprised at the person 
who destroys himself when salvation is at hand.""What is the salvation?" 

someone asked. "It is Istighfaar," came the reply. (5) 


Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ said, "Glad tidings for the person who finds in his 

record of deeds even a little bit of Istighfaar." (6) 

(I) Ibn Abi Shaybah and Ibn Munee, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ0/ol.1 Pg.21 I). 
(2) Abu Ya'Ja and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ UmmaaJ 0/01.1 Pg.211). 
(3) Haakim, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ0/o1.3 Pg.132). 
(4) Ahmad in his Zuhd, as quoted in Kanzu/ UmmaaJ 0/01.1 Pg.211). 
(5) Deenowri, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ 0/01.1 Pg.2II). 
(6) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzu/ UmmaaJ 0/0\.1 Pg.212). 
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The Statement of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~~~ Concerning Istighfaar 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®.~ mentioned that a person will be forgiven 
even for the sin of fleeing from the battlefield if he recites the following thrice: 

"~l ('::/1' ~ :"~i\ ~ ':'i, ,~ 41,ljl~ • .D, JJI ~ .~~. I" 
,~, • 'jJ1)..-Aiy.:- ~ JA ", 1$, ~ 

"I seek forgiveness from Allaah. There is no deity but He Who is the 
Living and the One Who maintains everything. It is Him to Whom I 
repent." (I) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ once said, "If you people knew my sins, 
not even two of you would walk behind me and you would rather throw sand on 
my head. I would be happy if Allaah forgave even one of my sins even though I 
have tobecalledbyname of Abdullaah bin Rowtha (Abdullaah the son of dung).,,(2) 

The Statements of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~~ 
and Hadhrat Baraa ~~~ Concerning Istighfaar 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ once said, "Every day I seek Allaah's forgiveness 
and repent to him twelve thousand times and this is in proportion to the debt I 
owe Allaah." (3) Another narration quotes him as saying, "This is in proportion to 
my sins." 
A man once asked Hadhrat Baraa ~ about the verse: 

- t1f ,~.c:; '.~. " .~.~ ,,)
(,,,o;.:;...,!\ :o~ oJ"....) ,~I..,.l~~~~ l}lli ':iJ 

"And do not throw yourselves into destruction" {Surah Baqarah, verse 195} 
The question he asked was, "0 Abu Amaarah! Does this refer to a person who 
fights the enemy until he is killed?" "No," Hadhrat Baraa ®.~ replied, "It refers 
to a person who sins and then says that Allaah will never forgive him." (4) 

What Falls into the Ambit of Dhikr 
Rasulullaah ~'s Statement about those who Love 

each other for the Pleasure of Allaah 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Allaah shall 
raise some people on the Day of Qiyaamah whose faces will be shining with 
resplendence. They will be sitting on thrones of pearls and will be the envy of all 
people. They will however neither be martyrs nor Ambiyaa." Sitting on his knees, 
a Bedouin asked, "Do describe them for us, 0 Rasulullaah fi so that we may 
recognise them." Rasulullaah ~ replied, "They will be people from different 
tribes and from different places who love each other for the pleasure of Allaah 
and gather together to engage in the Dhikr of Allaah." (5) 

(1) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (yo1.10 Pg.21O). 
(2) Haakim (Yo1.3 Pg.316), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (YoU Pg.383). 
(4) Haakim, reporting from reliable sources, as qucted in Targheeb waf Tarheeb (YoU Pg.132). 
(5) Tabraani. 
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Hadhrat Amr bin Abasa ®,~ reports that he heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 
"There shall be people on the right hand side of Ar Rahmaan (Allaah) - and both 
His sides are the right who will neither be Ambiyaa not martyrs. The radiance 
from their faces will dazzle onlookers and even the Ambiyaa and the martyrs will 
envy them because of their status ana close position to Allaah 0.iJ;j54l~." "Who will 
they be, 0 Rasulullaah ~?" someone asked. Rasulullaah ~ replied, "They 
are a group of people from various tribes who gather for the Dhikr of Allaah and 
who select good words just as a person eating dates selects the best of dates." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Words to the Sahabah ~~~ 
when they sat down to discuss the days of 

ignorance and the Bounty of Imaan 
Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once came to 
some Sahabah ~ who were engaged in a discussion. They said, "We were 
busy discussing the ignorance and deviation we were in and how Allaah then 
guided us." Rasulullaah ~ was impressed and commended them saying, "You 
have done well. Remain asyou are and do just as you are doing." (2) 

Statements of Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ and Hadhrat 

Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ about Speaking of 


Hadhrat Umar ~~ and Sending Salutations to 

Rasulullaah ~ 


Hadhrat 1\bdullaah bin Abbaas ~ said, "Speak often about Hadhrat Umar bin 
Khattaab ®~ because speaking about him is speaking about justice, and 
speaking about justice is speaking of Allaah." (3) 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ said, "Adorn your gatherings with sending salutations to 
Rasulullaah ~and speaking of Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab g~."(4) 

The Signs of Dhikr and the Reality of Dhikr 
Rasulullaah ~ Describes the Friends of Allaah 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates that when someone asked 
Rasulullaah ~ who the friends of Allaah (the Awliyaa) are, Rasulullaah ~ 
replied, "Those people who remind you of Allaah when you look at them." (5) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Words to Hadhrat Handhala 
~ltl-;::~"r'-- d H dhr t Ab H h a~'t\-;::!)~.\"'·-~.""'~ an a a u urayra ;;:o;;.""'~ 

Hadhrat Handhala Usayyidi ~ who was one of Rasulullaah ~'S scribes 

(I) Tabraani, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.66) and reporting from reliable sources as 
confirmed by Haythami (Vol I 0 Pg. 77). 

(2) Tabraani in his Awsat. Haythami (Vol.lO Pg.80) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzui Ummaal (VolA Pg.39 I ). 
(4) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzui Ummaal (Vol.4 Pg.394). 
(5) Bazzaar. Haythami (VoLl 0 Pg.78) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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narrates, 'We were once with Rasulullaah ~ when we spoke of Jannah and 
Jahannam (with) so much (conviction) that it seemed to appear before our very 
eyes. I then went to my wife and children with whom I started laughing and 
playing. However, when I thought of the state of mind I had been in (with 
Rasulullaah ~), I left the house. I then met Abu Bakr ~, to whom I said, 
'0 Abu Bakr! I have become a Munaafiq.' Why do you say that?' he asked. I 
explained, 'When we are with Nabi ~ and he speaks to us about Jannah and 
Jahannam, it seems as if it is before our very eyes. However, when we leave his 
presence and become engrossed with our wives, children and occupations, we 
forget.' Abu Bakr ~ remarked, 'But we do the same.' I then approached 
Rasulullaah ~ and mentioned this to him. Rasulullaah ~ said, '0 Handhalal 
If you can be with your families as you are when you are with me, the angels will 
actually shake hands with you on your beds and on the street. 0 Handhala! 
There are times for this and times for that." (I) 

Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said to him, "If you could remain 
at all times as you are when you are with me, the angels will even shade you with 
their Wings." (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ narrates that he once said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! 
When we are with you, our hearts are softened, we detach ourselves from this 
world and yearn for the Aakhirah." Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "If after leaving 
me you remain as you are when with me, the angels will visit you and shake 
hands with you in the streets. On the other hand, if you do not sin, Allaah will 
create a creation that sins until their sins reach the heights of the sky. They 
will then seek forgiveness from Allaah and He will forgive them all their sins 
without any concern." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar $tU&~ would think 
of Allaah while Performing Tawaaf 

Hadhrat Urwa bin Zubayr ~~ says, "We were performing Tawaaf when I 
extended to Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~)1V~ my proposal to marry his 
daughter, he remained silent and offered no reply. 'Had he been happy,' I said to 
myself, 'he would have certainly given me a reply. By Allaah! I shall never speak 
to him about it ever again.' It so happened that he reached Madinah before me 
and when I returned, I first went to the Masjid of Rasulullaah ~ where I 
greeted Rasulullaah ~ and fulfilled the rights owed to him. I then went to 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~.~. He welcomed me most warmly and asked 
when I had arrived. When I informed him that I had just arrived, he said, Were 
you asking me about Sauda bint Abdullaah (my daughter) at a time when we 
were performing Tawaaf and could think of Allaah ~~2)O before our very eyes? 
Were you unable to meet me on any other occasion?' 'It just happened to take 
place at that time,' I replied. Well,' he asked, 'what have you to say today (are you 
(1) Hasan bin Sufyaan and Abu Nu'aym. 
(2) Tayaalisi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.1 Pg.IOO). 
(3) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (Vol.! Pg.l 0 1). 
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still willing to marry her)?' 'I am now even more eager,' I replied. Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Umar ~ then called his two sons Saalim and Abdullaah 
and married me to his daughter." (I) 

Making Dhikr Silently and Audibly 

The statement of Rasulullaah ~~ Regarding the 


Virtue of Silent Dhikr 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ narrates from Rasulullaah • that the salaah 
performed after brushing the teeth with a Miswaak is seventy times superior to 
the salaah performed without using the Miswaak. Rasulullaah • also said, 
''Verily the virtue of the secret Dhikr that is inaudible is seventy times superior 
(to audible Dhikr). When Allaah gathers all of creation on the Day of Qiyaamah 
for reckoning. the recording angels will pres~nt everything that they recorded 
and have in writing. 'Look carefully to see if this person has anything else to his 
account.' '0 our Rabb!' the angels will submit, 'There is nothing that we had 
knowledge of that we have not taken cognisance of and put in writing.' Allaah 
will then say (to the person being questioned). 'I have something hidden with Me 
that no other knows of and I shall be rewarding you for it. It is the Dhikr that 
you made in secret.,"(2) 

The Burial of a Person who Use to Raise his Voice 
when Making Dhikr and the Burial of Hadhrat 

Abdullaah Dhul Bijaadayn ~,~~ 
Hadhrat ]aabir ~ narrates, 'We once saw a fire in Baqee (the graveyard of 
Madinah) and we got to the grave, Rasulullaah ~ was already there. 'Hand 
over the body to me: Rasulullaah • instructed. Removing the body from the 
grave from the side of the legs, we made it over to Rasulullaah ~ and when we 
looked at it, we realised that it was the person who used to raise his voice when 
making Dhikr." (3) 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Ibraaheem Taymi narrates that Dhul Bijadaayn ('the one 
with two striped blankets') was a Sahabi by the name of Abdullaah ~~. He 
belonged to the Muzaynah tribe and was an orphan in the care of his uncle. 
Although his uncle was very good to him, when he heard that Hadhrat Abdullaah 
~ had accepted Islaam, he took away from him everything that he had given 
him, even his clothing. When Hadhrat Abdullaah ~):i.,~ then went to his mother, 
she cut a striped blanket into two pieces for him, half of which he used to cover 

his lower body while the other half was used to cover the upper part of his body. 
Thereafter, when he went to Rasulullaah ., Rasuluilaah ~said to him, 
"You are Abdullaah Dhul Bijaadayn ('the one with two striped blankets'). Stay 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg.309), Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg,167) has reported a similar narration. 
(2) Abu Ya'la. Haythami (Vol. I 0 Pg.81) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) 	Abu Dawood. as quoted in }am'ul Fawaa'id (VoU Pg.137), Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar 

narration in his Hilya (Vol.3 Pg.351). 
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at my door at all times. n He therefore remained at Rasulullaah ~'s door at 
all times. 
Because Hadhrat Abdullaah ~ used to raise his voice when engaging in 
Dhikr, Hadhrat Umar ~ once remarked, "IS he showing off?" Rasulullaah 
~ however dispelled the allegation saying, "He is in fact one of those who sigh 
deeply (and are greatly affected by the Dhikr they make)." 
Hadhrat Taymi related further from Hadhrat Abdullaah bjn MaS'ood ~ who 
says, "It was in the middle of the night during the expedition to Tabook that I got 
up and noticed some activity at a fire on the edge of the camp. When I pursued 
the light, I saw Abu Bakr ~ and Umar ~ with Abdullaah Dhul 
Bijaadayn who had passed away. They had already dug a grave for him and 
Rasulullaah ~ was standing inside the grave. After the burial, Rasulullaah 
& prayed, '0 Allaah! I have been pleased with him, You also be pleased with 
him. IlI(l) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Uqba bin Aamir ~ states, "It was with regard 
to a person called Abdullaah Dhul Bijaadayn ~ that Rasulullaah ~ said, 
"Indeed, he is one who sighs very deeply." This Rasulullaah ~ said because 
Abdullaah Dhul Bijaadayn used to engage in Dhikr abundantly by reciting the 
Qur'aan and making du'aa and all this he did in an audible voice. n 

Counting the Tasbeehaat and The 

Source for this 


What Rasulullaah ~ said to Hadhrat Safiyya 
\r®I1~ when he saw her Using Date Seeds to Count 

her Tasbeehaat 
Hadhrat safiyya ~ narrates that Rasulullaah & once carne to her when 
she had four thousand date seeds in front of her, which she was using to count 
her Tasbeehaat. Rasulullaah ~ said, "Should I not tell you of something 
greater that all the Tasbeehaat you have recited?" "Please do tell me," she said. 
Rasulullaah ~ then told her to recite: 

"'" "'" '" J, '" '" .I".u..l> ~..lP .uJ\ o~" 
I, '" • 

"I glorify Allaah as much as all of His creation,,(2) 
Another narration quotes the Dhikr in the following words: 

I 

,"'" '" '" '" I"'" '" '" '" • 71\ .... 1 ~ , .I
";~~#I.II~..lP~ O~" 

"I glorify Allaah as much as everything that He has created,,(3) 
Several similar narrations have already passed in the chapter discussing 
comprehensive Adhkaar. 

(I) /saabah (Vol.2 Pg.238). Baghawi, Ibn Mandah and Ahmad have all reported similar narrations. 
(2) Tirmidhi. 
(3) Haakim. as quoted in Targheeb wat rarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.99). 
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Hadhrat Abu Safiyya ~~~, Hadhrat Abu 
Hurayrah ~~~ and Hadhrat Sa'd ~~ use 

stones to Count their Tasbeehaat 
It is reported that Hadhrat Abu safiyya ®,~ who was one of Rasulullaah~'s 


freed slaves used to spread a leather tablecloth and send for a basket of 

stones. He would then engage in Tasbeeh until midday (counting on the stones). 

after which the stones would be taken away. After performing the Zuhr salaah, he 

would again engage in Tasbeeh until the evening. (1) 


Hadhrat Yunus bin Ubayd narrates from his mother that she saw a man from the 

Muhaajireen called Abu Safiyya ~ who used stones to count his 

Tasbeehaat (2) 

It is reported that Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®~ had a string on which two 

thousand knots were tied. He would not go to sleep until he had recited Tasbeeh 

on them.(3) 

Hadhrat Abu Nadhrah narrates that an old man from the Banu Tufaawah tribe 

related, "I was the guest of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ in Madinah and have 

never seen any of the Sahabah I®,~ who exerted themselves in Ibaadah as 

much as he nor any of them who cared more for his guests than he. During the 

time I spent with him, lone day saw him on his bench with a bag full of stones or 

date seeds. As he sat there reciting Tasbeehaat, his Abyssinian slave woman sat 

beneath him and whenever he completed what was in the bag, he gave it to her 

and she collected everything back. She then refilled the bag and gave it to him." 

The rest of the narration continues further. (4) 

Hadhrat Hakeem bin Daylami reports that Hadhrat Sa'd (bin Abi Waqqaas) ®~~ 


used stones to.count his Tasbeehaat. (5) 


The Etiquette of Dhikr and Compounding 

Good Deeds 


Hadhrat AbduIlaah bin Umar ~ said, "If possible, you should engage in 
Dhikr only when you are in a state of purity." (6) 
Hadhrat Abu uthmaan Nahdi reports that Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ said, "I 
have been told that Allaah grants a servant the reward of as much as a million 
good deeds for a single good deed." He then said, "In fact, I have heard 
Rasulullaah ~ say that Allaah gives the rewards of as much as two million 
good deeds." He then recited the verse: 

- 4~ "> ' ".",/>,/' • l'/" ,,' 1'/)
(t.-.:;..,!\ :~W OJ,...) '"0 ~~I.u:.u I.X ~Y..J ~ 

(1) Baghawi, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.S Pg.322). 
(2) 	Baghawi and Bukhaari (not in his Saheeh), as quoted in Jsaabah (VolA Pg.109). Ibn Sa'd (Vol.7 

Pg.60) has reported a similar narration. 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol. 1 Pg.383). 
(4) Abu Dawood (Vo1.3 Pg.SS). 
(S) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.3 Pg.143). 
(6) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL I Pg.209). 
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He shall multiply it (the reward of a good deed) and grant a 
tremendous (manjfold) reward from His side. {Surah Nisaa, verse 40} 

Thereafter, he added, "If Allaah speaks of a 'tremendous reward', who can 
measure its magnitude?" 
According to another narration, Hadhrat Abu Uthmaan says that he approached 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~u..~ and asked, "I have heard that according to you, 
the reward of a good deed is multiplied as much as a million times." To this, 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ said, "Why do you find that surprising when I 
swear by Allaah that I heard Rasulullaah ~ say ... " The rest of the narration is 
like the one above. (1) 

(1) Ahmad and Bazzaar, as quote1 in Majma'uz Zawaa'id (Vol.l0 Pg.145). 
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Chapter Fifteen 


The Chapter Concerning The Du'aas 
that the Sahabah ~~~ Made 

This chapter highlights how Nabi ~ and the Sahabah ~ sobbed before 

Allaah U when making du'aa. It further discusses the reasons for which they 

made du'aa, the times when they made du'aa and describes what their du'aas 

were like. 

The Etiquette of Du'aa 
Rasulullaah ~ TeC!ches Some Sahabah ~)J3~ the 

Etiquette of Making Du'aa 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal5l~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once passed by 
a person who was making du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! Grant me patience!' 
RasuluIlaah ~ addressed the man saying, "You have asked Allaah for 
difficulty, now ask him for safety." Rasulullaah ~ then passed by another 
Mu'mineen who was making du'aa saying, "0 AllaahI I ask you for the perfect 
bounty." "0 son of Aadam ~," Rasulullaah ~ asked, "Do you know what the 
perfect bounty is?" The man's response was, "0 Rasulullaah ~! I only made the 
du'aa hoping for the best." Rasulullaah ~ explained, "The perfect bounty is to 
gain entry into Jannah and to be rescued from Jahannam." Thereafter he passed 
by yet another person making du'aa, saying, "0 Dhul Jalaali wal Ikraam!" 
Addressing this person, Rasulullaah ~ said, "Your du'aa as been accepted, so 
ask (what you need)." (1) 

The Incident of Rasulullaah ~~ and a Man who 
was Making Du'aa for his Punishment to be 

Brought Forward 
Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once went to 

visit a man who was suffering so much that he (had lost a lot of weight and) 
looked like a defeathered fledgling. "Is there any particular du'aa that you have 
been making to Allaah?" Rasulullaah ~ asked the man. The man informed 
Rasulullaah ~ that the du'aa he always made was, "0 Allaahl Please bring 
forward to this world whatever punishment is due to me in the Aakhirah." 
Rasulullaah ~ told him, 'Why do you rather not say: 
(I) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Val.l Pg.292). 
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_ J{' iI' JI' , '" iZ ~ "" iI' ,,""") " ~iI' iI' iI' ..... ,~ ; 4,~ 
O"'~\ :o~ i),....) '\~W\ yl~W) ~~~I~)~Q:DI.s! Lg'1I.l.tj)J' 

"0 our Rabb, grant us (all that which js) good in this world, (all that 
which is) good in the Aakhirah and save us from the punishment of the 
fire (oljahannam)." {Surah Baqarah, verse 20l} 

The man then made the du'aa and was cured, (l) 

Rasulullaah ~ Refuses to Make Du'aa for 
Hadhrat Basheer bin Khasaasiyah ~~ 

to Die before him 
Hadhrat Basheer bin Khasaasiyah ®l1~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once said 
to him, "Thank Allaah for bringing you from the Rabee'ah Khath'am tribe and 
allowing you to accept Islaam at the hands of His Rasool ~." "0 Rasulullaah 
~!" Hadhrat Basheer ~ said, "Pray to Allaah to allow me to die before you." 
Refusing the request, Rasulullaah ~ said, "I shall not make that du'aa for anyone.,,(2) 

Rasulullaah ~ Begins with Himself when 

Making Du'aa and Avoids Rhyming 


Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ®~ says, "Whenever making du'aa for anyone, 
Rasulullaah ~ always began with (asking for) himself. When speaking of 
Hadhrat Moosa ~ one day, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, 'May Allaah shower 
His mercy on Moosa ~. Had he been more patient, he would have seen even 
stranger things from his companion. However, he said: 

_ (fI~J'WI.1lZ', ,.'iI'iI',~, ",.1 ....~ ... iI',iI' ''''''II''''''''iI'",~
(V11.:.ol':~ 0),....) Ij~ ~:.u 0-: ~ JJ ~~~tA~~~~I.:)~J' 

"If I question you about anything after this, then you need not remain 
with me. You have received (enough) excuse from me (to part from 
me)." {Surah Kahaf, verse 72}(.3) 

Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob Ansaari ®l1~ also reports that whenever Rasulullaah ~ 
made du'aa, he began with himself. (4) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ once said to Ibn Abu Saa'ib who was the lecturer of 
Madinah, "Refrain from going out of your way to rhyme your du'aa because I 
have seen the time of Rasulullaah ~ and the Sahabah ~ and none of 
them did this." (5) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~ Teaches the Etiquette of 
Du'aa to a Man and the Du'aa'Hadhrat Abdullaah 

bin Mas'ood ~~~ Used to make Just Before Dawn 
When Hadhrat Umar ®).;.1~ overheard a man making du'aa to be protected from 
(1) Ibn Abi Shaybah and Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. I Pg.Z90). 
(Z) Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul ummaal (Vol.5 Pg.147). 
(3) 	Ibn Abi Shaybah, Ahmad" Abu Dawood, Nasa'ee and others, as Kanzul ummaal (Vol.! Pg.Z90). 

Tirmidhi has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VaLl Pg.Z90). 
(4) Tabraani, as quoted in Majma'uz zawaa'id (Vol. 10 Pg.152). 
(5) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. I Pg.292). 
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tests, he remarked, "0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from his words." He then 
addressed the man saying, "Are you asking your Rabb not to grant you a family 
and wealth?" Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ~ said, "Do you 
want your Rabb not to grant you wealth and children? Whoever seeks protection 
from tests should seek protection from tests that lead people astray." (1) 

Hadhrat Muhaarib bin Dithaar narrates that his uncle said, "I used to pass by the 
house of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ just before dawn and would 
hear him make du'aa saying, '0 Allaah! You have called me and I have come. You 
have given me a command and I have obeyed. This is now the time before dawn, 
so do forgive me.' When I met Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~, I told him 
about this du'aa that I heard him say. He said, 'Verily Hadhrat Ya'qoob ~ 
postponed making du'aa for his sons until the time of pre dawn.m

(2) 

Raising the Hands and Passing them over the Face 
Rasulullaah ~ does this 

Hadhrat Umar ~ says, "Whenever he made du'aa, Rasulullaah ~ raised 
his hands and after completing, he would pass them over his face." (3) 

Another narration states that when raising his hands to make du'aa, Rasulullaah 
~ would not drop them until he passed them over his face (upon completing 
the du'aa). (4) 
Hadhrat Umar ~ also said, "I saw RasuluIlaah ~ making du'aa at 
Ahjaaruz Zayt with his palms (towards his face) and when he completed, he 
passed them over his face." (5) 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ used to raise his hands for so 
long when making du'aa that I would get tired." (6) 
Another narration adds that Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! I am 
but a human. Pleasedonotpunish me for verbally abusing or hurting anyone.,,(7) 
Yet another narration reports that Rasulullaah ~ said, "0 Allaah! I am but a 
human so please do not punish me. If I have hurt any Mu'min or verbally abused 
him, then please do not punish me for it." (8) 

How Rasulullaah ~ Curses the Coalition of 

Armies and the Practise of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 


Umar ~~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Zubayr~,~ 


Hadhrat Urwa ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once passed by a tribe of 
Bedouins who had accepted Islaam and whose settlement the coalition of 
(I) Ibn Abi Shaybah and Abu Ubayd, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0lol.1 Pg.289). 
(2) Tabraani. Haythami 0101.10 Pg.155) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Haakim. 
(4) Tirmidhi. 
(5) Abdul Ghani in his Idaahul Ashkaal, as quoted in Kanzul ummaal0lol.1 Pg.289). 
(6) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami 0101.10 Pg.168). 
(7) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzu/ ummaal0lol.! Pg.291). 
(8) Bukhaari in his Adab (Pg.90). 
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Kuffaar armies had destroyed. Raising his hands and extending them before his 
face, Rasulullaah ~ cursed the coalition. "May my parents be sacrificed for 

. you, 0 Rasulullaah ~!!I one of the Bedouins said, "Extend your hands even 
further." Rasulullaah ~ then extended his hands further from his face without 
raising them higher towards the sky. (lJ 
Abu Nu'aym Wahab reports that he saw both Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ 
and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin zubayr ~,~ pass their hands over their faces after 
making du'aa. (2) 

Making Congregational Du'aa, Raising the 
Voice and saying 'Aameen' 

Rasulullaah ~ Says 'Aameen' to the Du'aas of 
Hadhrat Zaid ~!J.1~, Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah 

~~~ and another Sahabi ~~ 
Hadhrat Qais Madani narrates that when a man came to ask Hadhrat Zaid bin 
Thaabit ~~ something, he said to the man, "Go to Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah 
~~ because it once happened that Abu Hurayrah ~.~ someone else and I 
were in the Masjid engaging in Dhikr and making du'aa when Rasulullaah ~ 
came to sit with us. When we fell silent, Rasulullaah ~ asked us to continue 
doing what we had been doing. My companion and I then started making du'aa 
before Abu Hurayrah ®11~ and Rasulullaah ~ said 'Aameen' to our du'aas. 

I 

Abu Hurayrah ~~ then started making du'aa and said, '0 A1laah! I ask You for 
everything that my two companions have asked for as well as knowledge that I 
shall never forget.' When Rasulullaah ~ said 'Aameen', my companion and I 
sad, '0 Rasulullaah ~! We also ask for knowledge that we shall never forget.' 
Rasulullaah ~ said, 'The man of the Daus tribe (Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~) 
has beaten you to it.",(3) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~ makes Du'aa and Requests 
the People to say 'Aameen' and the Du'aa he nlade 

during the 'Year of Ashes' 
Hadhrat ]aami bin Shaddaad narrates from a relative that he once heard Hadhrat 
Umar ~~ say, "I want you people to say 'Aameen' to three du'aas that I am 
going to make." He then proceeded to make du'aa saying, "0 A1laah! I am weak 
so please strengthen me. 0 A1laah! I am stern, so please soften me. 0 A11aah! I am 
miserly so please make me generous." (4) 
Hadhrat Saa'ib bin Yazeed reports that it was early one morning during the Year 
of Ashes (the year in which Madinah experienced a crippling drought) that he saw 
(I) Abdur Razzaaq. as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (VoU Pg.29J). 
(2) Bukhaari in his Adab (Pg.90). 
(3) Tabraani in his Awsat, as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa'jd (Vo/.9 Pg.32I). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg.275) 
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Hadhrat Umar ~)1.1~ humbling himself before Allaah, wearing simple clothing 
and a shawl that barely reached his knees. He was seeking Allaah's forgiveness in 
a loud voice as his tears flowed on to his cheeks. (Rasulullaah ~'s uncle) . 
Hadhrat Abbaas bin Abdul Muttalib ~~ was standing on his right side as he 
faced the Qibla and raised his hands as he sobbed before his Rabb. The people 
also made du'aa as he made du'aa, after which he took Hadhrat Abbaas ~'s 
hand and said, "0 Allaah! Do accept the intercession of Rasulullaah ~'s 
uncle on our behalf.I! Hadhrat Abaas ~)1.1~ then stood beside Hadhrat Umar 
~ for a very long time, his eyes flowing with tears as he made du'aa to 
Allaah.(l) 

Hadhrat Umar ~)J.1~ sits with a group in the 

Masjid as they all make du'aa one after the other 


Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed who was the freed slave of Hadhrat usayd reports, "Hadhrat 
Umar ~~used to patrol the Masjid at night and remove from there everyone 
besides the person engaged in salaah. when he once passed by a group of 
Sahabah ~~ amongst whom was Hadhrat ubay bin Ka'b ~~, he asked, 
'Who are you men?' Hadhrat ubay ~ replied, 'We are members of your 
family, 0 Ameerul Mu'mineen.' 'What kept you behind after the salaah?' Hadhrat 
Umar ~~~ asked. when they informed him that they had been engaged in 
Dhikr, Hadhrat Umar ~)1.1~ sat with them. He then said to the person closest to 
him, 'Take (the lead in making du'aa).' The man started making du'aa and (when 
he had completed) Hadhrat Umar ~,~ asked each person to make du'aa until 
he came to me, who was sitting next to him. 'Come on,' he said to me. I was 
tongue-tied and started to shiver so much until he could actually feel me shake. 
He then said, '(Say something) Even if you have to only say, '0 Allaah forgive me. 
o Allaah! Have mercy on me.' Hadhrat Umar ~ then started making du'aa 
and there was none who wept more than him. Thereafter, he said, 'That is 
enough. You may all disperse.',,(2) 

The Du'aa of Hadhrat Habeeb bin Maslamah 
~)J.1~ and Hadhrat Nu'maan bin Muqarrin ~llu~ 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~)1.1~ narrates that Hadhrat Habeeb bin Maslamah Fahri 
B~ was a person whose du'aas were always accepted. When he was once 
appointed commander of an army and after making the necessary preparations, 
he was facing the Roman army when he said to the others, "I have heard 
Rasulullaah ~ say, 'When a group assembles and they all say 'Aameen' as 
one of them makes du'aa, Allaah cenainly acts the du'aa.'" He then duly praised 
Allaah and said, "0 AlIaah! Protect our blood and still grant us the reward of 
martyrs." He was still making du'aa when the commander of the Roman army 
entered Hadhrat Habeeb ~'s tent (to surrender). (3) 
(1) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.3 Pg.321). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg.294). 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.l 0 Pg.170) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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In the chapter discussing the yearning that the Sahabah ~ had for 
martyrdom and the du'aas they made for, in it the narration has already passed in 
which Hadhrat Nu'maan bin Muqarrin @.~ said, "I am to make a du'aa to 
Allaah which I stress that every person say 'Aameen' to. (He then made the du'aa 
saying) 0 Allaah! Grant Nu'maan martyrdom tOday with your assistance to the 
Muslims and make them victorious." Another narration adds that the others then 
said 'Aameen' to the du'aa. (1) 

Hadhrat Dhul Bijaadayn ®~~ Used to Raise his 

Voice when making Du'aa 


Hadhrat Uqba bin Aamir ~~ states, ''It was with regard to a person called 
Abdullaah Dhul Bijaadayn ~ that Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Indeed, he is one 
who sighs very deeply.' This Rasulullaah ~ said because Abdullaah Dhul 
Bijaadayn ~.l1~ used to engage in Dhikr abundantly by reciting the Qur'aan and 
making du'aa and all this he did in an audible voice." (2) 

Requesting Du'aas from the Pious 
Rasulullaah ~ Requests Hadhrat Umar ®~ 

for Du'aas and Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ®)j.1~ 
requests Rasulullaah ~ for Du'aas 

Hadhrat Umar ~.l1~ narrates that when he once requested Rasulullaah ~ for 
permission to perform Umrah, Rasulullaah ~ granted him permission and 
said, "Dear brother! Do not forget us in your du'aas." Hadhrat Umar ~ 
says, "Those words gave me more joy than even the entire world could not." (3) 
Hadhrat Abu Umaama Baahili ~,l1~ says, "When Rasulullaah ~ came to us 
once, we wished that he would make du'aa for us. He then said, '0 Allaah forgive 
us, have mercy on us, be pleased with us, accept from us, enter us into Jannah, 
save us from Jahannam and mend all our affairs." When we wished that he would 
make more du'aa, he said, "I have already included all your affairs (in the 
du'aa).,,(4) 

The Incident of a Man Rolling in the hot sands and 
Rasulullaah ~~'s Request to him to make Du'aa 

for his Brothers 
Hadhrat Talha bin ubaydullaah ~ narrates that a Sahabi ~ once 
removed his excess clothing and then started to roll in the hot sand, saying to 
himself, "Taste the fire of Jahannam. You lie like a corpse in the night (without 
(1) 	Tabari, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.216). Haakim (VoU 

Pg.293) has reported a similar narration. 
(2) Ahmad and TabraanL reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.369). Ibn 

Jareer has reported a similar narration, as quoted in the TatSeeroflbn Katheer (VoL2 Pg.395). 
(3) Abu Dawood and Tirmidhi. Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.273) has reported a similar narration. 
(4) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in KallzuJ Ummaal (VoL I Pg.291). 
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engaging in Ibaadah) and waste time during the day!" As he was doing this, he 
happened to see Rasulullaah ~ under the shade of a tree. He then approached 
Rasulullaah ~ and excused himself saying, "My Nafs got the better of me." "In 
fact," Rasulullaah ~ said, "the doors of the heavens have all been thrown open 
for you and the angels are boasting about you." Rasulullaah ~ then addressed 
the other Sahabah I@.~ saying, "Take your journey's provisions from your 
brother (ask him for du'aas)." When one of the Sahabah ~~ asked the Sahapi 
~u.~ to make du'aa for him, Rasulullaah ~ added, "Include them all (in your 
du'aa)." The Sahabi ~ prayed, "0 Allaah! Make Taqwa their journey's 
provision and guide them in all their affairs." "0 Allaah!" Rasulullaah ~ said 
in between, "Guide him (to continue making du'aa)." The Sahabi ~~ then 
concluded by saying, "0 Allaah! Make Jannah their final destination." (I) 

Hadhrat Buraydah ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ was travelling 
somewhere when he came across a Sahabi ~~ rolling from his back to his 
belly in the hot sand as he chided himself saying, "0 Nafs! You hope for Jannar, 
when you sleep at night and waste your time during the day!" When he had 
regained his composure, he approached the sahabah·I@~. Rasulullaah ~ 
then instructed the Sahabah ~~ to request him for du'aas and when they did, 
the Sahabi ~~ prayed, "0 Allaah! Guide them in all their affairs." "Pray some 
more," the Sahabah ~~ requested. He then said, "0 AllaahI Make Taqwa their 
journey's provisions." The Sahabah ~ again asked for more du'aas. This 
time, Rasulullaah ~ also asked him to make more du'aa for them and prayed 
to Allaah to inspire him. The Sahabi ~~ then said, "a Allaah! Make ]annah 
their final destination.1I (2) 

Rasulullaah ~ Exhorts those who Meet Hadhrat 
Uwais Qarni to request him for Du'aas 

Hadhrat Aseer bin Jaabir narrates that when Hadhrat Umar ~ requested 
Hadhrat uwais Qarni to seek forgiveness oft his behalf, Hadhrat Uwais asked, 
"How can I seek forgiveness on your behalf when you are a companion of 
Rasulullaah ~?" Hadhrat Umar ~.~ replied, " I have heard Rasulullaah ~ 
say, 'Verily the best of all the Taabi'een (Muslims who have met theSahabah 
~) shall be a man called Uwais." (3) Another narration states that 
Rasulullaah ~ also added, 'Whoever meets him (Hadhrat Uwais), must request 
him to seek forgiveness on your behalf." (4) 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ Makes Du'aa for his 

Companions upon their Request 


Hadhrat AbduUaah bin Roomi narrates that Hadhrat.Anas bin Maalik ~~ was 
in Zaawiya (close to Basrah) when someone said to him, "Some of your brothers 
(l) Ibn Abi Dunya. as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (VaLl Pg.290). 
(2) 	Tabraani. Haythami (VoLl 0 Pg.l85) has commented on the chain of narrators. Abu Nu'aym has 

reported a similar narration, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (VO!.l Pg.308). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.6 Pg. I 63). 
(4) Muslims, as quoted in fsaabah (VaLl Pg.ll5). 
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from Basrah have come to you so that you may make du'aa for them." Hadhrat 
Anas ~ immediately made du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! Forgive us and shower 
Your mercy on us. Grant us the best of this world, the best of the Aakhirah and 
save us from ]ahannam." When they requested for more du'aa, Hadhrat Anas 
~ repeated the du'aa and then said, "If you have been granted this, you have 
been granted the best of this world and the Aakhirah." (1) 

Making Du'aa for Sinners 

The Incident of Hadhrat Umar ~~ and a 


Habitual Drinker to whom he Wrote a Letter and 

then Made Du'aa for, After which the Man 


Stopped Drinking 

Hadhrat Yazeed bin Asam reports that a man from Shaam was a fierce warrior 
and would often be in the company of Hadhrat Umar ~. When Hadhrat 
Umar ~~ did not see him for a while, he asked about him. "0 Ameerul 
Mu'mineenl" someone informed him, "He has taken to drink." Hadhrat Umar 
~~ sent for his scribe and wrote the following letter addressed to the man: 

Peace be on you 
Before you do I praise Allaah besides Whom there is none worthy of worship. 

(Allaah is also) The Forgiver of sins, Acceptor of repentance, Severe in 
punishment, and All Powerful. There is none worthy of worship but Him, and 

all shall return to Him (after death). 
Thereafter, Hadhrat Umar ~)J.,~ turned to the people around him saying, "Pray 
to Allaah that He turns your brother's heart towards Him and that He accepts his 
repentance." When the man received the letter and he read it, he started 
repeating the words: "The Forgiver of sins, Acceptor of repentance, Severe in 
punishment. Allaah has warned me of His punishment and also promised to 
forgive me." (2) Another narration adds that after repeating the words to himself 
several times, the man started to weep and then gave up drinking most 
admirably. When this news reached Hadhrat Umar~~, the Ameerul 
Mu'mineen addressed the people saying, ''This is what you ought to do when 
you see that your brother has slipped. Correct him, give him conviction (in 
Allaah's mercy), pray to Allaah to forgive him and never be Shaytaan's 
accomplices against him (by allowing him to continue and to lose hope in 
Allaah's mercy)." (3) 

Words with Which Du'aa is Started 
Rasulullaah ~ Tells Hadhrat Abu Ayaash ~ and another Sahabi ~.~ 
that they have Called Allaah by His 'Ismul A'zam' (4) 

(1) Bukhaari in his Adab (Pg.93). 
(2) Ibn Abi Haatim. 
(3) Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in the Ta/Seerof Ibn Katheer (Vol.4 Pg.70) 
(4) Literally translated as "The Most Majestic Name", this is that name of Allaah, taking which any 
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Hadhrat Buraydah ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once overheard a 
Sahabi ~ making du'aa saying: 

,tI',' .I,,' #Y."1 ... .J~",.,y "'::"',J" ... ,wI, ",.I",,','" ,,,.L,,..J",A 

~ ~:u' ~\ ...\>'j\ ~I 'j! .0! 'j ;uJ\ ~I .:.IJI ¥\ ~~ ~\ ~J ~\" 

,,4) "I O~.u :if-~ , '\" jj'-' , ," iG...\> ~ ;;.r'"r. ."oJj '}.! -"'"'J ..

"0 Allaah! I beg from You on account of the fact that I testify that You 
are that Allaah besides Whom there is none worthy of worship. You are 
The One and The Independent Who has no children, Who is not the 
child of anyone and Who has no equal." 

To this, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, ''You have begged from Allaah using His 
Ismul A'zam (The Most Majestic Name) with which anything asked for is 
granted and with which any du'aa is accepted." (I) 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~lJ.,~ narratesthatRasulullaah ~ once overheard a 
Sahabi ~ making du'aa saying:" ....I}-~\,J~\\~y ". Rasulullaah ~ addressed 
him saying, ''Your du'aa has been acc~pt;d, ~o ask (what you want)." (2) 

Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once passed by 
Hadhrat Abu Ayaash Zaid bin Saamit Zuraqi ~,~ while he was performing 
salaah and making the du'aa: 

..., "',,,,,,.J ' ...... .J '", , ... ,'" , .... t -", ... ,," '" II' ,,,. ",.111',.'" .., '.J J. ". 
~\.t-JI tf.~ ~ "u.:..~ "b~ ~I 'j! .0) 'j ~I cll ,,~ ~\ ~! ~\" 

... ' '''' "."." ... ", ,.... , ". 

".....!}''jlj J~IS~ ifj'::ilj
". ".", , 

"0 Allaah! I beg from You on account of You being worthy of all praise 
and that there is none worthy of worship but You. 0 The Most Loving! 
o The One Who Bestows all bounties! 0 the Creator of the heavens and 
the earth! 0 The Most Honourable and Generous!" 

To this, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "You have begged from Allaah using His 
Ismul A'zam (Glorious Name) with which any du'aa is accepted and with which 
anything asked for is granted." (3) 
Another narration(4) states that Hadhrat Abu Ayaash ~~ also added the 
words: ":"~ y :;. y ". Yet another narration states that he added, "I ask You for 
Jannah and seek Your protection from Jahannam." (5) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Gives some Gold as a Gift to a 
Bedouin who Praised Allaah most Beautifully 

Hadhrat Anas ~,~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once passed by a Bedouin 
who was making the following du'aa in his salaah: 

du'aa a person makes will definitely be accepted. The precise name is known only to the very 
chosen servants of A11aah and has always remained a secret to the masses. 

(1) Abu Dawood, Tirmidhi, Ibn Maajah, Ibn Hibbaan and Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb 
(Vo1.3 Pg.145). Nasa'ee has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Nawawi's Adhkaar (Pg.50 1). 

(2) Tirmidhi, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.145). 
(3) Ahmad and Ibn Maajah. 
(4) Abu Dawood, Nasa'ee, Haakim and Ibn Hibbaan. 
(5) Haakim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg. 146). 
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"""".1 """,.' ,,}w,,} ;". "" ,'" ",.',J.J ;''''.J ,~i t .J.J ,...I"."".J ,.1.1' .J,; '" ,'" "" 

':I) I.!.J~I~I o~ ':I) ,,~1jJ1 ~ ':I) ,,~, ~~ ':I) ,,-~1 01; ':I 0"" ~" 

,.".tII' ;~"" ~~, "Li ;~' bJ\ "" '~L<;' Jc:.:,J, ' '-t!; .J '" """"'~1 ~~",.
4.fJ) ) : r :J:; ~ :J,..; J.;! ~ J'!:J ~ 

~J tL:.: ~~ .: ... ~i;J ~J~~I~ :;),IJ "I :111 ~~~ ;~JJ~~I 
II ",. WI; ",. ; ~ ,. '" 

. ;';J ~~T~~ ;.; ~) ~; J~~ ~ ~J ~? ~ ~~ ~J ~ji j,ji 
"; i ~'J ~UJI~~IJ;j J?'~ ~ lJw, ~y. ~~;.;J~1;;' ~;$ 

"0 The One Whom eyes cannot see, Who cannot be imagined, who is 
beyond description, Who is unaffected by happenings, VVho cannot be 
overwhelmed by the vicissitudes of time, who knows the weight of the 

. mountains, the volume of the oceans, the number of falling raindrops, 
the number of leaves on the trees and everything upon which the night 
darkens and upon which the day brightens. No sky can hide another 
from Him, no surface of the earth can hide another from Him, no ocean 
can hide anything within its depths from Him and no mountain can 
conceal from Him anything within its rocks. Make the last part of my 
life the best, make the best of my deeds the last and make my best day 
be the one in which I meet You." 

Rasulullaah ~ appointed someone to bring the Bedouin to him as soon as he 
completed his salaah. Rasulullaah ~ had been given some gold from a certain 
mine and when the Bedouin came before him after he had completed his salaah, 
Rasulullaah ~ handed over the gold to him saying, ''Which tribe do you belong 
to, dear Bedouin?" When the Bedouin informed Rasulullaah ~ that he 
belonged to the Banu Aamir bin Sa'sa'ah tribe, Rasulullaah ~ asked, "Do you 
know why I gave you this gold as a gift?" "Because of the family ties between us, 
o Rasulullaah ~," the Bedouin surmised. Rasulullaah ~ said, ''While family 
ties have a right, I actually gave you the gold because of the beautiful manner 
in which you praise Allaah C'JI$2)\;Z.,,(I) 

The Du'aa Rasulullaah ~ Made Before Hadhrat 

Aa'isha ~~ in which he Included 


the Ismul A'zam 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ narrates, "I once heard Rasulullaah & make du'aa 
saying, '0 Allaah! I beg from YoU using that pure and blessed name of Yours 
which You love best and which you love to be taken, with which anything asked 
for is granted, with which you shower Your mercy when it is requested and with 
which You remove difficulties when asked to.' One day, Rasulullaah & said to 
me, '0 Aa'jsha! Do you know that Allaah has informed me of the name by which 
any du'aa is accepted.' 'May my parents be sacrificed for you, 0 Rasulullaah ~!' 
I said, 'Do teach it to me.' Rasulullaah ~ replied, 'It would be inappropriate for 
(me to teach it to) you.' I then stepped aside and sat down for awhile. Thereafter, 
(1) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VaLlO Pg.158). 
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I stood up, kissed his head and asked, '0 Rasulullaah ~1 please teach it to me.' 

Again Rasulullaah ~ said, 'It would be inappropriate for (me to teach it to) 

you, 0 Aa'isha because it would be inappropriate for you to use it to ask for 

anything of this world.'" 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ narrates further. She says, "I then got up to make wudhu, 

after which I performed two Rakaahs salaah. Thereafter, I made du'aa saying: 


~~~ .!J~;\J k~~' .!J~;\J ~~I.!J~;\J all.!J~~' ~ ~1fi" 
"~2~;J~~bI~;J~J~~~!c~Qf~I 

"0 Allaahl I call to You as Allaah. I call to You as the Most Merciful. I 
call to You as the Most Pure and Most Kind. I call to You by all Your 
beautiful names that I know and those that I do not know, beseeching 
You to forgive me and shower Your mercy on me." 

Rasulullaah ~~ then started to laugh 
saying, "It is amongst the names that you 

have mentioned." (1) 

How Rasulullaah ~ Started and Ended his Du'aas 
Hadhrat Salamah bin Akwa ~~ narrates(2) that every du'aa he heard 
Rasulullaah ~ make started with the words: ' 

',,' "," l¥" " ",WI",,. "",1 

"~lAyl ~'JI ~'I.S!J o~" 
Hadhrat Anas ~~ says, "Even if Rasulullaah ~ had to make a hundred 
du'aas, he would always say at the beginning, in the middle and at the end: 

, ," ill' '" ,. JI;,. '" ", l~ , ,. _"";11" ,,4 "A;;.... 

H~WI yl.ls; ~j ~ !r: ll.i..J ~QJJI ~ ~, \.;.d' 
"0 our RabbI Grant us the best in this world, the best in the Aakhirah 
and save us from the fire of Jahannam." (3) 

The Incident of Rasulullaah ~~ and Two Men 
who Performed Salaah and Made Du'aa 

Hadhrat Fudhaala bin ubayd ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ was Sitting 
(in the Masjid) one day when a man entered, performed salaah and then made 
du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! Forgive me and have mercy on me." Addressing the man, 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "Dear Musalli! You have been too hasty. When sitting 
down after performing salaah, first praise Allaah as He deserves to be praised 
and then send salutations to me before making du'aa." Another Sahabi ~.~ 
then came to perform salaah. After completing his salaah, he praised Allaah and 
sent salutations to Rasulullaah ~. Rasulullaah ~ then said to him, "0 
(1) Ibn Maajah (pg.698). 
(2) Ahmad and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.lO Pg.156). 

Ibn Abi shaybah has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL 1 Pg.290). 
(3) Ibn Najjaar. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL 1 Pg.290). 
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Musalli! Now make du'aa and it will be accepted." (I) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~,~ Advises 
People Making Du'aa to Begin with Praising Allaah 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ said, 'When aliy of you intends making 
du'aa, he should commence by praising Allaah as He deserves to be praised. 
Thereafter, he should send salutations to Nabi ~ before asking his need 
because in this manner it is more likely that his needs will be fulfilled." (2) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~~ Made 

for his Ummah 


Rasulullaah ~ Prays for the Forgiveness of his 

Ummah at Anlfaat 


Hadhrat Abbaas bin Mirdaas ~ reports that during the evening Rasulullaah 
~ spent at Arafaat, he made du'aa that Allaah forgive and have mercy on his 
ummah. After making du'aa for a very long time, Allaah revealed to him saying, "I 
accede to your request (all will be forgiven) except for injustices people do to 
each other. I shall however forgive all the sins that relate to them and 1." "0 my 
Rabb!" Rasulullaah _ pleaded, ''You are capable of replacing the wronged one 
with that which is better than the wrong done to him and then forgiving the 
wrong-doer." Rasulullaah • received no response to this du'aa that evening, 
but when he repeated the du'aa on the morning that he was at Muzdalifah, 
Allaah said to him, "I have now forgiven them as well." When Rasulullaah ~ 
smiled at this, the 5ahabah 8>~ asked, "0 Rasulullaah .1 You are smiling 
at a time when you usually do not smile (at the time of Tahajjud)." Rasulullaah 
~ explained, "I am smiling at Allaah's enemy Iblees. When he came to know 
that Allaah has accepted the du'aa I made for my Ummah, he fell to the ground, 
calling for woe and destruction to himself and then poured sand on his head." (3) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Du'aa for his Ummah, After 
which Allaah informed him that Allaah would 
please him with the Outcome of his Ummah 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ~ narrates that Rasulullaah _ once recited 
the words of Hadhrat Ibraheem ~~ when he said: 

~ij'.Jt..$ '~';J IS ~ ~~ ~;;~1:.;j IS v-'WI ,:; ~ JI ~ ,~~I yj)
,,\.>... V . ..." '" "',. v- ", v..." V \iJ" , 

(f'\l.':.o:/i:..--A\)'!\ ;)J""') (Q ~~~~ 
"0 my RabbI Indeed these idols have misled many people. 50 whoever 

(I) 	Abu Dawood, Tirmidhi, Nasa'ee, Ibn Hibbaan and Ibn Khuzaymah, as quoted in Targheeb wat 
Tarheeb (VoL3 Pg,147), Tabraani has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Majma'uz 2awaa'id 
(VoLiO Pg.I55). 

(2) Tabraani. Haythami (VoLlO Pg,I55) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Bayhaqi. 
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will follow me (by beHevfng jn Towheed), t~en he is certainly from me 
(from among the adherents ofmy reHgjon). And whoever will disobey 
me, then (Jpraythatyougjvehlin the abjjj[y to obey me because) surely 
You are Most Forgiving, Most Merciful." {Surah Ibraheem, verse 36} 

Rasulullaah ~ then recited the following words of Hadhrat Isa ~~: 

(~' ·c:"~i,'~.::i, "~I ~I~'~ '~ ~I' "~'," I::: ;,'," _ ,,~,-;: ",-:,,~ 'I)¥~Y.J- \o:...;J ~"'~~I.:)'~ ..!.I~~.....-+'",~..wl.:) 
"til 11" '" ".;' " " '" '" 

(\\A <..::...:/I:o..l,H... oJ.,...) 

"If You punish them (my followers), then verily they are Your slaves 
(and You are at Hberty to treat them as You please), and if You forgive 
them, then surely You are the Mighty, the Wise (and Your reason for 
ddng so js ffIled wj[h wjsdom)." {Surah Maa'idah, verse I IS} 

Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa to Allaah saying, "0 Allaah! My Ummah! 
o Allaah! My Ummah! 0 Allaah! My Ummah!" Rasulullaah ~ then started to 
weep. Although Allaah knows all, He sent Hadhrat libra'eel ~ to ask 
Rasulullaah ~ what was making him weep. When Hadhrat libra'eel ~~ came 
to ask, Rasulullaah ~ informed him about what he had been saying. (After 
Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ had reported back) Allaah instructed Hadhrat libra'eel 
~ saying, "Go to Muhammad ~ and tell him, 'We shall soon please you 
regarding to your Ummah and will not disappoint you." (1) 

The Du'aa Rasulullaah ~~ made for his Ummah 
and his Du'aa for Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ 

Hadhrat Anas ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once made the following 
du'aa for his Ummah, "0 Allaah! Turn their hearts to your obedience and engulf 
them from the back with Your mercy." (2) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ says that when she noticed that Rasulullaah ~ was in 
a very good mood one day, she said to him, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Make du'aa to 
Allaah for me." Rasulullaah ~ prayed, "0 Allaah! Forgive Aa'isha's every past 
and future sin, those that were apparent and those that were secret." This 
made Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ so happy that her head fell into her lap as she 
chuckled about it. "Does my du'aa make you happy?" Rasulullaah ~ asked her. 
She replied, "How can I not rejoice about your du'aa?" Rasulullaah ~ then 
said, "By Allaah! This is the du'aa I make for umrnah in every salaah," (3) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah _ Made for the 
Four Khulafaa 

Rasulullaah ~'s Du'aa for Hadhrat Abu Bakr 

OO~ and Hadhrat Umar OOu.1~ 


Hadhrat Anas ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! 

(I) Ibn Wahab, as quoted in the Tafseerof Ibn Katheer (Vo1.2 Pg.540). 
(2) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.lO Pg.69) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.244). 
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Include Abu Bakr in my rank on the Day of Qiyaamah." (1) 


Hadhrat Khabbaab ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa saying, "0 

Allaah! Strengthen Islaam with the one whom You love more between Umar bin 

Khattaab and Abu jahal bin Hishaam." (2) 


Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa saying, "0 

Allaah! Grant Islaam strength with Umar bin Khattaab especially." (3) 


Hadhrat AbdulIaah bin Mas'ood ~ also narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said 

in his du'aa, "0 Allaah! Assist Islaam through Umar." (4) 


The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~ Made for Hadhrat 
aan ~'tl1:;rr.,,:::;;~,~re~Uthm 

Hadhrat Zaid bin Aslam ~~ narrates that when Hadhrat uthmaan ®~ sent a 
reddish coloured camel to Rasulullaah ~, Rasulullaah ~ prayed to Allaah 
saying, "0 Allaah! Allow him to pass (speedily) across the bridge of Siraat." (5) 

Another narration from Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ states that 
Rasulullaah ~ thrice said, "0 Allaah! I am pleased with Uthmaan, You also be 
pleased with him." (6) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ made 
du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! Forgive Uthmaan's past and future sins, those that he 
committed secretly and openly, privately or in public." (7) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~ Made for 

Hadhrat Ali ~~~ 


Hadhrat Ali ~~ says, "I was once experiencing severe pain, so I went to 
Rasulullaah ~. He put me where he stood, threw a portion of his shawl over 
me and then started performing salaah. Thereafter, he said, 'You are now well, 0 
son of Abu Taalib. Your ailment has been cured. Whatever I have asked Allaah for 
myself, I have asked the same for you and I have been granted whatever I have 
asked for. I have however been informed that there shall be no prophet after 
me.'" Hadhrat Ali ~ says further, 'When I then got up, it seemed as if I had 
not had any pain at all." (8) 

Hadhrat Zaid bin Yuthay, Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Wahab and Hadhrat Amr bin Dhi 
Murr all report that they heard Hadhrat Ali ~~ say, "It is in the name of Allaah 
that I ask every person to stand up who heard Rasulullaah ~ say something at 
Ghadeer Khum(9)." Thirteen Sahabah ~~ stood up and they a1l testified that 
(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.345). 
(2) Nasa'ee. Ahmad, Tirmidhi, Ibn Sa'd and others have reported a similar narration from Hadhrat 
Umar~. 

(3) Ibn Maajah, Haakim and Bayhaqi. 
(4) Tabraani and Ahmad, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.370). 
(5) Ibn Asaakir. 
(6) Abu Nu'aym. 
(7) Tabraani, Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.5 Pg.6). 
(8) 	Ibn Abi Aasim, Ibn JAreer, Tabraani and Ibn Shaaheen in His Sunnah, as quoted in Muntakhab 

Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.S PgA3). 
(9) A place between Makkah and Madinah. 
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they heard Rasulullaah ~ say, "Am I not closer to the Mu'mineen than they are 
to themselves?" When the Sahabah ~ admitted that he really was, 
Rasulullaah ~ took hold of Hadhrat Ali ~~'s hand saying, "This man 
should be the friend of anyone who claims that I am his friend." Rasulullaah ~ 
then made du'aa for Hadhrat Ali ~ saying, "0 Allaah! Befriend those who 
befriend him, be the enemy of those who are his enemies, love those who love 
him, despise who despise him, assist those who assist him and do not assist 
those who fail to assist him." (1) 

Another narration from Hadhrat AbdulIaah bin Abbaas ~ states that 
Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa for Hadhrat Ali ~ saying, "0 Allaah! Assist him 
and assist others through him, have mercy on him and have mercy on others 
though him, help him and help others though him. 0 Allaah! Befriend those who 
are his friends and be the enemy of those who are his enemies." (2) 

Hadhrat Ali ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa for him saying, "0 
Allaah! Keep his tongue firm (on the truth) and guide his heart." (3) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~'s du'aa for 
Hadhrat Ali ~)i.~ was, "0 Allaah! Guide him in passing judgement." (4) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~ Made for Hadhrat 
SaId bin Abi Waqqaas ~~~ and Hadhrat Zubayr 

b o A ~'tI-r::;'''r''In wwaam ~,~~ 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ narrates that the du'aa Rasulullaah ~ made for 
Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~ was, "0 Allaah! Make his arrows travel 
straight, accept his du'aas and love him," (5) 

Hadhrat Sa'd ~~ himself narrates that Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa for him 
saying, "0 Allaah! Accept the du'aa of Sa'd whenever he makes du'aa to You." (6) 
Hadhrat Zubayr bin Awwaam ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa 
for him, for his children and for his progeny, (7) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~~ made for the 
members of his Family 

Hadhrat Ummu Salamah 1f®~ who was the wife of Rasulullaah ~. narrates 
that Rasulullaah ~ once told Hadhrat Faatima ~ to come to him with 
her husband and her two sons. When they arrived, Rasulullaah ~ threw over 
them a blanket that Hadhrat Ummu Salamah ~ was s~tting on, which they 
had received as booty from Khaybar. Rasulullaah ~ then prayed to Allaah 
saying, "0 Allaahl This is the family of Muhammad. Shower Your mercy and 
blessings on the family of Muhammad just as You have showered them on the 
(1) Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.l05). 
(2) Tabraani, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vo1.5 Pg,32). 
(3) Haakim. 
(4) Haakim, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vo\.5 Pg.35). 
(5) Ibn Asaakir and Ibn Najjaar. 
(6) Tirmidhi, Ibn Hibbaan and Haakim, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul UmmaaJ (Vo1.5 Pg.70). 
(7) Abu Ya'\a and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzu/ UmmaaJ (Vo1.5 Pg.70), 
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family of Ibraheem ~. Verily You are most worthy of praise, Most Majestic.,,(l) 
Hadhrat Abu Ammaar narrates that he was once sitting with Hadhrat Waathila 
bin Asqa ~11~ when some people started to revile Hadhrat Ali !@~. When 
they had left, Hadhrat Waathila ~ said to Hadhrat Abu Ammaar, "Sit down 
and I shall inform about the personality whom they had been reviling. I was once 
with Rasulullaah ~ when Ali !@~, (his wife) Faatima ~, (and his two 
sons) Hasan ~ and Husayn ~~ arrived. Rasulullaah ~ threw a 
blanket over them all and said, '0 Allaahl These are the members of my 
household. Remove all (physical and spiritual) impurity from them and cleanse 
them thoroughly.' '0 Rasulullaah ~!' I asked, '(Make this du'aa) For me as 
well.' 'It is for you as well,' Rasulullaah ~ said. By Allaah! More than all my 
deeds, it is in this (du'aa) that I have the most trust (to attain my salvation)." 
Another narration states that he said, "It is in this that I have the most trust (to 
secure my salvation)." (2) 

Hadhrat Ali ~11~ narrates that he once went to Rasulullaah ., who had 
already spread out a shawl on the ground. When Rasulullaah ., Hadhrat Ali 
!@~, Hadhrat Faatima ~, Hadhrat Hasan ~ and Hadhrat Husayn 
~ were all seated on the shawl, Rasulullaah ~ took hold of the ends and 
tied it above them. Thereafter, he said, "0 Allaahl You be pleased with them just 
as I am pleased with them." (3) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~ Made for Hadhrat 
Hasan ~ and Hadhrat Husayn ~UJ~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah • once 
made du'aa for Hadhrat Hasan ~~~ and Hadhrat Husayn ~ saying, "0 
Allaah! Ilovethem,soYou love them too. Whoever loves them, loves me as well.,,(4) 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ also reports that Rasulullaah ~ once made 
du'aa for Hadhrat Hasan !iil~ and Hadhrat Husayn ~~ saying, "0 Allaah! I 
love them, so You love them too." (5) Another narration from Hadhrat Usaama 
!@~ states that Rasulullaah ~ added, " ... and love those who love them." 
The beginning of this narration adds that Rasulullaah ~ said, "These are my 
children just as they are the children of my daughter." (6) 
Yet another narration from Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ like the one above 
states that Rasulullaah • added at then end of the du'aa, "...and (0 Allaahl) 
detest those who detest them." (7) 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah !iil~, Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Zaid !@,~ and Hadhrat 
Aa'isha ~ all narrate that Rasulullaah ~ once made du'aa saying, "0 

(I) Abu Ya'ia. Haythami (Vol.9 Pg.166) has commented on the chain of narrators. Tirmidhi has 
reported a similar narration. 

(2) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.l67) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.169). 
(4) Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VO\.9 Pg.180). 
(5) Bazzaar. 
(6) Nasa'ee and Ibn Hibbaan, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Voi.5 Pg.105). 
(7) Ibn Abi shaybah and Tayaalisi, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (VO\.5 Pg.1 06). 
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Allaah! I love Hasan, so You love him too and love all those who love him as 
welL,,(1) 

A narration from Hadhrat Muhammad bin Seereen states that Rasulullaah ~ 


once made du'aa for Hadhrat Hasan ~).l.1~ saying, "0 Allaah! Keep him safe and 

keep others safe through him." (2) 


Hadhrat Baraa ~ says, "I once saw Rasulullaah ~ carrying Husayn 

~ on his shoulders saying, '0 Allaah! I love him, so You love him too.",(3) 


The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~ Made for Hadhrat 
Abbaas ~~ and for his Children 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once made 
du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! Forgive the open and secret sins of Abbaas and his 
children. 0 Allaah! You be his successor (to tend to matters) in his family {after 
his death)." (4) 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once made du'aa 
saying, "0 Allaah! Forgive the open and secret, the public and the private sins of 
Abbaas and any other sins that he or his progeny may commit until the Day of 
Qiyaamah." (5) 

Hadhrat Aasim narrates from his father that Rasulullaah ~ once said, "Abbaas 
is my father's brother and therefore just like my father and what is left of my 
forefathers. 0 Allaah! Forgive his sins for him, accept his good deeds, overlook 
his evil acts and restore righteousness to his progeny." (6) 
Hadhrat Abu usayd Saa'jdi ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once said to 
Hadhrat Abbaas ~, 'You and your children should not leave the house in 
the morning until I come to you because there is something I need to do." They 
therefore waited for Rasulullaah ~ and it was only after midmorning that 
Rasulullaah ~ managed to arrive. When RasuluIlaah ~ arrived, he greeted 
them with the words (~ ':~I), to which they replied "1315;" ~14»" ':~I~J 
n "How was your morning?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. 'We praise Allaah(for it)," 
they replied. RasuluIlaah ~ then instructed them to gather together and to sit 
close to each other. When they managed to do so, Rasulullaah ~ threw his 
shawl over all of them and made du'aa saying, "0 my Rabb! Here is my uncle, 
who is just like my father and here are the members of my household. Shelter 
them against the fire of Jahannam just as I am sheltering them with this shawl 
of mine." To this du'aa, the doorstep and all the walls of the house said, 
"Ameen! Ameen! Ameen!" (7) 
(1) Bukhaari, Muslim and others, as quoted in Muntakhah KanzuJ UmmaaJ (VoL5 Pg.l 06). 

(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (voL5 Pg.106). 
(3) 	Bukhaari, Muslim, Tirmidhi, Ibn Maajah and Nasa'ee, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal 

(Vo1.5 Pg.I05). 
(4) Tirmidhi and Abu Ya'la. 
(5) Ibn Asaakir. 
(6) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vo1.5 Pg.207). 
(7) 	Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.270). Bayhaqi and 

Ibn Maajah have reported a similar narration, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VoL6 
Pg.133). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration in his Da\aa'il (Pg.154). 
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Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates that when he once stayed in the 
room of (his aunt) Hadhrat Maymoona ~, he kept the water ready for 
Rasulullaah _ to perform wudhu. ''Who put this water here?" Rasulullaah ~ 
asked. When Hadhrat Maymoona ~ informed Rasulullaah ~ that it was 
Hadhrat Abdul1aah ~~, Rasulul1aah·~ made du'aa for him saying, "0 
AUaah! Grant him deep understanding of Deen and teach him the 
interpretation of the Qur'aan." (1) 

Another narration quotes the du'aa as, "0 Allaah! Teach him the Qur'aan and 
grant him deep understanding of the Deen." (2) Yet another narration quotes the 
words as, "0 Allaah! Teach him wisdom (the Sunnah) and the interpretation of 
the Qur'aan." (3) 
A narration from Hadhrat Abdul1aah bin Umar ®1J,,~ states that Rasulullaah 
~'s words were, "0 A1laah! Bless him and spread the Deen through him." (4) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~ Made for Hadhrat 
Ja'far ®~~ and his Children and for Hadhrat 

Zaid bin Haaritha ~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah 
bin Rawaaha ~~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Ja'far ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once made 
du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! You .be Ja'far ®1J,,~'s successor in (caring for) his 

children." (5) 


Another narration states that the du'aa Rasulullaah ~ made was, "0 Allaah! 

You be Ja'far ~~'S successor in (caring for) his family and bless (his son) 

Abdullaah in trade." Rasulullaah ~ repeated this du'aa thrice. (6) 

Hadhrat Sha'bi states that after Hadhrat Ja'far ®1J,,~ was martyred at Balqaa 

during the Battle of Mu'ta, Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! You be 

Ja'far ~'s successor in· (caring for) his family better than You would be a 

successor to any ofYour righteous servants." (7) 


Hadhrat Abu Maysara narrates that when Rasulullaah _ received the news of 

the martyrdom of Hadhrat Zaid bin Haaritha ~):i.,~, Hadhrat Ja'far ~~ and 

Hadhrat AbduUaah bin Rawaaha ~~, he got up to speak about them. Starting 

with Hadhrat Zaid ~, Rasulullaah ~ said, "0 Allaah! Forgive Zaid. 0 

Allaah! Forgive Zaid. 0 Allaah! Forgive Ja'far and Abdullaah bin Rawaaha." (8) 


(1) Ibn Abi Shaybah. 
(2) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.S Pg.23I). 
(3) Ibn Maajah, Ibn Sa'd and Tabraani. 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya, as quoted in Muntakhab KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol. 5 Pg.228). 
(5) Ahmad and Ibn Asaakir. Tabraani and Ibn Asaakir have also reported the narration from Hadhrat 

Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~. 
(6) Tayaalisi, Ibn Sa'd, Ahmad and others. 
(7) 	Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Voi.S Pg.ISS). Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.39) 

has reported a similar narration. 
(8) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg.46). 
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The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~~ Made for the Family 
of Hadhrat Yaasir ~)1~, for Hadhrat Abu 
Salamah ~~ and for Hadhrat Usaama 

bin Zaid ~l1&~ 
Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Affaan ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once made 
du'aa saying, "0 Allaahl Forgive the family of Yaasir although you have already 
forgiven them." (1) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once madedu'aa saying, 
"0 Allaahl Bless Ammaar ~ (the son of Hadhrat Yaasir ~)." The Hadith 
still continues further. (2) 

Hadhrat Ummu Salamah ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once made du'aa 
saying, "0 AllaahT Forgive Abu Salamah, elevate his rank amongst those close to 
You and be his successor amongst those (of his family who are) left behind. 
Forgive us also, 0 Rabb of the universe and together with expanding his grave 
fill it with light as well." (3) 

Hadhrat Usaamah bin Zaid ~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ used to put me on 
his thigh and then put Hasan bin Ali ~.~ on his left thigh. Rasulullaah ~ 
would then hug us and say, "0 Allaahl I am compassionate towards the two of 
them, You also be compassionate towards them." (4) Another narration states' 
that Rasulullaah ~ would SilY, "0 Allaahl I love the two of them, You love them 
also." (5) . 

Hadhrat Usaamah ~~ relates, "When Rasulullaah ~!s illness became 
severe, I returned to Madinah (after camping with the Muslim army in nearby 
]Urui) and those with me also returned. Rasulullaah ~ was unable to speak 
when I entered (his room) and when he repeatedly placed his hand on me and 
lifted it, I realised that he was making du'aa for me." (6) 

The Du'aasRasulullaah ~ Made for Hadhrat 
Amr bin AI Aas ~~, Hadhrat Hakeem bin 

Hizaam ~)1~, Hadhrat Jareer ~).1.1~ and for the 
family of Hadhrat Busr ~)1~ 

Hadhrat ]aabir ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ thrice made du'aa saying, "0 
Allaahl Forgive Amr bin Al Aas because whenever I request him for charity, he 
always brings it to me." (7) 

Hadhrat Hakeem bin Hizaam ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once made 
(1) Ahmad and Ibn Sa'd. 
(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhau Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol. 5 Pg.245). 
(3) Ahmad, Muslim and Abu Dawood. as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol.5 Pg.219). 
(4) Ahmad, Abu Ya'la, Nasa'ee and Ibn Hibbaan. 
(5) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.62). 
(6) Ahmad, Tirmidhi, Tabraani and others, as quoted in Kanzuf Ummaal (Vol. 7 Pg.5) and Muntakhab 

KanzuJ Ummaal(Vol.5 Pg.136). 
(7) Ibn Adi, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzuf Ummaaf (Vol. 5 Pg.250). 
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du'aa for him saying, "0 Allaah! Bless him in trade." (1) Another narration explains 
that (this happened) when Rasulullaah ~ sent Hadhrat Hakeem ~u..~ to 
purchase a sacrificial animal for a Dinaar. After purchasing it, he sold it for two 
Dinaars. Thereafter, he bought another for a Dinaar and returned with (the 
animal and) a Dinaar to Rasulullaah~. Rasulullaah ~ then made du'aa that 
Hadhrat Hakeem ~~ be blessed (in trade) and instructed him to donate the 
Dinaar in Sadaqah. (2) 

Hadhrat jareer ~ says, ''When I once mentioned to Rasulullaah ~ that I 
could never remain steady on horseback, he placed his hand on my chest until I 
could actually see its imprint on my chest. He then made du'aa saying, '0 
Allaah! Make him steady and also make him one who is rightly guided and who 
guides others aright.' Thereafter, I never once fell off a horse." (3) 

In another narration, Hadhrat jareer ~.~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ once said to 
me, 'Why do you not relieve me of Dhu Khalasa?' Dhu Khalsa was a building of 
the Khath'am tribe and was referred to as the Yemeni Kabah during the Period of 
Ignorance. '0 Rasulullaah ~!' I submitted, 'I am a person who cannot remain 
steady on horseback .. ," The rest of the narration is like the one above. (4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Busr ~~ relates, "My father and I were sitting by the 
door of our house when Rasulullaah ~ arrived on his mule. '0 Rasulullaah 
~!' my father said, 'Why don't you alight to have something to eat and make 
du'aa for blessings?' Rasulullaah ~ then alighted, ate something and made 
du'aa saying, '0 Allaah! Have mercy on them, forgive them and bless them in 
their sustenance."'(S) Another narration states further that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Busr ~~ said, "We then always saw a tremendous supply of sustenance 
coming from Allaah ~;.a>t;Z.'." (6) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~~ Made for Hadhrat 

Baraa bin Ma'roor ~!J.1~, Hadhrat Sa'd bin 


Ubaadah ~!J.1~.and Hadhrat Abu Qataadah ~!J.1~ 

Hadhrat Nadhla bin Amr Ghifaari ~~ reports, ''When a man from the Ghifaar 
tribe came to Rasulullaah ~ and Rasulullaah ~ asked him what his name 
was, he replied that it was Muhaan (meaning 'the disgraced one'). Rasulullaah 
~ said, 'You are now Mukrim ('the honoured one').' When Rasulullaah ~ 
arrived in Madinah, he also led the Janaazah salaah for Hadhrat Baraa bin 
Ma'roor ~u..~. Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa for him saying, '0 Allaah! Shower 
Your special mercy on Baraa bin Ma'roor. Do not be unapproachable to him on 
the Day of Qiyaamah and enter him into Jannah, which You already have 
(decreed).",(7) 
(1 ) Tabraani. 
(2) Abdur Razzaaq and Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol. 5 Pg. I 52). 
(3) Tabraani. 
(4) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol.5 Pg.152). 
(5) Ibn Asaakir. 
(6) Tabraani, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (VoL5 Pg.220). 
(7) Ibn Mandah and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (VoL5 Pg. I 44). 
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Hadhrat Ibn Abu Qataadah ~ reports that the person for whom Rasulullaah 
~ 'led the Janaazah salaah when he arrived in Madinah was Hadhrat Baraa bin 
Ma'roor @,~, Rasulullaah ~ went with the sahabah ~ and when they 
formed a row in front of Hadhrat Baraa ~~'s body, Rasulullaah·~ made 
du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! Forgive him, have mercy on him and be pleased with 
him, even though 'You have already done this." (1) 

Hadhrat Qais bin Sa'd ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once made du'aa 
saying, "0 Allaah! Shower Your special mercy on the family of Sa'd bin Ubaadah 
and forgive them." (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Qataadah ~ relates, "We were with Rasulullaah ~ on a 
journey when (because of exhaustion) he started to lean to one side of his 
animal. I then held him up with my hand until he woke up. Later when he again 
started to lean to one side, I again supported him until he awoke. Thereafter, he 
made du'aa saying, '0 Allaah! Look after Abu Qataadah as he has looked after me 
tonight.' He then addressed me saying, 'We have certainly given you a lot of 
difficulty.",(3) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~~ Made for Hadhrat 

Anas bin Maalik ~~~ and for Other 


Sahabah I@~~ 


Hadhrat Anas @)1:i~ reports that when Hadhrat Ummu Sulaym ~ once 
requested Rasulullaah ~ to make du'aa for him, Rasulullaah ~ said, "0 
Allaah! Grant him plenty of wealth and children and bless him in them." (4) 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ narrates that a man called Harmala ~ once 
came to Rasulullaah ~. pointing to his tongue, he said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! 
Imaan is still here while hypocrisy lurks here." He then pointed towards his heart. 
He then continued, "I think but a little of Allaah." Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa 
for him saying, "0 Allaah! Grant him a tongue that makes Dhikr and a heart that 
is grateful. Allow him to love those whom I love and let all his affairs have a good 
ending." (5) 

Hadhrat Talib ~ narrates that when he once requested Rasulullaah ~ to 
make du'aa for him, Rasulullaah ~ said, "(I will do SO) When permission is 
granted (by Allaah)." Rasulullaah ~ then waited awhile before he made du'aa 
saying, "0 Allaah! Forgive Talib and have mercy on him. 0 Allaah! Rorgive TaUb 
and have mercy on him. 0 Allaah! Forgive Talib and have mercy on him." (6) 
Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once made 
du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! Elevate your little servant Abu Aamir above the majority 

(1) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg.620). 
(2) Abu Dawood. as quoted in Muntakhab K11nzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol. 5 Pg.190). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym and Tabraani, as quoted in Muntakhab K11nzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol. 5 Pg.16I). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in Muntakhab K11nzu/ UmmaaJ (Vo\.5 Pg.142). 
(5) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.9 Pg.402) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(6) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.402) has commented on the chain of narrators. Ibn Sa'd (VoL7 Pg.42) 

has reported a similar narration. 
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of people on the Day of Qiyaamah." (1) 

Hadhrat Hassaan bin Shaddaad ~ narrates, "When my mother arrived with a 
delegation to meet Rasulullaah ~, she said, '0 Rasulullaah.~! I have come 
with this delegation to you so that you may make du'aa that this son of mine 
becomes big and good.' Rasulullaah ~ then performed wudhu and, passing 
the leftover water over my face, said, "0 AllaahI Bless her in this child and 
make him big and goOd. IfI (2) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~ Made for the Weak 
Sahabah~~ 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah %&i~ narrates that after making the Salaam, 
Rasulullaah ~ was still facing the Qibla when he raised his head and made 
du'aa saying, "0 Allaahl Free Salamah bin Hishaam, Ayaash bin Abu Rabee'ah, 
Waleed bin Waleed and all the other weak Muslim who are unable to formulate 
an escape route and have no way out (of Makkah)." (3) 

Another narration states that it was after raiSing his head fraIT:. a Rakaah of the 
Fajr salaah that Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa saying, "0 AllaahI Rescue Waleed 
bin Waleed,Salatnah bin Hishaam, Ayaash bin Abu Rabee'ah and the other 
oppressed Muslims in Makkah, 0 Allaah! Severely trample the Mudhar tribe 
underfoot and afflict them with drought as the people were amicted during the 
time ofYusuf~@.,,(4) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah _ Recited 

When Bidding Farewell 


Rasulullaah ~ says: "I place your Deen in 

Allaah's Custody... " 


Hadhrat Qaz'ah narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ once said to 
him, "Come. Let me bid YOIl farewell as Rasulullaah ~ bid me farewell. 
(Rasulullaah ~ said:) 

'" """', ""'"," ,,,;,,,, ..... J, .J ,"'," 

"~~lrJ' S!!itAl).:J;l~ illl t~jWl" 
"I place your Deen, your trustworthiness and the results of all your 
deeds in Allaah's custody,,(5) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ would always 
say to a person embarking on a journey, "Come close to me so that I may bid you 
farewell as Rasulullaah ~ bid me farewell." He would then recite the du'aa 
quoted above. (6) 
(I) Ibn SaId and Tabraani, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. 5 Pg.239). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul UmmaaJ (Vol.5 Pg.167). 
(3) 	Bazzaar. Haythami (Vol.lO Pg.152) haJ commented on the chain of narrators. Ibn Sa'd (VolA 

Pg.130) has reported a similar narration. 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.130). 
(5) Abu Dawood (Vo1.3 Pg.232). 
(6) Tirmidhi (Vo1.2 Pg.182). 
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Rasulullaah ~~'s Words to a Sahabi ~!J..,~ who 

informed him that he intended Leaving 


on a Journey 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ reports that a Sahabi ~ once came to Rasulullaah 
fi saying, "0 RasuluUaah ~r I intend embarking on a journey, so do give me 
some provision (du'aas), Rasulullaah fi said, "May Allaah make Taqwa your 
provision," When he asked for more du'aa, Rasulullaah fi said, "May Allaah 
also forgive your sins." "May my parents be sacrificed for you, 0 Rasulullaah 
~!" the Sahabi ~~ said, "Do give me more." Rasulullaah ~ obliged, 
saying, "And may Allaah make it easy for you to acquire good wherever you may 
be." (1) 

Rasulullaah~'s Words when Bidding farewell to 

Hadhrat Qiltaadah Rahaawi ~~ and 


another Sahabi ~~ 

Hadhrat Qataadah Rahaawi ~)S..~ says, "When Rasulullaah fi appoihted me 
as leader of my people, I held his hand as he bade me farewell. Rasulullaah ~ 
said: 

... "';' ... .1, ... ,"" -, ... '",; ... .",', ... " ............ ", ,..,IZ ".L ......... . 

"~y~~~JJ!~~PJ!.!.l,)lj iSj:W1 ill' J.w:r" 

" " 
"May Allaah make Taqwa your provision, forgive your sins and lead you 
towards good wherever you may be,,(2) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®.~ narrates that a man ()nce said, "0 Rasulullaah 
~r I wish to undertake a journey, so please give m~ some advice,"'Rasulullaah 
~ said, "Ensure that you always adopt Taqwa and recite CAl ~ lliblaahu 
Akbar') when ascending any slope." As the Sahabi ~ was leaving, 
Rasulul1aah ~~ made du'aa saying: 

,~: II 40 bjAj IJ:~' ~}I;..fl II" 
"" " 

"0 Allaahr Shorten the distance for him and make the journey easy for 
him,,(3) , 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~ Recited When Taking 
Food or Drink and when Wearing clothing 

Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~~ reports that when Nabi ~ lifted the tabledoth 
off tbe ground (after eating), he would recite: 

1-:'''-'''' II ",-',," .''''''-: " ,tl~1""-'(I"~" ,·.~,.·"·-,,II>Mr.II""~2 I""
' ~'4JI.:)J~~:,r-;.. (~)'Yo.I "'t.4J4..l$~ ~JP~y jJ,. 'J,--... ... ... ... ...... ... ...... 

"All praise that is most abundant, pure and blessed belongs to Allaah 
but is (of course) insufficient (to praise Him adequately). 0 our Rabb, 

(I) Tirmidhi (Vo\.2 Pg.182). 
(2) Tabraani and Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoLlO Pg.131), 
(3) Tirmidhi (VO\.2 Pg.182), 
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we are unable to stop praising You and will never be independent of 
dOing so either"(l) 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ reports that whenever Rasulullaah ~ ate or 
drank, he would recite: 

"All praise belongs to Allaah who has given us food and drink and has 
made us amongst the Muslims"(2) 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ reports that whenever Rasulullaah ~ wore 
a new garment, he would take the name of the garment - either a Qamees, a 
turban, a shawl (etc.) - and recite the following du'aa: 

~*' '" " "W' '" "'" II'

";U~t:.~Jo~\.:..- ~.. .". I", 

o Allaah All praise belongs to You for giving me this (Qamees, turban, 
shawl, etc.) to wear. I ask You for the good of it and the good for which 
it was made and ask Your protection from the evil of it and the evil for 
which it was made"(3) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah _ Recited when 
Sighting the New Moon and when 
r-Joticing Thunder, Clouds or Wind 
The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~ Recited when 


Sighting the New Moon 

Hadhrat Talha ~ narrates that when Rasulullaah ~ sighted the new 
moon, he would recite: 

~ .L ;III I ... '" ,loll", "',',,, ",,,,, "",' ,. ,,,,, "', "';" ,J' '" , .1 J, ;II 

"ilJ\ ~JJ ~J -:~~IJ ~~IJ ,?~~Ij ~~~~,~\" 
"0 Allaah! Let this new moon rise over us with good fortune, Imaan, 
safety and Islaam. (0 moon) My Rabb and yours is Allaah"(4) 

A narration of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ quotes the words of the du'aa 
as follows: 

iOC' ),. ,/~ '" " '" *,"" '" ",A; ,"" ',"'".1'''' ',1J.".1",'#I",IJ,,,, 

~~~j;J1j -:~~IJ ~~Ij '?t:.~1j q--~~ t.;.;li: ~I !~I~I ilJI" 
,,-1. "I",,,,~... ,; ,"'", 

"ilJl ~JJ liiJ ~YJ 
"Allaah is the Greatest! 0 Allaah! Let this moon rise over us with peace, 
security, serenity, Islaam and inspiration to do that which You love and 

(I) Bukhaari, Abu Dawood and Tirmidhi. 
(2) Tirmidhi and Abu Dawood, as quoted in jam'ul Fawaa'id (Vo1.2 Pg.264). 
(3) TIrmidhi and Abu Dawood, as quoted in Jam';.:! Fawaa'id (Vol.2 Pg.264). 
(4) Tirmidhi (Vo1.2 Pg.183). 
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approve of. (0 moon) Our Rabb and yours is Allaah,,(l) 
Hadhrat Raafi bin Khadeej ~.~ reports that whenever Rasulullaah ~ saw 
the new moon, he would remark, "The moon of good and virtue." He would then 

recite the following du'aa thrice: 
iii"', "", .1"""" , "'" , "", " ".",", "" .If," ,w '.J.L "" 
"~~ ~~yIJ~laJ\.r->J~\ lolA.r-> ~ o.ill~1 ~!~I" 

"0 Allaah! I ask You for the good of this month and for the best of 
destinies and I seek Your protection from its evil,,(2) 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~ Recited when he 

Noticed Thunder, Clouds and Wind 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar @.~ reports that when Rasulullaah ~ heard 
thunderclaps, he recited: 

II' If , '" '" ""'" '" ;, "" .I .... "'" "'II' "'.1,; '.1~'" 
"o.ill~ ~ W~J .:.41~ ~ '.lJ ~~ '.l 

II' 

!~\" , ." '" ",'" '" "" 
"0 Allaah! Let not Your wrath kill us, let not Your punishment destroy 
us but rather grant us safety before that,,(3) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ nal rates that whenever the wind blew violently, 
Rasulullaah ~ would say: 

"oIoJ~'I~W~"~~.... ..') r J .. 
"0 Allaah! I ask You for its good, the good in it and the good it has been 
sent for. I also seek Your protection from its evil, the evil in it and the 
evil (punishment) it has been sent for,,(4) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ also reports that whenever Rasulullaah ~ noticed a 
cloud forming on the horizon, he would leave what he was doing. In fact, if he 
was performing salaah, he would shorten it. He would then recite the du'aa: 

"iiI ", ",.I .J, fol,I '.I.L",
"tA~: .:.4~~I· '\ !~I" . 

", ~", ~, 
"0 Allaahr I seek Your protection from its evil" 

If rain then fell, he would say: <U;.at;.P ;..Wt) 
"0 Allaah! Ma~e this a pleasant downpour,,(5) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ narrates that when Rasulullaah ~ noticed a dense 
cloud in the sky, he would forsake everything he was dOing, even salaah. He 
would then turn to the cloud and say: 

"" I.",w;# .".1 .1"" '.1.L", 
"~~j' I..r ~~.)yu Ul !~'" 


"0 Allaah! We seek Your protection from the evil (punishment) with 

(1) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.4 Pg.326). Tabraani has reported a similar narration 

without the words and with the word instead of. Haythami (Voi.1O Pg.l39) has commented on the 
chain of narrators. 

(2) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Hayrhami (Voi.IO Pg.139). 
(3) Tirmidhi, as quoted in Jam'ul Fawaa'id (Vo1.2 Pg.264). 
(4) Bukhaari, Muslim and TirmidhL 
(5) Abu oawood. as Jam'ul Fawaa'id (VOL2 Pg.265). 
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which it has been sent" 

However, if it happened to rain, he would recite the following du'aa twice or thrice: 


; f- ,. ,,~ ,;J' 

"Wl; I:~:;' ~I" 
"0 Allaah! Make this; beneficial downpour,,(l) 

Hadhrat Salamah bin Akwa ~ reports that when. the wind blew fiercely, 
Rasulullaah ~ would say: 

~ '" .... (;; ,,1 .... 
,,~~ biI . -.111" 

"" ~ 
"0 Allaah! Make it a wind that is fruitful and not one that is destructive,,(2) 

Some General Du'aas that Rasulullaah ~ Made 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~. used to 
make du'aa saying: 

\~Ij ~~Ij~Ij ~~1~~~A II" 
"0 Allaah! I ask you for guidance, Taqwa, chastity and independence,,(3) 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ reports that one of the du'aas Rasulullaah 
~ often recited was: 

.' ... ,II' w.l 1""',Y-';"j.!J.J 1\.. ~ JS' 'I C! ~Ij 
.,.. J1'-' '" ~ 

"0 Allaah! Forgive my sins, my acts of ignorance, the excesses I commit 
in my affairs and everything else that You know better than I. 0 Allaah! 
Forgive the wrong I do in earnestness, in jest. in error and on purpose. 
all of which I am guilty of. 0 Allaah! Forgive my past sins, my future 
sins, those that I have done secretly, those I have committed openly 
and all others that You know better than L You are the one Who 
promotes and relegates (people in status) and You have power over all 
things,,(4) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to make the 
following du'aa: 

, ~~ ~ , "~I ~W~ 'I ;'1:..,'\" :s "~"~ :soUl" .:~ , I ;'1~1 All" ~ ." !S';' " u:: c;,-:J r "ya" ~"u:: (....-;.
":,c' '-: ~I~" '; a;G' 'SQ\ ":( :s~~ 1':'. '"~I "." " '\' ,,"~ IJ -r-> y-- 1.5:! u:: '4" ~:J " ~!S';' 1..5'..f: u:: & IJ 

WI .... WI.I, ,1,II,tJ.." """,_,"r~O! ~ c,.,lj ..::J~I 
"0 Allaah! Set right the affairs of my Deen in which lles the safety of all 

(1) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzuf Ummaaf NolA Pg.290). 
(2) Tabraani. Haythami Nol.10 Pg.135) has c0mmented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Muslim. 
(4) Muslim and Bukhaari. 
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my affairs, set right my worldly affairs in which lies my livelihood and 
set right the affairs of my Aakhirah to which I shall be returning. Make 
life a means for me to progress in every good and make death a means 
for me to be relieved of every evil"(l) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~~ reports that RasuluUaah ~ used to 
make the following du'aa: 

I ... ", 1
',110l0i'''.1,,,, ',"'''' .1,"""''','''''' .I~~"'''''''';,; ",,,, " ... .J,",'"''W,JIoli'''
~I ~6;.Io!.4J ~I~;"~Y~J~~ Io!.4J ~11o!.1J ~I" 

~ . " 
.J , '". ~ ,,,,,1,""", ' -&", , y , (:i ,J,,,, ",'" , .... t -, "", .J '"J; IOiI 

v-..i~IJ ~IJ .::.Iy.,!'.l ISfl ~I ~I ~ "I ~I '.l~;U~ '.l.!.l.1~ ~.rl ~j 
, ,",,1; 

""Yy.,! 

"0 Allaah! To You do I submit, in You do I believe, in You do I trust, to 
You do I turn and with You do I challenge (my opposition). 0 Allaah! 
Because there is none worthy of worShip but You, I seek protection 
with Your honour against me being misguided. You are the Ever Living 
Who will never die while man and Jinn will surely die,,(2) 

Hadhrat Ummu Salamah ~ narrates that the du'aa Rasulullaah ~ most 
often made was; 

".!J :j~)$ ~~~, !~;:Ull ~ia;~" 
"0 the One Who turn; hearts! Keep ~yheart st:adfaston Your Deen,,(3) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ narrates that another of the du'aas that Rasulullaah ~ 
used to make was: 

~ ~, ~,~ ~ .!." ,:i\ ~( :s "" ".'~":S~ . ..~ ~1ii"" " ~~:r . J ~ ~ ~.J ~ . ~ ~ 
<.~jwl ~"JJ~( '1:.-:.'1\ t.,':i\ ~ JJ,:~ "~~i''''I.::..i, 
~ ~J"" J~ iJ"'r- ~J" " . .~.r-~ ", ...",,,, 

w 

... 
"0 Allaahl Grant me well-being in my body and well-being in my sight 
and make them my beneficiaries. There is none worthy of worship but 
You the Most Forbearing and Most Magnanimous. Glorified is Allaah 
the Rabb of the Grand Throne. All praise belongs to Allaah the Rabb of 
the universe,,(4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~r;.1~ narrates that one of the du'aas Rasulullaah 
~ used to make was: 

, ,'" ,.I,'" "'... , ,,J,... ''''''' ,J ,; ...'" , ,,1,... ".,.... , '''' '"G '" '" ,.I WI WI.,.. 

~'f'b'J .)s-~ '.lJ ~fo'J .)s-~ '.lJ ';~IJ .)s-~ '.lJ ~I '-If 

~G .!Jj ~\1.!Jj ~G.!Jj ~~, yJ ~~d)$ ~~IJ ~I~~.J 
,w#", , ",'" , "'", ... ,... " ''''' ... ,'" , ... ::;i ... fII, )' ,"'" 16, .P *" ,II' _',' , ... "" 
~J ';y~~1j ~J>' ~Ij ~Y~ ~!;A JI ~~J ~I~ Io!.1J 

, ''''''.If" .If '.1, .If" .If,,, w ,;#,;# _ ,'t!'_ ,"" '-.1, 

"~~~IJ~~~~J~'f'b\J~ 
"0 my RabbI Assist me and do not aSSIst others against me. Help me 

(1) Muslim. 
(2) Muslim and Bukhaari. 
(3) Tirmidhi. 
(4) Tirmidhi. 
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and do not help others against me. Plan in my favour and do not plan 
against me. Guide me and make guidance easy for me and assist me 
against those who oppose me. 0 my Rabb~ Make me one who is 
grateful to You, who remembers You, who is not wary of You, who 
obeys you and who turns towards You. Accept my repentance, wash 
away my sins, accept my du'aa, make my testimony firm, guide my 
heart, steer my tongue and remove ill feeling from my heart,,(l) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®~ narrates that amongst the du'aas that 
Rasulullaah ~ made was: 

'1iI,I, ... ;If,.'''", ... ' ... ,.,'''" ......... ,'''' ,,-,;tiI"''J''''aI.lJ, ... 

~J r.)S' ~ a..~IJ cl3~ 	~1yJ ~J ~~.,.. ~ U~ ......+U1" 

, ... ... ",',., ' ... ; ,,""'w w,}, ...... , ... ,,, 

'1WI ..... a~IJ <u::J4JJA.I'J ~ JS' ..... ~IJ'" v.... til... '1:.:. ... \.I ... ... 

"0 Allaah! We beg You for everything that attracts Your mercy and 

forgiveness. We also beg You for safety from every sin, for inspiration 

to do everygood, for the success of Jannah and safety from Jahannam.',(2) 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ®.U.~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to make 

du'aa saying: 

"'''' ...... ~f~· " ...... "'", """',,, "'".I", '",.J'" "''', ' ,.,J, ...
"U..I,i$.:.US ~ J U~JU~J WjAJ t...:o..U;J 14iSW.,#I......+U1" 

II' ", , 	 ... 

"0 Allaah~ Forgive the sins and wrong we do in jest, in earnestness and 
on purpose, all of which we are guilty of,(3) 

Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn ~ narrates that the du'aa Rasulullaah ~ 
made most frequently was: 

.1 ,iii"::,,,,, .1' ","" .1 '''''',1'''' .1 '"''',1''''' .1 """::7...... .1\(!. ..." ... , \' '!,;.w,
";.::.J..l.A.Ai ""J ~ ""J ~ ""J ;.::.JJ,r ""J;.::.J..l.A.Ai ....J;.::.J1oIZ?' "" ~p " 
"0 Allaah! Forgive the wrongs I do in error and on purpose, those that I 
have done secretly and those I have committed openly, those 
committed in ignorance and those done intentionally,,(4) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ says that Rasulullaah ~ used to make du'aa saying: 

"0 Allaah! Make my character beautiful just as You have made my 
appearance beautiful,,(5) 

Hadhrat Ummu Salamah ®.U.~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ used to say: 
...... , ....,..., "... ... 'J Ii/II ... 

" "'j\ I~.II'· " , ',"', "...A1' ~ 4.S!~IJ~JIJ.# ~J... , 
"0 my Rabb! Forgive me, have mercy on me and guide me to the most 
upright path,,(6) 

Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to make 
(I) Abu Dawood and Ibn Maajah. A narration of Tirmidhi adds the words. 
(2) Haakim, as quoted in Nawawi's Kitaabul Adhkaar (Pg.498). 

(.3) Ahmad and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.10 Pg.172). 

(4) Ahmad, Tabraani and Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.lo 

Pg.I72). 
(5) Ahmad and Abu Ya'la, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL I 0 Pg. 17.3). 

(6) Ahmad and Abu Ya'la, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.10 Pg.174), 
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du'aa saying: 
",II''''' J,,, "!ill' ,";111 "',' w; " " H..uWI ...::.:> <4. ~ !4..1AIJ .......~~I .. 34~" 


...,-- ',,"'"':"'~:' I" " ,,~/ 
"0 Defender of Islaam and the Muslims! Keep me steadfast on Islaam 
until the day I meet YOU"O) 

Hadhrat Busr bin Abu Artaat Qurashi ~~ reports that he heard Rasulullaah 
~ make the following du'aa: 

'" -, , ,;II" "" i. , , ","""v; " ,.1.1" """",,'" , J' J, ,.
"~~I "r1.l.PJ Q:UI ~J=!" IX liy:;IJ 4}S' ~."..~I ~ !;i:!lP ~I~I" 


"0 Allaah! Conclude all our affairs in a most beautiful manner and save 

us from disgrace in this world as well as the punishment of the 

Aakhirah,,(2) 

Another narration adds that Rasulullaah ~ said, ''Whoever redtes this du'aa 
will die before being put through tribulations." (3) 
Hadhrat Abu Sirma ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to say: 

,. ",,, , ,."" """," WI '.J J, ,.

"IS~.".. ~J IS~~I~J~I" 
"0 Allaah! I ask You to grant independence to me and to all those 
associated with me,,(4) 

Hadhrat Thowbaan ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to make du'aa 
saying: 

;I,,, '''''''' ,.1; ,'''' , ",,,' '.I" "'''''.I' "',"'''' ",.,.,' '" ""',"" ,ill!! ,,,J,,.0.!J ~ yyJ OIJ ~l......o.ll ~J ~t:PI..u.,JJ ~~I~I~j~I" 
,'" '" ",,", " '''', '" iI", '" ", ',~

"0~ ."J; ~ 0 14.M.9 ..u.)~ I.::J')JI 
iii '" , '" '" "'" 

"0 Allaah! I ask You for all that b lawful, for the resolve to stay away 
from evil, for the love of the poor and to accept my repentance. When 
You intend putting Your servants through tribulation, I ask You to take 
me away without undergoing any of it,,(5) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ narrates that one of the du'aas Rasulullaah ~ used to 
make was: 

, ,.J ", '" , W ,., , III" , , "',. ,'" , '" ',1.L"til'

"lSr e.~.!J o..i::':.r.s; ~~~j~~JI ~,~\" 
"0 Allaah! Allocate the greatest quantity of the sustenance you give me 
to myoid age and to the period just before my death,,(6) 

Comprehensive Du'aas 
Rasulullaah ~IS Preference for Comprehensive 


Du'aas and his Teaching them to Hadhrat 

Aa'isha~~~ 

Hadhrat Aa'jsha ~~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ loved making comprehensive 
(1) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoU0 Pg.l 76). 
(2) Ahmad. 
(3) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoU0 Pg.187). 
(4) Ahmad and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL 1 0 Pg.178). 
(5) Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. 10 Pg.) 81). . 
(6) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoUO Pg.l82). 
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du'aas and would make them rather than any other." (I) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ also reports that she was busy performing salaah when 
(her father) Hadhrat Abu Bakr~ came to tell Rasulullaah ~ something 
that she was unable to hear. "b Aa'isha!" Rasulullaah ~ said to her, "Ensure 
that you make comprehensive du'aas. When she had completed her salaah, 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ asked Rasulullaah ~ about this and he advised her to 
make the following du'aa; 

,"',"",_"'''''''.1, .1',"""'" -..... ",_w.1,""''''' ;,1','" W'.J~" 
~I ;,JloJ ~~ loJ ~Ij ~~ +¥,~I ~ ~I ~J ~I" 
..... "" ,.1',"'",,"',",""'''''' .I,,,,,,,, -.... '" w,lt.ll' '" "'''',.1;1",
~'~b~\ ;JloJ ~~ LoJ ~Ij ~~~r'~ ~~.Y'J 

p Jl y) .(x t+.Jl ~) ~J ~WI ~ ~S~J P jI y.;J (x t+.Jl ~) ~J 
",~"'''' , ...... ,JJ. i:ii", "'",.1 "".1,.1",,, "',1,,,,.1, "'''''''''' ", ,"', ,,I;,""
~J ~ wI ~~ .!..llJ""jJ ..!.I-4P .u.. ~ lo.r.> ~ ~IJ'" ", ",'" 
'" .J"',"''' ",'", '" ,"" '" .J ~ ~ "" ~ &; ",.J ",.1,.1;11 "'" ", ,J,,, .J, ",;1 ",'" , , ".J,!II' , ", '" 

~IJ~J 9P wI ~~ .!..llJ""JJ..!.I-4P ~ ..!.I~~\ ~ ..!.I~'J 
.. , .J ,"" '" "'''' '" ,'" ,"', , ",,'" '" .... 

"I.."';'J ~~~ iJlr' ~~~ lo 
"0 Allaah~ I ask You for all good that is immediate and that is still to 
come, whether I am aware of it or not. I seek Your protection from all 
evil that is immediate and that is still to come, whether I am aware of it 
or not. I ask You for Jannah and every word and deed that will take .me 
closer to it I also seek Your protection from Jahannam and every word 
and deed that will take me closer to it. I ask You for every good that 
Your servant and Rasul Muhammad ~ asked You for and I seek Your 
protection from everything that Your servant and Rasul Muhammad 
~. sought Your protection from. I also beseech You to ma:ke the 
outcome be good of everything that You have decreed for me,,(2) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ says, "I was busy performing salaah 
when Nabi ~ entered the room. He needed something and because I was 
delaying him, he said, '0 Aa'ishar You ought to make du'aa that is concise and 
comprehensive.' When I completed, I asked, '0 Rasulullaah ~r what du'aa is 
concise and comprehensive?'" Rasulullaah ~ then taught her the du'aa quoted 
above. (3) 

Rasulullaah ~ Teaches a Comprehensive Du'aa 
. to Hac:lhtat Abu Umaamah ~ and to some 

other Sahabah ~~~ 
Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~,u.~says that because Rasulullaah ~ made so 
many du'aas, they were unable to remember them. They therefore said to him 
one day, "0 Rasulullaah~! You make so many du'aas, that we are unable to 
(I) Ibn Abi shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0/ol.! Pg.291). 
(2) 	Haakim, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0/ol.1 Pg.306).Ahmad and Ibn Maajah have reported a 

similar narration, as quoted in the Adhkaar of Nawawi. 
(3) Bukhaari in his Adab (Pg.506). 
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remember them." Rasulullaah ~ said, "Should I not teach you a du'aa that 
incorporates all of them?" Rasulullaah ~ then told them to recite: 

"" ~ "" "" ,'" '" "J; '".,,, "" .I '" & ", ", "" '" #' ,", "" ,J ... , "'. IZ. '.I J, .... 
~J~ wI ~~ ..tJ!;i ~~ l:. r-> ~~ li1 ~I" 
" "''''', J' ", y, ",:;",,,, ,'" "" ,J.L '", 0' ",.I '" ~ ,. .I" ""," , ". j,;I "', ",.1,.1"'''

,,~I..::...iIJ....,.LJ ~wI ~~	..tJ=;j ~ .)~I l:.r~ ~.)y.iJ 
.L ''''-!'''' '" ," ,~ ~ "'",,' ",".""

".uJ~ ':J; OJ" ':iJ JJ-'" ':iJt~\ ~J 
"We ask You for every good that Your Nabi Muhammad ~ asked You 
for and we seek Your protection frorneverything that Your Nabi 
Muhammad ~ sought Your protection from. It is only from You that 
help can be sought and only You can conclude all matters because 
there is no power or might but from Allaah,,(l) 

Asking for Allaah's Protection 

Factors from which Rasulullaah ~jj used to Ask 


for Allaah's Protection 

Hadhrat Anas ~.~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ used to make du'aa saying: 

, "",""; ,,I', ~," ,.I'''' , "'". , .... ". "" ".1,.1"" iii ,'.I.L ....' 
~ ~.)jPlj ~IJ ~*\J ~\J plJ~\ ~ ~.)jPl ~1 ~I" 

""",' '" ".,,,, "''J , ". .1,.1"''''' ,"" '" "" 
"(,~,JI.:o.:J'-' ~I~~~.)jP'-'fiJI ~Ijs:: 

"0 AlIaah! I seek Your protection from helplessness, laziness, 
cowardice, extreme old age and miserliness. I also seek Your protection 
from punishment in the grave and from the. tribulations of life and 
death" 

Another narration adds the words: 

,\J~t'9&J J~I~J" 
" ... (and I seei< Your prctestion from) the burden of debts and from the 
tyranny of men ..(2) 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ used to include the 
following words in his du'aa: 

, ",," ," ,.w" , '" .I' ... ,..1,.1", WI "'.I ~ "....WI".' 

"~I~ l:.r~J~ l:.r~ ~.)jPl ~J~I" 
"0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from the evil of what I· do and from 
the evil of what I do not do,,(3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~	narrates that amongst the du'aas that 
Rasulullaah ~made was: 

,. ""II' , "",," ",,' "£.,"''''' ,. "" &,.",,,,,, '" ""', ,. ","'" foil "".L" 
"~f4.<.>.J~o~J 1!1;.J\$: J~J~ JIJj .... I.!.4.)~I . ...i1 ~I", ~-" ", "",.. "''''" "''''" v.... ,. ....,....... 

"0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from losing Your bounties, from a 
reverse in well-being, from sudden calamities and from all forms of 

(I) Tirmidhi (Vo1.2 Pg.190). Bukhaari has reported a similar narration in his Adab (Pg.99). 
(2) Bukhaari and Muslim. 
(3) Muslim. 
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Your wrath" 
Hadhrat Zaid bin Arqam ~)l..~ once said to the people, "I am telling you only 
what Rasulullaah _ used to tell us." (He then proceeded to teach them the 
following du'aa:) 

~\ ~\~J ~\J J:*~'J ~G ~IJ ;"~I .:... ~~~ JI ;"tul"
'" '" "'",. ",. '" v." '" IIV' 

-ill ,,.,tL, *",,,,,,,, ... ~'" ,!y. "'l~ " .J,'" """..I ...... ~ ... .... 1'" -' ,... ,..,oL",
~! ~11.A'.l,..) 4*-1,..., ;,,;..j\ lA~j \.Y ~ ;,,;..j\ "t'!)j lAJil ~~II~' 

"1 ""At .J ~~ , ~ 
""e"'~ •• 

"0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from helplessness, laziness, 
cowardice, miserliness and from punishment in the grave. 0 Allaah! 
Grant Taqwa to my Nafs and purify it because You are the best of those 
who purify it. You are its Protector and Master. 0 Allaah! I seek Your 
protection from knowledge that does not benefit, from a heart that 
does not fear (displeasing YOU), from a Nafs that is never satiated and 
from du'aas that are not accepted" 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ used the following words 
when making du'aa: 

, ... , '" 1 ' loll "" , 11" '" "" "" " .... " "".J , ,I'" ill ',J ~ '" 
'J.llllj ~\~~jJW' ~I~JJWI azj ~ ~,)y:1 ~I~I" 

"" "" "" "" "" '" "" iii' '" "'",. ,.", 

"0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from the tribulation of Jahannam, 
from its punishment and from the evils of both wealth and poverty,,(l} 

Hadhrat Qutba bin Maalik ~ reports that Rasulullaah _ used to make 
the following du'aa: 

"~I"~IJ J~~IJ J~~I.:J~ ,~ ... ~~~J' A II" 
,. ,. ",. II' v,.... "''''' 

"0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from character, actions and desires 
that are evil,,(2) 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah _ used to make du'aa saying: 
,., .... , ill" ;I.J',. ,.J.J', ,.",'", "".J,.J""w'.J~" 

" .....~'SI ~J ..... I~b o~lj if~\ ~ .:.l.,,)y:I~' ~I" 
'" "'",,, '" '" ", '" "" 

"0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from leprosy, insanity and all 
debilitating diseases,,(3) 

Hadhrat Abu Yasar ~ who was also a Sahabi reports that Rasulullaah ~ 
used to make du'aa saying: 

""",,', ,"";If '" .J,.J"",... ,loll.,."; III' ", "',.1"'; ,,,,,, '" '" .I,"" '" tM"J.", 
~..,.~,lIj ~)JI o! ~,)y:,-, i.S~1 ~ ~,)y:lj -:-lfll o! ~,)y:\ ~~ ~I" 

(1) Tirmidhi, Abu Dawood, Ibn Maajah and Nasa'ee. 
(2) Tirmidhi. 
(3) Abu Dawood and Nasa'ee. 
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"0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from being crushed, from falling, from 
drowning, from being burnt and from extreme old age. I also beseech 
You to protect me from being driven insane by shaytaan at the time of 
death, from dying in Your path while fleeing from the battlefield and 
from dying from the bite of a poisonous creature.,(1) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ used to make the 
following du'aa: 

"',, "" '" """ .I*"" ,I,' ",,' , , "'" ",.1,.1'" iii ".J.L '" 
~}i ~~I ~ ~~'yIJ ~I W'4 4.i}i ~I ~ ~~.y~ -i) ~I" 

"0 AllaahI I seek Your protection from starvation because it is the worst 
of companions and I seek Your protection from treachery because it is 
the worst of confidantes,,(2) 

Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ used say in his du'aas: 
",,,,' .1 '" "'W" '" Wi " ",.J.1" til '.J J, '" 

"~")\>'.ll ~J ~~Ij~~I~~~~I-i~~I" 
"0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from disputes, hypocrisy and bad characterl/(3) 

Hadhrat Anas ~\1~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ used to recite the following 
du'aa: 

""",'''' """"" ,,'" '" '" .1,.1"'" "'''''''' ,""'" '" .1,.1' .., ,.".L ... 
~IJ ~Ij ~~I ~ ~~'y1j ~IJ~I ~ ~~'yl ~j ~I" 
--;'Il0l., """ '" oI'W til '" W ,,'" , .J '" " ",..1" .I"'", '" '" , "'" 'w '" 

~\.;!J.lIJ ~IJ JWJIJ JI.UJIJ J Jj.:..AJ1 ~ ~.)'yIJ ~IJ a..!.l.lIJ 
"" '" ,," '" II' ill' "'" '" , '" 

'" , "" w" ... ;I .1'" ,.1 .1 ' " ",,,',, ", " ....J , .1"" 
" ....t.a.;.,'.ll ~J ....I~IJ ",~IJAIj~I~~.)'yIJ

" "'"" " " " "",o Allaahl I seek Your protection from helplessness, laziness, 
hard-heartedness, negligence, poverty, disgrace and destitution. I seek 
Your protection from sinfulness, disputes, hypocrisy, boastfulness and 
ostentation. I also seek Your protection from being deaf, dumb, insane 
and from contracting leprosy or any other debilitating diseases,,(4) 

Hadhrat Uqba bin Aamir ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to make the 
following du'aa: 

" , " -" ""'," - ~ ",',,,, ~ ,iZ, ".J ,.1.... -·111 '.J J. " 
~t..:., ~J ~I~~ ~J~I~~ J ~I--:y. ~ ~.)'yl ~j~I' 

" ".1' ", I "'''' " "~li:J1 i~ .}, :.,..:JI~~ ~J~I 
"0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from a terrible day, a terrible night, a 
terrible moment, a terrible companion and from a terrible neighbour to 
my permanent residence,,(5) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to seek Allaah's 

(1) Abu Dawood and Nasa'ee. 
(2) Abu Dawood and Nasa'ee, as quoted in Kitaabul Adhkaar (Pg,499). 
(3) Abu Dawood and Nasa'ee, as quoted in Tayseerul Wusool (VoJ.2 Pg.83). 
(4) Tabraani in his Sagheer, reporting from reliable £'Jurces as confirmed by Haythami (VoI~lQ Pg.143). 
(5) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo!.l 0 Pg.144) has commented on the chain of narrq-t::>rs. 
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protection from five factors with the following words: 

'~l r..?J;ij1 yl~J)~1 G.;~ ~ilj~\ .:..0 ~~~Jl ~ II" 
"" " #' .... ,. "", "V''',; "... 

"0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from miserliness, cowardice, 
corruption of the heart, punishment in the grave and extreme old 
age,,(l) 

Hadhrat Umar~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ used the follOwing words to 
secure Allaah's protection for (his grandsons) Hadhrat Hasan ~~~ and Hadhrat 
Husayn~~: 

"In the complete and perfect attributes of Allaah do I ask: 
,.' ,,,, fool ~ ,. "" ~ "" "'," WII J" "J, """.J .J" " ,1,0/

"Lo'l ,.~ JS' , . ..oJ Lo1.AJ "~JS' .,..0 LoWI Ull ~~W'" ~I .Jl" 
II "" ..... v,' if. tJ ;Ii v,," "" '" """ ... ~;"" 

rotection for the two of you from every Shaytaan and harmful creature 
and from every evil eye,,(2) 

Securing Protection from the Jinn 
The Words Rasulullaah ~. used on the night the 

Jinn connived Against him 
Hadhrat Abu Tayyaah narrates that he once asked Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin 
Khambash Taymi ~ - who was an old man by then - "Did you meet 
Rasulullaah ~?" When the Sahabi ~~ confirmed that he did, Hadhrat Abu 
Tayyaah asked,' "What did Rasulullaah .~ do the night the Jinn connived 
against him?" Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan ~ explained, ''That night many Jinn 
came down from their mountains and valleys to (attack) Rasulullaah ~. 
Amongst them was a particular Shaytaan who carried a flame in his hand with 
the intention df burning the blessed face of Rasulullaah ~. However, Hadhrat 
Jibra'eel .~ came down to Rasulullaah ~ saying, '0 Muhammad ~! Say 
something!' 'What shan I say?' Rasulullaah ~ asked, Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~@ 
then told Rasulullaah ~ to recite the following words: 

, " "" "" .J ,... ,..Wi'" , ... f.",." f........ ". ,."" ;1001", ,:;..!. "",.1 , .J; 


~J ;UI ~ J-f'l ~r ~J \y.J b~J J-b' ~r~ ~W\ ~1~~ ~~l" 
.J ." '" , ,'" .I')" II ... , ... loiii ,J w,. , '" ... ',. " ... Ill" , ". "" ,J.J ,,, ,Vi'" 

'\:)~) ~~ J.J.6,I \j~U.<;jl ~~U. ys-r ~J~4Db ~I~-t' ~J~~ t:.r 
'In the complete and perfect attributes of Allaah do I ask protection 
from the evil of everything He has created and dispersed and from the 
evil of everything descending from the sky and going up into it. I also 
seek protection from the evil of the trials of the day and night and from 
every occurrence except those that bring good. 0 The Most Merciful (it 
is to You that I plead)' 

(After Rasulullaah ~ recited the du'aa) The flame they carried was then 
extinguished andAllaah defeated them." (3) 

(I) Ahmad, Ibn Abi Shaybah, Abu Dawood. Nasa'ee and others. 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in, as quoted in KanzuJummaaJryol.1 Pg.212). 
(3) Ahmad and Abu Ya'\a, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.117) with commentary on the 

chain of narrators .. Nasa'ee and Ibn Abi shaybah have reported similar narrations, as quoted in 
Kanzul ummaal ryol.1 Pg.212). 
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Hadhrat ubay bin Kafb ~ reports that he was once with Rasulullaah ~~ 
when a Bedouin came and said, "0 Nabi of Allaah ~~1 I have a brother who is 
suffering." "What is it that ails him?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. When the man 
explained that his brother was affected by the linn, Rasulullaah ~ told him to 
bring his brother to him. (When the man came) Rasulullaah ~ seated the man 
in front of him and recited the following to secure protection for him (against the 
Jinn): 

• Surah Faatiha 
• the first four verses of Surah Baqarah 
• the verse: "~~I ~~I':' ~J 41! ~ ~1~:J! ~J:'" {Surah Baqarah, verse 163} 

• Aayatul Kursi 
• Three verses at the end of Surah Baqarah 
• The verse: "~Iy.;JI':' ~'411 ~ ~Irwu ;..1Jll~jiJ lS:.;ijr;,:. ~, ~1~.t, all~" {Surah.. '" .. '" '" ...... "" '" '" "" "" "" 

Aal Imraan, verse IS} 
... ",::: "'1' J~ , ... , "'''' ...... , (" "'''" ,""'" ::: .-"'''' -' ;:; JJ, .J .1(,... ;:

• The verse:.)4J1 J.;lII ~ J-J..Jl ~ 1Sy....1.-.J ....~I?..:.... .ll.i'.)~b "",j:....J1 Jl> 1S::U'.u.Jl~.) 0 1" 
"" ...... ' ~ ... ).l. ......."'.1)"":", ......, .J"' ..... ,'" ... ::: ... ,./~ : "',-:, ... " ...... ." ...
.. .I,s1 ........ ",.1.1.1'... 


"~WI .......).u.JI.!J.)~y~I)J.WI;U~I!t~'7'~ ....~b:,;..a.Jb~b¥~ {SurahA'raaf, 

verse 54} 

• The concluding verses C?f Surah MU'I?ineen, sta\ting from 
" ........... II... .. '" ",w '" ..-:;... t" ......... .1-.. , "" .I ",'.Jw t ... "'''' 


• The verse: "til) 'i) ~l...P J.:;.jl t. ~.)P. ",W.wb ~l~1.u.J1~" {Surah linn, verse 3} 
• Ten verses from the beginning of Surah Saaffaat 
• Three verses at the end of Surah Hashar 

• Surah Ikhlaas 
• surah Falaq and Surah Naas 
(Mter Rasulullaah ~ recited these before him) The man then stood up as if he 
had never had any ailment whatsoever. (1) 

What Should be Recited when Falling 

Asleep or when Getting Scared at Night 


The Du'aa Rasulullaah ~~ Taught Hadhrat 
Khaalid bin W aleed ~JJ5~ to Recite to Dispel what 

he saw in his Dreams 
Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~ narrates that Hadhrat Khaalid bin waleed ~~ 
once told Rasulullaah ~ about the frightening dreams that he saw, which 
prevented him from performing salaah at night. "0 Khaalid bin Waleed ~1" 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "Should I not teach you some words that if you say thrice, 
Allaah will dispel these dreams from you?" "May my parents be sacrificed for you, 
o Rasulullaah ~I" Hadhrat Khaalid ~ exclaimed, "Do inform me because 
it was precisely for this reason that I told you about this." Rasulullaah ~ then 
told him to recite the following du'aa: 

; "''' ., ". " "."" ,,,, '" loll"'.,. "'''' "''''; " ,~ ".,..1; J" 

",IJ ~~I~~~J ~~~"rJ ~~J~~ ~WI ~\ ~~ ~yl" 

(1) Ahmad, Haakim and Tirmidhi, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vo!.l Pg.2l2). 
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,.1.1 ,,, 

'\:)J~ 
'" "I seek protection in the complete and perfect attributes of Allaah from 

His wrath, His punishment and from the evil of His servants. I also seek 
His protection from the whispering of the Shayaateen and from them 
approaching me" 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ relates further that it was not even a few nights later that 
Hadhrat Khaalid ~rlo~ came back to Rasulullaah ~ saying, "May my parents 
be sacrificed for you, 0 Rasulullaah ~! I swear by the Being Who has sent you 
with the truth that when I thrice completed the words you taught me, Allaah 
dispelled the condition I was suffering from. I now do not even fear entering a 
lion's den at night." .(1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ~~ mentioned that the above du'aa should be 
recited whenever a dream scares a person. He therefore used to teach the du'aa 
to those children of his who were of an understanding age. As for those who had 
not yet reached the age of understanding, he would write the du'aa down on a 
piece of paper and tie it around their necks. (2) 

Another narr.ation states that Hadhrat Khaalid bin Waleed ~ often woke up 
frightened, from his sleep. When he mentioned this to RasuluIIaah ~. 
Rasulullaah ~ advised him that as soon as he awoke, he should recite 
(Bismillaah), followed by the du'aa quoted above. (3) 
Another narration states that when Hadhrat Waleed bin Waleed ~~ told 
Rasulullaah ~ that he often felt fenrful, Rasulullaah ~ advised him to recite 
the above du'aa when he retired to bed. (4) 

Du'aas for Distress, Worries and Anxiety 
Rasulullaah ~ Teaches the Du'aa to be Recited 

when Experiencing Difficulty 
Hadhrat Ali ~~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ instructed me to recite the following 
du'aa whenever I faced any difficulty: 

l. 1 \ I .,. 

., 'I:.:i, .,':i\ :./ ~I in:Y JJI : ~ .1, $j\ .1 i.:i\ ~I ~I 4J1 ~" 
~.....rr.J J.J ". ~_ ~ 
.,'" .,. ... "'''' ;If .,. 

,,"'.~ jl"'~ .. '" . t f~' _ ~I'
\.P:"'wl ~J ~~Ij 

"There is none worthy of worship but Allaah the Most Forbearin~ and 
Most Magnanimous. Glorified and Blessed is Allaah the Rabb of the 
Glorious throne. All praise belongs to Allaah th-.: Rabb of the 
universe,,(5) 

(I) Tabraani, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL3 Pg.116). Haythami (VoLIO Pg.127) has 
commented on the chain of narrators. 

(2) Nasa'ee, Abu Dawood, Haakim and TirmidhL 
(3) Nasa'ee. Maalik has reported a similar narration in his Mu'atta. 
(4) Ahmad, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.I i 6). 
(5) Ahmad, Nasa'ee, Ibn )areer, Ibn Hibbaan and others, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (VoL! Pg.298). 

Haakim has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Tuhfatudh Dhaakireen IPg.194). 
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A narration of the type has already been quoted in the chapter discussing how 
Adhkaar were taught. 

The Du'aas Rasulullaah ~ Recited when Faced 
with Difficulty and the Du'aa he Taught the 

Family of Abdul Muttalib 
Hadhrat Anas ~ reports that whenever Rasulullaah ~ was faced with any 
difficulty, he used to recite.: 

,J , "',"''' "" '" ,J, -cC, ". "'". ,
"~I~j! .....~~ t?'~" 

" "" 
"0 The Ever Living and Controller, it is by Your mercy that I seek 
assistance"(1) 

Hadhrat Asmaa bint Umays ~~ narrates that whenever Rasulullaah ~ was 
perturbed about something or when he was faced with some difficulty, he would 
recite: 

"I~~ !. 'l-/ .!J)J ~ :;) jfI till"
".. .. 

"Allaah! Allaah is my Rabb and I shall not ascribe any as partner to 
Him,,(2) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Asmaa ~ says that Rasulullaah ~ taught 
her to the above du'aa when in difficulty. (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ reports that they were inside a room when 
Rasulullaah .~ held on to the door-frame and told them, "0 family of Abdul 
Muttalib! When you experience any difficulties or hardships, say: 

II,'" ,J,.J '" ~, .JJ, "'.JJ, ,it 

"~ 'l-/ .!.I,rJ 'J ~j 4..U14..U1" 
"Allaah! Allaah is our Rabb and"we"shall not ascribe any as partner to Him,,(4) 

Another narration quotes the same narration with the words: 
.I"" ". , '" ". -",,,, ,J J,. ". .J ~ '" 

";U ~~ 'J ~j 4..U1 4..U1" 
"Allaah! AlI~ah has no partneru (5} 

Hadhrat AbdulIaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to 
recite the following du'aa during times of difficulty: 

:../ til, ~\ 4J1~ ~I •.':I,~" til, ~'4JI~ ~I~\ til, ~'4JI~" .. ~ ...". ",., ~..r . ~ ".... ",., '" ". 
, "., ,,,,, & .... ,; ,"" & "'". t" , 

"~~I Jo):tJ1 ,-?jJ ,JIj'J\ ,-?jJI.:.J:,.;-J1
"',;, ., '" 

"There is none worthy of worship but Allaah the Most Honoured and 
The Most Forbearing. There is none worthy of worship but AlIaah the 
Rabb of the Glorious throne. There is none worthy of worship but 
Allaah the Rabb of the heavens, the Rabb of the earth and the Rabb of 

(\) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (YoU Pg.299). 
(2) Ibn J areer. 
(3) Ibn Jareer and Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (YoU Pg.300). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.10 Pg.I37) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(5) Ibn )areer, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ (VoU Pg.300). 
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the Majestic Throne"(!) 
Hadhrat Thowbaan ®~ reports that whenever something alarmed 
Rasu\ullaah ~, he would say: 

"1~~ ;, +t lJ)J ~ :;J ili ili" 
"Allaah! Allaah is my Rabb and I shall not ascribe any as partner to Him,,(2) 

The Du'aas of Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~~ and 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~U&~ to be 


Relieved of Difficulties 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ once mentioned that whether with sincerity or not, 
when a person recites the following du'aa seven times, Allaah will alleviate all his 
worries: 

, ... ' ,,,.' -& ,..".1",,J ,' ....... '''';;.1' ... , ;'.I~ ... , ... 


"~I J-'~I Y1JAJ ~Y~ JA 'J1.u1 'J illl.s:->" ...... ". ",,. ... ." 

"Allaah is enough for me (to alleviate all my worries). There is none 
worthy of worship but He. In Him do I pin my trust and He is the Rabb 
of the Glorious Throne,,(3) 

It is reported then whenever Hadhrat AbduIIaah bin Abbaas ®~ recited the 
follOwing du'aa, it was accepted, whether he recited it for any anxiety or worry 
or for fear of any ruler: 

cz .... t ", "'.Ii,;.... , .... ' ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, , ," ... ; Y ' ... , ... ....1... , "" 

'J;;(I~ ~ .:JJL.:.1j ~It.f~1 Y1J pI ~'f-J' Yl ~I 'J;;(I1 ~~'" 
,,,, "'. ~ ' ... , ", ,;.1... , ...." ,'" , , ...',......, .,; ; ,; Ci...", ,'" 

Yl ~I 'J1 ;(I; ~ ~1j ~.fJ' t.f~' Y1J pI ~Ij.:-JI Yl ~\ 

"~.J~>~ ~I? I'~~\:~~J~I.:~:;~IJ~I~I~I... ~~ y- ~ ... vy..-;, ~.---- v-;.· ~~~-- ... 
"I ask You on the strength of my belief that there is none worthy of 
worship but You, the Rabb of the seven heavens and Rabb of the 
Glorious Throne. I ask You on the strength of my belief that there is 
none worthy of worship but You, the Rabb of the seven heavens and 
Rabb of the Honoured Throne. I ask You on the strength of my belief 
that there is none worthy of worship but You, the Rabb of the seven 
heavens and seven earths and everything in them. Verily You have 
power over all things" 

It is after saying this that a person should ask Allaah for what he needs. (4) 

Du'aas to be Recited when Fearing a Ruler 

Rasulullaah ~~ teaches a Du'aa and Hadhrat 


Abdullaah bin Ja'far ~~ Teaches the 

Same to his daughter 


Hadhrat Ali ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ taught him to recite the 
(I) Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Tuhfatudh Dhaakireen (Pg.193). 
(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol. I Pg.300). 
(3) Haakim, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (VaLl Pg.300). 
(4) Bukhaari in his Adab (Pg.105). 
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following du'aa before a (tyrannical) ruler and whenever one feels apprehensive: 

~~I yjJ ~\ ~IJ!o.:.. 1I yj ~\ ~~ ~}J\ ~~I ~I ~l ~l~" 
"" '" ill "',' ".1,.1'" tN ,;" '" "" W '" J" .I, ",'". ,,,,)

".!J:~r~~~'yI~l~WI7'j~~lj~I 
"There is none worthy of worship but Allaah The Most Forbearing and 
The Most Magnanimous. Pure is Allaah The Rabb of the seven heavens 
and Rabb of the Majestic Throne. All praise belongs to Allaah the Rabb 
of the universe. (0 Allaah!) I seek Your protection from the evil of Your 
servants,,(l) 

Hadhrat Abu Raafi narrates that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin ]a'far ~~ (under 
duress) married his daughter to (the notorious governor) Hajjaaj bin Yusuf, he 
advised her to recite the following du'aa whenever Hajjaaj carne to her: 

w , .J.J ~( 't:.::'~, ,,':"1 ~" .J.JI ~ ~ ;', ~'I\ ;, 1·:..11 ~I ~I ~I~"
yj , , j ~ if.)""" yj" " . /'"1..1"""" ~ ".
'" ... '" '" '" 

"There is none worthy of worship but Allaah The Most Forbearing and 
The Most Magnanimous. Pure is Allaah The Rabb of the Majestic 
Throne. All praise belongs to Allaah the Rabb of the universe" 

He believed that it was this du'aa that Rasulullaah ~ always recited 
whenever he was worried about something. As a result (of her reciting this 
du'aa) Hajjaaj was unable to get close to her. (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~U&~ 


Teaches a Du'aa 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ said, ''When you appear before a fearsome 
ruler and you fear that he may tyrannise you, then recite the following du'aa 
three times: 

.L -',-'; -'''' ,"''' .J ",'" , ~"''''.1-L ~, '" ' ''', r:", .... .1~ "')t"" ... .1~", .I"""'.I~ '" 

~~ ~'yl j.l::>-Ij "';\;;'1 ~yl ;uJ\ ¥.~~yl ;uJ1 ftS'I ;uJ1;:.s-1 ;uJ1" 
, " , .... , ", '" "" "'~ ,'" " ,. , .I , .J' ,.,J , ...., _, , iZ 

~ 'l-!~~ *il ~j *i\ ,.;s-~ "I ~I ~I~\ ~ , ~ ~ 11 JA *iJ .ul *i 1.5+,1 
, tI '" ,iM,.1 :::"Jo ... ,'" ~ '''' .... ,,..,,, ...y:... ,.1.1 ..... - ,.,. ... "w" 

....... Ijb.- ' I :<~1 . ....j*ilj:~\ ....... ~L:.1\j ~~Ij O~~j"~ .!J~..,......v.... '-I'; (J" ~,,'i;T;- v", I" ,,.. I, ~ '" '" 

,. .1," ""I -"'" .I, '" '" ,.;" ".1 '" ,,, '" ' I. ,'" :;;,. , loW";I

".!J.#.u\ *ij ~\.!Jj~j .!JJb.-yj .!JjW J>. ~..,...... 
, "" 

'Allaah is the Greatest! Allaah is the Greatest! Allaah is Mightier than all of the 
creation and Mightier than anything I fear and am apprehensive about. I seek the 
protection of that Allaah besides whom there is none worthy of worship, the One 
Who holds the seven skies from falling to the earth without His permission. I 
seek Your protection from this servant of Yours, from his army, his followers and 
all his partisans from amongst ]inn and mankind. 0 Allaah! Be my Protector 
against their eviL Exalted are Your praises, mighty is Your protection, blessed is 

(I) Kharaa'iti in his Makaarimul Akhlaaq, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. I Pg.199). 
(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ (Vol. I Pg.300). 
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Your name and there is none worthy of worship but You",(l) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~ Teaches 

Such a Du'aa 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~1J.,~ said that if a person has a ruler whom he 
fears for his arrogance and oppression, he should recite: 

.vr:'r·".>ti: (1)'1 :-<- 't:.:i\ >.':il '''' ~I .,t,I,'II" Ail"1;.1J>1j 'i ~ J . IS; v ~ '-tr- YJj ~.---- ~.r--' YJ 

.... , ,,. .... /."',.cw .... ,, .... .I .... i:Z'" ,"",""""'''' ,,J.J'~,,,,, " .... '",
iiI ""'''' 

.uj "ij .:.IjW J>.'j .:.IJ~Y lJAb.: ",-, ..;s:.1y,fi "I ~~Ij ~I ~ ~~'-' 
".,) ".

".:.1.# 
"0 Allaah Rabb of the seven heavens and Rabb of the Glorious Throne. 
Be my Protector from this servant of Yours, from his armies and all his 
partisans from amongst Jinn and mankind. 0 Allaah! You protect me 
from their oppression and tyranny. Mighty is Your protection, exalted 
are Your praises and there is none worthy of worship but You' 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ added that when one recites this du'aa, 
the tyrant will be unable to do anything unpleasant to him. (2) 
In another narration, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, "If you fear a 
tyrannical ruler, say... " The words of the du'aa are as quoted above, but with the 
words: 

,,~~ • ~ \,"1> '1 ' -<-"
r~J·4S;v 

" Be my Protector against ... " 
After this, the name of the tyrant is to be mentioned. Thereafter, the du'aa 
continues as follows: 

;" "-1"'''' ' .... ", .... ", .... r; .... ,.1, " ........ ,,, ........ ",' , .... , ....,~" ,,_ .... ~ , w ........ 


"ij .:.IjW J>.'j .;JJ~Y ~ ool>l..;s:..bfi "I ~Qb ~~Ij ~\ !rj" 
.... ,J ", .... j".:.I , . .ul?". 

" ... and from the evil of the Jinn, of mankind and all their followers. I 
seek Your protection against any of them harming me. Mighty is Your 
protection, exalted are Your praises and there is none worthy of 
worship but You,,(3) 

(1) 	~bn Abi shaybah. as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol. I Pg.300). Tabraani has reported a similar 
narration from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.IO Pg.137l. Bukhaari has also 
reported a similar narration in his Adab (Pg.I04). 

(2) 	Ibn Abi Shaybah and Ibn Jareer. as qUOled in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.! Pg.300). Bukhaari has briefly 
reported a similar narration in his Adab (Pg.104). 

(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.l 0 Pg.137) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Chapter Sixteen 


The Chapter Concerning The Lectures of 
the Sahabah ~~~ 

This chapter highlights how Nabi ~ and the Sahabah ~ addressed the 

people in ]umu'ah sermons, when in congregation, on the occasions of Hajj 

and Umrah and on various other occasions. It discusses how they motivated 

the people to carry out the commands of Allaah, even though these seemed to 

oppose experience and what was apparent. It further discusses how they made 

people abstain from this world and its temporary pleasures and yearn for the 

Aakhirah and its eternal delights. Those firmly stationed every category of the 

Ummah whether rich, poor or prominent on the consciousness that they 

should fulfil the commands coming to them from Allaah and Rasulullaah ~ 

even if it meant spending their very lives and all their wealth. The discussion 

makes it clear that they did not build people's conviction on the temporary and 

short-lived wealth and resources of this world. 

The Lectures of Rasulullaah ~~ 
The First Lecture that Rasulullaah ~ Delivered 

Hadhrat Abu Salamah bin Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ~ narrates that when 
Rasulullaah ~ stood up to deliver a sermon in Madinah for the first time, he 
began by duly praising Allaah. Thereafter, he said, "0 people! Send (good deeds) 
ahead for yourselves (to the Aakhirah) By Allaah! You must know that each one of 
you shall definitely die, leaving his flock of goats without a Shepherd. There will 
then neither be any interpreter or negotiator to come between him and his Rabb 
when his Rabb will ask him, 'Have my messengers not come to you and conveyed 
the message to you? Have I not granted you wealth and blessed you with 
favours? Now (with the guidance and means at your disposal) what (good deeds) 
have you sent ahead?' The man will then look to his right and lett, but will see 
nothing. He will then look in front of him but will see nothing but Jahannam. 
Therefore, whoever can save himself from Jahannam even by (giving) a piece of a 
date (as Sadaqah), should do so. Whoever cannot afford even this,should at 
least say a good word because every good deed is rewarded ten fold up to seven 
hundred fold. May Allaah's peace, mercy and blessings be upon Allaah's 
messenger." 
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Rasulullaah ~ then delivered another sermon saying, "I praise Allaah to Whom 
belongs all praise. We seek Allaah's protection from the evil of our souls and 
from our evil actions. There is none to mislead the one whom Allaah guides and 
there is none to guide the one whom Allaah does not guide. I testity that there is 
none worthy of worship but the One Allaah Who has no partner. The best of all 
speech is the Book of Allaah and successful is the person whose .heart Allaah has 
decorated with it, whom Allaah guides to Islaam after kufr and who chooses it 
rather than all other talks. Apart from it being the most beautiful speech, it is also 
the most effective. Love those who love Allaah and love Allaah with all your 
heart. Never grow weary of Allaah's Book and His Dhikr because your hearts will 
then harden. From what (deeds) Allaah has chosen and selected, He has named 
the (recitation of the) Qur'aan as the best of all good deeds, the best of all acts of 
worship, the most relevant of all sPeech and of all that explains what is lawful 
and unlawful. You should therefore worship Allaah without ascribing any 
partners to Him. Fear Him as He ought to be feared and let everything righteous 
that you speak with your mouths be sincerely for Allaah. Love each other for the 
pleasure of Allaah and always remember that Allaah hates does not like that any 
pledge made with Him should be broken. May Allaah's peace, mercy and 
blessings be upon you alL" (1) 

Rasulullaah ~~'s Jumu'ah Sermon 
Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Abdur Rahmaan Jumhi narrates that from the narrations he 
received, the sermon that Rasulullaah ~ delivered in the locality of the Banu 
Saalim bin Auf on the occasion of the first Jumu'ah salaah in Madinah was: 
"All praise belongs to Allaah! I praise Him, seek His assistance, seek His 
forgiveness and His guidance. I believe in Him, do not reject His Divinity and 
accept as an enemy all those who do reject His Divinity. I testity that there is 
none worthy of worship but the One and Only Allaah Who has no partner. I also 
testify that Muhammad ~ is His servant and Rasul, whom Allaah has sent 
with guidance, light and advice at a time when there was a cessation in the chain 
of Ambiyaa (prophets); a time when knowledge was little, people were astray, 
time was coming to an end, Qiyaamah was drawing near and the world was 
coming to an end. Whoever obeys Allaah and His Rasool ~ is rightly guided 
and whoever disobeys them has gone astray, has been negligent and strayed far 
off the right path. I advise you to adopt taqwa because the best advice a Muslim 
can give to another Muslim is to encourage him towards the Aakh:rah and to 
instruct him to adopt taqwa. Take heed to the warnings that Allaah has given 
you about Himself because there is no better advice nor any better reminder. 
Whoever adopts taqwa with true fear for (displeasing) his Rabb. his taqwa will be 
his true helping hand in everything he seeks for the Aakhirah. Whoever sets right 
all private and public affairs between his Rabb and himself solely to please 
Allaah, shall always be fondly renlC'mbered in this world and shall have a vast 

(11 	Bayhaqi. as quoted in AI Bfdaayah wan Nihaayail (Vo1.3 Pg.214). As quoted earlier, Hadhrat Mas 
~ has also related Rasulullaah .'s first sermon in different words. 
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treasure after death at a time when a person is most in need of the deeds he did 
in the past. Every person who did not do this shall wish that there was a very 
large distance between him and his actions. Allaah warns you of Himself and 
Allaah is Most Gentle towards His bondsmen. Allaah is always true to His word 
and He fulfils His promises without going back on them, because He says: 

(~ ..~h; oJ,...> (0 J~::'U.A~ Ct"GJ~:i3 J.;:JI J~~)
"'" ., tJ ... 

'What I say can never be changed and I am never unjust towards My servants' 
{Surah Qaaf, verse 29} 

Fear (disobeying) Allaah in your private and public matters of this world and the 
Aakhirah because whoever fears Allaah, Allaah shall wipe out their sins and grant 
them an immense reward. Whoever fears Allaah shall succeed most 
remarkably. Taqwa protects against Allaah's anger, it protects against Allaah's 
punishment, it protects against Allaah's wrath, it illuminates faces, it pleases your 
Rabb and it elevates stages. Take your share (of rewards) and never be negligent 
in (securing) Allaah's mercy. Allaah has taught you His Book and chalked out for 
you a pattern (of life) to ascertain which of you are sincere and who are not. Do 
good (to others) just as Allaah does good to you, declare your enmity with those 
who are Allaah's enemies and fight them for the pleasure of Allaah as you ought 
to do. It is Allaah Who has chosen you and called you Muslims. Oihaad takes 
place) So that those who are destroyed are destroyed after seeing proof and 
those who survive live on after seeing a proof. There is no power or might 
without Allaah, so carry out Allaah's Dhikr in abundance and know well what is 
to happen after tOday. Whoever sets right the matters between himself and 
Allaah, Allaah shall see to all matters between him and other people because it is 
Allaah Who makes decisions for people and they cannot pass decisions against 
Him. While Allaah prevails over people, they cannot prevail over Him. Allaah is 
the Greatest and there is no power without Allaah the Most Honourable." (l) 

The Lectures Rasulullaah ~~ Delivered 

on the Occasions of Battles 


The Lecture Rasulullaah ~ delivered during one 

of the Battles 


A Sahabi by the name of Hadhrat Hiraar .~~ reports that they were with 
Rasulullaah ~ in a battle and it was when they were about to engage the 
enemy in combat that Rasulullaah ~~ delivered a lecture. After duly praising 
Allaah, Rasulullaah ~ said, "You are enjoying (bounties in) green, yellow and 
red (and every other shade) and even have this in your camps. When you meet 
with the enemy, you should advance step by step because whenever a person 
launches an attack in the path of Allaah, two damsels from the wide-eyed 
damsels of Jannah hurry towards him. If he is martyred, Allaah d.~4iO forgives 
(I) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (YoU Pg.213). Qurtubi has reported a similar 

narration at length, as quoted in his the 1i'lfSeer(VoI.18 Pg.98). 
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all his sins with the first drop of blood that falls. The two damsels then wipe 
the dust from his face and say to him, 'Your time has now come.' He then 
responds by telling them, 'Your time has also come."'O) 

The Sermon ~asulullaah ~ Delivered when he 

Stopped at Hijr en- route to Tabook 


Hadhrat Jaabir ~~ narrates that when on the expedition to Tabook, 
Rasulullaah ~ stopped at Hijr (the place where the nation of Hadhrat Saalih 
~ were destroyed) and addressed the Sahabah ~ saying, "0 people! Do 
not ask your Nabi for miracles because here lies the nation of Saalih ~ who 
asked their Nabi to raise a (pregnant) she-camel for them (from a mountain). 
He complied and she would arrive by that wide road to drink water. On the day 
she drank, she would consume all their water and the amount of milk they would 
get from her on that day would be as much as on the day when she did not drink 
(when the other animals had their turn). She would then return by the same wide 
road. They however hamstrung her, because of which Allaah gave them only 
three days (to repent). The promise of Allaah is never untrue and a terrible 
scream came, which destroyed all of them except for one of them who happened 
to be in the Haram. It was the Haram that saved him from Allaah's punishment." 
"0 Rasulullaah ~!" the Sahabah ~ asked, "Who was he?" Rasulullaah 
~ replied, "He was Abu Righaal." (2) 

Another Sermon Rasulullaah ~ Delivered on the 
expedition to Tabook 

Hadhrat Hasan bin Ali ~~ reports that during the expedition to Tabook, 
Rasulullaah ~ mounted the pulpit and after praising Allaah, he said, "0 
people! I instruct you to do only that which Allaah instructs me and I forbid 
you only from that which Allaah forbids me. You should therefore pursue the 
most moderate manner of seeking your livelihood because I swear by the Being 
Who controls the life of Abul Qaasim (myself) that your sustenance searches for 
each one of you just as his death searches for him. Whenever finding 
sustenance becomes difficult for any of you, look for it in the obedience of 
Allaah CJ~;4>t;Z.,,(3) 

The Sermon Rasulullaah ~~ Delivered when 

Makkah was Conquered 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ~~ says, "When Makkah was conquered, 
Rasulullaah ~ announced that everyone should lay down their arms except for 
the people of the Banu Khuzaa'ah tribe, who were allowed to use their weapons 
against the people of the Banu Bakr tribe (because they were at risk from them). 
This permission remained until Rasulullaah ~ had performed the Asr salaah, 
(I) Tabraani and Bazzaar. Haythami (Vol.S Pg.375) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Tabraani, Bazzaar and Ahmad, as quoted by Haythami (Vol.7 Pg.38). 
(3) Tabraani, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb(Vol.3 Pg.192). 
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after which he instructed them to also lay down their arms. The following day 
however, a man from the Banu Khuzaa'ah tribe met someone from the Banu Bakr 
tribe in Muzdalifah and killed him. When the news reached Rasulullaah ~, I 
saw him leaning against the Kabah as he stood up and addressed the people 
saying, 'Verily Allaah's greatest enemy is the person who kills in the Haram, who 
kills someone who was no threat to his life or who kills in revenge for something 
done during the Period of Ignorance.' 
A man then stood up and claimed that a particular child was his. Rasulullaah 
~'s response to this was, 'One cannot randomly lay claim to a child in Islaam 
because the practices of the Period of Ignorance have all come to an end. A child 
belong to the biological father and the one who commits adultery shall have 
that which is most blunt.' 'What is that which is most blunt?' the Sahabah ~~ 
asked. Rasulullaah ~ replied, 'Stones (the person will be stoned to death).' 
Rasulullaah ~ then proceeded to say, 'No salaah can be performed after the 
Fajr salaah until sunrise and no salaah after the Asr salaah until sunset. A woman 
can also not be married (at the same time) to the person married to either her 
paternal or maternal aunt.",(l) 

Another Sermon Rasulullaah ~ Delivered when 
Makkah was Conquered 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ was standing 
on the steps leading to the Kabah when he praised Allaah and said, "All praise 
belongs to Allaah Who has fulfilled His promise. assisted His servant and 
defeated the hordes by Himself. Take note that a person killed with whipping or 
beating with a stick falls in the category of manSlaughter, for which the blood 
money is hundred camels, forty of which must be pregnant. You should also take 
note that every act of pride and murder during the Period of Ignorance now lie 
trampled beneath my two feet. All that I shall be restoring to those who had been 
doing it are the services of tending to the House of Allaah and of providing water 
to the people performing Hajj." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ was riding 
his camel Qaswaa as he performed Tawaaf of the Kabah. He was using the 
opposite end of his stick to touch the corners of the Kabah and wherever he tried 
to make the camel sit inside the Masjidul Haraam, it would be where people 
already had their hands (already occupied). Rasulullaah ~ therefore left with 
the camel to the channel where water drained and it was there that the camel 
was made to sit. Sitting on his camel, Rasulullaah ~ then started to address 

the people. After duly praising Allaah, he said, "0 people! Allaah has eliminated 
the things you took pride in during the Period of Ignorance and the pride you 
took in your forefathers. There are now only two types of people. One is the 
righteous person with Taqwa who is honoured in the sight of Allaah and the 
other is the sinful wretch who is insignificant in Allaah's sight. Allaah says: 
(I) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.178). 
(2) Ibn Maajah (Pg.478). 
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'0 people! We have certainly created you from a single male (Aadam 
~) and female (Hawwa) and made you into various families 
(na{jons) and tribes so that you may recognise each other (so that each 
person may know where he belongs and who others are). (Your 
differences in lineage and race does notgive any ofyou superiodty over 
others because) Verily, the most honoured of you in Allaah's sight is the 
one with the most Taqwa. Allaah is certainly All Knowing, Informed 
(Only He knows whose Taqwa is best).'" {Surah Hujuraat, verse 13} 

Rasulullaah ~ then concluded by saying, "That is all I have to say for now. I 
seek Allaah's forgiveness for myself and for you all." (1) 

The Sermons Rasulullaah ~~ Delivered 

for the Month of Ramadhaan 


The Epic Sermon Rasulullaah ~ Delivered upon 

the Arrival of Ramadhaan, as Narrated by Hadhrat 


Salmaan~~~ 
Hadhrat Salmaan ffitl.1~ reports that on the last day of Sha'baan, Rasulullaah 
~ addressed the Sahabah ~ saying, "0 people! A great and blessed 
month is dawning upon you. It is a month that includes a day that is better than 
a thousand months. Allaah has made fasting compulsory in this month and 
standing in (Taraaweeh) salaah an act of tremendous merit. Whoever carries out 
an act of virtue (Nafi) during this month will receive the reward of carrying out a 
Fardh during any other month and whoever carries out a Fardh act during this 
month will receive the reward of carrying out seventy Fardh acts during any other 
month. It is a month of patience and the reward for patience is Jannah. It is also 
a month of sympathy and a month when the sustenance of a Mu'min is 
increased. Whoever provides something for a fasting person to terminate his fast 
shall receive the reward of the fasting person without his reward being 
diminished in the least." 
"0 Rasulullaah ~!I! the Sahabah ~ submitted,"Notallofuscanatford something 
to give a fasting person to terminate his fast." Rasulullaah ~ consoled them 
saying, "Allaah shall grant this reward to any person who gives a fasting person 
even a single date or a sip of water or milk to drink. It is a month that has mercy 
at the beginning, forgiveness in the middle and emancipation from ]ahannam at 
the end. For the person who makes work light for his slaves during this month, 
Allaah will forgive him and free him from Jahannam. In this month, you should 
endeavour to do four things in abundance. Two of these will please your Rabb 
while you cannot do without the other two. The two that will please your Rabb 
(1) Ibn Abi Haatim and Abd bin Humayd, as quoted in the TatSeeroflbn Katheer (VolA Pg.218). 
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are to recite the Shahaadah 'Laa Ilaaha Illallaah' and to seek Allaah's 
forgiveness. As for the two without which you cannot do, it is to beg Allaah for 
]annah and to seek protection from ]ahannam. Whoever gives the fasting person 
something to drink to end the fast, Allaah shall give him such a drink from my 
pond after which he shall never be thirsty ever again." (I) 

The Lecture Rasulullaah ~ Gave Stating that the 
sins of Muslims are forgiven on the First Night of 

Ramadhaan 
Hadhrat Anas ~~ reports that when Ramadhaan drew close, Rasulullaah 
~ addressed them briefly at the time of Maghrib. Rasulullaah ~ said, 
"Ramadhaan is arriving, so welcome it. Take note that on the first night of 
Ramadhaan there is nota soul from the people of the Qibla who is not forgiven.,,(2} 

The Lecture Rasulullaah ~ Gave Stating that the 

Shayaateen are Chained and that Du'aas are 


Accepted During Ramadhaan 

Hadhrat Ali ~.~ reports that on the first night of Ramadhaan, Rasulullaah 
~~ stood up to address the Sahabah ~,~. After duly praising Allaah, he ~ 
said, "Allaah has seen to your enemy from the linn and promised to accept your 
du'aas. Allaah says: 

- (.l. • .I". "." .-,.1.)
("l.~\ :dj-o OJ.,....) ~~1,;y.)1

.
Supplicate (make du'aa) to Me and I shall respond.' {Surah Mu'min, verse 60} 

Allaah has appointed seven angels to (guard) every rebellious Shaytaan and 
Shaytaan is therefore unable to escape until the end of Ramadhaan. Take note 
also that the doors of the heavens are wide open from the first night of 
Ramadhaan until the end and all du'aas in this month are accepted." 
Hadhrat Ali ~ says further, "When the first of the last ten nights of 
Ramadhaan arrived, Rasulullaah ~ would tighten his loincloth, leave his 
wives, sit in I'tikaaf and spend all night in Ibaadah." When someone asked 
Hadhrat Ali ~~ what he meant by tightening the loincloth, he explained that 
RasululIaah ~ would separate from his wives during that period. (3) 

The Lecture Rasulullaah ~ Gave Stating the 

Importance of the Jumu'ah Salaah 


Hadhrat Jaabir ~ reports that once Rasulullaah ~ addressed them 
saying, "0 people! Repent to Allaah before you die and hasten to do good deeds 
before you become too busy to do so. Join the ties between yourselves and your 
Rabb by engaging in abundant Dhikr and by giving Sadaqah in abundance. You 
(I) Ibn Khuzaymah. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.218). l3ayhaqi and Ibn Hibbaan have 

reported a similar narration, as has Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.323). 
(2) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(Vol.4 Pg.325). 

(3)lsfahaani, as quoted in Kanzul ummaal (VolA Pg.323). 
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will then be given sustenance, assistance and you will be compensated for your 
losses. Take note that Allaah has made the )umu'ah salaah compulsory for you in 
this place, on this day, in this month and in this year until the Day of Qiyaamah. 
Whoever regards it as trivial and rejects it and therefore neglects it during my 
lifetime or after my death in the presence of a just or unjust Imaam, then may 
Allaah not set his affairs in order and may Allaah not bless him in anything. No 
salaah, zakaah, Hajj, fast or good deed of his will ever be accepted until he 

repents and Allaah will certainly forgive anyone who repents to Him. Take note 
that no woman may lead a man in salaah, no Bedouin may lead a Muhaajir and 
no sinner may lead a righteous person unless forced to do so by a tyrannical 
ruler whose sword to lash is feared." (1) 

Hadhrat )aabir bin Abdullaah ~\1.1~ narrates that it was on a Friday that 
Rasulullaah ~ stood up and addressed them saying, "When a person lives a 
mile away from Madinah and does not attend the ]umu'ah salaah, Allaah will 
seal his heart (so that no good can ever enter)." On the next Friday, Rasulullaah 
~ said, 'When a person lives two miles away from Madinah and does not 
attend the )umu'ah salaah, Allaah will seal his heart." On the Friday after that, 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "When a person lives three miles away from Madinah and 
does not attend the )umu'ah salaah, Allaah will seal his heart." (2) 

The Lectures Rasulullaah ~~ Delivered on the 

Occasion of Hajj 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates that on the occasion of the 
Farewell Hajj, Rasulullaah ~ addressed the Sahabah ~ saying, "Shaytaan 
has lost hope in being worshipped in your land but he is satisfied with having 
you obey him in other sins that you regard as trivial. Therefore, a people, you 
should always be on your guard. I have left with you two things with which you 
will never go astray as long as you hold fast to them. They are Allaah's Book 
and the Sunnah of your Nabi ~. Every Muslim is the brother of another 
Muslim and all Muslims are brothers. The wealth of a Muslim is not permissible 
for another unless he willingly gives it to him. Never oppress others and never 
become Kuffaar after my death by striking the necks of each other (by killing 
each other)." (3) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~~ narrates that it was in Masjidu) Khayf (in 
Mina) that Rasulullaah ~ addressed them. After praiSing Allaah as he 
deserves to be praised, Rasulullaah ~ said, "Allaah will set right the affairs of 
the person whose prime concern is the Aakhirah, Allaah will also grant him 
self-sufficiency and the world will humble itself before him. As for the person 
whose prime concern is this world, Allaah will scatter his affairs, place poverty in 
front of him and all he will get of this world will be what has been predestined 

(1) 	Ibn Maajah (Pg.I72). Tabraani has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Targheeb wat 
Tarheeb No\.2 Pg.31). 

(2) Abu Ya'la, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb 0101.2 Pg.31). 
(3) Haakim 0101.1 Pg.93) with commentary. 
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for him." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ narrates that it was in Masjidul Khayf (in 
Mina) that Rasulullaah ~ addressed them saying, "May Allaah always keep 
fresh the person who after hearing my words, narrates it to his brother. There 
are three things that the heart of a Muslim will never betray; sincerely carrying 
out good deeds for Allaah, wishing well for the Muslim leadership and remaining 
within the ranks of the Muslim majority because their du'aas will always be 
there for all of them." (2) 

In a lengthy Hadith describing the method in which Rasulullaah ~ performed 
Hajj, Hadhrat ]aabir ~ reports that after he had passed Muzdalifah to 
reach Arafah, Rasulullaah ~ found that a tent had already been pitched for 
him at Namirah. It was there that Rasulullaah ~ then camped. When the sun 
had crossed the meridian, Rasulullaah ~ had a carriage placed on Qaswaa 
and then went to Bat Waadi where he addressed the people saying, ''Verily your 
blood and your wealth are scared to all of you just as this day is sacred, as this 
month is sacred and as this city is sacred. Take note that everything that took 
place during the Period of Ignorance is now trampled beneath my two feet. All 
blood money due during the Period of Ignorance is also waived and the first that 
I wish to waive is that of the son of Rabee'ah bin Haarith whom the Hudhayl tribe 
killed while he was still a suckling infant with the Banu Sa'd tribe. All the interest 
due during the Period of Ignorance is also waived and the first that I wish to 
waive is that which was due to Abbaas bin Abdul Muttalib. Every bit of it has now 
been written off. Fear Allaah with regard to your women because it is by a licence 
from Allaah that you have taken them (in your marriage) and it is with His words 
that you have made cohabitation with them lawful for yourselves. They owe it to 
you not to allow anyone you disapprove of to enter your home. If they do this, 
you should punish them in a manner that does not injure them in any way. On 
the other hand, you owe it to them to provide food and attire for them within 
reason. I am leaving with you something with which you will never go astray if 
you hold fast to it - the Book of Allaah. You will also be questioned about me (on 
the Day of Qiyaamah). What response will you offer?" 
The Sahabah ~ replied, "We shall testify that you have conveyed the 
message, given excellent advise and fulfilled your responsibility." Pointing his 
index finger towards the sky and then lowering it towards the people, 
Rasulullaah ~ thrice repeated, "0 Allaah! You be Witness! 0 Allaah! You be 
Witness!" (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ narrates that it was on the day of Nahr 
(lOth of Dhul Hijjah) that Rasulullaah ~ delivered a sermon to the people. "0 
people!" Rasulullaah ~ asked, "What day is this?" "It is a sacred day," the 
Sahabah ~~ replied. Rasulullaah ~ asked further, "And what city is this?" 

(1) Tabraani. Abu Bakr Khaffaaf and Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Un;maal(llol.8 Pg.202). 
(2) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (1101.8 Pg.228). 
(3) Muslim, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (1101.5 Pg.I48). Abu Dawood and Ibn Maajah has 

reported a similar narration, as quoted in. Kanzul Ummaal (1101.3 Pg.23). 
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"This is a sacred city," the Sahabah i®,~ responded. When Rasulullaah ~ 
further asked them what month it was, they replied that the month was also a 
sacred one. Rasulullaah ~ then emphasised, l'Verily, your blood, your wealth 
and your honour are as sacred to you as this day, this city and this month." 
After repeating this several times, Rasulullaah ~ looked to the sky and said, "0 
ABaah! Have I conveyed the message? 0 Allaah! Have I conveyed the message?" 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~jJ.,~ says, "I swear by the Being who controls 
my life that an emphatic piece of advice that Rasulullaah ~ gave to the 
Ummah was that he said, IThose of you present here should convey the 
message to those who are not present and you should never become Kuffaar 
after my death by striking the necks of each other (by killing each other).'1 (1) 

Hadhrat Jareer ~,li.7~ narrates that after asking him to keep the people quiet (on 
the occasion of the Farewell Hajj). Rasulullaah ~ addressed them saying, 
"After I have been keeping watch over you, never become Kuffaar after my death 
by striking the necks of each other (by killing each other)." (2) 

Hadhrat Ummul Husayn ~ reports that when she performed the Farewell 
Hajj with Rasulullaah ~ she saw Hadhrat Usaamah ~ and Hadhrat Bilaal 
®,~ with Rasulullaah ~. One of them was holding the reins of his camel 
while the other was holding his shawl aloft to shade Rasulullaah ~ from the 
sun until he had pelted the last Jamarah. Rasulullaah ~ then said many 
things, amongst which Hadhrat Ummul Husayn ~~ heard him say, "Even if 
an Abyssinian slave with amputated limbs has to become your ruler, you should 
listen to and obey him if he leads you by the Book of Allaah.n (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~~ narrates that on the occasion of the Farewell 
Hajj, he heard Rasulullaah ~ say the following in his sermon: "Allaah has 
granted every rightful person his right. Therefore, no bequest can be made for an 
heir, a child will belong to the biological father and the adulterer will be 
stoned. Their reckoning will nevertheless be Allaah's prerogative. The curse of 
Allaah perpetuating until the Day of Qiyaamah shall fall on the person who 
claims to be the child of anyone other than his father and on the slave who 
claims to be the property of anyone other than his master. A woman my also not 
spend from the house without the permission of her husband. 1I Someone asked, 
"0 Rasulullaah~! Can she not even give food away (without his permission)?" 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, "(Certainly not because) Food is the best of our 
wealth." Rasulullaah ~ then continued to say, "Items given on loan must be 
returned, animals lent to give milk must also be returned, debts must be paid and 
the guarantor must settle the penalty." (4) Another narration makes it clear that 
the lecture was delivered in Mina on the day of Nahr (10th of Dhul Hijjah). (5) 

(1) 	Bukhaari, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.5 Pg.194). Ahmad, Ibn Abi shaybah, Ibn 
Maajah, Tabraani and Baghawi have all reported similar narrations from various Sahabah ~, 
as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vo!.3 Pg.25). 

(2) Ahmad, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.5 Pg, 197). 
(.3) 	 Muslim, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.5 Pg.196). Nasa'ee has reported a similar 

narration, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaa/(Vo!.3 Pg.62), as has Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.2 Pg.184). 
(4) Ahmad, Tirmidhi, Abu Dawood, Nasa'ee and Ibn Maajah. 
(5) Abu Dawood. 
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Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~~ also reports that Rasulullaah ~ was on a 
camel called Jad'aa with his feet in the stirrups and standing high so that people 
could hear him. Rasulullaah ~~ then said at the top of his voice, "Can you 
not hear?" "0 Rasulullaah ~!" someone from the gathering asked, "What is it 
that you wish to advise us?" Rasulullaah ~ said, "Worship your Rabb, perform 
your five Fardh salaahs, fast for your month (of Ramadhaan), obey your leader 
and you will enter the Jannah of your Rabb." (I) 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Mu'aadh Taymi ~ relates, "We were at Mina 
when Rasulullaah·~ addressed us. We listened attentively and could therefore 
hear him clearly even though we were in our camps. Rasulullaah ~ started 
teaching the people the rites of Hajj. When Rasulullaah ~ reached the 
]amaraat, he placed both fingers in his ears and announced that only small 
pebbles be used to pelt. Thereafter, he instructed the Muhaajireen to camp at 
the front of the Masjid (Khayf) and the Ansaar to camp at the rear. The rest of 
the people then set up their own camps." (2) 

Hadhrat Raafi bin Amr Muzani ®!1~ narrates that it was in Mina during 
midmorning when he saw Rasulullaah ~~ deliver a sermon on a brown mule. 
Hadhrat Ali ~ was amplifying what Rasulullaah ~ said and while some 
people were standing, others were sitting. (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurra Raqaashi reports from his uncle ®~~ who was holding the 
reins of Rasulullaah ~'s camel during the middle days of the days of Tashreeq. 
As he was busy warding the people away from Rasulullaah ~, Rasulullaah 
~ was addressing the people saying, "0 people! Do you know in which month 
you are? Do you know in which day you are? Do you know in which city you 
are?" The Sahabah ~ replied, "We are in a sacred day, a sacred month and a 
sacred city." Rasulullaah ~ then said, "Now remember that until the day you 
meet Allaah, your blood, your wealth and your honour are as sacred to you as the 
sacredness of this day in this month and in this city." 
Rasulullaah ~ said further/. "Listen attentively to what I say and you will Jive 
well. Behold! Never oppress! Behold! Never oppress! Behold! Never oppress! The 
wealth of a Muslim is not permissible without his consent. Take note that all 
blood money, other monies and prejudices that took place during the Period of 
Ignorance are now trampled beneath my two feet until the Day of Qiyaamah. The 
first blood money that I wish to waive is that of the son of Rabee'ah bin Haarith 
whom the Hudhayl tribe killed while he was still a suckling infant with the Banu 
Layth tribe. Also take note that all the interest due during the Period of Ignorance 
is also waived and the first that I wish to waive is that which was due to Abbaas 
bin Abdul Muttalib.Creditors can have bacJ< only the amounts they lent (and no 
interest). Do not oppress and you will not be oppressed. Take note of the fact 
that time has revolved to return to the way it had been when Allaah created the 

(I) Ahmad and Tirmidhi, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.5 Pg.I98). 
(2) 	Abu Dawood (Vo1.2 Pg.490). Ibn Sa'd (Vol.2 Pg.185), Ahmad and Nasa'ee have reported similar 

narrations. 
(3) Abu Dawood, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Njhaayah (Vol.5 Pg.198). 
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heavens and the earth." Rasulullaah ~ then recited the verse: 

~I~JI #-~;. ~I ~~ ~ ~~ W;~' ~ ~j+~·11 i~ ~l) 
(~~I~l~~~~ail d.lJ1 clI~ ~~ ~j\4J..o jPj~tJ 

., "'" "" '" II' '" . '" 

(r",~.•i:"",y a)J"") 

Indeed the number of months (in a year) according to Allaah is twelve 
months (as spedDed) in the Book of Allaah (the Lowhul Mahfoodh), 
(fm) the day He created the heavens and the earth. Of these, four are 
sacred (Dhul Qa'dah, Dhul Hijjah, Muharram and Rajab -sacred 

. because no Dgh{jng should take place during these months). This is the 
straight Deen, so do not oppress yourselves in these months (by 
committing sins). {Surah Taubah,verse 36} 

Rasulullaah ~ continued, "Listen! Never become Kuffaar after my death by 
striking the necks of each other. Remember that Shaytaan has given up hope of 
being worshipped by people performing salaah, but he does his best to cause 
disputes between you. You should also fear Allaah with regard to your wives 
because they are like captives with you with no powers of authority. You owe 
many rights to them just as they owe rights to you. (The rights they owe you are) 
That they should not allow anyone else to sleep in your bed and they should not 
allow into your house anyone whOm you disapprove of. If you fear that they are 
being rebellious, you should advise them, then (if they do not respond) yOu 
should separate your beds and (if this is also fruitless) then you may punish 
them without causing them any injury. The rights you owe them is that you 
provide their food and clothing within reason. It is by a licence from Allaah that 
you have taken them (in your marriage) and it is with His words that you have 
made cohabitation with them lawful for yourselves. Also bear in mind that the 
person who has something kept in trust with him should return it to the one who 
has trusted him with it." 
Rasulullaah ~ then spread out his hands and said, "Have I conveyed (the 
message)? Have I conveyed (the message)? Those present here should convey 
the message to those who are absent because it is a fact that many recipients 
of a message are more fortunate (to understand the message) than the one 
who has heard it." 
Hadhrat Humayd reports that when this narration reached Hadhrat Hasan, he 
remarked, "By Allaah! The Sahabah ~~ have conveyed the message to people 
who have been extremely fortunate (to l)ave received the Deen)." (I) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ reports a narration' similar to the one above 
but with an addition at the beginning. It states that Rasulullaah ~ was at Mina 
during the middle days of the days of Tashreeq while performing the Farewell 
Hajj when j\jlaah revealed the Surah: (~G ~~ ~t;.. 1~!)(Surah Nasr). Realising 
that this would indeed be his farewell to the people, Rasulullaah ~ had a 
(I) Ahmad. Baghawi, Baawardi and Ibn Mardway have reported a similar narration in detail, as 

quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (\/01.3 Pg.26). 
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carriage saddled to his camel Qaswaa, mounted it and then stood waiting for 
the people at Aqaba. When a considerable number of Muslims had gathered, 
Rasulullaah ~ duly praised Allaah and then said, "0 people! All blood monies 
due during the Period of Ignorance have been waived ... " The narration then 
continues as above, until Rasulullaah ~ said, " ... 0 people! Shaytaan has given 
up hope of being worshipped in this region until the end of time, but he is 
satisfied with you committing sins that you think nothing of. You should 
therefore guard your Deen against such seemingly trivial sins." 
The narration also adds that Rasulullaah ~ said, "I am leaving with you 
something with which you will never go astray if you hold fast to it. It is the 
Book of Allaah, so practise on it." The narration ends with the words, "Those 
present here should convey the message to those who are absent because 
there shall be no Nabi after me and no Ummah after you." Rasulullaah ~ 
then raised his hands saying, "0 Allaah! You be Witness!" (1) 

Hadhrat Jaabir bin Abdullaah ~~ narrates that it was during the days of 
Tashreeq that Rasulullaah ~ delivered his farewell sermon to the Sahabah 
~~ saying, "0 people! verily your Rabb is One and your father is one. Take 
note that the Arab is not superior to the non-Arab just as the non-Arab is not 
superior to the Arab. Whites are not superior to blacks and blacks are not 
superior to whites unless it (the superiority) is by virtue of Taqwa. This is 
because the most honoured in the sight of Allaah is the one with the most 
Taqwa (regardless of his nationality or colour). Have Iconveyed the message?" 
"You have indeed, 0 Rasulullaah ~~!" the Sahabah ~ replied. Rasulullaah 
~then added, "Those present here should then convey the message to those 
who are absent." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ was 
standing on (the carriage of) a camel with cut ears in Arafaat when he addressed 
the people saying, "Do you know in which month you are? Do you know in which 
day you are? Do you know in which city you are?" The Sahabah ~ replied, 
'We are in a sacred day, a sacred month and a sacred city." Rasulullaah ~ then 
said, "Now remember that your blood, your wealth and your honour are as 
sacred to you as the sacredness of this day in this month and in this city. 
Remember that I shall be going ahead of you to the pond and will boast about 
your numbers to the other nations. Please do not blacken my face (do not 
embarrass me by doing evil). Listen well! While I shall be rescuing many people 
(from Jahannam), many of them will be taken away from me. '0 my RabbI' I will 
say, 'But they are my companions (members of my Ummah).' Allaah will reply by 
saying, 'You do not know what innovations they had introduced (to the Deen) 
after your demise." (3) 

(1) Bazzaar, as quoted in AIBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.5 Pg.202). 
(2) Bayhaqi, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.4 Pg.392). 
(3) Bayhaqi, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vo1.3 Pg.25). 
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The Lectures Rasulullaah ~~ Delivered 

About Dajjaal, Musaylama, Yajooj and 


Majooj and Sinkings 

Rasulullaah ~~'s Lecture about Dajjaal as 

reported by Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~1U&~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar .~ says, "We were discussing during the 
Farewell Hajj whether it was really to be Rasulullaah ~'s farewell or not. It 

was during this Farewell Hajj that Rasulullaah ~ delivered a sermon in which 
I . . 

he deliberated at length about Maseeh Dajjaal. He also said, 'There was not a 
single Nabi who did not warn his Ummah about Dajjaal. Nooh ~ and all the 
Ambiyaa after him warned about Dajjaal but there is still something about him 
that you do not know, but which you ought to know. It is that (Dajjaal is 
one-eyed whereas) your Rabb is not one-eyed." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~~'s Lecture about Dajjaal as 
reported by Hadhrat Safeenah ~ 

Hadhrat Safeenah ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ delivered a· sermon to 
them in which he said, "There has not been a single Nabi before me who has not 
warned his Ummah about Dajjaal. He has no left eye and a large growth from 
the comer of his right eye covers its iris. The word n}lS''' Kaafir will be written 
between his eyes and with him will be two valleys. While one valley will appear 
to be Jannah, the other will appear to be Jahannam whereas in reality the Jannah 
will be Jahannam and the ]ahannam will be Jannah. He will also have two angels 
with him who will resemble two of the Ambiyaa. One of them will be on his right 
and the other on his left. This will be a great test for the people. Dajjaal will ask 
them, 'Am I not your Rabb who gives life and death?' 'You are lying, t one of them 
will say. However, no one will be able to hear this besides the other angel. who 
will confirm the words of lite first angel saying, 'You are right.' This statement 
will however be heard by all the people, who will naturally assume that the 
angels are confirming the words of Dajjaal. This will also be a great test. He will 
then travel to Madinah, but will not be allowed entry there. 'This,' he will say, 'is 
the city ofthat man (Rasulullaah ~).' From there, he will leave for Shaam 
where Allaah will destroy him at a place caBed Afeeq." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Third Lecture about Dajjaal 
Hadhrat Junaadah bin Abu Umayyah Azdi narrates that he went with a 
companion to one of the Sahabah ~~ and asked, "Tell us a Hadith that you 
heard from Rasulullaah ~ about Dajjaal." The Sahabi ~ said, 
"Rasulullaah ~ once delivered a sermon saying, 'I am warning you about· 
D<.ljjaaH I am warning you about Dajjaal! I am warning you about DajjaaH There is 
(1) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.7 Pg.338). 
(2) Ahmad and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. 7 Pg.340). 
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not a Nabi who did not warn his Ummah about Oajjaal and, 0 Ummah, he is 
certainly amongst you. He has curly hair, is brown in complexion and his left 
eye is wiped out. He will have with him a Jannah, a Jahannam a mountain of 
bread and a river of water. While he will be able to make it rain, he will be 
unable to make a tree grow and while he will have the power to kill one soul, he 
will not have the power over any others. He will stay on earth for forty days, 
during which he will reach every place of water. He will however be unable to 
approach four Masaajid; the Masjidul Haraam, toc Masjid of Madinah, the 
Masjid of Toar and Masjidul Aqsa. You should never be in doubt aMu{ Oajjaal 
(thinking him to be Allaah) because your Rabb ~~li~ is not one, fJed." (I) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Lengthy Lecture about Dajjaal 
as Narrated by Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~~~ 

Hadhrat Abu Umaamah Baahili ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once 
delivered a lengthy sermon, most of which concerned Oajjaal. Rasulullaah ~ 
spoke about him until the end of the sermon. Amongst the things he mentioned 
was, "Verily Allaah has not sent a single Nabi who did not warn his Ummah about 
Oajjaal. Since I am the last Nabi and you are the last Ummah, there is not doubt 
that. he will emerge amongst you. If he emerges while I am with you, I shall be 
the advocate of every Muslim against him. However, if he emerges after my 
demise, then every person will. have to be his own advocate. Still, Allaah shall be 
my successor over every MusJim. He will emerge from the road between Iraq 
and Shaam and cause widespread anarchy to his right and to his left. You need 
to be steadfast, 0 servants.of Allaah because he will begin by claiming that he is 
a prophet and that no prophets will come after him. He will then advance his 
claim by saying, 'I am your Rabb.' However, you will not be seeing your Rabb 
before death. The ward " )1$'" Kaafir will be written between his eyes, which 
every Mu'min will be. able to read. Whoever of you meets him should spit on 
his face and recite the opening verses of surah Kahaf. He will even be given the 
ability to kill one person and then bring him back to life. He will however be 
unable to do more than this or given this power over anyone else. Another test 
he will present will be that he will have aJannah and a ]ahannam. The ]ahannam 
will however be Jannat while the Jahannam will actually be the Jannah. Whoever 
is tested with his Jahannam should close his eyes and ask for Allaah's help. It will 
then become cool and comfortable for him just as the fire,becarne cool and 
comfortable for Ibraheem ~. Another of his tests will be when he will pass by 
a tribe that will believe him and have faith in him. He will then make du'aa for 
them, as a result of which rain will fall the same day, vegetation will sprout the 
same day and on that very day, their animals will return in the evening in larger 
numbers than they had been and fatter. Their bellies would be bigger and their 
udders will be fuller. Thereafter, he will pass by another tribe that wilt reject him 
and refuse to believe him. He will in turn curse them, because of which (all their 

(I) Ahmad. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VO!.7 Pg.343). 
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animals will die and) not a single animal will return to them. His days on earth 
will be forty, the first of which will be like a year, the next like a month, 
another like a week another like other days and the last of his days will be like 
a mirage when a man wil~ be at the gate of a city in the morning and evening will 
arrive before he can evh reach the other gate." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" the 
Sahabah ~~ asked, "How will we perform salaah during those short days?" 
Rasulullaah ~ replied, "You will have to estimate and perform salaah 
according to your estimation based on longer days." (l) 

Rasulullaah ~~IS Lecture Stating how Dajjaal will 
be Prevented from Entering Makkah and Madinah 
Hadhrat Jaabir ~)JJ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ stood on the pulpit one day 
and said, "0 people! I have not gathered you for some news coming from the 
heavens ... " The narration then proceeds to discuss the incident of the spy (for 
Dajjaal). Rasulullaah ~ then said, I!He is Maseeh (Dajjaal) for whom the earth 
will be folded in forty days (and he will travel everywhere) except for Taybah. 
Taybah is Madinah, which will have an angel at every entrance with a drawn 
sword to prevent his entry. The same will be the case for Makkah." (2) 

The Sermon Rasulullaah ~ delivered Concerning 
the Eclipse and Dajjaal 

Hadhrat Tha'laba bin Abbaad Abdi from Basrah reports that he was once present 
for a lecture that Hadhrat Samurah bin Jundub ~~ delivered. Hadhrat 
Samurah ~ narrated a Hadith from Rasulullaah ~ and also narrated the 
Hadith of the solar eClipse. He said that it was when Rasulullaah ~ was sitting 
after the second Rakaah (of the salaah for an eclipse) that the eclipse ended. 
Rasulullaah ~ then made Salaam (to end the salaah), praised Allaah and 
testified to his being Allaah's servant and messenger. Thereafter, Rasulullaah 
~ said, "0 peopler In the name of Allaah do I ask you to tell me if I have been 
negligent in conveying any part of the messages that my Rabb S~ sent me 
with." Several Sahabah ~~ the stood up and said, "We testify that you have 
certainly conveyed the messages of your Rabb S~2)I;Z, that you have been a 
well-wisher for your Ummah and have fulfilled your responsibility." 
Rasulullaah ~ then continued. He said, "Some people think that the eclipse of 
the sun and the moon and the changing of the rising positions of the stars occur 
because of the death of a great man on earth. They are wrong. These occurrences 
are signs that Allaah shows His servants to test which of them are the ones who 
will be stirred by this to repent (from kufr and sin). By Allaahr For as long as I 
have been standing here performing salaah, I have seen everything that is going 
to happen to you in this world and in the Aakhirah. By Allaahr Qiyaamah will 
not arrive until thirty liars emerge, the last of them being the one-eyed Dajjaal 
whose left eye will appear to be wiped out, like the eye of Abu Tahya." Hadhrat 
(I) Haakim (VolA Pg.536). reporting [ror" reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(2) Abu Ya'la. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. 7 Pg.346). 
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Abu Tahya ~ was an old man of the Ansaar who at that time was sitting 
between Rasulullaah ~ and the room of Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~. 
Rasulullaah ~ continued, "When Dajjaal emerges, he will claim to be Allaah. 
Whoever believes him and follows him will receive no benefit from any good 
deed he has ever done previously. On the other hand, whoever refuses to believe 
him and rejects his claim wilT never be punished for any sin he had done 
previously. He will soon make his appearance in every land except for the Haram c 

and Baytul Maqdas. He will barricade the Mu'mineen inside Baytul Maqdas, 
after which a catastrophic earthquake will take place. Thereafter, Allaah will 
destroy him. Eventually a time will arrive (as the Muslims and Kuffaar do battle) 
when even the foundations of walls and the roots of trees will call to the Muslims 
saying, 'Here is a Jew. Kill him!' or 'Here'is a Kaafir. Come qnd kill him!' This will 
however not take place until you see occurrences that will strike you with so 
much terror that you will ask each other, 'Has your Nabi ~ spoken anything 
about this?' It will also not take place until some mountains move from their 
places. Thereafter, everything shall perish (when Qiyaamah arrives)." 
Hadhrat Tha'laba says, "Afterwards, I again heard Hadhrat Samurah ~~ narrate 
the same Hadith in another sermon without misplacing even a single word." (I) 

Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Whoever holds fast to 
Allaah and says, 'Allaah is my Rabb Who is Ever Living and will never die', he will 
suffer no punishment. On the other hand, the one who tells Dajjaal 'You are my 
Rabb' will be punished." (2) 

The Lecture Rasulullaah ~ Delivered Concerning 
Musaylama Kadhaab 

Hadhrat Abu Bakrah ~ says, "people had been saying a lot about 
Musaylama before Rasulullaah ~ made a statement about him. Rasulullaah 
~ stood up to deliver a lecture saying, "Regarding this man that you people 
are speaking so much about, he is one of the thirty great liars who will appear 
before Qiyaamah. There shall not be a single town that will not be swept up in 
the awe of Maseeh (Dajjaal)." (3) Another states that Rasulullaah ~ added, 
", .. except for the city of Madinah that will have two angels at each of its 
entrances who will be repelling this awe from the city." (4) 

The Lecture RasuluIlaah ~ Delivered about the 

Yajooj and MaJooj and the Sinking of the earth 


Hadhrat Khaalid bin Abdullaah bin Harmala reports from his aunt that 
Rasulullaah ~ once delivered a lecture when he had a bandage tied around 
his head because of a scorpion's bite. Rasulullaah ~ said, "While you people 
say that no enemy is left, you will continue fighting (enemies) until the Ya'jooj 
(I) Ahmad. 
(2) Bazzaar, as quoted by Haythami (Vo!.7 Pg.341), 
(3) Ahmad and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. 7 Pg.332). 
(4) Haakim (Vol.4 Pg.541). 
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and Ma'jooj emerge. They will have broad faces, tiny eyes and reddish hair and 

th(!y will come scampering' down every hill. In fact, their faces will appear to 

look like shields covered with hide." (I) 


Hadhfat Baqeera ~ who was the wife of Hadhrat Qa'qaa ~ says. "I was 

sitting in the rows of the women when I heard RasululIaah ~ deliver a lecture. 

Pointing with his left hand, Rasulullaah ~ said, '0 people! When you hear of 

the earth sinking in that direction (the west), then Qiyaamah has arrived." (2) 


Rasulullaah ~'s Lecture Condemning Backbiting 

Hadhrat Baraa ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once delivered a lecture (in 

such a high pitch) that even the young ladies sitting in seclusion in the inner 

rooms of their homes could hear him. Rasulullaah ~ said. "0 assembly of 

those who have accepted Imaan with their tongues without it entering their 

hearts! Never backbite about the Muslims and never search for their faults 

because Allaah will search for the faults of the person who searches for the 

faults of his brother. Remember that when Allaah searches for the faults of a 

person, he will be humiliated while sitting in the inner recesses of his 

home.,,(3) 


Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ added, "Never harm the 

Mu'mineen, and never search fOJ their faults because Allaah will expose the faults 

of the person who searches for the faults of his brother." (4) 


The Lecture Rasulullaah ~~ Delivered about 

Enjoining Good and Forbidding Evil 


Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ said, "Rasulullaah ~ came to my room one day and I 
could see from his face that something had happened. He proceeded to make 
wudhu and without speaking to anyone. he went to the Masjid. I pressed my ear 
to the wall to hear what he had to say. After sitting on the pulpit and praising 
Allaah. Rasulullaah ~ said. '0 people! Allaah says, 'Enjoin good and forbid 
evil before the time arrives when you pray to Me and I will not respond; you 
will ask from Me and I will not grant you and you will ask Me for assistance. 
and I will not assist you. II Rasulullaah ~ then descended from the pulpit 
without saying anything else." (5) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Lecture Warning Against 

Bad Character 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once delivered 
a lecture to them saying, "Stay away from oppression because oppression will 
(1) Ahmad and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Voi.S Pg.6). 
(2) Ahmad and Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.8 Pg.9) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Abu Ya'\a, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Voi.S Pg.93). 
(4) 	Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.S Pg.94). Bayhaqi has 

reported a similar narration, as quoted in KanzuJ ummaaJ (Vol,8 Pg.200). 
(5) 	Ibn Maajah and Ibn Hibbaan, as quoted ill Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VolA Pg.12). Ahmad and 

BaZzaar has reported a similar narration, as qumed in Majma'uz zawaa'id (Vol, 7 Pg.266). 
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assume the form of compounded darkness on the Day of Qiyaamah. You must 
also avoid lewdness, lewd behaviour and especially greed because those before 
you were destroyed on account of this very greed. It was when this greed 
instructed them to sever family ties that they did it, when it instructed them to 
be miserly, they did it and when it instructed them to commit sin, they did that 
as welL" 
A person then stood up and asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~1 Which act of Islaam is 
the best?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "That Muslims remain safe from your tongue 
and your hand." The same man or another then asked, "And which Hijrah 
(migration) is best?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "To migrate from (to forsake) that 
which your Rabb dislikes. There are two types of Hijrah; the Hijrah of the 
city-dweller and the Hijrah of the country-dweller. Hijrah of the country-dweller 
is that (while still living in the countryside,) he should respond (to the call for 
Jihaad) when called and obey when he is given a command. The Hijrah of the 
city-dweller· is a greater test and of course more rewarding (because he has to 
forsake his hometown)." (1) Yet another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ 
added, "Avoid misappropriating trusts because it is the worst of confidantes." 

Rasulullaah ~'s Lecture Condemning Major Sins 
Hadhrat Ayman bin Khuraym ~~ reports that Rasulullaah _ once 
delivered a lecture saying, "0 people! False testimony has been equated to 
ascribing partners to Allaah." After repeating this thrice, Rasulullaah ~ recited 
the verse: 

(r.~i:~ oJr") (~j~\ J,;l \;;;~G ~6;~1 ~~tl \~;;::i-U) 
SO abstain (totally) from the impurity of idols and abstain from false 
talk. {Surah Hajj, verse 30}(2) 

Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~ narrates that when delivering a sermon one day, 
Rasulullaah ~ spoke about interest and emphasising its evil, he said, "A 
Dirham that a person receives through interest is more sinful in Allaah's sight 
than committing adultery thirty-six times as a Muslim. The worst of all 
interest is dishonouring a Muslim." (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ reports that in his lecture to the Sahabah 
~ one day, Rasulullaah ~ said, "0 people! Refrain from Shirk because it 
is more subtle than the crawling of an ant." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" someone then 
asked, "How can we refrain from Shirk when it is more subtle than the crawling 
of an ant?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Say, '0 Allaah! I seek Your protection from 

knowingly committing shirk and we seek Your forgiveness from that which we 
do without knowing." (4) 

(1) 	Haakim and Abu Dawood, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VolA Pg, 158). Tabraani has 
reported a similar narration from Hirmaas, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL3 Pg,467). 

(2) ahmad, Tirmidhi, Baghawi and Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.7). 
(3) Ibn Abi Dunya, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VolA Pg.282). 
(4) IbnAbi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(Vol.2 Pg.I69). 
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Rasulullaah ~IS Lecture Concerning Gratitude 
Hadhrat Nu'maan bin Basheer .~~ reports that it was while standing on the 
pulpit that RasuluIlaah ~ said, "Whoever is ungrateful for a little will be 
ungrateful for a lot and whoever does not express gratitude to people will not 
express gratitude to Allaah. Speaking about Allaah's bounties denote gratitude 
while not doing so is tantamount" to ingratitude. Unity is a mercy while disunity is 
a punishment." Hadhrat Abu Umaamah Baahili ~~ then remarked, "Stick to 
the larger group (who follow the ways of RasululIaah ~ and the Sahabah 
~)." When someone asked him what the larger group was, he replied, "Do 
you not recite the verse of Surah Noor that states: 

(ot~i:JY O).r") (l> ~t;; ~~J~~~~9~;b9) 
If they turn away (tram obedience), then the Rasool ~ is responsible 
only for what he has been entrusted with (passing on the message) and 
you people are responsible for what you have been entrusted with (for 
accepting the message). {Surah Noor, verse 54}(l) 

Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~ reports that he heard Rasulullaah ~ recite the 
following in his sermon: 

('r~i:~ O).r") (0)~~I~~~.;~J l> ~ ;j,; J~ IP~) 
"0 family of DawoodI Express your thanks (to Me for the favours I have 

given you). (Unfortunately,) few of My bondsmen are thankful." {Surah 
Saba, verse 13} 

Rasulullaah ~ then proceeded to say, "Whoever is given three things has been 
given what was given to Dawood ~; the ability to fear of Allaah in private and 
in public, the ability to be.just when angry. and when not and the ability to be 
spend moderately when poor and when wealthy." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~IS Lecture Concerning the 

Goodness of Life 


Hadhrat Ali ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once said in a lecture, "There 
is no good in life except for the one who listens and remembers and for the Aault1 
who speaks the truth. 0 people! You are going through a period of truce. 
However:you are moving swiftly ahead. Do you not see night and day are 
making every new thing old, every distant thing near and bringing along 
everything that has been promised? You should therefore prepare to exert 
yourselves for the racecourse (plains of resurrection) that is still far off." 
Hadhrat Miqdaad ~ then asked, "0 Nabi of Allaah ~I What is this period 
of truce?" RasuluHaah ~ replied, "It is a period of test and separation. 
However, when matters become confusing to y~u like the phases of a dark night 
(when everything seems alike), then you should hold fast to the Qur'aan because 

(I) 	Abdullaah bin Ahmad, Bazzaar and Tabraani. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by 
Haythami (Vo1.5 Pg.218). 

(2) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaal(Vol.8 Pg.226). 
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it is an intercessor whose intercession is accepted and an advocate whose word 
is always taken. The Qur'aan will lead to ]annah whoever places it ahead of him 
and it will push into ]ahannam whoever puts it behind his back. The Qur'aan is a 
guide to the best of ways, it is decisive without being inconsequential and has 
both an inner dimension as well as an exterior dimension. The inner dimension 
is the commands (of the Shari'ah) and the exterior is the conviction. Its depth 
is immense, its wonders are countless and Ulema can never have enough of it. It 
is Allaah's strong rope, it is the straight path and the unquestionable truth about 
which the ]inn could not help but exclaim: 

- (.J, '~""'~ "', "~~ .... ",, II,""", '" ')
(y '\1.';:.-,11 :.-=!- o..).r") ~~t.; ~)JI 111.S-41 ~~IJI~ ~ IJl 

V· I", '" ;.S',. '" .... '" 

'Indeed we have heard a most astounding Qur'aan that points towards 
righteousness, so we believed in it' {Surah Jinn, verses 1,2} 

Whoever speaks by the Qur'aan is true, whoever acts on it will be rewarded, 
whoever passes judgement by it is just and whoever practises its teachings will 
be guided to the straight path. It contains lanterns of guidance, beacons of 
wisdom and it guides towards the proof (for all truths)." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Lecture Concerning Abstinence 
from the World 

Hadhrat Husayn bin Ali ~~~ narrates that he once saw Rasulullaah ~ stand 
up to deliver a lecture to the Sahabah ~. Rasulullaah ~ said, "0 people! 
(By the way we lead our lives) It appears as if death has been ordained only for 
others and that it is only the duty of others to embrace the truth. It appears as if 
the deceased people we see off to their graves are merely going on a little journey 
from which they will soon return, yet we eat up their legacy as if we will live 
forever after them. We have forgotten every lesson and feel safe from every 
calamity. Glad tidings for the person whose own faults preoccupy him from 
searching for· the faults of others and glad tidings for the person whose 
earnings are pure, whose private life is a righteous one, whose public life is 
good and who is steadfast on the path he treads. Glad tidings also for the 
person who humbles himself before Allaah even though he does not suffer any 
deficiencies within himself, who spends from what he earns without sinning, 
who associates with men of understanding and wisdom and who is 
compassionate towards downtrodden and poor people. Glad tidIngs for the one 
who spends (in Sadaqah) his excess wealth, holds back his excess talk and is 
comfortable with practising the Sunnah without ever resorting to Bid'ah." 
Rasulullaah ~ then dismounted. (2) 

In another similar narration (3), Hadhrat Anas ~,~ states that Rasulullaah ~ 
was on his camel Adbaa and that he added, "We eat their legacy while their 
corpses are still in ~heir houses.' This narration also adds that Rasulullaah ~ 
(I) Askari, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoU Pg.218). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hjlya (Vo\.3 Pg.202) with commentary on the chain of narrators, 
(3) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. 8 Pg.204). 
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said, "(Glad tidings for the person) Who follows the Sunnah and never 
transgresses it to go towards any Bid'ah." 
Yet another narration(l) adds that Rasulullaah ~ said, "(Glad tidings for the 
person) Who associates with men of understanding, avoids people with doubts 
and who practice Bid'ah. His public life is a righteous one and people are safe 
from his evil." 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ was on the pulpit and the 
Sahabah ~ were sitting around him when he said, "0 people! Be shy (to do 
wrong) in front of Allaahas you ought to be shy." "0 Rasulullaah ~!" someone 
asked, "Are we to be shy in front of Allaah?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "Whoever 
amongst you is shy, should not pass a single night without his death before his 
eyes. He should protect his abdomen and whatever it contains (heart, stomach, 
liver, etc) and his head and whatever organs it is host to (eyes, ears, tongue, etc). 
He should also remember death and decomposition and forsake the pleasures of 
this world." (2) -

Rasulullaah ~'s Lecture Concerning Resurrection 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~ reports that he heard Rasulullaah ~ 
deliver the foHowing lecture from the pulpit: "You will meet your Rabb 
barefooted, naked, uncircumcised and on foot." Another narration states that 
Rasulullaah ~ stood up amongst the Sahabah ~ and said, "0 people! 
You will be barefooted, naked and uncircumcised when you are resurrected 
before Allaah." Rasulullaah ~ then recited the verse: 

_ (~",' , 'J ~ J, ","''''' ~".»,.J, J ',II "",-.,..l",,,, """,~
('.t~1 :~~IOJ""') ~ O"t;~ l:.S"IJ~ ~ IJ.PJ o~~ JJllJlJf W-F 

As We originated the first creation, We shall repeat it (making all appear 

as they had appeared when they were Drst created). This is a binding 
promise upon Us. We are undoubtedly the Ones Who can do (Who have 
thepower to (ulOJ this promise). {Surah Arnbiyaa, verse 104} 

Rasulullaah ~ then continued. He said, ''Verily the first of creation to be 
clothed will be Ibraheem ~~. Thereafter, some men from my Ummah will be 
caught and taken to the left. '0 my Rabb!' I will plead, 'they are my companions.' 
Allaah will then say, 'You have no idea what innovations they had introduced 
after you.' I will then say what one of Allaah's pious servants (lsa ~l'b) will say: 

J. ~~lll ~:-:.:} :.,;;~iJ3 Wi [~~~G,i:~;, ~ ~:.fJ)
,,7 "" ",,;I' tII'!II' 

",,)"'!' ,;', ,.I"', '''', ",~JIIJ,.. ,J" ,J,WI",.I, ~., '" ,'" IoII,J 't" ,;~", 

~I cliy ~~"'~ ..u.)~.riY~~ "'~ Q ~~~ ys-~~Ij . 
- (~.I. ". . .1,,,..

('A ,w~\ ;,.,\jL,. OJ.,..,) ~~Iy.yJl
". ". 

'I was a witness to them as long as I was with them. (However) When 
You took me away, then You were watching over them for You are 

(I) Bazzaar. Haythami (Vo1.10 Pg.229) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Tabraani in his Awsat Tirmidhi has reported a similar narration from Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Mas'ood ~, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.5 Pg.200). 
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Witness over all things. If You punish them, then verily they are Your 
slaves (and You are at liberty to treat them as You please), and if You 
forgive them, then surely You are the Mighty, the Wise (and Your 
re3son for doing so is fllled with wisdom).' {Surah Maa'idah, verses 
117,118} 

It will then be said to me, 'Verily they had turnyd on their heels and become 
Murtad as soon as you left them (which was what happened to many Arab 
tribes).'" Another narration adds that Rasulullaah ~ will then say, "Take them 
far away! Take them far away!" (1) . 

Rasulullaah ~'s Lecture Concerning 

Predestination 


Hadhrat Ali.~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once mounted the pulpit and 
after duly praising Allaah, he said, "Allaah has written a register with the names 
and lineages of all the people destined for ]annah. The register has already been 
totalled and no person will be added or deleted from it until the Day of 
Qiyaamah. Allaah has also written a register with the names and lineages of all 
thepeople destined forjahannam. The register has already been totalled and no 
person will be added or deleted from it until the Day of Qiyaamah. Regardless of 
wh&t the person destined for ]annah does, his concluding actions will be those of 
the people of Jannah. Similarly, regardless of what the person destined for 
Jahannam does, his concluding actions will be those of the people of Jahannam. 
A fortunate person (one destined for Jannah) can sometimes be treading the path 
of the unfortunate ones (destined for Jahannam) so much so that it will be said, 
'He seems to be one of them (those destined for ]ahannam). Nay! It seems that he 
ac~ually is .one of them.' However, his good fortune then finds him and rescues 
him (placing him on the path to ]annah). An unfortunate person (one destined for 
]ahannam) can also sometimes be treading the path of the fortunate ones 
(destined for Jannah) so much so that it will be said, 'He seems to be one of them 
(those destined for Jannah). Nay! It seems that he actually is one of them.' 
However, his ill fortune then removes him (from this path and places him on the 
path to Jahannam). Whoever has been registered as a fortunate person in the 
Lowhul Mahfoodh will not be removed from this world until he carries out 
actions that qualify him for good fortune, even though he does such an act a split 
second before his death. On the other hand, whoever has been registered as an . 
unfortunate person in the Lowhul Mahfoodh will not be removed from this world 
until he carries out actions that qualify him for ill fortune, even though he does 
such an act a split second before his death. Actions are judged according to 
those done at the end." (2) 

(1) Bukhaari, Muslim and others, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Voi.S Pg.34S). 
(2) 	Tabraani in his Awsat and Abu Sahl Jandisafoori, as quoted in Kanzui UmmaaJ (VoLl Pg.87). 


Haythami (VoL 7 Pg.;n 3) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Rasulullaah ~'s Lecture Concerning the Benefit 
of being Related to him 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri !:ID~ reports he heard Rasulullaah ~ saying 
from the pulpit, "What is the matter with some people who say that being related 
to me will be of no benefit on the Day of Qiyaamah? By Allaahl My relatives are 
attached to me in this world as wel~ as in the Aakhirah. 0 people! I shall go to the 
pond (of Kowthalj ahead of you on, the Day of Qiyaamah.where some people will 
call for me and tell me their names and father's names. I will say to them, 
'Although I know your lineage (to be part of my own), but you people had 
introduced innovations after I left the world and turned. back on your heels 
(from the true Deen)." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Lecture Concerning Leaders 
and Rulers 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ mentioned the 
following in one of his lectures: "Take note that I shall soon be called (to Allaah) 
and will have to respond. such leaders will then assume authority over you who 
will do things that you are familiar with and well acquainted with. Obeying them 
will be true obedience. You will live with this status quo for some time until 
some other leaders take control after them. These leaders will do things that you 
will not be familiar with. Those .who will lead them (in wrong) and will be their 
advisors (in doing wrong) will be destroyed and will destroy others as well. While 
you may associate with them physically but you must disassociate from their 
(evil) activities. You must also testify to the good of those who do good and to 
the evil of the wrong-doers." (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Humayd Saa'idi ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once 
apPOinted someone as collector (to collect zakaah) and when he returned after 
completing his collection, he said, "ORasulullaah ~l This is for you and this is 
what has been given to me as a gift." Rasulullaah ~ said to him, ''Why do you 
rather not sit in your father's or mother's home and see whether or not you are 
given any gifts?" 
That night after salaah, Rasulullaah ~ stood up to deliver a lecture. After 
reciting the Shahaadah and duly praising Allaah, he said, "What is the matter with 
some collectors whom we appoint and who then return to say, 'This amount is 
from the collection and this amount is what has been gifted to me.' Why does he 
rather not sit in his father's or mother's home and see whether or not he is given 
any gifts? I swear by the Being Who controls my life that when any of you 
embezzles any wealth, he will arrive carrying it on his neck on the Day of 
Qiyaamah. If it was a camel (that he took), he will bring it bellowing, if it was a 
cow, he will bring it mooing and if it were a goat, he will bring it bleating. I have 
now conveyed the message." 
(1) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (VoL! Pg.98). Ahmad has reported a similar narration, as 

quoted in the 7afseeroflbn Katheer (Vo1.3 Pg.256). 
(2) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.5 Pg.237) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Hadhrat Abu Humayd ®~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ then lifted his arms so 
high that we could see the whites of his armpits. Zaid bin Thaabit ~ heard 
the lecture with me, so you may ask him." (1) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Lecture about the Ansaar 
Hadhrat Abu Qataadah ®~ reports that h~ heard Rasulullaah ~ say the 
following about the Ansaar from the pulpit: "Listen well! While all other people 
are like my outer garments, the Ansaar are like my inner garments. If everyone 
walked down one valley and the Ansaar walked down another, I would follow the 
Ansaar down their valley. Had it not been for the virtue of Hijrah, I would have 
wanted to be one of them. Whoever assumes authority over the Ansaar should be 
good towards the righteous ones amongst them and overlook the sinful ones 
amongst them. Whoever upsets the Ansaar will have upset that which is between 
these two sides." Rasulullaah ~ then pointed towards himself. (2) 

Hadhrat Ka'b bin Maalik ~ who was one of the three men whose repentance 
was accepted (3) , was informed by one of the Sahabah itEl)1.,~ that Rasulullaah 
~ once came out of his room with a bandage tied around his head. He then 
delivered a lecture saying, "0 assembly of Muhaajireen! Whereas your numbers 
will continue to increase (as more people make Hijrah), the population of the 
Ansaar will not increase any more than they are today. The Ansaar are my 
personal trunk with whom I have taken shelter. You should therefore honour 
the honourable ones amongst them and overlook the sinful ones." (4) 

.Miscellaneous Lectures of Rasulullaah ~ 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®)1.,~ reports that RasululIaah ~ was on the wooden 
pulpit when he said, "Save yourselves from Jahannam even ifit be with a piece of 
a date (that you give in Sadaqah) because Sadaqah straightens crookedness, 
repels a bad death and benefits a hungry person just as much as it does a person 
with a full stomach." (5) . 

Hadhrat Aamir bin Rabee'ah reports from his father ®~~ that he heard 
Rasulullaah ~ say the following in his sermon, "For as long as a person 
continues sending salutations to me, the angels continue making du'aa for his 
forgiveness." (6) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once delivered 
a lecture to them saying, "Whoever wishes to be saved from J ahannam and to be 
allowed entry into Jannah should meet his death at a time when he has Imaan in 
Allaah and in the Last Day and should deal with people in a manner that he 
likes them to deal with him." (7) 

(I) Bukhaari (Vo1.2 Pg.9821. Muslim, Abu Dawood and Ahmad have all reported a similar narration, as 
quoted in Jaami'us sagheer. 

(2) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.l 0 Pg.35). 
(3) When they missed the expedition to Tabook. 
(4) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.lO Pg.26). 
(5) Abu Ya']a and Bazzaar, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.2 Pg.134). 
(6) Ahmad, Ibn Abi shaybah and Ibn Maajah, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.160). 
(7) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaal (Vol. I Pg: 76). 
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Hadhrat Anas OO)1.,~ relates, "Rasulullaah ~ Once delivered a lecture the like 
of which I have never heard before. He said, 'If you people knew what I know, 
you would laugh less and cry more.' The Sahabah ~ then covered their 
heads as they burst out weeping." 
Another narration states that when Rasulullaah ~ heard something about 
some of the Sahabah ~, he delivered a lecture saying, "Jannah and 
Jahannam have been shown to me and I have never seen such bliss and such 
terror to this day. If you people knew what I know, you would laugh less and cry 
more." There was not a day more weightier on the Sahabah ~ than that day 
and they all covered their heads as they burst out weeping. (I) . 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~~. reports that Rasulullaah ~ was delivering a 
lecture when he recited the verse: 

(yt~T::J,oj~) (~ ~j ~ ~~~.;~.u ~~~~ ~j ~t:; ~1) 
Indeed whoever comes. to his Rabb as a criminal (Kaafir orsinner), then 
he shall have Jahannam where he shall neither live nor die. {Surah 
TaaHaa, verse 74} 

Rasulullaah ~ then said, "Those who deserve to be there (forever) shall neither 
die in jahannam nor shall they live (a life worth living). As for those who do not 
deserve to be there (forever), Jahannam will burn them for awhile, after which 
intercessors will intercede on their behalf. They will then be grouped and taken 
to (bathe in) a river called Hayaat or Hayawaan where they will flourish just as 
grass flourishes in the silt that floodwater carries." (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~U5~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once delivered a lecture 
saying, "0 people! Entertain good thoughts about the Rabb of the universe 
because Allaah treats his servants according to their expectations of Him." (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Zuhayr Thaqafi ~ narrates that he heard Rasulullaah ~ say 
in a lecture, "0 people! Soon you will be able todistinguish the people of Jannah 
from the people of Jahannam or the good from the bad." "0 Rasulullaah .rl! 
someone asked, "How will we be able to do that?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "By 
your praise and your criticism (of the person after his death) because you are 
witnesses to (the behaviour) each other." (4) 

Hadhrat Tha'laba OO,~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once stood up to deliver a 
lecture in which he instructed the payment of Sadaqatul Fitr. He detailed that it 
should be a Saa of dates or a Saa of barley for every person, whether a minor, an 
adult, a free person or a slave. (5) 

The Most Comprehensive of Rasulullaah 
I~~~P:'~G':!' S Lectures 

Rasulullaah ~Js Comprehensive Lecture at Tabook 
Hadhrat Uqba bin Aamir Juhani ~ reports that when they left with 
(I) Bukhaari and Muslim. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoI.5Pg.226). 
(2) Ibn Abi Haatim. as quoted in theTalSeerof Ibn Katheer (Vol.;) Pg.159). 

(.3) Ibn Abi Dunya and Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ(Vo1.2 Pg.14.3). 

(4) Haakim (VolA PgA.36). reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 

(5) Hasan bin Sufyaan and Abu Nu'aym. as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (VolA Pg..3.38). 
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Rasulullaah ~ for Tabook, they were a day away from their destination when 
Rasulullaah ~ (and the Sahabah ~1.j5~) fell asleep (one night) and did rLot 
get up until the sun had already risen the length of a spear (above the horizon). 
"0 BilaaB" Rasulullaah ~ said, "Did I not tell you to check for us when dawn 
arrives (and then awaken us for Fajr}?" HadhratBilaal ®1.j5~ submitted, "0 
Rasulullaah ~~I The same sleep that whisked you away whisked me away as 
welL" RasuluIlaah ~ moved a little distance away and then led the (Qadhaa) 
salaah. Thereafter, he duly praised Allaah before saying, "Indeed the most 
truthful speech is Allaah's Book and the most secure handhold is the Kalimah of 
Taqwa. The best of creeds is the creed of Ibraheem ~~, the best of ways is the 
Sunnah of Muhammad ~, the most honourable dialogue is the Dhikr of Allaah 
and the best narrative is this Qur'aan. The best of matters are the most resolute 
ones, while the worst of them are the fabricated ones. The best guidance is the 
guidance of the Ambiyaa, the best death is that of the martyrs and the blindest of 
blindness is to go astray after receiving guidance. The best knowledge is that 
which is beneficial, the best directive is that which is followed and the worst 
blindness is the blindness of the heart. 
The upper (giving) hand is better than the lower (receiving) hand and that wealth 
which is sufficient though little is better than that which is plenty, but which 
makes the owner negligent of Allaah. The worst time to ask to be excused is at 
the time of death and the worst regret will be on the Day of Qiyaamah. There are 
some people who perform their salaahs only after its time and there are others 
who make Dhikr while totally detached (from the consciousness of Allaah). The 
worst sin is the lying tongue, the best wealth is contentment of heart and the 
best of provisions is Taqwa. The fountainhead of wisdom is fear for Allaah and 
the best thing to have its roots in the heart is conviction. Being doubtful stems 
from Kufr, wailing (on the occasion of death) is an act from the Period of 
Ignorance, stealing from the booty is from the mounds of Jahannam and hoarded 
wealth shall be hot branding irons. Poetry is amongst the flutes of Iblees, wine 
is the root of all sin, women are the traps of Shaytaan and youth is a branch of 
insanity. 
The worst of all forms of earning are earnings from interest and the worst of 
things to consume is the wealth of orphans. The fortunate person is he who 
takes a lesson from (what happens to) others and the unfortunate person is he 
who was unfortunate from the time he was in the belly of his mother. Each one 
of you shall be ending up in a place measuring four arm's lengths, a motter is 
evaluated by the way it ends and actions are judged by those that take place at 
the end of a person's life. The worst of narrations are those that are lies and 
everything that is pending is reaJiy close by. Verbally abusing a Mu'min is a grave 
sin, killing a Mu'min is tantamount to kufr, eating his flesh (backbiting about 
him) is to insolently disobey Allaah and his wealth is as sacred as his blood. The 
person who falsely swears in Allaah's name, Allaah will make him a liar. Allaah 
will forgive those who forgive, will overlook the faults of those who overlook the 
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faults of others and will reward the one who swallows his anger. Allaah will 
compensate the person who exercises patience when afflicted with a calamity 
and for the person who seeks fame (for his good deeds), Allaah will announce it 
to the people (on the Day of Qiyaamah, making them aware of his selfish 
intentions). Allaah will multiply the rewards of those who persevere in fulfilling 
Allaah's commands and punish those who disobey them. 
o 	Allaah forgive me and my Ummah. 0 Allaah forgive me and my Ummah. 0 
Allaah forgive me and my Ummah. I seek Allaah's pardon for myself and for all of 
you." (1) 

Another Comprehensive Lecture from 

Rasulullaah ~ 


Hadhrat Ayaadh bin Himaar Mujaashi'ee ®~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ 
once delivered a lecture saying, "From the knowledge I have today, my Rabb has 
instructed me to educate you about that which you have no knowledge. Allaah 
says, 'All the wealth I have given My servants is lawful and I have created all my 
servants as people with the inherent inclination to follow the true Deen without 
swerving. However, the ShayaateenQave approached them, deviated them from 

c-t' 

their Deen, made unlawful for them what I have made lawful and instructed them 
to ascribe partners to Me when I have given no justification for it.'" 
Rasulullaah ~ continued, "(Before I was sent as a Rasul) Allaah looked at all 
the people on earth and became angry with the Arabs and non-Arabs alike 
(because they had all resorted to Shirk), except for a few remaining members of 
the Ahlul Kitaab (who had remained steadfast on their Deen without altering any 
part of it). Allaah said (to me), 'I am sending you to test you and to test (others) 
by you (to see whether they will accept your message). I shall also reveal a 
scripture to you that water will not be able to wash off and which you will be able 
to recite in your sleep and when awake.' Allaah then commanded me to set the 
Quraysh alight (by igniting the call to Islaam amongst them). '0 my Rabb!' I said, 
'They will then trample my head and make it a piece of bread (to be consumed).' 
Allaah however said, 'I shall remove them (from Makkah) just as they removed 
you. Fight them and We shall fight by your side, spend on them and We will 
spend on you, dispatch an army against them and We will dispatch an army (of 
angels) five times larger. Use those who obey you to fight those who disobey 
you.'" 
Rasulullaah ~ continued to say, "The people of Jannah are of three 
categories; (I) the just ruler whom Allaah inspires to do good and who spends in 
Sadaqah, (2) the soft hearted person who is compassionate towards every 

{II 	Bayhaqi in his Oalaa'il and Ibn Asaakir in his Taareekh. Abu Nasr Sajzi has reported a similar 
narration from Hadhrat Abu Oardaa ~ in his Kitaabul Ibaanah, while Ibn Abi Shaybah, Abu 
Nu'aym in his HfJya and Qudhaa'i in his Shihaab have all reported the narration as the words of 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~.;.1~. Askari and oay1ami have reported the narration from 
Hadhrat uqba ~~, as quoted in Suyuti's Jaami'us Sagheer and Manaawi's commentary on it 
entitled faydhul Qadeer (\'01.2 Pg.1791. Haakim has reported a similar narration, as quoted in 
Zaadul Ma'aad (\'01.3 Pg.7). 
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relEHive ~md every Muslim and (3) the chaste and poor person with a family who 
still donates in Sadaqah. The people of Jahannam fall into five categories; (1) 

the weakling who has no intelligence and who follows blindly, (2) those who (in 
the pursuit of illicit activities) do not ever seek a family or wealth, (3) the traitor 
whose greed cannot be concealed and who will endeavour to betray no matter 
how slight the chance, (4) the person who cannot pass a single day or night 
without deceiving a person with regard to his family and wealth." When 
describing the fifth type of person, Rasulullaah ~ mentioned the traits of 
miserliness, lying, bad character and vulgarity. (1) 

A Comprehensive Lecture of Rasulullaah ~~ as 

Narrated by Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~u5~ 


Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri $~~ narrates, "It was after he had led the Asr 
salaah that Rasulullaah ~a1i stood up to deliver a lecture. There is nothing to 
occur until the Day of Qiyaamah that he did not inform us about. Whoever 
remembered what he said remembers it and whoever forgot it, forgot it. Amongst 
the things he mentioned was: 'This world is lush and sweet. Allaah has appointed 
you as His deputies in the world and is watching how you conduct yourselves. 
You should be wary of the world and of women because the first trial of the Bani 
Israa'eel (that they failed) involved women. Remember that the children of Aadam 
~!;;¥ are of different categories. There are those who are born as Mu'mineen, live 
as Mu'mineen and die as Mu'mineen. Then there are those who are born Kuffaar, 
live as Kuffaar and die as Kuffaar. There are also those who are born as 
Mu'mineen, live as Mu'mineen but then die as Kuffaar. Another group are those 
who are born as Kuffaar, live as Kuffaar but then die as Mu'mineen. 
Take note! Anger is a coal that ignites in the belly of a man. Do you not see the 
redness in the eyes of an angry person and the swelling of his veins? When any of 
you experiences this, he must take to the ground. He must take to the ground (sit 
or lie down). Remember that the best of people is he who is slow to anger and 
quick to please and the worst of people is he who is quick to anger and slow to 
please. As for those whose temper takes time to flare but also long to abate and 
those whose anger flares quickly and also abates quickly, these two are alike 
(because each has one good and one bad quality). Remember also that the best 
trader is he who is considerate in settling debts as well as in claiming them 
while the worst of traders is he who is inconsiderate when settling and when 
claiming debts. As for the one who is considerate when settling but inconsiderate 
when claiming and the one who is considerate when claiming but inconsiderate 
when settling, they are both on par (with an evil quality and a good quality each). 
Take note that every traitor will have a flag (denoting his treachery) on the Day of 
Qiyaamah which will be proportionate to the degree of his treachery. Remember. 
that the worst of treachery is when a ruler betrays his subjects. Listen well! Fear 
for the people must never stop a person from speaking the truth when he knows 

(1) Ahmad, as quoted in the Talseeroflbn Katheer (Voi.2 Pg.35). 
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it because the best of Jihaad is speaking the truth in front of a tyrant. 
Remember also that all that is left of this world in comparison to what has 
already passed is like what is left of this day compared to what has already 
passed ofit." (I) 

A Comprehensive Lecture of Rasulullaah ~ as 

Narrated by Hadhrat Umar ~)J.1~ 


Hadhrat Saa'ib bin Mahjaan was from Shaam and had met many Sahabah 
~.~. He reports that when Hadhrat umar ~~ arrived in Shaam, he (in his 
address to the people) praised Allaah, advised the people, reminded them (of 
their responsibIlities), enjoined good and forbade eviL He then said, "Rasulullaah 
~once delivered a lecture to us just as I am doing here before you. After 
instructing us to adopt Taqwa, to maintain family ties and to reconcile our 
differences, he said, 'You must remain united by listening (to your leaders) and 
obeying (them) because Allaah's help is with the united mainstream. Shaytaan 
is with the loner and stays far from a pair. A man must never be in seclusion 
with a (non-Mahram) woman because Shaytaan is then the third person. A 
sign of a Muslim with Imaan is that he is dismayed by his sins and pleased by his 
good deeds while the sign of a hypocrite is that he is not dismayed by his sins 
and not pleased by his good deeds. When he carries out a good deed, he does 
not hope for reward from Allaah and when he commits a sin, he does not fear 
Allaah's punishment for it. Be moderate in seeking your livelihood because 
Allaah has assumed responsibility for your sustenance. Every person will 
complete every action he is destined to carry out, so seek Allaah's assistance in 
your actions because He removes and retains whatever (event of destiny) He 
pleases and the 'Mother of all Books' (the Lowhul Mahfoodh) is with Him.''' 
Hadhrat Umar ~ then concluded his lecture by saying, "May Allaah shower 
His special mercy on our Nabi Muhammad ~ and on his family. May peace 
and Allaah's mercy be on him. Peace be to you all." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Final Sermon 
Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Abu Sutyaan ~~ reports that (during his final illness,) 
Rasulullaah ~ instructed the Sahabah ~ saying, "Pour over me seven 
water bags of waters drawn from several wells so that I may go to the people 
and advise them." Consequently, with a bandage tied to his head, Rasulullaah 
~ managed to leave his room and mounted the pulpit. After duly praising 
Allaah, Rasulullaah ~ said, "A servant from amongst Allaah's servants has 
been asked to choose between this world and what is with Allaah and he has 
chosen that which is with Allaah." None of the Sahabah .~~ besides Hadhrat 
Abu Bakr ®~ understood this statement. He therefore burst out crying and 

(1) 	Ahmad. Tirmidhi. Haakirh and Bayhaqi. as quoted in )aami'us sagheer and Manaawi's 
commentary. Manaawi (Voi.2 Pg.I81) has commented on the chain of narrators. 

(2) 	Ibn Mardway. Bayhaqi in his Shu'abul Imaan and Ibn ASaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL8 
Pg.207). 
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said, "May our parents and our children be sacrificed for you (0 Rasulullaah 
~)!" 
Rasulullaah ~~ consoled him saying, "Take it easy. The best of all my 
companions and the one who assisted me the most is the son of Abu Quhaafa 
(Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®,~~). All these doors leading to the Masjid must be closed 
except for the door of Abu Bakr because I see celestial light emerging from it.,,(l) 
Hadhrat Ayyoob bin Basheer ®~~ narrates that during his illness, Rasulullaah 
~ requested for water to be poured over him. The narration then proceeds like 
the one above, but adds that the first thing Rasulullaah ~ mentioned after 
praiSing Allaah was the martyrs of the Battle of Uhud. Rasulullaah ~ sought 
Allaah's forgiveness for them and made du'aa for them. Thereafter, he said, "0 
assembly of Muhaajireen! Whereas your numbers will continue to increase (as 
more people make Hijrah), the population of the Ansaar will not increase any 
more than they are today. The Ansaar are my personal trunk with whom I have 
taken shelter. You should therefore honour the honourable ones amongst them 
and overlook the sinful ones. 0 people! A servant from amongst Allaah's servants 
has been asked to choose between this world and what is with Allaah and he has 
chosen that which is with Allaah." Form all the Sahabah i®~, it was only 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®~@9§ who understood this statement and therefore burst out 
crying. (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri®~!@!¢5 narrates, "Rasulullaah ~ delivered a lecture 
saying, 'Allaah has asked a servant from amongst His servants to choose between 
this world and what is with Allaah and he has chosen that which is with Allaah." 
When Abu Bakr ®~~ burst out crying, we all wondered why he should be 
weeping over some servant of Allaah that Rasulullaah ~~ was speaking about. 
(What the rest of us did not understand was that) The servant given this choice 
was none other than Rasulullaah ~ and Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®,~~ knew this 
well. Rasulullaah ~ then said, "The person who did me the most favours 
through his friendship and wealth is Abu Bakr. If I were to choose a bosom friend 
other than my Rabb, I would have chosen Abu Bakr ®~~. He is nonetheless my 
close companion in Islaam and in the love for Islaam. Every door leading to the 
Masjid must be sealed except for the door of Abu Bakr ®,~~.,,(3) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates that during the illness with which 
he passed away, Rasulullaah ~ came out of his room with his head wrapped 
in an oily bandage. With a shawl draped over his shoulders, Rasulul13ah ~~ sat 
on the pulpit. The narration then recounts the sermon quoted above together 
with the advice Rasulullaah ~ gave about the Ansaar. The narration concludes 

to state that this was the final sermon that Rasulullaah ~ ever delivered. (4) 

(1) Tabraani in his Awsat. A narration in his Kabeeradds that Rasulullaah ~ also made mention of 
the martyrs of the Battle of Uhud and performed salaah for them, as quoted in Majma 'uz Zawaa 'id 
(Vo1.9 Pg.42). 

(2) Bayhaqi, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah(Vol.S Pg.229). 
(3) Ahmad, Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.S Pg.229). 
(4) 	Bukhaari, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.S Pg.230). Ibn Sa'd (Vol.2 Pg.2S1) has 

reported a similar narration from Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~. 
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Hadhrat Ka'b bin Maalik §J~ who was one of the three men whose repentance 
was accepted(l) relates that Rasulullaah ~~ once came out of his room and 
after duly praising Allah and seeking forgiveness on behalf of the martyrs of the 
Battle of Uhud, he said, "0 assembly of Muhaajireen! Whereas your numbers will 
continue to increase (as more people make Hijrah), the population of the Ansaar 
will not increase any more than they are today. The Ansaar are my personal trunk 
with whom I have taken shelter. You should therefore honour the honourable 

ones amongst them and overlook the sinful ones." (2) Another similar narration 
states that this was the last sermon that Rasulullaah ~ ever delivered. (3) 
Hadhrat Abu Salmah bin Abdur Rahmaan narrates that he heard from both 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah §J\1J~ and Hadhrat AbduUaah bin Abbaas §J.~ that the 
last sermon they heard Rasulullaah ~ deliver was when he said, ''Verily the 
person who guards these five Fardh salaahs in congregation will be the first to 
pass over the Bridge of Siraat like a flash of lightning. Allaah shall also 
resurrect him amongst the first group of those who followed (the Deen). In 
addition to this, for every day and night that he guarded his salaahs, he will have 
the reward of a thousand martyrs killed in the path of Allaah." (4) 

The Lecture Rasulullaah ~~ Delivered from Fajr 

Until Maghrib 


Hadhrat Abu Zaid Ansaari §J~ relates, "Rasulullaah ~ led us in the Fajr 
salaah and then delivered a lecture to us until Zuhr. He then dismounted the 
pulpit and led the Zuhr salaah. Thereafter, he delivered a lecture until Asr, after 
which he again dismounted to lead the Asr salaah. He then mounted the pulpit 
again and delivered a lecture until Maghrib. In these lectures, Rasulullaah ~ 
related to us everything that was still to happen. Those of us who remembered 
the most (of these lectures) are therefore the most knowledgeable." (5) 

Rasulullaah ~'s Condition at the Time of 
delivering a lecture 

Hadhrat Jaabir §J~ reports that when Rasulullaah ~~delivered a lecture, his 
eyes would redden, his voice would get louder and (when necessary) his anger 
would be intense as if he were warning an army that the enemy was attacking 
them that morning or evening. He would then hold up his index and middle 
finger and say, "My coming and Qiyaamah are like these two (as close as they 
are}." Rasulullaah ~ would then also add, "The best guidance is that of 
Muhammad ~~, the worst of matters are those that have been fabricated and 
every Bid'ah is a means of misguidance. The wealth a person leaves behind after 
his death shall be for his family and the debts and little children he leaves behind 
(l) When they missed the expedition to Tabook. 
(2) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL I 0 Pg.37). 
(3) Tabraani. reporting from reltable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoLlO Pg.37). Haakim (VolA 

Pg.78) has reported a similar narration from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(4) Tabraani in his Awsat. Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.39) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(5) Haakim (VolA pgA87), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
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shall be mine and will be my responsibility." (I) 

The lectures that Rasulullaah .'s 

Successor Hadhrat Abu Bakr Siddeeq 


~)j&~ delivered 

His Lecture when he Assumed the Office of Khilaafah 


Hadhrat Urwa ~ reports that when Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ assumed the 
office of Khilaafah, he delivered a lecture to the people. After duly praising Allaah, 
he said, "0 people! I have been placed in charge of your affairs whereas I am not 
the best amongst you. The Qur'aan has already been revealed and Nabi ~;,\: has 
already chalked out his ways. He taught us that the best of intelligence is Taqwa 
and that the most foolish of all foolishness is to sin. The powerful amongst you 
are weak in my sight until I am able to reclaim the rights he owes (to the weak 
ones he oppressed) and the weakest is powerful in my sight until I can restore 
his right (taken by the powerful ones). 0 people! I am a follower and not one to 
fabricate new practices (in Deen). Do assist me when I do right and straighten 
me when I stray. This much I have to say and I seek Allaah's pardon for myself 
and for you." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin ukaym ~ narrates that when the Muslims pledged 
allegiance to Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®~, he ascended the pulpit and, Sitting a step 
beneath the step where Rasulullaah ~ usually sat, he praised Allaah and 
said, "0 people! You should know that the best of intelligence ... " The Hadith 
continues like the one above, with the following addition at the end: "Take stock 
of yourselves before your reckoning takes place (on the Day of Qiyaamah). 
Whenever a nation forsakes Jihaad in the path of Allaah, Allaah smites them 
with poverty and whenever immorality prevails in a nation, Allaah affiicts them 
all with a common calamity. Obey me as long as I obey Allaah and as soon as I 
disobey Allaah and His Rasool ~, you need not obey me any more. This much 
I have to say and r seek Allaah's pardon for myself and for you." (3) 

Hadhrat Hasan narrates a narration similar to the one above, but with the 
addition that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ said, "The most foolish of all foolishness 
is sin. Take note that to me truthfulness is a great trust and lying is grave 
treachery." After Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®~~'s statement "I am not the best 
amongst you", Hadhrat Hasan says, "By Allaah! He was the best of them and 
none would have contested the fact. However, he made the statement because 
a true Mu'min always humbles himself." This narration also states that Hadhrat 

Abu Bakr ~~ added, "I wish that one of you would have relieved me of this 
responsibility." To this, Hadhrat Hasan comments, "By f\llaah! He trUly meant 
this." Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ then said further. "If you people wish that I fill the 
(I) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.! Pg.376). Bayhaqi has reported a similar narration in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.144), 

where he states that Muslim has reported the narration. 
(2) Ibn Sa'd, Mahaamili and others, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai(VoL3 Pg.130). 
(3) Deenowri, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai(VoL3 Pg.135). 
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position for which Allaah used revelation to steer His Nabi ~, then you should 
know that I do not enjoy that privilege. I am but an ordinary human being, so 
please do watch over me." (1) 

Hadhrat Hasan also reports that Hadhrat Abu Bakr g)~~ delivered a lecture 
saying, "By Allaah! I am not the best of you. I have always disliked this post and 
have always wished that one of you would relieve me of it. Do you think that I 

can practice the ways of Rasulullaah ~ precisely as he did with you? This I am 

unable to do because Rasulullaah ~ was safeguarded from doing wrong by 
revelation and while he had an angel with him, I have a Shaytaan who keeps 
coming to me. You should therefore stay away from me when I am angry so 
that I harm neither your hide nor your hair. Remember to keep watch over me. 
When I remain steadfast (on Deen), then assist me but when I stray, then correct 
me." Hadhrat Hasan says, "By Allaah! This was a sermon the like of which he 
never delivered again." (2) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Abu Bakr g)~ also added, "I am but a 
human being who does right and makes mistakes as well. When I do right, I want 
you to praise Allaah and when I err, I want you to correct me." (3) 

Hadhrat Qais bin Abu Haazim reports that he was sitting with Rasulullaah ~'s 
Khalifah Hadhrat Abu Bakr g)~~ a month after Rasulullaah ~ passed 
away ... The narration continues until he says that the people were gathered with 
the call "As Salaatu Jaami'ah", after which Hadhrat Abu Bakr g)~~ mounted the 
pUlpit, which was a little platform made for him to deliver lectures on. This 
was the first sermon that Hadhrat Abu Bakr g).t~!iS delivered in Islaam (after 
becoming the Khalifah). After praising Allaah, he said, "0 people! I had wished 
that someone else could relieve me of this post. If you people want to charge me 
with following the Sunnah of your Nabi ~ (to the fullest), you should know 
that I do not (fully) have the ability to do so because Rasulullaah ~ was 
protected fromShaytaanandrevelationfrom the heavens used to come to him.,,(4) 
Already quoted earlier(5) was the following lecture in which Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
g)~:~ said, "0 people! There are people who entered into Islaam willingly and 
those who entered unwillingly. However, they are now all in Allaah's protection 
and His neighbours. Therefore, if it is possible that Allaah does. not find you 
guilty of wronging anyone in His protection, then make sure that you do so. I 
also have a Shaytaan with me so when you see me angry, stay away from me so 
that I may not harm even your hair or your skin. 0 people! Keep watch over the 
income of your slaves because flesh nourished with Haraam cannot enter 
Jannah. Hear this well! Inspect me with your eyes and assist me when I do good. 
However should I deviate, then do correct me. Obey me as long as I obey Allaah 

(I) Bayhaqi (Vo1.6 Pg.3S3). 
(2) Abu Dharr Harawi and Ibn Raahway, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaa/(VoI.3 Pg.126). 
(3) Abu Dharr Harawi, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaI (Vol.3 Pg.136). 
(4) Ahmad. Haythami (VoJ.S Pg.184) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(5) Under the heading "Relinquishing the Post of Khilaafah" and the subheading "The Response of the 

Sahabah ~ to Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ and their Statement Confirming that he was the 
Best Amongst them". 
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and disobey me if I disobey Allaah. 
Hadhrat Aasim bin Adi narrates that it was a day after Rasulullaah ~ had 
passed away that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~Ci£% sent a caller to announce that the 
expedition of Hadhrat Usaamah ~~ must proceed. The announcement was, 
"Behold! Not a single member of Usaamah's army should remain behind in 
Madinah without proceeding to the military rendezvous at Juruf." Hadhrat Abu 
Bakr ~~ then stood up amongst the people to deliver a lecture. After duly 
praising Allaah, he said, "0 people! I am a human just like you. I however do not 
know whether you would expect me to do what only Rasulullaah ~ could do. 
Allaah had selected Muhammad ~ from all in the universe and safeguarded 
him against all disasters. I am only a follower and not one to start anything 
new. Therefore, if I remain steadfast (on Deen), you should follow me and if I 
stray, you must correct me. Rasulullaah ~ was taken from this world without 
any member of the Ummah seeking redress for a lash given unjustly or anything 
even less than this. Remember that I have a Shaytaan that comes to me, so when 
he does, you should keep away from me so that I never harm your hide or hair. 
You pass through every morning and evening with a lifespan that is hidden from 
you. Therefore, if you can, you must spend every moment of this life doing good 
deeds. This you can of course not do without Allaah's help. You should compete 
with each other in doing good while your lifespan still allows you grace and 
before it brings all your deeds to an end one day. You must beware not to be like 
some people who had forgotten their deaths and did all their actions for others. 
Exert yourselves! Exert yourselves! Rush! Rush! Hasten to salvation! Hasten to 
salvation! (Do this) Because behind you is a speedy hunter, which is very quick. 
Fear death and take lesson from (the deaths of) your forefathers, children and 
brothers. Never envy the living for anything other than that for which you would 
envy the dead." (1) 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Abu Maryam says that he was informed that when Hadhrat 
Abu Bakr .~.~~ became the Khalifah, he mounted the pulpit. After duly praising 
Allaah, he said, "By Allaah! Had it not been for your affairs being ruined with us in 
your midst, I would have preferred that this responsibility be placed around the 
neck of the person I detest the most so that he could have no peace. Remember 
that the most ill-fortuned people in this world and in the Aakhirah are the kings." 
When the people looked up and started at him, Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~.~~ said, 
"Take It easy! You people are too hasty. A person never becomes king of a place 
before Allaah knows the kingdom well and the person spends half his life. Fear 
and worry then take charge of him and he becomes greedy for what the people 
have, while ignoring what he has with him. His life then becomes straightened 
even though he eats the best and wears the best. Eventually when his shadow 
dwindles and his life is taken, he reaches Allaah's court. Allaah will then take him 
to task most severely and is unlikely to forgive him. Remember that it is the 
poor ones who will be forgiven! Remember that it is the poor ones who will be 
(1) Tabari in his Taareekh (Voi.2 Pg.460) 
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forgiven! Remember that it is the poor ones who will be forgiven!" (I) 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~IS Lecture Concerning 

Taqwa and Acting for the Aakhirah 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin ukaym reports that Rasulullaah ~ once delivered a 
lecture to them saying, "I emphatically advise you to adopt Taqwa, to praise 
Allaah as He deserves to be praised, to combine both hope and fear (of Allaah) 

and that you be persistent in begging from Allaah. Allaah has praised Zakariyya 
~@ and his family when He says: 

J{~;, t ;;,..It~.J:,Jf ... ;'tI;;"'''''''''''''' I' .... ' "".J,-",J;,.I')
,O~WI'yI.)J ~JJ~JW'y.ll..J~~I~"'.Y.r-I'yts'~: 

(",-'::""!h~1 oJ.,....) 

'Verily, they would hasten to perform good deeds and prayed to Us in 
anticipation (ofOur mercy) and in fear (ofOurpunishment). They were 
truly humble before Us.' {Surah Ambiyaa, verse 90} 

o servants of Allaah, you must know that Allaah has taken your souls as security 
against the rights you owe Him. He has also taken a pledge from you (to fulfil 
these rights) and has bought from you this temporary little (world) for what is 
eternal and much more. This Book of Allaah that you have is such that its 
wonders will never cease and its light will never be extinguished. You must 
therefore believe its words, heed its advices and glean sight from it for the day of 
complete darkness. You have been created only for worshipping Allaah. The 
honourable angel scribes (Kiraaman Kaatibeen) have been appointed over you (to 
record your actions) and they are aware of the actions you do. 0 servants of 
Allaah! You must also know that you spend every morning and evening within a 
fixed lifespan that you have no knowledge of. Therefore, if you are able to be 
doing deeds that please Allaah when your lifespan comes to an end, you must do 
so. You will however be unable to do this without Allaah's help. Compete in good 
deeds while your lifespans allow you grace and before they eventually terminate, 
causing you to return to the worst of your actions. There have been people who 
have sacrificed their lives for others and forgotten about themselves. I want to 
stop you from being like them. Rush! Rush! Hasten to salvation! Hasten to 
salvation! (Do this) Because behindyouisa speedy hunter, which is very quick.,,(2) 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~IS Lecture about Taqwa 
and about taking Lessons from the Past 

Hadhrat Amr bin Dinaar reports that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ once said the 
following in one of his lectures: "My advice to you in your conditions of poverty 
and hunger is to fear Allaah, to praise Him as He deserves to be praised and to 
seek His pardon because He is most Forgiving." The rest of the narration is like 
(1) Ibn zanjway in his Kitaabul Amwaal, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaalfYo1.3 Pg.162). 
(2) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Hflya (Vol.! Pg.35). Ibn Abi Shaybah, Hannaad, Haakim and B'lyhaqi have 

reported similar narrations and Ibn Abi Dunya has also reported a part of it in his Qisarul Amal. as 
quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ 0101.8 Pg.206). 
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the one above narrated by Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Ukaym. The following addition 
has however been reported: "You ought to remember that by being sincere (in 
everything you do), you will be obeying your Rabb as well as safeguarding what 
(reward) is yours. You must pay what is due from you during the days that you 
have been given to make your advance payment (i.e. in this world) and ensure 
that you also send Nawaafil ahead of you (to the Aakhirah) because you will then 
collect all the advance payments you had made at a time when you will be in dire 
need for it. 
o servants of Allaah1 You should also ponder about those who lived before you. 
Where were they yesterday and where are they today? Where are the kings who 
had erected monuments on earth and had cities built? People have forgotten 
about them and their feats have also been forgotten. They are non-entities today 
and because of their injustice, their dwellings now lie in ruins (after Allaah had 
destroyed them) while they lie in the darkness of the grave. Do you hear any of 
them or even a whimper from them? Where are all the friends and brothers that 
you knew? They have reached the actions they sent ahead and it is either good 
fortune or ill fortune that has become their lot. Allaah has no family ties with any 
creation because of which He would give them some good or avert any evil from 
them. This will happen purely due to obedience to Him and by carrying out His 
commands. There is no good in the good that is followed by entry into Jahannam 
and there is no difficulty in the difficulty that is followed by entry into Jannah. 
This much I have to say and I seek Allaah's pardon for myself and for all ofyou.,,(l) 
Hadhrat Nu'aym bin Namha narrates that a lecture of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~.~ 
included the following: "Do you not know that you spend mornings and evenings 
within the confines of your lifespans ... " The narration then continues like the 
narration of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Ukaym, but with the addition: "There is no 
good in the speech that is not said with the intention of pleasing Allaah, there is 
no good in the wealth that is not spent in the path of Allaah, there is no good in 
the person whose foolishness dominates his forbearance and there is no good in 
the person who fears the condemnation of a critic when carrying out a 
command of Allaah." (2) 

The Narration of Tabari Concerning Hadhrat Abu 
Bakr ~~~'s Lecture about Taqwa and about 

taking Lessons from the Past 
Hadhrat Aasim bin Adi reports a lecture that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ delivered. 
While the first part is like the one already narrated, this narration states that 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ stood up again and after praising Allaah yet again, he 
said, "Verily Allaah accepts only those actions done solely to please Him, so 
ensure that your intention for all your actions is solely for Him. You must 
(1) Abu Nu'aym in his HHya (Vo!.1 Pg.35), 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (Vol.! Pg.36). Tabraani has reported a similar narration, as quoted in the 

Tafseerof Ibn Katheer (Vol.2 Pg.342) with more detail on the narrators. 
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know that every act that you do sincerely for Allaah represents an act of 
obedience, a sin that you have been saved from, an instalment that you have paid 
(towards the Aakhirah) and an advance payment that you send ahead from these 
transitory days to others that are eternal. It will therefore be there for the time 
when you will be most in need of it. 
o servants of Allaah! Take lessons from those who have died from amongst you 
and think about those who had lived before you. Where were they yesterday and 
where are they today? Where are all the tyrants? Where are those who were 
famous in battle, in conquests and whenever wars raged? Time has humbled 
them, their bones have decayed and people have stopped talking about them. 
Remember that indecent women are for indecent men and indecent men are for 
indecent women. Where are the kings who had erected monuments on earth and 
had cities built? They are far away, have been forgotten about and are 
non-entities today. Listen welH While their passions have long been cut off and 
they have passed on, their sins will still remain theirs but their worldly 
possessions have gone to others. We have been left as their successors and we 
will be saved only if we take lesson from them. However, if we allow ourselves to 
be deceived, we will be just like them. Where are all the handsome and attractive 
people who were so enamoured by their youth? They have become dust and now 
regret their overindulgence. Where are those who erected cities, fortified them 
with high walls and built spectacular wonders? They had left it all behind for 
their successors. So there are their dwellings standing in ruins while they are in 
the darkness of their graves. Do you hear any of them or even a whimper from 
them? Where are all the children and brothers that you knew? Their prescribed 
terms caught up with them so they reached the actions they sent ahead (to the 
Aakhirah) and have settled there. They now live after death in either a place of ill 
fortune or a place of good fortune. Listen wem Allaah has no family ties with any 
creation because of which He would give them some good or avert any evil from 
them. This will happen purely due to obedience to Him and by carrying out His 
commands. Remember that you are servants who will be rewarded and whatever 
is with Allaah can be attained only by being obedient to Him. There is no good 
in the good that is followed by entry into ]ahannam and there is no difficulty in 
the difficulty that is followed by entry into ]annah." (I) 

A Comprehensive Lecture that Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
~~~ Delivered 

Hadhrat Moosa bin Uqba reports that when he delivered a lecture, Hadhrat Abu 
Bakr ~ would say, "All praise belongs to Allaah the Rabb of the universe. I 
praise Him, seek his assistance and ask Him for honour after death because my 
death and yours have drawn very close. I testify that there is none worthy of 
worship but the One and Only Allaah and I testify that Muhammad ~ is the 
servant and Rasul of Allaah. Allaah sent him with the truth, as a giver of glad 

(I) Tabari (Vo1.2 Pg.460). 
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tidings, a warner and an illuminating lantern. Allaah sent him to warn the living 
and so that the proof may be established against the Kuffaar. Whoever obeys 
Allaah and His Rasool ~ has been rightly guided and whoever disobeys them 
has strayed far off the path. 
I strongly advise you to adopt Taqwa and to hold fast to Allaah's commands that 
He has ordained for you and to which He has directed you. The most 
comprehensive guidance of Islaam after the Kalimah of sincerity is to listen to 
and obey the people whom Allaah has appointed to take charge of your affairs 
(your leaders). The person who obeys the leader who enjoins good and forbids 
evil shall be successful and has fulfilled his responsibility. I must also warn you 
against following your desires. Successful is the person who is saved from his 
whims, from greed and from anger. You must also stay away from pride, for what 
pride can one h~ve when one is created from sand and shall be returning to sand 
where worms shall consume his body? What pride can he have when he is alive 
today and shall be dead tomorrow? Act from day to day and from hour to hour, 
save yourselves. from the curse of the oppressed one and count yourselves 
amongst the dead. 
Persevere, because all actions are achieved through perseverance and be vigilant 
because vigilance is truly beneficial. ContinUe carrying out good deeds because 
such deeds are accepted, beware of the punishment that Allaah has warned you 
about and hasten to the mercy that Allaah has promised you. Make an effort to 
understand and Allaah will make you understand, make an effort to stay away 
(from wrong) and Allaah will save you from it. Allaah has explained to you what 
it was that destroyed those before you and what it was that caused others to be 
rescued. Allaah has also detailed what is Halaal and what is Haraam and which 
actions He likes and which ones He does not like. Remember that I shall never 
compromise on what ensures your and my welfare. It is Allaah from Whom we 
seek assistance because there is no power or might except with Allaah. 
Listen well! Whenever you do something sincerely for Allaah, you are obeying 
Allaah, safeguarding your share (of rewards in the Aakhirah) and becoming the 
envy of others. The deeds you carry out apart from the Faraa'idh, you will be 
sending ahead of you (to the Aakhirah) as Nawaafil and there you will receive 
back in full every advance payment you made and given your reward at a time 
when you will be most in need of it. 
o servants of AllaahI You must also think about your friends and brothers whc 
have passed on. They. have reached the actions they sent ahead and there that 
they shall abide. After their deaths, they have now settled either in a place of 
good fortune or one of ill fortune. Allaah has no partner and no family ties with 
any creation because of which He would give them some good or avert any evil 
from them. This will happen purely due to obedience to Him and by carrying out 
His commands. There is no good in the good that is followed by entry into 
]ahannam and there is no difficulty in the difficulty that is followed by entry into 
]annah. This much I have to say and I seek Allaah's pardon for myself and for all 
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of you. Send salutations to your Nabi ~~. May peace be on him as well as 
Allaah's mercy and blessings." (I) 

The lecture Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ delivered 
About the condition in the Aakhirah of the person 

who Was Ungrateful for the Bounties of Allaah 
Hadhrat Yazeed bin Haaroon reports that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®i;.,"V~ once 
delivered a lecture saying, "(On the Day of Qiyaamah) A person will be brought 
forward upon whom Allaah had showered His bounties. Allaah had given him 
plenty of sustenance and a healthy body, yet he was ungrateful for these bounties 
(and did not thank Allaah by being obedient to Allaah). He will be made to stand 
before Allaah and asked, "What have you done for this day? What deeds have you 
sent ahead for yourself?" Finding that he had not carried out any good deed, he 
will weep so much that all his tears would be exhausted. He will then be taunted 
and humiliated so much for not obeying Allaah that he will start to cry tears of 
blood. Thereafter, he will again be taunted and humiliated so much that he will 
(start biting his nails and eventually) eat his hands up to the elbows. Then too, he 
will be further taunted and humiliated so much for not obeying Allaah that he 
will scream and cry so much that his eyeballs will (pOP out and) fall to his 
cheeks. Each eye will then be three miles long,and three miles wide. Yet again he 
will be taunted and humiliated so much that he will cry, '0 my Rabbr Send me to 
Jahannam and relieve me of standing here.' It is about this that Allaah says: 
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Whoever opposes Allaah and His Rasool ~ shall have the fire of 
Jahannam (as hjs punjshment), where he shall live forever? That is the 
extreme humiliation.'" {Surah Taubah, verse 63}(2) 

Various lectures that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ 
delivered 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Ibraheem bin Haarith narrates that Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
~~~ once delivered a lecture to the people saying, "I swear by the Being Who 
controls my life that if you have Taqwa and do good deeds, it will not be long 
before the time arrives when you will eat bread and butter to your filL" (3) 

Hadhrat Zubayr ®.~ narrates that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~U&~ once delivered a 
lecture saying, "0 peopler Have shame before Allaah i31,~)2j\;E. I swear by the 
Being Who controls my life that out of shame before my Rabb i31\%2j\;E I always 
have a cloth covering my head whenever I go out to relieve myself." (4) 

(1) Ibn Abi Dunya in his Kitaabul Hadhr and lbn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (VoL 8 Pg.206). 
(2) Abu Sheikh, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. I Pg.246). 
(3) Ibn Abi Dunya and Deenowri, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol. 8 Pg.206). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (voU Pg.34). Ibn Mubaarak, Rustah, Ibn Abi Shaybah and Kharaa'ili have 

reported a similar narration, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaa/ (Vol.8 Pg.306). 
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Hadhrat Ibn Shihaab reports that during one of his sermons, Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
Siddeeq ~~ said, "Have shame before Allaah 0J~'4i\;z. I swear by Allaah that 
out of shame before my Rabb, since the day I pledged allegiance to Rasulullaah 
~~, I have always had a cloth covering my head whenever I go out to relieve 
myself." (I) 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ once stood on the pulpit and started to weep, saying, 
"It was during the first year that Rasulullaah ~ stood on the pulpit and started 
to weep. He then said, 'Ask Allaah for forgiveness and well-being because 
well-being is the best thing that a person can be granted after conviction.",(2) 
Hadhrat Aws ~~ narrates that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ once delivered a 
sermon saying, "It was during the first year that Rasulullaah ~ stood where I 
am standing and said, 'Ask Allaah for forgiveness and well-being because 
well-being is the best thing that a person can be granted after conviction. You 
must also ensure that you adhere to speaking the truth because it is coupled 
with righteousness and the two will lead to Jannah. You must also ensure that 
you refrain from lying because it is coupled with sinfulness and the two will lead 
to Jahannam. Never foster jealousy between you, never have hatred for each 
other, never sever family ties and never turn your backs to each other. 0 servants 
of Allaah! You must rather be brothers as Allaah has commanded you.',,(3) 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr bin Muhammad bin Amr bin Hazm reports that Hadhrat Abu 
Bakr Siddeeq ~~~ once delivered a lecture to them saying, "Rasulullaah ~ 
once told us to seek Allaah's protection from hypocritical humility. When the 
Sahabah ~~ asked what hypocritical humility was, Rasulullaah ~ explained 
that it occurred when the body appeared to be humble but there lurked 
hypocrisy in the heart." (4) 

Hadhrat Abul Aaliya narrates that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ once delivered a 
lecture to them saying, "Rasulullaah ~ once said, "The traveller will perform 
two Rakaahs salaah while the resident will perform four. While Makkah is my 
place of birth, Madinah is my place of migration. Therefore, when I leave for 
Makkah from Dhul Hulayfah, I shall perform two Rakaahs salaah until I return 
(to Madinah)." (5) 

Hadhrat Abu Dhamra narrates that in one of his lectures to the people, Hadhrat 
Abu Bakr ~U5~ praised Allaah and then said, "You people will soon be 
conquering Shaam. You will then arrive in a fertile land where you shall fill 
yourselves with bread and olive oil. Masaajid will also be built for you there. You 
should therefore never let Allaah know that you go to these Masaajid only in 
vanity because they are built expressly for Allaah's remembrance." (6) 
Hadhrat Anas ~.~ reports, "When Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ delivered lectures 
to us, he would mention how man is created. He would say, 'When he is born, 
(1) Ibn Hibbaan in his Rowdhatul Uqalaa. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.S Pg.124). 
(2) Tirmidhi and Nasa'ee, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo\.S Pg.233). 
(3) Ahmad, Nasa'ee, Ibn Hibbaan and Haakim, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaai (Vol. I Pg.291). 
(4) Hakeem, Askari and 8ayhaqi, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (VolA Pg.229). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his HiJya and Ibn ]areer, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (VolA Pg.239). 
(6) Ahmad in his Zuhd, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.259). 
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man has to twice pass through the urinary passage.' He would make this point 
clear until each of us would regard himself as being impure (thereby expelling 
pride from our hearts)." (1) 

In the chapter discussing Jihaad, the lectures of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ::ID.\1~ have 
already passed in which he encourages the Muslims to fight the Murtaddeen, to 
fight in Jihaad and to march against the Romans. His lecture to the Muslims 
before they marched to Shaam has also been reported there. His lectures have 
also been quoted in the chapter discussing the importance that the Sahabah 
~,~~ gave to unity. Here, his lecture warning against conflict has been quoted, 
as well as his lecture confirming the demise of Rasulullaah ~ and concerning 
holding fast to Deen. Also quoted is his lecture about Khilaafah being for the 
Quraysh, his lecture in which he excused himself from being the Khalifah, his 
lecture about refusing to pledge allegiance and his lecture about the qualities of 
a Khalifah. The chapter discussing enjOining good and forbidding evil also quotes 
his lecture that explains the meaning of the verse: 

- J!J:, ,"",0', "': ,,,. " , ;& J'". #)
(\.o~1 :o...l.ilo oJ"""')" ~~I b; J..P 0.0 ~~ "i 

He who has strayed (from the truth) cannot harm you when (as long as) 
you are rightly guided (obeying Allaah's commands). {Surah Maa'idah, 
verse 105} 

The Lectures of Ameerul Mu'mineen 
Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~~~ 

His lecture after Burying Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ 
Hadhrat Humayd bin Hilaal reports from someone who was presel}t for the burial 
of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ that after Hadhrat Umar ®~ had finished with 
the burial, he dusted off the sand from his hands. Standing where he was, he 
then delivered a lecture saying, "Allaah is testing you with me and me with you 
(by making me your leader) and has kept me alive after my two companions 
(Rasulullaah ~ and Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~). By AllaahI It will never be that 
any of your matters are presented before me (to be settled) and is then done by 
anyone other than myself. It will also never happen that something happens in 
my absence and I am then negligent in settling it with integrity. When people 
behave well, I shall be good to them, but when they do evil, I shall punish 
them." 
The man reporting the narration says, "By Allaahr This was exactly what Hadhrat 
Umar ~~ did until the day he departed from this world." (2) 

His Lecture the day he became the Khalifah 
Hadhrat Sha'bi narrates that when Hadhrat Umar ~~ became the Khalifah, he 
ascended the pulpit and said, "Allaah should never see me considering myself 
(I) Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoLB Pg.205). 

(21 Ibn Sa'd (YoU Pg.275). 
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worthy of sitting where Abu Bakr ~~~ sat." He then climbed a step lower anr 
after duly praising Allaah, he said, "Recite the Qur'aan and you will be noted for 
it. Practise its teachings and you will be amongst its bedrers. Weigh yourselves 
before you are weighed and beautify yourselves (with good deeds) for the great 
presentation on the day you will be presented before Allaah and nothing of yours 
will be hidden from Him. Remember that no one has such a right over you that 
compels you to obey him while disobeying Allaah. Take note that in respect of 
the wealth of Allaah (public funds), I regard myself to be like the guardian of an 
orphan. I shall therefore stay away from it if I have sufficient means and will use 
it within reason if I am ever in need of it." (1) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ~~~ said the following in his 
sermon: "Take reckoning of yourselves before your reckoning is taken (on the 
Day of Qiyaamah), because it (the reckoning you take of yourself) is easier. Weigh 
yourselves before you are weighed for the great presentation on the day you will 
be pres~nted before Allaah and nothing of yours will be hidden from Him." (2) 

The Lecture Hadhrat Umar ~,~~ gave About how 

he Knew the Conditions of People and about 


other· Mattp.rs 

Hadhrat Abul Firaas reports that Hadhrat Umar ~)J.,~ once delivered a lecture 
saying, "0 people! We knew you people well when Rasulullaah ~ was in our 
midst because it was a time when revelation descended and Allaah used to 
inform us about your condition. Take note however that Rasulullaah _ has 
left and revelation has ceased. Therefore, we now get to know you only in the 
manner we shall be stating to you: Whoever displays good behaviour, we shall 
think good of him and love him for the good. On the other hand, whoever 
displays evil behaviour, we shall think negatively of him and dislike him for his 
evil ways. Your secret affairs lie between you and your Raob (and only He can 
judge you by them). There was a time'when I was certain that whoever recited 
the Qur'aan did so to please Allaah and to attain what (reward) is with Him. 
However, I have since come to realise that lately some people recite the Qur'aan 
to attain that which is with the people. You must therefore aspire to please only 
Allaah when reciting the Qur'aan and when carrying out any good deeds. Take 
note also that I do not dispatch my governors to you to beat you or to take away 
your wealth. I am sending them only to educate you in your Deen and in the 
Sunnah practices. Whoever receives treatment other than this, should take the 
matter up with me and I swear by the Being Who controls my life that reparation 
shall be done. You must never hit Muslims because this will humiliate them and 
never prevent them from returning home after their shifts in guarding the state 
borders because this will cast them into difficuity. You should also not deny them 
(I) Deenowri, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.210). Fadhaa'ili has reported a similar narration, 

as quoted in Riyaadhun Nudhrah (Vol.2 Pg.89). 
(2) 	Ibn Mubaarak, Sa'eed bin Mansoor, Ahmad in his Zuhd, Ibn Abi Shaybah and others, as quoted in 

Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.208). 
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their rights because this would lead them to show ingratitude. Do not make them 
set up camp irf a dense forest because this would lead to their destruction (when 
they fall prey to the enemy taking advantage of the ample cover)." (I) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~ Delivers a Lecture 
Preventing people from Making Dowries Expensive 

and from openly stating who is a Martyr 
Hadhrat Ibnul Ajfaa reports that Hadhrat Umar ~ once said the following in 
his lecture: "Take note that you should not inflate the dowries of your women 
because had this been an act of honour in this world and an act of Taqwa in 
Allaah's sight. Nabi ~ would have been most entitled to it. However, 
Rasulullaah ~ never gave any of his wives a dowry of more than twelve 
Awqiya and did not receive more than this as dowry for any of his daughters 
either. What is happening is that some of you inflate the dowry so much that the 
husband (when unable to pay) fosters hatred for her in his heart, saying, 'It is 
because of you that I have been burdened with a water-bag hung around my 
neck.' Another aspect I wish to discuss is that when someone is killed in your 
battles, you say that he has been killed as a martyr or has died as a martyr. 
However. it is very possible that in the interests of conducting trade, he has 
stored away some gold or silver at the back of his animal or in his carriage. You 
should therefore not make such bold statements but rather say what Rasulullaah 
~ used to say; Whoever is killed or dies in the path of Allaah shall be in 
Jannah.m(2) 

Hadhrat Masrooq narrates that Hadhrat Umar ®~ once mounted the pulpit 
and said, "0 people! What is this inflation of dowries for your women when the 
dowries common amongst Rasulullaah ~ and his Sahabah i@.~ were in 
the region of four hundred Dirhams and less. Had inflated dowries been a sign 
of Taqwa in Allaah's sight or a mark of honour, you people would have never 
beaten Rasulullaah ~ and his Sahabah i@.~ to it (they would have been 
first to implement it)." (3) 
Some versions of this lecture have already been quoted in the chapter discussing 
marriage. 

The Lecture of Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Prohibiting 

Discussions on Predestination 


Hadhrat Umar ~~ was in Jaabiya when he delivered a lecture. After duly 
praising Allaah, he said, "There can be none to mislead the one ",hom AlIaah 
guides and none can guide the one whom Allaah misleads." A priest who was in 
front of Hadhrat Umar ®~ then said something in Persian. When Hadhrat 
(1) 	Ahmad, Ibn Sa'd, Musaddad, Ibn Khuzaymah, Haakim, Bayhaqi and others, as quoted in Kanzul 

Ummaal (Vol. 8 Pg.209). Haythami (Vol.5 Pg.211) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
Haakim (VolA Pg.439) states that the report is from reliable sources and this is confirmed by 
Dhahabi. 

(2) Abdur Razzaaq, Tayaalisi, Ahmad, Daarmi, Tirmidhi, Abu Dawood, Nasa'ee, Ibn Maajah and others. 
(3) Sa'eed bin Mansoor and Abu Ya'la, as quoted in Kanzul UmlT.:'al(VoI.8 Pg.258). 
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Vmar ~ asked a translator to translate what he had said, the translator said, 
. "He is of the opinion that Allaah does not mislead anyone." "You are wrong, 0 
enemy of Allaah!" Hadhrat Vmar ~ exclaimed, "It was Allaah Who created 
you, Who misled you and will enter you into Jahannam if He so pleases. Had 
you not entered into a treaty (with the Muslims), I would have had you 
executed." 
Hadhrat Vmar ®.~ then said, "When Allaah created Hadhrat Aadam ~, He 
spread out his progeny. Allaah then recorded who the people of Jannah shall be 
and the actions they will carry out. Thereafter, Allaah also recorded who the 
people of Jahannam shall be and the actions they will carry out and said, 'These 
are for this uannah) and those for that Uahannam).' The people then dispersed 
(on earth) and now they dispute about predestination." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Abzah narrates that when someone reported to 
Hadhrat Vmar ~ that some people were disputing about predestination, he 
stood up to deliver a lecture saying, "0 people! The nations before you were 
destroyed when they disputed about predestination. I swear by the Being Who 
controls Vmar's life that if 1 have to hear about any two persons disputing 
about predestination, I shall have them both executed." The people then stopped 
disputing about predestination and no one discussed the matter until a group in 
Shaam started to dispute about it during the time of Hajjaaj." (2) 

His Lecture at Jaabiya 
Hadhrat Baahili narrates that when he arrived in Shaam, Hadhrat Vmar ~ 
stood up to deliver a lecture in Jaabiya. He said, "Learn the Qur'aan and you will 
be noted for it. Practise its teachings and you will be amongst its bearers. 
Remember that no person who has a right over you has reached such a status 
that compels you to obey him while disobeying Allaah. You should also take note 
that speaking the truth and advising a senior can never draw your death any 
closer nor distance any of your sustenance. Remember that there is a barrier 
between a servant and his sustenance. If he is patient, his sustenance will come 
to him but if he charges towards it (not caring whether he is earning Halaal or 
Haraam), he will rupture the barrier and find nothing more than his sustenance 
(that has been predestined for him). Train your horses, practise archery, use the 
Miswaak, live lives of simplicity and avoid the behaviour of the non-Arabs. 
Avoid the company of tyrants, never allow a cross to be raised in your midst and 
never sit at a table where wine is served. You must also not enter public baths 
without a lower garment and never permit your women to enter them because 
none of this is permissible. 
After entering the lands of the non-Arabs and entering into a pact with them, 
avoid earning your living in any manner that will prevent you from returning to 
your land because you will soon be required to return. Avoid bringing 
humiliation to yourselves and ensure that you stay with Arab animals and tr 3.t 
(1) Abu Dawood in his Kitaabul Qadariyyah, Ibn Jareer, Ibn Abi Haatim and others. 
(2) Laalkaa'ee, Ibn Asaakir and others. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. I Pg.86). 
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you take them wherever you go. Remember that wine can be made from three 
substances; from raisins, honey and dates. When any of these ferments (and 
becomes intoxicating), they are regarded as wine and are not permissible. You 
must also take note that there are three types of person whom AIIaah shall not 
purify, shall not even look at (with mercy) and will not allow to be brought close 
to Him. They shall be inflicted with a painful punishment. (The first is) The 
person whG pledges allegiance to his leader solely for worldly gain. He is 
therefore loyal to the pledge only if he receives some worldly benefit, otherwise 
not. (The second is) The person who leaves with his merchandise after the Asr 
salaah and (falsely) swears in the name of Allaah that he purchased it at a certain 
price (which he did not). Because of this oath, he lhen manages to sell.the goods. 
(The third is a person who owns a watering place in a parched land and refuses 
water to travellers(l)). Verbally abusing a Muslim is a grave sin and physically 
abusing him leads to kufr. It is also not permissible to sever relations with your 
(Muslim) brother for more than three days. Furthermore, the person who 
approaches a sorcerer, a fortune-teller or an astrologer and then believes what 
they say has disbelieved what has been revealed to Muhammad ~&Ji:."(2) 

A most Comprehensive Lecture that Hadhrat Umar 
~,~~ Delivered at Jaabiya 

Hadhrat Moosa bin Vqba reports that the following is the lecture that Hadhrat 
Vmar ®U5~ delivered at Jaabiya: 
"After praising Allaah and sending salutations to Rasulullaah ~, I wish to 
advise you to fear that Allaah Who shall remain alive forever while everything 
else shall perish. It is by obedience to Him that His friends are honoured and it is 
by disobeying Him that His enemies wander astray. None has any excuse for 
carrying out a misdeed that he regards as an act of virtue just as there is no 
excuse for the person who does not carry out an act of virtue, thinking it to be a 
misdeed. The matters that most need the attention of a ruler are those duties that 
his subjects owe to Allaah. These are the responsibilities of Deen that Allaah has 
guided them to carry out. Our duty (as rulers) is only to instruct you to do those 
acts of obedience that Allaah has commanded you to do and to forbid you from 
carrying out those acts of disobedience that Allaah has forbidden you from. 
Furthermore, we need to establish the commands of Allaah c;,t;;1;:;r,O amongst 
those of you who are nearby and those far off without a concern for those who 
wish to bend the truth. 
I am aware of the fact that there are many people who entertain hopes in their 
Deen, saying that they will perform salaah with those who perform salaah, that 
they will strive in Jihaad with the Mujaahideen and adopt the prestige of making 
Hijrah. They however do this without fulfilling the rights of these acts. Remember 
that lmaan is not achieved by mere superficial dressing. There are times for 
salaah that Allaah has specified and they will not be correct at any other times. 
(1) Targheeb wat Tarlieeb, narrated by Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah $:::;~~. 
(2) Adani. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vo1.8 Pg.207). 
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The time for the Fajr salaah is when night draws to an end and food and drink 
become Haraam for the fasting person. Give this salaah its due share of the 
Qur'aan (recite lengthy portions of the Qur'aan during this salaah). The time for 
the Zuhr salaah starts when the heat is intense and the sun crosses the meridian. 
It then lasts until your shadow equals your height. This is usually the time when 
a person takes his siesta. In winter however, it should be performed when the 
sun shines on your right eyebrow after crossing the meridian (i.e. wait a while 
even after it crosses). The salaah should be performed with all the necessary 
conditions that Allaah has stipulated in the vmdhu, the Ruku and the Sajdah. 
These have been ordained so that one does not sleep through the salaah (is not 
unaware and oblivious of what he is doing). 
The time for the Asr salaah is while the sun is still bright and clear and before it 
starts to turn yellow. It is equal to the time in which a person rides a slow camel 
for two Farsakh (six miles) before the sun sets. Now the time for the Maghrib 
salaah starts when the sun sets and the fasting person terminates his fast and the 
time for the Isha salaah starts when the night becomes completely dark. This is 
between the time that the redness in the sky disappears and a third of the night 
passes. May Allaah never awaken the person who sleeps before that (without 
performing his salaah). These are the times of the salaahs, as Allaah says: 

- (~ti,"", ..,,, ", l"" "'".,""'" I' ,~
(\.,.~, :~W 0).,....) '0 U";y \,I~ ~j:J\~ ~\S" ~~, u;, 

Indeed salaah has been made obligatory for the Mu'mineen at fixed 
hours (and can therefore not be postponed). {Surah Nisaa, verse I03} 

There are people who claim that they have migrated when they have actually not 
done so because the true Muhaajir is he who migrates away from sin. Then 
there are those who claim that they have waged Jihaad whereas true Jihaad in 
the path of Allaah is fighting the enemy and refraining from Haraam. There 
have also been people whJ fight well in battle but in doing so they have no 
intention of attaining rewards nor do they remember (pleasing) Allaah. Being 
killed is merely one of the many means of death and every slain person will be 
judged according to the reasons for which he was killed (he will therefore be 
regarded as a martyr only if he was killed while attempting to uplift the Deen of 
Allaah). There are those who fight because they are naturally courageous and 
who therefore come to the rescue of those they know and those they do not 
know. Then there are those who are naturally so cowardly that they will 
surrender their own parents to the enemy whereas e.ven a dog will bark in 
defence of its family. 
Remember that fasting is an extremely sacred act and causbg any harm to the 
Muslims should also be avoided while fasting just as eating, drinking and 
sensual pleasures are forb!dden. This is a complete fast. Remember also that the 
zakaah that Rasuluilaah ~ has made Fardh (by the instruction of Allaah) 
should be paid with a happy heart and must never be regarded as a favour to the 
recipient. understand the advices you are given because the ransacked person is 
one whose Deen is ransacked. The fortunate person is he who learns from the 
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experiences of others while the unfortunate one has been decreed as such since 
the time he was in his mother's womb. The worst of things are those that have 
been fabricated. Remember that moderation in practising the Sunnah is better 
than exerting oneself in practising Bid'ah. Indeed. people have a natural dislike 
for their rulers. so I seek Allaah's protection from Him finding me or you with 
malice ingrained within us. I also seek Allaah's protection from Him finding us 
following our whims and giving preference to this world (over the Aakhirah). I 
fear that you should incline to the ways of those who oppress themselves, so you 
should never content yourselves to be with those who have been granted 
wealth. 
Hold fast to this Qur'aan because it is filled with light and healing powers, 
whereas everything else is filled only with misfortune. I have fulfilled my 
responsibilities to your affairs that Allaah 0,~:a;1;Z has made me responsible for 
and I have advised you in your best interests. We have fixed your allowances 
(from the state treasury), prepared your armed forces. stipulated the places where 
you will be engaging in military operations and specified the locations of your 
military camps. We have even been very accommodating in the shares of the 
booty you receive from the battles you fight. You therefore have no objections to 
present before Allaah. In fact, objections can well be brought against you. I have 
had my say and seek Allaah's forgiveness for myself and for you all." (\) 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar @~ appointed Hadhrat Ali 
@~ as his deputy and then left Madinah by horseback so that he could travel 
faster. When he reached ]aabiya. he dismounted and delivered an eloquent 
lecture there. Amongst the things he said was the following: "0 people! Ensure 
that your private lives are in order and yoqr public lives will automatically 
follow suit. work for your Aakhirah and your matters in this world will be seen 
to (by Allaah). Remember that no man has a living father between himself and 
Aadam ~ who can be of assistance to him at the time of death, neither has he 
any pact with Allaah (that will ensure his salvation). The person who wished to 
have the path to Jannah made apparent to him should stick with the greater body 
of united Muslims because Shaytaan always preys on the lonesome individual 
and stays far from two united persons. None of you should ever be alone with a 
(non-Mahram) woman because Shaytaan will be the third person with them 
(encouraging them to sin). The true Mu'min is he whose good deeds please him 
and whose sins bother him." The narrator states that this was Hadhrat Umar 
@):l.1~'s lecture that he has condensed into a few words. (2) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~'s Lecture at Jaabiya which 
he Quoted from Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ reports that in his lecture to the people at 
]aabiya, Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~~ said, "Just as I am standing before 
(I) KanzuJ UmmaaJ0/01.8 Pg.21O). 
(2) AIBidaayah wan Nihaayah 0/0\.7 Pg.56). 
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you here, Rasulullaah .~ once stood up to address us saying, 'Accept this 
advice to treat my Sahabah ~~ well as well as those to come after them 
and then those after them. Thereafter a time will come when lying will be so 
widespread that a person will be prepared to offer testimony before being even 
asked to do so. Whoever wishes to attain to the very heart of Jannah must stick 
with the greater body of united Muslims because Shaytaan always preys on the 
lonesome individual while staying far from two united persons. None of you 
should ever be alone with a (nOn-Mahram) woman because Shaytaan will be the 
third person with them. The person whose good deeds please him and whose 
sins bother him is a true Mu'min." (1) 

Hadhrat Suwayd bin Ghafala narrates that in an address to the people at Jaabiya, 
Hadhrat Vmar bin Khattaab ~~ said, "Rasulullaah ~ forbade (men from 
the) wearing of silken garments unless it be (an insignificant quantity such as) 
the equivalent of three or four fingers." Hadhrat Vmar ~);u~ then indicated with 
his hand to elucidate. (2) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~~fS Lecture at Jaabiya when he 
Intended to Return when the Plague Broke out 

In his report detailing Hadhrat Vmar ~'s arrival (in Shaam) after the 
outbreak of the plague in Amwaas at the end of the year 17 AH., Hadhrat Sayf 
reports that it was just before his departure back to Madinah that Hadhrat Vmar 
~,~ addressed the people in the month of Dhul Hijjah. After duly praising 
Allaah, Hadhrat Vmar ~~ said, "Listen well! I have been entrusted to your 
affairs and have fulfilled my responsibilities towards your affairs as commanded 
by Allaah. By the will of Allaah, we have exercised justice between you as far as 
your shares of the booty are concerned and as far as your military camps and 
sites of battle are concerned. We have conveyed to you everything you are 
entitled to, amassed armed forces for you, demarcated your borders, built towns 
for you and generously given you your shares of the booty and everything you 
fought for in Shaam. We have also allotted your rations, allowances and shares 
of the booty. If anyone knows of anything worth doing, he should inform us 
accordingly and we shall Inshaa Allaah comply. There is no strength (to do 
good) except with Allaah." (3) 

Two Lectures that Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Delivered 
when he Became Khalifah and his Explanation of 

the Rights his Subjects have over Him 
Hadhrat Vrwa bin zubayr ~ and others have reported after duly praising 
Allaah, Hadhrat Vmar ~ reminded the people about (the greatness of) 
Allaah eI~;:wt;; and about the Day of Qiyaamah. Thereafter, he said, "0 people! I 
(1) Ahmad (VoU Pg.18). 
(2) Ahmad (VoU Pg.51). 
(3) Al Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.7 Pg.79). 
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have been appointed over you and 1 would have never accepted the post had it 
not'Reen for the hope that 1 may develop into one who is the best for you, the 
strongest for you and the mos' powerful for you when tackling matters of 
Importance to you. Merely waiting for reckoning concerning my administration 
of your rights is enough to worry and depress Umar because it will be judged 
how 1 took up the matters, how I handled them and how I have been treating 
you. It is from my Rabb that I seek assistance because Umar has neither any 
strength nor strategy if the mercy, assistance and help of Allaah c:J~4i1;Z was not 
there for him." (I) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ~)i.1~ said the following in his 
lecture: "Allaah c:J~.2jl;&has appointed me to be in c:large ofyour affairs. Although 
I know what is most beneficial for you from all that which is before you, I still 
seek· Allaah's help in making the decision. I beseech Allaah to watch over me 
when doing this just as He watches over me at other times. I also ask Him to 
inspire me to exercise justice when distributing things amongst you as He has 
commanded me to do. I am merely an average Muslim and a weak servant unless 
Allaah comes to my aid. The post of Khilaafah that I have been entrusted with 
will not alter my character in any way, Inshaa Allaah (because I understand well 
that) all grandeur belongs to Allaah c:J~.2jl;& and His servants have no stake to it. 
IIone of you should therefore say that Umar has changed since becoming the 
Khalifah. I know what truly lies within me and 1 will come forward to inform you 
of it (I will not defend my wrongs). Therefore, any person who has a need, who 
feels wronged or wants to object about any fatet of my character, should come to 
me (to redress matters) because I am merely a normal person amongst you (and 
am prone to err). 
You should adhere to Taqwa in your pnvate and public lives and when dealing 
with affairs that are sacred and that impact upon your honour. At the same time, 
ensure that you fulfil the duties that are binding upon you. None of you should 
ever goad others into bringing their cases to me (thinking that I will certainly rule 
in their favour) because no pact exists between me and anyone else (forcing me 
to rule in his favour). I love you to be on the right and hate to rebuke you. You 
are a people whose majority reside in Allaah's cities and people living in cities 
usually have no plantations or milk-giving animals. They therefore have no 
access to these necessities apart from what Allaah brings to them. Allaah has 
promised you tremendous honour and I shall be questioned about the trust given 
to me and about the post 1 occupy. Inshaa Allaah, I shall personally tend to 
matters that are before me without appointing anyone else to do it. However, I 
cannot tend to matters that are far from me without the assistance of 
trustworthy persons who are well-wishers to the masses. Inshaa Allaah, I shall 
never entrust my duties to anyone else apart from such (trustworthy and 
well-wishing) men." (2) 

(1) Ibn Jareer Tabari in his Taareekh (Vol.3 Pg.28J). 
(2) Ibn )areer tabari in his Taareekh (Vol.3 Pg.281). 
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Hadhrat Umar ~~~IS Lecture Concerning 
Wishing well for his Subjects and the Rights 

they have over him 
After praising Allaah and sending salutations to Rasulullaah ~, Hadhrat Umar 
~~ once said the following in his lecture, "0 people! Some instances of greed 
lead to poverty and some instances of losing hope lead to independence. You 
people stockpile food that you will never eat and entertain hopes that you will 
never reach whereas in this place of deception you have been granted respite (to 
live only until the time of your death). During the time of Rasululla&h ~, you 
were apprehended by means of revelation. Therefore whoever hid something 
(evil) was apprehended for what he hid and whoever made something public was 
apprehendea for that. (However nowadays) You must ma~e public your best 
behaviour because only Allaah knows what is in your heart. Whoever makes 
sO'Tlething (evil) apparent to us and then claims that what is in his teart is good, 
we shall nOt believe him. We shall therefore have a good opinion )f only those 
people whose public behaviour is good (and not of those whose public 
behaviour is evil). Remember that in so many cases, the miserliness coupled 
with greed is a sign of hypocrisy, so make sure that you spend generously (in 
Sadaqah). (Allaah says:) 

(;~.1 'I' .II ", 1'.1;1 ", J ",,& ,;;.»,.1 I,,,, 'I," ,.1 "')
i.:):;"'I;"·~!I~wJ19~~J":!"~J ~"iI~I...Lii\J ~ ~.;\.,..-pv· ;,f"'-~ 

(\i;':"'!\ :crlw 0).,.....) 

Spend (in charity for Allaah's pleasure) for this is best for you. Those 
who are protected (by Allaah) from the miserliness (and accompanying 
greed) of their souls are indeed the successful ones. {Surah Taghaabun, 
verse 16} 

o people! Make your places of eternal residence good, reconcile matters between 
yourselves, fear Allaah your Rabb and never allow your women to wear the fine 
white Egyptian cloth because since it does not conceal well, it reveals the 
features of the body. 0 people! I wish that I attain salvation without any sin 

. against me nor any rewards in my favour. I also hope that, Inshaa Allaah, I am 
always able to exercise what is right, whether I live for a long while or for a short 
period amongst you. I also hope that every Muslim receives the wealth due to 
him from Allaah's riches, even though he may be sitting in his house, without 
him having to do anything or even tiring himself for a single day. Ensure that you 
set right the wealth that Allaah has blessed you with (by ensuring that you earn 
only what is Halaal). Remember that a little done with gentleness is better than 
a lot done with harshness. Being killed is a means of death that both the 
righteous and sinful attain while the martyr is the one who intends earning 
rewards (from Allaah). When any of you intends purchasing a camel, he should 
look for one that is tall and large and then strike it with his staff. If he then finds 
that it is bright, he should buy it." (I) 

(1) Ibn }areer in his Taareekh (yol.3 Pg.282). 
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The Historic Lecture Hadhrat Umar ~~~ 
Delivered concerning Allaah's Bounties on the 

Muslims and Encouragement to Express Gratitude 
for the Same 

Hadhrat Urwa B~ and others have narrated that in one of his lectures, 
Hadhrat Umar ~ said, "Indeed Allaah is Pure and free from all blemishes 
and it is necessary for you to express gratitude to Him by praising Him. Without 
your asking for or aspiring for them, Allaah has shown you many proofs of the 
honour that He has bestowed upon you in this world as well as in the Aakhirah. 
When you were nothing. Allaah created you (as human beings) for Himself and 
for worshipping Him even though He had all the power to make you into a 
creation of a much inferior type. He has placed the rest of creation at your 
service, something that He has not done for any other creation. In addition to 
this (Allaah says): 

(~tb~~i;'~~~~JJ'j'1l '~~J..:J~I ~~~~\,... ... ... \"":'-~..... ~, ~ l' 

(~'I.,';.':/T:ot...AJ oJ.,...,) 

Allaah has placed at your service whatever is in the heavens and 
whatever is in the earth, and that He has showered His visible and 
hidden favours on you (favours that are perceived both by one's senses 

and by one's intellect). {Surah Lllqmaan, verse 20} 

Allaah also carries you on land and at sea and provides your sustenance so that 
you may be gratefuL Furthermore, Allaah has blessed you with hearing and sight. 
Amongst the bounties that Allaah has bestowed upon you are those that He has 
blessed all mankind with as well as those that He has granted only to those 
belonging to your Deen. All of these bounties, be they the universal ones as well 
as the exclusive ones, have all fallen to your lands, during your time and 
amongst your kind. Each of these bounties given to a single individual is such 
that if given to all of mankind, they would get tired showing grat:';:ude for it and 
fulfilling the rights of this gratitude would be much too difficult for them unless 
Allaah assists them and they do so with Imaan in Allaah and in His Rasool ~. 
You hiwe been appointed as vice-gerents on earth and have authority over its 
people. Allaah has assisted your Deen and apart from two groups of people, there 
remains no other group that is opposed to your Deen. The first of the two is the 
group of people who have been made subservient to Islaam and the Muslims and 
who pay the Jizyah (they are the Dhimmi people -non-Muslims living in a Muslim 
country). They labour at their occupations, toil hard and spend the sweat on their 
brows. While they have the responsibility of doing the hard work. the benefits of 
their efforts come to you. The second group comprises of those people who are 
waiting day and night for Allaah's armies to attack them and whose hearts Allaah 
has filled with terror. They have no sanctuary, no place of safety and nowhere to 
run to from where they can be saved. Allaah's armies have started military 
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offensives against them and set up camp in their territory. 
With the permission of Allaah, you are enjoying good lives, an abundance of 
wealth, a steady stream of reinforcements and impregnable borders. In addition 
to all of this, you have the priceless bounty of collective well-being, better than 
which the Ummah as a whole has never had since the dawn of Islaam. Only 
Allaah is to be praised that at the same time, you are enjoying military victories in 
every country. The gratitude of the grateful ones, the Dhikr of those engaged in 
Dhikr and all the efforts of those exerting themselves can scarcely fulfil the rights 
of the gratitude owing to Allaah for these bounties that cannot be counted and 
which cannot be appreciated to their fullest extent. Of course, this is possible 
only with the assistance, mercy and grace of Allaah. We ask Allaah besides Whom 
there is none worthy of worship and Who has granted us all of this, that He 
blesses us with the ability to obey Him and to hasten to do everything that will 
please Him. 
o servants of Allaah! Think about Allaah's bounties when alone and even in your 
gatherings of two persons to have Allaah's bounties completed upon you. Allaah 
said to Moosa ~: 

(o~i:---,~I O)r") (~~I~~~i~J~~p\Jl ~\~~jJ tf1) 
'Remove your people (the Bani Israa 'eel) from the multitude of 
darkness, take them into the light (Imaan) and remind them of the days 
(the favours) ofAllaah.' {Surah Ibraheem, verse 5} 

Allaah also said to Muhammad~: 
- L ,.... , ".J,>~,~~",.J~,_,,,,,,,) 

("'~I :JlA.iIi)r") 'I...fJ':i\ ~ "JAil "Q; , • ~~U11¥.)b 
'Remember the time when you were few and regarded as weak on 
earth.' {Surah Anfaal, verse 26} 

At the time when you were regarded as weak on earth and deprived of worldly 
wealth, you would have been in an excellent condition had you been believing in 
and taking solace from some truth together with the recognition of Allaah and 
His Deen, hoping all the time to have success after death. However at that time 
you led the harshest of lives and were most ignorant of Allaah. It may have been 
best if this (Deen) that came to your rescue had come with no worldly gains and 
with only a security for your Aakhirah, to which you will eventually be returning. 
Then in the difficult lives you were leading, you would have been more covetous 
over your fortune ensuring that nothing else overwhelms it. That being as it is, 
what has happened is that Allaah has combined for you the bounties of this 
world as well as the honour of the Aakhirah. Therefore, whoever wishes that 
these two factors be combined for him, I wish to remind him of that Allaah Who 
can come between a man and his own heart. He must act on every right he 
realises he owes to Allaah, he must defeat his soul to obey Allaah and together 
with being overjoyed with Allaah's bounties, he must also fear that they must 
never be overturned and lost. There is nothing more effective in taking bounties 
away than ingratitude for them. Gratitude ensures that bounties are safe from 
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change and is a means for them to increase and to grow. It is a duty to Allaah 
upon me to instruct you (to do good) and to forbid you (from evil)." (1) 

The Lecture Hadhrat Umar ~)J&~ Delivered 
discussing the Battle of Uhud 

Hadhrat Ibn Kulayb narrates that it was on a Friday that Hadhrat Umar ®~ 
addressed the people. He recited a portion of Surah Aal Imraan until he reached 
the verse: 

(\oo~l:ol~ JI i.U·"') (':I ~I fi1.::oy' A l~; J~l ~J) 
Those of you who fled on the day when the two armies (of the Muslim 
and the Mushrikeen) clashed (at Uhud) ... {Surah Aal Imraan, verse 155} 

Hadhrat Vmar ®~ then commented, "After we had been defeated in the Battle 
of Vhud, I ran up the mountain, leaping as if I were a mountain goat. When the 
people started saying that Muhammad ~ had been martyred, I announced that 
I would kill anyone who made that statement. We then regrouped on the 
mountain and Allaah revealed the verse: 

(\oo~r:'o~ JlojJ"") (':I ~l~'.::oy'A I~; J~' ~!) 
Those of you who fled on the day when the two armies (of the Muslim 
and the Mushrikeen) clashed (at Uhud) ... {Surah Aal Imraan, verse 
155}(2) 

Another narration from Ibn Kulayb states that as he recited Surah Aal Imraan on 
the pulpit, Hadhrat Vmar ~~ said, "This Surah discusses the Battie of Uhud. 
When we dispersed from around Rasulullaah ~ during the Battle of Uhud and 
I had climbed up the mountain, I heard a Jew announce that Rasulullaah ~ 
had been martyred. I then declared, 'I shall personally execute any person who 
says that Rasulullaah ~ has been martyred!' When I then had a proper look, I 
saw Rasulullaah ~ and saw the Muslims regrouping around him. It was then 
that the verse was revealed: 

~ ~~Iail ~j\ ~t! ~Ui j, ~}\~ ~ ~b. jj ::J.;':j ~1 ~ ~j) 
~, .L.,~ ,"''' J., IJ, '" .,. ~ ",J, ,"; ,;'" I" , .... ,tZ ,"'''' J., ,J ", ,,' 

J~\ illl \S&,'J ~ ill~ ~ !!:~c ..;s. ~~J ~l.iP1 

(\tt~1:o~ JI QjJ"") (10 
Muhammad ~ is but a Rasool (ofAllaah). Indeed many Rusul have 
passed before him. If he passes away or is martyred, would you 
(Muslims) then turn back on your heels (and forsake Islaam)? He who 
turns back on his heels can never harm Allaah in the least (because he 
will be harming only himself). Allaah shall soon reward the grateful 
ones (so be firm and stIive for His Deen). {Surah Aai Imraan, verse 144}(3) 

(I) Ibn ]areer in his Taareekh (Vo1.3 Pg.283). 
(2) Ibn ]areer. 
(3) Ibn MU:1dhir, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol. I Pg.238). 
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Various Lectures that Hadhrat Umar ~~ 


Delivered 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Adi bin Khiyaar reports that he heard Hadhrat Umar 
~ deliver the following lecture from tht: pulpit: ''When a servant humbles 
himself for the pleasure of Allaah, Allaah elevates his status saying, 'Rise (in 
status)! May Allaah elevate you.' While such a person sees himself as a degraded 
person, he is very much revered by the people. On the other hand, when a person 
has pride, and transgresses, Allaah breaks him and floors him, saying, 'Be 
disgraced! May Allaah degrade yOU!' While such a person sees himself as a great 
person, he is so humiliated in the eyes of the people that they regard him as 
being lower than a pig." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~~ reports that Hadhrat Umar ~ once 
delivered a lecture saying, "It may happen that I forbid you from things that are of 
benefit to you and instruct you to do things that hold no benefit for you. Amongst 
the last verses to be revealed were those forbidding interest and (because of 
other commitments) Rasulullaah ~ passed away without explaining the finer 
details of interest. You people should therefore forsake all transactions that give 
you doubts (about the involvement of interest) and rather opt for those that do 
not give you doubts." (2) 

Hadhrat Aswad bin Yazeed narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~~ once delivered a 
lecture saying, 'Whoever intends performing Hajj should enter into the state of 
Ihraam only from the Miqaat (the designated places for doing so and not 
afterwards). These various places as designated by Rasulullaah ~ are: Dhul 
Hulayfah for the residents of Madinah and for its non-residents who happen to 
be passing by it. For the residents of Shaam and for its non-residents who 
happen to be passing by it, the Miqaat is Juhfah. Qarn is the Miqaat for the 
residents of Najd and for its non-residents who happen to be passing by it. 
Yalamlam is the Miqaat for the residents of Yemen, while Dhaatul Iraq is the 
Miqaat for the people of Iraq and others (in that direction)." (3) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ narrates that while discussing Rajm 
(stoning an adulterer) in his lecture, Hadhrat Umar ~.~ said, "Never be 
deceived about it because it is definitely a penalty from amongst those that 
Allaah has ordained. Take note of the fact that Rasulullaah ~ had people 
stoned and we have also done so after him. Had it notbeen for people remarking 
that Umar adds to Allaah's book things that are not part of it, I would have 
attached a footnote to the Qur'aan stating that Umar bin Khattaab, Abdur 
Rahmaan bin Auf and many others testify that Rasulullaah ~ had people 
stoned and they have also done so after him. Remember that after you there 
shall come people who will refuse to believe in Rajm, in Dajjaal, in 
intercession (in the Aakhirah), in punishment in the grave and that people will 

(I) Abu ubayd, Khraa'iti, Saabooni and Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai Nol.2 Pg.143). 
(2) Khateeb, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai Nol.2 Pg.232). 
(3) Ibnud Diyaa, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaai No1.3 Pg.30). 
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be removed from Jahannam after being burnt there." (1) 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib narrates that when Hadhrat Umar ~ left Mina 
(after his stay in Makkah), he sat his camel down at Abtah, where he made a 
mound with the loose sand. Thereafter, he cast a portion of his garment over the 
mound and then leaned against it. He then raised his hands and made du'aa 
saying, "0 Allaah! I am growing old, my strength is dwindling and my subjects 
have all dispersed far and wide. Do call me to You while I am not guilty of 
Sinning nor have I been negligent in any duty." 
When Hadhrat Umar ~.~ reached Madinah, he addressed the people saying, 
"0 people! The Faraa'idh have been ordained for you, the Sunan have been 
shown to you and you have been left on a clear path." He then hit his right 
hand on the left and added, "Unless you sway people to the right and left and 
lead them astray. Beware that you never destroy yourselves because of the verse 
of Rajm and never let anyone say that we do not find two penalties in Allaah's 
Book (we find only the one for lashing a fornicator and not the one for stoning 
an adulterer). I saw Rasulul1aah ~ having people stoned and we have also 
done so after him. Had it not been for people remarking that Umar adds new 
things to Allaah's book, I would have written in (a footnote ot) the Qur'aan the 
verse that we used to recite (while the words of the verse were abrogated, the law 
still remained). It reads that if a married man or a married woman commits 
adultery, both must be stoned." 
Hadhrat Sa'eed says, "The month of Dhul Hijjah had hardly passed by when 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ was stabbed (and then passed away)." (2) 
Hadhrat Maldaan bin Abu Talha Ya'muri reports that it was on a Friday that 
Hadhrat Umar ~ once stood on the pulpit and praised Allaah. He then 
spoke of Rasulullaah·~ and Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ before saying, "I have 
seen a dream that I feel means nothing other than the approach of my death. I 
saw that a red rooster twice pecked at me. When I related the dream to Asmaa 
bint Umais ~, she informed me that a non-Arab will kill me. Although 
people now want me to appoint a successor, you must remember that Allaah will 
never destroy His Deen nor the role of vicegerency (on earth) for which He sent 
his Nabi~. 
If anything happens to me suddenly, the consultative assembly (to decide which 
of them will be the Khalifah) shall comprise of six men with whom Rasulul1aah 
~ was pleased when he left this world. They are Uthmaan ~~, Ali ~, 
Zubayr ~~, Talha ~~, A~dur Rahmaan bin Auf ~~ and Said bin Abi 
waqqaas ~. You people mUst listen to and obey whichever of them you 
pledge allegiance to. I know well that some people will criticise this matter and 
these are the very ones against whom I personally fought for the sake of Islaam. 
(In doing SO) They will be joining the ranks of the enemies of Allaah and the 
misguided Kuffaar (because they will be assisting the cause of these Kuffaar). 
I am leaving behind nothing more important in my estimation than the matter of 
(1) Ahmad, Abu Ya'la and Abu Ubayd. 
(2) Maalik, Ibn Sa'd, Musaddad and Haakim, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/(\/o/.3 Pg.90). 
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the Kalaalah (the person who dies without leaving behind any ascendants or 
descendants). I swear by Allaah that since the time I joined the company of 
Rasulullaah ~, he was not as strict with me about any matter as he was about 
the matter of the Kalaalah. In fact, Rasulullaah ~~ even jabbed his finger in my 
chest and said, 'The verse of Surah Nisaa(l) revealed in summer is enough for you 
(in this regard).' If I live long enough, I shall certainly be passing a law 
concerning the Kalaalah that every learned and unlettered person will 
understand. 
I also make Allaah Witness to the fact that every governor whom I have sent to 
the various cities has been sent expressly for the purpose of educating the people 
about their Deen, about the Sunnah practices of their Nabi ~ and to bring to 
my attention matters that otherwise go unnoticed. I would also like to bring to 
your notice something about two plants that you eat from, namely garlic and 
onions. They are foul-smelling in my estimation and I swear that I have seen that 
when Rasulullaah ~ smelled them on anyone, he would give the instruction 
for the person to be taken by the hand and led out of the Masjid as far as Baqee. 
If a person has to eat them, he must first eliminate the smell by cooking." 
This lecture Hadhrat Umar ~~ delivered on a Friday and it was on a 
wednesday just four days before the end of Dhul Hijjah that he was stabbed." (2) 

Hadhrat Yasaar bin Maroor narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~~ once addressed 
them saying, "0 people! Rasulullaah ~ built this Masjid when we the 
Muhaajireen and Ansaar were with him. When the crowds become excessive, 
every one of you should make Sajdah on the back of his brother (in front of 
him)." When Hadhrat Umar ~~~ saw some people performing their salaah in 
the streets, he instructed them to perform salaah inside the Masjid. (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ narrates that when he was appOinted 
Khalifah, Hadhrat Umar ~~ addressed the people saying, "Rasulullaah ~ 
permitted Mut'ah for us for three days only, after which it was declared 
Haraam. By Allaah! If I find out that any married man has committed Mut'ah, I 
shall have him stoned to death unless he brings forth four witnesses to testity 
that Rasulullaah ~ permitted it after it was made Haraam. In the same 
manner, if I find any other (non-married) Muslim committing Mut'ah, I will have 
him lashed a hundred lashes unless he brings forth four witnesses to testity that 

(I) The verse Rasool _ was referring to is verse 176 of Surah Nisaa which reads: "They (the 
Sahabah ~) seek a ruling from you (0 Muhammad _). Say, "Allaah shall issue a ruling 
(verdict) to you concerning the person who leaves neither ascendants (parents or grandparents) 
nor descendants (children or grandchildren). If a man passes away without any children, but has a 
sister, then she will inherit half of what he leaves. (If she dies) He will inherit all of her wealth if 
she has no children. If they (the heirs) are two (or more) Sisters, then they will inherit two-thirds 
of what he leaves. If they (the heirs) are (a few) brothers and sisters, then the male will inherit the 
similar share of two females. Allaah explains to you (the laws of Shari'ah) so that you do not go 
astray. AlIaah is the Knower of all things. 

(2) Tayaalisi, Ibn Sa'd, lbn Abi Shaybah, Ahmad, Ibn Hibbaan. Muslim, Nasa'ee, Abu Awaana and Abu 
Ya'la, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (VoL3 Pg.153). 

(3) Tabraani, Ahmad, Shaashi, Bayhaqi and Sa'eed bin Mansoor, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.4 
Pg.259). 
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Rasulullaah ~ permitted it after it was made Haraam." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Sa'eed reports from his grandfather who heard Hadhrat 
Umar ~ say from the pulpit, "0 assembly of Muslims! very Allaah has 
granted you so many non-Arab women and children as booty that He did not 
grant to either Rasulullaah ~ or to Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~. I also know that 
many men engage in sexual relations with these women (who are their slaves 
and they are therefore within their legal right to have relations with them). 

Therefore, if any of you have children from any of these non-Arab (slave) women, 
he must not sell her because if he does so, the possibility exists that without him 
knowing, apersonmayengagein intercourse with a woman who is his Mahram.,,(2) 
Hadhrat Ma'roor or Ibn Ma'roor Tameemi reports, "Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab 
~ was on the pulpit, sitting on a step beneath that on which Rasulullaah 
~ sat when I heard him say, 'I emphatically advise you to adopt Taqwa and to 
listen to and obey those who are entrusted to take charge of your affairs (your 
leaders) ....(3) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ narrates that Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~ 
used to say the following in his lectures: "The most successful of you all is he 
who is safeguarded against his passions, anger and greed and who is inspired 
to always be truthful in his speech. It is such truthfulness that draws one towards 
all virtue. The person who lies will always sin and such sin will ultimately destroy 
him. Beware of sin! Why should one sin when he has been created from sand and 
who will return to sand and while he is alive today, he will be dead tomorrow? 
Do your deeds from day to day, avoid the curse of the oppressed and count 
yourself amongst the dead." (4) 
Hadhrat Qabeesah narrates that he heard Hadhrat Umar ~ say from the 
pulpit, 'Whoever has no mercy will not be shown any, whoever does not forgive 
wiil not be forgiven, whoever does not repent will not have his repentance 
accepted and whoever does not abstain (from sin) will not be saved (from 
punishment)." (5) 

Hadhrat Urwa ~~~ reports that Hadhrat Umar ~~ once said in his lecture, 
"Know well that greed leads to poverty and that losing hope leads to 
independence because when a person loses hope in something, he becomes 
independent of it." (6) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Khiraash reports that his uncle heard Hadhrat Umar 
.~ say in a lecture, "0 Allaah! Rescue us with Your rope and keep us 
steadfast on your Deen." (7) Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ~~m 

(I) Ibn Asaakir, Sa'eedbin Mansoor and Tammaam, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL 8 Pg.293). 
(2) Bayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL 8 Pg.292). 
(3) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. 8 Pg.208). 
(4) Bayhaqi. as quoted in Kanzuf Ummaal (VoL8 Pg.208). 
(5) 	Bukhaari in his Adab (Pg.), Ibn Khuzaymah and Ja'far Firyaabi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.8 

Pg.207). 
(6) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VaLl Pg.50). Ibn Mubaarak has reported asimilar narration, as quoted in 

Kanzuf Ummaa/(VoL8 Pg.235l. 
(7) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoL! Pg.54). 
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also added, " ... and provide for us from Your grace." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed narrates that Hadhrat Umar $~~ once delivered a lecture 
saying, "Verily Allaah had granted certain concessions to His Nabi ~ as He 
pleased (because of which Rasulullaah ~~ was allowed to perform Umrah with 
the same lhraam he originally donned only for Hajj. This is not permitted for the 
Ummah). Rasulullaah ~~ has now passed on and you people must complete 
your Hajj and Umrah as Allaah 8l.u:lJ4l>O has commanded(2)' and you must ensure 
that you safeguard the chastity of your women." (.3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~.~ says that he heard Hadhrat Umar $jJ.,~ 
say in his lecture that he heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'Whoever (from amongst 
the males) wears silk in this world will not be given any to wear in the Aakhirah.,,(4) 
Hadhrat Abu Ubayd who was the freed slave of Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf 
$jJ.,~ reports that he once attended the Eid salaah led by Hadhrat Umar 
$j;;;~. Without any Adhaan or Iqaamah being called out, Hadhrat Umar 
$iJ.'j~ led the salaah before delivering the lecture. He then said in his lecture, "0 
people! Rasulullaah ~ forbade fasting on two days. The one is the day in 
which you break from your fasting, which is the day of Eid (Eidul Fitr). The other 
is the day in which you eat from your sacrificial animals (Eidul Adhaa)." (5) 

Hadhrat Alqama bin Waqqaas Laythi $~ narrates that he heard Hadhrat 
Umar $~ say the following in his lecture to the people: "I have heard 
Rasulullaah ~ say, 'Actions are judged according to their intentions and a man 
will have what he had intended. Therefore, whoever migrated for the pleasure of 
Allaah and His Rasool ~, his migration will be for Allaah and His Rasool ~. 
As for the one who migrated for worldly gain or to wed a woman, his migration 
shall be for that towards which he migrated.",(6) 

Hadhrat Sulaymaan bin Yasaar reports that it was during the period of drought 
that Hadhrat Umar §.'ljJ.,~ addressed the people saying, "0 people! Fear Allaah 

from within yourselves and in all those personal matters that are hidden from the 
people. While I have been put to test with (being Khalifah over) you, you have 
been put to test with me. I do not know whether this (drought) is because Allaah 
is angry with me and not with you, and not me or whether Allaah is angry with all 
of us. Come! Let us pray to Allaah so that Allaah may correct our hearts, have 
mercy on us and remove this drought from us." 
That day, Hadhrat Umar §.'liJ.'j(@96 and the people were seen with their arms raised 
as they made du'aa to Allaah and wept for some time before he descended from 
the pulpit. (7) 


'-Iadhrat Abu Uthmaan Nahdi says, "I was sitting beneath Hadhrat Umar §.'liJ.'j~'s 


(I) 	Ahmad in his Zuhd, Rooyaani, Laalkaa'ee and Jbn Asaakir. as quoted In Kanzu/ UmmaaJ (Vol.! 
Pg.303). 

(2) In verse 196 of Surah Baqarah. 
(3) Ahmad (VoLl Pg.17). 
(4) Ahmad (Vol.! Pg.20). 
(5) Ahmad (Vol.! Pg.34). 
(6) Ahmad (Vol.! Pg.43). 

(7) Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.322). 
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pulpit as he said in his lecture, " heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'What I fear most 

from this Ummah is the Munaafiq with an eloquent tongue." (1) 


Several other lectures of Hadhrat Umar ~~ have already been quoted in the 

chapter discussing unity. 


The Lectures of Ameerul Mu'mineen Hadhrat 

Uthmaan bin Affaan ®~~ 


Hadhrat Ibraheem bin Abdur Rahmaan Makhzoomi reports that when the people 
had pledged allegiance to Hadhrat uthmaanbin Affaan ~1J.1~, he stood up to 
deliver a lecture. After duly praiSing Allaah, he said, "0 people! The first rung of 
the ladder is most difficult and there will still be many more days to come after 
this one. If I live longer, you shall have lectures that are properly prepared. 
Although we have never been speakers, Allaah shall soon teach us." (2) 

Hadhrat Badr bin uthmaan reports from his uncle that when the other members 
of the consultative assembly pledged allegiance to Hadhrat Uthmaan ~.IJ.1~, he 
left for the Masjid in great consternation. He then went to the pulpit of 
Rasulullaah ~, from where he addressed the people. After duly praising Allaah 
and sending salutations to Rasulullaah ~, he said,.' "You are in a place from 
where you shall soon be leaving and you have but a short duration of your lives 
ahead. You' should therefore beat your deaths by doing as much good as you 
possibly can because death will certainly come to you, whether by day or night. 
Remember that this world is deception through and through. (Allaah says:) 

(rr~T:~WJ oJ.,...) (0~j~I:JJ~ ~~~J wJ Q1J1 a~\~~~) 
. ' , 

Let not the life of this world deceive you (into believing that Qiyaamah 
will never come), and do not allow the great deceiver. (Shaytaan) to 
deceive you about Allaah. {Surah Luqmaan, verse 33} 

Learn lessons from those who have passed on and then be resolute without 
giving way to negligence because death will never neglect you. Where are all 
those sons of this world and its brothers who inhabited the earth, left landmarks 
and who enjoyed it for an extensive period of time? Did the world not fling them 
aside? Throw the world aside just as Allaah has done. a!ld seek the Aakhirah. 
Allaah has drawn a similitude for the world and the Aakhirah, which is the better 
of the two. Allaah says: 

ifj~\ ~t:;; 4..t kFJ.u rT~~JI .:..,. ill;1 ~ Q1J1 ~I Ji!~y~G)
.... j .... 

• 
'" v", y '" 

O~IJ JWI 0 Ij::~~: ~~:y~ ~\ olfJ J. ~~I ~j~jJ I:~;;' ~u 
40,0, '" ", I), ~ ~ I".\"'~ I)' -:Y L I ~_!I Y j .1 i,'" C I"'~~ 'I ~j'W,;> "', :"'.,~"j.;. y,i>J ~'Y cl.tJ,;.;..s;.y,i> ~~J ~..Y o. 4.i.J-J 

.... "'" .,.... '" 

(ti ,to~L..j,$ oJ.,...) 
'Relate to them the example of this worldly life which is like the rain 

(1) Ahmad (VoLl Pg.44). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.62). 
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that We send from the sky, with which the plants of the earth mingle 
(causing them to flourish). Thereafter (the time comes when) they (tile 
once flourishing plants dry up or are destroyed in some way, only to) 
become debris (broken bits andpieces), to be carried (dispersed) by the 
winds (after which there is no sign that they ever existed). Allaah 
always has control over everything (He can create and destroy as and 
when He pleases). Wealth and sons are merely adornments of this 
worldly life (that will not last forever). The lasting good deeds (all good 
actions that one does in this worfeL the rewards of which are 
everlasting) are best in the sight of your Rabb in terms of reward and 
best in terms of expectations (because the expected rewards in the 
Aakhirah are guaranteed byA/laah).'" {Surah Kahaf, verses 45,46} 

The people then went up to him and pledged their allegiance to him. (I) 

Hadhrat Utba narrates that after he became the Khalifah, Hadhrat Uthmaan 
~ addressed the people saying, "I have been made responsible for this task 
and have accepted it. Take note of the fact that I am a follower (of the DeeD) and 
not one to introduce new things. Listen well! After the Book of Allaah and the 
Sunnah of Rasulullaah ~, you peopie have three rights over me: (The first is) 
That I follow that which you are unanimous about, that you have been 
practising and that has a precedent amongst those before me (during the 
periods of Rasulullaah ~, Hadhrat Abu Bakr ffi~ and Hadhrat Umar 
ffiI1~); (the second is) that I follow the ways of the righteous ones in matters 
that you may have not been accustomed to doing; (the third is) that I restrain 
my hand from you except in matters that necessitate punishment. Remember that 
this world is a lush place that has been made desirable to people, because of 
which so many people are inclined towards it. You should therefore not be 
inclined towards the world and should never place your trust in it because it is 
not dependable. Bear in mind also that this world will never leave anyone 
besides the one who leaves it first." (2) 

Various Lectures that Hadhrat Uthmaan ~);~ 


Delivered 

Hadhrat Mujaahid reports that Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Affaan ffi~ once 
delivered a lecture saying, "0 son of Aadam ~! You must know that the angel 
of death who has been appointed to take your life has always been leaving you to 
go to others as long as you have been in this world. It now appears that he is 
skipping all the others out and is now stalking you. You must therefore take your 
precautions and prepare for him, never be unmindful of him because he is never 
unmindful of you. 0 son of Aadam ~~! Remember that if you are unmindful of 
yourself and do not prepare, no one else will prepare for you. Meeting Allaah is 
inevitable, so take charge of your Nafs and do not hand it over to others. Peace 

(1) Ibn }areer in his Taareekh (VoL3 Pg.305). 
(2) Ibn }areeer (VoL3 Pg.446). 
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be upon you all." (I) 

Hadhrat Hasan narrates that in an address to the people, Hadhrat Uthmaan 
~~ started by praising Allaah and then said, "0 people! Adopt Taqwa because 
Taqwa is a great asset. Verily the greatest of all the intelligent people is the one 
who controls his Nafs and acts for his life after death. Glean from Allaah's light 
some light for the darkness of the grave and every person should fear that he be 
raised blind when he was sighted in this world. Concise words suffice for a wise 
person and it is only the deaf who have to be shouted to from a distant place. 
Remember that the person who has Allaah with him need not fear anything. On 
the other hand, what hope can there be for the person who has Allaah up against 
him?" (2) 

Hadhrat Hasan narrates that he saw Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ delivering the 
following lecture from the pulpit: "0 people! Fear Allaah in your private affairs 
because I heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'I swear by the Being Who controls the life 
of Muhammad that whenever a person does an act in private, Allaah dons him 
with such garments in public (such will be peoples' impression of him). 
Therefore, if the act is good, the garment will be good and if the act is evil, so too 
will the garmerc be." He then recited the verse: 

- ("" I .,l,(f' "" ... 1~ j, t ,;;; .J ... ", J:, ~.> "') 
(y"\>.::..:! \ :.J1r\~JJ""') .!.l.b ,.y?- ~Lb i.SJ.a;;J \\.l"4JJ L:..J..JJ ,... ,., ... "'" 

... and (We have sent ciotMng to you) as a means of beautification, but 
(remember that) the clothing of Taqwa is best (because jt offers you 
protec[jon from all ev.il). {Surah A'raaf, verse 26} 

Hadhrat uthmaan ~ recited the word and not (as is recited in the most 
popular mode of recitation). (3) 

Hadhrat Abbaad bin Zaahir says that he heard Hadhrat uthmaan ~~ deliver a 
lecture saying, "By Allaah! We were with Rasulullaah ~ all the time, whether at 
home or on journey. Rasulullaah ~ would visit our ill, accompany our funeral 
processions, fight battles with us and take care of our needs whether he had a 
little with him or plenty. Nowadays some people teach us certain things about 
Rasulullaah ~ whereas they have perhaps never even seen him." (4) Another 
narration adds that a person named A'yan bin Imra'atul Farazdaq addressed 
Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ saying, "0 Na'shal(5}! You have changed many things 
(in Deen)." "who is that man?" Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ asked. When the people 
named him as A'yan, others sprung to attack him. A man from the Banu Layth 
however managed to ward the people off him and took him to his house." (6) 

Hadhrat Maalik narrates that he heard Hadhrat uthmaan ~~~ say the 
(I) Deenowri in his Mujaalasahand Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/0/01.8 Pg.109). 
(2) Deenowri and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/0/01.8 Pg.224). 
(3) Ibn )areer and Ibn Abi Haatim, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (VoL2 Pg.137). 
(4) Ahmad, Bazzaar, 	MirwazL Shaashi, Abu Ya'ia and Sa'eed bin Mansoor, as quoted in Kanzul 

ummaal0/01.4 Pg.44). 
(5) 	Na'shal was the name of a man in Egypt who had an extremely long beard. People opposed to 

Hadhrat Uthmaan ®tl:iv~ would call him this name in a derogatory manner because the length of 
his beard was the only factor they find by which to criticise him. 

(6) Ahmad and Abu Ya'la, as quoted in Majma'uz ZawaaJd(Vo!.7 Pg.228). 
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following in his lecture: "Never burden young children with the task of earning 
because when you do so, they tend to steal. You should also not delegate the 
responsibility of earning to a slave woman who does not know a craft because 
when you do this, she will earn by her charms (as a prostitute). You should 
remain chaste when Allaah has kept you chaste and eat only those foods that are 
good for you." (1) 

Hadhrat Zaid bin Silt narrates that Hadhrat uthmaan ~~c~ was referring to 
backgammon when he heard him say from the pulpit, "0 people! Stay away from 
gambling because I have been informed that this is to be found in some of your 
homes. Whoever has this in his house must either burn or break it." 
On another occasion, Hadhrat Uthmaan ~J.1~ mentioned the following from 
the pulpit, "0 people! I have already spoken to you about backgammon but I see 
that you have not removed it from your homes. I have therefore decided to have 
firewood collected and to then dispatch people to set fire to the houses in 
which these games are to be found." (2) 

Hadhrat Saalim the freed slave of Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Humayd reports 
that Hadhrat uthmaan bin Affaan ~~~ performed salaah in full in Mina and 
then addressed the people saying, "0 people! The true Sunnah is that of 
Rasulullaah ~ and his two companions (Hadhrat Abu Bakr m~ and 
Hadhrat Umar ®~~, all of whom performed two Rakaahs for Zuhr, Asr and 
Isha at Mina). However, because many new people are performing Hajj this year, 
(I am performing four Rakaahs salaah because) I fear that they will regard it as 
Sunnah (to always perform two Rakaahs salaah)." (3) 

Hadhrat Qutaybah bin Muslim narrates, "Hajjaaj bin Yusuf once addressed us and 
spoke of the grave. He then said, 'It is a place of solitude and a place of 
loneliness.' He repeated this so much that he then burst out crying .and made 
everyone around him weep as well. Thereafter, he continued, 'I heard Ameerul 
Mu'mineen Abdul Malik bin Marwaan say that he heard Marwaansay in a lecture, 
'Hadhrat uthmaan ~~~ once addressed us saying Rasulullaah ~ always 
wept whenever he saw a grave or spoke about the grave.!II(4) 
Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib narrates that he heard Hadhrat uthmaan ~~~ 
say the following in an address from the pulpit: "I used to buy dates from a tribe 
of the Jews caIled the Banu Qaynuqaa and then sell it at a profit. When 
Rasulullaah &~ learnt that I was doing this, he said, "0 Uthmaan! Weigh the 
dates when you purchase them and them weigh them again when you 
resell. ,,(5) 

Hadhrat Hasan reports that he was present when Hadhrat Uthmaan §l~ instructed 
from the pulpit that all (dangerous) dogs should be killed and pigeons (used 
for sport) should be slaughtered. (6) 
(I) Shaafi'ee and Bayhaqi (Vol.S Pg.9). as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol.S Pg.47). 
(2) Bayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (voL 7 Pg.334). 
(3) Bayhaqi and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (VolA Pg.239). 
(4) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol.S Pg.I09). 
(5) Ahmad (Vol.! Pg.62). 
(6) Ahmad (VoJ.] Pg.72). 
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The Final Lecture that Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~~ 
Delivered 


Hadhrat Badrbin uthmaan reports from his uncle that in the final lecture that 
Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ delivered in public was when he said, "Verily Allaah has 
granted you this world so that you may use it to acquire the Aakhirah and not for 
you to attach yourselves to it. Whereas this world will corne to an end, the 
Aakhirah shall be forever, so never allow what is temporary to make you 
arrogant and never allow it to distract you from that which is everlasting. Give 
preference to that which is eternal to that which is transitory because this world 
will certainly corne to an end while you will have to return to Allaah (in the 
Aakhirah). Fear Allaah 2J~;~1;Z because Taqwa is a shield against His punishment 
and a means to draw close to Him. Take precautions against Allaah changing 
your conditions (removing your bounties), remain united with the Muslims and 
never break up into splinter groups. (He then recited the verse:) 

'- ... , ,.1,,,, ,"'''; ,J' ,",1 "", ... tZ ... ~~,,,, ,",.1, ,","" .1 ...... , ,;", ... ) 
~~U~j.U .. ~ ~U ~I~I ~ 

...... 
~ 

'" 
b)'.)\J

I... ..., , ,-, ... ~ 
.)\ illl ~ 

(\.i~h:;i~ JTOJ.,.....) (~UI;';'l 
Recall Allaah's favour to you when you were enemies and He (jJJiaah) 

crea1ed love between your hearts. Then you became brothers by His 
grace. {SurahAailmraan, verse 103}(l) 

A narration has already passed in the chapter discussing Jihaad in which Hadhrat 
uthmaan ~~~ extols the virtues of keeping guard in the path of Allaah.~ 

The Lectures of Ameerul Mu'mineen 

Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib ~~~ 


The First Lecture that he Delivered 
Hadhrat Ali bin Husayn narrates that when he was appointed Khalifah, Hadhrat 
Ali ~ started his first lecture by praising Allaah. Thereafter, he said, "Verily 
Allaah has revealed a scripture that is a guide and which makes distinct what is 
good and what is not. You must therefore hold fast to what is good and abstain 
from what is evil. When you carry out the Faraa'idh for Allaah, Allaah will carry 
you into Jannah. Allaah has made many things s~cred, and these are no secret. 
He has however made the sanctity of a Muslim more sacred than anything else 
and ,;onded the Muslims by sincerity and Towheed. The (true) Muslim is he from 
whose longue and hands other people are safe unless it be done rightfully (to 
mete punishment when Allaah's laws are broken). It is not permissible to harm 
any Muslim unless it becomes necessary (when he transgresses Allaah's laws). 
Hasten to do good deeds before the universal occurrence (Qiyaamah) and before 
the individual occurrence as well, which is the death of each one of you. Many 
people have passed ahead of you and Qiyaamah is driving you from behind. 

(lJ Ibn Jareer (VoI.:~ PgA46J. 
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Travel lightly (without sins) and you will meet (those who have passed. away) 
because (deceased) people are waiting for those after them. Instil the fear of 
Allaah into His bondsmen with regard to (abusing) His other bondsmen and 
lands because you will be questioned even with regard to tracts of land and 
animals. Obey Allaah and never disobey Him. Seize the opportunity to do good 
whenever you see it, avoid evil when you see it and remember the time when you 
were few in number and regarded as weak in the lands." (I) 

His Lecture Concerning the Value of a Persol1's Tribe 
Hadhrat Ali ®~ once delivered a lecture saying, "A man's tribe is more 
valuable to him than he is to his tribe. If he restrains his hand from (assisting) 
them, he will be restraining but one hand. However, if they restrain their hands, 
they will be restraining many hands together with the love, protection and 
assistance they have to offer him. In fact, it often happens that a person becomes 
angry with another only because of the tribe he belongs to. I can cite to you so 
many verses of the Qur'aan in this regard." He then recited the verse: 

(A.~bJA ij~) (Q ~~~)1 :S/I j\ sJ ~~~ jJ) 
He (Hadhrat Loot ~~) said, "If only I had some might against you or 
(if only) I could seek protection from a strong pillar." {surah Hood, verse 
SO} 

Hadhrat Ali ®~ then continued to explain, "The strong pillar is a tribe that 
Hadhrat Loot ~~ did not have (in the place he resided). I swear by the Being 
besides Whom there is no deity that after Hadhrat Loot ~, Allaah sent every 
Nabi ~~ as a member of a strong tribe." Hadhrat Ali ®)1~ then recited the 
following verse with regard to Hadhrat Shu'ayb ~~: 

(~\~i:.)JAoj~) (~~:~ ~.!.l~ ~~) 
(His people said, '0 Shu'ayb!) we consider you to be a weakling among us. 

"This they said because Hadhrat Shu'ayb ~~ was blind. However, they then 

added: 


(~\~bJAOjr") (j .!.L'~) ~) ~ jJJ) 
If it were not for your tribe. (who are there to protect yOU), we would 
have certainly stoned you (to death). {surah Hood, verse 91} 

Hadhrat Ali ®~ said further, "I swear by the Being besides Whom there is no 
deity that rather than fear the supremacy of their Rabb, these people were in awe 
of Hadhrat Shu'ayb ~'s tribe." (2) 

His Lecture when Ramadhaan Arrived 
Hadhrat Sha'bi reports that whenever Ramadhaan arrived, Hadhrat Ali ®,IJ..,~ 
would deliver a lecture and say, "This is that blessed month in which fasting has 
been made obligatory while standing (at night in salaah) has not. One must 

(1) Ibn Jareer (VoU Pg.457). 

(2} Abu Sheikh, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. I Pg.250). 
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beware of saying that he will fast only if a particular person fasts and will not fast 
if a particular person does not. Remember well that fasting is not only abstaining 
from food and drink but abstaining from lies, falsehood and kufr. Bear in mind 
that you must never bring the month forward. Fast only when you see the new 
moon (of Ramadhaan) and stop fasting when you see the new moon (of 
ShavJwaal). However, if it is overcast (and you cannot see the new moon), then 
complete the month (as thirty days)." Hadhrat Ali ~~~ used to say this after 
the Fajr and Asr salaahs. (1) 

His Lecture Concerning the Grave and its Condition 
After commencing with the praises of Allaah in one of his lectures, Hadhrat Ali 
~Oi~~ proceeded to speak about death. He said, "0 servants of Allaah! By Allaah! 
There is no escape from death. If you stand still for it, it will seize you and if you 
flee from it, it will still find you. Hasten to salvation! Hasten to salvation! Be 
quick! Be quick! Behind you is a speedy pursuer, which is the grave. Beware of 
its pressure, intense darkness and loneliness. Remember well that the grave 
may either be a pit of ]ahann.am or a garden from amongst the gardens of 
Jannah. Bear in mind that the grave calls out three times every day saying, 'I am 
the home of darkness! I am the horne of worms! I am the home of loneliness! Do 
not forget also that what is to come afterwards is even worse. There is Jahannam 
with extremely hot fires, a tremendous depth, decorations of iron and Maalik as 
its custodian. In there shall be no part of Allaah's mercy. After this there is 
]an:1ah, which is as wide as the heavens and the earth and which has been 
prepared for those with Taqwa. May Allaah make us and all of you amongst those 
with Taqwa and save us and all of you from a most painful punishment." (2) 
Hadhrat Asbagh bin Nabaatah reports that Hadhrat Ali §J!:i.7~ one day ascended 
the pulpit dnd after duly praising AlIaah, he spoke about death. The rest of the 
narration is similar to the one above, but after the words "I am the horne of 
worms!", it adds that Hadhrat Ali §J~~ then said, "Remember that after this 
shall come a day in which even a youngster will turn white, a grown man will 
break down and every expectant mother will abort her child. You will see people 
in a state of intoxication but they will not really be intoxicated. The fact is that 
(they will be in this condition because) the punishment of Allaah will be extreme." 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Ali §J~~ then burst out crying and the 
Muslims around him also wept. (3) 

His Lecture concerning the World, the Grave and 
the Aakhirah 

Hadhrat Saalih IjIi reports that Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib §J\1~ once addressed 
the people. After praising Allaah and conveying salutations to Rasulullaah ~~, 
he said, "0 servants of Allaah! Never allow this worldly life to deceive you 

(I) Husayn bin Yahya Qattaan and Bayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.4 Pg.322). 
(2) Saabooni in his Mi'atayn and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.1lO). 
(3) AI Bfdaayah wan Nlhaayah (Vol.8 Pg6). 
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because it is a place of light difficulties, it is famous for its transitory nature and 
well-recognised for its treachery. Everything in it shall come to an end and is 
continuously passed on from person to person. The one who goes down to tap 
its resources cannot remain safe from its evil and even while its people enjoy 
prosperity and happiness, they are still involved in its calamities and deception. 
Living a good life in this world is condemned and its prosperity does not last. Its 
people are only its practice targets that it fires at with its arrows and eventually 
destroys with death. 
Dear servants of Allaah! You and all that is with you in this world are following 
the same path as those who have passed on before you. They had lives longer 
than yours, they were more powerful than you, they constructed more buildings 
than you and their landmarks had weathered the times. However, their voices 
have been silenced and extinguished after their long sojourn. Their bodies have 
decomposed, their homes lie empty and their landmarks have been wiped out. 
They have exchanged their fortified palaces, their luxurious beds and their 
scattered cushions for rocks and stones stacked in their muddy and boxed graves 
dug in the wilderness, fortified with sand only. Although it (the graveyard) may be 
close to a town, its inhabitants are still estranged and"even though it may be in 
the very midst of an inhabited place, its inhabitants are extremely lonely as the 
people of the town engage in their activities. They feel no affinity with other 
inhabitants and do not even engage in mutual neighbourly relations despite 
being so close to each other. How can they really have any relations when 
decomposition has ground them to dust and rocks and mud have consumed 
their bodies. After once being vibrant with life, they now lay dead and after once 
seeking good lives, they are now reduced to decayed bones. Their friends were 
pained as they took to live in the sand and undertook a journey from which there 
is no return. Farfetched! Farfetched indeed (is the thought of returning to this 
world)! Never (will they return)! The request to return is merely a statement they 
make (without any hope for a response) because behind them is a (impregnable) 
barrier until the day when they are resurrected. 
You people will also be experiencing the loneliness and decay that they have 
experienced in the realm of the dead. You will be placed in trust in that resting 
place and that safety deposit box will take charge of you. What will your 
condition be when all matters will draw to an end, when everything contained in 
the graves will be raised, when everything contained in the heart will be exposed 
and you will be standing before your honoured King to have everything laid bare. 
Hearts will then flutter out of fear because of past sins. All veils and shrouds will 
then be torn apart and all your faults and secrets will be exposed. (He then 
recited the following verses:) 

(\V~T:dY 0J-,",,) (~ ~' S' ~~ JS- ($,# .::.,~) 
On this day every soul shall be recompensed for what it earned. {Surah 

Mu'min, verse In 
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(r\~T:~ OJ.,..,) (~~ I~"'';'I.:~.u\ ~~.J I~~ Ij:-U .:~.ul ~~\t 
" V" "" " V" "" "",F 

. (With this complete power) He may punish the evil-doers for their (evil) 
actions and reward those who do good with the best (of rewards, 
namely Jannah). {Surah Najrn, verse 31} 

~11:ik J~ (;Ij~ o~.;t.J .y ~ ~~aQ ;.~ ·:~Pl IS? ~I ~JJ\t 
,," '" 	 #';# '" ;; v-;'"; '" ~:,. ]!I 

\"""', :1&" ~ IG::~"''''I'' 1.:'1.:1_~I"I'~"''''''CI~\A'!'''I~I~~~(-~'~'''·'' ~ I~~"..l:>- ~)~ ~J ~\,;>'" ~ VI 'J~'Jj ~ • or--:-' .j o~ ).:lUl:! ~ 
" '" '" 	 " , ,. '" 

(t~~hj,S OJ.,..,) (OJ 
The book (every person's record of actions) shall be placed (given to 
them) and you will see the sinners afraid of what is contained in them 
(because it will condelnn them to Jahannam). They will say, "We are 
destroyed! What is (the matter) with this book that (it is so thorough 
that) it does not leave anything small or large unrecorded?" They will 
find their actions present (Written in their records) and your Rabb shall 
not oppress anyone. {Surah Kahaf, verse 49} 

May Allaah make us and you all practise on His Book and followers of His friends 
until He enters us all into the home of eternal residence by His grace. Verily He is 
Most Worthy of Praise, Most Majestic." (l) 

Another narration states at the beginning that Hadhrat Ali ~@J~ commenced 
his lecture saying, "All praise belongs to Allaah. I praise Allaah, seek His 
assistance, believe in Him, rely on Him and I testify that there is none worthy of 
worship but the One Allaah Who has no partner and that Muhammad ~ is His 
servant and Rasul (messenger). Allaah sent him with guidance and the true 
religion to eradicate all your ailments and to awaken you from your negligence. 
Remember that you will certainly be dying and resurrected after death, when you 
will be made to stand t<? account for your actions and be either rewarded or 
punished for it. You should therefore never allow this worldly life to deceive 
you ... " The rest of the narration is as quoted above. (2) 

His Lecture Concerning Accompanying Funeral 

Processions 


Hadhrat ]a'far bin' Muhammad reports from his grandfather that Hadhrat Ali 
~ once accompanied a funeral procession. When the deceased was lowered 
into the grave, the family started to wee;p loudly. "What makes you weep?" he 
asked. "By Allaah!" he continued, "If people could witness what the deceased has 
witnessed, the sight would make them forget all about the deceased. The angel 
of death will return to them time and time again until he leaves none of them 
alive." 
Hadhrat Ali then stood up and said, "0 servants of Allaah! I emphatically 
(1) 	Deenowri and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul ummaal (Vo1.8 Pg.219) and Muntakhab Kanzul 

Ummaal (Vol. 6 Pg.324). 
(2) Ibn Jowzi in his Safwatus Safwah (VoL 1 Pg.124). 
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advise you to be conscious of that Allaah Who has cited so many examples for 
you (to make you understand realities) and has specified the periods you are to 
live. He has granted you ears so that whatever enters them may be memorised 
and granted you eyes so that whatever is hidden can become apparent to you. 
Allaah has also granted you hearts to understand the mechanics of whatever 
misfortUnes strike it and to understand that which gives life to it (Allaah's 
Dhikr). Allaah has neither created you in vain nor diverted the Reminder (the 
Qur'aan) from you. On the contrary, He has honoured you with a shower of 
munificent bounties and granted you the best of gifts most generously. 
Allaah has full knowledge of your numbers and has prepared returns for your 
every condition of prosperity and adversity. 0 servants of Allaah! You must 
therefore inculcate Taqwa, earnestly apply yourselves to seeking (the pleasure of 
Allaah) and hasten to do good deeds before the arrival of that which destroys 
passions and demolishes all desires (death). This is necessary because the 
bounties of this world are short-lived and one is never safe from the sudden 
disasters of this world. In addition to this, the world is also deceptive, 
ever-changing, a paltry shelter and a shaky support. Things of this world quickly 
become old and after tiring out a person with his· passions, it feeds him only 
the milk of deception. 
Dear servants of Allaah! Take Heed from the lessons you learn and from the signs 
and indications you observe. Hearken to warnings and take benefit from advices. 
It is almost as if the talons of death have dug themselves in to you and the home 
of sand has enveloped you. It is almost as if the most frightening scenes have 
taken you by surprise when the trumpet is sounded, when graves are emptied, 
when people are led to the plains of resurrection and made to stand for 
reckoning under the complete authority of the Almighty. Every soul will then 
have an angel to push him along to the Plains of Resurrection and also a 
witness to testify against him for the actions he carried out. The earth will then 
be illuminated by the light of its Rabb, records of deeds will be presented (to the 
people), the Ambiyaa and witnesses will be brought forward and without anyone 
being wronged, all matters will be decided with justice. 
Cities will shake on that day, a crier will make the announcement, people will 
meet (with Allaah), the 'shin' will be exposed(l) and the sun will eclipse. Wild 
animals will be gathered together on the plains, secrets will be exposed, the evil 
ones will be destroyed and hearts will tremble. Allaah shall inflict the people of 
]ahannam with devastating fear and a terrible punishment. Jahannam will be 
brought forward (for all to see) along with its hoqks, yokes, frightening screams, 
thunderous roars, fury and threats. Its flames will be leaping, its waters will be 
bubbling all over and its searing winds will be raging. Those doomed there for 
eternity will have no respite from it and their remorse will never end. The 
shackles of Jahannam can never be broken and the people there will have angelS 
with them who will give them the news that the hospitality they will be shown 
(1) 	This term is among the "Mutashaabihaat". See the commentaries of verse 42 of Surah Qalam 

(Surah 68) for explanation. 
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will only be boiling water, entry into flaming fires, deprivation from the mercy of 
Allaah, separation from friends and a trip to the fire of Jahannam. 
o servants of Allaah! Fear Allaan as a gentle and humble person would fear, who 
would flee out of fear and would heed all warnings he is given. Such a person 
would be on the lookout, would save himself by fleeing, would carry out good 
deeds for the Aakhirah and take his journey's provisions along for assistance. 
Allaah suffices as an avenger (for the oppressed) and One who sees everything. 
Allaah's Book will suffice as a plaintiff and adversary (for those who acted against 
it) and Jannah will suffice as a reward (for the righteous) while Jahannam will 
suffice as retribution and punishment (for the sinful). I seek Allaah's forgiveness 
for myself and for all of you." (1) 

His Lecture Encouraging People to Act for the 

Aakhirah 


After duly praising Allaah in one of his lectures, Hadhrat Ali ~~c~ said, 'Verily 
this world is turning its back around and bidding farewell while the Aakhirah is 
arriving and straining its eyes to look. Today (this world) is the time for the race 
while tomorrow it will be seen who has gone ahead. Behold! You are passing 
through days of hope which are followed by your death. Therefore, whoever is 
neglectful (of doing good) during the days of hope before death approaches will 
be at a loss. Remember that you should do deeds for Allaah in anticipation for 
rewards just as you would do them when fearing his punishment. I have never 
seen a place like jannah yet its seeker is asleep. I have also not seen a place like 
Jahannam, yet the one who ought to be running away from it is also asleep. Take 
note of the fact that whoever does not benefit from the truth will still be harmed 
by falsehood and the one whom gUidance does not put on the straight path will 
certainly be led away (from the straight path) by misguidance. 
Listen well! You have been instructed to travel (to the Aakhirah) and have been 
shown where to find the proVisions for the journey. 0 people! Remember that 
this world is a ready commodity that both the righteous and the sinful eat of, 
whereas the Aakhirah is true promise when the All Powerful King (Allaah) shall 
pass judgement. While Shaytaan threatens you with poverty and instructs you to 
do lewd acts, Allaah promises you His forgiveness and grace. Allaah is Most 
Accommodating and All Knowing. 
o people! Do good works during your lives and you will be protected in the end. 
Allaah has promised Jannah for those who obey Him and promised Jahannam for 
those who disobey Him. The screams of the people in the fire of ]ahannam never· 
subsides, the prisoners of Jahannam never escape and those with fractured limbs 
never have them heal. Its heat is intense, its depth immense and its drink is pus. 
What I fear most for you people is that you follow the dictates of your paSSions 
and that you entertain long hopes of the future. (2) Another narration states that 

(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoL I Pg. 77). 
(2) 	Deenowri and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzlll Ummaal (VoL8 Pg.220) and Mllntakhab Kanzlll 

Ummaal (Vol. 6 Pg.324). 
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Hadhrat Ali §J~ also added, " ... because following one's passions prevents 
one from the truth and entertaining long hopes makes one forget the 
Aakhirah." (1) 

His Lecture after the Battle at Nahrwaan 
Hadhrat Ziyaad A'raabi narrates that Ameerul Mu'mineen Hadhrat Ali bin Abi 
Taalib §J~~ once ascended the pulpit in Kufa after the scourge (of the 
Khawaarij) and after the battle had been fought (against them) at Nahrwaan. He 
started by praising Allaah but he then choked on his tears and wept so much 
that his beard was soaked and the tears, which started running off. He then 
shook his beard and the droplets of tears happened to fall on some people. 
Hadhrat Ziyaad says that they commonly believed that Allaah forbade 
Jahannam from the people on whom those tears fell. 
Thereafter, he said, "0 people! Never be amongst those people who wish for 
Jannah without doing any good and who postpone repentance because of their 
long hopes (hopes to live long). They are people who speak like the abstinent 
ones yet they behave like those who hanker after the world. If they are given any 
portion of the world, they are not satisfied and when anything is held back from 
them, they are not content. They fail to express gratitude for what they are given 

and still seek to have more. They instruct people to do what they do not 
themselves do and forbid people from that which they themselves do not abstain 
from. They love the righteous ones but do not carry out their actions and they 
detest the sinful ones whereas they are amongst them. The Nafs of such a person 
overpowers him in matters he is uncertain about (to do worldly acts, the benefits 
of which are not certain) but does not overpower him in matters he is convinced 

about (to do acts for the Aakhirah, the benefits of which are guaranteed). When 
he achieves independence, he falls into sin, when he falls ilt he is grieved and 
when he suffers poverty, he loses hope and becomes weak-hearted. He takes 
benefit from both sin and Allaah's bounties without ever being grateful when he 
is blessed with well-being or even being patient when affiicted with hardship. He 
behaves as if only others have been warned of death and that only they have 
been cautioned and rebuked. 
o targets of deathI 0 pawns of death! 0 containers of diseaseI 0 spoils of time! 0 

booty of the ages! 0 fruits of generations! 0 light of the vicissitudes of time! 0 

muted ones at the time of litigation (on the Day of Qiyaamah)! 0 those drowning 
in tribulations that have become an obstacle to them learning lessons! It is with 
proof and conviction that I state that no successful person can attain success 
without knowing himself and every destroyed person has destroyed himself. 
Allaah says: 

(,~\ :~.f>:3 QJ~) (\~G ~j~ \ji I~I\ J~\ LtCl) 
'0 you who have Imaan! Save yourselves and your families from the 
Fire (ofjahannam).' {Surah Tahreem, verse 6} 

(1) Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.8 Pg.7). 
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May Allaah make us and you all amongst those who listen to advice and accept it 
and who respond with the correct action when summoned to carry it out." (1) 

His Lecture Concerning Enjoining Good and 

Forbidding Evil 


Hadhrat Yahya bin Yamur narrates that in a lecture to the people, Hadhrat Ali bin 
Abi Taalib ~~ started by praising Allaah. Thereafter, he said, "0 people! 
Those who came before you were destroyed only because when they started to 
sin openly and were not stopped by their priests and those attached to Allaah, 
Allaah sent His punishment to them. Behold! You must remember that 
enjoining good and forbidding evil neither cuts off your sustenance nor does it 
bring your death any closer. 
Allaah's decisions descend from the heavens just as raindrops fall down. These 
decisions of Allaah determine whether there will be prosperity or adversity in any 
aspect concerning a particular person's personal self, his family or his wealth. 
Therefore, when any of you suffers an adversity in any aspect of his personal self, 
his family or his wealth and he sees that someone else enjoys quite the opposite, 
this must never be a cause of tribulation for him. When a Muslim has not been 
overpowered by a wretched disposition, he expresses humility whenever he 
thinks of the adversity, whereas a person with a wretched disposition laments 
over it, behaving like a gambler waiting for his first win (after too many losses) 
that will bring him plenty of wealth and allow him to settle all the penalties he 
has had to bear. This also bears a similarity with the Muslim who is trustworthy. 
Whenever he makes du'aa to. Allaah, he waits for one of two good things to 
happen (either he gets what he prays for or he gets rewards in the Aakhirah). 
What is with Allaah (his rewards in the Aakhirah) is better for him, otherwise 
Allaah grants him some wealth, making him a person who has both family and 
wealth. 
There are two types of harvests (the harvest of this world and that of the 
Aakhirah). while the harvest of this world is wealth and children, the harvest of 
the Aakhirah is good deeds. Allaah has however granted both to certain 
people." Hadhrat Sufyaan bin Uyaynah remarked, 'Who else but Hadhrat Ali bin 
Abi Taalib ~)1.1~ is capable of speaking such wonderful words?!" (2) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Ali ~)1.1~ said, "Allaah's decisions descend 
from the heavens ... " The narration continues like the one above, but adds ~hat he 
also said, "(Whenever he makes du'aa to Allaah, he waits for one of two good 
things to happen) He may either become a wealthy person with a large family, 
together with honour and Deen. Otherwise, Allaah will grant him rewards in the 
Aakhirah and the Aakhirah is always better and everlasting. There are two types 
of harvests. While the harvest of this world is wealth and Taqwa, the harvest of 

(1) 	 Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul ummaal (Vol.S Pg.220) and Muntakhab Kanzul ummaal (Vol.6 
Pg.325). 

(2) 	Ibn Abi Dunya and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.S Pg.220) and Muntakhab Kanzul 
Ummaal (Vol. 6 Pg.326). 
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the Aakhirah is the everlasting good deeds." (1) 

The Lecture he Delivered in Kufa 
Hadhrat Abu Waa'll reports that in a lecture delivered in Kufa, he heard Hadhrat 
Ali ~,u..1~ say, "0 people! The person who portrays himself as a pauper will 
soon suffer poverty, the person who lives very long will suffer many trials and 
the one who does not prepare for adversities will be unable to exercise 
patience when afflicted. Remember also that the one who assumes a position 
of authority will practise favouritism and the one who does not consult with 
others will have regrets." 
After saying this, Hadhrat Ali ~~ would say, "Soon there shall remain of 
Islaam naught but its name and of the Qur'aan naught but its sc ·ipt. Behold! No 
person should be too shy to learn, neither should he be too shy to.admit that he 
does not know something when asked about something he has no knowledge 
about. While your Masaajid will be well attended during those times, your hearts 
and bodies will be bereft of guidance. The worst of you beneath the skies will be 
your learned ones who will be the source of trouble, which will ultimately 
return to them." 
A man then stood up and asked, "0 Ameerul Mu'mineen! When will this happen?" 
Hadhrat Ali §J~ replied, "When the knowledge of Deen will rest with the 
downtrodden ones, when the best of you will carry out indecent acts and when 
government will be in the hands of your youngsters. It is then that you should 
just wait for 'Qiyaamah." (2) 

emely Eloquent and Comprehensive Lecture of His 
Hadhrat Ali §J~ once stood up to deliver a lecture saying, "All praise belongs 
to Allaah Who has created creation, Who breaks the dawn, Who will resurrect the 
dead and raise all within the graves. I testify that there is none worthy of worShip 
but Allaah and I testify that Muhammad ~ is the servant and Rasul 
(messenger) of Allaah. I emphatically advise you to adopt Taqwa. Remember that 
the best means of attaining proximity to Allaah is by Imaan and Jihaad in the 
path of Allaah. It is also most effectively attained by the Kalimah of Sincerity that 
is most natural, by establishing salaah, which is part of the true creed, by paying 
zakaah, which one of the obligatory duties and by fasting during the month of 
Ramadhaan, which happens to be a shield against Allaah's punishment. 
Furthermore, it is attained by making Hajj at the Kabah, which eliminates 
poverty and obliterates sins. Fostering good family ties is also a means (of 
attaining proximity to Allaah) since it causes one's wealth to increase, one's 
lifespan to be extended and love within the family to grow. Sadaqah should also 
be given in secret because it erases sin and extinguishes the wrath of your Rabb. 
Good deeds need also be carried out because it thwarts a bad death and 
safeguards one against being floored by abject circumstances. 

(1) AiBidaayah wan Nihaayah (VoL8 Pg.8). 
(2) Bayhaqi. as quoted in Kanzui Ummaal (VoL8 Pg.218). 
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Engage abundantly in Allaah's Dhikr because it is the best thing to engage the 
tongue with. You must look forward to the promises Allaah has made to the 
people of Taqwa because Allaah's promises are the most truthful of all promises. 
Follow the guidance of your Nabi ~ because it is the best of all guidance and 
adopt his way of life because it is the best of practices to follow. Learn the Book 
cf Allaah because it is the best of all speeches and develop a deep understanding 
of Allaah's Deen because it is the spring of the heart. Treat (physical and spiritual) 
illnesses with its light because the Qur'aan is deFInitely a cure for all that hearts 
contain. Recite the Qur'aan beautifully because it is the most beautiful of all 
narratives and when it is recited to you, listen attentively and remain silent so 
that mercy may be showered on you. When you have been inspired to study the 
Qur'aan, practise what you have learnt so that you may receive guidance. 
Remember that the practising Aalim who does not practise his knowledge, he 
would be just like the tyrannical ignoramus who cannot be straightened 
because of his ignorance. In fact, I feel that the regret is more lasting and the 
case stronger against the Aalim who forsakes his knowledge as opposed to the 
ignoramus who is confused in his ignorance. Both these persons are astray and 
destroyed. 
Never entertain doubts because it will plunge you into misgivings and it is such 
misgivings that will lead you to kufr. Do not also practice on concessions 
because you will then soon become too compromising and as soon as you 
compromise on the truth, you will lose plenty. Bear in mind that it is an act of 
intelligence that you rely on Allaah but this reliance should not be such that it 
leads you to deception. The person who most wishes well for himself will be the 
most obedient to his Rabb whereas the one who is most deceived will be most 
disobedient to his Rabb. The person who obeys Allaah will remain safe and happy 
while the one who disobeys Allaah will remain in fear and have regrets. 
Furthermore, you must also pray to Allaah for conviction and always show Him 
your desire for well-being. In fact, conviction is the best of all things that remain 
entrenched within the heart. The best of all matters are those that are the most 
resolute while the worst of them are those that have been fabricated. Remember 
that every fabricated matter is a Bid'ah and every person who fabricates is 
engaging in Bid'ah. Such a person will be destroying (the Deen) because 
whenever he fabricates a Bid'ah, he is forsaking a Sunnah. 
Those truly at a loss are those whose Deen is at a loss and who have put their 
own souls at the losing end (by disobeying Allaah). Verily ostentation is a part of 
Shirk, while sincerity is a part of good deeds and Imaan. Gatherings of futility 
make one forget the Qur'aan, are attended by Shaytaan and invite people to 
misguidance. Remaining in the company of (non-Mahram) women causes the 
heart to stray and captivates the eyes because women are indeed the traps of 
Shaytaan. 
Be true to Allaah because Allaah is with those who are true and abstain from 
lying because lying is the antithesis of Imaan. Always bear in mind that the truth 
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stands at the peak of salvation and honour while lying stands at the peak of 
destruction and devastation. Listen well! Always speak the truth and you will be 
known for itt practise it and you will be amongst its worthy bearers. Always 
return trusts to those who have entrusted goods with you. Join ties with those 
family members who have severed them and be gracious to those who deprive 
you. Fulfil the pledges you undertake with people, ensure that you exercise 
justice when passing judgement and never boast about your ancestors before 
each other. Never call each other names, never make fun of each other and never 
make each other angry. Assist the poor, the oppressed, those in debt, those 
striving in the path of Allaah, the beggars and slaves and always show mercy to 
widows and orphans. Make Salaam common amongst you and reply to the 
Salaam of those who greet you/ using the same words or words that are better. 
(He then recited the verse:) 

~,~ ili"~'J..r ~IJ~IJ )~, J;.I~JW ~J..r ~~IJ:J1 J;. ~JWJ), ""." "" ",; 

(r~h,1jt.. 0)"...) (Q y~1~~ ili, 
Assist each other in good works (virtue and piety) and Taqwa and do 
not assist each other in sin and transgression (oppressjon and 
jnjustice). Fear (the punjshment of) Allaah! Most surely Allaah is severe 
in punishment. {Surah Maa'idah, verse 2} 

Entertain guests, be good to your neighbour, visit the ill, accompany funeral 
processions and, 0 servants of Allaah, behave like brothers. 
Furthermore, I wish to add that this world has turned its back and bid farewell, 
whereas the Aakhirah has arrived and is straining its eyes to look. Today (this 
world) is the time for the race while tomorrow it will be seen who has gone 
ahead. The winner will have ]annah while at the otherend is Jahannam. Behold! 
You are passing through days of respite which are followed by your death that is 
approaching very fast. Therefore, whoever does good deeds sincerely for Allaah 
during the days of respite before his death, has really done well and will have 
what he hopes for. On the other hand, whoever is neglectful of doing good will 
be at a loss for good deeds, will have shattered hopes and will actually come to 
harm because of his hopes. You must do good deeds with hope of reward as well 
as in fear (for punishment). If you are overcome with hope, then be grateful to 
Allaah and couple it with fear. Then, if you are overcome with fear, remember 
Allaah and couple it with hope because Allaah has announced that men shall 
have J annah in return for their good deeds and will have an increase (in 
bounties) for their gratitude. 
I have never seen a place like Jannah yet its seeker is asleep. I have also not seen 
a place like Jahannam, yet the one who ought to be running away from it is also 
asleep. I have also not seen anyone earn as much as the one who earns for the 
day when treasures will be accumulated, when secrets will be exposed and when 
all major sins are collected together. Take note of the fact that whoever does not 
benefit from the truth will still be harmed by falsehood and the one whom 
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guidance does not put on the straight path will certainly be led away (from the 
straight path) by misguidance. The one whom conviction does not benefit will be 
harmed by doubt and the one who does not benefit from what is before him will 
be one-eyed when viewing something far off and even more helpless when it 
comes to things that are not present. You have been instructed to travel (to the 
Aakhirah) and have been shown where to find the provisions for the journey. 
What I fear most for you people is that you follow the dictates of your passions 
and that you entertain long hopes of the future. As for entertaining long hopes, it 
makes one forget the Aakhirah, whereas following one's passions distances one 
from the truth. 
Listen well! While this world has already embarked on its return journey, the 
Aakhirah has just commenced its arrival. Both these places have their sons, so as 
far as possible, you should endeavour to be amongst the sons of the Aakhirah 
and not amongst the sons of this world. While today you have the opportunity 
for actions without reckoning, tomorrow you will face reckoning without the 
opportunity for actions." (I) 

His Lecture Concerning what will Happen to the 

Progeny of Rasulullaah ~ 


Hadhrat Abu Khayrah reports that he accompanied Hadhrat Ali ~~~ to Kufa, 
where he ascended the pulpit and duly praised Allaah. Thereafter, addressed the 
people saying, "What will you people do when the progeny of Rasulullaah ~ will 
be attackedwhilstinyourmidst?" The people replied by saying, "We will then display 
the most fearsome valour before Allaah." To this, Hadhrat Ali ~ remarked, "I 
swear by the Being Who controls my life that they will certainly be attacked 
whilst in your midst and you people will go out to kill them yourselves. He then 
recited the following couplets (which mean): 
They bring him (Hadhrat Husayn ~) there (to Kufa) in deception and then 
announce 
'Accept his (Yazeed's) call (to pledge allegiance at his handsL otherwise there can 
be no escape or excuse,,,(2) 

His Lecture In which he Quotes the Words of 
Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Ibraheem Taymi reports from his father(3) that Hadhrat Ali ~ once 
addressed them saying, "Whoever claims that we (the family of Rasulullaah 
~) have with us something else to read other than the Book of Allaah and 
this note, then he is grossly mistaken. All that this note contains is the ages of 
camels (according to which zakaah is paid), some laws pertaining to (retribution 

(1) 	AI Bidaayah wan Nfhaayah (Vol. 7 Pg.30). Haafidh Ibn Katheer states that this lecture is most 
eloquent and comprehensive in enjoining good and forbidding evil and has been narrated through 
many unbroken chains of narrators. 

(2) Tabraani. 
(3) Hadhrat Yazeed bin Shareek. 
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for) injuries and a statement of Rasulullaah ~~ in which he said, 'Madinah is 
sacred from between Mount Ayr and Mount Thowr. Whoever fabricates anything 
(in Deen) here or even gives refuge to one who does, he will have on him the 
curse of Allaah, of the angels and of all of mankind. Allaah will also not accept 
from him any obligatory or optional deeds until the Day of Qiyaamah. Whoever 
claims that another person is his father or whichever slave claims that another 
person is his master, then he will also have on him the curse of Allaah, of the 
angels and of all of mankind. Allaah will also not accept from him any obligatory 
or optional deeds until the Day of Qiyaamah. The responsibility of all Muslims is 
one and even the lowest of them must strive to fulfil it.",(l) 

His Lecture Concerning the Merits of Hadhrat Abu 
Bakr ~)j.1~ and Hadhrat Umar ~)ju~ 

Hadhrat Ibraheem Nakha'ee reports that Hadhrat Alqama bin Qais once mounted 
the pulpit and said. "It was on this very pulpit that Hadhrat Ali ~~ delivered a 
lecture to us. After duly praising Allaah and mentioning certain things, he said, 
'Verily the best of all people after Rasulullaah ~ were Abu Baler ~~ and 
Umar ~~~. After them, we had initiated many new things, about which Allaah 
shall pass judgement.,"(2) 
Hadhrat Abu Juhayfah also reports that Hadhrat Ali ~~ once mounted the 
pulpit where he commenced by praising Allaah and sending salutations to 
Rasulullaah ~. Thereafter, he said, "The best person of this Ummah after 
Rasulullaah ~ was Abu Bakr ~~~ and next was Umar ~~. Allaah 
places goodness wherever He pleases." (3) 

Another narration is similar to the first one quoted above, but without the words 
"After them, we had initiated many new things ... ". This narration however adds 
that Hadhrat Ali ~~ said, "We never regarded it as farfetched to think that it 
was an angel who would speak with the tongue of Umar ~.,,(4) 
Hadhrat Alqama reports that Hadhrat Ali ®.~ once addressed them. After duly 
praising Allaah, he said, "The news has reached me that some people regard me 
to be better than Abu Bakr ~~ and Umar ~. Had I forbidden you from 
this before, I would have certainly punished people for saying it. However, I do 
not like to punish before first announcing the prohibition. Nevertheless, whoever 
mentions anything of the sort after this address of mine shall be regarded as a 
slanderer and shall therefore suffer the penalty of a slanderer (eighty lashes). 
Verily the best of all people after Rasulullaah ~ was Abu Bakr ~~~, 
followed by Umar ~.\l.~. After them, we had initiated many new things, about 
which Allaah shall pass judgement." (5) 

Hadhrat Zaid bin Wahab reports that Hadhrat Suwayd bin Ghafalah once went to 
(I) Ahmad (Vol.! Pg.81). 
(2) Ahmad (VaLl Pg.127). 
(3) Ahmad (VaLl Pg.106). 
(4) Ahmad. 
(5) 	Ibn Aasim, Ibn Shaaheen in his SUnnah, Isfahaani in his Hujjah and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in 

Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.116). 
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Hadhrat Ali ~~~ when he was the Khalifah. "0 Arneerul Mu'mineen!" Hadhrat 
Suwayd said, "I have passed by some people who were making inappropriate 
statements about Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ and Hadhrat Umar :ID~." Hadhrat 
Ali :ID.~ immediately sprang up, mounted the pulpit and said, "I swear by the 
Being Who splits the seed and created the soul that it is a venerable Mu'min who 
loves the two of them (Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ and Hadhrat Umar :ID~~) 
whereas only a wretched and irreligious person will dislike them. Loving them 
is a means of attaining proximity to Allaah while enmity for them will lead to 
irreJigiousness. What is the matter with certain people that they speak ill of 
Rasulullaah ~'s two brothers, his two ministers, his two companions, the two 
leaders of the Quraysh and two fathers of the Muslims? I absolve myself of all 
those who speak ill of them and I shall have them punished." (I) 

A detailed lecture in this regard has already passed in the chapter discussing 
defending one's pious predecessors. 
Hadhrat Ali bin Husayn narrates that after Hadhrat Ali ~~~ had returned from 
the Battle of Siffeen, a youngster from the Banu Haashim family asked him, "0 
Arneerul Mu'mineen! I heard you say in the Jumu'ah sermon, '0 Allaahl Set right 
our affairs as you had done for the rightly guided Khulafaa.' Who were they?" 
Hadhrat Ali ~~'s eyes welled with tears as he said, "They were Abu Bakr 
~ and Umar ~~. They were the leaders of guidance, the great scholars 
of Islaam and the ones by whom gUidance was attained after Rasulullaah ~~. 
Whoever follows them will be guided to the straight path and whoever does 
what they did will have direction. Whoever· holds fast to their ways will be 
amongst the group of Allaah and the group of Allaah are the ones who will 
attain true success." (2) 

Various Lectures that Hadhrat Ali ~~~ Delivered 
A scholar from the Banu Tameem tribe reports that Hadhrat Ali ~~ <;mce 
addressed them saying, "There shall come a time when people will bite into each 
other and the wealthy will hold on to their wealth (refusing to spend it on others) 
whereas they have never been commanded to do that. In fact, Allaah says: 

- ti.k , ",If,,,, " ,,,, .J "" , ..... ..,")

('(rv~1 :~.,.A! OJ,,...,),, ~~\\~ "JJ 
Do not forget kindness among yourself. {Surah Baqarah, verse 237} 


(During those times) The evil ones will be regarded as honourable while the good 

people will be looked down upon. Furthermore, people will be buying from 

desperate people, whereas Rasulullaah ~ forbade buying from people who are 

desperate (because they are forced to sell, even if it is at a loss). Rasulullaah ~ 

also forbade sales that involve deception and the selling of fruit before it ripens.',(3) 

Hadhrat Abu Ubayd who was the freed slave ofHadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf 

~~~ reports that he also attended the Eid (Eidul Adhaa) salaah led by Hadhrat 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his IfjJya, as quoted in Muntakhab KallZuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.4 PgA43). 
(2) 	Laalkaa'ee, Abu Taalib Ishaari and Nasr in his Hujjah, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzu/ UmmaaJ 

(VolA Pg.444). 
(3) Ahmad (Vol.! Pg.116), 
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Ali ~~. He led the salaah before delivering the sermon, and there was neither 
any Adhaan nor Iqaamah. He then said in his sermon, "0 people! Verily 
Rasulullaah ~ prohibited eating the meat of your sacrificial animals after three 
days, so do not eat it thereafter. II (This prohibition was however lifted and 
Muslims are permitted to eat the meat after three days.) (I) 

Hadhrat Rib'ee bin Hiraash reports that he heard Hadhrat Ali ~~ say in a 
lecture, "Do not lie about me because whoever lies about me shall enter 
]ahannam." (2) 
Hadhrat Abu Abdur Rahmaan Sulami narrates that Hadhrat Ali ~11~ said the 
following in his lecture: "0 people! Enforce the penalties of the Shari'ah on your 
slaves, whether they are married or not. When a slave woman belonging to 
Rasulullaah ~ committed adultery, Rasulullaah ~ instructed me to enforce 
the penalty. However, when I went to her I found that she had just started to 
bleed after giving birth. I therefore feared that she may lose her life if I had to 
lash her. When I reported back to Rasulullaah ~, he told me that my decision 
had been correct." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Sabt narrates that Hadhrat Ali ~~ once addressed 
them saying, "I swear by the Being Who splits the seed and creates the soul that 
this beard will certainly be smeared with the blood of this head (I will shortly be 
assassinated). The people asked, "Do inform us who he (your assassin) shall be. 
By Allaah! We shall kill his entire family!" Hadhrat Ali ~~ however instructed 
them saying, "I ask you in the name of Allaah not to kill anyone other than my 
assassin." The people's response was, "If you know this, why do you not appoint 
a successor then?" "No," Hadhrat Ali ~~ replied, "I prefer to rather leave you 
just as Rasulullaah ~ left you (to choose your own Khalifah)." (4) 
Hadhrat Amr bin Alaa reports that Hadhrat Ali ~ once addressed the people 

. saying, "0 people! I swear by the Being besides Whom there is not deity that I 
have not decreased anything small or large from your wealth apart from this vial 
that the chief of a village gave me as a gift." He then removed from his sleeve a 
vial containing some perfume. (5) 

Hadhrat Umayr bin Abdul Malik reports that Hadhrat Ali ~~ once addressed 
them from the pulpit in Kufa saying, "Rasulullaah ~ would be first to notify me 
if I did not ask him a question about something and would always inform me 
about anything I asked. He once informed me about His Rabb ~~4)';;; saying, 
'Allaah ~~;J)\;5 says, 'I swear by My loftiness over My throne that when the people 
of any town or household or even when a lone man in the wilderness turns away 
from disobeying Me, which displeases Me towards obeying Me, which pleases 
Me, I sha1l turn away from him My punishment, which displeases him and focus 
towards him My mercy, which is sure to please him. On the contrary, when the 
(1) Ahmad (Vol.! Pg.141). 
(2) Ahmad (VoU Pg.150). Tayaalisi (Pg.I?) has reported a similar narration 
(3) Ahmad (Vol.! Pg.156). 
(4) Ahmad (VaLl Pg.156). 
(5) 	Abdur Razzaaq, Abu Ubayd in his AmwaaJ, Haakim in his Kuna and Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya, as 

quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. 5 Pg.54). 
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people of any town or household or even when a lone man in the wilderness 
turns away from obeying Me, which pleases Me towards disobeying Me, which 
displeases Me, I shall turn away from him My mercy, which displeases him and 
focus towards him My wrath, which is sure to displease him." (1) 

The Lectures that Ameerul Mu'mineen 

Hadhrat Hasan bin Ali ~,U3~ delivered 


The Lecture he Delivered after the Demise 

of his Father 


Hadhrat Hubayrah narrates that when Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib ~~ passed 
away, his son Hadhrat Hasan ~ stood up, mounted the pulpit and 
addressed the people saying, "0 people~ Tonight such a man has left this world 
whom the earlier people could not catch up with and whom the latter people will 
never be able to find. Whenever Rasulullaah ~ dispatched him on an 
expedition, Hadhrat ]ibra'eel ~~ would be on his right side, Hadhrat Mikaa'eel 
~ would be on his left side and he would not return until Allaah had granted 
him victory. All that he left in estate was seven hundred Dirhams with which he 
intended to purchase a slave. His soul departed on the same night that 
Hadhrat Isa ~ was raised to the heavens, which was the twenty seventh 
night of Ramadhaan." 
Another narration adds that he also said, "He left neither any gold or silver apart 
from seven hundred Dirhams, which was all that was left over from his 
allowance." This narration however does not contain the words "His soul 
departed on the same night that. .. ,,(2) 

When Hadhrat Ali ~~ was martyred, Hadhrat Hasan ~~ stood up to 
address the people. After duly praising Allaah, he said, "By Allaah~ You have killed 
a man tonight, which is a night during which the Qur'aan was revealed, during 
which Hadhrat Isa ~~ was raised to the heavens, during which Hadhrat 
Yusha bin Noon ~ the aide to Hadhrat Moosa ~ was martyred and the 
night during which the repentance of the Bani Israa'eel was accepted." (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Tufayl reports a narration similar to the one above, but with the 
addition that Hadhrat Hasan ~ also said, ''Whoever knows me knows and 
whoever does not know me should know that I am Hasan the son of Muhammad 
~. He then recited the verse in which Hadhrat Yusuf ~ says: 

(fA\.:.o:1h.,Q...,j:/ 0;.,...) (y~J~~~~!~~, i1: ~ ~~IJ) 
"I follow the creed of my fathers lbraheem ~, Is'haaq ~ and 
Ya'qoob ~" {Surah Yusuf, verse 38} 

Oust as Hadhrat Yusuf ~~ referred to his grandfathers as his fathers, so too do 
(I) Ibn Mardway, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL8 Pg.203). 
(2) 	Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.38). Abu Nu'aym has reported a narration similar to the second one in his HjJya 

(VoU Pg.65). Ahmad (VoLl Pg.199) has also reJ,)orted a <;imilar narration in brief. 
(3) Abu Ya'la, Ibn Jareer and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzu/ Ummaal (Vol.5 Pg.61). 
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I refer to my grandfather Rasulullaah ~ as my father.)" 
After then reciting some portions of the Qur'aan, he said, "I am the son of the 
giver of glad tidings, I am the son of the warner, I am the son of Nabi ~, I am 
the son of the one who called to Allaah with His permission, I am the son of the 
brilliant lamp and I am the son of the one who was sent as a mercy to the 
universe. I belong to that household which Allaah had rid of (all spiritual) filth 
and had thoroughly purified. I belong to that family whom Allaah @):l.15j)j~ has 
made it compulsory (for others) to love and to assist. Allaah says in the revelation 
He has sent to Muhammad ~: 

(rr~h~ Oj~) (.» ~~,~ i~;J1 ~1 ~I~~ ; ji) 
'say (to the people, 0 Muhammad~), 'I ask of you no repayment (for 
conveyjng to you the message ofTowheed), except (alJ that I ask for js) 
the (usual and tradjtjonal) love between relatives (that you ought to 
show to me regardless of what message I carl)' to YOU).' {Surah Shura, 
verse 23} (I ) 

Another narration adds that Hadhrat Hasan ~ also said, "Rasulullaah ~ 
would hand over the flag to him (Hadhrat Ali ~M) and when the battle grew 
furious, Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~~ would be there to fight by his side." The narrator 
of this report states that it was the twenty first of Ramadhaan (when Hadhrat Ali 
~ passed away). (2) 

Yet another narrationsimilartotheoneofHadhratAbu Tufayl adds that Hadhrat Hasan 
~~ said, "I am from that family to whom Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ descended 
and with whom he ascended." The narration also states that Hadhrat Hasan 
~~ added the concluding part of the above verse when he recited: 

_ J{j, J1,.1 ". ~ ,"', iii,*"".". , ".)Cjj', ".,) 

(rr~1 :(sj~ Oj~) '\ u.:....;.. ~ U ~.f a..t.-> "";.fA!. 0"J 

As for the one who carries out a good deed, We will increase the beauty 
of the deed (by granting a reward for it that is far superior to the deed 
itself) " {Surah Shura, verse 23} 

He then explained carrying out a good deed in the this verse refers to imbibing 
love for the family of Rasulullaah ~. (3) 

His Lecture after being Stabbed 
Hadhrat Abu Jameela narrates that after Hadhrat Ali ~~"M was assassinated, 
(his son) Hadhrat Hasan ~~ became the Khalifah. However, when he was 
once leading the salaah, someone leapt at him and stabbed him with a dagger in 
his buttock. This confined him to bed for a month, after which he stood up to 
address the people from the pulpit. He said, "0 people of Iraq! Fear Allaah when it 
concerns us because we are both your leaders and your guests. We also belong 
to the household concerning whom Allaah says: 

(\) Abu Ya'la, Ibn Jareer and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vo1.5 Pg.61). 
(2) Tabraani. Abu Ya'la and Bazzaar, as quoted in Majma'uzzawaa'id(Vo1.9 Pg.146). 
(3) Haakim (Vo\.3 Pg.I72). 
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(O~~§~J~\~~t\~~~~\~;~l) 
Crr <..:.o,!\ yt..;>, oJ.,....) 

'Allaah only wishes to rid you of (spiritual) filth, 0 members of the 
household (ofRasuluJJaah ~), and to purify you thoroughly (from aJJ 
evil).'" {Surah Ahzaab, verse 33} 

He then continued speaking until there was none to be seen in the Masjid who was 
not weeping. (1) Another narration .states that Hadhrat Hasan ~.~ continued 
repeating these words until there was none in the Masjid who was not sobbing 
profusely. (2) 

The Lecture he Delivered when he Made Peace with 
Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ 

Hadhrat Sha'bi reports that he was present at Nakheelah when Hadhrat Hasan 
~~ made peace with Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~. Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~ 
then said to him, "Now that the matter has been settled, do address the people 
and inform them that you have relinquished the Khilaafah and handed it over to 
me." Hadhrat Hasan ~ then stood on the pulpit and praised Allaah. Hadhrat 
Sha'bi confirms that he personally heard the lecture. 
Hadhrat Hasan ~~ said, "The best of all intelligence isf Taqwa and the worst 
of all foolishness is sin. The post of Khilaafah that has been disputed between 
Mu'aawiya ~ and I may either be my right, which I have now relinquished in 
his favour for peace to reign amongst the Ummah and to save their blood. If this 
post is really the right of someone else other than me, then I have now handed it 
over. He then recited the verse: 

("'<..:.o,!\ :~w.' oJ.,....) ( Qi:': )~t~J~~ 1tJ &~ri b~) 
I have no idea whether it (the delay in punishment) is a test for you (to 
see whether you repent) or an enjoyment until a stipulated time." 
{Surah Ambiyaa, verse Ill} (3) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Shabi says, ''Hadhrat Hasan bin Ali ~~ addressed 
us at Nakheelah when he made peace with Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~. He stood 
up and after praising Allaah, he said ... " The words of this narration are like the 
one above, but states that after reciting the verse of the Qur'aan, Hadhrat Hasan 
~~ concluded by saying, "This is all I have to say. I now seek Allaah's 
forgiveness for myself and for all of you." (4) 
Yet another narration states that in this historic lecture, Hadhrat Hasan bin Ali 
~~ said, "0 people! Allaah has guided you through the first generation of our 
family (Rasulullaah ~) and has saved your blood from being spilled by the 
latter generation of our family (myself). The post of Khilaafah is a temporary one 

(1) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.I72). 
(2) Ibn Abi Haatim, as quoted in the Tafseerof Ibn Katheer (VoU Pg.486). 
(3) Tabraani in his Kabeer. Haythami (VolA Pg.lOIl) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Haakim (Voi.3 Pg.175). Bayhaqi (Vo1.8 Pg.173) has r -,ported a similar narration. 
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and the successes of this world pass from hand to hand. Allaah has said to His 
Nabi~~: 

(m~h~\oJJ-')(0 ,.~JI....1....~G;J;Sj~ .... © &j1l b~)
"If...... 

I have no idea whether it (the delay jn pUnishment) is a test for you (to 
see whether you repent) or an enjoyment until a stipulated time." 
{Surah Ambiyaa, verse I I l} (l) 

The Lecture of Ameerul Mu'mineen Hadhrat 
Mu'aawiya bin Abu Sufyaan ~~~ 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Ka'b Qurazi narrates that Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Abu 
Sufyaan ~l1~ delivered a lecture in Madinah saying, "0 people! There is none 
to prevent that which Allaah grants, none can grant what Allaah prevents, the 
wealth of the wealthy cannot assist them and when Allaah wishes well for a 
person, He grants him understanding of the Deen. I have heard Rasulullaah ~ 
speak these words from this very pulpit." (2) 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Abdur Rahmaan reports that he heard Hadhrat 
Mu'aawiya ~~ deliver a lecture saying, "I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 
'When Allaah wishes well for a person, He grants him understanding of the Deen. 
While I am just the distributor (of "knowledge), it is Allaah Who grants it. This 
Ummah will always remain firm on the truth and on Allaah's Deen until the Day 
of Qiyaamah without being harmed by those who oppose them." (3) 

Hadhrat Umayr bin Haani narrates that Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Abu Sufyaan 
~~ once addressed them saying, "I heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'Until the Day 
of Qiyaamah, this Ummah will always remain steadfast on Allaah's Deen and will 
not be harmed by those who oppose them or by those who do not want to assist 
them." Another narration states that he also said, "And they (the Ummah) shall 
dominate over others." 
Hadhrat Umayr bin Haani says, "Hadhrat Maalik bin Yakhaamir then stood up 
and said, 'I heard Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ say that these people (the 
Ummah steadfast on the Deen and dominant over others) are the people of 
Shaam (during those times)." (4) 

Hadhrat Yunus bin Halbas Janadi reports a similar narration with the addition 
that Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ recited the following verse (in substantiation): 

:.~I Jlc~; ,•.J~~ :.~I: .!l~Sb~; (; II .!.~;(' ~fJ<J ~I T' G\.d-,. c..J";.J J.;- d-". rX 
". 

J i,S',. ,.~J .~ IS_ ~ ·7 
- - ti "'\" ,'" i ,J"',., .... , ' "" ,'" .... ,J ....' 

(oo~1 :CJ~ JI oJ..,...,) ,~ 4!~1\ -:y.. ~j IJ..')..Q.S"' ~-;}JI J"; ..!J~\ 
(Allaah sakJ,) '0 lsa, I shall take you away (from tMs world), raise you to 
Me (to the heavens), purify you from (the company of) those who 
disbelieve and make those who follow you above (superior to) those 

(I) Ibn Jareer in his Taareekh (VolA Pg.124). 
(2) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami'ul Hm (Vol.1 Pg.20). 
(3) Ibn Abdul Birr in his Jaami (VoU Pg.20J 
(4) Ahmad, Abu Ya'\a, Ya'qoob bin SUfyaan and others. 
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who disbelieve until the Day of Qiyaamah. {Surah Aal Imraan, verse 55} (1) 

Hadhrat Makhool reports that Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~ was delivering a 
lecture from the pulpit when he said, "I heard Rasulullaah ~ say, '0 people! 
Knowledge is attained through studies and understanding of Deen is attained 
through deep thought. When Allaah wishes well for a person, He grants him 
understanding of the Deen and it is only the learned ones who truly fear Allaah. 
There shall always be a group from my Ummah who will always remain 
steadfast on the truth and will dominate over others without being intimidated 
by those who oppose them and those who are hostile towards them. They will 
prevail until the Day of Qiyaamah." (2) 

The Lectures of Ameerul Mu'mineen 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~,~~ 

His Lecture On the Occasion of Hajj 
Hadhrat Muhammad bin AbdulIaah reports, "I was present when Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~ delivered a lecture during the occasion of Hajj. We 
had no idea of his presence until he appeared just before the day of Tarwiya (8th 
of Dhul Hijjah) when people entered into the state of rhraam. He was an 
extremely handsome man in his middle ages, wearing two white garments. When 
he arrived, the people shouted, 'Here comes the Ameerul Mu'mineenl' He 
ascended the pulpit and greeted the people. After they replied to his greeting, he 
recited the most beautiful Talbiya I had ever heard. 
He then praised Allaah and said, "You people have come as delegations to Allaah 
from distant and different places. It is therefore necessary that Allaah should 
honour you. Whoever has come in search of what is with Allaah should know 
that the one who seeks Allaah shall never return empty-handed. You must 
therefore confirm your words with deeds because deeds are the masters of words 
and intentions are confined to the heart. Fear Allaah! Fear Allaah in these days 
of yours because these are days during which Allaah forgives sins. Remember 
that you have come here from various distant lands without the desire for trade, 
wealth or any other aspect of this world." 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~ then recited the Talbiya and the people 
recited it with him. After deliberating at length, he said, ''Verily Allaah states in 
His Book: (.!r~~;i.1I~) 'Hajj js the few known months' (3). These are three 
months, namely Shawwaal, Dhul Qa'dah and ten days of Dhul Hijjah." He then 
recited further: 

:x IjJ;a1~J J. ~I~ JI~ ~J ~ 2;.;.j ~J ~J.;u ~~il ~~) :.:J);;' Y--"""" (:,...-- "., '" v
- (t'" ,.,'" " ''''''''''II'j,.1~ .J,"',' ,"'.

(\W~I :4~ i)J"") iSJhlI ~1j.I1.r.> "'~ Ij~j;j 4..U1 ~r-> 

(I) Ibn Asaakir. 
(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai(Vol.7 Pg.130). 
(3) Surah Baqarah. verse 197. 
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"So whoever considers the Hajj obligatory (upon himselfand enters the 
state ofIhraam) in them (during these months) should not engage in 
any sexual relations (with his wife) nor commit any act of sin (should 
not swear) nor dispute (quarrel or fight) during Hajj. Allaah knows 
whatever good deed you do. Take your provisions along with you (for 
the journey), but (always remember that) the best of provisions is 
Taqwa." {Surah Baqarah, verse 197} 

He then continued further to state, "Allaah says: (~~ ~ ;...;.J ~ b1 e.G.; » ~) 
'There shall be no sin upon you should you seek the bounty from your Rabb: 
Allaah has therefore made trade permissible (during the days of Hajj). Thereafter, 
Allaah says: ('Tij~ ~..:.~ :';61 I~~) 'When you leave Arafaat ... 'This is the place where 
people will stay until sunset, after which they will depart (for Muzdalifah). Allaah 
says further: C ..t;.:;Jl J~ ~ ~jl:US: J.J\ \j~Hij) 'then remember Allaah 'at the Mash 'arul , , ' 

Haraam (The Sacred Monument): These are the mountains where people will 
also stay over, namely Muzdalifah. 
Allaah states further: (.;.S:..:.IA t:;i' ~#lG) 'Remember Him as He had guided you: The 
next command is not general, but addressed specifically to the people of this city 
(Makkah) who used to depart (back to Makkah) from Muzdalifah (without going 
to Arafaat at all), while others departed from Arafaat. Slamming this act of theirs, 
Allaah revealed the verse: 

(w\~T :ofi oJJ"") (~WI ~1fI ~'9- ~ I~~!I.;J) 
'And proceed from the place where the people proceed from (when 

heading off to fulfil the other rights ofHajj in Minaj.' {Surah Baqarah, 
verse 199} 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~ continued further. He said, "It was the 
practice of the people to boast about their forefathers after completing their Hajj. 
It was with regard to this that Allaah revealed the verse stating: 

~ ~~~J J~ :; ~WI~ l.1J~ ~ jI;J :GIl ;J!¥ ;Cu, Ij1 ~U) 
, ""''''''' "" ",. -4... ,} ~.1' " ~ .J) ... ~ "', ,; l~' t",,,,. ... ... ,&
~J 4..r........:>- t:;;:U1 ~W, 14J J~ ...... ~J0 J"},> ...... 0.>~I .j JJeo J t:;;:U1 


.,. ". .,. fwI... $I Iwi",. ;..I... ~ - (~ , ",.",.",.",,, ... .,.... ... , 
(y., ,y .. ~1 :o.)AI iiJJ"") '¥~WI ~\~ W..J 4..r........:>- ~'il 

(Once you have completed your Hajj rites) Remember Allaah as you 
remember your forefathers, or (rather with) an even greater 
remembrance. From among man there are those (the Kaafiroon) who 
say, '0 our Rabb, grant us in this world.' (They are then granted their 
needs in this world whereas) They shall have no share (ofgood) in the 
Aakhirah. (On the other hand) From among them there are also those 
(the Mu'mineen) who say, '0 our Rabb, grant us (all that which is) good 
in this world, (all that which is) good in the Aakhirah and save us from 
the punishment of the fire (ofJahannam).' {Surah Baqarah, verses 
200,20I} 
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These people work in this world for the good of this world as well as for the 
Aakhirah." He then continued reciting until he reached the verse: 

_ (.» 1'..1,' ~r ..... ~ ,JJ~ .... ~ 
('I"il.:.o,!\ :~~ oJ.,....) '7"~J.w 1~\ ~ 4.U\ \J)S'~\J)Y 

Carry out the Dhikr (remembrance) of Allaah during the limited days 
(lOth, lIth, 12th and 13th of Dhul Hijjah). {Surah Baqarah, verse 203} 

With reference to this verse, he commented, "These are the days of Tashreeq. The 

Dhikr of Allaah to be carried out during these days consist of (~I Q~) 
,!. ") '" J... )I~ """'\ _'" 	 )'J. .,.

(,Subhaanallaah'), (~..4:to:JI)('Al Hamdulillaah'), GUJ! ':I!.u~ ':I) ('Laa Ilaaha Illallaah'), wI) 

G.Si(,Allaahu Akbar') and other glorifications of Allaah." 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr '~l\1.'i~ then spoke of the various points from 
where people need to enter the state of Ihraam. He said, "The place from where 
the people of Madinah need to enter into Ihraam is Dhul Hulayfah, the place 
from where the people of Iraq need to enter into Ihraam is Aqeeq, the place from 
where the people of Najd and Taa'if need to enter into Ihraam is Qarn and the 
place from where the people of Yemen need to enter into Ihraam is Yalamlam." 
He then cursed the disbelievers from the Ahlul Kitaab saying, "0 Allaah! Punish 
the disbelievers from the Ahlul Kitaab who reject Your signs, disbelieve in your 
Ambiyaa and who prevent others from Your path. 0 Allaah! Punish them and give 
them the hearts of immoral women." He then proceeded to make many more 
du'aas. 
He then continued to say, "There are many men here whose hearts have been 
blinded just as their sight has been. Their ruling in the case of Tamattu Hajj is 
that if a person arrives from Khurasaan with the Ihraam for Hajj, they tell him 
that he may emerge from the Hajj Ihraam after performing Umrah and then enter 
into Ihraam again for his Hajj (whereas the person intending Hajj may emerge 
from his Hajj Ihraam only after performing Hajj). By Allaah! This type of Tamattu 
is permissible only for the person in straitened circumstances." 
He then recited the Talbiya and the people recited it as well. The narrator says 
that he had not seen so many people weeping as he did on that day. (I) 

Various Lectures that he Delivered 
Hadhrat Hishaam bin Urwa narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~11~ 


said the following in his lecture: "You need to know that one (performing Hajj) 

may stay at every part of Arafah besides Batn Urna and you also need to know 

well that one may also stay in every part of Muzdalifah besides Batn 

Muhassar." (2) 


Hadhrat Abbaas bin Sahl bin Sa'd Saa'idi Ansaari reports that he heard Hadhrat 

Abdullaah bin Zubayr ®~ deliver a lecture on the pulpit in Makkah. He said. 

"0 people! Rasulullaah ~ used to say, 'If man is given a valley full of gold, he 

would want a second and when given a second, he would still want a third. 

(1) 	Tabraani in his Kabeer. Haythami (Vo1.3 Pg.250) has commented on the chain of narrators. Abu 

Nu'aym has reported a similar narration in his Hilya (voU Pg.326) without the words "After 
deliberating at length ... " until "only for the person in straitened circumstances". 

(2) Ibn Jareer in his Tafseer (Vo\'2 Pg.I68). 
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There is nothing to fill man's belly besides the sand of the grave and. Allaah 
accepts the repentance of those who repent." (1) 

Hadhrat Ataa bin Abi Rabaah narrates that in one of his lectures, Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~ said, "Rasulullaah ~ said, 'A single salaah in this 
Masjid of mine (in Madinah) is better than a thousand salaahs in any other 
Masjid other than the Masjidul Haraam. A single salaah in the Masjidul Haraam 
is a hundred times superior (than a salaah in my Masjid)." 
Hadhrat Ataa says further, "That makes it (the rewards) a hundred thousand 
(more than in any other Masjid in the world). I therefore asked, '0 Abu 
Muhammad! Does this virtue apply exclusively to the Masjidul Haraam or to all of 
the Haram?' He replied, 'It applies to all of the Haram because all of the Haram 
is a Masjid.",(2) 

Hadhrat Wahab bin Kaysaan a freed slave of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr 
~ reports that he heard Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~ deliver a 
lecture on the day of Eid. On that occasion, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~ 
led the salaah before delivering the lecture and when he did stand up to deliver 
the lecture, he said, "0 people! All of this (performing the salaah before the 
lecture) is the way shown by Allaah and by Rasulullaah ~."(3) 
Hadhrat Thaabit reports that he heard Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr !ID~ say 
the following in a lecture: "Muhammad ~ said, 'Whoever (from amongst the 
males) wears silk in this world will not wear it in the Aakhirah.",(4) 
Hadhrat Abu Zubayr says, "It was on this very pulpit that I heard Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Zubayr !ID11~ narrate some Ahadeeth. He said, 'After making the 
Salaam after his salaah, Rasulullaah ~ used to recite: 

""4i!t'" !t"'" w.I~ i"'''''' ... ,}',., ""''' .I,,}, "I"," ",'". ... ,,,,,,,,,J. G"'I-' 

~ jI.~;~ ys JJs- Y'J ~I;UJ clWl;U iI ~r~ oJ>J;WI~!;Ll!~" 
c: ....t -,. ,.", , ....,,. , """ ".,' 	.J ...".J;z , .J.J ,""" J. iZ ... ::,,,, "" ",,, 

~1 ;LlJ ~ ~I ~WJb ~IJ ~I	JAI o~J ~J ~ ~J ~~ ~l 0"; ~J JJ> 
"~j)t5JI;<- :"~ .:~JJI ~ :.~ ...,I.t~ ili,... ~'.r v"'", ~ 

"There is none worthy of worship but the One Allaah Who has no partner. All 
kingdom and all praise belong to Him and He has power over all things. There is 
no strength or power without Allaah. We worship only Him Who bestows all 
bounties and grace and to Whom all good praise is due. There is none worthy of 

. worship but Allaah, for Whom all worship is to be done sincerely, even though 
the Kuffaar detest it." (5) 

Hadhrat Thuwayr narrates that he heard Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~ 
say from the pulpit: "This is the day of Aashura (lOth of Muharram) so fast 
because Rasuiullaah ~ gave the instruction to fast." (6) 
Hadhrat Kulthoom bin Hibr narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr !ID~ 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hifya (VoLl Pg.337). 
(2) Abu Dawood Tayaalisi (Pg.195) 
(3) Ahmad (Vol.4 Pg.4). 
(4) Ahmad (VoLl Pg.5). 
(5) Ahmad (Vol.4 Pg.5). 
(6) Ahmad (Vol.4 Pg.6). 
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once addressed the people saying, "0 people of Makkah! I have been informed 
that some of you playa (gambling) game called Nardsheer, whereas Allaah says: 

~ ~ ~~ :'~;;~Ij ':;"t.:.£~IJ ;" ~jlj ~I ~11~'1 J~I tt~) 
- J{~ " ,.1 ,.1,.1:;,,".1,.1", "t.~: I 

('\'i.:..o:!l :oJ.jlo 0)-"",,) '\¥ o~~o~1j q--:-!-I 
o you who have Imaan! Indeed liquor (wine, beer and other 
intoxicants), gambling, idols and (distribution by) arrows are filth from 
the acts of Shaytaan, so abstain from them so that you may be 
successful (jn both worlds). {surah Maa'jdah. verse 90} 

I swear by Allaah that 1 shall severely punish him by removing his hair and 
lashing him. I shall also hand over all his possessions (with him at the time) to 
the person who brings him in." (l) 

The Lectures of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
' d ~ltl-:~.1I~.""'"Masoo ~,\.:IIJ~ 

The Lecture he Delivered in the presence of 

Rasulullaah ~ 


Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®~~ narrates that after once delivering a short lecture, 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "0 Abu Bakr ~! Stand up and deliver a lecture." 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®~ then delivered a lecture that was shorter than that of 
Rasulullaah ~. Rasulullaah ~~ then instructed Hadhrat Umar ®)1~ to 
deliver a lecture and he complied by delivering a lecture that was shorter than 
that of Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®,U5C~. When Rasulullaah ~ then asked another 
person to deliver a lecture, he was very bombastic in his speech, because of 
which Rasulullaah ~ told him to step down. Rasulullaah ~ then said, 
"Bombastic speech is from Shaytaan and well delivered speech is magical 
indeed." 
Addressing Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®~, Rasulullaah ~ said, "0 Ibn 
Ummi Abd! You now deliver a lecture." Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®~~ 
then stood up and after praising Allaah, he said, "0 people! verily Allaah 81~4i~ 
is our Rabb, Islaam is our Deen, the Qur'aan is our Imaam, the Kabah is our 
Qiblah and (pointing to Rasulullaah ~~) this is our Nabi ~. We are pleased 
with what Allaah and His Rasool ~ like for us and we dislike that which Allaah 
and His Rasool ~ dislike for us." To this, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "Ibn 
Ummi Abd has spoken wen." (2) 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin JubaYl reports a similar narration from Hadhrat Abu Dardaa 
~ with the addition that Rasulullaah ~ also said, "I am pleased with that 
which Allaah is pleased with for me and for my ummah and with that which 
pleases Ibn Ummi Abd. Likewise, I am displeased with that which Allaah is 
displeased with for me and for my Ummah and with that which displeases Ibn 
(1) Bukhaari in his Adab (Pg.186). 
(2) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.9 Pg,290) has commented on the chain of narrators, 
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ummi Abd." (\) 
Another similar narration states that after Rasulullaah ~ asked Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~u.1~ to speak, he began by praising Allaah, invoking 
peace and blesSings on Rasulullaah ~ and attesting to the Shahaadar of truth. 
Thereafter, he said, "We are pleased with Allaah as our Rabb, with Islaam as our 
religion and I am pleased with that with which Allaah and His Rasool ~ like 
for you." TO this, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "I am pleased with that which Ibn 
Ummi Abd likes for you." (2) 

Variolls Lectures that he delivered 
Hadhrat Abul Ahwas jUshami reports that while Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~,~"@% was delivering a lecture, he noticed a snake slithering along a wall. He 
immediately stopped the lecture and hit the snake with his staff until he killed it. 
Thereafter, he said, "I heard Rasulullaah ~ say that one who kills a snake is 
like the person who kills a Mushrik who deserves to be executed." (3) 

Hadhrat Abu Waa'U narrates that when Hadhrat Uthmaan ~lJ.,~ became the 
Khalifah, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~ travelled for eight days from 
Madinah to Kufa. He then delivered a lecture in which he said, ''When Ameerul 
Mu'mineen Umar bin Khattaab ~,~~ passed away, we did not see so many 
people weep as on that day. We the companions of Muhammad ~ then 
gathered together and did our very best to select the one who is best from 
amongst us. We therefore pledged our allegiance to Ameerul Mu'mineen 
uthmaan ~~, so you should all pledge your allegiance to him as welL" (4) 

The Lectures of Hadhrat Utba bin Ghazwaan ~UJ~ 
Hadhrat Khaalid bin umayr Adawi reports that Hadhrat Utba bin Ghazwaan was 
the governor of Basrah when he addressed them. After duly praising Allaah, he 
said, "Verily this world has already announced its termination and has speedily 
turned on its heels. All that is left of her is like the little residue left over in a , 
utensil that a person tries to lick out of it. ydu people will certainly be moving 
over from here to a place that will never come to an end. You must therefore take 
along with you the best that you have with you because we have been informed 
that a stone thrown from the edge of ]ahannam will continue falling for seventy 
years without reaching the bottom. By Allaahr This ]ahannam will however be 
filled. Does this not astonish you? We have also been informed that the distance 
between two of the many doorways to ]annah spans a distance of forty years. 
There shall however come a day when even these doorways will be crowded with 
people (entering into Jannah). 
I have seen the time when I was one of seven people with Rasulullaah ~ without 
any food between ourselves other than the leaves of trees (which we continued 
to eat) until our jaws were filled with sores. Throwing down a shawl of mine, I 
(1) Ibn Asaakir. 
(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.S Pg.237). 
(3) Ahmad (VoU Pg.421). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.3 Pg.63), 
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tore it into two parts. I used one part as a lower garment for myself and the other 
I gave to Sa'd bin Maalik, who also used it as a loincloth. However, today there is 
none of us who has not become the governor of a city. I ask Allaah to protect me 
from standing high in my own esteem while being humiliated in Allaah's sight."O) 
Another narration adds that Hadhrat Vtba ~~ concluded with the words, 
"There has never been a (succession of leaders starting from the period of) 
Nabuwwaat that does not gradually decline until it degenerates into a 
monarchy. After me you shall soon experience and be tested with many (different 
types) of leaders and governors (SO prepare yourselves)." (2) 

Yet another narration states that this was the first lecture that Hadhrat Vtba 

~)J.,~ delivered in Basrah. He said, "All praise belongs to AlIaah Whom I praise, 
from Whom I seek help, Who I believe in and in Whom do I rely. I testify that 
there is none worthy of worship but AUaah and I testify that Muhammad ~~ is 
the servant and Rasul of Allaah. 0 people! Verily this world has already ... " The 
rest of the narration is like both narrations quoted above. (3) 

The Lectures of Hadhrat Hudhayfah bin 
Yamaan@~~ 

Hadhrat Abu Abdur Rahmaan SuI ami reports, "I once accompanied my father for 
the ]umu'ah salaah in Madaa'in. We lived a Farsakh away from the Masjid and it 
was during the time when Hadhrat Hudhayfah bin Yamaan ~~ was the 
governor of Madaa'in. He ascended the pulpit and after praising Allaah, he recited 
the verse: 

_ £.J""~1 ' ,.." ,. .J,..,:; ",,..," ~ 
(,~l =.,..J Ojro) ~I~\J ~WI ~?)J' 


Qiyaamah has drawn close and the moon has been split. {Surah Qamar, verse I} 


He then continued, 'Listen well! The moon has already been split. Listen well! 

This world has already announced her departure. Listen well! Today (this world) 

is the time for the race while tomorrow it will be seen who has gone ahead.' I 

then asked my father, 'What does he mean by the race?' My father informed me 

that he was referring to the race to ]annah." (4) 

Another similar narration states that Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ said, "Allaah 

says: 


_ j{"""~~ tZ ,..",..,.J,..,' ....",..')
(,~l =.,..J O)ro) ~\~\J ~LJ\ ~?) 

Qiyaamah has drawn close and the moon has been split. {Surah Qamar, verse I} 

Listen wellT The moon has already been split ... " This narration concludes with 
Hadhrat Abu Abdur Rahmaan Sulami saying, "I then asked my father, 'Will people 
be running a race tomorrow?' 'Dear son!' my father remarked, 'You do not 
(1) Muslim, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoL5 Pg.) 79). 
(2) Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.26I). reporting from reliable sources. Ibn Jowzi has reported a similar narration 

in his Safwatus Safwah (Vol.! Pg.I52). ashas Naabilsi in his Dhakhaa'irul Mawaareeth (Vol.2 
Pg.229J. reporting from Muslim. Ibn Maajah and TirmidhL Ahmad (Vo1.4 Pg.I74) has reported a 
similar narration, as has Abu NU'aym in his Hi/ya (VoL I Pg.17I J. 

(3) Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.6). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (Vol.! Pg.28I). 
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understand. It is the race for good deeds that he is referring to.' 
When we attended the following ]umu'ah salaah, HadhratHudhayfah ~ said 
in his lecture, "Behold! Verily Allaah 8JiJ.1j.:;Jjl; says: 

_ ".!' ... -;~~;, .... .!' ... c; ........') 

(\<.::..:II :ri oJ.,....) ~I J-!..lIJ a..cW\ ~?) 

Qiyaamah has drawn close and the moon has been split. {Surah Qamar, verse I} 

'Listen well! This world has already announced her departure. Listen well! Today 
(this world) is the time for the race while tomorrow it will be seen who has gone 
ahead. Take note that at the end is the fire of Jahannam while the race is on for 
those heading for Jannah." (1) 

Hadhrat Kurdoos narrates that in a lecture in Madaa'in, Hadhrat Hudhayfah 
~~ said, "0 people! Closely monitor what your slaves earn. Ifit is Halaal, you 
may utilise it, otherwise, discard it because I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say 
that no flesh nourished with Haraam can ever enter Jannah." (2) 

Another narration states that in a lecture he delivered in Madaa'in, Hadhrat 
Hudhayfah ~ said, "0 people! Be vigilant over your slaves and ensure that 
you know their sources of income because the flesh nourished by Haraam can 
never enterJannah. Remember also that the seller, the buyer and the maker of 
wine are just like the one who consumes it." (3) 

A Lecture of Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~1J.7~ 
Hadhrat Qasaama bin Zuhayr narrates that Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~s 
once addressed the people of Basrah saying, "0 people! Do weep (over your sins 
and for fear of Jahannam) and if you are unable to weep, then at least pretend to 
do so because the people of Jahannam will weep until their tears will come to an 
end. When their tears are eventually finished, they will cry blood so much that 
even ships will be able sail on it." (4) 

A lecture of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~,\1~ 
Hadhrat Shaqeeq says, "When Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ was the 
Ameer of Hajj, he delivered a lecture. He started reciting Surah Baqarah and he 
commented on each verse as he recited. (This was so impressive that) I said, 'I 
have never seen or heard anyone speak like this. If the Romans and Persians 
have to hear this, they will surely accept Islaam." (5) 

Lectures of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~1J.7~ 
Hadhrat Abu Yazeed Madeeni reports that Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~Sii once 
ascended Rasulullaah ~'s pulpit and stood on a step lower than that on which 
Rasulullaah ~ stood. He then said, "All praise belongs to Allaah Who has 
guided Abu Hurayrah to Islaam. All praise belongs to Allaah Who has taught Abu 
(1) 	 Ibn Iareer, as quoted in the TalSeer of Ibn Katheer (VolA Pg.261). Haakim (VolA Pg.609) has 

reported a similar narration from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(2) Abu NU'aym in his HI/ya (Vol. I Pg.28I). 
(3) Abdur Razzaaq, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaa/(Vol.1 Pg.218). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.I 10). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration in his Hj/ya (Vol. 1 Pg.26I). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his HI/ya (VO!.I Pg.324). 
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Hurayrah the Qur'aan. All praise belongs to Allaah Who has blessed Abu Hurayrah 
with Muhammad ~. All praise belongs to Allaah Who has fed me leavened 
bread and given me fine garments to wear. All praise belongs to Allaah Who has 
given me the hand of Ghazwaan's daughter in marriage after I had been her 
servant to earn food to fill my belly and now I am able to annoy her just as she 
used to annoy me. Destruction wI1l corne to the Arabs because of the evil that 
has already arrived. Destruction will corne to them because they will be led by 
mere children who will rule according to their passion and will kill in anger. 
Glad tidings to you, 0 non-Arabs! I swear by the Being Who controls my life that 
even if Deen is suspended on the Pleiades constellation, a group from you will 
certainly reach it." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Habeebah narrates that he entered the house of Hadhrat Uthmaan 
~u..~ during the period when he was besieged in it. It was then he heard 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ seek permission to address Hadhrat Uthmaan 
~. When permission was granted, Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ stood up, 
duly praised Allaah and then said, "I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'You will 
surely encounter plenty of tribulation and disputes after me.' '0 Rasulullaah 
~!' someone asked, What do you advise us to do?' Rasulullaah ~ replied, 
'Attach yourselves with the Arneer and those with him.'" Saying this, Hadhrat Abu 
Hurayrah ~ pointed towards Hadhrat uthmaan ~~. (2) 

A Lecture of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam ~u.1~ 
Hadhrat Muhammad bin Yusuf bin Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam reports that he 
once sought permission to see Hajjaaj bin Yusuf and when permissivn was 
granted, he entered and greeted with Salaam. Hajjaaj instructed two men sitting 
close to his chair to make way and when they did, Hadhrat Muhammad bin Yusuf 
sat down. Hajjaaj then said to him, "May Allaah grant abundant good to your 
father. Do you know the narration that your father reported to Abdul Malik bin 
Marwaan, which he heard from your grandfather Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam 
~?" "May Allaah have mercy on you," Hadhrat Muhammad bin Yusuf 
remarked, "there are so many narrations. Which one is it?" Hajjaaj replied, "The 
narration of the Egyptians when they blockaded the house of Hadhrat uthmaan 
~." 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Yusuf then said, "I know that narration. when Hadhrat 
Uthmaan ~ was besieged in his house, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam 
~.~ arrived and entered the house. The people gave him way until he carne to 
Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ and said, 'Peace be on you, 0 Arneerul MU'mineen!' 
'Peace be on you too,' Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~ replied, What brings you here, 0 
Abdullaah bin Salaam?' Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam ~u..~ replied, 'I have 
corne to remain by your side (and to fight these people) until I am either 
martyred or until AIlaah grants you victory because I estimate that these people 
will definitely corne out to fight you. If they ever succeed in martyring you, it will 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his HiiyaNol.1 Pg.383), 
(2) Haakim NolA PgA33), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by DhahabL 
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be good for you but terrible for them.' To this Hadhrat uthmaan ~~ said, 'I 

ask you by the rights I have over you that youmustgooutto them (and explain to 
them the error of their ways).' (Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam ~. complied 
and) When' the rebels saw him approach them, they gathered around, hoping to 
hear some news that would please them. 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam ®,~ then stood before them to deliver a 
lecture. After duly praising Allaah, he said, 'Verily Allaah had sent Muhammad 
~ as a giver of glad tidings and a warner. He gave the glad tidings of Jannah to 
those who obeyed him and warned those who disobeyed him about the fire of 
Jahannam. Allaah then made those who followed Rasulullaah ~~ prevail over 
the adherents to every other faith even though the Mushrikeen detested this. 
From all the other chosen places of residence, Allaah chose Madinah as the 
residence of Rasulullaah ~ and made it the place of Hijrah and the place of 
Imaan. By Allaah! Angels have been surrounding Madinah ever since 
Rasulullaah ~ entered it and remain doing so to this day. Allaah's sword has 
also remained sheathed against you (because of which Muslims have not been 
fighting each other) and remains so until this day.' 
'Allaah had sent Muhammad ~ with the truth and whoever takes guidance 
(from him) has been guided by the guidance of Allaah and whoever strays has 
done so after matters have been made plain to him and proven beyond doubt. It 
is a fact that whenever a Nabi ~ has been martyred in the past, seventy 
thousand warriors had lost their lives, each one being killed in retribution for 
the killing of the Nabi ~. Similarly, whenever a Khalifah has been martyred, 
thirty five thousand warriors had lost their lives, each one being killed in 
retribution for the killing of the Khalifah. You people should therefore never be 
rushed into assassinating this elderly man because I swear by Allaah that the 
person who kills him will appear before Allaah on the Day of Qiyaamah with an 
amputated and paralysed hand. Remember well that this elderly man has as 
many rights over you as a father has over his son.' 
The rebels however stood up and shouted, 'The Jew is lying! The Jew is lying!' 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam ~~ retorted by saying, 'I swear by Allaah that 
it is you who are the liars and the ones at fault. I am not a Jew but one of the 
Muslims. Allaah, Rasulullaah ~ and all the Mu'mineen know this fact well. It is 
with reference to me that Allaah revealed the verse: 

- g[~ I ,,,, , ... , ,""*'j,,, ... ,..-,,,,,..:;~, ... ~ , .... '.I)
(t\"<.::.-:!':.1Pjaj"....)'Q~\~~~"'"J ~J~\~.uJ~.)!'Ji 
(0 Rasulullaah ~) say (to th; Mushrikeen), ';naah ~is ~ufficient as 
witness between us (to attest that I am truly Hjs messenger), and so are 
those who possess the knowledge of the Book (such as Hadhrat 
Abdullaah Nn Salaam ®l1~).' {Surah Raid, verse 43} 

Allaah has also revealed another verse, which is: 

'l~ jJ J~I-~ r:; ~G I';;'J 4.! ;J~J JJI~ .: ... "If "I ~;J1 'I~)~ .., ... \.)...-. \wi...,; .... t... ""... "" v... "" (J" 
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-	 '(,1, "~,.".,, .,. ,;.., -: 
(h;"",1 :....;U,::..I 0)-",,",) ~~Ij O"'li 'l:,~ 

(0 Rasulullaah ~) Say (to the Mushrikeen), 'Tell meL What if this 
Qur'aan is really from Allaah and you people deny it (wUhout good 
reason) and are too proud (to accept it) although a witness from the 
Bani Israa'eel (those learned in the original teachings ofthe Torah and 
fnjeeL such as Abdullaah bin Salaam @U.1~) testifies to a similar 
(divine) book and believes in it (believes that the Qur'aan is from 
A/laah)?111 {Surah Ahqaaf, verse 1O} 

The narration then proceeds to recount the martyrdom of Hadhrat Uthmaan 
~)J.,~.(l) 

The lectures of Hadhrat Husayn bin Ali ~,IJa1~ 
Hadhrat Muhammad bin Hasan narrates that when Umar bin Sa'd arrived (with 
his army) to confront Hadhrat Husayn ~~ (and hispartyl, Hadhrat Husayn 
stood up to address his companions. After duly praising Allaah, he said, "Matters 
have reached a head as you can see. Life in this world has changed and become 
detestable. The good of this life has turned away and passed on. All that is left of 
the good is the equivalent of what remains at the bottom of a utensil (after the 
contents have been poured out). What is left of life is the worst of it like a 
diseased pasture (that makes every grazing animal ill). Do you not see that the 
truth is no longer practised on and that people do not refrain from falsehood? 
Every Mu'min should look forward to meeting Allaah. I regard death as 
something most fortunate and life amongst oppressors as a source of great 
anguish." (2) 
Hadhrat Uqba bin Abul Ayraaz narrates that it was at a place called Bayda that 
Hadhrat Husayn ®)J.,~ addressed his companions together with the army of 
Hurr bin Yazeed (whose army had arrived to fight Hadhrat Husayn ~~). After 
praising Allaah, he said, "0 people! Verily Rasulullaah ~ said, When a person 
sees a tyrannical ruler who permits what Allaah has made Haraam, who reneges 
his pledge with Allaah, who contradicts the Sunnah of Allaah's Rasool ~ and 
who sins and transgresses against Allaah's servants and he neither acts or speaks 
out against such a ruler (despite having the ability to do so), Allaah takes it upon 
Himself to enter such a person into the same place He will be entering the tyrant 
(I.e. into Jahannam).' Take note of the fact that these people (the present ruling 
party) have taken it upon themselves to obey Shaytaan, to forsake obedience to 
Allaah, to spread corruption, to renounce the restrictions Allaah has set, to show 
favouritism when distributing booty, to make legal what Allaah has forbidden 
and to forbid what Allaah has made lawful. I am most obliged to change all of 
this. (0 people of KufaI) Your letters had come to me and many of your 
messengers had also come to me with the assurance that you will never desert 
me or leave me in the lurch. If you fulfil this pledge of allegiance to me, you will 
(1) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.93). 
(2) 	Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.I93) has commented on the cl-,ain of narrators. A narration of Ibn 

Jareer (VolA Pg.305) states that this lecture was delivered at a place called Dhu Husum. 
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have been rightly guided because I am Husayn the son of Ali and the son of 
Faatima who was the daughter of Rasulullaah ~. My life is with yours and my 
family is with yours, so you should follow the example in me (by pledging your 
lives and families for mine as well). If you do not do this and choose to renege on 
your promise and to absolve yourselves of your pledge to 10yalty,I swear by my 
life that I do not at all find this strange because you have already done the same 
to my father, my brother and my cousin (Muslim bin Aqeel). A truly deceived 
person is one who is deceived by you. You people have forsaken your share to 
good fortune and whoever breaks his promise does so to his own detriment. 
Allaah will soon make me completely independent of you. Was Salaamu Alaykum 
wa Rahmatullaahi wa Barakaatuh." (1) 

The Lectures of Hadhrat Yazeed bin Shajarah ®~~ 
Hadhrat Mujaahid says, "Hadhrat Yazeed bin Shajarah ~ was one of those 
people whose words always materialised into action. He once addressed us 
saying, '0 people! Remember Allaah's favours on you because Allaah's favours on 
you are tremendous indeed. They are found in all colours and in the things we 
have in our homes.' He would often say, 'When people form their rows for salaah 
and to do battle, the doors of the skies, the doors of ]annah and the doors of 
]ahannam open. The wide~eyed damsels of]annah beautify themselves and 
watch closely. When the person steps forward, they pray, '0 Allaah! Assist him~ 
but if he turns his back, they conceal themselves from him saying, '0 Allaah! 
Forgive him.' May my parents be sacrificed for yOU! Engage the enemy in full 
combat and do not disappoint the damsels. The first drop of blood that spills 
(of a martyr) erases every sin he has committed and it is then that two of his 
wives from Jannah descend to wipe his face saying, 'The time has come for you.' 
He will respond by saying, 'The time has come for you;' He will then be clothed in 
a hundred garments which will not be woven like the garments of man, but will 
be the products of ]annah. (They are so fine that) If they (all hundred of them) 
are placed between two fingers, they will fit comfortably.' He also used to say, 
We have been informed that swords are really the keys to Jannah. III(2) 

Hadhrat Mujaahid reports, "Hadhrat Yazeed bin Shajarah Rahaawi §~ was 
one of the governors of Shaam whom Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ had placed in 
command of the armed forces. He once addressed us saying, '0 people! 
Remember Allaah's favours on you. If only you could see the many shades of 
them as I do, in addition to the many things we have in our homes. When people 
stand up for salaah, the doors of the skies, the doors of )annah and the doors of 
Jahannam open. The wide-eyed damsels of )annah beautify themselves and 
watch closely. Then when a person steps forward to do battle, they pray, '0 

Allaah! Keep him steadfast! 0 Allaah! Assist him'. However, if he turns his back, 
they conceal themselves from him saying, '0 Allaah! Forgive him! 0 Allaah! Have 
mercy on him.' May my parents be sacrificed for you! Engage the enemy in full 
(1) Ibn ]areer (VolA Pg.305). 
(2) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.5 Pg.294). 
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combat because when a person steps fon-vard (and is martyred) the first drop of 
his blood that causes his sins to fall off just as the leaves of a tree fall off. TWo 
damsels from the wide-eyed damsels of ]annah then descend to wipe the dust off 
his face. 'I am yours,' he says. 'No,' they reply, 'We are yours.' He will then be 
clothed in a hundred garments (so fine that) if they (all hundred of them) are 
placed between these two fingers (the index and middle fingers), they will fit 
comfortably. They are not woven like the garments of man, but are the clothes of 

]annah. 
'Your names are recorded by Allaah together with details of your character traits, 
your qualities, the secret discussions you engage in and the gatherings you 
attend. Then on the Day of Qiyaamah, it will be said to some people, '0 person! 
Here is your light (by which you will be led to ]annah).' It will also be said to 
others, '0 person! There is no light for you.' Jahannam has a shore just as the 
ocean has a shore. This shore is however infested with insects, snakes as long 
as palm trees and scorpions as large as mules. When the people of ]ahannam 
will plead for the punishment to be lightened, they will be told to go to the shore. 
When they go there, the insects will start biting their lips, faces and other parts of 
the body, because of which they will then plead to be delivered from there back 
to the fire of ]ahannam. They will also be made to suffer from an itch so sever 
that they will scratch at it so much that their bones will eventually become 
exposed. '0 person!' it will be said to one of them, 'Does this cause you pain?' 
When he replies that it certainly does, he will be told, 'This is because of the pain 
that you caused to the Mu'mineen.",(l) 

The Lecture of Hadhrat Umayr bin SaId ~~ 
Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Suwayd reports that a Sahabi by the name of Hadhrat Umayr 
bin Sa'd ~ was the governor of Hims and would say from the pulpit, "Listen 
well! Islaam has a fortified wall and a reinforced door. The wall of Islaam is 
justice and its door is the truth. (The adherents to) Islaam will be vanquished 
only when this wall is demolished and when the door is torn apart. Islaam will 
remain strong as long as the (Muslim) rulers remain firm. The firmness of the 
rulers is not in their killing by the sword nor by their striking with the whip, but 
by passing jUdgement according to the truth and by adhering to justice." (2) 

The Lecture of Hadhrat SaId bin Ubayd Qaari 
~~ the father of Hadhrat Umayr ~ 

Hadhrat Sa'd bin Ubayd ~~ once addressed the people saying, "We shall be 
meeting the enemy tomorrow and will be martyred. You should therefore not 
wash off any blood from us, shroud us, in anything other than the clothes we will 
be wearing." (3) 

(I) 	Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.294). ibn Mubaarak in his Zuhd. Ibn Mandah and Bayhaqi have all reported a 
similar narration in detail, as quoted in fsaabah (Vo1.3 Pg.658). 

(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.375). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.458). 
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A Lecture of Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~~ 
Hadhrat Sal amah bin Sabarah reports that it was in Shaam that Hadhrat Mu'aadh 
bin Jabal ®~ addressed them saying, "You are the Mu'mineen and the people 
of Jannah. By Allaahl I truly feel that Allaah will admit into Jannah every person 
you take prisoner from Rome and Persia. This is because whenever they do any 
service for you, you say, 'You have done well1 May Allaah have mercy on your' or 
'You have done well! May Allaah bless yoU!'" He then recited the verse: 

_ (.,1," ~ ,'oN ,,,.J, "" I ~ ,J".."-,,, 1 ",,;;;; J, ", ""~ 
("'I.~I :!.s).,..:.. O)J-"') .u..:.:z.; .. ..!' ~J:!Y..J \,;..:::d.Alll~j ly.-o 1.. ,:/..iJl 4- !~ • V JT

t" frr.,I-... ......... '" v .. , " 

He (Allaah) accepts (the du'aas and sjncere Jbaadah) of those who have Imaan 
and who do righteous deeds, and He increases (thdr rewards) for them out of His 
favour. {Surah Shura, verse 26}(I) 

A Lecture of Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~~ 
HadhratHowshabFazaarireports that he heard Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ deliver 
a lecture from the pulpit saying, "I fear the day when my Rabb Cl~;41\;Z will 
summon me saying, '0 UwaymirII When I respond by saying, II am at Your service, 
o my Rabbr', Allaah shall ask, 'How did you practise on your knowledge?' Then 
every verse in Allaah's Book containing a command and every verse containing 
an admonition shall claim their rights. The verses containing commands testify 
that I did not carry out the command and every verse containing an admonition 
will testify that I did not take heed to the admonition it contained. How will I 
then be left alone?" (2) 

(I) lbn}areer and Ibn Abi Haatim. as quoted in the 7atSeerof Ibn Katheer (VolA Pg.1l5). 
(2) Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai(Vol.7 Pg.78). 
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Chapter Seventeen 


The Chapter Concerning The Advices of 
the Sahabah ~~~ 

This chapter discusses how Nabi ~ and the Sahabah i®)J.,~ advised people 

and accepted the advice given to them, regardless of whether they were at 

home or on journey. It also highlights how they turned their attention away 

from the material things of this world and its pleasures to focus on the 

bounties of the Aakhirah. They so vehemently cautioned people to beware of 

disobeying Allaah that tears flowed and hearts became overawed. It appeared 

as if the Aakhirah and the conditions on the Plain of Resurrection were plain 

before their eyes. This chapter illustrates how they led the Ummah of 

Muhammad ~ by the hand through their advices and turned their attention 

towards the Creator of the heavens and the earth, thereby severing the arteries 

of every open and discreet form of Shirk. 

Rasulullaah ~~'s Advices 

Rasulullaah ~'s profound Advice to Hadhrat Abu 
Dharr Ghifaari ~)J.1~ 


Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ reports that he once asked Rasulullaah ~ what the 

scriptures revealed to Hadhrat Ibraheem ~@ contained. Rasulullaah ~ replied, 

"They were full of expressions such as '0 conquering, troubled and deceived king! 

I have not sent you to gather the things of this world and to heap piles upon 

another. I have sent you to prevent the plea of the oppressed from reaching Me 

because I never reject such a plea even though it may come from a Kaafir.' 'As 


long as a thinking man does not lose his senses, he should distribute his time in 

a few activities. He should devote some time in secret conversation with his· 

Rabb, some time engaging in introspection, some time contemplating over the 

creations of his Rabb ~,li.1ja;1;Z and some time expressly for his needs of food 

and drink. The thinking man must not undertake a journey unless it be for one of 

three reasons; to earn provisions for the Aakhirah, to set right an affair 

pertaining to his livelihood or to gain some pleasure that is not forbidden. It is 

also necessary for the thinking man to have a deep insight into his times and to 

be prepared for its conditions. He must also guard his tongue. Whoever judges 

his words by his actions will have few words to speak unless it concerns matters 
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of importance.'" 
"0 Rasulullaah ~!" Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~ asked further, 'What did the 
scriptures of Hadhrat Moosa ~ contain?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "It was 
replete with lessons (such as) 'I am astonished at the person who is convinced 
about death, yet enjoys himself. I am astonished at the person who is convinced 
about the fire of Jahannam, yet he continues to laugh. I am astonished at the 
person who is convinced about predestination, yet he still exert himself 
unnecessarily. I am astonished at the person who sees this world and how it 
keeps passing from person to person, yet he places his trust in her. I am 
astonished at the person who is convinced about reckoning tomorrow, yet he 
does not work for it.'" 
"0 Rasulullaah ~!" Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®,~ then asked, "Do advise me." 
Rasulullaah ~ complied by saying, "I advise you to adopt Taqwa because it is 
the fountainhead of all affairs." "Do advise me further, 0 Rasulullaah ~," 
Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~ asked. Rasulullaah ~ said, "Ensure that you recite 
the Qur'aan and engage in Allaah's Dhikr because this is a light for you in this 
world and a treasure in the Aakhirah." "0 Rasulullaah ~," Hadhrat Abu Dharr 
~ entreated, "Give me some more advice." Rasulullaah ~ continued, 
"Abstain from excessive l,!ughter because it kills the heart and removes the 
light from one's face." 
"Do advise me further, 0 Rasulullaah ~," Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~ pleaded. 
Rasulullaah ~ advised him further saying, "Ensure that you participate in 
Jihaad because it is the monasticism of my Ummah." When Hadhrat Abu Dharr 
~~ asked for more advice, Rasulullaah ~ further stated, "Ensure that you 
remain silent for extended periods because this will repel Shaytaanand assist 
you in matters of Deen." Upon Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~'s further insistence, 
Rasulullaah ~ continued his advice saying, "Love the poor and keep their company." 
"0 Rasulullaah ~!If Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~ implored, "Please give me more 
advice." Rasulullaah ~ said, "Look at those who are inferior to you and do 
not look at those who are superior to you because this is more conducive to 
you not looking down on Allaah's favours upon you." Again Hadhrat Abu Dharr 
~ asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Advise me further." To this, Rasulullaah ~ 
stated, "speak the truth regardless of how bitter it may be." upon yet another 
request from Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~, Rasulullaah ~'s advice was, 
"Knowing your own faults should prevent you from finding faults in others and 
never be angry with others for the faults you have yourself. You will be guilty 
enough for finding such faults in people that you do not know exist within 
yourself and for becoming angry with others for the things you yourself do." 
Rasulullaah ~ then placed his hand on Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~'s chest and 
said, "0 Abu Dharr! There is no intelligence like astute planning, no piety like 
abstinence and no family pride as excellent as good character. (I) 

(I) Ibn Abi Dunya. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vo1.3 Pg.473). Abu Nu'aym has reported the 
complete narration in his Hilya (VoU Pg.166), as have Hasan bin Sufyaan and Ibn Asaakir, as 
quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.20 I). 
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"Do you know the Example of each one of you and 
his family, wealth and Deeds?" 


Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once said to the Sahabah 
~, "Do you know the example of each one of you and his family, wealth and 
actions?" "Allaah and His Rasool ~ knowbest,"theSahabah ~ submitted. 
RasuIullaah ~ then explained, "The example of each one of you and his family, 
wealth and deeds is like a person with three brothers. When lying on his 
deathbed, the man summons one of his brothers and asks, 'YOU can see the 
plight I am now facing. What are you able to do for me?' This brother replies by 
saying, 'What I have to offer you is that I shall nurse you tirelessly and tend to all 
your affairs. When you pass away, I shall bathe you, shroud you and carry you 
along with the others. I shall be carrying you awhile and sometimes also be 
removing anything harmful from your path. Thereafter, when I return (after the 
burial), I shall sing your praises whenever someone asks about you.' This brother 
represents his family. What do you think of him?" "0 Rasulullaah ~T" the 
Sahabah ~ replied, "We do not see too much in what he has to offer." 
Rasulullaah ~ then continued, "The man then summons the second brother 
and asks, You can see the plight I am now facing. What are you able to do for 
me?' This brother replies by saying, 'I have nothing to offer you unless you are 
alive. As soon as you die, I shall go my way and you will go yours.' This brother 
represents his wealth. What do you think of him?" The Sahabah 3"5 replied, 
"0 Rasulullaah ~!We do not see too much in what he has to offer either." 
Rasulullaah ~ further stated, "The man then summons the third brother and 
asks, 'You can see the plight I am now facing. What are you able to do for me?' 
This brother replies by saying, 'I shall be your companion in your grave and your 
friend in your loneliness. On the day when actions will be weighed, I shall sit in 
your scale and lend my weight to it.' This brotherrepresents his good deeds. What 
do you think of him?" The Sahabah ~ replied, "0 Rasulullaah ~! He is 
the best brother and the best companion." "That," Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "is 
exactly the way matters are." 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Kurz ~,~~ then stood up and said, "0 Rasulullaah ~r 
Do you permit me to string a few couplets concerning this?" When Rasulullaah 
~ granted him permission, it was a mere day afterwards that he returned to 
Rasulullaah ~. He stood in front of Rasulullaah ~ and others gathered 
around him, as he recited the following couplets (which mean): 
"Indeed I, myfamily and the deeds I have sent ahead 
are like the one who called his fiiends and said 
in an address to his brothers who were three 
'Do offer assistance in this matter that has betallen me 
A lengthy separation the outcome ofwhich is uncertain 
. What have you to offer in what appears to be most devastating' 

One ofthem says, '! cun the one who 
will obeyyou in all matters before you leave 
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howeveI; when the separatjon occurs 
I wHI be unable to majntajn our bond ofkjnship 
Take whatyou please tram me now 
because I wHI soon be taken on another precadous road 
Ifyou wjsh to keep me, you wHI be unable to do so 
HoweveI; you may hastHy spend me before a sudden death to make some 
amends' 
The other then speaks whom I loved most dearly 
Whom I had always favoured over others wHh l1?Y affectjons 
'The help I can offer js to do l1?Y best and to wjsh well foryou 
at the tjme when you have the most djffkulty. I can however not lightyour death 
Nonetheless, I shall weep and waH foryou 
and sjngyourprajses to all who ask about you 
I shall follow those accompanyjng yourfuneralprocessjon 
andgently assjst all those who cartyyou 
toyour destjnatjon, where you will be entered 
I shall then return to contjnue wHh l1?Y occupatjons 
as jfthere hadnever been any fdendship between us 
nor any love that we shared between ourselves' 
Thjs js the famjly ofthe person and the help they can offer 
As much as they would Jjke, they can do no more 
The other then speaks andsays, 'I am that brother 
the jjke of whom you have never seen another at tMs time ofdjfOculty and 
trepMatjon 
You wHllind me sHtjng there byyourgrave 
argujng jnyour defence andrespondjng to evelJ' jnterrogatjon 
On the day deeds are wejghed, I shall be sHtjng 
jn the scale thatyou have always endeavoured to wdgh down 
Never forget me and recognjse l1?Y status 
because I am most compasskJnate andhelpful toyou and wHI never desert you' 
Such are the good deedsyou carlJ' out 
Hadyou done well, you shaJI meet them on tte day ofthe meetjng" 
Rasulullaah ~ and all the Sahabah i@~ started weeping at these words 
and whenever Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Kurz ~ passed by any group of 
Muslims, they called him to recite the poem to them. They would then burst out 
in tears when he did so. (1) . 

The Advices of Ameerul Mu'mineen 

Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ®~~ 


The Advice he gave to Someone 

Hadhrat Umar ~~ once advised a man saying, "Never allow people to distract 
(I) Raarnhurrnuzi in his Arnthaal. as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ (Vol.8 Pg.124). The narration has also 

been reported by Ja'far Firyaabi in his Kitaabul Kuna, by Ibn Abi Aasirn in his Wahdaan, by Ibn 
Shaaheen, by Ibn Mandah in his Sahabah, by Ibn Abi Dunya in his Kifaalah, as quoted in lsaabah 
(Vo1.2 Pg.362). 
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you from yourself because you are ultimately responsible for yourself and not for 


them. Never spend your days wandering about because everything you do is 

recorded. Always carry out a good deed whenever you sin because I have never 

seen anything catch up with another as fast as a newly done good deed catches 

up with an old sin." (I) 


Hadhrat Umar ~ also said, "Stay away from that which causes you harm, 

ensure that you have righteous friends even though such people are scarce 
and consult those who fear Allaah about all your matters.II (2) 

Eighteen Wise Advices from the Lips of Hadhrat 
~'1l1::"·r·~U mar~,....,~ 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib reports that there were eighteen guidelines that 
Hadhrat Umar ~~~ formulated for the people, every one of which is replete 
with wisdom. He said, 
"(1) When someone disobeys Allaah in matter that impacts on you, you can give 
him no punishment worse than obeying Allaah in matters that impact on him. 
(2) Always assume the best about your brother unless you learn something about 
him that you absolutely cannot reconcile. 
(3) Never assume the worst about any statement that a Muslim makes as long as 
you are able to make a favourable interpretation. 
(4) The person who exposes himself to slander must never rebuke anyone who 
holds a bad opinion of him. 
(5) Whoever guards his secrets will retain the choice in his hands. 
(6) Ensure that you keep true friends to stay under their wings because they are a 
source of beauty during times of prosperity and a means of protection during 
times of hardship. 
(7) Always speak the truth even though it leads to your death. 
(8) Never delve into matters that do not concern you. 
(9) Do not ask about matters that have not occurred because that which has 
already taken place is enough to preoccupy you from that which has riot. 
(10) Never seek your needs from one who does not want to see your success. 
(11) Never treat false oaths lightly because Allaah will then destroy you. 
(12) Never keep the company of the sinners to learn from their sinful ways. 
(13) Keep away from your enemy. 
(14) Beware even of your friends, except for the trustworthy one and none can be 

trustworthy unless he fears Allaah. 
(15) Be humble when in the graveyard, 
(16) submit to Allaah's obedience and 
(17) seek Allaah's protection at the time of disobeying His commands. (18) 
Consult with those who fear Allaah because Allaah says: 

- £"'1""'" '''~ ",,,,, iii)
('I'A"",,,,' :}ou 0),...) ,\~.~.I.;"II ~~~ ~ ;uJ1 ~W; 

(I) Deenowri, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal(VQL8 Pg.208). 
(2) Bayhaqi. as quoted in Kanzui Ummaal (Vo1.8 Pg.208). 
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From Allaah's bondsmen, it is only those with knowledge (those who 
recognjse Hjm) who fear Him. {Surah Faatir, verse 28} (I) 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Shihaab reports that Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~~ 
said, "Never delve into matters that do not concern you, keep your distance from 
your enemy and be cautious even of your friends unless he is a trustworthy 
person because nothing can compare with a trustworthy person. Never keep the 
company of a sinner because he will teach you his sinful ways and never disclose 
your secrets to him. Always consult with those who fear Allaah 0~.:a;\;."(2) 

"Men are of three Categories and Women are of 
three Categories" 

Hadhrat Samurah bin Jundub ~~ reports that Hadhrat Umar ~~ once 
said, "Men are of three categories and women are also of three categories. As for 
women, there is the woman who is chaste, is a Muslim, is gentle, loving and has 
many children. She assists her family against the (fashions and influences of the) 
times and does good to assist in the times against her family. It is however rare 
to find such a woman. The second is the woman makes many demands and does 
nothing more than bear children. The third is a parasitic yoke that Allaah places 
around the neck of whoever He pleases and removes from the neck of whoever 
He pleases. 
As for the three categories of men, one is the man who is chaste, easy-going, 
gentle. holding intelligent opinions and always offering the best counsel. 
Whenever any. matter arises, he consults with others and matters are always 
settled with his opinion. The other is the man who has no sound opinions but 
when any matter arises, he consults men of good judgement and does what they 
advise. The third man is the bewildered person who cannot distinguish right 
from wrong. He neither consults with others nor takes the opinion of someone 
offering guidance." (3) 

His Advice to Hadhrat Ahnaf bin Qais 
Hadhrat Almaf bin Qais narrates that Hadhrat Umar ~.~ once said to him, "0 

Ahnaf! The person who laughs too much loses respect and the one who jokes 

too much is not taken seriously. The one who talks too much, makes too 

many mistakes, the one who makes too many mistakes loses modesty, the one 

who loses modesty loses piety and the heart of the one who loses piety 

eventually dies." (4) 


Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ~l.it~ said. "The person who laughs 

too much loses respect, the one who jokes too much is not taken seriously and 
the one who indulges too much in something is known for it. The one who talks 
too much, makes too many mistakes ... " The rest of the narration is like the one 
(1) Khateeb. Ibn Asaakir and Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vo1.S Pg.23lJ). 
(2) Abu NU'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg.55). 
(3) Ibn Abi shaybah. Ibn Abi Dunya, Kharaa·iti, Bayhaqi and Ibn Asaakir, as quote4 in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ 

(Vol.8 Pg.235). 
(4) Tabraani in his Awsat. Hayt:hami (Vo1.l 0 Pg.302) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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above. (1) 

"There are some servants of Allaah who annihilate 
falsehood by staying away from it and revive the 

truth by speaking of it" 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, "There are some servants of Allaah who annihilate 
falsehood by staying away from it and revive the truth by speaking of it. When 
given encouragement (to do good), they are encouraged and when warned 
against something, they take heed. When fearing something, they are never off 
guard. With the power of conviction, they are able to see things they have never 
seen, blending these into those memories that never leave. Their fear for Allaah 
has purified their souls and they forsake that which will leave them (the 
pleasures of this world) for that which will always remain theirs (the bounties of 
the Aakhirah). Life is a bounty for them and death is a source of honour because 
they will marry the wide-eyed damsels of ]annah and be waited upon by servants 
of eternal youth." (2) 

Miscellaneous Advices that he Gave 
Hadhrat Umar ~ once said, "Become coffers of the Qur'aan, fountains of 
knowledge and ask Allaah for your sustenance on a day-to-day basis." Another 
narration states that he also added, "Remain in the company of those who 
repent excessively because such people have the softest hearts." (3) 

Hadhrat Umar §:l~~ also said, liThe person who fears Allaah will never vent his 
anger and will never do as he pleases. Had it not been for the Day of Qiyaamah, 
matters would have been very much different to what you see." (4) 
It was Hadhrat Umar ~ who said, "The person who is just to people despite 
the hardship he has to endure, will be granted success in all his endeavours. 
Humbling oneself in obedience to Allaah is closer to righteousness than to 
desiring honour." (5) 

Hadhrat Maalik reports that the report reached him that Hadhrat Umar ~ 
said, itA man's respect lies in his Taqwa, his honour in his Deen and his 
manhood in his character. Courage is the antithesis of cowardice because while 
a courageous man will fight to defend those he knows as well those he does not 
know, the coward will flee from defending even his own parents. While people 
see respect in wealth, true honour really lies in Taqwa. I am not better than a 
Persian, a non-Arab or a common farmer except by virtue of Taqwa (the best will 
be the one with the most Taqwa)." (6) 

(I) Ibn Abi Dunya, Askari, Bayhaqi and others, as quoted in Konzul Ummaal (VoL8 Pg.235). 
(2) Abu NU'aym in his Hilya (VoU Pg.55). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoU Pg.51). 
'4) Ibn Abi Dunya, oeenowri in his Mujaalasah and Haakim in his Kuna, as quoted in Konzu/ Ummaal 

(VoI8. Pg.235). 
(5) Kharaa'iti and others, as quoted in Konzu/ Ummaa/(VoI.8 Pg.235). 
(6) 	Ibn Abi Shaybah, Askari, Ibn ]areer, Daar Qutni and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaal 

(VoLS Pg.235). 
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Hadhrat Sufyaan Thowri reports that Hadhrat Umar ~ once wrote to 
Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari @~~ saying, "Wisdom is not something that 
comes with age but it is a gift that Allaah grants to whoever He pleases. 
Ensure that you always stay away from shameful acts and evil character." (1) 

Hadhrat Umar ~ once wrote to his son Hadhrat Abdullaah ~~ saying, "I 
advise you to always adopt Taqwa because Allaah will always protect the one 
who has Taqwa. Allaah suffices for the one who trusts in Him, He rewards the 
one who gives Him a loan and increases His bounties on the one who is grateful. 
Taqwa should always be your prime objective, the foundation of all your actions 
and the polish of your heart. Remember that there is no deed for the one who 
makes no intention, there is no reward for the one who does not ihtend it, there 
is no benefit in the wealth of the one who has no compassion and there can be 
nothing new for the one who has nothing old." (2) 

Hadhrat Ja'far bin Zabrqaan reports that in a letter to one of his governors, 
Hadhrat Umar @~ concluded with the words, ''Take stock of yourself during 
times of prosperity before difficulties take stock of you because the one who 
takes stock of himself during times of prosperity will ultimately by happy and the 
envy of others. As for the one who has been distracted by the world and who has 
made sin his occupation, he will ultimately have only regret and grief. Take heed 
of the advice given to you so that you may refrain from that which you are 
being prevented from· doing." (3) 

In a letter to Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Abu Sufyaan ~~, Hadhrat Umar ~~ 
stated, "Hold fast to the truth and it will reveal to you the status of the people 
of the truth. Ensure also that you always pass judgement by the truth. Was 
Salaam." (4) 

The Advices of Ameerul Mu'mineen 

Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib~u.1~ 


His Advice to Hadhrat Umar ~~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ narrates that when Hadhrat Umar ~ 
once asked Hadhrat Ali @~~ for advice, Hadhrat Ali~~ said, "Never allow 
your conviction to become doubtful, your knowledge to regress to ignorance 
or your suspicions to transform into conviction. You must also remember that 
nothing of this world is really yours besides what you have received and then 
passed on, what you have distributed, thereby levelling the equation and the 
clothes you have already worn out." "0 Abul Hasam" Hadhrat umar ®~ remarked, 

''What you have stated is indeed very true." (5) 


Hadhrat A.I ~,~ once said to Hadhrat Umar ~~, "0 Ameerul Mu'mineen! If 


(I) Ibn Abi Dunya and Deenowri, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vo1.8 Pg.235). 
(2) IbnAbi Dunya, Abu Bakr Sowli and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in KilnzU! Ummaal(Vol.8 Pg.207). 
(3) Bayhaqi in his Zuhd and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.207). 
(4) Abul Hasan Rizqawi in his Juz, as quoted in KilnZlll Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.208). 
(5) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kilnzlll Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.22I). 
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you wish to meet up with your two companions (Rasulullaah ~ and Hadhrat 
Abu Bakr ~~~), then curtail your hopes, eat less than your fill, shorten your 
loincloth, patch your upper garment and mend your shoes. By doing this, you 
will surely meet up with them." (1) 

His Advice about what Goodness Really is 
Hadhrat Ali ~ once said, "Goodness is not when your wealth or your 
children increase, but when your knowledge increases, when your tolerance 
grows and when you excel people in worshipping your Rabb. When you do 
well, praise Allaah and when you do wrong, seek Allaah's forgiveness. There is no 
good in this world except for one of two persons; the person who commits a sin 
and then compensates for it by repenting and the person who hastens to do good 
deeds. A deed carried out with Taqwa can never be underestimated because how 
can a deed that Allaah accepts ever be underestimated?" (2) 

His Advices to his son Hasan ~!.15~ when he was 

Stabbed and some other Advices he gave him 


Hadhrat uqba bin Abu Sahbaa narrates that after Hadhrat Ali ~.~~ was stabbed 
by Ibn Muljim, (his son) Hadhrat Hasan ffi~~ came to him weeping. "What 
makes you weep, dear son?" Hadhrat Ali ~~ asked. Hadhrat Hasan ~~ 
replied, "Why should I not weep when you are passing the first day of the 
Aakhirah and the last day of this world?" "Dear son!" Hadhrat Ali ~~ advised, 
"Remember four things plus another four and whatever else you do with these 
will never harm you." 'What are they, beloved father?" Hadhrat Hasan ~~ 
enquired. Hadhrat Ali ~ explained, "The greatest wealth is intelligence while 
the worst poverty is foolishness. Conceit is the most estranging of all things and 
the greatest source of respect is good character." 
"Dear father!" Hadhrat Hasan ~ said, "These are four factors. Do teach me 
the other four." Hadhrat Ali ~ then said, "Stay away from the company of 
the foolish because he will cause you harm even when he intends doing you 
good. Also stay away from the company of those who lie excessively because this 
will draw closer to you those who are far (giving them the opportunity to harm 
you) and will drive away those who are close to you. Do not also keep the 
company of a miser because he will distance himself from you at a time when 
you need him the most. Ensure that you do not also keep company with a sinner 
because he will sell you for something most insignificant." (3) 

Hadhrat Ali ~ once said, "Inspiration (from Allaah) is the best guide, good 
character is the best companion, intelligence is the best friend, sound (Deenl) 
education is the best legacy and there is no (source of) loneliness more 
detrimental than conceit." (4) 

(I) sayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0/ol.8 Pg.219). 
(2l Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya 0/oU Pg.75l. Ibn Asaakir has reported a similar narration, as quoted in 

KElnzui Ummaal0/01.8 Pg.221). 
(3) Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/0/01.8 Pg.236). 
(4) Bayhaqi and Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in KElnzul Ummaai 0/01.8 Pg.236). 
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It was Hadhrat Ali ~,UJ~ who said, "DO not look at who is saying something, 
but look at what is being said." He also said, "All forms of friendship will come 
to an end besides thefriendship that is not built on greed." (I) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Abu Ubaydah bin 
Jarraah~~~ 

His Advice to his Troops 
Hadhrat Nimraan bin Makhmar narrates that Hadhrat Abu Ubaydah bin Jarraah 
~.~ was walking amongst his troops as he said to them, "Listen well! There 
are many who keep their clothes white while soiling their Deen. Listen well! 
there are many who appear to be honouring themselves but are actually 
disgracing themselves. Repel old sins by fresh good deeds because even if any of 
you commits as many sins as can fill the space between the heavens and the 
earth, a single good deed done afterwards will rise above them all and overpower 
them." (2) 

His Advice after being Afflicted by the Plague and 
his Statement about the Heart of a Mu'min 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Abu Sa'eed Maqbari ~!:l..~ narrates that Hadhrat Abu 
Ubaydah bin Jarraah ~ was struck by the plague in Jordan and this is 
where his grave is situated. When this happened, he called all the Muslims 
present there and said, "I wish to give you such advice that if you take heed to it, 
you will always remain in good stead. Establish salaah, pay zakaah, fast during 
Ramadhaan, give charity, perform Hajj, perform Umrah, encourage each other (to 
do good), wish well for your leaders and never betray them. Never allow the 
world to make you negligent because even if a man is granted the life of a 
thousand years, he will have to encounter this juncture that you see me lying in. 
Allaah has ordained death for mankind and they therefore have to die. The most 
intelligent of them is he who is most obedient to his Rabb and carries out the 
most good deeds for the day he returns to Allaah. Was Salaam Alaykum wa 
Rahmatullaah. 0 Mu'aadh bin Jabal! Lead the people in salaah." Thereafter, 
Hadhrat Abu Ubaydah bin Jarraah ~.~ passed away. 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ then addressed the people saying, "0 people! 
Repent sincerely to Allaah for your sins because when a servant meets Allaah 
after having repented for his sins, Allaah makes it compulsory for Himself to 
forgive all his sins. It is only his debts that are not forgiven because a person is 
held in custody for his debts. Whoever has severed ties with his brother 
should meet him and shake hands with him because it does not befit a Muslim 
to sever ties with his brother for more than three days. Whoever does sever 
ties for more than three days will be guilty of a major sin." (3) 

(1) Sam'aani in his Oalaa'iJ, as quoted in Kanzui ummaai0lol.8 Pg.236). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya 01o1.1 Pg.102). 
(3) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kilnzui Ummaai0loL5 Pg.74). 
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Hadhrat Abu Ubaydah bin J arraah ~ once said, "The heart of a Mu'min is 
like that of a sparrow, which changes so many times every day (because of 
which a person needs to consult with others)." (\) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ 
Hadhrat Muhammad bin Seereen reports that Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ 
was once with his companions, who were greeting him and seeing him off. When 
a man then appIoached him (and asked for some advice), Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin 
Jabal ~ said to him, "I will give you two advices, which if you take heed to, 
you will be taken care of. Remember that while you cannot do without your 
share (of sustenance) in this world, you are even more in need of your share in 
the Aakhirah. You should therefore give preference to your share in the Aakhirah 
over your share in this world and make such thorough arrangements for it that it 
remains with you wherever you go." (2) 

Hadhrat AIm bin Maymoon Awdi says, "Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ once 
stood up amongst us and said, '0 Banu Awd! I am the messenger of Allaah's 
messenger~. Remember well that all will have to return to Allaah. Thereafter 
(after reckoning), people will head either towards Jannah or Jahannam, where 
they will live forever and from where they will not be going anywhere else. There 
they will live until eternity in bodies that will never die." (3) 

Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Qurra narrates that Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~ 
once said to his son, "Dear son! Whenever you perform salaah, perform the 
salaah of a person who is bidding farewell and never think that you will ever 
be returning to this world. Dear son1 Remember that when a Mu'min dies, he. 
lies between two excellent things; the good that he has sent ahead and the 
good that he leaves behind (Sadaqah Jaariya)." (4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salamah narrates that when someone once asked 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ to teach him, Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~ asked 
him, 'Will you then obey me?" "I am most eager to obey you," the man replied. 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~ then advised him saying, "Fast at times and do not fast 
. at times (do not fast Frpetually), perform salaah at night and sleep as well, earn 
without sinning, die only as a Muslim and beware of the curse of the oppressed 
person." (5) 

Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ once said, "The person who does three things 
exposes himself to resentment. (The three things are:) Laughing without being 
amused, sleeping (throughout the night) without waking (for salaah) and eating 
without being hungry." (6) 
It was also Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ who said, 'When you were tested 
with adverse conditions, you exercised patience (and passed the test). You will 

(I) Abu Nu'ayrn in his HUya (VoU Pg.102). 
(2) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hifya (VoLl Pg.234l. 
(3) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hifya (VoL I Pg.236). 
(4) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hifya (Vol.I Pg.234). 
(5) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hifya (VoU Pg.233). 
(6) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hifya (Vo!.l Pg.237). 
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soonbe tested with conditions of prosperity (so do exercise restraint). What I fear 
most for you are your women when they start wearing gold and silver bangles, 
the fine garments of Shaam and the floral garments of Yemen, They will then 
exhaust wealthy men and tax the poor man with a burden he is unable to 
bear." (1) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
! d ~It'-;:fu~:ilrvM as 00 ~,\A),~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ once said, "It angers me to see a man 
idle without doing anything for this world or for the Aakhirah." . (2) Another 
narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, "Let me not 
find any of you lying like a corpse at night (without waking for salaah) and 
behaving like the Qutrub insect all day." Hadhrat Ibn Uyaynah states, that tl!e 
Qutrub insect is one that is sitting in one place at times and then somewhere else 
(moving about all day long without taking a break. Like this, the man is 
constantly on the move in pursuit of worldly gain). (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ also said, "The cream of this world has 
passed on, leaving only waste behind. Death today is therefore a gift for every 
Muslim." (4) Another narration states thathe said, "This world is like a lake at the 
top of a mountain, the best waters of which have departed, leaving behind only 
muddy remains." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~. stated, "How wonderful are two things 
that people dislike; death and poverty! By Allaahr One is affected by either one of 
two conditions, prosperity or poverty and i care not which of the two I am 
afflicted with. If it is prosperity, I can use it to sympathise (with the poor by 
helping them). If it is poverty, I can use it to exercise patience (and be rewarded 
abundantly)." (6) 

It was also Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ who said, "A person cannot 
reach the reality of Imaan until he reaches its apex and he will be unable to reach 
the apex until he loves poverty more than prosperity, until he loves submission 
more than honour and until the one who praises him and the one who insults 
him are the same to him." The students of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood 
~ then explained this statement saying, "Until he prefers earning Halaal and 
remaining in poverty to earning Haraam and living in affluence; until he prefers 
submitting to AUaah's commands to the (worldly) honour derived from sinning 
and until the person praising him in truth and the person insulting him are 
equal in his sight." (7) 

(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (VoU Pg.236). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (VoU Pg.l.30). Abdur Razzaaq has reported a similar narration, as quoted 

in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.S Pg.232). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.! Pg.130). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (VaLl Pg.131). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoLl Pg.132). 
(6) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (VaLl Pg.132). 
(7) 	Abu NU'aym in his Hi/ya (VoLi Pg.132). Ahmad has reported a similar narration, as quoted in 

SalWatus SalWah (VoU Pg.164). 
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Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ also said, "I swear by the Being besides 
Whom there is none worthy of worship that when a person passes his mornings 
and evenings as a Muslim, the adversities that afflict him in this world will not 
harm him." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Hujayrah reports from his father that when he took 
a seat, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ would say, "Days and nights are 
passing you people by, as your lives are growing shorter, your actions are being 
recorded arid death is waiting to strike you so very suddenly. The person who 
sows good (deeds) will soon harvest that which he will be pleased to have. 
However, the one who sows evil will harvest only regrets, Every numer will reap 
only that which he plants. While the sustenance of a slow person will never 
bypass him, the greedy person cannot get more than what has been destined for 
him. The person who has anything good has been given the same by Allaah and 
the person saved from any evil has been saved by Allaah. Those with Taqwa are 
simple, those with deep understanding of Deen are to be followed and being 
in their company will only grant one more.lI (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ once stated, "Each one of you Is a guest 
and his wealth is borrowed. While the guest has to leave sometime, a 
borrowed item has to be returned to the owner.lI (3) 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan the son of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ reports 
that a man once approached his father saying, "0 Abu Abdur Rahmaan! Teach me 
some words that are both concise and beneficial." Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Mas'ood ~~ said, ''Worship Allaah without ascribing any partners to Him and 
go wherever the Qur'aan takes you. When someone brings you the truth, accept it 
from him even though he may be someone distant or someone you dislike and 
when someone comes to you with falsehood, reject it even though he may be 
someone close and beloved to you." (4) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ stated, "The truth is heavy and bitter 
while falsehood is light and pleasant. So many pleasutes there are that give rise 
to nothing but tremendous sorrow." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood Sil~ is reported to have said, "While the heart 
may have incredible enthusiasm and zeal (to do good), it can also be greatly 
indifferent and lethargic. You must therefore exploit its enthusiasm and ignore its 
indifference." (6) 
Hadhrat Mundhir reports that when some non-Arab chiefs came to see Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~, the people were impressed by their muscular 
necks and glowing health. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ then said to 
the people, ''You may see that a Kaafir is physically most healthy while his heart 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol. I Pg.1321. 
(2) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (VoU Pg.134). Ahmad has reported a similar narration,as quoted in 

Safwatus Safwah (VoU Pg.161). 
(3) Abu NU'aym in his Hiiya(Vol.l Pg.134). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vo\.! Pg.134). 

(51 Abu NU'aym in his Hiiya (VO!.1 Pg.134). 

(6) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoU Pg.134). 
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is most ill (with kufr and Shirk). You may then meet a Muslim whose body may 
be most ill, but his heart is most healthy. By AllaahT If your hearts are ill and only 
your bodies are healthy, you will be lower than a dung-beetle in Allaah's Sight."(}) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ once said, "A Mu'min cannot have any 
comfort without meeting Allaah and whoever finds comfort only in meeting 
Allaah has actually met Allaah." (2) 

It was also Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~,~~ who said, "None of you 
should ever place his Deen around the neck of another person in a manner that 
he believes only when the other person believes and he rejects what the other 
person rejects (he must follow the teachings of the Qur'aan and Sunnah instead). 
However, if he absolutely has to follow someone, he must follow someone 
who has passed away (as a practising Muslim) because the living are never 
immune from corruption." 
Another narration states that he said, "None of you should ever be an lmma'ah. If 

"What is an lmma'ah, 0 Abu Abdur Rahmaan?" the people asked. Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ®,\i.~ explained, ''When a person says, 'I am with the 
people. If they are rightly guided, so shall I be and if they go astray, I shall stray 
as well.' Listen welH Each of you must fortify his heart so much that he will not 
resort to kufr even if all of mankind does." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ said, "I can make three statements on 
oath and there is a fourth thing that if I say it on oath as well, I would definitely 
not be wrong. (The first is that) Allaah will never make a person who has a share 
of Islaam like the one who has no share of Islaam. (The second is that) When 
Allaah is a person's friend in this world, He will never hand him over to someone 
else on the Day of Qiyaamah. (The third is that) When someone loves a nation, he 
will certainly arrive with them (on the Day of Qiyaamah).Then the fourth thing 
about which I would definitely not be wrong if I say it on oath is that if Allaah 
conceals the faults of a person in this world, he will definitely do so in the 
Aakhirah." (4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ also said, ''Whoever desires this world 
will do harm to his Aakhirah and whoever desires the Aakhirah will do harm 
to his world. 0 people! Rather let harm come to that which is temporary 
instead of harm coming to that which is everlasting," (5) . 

It is also reported that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'obd ~~ said, 'Verily the 
most truthful of all speech is the Book of Allaah @,~~, the strongest handhold 
is the Kalimah of Taqwa, the best of creeds is the creed of Hadhrat Ibraheem 
~, the best of all ways is the Sunnah of Rasulullaah ~ and the best 

guidance is the guidance of the Ambiyaa. The most dignified discourse is the 
Dhikr of Allaah, the best of narratives is the Qur'aan, the best of all matters are 

(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hjlya (VoU Pg.135). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hjlya (VoU Pg.136). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya (VoU Pg.136). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya (VoU Pg.137). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his W/ya (VoLl Pg.138). 
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those with the best results and the worst of them all are that are fabricated. 
That which may belittle but suffices is.better than that which is plenty but which 
distracts Dne (from Allaah and the Aakhirah). Coming to the rescue of a single 
soul. is better than a kingdom in which justice cannot be upheld. The worst 
reproach will be when death appears, the worst regret will be on the Day of 
Qiyaamah and the worst misguidance is to stray after once being rightly guided. 
The best of wealth is the wealth of the heart, the best of provisions is Taqwa, the 
best of things to be placed in the heart is conviction, doubts stem from kufr and 
the worst of blindness is the blindness of the heart. Intoxicants are the of all 
sin, women are the traps of Shaytaan, youth is a branch of insanity and wailing is 
amongst the acts of the Period of Ignorance .. 
There are people who are the last to attend the Jumu'ah salaah and who 
the Dhikr of Allaah only verbally (without concentration). The worst of all sins is' 
lying, verbally abusing a Mu'min is an act of irreligiousness, physically abusing 
him leads to kufr and his wealth as sacred as his life. Allaah will forgive the 
one who forgives (others), Allaah will reward the one who swallows his anger, 
will pardon the one who pardons and will generously recompense the one who 
patiently endures difficulties. The worst of all earnings are earnings from interest 
and the worst thingtQ consume is the wealth of orphans. The fortunate person is 
he who takes advice from others while the unfortunate one is he who has been 
decreed such ever since he was in the belly of his mother. So much is enough for 
a person that affords him contentment and person is travelling towards a 
place measuring four arm's lengths. The matter of greatest concern is the 
Aakhirah and the master of all deeds are the very last of them. The worst of all 
dreams are those that one lies about and the noblest of deaths is martyrdom. He 
who recognises a test will be patient, he who does not will find it perplexing and 
Allaah will destroy the one who is haughty. The one who espouses this world will 
be unable to gain mastery over it, the one who obeys Shaytaan will disobey 
Allaah and he who disobey's Allaah will be punished by Allaah." (1) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood once said, 
'When a person does things for show in this world, Allaah will show his faults to 
people on the Day of Qiyaamah and when one does things for people to hear 
about him in this world, Allaah will make them hear all about his faults on the 
Day of Qiyaamah. The p~rson who acts proudly to gain status, Allaah will 
humiliate him whereas Allaah will elevate the person who is humble." (2) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Salmaan Faar~i ~lli~ 
Hadhrat Ja'far bin Burqaan reports that the report reached him that Hadhrat 
Salmaan Faarsi used to ''Three persons make me laugh and three 
things make me cry. I laugh at the person who entertains lengthy hopes in this 
world yet death is constantly searching for him. The other is the person who is 
negligent of death yet death is never negligent of him and (the third is) the 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Hii}t3 (VaLl Pg 138), 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hii}ta (VoL! Pg 13~) 
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person who laughs most heartily whereas he knows not whether his Rabb is 
angry with him or pleased. The three things that make me weep are separation 
from Muhammad ~ and his party, the frightening scene when the pangs of 
death arrive and standing before the Rabb of the universe when I know not 
whether I shall be heading for the fire of Jahannam or for Jannajl." (1) 

Hadhrat Salmaan ~. also said, ''When Allaah intends destruction to come 
to a person, Allaah strips hiPl of modesty and you find that he· becomes a 
person who hates people and they hate him. when this occurs, Allaah takes His 
mercy away from him and you find that he becomes VUlgar and hard -hearted. 
When this happens, Allaah removes trustworthiness from him and you then find 
him to become treacherous and being treated treacherously by others. When this 
happens, the brace. of lslaam is then eventually snatched off his neck and he 
becomes one who is cursed byAllaah and by all of creation." (2) 

Hadhrat Salmaan ~ is also reported to have said, "The example of a Mu'min 
in this world is like a sick person who has with him his physician who knows 
every illness and every cure. When the person desires something that is harmful 
for him, the physician prevents him from taking it saying, 'DO. not go near that 
because you will be destroying yourself if you do.' He then continues preventing 
him from things in this manner until the person is completely cured of his 
disease. In a like manner, a Mu'min desires a great number of things of comfort 
that others have been given and which he has not. However,' Allaah prevents him 
from it and shields it from him until he dies,after which Allaah admits him into 
]annah.'i (3) 

Hadhrat Yahya bin Sa'eed reports that Hadhrat Abu Oardaa ~ once wrote to 
Hadhrat Salmaan ~, inviting him to come and stay in the blessed land (of 
Shaam). Hadhrat Salmaan ~ however wrote back saying, "It is not any 
piece of land that makes a person blessed, but it is knowledge that does. The 
news has reached me that you have been made a physician (a. i4dge). 
Congratulations to you if you are able to cure people (settle their cases justly). 
but if you are a quack, then beware that you do not kill a person (have a person 
wrongly executed), because of which you will have to enter Jahannam." As a 
result, whenever Hadhrat Abu Oardaa g,~ had passed judgement between 
two persons and they were leaving his court. he would say, "By Allaahr Have I 
been a quack? Come back and plead your cases to me all over again." (4) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®~~ 
Hadhrat Hassaan bin Atiyya reports that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®,~ used to say. 

''You people will always remain in good stead as long as you love the righteous 
ones amongst you and as long as you recognise the truth when it is spoken 
amongst you because the one who recognises the truth is like the one who 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.! Pg.207). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg.204). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoL I Pg.207). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.! Pg.205j. 
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practises it." 0) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~,Ij.,~ said, "Never compel people to do what they have 
not been compelled to do (by Allaah) and never take them to task for what their 
Rabb would not. 0 son of Aadam ~! worry about yourselves because the 
person who constantly pursues the wrong he sees in others will always be 
plagued by prolonged grief and frustration that never abates," (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ also said, ''Worship Allaah as if you can see Him and 
count yourselves amongst the dead. Remember that a little that is sufficient for 
you is better than plenty that makes you negligent and remember also that good 
deeds never age and sins are never forgotten." (3) 

It is reported that HadhratAbu Dardaa ~~ once said, "Goodness is not when your 
wealth or your children increase, but when your knowledge increases, when 
your tolerance grows and when you excel people in worshipping your Rabb. 
When you do well, praise Allaah 0~:aJ:S and when you do wrong, seek 
forgiven~ss from Allaah 0~J4)t;Z."(4) 
Hadhrat Saalim bin Abul Ja'd narrates that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~,~ said, "One 
should beware that he is not hated in the hearts of the Mu'mineen without him 
knowing it. Do you know why this happens?" When Hadhrat Saalim replied that 
he did not, Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~,~ explained, "When a person secretly 
disobeys Allaah, Allaah casts resentment for him in the hearts of the Mu'mineen 
and he does not even know about it." (5) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ also said, "The apex of Imaan is to steadfastly fulfil 
the orders of Allaah, to be satisfied with what Allaah decrees, to be sincere in 
pinning one's trust in Allaah 0.~m and to surrender oneself completely to one's 
Rabb." (6) 

It is reported that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ also said, "Destruction be for the 
one who is concerned only with amassing wealth. Like a madman, his mouth is 
always agape looking at what others have rather than what he has. If he could 
help it, he would even join the day with the night (to have more time to earn 
money). His destruction will be in the severe reckoning and intense punishment 
that he will be receiving." (7) 

It was also Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~Ij.,~ who said, "0 people of Damascus! Do 
you have no shame? You store that which you will be unable to eat, you build 
that which you cannot live in and you have hopes that you cannot reach. There 
have been civilisations before you who amassed and hoarded their wealth, 
entertained lengthy hopes and constructed fortified buildings. However, their 
amassed treasures were destroyed, their hopes turned out to be deceptive 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol.! Pg.210J, Bayhaqi and Ibn Asaakir have reported a similar narration, 
as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoLS Pg.224). 

(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (VoLl Pg.211). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol. 1 Pg.212). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (VoL I Pg.212J. 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya(Vol.i Pg.215). 
(6) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol. I Pg.216). 
(7) Abu NU'aym in his Hiiya (VaLl Pg.217). 
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illusions and their buildings became their graves. They were the nation of Aad 
who once filled the territory between Aden and Amman with wealth and 
offspring. Now who would want to buy their legacy for even two Dirhams?" (1) 

Another narration states that when Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ noticed how 
much the Muslims were absorbing themselves in building and planting trees, he 
stood up -in their Masjid and addressed them saying, "Gather around me, a 
people of Damascus!" When the people had gathered, he duly praised Allaah and 
said, "Do you have no shame ... " The rest of the narration is like the one above. (2) 
Hadhrat Safwaan bin Arnr narrates that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ used to say, 
"a assembly of the wealthy! Cool off your skins (save it from Jahannam) with 
your wealth (by spending rt in Sadaqah) before you and us become equals in it 
(when your death arrives). You will then only be able to look at it and we will join 
you in looking." 
He also said, "What I fear for you is a subtle desire for a bounty that will involve 
you in futility. This will happen when you fill yourselves with food and starve 
yourselves of knowledge." 
Another narration states that he said, "The best of you is he who says to his 
companion, 'Let us fast before we die' and the worst of you is he who says to his 
companion, 'Let us eat, drink and pass time before we die'." 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ was once passing by some people who were 
building. He said to them, "You people are renovating this world when Allaah 
desires that it is reduced to ruins. Allaah shall however prevail in whatever He 
intends." 
Hadhrat Makhool reports that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ used to search for 
ruins and when he found any, he would address it saying, "0 ruins of the ruined 
ones! Where are those who had been inhabiting you initially?" (3) 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ said, "There are three things that I love and which 
people generally hate; poverty, illness and death." (4) 
He also said, "I love death because of my longing to meet my Rabb. I love poverty 
because I can then truly humble myself before my Rabb and I love illness because 
it obliterates my sins." (5) 
Hadhrat Shurahbeel narrates that whenever Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ saw a 
funeral, he would say, "You are leaving in the morning and we shall be leaving in 
the evening. You are leaving in the evening and we shall be leaving in the 
morning. Death is a powerful advice, yet people are so quick to forget. One 
needs no advice other than death. While people leave one after another, it is 
only those without sense that remain behind {without taking heed)." (6) 
Hadhrat Aun bin Abdullaah reports that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ said, "The 
person who searches very hard (for the faults of others) will lose sight of himself 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hj/ya (Vol.! Pg.217). 
(2) Ibn Abi Haatim, as quoted in the TaiSeerof Ibn Katheer (Voi.3 Pg.341). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hj/ya (Vai.l Pg.218). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya (Vol.! Pg.217). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya (Vol. I Pg.217). 
(6) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoLl Pg.218). 
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(of his own faults) and the one who does not prepare for emergencies will be 
left helpless. If you give and take loans from people, they will do the same with 
you and if you leave them, they will not leave yOU." "Then what would you advise 
me to do?" Hadhrat Aun asked. Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ replied, "Lend the 

~~~~~~oo~~~~~~~~~~cl 
Qiyaamah)." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ also said, "The person wh9 often thinks of death 
will show off less and will also be less jealous." (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ is also reported to have said, "Why is it that I see you 
greedy for that (sustenance) for which Allaah has already assumed responsibility 
on your behalf while you ruin that (duties) which you have been entrusted with? I 
know the wicked ones amongst you better than a horse specialist knows his 
horses. They are the ones who perform their salaah after its time, who listen to 
the Qur'aan indifferently and whose slaves are not free from them even after they 
have been set free." (3) 

It was also Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ who said, "Look for good throughout 
your lives and ensure that you present yourself for all Allaah's breaths of mercy 
because there are many such breaths of Allaah's mercy, which Allaah allows to 
strike those of His servants whom He pleases. Also ask Allaah to conceal your 
faults and to calm your fears." (4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Jubayr bin Nufayr reports that a. man once said to Hadhrat 
Abu Dardaa ~, "Teach me something by which Allaah C)~.a,,"\'E may grant me 
benefit." Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ advised him saying, "There are two, three, 
four or rather five things that if a' person practises upon, Allaah will undertake 
to reward him with the highest stages. (They are that) You should never eat 
anything other than that which is pure (Halaal), you should never earn anything 
other than that which is pure and you should never admit into your home 
anything other than tnat which is pure. Ask Allaah for your sustenance day by day 
and when you count yourself amongst the dead each morning, it will be as if you 
have already met up with them. Hand your honour over to Allaah C11ii'~ so that 
you leave Allaah C)~~ to deal with anyone who swears you, abuses you or 
fights with you. Then when you commit any sin, seek forgiveness from Allaah 
C)~(;."(5) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ also said, flA person remains youthful in his love for 
this world even though his collar bones may be meeting because of old age. This 
applies to everyone except those whose hearts Allaah has tested for Taqwa, and 
they are few indeed." (6) 

It is reported that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ once said, "It is with three factors 

(1) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hi/ya (VoU Pg.21S). 
(2) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hi/ya (VoL I Pg.220). 
(3) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hi/ya (VoU Pg.221). 
(4) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hi/ya (Vol.l Pg.221). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (Vol. I Pg.222). 
(6) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hi/ya (VoU Pg.223). Ibn Asaakir has reported a similar narration, as quoted in 

Kilnzul Ummaal (VoLS Pg.224). 
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that man can take charge of all his affairs; never complain of your calamities, 
never speak about your illness and never claim that you are spiritually pure." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ said, "Beware of the curse of the oppressed and the 
curse of the orphan because both travel (to Allaah) at night when people are fa:;t 
asleep." He also said, "The person whom I hate most to oppress is the one who 
has none other than Allaah CJ~.a>~ to ask help of." (2) 

Hadhrat Ma'mar reports from a companion that Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ once 
wrote to Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ saying, "Dear brother! Make the most of your 
health and free time before that calamity strikes which all of mankind cannot 
repel (death). Also make the most of the du'aa of the afflicted person. Dear 
brother! Let .the Masjid be your home because I have heard Rasulullaah·~ say, 
'The Masjid is home to every person with Taqwa.' For those whose homes are 
the Masaajid, Allaah CJ~.4>'t5 has also guaranteed happiness, contentment and a 
safC"passage across the bridge of Siraat en route to the pleasure of his Rabb 
CJ~l:Z. 
Dear brother! Have mercy on the orphan, keep him close to you and feed him from 
the food that you eat. When a person once came to Rasulullaah ~ complaining 
of a hard heart, I heard Rasulullaah ~ ask him, 'Do you want your heart to 
soften?' When the man replied in the affirmative, Rasulullaah ~ advised him 
saying, 'Keep an orphan close to you, pass your hand over his head and feed. him 
from your own food. This will soften your heart and settle your needs.' 
Dear brother! Never collect that for which you will be unable to express gratitude 
because I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 'On the Day of Qiyaamah, that 
wealthy person who obeyed Allaah with regards to his wealth will be brought 
forward. He will be in front of his wealth and it will be placed behind him. Every 
time, he stumbles on the bridge ofSiraat, his\wealth will say tohim, 'Go onIYou 
have fulfilled the rights due from you.' Thereafter, the wealthy person who did 
not obey Allaah with regards to his wealth will be brought forward with his 
wealth on his shoulders. His wealth will cause him to stumble saying, 'May you 
be destroyed! Why did you not obey Allaah when it concerned me?' This will 
continue until the person will himself call for his destruction.' 
Dear brother! I have been informed that you have purchased a slave .. I have heard 
Rasulullaah'~ say, 'A person remains connected to Allaah and Allaah to him as 
long as another is not in his service because as soon as another person is in his 
service, reckoning becomes incumbent for him.' In fact (my wife) Ummu Dardaa 
requested me for a servant at a time when I was well off but I disapproved of the 
idea because of this reckoning that I heard about. Dear brother! Who is there to 
assure us that we will meet on the Day of Qiyaamah without fear of reckoning? 
Dear brother! Never fall into deception about being a companion of Rasulullaah 
~ because we have lived long after him and Allaah Alone knows what we. have 
done in this time." (3) 

(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (VoL I Pg.224). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol.l Pg.221). 
(3) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol.l Pg.224). Ibn Asaakir has reported a similar narration without the 

portion from "In fact Ummu Dardaa ... ", as quoted in KanzuJ VmmaaJ (VoL8 Pg.224). 
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Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Muhammad Muhaaribi reports that Hadhrat Abu 
Dardaa ~~ once wrote to a companion of his saying, "Everything you have 
in this world belonged to someone else previously and will soon be going off to 
someone else after you. Nothing of it belongs to you apart from what you have 
sent ahead (to the Aakhirah) for yourself (by spending in the right causes). You 
should therefore give preference to yourself over even your righteous children 
because you are proceeding towards a Being Who wlll nor accept excuses (for 
your failure to spend correctly) and your amassing of wealth will be only for 
those who will not even thank you for it. Your amassing of wealth is only for 
one of two persons. It may be for a person who uses it in the obedience of 
Allaah, because of which he will have the good fortune that you had been 
deprived of. On the other hand it may for someone who uses it in the 
disobedience of Allaah, in which case you will be ill-fortuned because it was you 
who saved it for him. By Allaah! Neither of these two deserves to have their 
burdens lightened by you having to carry it on your back. You Muslims therefore 
should not give preference to anyone else over yourself. Hope for Allaah's mercy 
to descend on those of them who have passed on and trust that Allaah will 
provide for those of them who are still left alive. Was Salaam." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ once wrote to Hadhrat Maslamah bin Mukhallad 
saying, "When a person's actions conform with Allaah's commands, Allaah loves 
the person and when Allaah loves him, Allaah makes all' of His creation love the 
person as well. On the contrary, when a person's actions do not conform with 
AUaah's commands, Allaah dislikes the person and when Allaah dislikes him, 
Allaah makes all of His creation dislike the person as well. (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ also said, "There is no Isiaam without obedience to 
Allaah and no good without affiliating with the broader Muslim community 
and without wishing weB for (the Deen ot) Allaah, for His Khalifah and for the 
Mu'mineen in general." (3) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Abu Dharr '~~ 
Hadhrat Sufyaan Thowri narrates that Hadhrat Abu Dharr Ghifaari ~~ once 
stood up near the Kabah and said, "0 people! I am Jundub Ghifaari. Come to' 
this well-wishing and caring brother." When the people had gathered all around 
him, he said, "Tell me. If any of you wishes to und~rtake a journey, Will he not 
prepare sufficient provisions to see him through comfortably until he reaches his 
destination?" When the people confirmed this, he continued, "Well, then the 
journey to Qiyaamah is the furthest that you will ever undertake, so do take enough 
provisions to see you through comfortably." The people then asked, "And what is 
enough to see us through comfortably?" Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~,~ explained, 
"Perform a Hajj to take care of important matters, fast on an extremely hot day to 
take care of the very long Day of Resurrection, perform two Rakaahs salaah in 

(II Abu NU'aym in his Hilya (VoLl Pg.216). 
(2) Ibn ASaakir. As quoted in KallZUJ UmmaaJ (Vol.8 Pg.225). 
(3) Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.8 Pg.227). 
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the darkness of the night to take care of the loneliness of the grave and either say 
a good word or refrain from saying a bad word to take care of standing before 
Allaah on that crucial day (of Qiyaar:nah). Spend your wealth in Sadaqah and you 
will be saved from the difficulties of the Day of Qiyaamah. In this world you 
should attend only two types of gatherings; gatherings to acquire the Aakhirah 
and gatherings to seek Halaal sustenance. You would not want a third type of 
gathering because apart from not doing you any good, it will cause you harm. 
You should also spend your Dirhams in two places; one should be spent on 
lawful expenses for your family and the other you should send ahead for your 
Aakhirah. You would not want a third type of Dirham because apart from not 
doing you any good, it will cause you harm." Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~ then 
called out at the top of his voice, "0 people! Greed has killed you and you will 
never be able to get all that you are greedy for." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Muhammad reports that he heard a reliable scholar say, 
"The news has reached me that Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~ once said, '0 people! I 
am a wen-wisher to you and have tremendous compassion for you. Perform 
salaah in the darkness of the night to take care of the loneliness of the grave, fast 
in this world to take care of the extremely hot Day of Resurrection and spend in 
Sadaqah and you will be saved from the difficulties of the Day of Qiyaamah. 0 
people! I am a well-wisher to you and have tremendous compassion for you.m(2) 

Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ also said, "people are born to die and buildings are 
built to fall into ruins. That which shall come to an end is sought with greed 
while that which is everlasting is being ignored. Oh how wonderful are the two 
things that people dislike; death and poverty." (3) 

Hadhrat Hibbaan bin Abi Jabalah reports that both Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~.~ 
and Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ said, ''You are born to die, you build buildings to 
fall into ruins, you greedily hanker after that which shall come to an end while 
ignoring that which is everlasting. Ahl How wonderful are three things that 
people dislike; death, illness and poverty." (4) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Hudhayfah bin 
a~lt\-r:::.1IWV·""Yamaan~,~~ 

The Living Dead 
Hadhrat Abu Tllfayl narrates that he heard Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ say, "0 
people! Do you have no questions to ask me? While others used to ask 
Rasulul1aah ~ about the good things to happen, I used to ask him about the 
evil. Will you not ask me about the living dead? Allaah sent Muhammad ~ 
who called people away from misguidance towards guidance and away from kufr 
towards Imaan. When those who responded to his call he said, the dead were 

(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoLl Pg.165). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoU Pg.165). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoU Pg.163). 
(4) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.224). 
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given life because of the truth (that they accepted) while those who were alive 
(physically), actually died (spiritually) because they adhered to falsehood. 
Thereafter, when Nubuwwah had left (with the demise of Rasulu11aah -l. there 
came Khilaafah on the pattern of Nubuwwah, which wi11 be fo11owed by despotic 
kingship; Those who will oppose this (despotism) with their hearts, hands and 
tongues will be practising on the complete truth. As for those who oppose it with 
their hearts.and tongues but who restrain their hands will be leaving a branch of 

the truth. There will be those also who will oppose it within their hearts only 
while restraining their hands and tongues. Such people will be omitting two 
branches of the truth. Then there will be those will neither oppose it with their 
hearts nor their tongues {letalone their hands). Such people are the living dead.,,(l) 

Hearts are of Four Types 
Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ once said, "Hearts are of four types; (1) the veiled 
heart, which is the hea.rt of the Kaafir, (2) the two-faced heart; which is the heart 
of the hypocrite, (3) the clear heart containing a shining lantern, which is the 
heart of a Mu'min and (4) the heart that contains both hypocrisy and Imaan. The 
example of Imaan is like a tree that grows bigger with pure water while the 
example of hYllocrisy is like a blister that grows bigger with blood and pus. 
Therefore, the. heart will be overpowered by whichever of the two (Imaan and 
hypocrisy) is overwhelming." (2) 

His Advice Concerning Enticement and other Matters 
Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ is also reported to have said. "The trial of temptation 
(to do evil) presents itself to the hearts of people. When the heart accepts it, a 
black spot appears on the heart and if the heart rejects it, a white spot appears. 
Whoever wishes to know whether such enticement has afflicted him or not, 
should assess himself. He should know that it has affiicted him when he starts 
regarding as Haraam something that he always regarded as Halaal or when he 
starts regarding as Halaal something that he always regarded as Haraam." (3) 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ also said, "Beware of the trials of temptation which 
none can stand up to by himself because I swear by Allaah that whenever 
someone tries to stand up to them by himself, it sweeps him away just as a flood 
sweeps dirt away. When they arrive. these trials appear to be right and the 
ignorant ones will even claim that they appear to be right. However, it is only 
when they are leaving that it becomes manifest that they were really not. When 
you see such trials approach, remain squatting in your homes, break your swords 
and cut your bowstrings." (4) 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ said, "Verily. the trials of life have periods of repose 
and periods of upheaval. If you ever have the option to die when it is in repose. 
ensure thatyou do so." By the periods of repose, Hadhrat Hudhayfah ®~ was 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg.274). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.1 Pg.276). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg.272). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol. I Pg.273). 
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referring to the periods when swords are sheathed (when there is no in-fighting 
between the Muslims). (1) 

Hadhrat Hudhayfah ®~ also said, "verily, corruption stems from three 
persons; from> the powerful and proficient scholar who uses the sword to 
annihilate everything that is presented to him, from the orator who caUs people 
towards such corruption and from the ruler. As for the (first) two, such 
corruption will floor them flat on their faces. As fat the ruler, it will keep clawing 
at him until it affects all those with him as well." (2) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ once said, "Even pure 
wine is not more effective than the trial of life in eliminating (causing to faulter) 
the senses of a person." (3) 

Yet another narration quotes Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ as saying, "There shall 
corne a time when none shall have safety besides the person who makes a du'aa 
like a drowning person does." (4) 

Hadhrat A'mash reports that the news reached him that Hadhrat Hudhayfah 
®~ said, "The best of you is not the one who forsakes this world for the 
Aakhirah, nor the person who forsakes the Aakhirah for this world. Rather, he is 
the one who takes from both worlds." (5) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~ 
Hadhrat Abul Aaliya reports that when a man once asked Hadhrat Ubay bin }(a'b 
~ for some advice, Hadhrat ubay ~ said, "Make the Qur'aan your 
guide and be satisfied to have it as your judge and arbiter because it has 
succeeded your Rasool ~ amongst you. It is an intercessor (on the Day of 
Qiyaamah) whose intercession will be accepted and a witness whose testimony 
cannot be faulted. It speaks of you and of those before you, it judges the matters 
between you and together with news about you, it also contains news of those to 
come after you." (6) 

Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~ said, 'Whenever a servant forsakes anything for 
the pleasure of Allaah, Allaah replaces it with something better from sources he 
never expected. On the other hand, when a servant looks down on something 
and takes it wrongly, Allaah brings forth' something much more serious from 
sources he never expects." (7) 

Hadhrat Ubay bin }(a'b ®~ also said, "A Mu'min is in one of four conditions; 
when afflicted with difficulties, he exercises patience, when given something, he 
is grateful, when speaking, he is truthful and when passing judgement, he is just. 
He also journeys in five instances of Noor (celestial light), regarding which 
Allaah says, ",w.)S-jjJ" "Noor upon Noor,,(8). His speech is Noo£, his knowledge is 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya Nol.l Pg.274), 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hjjya NoL I Pg.274). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his HiJyaNol.J Pg.274). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya NoLI Pg.274}. 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya Nol.I Pg.27S). 
(6) Abu Nu'aym in his HiJya No1.1 Pg.253). 
(7) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya NoLI Pg.253). 
(S) Surah Nur, verse 35. 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
with Noorand the place he will go to on the Day of Qiyaamah will be one of 
Noor. On the other hand, the Kaafir journeys through five instances of 
darkness. His speech is darkness, his knowledge is darkness, the places he 
enters are filled with darkness, the places he exits from are filled with darkness 
and the place he will go to on the Day of Qiyaamah will be one of darkness." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Basrah reports that a companion of his named Jabar or Juwaybir 
once said, 'When I went to request a Slave-girl from Hadhrat Umar ~~ during 
his Khilaafah, I reached Madinah at night. Since I have been blessed with a keen 
mind and an eloquent tongue, when I went to Hadhrat Umar ~~, I started 
ridiculing and demeaning this world, ending off on a note that left the world 
totally without value. When I had finished, a man who was sitting next to 
Hadhrat Umar ~,~ said, 'Everything you said was in order. apart from the 
manner in which you ridiculed this world. Do you know what this world really is? 
This world is our means of reaching the Aakhirah. It contains our provisions for 
the Aakhirahand all your deeds for which you will be rewarded in the Aakhirah.' 
His subsequent speech about the world happened to be one of a person who 
obviously knew much more about this world than I did. '0 Ameerul Mu'mineen!' I 
asked, Who is this man next to you?' Hadhrat Umar ~ replied, 'He is the 
leader of the Muslims ubay bin Ka'b ~,~.1t(2) 
Addressing Hadhrat ubay bin Ka'b ~, someone once asked, "0 Abul 
Mundhir! please give me some advice." Hadhrat Ubay ~~ then advised him 
saying, "Never delve into matters that do not concern you, stay away from your 
enemy and exercise caution even when it comes to your friends. Envy a living 
person only for that which you would envy a dead person for and never ask a 
need from a person who has no concern for fulfilling it for you." (3) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Zaid bin Thaabit ~~~ 
Hadhrat Oinaar Bahraani narrates that Hadhrat Zaid bin Thaabit ~~ once 
wrote to Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~ saying, "verily Allaah has made the 
tongue an interpreter for the heart and has made the heart a treasure chest and a 
shepherd. The tongue therefore follows the instructions of the heart and as long 
as the heart remains in charge of the tongue, the speech emerging from the 
tongue will be pleasant and correct. The tongue will then make no slip-ups and 
blunders. There is however no tolerating person whose heart does not lead his 
tongue. When a person leaves his tongue to do the talking without conforming 
with the dictates of the heart, he cuts off his nose (embarrasses himself). 
However, when he weighs his words with his actions, his words will always be 
true. People often say, 'Every miser you see is generous with words but stingy 
with actions.' This happens when the tongue precedes the heart. People also say, 
'Can a person have any honour or manliness when he does not practise what he 

(I) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hilya (VoU Pg.255). 
(2) Bukhaari in his Adab, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul UmmaaJ (Vol. 5 Pg.132). 
(3) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in KiinzuJ UmmaaJ (Vots Pg.224). 
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speaks when he knows well at the time ofmaking the statement that it is true 
and that he is obliged to do as he says?' One must never look at the faults of 
others because the person who looks at the faults of others while not taking his 
own faults seriously is like a person who unnecessarily burdens himself with 
doing that which he has not been instructed to do. Was Salaam." (1) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas :@~~ once said, "0 sinner! Never feel that you 
are safe from an evil end. There are several things that are worse than the sin 
that you actually commit. Your failure to be embarrassed for those on your right 
and left when committing the sin is worse than the sin itself. Your laughing 
(after the sin) when you have no idea what Allaah intends doing with you is 
worse than the sin itself. Your pleasure after you have successfully completed 
the sin is worse than the sin itself. Your anguish when unable to commit the sin 
is worse than successfully completing the sin itself. When committing the sin, 
you fear more that the wind should not blow the curtain of your door rather than 
fearing that Allaah is watching you. This is worse than commftting the sin itself. 
Alas! Do you know what was the slip Hadhrat Ayyoob ~~:.\1: committed, because 
of which Allaah afflicted him with illness and the loss of his wealth? The slip he 
made was that when a poor person sought his aid to avenge a wrong done to 
him, he neither assisted him nor did he enjoin good or forbid the oppressor from 
wronging him. It was for this reason that Allaah afflicted Hadhrat Ayyoob ~ 
with the trial." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas :@~ said, "Ensure that you fulfil the Faraa'idh. 
Fulfil the rights owing to Him that Allaah has prescribed and seek Hb assistance 
in doing so. Whenever Allaah knows that a servant has a sincere intention and is 
aspiring for the rewards that are with Allaah,Allaah wards off from him all that 
he dislikes. Allaah is the Absolute Sovereign Who does as He pleases." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas g~ is also reported to have said, ''Whether a 
person is a true Mu'min or a sinner, Allaah has already decreed his Halaal 
sustenance. If he is patient until it comeS his way, Allaah gives it to him. 
However, if he is impatient and takes from something Haraam, Allaah deducts 
that much from his Halaal sustenance." (4) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~.~~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar :@).1.1~ said, "Whenever a servant rece~ves anything 
of this world, it reduces his status in Allaah's sight even though the person may 
be enjoying an honourable status with Allaah." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar :@,~ also said, "A man cannot reach the apex of 

(1) Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (VoL8Pg.224). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.! Pg.324). Ibn Asaakir has reported a similar narration from Hadhrat 

Abdul\aah bin Abbaas ~ up to the word "Alas!". as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaal (Vo1.2 Pg,248). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoL! Pg.326). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.! Pg.326). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.l Pg.306). 
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Imaan until he regards people as being foolish in Deen (because of them 
preferring this world over the Aakhirah)." (1) 

Hadhrat Mujaahid reports that he was once walking with Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Umar ~~ when they passed by some ruins. "0 ruins!" Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Umar ~ said, "What has. happened to your inhabitants?" "0 ruins!" Hadhrat 
Mujaahid repeated, "What has happened to your inhabitants?" Hadhrat Abdullaah 
bin Umar .~~ then replied, "They have left and all that has remained behind 
are their actions." (2) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~~ 
Hadhrat Wahab bin Kaysaan narrates that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~ 
once wrote to advise him saying, "The people of Taqwa have certain traits by 
which they are recognised and which they recognise within themselves. These 
include patience during times of adversity, happiness with Allaah's decree, 
gratitude for bounties and submission to the commands of the Qur'aan. A ruler 
is just like the marketplace. Only that commodity is brought to the marketplace 
which is popular. Therefore, if the truth is popular with a ruler, it will be brought 
to him and people of the truth will come to him. On the other hand, if falsehood 
is popular with a ruler, the people of falsehood will come to him and it is 
falsehood that will prevail with him." (3) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Hasan bin Ali ~,ti.1~ 
Hadhrat Hasan bin Ali ~ once said, "When a person hankers after this 

world, it makes him sit down (makes him subservient to it), whereas the person 

who exercises abstinence cares not who eats from it. The person who aspires for 

this world becomes the slave of those who possess the world. Whereas even the 

least of it is sufficient for the person who does not aspire for it, having all of it 

will not benefit the one who hankers after it. The person whose 'days are the 

same (without .any spiritual progress) is in great deception while the person who 

is better off today than he will be tomorrow (whose spiritual condition worsens 

from day to day) is ata loss. As for the person who does not monitor the 

damages done to himself (to his spirituality) is truly at a loss and death is really 

better for such a person." (4) 

Hadhrat Hasan bin Ali ~ also said, "You should know that tolerance is a 

source of beauty (in character) and fulfilling ones promises is a sign of 

manliness. Haste is sign of foolishness, excessive travelling weakens a person, 

keeping company with wicked people is a blemish (to one's character) and 

keeping company with sinful people is a source of doubts (entering one's 

heart).,,(5) 


Hadhrat Hasan bin Ali ~ is also reported to have said, "Peopleare ofraur 


(1) Abu Nu'aym in l1is Hilya (VoU Pg.306). 
(2) Abu Nu'ayrn in hisHilya (Vol. I Pg.312). 
(3) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Hilya (VoL I Pg.336). 
(4) Ibn Najjaar, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.222). 
(5) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaa/ (Vol.8 Pg.237). 
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types. Some are those who have a great share of goodness but no good 
character. Then there are those who have good character but no share of 
goodness. There are those also who have neither any share of goodness nor 
good character and these are the worst of the lot. Then there are the best of them 
all, whoarethosewithgood character together with a great share of goodness.,,(l) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Shaddaad bin Aws ~u.1~ 
Hadhrat Ziyaad bin Maahak narrates that Hadhrat Shaddaad bin Aws ~.~ used 
to say, "Yerily you people have seen no good apart from its causes and seen no 
evil apart from its causes because all of true goodness lies in Jannah and all of 
true evil lies in Jahannam. Yerily this world is a ready commodity from which the 
righteous and the sinner eat equally. The Aakhirah on the other hand is a place 
where the All Powerful Sovereign shall pass judgement. Each of these two places 
have their children, so be amongst the children of the Aakhirah and do not be 
amongst the children of this world." 
Referring to Hadhrat Shaddaad bin Aws ~, Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ said, 
"While some people have been blessed with knowledge and not with forbearance, 
Abu Ya'la (Hadhrat Shaddaad bin Aws ~~) has been blessed with both 
knowledge and forbearance." (2) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Jundub Bajali ~u.1~ 
Hadhrat Jundub Bajali ~ once said; "Fear Allaah and recite the Qur'aan 
because it is light for a dark night and adornment for the day despite difficulties 
and poverty. When affliction strikes, let it be in your wealth rather than in your 
health, otherwise in your health rather than in your Deen. Remember that the 
true loser is he who suffers a loss in his Deen and the truly destroyed one is he 
whose Deen has been destroyed. Behold! There is no poverty after ]annah and no 
wealth after ]ahannam because the prisoner Of ]ahannam will never be released, 
the injured there shall never be healed and the fire there shall never be 
extinguished. Remember that even a handful of blood that a Muslim drew from 
his brother will become an obstacle for him entering into ]annah. Whenever he 
tries to enter any of its gates, he will find it there to push him away. Remember 
also that when a person dies and is buried, it will be his belly that will be the first 
to (decompose and) emit an odour. You should therefore not add an additional 
stench (of Haraam food) to the odour. Fear A1laah when it concerns your wealth 
and avoid spilling blood." (3) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Abu 
;EClt'~~"\-~"""~U maamah ~.~~ 

His Advice on the Occasion of a Funeral 
that they were in the company of Hadhrat Abu 

------~~----~--~-------(I) Ibn as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (VoL8 Pg.237). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (VoUPg.264). 
(3) Bayhaqi,as quotedineKanzul Ummaal(VoL8Pg.222). 
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Umaamah Baahili ~.u;1~ when they once left the gates of Damascus to 
accompany a funeral procession. After performing the Janaazah salaah and 
when burying the person, Hadhrat Abu umaamah @)1.,~ said, "0 people! You 
are spending your mornings and evenings in a place (this world) where your 
good deeds and sins are being distributed." POinting towards the grave, he then 
said, "You will soon be leaving for another place,. which is this house of 
loneliness, this house of darkness, this house of worms and this house of 
narrowness for all apart from the one for whom Allaah widens the grave. After 
this you will be proceeding to the various stages of the Day of Qiyaamah and you 
will be experiencing them when such a command will come from Allaah that will 
cause some faces to brighten and others to darken. As you people then proceed 
to another stage, people will be enveloped in extreme darkness, after which light 
will be handed out and every Mu'min will receive some light. The Kaafir and the 
Munaafiq will however be left alone and not given any light. It is this' example 
that Allaah cites in His Book when He says: 

r,~ ','if, ,I, ~~ .u'-; : .. L!: .u'':: :" L:: ~;~,;.~ 	 ..~ '''''~ I {~;:. ',);, . ",'}' ~ e:.r ,,'}' ~ e:.r ~ 'F';- r ~~ J F 
.uw('~Dili, I:~~'~ :o,l,l-:',I'''~ 'I~~ ""~,r,,I, . ,,, ""'::tt:~~ 

~y y-:-r-~ r.:rJ ~Y. • ~ • V 	 .)" ~~'}' . 
- 4;., ,.: , 

(t'l.:..:!l:;y oJ"")' ~~ 
Or (another striking example is that of the condition ofa KaaDr which 
is) like a multitude of darkness beneath a deep ocean (which itself is 
dark because ofthe depth). (TO add to the darkness,) There covers him 
a wave, above which is another wave, above which there is a cloud 
(which prevents eyen the vaguest forms ofoutside light from reaching 
him). Darkness upon darkness. (The darkness is so intense that) He is 
unable to see his own hand when he extends it before himself. There 
can be no light for the one for whom Allaah has not ordained any light. 
{Surah Noor, verse 40} 

Just as a blind person cannot take sight from a seeing person, the Kaafir and the 
Munaafiq will be unableto take light from the Mu'min. The Munaafiq men and 
women will then say to those who had Imaan: 

_ 4J:, J14,.J ,.J "",.J ~'" ,.J J "', ,.J 	,':, , "".J,I~",';II 

(W'I.:..:!I:~J.>oJ"")' b'yl~ij;.s ~bJI~J'~;.sJy~·~liJ)l2}'F 
, . ,-;' .,. ~ 	 ". '" ; 

'Wait for us so that we may have some of your light.' It will be said, 
'Return from where you came (where the light was distributed) and 
search for light there!' {Surah Hadeed, verse13} 

Such will be the manner in which Allaah will deceive the Munaafiqeen, as Allaah 
says: 

('nI.:..:!T:~w oJ,...) ((~~b.~J ;.h ~jt.~ :J.2§: ~jl ~~) 
Indeed the hypocrites (try to) deceive Allaah (by pretending to be 
Muslims) whereas He deceives them." {Surah Nisaa, verse 142} 

When they then return to the place where the light was distributed, they find 
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nothing and then return to where they had been. However, by then a wall with a 
doorwill have already been placed between them (separating them from the 
Mu'mineen). Allaah says about it: 

(w\;.':!T:...I:/,x.. oJJ"") (to ~\:WI ~:..o ~~lfi, J~' 11.4,; ~~~ ~ • ,..- *" v...." .r ;#" F;# 

Allaah's mercy will be on the inside (of the wall where the Muinineen 
are) while there will be punishment on the outside (where the 
hypocdtes have been left}." {Surah Hadeed, verse 13} 

Hadhrat Sulaym bin Aamir says, "The Munaafiqeen will then remain in deception 
until the light is distributed and the Munaafiq is finally separated from the 
Mu'min." (I) 

His Advice to a Group that Came to See him 
Hadhrat SUlaymaan bin Habeeb says, "I was with a group of people that went to 
see Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~~. I found him to be a frail and old man whose 
wit and speech belied his physical appearance. He said atthevery beginning of 
the conversation, Verily this gathering of yours is Allaah's message to you and 
His proof against you because Allaah's Rasool ~ conveyed the message he was 
sent with and his Sahabah ~~ conveyed what they heard (from Rasulullaah 
_). You people should therefore also convey what you hear. 
There are three persons for whom Allaah stands guarantee to either enter them 
into }annah or return them home with their share of rewards and booty. The (first 
is the) person who departs in the path of Allaah. Allaah stands guarantee to 
either enter him into ]annah or return him home with his share of rewards and 
booty. The (second is the) person who makes wudhu and then proceeds to the 
Masjid. Allaah stands guarantee to either enter him into Jannah or return him 
home with his share of rewards and booty. The (third is the) person who enters 
his house with Salaam." 
He then continued, "There is a bridge in Jahannam with seven smaller bridges, 
the central one of which will be for determining the settlement of debts. A person 
will be brought forward and when he reaches this central bridge, he will be 
asked, 'What debts do you have outstanding?' He will then be taken into custody." 
Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~~~ then recited the verse: 

- (p) , """,tL ;,,J.1'; """'.... 1h 
(HI.:.o:!I :~W oJJ"") ~-;;I>' ill\ 4.:)~ ~J}f' 

They will not be able to hide anything from Allaah. {Surah Nisaa, verse 42} 

The person will then admit all the debts he had and will be instructed to settle 
them. He will plead, 'I have nothing. I do not know with what I can settle them!' 
The angels will then be instructed to take his good deeds (to be paid to the 
creditors) and this will be done continuously until he is left with no good deeds 
at all. When his deeds are finished, the angels will be instructed to take from the 
sins of his creditors and stack them on him. The report has reached me that 
although some people will appear (in the Day of Qiyaamah) with mountain 
(I) Ibn Abi Haatim, as quoted in the Tafseer of Ibn Katheer (VolA Pg.308). Bayhaqi has reported a 

similar narration in his Asmaa was Sifaat (Pg.240). 
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loads of good deeds, these deeds will continuously be taken for those with 
claims against him until he is left with no good deeds at all. He· will then be 
burdened with the sins of those with claims against him until the sins reach 
the enormity of mountains. 
Refrain from lying because lying leads to sin and sin leads to Jahannam. Ensure 
that you are always truthful because truthfulness leads to righteousness and 
righteousness leads to ]annah. 0 people! You have become more astray than the 
people during the Period of Ignorance. While Allaah has decreed that a Dinaar 
spent in the path of Allaah equals seven hundred Dinaars and that a Dirham 
spent equals seven hundred Dirhams, you people still hoard them in your purses. 
Listen wellI I swear by Allaah that victories have been achieved not by swords 
decorated with gold and silver, but by swords that had only (animal) tendons, 
lead and iron to decorate them." (1) 

The Advices of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Busr ~~~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Busr ®~~ once said, "people with Taqwa are simple, 
Ulema are leaders and being in their company is not only an act of Ibaadah, 
but something more. The passage of night and day only reduce your life spans 
while the records of your actions are well preserved. prepare your provisions 
because itis as ifyou have already reached your place of return (the Aakhirah).,,(2) 

0) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai(Vol.8 Pg.223). 
(2) Bayhaqi and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (VoL8 Pg.224). 
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Chapter Eighteen 


The Chapter Concerning The Unseen 

Assistance that the Sahabah ~~~ 


Received 


This chapter discusses how Nabi ~ and the Sahabah 55 received 
. unseen assistance when they left the material means, held firmly on to spiritual 

means and when the Sahabah ~~ shared the concern that Rasulullaah 
~ had for the guidance of people and calling them towards Islaam. It also 

highlights how the Sahabah ~ imbued within themselves the same 

character traits and noble qualities of Rasulullaah ~. 

Assistance by the Angels 

Angels Assist the Sahabah ~~~ during 


the Battle of Badr 

Hadhrat Sahl bin Sa'd ~~ reports that after he had lost his eyesight, Hadhrat 
Abu Usayd ®.~ said, "0 son of my brother! By Allaah! If you and I were at Badr 
and Allaah restored my eyesight, I would show you the valley from where the 
angels came to (assist) us. Rest assured that I have absolutely no doubts or 
uncertainties about this." (I) 

Hadhrat Urwa ®~ says, "Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~@ descended during the Battle 
of Badr in the form of Zubayr ~ and wearing a yellow turban with a part of 
it hanging over his face." (2) 

Hadhrat Abbaad bin Abdullaah bin Zubayr reports that because Hadhrat zubayr 
~ was wearing a yellow turban with a part of it hanging over hi!': face, the 
angels also descended with yellow turbans on their heads." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~ says, "The striking feature of (many of) the 
angels during the Battle of Badr was their white turbans (while others wore 
yellow turbans), the ends of which they let hang behind their backs. During the 
Battle of Hunayn, they wore green turbans. The angels however never actually 
(1) 	Bayhaqi, as quoted in AI Bjdaayah wan Nihaayah (VoU Pg.280). Tabraani has reported a similar 

narration but Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.84) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.6 Pg.84). 
(3) 	Haakim (Vo\.3 Pg.36I). Tabraani and Ibn Asaakir have reported a similar narration, as quoted in 

Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol.S Pg.267). 
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fought during any of the battles apart from the Battle of Badr, What they would 
do was increase the numbers of the Muslims and assist them without actually 
killing the enemy." (1) 

Hadhrat Ikrama reports that Rasulullaah ~'s freed slave Hadhrat Abu Raafi 
®.~ said, "I was the slave of Abbaas bin Abdul Muttalib when Islaam entered 
our household, Abbaas ~, (his wife) Ummu Fadhl ~~ and I all accepted 
Islaam but because Abbaas ®~ was afraid. to oppose his tribe and because he 
was a wealthy man with a lot of his wealth invested with many people of his 
tribe, he concealed his Islaam from them, Abu Lahab did not participate in the 
Battle of Badr and sent Aas bin Hishaam bin Mughiera in his place. Many other 
people did the same and there was none whO stayed behind without sending a 
representative, We felt tremendous strength and honour when we heard what 
had happened to the Quraysh at Badr. May Allaah humiliate and disgrace them!" 
Hadhrat Abu Raafi ®~ narrates further. He says, "I was a weak man who used 
to carve arrows in the Zamzam tent. By Allaah! I was sitting and carving my 
arrows there one day and Ummu Fadhl ~ was also there with me. We were 
rejoicing about the rews that reached us when Abu Lahab arrived, dragging his 
feet along with great difficulty, He sat on the tent's rope with his back towards 
mine. It was while he was sitting there that someone announced, 'Here comes 
Abu Sufyaan bin Haarith bin Abdul Muttalib who has just arrived (from the Battle 
of Badr),' This Abu Sufyaan's name was actually Mughiera, 'Come here!'Abu 
Lahab called out to him, 'I swear by my life that you should be having some 
news.' Mughiera sat by him as the people stood by. 
'Dear nephew!' Abu Lahab said to him, 'Tell me what happened to the people 
(how were they defeated?).' Mughiera said, 'By Allaah! As soon as we engaged 
them in combat, they started killing us as they pleased and took us prisoner as 
they pleased! By Allaah! The blame cannot be placed on our men because the 
men we fought wen~ extremely fair in complexion and they rode spotted horses 
that glided between the ground and the sky, By Allaah! They left nothing and 
nothing could stand before them." 
Hadhrat Abu Raafi ®)l.~ says, "I then grabbed hold of the tent's rope and 
exclaimed, 'By Allaah! Those were angels!' Abu Lahab then raised his hand and 
struck me hard on my face. As I stood up to him, he attacked me and struck me 
to the ground. He then sat on my chest and started hitting me because I was a 
weak man. Ummu Fadhl then stood up, took up one of the tent's supports and 
struck Abu Lahab so hard over the head that he sustained a horrible wound. She 
then said, 'Are you taking advantage of him because his master is not around?' 
Abu Lahab then went away feeling most humiliated. By Allaah! Abu Lahab did 
not live even seven days more when Allaah afflicted him with a form of 
smallpox that led to his death." 
In another narration, Hadhrat Abu Raafi ~ adds, "Abu Lahab's sons left his 
body for three days after his death until it began to exude a foul odour. This 
was because the Quraysh feared this f!.Jim of smallpox as much as they feared a 
(1) Abu NU'aym in his Da\aa'i1 (Pg.17Q) 
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plague. Eventually, someone from the Quraysh rebuked them saying, 'Shame on 
you two! Have you no shame?! Your father's body is rotting in the house and 
you are not burying him?' They excused themselves saying, 'We fear that those 
sores are contagious.' 'Corne along,' the man offered, 'I shall assist you with it.' By 
Allaah! They bathed the body by throwing containers of water over it from a 
distance without going anywhere near it. They then carried it to the upper reaches 
of Makkah where they placed the body against a wall and threw stones over it.,,(l) 

Angels Assist the Sahabah ~)j&~ during the 

Battle of Hunayn 


Hadhrat Auf bin Abdur Rahmaan the freed slave of Ummu Burthun reports that a 
Sahabi ~ who participated in the Battle of Hunayn on the side of the Kuffaar 
said, "When we clashed with Rasulullaah ~ (at one stage on the battlefield), 
the Muslims were unable to stand before us for even as long as it takes to milk a 
goat. Swinging our swords about, we finally carne in front of Rasulullaah ~ 
and were about to attack him when some strikingly handsome men appeared 
suddenly and said, 'May your faces be disfigured! Go backl' It was the effect of 
those words that we were ultimately defeated." (2) 
Hadhrat Auf A'raabi reports from Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan the freed slave of Abu 
Burthun that a Sahabi ~ who participated in the Battle of Hunayn said, 
''When we clashed with the Sahabah ~~ of Rasulullaah ~ (at one stage) 
on the battlefield of Hunayn, they were unable to stand before us for even as long 
as it takes to milk a goat. When we had dispersed them, we started chasing after 
them until we reached a person riding a white mule. The person turned out to 
be Rasulullaah ~. We then saw some strikingly handsome men with 
Rasulullaah ~ who said, 'May your faces be disfigured! Go back!' It was the 
effect of those words that we were ultimately defeated and the Muslims were able 
to get on top of us." (3) 

Hadhrat ]ubayr bin Mut'im ~.~ says, "We were with Rasulullaah ~ during 
the Battle of Hunayn as the battle was raging. I then happened to look up and 
saw something like a black blanket descending from the sky. It landed between 
the enemy and ourselves and I noticed that it was a mass of ants that scattered 
about, filling the entire valley. This spelt the defeat of the enemy and we not 
once doubted the fact that these were angels." (4) 

Angels Assist the Sahabah ~)j&l@l;ii during the Battle 
of Uhud and the Battle of Kbandaq 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Fadhl reports that Rasulullaah ~ gave the flag to 
(1) Ibn Is'haaq, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.3 Pg.308). Ibn Sa'd (Vol.4 Pg.73), Haakim 

(VoU Pg.321) have reported a similar narration, as have Tabraani andBazzaar, but Haythami 
(Vo1.6 Pg.89) has commented on the chain of narrators. Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.322) has also reported 
the narration from another source, as has Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'iJ (Pg.170); 

(2) Bayhaqi, as quoted in AIBidaayah wan Nihaayah (VolA Pg.332). 
(3) Ibn ]areer, as quoted in the TafseerofIbn Katheer (Vo1.2 Pg.345). 
(4) Ibn Is'haaq, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VolA Pg.334). 
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Hadhrat Mus'ab bin Umayr ~~ during the Battle of Uhud. When Hadhrat 
Mus'ab ~~ was martyred, an angel in the guise of Hadhrat Mus'ab ~ 
took hold of the flag. Towards the end of the day, Rasulullaah ~ addressed 
him saying, "Go ahead, 0 Mus'ab." The angel then turned to Rasulullaah ~ 
and said, "I am not Mus'ab." Rasulullaah ~ then realised that he was an 
angel sent to assist him. (I) 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ says, "It is as if I am actually looking at the dust rising from 
the Banu Ghanam street as Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ rode by at the time when 
Rasulullaah·~ was marching against the Banu Qliraizah tribe." (2) 

Another narration recounts this incident of the battle against the Banu Quraizah 
tribe in detail. It states that after Rasulullaah ~ had downed his weapons 
(after finishing the Battle of Khandaq), Hadhrat Jibra'eeJ ~ carne to him. 
Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~!.W was resting against his horse's chest when Rasulullaah 
~ carne out to him. With dust still covering his eyebrows, Hadhrat Jibra'eel 
~~ said, 'We have not yet downed our weapons after the battle. March on now 
against the Banu Qurayzah tribe." "My companions have been through a lot of 
exertion. Why not give them a few days respite?" Hadhrat Jibra'eeJ ~ said, 
"You must march against them. I shall lead this horse of mine into their fortress 
and raze it to the ground" Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ and the angels with him then 
turned and left and their dust clouds could be seen rising in the streets of the 
Ansaar Banu Ghanam tribe. (3) 

Angels Fight the Mushrikeen and take 

thenl Prisoner 


During the Battle of Badr 

Hadhrat Suhayl bin Arnr ~ says, 'Without doubt, it was during the Battle of 
Badr that I saw brilliant men riding spotted horses that glided between the 
ground and the sky. They were very conspicuous and were killing the 
Mushrikeen and also taking them prisoner." (4) 

Hadhrat Baraa ~ and several other Sahabah ~ report that when an 
Ansaari Sahabi ~~~ brought Hadhrat Abbaas ~~ as a prisoner (during the 
Battle ofHadr), Hadhrat Abbaas ~~ said, "0 Rasulullaah~! It was not this 
man who took me prisoner." He th.en went on to describe the person who 
captured him, stating also that the person was someone whose head was bald in 
the front. Addressing the Ansaari ~~, Rasulullaah ~ said,"Allaah sent a 
noble angel to assist you." (5) 

A similar narration from Hadhrat Ali ~,~ states that when an Ansaari Sahabi 
~ brought Hadhrat Abbaas ~ as a prisoner, Hadhrat Abbaas bin Abdul 
Muttalib ~~ said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! By Allaah! It was not this man who 
(1) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg.12I). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Oalaa'il (Pg.182).lbn Sa'd (Vol.2 Pg.76) has reported a similar narration. 
(3) Ibn sa'd (VoL2 Pg.77). 
(4) Ibn Asaakir and Waaqidi, as quoted in Kanzu/ UmmaaJ (Vo1.5 Pg.268). 
(5) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.6 Pg.85). 
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took me prisoner. The person who captured me was a man who was bald up to 
. his temples. He was one of the most handsome men I have ever seen and was 
\ 
riding a spotted horse. I do not think that he is one of your men." "0 Rasulullaah 
~!" the Ansaari ~ said, "It was I who took him prisoner." Rasulullaah 
~ bade the Ansaari not· to insist saying, "Allaah had sent a noble angel to 
assist you." (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ reports that the person who took Hadhrat 
Abbaas ®~ prisoner was Hadhrat Abu Yasr Ka'b bin Amr, who belonged to the 
'Banu Salimah tribe. While he was a short man, Hadhrat Abbaas ®.~ was a 
towering man. "0 Abu Yasar," Rasulullaah ~ asked him, "How did you manage 
to take Abbaas prisoner?" He replied, "0 Rasulullaah ~l A man whom I have 
never seen before nor afterwards assisted me in capturing him." When he then 
proceeded to describe the person, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "It was indeed one 
of the noble angels who came to your assistance." (2) 
Hadhrat AbduIlaah bin Abbaas ®~ narrates that as a Muslim was pursuing a 
Mushrik soldier (during the Battle of Badr), he heard a whiplash from above and 
the voice of a horseman saying (to his horse), "Forward, 0 HayzoOmY" When the 
Muslim looked ahead, he saw the Mushrik falling flat on his back. Upon closer 
inspection, he found that the Mushrik's nose was severed and his face had been 
deeply gashed as a result of a f'Jrceful whiplash. In fact, his entire face had 
already turned blue. When this Ansaari reported the matter to Rasulullaah ~, 
Rasulullaah ~ confirmed what he said and remarked, "That was an angel from 
the reinforcements of the third heaven." On that day, seventy Mushrikeen were 
killed and seventy were taken prisoner. (3) 
A Sahabi ~ belonging to the Banu Ghifaar tribe says, "We were still 
Mushrikeen when my cousin and I climbed on a mountain overlooking Badr to 
view the battle. We wished to see who will be defeated so we could join the 
victors to loot the others. As we sat on the mountain, we saw a cloud draw near 
to us and we heard the neighing of horses and a voice saying, 'Forward, 0 
HayzoOmY' This caused my cousin's heart to rupture and he died immediately. I 
was almost killed myself and just managed to control myself." (4) 
Hadhrat Abu Talha ®~ relates, 'We were with Rasulullaah ~ in a battle 
and when we engaged the enemy in battIe, I heard Rasulullaah ~ say, '0 
Master of the Day of Retribution, only You do we worship and only from You do 
we seek help.' I then saw many men (from the army of Mushrikeen) fall down as 
the angels struck at them from the front and from the back." (5) . 

Hadhrat Abu Umaamah reports that his father Hadhrat Sahl ~~ once said to 

(1) 	Ibn Abi Shaybah, Ahmad, Ibn Jareer and Bayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.5 Pg.266). 
Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.75) has attributed the narration to Ahmad and Bazzaar. 

(2) 	 Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.12). Ahmad has reported a similar narration, but Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.86) has 
commented on the chain of narrators. Abu Nu'aym has also reported the narration in his Dalaa'il 
(Pg.169).' 

(3) Muslim, as quoted in AIBidaayah wan Nihaayah (VoU Pg.279). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.170). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (pg.l64). 
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him, "Dear son! During the Battle of Badr, I saw that when any of us merely 
pointed (our swords) in the direction of any Mushrik's head, the head would be 
severed from the body even before our swords could reach them." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Waaqid Laythi .~~ says, "I would be following a man from the 
Mushrikeen to strike him a blow with my sword, only to find his head rolling 
even before my sword could reach him. I then realised that it was someone else 
(an angel) who had killed him." (2) 

The same words have been narrated from Hadhrat Abu Dawood Maazini ~ 
who had participated in the Battle of Badr. (3) 

Hadhrat Sahl bin Abu Hathma ~~~ narrates that when Hadhrat Abu Barzah 
~ brought three heads of the Mushrikeen to Rasulullaah ~ during the 
Battle of Badr. Rasulullaah. ~ remarked, "You have done extremely weIn" "0 
Rasulullaah ~1" Hadhrat Abu Barzah ~ said, "I killed two of them myself. 
As for the third, I saw an extremely handsome man with a fair complexion 
decapitate him." Rasulullaah ~ then named the angel whom Hadhrat Abu 
Barzah ~~ described. (4) 
Hadhrat Haarith bin Simma oo.~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ was in a gorge when 
he asked me whether I had seen Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf~. 'Yes, 0 
Rasulullaah ~!' I replied, 'I saw him at the foot of a hill as a regiment of the 
Mushrikeen army were about to attack him. It was for that reason that I 
descended from the hill (to assist him), but I then carne to you when I saw you.' 
Rasulullaah ~ remarked, 'Behold! The angels are fighting by his side.' I then 
went to Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ~ and found him with the fallen bodies of 
seven Mushrikeen. 'You have done extremely well1' I exclaimed, 'Did you kill all of 
them by yourself?' He replied, 'As for this person (pointing to Artaat bin Abd 
Shurahbeel) and this other one, I did kill them myself. As for the others, they 
were killed by a man I have never seen.' I then said, 'Allaah and His Rasool ~ 
have spoken the truth.',,(5) 

Hadhrat·Jibra'eel ~ Deals With those Who 

Ridiculed Rasulullaah ~ in Makkah 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ was with 
Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ when he passed by a group of people who started jeering 
at Rasulullaah ~ saying, "There is the man who claims to be.a prophet!" 
Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~~ then pOinted at them, as a result of which they developed 
marks on their bodies resembling those made by fingernails. These then became 

(1) Bayhaqi, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.3 Pg.281). Haakim (Vo1.3 PgA09)' reporting 
from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. Tabraani has reported a similar narration but 
Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.84) has commented on the chain of narrators. 

(2) Ibn ls'haaq, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VoU Pg.281). 
(3) Ahmad. 	Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.83) has commented on the chain of narrators. Abu Nu'aym has 

reported a similar narration in his Dalaa'il (Pg.1 70). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.83) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(5) 	Tabraani and Bazzaar. Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.114) has commented on the chain of narrators. Ibn 

Mandah and Abu Nu'aym have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzuf 
Ummaa/(Vo1.5 Pg.76). 
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sores that emitted such a foul odour that people were unable to even go close to 
them. It was then that Allaah revealed the verse: 

- L~"" ,"',." "'i'~'" ')('\o~l~ oJ,....) '\~ d-~\~ UJ 
We are enough for you against those who ridicule. {Surah Hijr, verse 95} (1) 

Concerning to the verse 'We are enough for you against those who ridicule,,(2), 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ states that the persons referred to are 
Waleed bin Mughiera, Aswad bin Abd Ya'ooth, Aswad bin Muttalib Abu Zam'ah 
from the Asad bin Abd Uzzah tribe, Haarith bin Aytal Sahmi and Aas bin Waa'i1 
Sahmi. When Hadhrat ]ibra'ee1 ~~. came to Rasulullaah ~, Rasulullaah ~ 
complained of these people to him (and HadhratJibra'eel ~~ asked 
Rasulullaah ~ to point them out to him). When Rasulullaah ~ pointed 
Waleed bin Mughiera out to him, Hadhrat )ibra'eel ~ pointed towards his 
radial artery. "Are you not going to do anything?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. "I have 
already taken care of himfor you," Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ replied. 
Thereafter when Rasulullaah ~ pointed Haarith bin Aytal out to him, Hadhrat 
Jibra'eel ~~ pointed towards his belly. "Are you not going to do anything?" 
Rasulullaah ~ asked. "I have already taken care of him for you," Hadhrat 
jibra'eel ~ replied. Rasulullaah ~ then pointed Aas bin Waa'il out and 
Hadhrat ]ibra'eel ~~ pointed towards the sole of his foot. Rasulullaah ~ 
again asked, "Are you not going to do anything?" Yet again Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ 
replied, "I have already taken care of him for you." 
It then transpired that when Waleed bin Mughiera was passing by a man from the 
Khuzaa'ah tribe who was busy sharpening an arrow, the arrow happened to cut 
Waleed's radial artery. As for Aswad bin Muttalib, he became blind. While some 
say that he just became blind, others say that he was once lying beneath a tree 
when he suddenly started calling for his sons saying, "Will you not come to my 
rescue because I have been· destroyed. A thorn has been pierced in my eye." They 
however said, "We can see nothing (in your eye)." It was not long after this that 
he became completely blind. 
As for Aswad bin Abd Ya'ooth, hewas once on a journey when blisters erupted on 
his head, causing him to die. Haarith bin Aytal was afflicted with an over 
secretion of yellow bile in his stomach which caused his excreta to emerge from 
his mouth. This led to his death. As for Aas bin Waa'U, he was walking 
somewhere when a thorn of the Shibriqa tree pierced the sole of his foot, causing 
it to swell and eventually leading to his death. (3) 

An Angel Comes to the Aid of Hadhrat 

Abu Mu'liq ~,\1~ 


Hadhrat Anas ~1J.1~ narrates that there was a companion of Rasulullaah ~ 


called Hadhrat Abu Mu'liq ~~. He was a trader who traded both his own 


(1) Tabraani and Bazzaar. Haythami (Vol. 7 Pg.46) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Surah Hijr, verse 95. 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (VoL7 Pg.47) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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goods as well as those of others. He was a person who was always engaged in 
Ibaadah and was extremely abstinent. He was out on business one day when an 
armed robber confronted him. "Put down your goods," the robber demanded, 
"because 1 am going to kill you." ''You may have all the goods," Hadhrat Abu 
Mu'liq ~ told him. "It is your life that I want," the robber barked. "Then 
permit me to perform salaah," Hadhrar Abu Mu'liq ~ requested. The robber 
laughed, "You may perform as much salaah as you please." 
Hadhrat Abu Mu'liq ~)1.,~ made wudhu and started performing salaah. One of 
the du'aas he made was: 

, '" , .J,. .J ",.J,. ''''' ,.,11. '" ~ .J '" ~ ,If' '" ,;' ...' '" .J.J '" 
, .l.I1 ~ I'~ , ~,\~. ioo!JJ~' ~ W ~w L ~I ','~I'S G~' G"1$ ~ ...A 'J-I lS':' J iJt./ Jy. • •. ,.r.r . J~J • 
"',; "'"".;. '" '" ;' '" '" 

, ,- '" .J , .1 ,. Wi loll '" "" "" , '" '",''''' ,,.,.,, ,"" £..... , ' ,. ," ",.J ';.J'" 

"~,~~~, I.lA~ ~ ell Io!J ~'Y ellS'JI ":f..;.1$~' .!.I~y!J ...A~~ 
"0 The Most LOving! 0 Master of the Glorious Throne! 0 the One Who 
does as He pleases! By Your Honour that none can hope to have, by 
Your kingdom that none can harm and by Your light that fills the 
foundations of Your throne do 1 implore You to protect me from the 
evil of this robber. 0 Helper, do help me." 

When he had made this du'aa thrice, a rider suddenly appeared with a spear 
held high above his head. The rider thrust the spear at the robber and killed 
him. He then went up to the trader and asked, "Who are you?" Hadhrat Abu 
Mu'liq ~~ replied, "1 am the one whom Allaah has rescued through you." The 
rider then explained, "I am an angel of the fourth heaven. When you first made 
the du'aa, I heard the doors of the heavens rattle. When you made the du'aa the 
second time, I heard the inhabitants of the heavens cry out. When you again 
made the du'aa for the third time and it was announced that this was the du'aa of 
a person in distress, I sought permission from Allaah to grant me the ability to 
kill the robber. You ought to know the good news that whoever makes wudhu, 
performs four Rakaahs salaah and then makes that du'aa, his du'aa will be 
answered whether he is in distress or not." (1) 

An Angel Comes to the Aid of Hadhrat Zaid bin 
Haaritha ~).1t1~ 

Hadhrat Layth bin Sa'd reports that Hadhrat laid bin Haaritha ~ once 
rented a mule from a man from Taa'if. The man however made a condition with 
him that Hadhrat laid ~~ should first take him where he wished to alight. 
The man then led Hadhrat laid ~ to some ruins where he told him to get 
off. When. Hadhrat laid ~ got off, he saw many dead bodies lying there. 
When the man then made a move to kill Hadhrat laid ~:&~, Hadhrat laid 
~ requested to be allowed to perform two Rakaahs salaah. The man 
sneered, "You may perform your salaah because all these people also performed 
salaah but their salaah did them no good." 
Hadhrat laid ~~ narrated, "As 1 performed salaah, he caine up to kill me. 

(1) Ibn Abi Dunya in his Mujaabad Da'wah,as quoted in /saabah (Vol.4Pg,182); 
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I IHowever, when I exclaimed, (!~1}I;';'J\ ~'Yaa Arhamar Raahimeen - 0 the 
Most merciful of those who show mercy!)!' he heard a voice calling out, 'Do not 
kill him!' This startled him and he went to look from where the voice was 
coming, but he found nothing. When he approached me again, I again called out, 
'Yaa Arhamar Raahimeen: After this had happened three times, I·Saw a horseman 
come riding. He held in his hand a steel spear that had a spark of flame rising 
from its head. He thrust the spear so forcefully at the man that it pierced through 
his body and emerged from his back. As the man fell dead, the horseman turned 
to me and said, When you called out 'Yaa AIhamar Raahimeen' the first, time, I 
was in the seventh heaven. When you called out 'Yaa AIhamarRaahimeen' the 
second time, I was in the heaven just above this world and by the time you called 
out 'Yaa AIhamar Raahimeen'the third time, I came to you.",(l) 

Seeing the Angels 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~1Ju~ and some other Sahabah 

~~~ See Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~~ 
Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ narrates, "when Rasulullaah ~ once heard a man's 
voice, he jumped up very fast and went outside to meet the man. I followed him 
out to see (who the person was) and found a man leaning against the mane of 
his Turkish horse. As far as 1 could see, the man was Dihya Kalbi ~~, 
wearing his turban with its ends hanging between his shoulders. When 
Rasulullaah ~ came back to my room, I asked, 'I saw you jump up very fast 
but when I went out to have a look, I saw that it was only Dihya KalbL' 'Did you 
see him?' Rasulullaah ~ asked in astonishment. When I confirmed that I really 
did, Rasulullaah ~ said, 'That was Jibra'eel ~. He came to give me the 
instruction to march against the Banu Qurayzah.",(2) 
In a more detailed account of the battle against the Banu Qurayzah, a narration 
of Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib adds that when Rasulullaah ~ passed by 
several gatherings of Sahabah ~ on his way to the Banu Qurayzah, he 
asked them whether anyone had passed by them. "Yes," they replied, "Dihya Kalbi 
just passed by us riding a white mule and sitting on a velvet cloth." Rasulullaah 
~ then informed them, "That was not Dihya but Jibra'eel ~. He has been 
sent to shake the fortress of the Banu Qurayzah and to instil fear into their 
hearts." (3) 

An Ansaari sees Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~~ and 

Speaks to him 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ::ID~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once went to 
visit a man from the Ansaar. When Rasulullaah ~ drew near to thehouse,he 
overheard the Ai1saari speaking to someone inside. However, after seeking 
(1) Ibn Abdul Birr in hisIstj~ab(Vol.l Pg.548). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il(Pg.182).lbn Sa'd (VolA Pg.250) has reported a simUar narration. 

(.3) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.182). 
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permission to enter, Rasulullaah ~ entered the house but saw no one (with 
the Ansaari). "Did I not hear you speaking to someone?" Rasulullaah ~ asked. 
"0 Rasulullaah~!" the Ansaari replied, "I came indoors because of the extreme 
grief I felt when the people spoke about my high fever. It was then that someone 
came inside. By Allaahr After you, I have seen none who is better company nor 
any who speaks better than him." Rasulullaah ~ then said, "That was Jibra'eel 
.~lj;. verily amongst you there are such people that if they take an oath in 
Allaah's name, Allaah will ensure that He fulfils their oath.,,(1) 

HadhratAbdullaah bin Abbaas ~~~ Sees 

Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~~ 


Hadhrat Abdul1aah bin Abbaas ~,~ narrates, "I was with my father when we 
went to Rasulullaah~. There was a man whispering something to Rasulullaah 
~, because of which Rasulullaah ~ seemed to ignore my father. We then 
left and my father said to me, 'Did you notice that your cousin (Rasulullaah ~) 
was ignoring me?' 'Dear father!' I said, 'There was a man whispering something to 
him.' When we returned toNabi~, my father said, '0 Rasulullaah ~!When I 
mentioned something to Abdullaah, he informed me that there was a person here 
whispering something to you. Was there someone with yoU?' 'Did you see him, 0 
Abdullaah?' Rasulul1aah_ asked. When I confirmed that I did, Rasulul1aah 
~ said; 'That was Jibra'eel ~~. Because I was preoccupied with him, I was 
unable to tend to you.",(2) 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Abbaas ~~ once sent his son Hadhrat 
Abdul1aah ~ to Rasulul1aah ~ for something. However, when Hadhrat 
Abdullaah ~ found someone with Rasulullaah ~, he returned without 
saying anything. When Rasulullaah ~ later asked Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Abbaas ~.11~ if he had seen the man, Hadhrat Abdullaah ~.~ replied that he 
did. Rasulul1aah ~ then informed him that the person was Hadhrat Jibra'eel 
~.Rasulullaah ~ also said about Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas~. 
"He will be blessed with tremendous knowledge but will become blind before 
he dies." (This was exactly what happened afterwards). (3) 

Hadhrat Irbaadh bin Saariyah ~~~ sees and 

Angel in the Damascus Masjid 


Hadhrat Urwa bin Ruwaym reports that a Sahabi by the name of Hadhrat Irbaadh 
bin Saariyah ~.11~ had become extremely old and was wishing .that his soul 
could be taken. He would make du'aa saying, "0 AllaahT I have grown very old 
and my bones have become extremely weak. Do take me away to Yourself." He 
was in the Damascus Masjid one day when saw an exceptionally handsome 
young man whom he describes as the most handsome of men. The young man was 
wearing a green cloak. He addressed Hadhrat Irbaadh ~.~. saying, "What is 

(ll Bazzaar and Tabraani. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoLlO PgAI). 
(2) Ahmad and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VOL9Pg.276). 
(3) Tabraani. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.277). 
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the du'aa that you keep making?" "Dear nephew!" Hadhrat Irbaadh ~~@tiiI asked, 

"What du'aa should I be making?" The man replied, "Say: 
,... Ii" '6 Wi ....'" '" ... ",' WI';;;: ,I ~ , 

'\•.\.>.'.il ~J~\~~I" 
"0 Allaah! Make my actions good and deliver me (with safety) to my death." 

Hadhrat Irbaadh ~ then asked, "And who are you? May Allaah have mercy 
on you." The young man replied, "I am (the angel) Roobaa'eel, who removes grief 
from the hearts of Mu'mineen." (I) 

The Angels Greet and Shake Hands with the 
Sahabah~~~ 

Hadhrat Mutarrif bin Abdullaah reports that Hadhrat lmraan bin Husayn ~~ 
once said to him, "Listen, 0 Mutarrif! (During the course of my illness) The angels 
used to corne to the headside of my bed to greet me, they would greet in my 
house and even at the entrance of the Hateem. However, this stopped after I had 
myself branded (for medical reasons)." When his wound (received from the 

branding) had healed, Hadhrat Mutarrif again spoke to him. this time, Hadhrat 
Imraan ~~ said, "Listen, 0 Mutarrif! That which I had been missing has come 
back to me. 0 Mutarrif! Do keep this a secret until after I die." (2) 

Hadhrat Mutarrif reports, "Hadhrat lmraan bin Husayn ~.~ once said to me, 
'Do you know that I used to be greeted (by the angels during my illness), but this 
stopped when I had myself branded.' I asked, Were the greeting coming from 
your headside or from the side of your feet?' "No, not from the side of the feet, 
but from the headside," he confirmed. To this, I remarked, 'I think that these 
greetings will certainly return before you pass away.' Some time later, Hadhrat 
Imraan ~~~ said to me, 'Do you know that the greetings have returned?' It was 
then only a short while later that he passed away." (3) 

Hadhrat Qataadah reports that the angels used to shake the hands of Hadhrat 
Imraan bin Husayn ~)j.,~ until he had himself branded, upon which they left 
him. (4) 

Speaking to the Angels 
Hadhrat Salam bin Atiyya Asadi reports that when Hadhrat Salmaan ~ was 
in the throes of death, a man came to see him. "Dear angel," Hadhrat Salmaan 
~~ said, "Please be gentle with me." The angel replied by saying, "I am gentle 
with every Mu'min." (5) 

Hearing the Angels Speak 
Hadhrat Anas ~~ reports that Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~~ once made a 
resolve saying, "I shall go to the Masjid, perform salaah and then praise Allaah in 

(l) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.l 0 Pg.I84) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Haakim (VoL3 PgA72). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.289). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.288). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his Hifya (VoL 1 Pg.204). 
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such terms that none has ever done before." However, when he sat down to 
praise after performing his salaah; he heard a loud voice behind him saying, "0 
Allaah! All praise belongs to You and all kingdom belongs to You. All good is in 
Your control and all actions will return to You, whether they be done publicly or 
secretly. All praise belongs to You and You have power over all things. Forgive all 
the sins I have committed in the past and protect me in the remaining part of my 
life. Inspire me to do pure deeds that You will be pleased with and accept my 
repentance." 
When HadhratUbay ®~ reported the incident to Rasulullaah~, 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "That was Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~."(I) 

Angels Speaking on the Tongues of the 

Sahabah I®~~ 


Angels Speaking on the Tongue of Hadhrat 

Umar~~ 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ®.~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once said, 
"Whoever dislikes Umar dislikes me and whoever loves Umar loves me. Verily, 
Allaah boasts about mankind in general on the eve of the Day of Arafah, but 
boasts specifically about Umar. There has been a Muhaddath in the Ummah of 
every Nabi that Allaah has sent and if there is one amongst my Ummah, he must 
be Umar." "0 Rasu1.ullaah ~!" the Sahabah ~ enquired, "Who is a 
Muhaddath?' Rasulullaah ~ explained, "He is a person on whose tongue the 
angels speak." (2) 

Angels Speaking on the Tongue of Hadhrat Abu 

Mufazzir ~~~ during the Siege of Bahurseer 


Hadhrat Anas bin Hulays reports, "After defeating the Persians (in battle), we had 
laid siege to their fortress of Buharseer when one of their emissaries approached 
us saying, 'Our emperor asks whether any of you would be interested in an 
accord that would secure for us the land from our side of the Tigris River up to 
our mountain and secure for you the land from your side of the Tigris River up to 
your mountain? Are your bellies still not full? May Allaah never fill your bellies!' 
Hadhrat Abu Mufazzir Aswad bin Qutba ffiU.';~ then stepped ahead of the others 
(and addressed the emissary). Allaah placed on his tongue words that neither he 
nor us knew anything about. The emissary then returned and we saw the people 
(from the city) leaving for Madaa'in. '0 Abu Mufazzir @u..~!' we asked him, 
'What did you say to him?' His reply was, 'I swear by the Being Who sent 
Muhammad .~ with the truth that I have no idea what I said. All I know is that 
a special tranquillity descended upon me. I am however sure that whatever was 
placed on my tongue was good.' 

(1) Ibn Abi Dunya in his Kitaabudh Dhikr, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (yoU Pg.IO I). 
(2) Tabraani. Haythami (Yo1.9 Pg.69) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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People then questioned him in turns (with the same response) until Hadhrat Sa'd 
(bin Abi Waqqaas) ~~ heard about the incident. Hadhrat Sa'd ~~ then 
came to our camp and asked, '0 Abu Mufazzir! What did you say to them? By 
Allaah! They are all fleeing.' Hadhrat Abu Mufazzir ~~ however gave him the 
same reply he had given us.' Hadhrat Sa'd ~~ then announced that an attack 
be launched and the soldiers stood in battle formation as our catapults flung 
rocks at the enemy. However, neither could anyone be seen in the town, nor did 
anyone emerge. Only one man came out, seeking amnesty. When we granted him 
amnesty, he said, 'There is no one left here. What is keeping you back?' Some 
men then scaled the walls (to unlock the gates) and when we entered as victors, 
we found nothing and no one. All we could do was to capture some people who 
were still leaving the town. 
When we asked them and the man (who asked for amnesty) what it was that 
made them flee, they explained that when the emperor sent his emissary to 
request for a treaty, your reply was: 'There shall never be any treaty between us 
until we eat the honey of Atreezeen with the citron of Kootha.' To this, the king 
exclaimed, 'Oh dear! The angels are speaking on their tongues. It is a reply of the 
angels spoken on the tongues of Arabs. By Allaah! Even if it were not so, these 
are words (that Allaah) placed on the tongue of that man to deter us (from 
fighting them). You should all retreat to the city of Quswa." (1) 

Angels Descend to Listen to the Sahabah ~~ 


Reciting the Qur'aan 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ reports that one night when Hadhrat Usayd 
bin Hudhayr ~~ was reciting Qur'aan in his silo, his horse started to skip 
about. When he again started to recite, it started skipping about again. (He again 
stopped and) When he started reciting for a third time, it again did the same. 
Hadhrat Usayd ~~ says, "Because I feared that the horse would trample (my 
son) Yayha, I got up to see to her, but was surprised to find something like a 
cloud above my head, with what resembled many lanterns inside it. It then flew 
up into the sky until I was unable to see it." 
He went to Rasulullaah ~ early next morning and reported the matter saying, 
"0 Rasulullaah ~! I was redting the Qur'aanlate last night in my silo when my horse 
started to skip about." "Recite, 0 Ibn Hudhayr," Rasulullaah ~ instructed. 
When Hadhrat Usayd ~ started reciting, the horse started to skip about (and 
he stopped). "Recite, 0 Ibn Hudhayr," Rasulullaah ~ repeated. When Hadhrat 
Usayd ~~ started reciting, the horse started to skip about again. Again 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "Recite, 0 Ibn Hudhayr." Because his son Yahya was again 
close to the horse and he feared it would trample him, Hadhrat Usayd ~~~ 
stopped reciting and again he saw the cloud with what resembled many lanterns 
inside it. Again it flew up into the sky until he was unable to see it. To this, 
Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "Those were angels who were listening to you. Had 

(I) Ibn Jareer (YoU Pg.118). 
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you continued reciting, they would have been visible to everyone and would 
not have hidden themselves from view." (I) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Usayd ~1:i.1~ said, "when I turned, I saw 
something like lanterns suspended between the sky and the ground. I said, '0 
Rasulullaah ~! (After seeing that) I was unable to recite any further.' 
Rasulullaah ~ explained, 'Those were angels who had descended to listen to 
you recite the Qur'aan. Had you continued, you would have seen some amazing 
things." (2) Yet another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Those were 
angels who had come close when they heard your voice. Had you continued 
reciting, they would have been visible to everyone and would not have hidden 
themselves from view." (3) 

The Angels Bathe the Bodies of Dead 
Sahabah~~~ 

Angels Bathe the Body of the Martyred Hadhrat 

Handhala ~~~ 


Hadhrat Mahmood bin Labeed reports that Hadhrat Handhala bin Abu Aamir 
~ who belonged to the Banu Amr bin Auf tribe met Hadhrat Abu Sufyaan bin 
Harb ~~ in combat during the Battle of Uhud. When Hadhrat Handhala 
~1:i.1~ had gained the upper hand, a person named Shaddaad bin Aswad who 
was referred to as Ibn Sha'oob saw this and struck Hadhrat Handhala ~)1~ a 
fatal blow. Referring to Hadhrat Handhala ~~, Rasulullaah ~ said to the 
Sahabah ~~, "The angels are bathing your companion. Ask his family what 
had happened." When the Sahabah ~~ asked his wife about it, she replied, 
"He left as soon as he heard the call (to battle when the Muslims were being 
defeated) while he still needed to take a bath." (When he heard this) 
Rasulullaah ~ said; "That was why the angels bathed him." (4) 

The Angels bathe the Body of Hadhrat SaId bin 
Mu'aadh~~~ 

Hadhrat Mahmood bin Labeed also reports that when Hadhrat Sa'd bin Mu'aadh 
~~ was struck (by an arrow) in his radial artery during the Battle of Khandaq, 
he fell seriously ill. He was then placed in the care of a lady called Rufaydah. The 
narration then contin~es to the point where it states that when Rasulullaah ~ 
heard about Hadhrat Sa'd ~~~'s death, he rushed to the scene with the 
Sahabah ;@.~. Rasulullaah ~ walked so fast that the straps of the Sahabah 
~'s shoes started to break and their shawls fell off their shoulders. "0 
(I) Bukhaari and Muslim. 
(2) 	Haakim. as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.3 Pg.13). Ibn Hibbaan, Tabraani and Bayhaqi 

have reported a similar narration from Hadhrat Usayd ~. as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (Vol. 7 Pg.7) 
(3) Abu Ubayd, Bukhaari, Nasa'ee and others. 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his. Hiiya (VoU Pg.357). Ibn Is'haaq has reported a similar narration in his 

Maghaazi, as has Sarraaj, as quoted in fsaabah (VoLi Pg.361). Hiiakim (Vo1.3 Pg.204) has reported 
a similar narration from reliable sources. 
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Rasulullaah ~!" they entreated, ''Your walking is tiring us out." Rasulullaah 
~ explained saying, "I fear that the angels may beat us to him as they beat us 
to Handhala." 
Hadhrat Aasim bin Umar bin Qataadah narrates that when Rasulullaah ~ had 
awoken from his sleep, Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~ or another angel came to him and 
said, "Such a man from your Ummah passed away last night whose death brings 
joy to the inhabitants of the heavens (because they are eager to receive him)." 
Rasulullaah ~ said, '1knowofnoneotherthansa'd who became very ill yesterday 
evening. What has happened to Sa'd?" When the Sahabah ~~ informed 
Rasulullaah ~ that Hadhrat Sa'd ~~ had passed away and that his 
tribesmen had transported his body to their locality. After leading the Fajr salaah, 
Rasulullaah ~ left with severalSahabah .~ and walked so fast that the 
straps of the Sahabah ~'s shoes started to break and their shawls fell off 
their shoulders. "0 Rasulullaah ~!" someone said, ''You are tiring the people 
out." Rasulullaah ~'s reply was, ItI fear that the angels may beat us to him as 
they beat us to Handhala." (1) 

The Angels Venerate the Bodies of 

Sahabah ~~~ who Passed Away 


The Angels Venerate the father of Hadhrat 
Jaabir~~· 

Hadhrat Jaabir ~,~ reports that when his father passed away, he lifted the 
cloth covering his father's face and started weeping. When the people forbade 
him from doing this, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, 'Whether you weep over him or 
not (you can do as you please, but his status is so high in Allaah's sight that), the 
angels will continue shading him with their wings until you carry the body away. It (2) 

The Angels Venerate Hadhrat SaId bin Muaadh ~~ 
Hadhrat Salamah bin Aslam ~ says, 'We were standing at the door of the 
room waiting to enter after Rasulullaah ~. Although there was none in the 
room besides the covered body of Hadhrat Sa'd ~, I saw Rasulullaah ~ 
walk as if he was climbing over people's shoulders. Seeing this, I stopped in my 
tracks and Rasulullaah ~ also motioned me to stop. I then stopped those 
behind me as well (from entering the room). After sitting awhile, Rasulullaah 
~ came out again. I then asked, '0 Rasulullaah ~! I saw you walk as if you 
were climbing over people's shoulders even though there was no one in the 
room.' Rasulullaah ~ replied, '(The room was so full of angels that) I was 
unable to sit down until one of the angels folded in one of his wings, It was only 
then that I managed to sit down.' (Addressing the body of Hadhrat Sa'd ~) 
Rasulullaah ~ then said, 'congratulations to you, 0 Abu Amr! Congratulations 
(I) Ibn Sa'd (Yol.3 Pg.423), 
(2) 	Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.4 Pg.44). Ibn Sa'd (Yol.3 

Pg.56IJ. has reported a similar narration. 
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to you, 0 Abu Amrf Congratulations to you, 0 Abu AmrI"I(l) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ said, "For 
(the funeral of) Said bin Mu'aadh ~~, seventy thousand angels came down 
who had never tread upon earth before." When Hadhrat Said ~\:i.~ was buried, 
Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "Subhaanallaah! If anyone could be saved from the 
squeezing of the grave, it would be Said." (2) 

Hadhrat Said bin Ibraheem narrates that when the funeral bier of Hadhrat said 
~\:i.~ was being carried, some of the Munaafiqeen mocked, "How light is this 
bier of Sa'd!" Rasulullaah ~ then said, "To be present for the funeral of Said 
~, seventy thousand angels came down who had never before set foot upon 
the earth." (3) 
Hadhrat Hasan reports that Hadhrat Said bin Mu'aadh ~~~ was a large and 
well-built man. Therefore, when he passed away, the Munaafiqeen walking 
behind his funeral bier scoffed, "To this day we have never seen a bier as light as 
this! Do you know why this is so? It is because of his ruling concerning the Banu 
Qurayzah tribe." When this was reported to Rasulullaah ~, Rasulullaah ~ 
said, "I swear by the Being Who controls my life that (the bier was so light 
because) the angels were carrying his bier." (4) 

The Fear for the Muslims that Existed in 

the hearts of their Enemies 


The Fear of Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Hayda ~~~ 

Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Hayda Qashayri ~~ reports that he went to see 
Rasulullaah ~ and when he was brought into Rasulullaah ~'S presence, 
Rasulullaah ~ said, "Listen well! I had prayed to Allaah to assist me by either 
afflicting you people with a drought that would uproot you or by placing fear in 
your hearts." Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ then showed all his fingers to 
Rasulullaah ~ saying, "As for me, I have sworn this many times on oath that I 
shall never believe in you nor follow you. However, the drought kept uprooting 
me and fear for you was placed so deep in my heart that I am now standing 
before you (to accept Islaam)." (5) 

The Fear that the Mushrikeen felt during the 

Battle of Hunayn 


Hadhrat Saa'ib bin Yasaar reports that they asked Hadhrat Yazeed bin Aamir 
Suwaa'ee~lJ.1~ what the fear was like that Allaah cast into the hearts of the 
Mushrikeen during the Battle of Hunayn. Hadhrat Yazeed ~~ (who was 
fighting on the side of the Mushrikeen during the Battle of Hunayn) took some 
(1) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg..328). 
(2) Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg..308). Ibn Sa'd (Vol..3 

Pg.4.30) has reported a similar narration. 

(.3) Ibn Sa'd (Vol..3 Pg.429). 

(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vol..3 Pg.4.30). 
(5) 	Tabraani in his Awsat. Haythami (Vo\.6 Pg.66) has commented on the chain of narrators. Nasa'ee 

has reported a similar narration without mention of the drought and fear. 
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pebbles and threw them up and down on a platter, causing them to make a lot of 
noise. He then said, ''This is the sound that we all felt in our bellies." (I) 

Enemies are stopped in their tracks 
Hadhrat Suraaqa bin Maalik is Prevented from 
reaching Rasulullaah ~~ and his Companion 

during the Hijrah 
Hadhrat Zaid bin Aslam and others reports that Hadhrat Suraaqa bin Maalik 
~~ (who was then not a Muslim) thrice cast arrows to decide whether or not 
to pursue Rasulullaah ~. He then rode off in search of them and eventually 
caught up with them. Rasulullaah ~ then made du'aa that the legs of Hadhrat 
Suraaqa ~1J.1~'s horse should sink into the ground, and they did. Hadhrat 
suraaqa ~ pleaded to Rasulullaah ~ saying, "Make du'aa that Allaah 
releases my horse and I will thwart anyone coming your way." Rasulullaah ~ 
made du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! Release his horse if he is truthful." His horse's 
legs then came out of the sand. (2) 

A narration from Hadhrat Umayr t-m Is'haaq states that Hadhrat Suraaqa ~~ 
pleaded, "0 you two men! If you pray to Allaah on my behalf, I shall give you an 
undertaking never to pursue you again. Rasulullaah ~ and Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
~ made du'aa but (as soon as he was freed,) he did the same. When his 
horse again sank into the ground, he again pleaded, "If you pray to Allaah on my 
behalf, I shall give you an undertaking never to pursue you again." This time he 
even offered· them his provisions and horse. Rasulullaah ~~ and Hadhrat Abu 
Bakr ~ however said to him, "All we need is for you to relieve us of yourself 
(by abandoning yourpursuit)." Hadhrat Suraaqa ~~ agreed to do this. (3) 
In a lengthy narration discussing the Hijrah, Hadhrat Abu Ma'bad Khuzaa'ee 
~~ states that Hadhrat Suraaqa ~ pleaded, "0 Muhammad! pray to 
Allaah to release my horse and I will not only leave you alone, but will also send 
back anyone else I find behind me." Rasulullaah ~ did as he requested and he 
was released to leave. When he then found some people searci1ing for 
Rasulullaah ~, he said to them, "Go back. I have already scoured this entire 
area andyouknowwellhow good I am at tracking." The others then all returned.(4) 
In his account of the epic journey of Hijrah, Had:1rat Anas bin Maalik ~~ 
states that at one stage, Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ turned around and saw that a 
horseman had caught up with them, he exclaimed, "0 Nabi of Allaah ~! A 
horseman has caught up with us." Rasulullaah ~ then turned around and said, 
"0 Allaah! Drop him." The horse then dropped the rider and stood up again 
neighing. The rider said, "0 Nabi of Allaah ~! You may instruct me to do as 
you please." Rasulullaah ~ said, "Stay where you are (without coming 
forward) and (when you return), do not allow anyone to catch up with u~." 
(1) Bayhaqi, as quoted in AIBidaayah wan Nihaayah (VolA Pg.333). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.! Pg.I88). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (Vol. 1 Pg.232). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.! Pg.232). 
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Hadhrat Anas ~~ says, "Whereas at the beginning of the day he (Hadhrat 
Suraaqa §;I~) was part of the effort against Rasulullaah ~, the end of the 
day found him as a weapon in the defence of Rasulullaah ~." 
The incident of Hadhrat Suraaqa §;I~ has already passed in a narration of 
Hadhrat Baraa §;I~, quoted in the chapter discussing the Hijrah of RasuluUaah 
~.(l) 

The Destruction of Arbad bin Qais and Aamir 
bin Tufayl 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas §;IUJ~ narrates that Arbad bin Qais and Aamir bin 
Tufayl once arrived in Madinah and came to Rasulullaah ~. Rasulullaah ~ 
was seated at the time, so they sat in front of him. Aamir bin Tufayl said, "0 
Muhammad! What will you give me if I accept Islaam?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, 
"You will have that which every Muslim has and will also share the same 
responsibilities." Aamir then asked, "Will you appoint me as your successor if I 
accept Islaam?" Rasulullaah ~ replied, "That post is neither for you nor for 
your tribe. You may however assume command of a cavalry detachment." "I am 
already the commander of the cavalry of Najd." Aamir said, "Give me command 
over the rural areas while you retain command over the urban areas." 
Rasulullaah ~ however refused this. When the two men were then leaving, 
Aamir said, "BeholdI I swear by Allaah that I shall fill this city with cavalry and 
infantry, all fighting against you." Rasulullaah ~ said calmly, "Allaah will 
prevent you." 
When Arbad and Aamir· had left, Aamir said to him, "0 Arbad! While I distract 
Muhammad with some talk, you must strike him with your sword. If you kill him, 
the people will want nothing more than blood money because they would detest 
going to war. We will then easily be able to pay them the blood money." When 
Arbad agreed, the two returned to Rasulullaah~. "0 Muhammad!" Aamir said, 
"Come with me because I need to discuss something with you." Rasulullaah ~ 
went with them and when they sat against a wall, Rasulullaah ~sat with 
them. Rasulullaah ~ then remained there to talk to Aamir. 
As Arbad placed his hand on his sword to unsheathe it, his hand stuck fast to 

the handle and he was unable to remove it. He therefore delayed Aamir by not 
striking. In the meantime, Rasulullaah ~ turned around and when he saw 
what Arbad was doing, he left the two of them. Arbad and Aamir then hastily left 
and when they camped at Harra Waaqim, Hadhrat Sa'd bin Mu'aadh §;I~~ and 
Hadhrat Usayd bin Hudhayr §;I,~ came to them and demanded, "Get out of 
here, 0 enemies of Allaah! May Allaah curse you both." "0 Sa'd!" Aamir asked, 
"Who is this man (with you)?" Hadhrat Sa'd ~ replied, "He is Usayd bin 
Hudhayr, the scribe." 
The two left and it was when they reached a place called Raqam that Allaah sent 
a bolt of lightning to kill Arbad. Aamir continued further and he was at Khuraym 
when he developed a gland. Night found him at the house of a woman from the 

(I) Under the subheading "Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ Speaks about His Hijrah with Rasulullaah ~ 
and their Encounter with Suraaqa bin Maalik." 
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Salool tribe and as he stroked the gland on his throat, he said, itA gland like the 
hump of a camel in the house of a woman from the Salool. It Because he disliked 
dying in her house, he mounted his horse and rode off. He later died as he went 
back on the same horse. It was with reference to the two of them that Allaah 
revealed the verses: 

~~ ~~ JS'j j, ~1;j3 t;j ':t;;.)~1 ~;1 t;) )lI JS' ~ t; ;J~ UiI) 
J~I~ ,:~ ~ tT~ to J~~il~I o;l~ ~ II) ~ ~iJl ~ to J(\~o.!

v" '" '" '" '" II' If. "'" 

)"'''' ,.... r' Wi !i~;.J 1Jrf!:j i:~u. rt,; L::;' t~1L r .~~,.J ",.J , "'; ,"'''');'''
'4..1J,.~ ,.""~ ¥J"'t""'''i t..:JJ 'J~. ~""dj.ul..*dj, "' ..- v... II' ,,'" '" '" '" P' '" 

J;, , .J ,,,, " ,,!w II'.J J., II' , ." ",.Iw".J"".L " j,.L ,,,., , "') .J '" ,,,, ''',,.. 

~Y LP b~,..l:>..A~ LP ~ >:l.uJ1 Cli .uJIy' .• "".u~ A.A.J.>. """j
"",,. ". \.:1-- #I "'''' ". '" ... v"" t " v,..' 

(OJ ~I; ~0~~~t;) [ 1J~';;.jJ I ~1~ ~.tJt;IJlTI~ 
(" li AI,::..i:..u::,) 0,)",....) 

Allaah knows what every female bears and the shortages and excesses 
in the womb. Everything is perfectly stipulated with Him. He is the 
Knower of the unseen and the seen. He is the Great, The Lofty. 
Wf.l.oever whispers, speaks loudly, is hidden in the night, or is walking 
about during the day, they are all alike. For everyone there are 
followers (guardjan angels) in front of him and following behind him, 
protecting him (from harm) by Allaah's order. undoubtedly Allaah does 
not change the condition of a nation (the djffjcultjes they face) until 
they change the condition within themselves (by behavjng Jjke proper 
Mu'mjneen). When Allaah intends evil (mjsfortune) to befall a nation, 
there is none to turn it away. They (on whom the evjl befalls) will have 
no helper besides Allaah. {Surah Ra'd, verses 8-11} 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~ says that it was the guardian angels acting 
by Allaah's order who protected Rasulullaah~. Referring to the death of Arbad 
by the bolt of lightning, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~ quoted the verse: 

J~I~~~J (JJ, ~ "~,)~~J;~ ,:; L6-t ~ ~.~i ~I~\ ~~.J\'
'" "11' ..."... V",,,,, '" 7 

("i~i :..u::,) 0,)""",) (OJ 
Allaah sends the bolts of lightning to strike whoever He wills while they are 
disputing about Allaah. Allaah is fiercely Powerful. {Surah Ra'd, verse 13}(l) 

Enemies are Defeated with some Pebbles 
and Sand Thrown at them 

The Enemy are Defeated by the Throwing of 
pebbles and sand by Rasulullaah ~ during the 

Battle of Hunayn 
Hadhrat Haarith bin Badal ®~ says, "I participated against Rasulullaah ~ 
(I) Tabraani, as quoted in the TafSeeroflbn Katheer (Vo1.2 Pg.506). 
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in the Battle of Hunayn. (During the beginning) When all the Sahabah ~.~ 
apart from Abbaas bin Abdul Muttalib~~ and Abu Sufyaan bin Haarith 
~ were trounced, Rasulullaah ~~ took a handful of earth and threw it on 
our faces, because ofwhich we were defeated. It then appeared to me as if every 
tree and every stone was running after us," (I) 

Hadhrat Amr bin Sufyaan Thaqafi ~,ll&~ and others report, "When .all the 
Sahabah i®);..,~ were trounced during the Battle of Hunayn, it was only Abbaas 
~ and Abu Sufyaan bin Haarith ~,ll&~ who remained with Rasulul:aah 
~. Rasulullaah ~ then took a handful of pebbles and threw it on our faces, 
because of which we were defeated. It then appeared to me as if every stone and 
every tree was a horseman running after us. I then spurred my horse on (and 
fled) until I entered Taa'if." (2) 

The Enemy are Defeated by the Throwing of 
pebbles by Rasulullaah ~ during the 

Battle of Badr 
Hadhrat Hakeem bin Hizaam ~~ says, "(While fighting on the side of the 
Mushrikeen during the Battle of Badr) We heard a sound booming from the 
heavens to the earth that sounded like stones falling on a platter. It was then that 
Rasulullaah ~ threw some pebbles at us, because ofwhich we were defeated.,,(3) 
Hadhrat Hakeem bin Hizaam ~.~ also says, "During the Battle of Badr, 
Rasulullaah ~ was instructed to take a handful of pebbles, face us and throw 
it saying, 'May your faces be diSfigured!' We were then defeated and Allaah 
revealed the verse: 

(\V~i:JlA.i1 0).,....) (c .}j 4.iJ, ~j ~~:j 1~ ~j ~j) 
You (0 Rasulullaah ~) did not throw when you threw, but it was 
(actually) Allaah Who threw. {Surah Anfaal, verse 17}(4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ asked 
Hadhrat Ali ~ to hand him a handful of pebbles. When Hadhrat Ali ~~ 
handed them over, Rasulullaah ~ threw them into the faces of the enemy, 
causing the eyes of each one of them to be filled with pebbles. It was then that 
Allaah revealed the verse: 

(w~T:Jw' 4).,....) (c .}j 4.iJ, ~j ";'~;j 1j ';"~:j Gj) 
You (0 Rasulullaah ~) did not throw when you threw, but it was 
(actually) Allaah Who threw. {SurahAnfaal, verse 17}(S) 

(l) Tabraani, Abu Nu'aym ano Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in K"flZU/ UmmaaJ (Vo1.5 Pg,304). Ibn Mandah 
and Ibn Asaakir have also reported the narration in brief, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaalas well. 

(2) Ya'qoob bin sufyaan, as quoted in AIBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.4 Pg.332). 
(3) Tabraani in his Kabeer and f\wsat. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL6 

Pg,84). 
(4) Tabraani in his Kabeer and Awsat. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoJ.6 

Pg.84). 
(5) Tabraani in his Kabeerand Awsat, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.6 

Pg.84). 
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Hadhrat Yazeed bin Aamir Suwaa'ee ~,l1~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ took a 
handful of soil, faced the enemy and then threw it saying, "Get back! May your 
faces be disfigured." Thereafter, when any of the Mushrikeen met their 
companions, they would always be complaining of dust in their eyes." (1) 

The Enemy Appearing Few in Number to the Muslims 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ says, "The enemy appeared so few in our 
eyes during the Battle of Badr that my companion standing beside me said, 'Do 
you think that they number seventy?' I said, 'I would estimate that they are only a 
hundred.' It was only when we captured one of them and questioned him that we 
discovered that they were a thousand strong." (2) 

Assistance by the Winds 
Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Jubayr reports that on the occasion of the Battle of Khandaq, 
those who marched to Madinah were Abu Sufyaan bin Harb and the Quraysh and 
Kinaanah whom he led, Uyaynah bin Hisn and the Banu Ghitfaan tribe whom he 
led, Tulayha and the Banu Asad .ribe whom he led and Abu A'war and the Sulaym 
tribe whom he led. Also aSSisting the Mushrikeen was the (Jewish) Banu 
Qurayzah tribe, who actually contravened the pact they had made with the 
Muslims. It was with reference to this that Allaah revealed the verse: 

(Y'\~h,J~1 s),..,) (~~.:~ ~I Jkl.:~~j~~ .:~Jj, J],f\.,)
",," \,.i, '" "" "" V #' \.I" ,. 

He (Allaah) made those people of the Book (the Jewish Banu Qurayzah 
tribe) who assisted them (the combined Mushrikeen armies) descend 
from their fortresses (and surrender to the MusHms). {Surah Ahzaab, 

verse 26} 

Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~~ then appeared with the winds, which he unleashed 3.gainst 
the Mushrikeen. when Rasulullaah ~ saw Hadhrat Jibra'eel ~~ arrive, he 
thrice said (to the Sahabah ~,~), "Behold! It is time to rejoice!" The wmd tore 
open their tents, overturned their large pots, buried their carriages, severed the 
tent ropes and caused them to run about in such confusion that not one even 
turned to look at another. It was with reference to this that Allaah revealed the 
verse: 

('II.::~h,J~\ OJ,..,) (,l. ~j; j ,;;:;..,~..J ~n""jU~;:; .:Jj~11)
'" '" ,'"

(0 you who have Imaan! Remember AlIaah s favour to you) When the 
(combined Jewish and Mushrikeen) armies approached you, againsL 
which We sent (in your defence) a (fierce) wind and troops (ofangels) 
that you could not see (thus causing fear in the hearts of the enemy). 
{Surah Ahzaab, verse 9} 

After this, Rasulullaah ~ returned to Madinah. (3) 

(1) Bayhaqi, as quoted in Al Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VolA Pg.333). 
(2) 	Tabraani,as quoted in Majma'uz zawaa'id (VoL6 Pg.84). Ibn Abi Haatim and Ibn Jateer have 

reported a similar narration from Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~,~, as quoted in the Ta.lSeer 
oflbn Katheer (Vol.2 Pg.315), 

(3) Ibn Sa'd {Vo1.2 Pg.711. 
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Hadhrat Humayd bin Hilaal narrates, "Rasulullaah ~ had an unratified pact 
with the Banu Qurayzah tribe. They however broke the pact by assisting the 
Mushrikeen when they marched to Madinah with an assortment of armies from 
various tribes. Allaah however dispatched an army (of angels) and the wind, 
causing the Mushrikeen to flee, but leaving the Banu Qurayzah holed up in their 
fortress ... " The narration then continues to recount the battle against the Banu 
Qurayzah. (1) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ narrates that the easterly wind approached 
the northerly wind during the night of the Battle of Ahzaab and said, "Go and 
assist Rasulullaah ~." The northerly wind however said, "An honourable lady 
doesn't travel by night." It was therefore with the easterly wind that Rasulullaah 
~ was assisted. (2) 

Enemies are Sunken into the Ground and 

Destroyed 


Hadhrat Buraydah ~)J.,~ reports that a man (from the Mushrikeen) said during 
the Battle of Uhud, "0 Allaah! If Muhammad is upon the truth, let me sink into 
the ground." He then sank into the ground. (3) 

Hadhrat Naafi bin Aasim says that the man who injured Rasulullaah ~'s face 
was Abdullaah bin Qami'ah who belonged to the Hudhayl tribe. Allaah made a 
ram attack him and gore him with its horns until it killed him. (4) 

Enemies Lose their Sight by the Curses of 

Rasulullaah _ and the Sahabah ~~~ 


Some Young Men from the Qpraysh Lose their 
eyesight by the Curse of Rasulullaah ~ on the 

day of Hudaybiyyah 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mughaffal Muzani ~~ narrates, "We were with 
Rasulullaah ~ at Hudaybiyyah ... " He then proceeds to recount the incident of 
the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah. Amongst other things, he mentions, 'While we were 
still there, thirty armed young men came to fight us. By the curse of 
Rasulullaah fi. Allaah made them all blind in an instant and we stood up 
and disarmed them. When Rasulullaah ~ asked them whether they had come 
after entering into some pact or whether anyone had granted them amnesty, the 
replied in the negative. Rasulullaah ~ then set them free. It was then that 
Allaah revealed the verse: 

..:J')l;I 01 ~ r:~ ~ .~~~~J~~~.J5 &-UI ~J)
'" r..;-" ~ ., "' ... 

(I) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.2 Pg.77}. 
(2) 	Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.66). Ibn Abi Haatim 

and Ibn Jareer have reported a similar narration, as quoted in the Tafseer of Ibn Katheer (Vol.3 
Pg.470). 

(3) Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.6 Pg.122). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym inf,is Lalaa'iJ (Pg.176). 
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(lh.::••l.cl i)J""') (0 ~.~ ~jJ~~ Zul ~t?J'"~ 
~- ; ; ; 

It is Allaah who restrained their hands from (fightJ'ng) you and your 
hands from (/i'ghting) them right in Makkah (at Hudaybiyyah) after 
granting you dominance over them. Allaah is always Watchful over 
what you do. {surah Fatah, verse 24} (l) 

A Man Loses his Sight by the Curse of 
t AI " ;\$111-;::;:.11"\"'Hadhra I ~,\a)~ 

Hadhrat Zaadhaan narrates that when Hadhrat Ali ~.~ once narrated a 
Hadith, someone accused him of lying, "May I curse you if it is you who are 
lying?" Hadhrat Ali ~ asked the man. "Go ahead and curse," the man 
challenged. The man had not even left the gathering when his eyesight was los1.(2) 
Hadhrat Ammaar ~~ narrates that when Hadhrat Ali ~.~ once narrated a 
Hadith, someone accused him of lying, The man had hardly stood up from the 
gathering and he was already blind (because of the curse of Hadhrat Ali 
~~).(3) 

Hadhrat Zaadhaan narrates that when someone once narrated a Hadith to 
Hadhrat Ali ~.~, Hadhrat Ali ~~ said, "I think that you are lying to me." 
When the man insisted that he was not, Hadhrat Ali ~ asked, "May I curse 
you ,if you are lying?" "Go ahead and curse," the man challenged. Hadhrat Ali 
~ then cursed the man and he had scarcely left the gathering when he 
became blind. (4) 

A Woman becomes Blind by the Curse of Hadhrat 
' d b" Z ,'d ;\$111-;::;:.1'·'....·"Sa ee In al ~,I.iI;~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ narrates that Marwaan once sent some 
people to Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Zaid ~~ to discuss a claim that a woman named 
Arwa bint Uwais had made against him, Hadhrat Sa'eed ~ exclaimed, "These 
people think that I have wronged her when I have heard Rasulullaah ~ say, 
'The one who usurps even a hand's span of land, will have a hand's span of all 
seven earths placed as a yoke around his neck on'the Day of Qiyaamah.'" Hadhrat 
Sa'eed ®.~ then prayed, "0 AllaahT If she is lying, let her not die until she 
turns blind and make her well her grave." 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ says, "By Allaahr She turned blind before her 
death and one day as she very cautiously left her house, she fell into her well and 
it became her grave." (5) 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr bin Muhammad bin Amr bin Hazam narrates that a woman 
named Arwa once sought judgement from Marwaan bin Hakam against Hadhrat 

(I) 	Ahmad. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.6 Pg.145l, Nasa'ee has 
reported a similar narration. as quoted in the TafSeerof Ibn Katheer (VolA Pg.192). 

(2) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.116) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(3) Abu NU'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.2I 1). 

(4) Ibn Abi Dunya. as quoted in AiBjdaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.a Pg.5). 
(5) Abu NU'aym in his Hiiya (Vol. 1 Pg.96). 
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Sa'eed bin Zaid ®~. Hadhrat Sa'eed ®1~~ prayed to Allaah saying, "0 Allaah! 
She claims that I have wronged her. If she is lying, make her blind, throw her in 
her well and create a clear proof in my favour that will make it obvious to the 
Muslims that I did her no wrong." 
All this was still taking place when the valley of Aqeeq flooded more heavily than 
ever before. The flood uncovered the boundary that· Arwa and Hadhrat Sa'eed 
~ were disputing, making it clear that Hadhrat Sa'eed ~~ was justified. 
Merely a month later, Arwa became blind and she was walking about on the very 
same property when she stumbled into her well, 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr bin Muhammad says, "When we were little boys, we would 
hear a person say to another, 'May Allaah make you blind as he made Arwa blind.' 
We used to think that the Arwa they were referring to was the mountain goat in 
the wild (because this is the literal translation of Arwa). However, we discovered 
that this expression referred to the curse of Hadhrat Sa'eed ®I.l.~ that afflicted 
Arwa. The people used the expression with reference to this curse of Hadhrat 
Sa'eed ®~ that Allaah accepted. (I) 

A man Loses His Sight because he Cursed Hadhrat 
Husayn bin Ali ~,~~ 

Hadhrat Abu utaaridisaid, "Never revile Hadhrat Ali ®~ or any member of 
Rasulullaah ~'s family because a neighbour of ours from Balhujaym once 
scoffed, 'Can you not see that sinner Husayn bin Ali? May Allaah 'destroy him!' His 
eyes were then struck with two spots and Allaah removed his eyesight." (2) 

Eyesight is Restores by their Du'aas 

The Eyesight of a Group of Qpraysh is restored by 


the Du'aa of Rasulullaah ~~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®1Ji1~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ used to 
recite the Qur'aan in the Masjidul Haraam. One day, he was reciting Qur'aan 
loudly, which irritated some members of the Quraysh so much that they got up to 
apprehend him. However, their hands suddenly got stuck on their necks and they 
became blind. They then approached Rasulullaah ~ and pleaded to him in the 
name of Allaah and in the name of the family ties that existed between them and 
him. RasuluIlaah ~ was related to every branch of the Quraysh, so he prayed 
to Allaah and their eyesight was restored to them. It was then that Allaah 
revealed the verses; 

~ ~j.liJ.;J:.J Aj,1jI~~ fI~J 01 ~1·~~1j O1~), -, ,,"" '" 

(\.\j,~\;~ c.»....)(01 ,,~~ 
Yaaseen. By the oath of the wise Qur'aan ... It is the same to them (j{ 

makes no djfference to them) whether you warn them or you do not 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol. I Pg.97). 
(2) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.196). 
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warn them, they will never accept Imaan. {Surah Yaaseen, verses l-lO} 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ®~~ further states that (despite witnessing this 
miracle) none of the Mushrikeen in question accepted Imaan. (1) 

Hadhrat OPtaadah ~,~@15.§'s Eye is Restored by the 
Du'aa of Rasulullaah ~~ 

Hadhrat Qataadah bin Nu'maan ®.\:l.,~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ received a bow 
as a gift, which he gave to me during the Battle of Uhud. I then continued firing 
arrows standing in front of Rasulullaah ~ until one end of the bow broke. I 
however continued standing where I was in front of Rasulullaah ~~'s face, 
deflecting the arrows from him with my face. Whenever an arrow came towards 
Rasulullaah ~'s face, I turned my own face and head to protect Rasulullaah 
~~'s face. All this I was doing when I was unable to fire any arrows. The last 
of the arrows dislodged my eyeball, causing it to fall on to my cheek. When the 
enemy had dispersed, I held my eyeball in my hand and rushed with it to 
Rasulullaah ~. Seeing it, Rasulullaah ~~'s eyes filled with tears and he said, 
"0 Allaah! Qataadah protected Your Nabi with his face, so make this eye the 
better of the two and the one with sharper vision." (Rasulullaah ~ then 
inserted the eye back in its socket and) That eye did turn out to be the better of 
the two and the one with sharper vision. (2) 

Hadhrat Mahmood bin Labeed reports from Hadhrat Qataadah ®)i,~ that when 
his eye was struck (by an arrow) during the Battle of Uhud, it fell out on to his 
cheek. Rasulullaah ~ then replaced it in its socket and it became the better of 
his two eyes. (3) Another narration adds that that eye turned out to be the better 
of the two and the one with sharper vision. (4) 

Hadhrat Aasim bin Umar bin Qataadah reports that when Hadhrat Qataadah bin 
Nu'maan ®~~'s eye was struck during the Battle of Uhud and it fell on to his 
cheek, the other Sahabah i®~~ wanted to cut it off. He however refused to 
allow them saying, "Not until we consult with Rasulullaah ~~." When the 
Sahabah i®)i,~ consulted Rasulullaah ~~, Rasulullaah ~~ instructed them 
to take no action, but to rather bring Hadhrat Qataadah ~~ to him. 
Rasulullaah ~ then placed his palm on to the eyeball (after inserting it into the 
eyesocket) and then pressed it in. After this, Hadhrat Qataadah ®~ could not 
even tell which eye had been wounded. (5) 

Ocular Ailments are Cured by the Du'aa of 

Rasulullaah ~~ 


Hadhrat Ubaydah narrates that when Hadhrat Abu Dharr ®~~'s eye was 

(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Oalaa'jj (Pg.63). 
(2) 	Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.S Pg.297) has commented on the chain of narrators. Abu Nu'aym has 

reported a similar narration in his Oalaa'il (Pg.174), as has Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.453). 
(3) Oaar Qutni and Ibn Shaaheen; as quoted in Isaabah (VoU Pg.225). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Oalaa'il (Pg.174). 
(5) 	Baghawi and Abu Ya'la, as quoted in Isaabah (Vo!.3 Pg.225). Haythami (Vol.S Pg.29S) has 

commented on Abu Ya'la's chain of narrators. 
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injured during the Battle of Uhud, Rasulullaah ~ merely applied his saliva to it 
and it became the better of Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~'s two eyes. (I) 

Hadhrat Rifaa'ah bin Raafi ~ reports, "During the Battle of Badr, an arrow 
pierced my eye. Rasulullaah ~ applied some of his saliva to it and made du'aa, 
because of which I felt no pain or discomfort from it at all." (2) 

Hadhrat Habeeb bin Fuwayk narrates, "My father was taken to Rasulullaah ~ 
because his eyes had become completely white and he was unable to see 
anything. When Rasulullaah ~~ asked. him the reason for his blindness, he 
explained that he was taming a camel when his leg fell on a snake's egg, causing 
him to go blind. When Rasulullaah ~ applied some saliva to the eye, my father 
was able to see instantly. In fact, I saw him thread a needle at the age of eighty 
even though his eyes were still White." (3) 

Hadhrat Zinneera ~'s Eyesight is Restored 
Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Ibraheem narrates that Hadhrat Zinneera ~ was a 
Roman lady who accepted Islaam. When she became blind, the Mushrikeen told 
her that it was (their idols) Laat and Uzza who made her blind. When she 
vehemently told them that she refused to believe in Laat and Uzza, Allaah 
restored her vision. (4) 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ reports from Hadhrat Ummu Haani bint Abu Taalib ~ 
that after Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ bought Hadhrat Zinneera ~'s freedom, 
she became blind. To this, members of the Quraysh remarked, "It is none other 
than Laat and Uzza who have taken away her eyesight." She however said, "They 
lie1 I swear by the house of Allaah that Laat and uzza can are of no good and 
can do no benefit." Allaah then restored her eyesight. (5) 

Buildings of the Enemy are Shaken by the 

Recitation of the Kalimah and Takbeer 


The Palace of Heraclius of Rome was Shaken 

Hadhrat Hishaam bin Aas Umawi ~~~ reports, "Another person and I were 
sent (by the Khalifah Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~J.3~) to invite Heraclius the Emperor 
of Rome to Islaam. We left and when we reached the Ghowta district of 
Damascus, we went to see Jabalah bin Ayham Ghassaani (who ruled the area). He 
was sitting on his throne and sent his messenger to speak to us. We however 
said, 'By Allaah! We will never speak to a messenger because we were sent to 
speak directly to the ruler. If he permits, we will speak to him, but never to a 
messenger. When the messenger reported this to him, he allowed us in and 
(1) Abu Ya'la. Haythami (VoLS Pg.29S) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Oalaa'il (Pg.223). 
(3) 	Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Jsaabah (Vol.! Pg.30S). A narration of Tabraani states that he 

stepped on a snake's egg while milking his camel. Haythami (Vol.S Pg.298) has however 
commented on the chain of narrators. Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration in his Oalaa'il 
(Pg.223). 

(4) Faakihi, Ibn Mandah. 
(5) Muhammad bin Uthmaan bin Abi Shaybah. as quoted in Jsaabah (Vol.4 Pg.312). 
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asked us to speak. 
I then addressed him and invited him to accept Islaam. When I asked him what 
were the black garments he was wearing, he replied, When wearing them, I 
vowed never to remove them until I dispelled you people from Shaam.' I 
responded by saying, 'In this very gathering of yours do I swear by Allaah that we 
shall definitely be taking control of Shaam from you. In fact, we shall also be 
taking over all the lands of your Emperor, Inshaa Allaah. Our Nabi Muhammad 
~ informed us of this.' To this, he said, 'You are not the ones who will be 
doing this because they will be people who fast during the day and stand in 
prayer during the nights. How do you people fast?' When we informed him 
about it, his face darkened and he bade us to leave. He then sent a messenger 
with us to the Emperor (Heraclius). 
We then left and when we drew near to the city, the person accompanying us 
said, 'These animals of yours cannot enter the Emperor's city. If you wish, we can 
give you Turkish horses or mules to ride.' 'By Allaah!' we said, 'We shall enter with 
nothing other than these animals.' The people then sent a message to the 
Emperor, informing him of our refusal. He communicated back to them the 
instruction to allow us in on our animals. with our swords hanging around our 
necks, we then entered the city and reached the Emperor's palace. As he watched 
us from above, we seated our animals beneath and called out, (an ~~ ~;~) ('Laa 
flaaha fllallaah, Allaahu AkbarJ: Allaah knows that his palace then shook so 
much that it appeared to be a branch fluttering in the wind. He sent a message 
informing us that we were not to shout out any declarations of our faith and that 
we could now enter the palace. Upon entering, we found him sitting on his rug 
with the leading military commanders of Rome. Everything in gathering was red, 
everything around him was red and even his clothing was red. 
When we went up to him, he laughed and said, 'What would it cost you if you 
were to greet me with the words you greet each other with?' With him was a man 
(his interpreter) who spoke Arabic fluently and who spoke a lot. We replied by 
saying, 'It is neither permissible for us to greet you with the greeting we use 
amongst ourselves, nor it is permissible for us to greet you with the greeting you 
use amongst yourselves.' 'And what is the greeting you use amongst yourselves?' 
he enquired. When we informed him that it was '~~w ' P1S Salaamu AlaykJ, 
he asked, 'How do you greet your ruler?' With the same words,' we replied. 'And 
how does he reply?' he wanted to know. 'With these very words,' was our 
response. 
Heradius then asked, What are your greatest words?' We replied by saying (that 
they are),', (;.51 jJI ,all~! ~;~) ('Laa flaaha II/al/aah, Allaahu Akbar': Allaah knows 
well that as soon as we said these words, the palace shook so much that the 
Emperor actually looked up. He then asked, These words that you have said 
now when the palace shook, do your buildings shake with them as well?' 'No,' 
we replied, 'we have never seen them produce this effect except here with you.' 
He then remarked, 'Even at the cost of half my kingdom, I wish that each time 
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you say these words, they would cause everything around you to collapse on top 
of you.' 'Why is that?' we enquired. 'Because,' he explained, 'it would be easier and 
rather than denoting a sign of prophethood, it would then denote only a 
manmade conspiracy.' He then asked us many questions, to which we furnished 
details. He also asked about how we performe9 salaah and fasted. After 
explaining these to him, he bade us to leave and had us shown to exquisite 
quarters that contained an abundance of amenities. 
We stayed there for three days and then went to see him when he sent for us one 
night. Upon arrival, he requested us to repeat what we had said previously and 
when we did, .he sent for something that appeared to be a large gold-plated 
chest. It had many little compartments, each with its own door. He removed a 
piece of black silk. He opened it to reveal a red picture of a man with large eyes 
and a sizeable pelvic area. I have never seen anyone with a neck as long as his. 
He had no beard, wore two locks of hair and was one of the most good-looking 
people Allaah had created. 'Do you know who this is?' Heraclius asked us. When 
we admitted that we did not, he said, 'This is Aadam ~.' We then also realised 
that he had more hair than the average person. 
Heraclius then opened another compartment and removed a black piece of silk 
that contained a white picture. The person depicted had curly hair, reddish eyes, 
a large forehead and a striking beard. 'DO you know who this is?' he asked. When 
we again pleaded ignorance, he informed us that the man was Nooh ~. 
Opening yet another compartment, he removed another black piece of silk with a 
picture of a man who was extremely fair in complexion. The man had beautiful 
eyes, a conspicuous forehead, long cheeks and a white beard. The man appeared 
to be smiling. 'Do you know who this is?' Heraclius asked us. When we admitted 
that we did not, he said, 'This is Ibraheem ~.' 
Thereafter, he opened another compartment from which he took .out a white 
picture. By Allaahl It was a picture of Rasulullaah ~. 'Do you know who this 
is?' he asked us. 'Of course!' we replied, 'This is Rasulullaah ~.' We then 
started to weep and Allaah knows that Heraclius stood up for a while and then 
sat down. 'Do you swear by Allaah that it is he?' he asked. We said, 'It is he 
without doubt. It is as if you are seeing him in person.' Doing nothing for awhile 
as he looked at us, HeracIius then said, 'This was the last ofthe compartments. I 
opened it sooner than I should just to see what your reaction would be.' 
Heraclius then opened another compartment and removed another piece of black 
silk. The person depicted was very tanned and dark in complexion. His hair was 
very curly, his eyes deep and penetrating. He was frowning, his teeth were 
clenched and his lips drawn tightly together, appearing to be very angry. 'Do you 
know who this is?' he asked. When we conceded that we did not, he said, 'This is 
Moosa ~.' Next to this picture was one of a person resembling. Moosa ~~~, 
except that this person's hair was oiled, his forehead was wide and his eyes were 
slightly squint. 'Do you know who this is?' Heraclius asked. 'NO,' we replied. 
'This,' he said, 'is Haaroon bin Imraan~.' 
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From the next compartment, Heraclius removed a piece of white silk that bore 
the picture of a tanned man with straight hair, who was of average height. He 
also appeared to be angry. 'DO you know who this is?' Heraclius asked. Again, we 
could not tell him. He informed us that the person depicted was Loot ~. 
When he opened another of the compartments and removed another piece of 
white silk, we saw a picture of a very fair man with a reddish complexion. He had 
a high-bridged nose, thin cheeks and a handsome face. 'Do you know who this 
is?' Heraclius asked. 'No.' we replied. 'This,' he said, 'is Is'haaq ~.' 
Heraclius then opened another compartment and removed another white piece 
of silk that contained a picture of a person who looked very much like Is'haaq 
~, except that he had a mole on his lip. 'Do you know who this is?' Heraclius 
asked. When we admitted that we did not, he said, 'This is Ya'qoob ~.' 
He then opened another compartment and removed a black piece of silk bearing 
the picture of a fair-skinned person. The man depicted had a high-bridged nose, 
a handsome face and a perfect build. His face shone with radiance, humility 
could be seen on his face, which had a tinge of reddishness. 'Do you know who 
this is?' Heraclius asked. When we again conceded that we did not know, he said, 
'This is Ismaa'eel ~, the grandfather ofyour Nabi~.' 
Opening yet another compartment, he removed white piece of silk with a picture 
of a man who resembled Aadam ~ and whose face appeared to be the sun 
itself. 'Do you know who this is?'he asked. 'No,' we replied. He then informed us 
that the man was Yusuf ~~. 
Heraclius then opened another compartment and removed a piece of white silk 
that contained a picture of a man with a reddish complexiQn. The man had thin 
calves, small eyes, a large belly and was of average height. He also wore a sword 
around his neck. When Heraclius again asked us if we knew who the man was 
and we replied that we did not, he told us that this was Dawood ~. 
From the next door that Heraclius opened, he took out a piece of white silk that 
bore the picture of a man with a large pelvic area 'and long legs. This man was 
riding a horse. 'Do you know who this is?' he asked. When we told him that we 
did not, he said, 'This is Sulaymaan bin Dawood ~~.' 
Heraclius then opened another compartment and removed a black piece of silk 
that contained a white picture. The person depicted was youthful, sported a pitch 
black beard, had a lot of hair, striking eyes and a handsome face. 'Do you know 
who this is?' Heraclius asked. 'NO,' we replied. 'This,' he said, 'is Isaabin Maryam 
~~.' 
We then said to him, 'Vlfhere did you get these pictures from? We know that they 
depict exactly what these Ambiyaa looked like because we have seen the picture 
of our Nabi ~ exactly as he was. Heraclius explained, 'These pictures were 
given to Aadam ~ when he asked his Rabb to show him the Ambiyaa from his 
progeny. They lay in the treasures of Aadam ~ at the place where the sun 
sets. Dhul Qarnayn removed it from there and gave it to Oaaniyaal ~. Listen 
well! I swear by Allaah that I prefer to forsake my kingdom to become a slave for 
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the worst master amongst you and to die like that (rather than accept Islaam and 
be disgraced before my subjects).' He' then gave us the most superb gifts and bid 
us farewell 
We returned to Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®~ and reported to him everything we had 
seen and everything that Heraclius had told us. Hadhrat Abu Bakr·®.11~ started 
to weep as he said, 'Poor man! Had Allaah willed good for him, he would have 
(accepted Islaam). Rasulullaah ~ informed us that they (the Christians like 
Heraclius) as well as the Jews have thE description of Muhammad ~ with 
them.",(l) 

Hadhrat Jubayr bin Mut'im ®.~ says, "(When I was taken by some Christians 
to a church) they (pointed to some pictures and) asked, 'Do you see him?' When I 
looked, I saw the features of Rasulullaah ~ and his picture. I then also saw 
the features and picture of Abu Bakr ~, who was following in the footsteps 
of Rasulullaah ~. 'Do you see his features?' they asked. 'I certainly do,' I 
replied. Pointing to the picture of Rasulullaah ~, they asked, 'Is this him?' I 
said, '0 Allaah! That is he. I can testify that it certainly is him.' They further asked, 
'And do you recognise the one whojs following in his footsteps?' When I replied 
that I did, they said, 'We can testify that he is your present leader and the 
Khalifah after him.m(2) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Jubayr ®~ asked, "And who is this 
person following him." The Christian replied, "There was a Nabi after every Nabi 
that came, except for this Nabi (Rasulullaah ~). There shall be no Nabi after 
him, so this here is his Khalifah." When Hadhrat Jubayr ~ then looked 
closer, he saw that the person was indeed Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~. (3) 

The City of Hims Shakes with all the Romans 

Present there 


Some scholars from the Ghassaan and Banu Qayn tribes reports that as a reward 
for their patience during the battle for Hims, Allaah caused an earthquake to 
shake the people of Bims. This happened when the Muslims formed their battle 
formations and shouted out ~ ilibCAllaahu Akbar'). At this, the ground. shook 
with all the Romans inside the city and its walls started to collapse. The 
Romans became frightened and hurried to their commanders and to those men 
of good judgment who had been urging them to mar-e peace with the Muslims. 
They had however not listened to them and had thereby brought humiliation to 

• 	 . J,; ',i JJ. '" 
themselves. When the MuslIms called out CA<;.s'I4.JJI)llaahu Akbar') for the 
second time, many houses caved in and more walls collapsed. Again the 
Romans hurried to their commanders and to the men of good jUdgment, who 

(I) Haakim, as quoted in the Tafseerof Ibn Katheer (Vo1.2 Pg.2SI). The author of Kanzuf Ummaafhas 
reported the narration (Vol.S Pg.322) from Bayhaqi and quotes from Ibn Katheer that the chain of 
narrators is sound. Abu NU'ayrn has reported a similar narration in his Dalaa'U (Pg.9). 

(2) 	Bayhaqi, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.6 Pg.63). Bukhaari has reported a similar 
narration briefly in his Taareekh and Abu Nu'ayrn has reported it in his Dalaa'il (Pg.9) 

(3) 	Tabraani in his Kabeer and Awsat. Haythami (Vol.8 Pg.234) has commented on the chain of 
namitors. 
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said to them, "Do you not see Allaah's punishment? Accept what thtfy are inviting 
you towards ... " The narration still continues further. (1) 

Their Voices reaching Far Distant Places 
Hadhrat Umar ~~~'s Voice Reaches Far into the 
Distance and is Heard by Hadhrat Saariyah ~~~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ reports that when Hadhrat Umar ~~ 
once dispatched an army, he appointed someone by the name of Hadhrat 
Saariyah ~~ as its commander. Hadhrat Umar ~ was one day delivering 
a lecture when he suddenly called out, "The mountain, 0 saariyah, the 
mountain!" This he called out three times. When a messenger from the same 
later arrived (in Madinah), Hadhrat Umar ~~ asked him for a report. He said, 
"0 Ameerul Mu'mineen! We were being defeated when we suddenly heard a voice 
thrice calling out, "The mountain, 0 Saariyah, the mountain!" We then put our 
backs towards the mountain, as a result of which Allaah defeated the enemy." 
Someone then said to Hadhrat Umar ~~, "n was you who shouted out that 
command.,,(2) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~ reports that while 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ was delivering a sermon, he suddenly called out, "The 
mountain, 0 Saariyah, the mountain! The one who makes a wolf the shepherd of 
a flock has truly committed a grave injustice." The people looked at each other in 
surprise, but Hadhrat Ali ~ assured them that Hadhrat Umar ~~ will 
surely have an explanation for what he had said. When they questioned Hadhrat 
Umar ~)1~ after he had completed, he explained, liThe vision flashed through 
my mind that the Mushrikeen would defeat our brothers who were then passing 
by a mountain. If they turned towards the mountain (placing it at their backs), 
they would have to fight from one direction only (allowing them to win a victory). 
However, if they passed by the mountain, they would be destroyed (because they 
would have to fight the enemy from the direction of the mountain as well). What 
you claim to have heard me say is my response to that situation." 
A month later, someone (from the Muslim army) came with the good news that 
they had heard Hadhrat Umar ~~'s voice that day, because of which they 
turned towards the mountain and were granted a victory by Allaah. (3) 

Another narration states that the people asked Hadhrat Ali ~, "Did you hear 
Umar ~ say, '0 Saariyah!' while he was delivering the lecture on the pulpit?" 
"Shame on you people!" Hadhrat Ali ~.~ said, "Leave Umar alone because he 
always has a valid explanation for anything he does." (4) 

(I) Ibn Jareer (Vol.3 Pg.97). 
(2) 	Bayhaqi, Laalkaa'i in Sharhus Sunnah, Zain Aaqooli in his Fawaa'id and lbnul A'raabi in his 

Karaamaatul Awliyaa, as quoted by Harmala in his Jam'u. 
(3) Ibn Mardway, as quoted in Isaabah (VoL2 Pg.3). Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'iJ (Pg.21O) and Abu Abdur 

Rahmaan Sulamiin his Arba'een have reported a similar narration. 
(4) 	Khateeb and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (VolA Pg.386). A11aama Ibn 

Katheer has commented on the authenticity of the narration in his AI 8idaayah wan Nihaayah 
(Vol.7 Pg.131l. 
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Yet another narration states that Hadhrat Umar !iil~ said, "The thought came 
to my heart that they (our Muslim army) should use the mountain to defend 
themselves from the enemy. I therefore made the statement hoping that one of 
Allaah's servants would convey it on my behalf." (1) 

Hadhrat Amr bin Haarith reports that because Hadhrat Umar !iil)l'.7~ was 
comfortable with Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf !iil~, it was Hadhrat Abdur 
Rahmaan bin Auf ~~ who approached Hadhrat Umar $l,~ saying, "The 
worst reprimand I can give the people in your defence is that you give them 
reason to attack you. You were delivering a lecture when you suddenly shouted, 
'The mountain, 0 Saariyah, the mountain!' What was this all about?" Hadhrat 
Vmar ~~ explained, "I swear by Allaah that I could not help it. I saw our 
army fighting near a mountain as they were being attacked from the front and 
from the back. I could not help shouting 'The mountaIn, 0 Saariyah, the 
mountain!' so that they retreat towards the mountain." 
All the people needed to do was to await a letter from Hadhrat Saariyah ~,~, 
which read, "We met the enemy on a Friday and continued fighting from the time 
we performed the Fajr salaah until the time for the ]umu'ah salaah arrived and 
the sun was starting to decline. It was then that we twice heard someone calling, 
'The mountain, 0 Saariyah, the mountainr' We then retreated towards the 
mountain and continued gaining the upper hand until Allaah finally defeated 
them." Thereafter, the people who had been criticising Hadhrat Vmar ~~ also 
said, "Leave that man (Hadhrat Vmar ~) alone because he has things made 
(he has good reason for all that he does)." (2) 

Another narration states that when Hadhrat Umar ~ was asked why he 
made the statement, he replied, "By Allaah! I said only what was placed on my 
tongue (by Allaah)." (3) 

The Voice of Hadhrat Abu Qirsaafah ®)J.1~ 


Reaches Far Off 

Hadhrat Izzah bint Aas bin Abu Qirsaafah reports that the Romans once took one 
of Hadhrat Abu Qirsaafah ~'s sons prisoner. When the time arrived for every 
salaah, Hadhrat Abu Qirsaafah ~~ used to climb awall and call out his son's 
name saying, "SaIaah!" His son would then hear his father even though he was 
in Roman territory. (4) 

Hearing Voices from the Unseen 
The Sahabah ~~ Hear a Voice While Bathing 

the Body of Rasulullaah ~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ reports that after Rasulullaah ~ had 
passed away,. the people bathing his body fell into a dispute. They then heard a 
(1) Abu NU'aym in his Dalaa'jJ (Pg.210). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'i1 (Pg.211), 
(3) waaqidi, as quoted in AIBidaayah wan Njhaayall (Vo!.7 Pg.131). 
(4) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.396). 
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voice, the source of which they did no know. It said, "Bathe .the body of your 
Nabi ~ with his Qamees on." Rasulullaah ~ was therefore bathed wearing 
his Qamees. A narration from Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ states that the unknown 
voice said, "Bathe him with his clothes on." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~~ Hears a voice 
while on a Naval Expedition 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ reports that Nabi ~ once appointed 
Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~11~ to command a naval expedition. As his vessel 
was travelling one night, a voice called to them from above saying, "Shall I not 
inform you of a decision that AIlaah has taken upon Himself? When a person 
keeps himself thirsty on a hot summer's day (by fasting), then .AUaah takes it 
upon Himself to give him a drink on the Day of the Great Thirst (the Day of 
Qiyaamah)." (2) 

Hadhrat Abu Burda reports that Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~.~ said, "We 
were once out on a naval expedition when the wind was pleasant and the sails 
were filled. We then suddenly heard a voice calling, '0 people aboard this vessel! 
Stop so that I may inform you of something.' When the voice called this out seven 
times, I stood at the bow of the vessel and asked, 'Who are you and where do you 
come from? Can you not see where we are? Can we even stop?' The voice then 
responded by saying, 'Shall I not inform you of a decision that AIlaah has taken 
upon Himself?' 'Why not?' I replied, 'Please do inform us.' It then said, 'When a 
person keeps himself thirsty on a hot day (by fasting) solely for AIlaah's pleasure, 
then AIlaah takes it upon Himself to give him a drink on the Day of Qiyaamah.11I 
It was therefore the habit of Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~ to search for 
days that were so scorching hot that a person's skin could almost roast. He 
would then fast during such days. (3) 

People hear a Voice Reciting the Qur'aan the Day 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~~ Passed Away 
Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Jubayr reports, "I was present for the funeral of Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~ when he passed away in Taa'if. A (white) bird, the 
likes of which had never been seen before, then came and entered his shroud. We 
looked on and waited for it to emerge, but it was clear that it was not going to. 
When h~ was then buried, the following verses of the Qur'aan were recited beside 
his gra\le, but no one knew who was reciting them: 

~ t ' , .P',i~-=' ,'~'" " 1M", i" ,~),; ",',J' ,I" ... .P"""r)
!.S~ -i' 1...~~y~.,.,...~b~J '\I~JhQ;4;qI6..4n ';':I\~[,,., '" ~~ ... '" "',., 4S";~,.,-;. . ~ v-- ... .. 

- ,f{~. Gi ... , ~, ... ~ 
(f,\:i YV~I ~ oJ.,...,),'0 ~~~IJ '0 

o contented soul! Return happily to your Rabb Who is pleased with 
you. Enter amongst My (chosen) bondsmen and enter My Jannah. 

(1) Ibn Sa'd (VoL2 Pg.276). 
(2) Haakim (VoL3 Pg.467). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (VoLl Pg.260). 
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{Surah Fajr, verses 27-30}(1) 

A similar narration from Hadhrat Maymoon bin Mahraan states, "After the sand 
was levelled over his grave, we heard a voice but could not identify whom it was 
coming from". (2) 

Another narration adds, "When Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ passed 
away and his body was shrouded, a white bird arrived speedily and entered 
between the shroud. The people then searched for it but could not find it. 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~'s freed slave Ikramah then said to them, 
"Are you all crazy? That was his eyesight that Rasulullaah ~ promised will be 
returned to him the day he passes away." When his body was then brought to the 
grave and placed inside, some words were recited, which were heard by all those 
standing beside the grave. These were the same verses quoted above. (3) 

The Sahabah i®~~ are Assisted by the 

Jinn and by Unseen Voices 


Hadhrat Khuraym bin Faatik ~~ hears the 

Voice of a Jinn Inviting him to Accept Imaan 


Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ reports that Hadhrat Khuraym bin Faatik ~~~ 
once said to Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~~~, "0 Ameerul Mu'mineen! Should 
I relate to you how I entered the fold of Islaam?" When Hadhrat Umar ~~ 
asked to be informed, Hadhrat Khuraym ~~ explained, "I was on the track of 
a camel of mine that I had been searching for when night enshrouded me at a 
place called Abraqul Gharraaf. I therefore shouted at the top of my voice, 'I seek 
refuge with the king of this valley from the foolish ones of his people (the linn).' 
Suddenly, a voice called out the following couplets (which mean): 
'Shame onyou! Seek refuge from Allaah the Possessor ofHonour 
The Possessor ofEsteem, Benevolence and Munificence 
Recite the verses ofSurah Anfaal, attest to the Oneness ofAllaah and then have 

no more worries' 

This made me extremely frightened and when 1 regained control over myself, 1 

said the following couplets (which mean): 

'What are you saying 0 caller? 
Haveyou guidance withyou or misguidance? 
Ifyou have been guided, do explain to us what the situatJ'on is' 

The caller then recited the following couplets (which mean): 

'Verily the Rasool ofAllaah ~ bearing all that is good 
is in Yathrib, callingpeople to salvation 
he instructs them to fast and to observe salaah 
and cautions them against all that is evil' 

(1) 	Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.543). Tabraani has reported a similar narration from reliable sources as 
confirmed by Haythami (Vol.9 Pg.285). One cfhis narrations state that the bird was a crane. 

(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (VoLl Pg.329). 
(3) Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzuf Ummaaf (Vol.5 Pg.230). 
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I then prodded my animal forward dS I recited the following couplets (which 
mean): 
'Guide me along, mayAllaah guideyou 
Mayyou neversutler anyhunger ornakedness 
andmayyou always remain a powerful leader 
You maynownot burden me further with the goodyou have been granted' 

The linn then followed me, saying the following couplets (which mean): 
j1,fayAllaah accompany you andkeepyou safe 
May He also convey you toyour family withyour conveyance 
Believe in Rasulullaah ~ andAllaah will makeyou successful 

Assist him and myRabb will assistyou' 

I then asked him, Who are you? May Allaah have mercy on you.' He replied, 'I 
am Amr bin Uthaal and I have been appointed by Rasulullaah ~ as governor 
of all the Jinn of Najd. Your camel will be taken care of until you return to your 
family.' 
It was on a Friday that I entered Madinah. Hadhrat Abu Bakr siddeeq ~ 
came to me saying, 'May Allaah have mercy on you. Do enter because the news of 
you accepting Islaam has already reached us.' When I informed him that I·did not 
now how to purify myself properly, he taught me how. (After purifying myself) I 
then entered the Masjid, where I saw Rasulullaah ~ delivering a sermon on 
the pulpit, appearing to be the fourteenth full moon (in beauty and radiance). He 
happened to be saying, 'When a Muslim performs wudhu properly and then 
performs salaah carefully and with concentration, Allaah will surely admit him 
into ]annah.' 
Umar ~~ then said to me, 'You will have to present a witness to that Hadith, 
otherwise I shall have to punish you.' It was the prominent man from the 
Quraysh Uthmaan bin Affaan ~~, who testified on my behalf and Umar 
~ accepted his testimony." (I) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Khuraym ~ recited the following 
couplets (which mean): 
"Guide me along, mayAllaah gUide you 

Mayyou neversuffer anyhunger, aperson, nor nakedness 

nor have to remain with any companion whom you dislike 

and mayyour rewards never end even afteryou die"(2) 

Yet another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ~ once said to Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~).i.,~, "Relate to me a narration that is most astounding." 
It was then that Hadhrat AbduIlaah bin Abbaas ~ related to Hadhrat Umar 
~ the story of Hadhrat Khuraym bin Faatik Asadi ~~, as is recounted 
above. (3) 

(I) Rooyaani and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ(Vol.7 Pg.34). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'i! (Pg.30). 
(3) 	Ibn Abi Shaybah and Abu Qaasim bin Bushraan, as quoted in Jsaabah (Vo1.3 Pg.353). Haakim 

(Vo1.3 Pg.62I) has reported a similar narration, as has Tabraani, but Haythami (Vol.8 Pg.25!) has 
commented on the chain of narrators. Umawi has also reported a similar narration, as quoted in 
AIBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.2 Pg.353). 
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A Jinn brought the News of Rasulullaah ~'s 
Prophethood to Hadhrat Sawaad bin Qaarib ~)J5~ 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ says, ''Whenever I heard Hadhrat Umar 
~ say, 'I think that this is like this,' it would always be exactly as he thought. 
However, we were once sitting together when a handsome man passed by and 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ said, 'Either my assumption has been wrong or this man is 
still on his religion of ignorance or he had been a fortune-teller. Bring that man 
to me.' When the man was brought, Hadhrat Umar ~ told him what he had 
just mentioned. The man remarked, 'To this day have I never seen any Muslim 
man being confronted in this manner.' Hadhrat Umar ~ then said to him, 'I 
command you to inform me (about yourself).' 
The man said, 'I had been a fortune-teller during the Period of Ignorance.' 'What 
was the strangest incident that you experienced with your linn?' The man related, 
'I was in the marketplace one day when he came to me and I could see that he 
was extremely scared. He recited the following couplets (which mean): 
'Haveyou not seen the ]lim and thek bewilderment? 
Haveyou not seen thek despondence after thek retreat? 
And that they have now jojned the ranks ofyoung camels and thejr saddle 
blankets?( 1) 

'He is speaking the truth,' Hadhrat Umar ~ said, 'I was also sleeping near 
the idols of the Mushrikeen when someone brought a calf and slaughtered it. 
Just then, someone screamed so loudly that I had never before heard such a lc;ud 
scream. The voice said. '0 ]aleeh! The matter is one of salvation and the man is 
an eloquent man saying, 'Laa Jlaaha Jllallaah"The people there sprang up in 
surprise, but I told them to remain where they were until I found out who was 
behind it. The voice then called out again, '0 ]aleeh! The niatter is one of 
salvation and the man is an eloquent man saying, 'Laa Jlaaha Il/allaah"I then left 
and we did not have to wait long afterwards when it was said that this referred to 
Rasulullaah ~.'" 
The man mentioned in the narration above was Hadhrat Sawaad bin Qaarib 
~~.(2) 

Hadhrat Muhammad bin Ka'b Qurazi reports that Hadhrat Umar ~ was 
sitting somewhere one daywhen a man passed by. Someone asked, "0 Ameerui 
Mu'mineenr Do you know who that passer-by is?" When Hadhrat Umar ~~ 
asked who he was, the people replied, "He is Sawaad bin Qaarib, the man who 
was informed about the coming of Rasulullaah ~ by the linn in his service." 
Hadhrat Umar ®U;~ sent for the man and (when he arrived) asked, "Are you 
Sawaad bin Qaarib?" When he replied in the affirmative, Hadhrat Umar ~1J5~ 
asked, "Are you still practising fortune-telling?" Hadhrat Sawaad ®IJ5~ became 
angry and said, "0 Ameerul Mu'mineen! No one has ever confronted me in this 
(I) These words explain how the ]inn who had been frequenting the heavens to hear the discussions 

of the angels were subsequently stopped when revelation started coming to Rasulullaah ~, 
They were now forced to remain on earth just like camels and other creatures. 

(2) Bukhaari. 
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manner since the day I accepted Islaam." "Subhaanallaah!"Hadh~at Umar ~ 
exclaimed, "(There is no need to be offended because) The Shirk that we were all 
involved in was much worse than the fortune-telling that you had been 
practising. Tell me what the Jinn in your service told you about the coming of 
Rasulullaah ~." 
Hadhrat Sawaad OO;J.,~ related, "0 course, Ameerul Mu'mineen. I was half asleep 
and half awake one night when my]inn came and nudged me with his foot. 'Get 
up, 0 Sawaad bin Qaarib,' he said, 'Hear what I have to say and make sense of it 
if you can. Verily, a Nabi has been sent from amongst the progeny of Luway bin 
Ghaalib. He invites people towards Allaah and towards worshipping Allaah.' He 
then recited the following couplets (which mean): 
'I am surprised at thefinn and their search 
and their travelling on white camels with their carriages 
They descend on Makkah in search ofguidance 
because a truthfulfinn cannot be compared to one who is a liar 
You must therefore go to the chosen one from the Banu Haashim 
Because the one in the lead cannot be compared to the one who 1I'Jgs behind' 
I however said to him, 'Leave me to sleep because I have been very sleepy all 
evening.' He then returned the following night and nudged me with his foot, 
saying, 'Get up, 0 Sawaad bin Qaarib,' he said, 'Hear what I have to say and make 
sense of it if you can. Verily, a Nabi has been sent from amongst the progeny of 
Luway bin Ghaalib. He invites people towards Allaah and towards worshipping 
Allaah.' He then recited the following couplets (which mean): 
'I am surprised at thefinn and their bewilderment 
and their travelling on white camels with their carriages 
They descend on Makkah in search ofguidance 
because a Muinin finn cannot be compared to one who is a Kaaffr 
You must therefore go to the chosen one from the Banu Haashim 
Who resides amongst the hills androcks ofMakkah' 
Again I said to him, 'Leave me to sleep because I have been very sleepy all 
evening.' He returned again on the third night and nudged me with his foot, 
saying, 'Get up, 0 Sawaad bin Qaarib,' he said, 'Hear what I have to say and make 
sense of it ifyou can. Verily, a Nabi has been sent from amongstthe progeny of 
Luway bin Ghaalib. He invites people towards Allaah and towards worshipping 
Allaah.' He then recited the following couplets (which mean): 
'I am surprised at thefinn and their searching 
and their travelling on white camels wHh thek saddle blankets 
They descend on Makkah in search ofguidance 
because a purefinn cannot be compared to one who is impure 
You must therefore go to the chosen one from the Banu Haashim 
And look up at Makkah S high peaks' 
I then got up and said, 'Allaah has certainly put my heart to test.' I then mounted 
the carriage on my camel and went to the great city of Makkah. There I found 
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Rasulullaah ~ with his companions and said to him, 'Would you hear what I 
have to say?' Rasulullaah ~ bade me to come forward' and speak. I then 
recited the following couplets (which mean): 
M'y confidante came to me after a part of the night had passed and J had some 

sleep 
Never has he lied to me in all myexperiences with him 
For three nights he came, each night he said· 
11 Nabi has come toyou trom Luway bin Ghaalib' 
J then rolled up the hem ofmy loincloth 

and my speedy full-cheeked camel carried me through dusty, level and distant 
plains 
J testify that there is none worthyofworship butA1laah 
and thatyou are perfectly trustworthy to conveyall unseen revelation 
Ofall the Ambiyaa, you are the closest link to A1laah 
o son ofhonourable andpurepeople! 

o the best ofall who walk! Command us with all that is revealed toyou 
Even though some offtmay whiten our forelocks 
Be an intercessor on mybehalfon the-day when no intercessor 
Apart from you will be ofanyhelp to Sawaad bin Qaarin' 

Rasulullaah ~ and his companions became so happy with my words that the 
joy was evident on their faces." 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ jumped up and hu~ged Hadhrat Sawaad ®~, saying, "I 
had always wished to hear the story from you. Does your Jinn still come to you?" 
Hadhrat Sawaad ~ replied, "He does not c()me ever since I have been 
reciting the Qur'aan, but the Qur'aan is a most excellent replacement for him." 
Hadhrat Umar 5l)s"~ then himself recounted an incident, saying, "We were once 
with a family of the Quraysh called the family Dharee, who had just slaughtered a 
calf. The butcher was still preparing the meat when we heard a voice from the 
calfs belly calling, '0 family of Dharee! The matter is one of salvation. A man is 
calling out in an eloquent tongue, testifying that there is none worthy of worship 
but Allaah.",(I) 

A narration from Hadhrat Baraa ~~ states that Hadhrat Sawaad ®~ was 
staying in India when the Jinn came to him that night. The rest of the narration 
is like the one above, but adds that after Hadhrat Sawaad ~ recited the 
above couplets to Rasulullaah ~, Rasulullaah ~ smiled so widely that his 
blessed teeth showed. RasuluIJaah ~ then said, "You are successful, 0 
Sawaad!" (2) 

Yet another narration from Hadhrat Muhammad bin Ka'b Qurazi ~ similar 
to the one he narrated above states that (after the Jinn advised him) Hadhrat 
Sawaad ~ said, "The love of lslaam then penetrated my heart and I was 
drawn to it. The next morning, I fastened the carriage to my camel and left for 
Makkah. I was still on the road when I received the news that Rasulullaah ~ 
Ol Abu Ya'la. Kharaa'iti has reported a similar narration in his Hawatiful Jinn. 
(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.2 Pg.332). 
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had already migrated to Madinah. I therefore arrived in Madinah and when I 
asked for Rasulullaah ~, I was informed that he was in the Masjid. I then went 
to the Masjid and, after tying my camel up, I entered. There I found Rasulullaah 
~ sitting with many people around him. 'Would you hear what I have to say, 0 
Rasulullaah ~? I asked. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ then bade me to come 
closer and I kept going closer until I was right in front of Rasulullaah ~. 
'Come,' Rasulullaah ~ said, 'and inform me about how the Jinn in your 
control came to yoU.",(l) 

A Jinn bring the News of Rasulullaah ~IS 
Nabuwwaat to Hadhrat Abbaas bin Mirdaas ~)1.,,~ 
Hadhrat Abbaas bin Mirdaas SuIami ~ relates, "My becoming a Muslim 
began when my father was on his deathbed and he made a bequest that I take 
care of his idol called Dimaad I therefore kept it in my house and would go to it 
once every day. It was at the time when Nabi ~ announced his Nabuwwaat 
that I was startled by a voice I heard in the middle of the night. I rushed to 
Dimaad for assistance, but I discovered that the voice was coming from within it. 
It was reciting the following couplets (which mean): 
:5ay to alJ the members ofthe Banu Sulaym tribe 
that idols and their worshippers will be destroyed and only the people of the 
Masjid will live on 
Dimaad is destroyed though he was being worshipped for some time 
before the Book that has come to Muhammad 
verily the one from the Quraysh who inherited Nabuwwaat andgUidance 
after the son ofMaryam is truly the rightlyguided one' 
However, I did not disclose this to the people. It was after the people had 
returned from the Battle of Ahzaab that I was sleeping one day amongst my 
camels on one side of Aqeeq in the Dhaatul Irq area. I heard a voice and 
suddenly saw a man appear on the feather of an ostrich. He said, "Follow the 
light that settled on wednesday upon the one riding the camel Adbaa when he 
was in the locality of the people of the Banu unaqaa (in Madinah)." Another voice 
from the north replied to this one, saying the following couplets (which mean): 
'Inform the linn that the reason for their bewilderment 
is that the camels have laid down their carriages 
and the sentinels ofthe heaven" have begun their vigil' 
I jumped up in fear, knowing that Muhammad ~ had already been sent (on his 
duty). I then mounted my horse and sped off to Rasulullaah ~. After pledging 
my allegiance to him, I returned to Dimaad and set him alight. Thereafter, I 
returned once more to Rasulullaah ~ and recited to him the following 
couplets (which mean): 

(1) Haakim (VoL3 Pg.60S). Tabraani has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Majma'uz zawaa'id 
(VoLS Pg.24S). The narration is also reported by Hasan bin Sufyaan, Bayhaqi, Bukhaari in his 
Taareekh, Baghawi, Tabraani, Bayhaqi, Ibn Abi Khaythama, Rooyaani and Ibn Shaaheen, as stated 
in Jsaabah (VoL2 Pg.96). 
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'Byyour life! There was a day when I was foolish enough to 
equate Djmaad a partner to the Rabb ofthe unjverse 
I had forsaken Rasu1u11aah ~ whjJe the Aws tdbe were around Nm 

They were Ns helpers, and what One helpers they were! 
I was Jjke one who forsook soD and ferWe land 
In search ofa path ofdjfDcu1lies to tread upon 
I believe in Ailaah Whom I worship 
to oppose those who opt for destruction 

I have turned myfilce towards Makkah to search 
for the blessed Nabj ofall honourable people 
A Nabj who came to us aOer Isa 
Speakjng the truth that djfferentiates between the truth and falsehood 
A trustworthy bearer ofthe Qur'aan and the Drst jntercessor 
The Drst to be resurrected jn response to the call ofthe angels 

He rejojned the bonds ofIs1aam aOer they had broken 
Then made them secure untjJ its jnjunctjons were estabJjshed 

I am referdng toyou, 0 the best ofall creatjon 
You have the most noble ofljneages and are truly the possessor ofgreat honour 
You were the purest ofthe Quraysh when they rose jn esteem 

despjte their hunger, and mayyou be blessed as long as the centuries pass 
When the Ka'b and Maalik trjbes name their 1jneages 
We wjll stjll regardyou as mostpure jn descent(l) 

Another narration states that after the first three couplets were told to Hadhrat 
Abbaas bin Mirdaas ®~, he was filled with fear and went to his tribesmen. 
After narrating the incident to them, he left for Madinah with three hundred of 
his people from the Banu Haaritha tribe to see Rasulullaah ~. Upon seeing 
them enter the Masjid, Rasulullaah ~ asked, "0 Abbaas! How did you corne to 
accept Islaam?" When he recounted the incident to Rasulullaah ~, Rasulullaah 
~ was impressed and Hadhrat Abbaas ~ together with his entire tribe 
accepted Islaam. (2) 

A Jinn brought the News of Rasulullaah ~'s 


Nabuwwaat to a Woman in Madinah 

Hadhrat Jaabir bin Abdullaah ~ reports that the first news of Rasulullaah 
~'s Nabuwwaat reached Madinah because of a Jinn that aparticular woman 
from Madinah had under her control. When it arrived in the form of a white bird 
and perched upon a wall, she said to it, 'Will you not corne down so that we may 
converse with each other and exchange stories?" It then said to her, "A Nabi has 
been sent in Makkah who forbids adultery and has deprived us of rest (because 

(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.34). 
(2) 	Kharaa'iti, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.2 Pg.341). Abu Nu'aym has reported a 

similar narration in his Dalaa'il, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.2 Pg.342). Tabraani 
has also reported a similar narration, but Haythami (Vol.8 Pg.247) has commented on the chain of 
narrators. 
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we can no longer eavesdrop on the conversations of the angels)." (I) 


Hadhrat Ali bin Husayn reports that the first news of Rasulullaah ~'s 

Nabuwwaat reached Madinah because of a Jinn that a particular woman from 

Madinah called Faatima had under her control. when it came to her one day 

and stood on a wall, she said to it, "Will you not come down?" It then said to her, 

"No. A Nabi has been sent who forbids adultery." (2) 


A Jinn brought the News of Rasulullaah ~'s 

Nabuwwaat to a Fortune-Teller in the 


Vicinity of Shaam 

Hadhrat uthmaan bin Affaan ~,~ reports, "We once left with a caravan to 
Shaam before Rasulullaah ~ announced his Nabuwwaat. We had just entered 
the borders of Shaam when a fortune-teller who lived there approached us and 
said, 'My companion (a Jinn) came to me and stood at my dooL' When I asked 
him why he would not enter, he replied, 'I cannot. Ahmed (Rasulullaah ~) has 
made his appearance and such a matter has come that is beyond our capacity.'" 
Hadhrat Uthmaan ~,~.continues. He says, "I then left and when I returned to 
Makkah, I found that Rasulullaah ~ had already announced his Nabuwwaat 
and was calling people towards Allaah G1,~54i(.:.,,(3) 

Another Incident in this Regard 
Hadhrat Mujaahid reports, "It was during the Battle of Rhodes when an old man 
called Ibn Isa who had lived during the Period of Ignorance related to me, "I was 
busy pulling a cow belonging to our family when I heard a voice from its belly 
saying, '0 family of Dharee! The· statement is an eloquent one. A well-wishing 
man is calling out that there is none worthy of worship but Allaah.",(4) 

A Shaytaan Instigates the Quraysh against 
Rasulullaah ~ and the Sahabah ~~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~\:i&.~ narrates that a caller from the Jinn once 
announced from the Abu Qubays mountain in Makkah (the following couplets 
which mean): 
''May Allaah efface the judgment of the Ka'b Nn Fihr (Quraysh) tribe (referring to 
the MUslims) 
How weak has their intelligence become?! 
Thdr religion they turn against 
is the religion oftheir revered forefathers who gave them protection 
Thefinn ofBusra have opposed the rest 
(1) 	Abu Nu'aym in his DaJaa'il (Pg.29). Ahmad and Tabraani have reported a similar narration from 

reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL8 Pg.243). Ibn Sa'd (VoL 1 Pg.190) has also reported 
a similar narration. 

(2) Waaqidi, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.2 Pg.338). 
(3) waaqidi, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VoL2 Pg.338). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar 

narration in his DaJaa'ii (Pg.29). 
(4) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.8 Pg.243). 
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As have the men ofthe place ofhills and date palms (Madinah) 

Is there anyhonourable man amongst you with a free spirit 
and who has reverence for hisparents and uncles? 
who would strike a blow (at the Muslims) that would teach them a lesson 
and freeyou from anxietyandgrief 
You shall soon see horses racing with each other 
to fight the (Muslim) people in the land OITihaamah" 
When the news of this spread in Makkah. the Mushrikeen started reciting poetry 
to each other. renewing their resolve to harm the Muslims. Rasulullaah ~ 
remarked. "That was a Shaytaan named Mis'ar who was addressing the people 
through the idols. May Allaah disgrace him!" it was barely three days later that 
another voice announced form the mountain (the following couplets which 
mean): 
"We have killed Mis'ar 
when he rebelled and was haughty 
when he undermined the truth and spread evil 
I decapitated him with a sword that tears and devastates 
All because he blasphemed against our pure Nabi" 
To this Rasulullaah ~ commented. "That was a powerful Jinn named Samhaj, 
whom I named Abdullaah after he believed in me. He informed me that he had 
been looking for Mis'ar for the past three days." Hadhrat Ali ~ then 
remarked, "May Allaah reward him well, 0 Rasulullaah ~r,,(l) 

Some Men from the Khath'am Tribe Hear A Caller 

from the Jinn Informing them about 


Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mahmood reports that several men from the Khath'am 
tribe ~aid, "We were idol worShippers and amongst the factors that called us 
towards Islaam was that when we were once with an idol of ours, a group of 
people came to it. hoping that it would be able to settle a matter that they were 
disputing. Just then. a caller called out to them saying (the following couplets 
which mean): 
b people with bodies 
who vary in age from oldmen toyoung boys! 
Haveyou no intelligence 
thatyou referyour decisions to the idols? 

Areyou all asleep inyour confusiofJ 
or doyou not see that which is in front ofme? 
it is a rising light that illuminates the darkness 
which has become visible to every onlooker in Tihaamah 

That is the Nabi andleader ofall creation 
(1) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Oa\aa'il (Pg.30). Umawi has reported a similar narration in his Maghaazi, as 

quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VoL2 Pg.348). Faakihi has also reported a similar narration 
in his Akhbaar Makkah, as quoted in lsaabah (Vo1.2 Pg. 78). 
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who has come with Islaam after Kuif 
ArRahmaan has granted him special honour above all leaders 
and allprophets with his truthful speech 
He is the mostjust ofalljudges 
Who instructs people toperform salaah, to fast, 
to do good and to fostergood family ties 
He cautions people against sinning 
Against impurities, worshipping idols and all that is Haraam 
He belongs to the noblest oflineages ifom the Banu Haashim 
and is announcing his Nabuwwaat in the saCled city (Makkah), 
When we heard this, we dispersed immediately, went to Rasulullaah ~ and 
accepted Islaam." (I) 

Hadhrat Tameem Daari ~~ hears a 

Caller from the Jinn 


Hadhrat Tameem Daari ~~ says, "I was in Shaam at the time when 
Rasulullaah ~ started to announce his Nabuwwaat. I was out to do some 
work once when night caught up with me (somewhere on the way). (As was the 
custom during those times) I said, 'Tonight I am in the protection of the Uinn) 
master of this valley.' When I then lay down to rest, I heard someone whom I 

could not see. He was calling out, 'Seek protection from Allaah because the Jinn 
cannot protect anyone against Allaah.' 'By Allaah!' I exclaimed, 'What are you 
saying?' he explained, 'The Nabi of the unlettered people has made his 
appearance. He is the Rasool ofAllaah ~ and we performed salaah behind him 
in Hajoon, where we accepted Islaam and undertook to follow him. The ploys of 
the Jinn (to eavesdrop on the conversations of the angels and convey the news of 
future events to fortune-tellers) is over and they are now being pelted by flaming 
stars (whenever they attempt to eavesdrop). You had- better go to Muhammad 
~ who is the Nabi of the Rabb of the universe.''' 
Hadhrat Tameem ~ relates further. He says, "I then went to the town of 
Dayr Ayyoob, where I consulted a monk and related the incident to him. His 
response was, "They (the Jinn) have told you the truth. He (Muhammad ~) will 
make his appearance in the Haram and the place to which he will migrate will 
also be a Haram. He is the best of all the Ambiyaa and do not allow anyone to 
beat you to him.' I then mustered up all the courage I had, went to Rasulullaah 
~ and accepted Islaam." (2) 

Hadhrat Hajjaaj bin Alaat ~~ Accepts Islaam 
after hearing the Call of a Jinn 

Hadhrat Waathila bin Asqa ~ reports that Hadhrat Hajjaaj bin Alaat Bahzi 
Sulami ~l1.~ was introduced to Islaam when he once left for Makkah with a 
(I) 	Kharaa'iti, as quoted in Ai Bfdaayah wan Mhaayah (VoU Pg.343). Abu NU'aym has reported a 

similar narration in his Dalaa'il (Pg.33). 
(2) Abu NU'aym, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nfhaayah (Vol.2 Pg.350). 
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group of riders from his tribe. Night enveloped them when they were in a 
frightening valley, because of which they were terrified. "0 Abu KilaabI" Hadhrat 
Hajjaaj ~~'s companions said to him, "Get up and secure safety for yourself 
and for your companions. Hadhrat Hajjaaj ~~ therefore stood up and recited 
the following couplets (which mean): 
1'1 seek protecUon for myselfand for these companions ofmine 
from evezyfinn in this valley 
so that my companions and I may return home in safety" 
They then heard someone recite the verse: 

""",,,,, ,", I"': "", ,""''''','''','',''''', ,',w '''''''''';''''~
Ij..wU "-fJ~1j ~~I~lkil ~ 1jJ.i;J "I ~I~l~~\J ~I.r- ~1' 

- J{ ... '-' ",..." " ",,,, '" 
(T'ii.::''''l!1 :,,~..) o..)J"")'''~ ~I "JJ.i;J ~ " ".'" o assembly of ]inn and man! If you are able to transcend the limits of 

the heavens and the earth (in an effort to escape Mypunishment), then 
do so. (However,) You will be unable to transcend without the power 
(which you can get onlyfrom Allaah). {Surah Rahmaan, verse 33} 

When the party arrived in Makkah and related what had happened, the people of 
the Quraysh exclaimed, "By Allaah! 0 Abu Kilaab, you have forsaken your 
religion! Those words are from that which Muhammad claims has been revealed 
to him." "By AllaahI" Hadhrat Hajjaaj ~~ exclaimed, "Those are the words I 
heard and so did all those with me." 
While this discussion was taking place, Aas bin Waa'il arrived. Addressing him, 
the people said, "0 Abu HaashimI Have you heard what Abu Kilaab has to say?" 
When Aasi bin Waa'il asked what it was, he was informed about the incident. 
"What is so surprising about that?" Aasi remarked, "The one whom he heard there 
(the Jinn) is the same one who tells it to Muhammad." Hadhrat Hajjaaj ~~ 
says, "This statement of his put my people off what I felt (that we should accept 
Islaam). This however increased my insight into the matter. (We then returned 
home and it was after a while that) I then enquired about Rasulullaah ~ and 
was informed that he had left Makkah for Madinah. I then mounted my animal 
and left. When I reached Rasulullaah ~ and informed him about what 1 had 
heard, he remarked, 'By AllaahI What you heard was the truth. That was definitely 
from the speech of my Rabb ~;.a,~ that He revealed to me. 0 Abu KilaabI You 
had certainly heard the absolute truth.' '0 Rasulullaah ~r' I said, 'Teach me 
Islaam.' Rasulullaah _ then made me testify my belief in the Kalimah of 
Sincerity and then said, 'Go and call your people towards that which I have 
called you towards because it is the truth.m(1) 

A Group of Muslims are Saved by the Kind Act 
of a Jinn 

Hadhrat ubay bin Ka'b ~.~ reports that a group of people once left for 
Makkah but got lost on the way. When they were close to death, they donned 
(1) Ibn Ab! Dunya in his Hawaatiful Jinn and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzui Ummaai 

(Vo1.5 Pg.163). 
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their burial shrouds and lay down to die. It was then that a linn came to them 
from between the trees. He said to them, "I am amongst those left who actually 
listened to Rasulullaah ~. I heard him say, 'A Mu'min is the brother of a 
Mu'min. He is his eyes and his gUide and never leaves him in the lurch.' Here is 
water and this is the road." He then showed them where to find water and 
guided them to the road. (1) 

The Jinn Assist the Muslims in the Battle of 

Khaybar 


Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Shuyaym who belonged to the Banu Saham bin Murrah tribe 
reports that his father was with the army of Uyaynah bin Hisn when they arrived 
to assist the Jews of Khaybar (against the Muslims). His father relates further, 
"(During the battle) We heard a voice announce in Uyaynah's army, '0 people! 
Your families are under attack!' Everyone then returned without even waiting for 
each other. We however did not see anyone make the announcement and feel 
that it could have come from nowhere other than from the heavens " (2) 

Subjugating the Jinn and Shayaateen 

Rasulullaah ~~ Captures a Jinn 


Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ said, "I was asleep 
one night when a Shaytaan came to interfere with me. I grabbed him by the 
throat and could actually feel the coldness of his tongue on my thumb. May 
Allaah have mercy on Sulaymaan ~, Had it not been for his prayer (to have a 
kingdom that no other can compare with), the Shaytaan would have been tied up 
this morning for you all to see." 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~l~ narrates thafRasulullaah ~ said, "A rebellious 
]inn escaped last night and came to disrupt my salaah. Allaah however granted 
me the ability to overpower him and I grabbed hold of him. this I did with the 
intention of tying him up to one of the pillars of the Masjid so that you people 
could all see him in the morning. However, I then recalled the du'aa of my 
brother Sulaymaan ~ who said: 

(f,,~i:v" o.>.~) ([.$~ ~ ~~~:~~ ~ Ki,; ~ ~J ~;¥:\ ~J) 
'0 my Rabb! Forgive me and grant me a kingdom that cannot be had by 
any other after me.' {Surah Saad, verse 35} 

I therefore let him off with him feeling most humiliated." Another narration from 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~~ states that Rasulullaah ~ said, "Had it not been 
for the du'aa of our brother SUlaymaan ~~, the Jinn would have been tied up 
this morning and even the children of Madinah would have been able to play 
with him." (3) 

(1) Abu NU'aym in his DaJaa'ii (Pg.128). 
(2) Baghawi. as quoted in lsaabah (Vo1.2 Pg.162). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.130). 
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Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~~~ Captures a 
Shaytaan During the Time of Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Buraydah ~l~ reports that when he heard that Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin 
Jabal ~.~ had captured a Shaytaan during the time of Rasulullaah ~, he 
approached him and asked, "I heard that you had captured a Shaytaan during the 
time of Rasulullaah ~." Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~,u..~ explained, "Yes, 1 did. When 

Ra,sulullaah ~ haI!ded over the Sadaqah dates to me, I stored them all in an 
upper story room of mine. When I started noticing them get less every day, I 
reported the matter to Rasulullaah ~, who said, 'That is the work of a 
Shaytaan. You must trap him: I therefore lay in wait for him one night. when a 
short portion of the night had passed, the Shaytaan arrived in the form of an 
elephant. As he reached the door, he stopped and then entered through the 
cracks of the door in another form. Drawing close to the dates, he started 
making morsels out of them. It was then that I gathered my garments tightly 
around me and caught him red-handed. I said, 'I testifY that there is none worthy 
of worship but Allaah and I testifY that Muhammad ~ is the servant and Rasul 
of Allaah! 0 enemy of Allaah! You have leapt at and taken Allaah's dates whereas 
they are the right of the poor! I shall be taking you before Rasulullaah ~ and 
he will disgrace you. He however promised me that he will never repeat what he 
did (and I released him). 
When I went to Rasulullaah ~ early next morning, Rasulullaah ~ asked, 
'What happened to your prisoner?' 'He promised that he would not return,' I 
replied. 'He will be returning,' Rasulullaah ~ assured me, 'so wait up for him: I 
therefore lay in ambush for him the second night as well. He then did as he had 
done and I also did as I had done. This time again I released him when he 
promised never to return. When I went early next morning to report to 
Rasulullaah ~, I heard someone announce, 'Where is Mu'aadh?' 'What 
happened to your prisoner?' Rasulullaah ~ asked. 'He again promised that he 
would not return,' J replied. 'He will be returning,' Rasulullaah ~ assured me 
yet again, 'so wait up for him.' I then lay in ambush for him for the third night 
and he returned to do as he had done previously. I also did as I had done before 
and said to him, '0 enemy of Allaah! You had promised on two occasions that 
you would never return. This time I shall definitely be taking you before 
Rasulullaah ~ and he will disgrace you: 
He however pleaded to me saying, 'I am a Shaytaan who has 'a family to support. 
I have come all the way from Naseebeen(l) and would not have come had I found 
anything closer. We had been residing in this city of yours until your master 
(Rasulullaah ~) was sent as a Nabi. We however had to flee from here when 
two portions of the Qur'aan were revealed. It was from then that we started living 
in Naseebeen. Whenever these two portions are recited in a house, a Shaytaan 
will be unable to enter it'ior three days. I am prepilred to teach you these two 

(1) A place then a part ofShaam but now part ofTurkey. 
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portions if you let me gO.' When I agreed, he informed me that they were 
AayatuJ Kursi and the concluding verses of Surah Baqarah, starting from the 
words " J~~' ~'" and finishing at the end of the Surah. 
Again I let him off and when I went early next morning to report to Rasulullaah 
~, I was surprised to again hear someone announq~, Where is Mu'aadh bin 
Jabal?' 'What happened to your prisoner?' Rasulullaah ~ asked. I then 
informed Rasulullaah ~ that the Shaytaan promised not to return and also 
informed him of the rest of the incident. Rasulullaah ~ remarked, 'The wretch 
spoke the truth even though he is usually a great liar.' Thereafter, I always 
recited these two portions of the Qur'aan over the dates and never found them 
to decrease ever again." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ and Hadhrat Abu 

Ayyoob Ansaari ~~~ both Capture Shayaateen 


During the Time of Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah !@~ reports, "Rasulullaah ~ once appointed me to 
look after the zakaah of Ramadhaan. However, someone came and started 
helping himself to the food. I captured him immediately and said, 'I am going to 
take you to Rasulullaah~.' 'I am a needy person,' he pleaded, 'I have a family 
and am in great poverty.' I then let him go. The next morning, Rasulullaah ~ 
asked, '0 Abu Hurayrah! What happened to your prisoner last night?' '0 
Rasulullaah ~!' I explained, 'I took pity on him and let him go when he 
complained of his dire need and family.' Rasulullaah ~ however said, 'He lied 
to you and will be back soon.' 
Because Rasulullaah ~ said he would be back, I was convinced that he WOUld. 
I therefore waited up for him. He then returned and again started to help himself. 
I caught him again and when I again threatened to take him to Rasulullaah ~, 
he pleaded to me to let him go and again complained of his poverty and family. 
Yet again, I felt him sorry and let him go. 
'0 Abu HurayrahI What happened to your prisoner last night?' Rasulullaah ~ 
asked the next morning, '0 Rasulullaah ~!' I explained, 'I took pity on him and 
let him go when he complained of his dire need and family.' Rasulullaah ~ 
repeated, 'He lied to you and will be back soon.' Because Rasulullaah ~ said 
he would be back, I was convinced that he would and therefore waited up for 
him yet again. He returned and again started to help himself. I caught him and 
said, 'This time I will definitely be taking you to Rasulullaah ~. This is the last 
time that you will be returning after thrice promising not to.' This time he said, 
'Leave me and I shall teach you some words by whiCh Allaah will grant you 
tremendous benefit.' 'What are they?' I enquired. He said, 'When you lie down 
to sleep, recite AayatuJ Kursi trom ''::'~' ~, ;;. ~14:11 ~ ill ' up to the end of the 
verse because you will then have a protecting angel from Allaah with you all 

(1) 	Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.322) has commented on the chain of narrators. Abu Nu'aym has 
reported a similar narration In his Dalaa'i\ (Pg.217). 
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the time. No Shaytaan will then be able to even come close to you until the 
morning.' 
'0 Abu Hurayrah!" Rasulullaah ~ asked me the next morning, 'What happened 
to your prisoner last night?' '0 Rasulullaah ~!' I explained, 'I 
released himwhen he professed that he would teach me some words by which Allaah 
will grant me tremendous benefit.' 'What are they?' Rasulullaah ~ asked. I 
said, 'He said that when one lies down to sleep, if one recites Aayatul Kursi from 

,J )~,,":J '.;' F.J " ... , ".I":'';
'....j:;,ill ~I jA OJ].u] OJ wI ' from beginning to end, one will then have a protecting angel 

from Allaah all the time. No Shaytaan will then be able to even come close to one 

until the morning.'" 

A narrator adds that the Sahabah ~ were always the most desirous of all 

people to learn things of virtue (which was why Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~.U&~ 


released the Shaytaan on this occasion). Rasulullaah ~ then said to Hadhrat 

Abu Hurayrah ~~~, "Although he is a great liar, he has told you the truth this 

time. Do you know with whom you have been conversing these past three 

nights? It was a Shaytaan." (1) 


Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob Ansaari ®.l1.~ reports that he had a niche in his house in 

which he stored dates. When a type of Jinn started coming to steal from it, he 

reported the matter to Rasulullaah ~. Rasulullaah ~ advised him saying, 

"Go back and when you see her again, say, 'Bismillaah! Go and report to 

Rasulullaah ~.'" Hadhrat Abu Ayyoob s:t.~~ then caught her, but she 

promised never to return. The rest of the narration is similar to the one narrated 

above. (2) 


A similar narration has already been quoted about Hadhrat Ubay bin Ka'b ~ 


in the chapter concerning Dhikr. 


Hadhrat Umar ~~~ Floors a Jinn and the 
Shayaateen were Chained up During the Khilaafah 

of Hadhrat Umar ~~ 
Hadhrat Abu Waa'il reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood s:t~~ once 
said, ''When a Shaytaan once met a Sahabi ~ and wrestled him, the Sahabi 
~ floored him and even bit his thumb. The Shaytaan then pleaded, 'Leave 
me and I will teach you a verse that causes any of us to run away as soon as 
we hear it.' When the Sahabi s:t~~ released him, the Shaytaan refused to teach 
it to him. The Sahabi ~\1.1~ then again wrestled him and floored him yet again 
and again bit his finger. (Again the Shaytaan begged to be released. promiSing to 
teach the Sahabi ~.l1.~ the verse) However, when the Sahabi ~~~ told the 
Shaytaan to inform him of the verse, he still refused. It was after the third 
wrestling bout that the Shaytaan said, 'It is the verse in Surah Baqarah from' I 

up to the end of the verse. III 
OJ Bukhaari, as quoted in Mishkaatul Masaabeeh (Pg.185). 
(2) 	Tirmidhi, as quoted in Targheeb wat T.1rheeb (VoU Pg.33). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar 

narration in his DaJaa'iJ (Pg.217), as has TablCiani. Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.323) has commented on the 
chain of narrators. 
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"0 Abu Abdur Rahmaan!" someone asked Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~, 
"Who was the Sahabi ®.~~?" Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ replied, 
"Who else but Hadhrat Umar ~~."{l) 
In another narration, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~. said, 'When a man 
from the companions of Rasulullaah ~ met a man from the Jinn and they 
wrestled, the human floored the Jinn. The Jinn asked for another wrestling bout 
and this time the human floored him yet again. The human then asked, 'You 
appear to be extremely feeble and pale and your forearms resemble those of a 
dog. Are all of you Jinn like this?' 'No, By Allaah!' the Jinn replied, 'Some of us are 
very powerfully built. Nevertheless, wrestle me for the third time and if you 
manage to floor me again, I shall teach you something that will be of great 
benefit to you.' The human fought him again and after flooring him, said, 'Come 
tell me what it is.' 'DO you recite Aayatul Kursi? the Jinn enquired. When the 
human told him that he did, the Jinn said, Whenever you recite it in your house, 
every Shaytaan vacates the house, braying like a donkey and will not enter 
again until the morning.1n 
"0 Abu Abdur Rahmaan!" someone asked Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~, 
"Who was that companion of Rasulullaah ~?" Hadhrat AbdulIaah bin Mas'ood 
®~ frowned, turned to the person and replied, 'Who else could he be but 
Hadhrat Umar ®):;u~.,,(2) 

Hadhrat Mujaahid says, "We were always told that the shayaateen were chained 
up during the Khilaafah of Hadhrat Umar ~. It was only after his martyrdom 
that they were released." (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~~ 


Rebukes a Jinn 

Hadhrat Aamir bin Abdullaah bin zubayr ®.~ reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah 
bin zubayr ~ was returning from Umrah with a group of people belonging 
to the Quraysh. They were at Yanaasib when they noticed a man sitting beneath a 
tree. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ®.~ went up to him and greeted him with 
Salaam. The man paid no heed to him and gave only a feeble reply. When 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~ alighted from his animal, the man did not 
move and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~ had to ask him to move from the 
shade. The man reluctantly complied. 
Hadhrat Abdullaahbin Zubayr®,~ himself says, "I then sat down and, holding 
him by the arm, I asked who he was. 'I am a man from the Jinn,' came the reply. 
He had hardly spoken the words when every hair on my body stood on end. I 
then pulled at him saying, 'You are a man from the Jinn and have the audacity to 
appear before me like this?!' I noticed that he had the legs of an animal and 
when I rebuked him, he started to become meek. I fUrther said, 'You behave so 

(I) Tabraani. 
(2) 	Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.7I) has commented on the chain of narrators. Abu Nu'aym has 

reported a similar narration in his Da\aa'il (Pg.I3I). I 

(J) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.4 Pg.385). 
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impudently before me when you are a Dhimmi?' He then fled. 
When my companions arrived, they asked, Where is the man who was with yOU?' 
'He was a man from amongst the Jinn,' I replied, 'and he ran away.' Every one of 
them then fell from his animal and I had to take them all and tie them to their 
animals.· I then led them for Hajj without any of them returning to their 
complete sense." (I) 

Hadhrat Abu Sulaymaan Daaraani reports that it was a moonlit night when 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~~ went out on his animal and camped at 
Tabook. As he turned around (after alighting), he saw an old man with white hair 
and a white beard sitting on his animaL Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~ 
lunged at the man and he moved off the animal. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr 
~~ then mounted the camel and rode off. The man then called out, "0 Ibn 
Zubayr! By Allaah! Had even a hair's breadth of fear for me entered your heart 
tonight, I would have driven you insane." Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr ~ 
replied by saying, "Should fear for you enter my heart? For you, 0 accursed?I" (2) 

The Sahabah j@~~ Hear the Voices of 

Inanimate Objects 


Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~~ Hears the Tasbeeh of 

some Pebbles in the Hands of his Companions 


Hadhrat Suwayd bin Zaid reports, 'When I once saw Hadhrat Abu Dharr ~~ 
sitting alone in the Masjid, I took advantage of the opportunity and went to sit 
beside him. When I mentioned Hadhrat uthmaan~ to him, he said, 'Never 
say anything about Uthmaan ~ unless it be good because of something 
about him that I saw with Rasulullaah ~. I used to search for the moments 
when Rasulullaah ~ was alone so that I could learn from him. When I went to 
Rasulullaah ~ one day, I found that he had already left home, so I followed 
him. Rasulullaah ~ sat down somewhere and I sat down with him. '0 Abu 
DharrI' Rasulullaah ~ asked, What brings you here?' 'Allaah and His Rasool 
,~.c:'l I'd~, rep Ie . 
Abu Bakr ~ then arrived and sat down on Rasulullaah ~'s right side. '0 
Abu Bakr!' Rasulullaah ~ asked, What brings you here?' 'Allaah and His Rasool 
~,' he replied. Umar ~~ then arrived and sat down on Abu Bakr ~'s 
right side. What brings you here, 0 Umar?' Rasulullaah ~ asked. 'Allaah and 
His Rasool ~,' he replied. Uthmaan ~5 then arrived and sat down on 
Umar ~'s right side. 'What brings you here, 0 Uthmaan?' Rasulullaah ~ 
asked. 'Allaah and His Rasool ~,' he replied. 
Rasulullaah ~ then picked up seven or nine pebbles that engaged in Tasbeeh 
in his hand so audibly that we could hear them sounding like the humming of 
bees. Rasulullaah ~ then put them down and they stopped humming. He then 
(1) Ibn Mubaarak. 
(2) Ai Bjdaayah wan Nfhaayah (Vo1.8 Pg.335). 
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put them in Abu Bakr ~~'s hand and again they engaged in Tasbeeh so 
audibly that we could hear them sounding like the humming of bees. Abu Bakr 
®U.>~ then put them down and they stopped humming. Thereafter, Rasulullaah 
~ put them in Uthmaan ~~'s hand and again they engaged in Tasbeeh so 
audibly that we could hear them sounding like the humming of bees. When 
Uthmaan ®U.>~ put them down, they stopped humming. (1) 

Another narration adds that Hadhrat Abu Oharr ~ said, "Rasulullaah ~ 
then put them in Umar ~~'s hand and again they engaged in Tasbeeh so 
audibly that I could hear them sounding like the humming of bees. Umar ~ 
then put them down and they stopped humming." The end of this narration adds 
that Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "This denotes the successors of Nubuwwah. /1(2) 
Another narration adds that Rasulullaah ~ also gave the pebbles to Hadhrat 
Ali ~,~ and (after engaging in Tasbeeh) they stopped only after he had put 
them down. (3) 

Yet another narration adds that Hadhrat Abu Oharr ~ said, "Every person 
Sitting in the gathering heard the Tasbeeh from each of them (from the four 
Khulafaa) ... Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ gave the pebbles in our hands (those 
of us apart from the four) and they did not engage in Tasbeeh in any of our 
hands." (4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~~ Hears the 

Tasbeeh of Food 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~,~ once said, ''We viewed the miracles of 
Rasulullaah ~ as a source of blessings, while you people only see them as 
threats (to the Kuffaar). (One such miracle occurred when) We were once with 
Rasulullaah ~ on a journey when water ran short. Rasulullaah ~ asked for 
left-over water to be brought and the people brought whatever little amount of 
water they had in a container. Rasulullaah ~ placed his hand in the 
container and announced, 'Come and get water that is pure and blessed. The 
blessings are of course from Allaah 0,~4)l;Z.' I then actually saw water gushing 
forth from between Rasulullaah ~'s fingers. (Another miracle occurred when) 
We could actually hear food engaging in Tasbeeh as it was being eaten," (5) 

In the chapter discussing the du'aas that Rasulul1aah ~ made for Hadhrat 
Abbaas ~, a narration has already been quoted which states: ''To this du'aa, 
the doorstep and all the walls of the house said, 'Ameen! Ameen! Ameen!",(6) 

(1) Bazzaar. Haythami (VoLS Pg.299J has commented on the chain of narrators, 
(2) Bayhaqi. as quoted in AiBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.132). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar 

narration in his Dalaa'jj (Pg.215). 

(.3) Tabraani in his Awsat. Haythami (Vol.5 Pg.l 79) has commented on the chain of narrators. 

(4) Tabraani, a Majma'uz Zawaa'id (Vol.5 Pg.299). Abu NU'aym has reported a similar narration in his 

Dalaa'iJ (Pg.54). 
(5) Bukhaari. Tirmidhi has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 

Pg.97). 
(6) Tabraani, Bayhaqi, Abu Nu'aym in his DaJaa'il and Ibn Maajah. 
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The Sahabah ~~~ hear the Sobbing of 

a Tree Trunk 


Hadhrat ]aabir bin Abdullaah ~t;,~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ used to lean 
on a date palm when standing (to deliver the sermon) on Fridays. Someone 
from the Ansaar made a suggestion saying, "0 Rasulullaah ~I Should we not 
make a pulpit for you?" "If you wish to," Rasulullaah ~ replied. They then built 
a pulpit and when Friday arrived, Rasulullaah ~ went towards the pulpit. The 
palm (against which Rasulullaah ~ used to lean) then screamed like a little 
child. Rasulullaah ~ descended from the pulpit and embraced the palm, 
which continued sobbing like a little child being pacified. 
Hadhrat ]aabir ~~ says that the palm wept because of the Dhikr that it used 
to hear (when Rasulullaah ~ leaned against, which it could no longer hear).(l) 
Another narration states that when the pulpit was built and Rasulullaah ~ was 
standing upon it, the Sahabah i®~ heard the trunk of the palm make a sound 
like that of a camel. It was only when Rasulullaah ~ went up to it and placed 
his hand on it that it stopped. (2) 

Yet another narration states that after the pulpit was made and Rasulullaah ~ 
was standing upright upon it, the trunk started to shake and sob like a camel. 
Everyone in the Masjid could hear it and it was only when Rasulullaah ~ 
descended the pulpit and embraced it that it calmed down and remained silent. (3) 

A different narration states that Rasulullaah fi said, "Had I not taken it into my 
arms, it would have wept until'the Day of Qiyaamah." (4) 
In his account of the construction of the pUlpit, Hadhrat Anas @~ says, "When 
Rasulullaah ~ went towards the pulpit instead of the tree trunk, I heard it 
start to sob like someone longing for another. It then continued to sob until 
Rasulullaah ~ descended from the pulpit, walked over to it and embraced it. 
Then only was it pacified." (5) 

Another narration from Hadhrat Anas ~~ adds that whenever Hadhrat Hasan 
narrated this Hadith, he would weep and say, "0 servants ofA1laah! When a piece 
of wood can sob out of its longing for Rasulullaah ~ because of his esteemed 
status in A1laah's sight, you people ought to long to meet him even more." (6) 
An extended narration adds that Rasulullaah ~ said, "I swear by the Being 
Who controls the life of Muhammad! Had I not embraced it, it would have 
remained like this until the Day of Qiyaamah out of its longing for Allaah's 
Rasool ~." Rasulullaah ~ then had it buried. (7) 

(1) Bukhaari, as quoted in AiEidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.127). 
(2) Bukhaari. Ahmad and Bazzaar have reported a similar narration. 
(3) 	Ahmad, as quoted in Ai Eidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.129). Ibn Abdul Birr has reported a 

similar narration in his )aami (Vol. Pg.l. 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his DaJaa'ii (Pg. I 42). 
(5) Ahmad. 
(6) 	Baghawi. Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Ai Eidaayah wan Nihaayah 

(Vol.6 Pg.127). Ibn Abdul Birr has reported a similar narration in his )aami (Vol.2 Pg.197). 
(7) Abu Ya'Ja and Tirmidhi, as quoted in Ai Eidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.126). Narrations of this 
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Hadhrat Salmaan ~)J.1~ and Hadhrat Abu Dardaa 
~)J.1~ hear the Tasbeeh of a Plate of Food 

Hadhrat Abul Bakhtari reports that Hadhrat Salmaan ~~~ was with Hadhrat 
Abu Dardaa ~ when the latter was busy lighting a fire beneath his pot. 
Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~ suddenly heard a sound coming from the pot, which 
tlien loudly engaged in Tasbeeh in the voice of a child. The pot then fell down, 
toppled over and then returned to where it had been without spilling any of its 
contents. "0 Salmaan!" Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~.~ called out, "Look at this 
astonishing thing! Look at something that neither you nor your father have ever 
seen!" Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ remarked, "Had you remained silent, you would 
have heard something from the great signs of AIlaah." (1) 

Hadhrat Qais narrates that when Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ~).i..,~ wrote to Hadhrat 
Saimaan ~ or when Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ wrote to Hadhrat Abu Dardaa 
~~, they would remind each other about the miracle of the plate. Hadhrat 
Qais says, "It was common knowledge between us that when the two of them 
were once busy eating, the plate and all the food it contained engaged in 
Tasbeeh." (2) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr ~~ Hears 
the Voice of a Fire 

Hadhrat Ja'far bin Abu Imraan reports that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr bin AI Aas 
~~ once heard the fire say, "Me as well." When someone asked him what this 
meant, he explained, "I swear by the Being who controls my life that even fire 
seeks AIlaah's protectionfrombeingretumed to the immense fire (0f]ahannam).,,(3) 

The Sahaball ~~~ hear People Speak in 

their Graves 


Hadhrat Umar ~~ Hears the Words of a 

Devout Youngster 


Hadhrat Yahya bin Ayyoob Khuzaa'ee narrates that he heard from someone that 
there lived a youngster during the time of Hadhrat Umar ~.(;.,~ who was 
extremely devoted to worship and was always in the Masjid. Hadhrat Umar 
~~ was very impressed with him. The youngster had a very old father and 
would visit his father every day after performing the Isha salaah. However, his 
road passed by the door of a woman who used to flaunt her charms by the 
roadside because she had become infatuated with him. As he passed by one 

kind have also been reported by Hadhrat ubay bin Ka'b ~, Hadhrat Sahl bin Sa'd ~, 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~, Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~, Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed 
Khudri ~, Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ and Hadhrat Ummu Sal amah ~; as quoted in AI 
Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo\.6 Pg.125). 

(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vo). I Pg.224). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol. I Pg,224), 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (VoL 1 Pg,289). 
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night, she made a persistent effort to seduce him until he eventually followed 
her. As she entered through her door and he was about to do the same, he 
remembered Allaah. The evil intention vanished instantly and the following verse 
of the Qur'aan came to his tongue: 

(0"j~~!~\~~\j1jJpl~~·~\~j~\J~\~j). 
(Y.\~i:.....;Iy\ 0)"....) 

I*ed when the temptation (to do evil) from Shaytaan reaches those 
who fear Allaah, they remember (Allaah and engage in Dhikr, thinking 
about His punishment and recalling the rewards [or abstaining tram 
sin) and their eyes instantly open (they realise Shaytaan's plot and 
ignore the temptation). {Surah A'raaf, verse 201} 

The youngster immediately fell unconscious. The woman then called for her 
maidservant and with her help, the two of them carried him to his door. He was 
made to sit and his father's door was knocked. When his father came out to look 
for him, he found him unconscious in the doorway. He summoned for some of 
his family members and they together carried him inside the house. 
When the youngster regained consciousness after a considerable part of the 
night had passed, his father asked, "Dear son! How are you?" "I am well," came 
the reply. When h!s father then asked him in the name of Allaah what had 
happened, he informed his father about the incident. "Dear son," the father 
asked, "What was the versesou recited?" When the youngster recited the verse he 
had recited at the time, he again fell unconscious. Although the people tried to 
revive him, this time he had passed away. It was still night when they bathed 
him, shrouded him and buried him. 
It was only the following morning that the people informed Hadhrat Umar 
~ about it. Hadhrat Umar ~ immediately went to console the father. 
''Why did you not inform me (of the funeral)?" Hadhrat Umar ®)l.,~ enquired. "0 
Ameerul Mu'mineen!" the father replied, "It happened during the night (and we 
did not wish to disturb you)." Hadhrat Umar ~~ then told them to 
accompany him to the grave and when they arrived there, Hadhrat Umar 
®~ addressed the youngster by his name and recited the verse: 

(t"\~T:"~J oJ"....> (0~~J':'I.i;.J~ ~j) 
The one who fears standing in the presence of his Rabb (on the Day of 
Qiyaamah) shall have two gardens (ofJannah). {Surah Rahmaan, verse 

46} 
The youngster responded twice from within the grave saying, "0 Umar! My 
Rabb has already given me both these g.ardens in Jannah." (1) 

Another narration states that the youngster said, "Dear uncle! Go to Umar, 
convey my Salaams to him and ask him what the reward will be for the person 
who fears standing before his Rabb. " The end of this narration states that . 
(1) Haakim. as quoted in Kiilnzul UmmaalryoU Pg.267). Ibn Asaakir has reported a similar narratio,n, 


as quoted in the Tafseerof Ibn Katheer 0101.2 Pg.279). 
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Hadhrat Umar ~~ went to the youngster's grave and said, "You shall have 
two gardens ofJannah. You shall have two gardens ofJannah." (1) 

Hadhrat Umar ~~ Hears the Speech of People 

Buried in Baqee Gharqad 


Hadhrat Muhammad bin Himyar reports that when Hadhrat Umar ~~ once 
passed by Baqee Gharqad (the graveyard of Madinah), he said, 'j4s Salaamu 
Aiaykum, 0 people of the graves! The news from our side is that your spouses 
have remarried, others are occupying your homes, and your wealth has already 
been distributed." A voice then replied saying, "The news from our side is that we 
have found the good deeds we had sent ahead, we have seen the profits of the 
charity we spend and have lost out on that which v'e have left behind (without 
spending in charity)." (2) 

The Sahabah ~~ see People being Punished 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ narrates, "I was passing by the fringe of the 
plain of Badr when I was surprised to see a man emerge from a hole. He had a 
chain tied around his neck and was calling out, '0 Abdullaah! Give me a drink! 0 
Abdullaah! Give me a drink! 0 Abdullaah! Give me a drink!' I did not know 
whether he recognised me or whether he was just calling me as Arabs call people 
(by addressing any person as Abdullaah i.e. 0 servant of Allaah). Just then 
another man came out of the hole. This man had a whip in his hand and he said 
to me, '0 Abdullaah! Do not give him anything to drink because he is a Kaafir.' 
The man then hit the first one and he returned into the hole. I then rushed back 
toRasulullaah ~~ and when I reported it to him, he asked, 'Did you actually see 
him?' When I confirmed that I did, Rasulullaah ~ explained, 'That was Allaah's 
enemy Abu Jahal and that shall be his punishment until the Day of Qiyaamah.'"(3) 

The Sahabah ~~~ Speak after Death 
The Incident of Hadhrat Zaid bin Khaarija ®)J.1~ 

Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib reports that the Ansaari Hadhrat Zaid bin Khaar1ja 
~~ who belonged to the Banu Haarith bin Khazraj tribe passed away during 
the Khilaafah of Hadhrat uthmaan bin Affaan ~~. After wrapping him in the 
burial shroud, the people heard some movement in his chest. He then started to 
speak, saying, "Ahmad! It is the name of Ahmad (Rasulullaah ~) that is written 
in the Lowhul Mahfoodh. He spoke the truth. Abu Bakr Siddeeq ~~ spoke the 
truth. Though he was a frail man, he was strong when it concerned Allaah's 
commands. Such is it written in the Lowhul Mahfoodh. He spoke the truth. Umar 
bin Khattaab ~.~ spoke the truth. He was powerful and trustworthy, just as it 
is written in the Lowhul Mahfoodh. He spoke the truth. uthmaan bin Affaan 
~~ spoke the truth and is following in the pattern of the others. Four years 
(I) Bayhaqi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (\IoU Pg.267). 
(2) Ibn Abi Dunya and Ibn sam'aani, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (\101.8 Pg.123). 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (\101.6 Pg.81) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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have passed and the other two to come will come with trials. The strong will then 
devour the weak and Qiyaamah will take place. There shall soon come some 
startling news about your armies. And the well of AreesI What about the well of Arees?" 

Hadhrat Sa'eed reports further that a man belonging to the Banu Khatmah tribe 
then passed away and after he was wrapped in his shroud, some movement was 
also heard from his chest. He then spoke and said, ''Verily the man from the Banu 
Haarith bin Khazr~j tribe spoke the truth. He spoke the truth." (I) 

Hadhrat Nu'maan bin Basheer ~,\f.,~ narrates that Hadhrat Zaidbin Khaarija 
~~ was walking in one of the alleyways of Madinah some time between the 
Zuhr and Asr salaahs when he suddenly dropped down dead. He was taken to his 
family and shrouded with two sheets and a blanket. It was between the Maghrib 
and Isha salaahs that the women of the Ansaar gathered around his body and 
started to cry loudly. They then heard a voice say from beneath the blanket, "Be 
silent, o people!" When this was heard for a second time, the blanket was 
removed from his face and chest. He then said, "Muhammad ~ is the prophet 
of Allaah, the unlettered Nabi and the seal of all Ambiyaa. Such is it written in the 
Lowhul Mahfoodh. fI 

A while later, he again spoke and said, "He spoke the truth. Abu Bakr Siddeeq 
~ spoke the truth. He was the strong and trustworthy. Though he was a 
frail man, he was strong when it concerned Allaah's commands. Such is it written 
in the Lowhul Mahfoodh." 
A while later he again spoke. This time he thrice said, "He spoke the truth. The 
one in the middle spoke the truth. He is the servant of Allaah and the Ameerul 
Mu'mineen who never feared the reproach of those who reproach when acting 
for the pleasure of Allaah. It was he who prevented the strong from devouring the 
weak. Such is it written in the Lowhul Mahfoodh." 
A little later, he said, "Uthmaan is the Ameerul Mu'mineen. He is compassionate 
towards the Mu'mineen and while two years (of peace) have already passed, 
another four still remain. people will then start to dispute, no unity will be left 
and even the trees will weep (meaning that the sanctity of things will be violated). 
Qiyaamah will draw close and people will devour (the property and rights of) 
each other." (2) 

Another narration, Hadhrat Nu'maan bin Basheer ~~ says, "When Zaid bin 
Khaarija ~~ passed away, I was waiting for Uthmaan ®\f.,~ to come, thinking 
that he would perform two Rakaahs salaah. Just then, Zaid ~ moved the 
shroud from his face and said, j1s Salaamu AJaykum! As Salaamu AJaykum!'Because 

the people of the house were busy talking and I was performing salaah, I 
exclaimed, 'SubhaanaIIaah! SubhaanaIIaah!'Zaid ~.~ then said to the people, 
'Be silent! Be silenn'" The rest of the narration is like the one above. (3) 

(1) 	Bayhaqi, reporting from reliable sources, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo\.6 Pg.156). 
Ibn Abi Dunya and Bayhaqi have also reported a more detailed narration, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah 
wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.293). 

(2) Tabraani. 
(3) Tabraani in his Kabeerand Awsat, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.5 

Pg.180). 
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Another narration states that Hadhrat Zaid ~'s corpse said, " The one in the 
middle is the strongest of the three. He never feared the reproach of those who 
reproach when acting for the pleasure of Allaah and he never instructed the 
strong to devour the weak. He is the servant of Allaah and the Ameerul 
Mu'mineen. He spoke the truth. He spoke the truth. Such is it written in the 
Lowhul Mahfoodh. "Thereafter, he said further, "Uthmaan is the Ameerul 
Mu'mineen. He forgives a great deal of the sins people commit. While two years 
(of peace) have already passed, another four still remain. People will then start to 

dispute and people will devour (the property and rights of) each other. No unity 
will be left and even brave heroes will weep. The Mu'mineen will then start to 
retrogress. Such has it been decreed and recorded in Allaah's Book. 0 people! 
Turn towards your Ameer, listen to him and obey him because the blood of the 
person who becomes a ruler shall not be safe. Allaah's decree has been ()rdained 
and finalised. Allaahu Akbar! Here is Jannah and here is Jahannam arid all the 
Ambiyaa and the Siddeeqeen convey their Salaams to you. 0 AbduUaah bin 
Rawaaha ~.~! Have you seen my father Khaarija and Sa'd, both of whom were 
martyred in the Battle of Uhud?" Finally, before his voice fell silent, he recited the 
verse: 

J;,;'U ~J 0 J;J ;.~\ :; ,~~ 0 .s'J-~' qas'; 0 ~ ~J J, ~) 
(\A 1J \o-.:;..,!I:OL... 0)."....) (0 

This will never be! (NO ransom wiII be accepted and none wiII be made 
to suffer for another.) The Fire shall certainly be flaming, (so hot that it 
wiII be capable ofeasily) tearing off the scalp. It (fahannam) will call the 
one who turned away (from Towheed) and was averse (to it), who 
amassed wealth and tended it (hoarded it without fulliIIing the duties 
owing to Allaah). {Surah Ma'aarij. verses IS-IS} 

Another narration adds that Hadhrat Zaid ~~ also said, "And this is Ahmad 
Rasulullaah ~. May Allaah's peace, mercy and blessings be showered on you, 
o Rasulullaah ~.,,(l) 
Hadhrat Nu'maan bin Basheer ~ says, "When a man from amongst us 
(Ansaar) called Zaid bin Khaarija ~~ passed away, we shrouded him and I 
stood up to perform salaah. Just then I heard some noises and when I turned to 
look, I was surprised to see the body move. It then started to speak, saying, 'The 
strongest of them (the Khulafaa) was the middle one. He was Allaah's servant and 
the Ameerul Mu'mineen Umar ~. He was strong in his commands and in 
enforcing the commands of Allaah S,~2jt;5. Ameerul Mu'mineen Uthmaan bin 
Affaan ~. He is pure and chaste and forgives a great deal of the sins people 
commit. While two nights (years of peace) have already pas1ed, another four still 
remain. People will then start to dispute and no unity will b,e left. 0 people! Turn 
towards your leader, listen to him and obey him. Here is Rasulullaah ~ and 
(1) 	Bayhaqi. reporting from Ibn Abi Dunya. Bayhaqi has also reported the narration from others apart 

from Ibn Abi Dunya, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.157). Ibn Mandah and Abu 
Nu'aym have reported a similar narration, as quoted in lsaabah (Vo1.2 Pg.24). 
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Ibn Rawaaha S)~. (Addressing Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Rawaaha ~, he 
then asked) What has become of (my father) Khaarija bin Zaid?'" Thereafter, 
before hisvoicefell silent, he added, "The well ofArees has been seized unjustly.',(l) 

Bringing the Dead back to Life 
The Incident of a Woman from the Muhaajireen 

and her Son 
HaJhrat Anas bin' Maalik ~~ says, "when we once went to visit an ailing 
youngster of the Ansaar, he happened to pass away very quickly. We closed his 
eyes and drew a sheet over his face. One of us said to his mother, 'Look forward 
to the rewards from Allaah (for exercising patience upon the death of your son).' 
'Has he passed away?' she asked. When we confirmed that he had, she raised her 
hands to the heavens and made du'aa saying, '0 Allaah! I have believed in You 
and migrated to Your Rasool ~. Whenever I have been afflicted with any 
calamity, I have made du'aa to You and You have always removed it. 0 Allaah! I 

am now beggingvou not to burden me with this calamity.' The youngster then 
(came back to life,) removed the sheet from his face and when we sat down to 
eat, he ate with us." (2) Another narration states that the lady was Hadhrat 
Ummu Saa'ib ~ and that she was extremely old and blind. (3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Aun narrates that Hadhrat Anas ~ once said, "I have 
witnessed three occurrences in this Ummah that would have been unmatched by 
any other nation had they occurred amongst the Bani Israa'eel." "0 Abu Hamzah!" 
the people around Hadhrat Anas ~ said, "What are these occurrences?" 
Hadhrat Anas S));.,~ related, 'We were on the Sulfa with Rasulullaah ~ when 
a lady who had just made Hijrah arrived with her son who had already corne of 
age. Rasulullaah ~ attached the lady to the other ladies and the boy to us. 
It was not long thereafter that the boy was affected by the disease that afflicted 
the people of Madinah. After an illness of a few days, the boy passed away. 
Rasulullaah ~ closed the boy's eyes and instructed that burial arrangements 
be made. We were just about to bathe him when Rasulullaah ~ instructed me 
saying, '0 Anas! Go and inform his mother.' When I informed her, she carne and 
sat by the boy's feet. Holding his two feet, she made du'aa to Allaah saying, '0 
Allaah! I happily submitted to You and vehemently opposed the idols. I then 
migrated out of my yearning for You. 0 Allaah! Do not let the idol-worshippers 
rejoice at my expense and do not burden me with a calamity that I am unable 
to bear.''' 
Hadhrat Anas S)~ says further, "By Allaah! She had hardly. ended her du'aa 
when the boy's feet started to move and he threw the sheet off his face. He then 
lived on until Rasulullaah ~ passed away and until his mother also passed 
(l) 	Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol. 7 Pg.230). Hadhrat 

Haashim bin Ammaar has reported a similar narration in his Kitaabul Ba'th, as quoted in Al 
Bidaayah wan NJ'haayah (Vo1.6 Pg.157). 

(2) Ibn Abi Dunya. 
(3) Bayhaqi. 
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away ... " The narration continues further and will be related later on. (1) 

Signs of Life in their Martyrs 
The Incident of the Martyrs of the Battle of Uhud 

Hadhrat Abu Nadhrah reports that Hadhrat Jaabir bin Abdullaah ~~~ said, 
"The night before the Battle of Uhud was fought, my father called for me and 
said, 'I feel that I will certainty be amongst the very first companions of 
Rasulullaah ~ to be killed. By Allaah! Of all the people I am leaving behind, 
there is none after Rasulullaah ~ wh.om I love more than you. However, I have 
several debts, so do settle them for me. I would also like to advise you to treat 
your sisters well.' 
The next morning, my father was the first to be martyred and I buried him with 
another person in the same grave. However, it did not appeal to me later on to 
leave him in a grave with someone else. I therefore exhumed his body six 
months later and found to my surprise that everything apart from his ears 
were exactly as they were on the day I laid him to rest." (2) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Jaabir ~.~ said, "After six months had 
passed, I could not allow myself to rest until I buried my father in a grave of his 
own. I therefore exhumed the body from the grave and found to my surprise that 
apart from a tiny portion of his earlobe, the ground had not eaten any part of his 
body." (3) 

Yet another narration states that Hadhrat Jaabir ~.~ added, "I noticed 
nothing different about him apart from a few strands of hair from his beard 
that had been touching the ground." (4) 

Hadhrat Abu Zubayr reports that Hadhrat Jaabir ~ said, "When Mu'aawiya 
~~ intended digging a canal, we were told to move the bodies of our martyrs 
who had been martyred at Uhud. Although this was forty years afterwards (after 
their deaths), theirbodieswerestillsupple and their limbs could still be bent."(S) 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Jaabir ~.~~ said, "When their bodies 
were exhumed after forty years, they were still fresh and their limbs were still pliable.,,(6) 

Some scholars from the Ansaar say, "When Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~.~ was 
digging the canal that passed by the martyrs of Uhud, it happened to burst its 
banks. We hurried there and exhumed the bodies of Amr (bin Jamooh ~~~) 
and Abdullaah ~~. They both wore two sheets of cloth that covered their 
faces, while their feet were covered with some plants. As we removed the bodies 
from the graves, they were so supple and pliable that it appeared as if they had 
been buried only yesterday." (7) 

(I) 	Bayhaqi, as quoted in Ai Bfdaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.154 & 259). Abu Nu'aym has reported a 
similar narration in his OaJaa'il (Pg.224). 

(2) Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.203). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.3 Pg.563). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd, as quoted in AiBidaayah wan Nihaayah (VolA PgA3). 
(5) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.3 Pg.563). 
(6) Abu Nu'aym in his oaJaa'ii (Pg.207), as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.5 Pg.274l. 

{7l Ibn Is'haaq in his Maghaazi, as quoted in Fat'hul Baari (Vol.3 Pg.142l. 
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In a lengthy narration, Hadhrat ]aabir ~~ says, "it was during the Khilaafah of 
Mu'aawiya bin Abu Sufyaan ~~ that a man came to me saying, '0 )aabir bin 
AbdullaahI BY Allaah! Some of Mu'aawiya's labourers have dug into your father's 
grave, causing some of his body to become exposed.' When I went there, I 
discovered that his bodywas exactly as it was when I buried him. The only parts 
that were not unscathed were of course those that were wounded in the battle. I 
then buried him again." (I) 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Abdullaah bin Abdur Rahmaan bin Sa'sa'a reports 
that Hadhrat Arm bin ]amooh Sulami ~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr 
Sulami ~ were both martyred during the Battle of Uhud and shared one 
grave. Because floodwaters passed by their grave, it eventually eroded their grave 
and the grave was subsequently dug up so that their bodies could be moved from 
there. Their bodies were however found to be unchanged, appearing as if they 
had been buried just the day before. When one of them was wounded (in the 
battle), he placed his hand on the wound and was buried in this posture. When 
his hand was then moved off the wound (as the grave was changed) and placed 
by his side, it returned to its former position. There was a time lapse of forty six 
years between the Battle of Uhud and the day their grave was dug up. {2} 

Hadhrat AbduIlaah bin Amr ~~ was of reddish complexion, bald and not very 
tall whereas Hadhrat Amr bin ]amooh ~~ was a tall man. They were both 
recognised by these features and buried in one grave. Floodwaters however ran 
by their grave and eventually started to enter it. The bodies were therefore 
exhumed, still shrouded in a black and white striped sheet. Hadhrat Abdullaah 
~ was wounded on the face and his hand was covering the wound. When 
his hand was moved off the wound, blood poured out of it but as soon as the 
hand was replaced, the blood stopped. Hadhrat ]aabir !ID~ says, 'When I saw 
my father in his grav((, he appeared to be sleeping because his appearance had 
not changed in the least bit." "And did you see his shroud?" someone asked. 
Hadhrat ]aabir ~~ replied, "He was buried in a black and white striped sheet 
which covered his face, while his feet were covered with the rue plant. We found 
the sheet to be exactly as it had been and the rue plant also exactly as it had 
been, even though there had been a time lapse of forty six years." {3} 

Hadhrat ]aabir ~~~ says, "When Mu'aawiya ~\1,~ started to dig the canal 
near the martyrs of Uhud forty years after the battle, we were summoned to 
(move) them (from their graves). We went there and while we were busy 
exhuming the bodies, a spade accidentally hit the foot of Hamzah ~. 
Blood then actually started to pour out of the wound." (4) Another narration 
states that when a spade hit the foot of Hadhrat Hamzah ~, it started to 
bleed even though it was after forty years (of being buried). (5) 

(I) 	Ahmad,as quoted in Wafaa'ul Wafaa (Vol.2 Pg.116). oaarmi has reported a similar narration. as 
quoted in Awjaz (Vol.4 Pg.l 08). 

(2) Maalik, as quoted in Awjaz (Vol.4 Pg.I07). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (VoL3 Pg.562). 
(4) Bayhaqi, as quoted inA!Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VolA Pg.43). 
(5) Abu NU'aym in his oaJaa'il (Pg.207). . 
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In his wafaa'uJ wafaa (1), Sheikh Samhodi states that this incident occurred three 
times(2); once after six months, again after forty years when the canal was dug 
and once again after forty six years when floodwaters started to enter the grave. 
This conclusion is based on the many narrations supporting each of the three 
occasions. He states(3) that this is a clear miracle of the Sahabah ~,~ and has 
therefore been repeated. 

The Fragrance of Musk Wafts from the 
Graves of the Sahabah ~~~ 

The Fragrance of Musk Wafts from the Grave of 

Hadhrat Sa'd bin Mu'aadh ~~ 


Hadhrat Muhammad bin Shurahbeel narrates that one of the Sahabah ~ 
took a handful of sand from the grave of Hadhrat Sa'd bin Mu'aadh ~ and 
when he opened his fist, they saw to their surprise that it was musk. To this 
RasululIaah ~ exclaimed, "SubhaanaJJaah! SubhaanaJJaah!" and the joy was 
clearly visible on his face. (4) 
Another narration states, "Someone took a handful of sand from the grave of 
Hadhrat Sa'd bin Mu'aadh !:ID)l.'1~ and then left. When he looked at it afterwards, 
he discovered that it was actually musk. (5) 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ says, "I was amongst those who dug the grave 
of Sa'd bin Mu'aadh !:ID,~. Each time we shovelled out some sand, the 
fragrance of musk wafted on to us. This continued until we we reached to the 
bottom of the grave." (6) 

Martyred Sahabah ~~ are Raised 
to the heavens 

Hadhrat Aamir bin Fuhayrah ~~ is Lifted 
to the Sky 

Hadhrat Urwa ~~ reports that after many Sahabah ~ were martyred at 

Bir Ma'oonah and Hadhrat Amr bin Umayyah !:ID~ was taken prisoner, Aamir 

bin Tufayl pointed to one of the martyrs and asked, 'Who is that?" When Hadhrat 

Amr ~~ informed him that the man was Hadhrat Aamir bin Fuhayrah ~, 


Aamir bin Tufayl remarked, "After he was killed, I actually saw him being lifted so 

high into the skies that I eventually saw the sky between him and the ground. 

Thereafter, he was brought back down again." 

When the news of the massacre was brought to Rasulullaah ~ (by revelation), 

(I) (Vo\.2 Pg.116). 
(2) This is supported by the author of Awjaz (VolA Pg.lll). 
(3) (Vo\.2 Pg.117). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Ma'rifa, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ(Voi.7 PgAI). 
(5) Ibn SaId (Voi.3 PgA31). 
(6) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 PgA31). 
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he informed the Sahabah ~ about the deaths of the martyrs, saying, 'Verily 
your companions have been martyred. They have however made a request to, 
their Rabb saying, '0 our Rabb! Inform our brother on our behalf that we are 
pleased with You and that You are pleased with us.'" 
:Amongst those who were martyred on that day were Hadhrat Urwa bin Asmaa bin 
Silt ~~ and Hadhrat Mundhir bin Arnr ~lli~, after whom Hadhrat Urwa (bin 
Zubayr ®l15~) and Hadhrat Mundhir (bin Zubayr~) were named. (I) 

Another narration states that the person who killed Hadhrat Aamir bin Fuhayrah 
~~ was a man named Jabbaar bin Sulma Kalbi. When he stabbed Hadhrat 
Aamir ~~ with his spear, Hadhrat Aamir ~ shouted, "I swear by the 
Rabb of the Kabah that I am successful!" Some time after the incident took 
place, Jabbaar asked some of the Sahabah ~~ what success Hadhrat Aamir 
®~ was referring to. When they explained that he was referring to the success 
of Jannah, he exclaimed, "By Allaah! He must be right." ]abbaar then also 
accepted Islaam. May Allaah be pleased with him. (2) 

Hadhrat Urwa reports that because the body of Hadhrat Aamir bin Fuhayrah 
.~ could not be found afterwards, the Sahabah ~ were convinced that 
the angels had buried him. (3) Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ 
said, "The angels buried him and'his soul was taken to the Illiyyeen (the place 
where the souls of the righteous are taken)." (4) 
It is also reported that speaking about one of the Sahabah ~ (martyred in 
the battle) Aamir bin Tufayl used to say, 'When he was killed, he was lifted so 
high between the earth and the sky that I could see the sky beneath him." He was 
then informed that the person was Hadhrat Aamir bin Fuhayrah ~~. (5) 

The Dead Bodies of the Sahabah i®~~ 
are Protected 

The Body of Hadhrat Khubayb bin Adi ~~~ 
is Protected 

Hadhrat Amr bin Umayyah ~ relates, "Rasulullaah ~ sent me alone as a 
spy to the Quraysh. I came to the pole where Khubayb ~~ was crucified and, 
keeping a lookout for spies (from the Quraysh), I climbed up the pole and untied 
the body. When he fell to the ground, I scurried away a short distance (in case 
anyone's attention was drawn there). (When the coast was clear) I then went back 
but was unable to see Khubayb ~. It appeared as if the earth had taken his 
body in and no trace was found of his body to this day." (6) 
(1) Bukhaari. Bayhaqi has reported a similar narration. as has Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya No\.! Pg.llO). 
(2) Waaqidi. 
(3) 	Moosa bin Uqba in his Maghaazi, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah Nol.4 Pg.72). Abu 

Nu'aym has reported a similar narration in his Hflya Nol.! Pg.ll 0). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his DaJaa'i1 (Pg.186). Ibn Sa'd NoU Pg.23I) has reported a similar narration. 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya NoU Pg.llO).Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration in his DaJaa'i1 

(Pg.186). as has Ibn Sa'd Nol.3 Pg.23I), 
(6) Ahmad and Tabraani. Haythami Nol.5 Pg.32I) has commented on the chain of narrators. Bayhaqi 
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Hadhrat Dahhaak narrates that Rasulullaah ~ dispatched Hadhrat Miqdaad 
®,~ and Hadhrat Zubayr ~~ to remove the body of Hadhrat Khubayb 
®)J.7~ from the pole upon which he was crucified, when the two reached 
Tan'eem. they found forty drunk around the pole, They then took the body down 
and when Hadhrat Zubayr ~~ loaded it on his horse, it was still fresh and 
had not started to decompose in the least. The Mushrikeen were warned however 
and Hadhrat zubayr ~ was forced to offload the body when the Mushrikeen 
gained on them. The ground then immediately took his body in. It is because 
of this that Hadhrat Khubayb ®jJ.,~ was called 'BaJee'uJ Ardh' (1he one whom 
the ground took in'). (I) 

The Body of Hadhrat Alaa bin Hadhrami ~~ 
is Protected 

Hadhrat Anas ~ once said, "I have witnessed three occurrences in this 
Ummah that would have been unmatched by any other nation had they occurred 
amongst the Bani Israa'eel." , .. The beginning of the narration has been quoted 
before(2). Another portion of the narration states. ''It was only a short while later 
that he (Hadhrat Alaa ~~) passed away. We then dug a grave for him. 
bathed him and buried him. After we had finished burying him. a man came and 
asked who the deceased was. 'He is the best of people,' we replied, 'he is Ibnul 
HadhramL' The man said. 'This ground casts bodies to the surface. Why do you 
not move him a mile or two away to some ground that accommodates bodies 
well.' We said. 'It is certainly not fitting reward for our companion to expose him 
to wild animals that will devour his body.' We then undertook to exhume the 
body, but when we reached the bottom of the grave, we found that he was not 
there. We saw to our amazement that as far as the eyes could see. the grave was 
filled with sparkling light. We therefore covered the grave again and left." (3) 

Another narration from Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®~ states, 'When he passed 
away. we buried him in soft sand but we had not gone far when it occurred to us 
that wild animals would come and eat the body. We therefore returned, but could 
not find him anywhere.". (4) 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah®.~ reports, 'We then dug a grave for him with our 
swords without making a recess inside (within which to fit the body). After 
burying him and proceeding further, one of the Sahabah i®,~ said, We dug a 
grave without making a recess in it.' When we then returned to make the recess, 
we were unable to find the site of his grave." (5) 

has reported a similar narration, as quoted in A1 Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VolA Pg.67), as has Abu 
Nu'aym in his Oalaa'i\ (Pg.227) and Bayhaqi, as lsaabah (VoU PgAI9). 

(1) Abu Yusufin his Kitaabul Lataa'if, as quoted in fsaabah (VoU Pg.419). 
(2) Under the heading "Bringing the Dead back to Life" and the subheading "The Incident of a Woman 

from the Muhaajireen and her Son". 
(3) Bayhaqi, as quoted in A1 Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.155) and (Vo\.6 Pg.292). 
(4) 	Tabraani in all three works. Haythami (Vol.9 Pg.376) has commented on the chain of narrators. 

Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration in his OaJaa'ii (Pg,208). 
(5) Ibn Sa'd (Vo\'4 Pg.363). 
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The Body of Hadhrat Aasim bin Thaabit ~.~C®¢il 


is Protected 

The incident of Hadhrat Khubayb bin Adi ~~ has been quoted in detail(I': The 
narration from Hadhrat Abu Hurayra ~iJ.,~ states that Rasulullaah ~ once 
sent an expedition under the command of Hadhrat Aasim bin Thaabit bin Afiah 
~1J~~. The narration goes on further to state that Hadhrat Aasim 5:J~~ said, 
"As for myself, I shall never surrender into the custody of a Kaafir." He had in fact 
taken a pledge with Aliaah that neither would he touch any Mushrik nor will any 
of them ever touch him. Further on the narration states that because Hadhrat 
Aasim ~.~ had killed one of the leaders of the Quraysh during the Battle of 
Badr, the Quraysh sent some people to bring a portion of his body to them 
which they may recognise as his. However, Allaah sent a swarm of wasps to 
his body and they protected him from these people. It was because of this that 
he was called "Hamee'ud Dabr" ('7he one who was protected by a swarm of 
wasps"). (2) 

Another narration from Hadhrat Urwa ~~~ states that when the Mushrikeen 
were about to cut off his head to send to the other Mushrikeen in Makkah, Allaah 

a swarm of wasps flying into their faces, which stung them and thus 
prevented them from severing his head. (3) 

Wild Animals are Made Subservient to the 

Sahabah ~~~ and Talk to them 


Rasulullaah ~~ speaks to Wolves and they 

Submit to him 


Hadhrat Hamzah bin Abu Usayd $~~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ once went 
to the graveyard of Baqee for the funeral of an Ansaari. There however lay in the 
path, a wolf with its forelegs stretched out across the path. Rasulullaah ~ 
said, "This wolf has come in search of its share, so give it to him." "What is your 
advice, 0 Rasulullaah ~?" the Sahabah ~ asked. Rasululiaah ~~ said, 
"One goat should be given from each year from every grazing flock (of forty or 
more goats)." "That still leaves plenty behind," the Sahabah ~~~ remarked. 
Rasulullaah ~~then made a gesture to the wolf to leave them, and it left. (4) 

Hadhrat MutalJib bin AbdulIaah bin Hantab reports that Rasulullaah was in 
Madinah one day when a wolf arrived and stood before him. Rasulullaah 
said, "This is the delegate of the wild animals to you. (He comes with the 
proposition that) If you wish to fix a portion (of your flocks) to give to them, they 
will take no more than that. However, if you wish, you could leave them to be as 
(1) 	In the chapter discussing "The Enthusiasm of the Sahabah re:r~ to Die and Give their Lives in 

the path of Allaah", "During the Battle of Rajee" and under the subheading Hadhrat Aasim,I' 

Hadhrat Khubayb and theIr Companions ~~ are Martyred." 
(2) Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Isaao.;,h (VoU Pg.245). 
(3) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Dalaa'il (Pg.183) 
(4) Bayilaqi, 
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they are and continue guarding against them. In that case, whatever they take 
from you will be their sustenance." "0 Rasulullaah· ~!'" the Sahabah l@~ 
submitted, 'We do not like the idea of fixing a portion for them." Rasulullaah 
~ then made a gesture with his three fingers to the wolf, telling it to leave 
them and it left with a howl. (1) 

A man from the JUhaynah tribe narrates that a delegation from the wolves 
numbering almost a hundred once arrived at a time when Rasulullaah ~ was 
performing salaah and sat down (waiting for him). Rasulullaah ~ then said to 
the Sahabah ~, "This is a delegation from the wolves who have come with 
the proposition that you fix a share of your flocks for them, in which case the rest 
of your flocks will be safe from them." When the Sahabah ~ raised the issue 
of their poverty (that they would be unable to afford the proposition), Rasulullaah 
~ told them to then send the wolves back. The wolves all left howling. (2) 

A Lion is Submissive to Rasulullaah ~1S Freed 
Slave Hadhrat Safeenah @~ 

Rasuiullaah ~'s freed slave Hadhrat Safeenah ~ says, "I was once on 
board a ship when it shipwrecked. I managed to cling on to one of its planks, 
which carried me to a dense forest. A lion lived in the forest and (when it saw me) 
it started coming towards me to attack me. I however addressed it saying, "0 Abu 
Haarith! I am the freed slave of Rasulullaah ~." It immediately lowered its 
head as it came closer and continued nudging me with its shoulder until I was 
clear of the forest and on a main road. It then purred, a gesture I interpreted as a 
word of farewell. That was the last I saw of it. (3) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Safeenah ~~ says, "We were once at sea when 
we were shipwrecked. (When we managed to make our way to land) We were lost 
and did not know the road when we suddenly beheld a lion that came before us. 
As my companions retreated, I went towards it and said, 'I am Safeenah, a 
companion of Rasulullaah ~ and we have lost our way.' The lion then walked 
ahead of me until we reached the main road. Thereafter, it nudged me as if to 
pOint the road to me, but I sensed that it meant to bid us farewell." (4) 

Hadhrat Ibn Munkadir reports that Rasulullaah ~'s freed slave Hadhrat 
Safeenah ~.~ was once in Roman territory when he either became separated 
from the rest of the army or was taken prisoner. As he was searching for the 
army, he was suddenly confronted by a lion. He then addressed the lion saying, 
"0 Abu HaarithI I am Rasulullaah ~'s freed slave." He then explained his 
situation and the lion came closer, with its tail wagging until it stood beside him. 
(I.) Waaqidi. 
(2) Abu NU'aym. Bayhaqi and Bazzaar have reported similar narrations, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan 

Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.146). 
(3) 	Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.606), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. Blikhaari has 

reported a similar narration in· his Taareekh (Vo1.2 Pg.179), as had Abu Nu'aym in his HHya (Vol.i 
Pg.369) and his Dalaa'il (Pg.212). rbn Mandah has also reported it, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan 
Nihaayah (Vo1.5 Pg.316) and so has Tabraani, as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa'id(Vo1.9 Pg.366). 

(4) Bazzaar and Tabraani: reporting from reliable sources as confir:ned by Haythami (V01.9 Pg.367). 
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(The lion then led him on and) each time the lion heard a sound (of another 
animal), it would charge towards it (scaring it away) and then return to walk by 
Hadhrat Safeenah ~~'s side. This continued until it brought him to the army, 
after which it returned. (1) 

A Lion is Submissive to Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
~'t\"'~JI·r·~U mar ~'''''~ 

Hadhrat Wahab bin Abaan Qurashi that Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ~~ was 
travelling on a joumeywhentheysawacrowd of people standing by the road. "What 
is the matter with those people?" Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Vmar ~~ enquired. 
"There is a lion on the road frightening them," came the reply. HadhratAbdullaah 
bin Vmar ~U03~ got off his animal, walked up to the lion and held its ears. He 
then twisted its ears, slapped its nape and moved it off the road. Thereafter, he 
said (to himselt), "Rasulullaah ~ did not lie to you. I heard Rasulullaah ~ 
say, 'Only that which man fears will be given the upper hand over him and if he 
fears none besides Allaah, Allaah will not allow anything else to gain the upper 
hand over him. Man is also handed over to that which he entertains hopes in 
and if he pins his hopes in none other than Allaah, Allaah will not hand him 
over to anyone else." (2) 

Hadhrat Auf bin Maalik ~)J.3~ Speaks to a Lion 
Hadhrat Auf bin Maalik ~,~ reports, "I was sleeping in a church in Areeha, 
which was then already a Masjid in which salaah was performed. When I awoke, 
I was shocked to see a lion also in the church walking towards me. I stood up in 
fear and rushed for my weapons when the lion said, 'Leave that alone. I have only 
been sent with a message for you.' Who sent the message?' I asked. The lion 
replied, 'Allaah sent me to inform you that the extensively travelling Mu'aawiya 
shall be amongst the dwellers of Jannah.' 'Which Mu'aawiya is this?' I asked. 
'The son of Abu Sufyaan,' came the reply." (3) 

A Wolf Speaks to a Shepherd and Informs him 
about Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~~~ reports that a wolf once attacked a goat and 
took it away. The shepherd however went after it and wrestled it from the wolf. 
The wolf then sat down on its tail and said, "Do you not fear Allaah? You snatch 
away from me the sustenance that Allaah has brought to me!" "How astonishing!" 
the shepherd exclaimed, "A wolf speaking like a human!" "Should I tell you of 
something even more astonishing?" the wolf asked, "Muhammad ~ is in 
Yathrib informing people of events that have occurred in the past." The shepherd 
then led his goats into Madinah, where he gathered them all in a corner of the 
town. He then went to Rasulullaah ~ and related the incident to him. 

(I) Bayhaqi, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaavah (VoJ.6 Pg.147). 
(2) Ibn Asaaldr. as quoted in Kanzu/ Ummaa/ (VoU "8.59). 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.357) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Rasulullaah ~ had the announcement 'its Salaatu Jaami'ah II made and (when 
the people had gathered in the Masjid). he left (his room for the Masjid). 
Rasulullaah ~ then instructed the shepherd to relate the incident to the 
people and when he was done, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "He has spoken the 
truth. I swear by the Being Who controls the life of Muhammad ~ that 
Qiyaamah will not come until wild animals talk with humans, until people 
speak with the ends of their whips and their shoe straps and. until a man's 
thighs inform him about what his wife had been doing in his absence." (1) 

A similar incident occurred with Hadhrat Abu Sufyaan bin Harb ~~ and 
Hadhrat Safwaan bin Umayyah ~~~. They saw a wolf chasing after a deer but 
as soon as the deer entered the precincts of the Haram, the wolf broke off the 
chase. When the two men expressed surprise at this, the wolf said, "More 
surprising than this is the fact that Muhammad bin Abdullaah ~ is in Madinah 
calling you towards Jannah while you are calling him towards Jahannam." To this 
Hadhrat Abu Sufyaan ®~ remarked, "I swear by Laat and Uzza that if you had 
to mention this in Makkah, the people would certainly forsake the city (and head 
for Madinah)." (2) 

The Waters Are Made Subservient to the 
Sahabah~~~ 

The River Nile of Egypt is Made Subservient to 

Hadhrat Umar ~,~ 


Hadhrat Qais bin Hajjaaj reports from his teacher that after Egypt was conquered 
(by the Muslims), the people approached the governor Hadhrat Amr bin AI Aas 
~ when the month of Bu'na (3) started. "0 govern?rI," they said, "There is a 
ritual (we carry out) for our Nile without which it will not flow." "What is the 
ritual?" Hadhrat Amr ®~ enquired. They then explained, "After twelve days of 
this month have passed, we look for a virgin living with her parents. After 
satisfying her parents (with a vast sum of money), we adorn her with the best of 
jewels and clothing and then throw her into the Nile." "This cannot happen in 
Islaam," Hadhrat Amr ®~ told them, "Islaam wipes out all (rituals) that 
takes place before it." 
It so happened that the Nile did not flow and although the people stayed in Egypt 
all through the months of Bu'na, Abeeb and Masra, they eventually decided to 
leave Egypt. Hadhrat Amr ~ wrote a letter to Hadhrat Umar ~~ and 
informed him about the situation. Hadhrat umar ~~ wrote back to Hadhrat 
Amr ®~ saying, "Your course of ac.tion was correct because Islaam does 
indeed wipe out all that is practised before it. I have enclos~d a note with this 

(I) 	Ahmad and Tirmidhi, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Bayhaqi and quoted in AI 
Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.143). Ahmad, Bayhaqi, Haakim and Abu NU'aym have also 
reported similar narrations, as quoted in detail in AIBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.144, 145). 

(2) Ibn Wahab, as quoted in AIBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo\.6 Pg.146). 
(3) A month in their Egyptian calendar, 
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letter that you should throw into the Nile as soon as the letter reaches you." 
When the letter reached Hadhrat Arm ~, he opened the note and found that 
the following was written on it: 

"From Allaah's servant limar the Ameerul Mu'mineen 
To the Nile of the Egyptian people 

If you flow by your own accord, then you need not flow. However, if it is the 
One and All Powerful that makes you flow, then we ask the One and All 

Powerful to make you flow." 
Hadhrat Amr ~~ threw the note into the Nile a day before the day of Saleeb. 
In the meantime, the Egyptians were already preparing to leave the country 
because it was only with the Nile that their affairs could run properly. On the 
morning of the day of Saleeb, the people found that the Nile was already flowing 
sixteen arm's length high. In this manner, Allaah cut out this evil ritual of the 
Egyptian people. (1) 

The Ocean is Made to Submit to Hadhrat Abu 

Rayhaana ®,Uu~ 


Hadhrat lirwa A'ma who was a freed slave of the Banu Sa'd tribe reports that 
Hadhrat Abu Rayhaana ~ ,was once travelling by sea. He was busy mending 
a few notebooks of his when his needle fell into the ocean. He said, "0 RabbI I 
beg You in all earnestness to return my needle to me." His needle surfaces 
immediately and he was able to pick it up. (2) 

The Ocean is Made to Submit to Hadhrat Alaa bin 
. ~ltI"'~r'~H a dhramI ~,\aI,~ 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ reports, "J followedAlaa bin Hadhrami ~~ when 
Rasulullaah ~ dispatched him to Bahrain. I witnessed three incidents with 
him and I cannot tell which of them Was most astonishing. When we stood by 
the shore on one occasion, he said, 'Recite BismiJ1aah and lunge into the 
ocean.' We recited BismiJlaah, lunged· in and crossed the sea without even the 
hooves of our animals getting wet. On the return journey, we had to pass 
through an arid plain and had no water with us. When we brought this to his 
attention, he performed two Rakaahs salaah and then made du'aa. There 
suddenly appeared a cloud the size of a shield, which rained down so heavily on 
us that we had enough water to drink and to give to our animals. when he 
passed away, we buried him in some soft sand, but after travelling a short 
distance, it occurred to us that wild animals would (be able to easily dig up the 
grave and) eat up the body. We therefore returned, but did not find his body in 
the grave." (.3) 

(1) 	 Ibn Abdul Hakam in his Futuh Misr, Abu Sheikh in his Adhmah and Ibn Asaakir. as quoted in 
Muntakhab Kanzu/ UmmaaJ (VolA Pg.380). Laalkaa'ee has reported a similar narration, as quoted 
in the Tafseerofrbn Katheer(Vol.3 PgA64). 

(2) Ibraheem bin Junayd in his Kitaabul Awliyaa, as quoted in lsaabah (Vo1.2 Pg.iSi'). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Pg.2071. 
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Another narration states that Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ added, "When Ibn 
Muka'bir the Persian governor saw us, he exclaimed, 'Never! By Allaah! We can 
never fight such people!' He then boarded one of his ships and returned to 
Persia." (1) 

Hadhrat Anas ~ once said, "I have witnessed three occurrences in this 
Ummah that would have been unmatched by any other nation had they occurred 
amongst the Bani lsraa'eel..." The narration then continues to the point where 
Hadhrat Anas ~.lr..~ says, "Umar ~.~ then prepared an army and appointed 
Alaa bin Hadhrami ~.~ as its commander. I was also one of the soldiers of 
this army and when we reached the place where we were to fight, we discovered 
that the enemy had been forewarned about our arrivaL They (fled the area and 
also) obliterated every sign of water, because of which we and our animals 
experienced tremendous difficulty. 
It was an extremely hot Friday and as soon as the sun had crossed its meridian, 
Alaa ~~ led us in tvo Rakaahs of salaah. Thereafter, he stretched his arms 
out to make du'aa (for rain). We could see nothing in the sky but he had hardly 
lowered his hands when Allaah sent a wind and formed a cloud. The cloud rained 
so much that even the ponds and valleys were filled with water. We were able to 
drink water and give our animals to drink as well. 

When we caught up with the enemy, they had already crossed the gulf and 

reached an island. Standing on the shore of the gulf, Alaa ~ said: 

,," " <- G" , • .::. G " , l:.~ G& '" G" ~r -~-~-~.'" ~. "" , 
Thereafter, he instructed us saying, 'Cross over with the name of Allaah!' We then 
crossed over without even the hooves of our animals getting wet. It was only a 
short while later that we managed to attack the enemy on the island. We killed 
many of them, took many prisoners and many slaves as well. We then returned to 
the shore of the gulf, Alaa ~lJUWJ$f) said the same words and again we crossed 
over without even the hooves of our animals getting wet. .." The narration still 
continues further. (2) 

Another narration quotes the du'aa of Hadhrat Alaa ~~ in the following 
words: 

~ I~,;'.;\ .i!"~ "liW ~ •." .i!J;;: ~I "'l:.~G " I~ G"' •.::. G "'.:: G" .. " ~ ~ "'~;~.) ..; ,~ .. ~ .. ~ .. ~ .. 
,,,,,,, t', """ ",'" '''''''';..II~~''. tJI'''' '.",,,,,,,,.1, .I,,'" 

" lii ~~ 4.••L.1.:>-'j I.";'i ">'J o~ .- I~LH~ -' 4..0.0 • • ..r-- ._" ",-" fI "v-;- .Y")I-IJ,, Yr 
'0 The All Knowing! 0 Most Forbearing! 0 The Most Exalted! 0 The 
Most High! We are Your servants. We are out in Your path, fighting 

Your enemy. Shower rains on us so that we may drink from it and 
make wudhu with it. And when we leave, do not grant anyone else a 
share from it.,{3) 

(1) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (Vol.1 Pg.8). Tabraani has reported a similar narration in all his three 
works, but Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.376) has commented on the chain of narrators. 

(2) Bayhaqi. 
(3) Bukhaari in his Taareekh. 
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Yet another narration states that he added: 
'" w.J '" *' Ii '" "'''' , " 

".:Jj.,\$)~! ~W~Y' 
'Forge for us ~ path to get to your enemy.'(1) 

It is also reported that when the Sahabah ~~ entered the water, it barely 
reached their saddle blankets. (2) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ dispatched Hadhrat Alaa 
bin Hadhrami ~~ to fight the Murtaddeen in Bahrain. The narration also 
describes how the camels carrying the army's provisions, their tents and drink 
ran away and then returned with everything they were carrying. The narration 
also mentions how Allaah created a large pond of clear water right beside the 
Muslims and hQw they actually engaged the Murtaddeen in battle. (3) 
There is also a narration which states that Hadhrat Alaa ~~ said to the 
Muslims, "Come with us to Daareen to fight the enemy there. The Muslims were 
quick to respond to his call and he led them to the shore of the sea, thinking that 
they would board some ships. However, when Hadhrat Alaa ~~ realised that 
the distance was too great and that the enemy would be long gone by the time 
they reached there with ships, he plunged into the water with his horse as he 
recited: 

YLAy.i YI~ y!~ Y!...\..o...P Y1..1.:>-1 y!~..p Y!~ y!~!}I.-o-»I y" 

"~) y~I 'l14.J1 'l 1.....!JS''l!j J~\.) 
He then instructed the others to recite the same words and to plunge into the 
water. They did as he bade them and, by the permission of Allaah, they all 
crossed the gulf, walking as if there was only a shallow film of water over soft 
sand, which did not even submerge the hooves of their camels or reach the knees 
of their horses. The distance they covered would have taken an entire day and 
night by ship. When they reached the opposite shore, they fought the enemy, 
overpowered them and collected plenty of bOOty. They then returned and again 
crossed the gulf to where they had been. All this transpired within the space of a 
single day. (4) 

The Tigris River is Subjugated for the Muslims 

During the Conquest of Madaa'in 


Hadhrat Ibn Rufayl reports that the town of Bahurseer was on the nearer bank of 
the Tigris River. When Hadhrat S'ad ~~~ set up camp there, he searched for 
boats to take the Muslim army across the river to the town on the opposite bank. 
He was however unable to find any and discovered that the Persians had 
assembled all the boats together and taken them away. He therefore stayed on in 
Bahurseer for several days of the month of Safar. Although the Muslims 
(1) Bahr, as quoted in AiBjdaayah wan Mhaayah (VoL6 Pg.155). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his HjJya (VoL 1 Pg.7). 
(3) Ibn Jareer (Vo1.2 Pg.522) and in AIBjdaayah wan Mhaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.328). 
(4) 	Ai Bidaayah wan Mhaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.329). Ibn Jareer (voL2 Pg.526) has reported a similar 

narration. 
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expressed their willingness to cross the river (without boats), he refused to allow 
it, fearing for their safety. In fact, even when some Kuffaar pointed out to him a 
crossing point in the river that would take them to the centre of the valley, 
Hadhrat S'ad ~ was doubtful and refused to act 
In the meantime, the water level was rising. Hadhrat S'ad ~~~ then saw a 
dream that the horses of the Muslims dived into the water and crossed over the 
river even though the water level had risen extremely high. The interpretation of 
this dream made him resolve to cross the river. He therefore gathered the 
Muslims together and after duly praising Allaah, he said, "Your enemy has been 
saved from you because of this river that prevents you from reaching them. They 
however are at liberty to get to you whenever they wish by boarding their boats 
and attacking you. YOU have of course the advantage of not having to worry 
about -an attack from behind. I have therefore resolved to cross the river to get to 
them." The Muslims said in one voice, "May Allaah grant you and us the resolve 
to do what is right Let us do it." 
Hadhrat S'ad ~~~ then prepared the army for the crossing. He first made an 
announcement saying, "who will spearhead the crossing for us and secure the 
gorge for us so that the others may join them there and so that the enemy cannot 
prevent them from reaching the opposite bank?" Hadhrat Aasim bin Amr ~~ 
volunteered for the task and he was followed by another six hundred brave men. 
Hadhrat S'ad ~~ appointed Hadhrat Aasim ~~ as their commander and 
he led them to the bank of the Tigris. Standing at the bank, Hadhrat Aasim 
~ said, "Who will volunteer with me to secure the gorge from the enemy?" 
Sixty of them volunteered and Hadhrat Aasim ~~ divided them into two 
groups; one group on mares and the other on stallions so that the swimming 
would be easier for the horses. They then plunged into the Tigris. 
When Hadhrat S'ad ~~ saw Hadhrat Aasim ~ at the gorge, ready to give 
them cover, he permitted the rest of the army to dive into the water. He 
instructed them to recite: 

I ,,#..... 1 ....a • I 

~~ ~~ ijj ~j J';;~ ~I ~) illl (~ ,;j ~ :,?';;j ~~ (;;; 'i" 
"~I ~-.Lj\
," ~--

"We seek help from Allaah and rely only on Him. Allaah is Sufficient for 
us and is the best of Defenders. There is no power or might except with 
Allaah The Elevated, the Most High" 

The bulk of the army waded behind each other over the deep waters, even as the 
Tigris was frothing with foam and was black in colour (because of its depth and 
swift currents) The Muslims were even busy talking to each other as they 
crossed in pairs, just as people would talk to each other while walking over dry 
land. They caught the Persians totally by surprise by doing what they did not 
expect at all. The Persians were therefore forced to abandon the place in a hurry 
and did not even have time to take their belonging with them. It was in the 
month of Safar during the year 16 AH. that the Muslims entered the town and 
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took possession of all of the three billion left behind in the rooms of the Emperor 
and all that the Emperor sheerway and those after him had amassed. (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr bin Hafs bin Umar reports that the person travelling with 
Hadhrat Sa'd ~ over the water was Hadhrat Salmaan Faarsi ~. As their 
horses swam across, Hadhrat Sa'd ~ was saying, "Allaah is sufficient for us 
and He is the best of Defenders. By Allaah! Allaah will definitely assist His friends, 
make His Deen vanquish all others and defeat His enemies if the wrongs and sins 
of the army does not exceed their good deeds." Hadhrat Salmaan ~ then 
remarked, "By Allaah! Although Islaam is new, the waters have been made 
subservient to the Muslims just as the land has been made such. I swear by the 
Being who controls the life of Salmaan that the Muslims shall leave the waters in 
large droves just as they haveentered." 
The Muslims then skimmed across the water, as if only the banks and no water 
was visible. In fact, the Muslims were speaking more than if they were walking 
on land. Just as HadhratSalmaan ~ said, they all emerged safely without 
anyone drowning and without even losing anything. (2) 

Hadhrat Abu uthmaan Nahdi says, "Everyone of the Muslims crossed over safely, 
except for a man from Baariq who was called Gharqadah. He happened to slip off 
his brown horse and it is as if I can still picture his horse shake off her sweat 
from her mane as the man floated on the water. Qa'qaa bin Arnr ~ then 
turned his horse towards the man, caught hold of his arm and pulled him across. 
No belongings of the Muslims were also lost apart from a cup that was tied 
with an old· rope. When the rope snapped, the waters carried the cup away. 
Teasing the owner of the cup, another Muslim swimming with him said, 'Fate 
had to have your cup.' The owner however replied by saying, 'By Allaah! I am 
convinced that Allaah would not take away only my cup from all of the army.' 
It then happened that one of the soldiers guarding the gorge happened to see the 
cup as the winds and waves carried it to the shore. Using his spear, he managed 
to retrieve it and then took it to the army as they came across. He then 
announced for the owner, who was there to receive it." (3) 

Hadhrat umayr Saa'idi reports that when Hadhrat Sa'd ~ led the army into 
the Tigris, they went in as pairs. Hadhrat Salmaan ~ was Hadhrat Sa'd 
~'s companion, travelling by his side through the water. Hadhrat Sa'd 
~ recited the verse: 

_ (~ ." ,,' J. " , I)
(1".\-.::..,II:~ oJ.,...) 0 ......;.,LJIY..yJIj.!JZ clH 

iII''' '" '" *' ;I 

This is the arrangement of the Mighty, the All Knowing. {Surah Yaaseen, verse 38} 

The water was turbulent and while the horses were able to stand up straight, 
whenever they became tired, a mound would appear for them to rest upon, as if 
they were on dry land. There was never an incident more astonishing than this 
(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.208). The narration is also reported in the Taareekh of Tabari (Vo1.3 

Pg.II9) and in AiBidaayal1 wan Nihaayah (VoL7 Pg.64). 
(2) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'j) (Pg.209). Tabari (VoL3 Pg.I21) has reported a similar narration with 

some additions in the beginning. 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.209). Ibn Jareer (Vo1.3 Pg.122) has reported a similar narration. 
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in the history of Madaa'in. It was a day when the water was abundant and it was 
therefore referred to as 'The Day of Mounds'. (I) Another narration clarifies this 
point when it states that because a mound would appear for them to rest every 
time any of them grew weary, the day was referred to as 'The Day of Mounds'. (2) 

Hadhrat Qais bin Abu Haazim ~~~ says, 'When we entered the Tigris, it was 
filled to the brim. However (by Allaah's doing), when a horseman stood at the 
point where the water was at its deepest, it reached only up to his reins." (3) 

Hadhrat Habeeb bin Suhbaan reports that one of the Muslims by the name of 
Hadhrat Hujr bin Adi said to the others, "whatprevents you from crossing over to 
the enemy? Is it this little droplet?" Here he was referring to the Tigris. He then 
recited the verse: 

('to~T;o~JTiJ""')(,l,~; 4~ .JJ\CJ1~ ~\;.;~ bI· ~~t?~J)
II' II' ",,"'...'" "'l---; 

A person shall die only by the command of Allaah; (at a time that is) 
recorded (in the Lowhul Mahfoodh), fixed (and therefore can neither be 
postponed nor delayed). {Surah Aal Imraan, verse 145} 

He then plunged into the TigriS with his horse and, seeing him, the others 
followed suit. When the enemy saw them, they exclaimed, "Madmen!" and ran 
away. (4) 

Hadhrat Habeeb bin Suhbaan Abu Maalik narrates that when the Persians saw 
the Muslims crossing the Tigris the day they conquered Madaa'in, they called out 
in Persian, "Mad devils are coming!" They then said to each other, "By Allaah! It 
is not humans that you are fighting against, but Jinn!" In this way, they were 
defeated. (5) 

Hadhrat A'mash reports from a companion of his that when they reached the 
TigriS River, the water level was very high and the Kuffaar had already crossed 
over. One of the Muslims said, "Bismillaah!"and then plunged into the water with 
his horse. The horse rode over the water. The other Muslims then all said 
"Bismil1aah" and plunged into the water. Their horses also rode above the water. 
Seeing them, the Kuffaar exclaimed, "Madmen! Madmen!" They then all fled. (6) 

Fire obeys the Sahabah !®~ 


A Fire obeys Hadhrat Tameem Daari ~~ 

Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Harmal reports, "When I arrived in Madinah, Hadhrat 
Tameem Daari ~~ took me home to eat. Although I ate voraciously, I did not 
seem to get enough because of the extreme hunger I was suffering on account of 
remaining three days in the Masjid without eating anything. We were sitting 
together one day when a fire emerging from Harra (a rocky terrain near 

(I) Ibn Jareer (VoU Pg.122) 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'i1 (Pg.209). 
(3) Ibn Jareer (Vo1.3 Pg.123) and Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.210). 
(4) Ibn Abi Haatim, as quoted in the TafSeeroflbn Katheer (Vol.J Pg.4IO). 
(5) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'i1 (Pg.210). Ibn Jareer (Vo1.3 Pg.123) has reported a similar narration. 
(6) Bayhaqi, as quoted in AiBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.155). 
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Madinah). Hadhrat Vmar ffi,U;;~ then came to Hadhrat Tameem ffi,l1.1~ saying, 

'Go and see to that fire!' 'Who am I and what am I?' Hadhrat Tameem ~ said. 

Hadhrat Vmar ~~ however insisted until Hadhrat Tameem ~!1~ went with 

him. Hadhrat Mu'aawiya reports that he followed them as they proceeded to the 

fire where Hadhrat Tameem ffi,l1.1~ rounded up the fire with his bare hands 

until it returned into the crevice it had come out from, with Hadhrat Tameem 

~ behind it. Hadhrat Vmar ~~ then remarked, 'The one who has 

witnessed this can never be like the one who has not (because it serves to boost 

one's Imaan).",(1) 

Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Harmal says, "lance went to Hadhrat Vmar ~ saying, 

'0 Ameerul Mu'mineenr I have come to repent before being caught (for fighting by 

the side of Masaylama Kadhaab).' 'Who are you?' Hadhrat Vmar ~!1~ asked. 'I 

am Mu'aawiya bin Harmal, Musaylama's son-in-law,' I replied. He then said to 

me, 'Go and stay with the best person in Madinah.' I then went to stay with 

Hadhrat Tameem Daari ~. We were busy talking one day when a fire 

emerged from Harra. Hadhrat Vmar ~~ came to Hadhrat Tameem ~~, 


saying, 'Go, 0 Tameem!' Humbling himself, Hadhrat Tameem ffi~ said, 'Who 

am I? Are you not afraid that my inner self may become exposed?' He then got up 

and pushed the fire back through the door it came out from. He even went 

through the door behind it and later came out without the fire harming him in 

the least. (2) 


Another narration states that Hadhrat Vmar ~ said to Hadhrat Tameem 

~, "Itisforemergencies like this that we keep you hidden, 0 Abu Ruqayya.,,(3) 


Light Appears for the Sahabah i®~~ 


Light Appears for Hadhrat Hasan ®)jJ~ and 

Hadhrat Husayn ~)jJ~ 


Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ffi~ reports, ''We were once performing the Isha salaah 
behind Rasulullaah ~ when Hasan ~ and Husayn ffi,l1.1~ jumped on 
Rasulullaah ~'s back as he prostrated in Sajdah. When he got up from Sajdah, 
RasululIaah ~ gently lowered them off his back but as soon as he went back 
into Sajdah, they again jumped on his back. When Rasulullaah ~ finally 
completed the salaah, he put them to sit on his lap. I then got up and offered, '0 
Rasulullaah ~! Should I take them back home?' ]ust then a streak of lightning 
flashed and Rasulullaah ~ said to the two boys, 'You had better be going to 
your mother.' The light of the lightning then remained (to guide them home on 
that very dark night) until they entered their mother's house." (4) 

In another narration, HadhratAbu Hurayrah ~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ loved 

(I) Abu Nu'aym 	in his DaJaa'i\ (Pg,212). Bayhaqi has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Ai 
Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.153). 

(2) Baghawi, as lsaabah (Vol.3 Pg.497). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.212). 
(4) 	Ahmad and Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.181). 

Bayhaqi has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Al Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.152). 
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(his grandson) Hasan ~ very much. Hasan ~ was with Rasulullaah 
~ on an extremely dark night, when the boy said, 'Should I now return to my 
mother?' 'Should I go with him, 0 Rasulullaah ~?' I offered. 'you need not,' 
Rasulullaah ~ replied. Just then, a flash of lightning streaked across the sky 
and Hasan ~~ walked in its light until he reached his mother (R.A)." (1) 

Light Appears for Hadhrat Qataadah bin Nu'maan 
~~~ from a Branch 

In a narration discussing the special moment of the day of Jumu'ah, Hadhrat Abu 
Sa'eed Khudri ~,~ reports that there was a heavy storm that night and when 
Rasulullaah ~ emerged for the Isha salaah, a streak of lightning flashed. In its 
light, Rasulullaah ~ saw Hadhrat Qataadah bin Nu'maan ~~. "How did 
you come in the darkness, 0 Qataadah?" Rasulul1aah ~ asked. Hadhrat 
Qataadah ~ replied, "0 Rasulullaah ~! r knew that there will be few 
people attending the salaah tonight, so I wished to be here." Rasulullaah ~ 
then said to him, "Stay where you are after the salaah until r come pass you." 
When Rasulullaah ~ turned after the salaah, Hadhrat Rasulullaah ~ gave 
Hadhrat Qataadah ~@ti§ a branch of a date palm saying, "Take this. It will light 
up ten arm's lengths in front of you and the behind you. When you then enter 
your house and see a black figure in the corner of the house, hit it with this 
branch because it is a Shaytaan," (2) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Qataadah ~~~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ gave me 
the branch of a date palm and said, 'Verily a Shaytaan went to your family after 
you left. You must therefore take this branch and continue holding it until you 
reach your house. You must then grab him in the corner of your house and hit 
him with this branch. When I then left the Masjid, the branch lit up brilliantly like 
a candle and I used its light to reach my home. My family were all asleep and 
when I looked in a corner, I saw a hedgehog. I then continued hitting it until it 
left the house." (3) 

A Light Appears for Hadhrat Usayd bin Hudhayr 
~~~ and Hadhrat Abbaad bin Bishr ~~~ 

Hadhrat Anas ~~ reports that when two companions of Rasulullaah ~ left 
his company one night, lights appeared in front of them like two lanterns. When 
their paths split, a light went with each one of them and stayed with them 
until they reached their homes. (4) 

Hadhrat Anas ~ narrates that Hadhrat usayd bin Hudhayr ~~ and 
another Sahabi ~~ from amongst the Ansaar once happened to be discussing 
a need of theirs with Rasulullaah ~ when a considerable portion of the night 
passed them by. When they eventually left Rasulullaah ~ to return home, the 

(I) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Dalaa'iJ (Pg.205). 
(2) Ahmad and Bazzaar, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.2 Pg.167), 
(3) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.2 PgAO). 
(4) Bukhaari. 
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night was extremely dark. Each one of them was carrying a staff with him and 
one of their staffs suddenly lit up so that the two of them could walk in its light. 
When their paths split, the other person's staff also lit up and both of them 
were able to reach their homes in the light of their own staffs. (1) 

Another narration states that this happened to Hadhrat Usayd bin Hudhayr 
~~~ and Hadhrat Abbaad bin Bishr ~.~. (2) 

Light Appears from the Fingers of Hadhrat 
Hamzah binAmr Aslami ®.~~ 

Hadhrat Harnzah bin Arm Aslami ~ says, "We were with Rasulullaah ~ 
during one extremely dark night. When we left, my fingers started to shine so 
brightly and for so long that the others were able to round up their conveyances 
and whatever they had dropped." (3) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Harnzah bin Arm ~ says, "We were in Tabook 
when some of the Munaafiqeen made Rasulullaah ~'s camel bolt. As a result 
of this, some of his luggage fell off. All five of my fingers then lit up and in its 
light I was able to pick up everything that had fallen, such as a whip, a rope 
and other such items." (4) 

A Staff Lights up for Hadhrat Abu Abs ®~~ 
Hadhrat Zaid bin Abu Abs narrates that his father Hadhrat Abu Abs ®~~ used 
to return to the (locality of the) Banu Haaritha tribe after every salaah that he 
performed behind Rasulullaah ~. It was an extremely dark and rainy night 
once when he left (the Masjid) and his staff suddenly lit up so much that he 
managed to reach the Banu Haaritha 10cality.(Hadhrat Abu Abs ®.~ was a 
veteran of the Battle of Badr) (5) 

Another narration states that Rasulullaah ~ gave Hadhrat Abu Abs bin Jabr 
~~ a staff after his eyesight had become very weak. Rasulullaah ~ told 
him to use the light from it (to walk in) and it used to light up a considerable area 
for him. (6) 

A Whip Lights up for Hadhrat Tufayl bin Amr 
Dowsi®~~ 


Hadhrat Tufayl bin Arm Dowsi ~ was a Sahabi for whom Rasulullaah ~ 


made du'aa so that his whip would shine brightly. He used to use the light of the 


(I) Abdur Razzaaq. 
(2) 	Bukhaari. Nasa'ee and Bayhaqi have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan 

Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.IS2). Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.606) has reported a similar narration, as has Abu 
Nu'ayrn in his Dalaa'iJ (Pg.20S). 

(3) 	Bukhaari in his Taareekh, Bayhaqi and Tabraani, as quoted in AiBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 
Pg.IS2) and (Vo1.8 Pg.213). Tabraani has reported from reliable sources, as confirmed by Haythami 
(Vo\.9 Pg.4II). Abu NU'ayrn has also reported the narration in his DaJaa'il (Pg.206) 

(4) Ibn Sa'd (VolA Pg.315). 
(5) Bayhaqi, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.152). Abu Nu'ayrn has reported a similar 

narration in his Da\aa'i1 (Pg.20S), as has Haakim (VoU Pg.350). 
(6) lsaabah (Vol.4 Pg.130). 
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whip to see in the darkness. (1) 

The incident of Hadhrat Tufayl bin Amr Dowsi ~ has already been quoted in 
the chapter discussing Da'wah. In that narration, Hadhrat Tufayl ~~ says that 
he then went to his people and was at a valley from which he could see the 
people present there when a light radiated from between his eyes like a lantern. 
He then prayed, "0 Allaah! Not on my face because my people will think that this 
is a form of punishment affecting my face because I had left my religion." He 
narrates further, "The light then moved to the top of my whip. The people present 
then showed each other the light on my whip which resembled a suspended 
lantern as I descended the valley towards them." 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ reports that (his father) Hadhrat Abbaas 
bin Abdul Muttalib ~~ would often say, "Whenever I treat someone well, I see 
a light appear between him and I and whenever I treat someone badly, I see 
darkness between him and I. You must therefore ensure that you treat people 
well and do good because this saves you from an evil death." (2) 

The Clouds Shade the Sahabah ~~~ 
A freed slave of Hadhrat Ka'b ~~ says, "We were once on a journey with 
Hadhrat Miqdaad bin Aswad ~, Hadhrat Amr bin Abasa ~~ and Hadhrat 
Shaafi bin Habeeb Hudhali ~~. Hadhrat Amr bin Abasa ~)1.1~ went out to 
graze the animals one day and it was midday when I went to see him. I noticed to 
my surprise that a cloud was shading him and never parted from him (it went 
wherever he went). When I brought this to his notice, he said, 'If I ever find out 
that you have informed anyone about this, there would be serious problems 
between us.' By Allaah! I then never disclosed this to anyone until after he had 
passed away." (3) 

Rain Falls by the Du'aas of Rasulullaah 
t~l~l~ d th S h bah ~~atl-;;::C.u:,\l'··;~ an e a a r:.c~~,~ 


Rain Falls by the Du'aa of Rasulullaah ~~ 

Hadhrat Anas ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ was delivering a sermon from 
the pulpit on a Friday when a man entered the Masjid from a door that was 
directly in front of Rasulullaah ~. "0 Rasulullaah ~!" the man said, "Our 
animals have been destroyed and all our avenues (to earning a living) have been 
cut off (because of the drought). Do pray to Allaah to send us rains." Rasuiullaah 
~ raised his hands and made du'aa saying; "0 Aliaah! Give us rain. 0 Allaah! 
Give us rain. 0 Allaah! Give us rain." 
Hadhrat Anas ~ says, "By Allaah! We could not see any clGud, any 
semblance of a cloud or anything else in the sky. There were no houses or 
buildings between us and the Sila mountain (to obstruct our view) and we clearly 

(I) Ibn Mandah and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ UmmaaJ (Vol.7 Pg.78). 
(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzu/ UmmaaJ (Vo1.3 Pg.3I2). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in lsaabah (Vo1.3 Pg.6). 
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saw a cloud the size of a shield rise from behind the mountain. When it reached 
the centre of the sky, it spread out and started to rain. By Allaah! We did not even 
see the sun for the next six days." 
The following Friday, Rasulullaah ~ was again standing and delivering the 
sermon when the man came in front of Rasulullaah ~ saying, '0 Rasulullaah 
~! Our animals have been destroyed and all our avenues (to earning a living) 
have been cut off (because of the floods). Do pray to Allaah to stop the rains.' 
Rasulullaah ~ then raised his hands and prayed, '0 Allaah! Send the rains 
around us and not upon us. 0 Allaah! send them on the higher grounds, on the 
mountains and in the areas where trees and vegetation grow.' The rain stopped 
immediately and we were walking in the sun when we left the Masjid." 
In another narration, Hadhrat Anas ®~ says, "I then saw the clouds scatter to 
the right and the left, and it continued raining everywhere else except on 
Madinah itself." 
In another narration, he says, 'When Rasulullaah ~ raised his hands, we could 
not see a trace of cloud in the sky. I swear by the Being Who controls my life that 
Rasulullaah ~ had barely dropped his hands when clouds the size of 
mountains had gathered. By the time Rasulullaah ~ descended from the 
pulpit, I could see water dripping from his beard." (1) 

Hadhrat Abu Lubaabah bin Abdul Mundhir ®.\1~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ 
was delivering a sermon from the pulpit one Friday when he made du'aa saying, 
"0 Allaah! Send us rain." Hadhrat Abu Lubaabah ®~ then said, "0 Rasulullaah 
~! The dates are already in the granaries." To this, Rasulullaah ~ added, "0 
Allaah! Give us rain until Abu Lubaabah has to remove his clothes and plug the 
gutter of his granary with his loincloth." Although there were no clouds in the 
sky, a torrential rain started to fall and the Ansaar went to Hadhrat Abu Lubaabah 
®~ saying, "0 Abu Lubaabah! The sky will never hold up until you do as 
Rasulullaah ~ mentioned." Hadhrat Abu Lubaabah ~~ then removed his 
clothes and plugged the gutter of his granary with his loincloth." It was only then 
that the rain stopped. (2) 

In the chapter discussing the hardships that Rasulullaah ~ and the Sahabah 
~ bore(3), the narration has already been quoted stating that Rasulullaah 
~ then raised his hands to the heavens (to make du'aa) and had not yet 
lowered his hands when clouds started gathering in the sky. First a drizzle fell 
and then the rains came pouring down. The Sahatah ~~ filled whatever 
containers they had and when we left the place, we discovered that the rain had 
not fallen further than the area where the army was camped." (4) 
(l) 	Bukhaari. Muslim, Abu Dawood and Ahmad have reported similar narrations, as quoted in Ai 

Bidaayah wan Nihaayah(VoL6 Pg.88}. Abu Nu'aym has also reported a similar narration in his 
Dalaa'i1 (Pg.160), as has Ibn Sa'd (VoLl Pg.176). 

(2) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.160). Bayhaqi has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Ai 
Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VoJ.6 Pg.92). 

(3) 	Under the heading "Enduring Thirst when Inviting People Towards A11aah and His Rasool ~" 
and the subheading "The Intense Thirst that the Sahabah ~J.~ Suffered During the Expedition 
to Tabook". 

(4) Ibn Jareer, Bazzaar and Tabraani. 
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Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abu Bakr bin Ayaash bin Sahal reports that on one 
morning when the Sahabah ~~ had no water with them, they took the 
matter to Rasulullaah ~. Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa to Allaah 0,lllj2.J1;5, upon 
which Allaah GI~I;Z sent a cloud. The cloud brought so much rain that the 
people could satisfy themselves and were able to carry away enough water to 
tend to all their needs. (1) 

Rains fall by the Du'aa of Hadhrat Umar ~~ 
Hadhrat Khawwaat bin ]ubayr narrates that when a severe drought afflicted the 
people during the time of Hadhrat Umar ~, he took them out of the town 
and led them in two Rakaahs salaah. Thereafter, he overturned his shawl, 
bringing the right side on the left and vice versa. He then stretched out his arms 
and made du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! We beg Your forgiveness and ask You to send 
us rain." Hadhrat Umar ~~ had not yet moved from his place when rain 
started to fall. Some days later, some Bedouins arrived (in Madinah). They went 
to Hadhrat Umar ®)l3~ and explained that they were in their valley on a certain 
day and at a certain time when some clouds covered them and they heard.a voice 
from the cloud say to them, "0 Abu Hafs (Hadhrat Umar ~~)! Help has come 
to you. 0 Abu Hafs! Help has come to you." (2) 

Hadhrat Maalik Daar narrates that when a drought afflicted the people during the 
time of Hadhrat Umar ~, someone went to Rasulullaah ~'s grave and 
said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Beseech Allaah to send rain to your Ummah 
because they are being devastated. The man then saw Rasulullaah ~ in a 
dream in which Rasulullaah ~ said to him, "Go to Umar and convey my 
Salaams to him. Inform him that rain will soon come and that he should 
continue applying his intelligence." When the man conveyed the message to 
Hadhrat Umar ®,ll.1~, the Ameerul Mu'mineen started to weep as he said, "0 my 
RabbI I am applying all I have, but some matters are beyond me." (3) 
Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Ka'b bin Maalik reports that the Year of Ashes (of 
drought) brought starvation to the people of Madinah and its surroundings, 
causing much devastation. It was so severe that wild animals started coming into 
towns (in search of food) and people would actually,not slaughter their goats 
seeing the poor condition of the animals even though they were so much in need 
of eating them. While all this was happening, Hadhrat Umar ~ did not think 
of seeking food aid from the other territories (such as Egypt, Iraq and Shaam) 
until Hadhrat Bilaal bin Haarith Muzani ®)l3~arrived one day and sought 
permission to see Hadhrat Umar ~. "I am Rasulullaah ~'s messenger to 

you," he said, "Rasulullaah ~ says to you, 'I have always known you to be an 
intelligent person and you have always remained such. What has happened to 
you now?" 'When did you see this (dream of Rasulullaah ~)?" Hadhrat Umar 

(I) Abu Nu'aym In his Dalaa'iJ (Pg.190). 
(2) Ibn Abi Dunya nd Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaaf (Vol.4 Pg.290). 
(3) Bayhaql. as quoted in Kanzul Ummaa/ (Vo!.4 Pg.289). reporting from reliable sources as confirmed 

in AiBidaayah wan Nfhaayah (Vo!.7 Pg.92). 
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®.t:.,~ asked. "Last night," carne the reply. 
Hadhrat Umar ®\1~ left and then had the announcement 'j4s Salaatu Jaami'ah!" 
made. (When the people had gathered) He then led them in two Rakaahs salaah, 
after which he addressed them saying, "0 people! I ask you in the name of Allaah 
to tell me whether you think I would do something that is not the best for you." 
"Never," they all replied in one voice. He then related to them what Hadhrat Bilaal 
bin Haarith ~ said to him, to which the people's response was: "Bilaal is 

right. You should seek aid from Allaah and from people as welL" This was the 
solution that Hadhrat Umar ~ was up to this point unable to fathom. He 
therefore started sending messengers to the various territories. "Allaahu Akbar!" 
Hadhrat Umar ~~ exclaimed, "The calamity is drawing to an end and will 
soon be alleviated. Calamities are removed from people when they are inspired 
to ask from Allaah." His message to the governors of the other Muslim 
territories was, "Assist the people of Madinah because they have reached the 
peak of suffering.II 

Hadhrat Umar ®\1~ also took the people out to perform Salaatul /stisqaa (a 
special salaah to pray for rain). Hadhrat Abbaas ®~ walked with him and 
after delivering a brief lecture, he led the people in salaah. Hadhrat Umar ®\1~ 
then knelt down and made du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! Only You do we worship and 
only from You do we seek assistance. 0 Allaah! Forgive us, have mercy on us and 
be pleased with us." He then left. It then rained so much that as the people were 
returning home, they had to wade through pools of water. 
Another narration adds that when a family of Bedouins from the Muzaynah tribe 
requested their father to slaughter a goat for them to eat, he told them thilt the 
goats were not worth eating. They however insisted and when he eventually 
slaughtered it and removed the skin, all he saw inside were red bones (and no 
meat). To this he exclaimed, "0 Muhammad ~ (pray for your Ummah)." In a 
dreamlike state, he then saw Rasulullaah ~ come to him and say, "Rejoice 
with the news of rain. Go to Umar,convey my Salaams to him and say, 'Your 
pledge with me is still strong and you have always been one who fulfils his 
pledges. 0 Umar! Apply your intelligence. Apply your intelligence." He then went 
to Hadhrat Umar ~ and when he arrived at the door, he said to Hadhrat 
Umar®\1~'s slave, "Seek entry for the messenger of Rasulullaah ~... " The 
narration is then similar to the one above. (1) 

Rain Falls by the Du'aa of Hadhrat Mu'aawiya 
~.~~ and Hadhrat Yazeed bin Aswad 

Jurashi~~~ 
Hadhrat Sulaymaan bin Aamir Khabaa'iri narrated that when a drought struck, 
Hadhrat Mu'aawiya bin Abu sufyaan ®~~ went out of the town with the people 
of Damascus to make du'aa for rain. When Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ sat on the 
pulpit, he asked, ''Where is Yazeed bm Aswad Jurashi ~~?" The people called 

(I) Ibn Jareer (Vol..3 Pg.192). 
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for Hadhrat Yazeed ~)1~ and he came forward, climbing over people's 
shoulders. By Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~'s commend, he also mounted the pulpit 
and sat a step below Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~. 

Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~.~ then made du'aa saying, "0 Allaah! Today we are 

making the best and most virtuous amongst us an intercessor before You. 0 


. Allaah! We are making,Yazeed bin Aswad Jurashi ~ our intercessor before 

You. 0 Yazeed! Raise your hands before Allaah. Hadhrat Yazeed them raised his 

hands and so did all the people present. It was almost immediately that a cloud 

wafted into the sky from the west, a wind blew and so much rain fell that the 

people were almost unable to reach home. (l) 

Rain Falls by the Du'aa of Hadhrat Anas ~~ 
Hadhrat Thumaamah bin Abdullaah reports that the keeper of one of Hadhrat 
Anas ~,~'s orchards once came to him during the summer months, 

complaining of a scarcity of water. Hadhrat Anas ~ sent for some water, 
made wudhu and performed salaah. "Do you see anything (any clouds)?" Hadhrat 
Anas ~ asked him. "I see nothing," the man replied. Hadhrat Anas ~ 
then returned to his room and performed sal&ah aga'i'n. This happened three or 
four times, after which the man informed Hadhrat Anas ~~ that he could see 

a cloud the size of a bird's wing. Hadhrat Anas ~ then continued performing 
salaah,and making du'aa until the keeper eventually came to him saying, "The 
sky became overcast and rain has fallen." Hadhrat Anas ~,~ then said to him, 
"Take the horse that Bishr bin Shaghaaf sent and see up to which point the rain 

fell." The man did as told and saw to his surprise that the rain did not fall further 
than the areas of Musayyireen and Ghadbaan (where Hadhrat Anas ~'s 
properties were located). Another narration clearly states that the rain did not fall 
any further than Hadhrat Anas ~~'s land. (2) 

Rain Falls by the Du'aa of Hadhrat Hujr 
o Adi ~'"1~-'''\'''bIn ~,I.lI1~ 

(While being held captive by Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~'s forces) Hadhrat Hujr 
bin Adi ~~ one day needed to have a bath. He therefore said to the guard, 
"Give me the water I am to drink so that I may purify myself and you need not 
give me my share tomorrow." The guard refused saying, "I fear that you may then 
die of thirst and Mu'aawiya ~)1~ would kill me for it." Hadhrat Hujr ~~ 
then made du'aa to Allaah and a cloud rained down on him, allowing him to have 
as much water as he required. (Seeing this) His companions requested him to 
make du'aa for their freedom. He however made du'aa saying, "0 AllaahI Choose 
for us what is best (between freedom and martyrdom)." As a result, Hadhrat Hujr 
~~and all his companions were martyred. (3) 

(1) Ibn Sa'd (Yo\.7 Pg.444). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (yo!.7 Pg.21). 
(3) Ibraheem bin Junayd in his Kitaabul Awliyaa, as quoted in Isaabah (YoU Pg.315). 
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Rain Falls On the Graves of a Tribe of the Ansaar 
because of a Prior Du'aa that Rasulullaah ~~ 

had made for them 
Hadhrat Hasan reports that a particular tribe of the Ansaar were blessed with a 
du'aa that Rasulullaah _ had made for them, as a result a cloud would rain 
upon the grave of any of them who passed away. When one of their freed slaves 
passed away, they said, "Today we shall see the truth of Rasulullaah ~'s 
statement that the freed slave of a tribe is one of them." Consequently, after they 
had buried the man, a cloud appeared and rained on his grave as well. (1) 

Receiving Drink from a Bucket Suspended 
from the Sky 

Hadhrat Uthmaan bin Qaasim narrates that when Hadhrat ummu Ayman U®~ 
migrated to Madinah, she reached a place called Munsarif by the evening, which 
was just before Rowhaa. She had been fasting that day and was extremely thirsty, 
but had no water. When the thirst became unbearable, a bucket of water 
suspended from a white rope was lowered down to her from the sky. She took 
hold of it and drank to her fill. Thereafter, she would always say, "I never felt 
thirsty after that incident. In fact, I would even go out during midday on 
extremely hot days while fasting, but would not get thirsty after that drink. 
Fasting during very hot days therefore never made me thirsty." (2) 

Blessings in Water 
The Blessings in Water in Which Rasulullaah ~ 

placed his Hand and Saliva 
Hadhrat Anas bin Maalik ~IJ.,~ says, "The time for Asr had arrived and I saw 
people looking for water to make wudhu, but were unable to find any. When 
some water was brought for Rasulullaah ~ to make wudhu, he placed his 
hand in the utensil and instructed the people to make wudhu from it. I then 
actually saw water gushing forth from beneath Rasulullaah ~'S fingers and 
every single person was able to make wudhu from that water." (3) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Anas ~IJ.,~ says, 'When the Adhaan was called 
out for salaah, everyone who lived close to the Masjid got up (to go home to 
make wudhu), while all those living far from the Masjid remained behind. A stone 
basin was brought to Rasulullaah ~ but it was too small for him to open his 
hand in it. Rasulullaah ~ therefore kept his fingers closed (placed it in the 
water) and then told the people there to make wudhu. (As the water flowed from 
Rasulullaah ~'S fingers) All of them were able to make wudhu." When 
someone asked Hadhrat Anas ~~ how many they were, he replied that they 

(\) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (V!)!. 7 Pg.136). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.8 Pg.224). 
(3) Bukhaari, Muslim, Tirmidhi, Nasa'ee and Ahmad. 
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were eighty or more. (1) 

Hadhrat Anas ~ reports that a utensil was brought to RasuluIlaah ~ when 
he was in a place called Zowraa. He then placed his hand in the utensil and water 
started to flow from his fingers. The people were then able to make wudhu with 
the water. When Hadhrat Anas ~,~ was asked how many they were, he replied 
that they were three hundred or close to three hundred. (2) 
Hadhrat Baraa bin Aazib ~ says, "We were fourteen hundred people at 
Hudaybiyyah and although Hudaybiyyah is itself a well, we drew so much water 
from it that not a drop of water was left. Rasulullaah ~ then sat on the rim of 
the well, made du'aa for water, gargled his mouth and then spat the water out 
into the well. A short while later, we were able to draw so much water that we 
were satisfied and even our animals were satisfied." (3) 

The detailed incident of the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah has already been quoted 
before(4) 

Hadhrat Jaabir bin Abdullaah ~~ reports that the Sahabah i€EJ~ suffered a 
shortage of water during their stay at Hudaybiyyah and only Rasulullaah ~ 
had a leather bag of water with him from which he made wudhu. The Sahabah 
~~ were close to tears when they came to Rasulullaah ~, because of 
which he asked, "What is the matter?" They replied, "We have no water with 
which to make wudhu or to drink. All the water there is is that which is before 
you." Rasulullaah ~ then placed his hand in the bag and water started to 
flow from between his fingers like a spring. The Sahabah ~ then had 
enough to make wudhu and to drink. When someone asked Hadhrat Baraa 
~ll5~ how many they were, he replied, "It would have been enough even if we 
were a hundred thousand. We were fifteen hundred however." (5) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ says, ''We were with Rasulullaah ~ on 
a journey when the time for salaah arrived. We had only a little water with us and 
Rasulullaah ~ asked for it and poured it into a dish. He then placed his hand 
into the dish and water started to gush from between his fingers. He then 
announced, 'Come to make wudhu and get the blessings from Allaah.' The 
Sahabah i€EJ~ arrived and they all made wudhu. I beat them all to the water 
and drank some because Rasulullaah ~ said that it was blessings from 
Allaah." (6) 

(I) Tirmidhi. Bukhaari has reported a similar narration. 
(2) 	Bukhaari. Muslim and Ahmad, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.93). Abu Nu'aym 

has reported a similar narration in his Dalaa'i1 (Pg.145), as has Ibn Sa'd (VoLl Pg.178). . 
(3) 	Bukhaari, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah WcUl Nihaayah (VoL6 Pg.94). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar 

narration in his Dalaa'i! (Pg.145). 
(4) 	In the Chapter titled "Incidents About the Character and Actions of Rasulullaah ~ that itlspired 

People to Accept Islaam" and under the subheading "The Incident of the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah". 
Muslim has reported a similar narration from Hadhrat SaJamah bin Akwa ~, as quoted in Ai 
Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VoL6 Pg.97). as has Ibn Sa'd (VoLl Pg.179). 

(5) 	Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo\.6 Pg.96). Abu Nu'aym has 
reported a similar narration in his DaJaa'il (Pg.144) and Ibn Sa'd in his Tabaqaat (Vo1.2 Pg.98). 

(6) 	Abu NU'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.144). Bukhaari has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Ai 
Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.97). 
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Blessings in the Water that Was Poured in 

Rasulullaah ~~'s Utensil 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~~ says, "We were with Rasulullaah ~ on 
a journey when he asked whether we had any water with us. 'Yes,' I replied, 'I 
have some water in the container I use for wudhu.' Rasulullaah ~ asked me to 
bring it and I did. Rasulullaah ~ then told us to have small sips from it, after 

which he made wudhu with it. When there was only a drop of water inside, 
Rasulullaah ~ said, '0 Abu Qataadah! Look after this because it will soon be 
big news.' 
When the afternoon grewunbearably hot and Rasulullaah ~ checked on the Sahabah 
I@~, they said, '0 Rasulullaah ~! The thirst is killing us and we will soon 
be destroyed.' 'No destruction will come to you: Rasulullaah ~ assured them. 
Rasulullaah ~ then called for me to bring the container and when I did, 
Rasulullaah ~ said to me, 'Now open my container.' I opened Rasulullaah 
~'s container, gave it to him and he poured the water into it. He then started 
to give the people to drink, but when they began to crowd around him, he said, 
'0 people! Be considerate (do not push). All of you will have to his heart's 
content.' Everyone had their fill to drink and eventJlally it was only Rasulullaah 
~ and myself left. Rasulullaah ~ poured some water out for me saying, 
'You drink, 0 Abu Qataadah.' 'You drink first, 0 Rasulullaah ~,' I insisted. 
Rasulullaah ~ however said, 'The one serving drinks to people is the last to 
drink.' Rasulullaah ~ then drank after me and there was still as much water 
left in my container as there had been. The people on that day (who drank from 
the water) numbered seven hundred." (1) 

Blessings in the Water with Which Rasulullaah 
~~ Washed His Face and Hands 

In a narration discussing combining salaahs during the expedition to Tabook, 
Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~ reports, 'Rasulullaah ~ said to us, 'You will 
Inshaa Allaah arrive at the spring of Tabook tomorrow at midmorning only. 
Whoever arrives there (early) should not touch the water until I arrive.' By the 
time we reached the spring, two men had already beat us to it. The spring flowed 
verily thinly, actually resembling the strap of a shoe. Rasulullaah ~ then asked 
the two men, 'Did you have any of the water?' When they replied that they did, 
Rasulullaah ~ rebuked them very sternly. Thereafter, (by Rasulullaah ~'s 
instruction) some people scooped water up little by little in their hands until they 
had collected a bit. Rasulullaah ~ washed his hands and face with the water 
and then returned it to the spring. Water then immediately started to gush forth 
from the spring and everyone was able to satisfy themselves. It was then that 
Rasulullaah· ~ said to me, '0 Mu'aadh! Should you live long enough, you will 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'i1 (Pg.144). Ahmad and Muslim have reported a similar narration. 	as 

quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.98). 
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soon see this entire area filled with gardens.",(l) 

Blessings in Water when Rasulullaah ~ Touched 
its Container 


Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn ~~ reports, "We were on a journey with 
Rasulullaah ~ ... " The narration continues to the point where he says, "It then 
reached a stage when we became extremely thirsty. During the course of our 
journey, we came across a woman (Sitting on her camel) with her legs hanging 
down between two large water bags. 'Where is the water?' we asked. 'There is no 
water/ she replied. We then asked further, 'How far must your family travel to 
fetch water?' 'A day and a night/ came the reply. When we then told her that she 

! would have to come before Rasulullaah ~, she asked, What is Rasulullaah 
-' 	 " . ?. .... ~ ~ 

We did not allow her to do or say anything more until we had presented her 
before Rasulullaah ~. She however told him only as much as she told us, 
apart from telling him that her child was an orphan. Rasulullaah ~ then sent 
for her two waterbags and passed his hand over them. Although we were forty 
thirsty men, we all drank to our fill from them and we also filled every waterbag 
and utensil we had until they were on bursting pOint. RasululIaah ~ then 
instructed us to bring whatever we had and we complied by gathering together 
all the bread and dates we had (which we handed over to the woman). 
When she got to her tribe, she said to them, 'I have just met with someone who is 
either the greatest of magicians or truly a Nabi as his companions claim. By 
virtue of this woman, Allaah then guided all the people on the hillside and 
together with her, they all became Muslims." Another narration states that 
Rasulullaah ~ then said to her, "Take this with you to your family and 
remember that we have not diminished your water in the least, but it was Allaah 
Who gave us water to drink." (2) 

Blessings in Water when some Stones were thrown 

into it that had been in the Hands of 


Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Ziyaad bin Haarith Sudaa'ee ~~ relates, "I was with Rasulullaah ~ 
on a journey when he asked me whether I had any water with me. 'I do have a 
little,' I replied, 'but it will not be enough for you.' 'Pour it into a utensil and then 
bring it to me,' Rasulullaah ~ said. When I did so, Rasulullaah ~ placed his 
hand into the water and I saw a fountain gUSh forth from between each of his 
fingers. Rasulullaah ~ then said, 'Had I not been too shy (to ask more) of my 
Rabb; we could have been drinking water like this all the time. Go and announce 
to my companions that whoever wishes to have water should come and fetch as 
much as he pleases.''' 
(I) Muslim, as quoted in Al Bidaayah wan Nihaayah Cl/oJ.6 Pg.IOO). 
(2) 	 Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah Cl/o1.6 Pg.98). Abu Nu'aym has 

reported a similar narration in detail in his Dalaa'il (Pg.146). 
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Hadhrat ziyaad ®):i.,~ reports further that when a delegation from his tribe 
came to Rasulullaah ~ to announce that they had accepted Islaam and were 
prepared to follow him, they also said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! We have a well 
provides adequately for us during winter and we then settle around it. However, 
when summer arrives, the water is not sufficient for us and we disperse in the 
vicinity to other watering places. We are unfortunately unable to do this any 
longer because everyone around us have become our enemies (because we are 
now Muslims). Do pray to Allaah to make our water sufficient for us." 
Rasulullaah ~ sent for seven stones and when these were brought, he 
scattered them in his hands and made a du'aa. Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ 
said, "When you reach your well, take the name of Allaah and throw these 
stones in one by one." After they did what Rasulullaah ~ told them, (the 
water became so abundant that) they were unable to ever see the depth of the 
well. (l) 

Blessings in the Water that Hadhrat Husayn bin 

Ali ~,~~ Drank 


Hadhrat Abu Awn reports that when Hadhrat Husayn bin Ali ~~ went from 
Madinah to Makkah, he passed by Ibn Mutee who was digging a welL .. The 
narration later mentions that Ibn Mutee said to Hadhrat Husayn ~~, "I have 
drained this well (to fix it) but there are still times when the buckets come out 
empty. Would you please make du'aa that Allaah blesses it." Hadhrat Husayn 
~ asked for some of its water and when it was brought in a bucket, he 
took some in his mouth, gargled his mouth and then returned it to the well. 
After this, the water of the well not only increased, but also became sweeter. (2) 

Blessings in Food During Battles 

Blessings in the food of the Mujaahideen by the 


Du'aa of Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Abu Amrah Ansaari ~)l.,~ reports that they were with Rasulullaah ~ 
on a military expedition when they started to feel extreme hunger. The Sahabah 
~ then sought permission from Rasulullaah ~ to slaughter some of their 
camels, saying, "Allaah will then grant us the strength to reach our destination." 
However, when Hadhrat Vmar ~ noticed that Rasulullaah ~. was about 
to grant permission to slaughter the animals, he intervened by saying, "0 
Rasulullaah ~! What will happen to us if we have to meet the enemy 
tomorrow while we are both hungry and (without transport) on foot? If you 
agree, 0 Rasulullaah ~, you could rather ask everyone to bring whatever 
remaining provisions they have and after collecting all together, you could pray 
to Allaah to bless it. By our du'aa Allaah \\111 certainly bless us and grant us the 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.147). Bayhaqi, Ahmad, Abu Dawood, Tirmidhi and Ibn Maajah have 
all reported similar narrations, as quoted in AIBidaayah wan Mhaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.lOl). 

(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.5 Pg.144). 
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strength to reach our destination." 
Rasulullaah ~ then called for all the remaining provisions. While some people 
brought only a handful of food. others managed to bring a little more. The most 
that anyone brought was a Saa of dates. After he had collected all the food 
together, Rasulullaah ~ stood up and made du'aa for some time. Thereafter, 
he summoned the army to come with their utensils and instructed them to take 
from the food in handfuls. After everyone had filled their utensils. the food was 
still as much as it had been. This made Rasulullaah ~~ smile so widely that his 
teeth actually showed. He then said. "I testify that there is none worthy of 
worship but Allaah and I testify that I am the Rasul of Allaah. When a person 
meets Allaah after believing in this, he will be screened against the fire of 
Jahannam on the Day of Qiyaamah." (\) 
In another narration, Hadhrat Abu Khunays Ghifaari ~~ reports that they 
were with Rasulullaah ~ on an expedition to Tihaamah and it was at a place 
called usfaan that the Sahabah ~~ approached Rasulullaah ~ ... The 
narration continues like the one above without the part stating that Rasulullaah 
~ smiled. Thereafter, it states that after Rasulullaah ~ gave the command 
to leave, it started raining and Rasulullaah ~ together with the Sahabah 
~~ dismounted and drank from the water of the skies. (2) 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ and Hadhrat Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~~ both 
report that when the Sahabah ~~ suffered extreme hunger during the 
expedition to Tabook, they approached Rasulullaah ~ saying. "0 Rasulullaah 
~! Do permit us to slaughter the camels we use for drawing water so that we 
can have some food and oil." ''You may do so." Rasulullaah ~ permitted. It was 
then that Hadhrat Umar ~~~ intervened ... " The rest of the narration is like the 
one above narrated by Hadhrat Abu Amrah ~. (3) 
Hadhrat Salamah ~,~ reports, 'We were with Rasulullaah ~ in the Battle of 
Khaybar when he instructed us to' gather all our provisions of dates together. 
Rasulullaah ~ then spread out a leather tablecloth. on which we spread the 
proviSions out. I then calculated and studied the pile, finally estimating it to be 
the size of a sitting goat. We numbered fourteen hundred on that day and after 
we had all eaten, I again calculated and studied the pile and again estimated it to 
be the size of a sitting goat." The narration then continues to mention an incident 
of blessing in their water. (4) In another narration, Hadhrat Salamah ~ says, 
'We then ate to our fill and also filled our satchels. (5) 

(1) 	Ahmad. Nasa'ee has reported a similar narration. as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 
Pg.114). as has Ibn sa'd (Vol.1 Pg.180). Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration in his Dalaa'il 
(Pg. 148) from Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ and Hadhrat Jaabir ~~. as have Muslim. Ahmad 
and Nasa'ee, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.113). 

(2) 	Bazzaar and Bayhaqi. as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.114). Tabraani has 
reported a similar narration in his Awsat. as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa'id (Vol.S Pg.303). as has 
Haakim. as quoted in lsaabah (VolA Pg.53). 

(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Oalaa'il (Pg.149). Muslim and others has reported 3 similar narration, as quoted 
in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.114). 

(4) Abu Ya'Ja. 
(5) Muslim. as quoted in AiBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo\.6 Pg.115). 
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Blessings in Food after Rasulullaah ~ Places his 
Hand over it While the trench was being Dug 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ reports that when Rasulullaah ~ was 
busy with the· digging of the trench, the Sahabah ~~ (as well as Rasulullaah 
~) had rocks tied to their bellies because of the extreme hunger they were 
suffering. Seeing this situation, Rasulullaah ~ asked, "Do you know of 
someone who can feed us a single meal?" When someone replied that they knew 
of such a person, Rasulullaah ~ said, "Since there is no alternative, corne and 
lead us to him." When they went to the Sahabi ~~'s house, he happened to 
be out digging his portion of the trench. His wife sent a message to him saying, 
"Corne quickly because Rasulullaah ~ has corne to see us." 
The Sahabi ~ rushed back, saying, "May my parents be sacrificed for you (0 
Rasulullaah ~)!" The Sahabi ~~ had a goat and a kid and he quickly went 
to (slaughter) the goat. Rasulullaah ~ however said to him, "What will the kid 
do then without the goat." The Sahabi ~ then slaughtered the kid while his 
wife took some flour, kneaded it (into dough) and made some bread. When the 
pot was ready (with the meat), she made soine Thareedin a bowl and then served 
it to Rasulullaah ~ and the Sahabah ~. 
Rasulullaah ~ placed his finger into the food and said, "Bismijjaah. 0 Allaah! 
Bless this food." He then bade the Sahabah ~,~ to eat and although they ate 
to their fill, they could eat only a third of the food, leaving the other two-thirds 
behind. Rasulullaah ~ then sent the ten Sahabah ~~ with him away with 
the instruction to send another ten. They therefore left and when the next ten 
Sahabah ~ arrived they also ate to their fill. Rasulullaah ~ then got up 
and made du'aa for the man of the house, praying for him and his family to be 
blessed. 
Rasulullaah ~ then left for the trench, saying to the Sahabah ~, "Let us 
go to Salmaan." Hadhrat Salmaan ~ had encountered a large boulder, 
which he had not the strength to shift. Rasulullaah ~'s instruction was, "Leave 
me to be the first to strike at it." Rasulullaah ~ then recited "Bismillaah" and 
struck the boulder, causing a third of it to break off. To this, Rasulullaah ~ 
exclaimed, "Allaah Akbar! By the Rabb of the Kabah! The palaces of Shaam1" 
Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ struck the boulder a second time, causing another 
third of it to break off. To this, Rasulullaah ~~ exclaimed, "Allaah Akbar! By the 
Rabb of the Kabah! The palaces of Persia!" It was then that the Munaafiqeen 
scoffed, "We are busy digging a trench to safeguard ourselves, yet he is 
promising us the palaces of Persia and Rome!" (I) 

In the chapter discussing spending in the path of Allaah, the narration of Hadhrat 
Jaabir ~~ has already passed in which it is stated that Rasulullaah ~ fed 
all the Sahabah ~~~ digging the trench from a Saa of barley flour and a little 
goat. Although they numbered a thousand or close to a thousand, they all 

(1) 	Tabraani, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.4 Pg.lOO). Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.132) has 
commented on the chain of narrators. 
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managed to eat to their fill, leaving the food as much as it had originally been. 

Blessings in Food When not on Journey 
Blessings in a plate of Thareed Served to 


Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Samurah bin Jundub ~~ narrates that they were once with 
Rasulullaah ~~ when a plate of Thareed was served. Rasulullaah ~ and all 
the Sahabah ~):i.1~ there ate and continued eating until it was almost time for 
Zuhr. They ate in turns, a group eating and then standing up to allow others to 
eat after them. Someone then asked Hadhrat Samurah ~~, "Was more food 
being served all the time?" Hadhrat Samurah ~~ replied, "Not from the earth, 
but definitely from the heavens." Another narration states that when someone 
asked whether more food was served, Hadhrat Samurah ffil;.,~ replieti, "What 
then would be the extraordinary part? The only place from where more food was 
served was from there." He then pointed to the skies. (1) 

Blessings in the Food that Rasulullaah ~~ 


Prepared for the Men of Suffa 

Hadhrat Waathila bin Asqa ~~ says, "I was one of the men of Suffa when 
Rasulullaah ~ once sent for some bread, which he broke into a dish. He then 
added some bOiling water and fat to it. Thereafter, he started to stir the mixture 
and then mixed it vigorously before bringing the sides together to make it into a 
little heap. When this was done, he said, 'Go and bring me ten peDple, the tenth 
one being yourself.' when I had brought them, Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Eat, but 
ensure that you eat from beneath because blessings descend from the top.' 
They all then ate until they were full." (2) 

Hadhrat waathila bin Asqa ~ says, "I was one of the men of Suffa and when 
my other companions once complained to me about their severe hunger, they 
requested, '0 Waathila! Go to Rasulullaah ~ and ask him to please give us 
some food to eat.' I then approached Rasulullaah ~ saying, '0 Rasulullaah 
~! My companions are complaining of extreme hunger.' Rasulullaah ~ then 
asked Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ whether she had any food with her. '0 Rasulullaah 
~!' she submitted, 'All I have are a few pieces of bread.' Rasulullaah ~ asked 
her to bring it and when she brought them along in a leather bag, Rasulullaah 
~ sent for a plate. After emptying the bread in the plate, Rasulullaah ~ 
started making Thareed with his own hands. As he made it, the food started to 
increase until the entire plate was fulL 
Rasulullaah ~ then said, '0 Waathila! Go and bring me ten people, the tenth 
one being yourself.' I then went out and brought nine of them, the tenth one 

(I) Ahmad, Tirmidhi and Nasa'ee, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan NihaaY'1h (Vo1.6 Pg.112). Abu Nu'aym 
has reported a similar narration in his Dalaa'i1 (Pg.153). 

(2) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL8 Pg.305). Ibn Maajah has 
reported the end of the narration. 
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being myself. Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Sit down and eat with the name of Allaah. 
However, ensure that you eat from the sides and not from the top because 
blessings descend from the top.' They all then ate until they were fulL They then 
got up and left, with the plate as full as it had been. 
Rasulullaah ~ then started mixing the Thareedby hand and again it increased 
until the plate was even more full. '0 WaathilaI' Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Go and 
bring me another ten of your companions.' When I brought them, Rasulullaah 
~ bade them to sit and they also ate to their fill. They then got up and left and 
RasuluUaah ~ instructed me to bring another ten. When I brought them, the 
same transpired. Rasulullaah ~ then asked, 'Are there any more people left?' 
When I informed Rasulullaah ~ that there were still ten people left, he asked 
me to bring them as welL When I brought them, Rasulullaah ~ bade them to 
sit and they also ate to their fill. They then got up and left, with the plate still as 
full as it had been. Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ said, '0 WaathilaT Now take this 
to Aa'jsha.'" 
Another similar narration states that the men of Suffa numbered twenty at the 
time. This narration mentions that some bread and milk was also served. (I) 

Blessings in the Food that Hadhrat Faatima ~11~ 
sent for her Father ~ 

Hadhrat ]aabir ~.~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ had once not had anything 
to eat for several days. When the hunger became unbearable, he went around to 
the rooms of his wives, but found no food with any of them. He then went to 
Hadhrat Faatima ~~ and said, "Dear daughterI Have you anything for me to 
eat because I am very hungry." May my parents be sacrificed for your I swear by 
Allaah that I have nothing." However, when Rasulullaah ~ had left, a 
neighbour of Hadhrat Faatima ~~ sent her two pieces of bread and a piece of 
meat. After receiving it from the neighbour, she placed the food in one of her 
platters, saying, "By Allaah! I shall give this to Rasulullaah ~ rather keeping it 
for myself and my family." This she said despite the fact that she and her family 
themselves were desperately in need of food. 
She then sent Hadhrat Hasan ~~ and Hadhrat Husayn ~~ to call 
Rasulullaah ~ and when Rasulullaah ~ returned, she said, "May my 
parents be sacrificed for you! Allaah has sent something that I have reserved for 
you." "Bring it then, dear daughter," Rasulullaah ~ said. Hadhrat Faatima 
~ herself narrates further. She says, 'When I then brought the pla~ter and 
uncovered it, I found that it was filled with bread and meat. I was stunned to see 
this and immediately realised that this was blessings from Allaah. I then praised 
Allaah and sent salutations to His Rasool ~. I then placed it before 
Rasulullaah ~ and when he saw it, he praised Allaah and asked, Where did 
you get this from, dear daughter?' 'Dear father,' I replied, 'It is from Allaah 
because Allaah provides for whomsoever He wills without counting.' Rasulullaah 
(1) 	Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.a Pg.305). Abu Nu'aym 

has reported a similar narration in his Oalaa'il (Pg.150). 
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~ then again praised Allaah saying, 'Dearest daughterI All praise belongs to 
Allaah Who had made you like the leader of all the women of the Bani Israa'eel 
(Hadhrat Maryam ~) because whenever she was questioned about the 
sustenance Allaah provided for her, she would respond by saying, 'It is from 
Allaah because Allaah provides for whomsoever He wills without counting.' 
'Rasulullaah ~ then sent for Ali ~~ and together with him, Ali ~~, 
myself, Hasan ~~, Husayn ~~~ and all the wives and household of 
Rasulullaah ~ ate to their fill. The platter still remained as full as it had been 
and Rasulullaah ~ told me to give it to all the neighbours. Allaah had indeed 
placed blessings and abundant goodness in the food." (1) 

In the chapter discussing the Da'wah that Rasulullaah ~ gave to the Banu 
Haashim, Hadhrat Ali ~~ relates, "They were close to forty people and 
Rasulullaah ~ served them food equaito just a Mudd. Although they all ate to 
their fill, they left as much food as there had been. Rasulullaah ~ then gave 
them to drink from a container and although they all drank to their fill, they left 
as much drink as there had been. This was done for three consecutive days, after 
which Rasulullaah ~ invited them to believe in Allaah." 
In the chapter discussing the hardships that the Sahabah ~ endured, such 
several incidents of the men of Suffa have been recounted, as reported by 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ and others. In the chapters discussing hosting 
guests and spending in the path of Allaah, other incidents have been related, 
depicting the blessings in the food that people like Hadhrat Abu Talha ~)j.,~ 
and Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ served to their guests. The incident of the marriage 
of Hadhrat Zaynab ~ also showed great blessings in food. 

Blessings in Seeds and Fruit 
Blessings in Butter and Barley- in the Story of 


Hadhrat Ummu Shareek ~~ 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ reports that a lady from the Dows tribe called 
Hadhrat Ummu Shareek ~~ became a Muslim in Ramadhaan ... The 
narration then goes on to describe her migration, how a Jew accompanied her 
and how he refused to give her any water to drink until she became a Jew. She 
then fell asleep and saw someone giving her something to drink in her dream. As 

a result, her thirst was quenched when she awoke. When she reported the 
incident to Rasulullaah ~, he proposed for her hand in marriage, but, 
considering herself inadequate (as a spouse for Rasulullaah ~). she declined 

saying, "Rather marry me to whomsoever you please." Rasulullaah ~ then 
married her to Hadhrat zaid ~~ and instructed that she be given thirty Saa of 
barley. Rasulullaah ~ then instructed the couple to eat from it but never to 
weigh it. 
Hadhrat Ummu Shareek ~~ had a little container of butter which she had 
intended to give Rasulullaah ~ as a gift. She instructed her maidservant to 
(l) Abu Ya'la, as quoted in the 1aiSeeroflbn Katheer (Vol.1 Pg.360). 
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take it to Rasulullaah ~ and after she had emptied it (into Rasulullaah ~'s 
container), Rasulullaah ~ told her that when taking it back, she should hang it 
up without tying the mouth. When Hadhrat Ummu Shareek ~~ arrived and 
found the bag full (of butter), she asked her servant, "Did I not instruct you to 
take this to Rasulullaah ~?" "But I did," replied the servant. When the incident 
was reported to Rasulullaah ~, he instructed them never to tie the mouth. The 
bag then continued givingbutter until Hadhrat Ummu Shareek ~~ (mistakenly) 

tied the mouth one day (because of which the butter also finished). When (after a 
long time) the people weighed the barley, the discovered that it still weighed 
thirty Saa, meaning that it had not depleted in the least (despite being used for 
many years). (I) 

Hadhrat Yahya bin Sa'eed reports that when Hadhrat Ummu Shareek Dowsiyyah 
~ migrated, she met up with a Jew (and his wife) on the road. She had been 
fasting but the Jew warned his wife that if she gave Hadhrat Ummu Shareek 
~anything to drink, he would chastise her most severely. Hadhrat Ummu 
Shareek ~ therefore spent the night thirsty. It was towards the end of the 
night that she found a bucket (of water) and a bag upon her chest, from which 
she drank. When she then awakened the Jewish couple to continue the journey 
by night, the Jew noted, "I hear the voice of a woman who had had something to 
drink." "By Allaah!" Hadhrat Ummu Shareek ~ remarked, "It was not your 
wife who gave me a drink." Hadhrat Ummu Shareek ~ hadwith her a little 
container of butter ... The narration then continues to describe the blessings in 
the butter. (2) 

Blessings in half a Wasaq of Barley that 

Rasulullaah ~~ gave Someone 


Hadhrat Jaabir ~~~ reports that a man once approached Rasulullaah ~ to 
ask for some food. Rasulullaah ~ gave him half a Wasaq of barley from which 
the man, his wife and his servant ate for a long period of time until they 
eventually weighed it (after which it came to an end). Rasulullaah ~ said to 
them, "Had you not weighed it, it would have lasted for as long as you 
continued to eat from it." (3) 

Blessings in the Barley that Rasulullaah ~~ gave 
to Hadhrat Naufal bin Haarith ®~~ 

Hadhrat Naufal bin Haarith bin Abdul Muttalib ffilJ.,~ narrates, "When I 
requested Rasulullaah ~ for assistance in getting married, Rasulullaah ~ 
got me married but when he looked for something to give me, he could find 
nothing. RasuIullaah ~ then deputed Abu Raafi ®IJ.,~ and Abu Ayyoob 
~ to pawn his armour with a Jew for thirty Saa of barley. Rasulullaah·~ 
handed the barley over to me and after eating from it for half a year, we decided 

(1) Bayhaqi, as quoted in AIBidaayah wan Mhaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.104). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.8 Pg.157). 
(3) Ahmad, as quoted in AIBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.I04). 
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to weigh it. When we did so, we found that it was as much as it had been when 
we. brought it. upon mentioning it to Rasulullaah ~, he remarked, 'Had you 
not weighed it, you would have eaten from it for as long as you lived. IIf 

(1) 

T~e Blessings in Some Barley left in Hadhrat 

Aa'isha ~~'s Shelf after the Demise of 


Rasulullaah ~~ 

Hadhrat Aa'isha ~ says, "When Rasulullaah ~ passed away, I had 
nothing to eat apart from some barley stored on a shelf of mine. I continued 
eating from it for a very long time until I weighed it one day. It was only then that 
it came to an end." (2) 

Blessings in the Dates that Hadhrat Jaabir ~~~'s 
father Left because of a Du'aa that Rasulullaah 

t~t.P:~made 
Hadhrat ]aabir ~,~ states, "Because my father had many debts when he 
passed away, I approached Rasulullaah ~ saying, 'My father had left some 
debts for me to settle, but I have nothing apart from the produce that his orchard 
yields. This is however not enough to remove the years of debts due. Please come 
with me so that the creditors do not treat me too harshly." Rasulullaah ~ 
(accompanied him and) walked around one of the heaps of dates and made 
du'aa. He then walked around another heap and made du'aa. Rasulullaah ~ 
then told the creditors to take what was due to them and he paid them all off in 
full. Despite giving them, there was still as much left over as had been given to 
them all. (3) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat ]aabir ~said, "Rasulullaah ~ sat 
on the heap and told me to call the creditors. Rasulullaah ~ then continued 
weighing (and giving the creditors) until Allaah @,~;:a.;U settled my father's debts. 
By Allaahr I was prepared to have all my father's debts settled even if it meant 
that I would not have a single date to take back to my sisters. However, Allaah 
kept the entire heap of dates so intact that when I looked at the heap 
Rasulullaah ~ was sitting on, it seemed as if not even a single date had 
been reduced from it." (4) 

Blessings in Dates as the Trench was being Dug 
The daughter of Hadhrat Basheer bin Sa'd ~ who was also the sister of 
Hadhrat Nu'maan bin Basheer ~~ reports, "(My mother) Amrah bint Rawaaha 
li®~ once called for me and placed a handful of dates in my garment saying, 
(I) 	Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.246). Bayhaqi has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Ai BJdaayah wan 

Nihaayah (Vol.6 Pg.119). 
(2) Bukhaari, Muslim and Tirmidhi, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (Vol.5 Pg.165). 
(3) 	Bukhaari, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.116). Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.563) has 

reported a similar narration. 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his DaJaa'ii (Pg.156). 
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'Dear daughter! Take this lunch to your father and uncle Abdullaah bin Rawaaha 
~.\1.1~.' While looking for my father and uncle, I happened to pass by 
Rasulullaah ~, who asked, 'Come here, dear daughter. What is that with you?' 
I replied by saying, '0 Rasulullaah ~~! These are some dates that my mother 
has sent as lunch for my father Basheer bin Sa'd and my uncle Abdullaah bin 
Rawaaha.' 
Rasulullaah ~ then asked me for them and when I poured them out into his 
hands, they barely filled them. Rasulullaah ~ then asked for a cloth, spread it 
out and then threw the dates on it, causing them to scatter about. He then said to 
someone who was with him, 'Announce to all the people digging the trench 
that they should come for lunch.' When everyone had gathered by Rasulullaah 
~~ and started eating from the dates, they started to multiply so much that 
when everyone had left, the dates were still falling off the sides of the cloth." (1) 

Blessings in Seven Dates during the Expedition 
to Tabook 

Hadhrat Irbaadh ~1j3~ relates, "Whether at home or on journey, I always stood 
guard at Rasulullaah ~'s door. We were at Tabook one night when we had to 
leave on some emergency and by the time we returned, Rasulullaah ~ and the 
others with him had already eaten supper. Rasulullaah ~ asked us where we 
had been all night and when I informed him, ]U'aal bin Suraaqa ~~ and 
Abdullaah bin Mughaffal Muzani ~1j3~ also arrived. The three of us were 
extremely hungry, so Rasulullaah ~ went to Hadhrat Ummu Salamah lli®\1.1~'s 
tent to look for something for us to eat. When he found nothing there, he called 
for Bilaal ~.\1.1~ and asked him whether he had anything. When Bilaal !ID)J.,~ 
shook a leather bag, he managed to gather seven dates. 
Rasulullaah ~~ placed the dates in a plate, placed his hand over it and recited 
Bismil/aah. He then said, 'Eat with the name of Allaah.' As we ate, I counted each 
one I ate and kept the stone in my other hand. In this manner, I counted a total 
of fifty four dates. My two companions did as I did, eating fifty dates each. 
When we had stopped eating, all seven dates were still there. Rasulullaah ~ 
then told Bilaal ~.\1.1~ to return the dates to the bag. 
The following day, Rasulullaah ~~ again placed the dates in a plate and said, 
'Eat with the name of Allaah.' This time we were ten people and again we all ate 
to our fill. When we had finished, the same seven dates still remained as they had 
been. Rasulullaah ~ then said, 'Had I not been shy before my Rabb 0,li.152>1;Z, we 
would have e"'ten from these same dates until we all returned to Madinah.' When 
we returned to Madinah, a child from Madinah came up to Rasulullaah~. 
Rasulullaah ~~ gave him the dates and he went away sucking on them." (2) 

(1) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Oalaa'il (Pg.lSO). Ibn Is'haaq has reported a similar narration, as quoted in Ai 
Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.116). 

(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.lIS). 
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Blessings in the Bag of Provisions that Rasulullaah 
~ gave to Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~~ 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®,IJ.,~ says, "There were three s,uch calamities that 
afflicted me as a Muslim, the magnitude of which I had never experienced 
before. (The first is) The demise of Rasulullaah ~~ when I was still an inadequate 
companion of his, (the second is) the assassination of uthmaan ~~ and 
(the third is) the bag to carry provisions for a journey.1t "What was the bag to 
carry provisions, a Abu Hurayrah ®~?" someone asked. 
Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®~ explained, 'We were once with Rasulullaah ~ 
on a journey when Rasulullaah ~ asked me whether I had anything with me. 'I 
have some dates in my bag of provisions,' I replied. 'Bring them here,' 
Rasulullaah ~ said. When I removed the dates from the bag and gave them to 
him, Rasulullaah ~ touched them and made du'aa. He then instructed me to 
call ten people and when I did, they all ate (from the dates) until they were full. 
Thereafter, another ten came and ate to their fill. In this manner, the entire army 
ate and the same number of dates remained in my bag. 
RasuluIlaah ~ then said, 'a Abu Hurayrahr Whenever you want to take any 
dates from the bag, put your hand in and take some but never overturn it.' I then 
continued eating from the bag throughout the lifetime of Rasulullaah ~, the 
lifetime of Abu Bakr ®~~, the lifetime of Umar ®~~ and the lifetime of 
uthmaan ®~~. However, when Uthmaan ~ was martyred, everything I 
had was stolen, including the bag of provisions. Should I not tell you how much I 
ate from it? I ate more than two Wasaq (approximately 384 kg) from it." (1) 

Blessings in Hadhrat Anas ~~~'s Produce by 

Virtue of Rasulullaah ~'s Du'aa 


Hadhrat Anas ®~~ says, "My mother once took me before Rasulullaah ~ 
and said, 'a Rasulullaah ~! Please make du'aa for this little servant of yours.' 
Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa saying, 'a Allaah! Grant him an abundance in 
wealth and children, give him a long life and forgive his sins.' I have already 
buried two less than a hundred of my children or two more than a hundred of 
them and the fruit from my orchards are plucked twice a year. I have lived long 
enough to fill my heart(2) and I am now looking forward to the fourth du'aa (for 
my sins to be forgiven)." (3) 
In another narration, Hadhrat Anas ®~~ says, "(My mother) ummu Sulaym 
~~ once said, '0 Rasulullaah ~T Make du'aa for Anas.' Rasulullaah ~ 
therefore prayed, '0 Allaah! Increase his wealth and children and bless him in 
them.' Therefore, not counting my grandchildren, I have already buried a 
hundred and twenty f.e of my children and my orchards bear fruit twice a 

(1) Bayhaqi. as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo\.6 Pg.II7). Abu Nu'avrn has reported a similar 
narration in his Dalaa'i! (Pg.ISS), as has Tirmidhi. 

(2) Hadhrat Mas ~ passed away in Basrah in 93 A.H. at the age of 103. 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (Vo\.7 Pg.I9). 
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year, whereas there are no orchards in the area that bear fruit twice a year. II (1) 

Blessings in Milk and Butter 

Blessings in the Butter of Hadhrat Ummu Maalik 


Bahziyyah IJ®~~ from the Ansaar 

Hadhrat Jaabir ~ reports that Hadhrat Ummu Maalik Bahziyyah ~~ used 
to give Rasulullaah .~ butter in a little bag that she had. When her sons once 
asked her for some gravy to eat, she went to the bag in which she gave 
Rasulullaah ~~ the butter and (although it was previously emptied) she found 
butter inside. The bag then continued to give butter to make gravy for her sons 
until she squeezed it one day (upon which the butter finished). She then went to 
Rasulullaah ~ (and reported the incident, after which) he asked, "Did you 
squeeze it?" When she confirmed that she did, Rasulullaah.~ remarked, "Had 
you left it alone (without squeezing), it would have given you butter forever." (2) 
Hadhrat Ummu Maalik ~ narrates that she once brought a little bag of 
butter as a gift for Rasulullaah ~. By Rasulullaah ~'s instruction, Hadhrat 
Bilaal gj~ squeezed out the butter (into some container) and then returned 
the bag to Hadhrat Ummu Maalik ~~. however, when she returned home, 
she discovered that the bag was still full. She therefore returned to Rasulullaah 
~ and said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! Has some revelation descended concerning 
me?" ''Why do you ask, 0 Ummu Maalik?" Rasulullaah ~ questioned. "Why 
then did you return my gift?" was her response. 
Rasulullaah ~ then sent for Hadhrat Bilaal ~~~ and asked him about it. 
Hadhrat Bilaal ~ replied, "I swear by the Being Who sent you with the truth 
that I squeezed the bag until I started feeling ashamed to squeeze any more." 
Rasulullaah ~ then said, "Congratulations to you, 0 Ummu Maalik1 Allaah has 
given your reward in advance." Rasulullaah ~ then taught her to recite 
(,Subhaanallaah'), CAl Hamdulillaah') and ('Allaahu Akbar') ten times each after 
every salaah. (3) 

Blessings in the Butter of Hadhrat Ummu 

Aws IJ®~~ 


Hadhrat Ummu Aws Bahziyyah ~~ narrates that she once made some butter, 
poured it into a little bag and then gave the butter as a gift to Rasulullaah ~. 
Rasulullaah ~ accepted the gift. took out the butter (into his container), made 
du'aa for Allaah to bless her and -then returned the bag to her. Hadhrat Ummu 
Aws ~~ saw that the bag was still full and thought that Rasulullaah ~ did 
not accept her gift. She therefore returned shrieking to Rasulullaah ~. 
Rasulullaah ~ however told the Sahabah ~~ to explain to her what had 
(I) Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal0/01.7 Pg.9). 
(2) Ahmad, as quoted in AIBidaayah wan Nihaayah 0/01.6 Pg.I04). 
(3) 	Tabraani. Haythami 0/01.8 Pg.309) has commented on the chain of narrators. Abu NU'aym has 

reported a similar narration in his Dalaa'il (Pg.204), as have Ibn Abi Aasim and Muslim. as quoted 
in fsaabah 0/01.4 Pg.494). 
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happened (after which she understood). She then continued eating from the bag 
throughout the lifetime of Nabi ~, throughout the Khilaafah of Hadhrat Abu 
Bakr ®,~, throughout the Khilaafah of Hadhrat Vmar ®~~, throughout the 
Khilaafah of Hadhrat Uthmaan ®lJ.>5 and until the time when there arose a 
dispute between Hadhrat Ali ®Uu5 and Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~. (1) 

Blessings in the Butter of Hadhrat Ummu 
Sulaym~~~ 

Hadhrat Anas ~ reports that his mother (Hadhrat Ummu Sulaym ~) 
had a goat (which she milked) and she collected all the butter from the goat's 
milk in a little bag. When the bag was full, she sent it with a girl in her care to 
Rasulullaah ~, saying, "Dear daughter! Take this bag to Rasulullaah ~, so 
that he may use it to make his gravy." The girl took it to Rasulullaah ~ and 
said, "0 Rasulullaah ~1 Here is some butter that Ummu Sulaym has sent for 
you." Rasulullaah ~ gave the Sahabah ~~ the instruction to empty the 
bag out (into one of his containers) and when this was done, the bag was 
returned to the girl. 
Hadhrat Ummu Sulaym ~ was inside her room when the girl returned and 
hung the bag onto a naiL When Hadhrat Ummu Sulaym ~ came out, she 
saw the bag so full of butter that it was actually dripping out. "Dear daughter!" 
Hadhrat Ummu Sulaym ~ called out, "Did I not tell you to take this to 
Rasulullaah ~?" The girl replied by saying, "But I have done so. You may go 
and ask Rasulullaah ~ if you do not believe me." 
Hadhrat Ummu Sulaym ~ then went with the girl to Rasulullaah ~ and 
asked, "0 Rasulullaah ~! I had sent her with a bag full of butter for you." "She 
did come with it," Rasulullaah ~ replied. Hadhrat Ummu Sulaym ~ then 
exclaimed, "I swear by the Being Who sent you with the truth and with the true 
religion that the bag is still so full of butter that it is actually dripping!" To this, 
Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "0 Ummu Sulaym! Are you surprised that Allaah 
could feed you as you had fed His Nabi? Eat from it and feed others as well." 
Hadhrat Ummu Sulaym ~~ says, "I then returned home and distributed the 
butter in a large jug and in several other containers, leaving some in the bag. 
This was sufficient for us to make gravy for a month or two." (2) 

Blessings in the Butter of Hadhrat Ummu 
Shareek~~ 

Hadhrat Ummu Shareek ~ reports that she had with her a little bag in 
which she gave Rasulullaah ~ some butter as a gift. One day when her 
(1) Tabraani, Ibn Mandah and Ibn sakan, as quoted In lsaalJah (Vol.4 Pg.431). Haythaml (Vol.8 Pg.310) 

has commented on the chain of narrators. Bayhaqi has reported a similar narration in greater 
detail, as quoted in AIBMaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.I04). 

(2) 	Abu Va'la, as quoted in AI BMaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.I03). Tabraani and Abu Va'la have 
reported a similar narration but Haythami (Vol.8 Pg.309) has commented on the chain of 
narrators. Abu Nu'aym has reported a similar narration in his Oalaa'il (Pg.203) and Haafidh has 
commented on the narration in his IsaalJah (Vol.4 Pg.320). 
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children asked her for some butter and she had none, she went to the bag to 
have a look and was surprised to see that butter was flowing from it. She poured 
out some for them and the family then ate from it for a long while afterwards. It 
was only when she one day went to see how much remained and poured all out 
that it finished. When she reported this to Rasulullaah ~, he remarked, "Did 
you turn it upside down? Had you not done this, it would have lasted you a very 
long time." (1) 

Another narration from Hadhrat Yahya bin Sa'eed states that Hadhrat Ummu 
Shareek ~ used to lend her little bag to whoever came to her. When a man 
once approached here to sell it to him, she told him that there was now nothing 
left in it. She then blew into it and left it in the sun (SO that all the remnants 
could melt and be extracted) when she was astonished to see that it was again 
full of butter. People therefore referred to Hadhrat Ummu Shareek 1f®lj..,5 's bag 
of butter as one of the signs of Allaah. (2) 

Other narrations about Hadhrat ummu Shareek ~ have already been 
quoted above. 

Blessings'in the Butter of Hadhrat Hamzah bin 
. ~'tI1;;:a:ur'/Amr Aslaml~,\.:IIJ,~ 

Hadhrat Hamzah bin Amr ~ relates, "Rasulullaah ~'s companions took 
turns in preparing food for his other companions and someone different would 
bring the food each night. When my turn came one night, I prepared the food but 
neglected to close the mouth of the bag that contained the butter. As I was about 
to take the food to Rasulullaah ~, the bag fell and all the butter spilled out. 
'Did Rasulullaah ~'s food have to spill by my hands?' I lamented. (When I took 
the food) Rasulullaah ~ called me to also partake, but I refused saying, 'I 
really wouldn't manage to eat, 0 Rasulullaah ~ (because the food was too 
little).' When I returned home, I was shocked to hear the bag making the sound 
of droplets filling. 'StoP!' I said, 'Whatever was left over has already spilled out.' 
However, when I went over to have a look, I discovered that the bag was filled to 
its chest. I then took it to Rasulullaah ~ and informed him about it, to which 
he remarked, 'Had you left it as is, it would have filled to its mouth, after which 
you could have closed it.",(3) 
Another narration has already passed concerning the expedition to Tabook in 
which Rasulullaah ~ said to him, "Had you left it as is, the entire valley 
would have been flowing with butter." 
Hadhrat Hamzah bin Amr ~~ relates, ''When Rasulullaah ~ left for the 
expedition to Tabook, I was in charge of the bag containing the butter. When I 
once looked at the bag as I prepared Rasulullaah W's food, I noticed that there 
was very little butter in it. 1 then placed the bag in the sun and fell asleep. I was 
later awakened by the sound of liquid filling in the bag and when I got up, I 
(I) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.8 Pg.157). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.8 Pg.157). 
(3) Tabraani, as quoted in Majma'uz zawaa'id (Vol.8 Pg.310). 
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grabbed the bag by its head. (Seeing me) Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "Had you 
left it, the entire valley would have been flowing with butter." (1) 

Blessings in the Goat of Hadhrat Khabbaab bin 
Arat ~~ after Rasulullaah ~~ had Milked her 

Hadhrat Khabbaab bin Arat ~~'s daughter reports, "When my father left on an 
expedition, he left us nothing apart from a goat. His instruction was that 
whenever we needed to have it milked, we should take it to the men of Suffa. 
When we then took it to them, we found Rasulullaah ~ sitting there. 
Rasulullaah ~ took the goat, fastened her and then started to milk her. 'Bring 
me the largest utensil you have,' Rasulullaah ~ asked. I went home and the 
largest I could find was the utensil in which we kneaded dough. When I brought 
it to Rasulullaah ~, he milked the goat until he had filled the utens~L He then 
said to us, 'Take this milk, drink from it and give it to your neighbours to drink 
as welL Bring her to me whenever you wish to milk her." 
We then continued taking the goat to Rasulullaah ~ and until my father 
returned, we had plenty of milk. When my father returned and tied her up to milk 
her, she gave only that amount of milk as she had been giving previously. 'You 
have ruined our goatY' my mother remarked. 'What do you mean?' my father 
asked. My mother explained, We used to fill this utensil with milk.' Who was 
doing the milking?' my father enquired. When my mother informed him that 
Rasulullaah ~ did the milking, my father remarked, 'Are you equating me with 
Rasulullaah ~? By Allaah! His hands are much more blessed than mine.",(2) 
In the chapter discussing the difficulties that the Sahabah ~ bore, the 
narration of Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ has passed concerning the great 
blessings in milk. The narration of Hadhrat Ali ~~ in the chapter of Da'wah 
also discusses the same. 

Blessings in Meat 

Blessings in the Meat of Hadhrat Mas'ood bin 


l"d ~'H"'-;:~"\,,'~Khaa I ~.I.aI~ 


Hadhrat Mas'ood bin Khaalid ~~ says, "I once sent a goat to Rasulullaah 

~ and then had to leave to do something. Rasulullaah ~ sent a portion of 

the meat back to my family and when I returned to (my wife) Ummu Khunaas 

~, , found some meat with them. '0 Ummu Khunaas!' I asked, What meat is 

this?' She replied by saying, 'Your friend Rasulullaah ~ has sent back a piece 

of the meat from the goat you sent to him.' 'Then why do you not feed it to your 

family?' I asked. " have already fed them,' she replied, 'This is what was left over.' 

This surprised me because sometimes even one or two goats are not sufficient 

for them." (3) 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'iJ (Pg.155). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.8 Pg.291). 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (VoL8 Pg.310) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Blessings in the meat of Hadhrat Khaalid bin 

Abdul Uzza ®,lli~ 


Hadhrat Khaalid bin Abdul Uzza ®)l,&~ once slaughtered a goat and sent it to 
Rasulullaah ~. Rasulullaah ~ and the Sahabah ~~ with him ate it and 
then sent what was left over back to Hadhrat Khaalid ~~. Although Hadhrat 
Khaalid ~ had a very large family, they all managed to eat from it and still 
have left -overs. (l) 

Sustenance from Unexpected Sources 
Rasulullaah ~~ Receives Food from the Heavens 

Hadhrat Salamah bin Nufayl ®~ reports that he once asked Rasulullaah ~ 
whether he received food from the heavens. When Rasulullaah ~ replied that 
he did, Hadhrat Salamah ~ asked, "Does anything stay over from it?" "Yes," 
Rasulullaah ~ replied. "Then what happens to it?" I asked further. "It is then 
lifted back to the heavens," carne the reply. (2) 

Hadhrat Salamah bin Nufayl Sakooni ~ reports that one day while they, the 
Sahabah ~, were sitting with Rasulullaah ~, a man arrived and asked, 
"0 Nabi of Allaah ~~! Is food brought to you from the heavens" Rasulullaah 
~ replied, "Food is brought to me in a steaming pot." "Is any food left over 
afterwards?" the man questioned further. When Rasulullaah ~ replied in the 
affirmative, the man asked, "Then what happens to it?". "It is then lifted back to 
the heavens," Rasulullaah ~ replied. Rasulullaah ~ then continued to say, 
"It has been revealed to me that I shall be remaining with you for only a short 
while and that after me, you people will also remain alive for a short while. 
However, you will live until a time arrives when (because of the strife to be 
witnessed) you will ask, 'How much longer (are we to live)?' You will then 
fragment into many groups and start destroying each other. There will be 
plenty of deaths before Qiyaamah, after which will follow several years of 
earthquakes." (3) 

Another narration states that someone asked Rasulullaah ~ whether he 
received food from Jannah. (4) 

The Sahabah ~~~ are Sustained by a Gigantic 

Sea Creature after Suffering Extreme Hunger 


In a lengthy narration reported by Hadhrat Jaabir bin Abdullaah ~, he",says, 
"When the men complained of their extreme hunger to Rasulullaah ~, he said. 
'Allaah shall certainly provide some food for you.' When we reached the sea 
shore, a massive wave threw a large creature out. We made a fire beside it, 
cooked some of it and roasted part of it. We then ate until we could eat no more." 
(1) Ya'qoob bin sufyaan. Hasan bin sutyaan and Nasa'ee. as quoted in Jsaabah (VoU PgA09). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (VoL7 PgA28). 
(3) Haakim (VolA PgA47). 
(4) Jsaabah (Vol.2 Pg.68). 
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Hadhrat Jaabir ~~ then named five other Sahabah i@j~ and stated that the 
five of them together with himself went into the eye socket of the creature and 
none was even able to see them until they emerged. They then took a rib of the 
creature and stood it up like a bow. Thereafter, they selected the tallest person 
sitting upon the largest camel and the biggest carriage and the man was able to 
pass beneath the rib without even lowering his head. (1) 

Hadhrat Jaabir ~~ also reports, "Rasulullaah ~ once dispatched a 
regiment of three hundred men under the command of Abu Ubaydah bin ]arraah 
~)1~. I was amongst the men and we were sent to a coastal area. We were still 
travelling when our provisions came to an end. Abu Ubaydah ~~ instructed 
us to gather together all that was left of the provisions and when it was done, it 
amounted to only two satchels of dates. He rationed it to us little by little until it 
was almost finished and we then received only a single date each (for the day)." 
"of what use was a single date," one of the narrators asked Hadhrat ]aabir 
~. Hadhrat Jaabir ~ replied, "When the rations were finished, we 
missed even that single date." Hadhrat Jaabir ~~ then continued the story 
saying, "We then reached the sea shore, where we were surprised to see a fish 
(lying on the ground which was) the size of a hill. The army then ate from this 
fish for eighteen days. Abu Ubaydah ~)1~ then had two of the ribs placed 
upright, had a carriage strapped to a camel and then passed the camel and 
carriage beneath the ribs. The camel passed through without touching the 
ribs.,,(2) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Jaabir ~ states, "Rasulullaah ~ dispatched 
three hundred of us under the command of Abu ubaydah bin Jarraah ~ to 
ambush one of the Quraysh's caravans. (When our provisions ran out) We started 
to suffer such extreme hunger thar we resorted to eating leaves. It was for this 
reason that this army was known as the Army of Leaves. Someone then 
slaughtered three camels (to feed the army), after which he slaughtered another 
three and then another three until Abu lJbaydah ~ stopped him (because it 
was depriving them of transport). It was then that the sea threw out a fish called 
Ambar, from which we ate for half a month and from which we even derived oil. 
This eventually restored our. strength ... " The narration then goes on to mention 
the incident of the fish's ribs. (3) 

In yet another narration, Hadhrat Jaabir ~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ dispatched 
us under the command of Abu ubaydah bin ]arraah ~ to intercept a caravan 
belonging to the Quraysh. Rasulullaah ~ gave us a bag of dates as the 
journey's provisions because he had nothing else to give us. Abu Ubaydah ~~ 
would therefore give us a daily ration of one date each." When someone asked 
Hadhrat Jaabir ~~ how they managed with one date, he replied, "We would 
(1) Muslim (Vol.2 PgAI8). 
(2) Maalik (Pg.371). Bukhaari and Muslim have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah 

wan Nihaayah (VolA Pg.276). 
(3) 	Bukhaari and Muslim, as quoted in Al Bidaayah wan Njhaayah (VolA Pg.276). Abu Nu'aym has 

reported a similar narration in his Dalaa'iJ (Pg.214). 
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suck on it like a child does and then drink water. It would then suffice for us 
throughout the day and night. We then also used our staffs to knock leaves off 
trees; which we would then wet and eat. 
When we arrived on the sea shore, we saw something resembling a gigantic 
dune. When we observed closely, we realised that it was actually a fish called 
Anbar. Abu LJbaydah ~)J.,~'s initial reaction was to say that it was carrion, but 
he then changed his mind and said, 'No! We are the envoys of Rasulullaah ~, 

we are out in the path of Allaah and have reached the point of desperation. You 
may therefore eat.' 
Although we numbered three hundred, we lived off the fish for a month until we 
even started to put on weight. We used large containers to scoop up oil from its 
eye sockets and would cut off from it pieces of meat as large as bulls. Abu 
Ubaydah ~)J.,~ once took thirteen men and seated them in the eye socket. He 
also took one of its ribs, stood it erect and then passed beneath it the tallest 
man, seated on a carriage on the largest camel. We took large chunks of meat 
with us as provisions for our journey and when we arrived in Madinah, we 
reported the incident to Rasulullaah ~. Rasulullaah ~ remarked, 'It was 
your sustenance that Allaah had taken out for you (from the ocean). Do you have 
any of it with you to give us to eat?' We then sent some for Rasulullaah ~ and 
he ate it." (1) 

A Sahabi ~~~ an~ his Wife are Sustained fron1 a 
Source they Never Expected 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~~ reports that a Sahabi ~)J.,~ once came home but 
when he saw the great hunger his family was experiencing, he (was unable to 
bear it and) left and went outdoors. Seeing this, is wife went to the grindstone 
and set it up and then went to the oven and lit it. She then made du'aa saying, "0 
Allaah! Provide for us." When she then looked, she saw that the mixing bowl was 
full of dough and when she had a look at the oven, she saw that it was full of bread. 
Her husband returned and asked, "Did you receive anything after I had left?" 
'~{es," she replied, "from our Rabb." He then went to the grindstone and lifted it 
(because of which it stopped grinding and producing flour). When the incident 
was reported to Rasulullaah ~, he remarked, "Had he not lifted it, it would 
have continued grinding until the Day of Qiyaamah." (2) 

Another narration states that his wife's du'aa was: "0 Allaah! Provide for us what 
we can grind, knead and make into bread. The bowl then suddenly filled with 
bread, the grindstone started to grind and the oven was full of roasted grains. 
Her husband returned and asked, "Do you have anything (to eat)?" "Allaah has 
provided sustenance for us," she replied. He then lifted the grindstone and swept 

(1) 	Bayhaqi, as quoted in Ai Bjdaayah wan Njhaayah (Vol.4 Pg.276). Muslim, Abu Dawood and Abu 
zubayr have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Ai Bjdaayah wan Njhaayah (Vol.4 Pg.276). 
Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg.411) has reported a similar narration in brief, as has Tabraani, as quoted in 
Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.52). 

(2) Ahmad. 
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what was around it (causing it to stop grinding). Rasulullaah ~ said about 

this, "Had you left it, it would have continued grinding until the Day of Qiyaamah.,,(l) 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ®)i,~ also reports that when a very poor man from the 

Ansaar once left home, his wife said, "If I start to turn my grindstone and place 

some palm fronds in my oven, my neighbours will hear the grindstone and see 

the smoke and think that we have some food whereas we have nothing but 

extreme hunger." She then lit the oven and stood by the grindstone and started 

to grind. When her husband returned and heard the grindstone grinding, he 

asked, 'What are you grinding?" She then stood up to open the door for him and 

informed him about what she had been doing. However, when the two entered 

the room, they found the grindstone turning and flour pouring from it. Every 

utensil in their house was filled with flour. She then went to the oven, with her 

husband in trail and found it full of bread. 

When the incident was reported to Rasulullaah ~, he asked, "What then 

happened to the grindstone?" The husband replied, "I lifted it up and shook it 
out." Rasulullaah ~ then remarked, "Had you left it, it would have continued 
grinding throughout my life." It is also reported that Rasulullaah ~ said, "It 

would have continued grinding throughout your lives." (2) 

Rasulullaah ~~, Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~~ and a 

Bedouin Family Receive Sustenance from an 


Unexpected Source 

Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®):;.1~ says, "I once left Makkah with Rasulullaah ~ and we 
travelled until we reached the locality of an Arab tribe. Rasulullaah ~ saw a 
house that was detached from the rest and headed towards it. When we 
dismounted our animals, we found that there was none but a woman there. '0 
servant of Allaah!, she said, 'I am a lone woman with none living with me. You 
two had rather go to the chief of the tribe if you wish to be hosted.' Rasulullaah 
~ however gave her no reply. 
It was already evening and just then her son arrived with her goats (from 
grazing). 'Dear son!' she said, 'Take this goat and a knife to those two men and 
tell them that your mother wants them to slaughter the goat, eat from it and send 
some for us to eat.' When the boy came to Rasulullaah ~, he said, 'Take this 
knife back and fetch me a bowl.' The boy said, 'This goat stays away from the 
grazing ground and therefore has no milk.' 'Go on (and fetch the bowl),' 
Rasulullaah ~ bade the boy. When the boy brought the bowl, Rasulullaah ~ 
placed his hand on the goat's teats and milked her until the bowl was full. 
Rasulullaah ~ then instructed the boy to take the bowl to his mother and she 
drank until she was satisfied. 
The boy brought the bowl back and Rasulullaah ~ told him to take the goat 
back and bring another. Rasulullaah ~ then did the same and gave me to 
(1) 	Ahmad, Bazzaar, Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vol.lO 

Pg.256). Bayhaqi has reported a similar narration. 
(2) AI Bjdaayah wan Mhaayah (Vo\.6 Pg.119). 
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drink. When another goat was brough't, Rasulullaah ~ milked it and this time, 

he drank it. We then stayed for the night and then left. The woman then named 

Rasulullaah ~ Mubaarak ('The Blessed One') and her goats increased so much 

in number that she brought them to Madinah (to sell). 

When I happened to pass by them, the son recognised me and said, 'Dear mother! 

There is the man who was with Mubaarak.' She got up before me and said, '0 

servant of Allaahr Who was that man with you?' 'Don't you know who he is?' I 


asked. When she declared that she did not, I informed her that he is Nabi ~~. 


Upon her request, I then took her to Rasulullaah ~. Rasulullaah ~ gave her 

a meal to eat and also gave her some cheese and wares that Bedouins use as a 

gift. He also gave her many more gifts and clothing. She then accepted Islaam.,,(l) 


Rasulullaah ~ and Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~!J.1~ 
receive Milk from a Goat that had not yet Mated 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~ reports, "I was grazing goats for uqba bin 
Abu Mu'eet when Rasulullaah ~ and Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ passed by me. 
'Dear boy" Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Have you any milk (for us to drink)?' 'Yes,' I 
replied, 'bue I have only been placed in trust (I do not own the goats and have no 
permission to give the milk away).' Rasulullaah ~ asked, 'Are there any 
she-goats that have not mated yet?' I then brought such a goat and when 
Rasulullaah ~ passed his hand over her teats, milk started to descend and he 
milked her. He then drank from the container of milk and gave Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
_~ some to drink as well. Rasulullaah ~ then addressed the teat saying, 
'Now contract' and it contracted. 
Thereafter, I approached Rasulullaah ~ with the request, '0 Rasulullaah ~! 
Teach me something of this speech.' Rasulullaah ~ then passed his h'llld over 
my head saying, 'Dear lad! May Allaah shower mercy on you because you shall 
be a learned and well taught person.,"(2) Another narration states that Hadhrat 
Abdullaah bin Mas'ood ~.~ brought Rasulullaah ~~ a goat that was under a 
year old. Rasulullaah ~ tied her legs and made du'aa as he passed his hand 
over her teats. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ then brought a dish and Rasulullaah 
~ milked her in it He then gave Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~)1~ to drink before 
drinking some himself. (3) 

Hadhrat Khabbaab ~,~ and his Companions are 
Sustained from Unexpected Sources 

Hadhrat Khabbaab ~ says, !'It was during one of the expeditions on which 
Rasulullaah ~ sent us that we became extremely thirsty because we had no 
water with us. All of a sudden, one of our companion's camel sat down and we 
saw her udders so full of milk that it appeared to be a water bag. We all then 
drank from her milk." (4) 
(1) Bayhaqi and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaai (Vol.8 Pg.330). 
(2) Ahmad 
(3) Bayhaqi, itS quoted in Ai Efdaayah wan Nihaayah (VoJ.6 Pg.I02). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.210) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Hadhrat Khubayb .~~ Receives Grapes from 

Unseen Sources when he was Held Prisoner 


After she had accepted Islaam, Hadhrat Maawiyya ~ the freed slave of 
Hujayr bin Abu Ihaab reports, "When Khubayb ®.~ was held prisoner in our 
house (in Makkah), I once peeped at him through a crack in the door and saw 
that he was eating from a bunch of grapes that was the size of a head. This was 
at a time when I knew that grapes could not be had anywhere." (1) 

Two Companions of Rasulullaah ~ are Fed from 
Unseen Sources 

HadhratSaalimbinAbul]a'd ~ reports that when RasuluUaah ~ dispatched 
two men for some task, they said, "0 Rasulullaah ~! We have nothing to take 
with as provisions for the journey." Rasulullaah ~ then told them to find a 
water bag and when they brought one, he further instructed them to fill it (with 
water) and then tie up the mouth. Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ told them to 
proceed to a particular place where Allaah will provide for them. When they 
proceeded to the place, the water bag opened by itself and they found goat's milk 
and cream inside. This they ate and drank until they could have no more. (2) 

Drinking to Their Fill in Dreanls 
The Indd~nt of Hadhrat uthmaan bin Affaan ~,~ 

Hadhrat AbduIlaah bin Salaam ®~ narrates, "I went to Uthmaan ®~~ when 
he was imprisoned in his house. 'A warm welcome to my brother.' he said. He 
then said, 'Last night I saw Rasulullaah ~ by this window. '0 uthmaanY' he 
said, 'Have they surrounded yOU?' When I replied in the affirmative, 
Rasulullaah ~ further asked, 'And have they made you thirsty?' When I 
confirmed this, RasuluIlaah ~ held out a bucket of water from which I 
drank to my fill. In fact, I actually felt the coolness of the water on my chest 
and between my shoulders. Rasulullaah ~ then said, 'If you wish, you may 
be assisted against them or alternatively, you may terminate your fast with us.' 
I chose to rather terminate my fast with them! Uthmaan ~~ was then 
martyred that very day." (3) 
The incident of Hadhrat Ummu Shareek ~ has already passed in which she 
was given water to drink in a dream and then woke up with her thirst quenched. 

Wealth from Unseen Sources 

HadhratMiqdaad bin Aswad ~,~ Receives 


Money from Unseen Sources 

Hadhrat Dubaa'ah bint Zubayr ~ who was married to Hadhrat Miqdaad bin 
Aswad ~ says, "People used to relieve themselves only every two or three 
(I) Ibn Is'haaq, as quoted in fsaabah (Vol.! Pg.419). 
(2) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.! Pg.I72). 
(3) Ibn Abi Dunya. as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo!.? Pg.182). 
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days and would then pass stool just as camels do (because of their meagre diet). 
Miqdaad ~~ went out to relieve himself one day and when he reached 
Hajaba near Baqee Gharqad and sat down to relieve himself in an uninhabited 
area. As he sat there, a large rat emerged from a hole with a Dinaar. The rat then 
went back and forth brining Dinaar after Dinaar until it had brought seventeen 
Dinaars. Miqd~iad ~~ took the Dinaars to Rasulullaah ~ and informed 
him of the incident. 'Did you put your hand into the hole (to remove the 

Dinaars)?' Rasulullaah ~ asked. Miqdaad ~~ replied, 'I swear by the Being 
Who sent you with the truth that I did not.' 'Then there shall be no Sadaqah 
(KhumS) due from you. May Allaah bless you in it.' Allaah then blessed them so 
much that they finished only when I saw bags of silver in Miqdaad ~~'s 
house." (l) 

Wealth comes to Hadhrat Saa'ib bin Aqra ~~~ 
and other Muslims from Unseen Sources 

Hadhrat Saa'ib bin Aqra ~~ reports, ''When Hadhrat Umar ~.~ appointed 
me governor of Madaa'in, I was once Sitting in the throne room of the Persian 
Emperor when I noticed a figurine pointing its finger in a particular direction. 
The thought then occurred to me that it was pointing towards a treasure, so I 
dug at the spot and discovered a huge treasure. I then wrote to Hadhrat Umar 
~~ to inform him of the incident and told him that it amounted to booty that 
Allaah had given to me without the help of the other Muslims. Hadhrat Umar 
~ however wrote back to tell me that since I was governor of the Muslims, I 
should distribute the treasure amongst the Muslims." (2) 
Hadhrat Sha'bi reports that Hadhrat Saa'ib ~~ participated in the Conquest of 
Mihrijaan and when he entered the chambers of Hurmuzaan, he saw a lime 
figurine ofa deer with its foreleg outstretched. To this, he said, "I swear by Allaah 
that this is definitely pointing towards something." Upon investigation, he 
discovered the treasure of Hurmuzaan that included several bags of gems. (3) 

An Incident of Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~~~ 
in this Regard 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Yazeed bin Jaabir reports that a slave woman of 
Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~):i.,~ (who was a Christian) once related to him, "Abu 
umaamah ~~ loved to spend in Sadaqah and would actually save money to 
do so. He would never send a beggar away empty-handed, even though it meant 
giving him an onion, a date or anything else to eat (if that was all he could 
afford). A beggar once caine to him at a time when he had nothing but three 
Dinaars with him. When the beggar asked for something, Abu Umaamah ~ 
gave him a Dinaar. Another beggar then came and he gave him the second 
Dinaar. A third beggar also came and Abu Umaamah ~~ gave him the last 
(1) Abu Nu'ayrn in his Dalaa'i! (Pg.165) 
(2) Khateeb, as quoted in KanzuJ Ummaal (Vo1.3 Pg.305). 
(3) Isaabah (Vo1.2 Pg.8). 
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Dinaar. This made me very angry and I protested, 'You have left nothing for us?' 
He then put his head down and had his afternoon nap. When Adhaan was called 
out for the Zuhr salaah, I woke him up. He performed wudhu and then left for the 
Masjid. Because he was fasting, I felt sorry for him and took a loan to prepare 
supper for him and to light a lamp. When I then went to make his bed, I was 
surprised to find some gold coins there. I counted three hundred of them and 
said, 'He did what he did only because he could rely on what he had left behind.' 
He returned after the Isha salaah and when he saw the supper and the light, he 
smiled, saying, 'This is the bounty of Allaah.' I remained standing by him as he 
finished his supper, after which I said, 'May Allaah have mercy on you. You had 
left all that money in a place where it could have easily gotten lost without even 
telling me so that I could use it. ' What money?' he enquired, 'I had left nothing 
behind.' When I then lifted the bedding and he saw it, he was overjoyed. I then 
got up, cut off my cross and accepted Islaam." 
Hadhrat Ibn ]aabir says, "I saw her (Hadhrat Abu Umaamah ~liJ.,~'s slave 
woman) in the Masjid of Damascus where she was busy teaching the women 
Qur'aan, the Sunnah, the Faraa'idh and educating them about Deen." (1) 

Blessings in Wealth 

Blessings in the Money Rasulullaah ~~ gave 


Hadhrat Salmaan ®)J.1~ to Purchase his Freedom 

In a lengthy narration discussing how he accepted Islaam, Hadhrat Salmaan 
~ says, "When I was still left owing something, a gold nugget resembling a 
fowl's eggs carne to Rasulullaah ~ from some mine. What has happened to 
the Persian Mukaatab slave?' When I was called before Rasulullaah ~, he said, 
"Take this, 0 Salmaan, and pay the balance of your debt off.' I said, 'How will this 
(meagre amount) payoff the amount due from me?' 'Take it,' Rasulullaah ~ 
insisted, 'because it will surely payoff what you owe.' I then took it and I swear 
by the Being Who controls my life that when it was weighed, it amounted to forty 
Awqiya. I was therefore able to pay them off in full and become a free man." (2) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ says, 'When I said 'How will this 
(meagre amount) payoff the amount due from me?' Rasulullaah ~ turned the 
gold around on his tongue and then said, 'Take it pay them off all the forty 
Awq.(ya due to them ....(3) 

Blessings in the Wealth of Hadhrat Urwa Baariqi 
®~~ because of the Du'aa of Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Urwa Baariqi ~~ reports, "When Rasulullaah _ met a trade 
caravan, he gave me a Dinaar to purchase a goat. I managed to purchase two 

(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya 0101.10 Pg.129). 
(2) Ahmad. 
(3) Ahmad and Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami 0101.9 Pg.236). Ibn 

Sa'd 0101.4 Pg.75) and Bazzaar have also reported a similar narration. 
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goats for the Dinaar and when I met someone, I sold him one of the goats for a 
Dinaar. I then returned to Rasulullaah ~ with a Dinaar and a goat. Rasulullaah 
~ then made du'aa saying, 'May Allaah bless you in your trade.' Now (because 
of this du'aa) if I have to stand in the Kunaasah marketplace (in Kufa) , I will 
not return home without earning a profit of forty thousand.1I Another narration 
states that he said, "I saw times when I stood in the Kunaasah marketplace in 
Kufa and returned home with a profit of forty thousand Dinaars." (1) 

Yet another narration states that because of Rasulullaah ~'s du'aa for him, 
even if Hadhrat Urwa !ID~ had to buy sand, he would make a profit out of it. (2) 

Blessings in the Wealth of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 

Hishaam ~~~ because of the Du'aa of 


Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Abu Aqeel reports that his grandfather Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Hishaam 
!ID~ would take him out to the marketplace, where he would buy some grains 
(to resell). Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Zubayr !ID~~ and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin 
Umar ~~ would then meet him and say, "please make us partners in your 
business because Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa for you to be blessed." He would 
then make them partners and it was often that he would earn a profit of a camel, 
which he would then send home. (3) 

Being Cured from Diseases 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Unays ~~ Recovers 

from a Head Wound through Rasulullaah 
~'s Saliva 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin unays ~.~ says, "The Jew Mustaneer bin Rizaam struck 
my face with his bent staff made from the Showhat tree. The wound was so 
severe that it fractured my skull and exposed it. I then went to show it to 
Rasulullaah ~, who opened it up and applied his saliva to it. (It healed 
immediately and so effectively that) When I then looked at it, I could see nothing 
of the wound." (4) 

Hadhrat Mukhallad bin Uqba ~~~'s Boil Heals 
by the Saliva of Rasulullaah ~~ 

Hadhrat Mukhallad bin Uqba !ID~ reports, "I went to Rasulullaah ~ at a 
time when I had a boil on my palm. '0 Rasulullaah ~!' I said, 'This boil has 
developed on my palm which hinders me holding a sword properly and from 
holding the reins of my animal.' Rasulullaah ~ bade me to come closer and 
when I did, he opened up my palm and applied some of his saliva to it. He then 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his DaJaa'ii (Pg.I65), as quoted in Isaabah (Vo1.2 Pg.476). 
(2) Abdur Razzaaq and Ibn Abi Shaybah, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. 7 Pg.63). 
(3) Bukhaari, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VoL6 Pg.I66). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.8 Pg.298) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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placed his hand on the boil and continued rubbing it with his palm until I could 
see no trace of it." (I) 

Hadhrat Abyadh bin Hammaal ~Ur1~is Cured of a 

Ringworm Infection by the Touch and Du'aa of 


Rasulullaah ~W 

Hadhrat Abyadh bin Hammaal Maaribi ~~ reports that he once had a 
ringworm infection on his face, which covered his entire nose. Rasulullaah ~ 
sent for him and passed his blessed hand over his face, after which no trace of 
the infection remained. (2) 

Hadhrat Raafi bin Khudayj ~Ur1~ is Cured of 

Stomach Pain by the touch of Rasulullaah ~W 


Hadhrat Raafi bin Khudayj ~,~ relates, "I once went to Rasulullaah ~ at a 
time when a large pot of meat was being cooked. A delicious piece of fat caught 
my eye, so I took it and quickly ate it up. I then remained ill for a complete year. 
When I mentioned this to Rasulullaah ~, he said, "Seven people had their 
hearts in that piece of fat." Rasulullaah ~ then passed his hand over my 
stomach and I vomited it out as a green lump. I swear by the Being Who sent 
Rasulullaah ~ with the truth that to this day, I have never had any stomach 
pains." (3) 

Hadhrat Ali ~Ur1~ is Cured by the Du'aa of 

Rasulullaah ~W 


Hadhrat Ali ~\.fJ~ reports, "I was ill one day when I happened to pass by 
Rasulullaah ~ saying, '0 Allaah! If my death is near, do grant me relief (from 
this illness by death). If my death is for a later time, then relieve me of this illness 
and if it be a test, do grant me the perseverance.' Rasulullaah ~ then asked 
me, 'what was it you were saying?' When I repeated my words, Rasulullaah ~ 
gave me a little kick saying, '0 Allaah! Cure him.' I never had cause to complain of 
any pain after that day." (4) 

In the Chapter discussing Da'wah(5), the narration of Hadhrat Sa hI ~~ has 
passed, which states that during the Battle of Khaybar, Rasulullaah ~ applied 
some of his blessed saliva onto Hadhrat Ali ~'s eyes and prayed for him. His 
eyed were immediately cured and it appeared as if he had never suffered any pain 
at all. 
In the chapter discussing Nusrah(6), the narration of Hadhrat Baraa ~~ has 

(I) TabraanL Haythami (Vol.8 Pg.298) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.223) and Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.5 Pg.524). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.223). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.161), 
(5) 	Under the heading "Love for Da'wah and Preoccupation with it" and the subheading "Rasulullaah 
~ Commands HadhratAli ~~ to First call People towards Isiaam During the Battle of Khaybar". 

(6) 	Under the heading "How the Ansaar Severed the Ties they had During the Period of Ignorance to 
Strengthen the Ties of Islaam" and the subheading "Abu Raafi Sallaam bin Abul Huqayq is Killed". 
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also passed detailing how Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Ateek ~ broke his leg 
when he went to kill Abu Raafi. Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Ateek ~~~ says in the 
narration states, "When I got back to Rasulullaah ~ and informed him about 
the events, he asked me to stretch out my leg. When I did so, he passed his hand 
over my leg and it (was cured so well that it) felt as if nothing was ever wrong 
with it." 

Hadhrat Handhala bin Hadheem ~~~ Heals the 

III through the Blessings he Received from 


Rasulullaah ~~ 

Hadhrat Handhala bin Hadheem ~~ says, "I accompanied my grandfather 
with a delegation to Rasulullaah ~. My grandfather said, '0 Rasulullaah ~! 
I have several sons (and grandsons), some of whom have beards while others do 
not. This is the youngest of them all.' Rasu]ullaah ~ then asked me to come 
closer, passed his hand over my head and made du'aa saying, 'May Allaah bless 
you.'" 
(One of the narrators) Hadhrat Dhayyaal says, "I saw a man with a swollen face 
and a goat with inflamed teats brought to Hadhrat Handhala ~~. All he did 
was pass his hand over them saying, 'In the name of Allaah and with the 
blessings of the place where Rasulullaah ~ placed his palm.' The 
inflammation would then instantly disappear." (I) 

Another narration quotes that Hadhrat Dhayyaal said, "I saw that when a man 
with an inflamed face was brought to Hadhrat Handhala ~~, he applied some 
saliva on his hand, recited 'Bismillaah' and placed his hand on the man's head. 
He then passed his hand over the inflamed area as he said, 'With the blessings of 
the place where Rasulullaah ~ placed his palm.' The inflammation would then 
instantly disappear." (2) 

A Camel of Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Qurt ~~ is 

Cured by his Du'aa 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Qurt ~ reports, "Because my camel started to walk 
extremely slowly and sat down (because of exhaustion) as I rode with Khaalid bin 
Waleed ~.~, I intended to abandon it. I however made du'aa to Allaah and 
Allaah made it stand up straight so that I could ride it once again." (.3) 

Rendering the effects of Poison Useless 
Hadhrat Khaalid bin Waleed ~~ is Unaffected 

by the Poison he Drinks 
Hadhrat Abu Safar reports that when Hadhrat Khaalid bin Waleed ~~ arrived 

(1) Tabraani and Ahmad, as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa'id (Vo1.9 Pg.408). 
(2) Ahmad, Hasan bin Sufyaan, Tabraani, Abu Ya'la, Ya'qoob bin Sufyaan and Minjaneeqi, as quoted in 

lsaabah (Vol.1 Pg.359). Ibn Sa'd (VoL? Pg.72) has reported a similar narration. 
(3) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoUO Pg.185). 
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in Heera, he stayed with the Persian governor. Some people however warned him 
saying, "Be careful that the non-Muslims do not give you poison to drink." 
Hadhrat Khaalid ~.~ then asked them to bring the poison and when they did, 
he took it and swallowed it, saying, "Bismillaah". The pOison had no effect on 
him whatsoever. (1) 

Another narration states that when the pOison was brought to Hadhrat Khaalid 
~~"@%, he placed it on his palm, recited "Bismillaah" and then swallowed it. It 

did him no harm at all. (2) 

Hadhrat Dhul ]owshan Dhibaabi ~~ and others report that Amr bin Buqayla 
had his servant with him, who carried a little bag around his waist. Hadhrat 
Khaalid ~):i.1~ took the bag, emptied the contents onto his palm and asked Amr 
what is was. Amr replied, "I swear by Allaah that this is poison that kills in an 
instant." "Why do you carry poison around with you?" Hadhrat Khaalid ~)J.,~ 
asked. "Because," Amr explained, "I feared that you people would not be as [ 
expected, in which case I would rather commit suicide because death is more 
beloved to me than bringing disgrace to my people and countrymen." 
Hadhrat Khaalid ~):i.1~ then said to him, "No soul can die until its term is up." 
He then recited the du'aa: 

" ., ,"" & .I., ., ,'" , • ~ ... itS WI ...... , .... , WI'" ... , .... , , ... ~ , 

~b ~~ ~~~ I.S~\ ~t-.J\ ';'JJ ~J~\ ';'J ~~~\..r-> ~\ ~" 

"~}lqo>}\ 
"In the name of Allaah, which is the best of names, the Rabb of the 
earth and the heavens, with Whose name no disease can cause any 
harm. He is the Most Kind and Most Merciful." 

The people leapt forward to try to stop Hadhrat Khaalid ~)J.,"@%, but he beat them 
and swallowed the pOison (which did him no harm). To this, Amr remarked, "0 
assembly of Arabs! I swear by Allaah that you will be able to control any land you 
please as long as someone from this generation (the Sahabah ~)J.,~) are 
amongst you." He then returned to the people of Heera saying, "To this day have I 
not seen anything more inviting." (3) 

Rendering the effects of Heat and 

Cold Useless 


Heat and Cold have no Effect on Hadhrat Ali 

~~~ by the Du'aa of Rasulullaah ~~ 


Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Abu Layla reports, "Hadhrat Ali ~)J.,"@% used to walk 
about during winter wearing only his loincloth and an upper garment, both made 
from thin material. Then in summer he would wear a padded cloak and thick 
clothing. Some people therefore asked me to request my father to ask Hadhrat 
(1) Abu Ya'la and Tabraani, as quoted in Majma'uz Zawaa'id (Yo1.9 Pg.350). Abu Nu'aym has reported a 

similar narration in his Oalaa'il (Pg.159). 
(2) Abu Ya'la, as quoted in Isaabah (YoU Pg.414). 
(3) Ibn ]areer (yol.2 Pg.567). 
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Ali ~ about this because he usually spoke to him at nights. I therefore 
spoke to my father saying, 'Dear father! The people have noticed something 
about the Ameerul Mu'mineen that they find strange.' When my father asked what 
it was, I explained, 'In the scorching heat, he comes out wearing a padded cloak 
and thick clothing without a bother and during icy cold days he comes out 
wearing only two light garments. He seems not to bother about the cold or to 
protect himself against it. Have you heard anything about it? The people have 
asked me to request you to enquire about this when you speak to him at night.' 
My father then discussed this with Hadhrat Ali ~ at night. '0 Ameerul 
Mu'mineen!' he said, 'The people wish to ask you something.' 'What is that?' 
Hadhrat Ali ~ asked. My father said, 'In the scorching heat, you corne out 
wearing a padded cloak and thick clothing without a bother and during icy cold 
days you corne out wearing only two light garments. You seem not to bother 
about the cold or to protect yourself against it.' 
Were you not with us at Khaybar, a Abu Layla?' Hadhrat Ali ~,~ asked. 'By 
Allaah!' my father replied, 'Of course I was with you.' Hadhrat Ali ~~ then 
explained, 'Rasulullaah ~ sent Abu Bakr !@~ to lead the army, but he was 
unable to conquer the fortress and he returned to Rasulullaah ~. Rasulullaah 
~ then sent Umar ~ to lead the army, but he was also unable to conquer 
the fortress and he returned to Rasulullaah ~. Thereafter, Rasulullaah ~ 
announced, 'I shall now hand the flag over to someone who loves Allaah and His 
Rasool ~ and who never flees the battlefield. Allaah will grant victory at his 
hands.' Rasulullaah ~ then sent for me and when I arrived, I was suffering so 
much pain in my eye that I could see nothing. Rasulullaah ~ applied his saliva 
to my eye (because of which it was cured) and then made du'aa saying, '0 Allaah! 
Protect him against heat and cold.' After that du'aa, heat and cold have never 
affected me.",Ol 

In another narration, Hadhrat Ali ~J$¥ states, "Rasulullaah ~ then spat in 
his palm and applied the saliva to my eyes, saying, 'a Allaah! Remove all heat and 
cold from him.' I swear by the Being Who sent Rasulullaah ~ with the truth 
that to this day I have never felt either of the two (heat andcold)," (2) 
Hadhrat Suwayd bin Ghafalah ~ says, "When we once met Ali ~~ wearing 
two (light) garments during winter, we said to him, 'Do not be deceived by our 
land because it is extremely cold, unlike the land you corne from.' His reply was, 
"I was a person who used to feel extremely cold. When Rasulullaah ~ sent me 
to (lead the assault at) Khaybar, I told him about the pain in my eyes and he 
applied some of his saliva to my eyes. Thereafter, I never experienced any pain in 
my eyes, neither did I ever feel any heat or any cold.'"(3) 

(I) 	Ibn Abi shaybah, Ahmad, Ibn Maajah, Bazzaar, Ibn Jareer, Tabraani, Haakim and Bayhaqi, as 
quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul UmmaaJ (Vol. 5 Pg.44). 

(2) 	Abu NU'aym in his DaJaa'il (Pg.166). Tabraani has reported a similar narration from reliable 
sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.122). 

(3) Tabraani and Bazzaar. Haythami (VoL9 Pg. 124) has commented on Bazzaar's chain of narrators. 
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The Cold has no Effect on the Sahabah ~~ one 
Night by the Du'aa of Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Bilaal ~l~ reports, "I called out the Fajr Adhaan one icy winter morning 
but no one came for salaah. I then called out the Adhaan again, but still no one 
arrived. 'What is the matter with them, 0 Bilaal?' Rasulullaah ~ enquired. 'May 
my parents be sacrificed for yoU!' I said, 'The cold must be too challenging for 
them.' Rasulullaah ~ then made du'aa saying, '0 Allaah! Take the cold away 
from them.' I then saw the people arrive for the Fajr and Duha (midmorning) 
salaah with great ease and comfort." (1) 

A narration from Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ discussing the Battle of Khandaq 
also highlights the same point. 

The Effects of Hunger are Removed 
The Incident of Hadhrat Faatima ~11~ in 

this Regard 
Hadhrat Imraan bin Husayn ~~ reports, "I was sitting with Rasulullaah ~ 
when Faatima ~ arrived and stood facing towards him. 'Come closer, 0 
Faatima,' Rasulullaah ~ said. When she moved a little closer, Rasulullaah 
~ bade her to come even closer. When she moved a little more, Rasulullaah 
~ asked her to come even closer. She then stood right in front of him. I could 
see that her face had become extremely pale and all the blood seemed to have 
left it. Rasulullaah ~ spread out his fingers and placed his hand on her chest. 
He then lifted her head and prayed, '0 Allaah The One Who satiate.s the hungry, 
Who fulfils needs and who elevates the lowly ones! Do not allow Faatima the 
daughter of Muhammad ~ to suffer hunger.' I then saw the paleness caused 
by her hunger disappear from her face and the blood return to her cheeks. When 
I asked her about it later on, she said, 'Imraan, I have never experienced hunger 
after that day.m(2) 

The Effects of Old Age are Reversed 

The Effects of Old Age are Reversed for Hadhrat 

Abu Zaid Ansaari ®~~ through the Du'aa of 


Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Abu zaid Ansaari ~ narrates that Rasulullaah ~ once told him to 
draw closer and when he did, Rasulullaah ~ passed his hand over his head 
saying, "0 Allaah! Grant him good looks and perpetuate his looks." Hadhrat Abu 
Zaid ~ then lived to over a hundred years and until his death, he had only a 
few strands of white hairs on his beard and his face remained youthful without 
(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.166) and Bayhaqi, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Njhaayah (Vo\.6 

Pg.166). 
(2) 	Tabraani. Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.204) has commented on the chain of narrators. Abu Nu'aym has 

reported a similar narration in his Dalaa'il (Pg.166). 
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any wrinkles. (1) 

In another narration, Hadhrat Abu Zaid ~~ says, "Rasulullaah ~ once 
asked for some water and I brought him a cupfuL There was a strand of hair in 
the water and when I removed it, Rasulullaah ~ made du'aa saying, '0 Allaahr 
Grant him good looks.'" 
The narrator of the report Hadhrat Abu Nuhayk says that when he saw Hadhrat 
Abu Zaid ~~ at the age of ninety four, he had not a single white hair on his 
beard. (2) Yet another narration states that at the age of ninety three, Hadhrat 
Abu zaid ®):i5~ had not a single white hair on either his head or his beard. (3) 

The Effects of Old Age are Removed from the Face 
of Hadhrat Qataadah bin Milhaan ~).:;&~ through 

the Touch of Rasulullaah ~ 
Hadhrat Abul A'laa says, "I was with Hadhrat Qataadah bin Milhaan ~~ at the 
place where he passed away. When someone passed by at the back of the room, I 
saw his reflection on the face of Hadhrat Qataadah ®~. Rasulullaah ~ 
once passed his hand over Hadhrat Qataadah ~'s face because of which his 
face appeared to be oiled every time I looked at him." (4) 

Hadhrat Hayyaan bin Umayr reports, "Rasulullaah ~ passed his hand over the 
face of Hadhrat Qataadah bin Milhaan ~, because of which every part of his 
body showed signs of ageing as he grew older except for his face. I was present 
at the time of his death and when a woman passed by (behind me), I saw her 
reflection on his face just as I would have seen it in a mirror." (5) 

The Effects of Old Age are Reversed for Hadhrat 

Naabigha Ja'di ~).:;&~ through the Du'aa of 


Rasulullaah ~ 

Hadhrat Naabigha Ja'di ®~ reports that he once recited the following couplet 
before Rasulullaah ~: 
'While our honour and status have reached the skies 
we still aspire to transcend to greater heights" 
"And where do these greater heights lead to, 0 Abu Layla?" Rasulullaah ~ 
asked. "To Jannah," came the reply. To this, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, "That's 
right, Inshaa Allaah" (Hadhrat Naabigha ®~ then recited the following 
couplets as well:) 
"There is no good in tolerance when it does not have 
some hasty deeds that protect the best o[them from being polluted 
There is also no good in haste when it does not have 

(1) Ahmad, as quoted in AiBidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.6 Pg.166). 
(2) 	Ahmad, as quoted in Isaabah (VolA Pg.78), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Ibn 

Hibbaan and Haakim. 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.164). 
(4) Ahmad, as quoted in AiBidaayah wan Nihaaya/1 (Vo1.6 Pg.166). 
(5) Ibn Shaaheen, as quoted in Isaabah (Vo1.3 Pg.225). 
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some perseverance to complete a deed after commencjng it" 
Rasulullaah ~ commended him saying, "You have spoken welL May Allaan 
never allow your teeth to fall out." A narrator by the name of Ya'la says, "I saw 
Hadhrat Naabigha ®.~ when he was over a hundred years of age, yet none of 
his teeth had fallen out. (I) " 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin ]araad reports that Hadhrat Naabigha Ja'di ~ said, 
'When I recited to Rasulullaah ~ the couplet 'WhjJe our honour and status ... ' 
Rasulullaah ~ became angry and asked, "And where do these greater heights 
lead to, 0 Abu Layla?' 'To Jannah,' I replied. To this, Rasulullaah ~ remarked, 
'That's alright, Inshaa AlIaah. Recite to me another of your couplets.' I then 
recited to him "There js no good jn tolerance ... " (the two couplets quoted above). 
Rasulullaah ~ then commended me saying, 'You have spoken well. May Allaah 
never allow your teeth to fall out.'" 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Jaraad says, "I saw that Hadhrat Naabigha ~'s teeth 
(even as an old man) were as white as hailstones and not one of them had even 
broken or become crooked." (2) Another narration adds, "Throughout his life, he 
always had the best set of teeth. Whenever a tooth feU out, it was replaced by 
another and he lived to very old age." (3) 

Eradicating The Effect Of Traunla 
The Incident of Hadhrat Ummu Is'haaq ~~ 

in this Regard 
Hadhrat Ummu Is'haaq ~ relates, "I was migrating to Rasulullaah fi in 
Madinah with my brother when he said, 'Sit here, 0 Ummu ls'haaq because I 
have forgotten my money in Makkah.' I said, 'I fear that the wretch (my husband) 
will harm you.' He confidently replied, 'Inshaa Allaah, he will never be able to.' I 
stayed there for a few days when a man passed by who recognised me but whose 
name Ido not know. '0 Ummu Is'haaq!' he said, What keeps you here?' 'I am 
waiting for my brother,' I replied. 'You have no brother ,after this day,' he said, 
'Your husband has killed him.' 
I made myself strong and finally arrived in Madinah. I went to Rasulullaah ~ 
at a time when he was busy making wudhu and stood before him. '0 Rasulullaah 
~!' I said, 'My brother Is'haaq has been murdered.' I noticed that Rasulullaah 
~ bent down (towards the water) while making wudhu. Rasulullaah ~ then 
took a handful of water and sprinkled it on my face." 
A narrator named Bashaar reports that his grandmother said, "(By the blessing of 
this water) Whenever Hadhrat Ummu Is'haaq ~~ was struck by a calamity, 

(1) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.164). Bayhaqi and Bazzaar have reported a similar narration with 
slight changes in the wording of the first couplet, as quoted in AI Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo\.6 
Pg.168). 

(2) 	Hasan bin Sufyaan, Abu Nu'aym in his Taareekh Isfahaan, Shiraazi in his Alqaab. The incident is 
also narrated in Khattaabi's Ghareebul Hadith, in Marhabi's Kitaabul 11m, Daar Qutni's Al Mu'talaf 
wal Mukhtalaf, Ibn Sakan's Sahabah and in other works. 

(3) Isaabah (Vo1.3 Pg.539). 
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her tears never ran down her cheeks even though her eyes would well Up' with 
them." (1) 


Another narration states that Hadhrat Ummu Is'haaq ~ said, "I said, '0 

Rasulullaah ~! I keep weeping about the murder of (my brother) Is'haaq.' 

Rasulullaah ~ then took a handful of water and sprinkled it on my face." 

Hadhrat Ummu Hakeem says, "Even when enormous tragedies struck Ummu 

Is'haaq ~, you would see tears well up in her eyes, but they never flowed on 

to her cheeks." (2) 


Protection from Rain By Du'aa 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ reports, "Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab 
~ once instructed us to ride with him to the countryside where his tribe 
resided. We then left and Ubay bin Ka'b ~ and I were behind the others. 
When a cloud started to thunder (and rain started to pour), Ubay ~~ made 
du'aa saying, '0AllaahfAvert its harm from us.'When we caught up with the rest, their 
carriages were soaking wet (while we were dry). Hadhrat Umar ~~ asked, 

'Did the rain that fell on us not fall on yoU?' I replied, 'Abu Mundhir (Ubay ~) 
prayed to Allaah to avert the harm of it from us.' 'Why did you not pray for us as 
well?' Hadhrat Umar ~ remarked." (3) 

A Branch is Turned into a Sword 
Hadhrat Zaid bin Aslam ~~ and others have narrated that when Hadhrat 
Ukaasha bin Mihsin ~)1.,~'s sword broke during the Battle of Badr, Rasulullaah 
~ gave him a branch, which transformed into a sturdy and sparkling sword 
while in his hand. (4) 

Wine becomes Vinegar By Du'aa 
Hadhrat Khaythama reports that a man once came to Hadhrat Khaalid bin 

Waleed ~~ with a casket of wine. Hadhrat Khaalid ~ made du'aa 
saying, "0 Allaah! Transform it into honey." The wine then turned into honey. 
Another narration states that when a man passed by Hadhrat Khaalid bin Waleed 
~ with a casket of wine, Hadhrat Khaalid ~.u.,~ asked him what it was. 
When the man (lied and) said that it was vinegar, Hadhrat Khaalid ~ said, 
"May Allaah make it vinegar." When the people then looked at it, they found 
that it was vinegar even though it had been wine. (5) 

Yet another narration states that when a man passed by Hadhrat Khaalid bin 
Waleed ~.~~ with a casket of wine, Hadhrat Khaalid ~ asked him what it 
was. When the man (lied and) said that it was honey, Hadhrat Khaalid ~ 
said, "May Allaah make it vinegar." The man then returned to his friends and said, 
(I) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.168). Bukhaari has reported a similar narration in his Taareekh, as 

have Samway, Abu Ya'ia and others, as quoted in Isaabah (VoL 1 Pg.32). 
(2) Isaabah (VolA PgA30). Haafidh has commented on Bashaar in his lsaabah (Vol.! Pg.32). 
(3) Ibn Abi Dunya and Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vol.5 Pg.132). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vol.! Pg.188). 
(5) Ibn Abi Dunya. as quoted in lsaabah (Voi.l PgAI4). 
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"I have brought you wine that no Arab has drunk before." However, when he 
opened the casket, he found that it was full of vinegar. To this, he remarked, "By 
AllaahI The du'aa of Khaalid has struck it." (1) 

Prisoners are Rescued from Captivity 
The Incident of Hadhrat Awf bin Maalik Ashja'ee 


®)J5~ in this Regard 

Muhammad bin Is'haag reports that Hadhrat Maalik Ashja'ee ~.~ once came 

to Rasulullaah ~ and said, "My son Awf has been taken captive." Rasulullaah 

~ then sent a message to Hadhrat Awf ~~ that he should profusely 

recite:(JJ~ ~\ i;l ~J J;;' 'i) CLaa Howla wa Laa Quwwata Illaa Billaah'). When the 


, 	 - 
messenger conveyed the message to Hadhrat Awf~, he continuously 
recited: (JJ~ ~\ a~ ~J J;;' 'i)(,Laa Howla wa Laa Quwwata Illaa Billaah'). Hadhrat Awf-	, ' 
~ was tied with leather straps. The straps eventually broke and he walked 
free. As he came out, he found a camel belonging to his captors and rode it away. 
As he rode fur!her, he found their other camels grazing. He then screamed out to 
them and rounded them all up. 
His father was alerted (of his arrival) only when he called out at the door. "By the 
Rabb of the KabahI" his father exclaimed, "(Can that be) Awf?r" "0 dean" his 
mother sighed, "Awf is suffering the pain of the straps (it cannot be him)I" his 
father and servant however leapt towards the door, where Awf had already filled 
the yard with camels. Hadhrat Awf ~ then related his experience to his 
father together with the details of how he came by the camels. His father then 
went to Rasulullaah ~ and related ~o him what had happened to Awf and how 
he brought the camels along. "Do as you please with the camels," Rasulullaah 
~ advised, "and treat them as you treat your own camels." It was then that 
Allaah revealed the verse: 

'I~,.r; ,"".,»" ",,,,, .1'''' '~~'''''C\'!'''~''' ~1 '''''''':''t\ "'",')
V- y..& ~j I. ).~ ":i ~~ "JY..J ~ '.::r..f"V' <V ~ <V.I ,,:r: ~j 

(i.:...lJ')\.\:, OJ.r->) (,I, i~ : ;.Jij ~I,)S. 
Allaah shall create an escape (from difDcultjes) ror the one who fears 
(djsobeyjng) Allaah (one who has Taqwa) and shall provide forhim 
(what he requires) from sources that he never expected. Allaah is 
Sufficient (to solve allproblems) for the one who trusts in Him (who is 
convinced that onlyAllaah can assist him). {Surah Talaaq, verses 2,3}(2) 

Another narration states that whenever Hadhral Awf ~~~'s father went to 
Rasulullaah ~, he lamented about the situation his son was in and the 
difficulty he was suffering. Rasulullaah ~ advised him to exercise patience, 
saying, "Allaah shall scm create an escape for him." (3) 

(1) Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol. 7 Pg.114). 
(2) 	Aadam bin Abu Ayaas in his Tafseer, as quoted in Targheeb wat Tarheeb (VoU Pg.I05). Ibn Abi 

Haatim has reported a similar narration, as quoted in the TafseerofIbn Katheer (VolA Pg.380). 
(3) Ibn ]areer (Vol.28 Pg.89). 
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What Happened to the Transgressors who 
Harmed Rasulullaah _ and the 

Sahabah~~~ 

What Happened to Two Persons who Disobeyed 
Rasulullaah ~~ 

Hadhrat Abbaas bin Sahl bin Sa'd Saa'idi reports that when Rasulullaah ~ was 
passing by the area of Hjjr (where the Thamud tribe were destroyed), he 
dismounted and the Sahabah ~ drew water from the well that was there. 
When they were done, Rasulullaah ~ instructed the Sahabah ~~~ saying, 
"Do not drink from this water, do not make wudhu with it for salaah and if any 
dough was made with it, it should be fed to the animals. In addition to this, none 
of you should leave the camp tonight unless accompanied by another. II 

All of the Sahabah ~~ complied with the instruction except for two of them, 
both of whom belonged to the Banu Saa'idah tribe. While one left· the camp to 
relieve himself, the other went out in search of his camel. The one who went out 
to relieve himself was throttled (by a Jinn) and the other who was searching for 
his camel was swept up by a tempest and thrown between the two mountains of 
the Banu Tay tribe (in Yemen). When Rasulullaah ~ was informed of this, he 
said, "Did I not forbid you all from leaving the camp unless accompanied by 
another?" Rasulullaah ~ then made du'aa for the one who was throttled and 
he was cured. The other Sahabi ~ rejoined Rasulullaah ~ at Tabook. 
Another narration states the Banu Tay tribe sent him back to Rasulullaah ~ 
after Rasulullaah ~ had returned to Madinah. (1) 

What Happened to Jahjaa Ghifaari because he 

Harmed Hadhrat uthmaan ~~~ 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~ reports that Hadhrat Uthmaan ~,~ was 
delivering a sermon from the pulpit when Hadhrat Jahjaa Ghifaari g~ stood 
up, grabbed Hadhrat uthmaan g~'s staff and struck his knee so hard that the 
staff broke and Hadhrat Uthmaan ~'s knee was seriously injured. Within the 
same year, Allaah afflicted Hadhrat Jahjaa ~ with a disease that affected his 
arm and actually ate away the flesh. He passed away with this condition. (2) 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Jahjaa bin Sa'eed Ghifaari ~ once 
confronted Hadhrat uthmaan ~, snatched his stick from his hand and 
struck him so hard on his knee that the stick broke. The people were outraged. 
but Hadhrat uthmaan ~ merely got off the pulpit and went home. Allaah 
then afflicted Hadhrat Jahjaa Ghifaari ~~'s knee with a disease that killed 
him before the year had ended. (3) 
(I) 	Ibn Is'haaq. as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vo1.5 Pg.l1). Abu NU'aym has reported a 

similar narration in his DaJaa'il (Pg.190). 
(2) Abu NU'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.221). 
(3) Ibnus Sakan and Baawardi, as quoted in lsaabah (VoL I Pg.253). 
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What Happened to a Man who Hurt Hadhrat Sa'd 
®).1&~ during the Battle of Qpadisiyyah 

Hadhrat Abdul Malik bin Umayr reports that a Muslim man once came up to 
Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~ and directed the following couplets at him 
(which mean): 
'We fight untilAllaah sends hjs assjstance 

whereas sa'd cHngs on to the gate ofQaadjsjyyah 

When we return, many ofour Hdves have become wjdows 

whereas no wjfe ofSa 'd's has been wjdowed" 

When Hadhrat Sa'd ~~ heard this, he raised his hands and made du'aa 
saying, "0 Allaahr You restrain his hand and tongue against me in a manner You 
see fit." It then happened that during the Battle of Qaadisiyyah, the man was 
struck by an arrow, his tongue was cut out, his hand was cut off and he was 
killed. (1) 

Another narration quotes the same two couplets, but the first line of the couplets 
read: 
liDoyou notsee thatAllaah has sent Ws assjstance?" 

It states further that when Hadhrat Sa'd ~ heard the man's words, he 
remarked, "May his tongue and hand be paralysed." It then occurred that an 
arrow struck the man's mouth, rendering him dumb, after which his hand was 
cut off in the battle. (During the fighting) Hadhrat Sa'd ~~ asked the others 
to carry him to the gate (of the city) and when he was carried there, his back was 
exposed, revealing many injuries. In this way, the people came to know that he 
was truly excused from fighting and they regarded him as such, knowing with 
certainty that he was not a coward (as the man had claimed). (2) 

A Previously Qpoted Incident in this Regard 

Concerning Hadhrat Sa'd ®).1&~ 


In the chapter entitled "Getting Annoyed for the Sake of One's Elders", the 
narration of Hadhrat Aamir bin Sa'd has passed which states that Hadhrat Sa'd 
bin Abi Waqqaas ~~ cursed a man who was speaking ill of Hadhrat Ali 
~, Hadhrat Talha ~~~ and Hadhrat Zubayr ~~~. (As a result of his 
curse) A Bactrian camel then came running and the people gave her way until she 
trampled the man (and killed him)." 
Another narration from Hadhrat Qais bin Abu Haazim speaks about how Hadhrat 
Sa'd ~ cursed a person who reviled Hadhrat Ali ~~. In the narration, 
Hadhrat Qais says, "By Allaahr We had not yet dispersed when the animal started 
sinking in the ground and it threw him off. He landed head first on the stones, 
causing him to die as his head burst open." 
A narration from Hadhrat Sa'eed bin Musayyib states that an infuriated camel 
then ran through the people and when it reached the man (who spoke ill of 
(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'il (Pg.207). 
(2) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL9 Pg.154). 
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the Sahabah ~~), it struck him down, sat on him and continued crushing 
him between its chest and the ground until it broke his body into bits. Hadhrat 
Sa'eed says, "I then saw the people running up to Hadhrat Sa'd ®~, saying, 
'Congratulations on the acceptance of your du'aa.",(1) 

What Happened to Ziyaad because of the Du'aa of 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~~ 

Hadhrat Ibn Showdhab reports that when Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ®~ 
heard that Ziyaad wanted governorship over Hijaaz, he disapproved of his being 
governor. He therefore made du'aa, saying, "0 Allaah! Verily you make the killing 
of whomsoever You wish a means of atoning for their sins. Therefore grant death 
to the (Ziyaad) the son of Sumayya without him being killed." A debilitating 
infection then started on Ziyaad's thumb and he died before the next Friday 
arrived. (2) 

What Happened to the Person who Harmed 

Hadhrat Husayn ~~ 


Hadhrat Ibn Waa'il or Hadhrat Abu Waa'il who was present at Karbala reports, "A 
man then stood up and said, 'Is Husayn amongst you?' When the people replied 
that he was, the man remarked, 'The good news is that you will be ending up in 
Jahannaml' Hadhrat Husayn ®~ replied, 'I have been given the good news of 
a Merciful Rabb and an intercessor (Rasulullaah ~) whose intercession is 
certainly accepted.' 'Who are you?' the people asked the man. He informed them 
that he was Ibn Juwayra or Ibn Juwayza. Hadhrat Husayn ®u.~ then made 
du'aa saying, '0 Allaah! Take him in pieces to Jahannam!' Just then, his animal 
bolted and when the man fell off, his foot got caught in the stirrup. By Allaah! (As 

the animal ranofflTherewas eventually nothing of the man apartfrom his leg."P) 
Hadhrat Kalbi reports that Hadhrat Husayn ®~ was drinking water when a 
man shot an arrow at him, which paralysed his jaw. "May Allaah never quench 
your thirst!" Hadhrat Husayn ®l.l.1~ said. (Unable to quench his thirst) The man 
then drank so much water that his stomach actually burst. (4) 
ubaydullah bin ziyaad's doorkeeper reports, "After Ubaydullah had martyred 
Hadhrat Husayn ®u."'~, I entered the palace behind. A flame suddenly leapt into 
Ubaydullah's face and he had to shield it with his sleeve. 'Did you see that?' 
Ubaydullah asked the doorkeeper. When I replied that I did, he told me to keep it 
a secret." (5) 

Hadhrat Sufyaan reports from his grandmother that there were two men from the 
Ju'fi tribe who participated in the martyrdom of Hadhrat Husayn ®u.~. The 
private organ of one of them became so grotesquely large that he had to fold it. 
(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'iJ (Pg.206). 
(2) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal(Vol.5 Pg.231). 
(3) Tabraani. Haythami (Vol.9 Pg.193) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.193). 
(5) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.196) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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while the other would suffer such great thirst that he would finish a large jar of 
water in a gUlp. Hadhrat Sufyaarr says that he also saw that the son of one of 
them was insane. (1) 

Hadhrat A'mash narrates that when a man once defecated on the grave of 
Hadhrat Husayn ~\1.1~, his entire family was struck with insanity, leprosy, white 
liver and poverty. (2) 

The Environmental Changes that Took Place 

when the Sahabah ~~~ were Killed 


Fresh Blood Rains down during the "Year of 

Jamaa'ah" 


Hadhrat Rabee'ah bin Qusayt reports, "I was with Hadhrat Amr bin Al Aas ~\1.1~ 
during the "Year of ]amaa'ah" (the year in which the armies of Hadhrat Ali ~u.~ 
and Hadhrat Mu'aawiya ~~ clashed in battle). The army was returning when 
there came a downpour of fresh blood. I saw myself holding up a utensil that was 
filled with blood and everyone knew that this was the blood of each other that 
they had spilled. Hadhrat Amr bin Al Aas ~~ then stood up, duly praised 
Allaah and said, '0 peoplel Mend your relationship with Allaah and even if these 
two mountains have to collide, you will not be harmed in the least.",(3) 

Blood is Discovered beneath Stones when Hadhrat 
Husayn ~~~ was Martyred 

Hadhrat Zuhri reports, " Abdul Malik once said to me, 'If you can tell me what 
was the sign of Hadhrat Husayn ~\1.1~'s martyrdom, you can truly be called a 
great scholar.' I replied, 'Fresh blood was found beneath every stone lifted in 
Baytul Maqdas.' Abdul Malik then said to me, 'You and I are contemporaries in 
this narration." (4) 
Another narration, he says, "The day Hadhrat Husayn ~ was martyred, every 
stone lifted in Shaam gave way to blood." (5) 

The Sky Turns Red and Eclipses the day Hadhrat 

Husayn was Martyred 


Hadhrat Ummu Hakeem 1f®\1..,~ says, "I was still a little girl when Hadhrat 
Husayn ~\1.1~ was martyred. For a few days afterwards, the sky remained the 
colour of a blood clot." (6) 
Hadhrat Abu Qubayl says, "When Hadhrat Husayn ~\1.1~ was martyred, the sun 
eclipsed so extraordinarily that stars were visible at noon and we really thought 

(I) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.197). 
(2) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.197). 
(3) Ibn Asaakir, as quoted in Kanzui Ummaai (Vol.4 Pg.291). 
(4) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.196). 
(5) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.196). 
(6) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo\.9 Pg.197). 
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that Qiyaamah had arrived." (1) In his Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol.8 Pg.201), 
Allaama Ibn Katheer has cited all the above narrations apart from the first as 
weak, categorising them as fabrications of the Shias. Allaah knows best. 

The Jinn Wail and Lament the Death of 

the Sahabah i®~~ 


The Jinn Mourn the Death of Hadhrat Umar 

~~ 

Hadhrat Maalik bin Dinaar reports that when Hadhrat Umar ~.~ was 
martyred, a voice (of a linn) was heard coming from the Tabaalah mountains (in 
Yemen). It recited the following couplets (which mean): 
Ifl stand at the service ofwhoever wished to weep over (the adherents to) lslaam 
because their destruction is imminent even though much time has not yet 
elapsed 
Thjs world is leaving with all its good 
And those people have lost interest in this world who aspire for the Aakhirah lf 

When the people looked to see where the voice came from, they could see no 
one. (2) 

Hadhrat Ma'roof Mowsili narrates that he heard a voice reciting some couplets 
when Hadhrat Umar ~~ was martyred. The narration then proceeds to quote 
the above two couplets. (3) 

Hadhrat Aa'jsha ~ says, "Although I could see no one, I heard someone 
lamenting the death of Hadhrat Umar ~ one night as he recited the 
following couplets (which mean): 
'llJay Ailaah reward the Ameerul Mu'mineen with the best rewards 
and mayAilaah's hand bless the skin that has been ripped apart 
(O Ameerul Mu'mineen) Whoever walks or rides to achieve the accompHshments 
you have attained 
to catch up wNh whatyou have accomplished in the past, he will surely be beaten 
You have accomplished tremendous feats but then left behind 
such tragedies, the buds ofwhich have still to bJoom,,(4) 
Hadhrat SUlaymaan bin Yasaar reports that the finn mourned the death of 
Hadhrat umar~ byreciting the following couplets (which mean): 
"Peace be on the Ameerul Mu'mineen 
and mayAilaah's hand bless the skin that has been ripped apart 
(O Ameerul Mu'mineen) You have accomplished tremendous feats but then left 
behind 
such tragedies; the buds ofwhich have still to bloom 

(l) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.197). 
(2) Haakim (VoU Pg.94). 
(3) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Oalaa'il (Pg.210). Tabraani has reported a similar narration, as quoted in 

Majma'uz zawaa'fd (Vo1.9 Pg.79). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg.374). 
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Whoever walks or rides to achieve the accomplishments you have attained 
to catch up with what you have accomplished in the past, he will surely be beaten 
The martyrdom ofsuch a personality in Madinah has caused darkness to loom 

over the earth 
After this; can the acacia tree ever allow its branches to sway in the breeze?,,(1) 
In another narration, Hadhrat Aa'isha ~~ quotes the above four couplets in a 
different sequence, but then adds another couplet (which means): 
1/(0 Ameerul Mu'mineen) May l1{Y Rabb meet you with salutations in Jannah 
and with the garments ofFirdous that never tear"(2) 

The Jinn Mourn the Death of Hadhrat Husayn 
bin Ali ~,~~ 

(Ummul Mu'mineen) Hadhrat Ummu Sal amah ~~ says, "The ]inn were heard 
hewailing the death of Husayn bin Ali ~~." (3) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Ummu Sal amah ~ once said, "Since 
the demise of Rasulullaah ~, I have never heard the Jinn lament the death of 
anyone as I hear them do tonight. I think that my son (Hadhrat Husayn ~~) 
is now deceased." She then instructed her maid servant to make enquiries, after 
which she learnt that Hadhrat Husayn ~.~ had been martyred. She further 
reports that a lady from the Jinn was then heard reciting the following couplets 
(which mean): 
't> my eye! Take careful note ofmy exertion 
because (if/do not) who will weepafter me 
over thatgroup ofpeople whose deaths lead them 
to tyrants in the seNice ofmere slaves"(4) 

(Ummul Mu'mineen) Hadhrat Maymoona ~ says, "The Jinn were heard 
lamenting the death of Husayn bin Ali ®~~." (5) 

The Sahabah ~~~ See Rasulullaah ~~ 


in their Dreams 

Hadhrat Abu Moosa ®~~ Sees Rasulullaah 


!~<~l~~inaDream 
Hadhrat Abu Moosa Ash'ari ~~ says, "I saw myself at place where there were 
many roads. All the roads started to vanish until there was only one left. I then 
took the road, which led me to a mountain. On top of the mountain stood 
Rasulullaah ~, with Abu Bakr ~~ beside him. Rasulullaah ~~ was 
gesturing to Hadhrat Umar ~ to come there. I then said to myself, 'Innaa 
Lillaahi wa Innaa Hayhi Raaji'OOn1 I swear by Allaah that Ameerul MU'mineen will 
(1) Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.374). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Dalaa'iJ (Pg,21O), 
(3) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.199). 
(4) Tabraani. Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.199) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
(5) Tabraani, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg, 199). 
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be leaving this world.'" 

To this, Hadhrat Anas ®.u..~ said, "Why do you not write to Ameerul Mu'mineen 

about this." Hadhrat Abu Moosa ~ replied, "I cannot inform him of his own 

death." (I) 


Hadhrat Uthmaan ~~~ Sees Nabi ~~ 
in a Dream 

Hadhrat Katheer bin silt narrates, "On the day Hadhrat Uthmaan ®~~ was 
martyred, he happened to fall asleep (during the day). He then woke up an said, 'I 
would inform you of something had it not been for people saying that uthmaan 
wishes to stir trouble.' 'May Allaah mend your affairs,' we said, 'Please do inform 
us because we will not say what other people say.' He then related, 'I saw 
Rasulullaah ~ in the sleep I justhad and he said to me, 'You will be with us 
this Friday.m(2) Another narration adds that that very day was Friday. (3) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar®~ reports that Hadhrat uthmaan ~ related 
t~them one morning that he saw Nabi ~ telling him in a dream, "0 Uthmaan! 
Terminate your fast with us." Hadhrat Uthmaan ~ therefore fasted that day 
and it was on that very day that he was martyred. (4) 
Hadhrat Muslim Abu Sa'eed who was a freed slave of Hadhrat Uthmaan bin 
Affaan ~ says, "Hadhrat uthmaan ®~ set twenty slaves free and then 
asked for a pair of trousers, which he wore, even though he never wore 
trousers at any time before Islaam or after becoming a Muslim. He then said, 
'Last night I saw Rasulullaah ~, Abu Bakr ®.u..~ and Umar ~. They said 
to me, 'Be patient because you will terminate your fast with us tomorrow 
evening.' He then asked for his Qur'aan and opened it before him (to recite). He 
was later martyred with the Qur'aan still in front of him." (5) 

Hadhrat Ali ~~~ Sees Nabi ~ in a Dream 
Hadhrat Hasan .~~ or Hadhrat Husayn ~~ reports that (their father) 
Hadhrat Ali ®~ once said, "I met my beloved friend (Nabi ~) in a dream 
and when I complained of the problems I am having with the people of Iraq 
after hehadleft this world, he promised me deliverance from them in the near 
future." It was barely three days later that he passed away. (6) . 
Hadhrat Abu Saalih says, "Hadhrat Ali ~ once said, 'I saw Nabi ~~ in a 
dream and complained to him about the way in which his Ummah are falsifying 
me and harming me. When I started to cry, Rasulullaah ~ said, 'Do not cry, 0 

(Il Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.332). 
(2) Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.99l. reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Dhahabi. 
(3) 	Ibn Sa'd (VoU Pg.75). Abu Ya'la has reported a similar narration, but Haythami (VoU Pg.232) has 

commented on the chain of narrators. 
(4) 	Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.I03), reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by DhahabL Abu Ya'la and 

Bazzaar have reported a similar narration, as quoted in Majma'uz zawaa'id (VoL7 Pg.232). Ibn Sa'd 
(VoU Pg.74) has also reported a similar narration. 

(5) Abdullaah and Abu Ya'la, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL7 Pg.232). 
Majma'uz zawaa'id and Ai Bidaayah wan Njhaayah state several other narrations of the same. 

(6) AdanL 
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AlL Turn around.' When I turned around, I saw two men(l) bound in fetters, 
whose heads were being crushed by boulders. Each time, their heads were 
crushed, they were then restored, after which the process continued.' 
The following day, I was proceeding on my way to meet Hadhrat Ali ®1J.1~ as I 
did every day, but as I was passing by the place where butchers gathered, I met 
some people who informed me that the Ameerul Mu'mineen had been 
assassinated." (2) 

Hadhrat Hasan bin Ali ~,~~ sees Nabi ~~ 
in a Dream 

Hadhrat Filma ]u'fl reports that he heard Hadhrat Hasan bin Ali ~ SRY, "I 
saw in a dream that Nabi ~ was holding on to the Arsh. I then saw thaL Abu 
Bakr ®.~ was holding on to Nabi ~'s waist, that Umar ~~ was holding 
on to Abu Bakr ~~'s waist and that Uthmaan ®.~..Ji€) was holding on to Umar 
~'s waist. Then I saw blood extending from the sky to the earth." When 
Hadhrat Hasan ~~ was relating this dream, there happened to be some 
members of the Shia sect with him, who then asked, "Did you not see Ali 
~?!! Hadhrat Hasan ~~ replied, "There is none I would not have loved to 
see holding Nabi ~'s waist more than Ali ®1J.,~. Nevertheless, that was the 
dream that I saw ... " The narration continued further. (3) 
Hadhrat Hasan ~~ once said, "0 people! I saw a most remarkable thing in my 
dream last night. I saw the Rabb the Most High upon the Arsh. Rasulullaah ~ 
then arrived and stood by one of the feet of the Arsh. Thereafter, Abu Bakr~~ 
arrived and placed his hand upon Rasulullaah ~'s shoulder. He was followed 
by Umar ~, who placed his hand upon Abu Bakr ~'s shoulder, after 
which Uthmaan ®~ arrived and placed his hand upon Hadhrat Umar ~'s 
shoulder. Uthmaan ~ then gestured with his hand and said, '0 my Rabb! 
Ask Your servants why they killed me.' Two downpipes of blood then started to 
flow from the sky to the earth." 
Someone reported this to Hadhrat Ali ~, saying, "Do you not see what (your 
son) Hasan ®.~~ is saying?" Hadhrat Ali ~~'s reply was, "He is only relating 
what he saw." 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Hasan ~~ added, "I shall not fight 
again after the dream that I saw ... " The narration then proceeds like the one 
above, but with the difference that he said, "I then saw Uthmaan :ID1J.1:"'~ with his 
hand upon Umar ~'s shoulder. Thereafter, I saw a lot of blood behind them. 
'What is this?' I enquired. I was then informed that this was the blood of Uthmaan 
~, for which he was asking redress from Allaah." (4) 

(I) These two were probably Hadhrat Ali ~.~'s assassin Ibn Muljim and his accomplice. 
(2) Abu Va'la, as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. 5 Pg.61). 
(3) Tabraani in his Awsat and Kabeer, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo;.') 

Pg.96). 
(4) Abu Ya'ia. Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg.96) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~~ Sees Nabi 
~~inaDream 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~~ reports, "In my afternoon sleep, I saw 
Rasulullaah ~ with dishevelled hair and with a glass in his hand. 'What is this 
glass for?' I asked. 'The blood of Husayn ~ and his companions. I have been 
picking it up all day.' When we then saw the date. we found it to be the same day 
in which Husayn ~~ was martyred." (I) 

TIle Sallabah ~~~ See Each other in 
their Dreams 

.Hadhrat Abbaas ~~~ and his son Hadhrat 
Abdullaah .~~~ see Hadhrat Umar ~~. 

in their Dreams 
Hadhrat Abbaas bin Abdul Muttalib ~~ says, "I was the neighbour of umar 
bin Khattaab ~~ and have never seen anyone better than him. His nights 
were spent in salaah and his days were spent fasting and tending to the needs of 
people. When he passed away, I asked Allaah to show him to me in a dream. In a 
dream one night I saw him coming form the marketplace of Madinah with his 
shawl. draped over his neck. After exchanging greetings, I asked, 'How are you?' 'I 
am well,' he replied. 'What did you find?' I asked further. He replied, 'My 
reckoning is now over. Had I not found a Merciful Rabb, my honour would 
have fallen ....(2) 

Hadhrat Abbaas ~~ relates, "umar bin Khattaab ~\1~ was my very good 
friend. After he passed away, I made du'aa to Allaah for a complete year to show 
me Umar ~~ in a dream. The year had just come to an end when I saw him 
wiping perspiration from his forehead. '0 Ameerul Mu'mineen1' I said, 'How did 
your Rahh treat you?' 'My reckoning is now over: he replied, 'Had I not found a 
Forgiving and Merciful Rabb, I would have fallen in honour.",(3) 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Abbaas ~~ says, "I made du'aa to Allaah for a year to 
show me Umar bin Khattaab ~~~ in a dream. When I saw him in a dream, I 
asked, 'How was your experience?' He replied, 'I found a Most Forgiving and 
Merciful Rabb. Had it not been for His mercy, I would have fallen in honour.",(4) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~~ and an 

Ansaari see Hadhrat Umar ~11~ in a Dream 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Umar ~~~ says, "There was nothing I wanted more 
than to know what had happened to Umar ~~ (in the next life). I then saw a 

(I) 	Khateeb in his Taareekh (VaLl Pg.l42). Ibn Abdul Birr has reported a similar narration in his 
Ist/'aah (VaLl Pg.381). 

(2)Abu Nu'aym in his HiJya (Vol.! Pg.54). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (VoL3 Pg.375). 
(4) Ibn Sa'd (VoD Pg.375). 
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palace in a dream and when I asked whom it belonged to, I was informed that it 
belonged to Umar bin Khattaab ~~. He then came out of the palace wearing 
a shawl, appearing as if he had just taken a bath. 'What has happened to you?' I 
asked. 'I have been well,' he replied, 'but had I not found a Forgiving Rabb, I 
would have fallen in honour.' He then asked, 'How long ago did I separate from 
you?' 'It is twelve years now,' I replied. He then said, 'I have just now returned 
from my reckoning.m(ll 
Hadhrat Saalim bin Abdullaah reports that he once heard an Ansaari ~"@% say, 
"I had always prayed to Allaah to show me Umar bin Khattaab ~ in a dream. 
It was after ten years that I did see him wiping perspiration from his brow. '0 
Ameerul Mu'mineen!' I said, 'What has happened to you?' He replied by saying, 'I 
have just completed my reckoning and had it not been for the mercy of my Rabb, 
I would surely have been destroyed.",(2) 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ~~~ sees 

Hadhrat Umar ~,~ in a Dream 


Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ~~~ was returning from Hajjwhen he (set up 
camp and) fell asleep at a place called suqya. When he woke up, he said, "I just 
saw Umar ~~ (in a dream). He walked up to me and used his foot to nudge 
(my wife)Ummu Kulthoom bint Uqba who was asleep beside me. This woke her 
up and he then went away. As the others went out in search of him, I also got my 
clothing, dressed and went out to search with them. Although I was the first to 
catch up with him, I swear by Allaah that I found him only after I had thoroughly 
exhausted myself. '0 Ameerul Mu'mineen!' I said, 'You have really made it difficult 
for the people (to keep up with yOU). By Allaahl One can only catch up with you 
after thoroughly exhausting themselves. In fact, it was only aJterI had thoroughly 
exhausted myself that I managed to catch up with you.' To this, he said, 'But I do 
not think that I had been going fast at all.' 
I swear by the Being Who controls the life of Abdur Rahmaan that this (lead over 
the rest of us) was because of his deeds." (3) . 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam ~~~ sees 

Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ in a Dream 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam ~~ reports that Hadhrat .Salmaan ~.~ once 
said to him, "Dear brother! Whichever of us dies first should make an attempt to 
see his brother." "Is such a thing possible?" Hadhrat Abdullaah ~.~ asked. 
Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ replied, "Certainly. (After death) The soul of a Mu'min 
is free to roam wherever it wills on earth, whereas the soul of a Kaafir is 
locked in captivity." 
Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Salaam ~~ says, "Salmaan ®~ passed away and I 
was lying on my bed one afternoon when I happened to fall asleep. Salmaan 
(1) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (YoU Pg.54). 
(2) lbn Sa'd (Vo1.3 Pg.376). 
(3) Ibn Sa'd (YoU Pg.376). 
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~~ then appeared in my dream and greeted me saying, 'As Salaamu Alayka 
wa Rahmatullaah.' I responded by saying, 'As Salaamu Alayka wa Rahmatullaah, 
o Abu Abdullaah. How have you found your destination?' He replied, 'It is 
excellent. Hold fast to Tawakkul because Tawakkul is a most excellent virtue! 
Hold fast to Tawakkul because Tawakkul is a most excellent virtue! Hold fast to 
Tawakkul because Tawakkul is a most excellent virtueL",(l) 
Another narration states that when Hadhrat Abdullaah ~ saw Hadhrat 
Salmaan ~u.~ in a dream, he asked, "How are you faring, 0 Abu Abdullaah?" "I 
am well," came the reply. 'Which deed did you find to be most virtuous?" Hadhrat 
Abdullaah ~~ asked. Hadhrat Salmaan ~.~ replied, "I have found 
Tawakkul to be most remarkable." (2) 

Hadhrat Auf bin Maalik ~~ sees Hadhrat Abdur 
Rahmaan bin Auf ®~ in a Dream 

Hadhrat Auf bin Maalik ~)J.1~ relates, "I saw a leather tent and a green pasture 
in a dream. Around the tent there sat goats that ruminated and excreted Ajwa 
dates. When I asked whom the tent belonged to, .I was informed that it belonged 
to Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ®.~. We then waited for him to emerge and when 
he did, he said, '0 Auf! This is what Allaah has given me because of the Qur'aan. If 
you look yonder over that valley, you will see things that your eyes have never 
seen before, that your ears have never heard of and the thought of which has 
never crossed your heart. Allaah has prepared it for Abu Dardaa ~.\1~ because 
he used to shove the world away with both his hands and chest.",(3) 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr bin Haraam ®~~ 


sees Mubashir bin Abdul Mundhir ®~~ 


in a Dream 

Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr bin Haraam ~u.~ says, "Before the Battle of uhud I 
saw Mubashir bin Abdul Mundhir ~ in a dream. He said to me, 'You will be 
coming to us in a few days.' Where are you?' I enquired. He replied, 'In Jannah 
where we are able to roam wherever we please.' I then asked him, Were you not 
killed in the Battle of Badr?' 'Yes,' he replied, 'but we were then brought back to 
life ... "' When this was reported to Rasulullaah ~, he remarked, 'Such is 
martyrdom, 0 Abu Jaabir." (4) 

(1) Ibn Sa'd (Vo1.3 PgA). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vo1.1 Pg.205). 
(3) Abu Nu'aym in his Hiiya (Vol.! Pg.210). 
(4) Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.204). 
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Chapter Nineteen 


The Chapter Concerning the Reasons 
behind the Unseen Assistance that the 

Sahabah ~~~ Received 

This chapter discusses the reasons why Nabi ~ and the Sahabah ~ 

received unseen assistance, how they adhered to these and turned their gazes 

away from the material means and the temporary commodities of this world. 

Enduring Difficulties and Hardships 

The Narration of Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf 

~~about how the Sahabah ~u.1~ found Good 


in Difficulties and Hardships 

Hadhrat Abdur Rahmaan bin Auf ~ says, "Islaam came with many hardships 
and difficulties, but we always found the best of the good in things that seem 
unpleasant. When we left Makkah with Rasulullaah ~, we found status and 
victory. Then we marched to Badr. Allaah describes it in the words: 

~l? ~~ ~ ~I ~ dj~~~ 0 "~f3 ~~\ ~ Ud} ~~) 
;.S:J ~ ~~:;itW\ i.S~~ til, ;J-J.; 1~ to "j~ ~J ~jj' J~ "ji~ 

<vb "~I:JWI OJ,..,) (;.S:J b;S:J ¥'~\ ~'1~~ "j~;J 
... while there was certainly a group of the Mu'mineen who were 
unhappy. They (some Sahabah ~) differed with you (0 

RasululIaah ~) regarding the truth (the necessity to fight) after it 
was made clear to them (that they had to face the enemy in battle), as if 
they were being driven towards death while they looked on (as if they 
were looking at their deaths approaching). (Remember the time) When 
Allaah promised you (Muslims) that one of the two groups (either the 
caravan or the Mushrikeen army) will certainly be yours and you 
wished that the one without strength (the Quraysh caravan) be yours 
(rather than fighting a heavily armed army). {Surah Anfaal, verses 5-7} 

The party without strength refers to (the caravan ot) the Quraysh. Allaah then 
gave us status and victory in this. We therefore found the best of the good in 
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such things that seemed most unpleasant." (I) 

The Letter Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~1Ju~ Wrote to 
Hadhrat Khaalid bin Waleed ~~~ in this Regard 

In his narration discussing the time when Hadhrat Khaalid bin Waleed ~.~ 
was finished with the Battle of Yamaamah, Hadhrat Muhammad bin Is'haaq bin 
Yasaar continues to narrate that Hadhrat Khaalid bin waleed ~~ was still 

camped at Yamaamah when Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ wrote a letter to him 
saying: 

"From the servant ofAllaah Abu Bakr 
To Khaalid bin Waleed, the Muhaajireen and Ansaar with him and all 
those who follow them with devotion 
Salaamun Alaykum 
Before you do I praise that Allaah besides Whom there is none worthy 
of worship 
All praise belongs to Allaah Who has fulfilled His promise, assisted his 
servant, honoured His friend, humiliated His enemy and defeated the 
opposing armies by Himself. 
That Allaah besides Whom there is none worthy of worship declares: 

"T",1"''''t'''-'JII''''''''''"",,l,tP,''', ".,.J.'!',",:J,1"j,tP,., ,'" '''r'~ 
~Jij~.)~j.AS',.;rJ ~~oJS"r-~~J~ 1i.o'~~~ ~ 

~ (A,",~ " ~~ 
(ool.:.o:!l:;y OJ,.....) ¥ o~1~ 

Allaah has promised those of you who have Imaan and who do good 
actions that He will definitely make them successors (of the rulers) on 
earth just as He had made those before them successors, And He will 
certainly grant (great) strength to the Deen that He has chosen for them 
and will certainly replace their fear with peace (on condition that) they 
worship Me and do not asCribe any as partner to Myself. Those who are 
ungrateful after this are sinful indeed, {Surah Noor, verse 55} 

This is a promise from Allaah, which will never be broken and a 
statement in which there can be no doubt. Allaah has made Jihaad 
compulsory on the Mu'mineen, He says: 

_ . (~' .J'IJ,,J ",.J,.J " .. ' .J ","; '" .1~ 
(""'I.:.o:!I:o~oj""") A~JSJAJJ~I~~F 

Jihaad ({or the pleasure ofAJlaah against the enemies of fslaam) has 
been made obligatory for you (when necessary) though you may dislike 
it (because ofthe hardship involved). {Surah Baqara, verse 216} 

You must therefore seek to have Allaah's promise to you fulfilled (by 
fulfilling the necessary requirements), Obey Him in all that He has 

(II Bazzaac. Haythami (VoL 7 Pg.27) has commented on the chain of narrators, 
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made compulsory for you even though you my have to undergo 
difficulty, tolerate calamities. undertake arduous journeys or even 
suffer losses to your wealth and health. These are all insignificant in 
comparison to the tremendous rewards from Allaah. May Allaah 
shower His mercy on you am Fight in the path of Allaah whether you 
are enjoying prosperity or poverty and strive with your wealth and lives. 
(Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~ then included relevant verses of the 
Qur'aan). 
I' have given Khaalid bin wa1eed ~.~ the command to march to Iraq 
and to remain there until he receives my next command. You should all 
march with him and not cling heavily to the ground because this is a 
path in which Allaah grants immense rewards for those whose 
intentions are good and who aspire for good. When you arrive in Iraq, 
remain there until further instructions from me. 
May Allaah take care of all our and your concerns for this world and 
the Aakhirah. Was Salaamu Alaykum wa Rahmatullaahi wa 
Barakaatuh." (I) 

Narrations concerning the difficulties and hardships that the Sahabah ~~~ 
bore have already been quoted in the chapter discussing enduring difficulties and 
hardships. the chapter discussing Hijrah, the chapter discussing Nusrah, the 
chapter discussing Jihaad and several others, which provide much detail. 

Carrying out Orders even though they Appeared to 
Contradict what was Apparent 

Hadhrat Utba bin Abd SuIami ~.~ reports that when Rasulullaah ~ instructed 
the Sahabah 1@,~ to stand up and fight in battle, they responded by saying, 
"Certainly. 0 Rasulullaah ~! We will not tell you what the Bani Israa'eel told 
Hadhrat Moosa'~ when they said: 

- . (~ ... ".1 j... "'''i ;;; -.... .,.,. Ii' &,.; '" ~ , ",' ")
(u~1 :o.liLo oJ.,....,) ¥ OJ~~ \;1 ~t.i9 ~jJ -.:.JI ~~\j 

So you and your Rabb both go ahead and fight. We shall remain sitting 
here. {Surah Maa'idah, verse 24} 

You and' your Rabb go ahead, 0 Muhammad ~, and we will be there to fight 
right beside you." (2) 

A similar statement of Hadhrat Miqdaad ~)l;;~ has passed in the chapter of 
]ihaad, as reported by Ibn Abi Haatim. Ibn Mardway and others. Also quoted 
earlier(3) is the statement of Hadhrat Sa'd bin Ubaadah ~ who said, "I swear 
by the Being Who controls my life! If you command us to ride our animals into 
the sea, we shan readily do so and if you command us to travel to (the distant 
city of) Barkul Ghimaad (in Yemen), we shall certainly do so." 
(1) Bayhaqi in his Sunan (Vo1.9 Pg.I79). 
(2) Ahmad, reponing from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.75). 
(3) 	Under the heading "Rasulullaah ~ Encourages Striving in the path of Al!aah and spending 

One's wealth for this Cause" and the subheading "Rasulullaah ~ leaves for the Battle of Badr 
after Consulting with the Sahabah ~". 
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The statement of Hadhrat Sa'd bin Mu'aadh §l~ has also passed, when he 
said to Rasulullaah ~, "I swear by the Being Who has honoured you and 
revealed the Qur'aan to you that although I have never travelled the road and 
have no knowledge about it, we shall ddinitely travel with you even if you were 
to travel up to Barkul Ghimaad which lies in Yemen. We shall also not be like 
those people who said to Moosa ~~, 'You and your Rabb both go ahead and 
fight. we shall remain sitting here.' we shall rather say, 'You and your Rabb both 
go ahead and fight. We shall be there right behind you.' You had possibly left for 
a purpose after which Allaah intended you to do something else. Look into the 
matter that Allaah intends you to do and then do it. You may join ties with 
whoever you please, severe ties with whoever you please, initiate hostilities 
towards whoever you please, enter into peace treaties with whoever you please 
and take as much of our wealth as you please." It was with reference to this statement 
of Hadhrat Sa'd §l~ that Allaah revealed the following verse of the Qur'aan: 

(~~.fJ~~I';~;~~~~';I;~~~J~)-I4.f) 
(o~i:JlAil oJ,..,) 

Just as your Rabb took you (0 Muhammad~) from your home 
(Madjnah) with the truth (with good cause to fight the battle) while 
there was certainly a group of the Mu'mineen who were unhappy (to 
fight the Kuffaar because they were not prepared for battle). {Surah 
Anfaal, verse 5} 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Sa'd ~)j,1~ also said to Rasulullaah ~, 
"Take as much of our wealth as you please and leave as much as you please but 
what you take from us is more beloved to us than what you leave. Our wills are 
subservient to the commands you give us." 

Trusting in Allaah and Disbelieving what 

the People of Falsehood Propagate 


The Incident of Ameerul Mu'mineen Hadhrat Ali 

~ and a Fortune Teller in this Regard 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Auf bin Ahmar reports that when Hadhrat Ali ~,~ was 
leaving Arnbaar to go to Nahrwaan, Musaafir bin Auf bin Ahmar said to him, "0 
Arneerul Mu'mineen! Do not leave right now, but leave after three portions of the 
day have passed." ''Why is that?" HadhratAli ~ enquired. Musaafir replied, 
"If you leave right now, you and your companions will corne to harm. However, if 
you leave in the time I have suggested to you, you will be successful, victorious, 
earn plenty of booty and achieve your objectives." 
Hadhrat Ali ~ remarked, "Neither did Muhammad ~ have a fortune teller, 
nor do we need any after him. Do you know what is in the belly of this horse of 
mine?" "I will be able to know by my calculations," carne the reply. Hadhrat Ali 
~~ then asserted, "Whoever believes you disbelieves in the Qur'aan because 
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Allaah says: 

(rtl.:-,!h;;t....AJ oJ,...) if:; .At;;.)~, ~~;J~ ,i~\ JJZJ ~t.:J\~ ti~ 411 ",) " "... ............... 

verily the knowledge of the Hour is only with Allaah. He sends the rains 
and knows (the details of) what is inthewombs. {Surah Luqmaan, verse 34} 

Muhammad ~ never claimed to know what you claim to know. Do you claim 
to possess the knowledge of what good or harm will come to someone who 
travels in any given hour?" ''Yes, I do," he replied. Hadhrat Ali ~~ then said, 
"Whoever believes you seems to have no need for Allaah to avert harm from his 
way. Furthermore, the one who does not travel because of your instruction has 
handed over his affairs to you rather than to his Rabb. This is because you claim 
that you are able to show him that hour in which no harm will come to the 
person who travels in it. I fear that the person who believes in your word is just 
like the one who ascribes a counterpart and partner to Allaah. 0 Allaah! There is 
no evil foreboding except that which You decree, there is no good except that 
which You ordain and there is none worthy of worship but You. (0 MUsaafir!) We 
do not believe in what you say. In fact, we shall oppose you and travel in the very 
hour that you are stopping us from." 
Hadhrat Ali !@~ then addressed the people saying, "0 people! Be warned 

.	against studying the stars unless it be for the purpose of navigating in the 
darkness of land and sea. The astrologer(l) is like a Kaafir and the Kaafir shall 
end up in Jahannam. (He then addressed Musaafir saying" By Allaah! If the news 
ever reaches me that you are still practising and implementing your findings in 
astrology, I shall have you imprisoned for as long r live and as long as you live. I 
shall also deprive you of all state allowances for as long as I am in authority." 
Hadhrat Ali ~ then marched in the very hour that Musaafir was stopping 
him from and then marched to Nahrwaan, where he defeated the enemy. 
Thereafter, he said, "Had we set out during the time that he advised us to and 
attained victory, people would have said, 'Ameerul Mu'mineen left at the time that 
the fortune teller advised (because of which he was victorious).' 
Neither did Muhammad ~ have a fortune teller, nor do we need any after 
him. Despite this, Allaah has given us victory over the emperors of Rome and 
Persia and various other lands. 0 people! Trust in Allaah and rely only on Him 
because with Him you will need no other." (2) 

Seeking Honour Where Allaah has 

Placed Honour 


Incidents of Ameerul Mu1mineen Hadhrat Umar 
bin Khattaab ~,\15~ in this Regard 

Hadhrat Taariq bin ziyaad reports that when Hadhrat Vmar ~~ was travelling 
(1) 	Note that there is a marked difference between astrology and astronomy, thus the like difference 

between an astrologer and an astronomer. 
(2) Haarith and Khateeb in his Kitaabun Nujoom, as quoted in Kanzul UmmaaJ (Vo1.5 Pg.235).. 
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to Shaam, Hadhrat Abu ubaydah bin Jarraah ~ was accompanying him. 
When they arrived at a point where they had to wade across, Hadhrat Umar 
~l~ alighted from his camel, removed his leather socks and threw them over 
his shoulders. He then took hold of the reins of the camel and waded through. 
"0 Arneerul Mu'mineen!" Hadhrat Abu Ubaydah ~~ said, "Are you doing that?! 
Do you also remove your leather socks, throw them over your shoulders, take 
hold of the reins of the camel and then wade through?! I would not like the 

people of that city (where we are headed) to see you like this." 
"0, Oh!" Hadhrat Umar ~~ exclaimed, "Had ariyone other than Abu ubaydah 
made such a statement, I would have made him a lesson for the Ummah of 
Muhammad ~. We were once amongst the lowest of people, but Allaah gave 
us honour because of Islaam. As soon as we start to seek honour in avenues 
other than that in which Allaah has granted us honour, Allaah will then 
humiliate us." (1) 

Another narration states that when Hadhrat Umar ~~ arrived in Shaam and 
was to be received by the army, he was wearing his loincloth, leather socks and a 
turban. He was holding the head of his camel and wading across some water. 
Someone then said, "0 Arneerul Mu'mineen! The army and the general of Shaam's 
army are here to meet you and you are in this condition?" Hadhrat Umar ~ 
remarked, 'We are a nation whom Allaah has given honour through Islaam, so 
we shall not seek honour in other avenues." (2) 

Yet another narration states that Hadhrat Abu ubaydah bin ]arraah ~~ said 
to Hadhrat Umar ~~, "0 Arneerul Mu'mineen! You have done something that 
the people of these parts regard as a something degrading. You have removed 
your socks, led your camel while on foot and waded through water on foot." 
Hadhrat Umar ~ struck Hadhrat Abu Ubaydah bin Jarraah ~.~ on the 
chest and said, "0 dear! If only someone other than yOU had made that 
statement, 0 Abu Ubaydah! You people (Arabs) were the smallest in number 
and the most degraded of people before Allaah gave you honour through 
Islaam. When you start to seek honour in anything else other than Islaam, 
Allaah will certainly degrade you." (3) 

Hadhrat Qais narrates that when Hadhrat Umar ~~ arrived in Shaam and was 
received bythepeople,hewasridingacamel. "0 Arneerul Mu'mineen!" someone said, "If 
only you would ride a Turkish horse because the leaders and prominent people 
of the city would be meeting you." To this, Hadhrat Umar ~~ remarked, "I do 
not see your honour lying here (in the things of this world), but (pOinting to the 
sky) everything comes from there. Let my camel go." (4) 
Hadhrat Abul Aaliya shaami reports that Hadhrat Umar ~ arrived in 
Jaabiya from the Aleppo road, riding a brown camel. The bald part of his head 
(l) Haakim (Vol.l Pg.61). reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by DhahabL 
(2) Haakim (v<:;U Pg.62). 
(3) 	Haakim (Vo1.3 1;'g.82). Abu NU'aym in his Hi/ya (Vol.! Pg.47) has reported a similar narration, as 

have Ibn Mubaarak, Hannaad and Bayhaqi. as quoted in Muntakhab Kanzul Ummaal (VolA 
Pg.400). 

(4) Abu Nu'aym in his Hi/ya (Vol.1 Pg.4 7). 
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shone in the sun because he wore neither a hat nor a turban. Since there were 
no stirrups, his legs dangled loosely on either side of the carriage. His saddle 
blanket when he rode was a woollen blanket made in Ambijaan, which 
doubled as a bedding when he camped. His satchel was striped cloth filled 
with the bark of a date palm, which doubled as his pillow when he was not 
riding. He wore a thick white cotton Qamees which was patched and torn on 
the side. 
IISend the leader of these people to me," Hadhrat Umar ~ commanded. 
When the people sent for the head priest, Hadhrat Umar ~~~ said to him, 
"please wash my Qamees,mend it and borrow me a Qamees or some clothing. A 
Qamees made from Kattaan (a very fine and expensive cloth) was then brought to 
Hadhrat Umar ~~. 'What is this?" Hadhrat Umar ~~ enquired. When the 
people told him that it was Kattaan, he asked, "And what is Kattaan?" After they 
explained to him what it was, he removed his Qamees and it was washed and 
patched. When it was returned to him, he took off the Kattaan one and wore his 
own. 
The head priest then said to him, "Because you are the king of the Arabs, it is not 
befitting that you ride a camel in these parts. If you ride a Turkish horse and wear 
some other clothing, it would command more respect in the eyes of the Romans. 
Hadhrat Umar ~~~ however said, "We are people who have been given respect 
because of Islaam and therefore do not wish any substitute." 
A Turkish horse was then brought and rather than a saddle or carriage, a mere 
saddle blanket was thrown over it. Hadhrat Umar ~~ rode it but (when it 
started to strut) he called out, "Stop in Stop in I have never seen people riding a 
Shaytaan before this (because riding it brings pride in the rider)." Hadhrat Umar 
~~~'scamel was then brought and he rode it. (1) 

Giving Consideration to the Dhimmi Community 
when in a position of Honour 

Hadhrat Abu Nuhayk and Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Handhala report, 'We were with 
Hadhrat Salmaan ~~ in an army when someone recited Surah Maryam. 
Another man (probably a Jew) then started to vility Hadhrat Maryam ~~ and 
her son (Hadhrat lsa $l~). We then assaulted the man and hit him until he was 
bleeding. Since every person who was wronged in any way complained to 
Hadhrat Salmaan ~, this man also complained to him even though he had 
never done so before. Hadhrat Salmaan ~ therefore approached us and 
asked why we had assaulted the man. 'We were reciting Surah Maryam,' we 
explained, 'when he started to vilify Hadhrat Maryam ~ and her son 
(Hadhrat Isa ~).' Hadhrat Salmaan ~.~ rebuked us saying, 'Then why did 
you make him listen to it? Did you not hear what Allaah @~;lll;Z says? (Allaah 
says:) 

- ti ' ,"" ;I,,,,,,,,~ ,~.P''': ~ ,.P, ""Y''''''''~ '&Y"""'''~ 
(\.1\-.::..:/1 :....wl oJ".....) ,~~Ij~ illl I~ ~JI ,!J::J d: ~y~ ~~IIy.-J '.iJ}p 

(I) Ibn Abi Dunya, as quoted in Al Bidaayah waf) NihaayC!h (Voi.7 Pg.60). 
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Donot insult (abuse, swear) those whom they (the non-MusHms) worship 
instead of Allaah, for then they shall insult (speak ill of) Allaah out of 
enmity and without knowledge (without realising the consequences of 
their actions). {Surah An'aam, verse 108} 

o assembly of Arabs! Did you not have the worst of religions, the most 
inhospitable of lands and the worst lives? Did Allaah not then grant you honour 
and give you in abundance? Do you now wish to pIck on people because Allaah 
had given you honour? By Allaah! You must stop this, otherwise Allaah shall 
take away everything in your hands and give it to someone else.' 
Hadhrat Salmaan ®~~ then started to teach us. He said, "Perform (Nan) salaah 
between the Maghrib and Isha salaahs because (by reciting extra Qur'aan during 
these Rakaahs) this will lighten the fixed daily recitations (of the Qur'aan) that he 
recites. It will also safeguard against wasting time during the beginning of the 
night because this time-wasting destroys one's Aakhirah." (l) 

Taking a Lesson from those who have Forsaken 

Allaah's Commands 


Hadhrat Jubayr bin Nufayr ®~ says, "When Cyprus was conquered, its 
inhabitants were separated from each other, because of which they cried for each 
other. I then saw Hadhrat Abu Dardaa ®~ sitting alone and weeping. '0 Abu 
Dardaa ~,' I said. 'What makes you weep on a day in which Allaah has 
granted honour to Islaam and its adherents?' 'Shame on you, 0 Jubayr,' he said, 
'How disgraced is that nation in the sight of Allaah who forsake His commands! 
These people were once a powerful and victorious nation who possessed 
sovereignty. However, once they forsook Allaah's commands, they were degraded 
to the state you can now see." (2) Another narration states that Hadhrat Abu 
Dardaa ®U5~ added, "They were then degraded to the state you can now see. 
They became obsessed with taking others as their slaves and as soon as a nation 
takes to this obsession, Allaah has no need for them." (3) 

Making the Intention Solely for Allaah 
and Making the Aakhirah the Objective 

What Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~!J5~ told Hadhrat Umar 
~~~ in this Regard 

Hadhrat Ibn Abu Maryam reports that when Hadhrat Umar ®U5~ once passed 
by Hadhrat Mu'aadh bin Jabal ~, he asked, "What are the factors that will 
hold the foundations of this Ummah steady?" Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~~ replied, 
"There are three factors and they will ensure salvation. (The first is) Sincerity, 
which is the nature upon which Allaah has created people, (the second is) salaah, 

(1) Abu NU'aym in his Hilya (\/01.1 Pg.20I). 
(2) Abu Nu'aym in his Hilya (\/01. 1 Pg.2I6). 
(3) Ibn Jareer (\/01.3 Pg.3I8). 
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which is a fundamental pillar of Deen and (the third is) obedience (to the Muslim 
leader), in which lies one's protection." "What you say is true," Hadhrat Umar 
~ acknowledged. 
When Hadhrat Umar ~ had passed by, Hadhrat Mu'aadh ~ turned to 
those sitting with him and said, "(0 Umarn Your time is better than those 
afterwards because great disputes shall arise after you. (Then addressing those 
with him, he said) He (Hadhrat Umar ~) will be living on for only a short 
while." (I) 

The Incident of Hadhrat Aanlir bin Abd Qais 
in this Regard 

Hadhrat Abu Abdah Ambari reports that when the Muslims arrived (as 
conquerors) in Madaa'in and were gathering the booty together, a man arrived 
with a dish (full of precious gems) and handed it over to the person in charge of 
the distribution of the booty. Those with him exclaimed, 'We have never seen 
anything like this! Let alone equalling the value of everything else we have 
gathered, all of it does not even come close to the value of this!" They then asked 
the man, "Have you taken anything from this?" "Listen well!" he said to them, "By 
Allaah! Had it not been for the fear of Allaah, I would not have brought this to 
you in the first place." 
When they realised that this was a very special person, they asked who he was. 
"By Allaah!" he responded, "I shall not inform you for you to praise me, nor shall I 
inform anyone else for them to praise me falsely. I prefer to rather praise Allaah 
and be content with His rewards." One of the people however followed the man 
to his companions and asked them who he was. He turned out to be none other 
than Aamir bin Abd e Qays. (2) 

'd ~'t\1::'''r'~ . d H dhr t J b· ~'1\1::"'r'~Ha dhra t Sa ~.\.:III~an a a aa Ir~.\.:111~ 

Attest to the Integrity of the Army at Qaadisiyyah 
Hadhrat Muhammad, Hadhrat Talha, Hadhrat Muhallab and several others 
reports that Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~\J.,~ said (on the occasion of the 
Battle of Qaadisiyyah), "By Allaah! This army is a truly trustworthy one. Had it not 
been for the excellence that the veterans of Badr have already been noted for, I 
would swear by Allaah that the men in this army also have the same excellence. 
After closely examining many groups of people, I found that they were deficient 
in distributing booty. I have however neither seen nor heard of such deficiencies 
in this army." (3) 

Hadhrat Jaabir bin Abdullaah ~~ said. "I swear in the name of Allaah besides 
Whom there is none worthy of worship that we found no one amongst the army 
fighting at Qaadisiyyah who desired the world together with the Aakhirah. We did 
however have doubts about three of them (from amongst the many thousands), 
(1) Ibn Jareer, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.8 Pg.226). 
(2) Ibn Jareer (VoU Pg.128). 
(3) Ibn Jareer (VoU Pg.128). 
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but they also turned out tb be most trustworthy and abstinent. They are Tulayha 
bin Khuwaylid ~, Amr bin Ma'dikarib ®.~ and Qais bin Makshooh 
~.,,(1) 

Hadhrat Umar ~)J.1~'s Statement about those who 

Brought to him the Jewels and Sword of the 


Persian Emperor 

Hadhrat Qais IjIi narrates that when the Persian Emperor's sword, belt and jewels 
were brought to Hadhrat Vmar ~'@;6, he remarked, "Those who have brought 
this must truly be trustworthy people." To this, Hadhrat Ali ®~ pOinted out, 
"It is because you are trustworthy that your subjects are also trustworthy," (2) 

Seeking Allaah's Assistance through the 

Glorious Qur'aan and Adhkaar 


The Letter Hadhrat Umar ~)J.1~ Wrote to Hadhrat 

Amr bin AI Aas ~~ Concerning Seeking 


Assistance from AIlaah 

Hadhrat Zaid bin Aslam ~ reports that when Hadhrat Vmar ®~'@;6 felt that 
Egypt was taking too long to conquer, he wrote the following letter to. Hadhrat 
Amr bin Al Aas ~~ (who led the military operations in Egypt): 

"It surprises me to see how long it is taking you to conquer Egypt. You 
are already fighting there for several years now. The only reason for 
this is because you people have started to do things differently and 
have developed love for this world just as your enemy has. Allaah 
assists people only when their intentions are sincere. 
I am sending four persons to you and am informing you that· as far as I 
know, each of them is worth a thousand others, unless they are also 
affected by that which affects others. When this letter reaches you, I 
want you to address the people, to encourage them to fight the enemy, 
to be steadfast and to correct their intentions. Keep these four ahead of 
all the others and command the army to attack the enemy all at once 
like a single person. The attack should take place just after midday on 
Friday because this is the time when Allaah's mercy descends and 
du'aas are accepted. Everyone should cry before Allaah and beg His 
assistance against the enemy." 

When the letter reached Hadhrat Amr ®~, he gathered the army, read the 
letter out to them and then sent for the four men. He placed them in front of the 
others, commanded everyone to make wudhu, to perform two Rakaahs salaah, to 

turn to Allaah and to beg Him for assistance. When this was done, Allaah granted 
them victory. 
(1) ibn Jareer (Vo1.3 Pg.128). 
(2) ibn Jareer (Vo1.3 Pg.l28). 
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Another narration states that when Hadhrat Amr bin AI Aas ~!J.,.~ felt that it was 
taking too long for him to conquer Egypt, he wrote to Hadhrat Umar ~,~ to 
ask for reinforcements. Hadhrat Umar ~~ sent four thousand troops, with a 
commander appointed over every thousand troops. Hadhrat Umar· ~~ also 
wrote to Hadhrat Amr bin AI Aas ~ saying: 
"I have sent you four thousand troops as reinforcements and appointed a 
commander for every thousand troops. The commander of every thousand troops 
is a man who is himself equivalent to a thousand troops; (they are) Zubayr bin 
Awaam ®!J.,.~, Miqdaad bin Aswad bin Amr ~'~, Ubaadah bin Saamit ~\Z~ 
and Maslamah bin Mukhallad ~~. Remember that you have twelve thousand 
troops with you and an army of twelve thousand can never be defeated for 
want of numbers." (1) 

The Letter Hadhrat Umar ~u.1~ Wrote to the 

Commanders in Shaam in this Regard 


Hadhrat Iyaadh Ash'ari reports that he was present during the Battle of Yarmook 
where there were five commanders over the Muslim army (because the five 
armies had merged there to fight together); (the five were) Hadhrat Abu ubaydah 
~, Hadhrat Yazeed bin Abu Sufyaan ~, Hadhrat Shurahbeel bin 
Hasanah ~, Hadhrat Khaalid bin Waleed ~~ and Hadhrat Iyaadh ~~ 
(who is not the one reporting this narration). Hadhrat Umar ®~'s instruction 
was that Hadhrat Abu Ubaydah ~ should be the commander-in-chief if a 
battle took place. The army then wrote a letter to Hadhrat Umar ®!J.,.~, 
informing him that death was storming towards them (because the enemy 
outnumbered them) and he should reinforce them with more troops. 

Hadhrat Umar ~ replied to their letter by writing: 
''Your letter requesting me for reinforcements has reached me. I shall therefore 
refer you to one who is a more powerful helper and who has a ready army. He is 
Allaah ~~. Ask Him for assistance because Muhammad ~ was assisted at 
Badr when his forces were less than yours." (2) 

Another narration states that Hadhrat Umar ~~ added, "When this letter 
reaches you, I want you to fight them without writing back to me." The narrator 
says, "We then fought them and defeated all of them within a distance of four 
Farsakh (approximately twelve miles). We also earned a large amount of booty. 
When we discuss the matter, Hadhrat Iyaadh ~~ proposed that we exchange 
ten of the enemy prisoners for each one of ours. 
Hadhrat Abu. ubaydah ~ then asked for someone to race him. A youngster 
volunteered saying, 'I would like to, if you don't mind.' The youngster managed to 
beat Hadhrat Abu Ubaydah ~ and I watched him trail behind on his 
bare-backed horse with his two locks of hair flying furiously behind him." (3) 

(I) Ibn Abdui Hakam, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaai(VoL3 Pg.151). 
(2) Kanzul Ummaal (Vol.3 Pg, 145). 
(3) Ahmad, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (VoL6 Pg.213) and Ibn Katheer 

in his TalSeer (VoL I PgAOO). 
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The Muslims Seek Allaah's Assistance using the 

Qur'aan during the Battle of Qpadisiyyah 


Hadhrat Muhammad, Hadhrat Talha and Hadhrat Ziyaad all report that after 
leading the zuhr salaah, Hadhrat Sa'd ~~~ instructed a youngster to recite the 
Surah of }ihaad (Surah Anfaal). The youngster was from amongst the Qurra 
(learned scholars of the Qur'aan) and Hadhrat Umar ~ had appointed him 
to be with Hadhrat Sa'd ~ all the time. All the Muslims there had learnt the 
Surah of Jihaad and when the youngster recited it to the soldiers beside him, 
soon it was recited in the entire regiment. This lighted up the hearts and eyes of 
the Muslims and they all derived tranquillity from reciting it. 
Another narration states that because the Muslims had learnt the Surah of 
Jihaad, Hadhrat Sa'd ~~ commanded them to recite it to each other. (1) 

Rasulullaah ~~ Teaches the Sahabah ~~~ to 

Seek Allaah's Assistance Through the Verses 


of the OJIr'aan 

Hadhrat Ibraheem bin Haarith Tameemi ~ reports that Rasulullaah ~ 
once sent them on an expedition and instructed them to recite the following 
verse every morning and evening: 

_ J{1I,,*, , .I, ~"''''' """',.1, "*:"')
(\\OI:.o,!\:~jJ>Oj.,....),~~WI~I· 

Did you think that We had created you in vain (for no purpose). {Surah 

Mu'minoon, verse 115} 

When they recited the verse, they earned plenty of booty and remained safe. (2) 

Hadhrat Sa'd ~~~ Commands the Muslims to 

Seek Allaah's Assistance by Reciting "Allaahu 

Akbar" and "Laa Howla wa Laa Quwwata IlIa 


Billaah" during the Battle of Badr 

Hadhrat Muhammad, Hadhrat Talha and Hadhrat Ziyaad all report that Hadhrat 
Sa'd ~~ commanded the Muslims saying, "Remain in your positions and do 

J .. , .... ,,~ ,

not move until after you have performed the Zuhr salaah. When I call out WI.uJI) 
,I.. '''' ,Ii. ...(,Allaahu Akbar'), you should all also say WI .uJ\)('Allaahu Akbar') and then start 

,,'" Ji, .. ~ 
preparation for the battle. Remember that the words W'.uJI)(,Allaahu Akbar') was 
not granted to any nation before you and it was granted to you to give you 

.1.. '" ,J. ..
strength. When you then hear me call out W' .uJ\)('Allaahu Akbar') for the second 
time, you should again call out the same and complete your preparations. 
Thereafter when I call out ~ llib('Allaahu Akbar') for the third time, you should 
again call out the same and those on horseback should proceed to the battlefield 
and launch the offensive to give courage to the infantry. When I then call out 
(1) Ibn}areer (Vo1.3 Pg.47). 
(2) 	Abu Nu'aym in his Ma'rifah and Ibn Mandah, as quoted in KanzuJ UmmaaJ (Vo1.2 Pg.327) and 

Jsaabah (VoU Pg.15). 
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('A1laahu Akbar') for the fourth time, you must all assault the enemy and engage 
them in close combat. You should also then recite: 

(JJ~~li~~)J;;'~) ('Laa Howla 'Na Laa Quwwata lila Billaah')." (I)- ',
Another narration states that when the Qurraa had completed (reciting the verses 
of Jihaad), Hadhrat Sa'd !@~ called out <.#I ~.Lh('A1laahu Akbar'). Those closest 
to him then also called out the Takbeer C?l iliI) and in this manner, the rest of 
them called out the Takbeerby hearing it from the others. The soldiers were then 
mobilised (and started preparing). When the second Takbeerwas called out, the 

.1.. '" "J. "" preparations were rounded up and when <.r.S"1 4.U1)(,A11aahu Akbar') was called out 
for the third time, the rhost courageous ones confronted the enemy and started 
the battle ... The narration still continues further. (2) 

Seeking Allaah's Assistance through the Agency of 
Rasulullaah ~'s Hair 

Hadhrat Ja'far bin AbduIlaah bin Hakam reports that when Hadhrat Khaalid bin 
Waleed !@~ lost his hat during the Battle of Yarmook, he gave the order for it 
to be found. When the people failed to find it, he again gave the command for them 
to search for it. This time, they managed to find it. Ithappened to be an old hat, so 
Hadhrat Khaalid ~ explained. He said, "When Rasulullaah ~ performed 
Umrah and had his hair shaved off, people raced around him (to get some ont). I 
managed to beat them to the forelocks and kept it in this hat. Whenever I 
participate in battle with these hairs on me, I am always granted victory." (3) 
Another narration states that Hadhrat Khaalid bin waleed ~ had a hat in 
which were the hairs of Rasulullaah ~. Hadhrat Khaalid ~~ used to say, "Whenever 
I confront an enemy with this hat on my head, I am always granted victory." (4) 

Competing with Each other in Doing Good Deeds 
Hadhrat Shaqeeq says, "We started off the Battle of Qaadisiyyah at the beginning 
of the day and the time for Zuhr had arrived by the time we returned (from the 
battlefield). Since the Mu'adhin was injured, all the others wanted the 
opportunity (to call out the Adhaan). They were all so keen that they were close 
to coming to blows with their swords. Hadhrat Sa'd !@,~ then drew lots and 
the opportunity fell to the lot <;>f someone, who then called out the Adhaan." (5) 

Thinking Nothing of the Glamour and 

Glitter of this World 


The Incident of Hadhrat Mughiera bin Shu'ba 

~UJ~ and the Persian Ruler Dhul Haajibayn 


Hadhrat Ma'qal bin Yasaar !@,~ reports a lengthy narration concerning the 
(1) Ibn }areer (VoU Pg.47). 
(2) Ibn }areer (VoU Pg.47l. 
(3) Tabraani and Abu Ya'la, reporting from reliable sources as confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.9 Pg,349). 

Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.299) has reported a similar narration, as has Abu Nu'aym in his DaJaa'il (Pg.159). 
(4) Abu Nu'aym, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vol. 7 Pg.31). 
(5) Ibn )areer (VoU Pg.70). 
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conquest of Isfahaan which took place under the comm.and of Hadhrat Nu'maan 
bin Muqarrin ~. Part of the narration states that when Hadhrat Nu'maan 
~ (and his army) arrived (at Isfahan), there was a river separating him from 
the city. Hadhrat Nu'maan ~ sent Hadhrat Mughiera bin Shu'ba ®.~ as 
an envoy. 
The Persian ruler of the area was Dhul Haajibayn. He consulted with his courtiers 
saying, "Do you think that I should sit before him in battledress or with the pomp 
and splendour of a king?" When they advised him to rather sit with the pomp and 
ceremony of a king, he did so. He sat on his throne, placed his crown upon his 
head and was surrounded by two rows of his courtiers dressed in velvet and 
wearing earrings and bangles. 
When Hadhrat Mughiera ~ arrived, he walked briskly with his head 
lowered. He carried a spear and shield with him and started poking holes in the 
carpet upon which the courtiers stood in their rows. In this way, he tore the 
carpet so that the people may take it as an ill omen (a foreboding that their 
kingdom will also be torn apart). 
Addressing Hadhrat Mughiera ~, Dhul Haajibayn said, ''You Arabs have been 
affli~ted with starvation and hardships, because of which you have left your land 
(and come here). If you please, we shall supply you with grains and you may 
return to your land." 
Hadhrat Mughiera !:ID~ then started to talk. After duly praising Allaah, he said, 
"We, the Arab people, used to consume carrion and although others wielded 
power over us, we never wielded power over anyone. Allaah then raised a Nabi 
from amongst us, who was amongst our most noble people, of the highest 
lineage and the most truthful. He promised us that these lands will fall to us and 
we have always found his promises to be true. Now that I have seen the exquisite 
garments you have here and the fine luxuries, I do not think that any of the 
people with me will want to leave without them ... " The narration still continues 
further. (1) 

The Incidents of Hadhrat Rib'ee ~~~, Hadhrat 
Hudhayfah ~~~ and Hadhrat Mughiera ~~~ 

with Rustam at Q!ladisiyyah 
Hadhrat Muhammad ., Hadhrat Talha, Hadhrat Arnr and Hadhrat Ziyaad all 
reports that Hadhrat Sa'd bin Abi Waqqaas ~ sent for Hadhrat Mughiera 
~ and few others and said to them, "I intend sending you to those people 
(the persians). What have you to say about it?" They all said in one voice, "We 
shall do as you command and do no more. If a situation arises concerning which 
there are no directives from you, we shall look for what is best and most 
beneficial for the people and discuss that with them." 
Hadhrat Sa'd ~ then said to them, "Such is the behaviour of intelligent and 

(I) 	Haakim (Vo1.3 Pg.293). Tabraani has reported a similar narration from reliable sources as 
confirmed by Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.217). 
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experienced people. Go and get ready." Hadhrat Rib'ee bin Aamir ~~ then 
said, "The non-Arabs have their own peculiar ideas and etiquette and if we all 
go to them, they will feel that we are placing them on a pedestal. Do not send 
more than one person." When the other agreed with this, Hadhrat Rib'ee ~ 
volunteered to go first Hadhrat Sa'd ~ then sent him and Hadhrat .Ub'ee 
~ left to meet Rustam in his cantonment. 
However, the sentries at the bridge stopped Hadhrat Rib'ee ~ and sent a 
message to Rustam, informing him of the arrival. Rustam consulted with some 
leaders of persia, asking, ''What are your opinions? Should we boast only about 
our military superiority or should we make them feel worthless (by displaying 
our wealth and riches)?" They were all unanimous about making the Muslims 
seem worthless, so they made a display of their opulent commodities, they laid 
out exquisite carpets and cushions and spared nothing in their effort. A golden 
throne was made for Rustam and he dressed most lavishly. Expensive rugs and 
cushions woven with gold thread were also laid out. 
Hadhrat Rib'ee ~ arrived on his short, long-haired horse, carrying a shining 
sword. His scabbard was a pouch made of old cloth and his spear was tied with a 
leather strap. He also carried a shield made of cow's hide, the face of which had 
round patches of red leather that resembled rotis(1). He also carried his bow and 
arrows with him. When he came to the court and reached the first of the rugs, he 
was told to alight from his horse. He however rode the horse on the rug and 
alighted only when it stood properly on the rug. He then tore up two cushions, 
pierced the horse's reins through them and tied the horse up. All this while, the 
people there were unable to stop him. Hadhrat Rib'ee ~~ knew well that they 
were displaying everything to 'lim to make him feel inferior, so he wished to get 
the upper hand over them (because of which he did what he did to show them 
that their wealth held no attraction for him). 
The armour Hadhrat Rib'ee ~~ was wearing flowed over him like a dam and 
he wore the hide of a camel over it like a cloak. He had made a hole in the hide, 
drew it over his head and tied it about his waist with a cord made from plant 
fibres. Hadhrat Rib'ee ~ was amongst the hairiest of all Arabs and his hair 
was tied with the leather reins of a camel. His hair was separated into four locks 
that stood like the horns of a mountain goat. 
The people told him to put down his weapons, to which he replied, "I have not 
come here by my own accord, so you cannot instruct me to drop my weapons. It 
is you who have sent for me, so if you do not want me to come as I please, I 
might as wen go back." When this was reported to Rustam, he said, "Allow him 
in. He is but one person." Hadhrat Rib'ee ~~ arrived, leaning on his spear 
that had a sharp head. He took short steps and tore the rugs and cushions (with 

the spear) as he walked. There was no cushion or rug that he did not ruin, 

leaving them all torn and tattered after him. 

When he came up to Rustam, the sentries surround~d him. Hadhrat Rib'ee 


(1) Round unleavened bread commonly eaten in Eastern countries. 
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~~ then sat on the ground and stuck his spear into the rug. "What made you 
do that?" they asked, Hadhrat Rib'ee ~ replied, "We do not like to sit on 
those decorated places of yours." Rustam then addressed Hadhrat Rib'ee ~ 
saying, "Whatbringsyouhere?" "Allaah has sent us," Hadhrat Rib'ee ~,~ replied, 
"Allaah has sent us to remove whoever He wills from servitude to man and to 
lead him to the servitude of Allaah. Allaah has sent us to remove them from 
the narrowness of this world towards its vastness and from the oppression of 
other religions towards the justice of Islaam ... " The narration then continues, 
as has been quoted in the chapter discussing the Da'wah that the Sahabah 
~ gave during the Khilaafah of Hadhrat Umar ~~. The narration 
proceeds to state that Rustam said to the courtiers (when they criticised Hadhrat 
Rib'ee ~~'s appearance), "Shame on you! Do not look at clothing but rather 
look at the prudence, the speech and the personality. The Arabs care little for 
clothing and food but are covetous about their lineage. They do not dress like 
you and have different tastes." 
The Persians then approached Hadhrat Rib'ee ~,u.~ to have a look at his 
weapons, regarding them to be inferior. He said to them, "Do you wish to show 
me your military prowess and I shall show you mine?" He then drew his sword 
from his cloth pouch and it flashed like a flame of fire. "Sheath it!" they called out 
(in terror). He then sheathed his sword. They then fired arrows at his shield while 
he fired arrows at theirs. Their shield was shattered while his shield remained 
intact. He then addressed them saying, "0 Persians! While you have given great 
importance to food and drink, we treat it with little ceremony." He then went 
back after giving them· time (three days) to consider their position. 
The following day, the Persians sent a message saying that they wanted the same 
person sent back to them. Hadhrat Sa'd ~~ however sent Hadhrat Hudhayfah 
bin Mihsin ~~~. He also arrived in simple attire as Hadhrat Rib'ee ~~ wore. 
When he also came to the first rug, he was told to alight from his animal. He 
however said, "That I would have done if I had come to you for my own needs. 
Ask your king whether I have come for his need or for mine, If he says that it is 
for my own need, he is lying and I shall return and leave you alone. However, if 
he says that it is for his own need, then I shall come as I please." 
Rustam instructed the sentries to allow Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~u.~ in and he 
rode up to Rustam who was seated on his throne. "You may get off your animal," 
Rustam said. "I shall not," Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~~ replied. When he saw that 
Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ would not get off the animal, Rustam asked, 'What is 
the matter that you have come and not your companion who came yesterday?" 
Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ replied, "Our leader wishes to treat us equally in 
favourable and adverse conditions. It is my turn today." 
'What brings you people here?" Rustam asked. Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ replied, 
"Allaah G,li.1j;;r;\; has favoured us with His religion and shown us His signs until we 
realised that it was the truth even though we had been opposed to it. He then 
commanded us to invite people to one of three options. We shall accept any of 
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the three options they choose. Either you accept Islaam and we shall leave you 
alone. OthelWise, you may choose to pay the Jizya and we shall stand in your 
defence whenever the need arises. The next option is battle." "Do we have a few 
days to enter into an agreement?" Rustam asked. Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~~ replied, 
"You have three days which started yesterday." 
When Rustam received from Hadhrat Hudhayfah ~ nothing more than he 
got from Hadhrat Rib'ee ~~, he sent him away and addressed his 
companions saying, "Shame on you people! Do you not see what I see? The firs.t 
man came to us yesterday and defeated us on our premises. He degraded what 
we were enamoured with, stood his horse on our opulence and even tied his 
horse to it. He took a good omen from what he did and returned to his people, 
taking some of our soil with him. That was apart from his superior intelligence. 
Today this other man arrived aI)d stood over us, also taking a good omen from it 
by taking our land after expelling us from it." Rustam however infuriated the 
others and they also infuriated him (by refusing to listen to him). 
The following day, the Persians again asked for someone to be sent to them and 
this time, Hadhrat Mughiera bin Shu'ba ®~ was sent. (1) Another narration 
continues the narrative, staying that when Hadhrat Mughiera ~ reached the 
bridge to cross over into Persian territory, he was halted by the sentries who first 
sought permission from Rustarn to allow him in. The Persians, however, did not 
leave out any of the pomp and ceremony in their effort to make the Arabs feel 
inferior. Therefore, when Hadhrat Mughiera ~~ arrived, the Persians still 
boasted their opulence. They wore crowns, garments woven from gold threads 
and carpets were laid out the distance that an arrow travelled. The only way to 
reach the king was over this length of carpet. 
Hadhrat Mughiera ~ who also wore four locks of hair walked up to Rustam 
and sat with him on his throne and cushion. The courtiers sprang up, grabbed at 
him and brought him down, even hitting him mildly. Hadhrat Mughiera ~ 
addressed them saying, "We have always heard that you people were intelligent, 
but I do not think that there is any nation more foolish than you. We Arabs treat 
each other as equals and do not make slaves of each other unless circumstances 
of war demand. I had always thought that you people also practice equality 
amongst yourselves just as we do. Rather than doing what you just did, it would 
have been better if you just told me that some of you prevail as masters over 
others. If Sitting beside Rustam was not palatable to you, we will then not do so 
again. I would have not come to you had you not sent for me,but today I can see 
that your sovereignty is soon to vanish and that you will be vanq:uished because 
no power can survive with such a way of life and with such a mentality." 
(Hearing this) The common people shouted, "The Arab is right!" To this, the 
leaders remarked, "By Allaah! He has made a statement towards which our slaves 
will always be referring us! May Allaah destroy our elders! How foolish were they 
to regard these people (the Arabs) as insignificant (they should have realised the 

(1) Ibn Jareer (Vol.3 Pg.33}. 
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threat and wiped them out a long time ago) ... " The narration then continues to 
mention the questions Rustam asked and the replies Hadhrat Mughiera ~ 
gave him. (1) 

Paying no Heed to the Numbers of the 

Enemy and their Resources 


What Hadhrat Thaabit bin Aqram ~l1~ said to 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~).1.1~about this o:p the 


Occasion of the Battle of Mu'ta 

Hadhrat Abu Hurayrah ~ reports, "I participated in the Battle of Mu'ta. When 
the Mushrikeen arrived. we saw what none of us could ever hope to match. Their 
numbers were overwhelming, as were their weapons, their horses, their velvet, 
silk and gold. The sight actually made my eyes squint. It was then that Thaabit 
bin Aqram ~ said, '0 Abu Hurayrah! It appears that you are seeing an 
overwhelming adversary'?' 'I certainly am,' I replied. He then said, 'You were not 
with us at Badr. It is not with large numbers that we are assisted (but by the 
power of Allaah).",(2) 

The Letter Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ Wrote to 

Hadhrat Amr bin AI Aas ~).1.1~ in this regard 


Hadhrat Abdullaah bin Amr bin Al Aas ~~ reports that Hadhrat Abu Bakr 
~ wrote the following letter to Hadhrat Arm bin Al AaS @~: 

"Salaamun Alayk 
Your letter detailing the enormous force that the Romans have 
gathered has reached me. When we were with Nabi ~, Allaah never 
assisted us with large numbers .and a large concentration of troops. 
There were times when we fought with Rasulullaah ~ with only two 
horses and our condition was so poor that we had to share camels. 
When we were with Rasulullaah ~ in the Battle of Uhud, we had 
only one horse, which Rasulullaah ~ rode. Despite this, Allaah 
granted us victory and assistance against our enemies. 0 Amr! 
Remember that the one who is most obedient to Allaah is the one who 
most detests sin. Obey Allaah and command your companions to obey 
Allaah as welL" (3) 

The Statement of Hadhrat Khaalid bin Waleed 
~ about this on the Occasion of the 

Battle of Yarmook 
Ha(jhrat Ubaadah @,~ and Hadhrat Khaalid ~ both report that a man 
(1) Ibn }areer (VoL3 Pg.36). 
(2) 	Bayhaqi, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (VolA Pg.244). waaqidi has reported a similar 

narration in brief, as quoted in {saabah (V"LI Pg.i90). 
(3) Tayaalisi, as quoted in Kanzul Ummaal (Vo1.3 Pg.135). Tabraani has reported a similar narration in 

his Awsat but Haythami (Vo1.6 Pg.117) has commented on the chain of narrators. 
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once said to Hadhrat Khaalid ~~, "The Romans are so many and the Muslims 
so few!" To this, Hadhrat Khaalid ®~ remarked, "The Muslims are so many 
and the Romans so few!· An army is large only when they receive Allaah's 
assistance and they are few when Allaah does not assist them. Numbers do not 
matter. By Allaah! I wish that my (horse) Ashqar recovers from his injury 
(incurred because of the long and speedy journey from Iraq to Shaam) and that 
the Romans were double in number." (1) 

What the Enemy had to Say about the 
Sahabah ~~~ Gaining Victory over them 
The Statement of one of the Apostates Concerning 

the Valour of the Sahabah ~~ 
Hadhrat zuhri reports that after Hadhrat Abu Bakr ®~ assumed the office of 
Khilaafah, some Arabs left the fold of Islaam. Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ then 
personally marched against them, but when he reached a watering place near 
Baqee, he sensed that the safety of Madinah would be jeopardised. He therefore 
returned to Madinah and placed Allaah's Sword Hadhrat Khaalid bin waleed bill 
Mughiera ~ in command of an army. Others were recruited to join him and 
Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~'s instruction to him was to march to the locality of the 
Mudhar tribe, where he was to wage war against all those who forsook Islaam. 
He was then to march to Yamaamah tofight Musaylama Kadhaab (false prophet). 
Hadhrat Khaalid ®~ left and it so happened that he first fought Tulayha 
Kadhaab Asadi (another false prophet), who was joined by Uyaynah bin Hisn bin 
Hudhayfah Fazaari. Allaah gave the Muslims victory. When Tulayha saw how 
badly defeated his troops were, he exclaimed, "Shame on yOU! Why are you being 
defeated so?" One of his men replied saying, "I shall inform you of the reason for 
our defeat. There is not a single man amongst us who does not want his 
companion to be killed before him. On the other hand, we are fighting people 
who would love to be killed before their companions." 
Tulayha was a furious fighter and martyred both Hadhrat Ukaasha bin Mihsin 
~ and Hadhrat Ibn Aqram ~ on that day. However, when the truth 
dawned on Tulayha, he left the battlefield on foot and went on to accept Islaam 
and enter into the Ihraam for Umrah ... The narration still goes on. (2) 

The Statement the King of Alexandria made to 

Hadhrat J\mr bin AI Aas ~ in this regard 


Hadhrat Amr bin Al Aas ~~ says, "I was the commander of the Muslim army 

that marched to Alexandria. The king of the city made a request saying, 'Send out 

one of your men to me so that I can speak to him and he can speak to me.' 'None 

but I shall go to him,' I said and I left. Both he and I had a translator and two 


(I) Ibn ]areer (Vo1.2 Pg.594). 
(2) Bayhaqi (VoL8 Pg. I 75). 
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stages were set up for us. 'Who are you people?' he asked. My reply was: 'We are 
Arabs. We are people accustomed to thorns and acacia trees (not lush gardens). 
We are also the custodians of Allaah's House. We had the most inhospitable of 
lands, led the harshest of lives, ate carrion and looted each other. We led the 
worst of lives anyone could ever lead until a man emerged from amongst us. He 
was not the most prominent of us, neither was he the wealthiest. He told us that 
he was Allaah's Nabi and commanded us to do things that we did not know 
about. He also forbade us from doing what we had been doing and what our 
forefathers had been doing. We therefore opposed him, falsified him and refused 
to accept his words. 
Eventually people from outside came out and said to him, 'We believe in you, we 
believe what you say, are prepared to follow you and to fight whoever fights you. 
He therefore went tothem. We then went after him and fought him, but he 
prevailed over us and defeated us. He then turned to the other Arabs around him 
and defeated them as well. If those behind me know what luxurious lives you 
people lead, every one of them would come here to you and join you in it.' 
The king laughed and said, 'Your prophet told you the truth. Our prophets also 
came to us with the same message your prophet brought and we remained 
steadfast on their teachings until kings started to preside over us. Their 
behaviour with us conformed with their whims rather than with the teachings of 
the. prophets. If you people adhere to the teachings of your prophet, you will 
prevail over everyone you engage in battle and you will defeat anyone who tries 
to attack you. However, as soon as you do what we did by forsaking the 
teachings of the prophets and by acting on your desires, you will become just like 
us. You will then neither be more than us in number nor any stronger.'" 
Hadhrat Amr bin AI Aas ~ says, "I have not spoken to anyone afterwards 
who gave me any better advice than he." (1) 

A Roman Leader's Statement to Heraclius 
concerning the Reasons for Triumphs of the 

Sahabah ~JJ&~ 
Hadhrat Abu ls'haaq reports that no enemy could stand his ground before any of 
the Sahabah ~ for even the time it took between two successive squeezes 
of a camel's teats when it is milked. Heraclius was in Antioch at the time when 
his Roman army returned defeated from a battle (against the Muslims). "Shame 
on you!" Heraclius said to them, "Tell me about those people you were fighting 
against. Are they not humans like you?" "They certainly are," the men replied. 
"Then were you more in number or were their numbers more?" "On every 
occasion we were several times more in number than they," came the reply. 
"Then what is the matter," Heraclius asked, ''Why were you still defeated?" 
An elderly leader explained. He said, "It is because they stand in salaah all 
(1) 	Tabraani. Haythami (Vo\.6 Pg.218) has commented on the chain of narrators. Abu Ya'ia has 

reported a similar narration, but Haythami (Vo1.8 Pg.238) has commented on the chain of 
narrators. 
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night, they fast all day, they fulfil their promises, they enjoin good, they· forbid 
from evil and are just towards each other. It is also because we drink wine, we 
fornicate, we do what is prohibited, we break our promises, we rob, we 
oppress, we enjoin what is forbidden, prohibit people from acts that please 
Allaah and we spread anarchy on earth." Heraclius said, "You are telling me 
the truth." (1) 

A Christian Arab Describes the Sahabah ~~~ to 
the Commander of Damascus 

Hadnrat Yahya bin Yahya Ghassaani reports that two men from his tribe reported, 
''When the Muslims set up camp outside Jordan, we talked amongst ourselves 
that Damascus would soon be under siege. We therefore went to do our business 
in Damascus before that happened. We were still there when the commander of 
Damascus sent for us. 
When we came before him, he asked, 'Are you two Arabs?' When we replied in the 
affirmative, he asked further, 'Are you Christians?' 'Yes,' we repliedYHe then said, 
'One of you will have to spy on them to learn about their intentions. The other 
will stay behind to look after his companion's belongings~' One of us then went 
and stayed with the Muslims for some time before returning. 
He said, 'I have come to you from people who are thin and who ride fine 
horses. They are monks by night, brave horsemen by day and can even attach 
feathers to their arrows, carve them out by themselves and straighten their 
spears to perfection. If you were to speak to someone sitting beside you, he 
would be unable to hear you because they were always reciting the Qur'aan 
and engaging in Dhikr in loud voices." The commander then turned to his 
companions and said, "Such peorle have come to you against whom you can 
offer no resistance." (2) , 

A Christian Arab Describes the Sahabah ~~ 
to Qubuqalaar 

Hadhrat Urwa ~ reports that when the two armies confronted each other 
(during the Battle of Yarmook) , Qubuqalaar(the Roman general) sent for an Arab 
man whom the narrator believes was a man from the Yazeed bin Haydaan family 
of the Qudhaa'ah tribe. His was known as Ibn Huzaarif. Qubuqalaar's instruction 
to the man was, "Infiltrate the ranks of these people, stay with them for a day and 
a night and then report their condition to me." 
Because he was Arab, he blended into the Muslim army undetected and stayed 
with them for a day and a night. When he then returned, Qubuqalaar asked him 
what he had found out. He replied, "They are monks by night and valiant 
horsemen by day. Even if their king's son had to steal, they would amputate 
(1) 	Ahmad bin Marwaan Maaliki in his Mujaalasa, as quoted in Ai Bidaayah wan Nihaayah(Vo1.7 

Pg.15). Ibn ASaakir (Vol.! Pg.143) has reported a.similar narration. . 
(2) 	Al Bidaayah wan Nihaayah (Vol. 7 Pg.15). Ibn ASaakir (Vol.! Pg.143) has reported a similar 

narration. 
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his hand and should he commit adultery, he will be stoned so that the law is 
enforced." 
To this, Qubuqalaar remarked, "If what you say is true, then being underground 
is better than clashing with them above the ground. I wish that Allaah would 
leave me alone with them, without assisting either me against them or them 
against me (in which case our larger numbers would win the day)." (1) 

A Persian Spy Describes the Sahabah ~~ 
to Rustam 

Hadhrat Ibn Rufayl narrates that when Rustam camped at Najaf, he sent a spy 
from there to the Muslim army. The spy infiltrated their ranks so well at 
Qaadisiyyah that he appeared to be one of them. He saw them brushing with the 
Miswaak before every salaah, performing salaah and then dispersing to their 
respective tents. He then returned and informed Rustam about their condition 
and about the lives they led. 
Rustam interrogated him thoroughly, even asking what it was that the Sahabah 
~ ate. To this the spy replied, "By Allaah! Although I stayed with them an 
entire night, I did not see them eat anything. All I saw them do was to suck on 
some sticks in the evening, when they went to sleep and just before dawn. 
Rustam then proceeded and when he camped somewhere between Hisn and 
Ateeq, he happened to cross paths with the Muslim army. Hadhrat Sa'd ~'s 
Mu'addhin had just called out the Adhaan for the Fajr salaah and Rustam saw 
them aU preparing. He then instructed the Persians to mount their animals. When 
they. asked him the reason, he said, "D.id you not see that when the 
announcement was made amongst your enemy, they all started to prepare to 
fight you." The spy corrected him saying, "They.are only preparing for salaah;" 
Rustam then said the following words in Persian, the translation of which is: "A 
voice came to me in the morning. It was the voice of Umar, talking to those dogs 
(the Arabs) and teaching them some wisdom." After they had crossed the river, 
they again happened to cross paths as Hadhrat Sa'd ~'s Muaddhin called 
out the Adhaan for salaah. Hadhrat Sa'd ~ then led them in salaah. This 
.time, Rustam remarked, "Umar has now eaten my liver." (2) 

A Roman Describes the Sahabah ~)l.7~ 
to Heradius 

Hadhrat Abu Zahraa Qushayri reports from a man of the Qushayr tribe that as 
Heraclius was leaving for Constantinople, he met with a Roman who had been 
held captive by the Muslims and who had subseqllently escaped. "Tell me about 
these people," Heraclius asked the man. The man ;:,aid, "I shall describe them to 
you as if you are actually looking at them. They are valiant horsemen by day, 
monks by night and they never take anything from their non-Muslim subjects 
without paying its full price. They never see anyone without first greeting with 
(\) Ibn Jareer (Voi.2 Pg.610). 
(2) Ibn Jareer (VoL3 PgA5) 
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Salaam and they remain glued to anyone they meet in combat until the matter 
is settled." To this, Heraclius remarked, "If what you say is true, they will 
certainly be the inheritors of this land beneath my feet." (1) 

The Statement that the Emperor of China made 
about the Sahabah ~)J.1~ 

(The Emperor of Persia) Yazdgird once wrote to the Emperor of China to seek 
reinforcements. Addressing the Persian envoy, the Chinese Emperor said, "I know 
well that it is the duty of any Emperor to assist another against those who are 
overpowering him. However, I want you to describe to me these people who are 
driving you out of your lands because I gather from what you said that they are 
fewer in number than you. From what you· have described to me, people as few 
as them cannot overpower an adversary as many as you unless there is 
tremendous good in them and rot within you." "You may ask me whatever you 
please about them," the envoy said. 
The Emperor then asked, "Do they fulfil their promises?" ''Yes,'' the envoy replied. 
The next question was, "What do they tell you before they engage you in 
combat?" "They invite us to accept one of three options. We either accept their 
religion, in which case they treat us as they treat each other. Otherwise, we may 
accept to pay the Jizya and thus receive their protection. The final option is to 
face them in battle." 
The Emperor then asked, "How obedient are they towards their leaders." ''They 
are the most obedient of all people towards their leaders," came the reply. The 
Emperor further asked, "What do they regard as lawful and what do they regard 
as unlawful?" When the envoy gave him a detailed reply, the Emperor asked, "And 
do they forbid what has been made lawful for them or make lawful what has 
been forbidden for them?" "This they do not do," the envoy replied. The Emperor 
then said, "Such a nation will never be destroyed as long as they regard what is 
lawful as lawful and what is unlawful as unlawfu1." 
The next question the Emperor asked was about the clothing the Sahabah 
~ wore. When the envoy described it to him, he then asked about the 
modes of transport the Sahabah ~ used. The envoy described the Arab 
horses that the Sahabah ~ used in detail, after which the Emperor 
remarked, ''Those make excellent fortresses." The envoy then went on to describe 
the camels that they used and even explained how they sit and then get up with 
their loads. The Emperor (who had probably never seen a camel before) notes, 
"That is common with all animals that have long necks." 
The Chinese Emperor then wrote back to Yazdgird saying, "It is not ignorance of 
my duty that prevents me from sending to your aid an army so large that while 
the first of it is in (the Persian city of) Marw, the last is still here in China. 
However, the description of these people whom your envoy has described to me 
tells me that if they had to come up against a mountain, they would certainly 

(1) ibn Jareer (Vo!.3 Pg.99) 
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shatter it. If they are left to advance and retain their qualities, they will soon 
remove me from my kingship. Enter into a treaty with them and be content to 
abide by the clauses of the treaty. You should however never attack them as long 
as they do not attack you." (1) 

This is the last narration that I wish to include in this book. 

"~I GI~ CJI ~jJ:S;;~; hS-~J I~ GI~ :S~I ~ ~I" 
All praise is for Allaah, Who has guided us to this because we would riever 
have been rightly guided had Allaah not guided us. 

(~i ~ ~J W~ 41 ~J G~I ~ ~ ~jJ ~II 

"0 Allaah!Had it not been foryou, we would never have been guided 

neither would we have given charity orperformed salaah 
So shower Your peace upon us 
Whenever they (the Kuftaar) intend any acts ofanarchy, we will oppose them" 
With these words this book Hayaatus Sahabah ~~ ("T~e Lives of the 

Sahabah 3~) is completed by the hand of the weak servant Muhammad 

Yusuf (May Allaah safeguard him against lamentation and grief) on this 

Wednesday of Allaah's month of Muharram, 1379 years after the Hijrah of 

Rasulullaah ~ (may Allaah shower a million mercies and greeting upon him). 


Compiled on 10th Muharram 12 midnight 1426. 


18 February 2005 


A.H.Elias(Mufti) 


Ismail Ebrahim (Moulana) 


(1) Ibn Jareer (Vol.3 Pg.249) 
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Glossary of Terms 

NOTE: This glossary has been made brief so that readers may have an easy 
understanding of the context in which the various terms appear. Refer to the 
Ulema for details of the various terms. 

A 
A.H.: "After Hijrah" When preceded by a number, this abbreviation denotes a 
specific year of the Islaamic calendar. For example, 5 A.H. means five years after 
the Hijrah took place. See Hijrah 
Aakhirah: The Hereafter, referring to the period after people have been brought 
back to life on the Day of Qiyaamah. This existence will be both physical as well 
as spiritual. 
Aaliha: see Ilaah 
Aalim (plural - Ulema): Literally means "a learned man". This title is used for a 
person who has studied the various branches of Islaamic knowledge. 
Aameen: An expression said at the end of a du'aa, meaning, "0 A1laah! Accept this 
du'aa." Similar to the expression "Amen", which affirms the content of a said 
prayer. 
Aayah (plural - Aayaat): This word literally means "a sign" but has the following 
three meanings:(I) the verses of the Qur'aan (2) the natural signs in .11e universe 
that inform one about the existence and Oneness of A1laah (3) miracles of the 
prophets. In many verses, all three meanings can be assumed at the same time. 
Aayatul Kursi: Literally translated as 'Verse of the Throne', this is the name of 
verse 255 of Surah Baqarah. 
Abdul Muttalib: The paternal grandfather of Rasulullaah ~. 
Abu Baier ~l1~: Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~ (bin Abu Quhaafah ~.~) was the 
most eminent of the Sahabah ~~~, the father-in-law of Rasulullaah ~ and 
the first Khalifah of Islaam. 
Abu-: A prefix meaning "father of'. Therefore, Abu Muhammad would mean "The 
father of Muhammad". 
Adhaan: The public call made before every Fardh salaah to inform Muslims that 
salaah is soon to take place. 
Ahaadeeth: see Hadith 
Ahlul Kitaab: The term literally means "People of the Book" and refers to the Jews 
and the Christians because they received books from A1laah, namely the Torah 
and the Injeel respectively. 
Ahzaab: see Battle of Ahzaab 
Ali ~~ (Hadhrat Ali bin Abi Taalib ~~): He was one of the most eminent 
Sahabah ~~, the son-in-law and cousin of Rasulullaah ~ and the fourth 
Khalifah of Islaam. 
AI-Ameen: A title given to Rasulullaah ~ even before he announced his 
Nabuwwaat. It means "the Trustworthy". 
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Allaah: Commonly spelt "Allah", He is the One and only being worthy of worship 
Who has no partners or children and is unlike anything we know. He is the 

. Creator and Sustainer of all creation and controls everything in the universe. 
only He knows, sees and hears everything and will only be seen by the people of 
Jannah. Non-Muslims refer to Him as "the God of the Muslims". 
Allaahu Akbar: An Arabic expression translated as "Allaah is the Greatest". This 
expression is referred to as the "Takbeer". 
Ambiyaa: see Nabi 
Amaanah: Literally translated as "trust" and refers to something given as a trust 
for another to keep until the owner wants it back. 
Ameer: The word means "leader" and may refer to any Muslim leader or 
commander appointed to lead others. See also Ameerul Mu'mineen 
Ameerul Mu'mineen: The term means "Leader of the Mu'mineen" and is a title 
reserved for someone who leads the Muslims. It was first used for Hadhrat Umar 

~~. 

Ansaar: Literally means "helpers". This term refers to those Muslims during the 
time of Rasulullaah ~ who were native inhabitants of Madinah and who 
helped the Muhaajireen who migrated to Madinah. A single person from amongst 
the Ansaar is referred to as an Ansaari. 
Ansaari: see Ansaar 
Asr: One of the five Fardh salaahs. It is performed between late afternoon and 
sunset. 
Aws: One of the two prominent tribes of the Ansaar. The other was the Khazraj 
tribe. 
Awqiya: The equivalent of 40 Dirhams, with one Dirham equal to approximately 
3.1 g of silver. 

B 
Badr: A place approximately 160 km south of Madinah where the Muslim army 
led by Rasulullaah ~ fought the Mushrikeen army in the first battle that the 
Muslims ever fought. Although only 313 in number and extremely short of arms 
and transport, the Muslims convincingly defeated the Mushrikeen, who 
numbered more than a thousand and were armed to the teeth. This battle took 
place two years after Rasulullaah ~ migrated to Madinah and is known as the 
Battle of Badr. 
Bani Israa'eel: Literally translated as "The children of Israa'eel". Israa'eel was the 
title of Hadhrat Ya'qoob ~, who was the son of Hadhrat Is'haaq ~ and the 
grandson of Hadhrat Ibraheem ~. The Bani Israa'eel are therefore the 
descendants of Hadhrat Ya'qoob ~. They are more commonly known as the 

Jews. 
Baqi: Also known as Jannatul Baqi or Baqi'ul Gharqad. This is the graveyard of 
Madinah. 
Barzakh: The stage of existence between the time when a person passes away 
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until the time when he is resurrected on the Day of Qiyaamah. It is commonly 
referred to as a person's "existence in the grave". 
Battle of Ahzaab: Also called the Battle of the Trench or the Battle of Khandaq, 
which was fought in 5 A.H. When the combined armies of the Jews and various 
Mushrikeen tribes decided to attack Madinah, the Sahabah ~ dug a trench 
around the city to keep them at bay. The word "Ahzaab" refers to many groups or 
armies, while the word "Khandaq" means "trench" - hence the rames of the 
battle. 
Battle of Badr: see Badr 
Battle of Tabook: see Tabook 
Battle of Uhud: see uhud 
Bay'ah: A pledge of allegiance,referring to the pledge people take at the hand of 
their leader, vowing to remain loyal to him. 
Baytul Maal: The public treasury of a Muslim country. 
Baytul Maqdas or Baytul Muqaddas (AI Quds/Jerusalem): This ancient city is 
famous in the Muslim world because the Masjidul Aqsa is located in it. 
Bid'ah: An act or a belief that is not part of Deen, but understood as such. 
-bin-: This word appearing between two names means "the son of'. Therefore, 
Muhammad bin Abdullaah would mean "Muhammad the son ofAbdullaah." 
-bint-: This word appearing between two names means "the daughter of'. 
Therefore, Aa'isha bint Abu Bakr would mean "Aa'isha the daughter to Abu Bakr". 
Bismillaah:. The act ofreciting "Bismillaah" or "Bismil/aahir Rairmaanir Raheem" 
(In the name ofAllaah, The Beneficiant, The Merciful). 
Book of Allaah: see Qur'aan 

Bridge of Siraat: This is an extremely precarious bridge spanning Jahannam, 

which every person will have to cross on the Day of Qiyaamah. Those who fall off 

will remain either permanently or temporarily in Jahannam, while those destined 

for Jannah will cross over speedily and enter Jannah. 

Bukhari: The most authoritative compilation of Ahadeeth. 


c 
Conquest of Makkah: This refers to the time when the MusliDS under 
Rasulullaah ~ marched into Makkah and captured the city without a war. This 
occurred in the 8th year after the Hijrah. 

D 
Dajjaal: Literally translated as "great deceiver". He is referred to in the present 
Bible as "man of sin" or "the lawless one" (2 Thessalonians 2:8-11). Rasulullaah 
~ mentioned that he will appear before the Day of Qiyaamah and lead the 
Kuffaar armies against the Muslim armies. Isa ~~ will eventually kill him. 
Da'wah: Although the word literally refers to an invitation, it is specifically used 
to describe the act of inviting people towards Islaam. 
Day of Qiyaamah: Also known as the Last Day. It is on this day that the world 
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will corne to an end and everything besides Allaah will die. It is described in 
many verses of the Qur'aan. 
Deen: Although this term refers to the religion of Islaam as we know it today, it is 
also used to refer to any true religion of the past, which Allaah taught man 
through His Ambiyaa. It should be borne in mind that the religions of the 
previous prophets are also referred to as Islaam because they all taught people to 
surrender themselves to Allaah. 
Deeni: Related to the Deen, e.g. Deeni matters would refer to matters related to 
the Deen. 
Dhikr: This word refers to the remembrance of Allaah. However, it is often used 
for the formal repetition of words by which Allaah is remembered, such as 
repeating the words (til, ~1 Zl~~) "Laa Ilaaha IHalaah" ("There is none worthy of 
worship but Allaah") or "Allaahu Akbar" ("Allaah is the Greatest"), etc. 
Dhimmi: A non-Muslim citizen of a Muslim country. 
Dhul Hijjah: The 12th and last month of the Islaamic calendar. 
Dhul Qa'dah: The 11 th month of the Islaamic calendar. 
Dinaar: A coin made of pure gold that was used as a form of currency. It was 
equal to approximately 4.25g of gOld. 
Dirham: A coin made of pure silver that was used as a form of currency. It is 
equal to approximately 3.1 g of silver. 
Du'aa: A supplication or prayer to Allaah. 
Dunya: Arabic term for this world and also commonly used everything worldly. 
The term is also used to refer to the life of this world, in which case its antonym 
will be Aakhirah (the life of the Hereafter). 
Durood: Also referred to as a salaah on Rasulullaah ~. This term refers to 
sending salutations to Rasulullaah ~ by reciting certain formulations, which 
all invoke Allaah to shower his choicest mercies on Rasulullaah ~. 

F 
Fajr: One of the five Fardh salaahs. It is performed between dawn and sunrise .. 

Fardh (plural - Faraa'idh): Those acts that are obligatory for a Muslim to carry 

out and are clearly mentioned in the Qur'aan. 

Farsakh: A unit of measurement with one Farsakh being equivalent to 

approximately three miles. 

Fataawaa: see Fatwa 

Fatwa (plural - Fataawaa): A ruling or verdict passed by a Mufti stating the legal 

status of an act. 

Fay: The booty received from conquered lands when the enemy surrenders 

without a fight. 

Fiqh: Islaamic jurisprudence. 

Fir'oun: Normally translated as "Pharaoh". In Qur'aanic terms, it refers to the 

king of Egypt during the time of Moosa ~~. He claimed to be Allaah (May 

Allaah save .us from such utterances). 
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Fitnah: The term is used very broadly to refer to temptation, trial, chaos and 
dissension. 
Fuqahaa (plural of Faqih): A term used for the recognised jurists of Islaam, who 
were experts in the science and philosophy of Islaamic law. The term generally 
refers to the four famous Imaams of the four schools of jurisprudence. 

G 
Ghilaaf of the Kabah: This is the black drape that covers the Kabah. 

H 
Haafidh (plural - Huffaadh): A person who has memorised the entire Qur'aan. 
Haaji: A person performing or who has already performed Hajj. 
Hadhrat: A term of respect used before the name of a person. 
Hadith (plural - Ahaadeeth): The words or actions of Rasulul1aah ~, which 
are narrated by his companions ~~. 
Hajar Aswad: Literally translated as "the black Stone". It is a stone mounted on 
the corner of the Kabah closest to the door. It is highly revered and it is from this 
point that people begin their Tawaaf. 
Hajj: The pilgrimage of Muslims that occurs during the month of Dhul Hijjah. 
During the Hajj, pilgrims are required to abide by certain restrictions and visit 
specific sites in and around Makkah, carrying out specific acts. It is obligatory 
only for those Muslims who have the means to perform it. The pilgrimage to the 
Kabah that the Mushrikeen used to perform before the coming of Rasulullaah 
~ was also called Hajj. The Qur'aan makes many references to this "Hajj" of 
theirs; 
Halaal: Something that is lawful in the Shari'ah. 
Haraam: Something that the Shari'ah clearly declares unlawful. The prohibition 
of anything Haraam is mentioned in the Qur'aan. 
Hateem: A short semi -circular wall around one side of the Kabah. 
Hidaayah: The Arabic term for guidance, especially the guidance Allaah gives 
people to do good. 
Hijaaz, province, western Saudi Arabia, bordering the Red Sea. Makkah and 
Madinah, are located here. Other population centres in this region include Taa'if 
and the Red Sea port of Jiddah. 
Hijrah: To migrate from one place to another for the pleasure of Allaah. Hijrah is 
compulsory when it is difficult or impossible for a Muslim to practise lslaam in 
the place where he lives. The term Hijrah (also spelt Hegira) also refers 
specifically to the migration of Rasulullaah ~ from Makkah to Madinah. It is 
from this important event that the Islaamic calendar begins, which corresponds 
to the year 622 AD of the Gregorian calendar. When something had occurred five 
years after this Hijrah (migration) of Rasulullaah ~, it is said that it occurred 
in SA.H. 
Huffaadh: see Haafidh 
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Hudaybiyyah: A place close to Makkah where the Treaty of Hudaybiyyah was 
signed by Rasulullaah ~ with the Mushrikeen of Makkah. This occurred six 
years after the Hijrah when the Mushrikeen refused the Muslims entry into 
Makkah to perform Umrah. Although the clauses of the treaty favoured the 
Mushrikeen, it was the Muslims who abided by them. Barely a year and a half 
passed when the Mushrikeen violated the treaty. This violation led to the 
Conquest of Makkah in the year BAH. 

Hayyaakallaah: An expression translated literally as "May Allaah keep you alive". 
Hypocrite (known as Munaafiq): A person who is a Kaafir but pretends to be a 
Muslim. Where Ahadeeth refer to specific hypocrites, these will be those 
hypocrites who lived in Madinah during the time of Rasulullaah~. 

I 
Ibaadah:An act of worship e.g. salaah, Hajj, charity, etc. 
Iblees: see Shaytaan 
Ijtihaad: IjUhaadbriefly refers to applying one's mind to the source references of 
the Shari'ah to deduce laws that are not explicitly stated. This is, of course, the 
work of a person whose proficiency in Islaamic jurisprudence in unquestionable. 
Ilaah (plural - Aaliha): The Being whom one worships and whom one regards as 
the being most deserving of worship. Therefore, the Ilaah of Muslims is Allaah 
and the Ilaah of others are the gods they worship. 
Imaan: Although this word is normally translated as "belief' or "faith", its 
meaning is broader. In summary, Imaan means believing in Towheed and the 
Risaalah of Rasulullaah ~ together with everything else that Rasulullaah ~ 
taught. In addition to believing in all of this, Imaan will be complete only when a 
person verbally admits this belief. The Imaan of nations that lived before the 
coming of Rasulullaah ~ required belief in Towheed together with the 
Risaalah of the Nabi (prophet) of their time and whatever he taught them. 
Innaa Lillaahi wa Innaa Ilayhi Raaji'oon: Translated as "To Allaah we belong and 
to Him shall we return". Although this expression is usually used when a person 
passes away, it is also used to indicate surprise and when some unfortunate 
event occurs. 
Insha A1laah: An Arabic expression meaning, "If Allaah wills". It is commonly 
used by Muslims when they intend doing something in future. The English 
equivalent would be "God willing". 
Iqaamah: A call similar to the Adhaan but given immediately before the salaah 
begins. 
Isha: One of the five Fardh salaahs. It is performed at night between the time 
when all light has vanished from the h0rizon and the time of dawn. 
Islaam: (commonly spelt "Islam") The literal meaning of the word "Islaam" is "to 
surrender" or "to submit" because Islaam teaches one to surrender himself to 
Allaah's commands. Although the religion taught by Muhammad ~ is called 
Islaam, the religions taught by all the Ambiyaa (prophets) are also referred to as 
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Islaam because the basic teachings of all prophets were the same. It was the 
followers of the past religions who changed the teachings of their religions and 
their names. 
Ismul A'zam: Literally translated as "The Most Majestic Name", this is that name 
of Allaah, taking which any du'aa a person makes will definitely be accepted. The 
precise name is known only to the very chosen servants of Allaah and has always 
remained a secret to the masses. 
Istighfaar: The act of begging forgiveness from Allaah. 
Istinjaa: The act of cleaning one's private areas after relieving oneself. 
I'tikaaf: Refers to a person's stay in the Masjid for a period of time without 
corning out at all during this time. There are many specific laws concerning 
I'tikaaf. 

J 
Jamara: One of three pillars in Mina representing the Shaytaan which people 
performing Hajj pelt as one of the requisites of Hajj. 
Jahannam: Commonly translated as "hell" or "hellfire". This is a physical place 
where people will be punished after the Day of Qiyaamah. 
Jannah (plural - Jannaat): Commonly translated as "paradise". It is a physical 
place of happiness where people with Imaan will live forever after the Day of 
Qiyaamah. 
Jannaat: see Jannah. 
Jibra'eel ~~: The archangel Gabriel. He is the leader of all the angels and was 
responsible for bringing revelation to Allaah's Ambiyaa (prophets.) 
Jihaad: Although usually translated as a "holy war", the word "Jihaad' literally 
means "to make an effort" or "to exert oneself'. Therefore, although a physical 
battle between the Muslims and the Kaafiroon is called Jihaad, any other effort 
that a Muslim makes for the promotion of the Deen is called Jihaad. 
Jinn: A creation of Allaah very much like human beings, except that their origin is 
from fire. They can assume any form, have amazing powers and are invisible to 
the human eye. 
Jizya: A sum of money that the non-Muslim citizens of a Muslim country pay to 
the government in exchange for security and other privileges. 
Jummua: Friday congregational prayer. 

K 
Kaafir (plural - Kaafiroon or Kuffaar): Commonly translated "disbeliever" or 
"rejecter of faith". This term refers to any person who does not have Imaan. 
Therefore, Jews and Christians may be referred to as Kaafiroon. Although all 
Mushrikeen may be called Kaafiroon, all Kaafiroon cannot be called Mushrikeen. 
See also Kufr and Mushrikeen 
Kabah: Also referred to as "Baytullaah" ("Allaah's house"). the Kabah is a 
cube-shaped building situated in the Masjidul Haraam in the city of Makkah. It is 
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towards the Kabah that Muslims face when performing salaah. 
Kaffaara: A penalty that one has to pay for committing acts of sin such as 
breaking oaths, etc. The Kaffaara for various sins vary according to the sin 
involved. 
Kalimah: The testimony of belief that Muslims recite to confirm their Imaan. The 
words of the Kalimah are "Laa Ilaaha lIlal Laahu Muhammadur Rasulullaah" 
("There is none worthy of worship but Allaah and Muhammad e is the Rasul 
(messenger) of Allaah"). 
Khadeeja ~: The first wife of Rasulullaah ~ who assisted Islaam 
tremendously and passed away in Makkah before Rasulullaah ~ migrated to 
Madinah. 
Khalifah (plural - Khulafaa): A title used for the leader of the Muslims. The title 
was first used for Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~, who succeeded Rasulul\aah ~ as 
the leader of the Muslims. The word 'Caliph' is commonly used. 
Khandaq: see Battle ofAhzaab 
Kharaaj: The Zakaah due on crops. 
Khaybar: A place where the Jews of Madinah took residence after being expelled 
from Madinah for betraying the Muslims. It is located approximately one 
hundred miles north of Madinah. 
Khazraj: One of the two prominent tribes of the Ansaar. The other was the Aws 
tribe. 
Khilaafah: Term of serving as Khalifahlposition of being the Khalifah. 
Khulafaa: see Khalifah 
Khulafaa Raashideen: The term is translated as 'the rightly guided Khulafaa' (see 
Khalifah above). According to consensus of the Ummah, the "Khulafaa 
Raashideen" refers to Hadhrat Abu Bakr ~~, Hadhrat Umar ~~, Hadhrat 
Uthmaan @~ and Hadhrat Ali ~. 
Kisra: A title used for the emperors of the Persian Empire. 
Kuffaar: see Kaafir 
Kurr: Commonly translated as "disbelief'. Kufr is the opposite of Imaan so when 
it is stated that a person commits Kufr, it means that he either disbelieves in 
Allaah, in the Nabi (prophet) of the time (Rasulullaah ~ in our times) or 
anything that is clearly mentioned in the Qur'aan. 

Laa Ilaaha Illallaah: The first part of the Kalimah, translated as "There is none 
worthy of worship but Allaah". see Kalimah and Imaan 
Laat: One of the idols that the Arab Mushrikeen worshipped during the Period of 
Ignorance. 
Laylatul Qadr (liThe night of Qadr"): This is an unspecified night during the 
Ramadhaan of each year in which a person carrying out an act of Ibaadah will 
receive the reward of doing the act for a thousand months. The virtues of this 
night are mentioned in Surah Qadr(Surah 97). 

L 
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Lowhul Mahfoodh: Translated as the "Protected Tablet". It is a book in the 
heavens where Allaah has recorded every event that has taken place and that is 
to take place. Everything written there will definitely take place and none can 
alter it. 

M 
Madinah: A city in Arabia. Rasulullaah ~ migrated to Madinah after he was 
compelled to leave Makkah and he lived there until his demise. He is buried in 
Madinah. 
Maghrib: One of the five Fardh salaahs. It is performed between sunset and the 
period when all light vanishes from the horizon. 
Mahr: The dowry that is paid to the bride upon marriage. 
Mahram (plural - Mahaarim): Someone whom one is not allowed to marry, such 
as one's father, mother, brother, sister, etc. A list of Mahaarim is mentioned in 
verses 22, 23 and 24 of Surah Nisaa (Surah 4). Someone whom one is allowed to 
marry is referred to as a non-Mahram. 
Makkah: A city in Arabia where Rasulullaah ~ was born. It is also referred to 
as Bakkah. The Kabah is situated in this city. 
Malaa'ikah: The Arabic term for the angels. It is the plural of 'Malak'. 
Maqaam of Ibraheem ~: The word "Maqaam" refers to a place where one 
stands and is therefore commonly translated as "station". The Maqaam of 
lbraheem ~ is the rock which Allaah provided for Ibraheem ~ to stand on 
while he was building the Kabah. The rock would rise into the air whenever 
Ibraheem ~~ needed to go higher as he built the walls. 
Marwa: see Safa. 
Masjid (plural - Masaajid): Normally referred to as a mosque, a Masjid is a place 
where Muslims perform their salaah in congregation. 
Masjidul Haraam: The Masjid surrounding the Kabah. 
Masjidun Nabawi: Translated as the "Masjid of Rasulullaah ~", it is the Masjid 
in Madinah that was built during the time of Rasulullaah ~ and where his 
grave is today. 
Mayta: Commonly translated as "carrion", the Arabic word "Mayta" refers to the 
meat of anImals that die without being slaughtered in the name of Allaah as well 
as the meat of a limb that is removed from a living animal. The only lawful things 
that can be eaten without slaughtering are fish and locusts. 
Men of Suffa: see Suffa 
Mina: A place situated approximately 4 km outside Makkah. People performing 
Hajj spend most of their time here. 
Mithqaal (plural: Mathaaqeel): One Mithqaal equals approximately 4.4g of silver 
Mu'adhin: The person who calls out the Adhaan. see Adhaan 
Mubaahala: When two conflicting parties collectively make du'aa to Allaah that 
He should destroy the party that is wrong. 
Mudd: One Mudd is equal to approximately 800g. 
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Muhaajir (plural - Muhaajireen): This term refers to a person who makes Hijrah 
i.e. who migrates for the pleasure of Allaah. The term Muhaajireen is generally 
usea to refer to the first Muslims who migrated from Makkah to Madinah. 
Muhaajireen: see Muhaajir 
Muhammad ~: The last Nabi (prophet) whom Allaah sent to mankind. He was 
born in Makkah in 570 AD and passed away in Madinah in 632 AD. All Muslims 
follow his teachings. 
Muharram: The 1st month of the Islaamic calendar. 
Mujaahid (plural - Mujaahidooll/Mujaahideen): Although the word is general 
used to refer to a person fighting in Jihaad, it also refers to a Muslim who is 
engaged in any effort to propagate Islaam. This is because it essentially refers to 
any person engaged in any of various forms of]ihaad. see Jihaad 
Mujaahideen: see Mujaahid 
Mu'min (plural - Mu'minoon or Mu'mineen): A person who has Imaan. 
Mu'minaat: feminine of Mu'mineen and Mu'minoon. 
Mu'mineen: see Mu'min 
Mu'minoon: see Mu'min 
Munaafiq (plural - Munaafiqeen): see hypocrite 
Murtad (plural -Murtaddeen): Commonly translated as an apostate or renegade. 
A Murtad is a Muslim who forsakes Islaam either by adopting another religion, 
by rejecting a fundamental of Islaam or by doing or saying anything that removes 
him/her from the fold of Islaam. 
Murtaddeen: see Murtad 
Musaafir: Although commonly translated as "a traveller", the word technically 
refers to a person who has travelled a specific distance. Depending on other 
factors such' as the duration of the person's stay in another place, the Musaafir 
will perform only two Rakaahs Fardh salaah instead of four Rakaahs. The detail 
of this are plenty and should be sourced from reliable Ulema. 
Mushrik (plural - Mushrikeen): A person who commits shirk. See Shirk 
Mushrikeen: see Mushrik 
Muslim (meaning 1): Muslim (plural - Muslims): The word literally means "one who 
has surrendered his will to Allaah". However, it commonly refers to a person who 
follows the Deen (religion) of Islaam. 
Muslim (meaning 2): One of the most authoritative books of Ahadeeth, usually 
regarded as second only to Bukhari. 
Mutashaabih (plural - Mutashaabihaat): These are those verses of the Qur'aan 
that are not as clear as the "Muhkamaat" in their interpretation. Their meanings 
are best known to Allaah. Allaah says about these verses, !lNone knows their 
interpretation but Allaah" [Surah 3, verse 7]. It is necessary to interpret these 
verses only in a manner that does not contradict what the Muhkam verses 
mention. When a suitable interpretation cannot be found, one should not delve 
too deeply into their meanings be.cause the injunctions of Isla am are clearly 
mentioned in the Muhkamaat verses and failure to perfectly interpret the 
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Mutashaabihaat will not affect a person's life. 

N 
Nabi (plural - Ambiyaa): A prophet whom Allaah sends to guide people. The term 
Nabi is generally regarded to be synonymous with the term Rasool. The Ambiyaa 
were sinless and fulfilled their duties. See Rasool 
Nabi &: Refers to Rasulullaah ~. 
Nafl (plural - Nawaafil): An act of worship that is optional and not enforced by 
the Shari'ah. Doing it will earn reward while it will not be sinful to omit it. 
Nafs: Literally translated as the 'soul', the term more specifically refers to the evil 
dimension of the soul. It is also translated as 'carnal passions'. 
Nawaafil: see Nafl 
Non-Mahram: see Mahram 
Nubuwwah: synonym of Risaalah, see Risaalah 

p 
Period of Ignorance: This refers to the period in Arabia before Rasulullaah & 
brought the message of Islaam. 

Q 
Qaari (plural - Qurraa): while the term is generally used to describe person who 
is proficient in reciting the Qur'aan, during the early days of Islaam, it was used 
only for people who together with being able to recite the Qur'aan proficiently, 
also had a deep understanding of the exegesis and interpretation of the Qur'aan. 
Qafeez: A unit ofweight with one Qafeez equal to approximately 19.2kg. 
Qamees: A long, loose tailored upper garment. 
Qibla: The direction a person of any religion faces when praying. However, in 
common usage it refers to the direction Muslims face while performing salaah, 
which is towards the Kabah in Makkah. When Rasulullaah ~ arrived in 
Madinah, the Qibla. of the Muslims was Baytul Maqdas for a short while. 
Thereafter, the direction of the Qibla waspermanentIy changed to the Kabah. 
Qiraa'ah: While the term generally refers to the recitation of the Qur'aan, it also 
refers to the various modes of Qur'aanic recitation. 
Qisaas: Literally translated as retaliation, Qisaas refers to the punishment meted 
out to persons who inflict such wounds to others that can be inflicted to them in 
exactly the same manner. The execution of a murderer is also referred to as 
Qisaas because it entails taking the murderer's life as retaliation for the life he 
took. 
Qiyaamah: see Day of Qiyaamah 
Qiyaamul Layl: Literally translated as "standing during the night". The term refers 
to standing in salaah and also engaging in other acts of worship during the night, 
espec;aUy performing the Tahajjud salaah. , 
Qur'aan: The final divine scripture which Allaah revealed to Rasulullaah ~ in 
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the Arabic language. It is also commonly referred to as Kitaabullaah (liThe Book 
of Allaah"). 
Quraysh: The Arab tribe that dominated Makkah during the time of Rasulullaah 
~. Other Arab tribes held them in high regard. Rasulullaah ~ belonged to 
this tribe. 
Qurraa: see Qaari 

R 
Rabb: Although normally translated as "Lord", this translation falls far short of 
explaining the meaning of the word Rabb. The word Rabb refers to the Being 
Who creates, nurtures, sustains, controls and owns the entire creation. There is 
therefore no English word that can adequately translate it. 
Rajab: The 7th month of the Islaamic calendar. 
Rakaah: A unit of salaah. The salaah of a Muslim usually comprises of a few 
Rakaahs. 
Ramadhaan: The ninth month of the Islaamic calendar during which Muslims 
have to fast. 
Rasool (plural - Rusul): Literally translated as messenger, the term almost 
always refers to a Nabi (prophet) of Allaah. The term can also refer to others who 
are sent by another to fulfil a particular task e.g. the angels of death are also 
referred to as Rusul because they are sent to take the souls of people. While the 
term Rasool is generally used synonymously with the term Nabi, Ulema generally 
regard a Rasool to be a Nabi who receives his own Shari'ah. See Nabi 
Rasulullaah ~: The term literally means "The messenger of Allaah" and is 
popularly used throughout the Muslim world to refer to Allaah's final Rasul 
(prophet) Muhammad ~. 
Risaalah: This term refers to a person's position as Allaah's prophet and is 
usually translated as Risalaat "prophethood". For a person's Imaan to be valid, 
s!he has to believe in the Risaalah of Rasulullaah ~ Le. s/he has to believe that 
Rasulullaah ~ is Allaah's final messenger. For the people before Rasulullaah 
~, it was necessary for them to believe in the Risaalah ofthe Nabi (prophet) 
~ whom Allaah sent during their time. 
Ruku: The bowing posture in salaah which precedes the prostration. 
Rusul: see Rasool 

s 
Saa: One Saa is equal to approximately 3.2kg. 
Sacred Months: These are the months of Dhul Qa'dah, Dhul Hijjah, Muharram 
and Rajab. The Arabs always regarded these four months as months in which no 
warfare should take place. However, this does not apply any longer and fighting a 
war during these months is not prohibited in Islaam. 
Sadaqah: Charity given for the pleasure of Allaah other than zakaah. 
Sa'ee: One of the rituals of Hajj and Umrah in which a person has to proceed 
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back and forth seven times between the hills of Safa and Marwa. 
sara and Marwa: Two hills in Makkah, close to the Kabah. Muslims performing 
Hajj and Umrah are required to walk between these hills seven times. 
Safar: The 2nd month of the Islaamic calendar. 
Sahabah ~: The companions of Rasulullaah ~. The term refers to any 
person who saw Rasulullaah ~ and who lived and died as a Muslim. 
Sahabi: Singular of Sahabah. see Sahabah 
Sajdah: Technically. Sajdah refers to prostrating before Allaah in salaah and is a 
form of worship. The act denotes placing the forehead on the ground as a sign of 
total submission and humility in front of Allaah. However. the term is sometimes 
used to mean submission and bowing down. 
Sehri: A meal that a person intending to fast for the day eats just before dawn. 
Shaam: Although this word is commonly translated as Syria. it refers to a large 
area of the Middle East including parts of modern-day Syria, palestine, Israel, 
Jordan and Lebanon. 
Shahaadah: A testimony of belief similar to the Kalimah but stated with different 
words. The words of the Shahaadah are: "Ash Hadu Allaa Ilaaha Illallaahu wa Ash 
Hadu Anna Muhammadan Abduhuwa Rasooluh" ("I testify that there is none 
worthy of worship but Allaah and I testify that Muhammad ~ is His servant 
and Rasul (messenger)"). see Kalimah 
Shaytaan (plural - Shayaateen): This term refers specifically to the devil Satan, 
who' is a Jinn. However. it is also used generally for all other individuals from 
Jinn and mankind who create mischief among people. He is also referred to as 
Iblees. 
Shari'ah: The code of law that governs the lives of Muslims. The term may also 
be used for the code of religious laws that governed the lives of nations of the 
past who followed other prophets. 
Shirk: Usually translated as "polytheism", "Shirk" is the opposite of Towheed. 
"Shirk" refers to worshipping several deities, whether Allaah is included among 
these or not. "Shirk" also includes attributing such qualities to others, which 
belong to Allaah alone. For example. it will be said that a person is committing 
"Shirk" if s/he believes that a being besides Allaah can see and hear everything. A 
person who commits "Shirk" is called a Mushrik. 
siddeeq (plural Siddeeqeen): Literally translated as "one who is extremely 
truthful". This title is reserved for people who are extremely true in their beliefs. It 
is therefore used for people who were closest to the Ambiyaa and who accepted 
the message of the Ambiyaa without hesitation. This title is sometimes also used 

for the Ambiyaa themselves. 
Siddeeqeen: see Siddeeq 
Siraat: see Bridge of Siraat 
Subhaanallaah: A common Arabic term' translated as "Glory be to Allaah" which 
is said to express that Allaah is totally without any partners. The expression is 
generally referred to as "Tasbeeh" and may also be used to express astonishment. 
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Suffa: A raised platform in the Masjid of Rasulullaah ~ where the "men of 
Suffa" lived. These were poor Muslims who had neither family nor homes nor 
occupations in Madinah. Their number varied as many more joined and others 
became independent and left. 
Sunan: see Sunnah 
Sunnah (plural - Sunan): The word literally means "a practice" and refers to a 
practice of Rasulullaah ~. The term "Sunnah" may also be used as a collective 

noun to refer to all the practices and teachings of Rasulullaah ~. The term 
may also be used for the practices of other people such as the Sahabah~. 
However, in such cases it will not be used by itself e.g. it will be said "the Sunnah 
of the Sahabah ~~" or "the Sunnah of our predecessors". 
Surah: A chapter of the Qur'aan. There are 114 Surahs in the Qur'aan. (Although 
the proper plural of the word Surah is "Suwar", we have used the word Surahs to 
indicate the plural to make understanding easy since the proper plural is not 
commonly used among English speakers.) 

T 
Taabi'een: Muslims who saw the Sahabah ~. 
T;;tbleegh: This term refers to propagating Islaam. 
Tabook: A place approximately 700km from Madinah where the Muslims camped 
to meet a large Roman army. However, the Roman army failed to appear and the 
Muslims consolidated their control over the region. Although no battle took 
place, the expedition is known as the Battle of Tabook. This took place in the 9th 
year after the Hijrah. It was the final expedition which Rasulullaah ~ 
personally led and the journey proved to be very tedious and trying for the 
Muslims because of the extremely long journey and scorching heat. 
Tahajjud: A non-obligatory salaah performed between the Isha and Fajr salaahs, 
preferably just before dawn. The merits of this salaah are tremendous. 
Takbeer: see "Allaahu Akbar" 
Talbiya: A short Arabic sentence that people continuously recite while performing 
Hajj and Umrah. 
Taqdeer: The term refers to predestination. It is one of the core beliefs of a 
Muslim that everything good and bad has been predestined by Allaah. While 
Allaah has given man a choice to do good or bad, the outcome is determined by 
Allaah. 
Taqwa:. Although commonly translated as "fear for Allaah" or "piety", the word 
Taqwa refers to such consciousness of Allaah or such piety that drives a person 
to carry out all Allaah's commands and to stay away from everything that Allaah 
has prohibited. 
Tasbeeh (plural - Tasbeehaat): The term refers to glorifying Allaah using words 
like "Subhaan Allaah" ("GlOry be to Allaah"), "Subhaana Rabbiyal A'laa" ("Glory be 
to my Rabb, the Most High") and other similar words. 
Tasbeehaat: see Tasbeeh 
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Tashahhud: A specific du'aa recited while sitting after every two Rakaahs of 
salaah. 
Taubah: Repentance. 
Tawaaf: The act of walking around the Kabah seven times in an anti-clockwise 
direction. 
Tawakkul: The term refers to placing one's trust in Allaah and to rely only on 
Allaah under all circumstances. 
Tayammum: A form of ablution that takes the place of Wudhu and Ghusl. One 
may perform Tayammum only when water for Wudhu or Ghusl is completely 
unavailable, inaccessible or when its use will cause one severe harm. Tayammum 
simply comprises of striking one's hands on sand and passing the hands over the 
entire face and arms. There are many laws attached to its performance and 
reasons for performance. These laws are mentioned in the detailed books of 
Islaamic jurisprudence. 
Thareed: A dish prepared when bread is broken into curried meat. 
Towheed: Usually translated as "Oneness of Allaah" or "Islaamic monotheism". 
Towheed refers to worshipping Allaah Only and firmly believing that the qualities 
of a deity belong only to Him. 
Treaty of Hudaybiyyah: see Hudaybiyyah 

u 
Uhud: The name of a mountain on the outskirts of Madinah which was the site 

for the Battle of Uhud. This battle took place three years after Rasulullaah ~ 


migrated to Madinah. During this battle, the Muslims numbered about a 

thousand while the Kuffaar numbered over three thousand. Rasulullaah ~ 


suffered some injuries during this battle. 

Ulema: see Aalim 

Umar ~~ (Hadhrat Umar bin Khattaab ~.~): He was one of the most 

eminent Sahabah ~, the father-in-law of Rasulullaah ~ and the second 

Khalifah of Islaam. 

Ummah: The word literally means "nation". The Ummah of Rasulullaah ~ 


refers to the followers of Rasulullaah ~. 


Ummahaatul Mu'mineen: see Ummul Mu'mineen 

Ummu-: A prefix meaning "mother of'. Therefore, Ummu Abdillaah would mean 

"The mother of Abdullaah". 

Ummul Mu'mineen (plural: Ummahaatul Mu'mineen): A title used for the wives 

of Rasulullaah ~. It is translated as "Mother of the Mu'mineen". 


uthmaan ~~ (Hadhrat Uthmaanbin Affaan ~): He was one of the most 

eminent Sahabah ~, the son-in-law of Rasulullaah ~ and the third 

Khalifah of Islaam. 

Uzza: An idol that the Arab Mushrikeen worshipped during the Period of 

Ignorance. 
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w 

wahi: This refers to the revelation that Allaah sent to His Arnbiyaa (prophets.) 

Waleemah: A meal hosted by the groom to celebrate his marriage. 

wasaq: A unit of weight with one Wasaq being equal to approximately 192kg. 

WUdhu: Generally translated as ablution. It is a form of puritying oneself before 

performing salaah and before doing certain other acts of worship. There are 

many details pertaining to wudhu, which are mentioned in the detailed books of 

Islaamic jurisprudence. 


y 
Ya'jooj and Ma'jooj: Commonly translated as Gog and Magog. Authentic 

Ahadeeth make it clear that the Ya'jooj and Ma'jooj are powerful human tribes 

whose numbers are so large that they cannot be counted. They are trapped 

behind a wall that the king Dhul Qarnayn erected [see verses 92-99 of Surah 18] 

and they will appear only before Qiyaamah. 

Yathrib: The old name of Madinah which was used before Rasulullaah ~ 


arrived there. 


z 
zakaah: Normally referred to as a "poor due". Although the word is sometimes 
used for charity in general, it refers specifically to the charity which Muslims 
annually give to the poor. Muslims who possess a specific minimum amount of 
wealth for an entire year need to pay zakaah, which is calculated at 2.5% of their 
surplus wealth. 
Zuhr: One of the five Fardh salaahs. It is performed between midday and late 
afternoon. 
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Glossary of Symbols 


~: Read as "Alayhis Salaam", this Arabic term means "Peace be upon him" and 
is used as a term of respect and a prayer after the names of Allaah's Arnbiyaa 
(prophets) and angels. 

~l~: Read as "Alayhimus Salaam", this Arabic term means "Peace be upon 
them" and is used as a term of respect and a prayer after the names of 
Allaah's Arnbiyaa (prophets) and angels. 

~: Read as "Radhi Yallaahu Ta'aalaa Anhu", this Arabic term means "May 
Allaah be pleased with him". It is used as a term of respect and as a prayer 
after the name of anyone of the male Sahabah ~~. 

~~: Read as "Radhi Yallaahu Ta'aalaa Anhaa", this Arabic term means "May 
Allaah be pleased with her". It is used as a term of respect and as a prayer 
after the name of anyone of the female Sahabah ~~. ' 

~: Read as "Radhi Yallaahu Ta'aalaa Anhumaa", this Arabic term means 
"May Allaah be pleased with the two of them". It is used as a term of respect 
and as a prayer after the name of any two male or female Sahabah ~. 

~: Read as "Radhi Yallaahu Anhum", this Arabic term means "May Allaah be 
pleased with them". It is used as a term of respect and as a prayer after the 
word "Sahabah" or after the names of a few Sahabah. 

~: read as "Sallallaahu Alayhi wa Sallam" and is used after the. name and titles 
of Rasulullaah ~. The term means "May Allaah shower mercy and peace 
on him" Le, on RasululIaah ~. 

~aul~: Read as "Rahima HulJaah Ta'aalaa", this Arabic term means "May Allaah 
have mercy on him". It is used as a term of respect and as a prayer after the 
name of any pious person. 

s}~l;Z: Read as "Tabarak wa Ta'aalaa", this Arabic term means "The most 
honoured and mighty". It is used only after the name ofAllaah. 
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